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Machine Learning Augmented Breast Tumors
Classification using Magnetic Resonance Imaging
Histograms
Ahmed M. Sayed
Biomedical Engineering Department, Helwan University, Helwan, Cairo, Egypt
EECS Department, MSOE University, Milwaukee, WI, USA

Abstract—At present, breast cancer survival rate significantly
varies with the stage at which it was first detected. It is crucial to
achieve early detection of malignant tumors to reduce their
negative effects. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is currently
an important imaging modality in the detection of breast tumors.
A need exists to develop computer aided methods to provide
early diagnosis of malignancy. In this study, I present machine
learning models utilizing new image histogram features using the
pixels least significant bit. The models were first trained on an
MRI breast dataset that included 227 images captured using the
short TI inversion recovery (STIR) sequence and diagnosed as
either benign or malignant. Three data classification methods
were utilized to differentiate between the tumor’s classes. The
examined classification methods were the Discriminant Analysis,
K-Nearest Neighborhood, and the Random Forest. Algorithms’
testing was performed on a completely different dataset that
included another 186 MRI STIR images showing breast tumors
with verified biopsy diagnostics. A significant tumor
classification efficiency was found, as judged by the pathological
diagnosis. Classification’s accuracy was calculated as 94.1% for
the DA, 94.6% for the KNN and 80.6% for the RF algorithm.
Receiver operating curves also showed significant classification
performances. The proposed tumor classification techniques can
be used as non-invasive and fast diagnostic tools for breast
tumors, with the capability of significantly reducing false errors
associated with common MRI imaging-based diagnosis.
Keywords—Tumor classification; histogram analysis; magnetic
resonance imaging; breast cancer; machine learning

I.

INTRODUCTION

Breast cancer is the most common cancer type in women
worldwide. It is the fifth cause of female deaths due to cancer
[1]. Around 300,000 new female cases is estimated to occur
each year in the United States alone [2]. The survival rate for
breast cancer have generally improved over the past few years,
as diagnosis at an early and localized stage is now possible,
because of the progressive improvement in treatment strategies
[3]. Early diagnosis of malignant tumors is crucial to avoid
tumor metastasis and subsequently elevate the survival rate of
diseased cases. If the tumor was not diagnosed early, it may
spread beyond the original breast organ to other distant organs.
Currently the routine method for diagnosing suspected breast
tumors is imaging using Mammography, the main imaging
modality for the breast organ that is then followed by
pathological diagnosis through extraction of a biopsy sample
from the tumor invasively. Mammography breast cancer

detection sensitivity is generally high [4], however, this
sensitivity goes down to near 62% when imaging females with
dense breasts [5]. Additionally, the costly biopsy procedure,
the gold standard for diagnosis, is routinely performed under
ultrasound guidance. However, about 75% of the performed
biopsy procedures yield a benign diagnosis [6, 7], which is
considered an unnecessary, costly, and time consuming and
painful procedure to patients. In order to reduce the wasted
biopsy procedures, other imaging modalities were proposed,
such as magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and ultrasound
elastography [8-13].
Lately, MRI has become a useful and important modality to
visualize and detect breast tumors in today’s clinical practice
[8, 14, 15]. This imaging modality is becoming increasingly in
use to preoperatively evaluate DCIS tumors and define their
extent [16, 17]. MRI has the advantages of not producing
ionizing radiation, exhibiting high imaging contrast, good
sensitivity rate, ability to show auxiliary nodes, and enjoying
3D imaging capabilities [18]. Additionally, Short inversion
time Inversion Recovery (STIR) MRI scanning sequence
provides a means for suppressing fat and inflammatory tissue
from the normal tissue in the resultant images [19, 20]. If MRI
is used in daily routine examinations, specific types of cancer
would have been significantly diagnosed with higher
sensitivity rates at an earlier stage [8], but cost remains a major
impediment. Nevertheless, breast imaging using MRI exhibit
relatively moderate specificity rates (down to 79%) that
increase the erroneous false positive diagnostic percentages
[15, 21-23].
One of the MRI imaging characterization methods is
histogram analysis that is usually used to distinguish different
anatomical and morphological regions, in addition to its more
fundamental usage as an image enhancement tool [24, 25].
Some previous studies used histogram methods to illustrate the
relation between the tumors physiological changes and their
associated histogram parameters to achieve improved
utilization of these histogram parameters as substitutive and
representative markers describing heterogeneity of the tumor
compositions [15, 26, 27]. In the past years, several studies
have exploited histogram approaches in various imaging
modalities [24, 27-32] with a growing emphasis on different
MRI techniques and imaging sequences. Histogram processing
methods showed its value for investigating various tumor
parameter distributions, for example, in dynamic contrastenhanced MRI (DCE MRI) it was possible to differentiate
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between responder and non-responder groups in brain tumors
radiotherapy [33], and in apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC)
using diffusion MRI, it was also possible to detect specific
types of cervical cancer [34] and endometrial cancer [35].
Despite that, information related to tumor’s heterogeneities
remain not fully scrutinized [15]. Along with the advances in
high resolution MRI and its associated signal processing
methods, histogram analysis of cancer tumors scanned using
MRI will be used to a greater extent.
In this research, breast tumor’s heterogeneity was
investigated and described by the least significant byte
histogram parameters calculated from STIR MRI imaging
sequences for a number of clinically and pathologically
verified patients diagnosis. The aim of this study is to
differentiate between the two main breast tumors’ classes;
benign and malignant, with higher accuracy rates. Computer
aided diagnosis was achieved using three classification
algorithms to categorize the acquired data. Following that, the
classification efficiency was calculated and compared with the
outcomes of pathological tumor’s diagnosis; consequently, the
classification errors and receiver operating curves were
calculated using two MRI data sets; one dataset for training the
classifiers and the other dataset was utilized for testing.
Throughout this study, it will be demonstrated that the
proposed breast tumor classification technique has the potential
as a noninvasive early diagnosis tool. This may lead to earlier
and faster tumors characterization, and also may reduce the
number of unnecessary biopsies performed pathologically to
determine benignancy or malignancy; the applicable criteria
that follow.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
In this research, the used training dataset was an online
imaging dataset made available for scientific studies. It was
published by the Cancer Imaging Archive (TCIA) [36] under
the Breast-Diagnosis collection [37]. Table I lists the mass
types included in this training dataset and their pathologic
diagnosis, as published in the clinical, pathology, and
radiologist reports [37]. A different MRI dataset was used for
classification testing purposes. This testing dataset was
previously acquired from different health care faculties, where
tumors diagnosis was also verified with histopathology, as it
was used in a previously published study of the research team
[38]. The dataset included 186 tumor images, as listed in
Table I, and their biopsy results were also available.
TABLE I.
Case
Diagnosis
Benign

Malignant
Total
Numbers
Benign
Malignant

Tumors’ locations and pathological diagnosis were already
determined in the training dataset’s pathological reports. This
information was used to manually select ROIs for all
independent breast tumors in the dataset. Fig. 1(a) and Fig. 1(c)
show selected ROIs for malignant and benign breast tumors,
respectively. Following that the histogram for the selected
image ROIs was generated for the least significant byte (LSB)
only; the reason for that will be explained shortly. The
corresponding histograms are presented in Fig. 1(b) and
Fig. 1(d), in which the horizontal axes represent gray scale
level variations, and the vertical axes represent the number of
pixels for a specific gray scale level.
After generating all tumors’ ROI imaging histograms, their
classifying features were then computed. The classifying
features were chosen to be ten histogram parameters. Those
parameters were used to describe the shape and profile of a
histogram. The ten histogram parameters were generally used
in similar studies found in the literature [15, 26, 34, 38, 39] that
aimed to differentiate tumors or identify various morphological
regions based on imaging data. The used histogram features
were: maximum, median, mean, mode, entropy, standard
deviation, kurtosis, skewness, 75 percentile and the 25
percentile values. Entropy measures the degree of uniformity
of a histogram. Kurtosis represents a measure of the histogram
general shape. Skewness represents a histogram’s data
asymmetry about the mean value. Percentile values represent a
value below a specified limit of the calculated histogram data.

PATHOLOGIC DIAGNOSIS OF THE EXAMINED CASES

Pathological Diagnosis (count)
Training Dataset
Fibroadenoma (27)
Fibrocystic Change (22)
Fibrosis (25)
Stromal Hyperplasia (8)
Invasive Ductal Carcinoma (91)
Ductal Carcinoma In Situ (19)
Invasive lobular Carcinoma (35)
Training Dataset
82
145

A. Generating Histograms
The presented analyses in this study focus on obtaining
tumor’s histograms and identify the important classification
features. Apparently, obtaining the whole image’s histogram
will degrade the classification overall accuracy by including
imaging features that represent the surrounding non-tumorous
tissue and healthy organs. Selection of the region of interest
(ROI); i.e., delineating only the tumor, is a common practice in
the routine radiology analysis. This is a particularly necessary
step in this study to exclude non-tumorous features from the
classification process.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Testing Dataset
Fibroadenoma (43)
Fibrocystic Change (15)
Cystic Lesion (14)
Invasive Ductal
Carcinoma (114)
Testing Dataset
72
114

Fig. 1. MRI Imaging Examples of Breast Tumors’ ROI and their Least
Significant Byte (LSB) Associated Histograms: (a, b) Malignant Tumor; (c, d)
Benign Tumor.
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Statistically speaking, this study is an observational study,
with no control over the classification features. Statistical
testing was used to examine the classification significance of
the chosen histogram parameters/features. First normality test
had to be applied to select a suitable significance test. The
Jarque–Bera normality test was utilized to examine the features
normality. All features failed the normality test; therefore, the
parametric t-test could not be used and the non-parametric
Wilcoxon rank sum test was used instead. This test showed that
some features had a significant classification power, provided
that the alternative testing hypothesis of different features
distribution medians for the two classes (benign and malignant)
were different. Statistical significance level α of 0.05 was
considered throughout this study.
For both training and testing data sets, only Short TI
Inversion Recovery (STIR) MRI imaging were examined,
which is an imaging procedure that aims at highlighting the
breast mass’s morphology and facilitates visualization of
tumor’s heterogeneity. Each pixel of the studied MRI images
consists of two bytes; least significant bytes (LSB) and most
significant bytes (MSB). Two types of histograms were
generated: histograms based on the whole pixel size; LSB and
MSB, and histograms based using LSB only. As shown in
Table II, the number of significant histogram features using the
full pixel size were only 6, compared to 8 significant features
when using the LSB. Kurtosis and skewness were the
additional significant features in the second case. For the fulllength histograms, the mode was the most significant feature
with P value of 0.0026, while for the LSB case, skewness was
the most significant feature with 8.35E-05 P value.
Evidently, features based on the LSB histograms would
provide more classification power between the two tumor
types. The LSB’s histogram information may have magnified
the tumor’s image heterogeneity and adherence pattern with
the surrounding normal tissue. Fig. 1 shows benign and
malignant examples along with their LSB histograms. The
malignant LSB histogram has a greater content of low pixel
values, in contrast to the benign LSB histogram that has larger
content of high pixel values that has been truncated in the
calculation of the LSB histograms. Therefore, this interesting
and useful effect was encouraging to proceed the classification
process using LSB histograms rather than full pixel length
histograms, which according to my knowledge, has not been
reported before.
B. Data Classifiers
Three classifiers were exploited to automatically categorize
the examined images as either malignant or benign, according
to the corresponding histogram features. The used classifiers
TABLE II.

were the discriminant analysis (DA), K-Nearest Neighbor
(KNN), and Random Forest (RF) classifiers. The 227 data
points were utilized to train and validate the three classifiers,
judged by their consequent resubstitution error, and the leaveone-out analysis. The three classifiers were chosen for their
popularity, implementation simplicity, and prior use in similar
applications [40-42].
The DA classifier tries to find a combination of the
classifying features that divides the two disease main classes;
benign and malignant. The discriminant analysis as a
parametric method, attempts to estimate a categorical or
grouping dependent variable based on a number of continuous
independent variables; i.e. predictor variables using a
preselected discriminant function. The dependent variable in
our application was the tumor diagnosis outcome, while the
independent variables were the MRI imaging features.
Previous studies show that this classification method has
shown an acceptable classification performance, even with
inappropriate features selections [41, 43].
KNN is a nonparametric classification method. A data
point is classified according to the distance between it and its
neighbors in the feature space, with the point being assigned to
a class that is closest to its K nearest neighbors. The main
parameter controlling the performance of such classifier is the
number of neighbors, K. A common tradeoff in selecting the
right value of the parameter K exists, where larger K values
make classification outcomes less vulnerable to the effect of
noise or data outliers but results in less distinct classification
boundaries. On the other hand, lower values of K produce
uneven and irregular classification boundaries [44]. Therefore,
the classification analysis was repeated in the training phase for
different values of the K parameter, and the resultant
classification error was reported accordingly.
The third used classifier in this study was the RF which is
also a nonparametric classification method. In this method, a
group learning model is constructed using a large number of
decision trees. Classification is performed according to the
mode of the decision trees. Classification trees have the
advantage of making a good fit to the training data [45, 46].
The main parameter in this method is the number of trees T
used to build the classification model. Therefore, the
classification analysis was repeated in the training phase for
different values of the T parameter, and results were compared
at each selected value. It is worth mentioning that it has been
reported by Lin and Jeon [47], that a relationship exists
between RF and KNN methods, where both belong to the
weighted neighborhoods schemes.

STATISTICAL TESTING OF HISTOGRAM CLASSIFICATION FEATURES USING TWO IMAGING PIXELS SIZES

P-values based on LSB+MSB
Entropy

Max

Median

Mean

STD

Mode

Kurtosis

skewness

prctile75

prctile25

# Significant
features

0.1077

0.0135

0.013

0.0034

0.59

0.0026

0.1077

0.4112

0.0125

0.0063

6

P-values based on LSB
Entropy

Max

Median

Mean

STD

Mode

Kurtosis

skewness

prctile75

prctile25

0.847

0.0468

1.34E-04

0.0071

0.327

0.0251

1.47E-04

8.35E-05

1.71E-04

0.0011

8
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After training each classifier using the training MRI
dataset, the associated resubstitution error was calculated.
Additionally, leave one out analysis (LOO) was performed as a
validation step. In leave one out analysis each classifier was
trained on the whole data set except for one data point, and
classification was then predicted for this data point. This
process is repeated until all points were diagnosed based on the
model generated using the other trained data points. Both
resubstitution and LOO analysis data were used to select the
classifiers’ parameters that generate the lowest false negative
error with a high level of accuracy. Achieving low false
negative errors is very crucial, as misclassifications of positive
malignant tumors are so severe, as they lose the early detection
and treatment privileges.
Following training, testing of the classification model
follows using another independent dataset that consists of 186
testing images. Classification accuracy and receiver operating
characteristic (ROC) curves were plotted for each classification
model and analyzed accordingly. A flowchart summarizing the
tumor’s classification process is shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Flow Chart of the Breast Tumor’s Classification Process.

III. RESULTS
Application of the described approach resulted in labeled
histogram data points. The points were used for training and
evaluation of the three classifiers. The classifiers where then
tested, and classification was found to be significant, with
different efficiencies according to the used classifier, as will be
shown in the following subsections.
A. Classifiers Training Evaluation
1) DA classifier: Five DA discriminant functions were
evaluated and the results of resubstitution error and leave one
analysis are shown in Table III. The table lists the True
Negative (TN), True Positive (TP), False Negative (FN) and
False Positive (FP) values for each discriminant function.
Sensitivity, specificity, and accuracy values are used to
determine the classifier’s performance. The sensitivity value
provides a very important indication, as higher sensitivity
values point out the classifier’s ability to identify malignant

tumors as malignant. It is ideal to have a false negative value
of zero (sensitivity of 1). The Positive and Negative
Likelihood Ratios (PLR and NLR respectively) are also
reported in Table III. It is desirable to have a classifier with
higher positive likelihood ratio > 2 and NLR < 0.5 for a better
discriminatory classification [48].
From the table, it is evident that the Mahalanobis
discriminant function provides satisfactory classification
results with high sensitivity and low NLR reflecting the low
possibility of producing false negative errors. Although the
other functions provided a lower FP error, yet the severity of
FN errors is much higher than FP errors.
2) KNN classifier: The KNN classifier was trained using
the standard Euclidean distance metric. This classifier requires
determination of the number of neighboring points; K
parameter, to be included while creating the model decision
boundary. A good value of K would provide a suitable
compromise between the classifier’s sensitivity to noise at low
values of K form one hand, and the reduced classification
accuracy at high values of K on the other hand. Therefore,
different K values were examined, as shown in Fig. 3.
In Fig. 3, both the resubstitution and LOO analysis were
performed for K values ranging from 1 to 100, to explore any
potential useful values of K. Only the classification accuracy is
being graphed to show the overall performance of the
classifiers, but specificity and sensitivity are also reported and
analyzed in Table IV. The resubstitution accuracy profile in
Fig. 3(a) shows a rapid accuracy decline as K increases with a
small peak that appears at K=15, then the curve declines again
until it settles at an accuracy of 79% approximately. The LOO
accuracy profile in Fig. 3(b) shows two peaks at K=5 and
K=15, then the curve settles at about 79 % accuracy level.
From both curves, it is rational to select the value of 15 rather
than 5, to make the model more generalized and less sensitive
to data outliers and data irregularities. For this value of K = 15,
an overall training classification sensitivity of about 85.5% was
achieved with a low NLR; which is an indication of a low
possibility of producing false negative diagnosis.
3) Random Forest Classifier: In this classifier, the main
parameter is the number of trees (T) composing the forest. The
resubstitution and LOO analyses were performed for T values
from 5 to 300, to explore potentially useful T values, as
illustrated in Fig. 4. The resubstitution accuracy profile shown
in Fig. 4(a), exhibits a steady accuracy of 100% for T values
larger than 40 trees. The LOO profile in Fig. 4(b) shows
accuracy fluctuations around the 79% accuracy level for
almost all values of T. It can be noticed from the figure that
the resubstitution error is infinitesimal and only occurs for
small tree numbers. Nevertheless, the LOO analysis reveals
the actual performance of the RF algorithm when data points
not included in the training are tested, which indicates a model
overfitting effect. Based on these results, a classifier with a
decision trees number T of 100 was chosen for further testing,
and the corresponding training evaluation calculations are
listed in the second section of Table IV.
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TABLE III.

TRAINING AND EVALUATION OF THE DISCRIMINANT ANALYSIS CLASSIFIER USING DIFFERENT DISCRIMINANT FUNCTIONS

A- Resubstitution Analysis
Discriminant function
Mahalanobis
Linear
Diagonal Linear
Quadratic
Diagonal Quadratic

TN
52
56
68
73
72

TP
137
134
106
107
81

FN
8
11
39
38
64

FP
30
26
14
9
10

Count
227
227
227
227
227

Sensitivity
0.945
0.924
0.731
0.738
0.559

Specificity
0.634
0.683
0.829
0.89
0.878

Accuracy
0.832
0.837
0.767
0.793
0.674

PLR
2.583
2.914
4.282
6.723
4.58

NLR
0.087
0.111
0.324
0.294
0.503

B- Leave One Out Analysis
Discriminant function
Mahalanobis
Linear
Diagonal Linear
Quadratic
Diagonal Quadratic

TN
52
54
68
69
72

TP
136
133
104
107
81

FN
9
12
41
38
64

FP
30
28
14
13
10

Count
227
227
227
227
227

Sensitivity
0.938
0.917
0.717
0.738
0.559

Specificity
0.634
0.659
0.829
0.841
0.878

Accuracy
0.828
0.824
0.758
0.775
0.674

PLR
2.564
2.686
4.20
4.655
4.580

NLR
0.098
0.126
0.340
0.311
0.503

TABLE IV.
TN

EVALUATION OF THE KNN AND RF CLASSIFIERS’ TRAINING PERFORMANCE

TP

FN

FP

Count

Sensitivity

Specificity

Accuracy

PLR

NLR

126

19

20

227

0.869

0.756

0.828

3.563

0.173

122

23

21

227

0.841

0.744

0.806

3.285

0.213

145

0

0

227

1

1

1

Inf

0

127

18

24

227

0.876

0.707

0.815

2.993

0.176

KNN Resubstitution Analysis
K = 15

62

KNN Leave One Out Analysis
K = 15

61

RF Resubstitution Analysis
T = 100

82

RF Leave One Out Analysis
T = 100

58

(a)

(a)

(b)

(b)

Fig. 3. KNN Classifier: (a) Training Accuracy for different Values of K
Parameter using Resubstitution Analysis. (b) Training Accuracy for different
Values of K Parameter using LOO Analysis.

Fig. 4. Random Forest Training Evaluation: (a) Training Accuracy for
different Values of T Parameter using Resubstitution Analysis. (b) Training
Accuracy for different Values of T Parameter using LOO Analysis.
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B. Classifiers Testing Evaluation
One contribution of this study is exploitation of trained
classification models to classify an entirely different testing
dataset that was not included in the models training. No further
tuning or post processing was applied on the models, and
testing was performed directly resulting in the following tumor
diagnosis outcomes.

performance is noticed for T values of more than 25, around
the 77.5 % accuracy level. Yet, a sensitivity level of only 76%
was noted, as the classifier failed to correctly categorize 25
malignant tumors. The RF testing profile is very similar to the
RF LOO training profile. This observation is interesting, as it
shows that the RF classifier performance can be accurately
predicted based on the LOO training curve profile.

1) Testing DA classifie: A summary of DA testing
outcomes is presented in Table V. The DA classified the
tumors with a sensitivity of 99.0%, specificity of 87.8%, and
accuracy of 94.1% with a very low NLR ratio.
2) Testing KNN classifier: The KNN classifier testing
results are summarized in Table V for the same K value used
in the training process. The testing accuracy of the algorithm
was calculated for all values of K; from 1 to 100, as shown in
Fig. 5(a). Two accuracy peaks appear at 15 and 23 and giving
the same exact classification accuracy.

To compare the three classifiers’ performance at the
selected classification parameters, a combined ROC curve was
plotted in Fig. 6. It is clear that the DA and KNN classifiers are
superior to the RF classifier, in terms of sensitivity and
specificity. The areas under the curves (AUC) were 0.956 and
0.953 for the DA and KNN, respectively, indicating a very
good and significant classification performance. The AUC
value for the RF model was calculated to be only 0.845
reflecting a moderate classification performance.

It is apparent that the KNN has a very close performance to
the DA classifier, yet the sensitivity measure was found to be
better using the KNN, as the calculated NLR was almost zero
with no FN errors.

(a)

Fig. 6. ROC Curves showing Performance of the Three Breast Tumor
Classifiers.

IV. DISCUSSION

b)
Fig. 5. (a) Accuracy of Classification Testing for all Values of K Parameter
for the KNN Classifier. (b) Accuracy of Classification for all Values of T
Parameter for the RF Classifier.

3) Testing random forest classifier: The RF algorithm
tumor categorization outcomes were summarized in Table V
for the same T value used in the training process. Once more,
the testing accuracy of the algorithm was calculated for all
values of T; from 5 to 300, as shown in Fig. 5(b). The
accuracy profile does not show specific peaks or range of T
values with higher accuracy levels. A fluctuating, yet steady

In this article, breast tumor classification methods based on
MRI LSB histogram parameters were demonstrated. The
selected histogram features were used to train three different
machine learning methods as tumor classifiers, and their
corresponding performances were compared. Previous studies
in the literature used histogram parameters to characterize
breast cancer and its response to therapy [27, 41, 49-51]. Their
main goal was finding the statistical significance of histogram
features to categorize the examined breast tumors, yet the
usage of machine learning techniques for such a purpose was
limited in the literature. The study reported by Vidić and
coworkers presented a support victor machine algorithm to
evaluate breast tumors classifications [50]. Although the
authors showed an overall classification accuracy of up to 0.96,
they reported only accuracy values without considering
specificity nor sensitivity ratios, therefore, no information were
provided about false positive or negative classification errors.
Lee and associates reported five machine learning algorithms
to predict prognostic biomarkers of breast cancer [51]. The
authors reported an AUC value of 0.8 using a random forest
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model, which is quite close to the RF AUC value we report
herein, although higher AUC values were achieved using other
algorithms, as demonstrated in the paper in hand. Additionally,
usage of histogram features calculated using only the LSB
imaging pixels has never been reported, according to my best
knowledge, which have shown more significant differences
between benign and malignant tumors. This effect can be
explained as follows: important information pertaining to the
tumor’s heterogeneity, adherence to the surrounding normal
tissue, and response to magnetic excitations may have been
emphasized in the image’s low gray scale values, due to the
scanning nature of STIR MRI sequence that suppresses the
fatty normal tissues, i.e., it nulls the signal from fat.
Herewith, two different breasts MRI dataset were
exploited: one for training the classifiers and the other for
independently testing them. One main contribution in this
study is the application of a trained machine learning method
on a totally different dataset from a different source. This
strengthens the hypothesis that the described methods are
generalized classification methods that could be efficiently
used to classify any given STIR MRI breast tumor images.
Furthermore, the described methods can be easily repeated and
validated by other research groups on their own datasets.
Statistical analysis of the selected histogram features
showed skewness as the most significantly different parameter
between benign and malignant tumors, with a P value of
8.35E-05. In general, skewness represents the shape and
asymmetry of a given histogram. Based on the training MRI
dataset, the average skewness value for the benign images was
5.866, while for the malignant tumors the value was 2.001;
approximately 3 folds. This indicates that benign histograms
were quite asymmetric around the mean and more rightskewed towards the higher image pixel values as compared to
malignant histograms.
As mentioned earlier the selection of the three classifiers
was based on their inherent implementation simplicity and
prior use in similar applications [40-42]. The aid of machine
learning algorithms to improve diagnostic accuracy is of
significant interest and utility, as human interpretation of MRI
breast data is neither 100% sensitive nor 100% specific. Even
though the DA algorithm assumes a multivariate normal
distribution between the used features, which is not the case
here, yet it was successful in categorizing the testing tumors
data. It has been reported that violations of the normality
assumption can be permitted in certain cases, and the algorithm
outcomes can still be considered reliable, given that the nonnormality violations are not caused by data outliers [52]. The
other two algorithms; KNN and RF, do not assume normality
for the input data points.
The KNN classifier was also very successful and specific in
classifying the examined breast tumors. Selection of a certain
K parameter was a compromise between good classification
performance and robustness against noise and data outliers.
Optimization techniques can be used to find the optimum KNN

parameters by minimizing the cross-validation loss error.
Readily available hyperparameter optimization methods
(MATLAB, The MathWorks Inc., Natick, Massachusetts, US)
was attempted using the training data and tested as well using
the testing dataset. The optimization process recommended
using the Spearman distance function (instead of the standard
Euclidean method used throughout this study) and a K value of
38. In this case, the classification error occurred only for 1 FP
and 1 FN data points out of the 186 testing points (sensitivity
of 99% and specificity of 98.8%), which is a remarkable
classification performance. Yet, the goal of this paper is to
demonstrate the feasibility of using different machine learning
techniques to categorize breast tumors and compare between
their performances in a pilot study. The task of finding an
optimal classifier for that purpose would need more
investigation and testing using larger datasets, which is
considered future work.
The DA and KNN classification performance metrics
showed significantly better outcomes in categorizing testing
data over the training data. Training outcomes showed an
accuracy of approximately 83%, while testing data showed
about 94% accuracy; more than 10% of accuracy increase. This
effect can be explained by the fact that the training dataset was
larger and more diverse than the testing dataset. As
demonstrated in Table I, the training dataset included 227
independent images with 7 different tumor types, while the
testing dataset included 186 images showing 4 types of
common breast tumors. The training dataset included more
tumor types, however, some of them were uncommon and rare
tumor types, such as stromal hyperplasia and Ductal
Carcinoma in Situ [53, 54]. The trained algorithms used a more
generalized data than the testing data, which was the main
cause behind the accuracy differences between the two
situations. The lack of a more generalized testing dataset is
considered another limitation of this study. Despite the
encouraging results that have been shown in this study, testing
the developed classification methods on a larger and more
diverse MRI dataset is an ongoing work.
The RF algorithm had though a moderate classification
performance with an utmost accuracy ratio of 80%. It has also
the disadvantage of being expensive regarding the
computational time. RF LOO analysis was completed in
approximately 70 minutes to run using MATALB (The
MathWorks Inc., Natick, Massachusetts, US) on a modern
computer (Windows 10, 10th Generation Core I5, 2.11 GHz,
16GB RAM), while DA LOO and KNN LOO were completed
in 2 and 6 seconds, respectively. Nevertheless, this method’s
testing performance may be directly predicted from the training
LOO data analysis, as the RF algorithm behaved in a very
similar and consistent way in both cases, with slight accuracy
degradation under the testing mode. This was clear from the
demonstrations in Fig. 4(b) and 5(b). Another interesting
observation is that the three unoptimized algorithms had very
close specificity ratios though; 87.8 for DA, 87.8 for KNN and
85.4 for RF, respectively.
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TABLE V.
Algorithm Parameter

TESTING RESULTS FOR THE BREAST TUMOR’S CLASSIFICATION USING THE THREE ALGORITHMS

TN

TP

FN

FP

Count

Sensitivity

Specificity

Accuracy

PLR

NLR

72

103

1

10

186

0.990

0.878

0.941

8.121

0.011

72

104

0

10

186

1

0.878

0.946

8.2

0

70

79

25

12

186

0.76

0.854

0.801

5.191

0.282

DA Algorithm
Mahalanobis
KNN Algorithm
K = 15
RF Algorithm
T = 100

[9]

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
New breast tumors’ classification methods based on MRI
imaging were presented. The methods showed the potential to
provide more accurate tumor’s diagnosis non-invasively and
timely efficient. This method may provide an alternative
approach to the unnecessary biopsy procedures routinely
performed to verify a breast tumor preliminary diagnosis. From
the demonstrated results, it has been shown that the
discriminant analysis and K nearest neighborhood methods can
provide good tumor categorization performance with a
significant sensitivity and accuracy levels. The random forest
method proved to provide a moderate degree of classification
accuracy, however, it showed consistent outcomes in both the
training and testing data. The reported least significant byte
histogram-based algorithms may be applied on other tumor
types, but this requires further investigation to prove being
valid. Future research projects include applying the described
methods on larger and diverse STIR MRI imaging datasets to
find an optimized tumors classification scheme.
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Abstract—The total losses through online banking in the
United Kingdom have increased because fraudulent techniques
have progressed and used advanced technology. Using the history
transaction data is the limit for discovering various patterns of
fraudsters. Autoencoder has a high possibility to discover
fraudulent action without considering the unbalanced fraud class
data. Although the autoencoder model uses only the majority
class data, in our hypothesis, if the original data itself has various
feature vectors related to transactions before inputting the data
in autoencoder then the performance of the detection model is
improved. A new feature engineering framework is built that can
create and select effective features for deep learning in remote
banking fraud detection. Based on our proposed framework [19],
new features have been created using feature engineering
methods that select effective features based on their importance.
In the experiment, a real-life transaction dataset has been used
which was provided by a private bank in Europe and built
autoencoder models with three different types of datasets: With
original data, with created features and with selected effective
features. We also adjusted the threshold values (1 and 4) in the
autoencoder and evaluated them with the different types of
datasets. The result demonstrates that using the new framework
the deep learning models with the selected features are
significantly improved than the ones with original data.
Keywords—Financial fraud; online banking; feature
engineering; unbalanced class data; deep learning; autoencoder

I.

INTRODUCTION

As the online payment system advances, fraud schemes
have shifted from physical fraud actions using ATMs into an
advanced technique that uses digital banking accounts.
Unauthorized remote banking fraud is formed by three
categories: Internet banking, telephone banking and mobile
banking. A fraudster accesses a customer’s bank account
through these remote banking channels and steals money by
making an unauthorized money transfer from the account. UK
finance announced that total losses through remote banking in
the United Kingdom have increased and reached £197.3
million in 2020, 31percent higher than in 2019. The annual
number of cases of internet banking fraud and mobile banking
fraud has been growing rapidly from 32,721 cases in 2019 to
66,150 cases in 2020. Other financial fraud losses such as
payment cards and cheques decreased from £470.2 million to
£452.6 million [1].
The fraud Detection System (FDS) used by many financial
institutions, has not caught up with the advancement in
fraudulent schemes on remote banking. To address constant

changes in fraud behavior, some financial industries employ
machine learning (ML) methods in FDS [2, 3], but it is still
challenging to reveal new fraudulent behaviors by applying
ML to raw data only.
Financial transaction data is also very unbalanced because
legitimate transactions account for 90% and above of all
transaction data and only less than 10% of the rest of the data is
fraud. It is difficult to find fraudulent patterns out for ML
algorithms specifically for supervised learning.
In the new feature engineering framework published in
[19], we created and selected the effect features for fraud
detection models built with ML algorithms: We selected
Support Vector Machine (SVM) and Isolation Forest (IF) as
fraud detection models.
Throughout this research, we apply the feature engineering
framework on remote banking data for deep learning with the
experimental dataset being provided by a European private
bank.
Deep learning has been popularly used for image, audio
and video recognition in terms of coping with big data in
depth. It learns by dividing input data into a plurality of
segmented data patterns through many hidden layers. Recently,
it came to be used for classification issues such as fraud
detection in the financial area. The original concept of deep
learning will be traced to studies of artificial neural networks
(ANN). Autoencoder is a type of ANN, an unsupervised deep
learning algorithm [4]. It learns how to compress and
decompress input data for representation of the original input
data and consists of three layers: Encoder, latent (hidden) layer,
decoder (Fig. 1). It discovers specific features from the given
data during the process of data compression, also known as
dimensionality reduction, and how to map the compressed
features to the latent layer. The autoencoder finds out how to
reconstruct the input data from mapping the features. The most
advantage of using autoencoder for financial fraud detection is
that autoencoder does not need fraudulent transaction data to
learn fraud patterns. As mentioned above, the proportion of
fraud transaction data is very little whereas the number of
legitimate transaction data is very large. It is difficult to keep
track of new fraudulent behavior and state-of-the-art fraud
schemes from a few fraud samples because fraudulent actions
are not carried out by one person. On the other hand, legitimate
transactions are carried out by the same customer who holds
his or her own bank account or credit card. Autoencoder can
reconstruct customers’ behavior patterns by learning from
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specific features among large history transaction data.
Autoencoder models judge fraudulent data by using loss
function with mean squared error (MSE) that measures the
error distance of variables in specific features between the
learnt data and new input data. There are some related studies
of fraud detection using the autoencoder model [5, 6, 7, 8] and
they chose autoencoder techniques from the perspective of
coping with unbalanced transaction datasets. They commonly
use two popular techniques of feature engineering, which are
principal component analysis (PCA) and standardization. PCA
is a technique of dimensionality reduction and uses orthogonal
transformation that computes covariance matrix which
represents the correlation between two variables. Unlike
machine learning models, deep learning is essential for data
processing standardization as it standardizes and weight each
attribute to measure how much specific features influence.
Standardization is an essential data processing for using
deep learning because deep learning multiplies each attribute
and sets the weighting coefficients. Deep learning has not
implemented feature engineering on input data from the point
of view of adding latent data patterns.

Fig. 1. Autoencoder with Hidden Layer.

In this paper, we propose a new feature engineering
framework that newly creates features using feature
engineering methods of feature aggregation and feature
transformation and selects effective feature candidates for deep
learning. In the experiment, the autoencoder is used for
building a fraud detection model and verifying the effect of the
paper. The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2
reviews the recent development of feature engineering in
financial fraud detection for deep learning. Section3 develops a
new feature engineering framework that combines feature
creation and feature selection processes, and section 4
introduces an autoencoder for fraud detection. Section 5
presents the experimental remote banking dataset, and the final
section demonstrates a simulation of the framework for the
deep learning model. Finally, section 6 presents results,
discussions, and future work.
The main contribution of this study is around improving the
accuracy of fraud detection models through using the
engineered features produced with the framework, which are
the combination of creation and selection processes.
II. RELATED WORK
Until several years ago, the credit card was the great
majority of transaction methods in financial services at ATMs,
shops, and online shopping. In recent years, remote banking

has also become a popular method for transferring money and
at the same time, financial fraud losses through remote banking
exceed fraud losses of using credit cards according to a report
by UK finance in 2021 [1]. Despite the increase of the
fraudulent cases of remote banking, there are still very few
studies on using feature engineering for deep learning in
remote banking.
A. Feature Engineering Framework for Financial Fraud
Detection
There exist some similar works of feature engineering
framework for financial fraud detection in [9,10,11,12] and
they all use feature aggregation methods to create behavior
attributes that reveal latent fraudulent patterns. J.S. Kalwihura
et al. [11] and Zhang et al. [10] use the HOBA feature
engineering methodology which groups into homogenous
fraudulent patterns by using feature aggregations based on
recency, frequency and monetary (RFM) for insurance fraud
detection. The RFM is for behavior analysis which is popularly
used in the marketing area. Feature aggregation methods in
HOBA feature engineering consist of four aggregation
categories related to behavior analysis based on a defined
period during a transaction. HOBA also comprises a feature
selection method which is a bootstrapped ensemble of bagged
trees to select a subset of features from original data. They
select random forest as an experimental model which
demonstrates a 56.2% increase in the F1-score compared
against the original data. Y. Lucas et al. [9] suggest using a
feature engineering framework based on multi-perspective
Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) for credit card fraud
detection. The history of credit card transactions has the card
holder’s habits of the timing or the place of using a credit card
in the last 24h. HMM is a sequence classification model which
considers the sequential properties of transaction data. The
multi-perspective HMMs categorize a symbol on transactions
such as “merchant and amount”, “timing”, “fraud or
customer”,” genuine” and observe each symbol as the
sequential event on transactions. The HMMs calculate the
likelihood of sequences of observed symbols and create
features of each event. To measure the effectiveness of the
addition of the HMM features, they use perspective, recall and
AUC metrics, and random forest as an experimental model.
Consequently, the use of the HMM-based features improved
the precision-recall AUC of the random forest model
significantly compared with the use of the original features
only. All the above studies have demonstrated the impact of
using feature engineering methods on data with improved
performance of machine learning models. In their works, they
focused only on the feature aggregations side to reveal latent
fraudulent patterns. A. Nagaraja et al. [14] introduced an
approach for any network anomaly detection using feature
transformation based on mathematical methods. They use
feature clustering based on the Gaussian distribution function
and a k-Nearest Neighbours (KNN) classifier as a detection
model for finding the similarity between observations. The
distribution function provides the equivalent deviation and
threshold values to carry similarity calculation, and then the
distance function of KNN measures the distance of the
transformation features and determines if the input is fraud or a
legitimate value. Using transformation features improves the
detection accuracy in comparison with using the raw data only.
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In the new framework [19], we use feature aggregation and
feature transformation jointly to create important feature
candidates. R. Wedge et al. [15] suggest Deep Feature
Synthesis (DFS) that creates new attributes for machine
learning models of credit card fraud detection using the
relational structure of the dataset. In the processes of DFS, both
feature aggregation and transformation methods are used to
create new features using attributes of the related transactions.
For instance, they applied the Hour in transaction time to
determine when a transaction has occurred during the day and
use statistical methods i.e., average, mean, sum and standard
deviation to express the user behavior on the transaction time
base. Timestamps in transactions are significant processes in
DFS to compute features of every month and within 24 hours.
Eventually, they generated 237 features (over 100 behavioral
pattern features) for each transaction and reduced the false
positive rate by 54%. However, in their study, they use all 237
generated features which may cause overfitting if the number
of the training data is not enough.

III. FEATURE ENGINEERING FRAMEWORK FOR DEEP
LEARNING MODEL
The main contribution of the new framework lies in joining
two processes of feature creation and feature selection (Fig. 2).
Whether machine learning or deep learning algorithms are
selected, the processes of feature creation and feature selection
in the framework remain the same. In the case of feature
creation for deep learning, it is necessary to standardize
variables in all features before building a model.

In the work described in [19], we used the engineered
features created through using the feature engineering
framework which has improved the performance of machine
learning models.
In this paper, we make use of the new feature engineering
framework for deep learning, specifically for autoencoder
neural network models.
B. Fraud Detection using Autoencoder Neural Network
Fraud transaction data is always imbalanced and needs to
be carefully handled while using machine learning algorithms.
Popular methods of coping with imbalanced datasets are
oversampling and undersampling which are techniques to
balance the class distribution. Oversampling is utilized to
synthesize new samples of fraudulent classes but, it will take in
noise. Undersampling removes samples from the majority class
in the trained dataset but, it may remove useful information or
important data. Autoencoder is good for coping with
imbalanced datasets without considering the minority class
issue because it only uses majority class samples. Some
research for credit card fraud detection uses an autoencoder
model [16, 17, 18]. P. Jiang et al. [16] designed a six-layer
autoencoder for the dataset and selected SoftMax with crossentropy as the loss function for final classification to detect
credit card fraud. The autoencoder model improved the
classification accuracy of the fraud class when the threshold
was equal to 0.6. A. Pumsirirat et al. [17] used deep learning
based on auto-encoder and restricted Boltzmann machine for
credit card fraud detection because fraudsters gain new
technology that enables them to steal money from customers.
Their autoencoder applied backpropagation by setting the input
data equal to the output data. Restricted Boltzmann machine
can reconstruct legitimate transactions to discover fraudsters
from legitimate patterns and holds two layers, input layer and
hidden layer. They used the library of TensorFlow to
implement autoencoder and restricted Boltzmann machine. The
number of studies of financial fraud detection using
autoencoder is not a few, but almost all studies use only raw
data as the input data for autoencoder. They do not apply
feature engineering methods to the raw data.

Fig. 2. Feature Engineering Framework.

A. Feature Creation Processes
In the feature creation component, there are two categories:
data preparation and implementation of feature engineering.
Data preparation contains four processes before the data are
ready for implementation using feature engineering methods.
The raw data collected from various sources are not clean and
need to be maintained by handling missing data and unifying
data formats. After the data preparation is made, feature
aggregation and feature transformation are sequentially carried
out. At this point, a first feature set candidate including all
features which include newly created features and original
attributes are prepared.
1) Feature aggregation based on customer behavior:
Feature aggregation represents a customer’s behavior when an
online transaction occurs. Based on a unique customer ID,
some action attributes e.g., amount, time, access device and
network information are aggregated. Aggregation increases the
dimensions that can express the data pattern in more detail. The
created features by these aggregations represent latent
customers’ behavior from various angles of data. Table I
describes some attribute candidates which can be aggregated
with other action attributes for creating individual customer’s
journeys via online banking.
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TABLE I.

FEATURE AGGREGATION

Attributes

Combinations

Time

- Days since the last transactions
- Hours since the last transactions
- Minutes since the last transactions
- Days since the last access by same device
- Hours since the last access by same device
- Minute since the last access by same IP address
- Hours since the last access by same IP address
- Days since the last event type occurred
- Hours since the last event type occurred
- Days since the last transaction occurred from specific
location/ATM
- Hours since the last transactions occurred from specific
location/ATM

IP Address

-

Amount

- Amount of the last transaction
- Amount of the last transaction from specific
location/ATM
- Amount of the transaction via IP address

Channel

-

Channel type when each event is occurred

Event Type

-

Event type accessed via IP address
Event type accessed by a specific device

IP address of access device since last transaction

b) Standard Deviation
Standard deviation is a method of scaling the values based
on z-score which calculates the following equation:
� 2
∑𝑛
𝑖=1(𝑋𝑖 −𝑋 )

Where:

𝑁−1

(3)

in case value can be negative

(4)

𝑥𝑖′ = sgn(𝑥𝑖 )𝑙𝑜𝑔|𝑥𝑖 | =

𝑥𝑖
𝑙𝑜𝑔|𝑥𝑖 |
|𝑥𝑖 |

𝑥𝑖′ = log(𝑥𝑖 + �𝑥𝑖2 + 𝜆)

(5)

generalized log transformation
d) (Linear) Regression Function
This function adapts the concept of linear or multiple
regression which classifies the data by fitting two or more
attributes to determine the best line. Applying regression helps
to discover a mathematical equation for adjusting the data and
smoothing out the noise (Fig. 3).
The equation: Let A1, ……, An be n matrices having
dimension K x L.

2) Feature transformation based on mathematical
functions: There are some available mathematical functions
and equations to transform a single attribute into other
dimensions by mapping data. The purpose of using
transformations is to generate features that discover
implications in a given data from mathematical functions i.e.,
scaling (standardization), log transformation, binning, linear
combination, count, on numerical attributes. Some of the
functions which are used in the framework are described
below:
a) Confidence Interval Formulas
Confidence interval (CI) is a statistic estimation formula
that uses the normal distribution for observing a point estimate
by calculating maximum, minimum, median, and mean.

𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑑 𝐷𝑒𝑣𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 = �

𝑥𝑖′ = log(𝑥𝑖 + 1) in case value can be zero

(1)

Fig. 3. Linear Regression Function.

𝐵 = 𝛼1 𝐴1 +. . . +𝛼𝑛 𝐴𝑛

(6)

e) Clustering (K-Means)
The clustering is to group a set of spots into clusters based
on a measured distance. Fraud will be recognised by locating
spots out from similar clustering (see Fig. 4). All customers are
classified into groups based on similar data patterns by using
the K-means clustering method. K-means is an unsupervised
learning algorithm that discovers the k number of clusters in a
dataset. The K number of clusters are grouped by similarities
based on a point at the centre of a cluster. All data are assigned
to the closest cluster.

𝑋𝑖 = Value of each data point
�𝑋 = Mean

N = Number
c) Logarithm Transformation Formula
Log transformation is one of the popular transformation
methods used to cope with skewed data because it can remove
skewness adapting the formula below.
𝑥𝑖′ = log(𝑥𝑖 )

(2)

Fig. 4. Clustering.
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f) Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
Principal component analysis (PCA) is an unsupervised
method to reduce feature dimensions from the original feature
dimensions but keeps the meaningful variation in the original
attributions. PCA explores correlations among the given data
and produces new aggregate variables which is a condensed
dimensional feature, called principal components (PC).
In Fig. 5, the left side (plot A) shows the original data on
the x-axis and y-axis. On the right-side (plot B), the 1st
principal axis in the PC1 pivot displays the largest norms. PC2
pivot shows the 2nd principal axis and is orthogonal toward the
pivot of PC1. The data in 2-dimension may be diminished to
one dimension with extruding each element on the PC1.

variables. In the framework, Pearson correlation is selected to
calculate the strength between two variables from different
types of correlation coefficients. The range of the strength
values of the correlation is expressed between -1 and 1. A
value of -1 indicates the perfect negative relationship between
the two feature values. On the contrary, a value of 1 indicates
the perfect positive relationship between the two feature
values. Values close to zero means weak or no relationship
between the two values (Table II). The equation of the Pearson
correlation coefficient is shown below:
𝜌𝑥𝑦 =

𝐶𝑜𝑣(𝑥,𝑦)

(9)

𝜎𝑥 𝜎𝑦

Where:

𝜌𝑥𝑦 = Peason product-moment correlation coefficient
Cov (x, y) = covariance of variables x and y

𝛼𝑥 = 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑑 𝑑𝑣𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑜𝑓 𝑥

𝛼𝑦 = 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑑 𝑑𝑒𝑣𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑜𝑓 𝑦
TABLE II.

BENCHMARK OF CORRELATION COEFFICIENT

Range of Correlation

Fig. 5. Principal Component Analysis.

The mathematical approach of PCA is to maximize
variances by converting a sequence of values as it is expressed
in the following formula. Samples,𝑋1, 𝑋2, … , 𝑋𝑁 Є 𝑅𝑛 of the
variable X Є 𝑅𝑛 that was randomly selected.
1

1

1

𝑁
𝑁
𝑖
𝑗
𝑖
𝑗 𝑇
𝑉𝑥𝑥 = ∑𝑁
𝑖=1(𝑋 − ∑𝑗=1 𝑋 )(𝑋 − ∑𝑗=1 𝑋 )
𝑁

1

𝑁

1

𝑁

(7)

𝑇
𝑖
𝑗 2
𝑇
max|𝑎|=1 ∑𝑁
𝑖=1(𝑎 (𝑋 − ∑𝑗 𝑋 )) = max|𝑎|=1 𝑎 𝑉𝑥𝑥 𝑎
𝑁

𝑁

(8)

Where a is eigenvector corresponding to the maximum
eigenvalue of a variance-covariance matrix of 𝑉𝑋𝑖 𝑋𝑗 .

B. Feature Selection Processes
In the feature creation component work introduced above,
we created many additional new features. However, redundant
features that correlate strongly with other features might be
also included. Increasing high dimensional feature space
impacts the model performance and causes overfitting,
according to Mwadulo [13]. In the feature selection
component, there are two main parts for selecting appropriate
features from all features having both newly created features
and the original data. The first part is feature measurement. In
the feature measurement part, we calculate the correlation
coefficient and measure feature importance, and then drop
redundant features.
• Pearson Correlation Coefficient

When there are high correlations between two or more
explanatory variables in the dataset, multicollinearity exists and
will cause overfitting in a multiple regression model. The
correlation coefficient is a statistical method to measure the
degree of intensity of the relationship between feature

Interpretation

±0.9 to ± 1.0

Very high positive (negative) corrlation

±0.5 to ± 0.7

Moderate positive (negative) correlation

±0.7 to ± 0.9

High positive (negative) correlation

±0.3 to ± 0.5

Low positive (negative) correlation

0.0 to ± 0.3

No correlation

• Feature Importance Measurement
As an evaluation method of relevant features, we select
feature importance to measure the relative importance of each
input feature. Scores are calculated by finding a rate of
contribution indicating which features influence predictions. In
a decision tree model, every node indicates a status of how to
split values in an individual feature. The status depends on Gini
impurity or information gain in the case of classification. While
building a decision tree model, feature importance computes
how much a single attribute contributes to reducing the
weighted impurity.
IV. DEEP LEARNING ALGORITHM FOR FRAUD DETECTION

• Autoencoder
Autoencoders are unsupervised learning neural networks
that learn to encode input data to specific features by reducing
dimensions and discovering how the features can be
reconstructed and decoded to the original data. In order to
measure how well the input data can be reconstructed, a loss
function is calculated for updating different weights and
reducing the loss between the represented data and the original
data. Autoencoder uses unlabeled training data {x (1), x (2), x
(3), …}, where x (i) Є Rn and applies backpropagation to learn
how to approximate to a function h w, b (x) ≈ x displayed in
Fig. 6. The output x^ is similar to x.
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Fig. 6. Autoencoder.
Fig. 7. An Unbalanced Target Data.

There are three main layers of autoencoder: encoder,
hidden and decode.
a) Encoder Layer
An autoencoder model learns how to reduce dimensions of
input features and compress the given data into an encoded
representation.
b) Hidden Layer
This layer holds the compressed representation of the given
data and expresses the most compacted dimensional features.
c) Decoder Layer
The model learns how to reconstruct the compressed data
to the original data by using the loss function and calculates the
loss between the original data and the reconstructed data. The
Mean square error is utilized to measure the error value shown
below:
l (x, x^) =

1

𝑛

∑𝑛𝑖=1(𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥 𝑖 )^2

(10)

The equation of encoder and decoder are given as follows:
Encoder h(x) = g((𝛼𝑥))
=∑(𝑊𝑥)𝑜𝑟 tan ℎ(𝑊𝑥)

(11)

=∑(𝑊 ∗ ℎ(𝑥))𝑜𝑟 tan ℎ(𝑊 ∗ ℎ(𝑥))

(12)

Decoder 𝑥 ^ =𝑂(𝛼 ^ (𝑥))

V. ONLINE BANKING TRANSACTION DATASET

The online banking dataset is provided by a European bank
for only academic purposes. The dataset contains about
130,000 transactions that occurred via online banking with
each customer party ID. The dataset includes fraudulent actions
which account for 5% of all transaction records and it is
unbalanced labelled data (see Fig. 7).

There are 39 attributes collected from various data sources
such as customer information, bank account, online banking
information, device information, network information,
timestamp, as described in Table III. Before applying these
attributes to the framework, fraudulent tendency from the point
of view of transaction amount and timestamp is checked.
In the Fig. 8 shows two distributions of transaction amount
frequency. One distribution (in green color) is fraudulent
transactions whereas another one (in red) describes normal
transactions. Both distributions show little difference between
fraud and customer in this context only.
We used a logarithm function on this amount attribute,
which is one of the popular mathematical functions. The
histogram of log transformation is shown in Fig. 9. The
distribution in green shows normal transactions while the one
in red represents fraudulent transactions. From the diagnose in
Fig. 8, it is shown that the fraudster in red does not steal large
money at one time and seems not to be different from normal
customers’ transactions. It indicates that it is difficult to detect
fraud transactions by the rule-based fraud detection system.
The timestamp is considered as an important feature to
discover different behavior between a customer and a fraudster
as customers will have their usual lifestyle patterns on a timeseries basis. Days, Hours and Minutes plot transactions are
shown in Fig. 10, 11, 12.
The timestamp in this dataset does not have a remarkable
difference between fraud and non-fraud at a glance. Through
our framework, this timestamp is segmentalized based on each
customer by aggregating customer’s information such as
amount, network information and access information and
creating new features which reveal latent customer behavior or
fraudulent pattern.
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TABLE III.

DESCRIPTION OF ATTRIBUTES IN ORIGINAL DATA

Attribute Name

Description

ED_EVENTTYPETX

Type of event e.g., Customer Login,
Make Payment etc

ED_TXNID

Transaction ID

ED_CHANNELIDENTIFIER

A way that customers can interact with
a bank. This can be via the telephone,
internet banking, branch, mobile.

ED_FINANCIALINSTITUTENM

Financial Institute name

ED_SUBCHANNELNM

Sub-channel name

CUSTD_PARTYID

Customer Party ID

CUSTD_EMAILADDRESSTX

Customer’s email address

EVENT

Event of transaction

AUTO_RESPONSE

Auto-response

LATENCY

Latency

IDVD_LOGINTYPE

Login Type

ACTD_BANKACCTNO

Account’s bank account number

ACTD_ACCTTYPENM

Account type

ACTD_AVAILABLEBL

Available balance

TRNSD_BENEFICIARYSORTCD

Beneficiary sort code

TRNSD_BENEFICIARYACCTNO

Beneficiary account number

TRNSD_TRNSAM

Transaction amount

TRNSD_PAYMENTDT

Transaction Datetime

TRNSD_TXNREFERENCETX

Transaction reference

TRNSD_PAYMENTDT

Transaction Date Time

IDVD_AUTHENTICD

Authentication code

IDVD_INTESESSIONID

Internet session ID

IDVD_IPADDRESSID

IP address

IDVD_CLIENTSCREENRESOID

Client screen resolution

IDVD_USERAGENTTX

User-agent

IDVD_DEVICEID

Device ID

IDVD_INTESESSIONID

Internet session ID

IDVD_CLIENTSCREENRESOID

Client screen resolution

IDVD_USERAGENTTX

User-agent

IDVD_BROWSERLANGTX

Browser language

IDVD_IPADDRESSID

IP address

IDVD_DEVICEID

Device ID

IDVD_TELSESSIONID

Telephone session ID

IDVDATA_TRNSTS

Transactions timestamps

Fig. 8. Fraudulent and Customer’s Distributions of Transaction Amount.

Fig. 9. Distributions of Transaction Amount with Log Transformation.

Fig. 10. Transactions base on Weekdays.

Fig. 11. Transactions base on Days.

EVENT

Event of transaction

AUTO_RESPONSE

Auto-response

Last_LATENCY

Latency

IDVD_LOGINTYPE

Login Type

IDVD_AUTHDETAILS1

Authentication details

Is Fraud

Fraud flag whether fraud or not

Fig. 12. Transactions base on Hours.
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VI. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

mean_last_balance

A. Experiments
From our previous published work in [19], it has been
demonstrated that the performance of fraud detection models
with prepared feature sets, performs better than the models
with original data only.
The purpose of the experiments in this research is to verify
the effectiveness of using a feature set that is created through
the processes using our framework for deep learning. The
online banking dataset described in Section 3 is used. Target
attributes in original data that are used for implementation of
feature aggregation and transformation methods are almost
fixed specifically for online banking transaction data. This is
because the banking system has common attributes in some
tables such as customer information, banking information,
network information. According to processes in the feature
creation component, we apply feature engineering methods on
the original data and create 65 new features after aggregating
features and transforming features (see Table IV).
TABLE IV.

CREATED NEW FEATURES

New Attributes Created by Feature Engineering

max_last
max_balance
max_last_balance
CUSTD_PARTYID_IDVD_CLIENTSCREENRESOID_count_LATUPDATE
_Weekdays
CUSTD_PARTYID_IPADDRESSID_count_LATUPDATE_Weekdays
CUSTD_PARTYID_IDVDATE_TRNSTS_count_LATUPDATE_Weekdays
CUSTD_PARTYID_LAST_LATENCY_count_LATUPDATE_Weekdays
CUSTD_PARTYID_TRNSD_TRANSSESSIONCD_count_LATUPDATE_W
eekdays
CUSTD_PARTYID_TRNSD_Amonut_log_count_LATUPDATE_Weekdays
CUSTD_PARTYID_ACTD_AVAILABLBALANCE_log_count_LATUPDAT
E_Weekday
CUSTD_PARTYID_ACCESS_CD_count_LATUPDATE_Weekdays
CUSTD_PARTYID_TRNSD_Amount_log_count_LATUPDATE_weekdays
CUSTD_PARTYID_TRNSD_Amount_count_LATUPDATE_Weekdays
LATENCY1_std
LATENCY2_std
LAST_LATENCY_std

LATUPDATE_Weekdays

LGIN_LATENCY1

LATUPDATE_Hours

LGIN_LATENCY2

LATUPDATE_Days

LATENCY1_std

LATUPDATE_Minute

LATENCY2_std

BALANCE_log

clusters_1

Balance_min_mean

clusters_2

Balance_min_std

clusters_3

Amount_log

count_cluser

AUTO_RESPONSE_std

Days_std

ACTD_AVAILABLEBALANCE_log

Weekday_std

ACTD_AVAILABLEBALANCE_min_mean

Hours_std

ACTD_AVAILABLEBALANCE_min_std

PCA_EVENT0

Trans_min_mean

PCA_EVENT1

Trans_min_std

PCA_PASS0

mean_last

PCA_PASS1

mean_last_count

PCA_PASS2

mean_balance

PCA_FinancialInfo0

min_last

PCA_FinancialInfo1

min_balance

PCA_FinancialInfo2

min_last_balance

PCA_CustomerID_IP_Amount

max_last
max_balance
max_last_baalance
count_last
count_balance
count_last_balane
mean_last

The result of feature importance measurement is presented
in Table V. We measured the feature importance of all features
both original and the created features and recognized that the
most of features with higher importance rate are the new
features created via the feature engineering framework. Based
on higher scores, we selected 57 features among all 104
features and the rest of feature’s importance rate were nearly
equal to zero.

mean_balance
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TABLE V.

FEATURE IMPORTANCE MEASUREMENT (TOP30)

Attribute

Importance

count_last_balance

0.103799286

CUSTD_PARTYID_ACCESS_CD_count
_LATUPDATE_Weekdays

0.095292695

min_last_balance

0.094270386

count_balance

0.091391504

count_last

0.07332497

TRNSD_BENEFICIARYACCTNO

0.064115062

only excluding fraudulent data. In the testing, the autoencoder
encodes and compresses the input data and tries to represent
the original data based on leaned dimensional reduction and
reconstruction. Then, it can distinguish a fraudulent transaction
if it cannot represent the data again.
2) The number and size of layers are set from left to right
57-18-10-6-6-10-18-57 in the case of the selected feature set.
These numbers show how to encode and decode in the neural
networks. From the fifth to the eighth layers the data is
reconstructed, and the mean squared error as a loss function is
calculated. The significant point in the layers is that the number
of input data size is the same as the output data size.

BALANCE_log

0.060077297

Balance_min_mean

0.05803433

IDVDATA_TRNSTS

0.04700098

CUSTD_PARTYID

0.041534992

Parameter Name

Value

CUSTD_PARTYID_TRNSD_Amount_log_count
_LATUPDATE_Weekdays

0.041354892

Optimizer

Adam Optimize

mean_last_balance

0.025604612

Loss Function

Mean_Squared_Error

mean_balance

0.024146388

# of Epoc

1000

min_last

0.015255225

Batch Size

128

ACTD_AVAILABLEBLBALANCE_min_mean

0.014513752

ACTD_AVAILABLEBLBALANCE_log

0.013771143

Test_size

0.2

IDVD_SCREENSIZE

0.013566704

TRNSD_TRANSSESSIONCD

0.011465614

LATENCY1_std

0.010989958

PCAID_D0

0.010124042

CUSTD_PARTYID_ACTD_AVAILABLEBLBALANCE
_log_count_LATUPDATE_Weekdays

0.009920134

LGIN_LATENCY1

0.009015999

max_last_balance

0.008283598

ACTD_AVAILABLEBLBALANCE_min_std

0.007470134

CUSTD_PARTYID_TRNSD_TRANSSESSIONCD
_count_LATUPDATE_Weekdays

0.004289627

TABLE VI.

TABLE VII.

PARAMETERS OF AUTOENCODER

AUTOENCODER MODEL USING TENSORFLOW

input_layer = Input (shape= (input_dim,))
encoder = Dense (encoding_dim, activation=” tanh”, activity_regularizer =
regularizers. l1(learning_rate)) (input_layer)
encoder = Dense (hidden_dim1, activation =” elu”) (encoder)
encoder = Dense (hidden_dim2, activation =” tanh”) (encoder)
decoder = Dense (hidden_dim2, activation = “elu”) (encoder)
decoder = Dense (hidden_dim1, activation = “tanh”) (decoder)
decoder = Dense (input_dim, activation =” elu”) (decoder)
autoencoder = Mode (inputs = input_layer, outputs = decoder)

TABLE VIII. AUTOENCODER LAYERS (SELECTED FEATURES)

PCAID_D1

0.003624484

PCA_PASS0

0.003490054

LATUPDATE_Days

Layer (type)

Output Shape

Param #

0.003359021

input_1 (Input Layer)

[ (None, 57)]

0

max_last

0.00317593

dense_(Dense)

(None, 18)

1044

Days_std

0.003111183
dense_1 (Dense)

(None, 10)

190

dense_2 (Dense)

(None, 6)

66

dense_3 (Dense)

(None, 6)

42

dense_4 (Dense)

(None, 10)

70

dense_5 (Dense)

(None, 57)

627

Now, three different deep learning models are built with
three types of feature sets: (1) original dataset only, (2) original
dataset plus newly created features, (3) only selected features
following feature importance scores (see Tables VI to VIII).
We then use Tensor Flow which provides a simple
autoencoder program from Python libraries.
Autoencoder requires the setting of some parameters and
we manually determine optimal parameter values. The
Autoencoder algorithm is applied in the settings below:

Total params: 2,039
Trainable params: 2,039

627

1) The data are divided into 80% training data and 20%
testing data. The training data consists of customer transactions
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B. Performance Metrics for Fraud Detection Models
Classification problems using unbalanced labelled data
cannot be evaluated by the accuracy only. Especially in the
case of financial fraud detection, we should evaluate and
compare the model performance with plural metrics because
the classification problem is necessary to be considered as a
balance between the true positives ratio (TP) and the falsepositive ratio (FP). TP is the number of predictions as fraud
where the actual result is also fraud. FP is the number of
predictions as a legitimate transaction where the actual result is
the customer. The true negatives (TN) and the false negatives
(FN) are also significant metrics when measuring the
performance of recall and precision. A recall is the ratio of
frauds that are perfectly classified whereas precision is the ratio
of the accuracy of fraud predictions. When the score of recall is
high, it indicates a poor rate of FN which is the number of
predictions as a legitimate transaction where the actual result is
fraud. When the score of precision is high, it indicates a poor
rate of FP which is the number of predictions as fraud where
the actual result is the customer.

TABLE XI.

COMPARISON OF AUTOENCODER MODELS WITH THRESHOLD
VALUE =4 IN THE DIFFERENT DATASETS

Threshold=4

AUC

Recall

Precision

F-measure

Model1 with only
original data

0.65

0.058

0.188

0.0896

Model 2 with original
data plus new features

0.83

0.064

0.215

0.0986

Model 3 with the
selected features

0.92

0.064

0.215

0.0986

The results in Table XI shows that model 3 with the
selected features and model 2 with original data plus newly
created features are higher in all performance metrics than
model 1 (with original data only). Model 3 has a higher AUC
than Model 2.
Different threshold values are chosen based on the situation
shown in Fig. 13. We can adjust the threshold value to a better
classification part.

F1-Measure is the harmonic mean of precision and recall.
The best score is 1 whereas the worst score is 0. This metric
seeks the balance between precision and recall (see Table IX).
TABLE IX.

PERFORMANCE METRICS DEFINITION

Precision

TP/(TP+FP)

Recall

TP/(TP+FN)

F1-measure

2*Precision*Recall/ (Precision + Recall)

The confusion matrix shows a matrix describing the
performance of the model using True Positives (TP), False
Positives (FP), True Negatives (TN) and False Negatives (FN)
(see Table X).
TABLE X.

CONFUSION MATRIX

Fig. 13. Data Distribution in Threshold 4.

# of Observations

Predicted Normal

Predicted Fraud

Actual Normal

TN

FP

Actual Fraud

FN

TP

C. Results and Evaluations
The effectiveness of the feature engineering framework is
measured by comparison with the performance of the
autoencoder model with the original data only. As stated in the
previous section, in order to evaluate the efficiency of the
created and selected features, the model performance is
assessed by AUC, recall, precision, and F-measure. The
following Table XI shows the comparison of autoencoder
models with two threshold values (Threshold=4 and 1) with
three different types of datasets.
Fig. 14. Data Distribution in Threshold 1.
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The data distribution presents the thresholds between
fraudulent data and legitimate data. In the case of threshold 4,
most fraud transactions are not classified well with the
confusion matrix confirming this. Now let’s change the
threshold value from 4 to 1. Fig. 14 shows the data distribution
when the threshold value is equal to 1.
It appears that fraud transactions with the threshold value of
1 are better classified than the ones with a threshold equal to 4.
The performance of the models with a threshold value of 1
becomes as described in the table below:
TABLE XII.

COMPARISON OF AUTOENCODER MODELS WITH THRESHOLD
VALUE=1 IN THE DIFFERENT DATASETS

Threshold=1

AUC

Recall

Precision

F-measure

Model1 with only
original data

0.73

0.161

0.104

0.1263

Model 2 with
original data plus
new features

0.91

0.358

0.451

0.3994

Model 3 with the
selected features

0.96

0.648

0.430

0.5167

Table XII demonstrates the superiority of Model 3 with
selected features.
From the above results two suggestions are drawn. First,
the performance of the autoencoder models significantly
improves when the new features are created based on the
proposed feature engineering framework. The experiments
indicate that it is efficient for a deep learning model (for
classification) to implement feature engineering on original
data before inputting the data. Second, adjustment of threshold
in autoencoder also made an impact on the model accuracy. A
combination of an appropriate setting of threshold and optimal
feature set can improve a deep learning model performance for
fraud classification.
Another point of view from the experiments is about scores
of Recall and Precision of each model. Recall has an impact on
huge money loss whereas Precision influences customer
satisfaction and confidence. All measurements of the models
using the selected feature set are the highest scores than model
1. Precision in model 2 is higher than the precision in model 3
which indicates that a balance between precision and recall is a
trade-off. As mentioned above, a high score of recall indicates
the model can identify fraudulent activities without mislabeling
them as actual customers. On the other hand, a high score of
precision means the model can identify actual customers’
transactions without mislabeling them as fraud. In either case,
using the created features in the newly built feature engineering
framework could improve the model performance and detect
fraudulent transactions based on the reconstruction of the input
data.
VII. CONCLUSION
A fraud detection system in recent years adopts machine
learning models which learn anomaly data patterns from past
transaction records. However, the total losses through online

banking in the United Kingdom have been increasing because
fraud schemes continue to further evolve as the online payment
system advances. Feature engineering is a key to improving the
accuracy of fraud detection models and can reveal latent data
patterns by transforming raw data into another dimension. In
the paper, we used the feature engineering framework which
creates new features and selects effective features through
feature engineering techniques for autoencoder, a deep neural
network, this time. As a result, the performance of the
autoencoder models built with selected features from the
framework was better in comparison to the performance of the
autoencoder models built with raw data only.
Deep learning methods have a function of feature
extraction to reduce the number of features in an input data and
automatically learns features at multiple levels by combining
the input features. Although they already have a part of feature
engineering function in the algorithms, using the prepared
dataset including new features created through the feature
engineering framework was more effective for improving the
deep learning model performance.
In this paper, we used an autoencoder as a deep learning
model and presented the effectiveness of using the feature
engineering framework. In further work, we will use other deep
learning algorithms such as recurrent neural network (RNN)
and convolutional neural network (CNN) which are often used
for financial fraud detection. Moreover, the feature selection
component in the framework will be studied and improved.
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Abstract—The analysis of heart rate variability is based on
the intervals between the successive heartbeats and thanks to it
information about the functional state of the person can be
obtained and the dynamics of its change can be traced. The
nonlinear dynamics methods provide additional, prognostic
information about the patient's health, complementing
traditional analyses and are considered potentially promising
tools for assessing heart rate variability. In this article, studies
have been carried out to identify the mono- and multifractal
properties of two groups of people: healthy controls and patients
with arrhythmia using Wavelet Transform Modulas Maxima
Method. The obtained results from the studies show that for
healthy subjects the multifractal spectrum is broader than the
spectrum of patients with arrhythmia. The value of the Hurst
exponent is lower in healthy controls, and in patients with
arrhythmia this parameter tends to one. For the healthy subjects,
the scaling exponent showed nonlinear behaviour, while for
patients with arrhythmia it was linear. This indicates that heart
rate variability in healthy controls has multifractal behaviour
while patients with arrhythmia have monofractal behaviour. The
finding may be useful in diagnosing subjects with cardiovascular
disease, as well as in predicting future diseases, as the heart rate
variability changes at the slightest deviation in the health status
of subjects before the onset of relevant signs of the disease.

autonomic nervous system in changing the patient's health. The
sympathetic branch reduces the intervals between heartbeats
[3], while the parasympathetic branch increases them.

Keywords—RR time series; heart rate variability; wavelet
transform modulas maxima method; monofractal; multifractal

The linear methods include time-domain analysis and
frequency-domain analysis. These methods are standardized,
knowing the reference values of the studied parameters, but
this is often not enough to characterize the complex dynamics
of the RR time series of heart rate.

I.

INTRODUCTION

The effectiveness of the modern medical technologies is
closely linked to the improvement of the methods and the
instruments for monitoring and analysing the condition of
patients during their treatment. In medicine the problem with
patients’ clinical surveillance occupies a special place, as the
monitoring of their current state can be of vital importance.
The use of electrocardiographic data for analysis of the
cardiac activity of the patient is a generally accepted method.
The presentation of heart rhythm as a dynamic row of RR time
intervals (the distances between the R-tops of the
electrocardiogram) and the mathematical analysis of this data
[1] is widely used in the research of the cardiac activity. Based
on the RR interval series, heart rate variability (HRV) is
determined, which is one of the most accessible physiological
parameters [2] reflecting the processes of autonomic regulation
in the cardiovascular system. The dynamic characteristics of
the heart rate make it possible to assess the severity of changes
in the sympathetic and parasympathetic activity of the

In modern cardiology, more and more attention is paid to
the analysis of heart rate variability and more specifically to the
changes in heart rate intervals [4]. Heart rate is the most
objective characteristic of the functional state of the human
body and depends on several factors: age, gender,
environmental conditions, stress, body temperature, etc. [5, 6].
HRV analysis is a unique diagnostic technique that allows not
only to assess the functional state of the human body, but also
to monitor its dynamics and to identify the occurrence of
pathological conditions when they are at a very early stage.
The heavy physical work, the psychological stress, as well as
the disease states of the human body lead to an increase in
heart rate and to a decrease in HRV. Conversely, when the
body is at rest, the heart rate is usually lower and the HRV is
higher.
The mathematical methods for assessing the functional
state of the human body through the study of HRV are
combined into the following two groups: linear and nonlinear
methods.

The nonlinear methods such as: Poincare plot, Detrended
Fluctuation Analysis (DFA), Multifractal Detrended
Fluctuation Analysis (MFDFA), Wavelet Transform Modulas
Maxima Method (WTMM), AppEn, SampEn [7, 8, 9, 10] and
others are not standardized, which is the reason for their
limited use in clinical practice. The nonlinear methods for
HRV analysis are based on the theory of chaos and fractals.
These methods are in the process of active research, and it is
expected that in the near future they will be able to give a new
idea of the dynamics of heart rate in the context of
physiological changes in patients with cardiovascular disease.
Practically, each cardio interval contains elements of
nonstationarity (fractal components) and for their evaluation in
recent years methods of nonlinear dynamics are actively
applied. These methods provide additional prognostic
information of the studied signals, which complements the
traditional analyses in the time and frequency domains.
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To be able to deal with the problem of the accurate HRV
assessment of the studied cardiac signals, it is necessary to
choose an appropriate method of analysis that represents the
dynamics of the heart rate.
The aim of this article is to analyse and evaluate HRV in
two groups of people: healthy controls and patients with
arrhythmia, using the Wavelet Transform Modulas Maxima
method. The effectiveness of the method used was evaluated
by statistical t-analysis.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II
provides an overview of related research in the scientific
literature. Section III focuses on the Wavelet Transform
Modulas Maxima Method used in this paper for HRV analysis.
Section IV describes the data used for the analyses performed.
Section V presents the results and discussions. The final
section (Section VI) of the article contains the conclusion that
can be made from the obtained results.
II. RELATED WORK
In recent years, there has been an active introduction of the
mathematical methods of analysis in the medical practice.
Many scientists have studied the complex nature of the changes
in the parameters of electrocardiographic (ECG) signals using
nonlinear dynamic methods. The fractal and multifractal
approach in the analysis of the cardiological data allows to
obtain new knowledge and assessments that give an idea of the
nonlinear dynamic processes taking place in them. As a result
of the work of [11] on the heartbeat dynamics, the multifractal
analysis has become a widely used tool for applied research, in
cases where the non-stationary processes are limited by the
application of the classical methods of analysis.
The multifractal analysis expands the possibilities for
cardio-diagnostics based on the wavelet theory. The proposed
approach by [12] for multiresolution wavelet analysis of
heartbeat intervals allows distinguishing healthy patients from
those with cardiac pathology. This universal approach is
applicable in the analysis of non-stationary processes in the
physical and biological sciences, including the analysis of ECG
signals.
The authors in [13] proposed a technique for multifractal
analysis to determine the degree of multifractality of the heart
rate of patients suffering from partial seizures. The results
show that the degree of multifractality varies depending on the
severity of the disease.
The authors of [14] advise physicians to interpret the results
obtained from fractal and traditional methods with caution, as
they are still in the process of research and the measurements
obtained are not fully described as biomarkers for clinical use.
In [15], the authors show how the entropy and the
multifractal analysis can depict the dynamics of heart rate
when students performed selective inhibition tasks. The results
show that the entropy and the fractal markers outperform
markers in the time and frequency range of the heart rate
variability in distinguishing the cognitive tasks.

The WTMM method presented by Arneodo et al. [16] can
be used to study the structures of inhomogeneous processes of
various natures, based on wavelet and multifractal analysis.
Recent studies [17, 18] have shown that HRV changes in
individuals infected with Covid-19 even before the onset of
symptoms of the disease. This indicator can be useful for early
detection of this disease.
The need to study HRV through the application of
mathematical methods is determined by the fact that it
accurately reflects the state of regulatory processes in the
human body and provides information that is important in the
diagnosis, prognosis, treatment, and prevention of diseases of
various kinds.
III. METHODOLOGY
The choice of an appropriate mathematical method for time
series analysis is determined by its flexibility and ability to be
effectively applied to real processes. Among such universal
methods for time series analysis, the WTMM method, which is
discussed in this article, can be applied.
The WTMM method [19, 20, 21] is based on the
mathematical tools of wavelet, fractal and multifractal analysis,
which can reveal the hidden dynamics of the studied time
series of heart rate in the context of mono- and multifractality.
The wavelet theory allows the studied signal to be analysed
in more detail than Fourier analysis [22]. The wavelets are
localized at both frequency and time, while the standard
Fourier transform has only frequency localization.
The continuous wavelet transform (CWT) is used to
decompose the continuous wavelet function. Unlike the Fourier
transform, CWT provides the ability to build a time-frequency
representation of the signal [23, 24], which achieves very good
localization in time and frequency.
The dynamic characteristics of the RR interval series have
fractal and in some cases multifractal properties [25, 26]. The
fractal concept is related to processes (objects) that meet the
following two criteria:
• Self-similarity: The process consists of many segments
that are similar to each other and to the whole object.
• Fractional dimension: According to this criterion the
fractal objects are distinguished from Euclidean ones,
which are characterized by a dimension that is an
integer.
The fractal processes are of two types: monofractal and
multifractal [25]. The monofractal process is homogeneous in
the sense that it has the same scaling properties, which both
locally and globally can be characterized by a single scale
indicator, such as: fractal dimension and Hurst exponent.
Unlike the monofractal processes, the multifractal processes
decompose into a large number of homogeneous fractal
subsets, whose properties can be characterized by a spectrum
of local fractal dimensions or Hearst exponents.
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The behaviour of the studied signal by applying the
WTMM method is performed in two stages [27, 28, 29, 30]. In
the first stage, a continuous wavelet transform is performed
according to the following formula:
1

𝑇

𝑊(𝑎, 𝑏) = ∫0 𝑥(𝑡)𝜓 ∗ �
𝑎
Where:

𝑡−𝑏
𝑎

�𝑑

(1)

• W are the wavelet coefficients;

• if the process is multifractal, then the function τ(q) is
nonlinear and the exponent h(q)=dτ(q)/dq≠const.
By analogy with thermodynamic formalism, the spectrum
of singularities is calculated on the basis of the Legender
transformation:
𝐷(ℎ) = 𝑞ℎ(𝑞) − 𝜏(𝑞)

• a is a scale parameter, 𝑎 ∈ 𝑅+ ;

• b is the translation coefficient, 𝑏 ∈ 𝑅;
• x(t) is the input signal;

• ψ* is a continuous function in the field of time and
frequency, called the mother wavelet, which is
complexly conjugated. The main purpose of the mother
wavelet is to provide a function to generate daughter
wavelets;
• T is the maximum value of time.
The scale parameter a can stretch or contract the signal
under study. When the value of this parameter is small, the
signal is compressed, which in turn leads to a more detailed
graph. On the other hand, when the scale parameter is higher,
the signal is stretched, which means that the resulting graph
will be presented in lower detail.
To determine the singularity of the function, it is sufficient
to use only the information about the maximum of the obtained
wavelet coefficients, constructing the skeleton of the wavelet
transform [31,32]. Following the lines of the skeleton, the
behaviour of the singularities of the function x (t) can be traced
[33].
The second stage of the WTMM method consists in the
creation of partition functions Z(q, a), which allow to obtain
reliable estimates of the characteristics of the studied process:
𝑍(𝑞, 𝑎) = ∑𝑙∈𝐿(𝑎)(sup𝑎′ ≤𝑎 |𝑊(𝑎′ , 𝑥𝑙 (𝑎′ ))|)𝑞

• if the process is monofractal, then the function τ(q) is
linear and the exponent h(q)=dτ(q)/dq=const;

(5)

The spectrum D (h) is determined by the set of values of
the fractal dimensions of the original time series. The
maximum of the spectral curve corresponds to the Hurst
parameter. The following conclusions about the signal
behaviour can be made from the value of the Hurst parameter:
• if
0<h<0.5, then the signal has anticorrelation
dynamics;
• if 0.5<h<1.0, then the signal has a correlation
behavior;
• if h=0.5, it lacks correlation in the signal.
IV. DATA

The application of wavelet and fractal analysis of the
studied RR interval series is designed to determine and visually
assess the degree of harmonization of the studied time series
that have fractal-like structures. The purpose of this analysis is
to identify functional and pathological changes, as well as to
predict changes in the health status of patients.
To test whether HRV can provide information outside of
linear indices, the following two groups of people were
examined in this study:
• healthy controls (10 men and 10 women aged 56 ± 4).
• patients with arrhythmia (10 men and 10 women aged
58 ± 3 years).

(2)

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The software for the analysis of the fractal and multifractal
properties of the test signals was created with MATLAB.

Where:

• L(a) is a set of all lines;
• l are the local maxima of the modules of the wavelet
coefficients that exist for the scale а.
Equation (2) shows that the maximum value of the modulus
is selected for each line at scales smaller than a set value of a.
As a rule, it is expected that at small values of a, the partition
function will have a power dependence, which will
quantitatively characterize the scaling exponents τ(q):
𝑍(𝑞, 𝑎)~𝑎𝜏(𝑞)

(3)

𝜏(𝑞)~𝑙𝑜𝑔10 𝑍(𝑞, 𝑎)/𝑙𝑜𝑔10 𝑎

(4)

The scaling exponent τ(q) is defined by the following
expression:

By selecting different values of the parameter q, a linear or
nonlinear dependence of τ(q) can be obtained, depending on
the type of the studied process [34]:

On Fig. 1A and Fig. 1B are shown RR interval series
corresponding to the heart rate variations in a healthy
individual and a sick patient with arrhythmia. Variations in a
healthy individual are greater than those of a sick patient. This
property can be used as a criterion in cardiovascular diagnosis.
In practice, heart rate dynamics can be investigated using the
linear methods by applying methods in the time- and frequency
domains. The obvious shortcomings of these methods are that
they can only be applied only to stationary time series and the
heart rate shows heterogeneity and non-stationary of its
fluctuation.
On Fig. 1C and Fig. 1D are shown the results of the
wavelet transform and the graphics obtained have tree
structures. The tree structure is more pronounced in the healthy
patient. This property allows revealing the structure of the RR
interval series and can also be used as a diagnostic criterion.
The colour code of the graphics presents the values of wavelet
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coefficients. The light colours correspond to the higher
absolute values of the coefficients and darker colours
correspond to the lower values.
Important information about the behaviour of the studied
RR interval series is also contained in the wavelet skeleton of
the local maxima lines on each scale of wavelet coefficients
matrix (Fig. 1E and Fig. 1F). The local maximum modules of
wavelet transformation |W(а, в)| there are the greatest values in
those points of the analysed function in which it undergoes the
most significant changes (jumps).
On Fig. 2A and Fig. 2B are shown the partition functions
Z(q,a) for a healthy subject and for a patient with arrhythmia.
The calculation of the Z(q,a) allow the signal fluctuations to be
monitored. Positive values of the parameter q accentuate the
large fluctuations of the signal (strong inhomogeneity), while
the negative values of q accentuate on small fluctuations.

Fig. 2. Partition Functions for Healthy Subject (A) and for Subject with
Arrhythmia (B); Scaling Exponent τ(q) for Healthy Subject (C) and for
Subject with Arrhythmia (D); Multifractal Spectrum for for Healthy Subject
(E) and for Subject with Arrhythmia (F).

The function τ(q) characterizes the fractal properties of the
RR time series investigated. The graphics of the scaling
exponent τ(q) have been shown on Fig. 2C and Fig. 2D for a
healthy subject and for a patient with arrhythmia. For the
healthy subject, the τ(q) spectrum has nonlinear behaviour and
for the patient with arrhythmia this function is linear.
Fig. 1. RR Time Series for Healthy Subject (A) and for Subject with
Arrhythmia (B); CWT Coefficients Plot in the Case of RR Intervals for
Healthy (C) and Subject with Arrhythmia (D); WTMM Skeleton Plots for
Healthy Subject (E) and Subject with Arrhythmia (F).

The statistical differences for multifractal spectrum
between the RR time series of the two investigated subjects
have been shown on Fig. 2E and Fig. 2F. The key
characteristics are: the width of the spectrum of the singularity
and the value of the exponent corresponding to the maximum
value of the spectrum (Hurst exponent). For healthy people, the
singularity spectrum is wide with non-zero singularities. On the
other hand, for the patient with arrhythmia the singularity
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spectrum is a very narrow range. In Table I is shown the values
of the multifractal spectrum parameters: h max , h min , Δh=h max h min and the value of the Hurst exponent observed for healthy
subjects and patients with arrhythmia. The results show that the
width of the multifractal spectrum of the group: healthy
controls are greater than the group: patients with arrhythmia.
The value of the Hurst exponent is lower in healthy subjects.
The studied parameters determined by t-test have statistical
significance (p-value <0.05), therefore with these parameters
the two studied groups can be distinguished.
The obtained results show that the heart rate of the healthy
people is characterized by uneven dynamics in the form of
multifractal behaviour, which cannot be detected by traditional
methods, but can be observed using the WTMM method. In the
pathological cases, the uneven dynamics of HRV is destroyed,
which reflects the state of the cardiovascular system.
The results demonstrate the effectiveness of applying the
WTMM method for HRV analysis as an additional measure
that can expand and improve the information obtained from the
RR time series in the diagnosis and prognosis of cardiovascular
disease.
TABLE I.

[3]

[4]

[5]

[6]

[7]

[8]

MULTIFRACTAL SPECTRUM PARAMETERS AND HURST
EXPONENT

Parameter

healthy controls
N=20
mean±std

patients -arrhythmia
N=20
mean±std

p-value

h max

1.42±0.12

1.31±0.15

0.01

h min

0.30±0.20

0.8±0.14

0.0001

Δh=h max h min

1.0±0.22

0.6±0.20

0.0001

Hurst

0.72±0.10

0.93±0.3

0.01

[9]

[10]

[11]

VI. CONCLUSION
The results obtained in this article confirm the hypothesis
that monofractality is a marker of pathological dynamics of
heart rhythm in the case of cardiovascular disease such as
arrhythmia. Conversely, it has been shown that multifractality
is an indicator of a healthy individual. Therefore, HRV analysis
using the WTMM method can be a useful approach to
distinguish healthy controls from patients with arrhythmia, as
the parameters studied have statistical significance (pvalue<0.05). Interpretation of the results of this type of analysis
may be useful before the possibility of using this method for
physiological or clinical studies.
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Abstract—One of the main methods for research of the
holistic activity system of human brain is the method of
electroencephalography (EEG). For example, eye movements,
blink, hearth activity, muscle activity that affects EEG signal
interfere with cerebral activity. The paper describes the
development of an intelligent neural network model aimed at
detecting the artifacts in EEG signals. The series of experiments
were conducted to investigate the performance of different
neural networks architectures for the task of artifact detection.
As a result, the performance rates for different ML methods
were obtained. The neural network model based on U-net
architecture with recurrent networks elements was developed.
The system detects the artifacts in EEG signals using the model
with 128 channels and 70% accuracy. The system can be used as
an auxiliary instrument for EEG signal analysis.
Keywords—Artifacts in EEG signal; neural network model;
recurrent neural network; U-net architecture

I.

INTRODUCTION

Electroencephalography
provides
quantitative
and
qualitative analysis of human brain functionality and its
reactions to stimulants. Electroencephalogram (EEG) is
important for brain activity and behavior recognition, but there
are always artifacts in electrical activity records that have
influence on EEG signal analysis.
Measuring instruments, including defective electrodes,
disturbances and high electrode resistance can be the reason of
artifact occurrence. These artifacts can be recognized by more
accurate recording system, but physiological artifacts are more
complex. The eye movements, blink, hearth activity, muscle
activity that affects EEG signal interfere with neural activity
and can be used as normal phenomenon [1].
Artifact is a signal, caused by an extracerebral source,
observed during EEG recording. They identify physical and
physiological causes of artifacts [2]. Artifacts obtained during
an electroencephalographic investigation represent a recording
defect [3]. Modern electroencephalographic equipment records
extremely small values of changes in bioelectric potentials, and
therefore the true EEG recording can be distorted due to the
influence of a variety of physical (technical) or physiological
artifacts [4]. In some cases, such artifacts can be removed using
analog-digital converters and various filters, but if the artifact
effect coincides in characteristics of wave frequency with a real
EEG recording, then these methods become ineffective.

The most common physical artifacts are mains frequency,
phone artifact, wire breakage, poor electrode contact, high
resistance artifact.
The following physiological artifacts are often recorded:
ECG artifact, vascular artifact, galvanic skin artifact,
oculomotor artifact, electrooculogram, myographic artifact electromyogam [2]. The appearance of such artifacts is due to
various biological processes occurring in the patient's body.
An ECG artifact most often occurs in the examined patients
suffering from increase in arterial pressure, mainly in
monopolar and transverse biopolar leads [5]. Usually, its
occurrence is associated with an increase in the activity of the
sympathetic nervous system, which facilitates the conduction
of an ECG signal to peripheral tissues. Galvanic skin artifact
occurs due to the activation of the patient's parasympathetic
nervous system and increased sweating. As a result, there is a
general cyclical change in the resistance of the skin and the
skin-electrode system [1]. An oculomotor artifact, an
electrooculogram (EOG), appears as slow-wave oscillations in
the frontopolar leads with a frequency of 0.3–2 Hz. The
appearance of EOG is associated with a change in the position
of the eyeball (retina). Myographic artifact occurs when the
frontal, chewing and occipital muscles are strained. The
appearance of such an artifact can be both a spontaneous stress
of the patient and involuntary reaction to an overly tightly put
on fixing electrodes system [6].
The use of machine learning methods and neural networks
determines promising research in the field of automatic artifact
detection. In neurocomputer technologies, there is a general
training scheme [7], which is divided into a training set, in
which optimization of parameters is carried out, and a test set,
according to which the quality of the resulting model is
assessed. At the stage of training, it is necessary to understand
the signs by which the classifier will be trained [8].
The paper contains six sections. The second section
presents the overview of the approaches used. The third section
describes the source data for current study. The fourth section
presents methods used in the study including the description of
software and the types of the neural network architectures. In
the fifth section, conclusions of the study are given. This
section presents the result of the searching for effective
architecture for a qualitative solution to the problem of
searching for artifacts. The sixth section contains general
conclusion.
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II. RELATED WORK
EEG is a tool for psychophysiologic researches. However,
the record filtering is often accomplished by high qualified
professionals and takes a lot of resources and special filtering
techniques [9]. Under these conditions development of
effective EEG data filtering methods is an urgent task.
Fast development of cheap high parallel computation
infrastructure, powerful machine learning algorithms and big
data caused a huge progress in deep learning. The modern
approaches of automatic interpretation of EEG use modern
techniques such as neural networks and support vector
machine.
Machine learning and neural network techniques in
particular [2] determine perspective in researches in the
automatic artifact recognition domain.
There are five basic algorithms [10] that are widely used in
classifiers:
• Linear classifier [11]. It is more popular in online
applications including real-time applications. One of the
most effective method is support vector machine that
usually better than other classifiers.
• Neural networks [12]. The most frequent methods for
time series analysis are such architectures as
convolutional neural network and recurrent neural
network.
• Non-linear classifier [13]. Common methods are hidden
Markov models and Bayesian classifiers.
• K-means [14]. These classifiers are based on neighbor
distance values.
• Classifier combinations [15]. This method combines
different classifiers and demonstrates good efficiency
for autonomous applications.

The aim of the experiment was analyzing brain activity
zones in resting state and nonverbal intelligence dependencies.
The study was conducted in a sound-attenuated and
electrically shielded dimly lit room. Impedance was kept under
25 kOhm with high conductive chloride gel. The time of EEG
settling was approximately 15 minutes.
The BrainProducts PyCorder system was used as a data
collection system. This system allows continuous recording
without any filtering and continuous sampling at 500 Hz. The
reference electrode was located at Cz. The data was rereferenced to the common reference after the recording and
downsampled to 256 Hz. The data were filtered from 0.1 Hz to
30 Hz and then re-referenced to an averaged reference and
manually cleaned from artifacts, with noisy channels excluded.
To remove blink and vertical eye-movement artifacts,
independent component analysis (ICA) was performed on the
following electrodes: VEOG — Fp1, HEOG — FT9 and FT10.
After ICA, the excluded channels were topographically
interpolated, and semiautomatic artifact rejection was
conducted.
Dataset contains two types of files:
1) Edf files are source data of EEG recording process (see
example in Fig. 1)
2) “Markers” files contain description of artifacts (see
example in Fig. 2):
• type - type of interval;
• description - artifact description (for example, “Blink”);
• position - time of artifact appearance (unit of time
represented in “SamplingInterval” field, that equals to
3.90625 ms);
• length - artifact duration;

Due to real-time classification, described classifier methods
are more optimal for EEG signal analysis.

• channel - channel name, representing the location of
artifact (Fp1, Fp2 – “Blink”, All - artifact that appeared
in all channels).

The task of the machine in unsupervised learning is to find
relationship between individual data, to identify patterns, to
select patterns, to organize data or describe their structure, and
to classify data.

There are only two types of artifacts. Thereby, neural
network will classify three classes: “Blink”, “Global artifact”
and “Resting state” (when there are no artifacts).

One of the most known drawbacks of machine learning
methods is that the source data for training and data for test
belong to the same feature space and follow the same
probability distribution.
The aim of the research is development of intelligent tools
based on neural network technologies that can recognize
artifacts
in
EEG
obtained
via
64-channel
electroencephalograph.
III. DATA
EEG data is recorded using electroencephalograph
Brain Products, containing 128 channels, 64 sensors placed on
the international system “10-10%”.

Fig. 1. Example of Edf File Format Content.
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Fig. 3. EEG Signal Intelligent Analysis Scheme.
Fig. 2. Example of «Markers» File Format Content.

IV. METHODS
To select a neural network model, it is necessary to conduct
experimental studies of various architectures. An intelligent
EEG signal analysis circuit has been developed (Fig. 3).
Intelligent analysis of EEG signals consists of the process of
recording and forming a database, processing signals and
training a neural network model.
Recording process consists of taking readings using an
electroencephalograph, the data of the electrodes located on the
surface of the head are sent to the BrainProductsPyCorder data
acquisition system. Next, expert analysis and processing of the
generated database is carried out, in which different types of
artifacts are marked, and then a new database is formed
containing information about artifacts in each .edf file.
Based on the Database analysis, the size of input and output
of neural network was determined. Pre-processing block reads
Markers Database. Then, Data analyze block analyzes it. After
that, train and test samples formed.
It is necessary to determine input and output. To find the
solution, data was analyzed where distance between artifacts
and maximum duration of every type of artifact were found.
Also, quantity for every type of artifact was analyzed for data
balance. For that, Data_analyzer.py library was created. The
library consists of the following methods:
• max_artifact_length - returns maximum length of the
artifacts;
• max_type_length - returns maximum length of the
artifact of the specific type;
• channel_stats - based on markers data, it returns
quantity of artifacts for every channel;
• normal-state-lengths - returns distances
artifacts (lengths of «resting state»);

Fig. 4. Signal Graph with Artifact Marking.

It is necessary to determine number of channels that will be
included in classification. Based on fact that most «Blinks»
appear in Fp1 sensor, neural network can be trained only on
one sensor. There are two artifacts: Blink and global artifact.
Output of neural network consists of three classes: «Blink»,
«Global artifact» and «Resting state».
Samples were formed based on Markers database. Blink
artifacts are put randomly in samples (Fig. 4).
Raw data in dataset still has noise. To filter the signal Fast
Fourier Transform was implemented. The result is showed in
Fig. 5.
Based on the developed mining analysis scheme presented
in Fig. 4, it is necessary to develop an environment for
conducting experiments. The interaction of software is shown
in Fig. 6. Number of neural network models were trained.

between

• getMaxMin_by_edf - returns maximum and minimum
values of frequency in edf file;
• getMaxMin_by_train - returns maximum and minimum
values of frequency in input samples.
Using the described methods, the most optimal time
window was selected for determining artifacts, based on the
maximum length of the artifact Blinking (1.8 seconds) [16].

Fig. 5. Result of FFT: a) EEG Signal; b) EEG Signal with FFT.
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the artifact and part of the signal without artifacts. In the
process of recording samples with artifacts, the distance
between them is calculated, and samples with the “normal
state” class are taken, located between the artifacts. The
Data_analyzer.py library contains the methods for analyzing
the database described previously. An executable file
“main.ipynb” was created in the Colaboratory environment,
which contains the interactions of the libraries shown in Fig. 7,
and also contains the architecture and process of training a
neural network. The implementation scheme of an intelligent
system for determining artifacts in an EEG signal is described
in Fig. 8.

Fig. 6. Train Sample.

Fig. 7. Software Structure for the Analysis and Formation of Training
Samples for a Neural Network Model.

In the PyCharm development environment, the main source
code was developed to analyze and process the input values of
the neural network model. The software tools interaction is
shown in Fig. 7. The Parse_data.py library is used to convert
Markers files into an associative array containing all the
artifact information for each record in .edf files. The library
contains the artifacts_supression method, which is used to
translate the Position and Length format in seconds. In the
read_markers_from_dir method, an associative array is formed
from the specified directory using the pandas data analysis
library containing the file name and its information about
artifacts: the position of the artifacts, their description and
length. This approach is used to obtain data in the function of
generating training samples for a neural network.
The NeuralNetwork.py library allows creating samples for
training a neural network based on arrays that are generated
using the Parse_data.py library. The main method is
prepare_data, which is based on information about artifacts, a
database of EEG signals, used channels, and the size of the
input window (in seconds) and a given ratio of samples with a
normal state to samples with artifacts forms training samples
for a neural network. Since the window size is larger than the
maximum length of the Blinking artifact, this class is added to
the selection completely. This takes into account the random
shift of the artifact relative to the start of the sample. The
Global artifact class is divided into several samples, from the
beginning of the artifact to the sample that captures the end of

Fig. 8. Neural Network Training Scheme.

The neural network training scheme is an interaction of the
libraries described earlier in the executing part of the
Main.ipynb program. The executable file contains methods
from the libraries for processing the database, conclusions of
analytical data, sampling, the architecture of the neural network
and its learning process located in the GoogleDrive cloud
storage. The training process was conducted on the
Colaboratory platform.
V. EXPERIMENTAL SELECTION OF NEURAL NETWORK
ARCHITECTURE
After analyzing the results of studies related to signal
processing using neural networks, the architectures were
selected based on convolutional and recurrent neural networks.
Thus, 4 architectures were obtained:
• Batch_normalization
spectrograms;

+

CNN

+

Dense

using

• RNN (LSTM) + CNN + RNN (LSTM) + Dense;
• Batch_normalization + CNN + Dense;
• LSTM + NN based on "U-net"
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1) Batch_normalization + CNN + Dense using
spectrograms: The signal was converted to a spectrogram, a
corresponding function was created using the fast Fourier
transform (performed using the spectrogram method of the
Scipy library) (Fig. 9).

by half (2x2), after that the “Dropout” layer is used to exclude
a certain percentage of random neurons, since the neural
network was overtrained during training. Then data is being
converted to a one-dimensional vector using the Flatten layer.
Classification is performed by the fully connected layer.

A neural network model was applied to this type of data
(Fig. 10), which is based on the convolutional neural network
(CNN) [17]. The architecture was selected experimentally. It is
the input data that comes to the normalization layer
(BatchNormalization) with the aim of uniform learning.

Based on the results obtained from experimental studies of
the first model, several neural network models have been
developed. The difference between the second and the third
models (Fig. 11, 12) are that the data of the neural network
model were presented in the form of a sequence, which were
also converted using the fast Fourier transform.

Fig. 9. Spectrogram of the EEG Sensor Signal.

2) RNN (LSTM) + CNN + RNN (LSTM) + Dense: A
neural network model is shown on Fig. 11, the basis of which
is a convolutional neural network (CNN) [20], that uses time
convolutional layers (Conv1D). This layer creates a
convolution core, which is convoluted with the input layer in
one time dimension [21]. The architecture is as follows: in the
second experiment, the input data comes to the recurrence
layer (LSTM) with the maximum number of neurons,
depending on the GPU capability, then the data goes to a time
convolution layer in which a window of size 3 was specified
empirically, after that the data is normalized by normalization
layer (BatchNormalization). Based on the first experiment, the
“Dropout” layer was applied, in which 20% of neurons are
randomly turned off to exclude overtraining of the neural
network. Then the data is transferred to the recurrent neural
layer and converted into a one-dimensional vector using the
“Flatten” layer. Classification is performed by the fully
connected layer (Fig. 11).

Fig. 10. Architecture of CNN.

BatchNormalization is a method for deep learning
accelerating that solves a problem of learning efficiency.
Normalization is implemented before every neural network
layer [18]. Further, the convolutional neural network [19]
receives normalized data at the input, and convolutional layers
form 3x3 feature maps from it. During the experiment, it was
revealed that a gradual twofold increase in the convolution core
is two times more optimal for this architecture. With pooling
(MaxPooling), the sample of the input space is being reduced

Fig. 11. Neural Network Architecture of the RNN (LSTM) + CNN + RNN
(LSTM) + Dense Type using the Fourier Transform.
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3) Batch_normalization + CNN + Dense: The difference
between the architectures of the third model and the second
model is that before the data is going to be transferred to the
convolutional layer, it is being normalized. A normalization
layer (BatchNormalization) was applied, before each time
convolutional layer, then similarly, the data was converted
into a one-dimensional vector, using the Flatten layer for fully
connected layer and classification (Fig. 12).
4) LSTM + NN based on "U-net": fourth model was
developed based on “Unet” (Fig. 13), using a time
convolution, due to fact that database is small. The
architecture of model 4 is shown in Fig. 14.

recorded. The result is number of "Blink" samples with the
same artifact but the different location in samples.
During the study, the U-net architecture was used (Fig. 13),
which consists of an encoder (narrowing part), a bottleneck and
a decoder (expanding part). This architecture is used for the
analysis of R-grams, MRI and other medical images.
The first part of U-net is the classical architecture of a
classification convolutional neural network [22]. It consists of
repeated applications of two convolutional layers, with a 3–3
kernel, followed by the ReLU activation function and the
MaxPooling operation, which reduces the input representation
by the maximum value in the window (poolsize, in this case
the value is 2).

Fig. 12. Neural Network Architecture of Type Batch_Normalization + CNN
+ Dense using Fourier Transform.

Fig. 14. The Architecture of the Neural Network Type LSTM + NN based on
"U-net" using the Fourier Transform.
Fig. 13. The Architecture of the Neural Network “U-net".

For signal preprocessing, the fast Fourier transform method
was used. Also, to improve the quality of training, a function
was created (blink_augmentation), where several positions are
generated for each "Blink” artifact, where this artifact will be

"Bottleneck" is a part of the network located between the
contracting and expanding parts [23]. The second part consists
of reverse convolution (deconvolution), which contains two
convolutional layers with a 3–3 kernel and the Relu activation
function, then concatenation is performed. At the last level,
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convolution 1x1 is used to match each vector with class
attributes. Then the data is converted into a one-dimensional
vector using the Flatten layer and the classification is
performed by a fully connected layer [23].
In all experiments, the "fit" method was used for training.
The number of samples, the gradient and the number of epochs
for the model as well as compile method "Adam optimization
function"
and
the
error
calculation
function
"categorical_crossentropy" were determined for each neural
network model. It was revealed empirically that
categorical_crossentropy is the most suitable error calculation
function to optimize Adam parameters. To assess the quality of
training, the Accuracy metric was chosen.
TABLE I.

LEARNING OUTCOMES OF CLASSIFICATION MODELS WITH
VARIOUS PARAMETERS
Accuracy

No.

Neural network
architecture

Epochs

Batch_size

1

Batch_normalization +
CNN + Dense with
spectrogram

20

2

RNN (LSTM) + CNN
+ RNN (LSTM) +
Dense

3

4

train

test

128

0.68

0.67

20

256

0.81

0.60

Batch_normalization +
CNN + Dense

50

16

0.94

0.49

LSTM + NN based on
U-Net model

10

300

0.70

0.70

A comparison of the results of an experimental study of
four models is given in Table I. The training graph of neural
network models was analyzed. The developed neural network
based on the U-net architecture with recurrent layers
demonstrates the best result of artifact recognition. 70%
accuracy were acquired on test samples. Fig. 15 shows the
results of automatic search for artifacts.

Fig. 15. The Result of Neural Network Activity. Examples of Highlighted
Neural Network Artifacts: Blink Artifact is Green, Global Artifact Artifact is
Red.

VI. CONCLUSION
A neural network model capable of recognizing artifacts in
the process of recording EEG has been developed.
Experimentally LSTM + U-net architecture was formed. To
solve the problem, the U-net architecture, which is a twodimensional convolution, was modified - a one-dimensional
temporary convolution was used, the input of which received
data from LSTM layers. Ensuring the required accuracy (70%)
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is achieved due to the properties of the LSTM layers (trained to
determine the signal state) and qualitative symmetric analysis
(tension / compression) of the modified U-net layer.
Data analysis was carried out, in which the distance
between artifacts in the signals, the maximum duration of each
type of artifact was found. Using analytical functions, an
optimal time window was allocated for artifact recognition,
based on the maximum length of the "Blink" artifact. Since the
data was manually filtered from the artifacts, and the database
was small (9574 samples with artifacts), there was a problem
with the quality of training of the neural network. The database
was expanded using augmentation method, which partially
influenced the learning process (28,722 samples with
augmentation).
An analysis of existing architectures of neural networks, as
well as an experiment with a training set was conducted. As a
result, a neural network was developed based on recurrent
neural network and U-net. The resulting neural network model
is capable of detecting artifacts in the converted signal with an
accuracy of 70%. The developed intelligent system can be used
as an auxiliary tool for the analysis of the EEG signal.
During the study, the methods using libraries of applied
software packages were developed for selecting an artificial
neural network model of defects in digital signals, such as
blinking artifacts in an EEG signal. Selected tools are able to
create an environment for research and modeling of various
signals.
The study showed the prospects for using the identified
types of neural network architectures for analyzing EEG
signals. The architectures selected during the study can be used
in future studies aimed at modeling and clustering EEG
signals.
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Abstract—Mobile robots are being increasingly used to gather
information from disaster sites and prevent further damage in
disaster areas. Previous studies discussed a multi-robot system
that uses a multistage relay backbone network to gather
information in a closed space after a disaster. In this system, the
mobile robot explores its search range by switching the
connected nodes. Here it is necessary to maintain the
communication quality required for the teleoperation of the
mobile robot and to send and receive packets between the
operator PC and the mobile robot. However, the mobile robot
can become isolated when it is not able to maintain the
communication quality required for teleoperations in the
communication path after changing the nodes. This paper
proposes a method to change the communication path of a mobile
robot while maintaining its communication connectivity. In the
proposed method, the mobile robot changes its route while
maintaining
communication
connectivity
without
any
communication loss time by connecting to two nodes.
Keywords—Multi-robot;
multistage
relay
network;
communication connectivity; changing communication path

I.

INTRODUCTION

After a disaster occurs, disaster reduction activities are
performed in the affected area to prevent the damage from
spreading. In the implementation of disaster reduction
activities, information needs to be gathered to determine the
damage status [1–2]. Existing infrastructure, such as
surveillance cameras, drone aerial photographs, and rescue
teams, can be used to gather such information [3–6]. However,
in some cases, the existing infrastructure cannot be used
because of infrastructure malfunction or lack of power supply.
Also, it is difficult for people to control the drone based on the
camera images. Therefore, the use of drones is not effective in
enclosed spaces after a disaster. Moreover, there is a risk of
endangering human lives or inducing secondary disasters
during information gathering by rescue teams. Therefore, the
use of mobile robots is widely preferred for gathering
information in enclosed spaces after disasters [7–11].
Two communication methods are adopted for mobile
robots: wired and wireless. Wired communication helps
maintain a stable communication quality and power supply to
the mobile robot by using cables [12]. However, cables can get
disconnected and communication with the mobile robots can
be interrupted when cables become tangled with obstacles or
the wheels of the mobile robot. Wireless communication has a

high runnability because of the absence of physical restrictions
using cables [13–14]. However, in wireless communication,
mobile robots may become isolated when radio waves are
hindered by obstacles. Therefore, in an enclosed space after a
disaster, it is necessary to use the communication method that
best matches the purpose and the situation of the disaster area
[15–16]. This paper discusses a method for gathering
information using wireless communication in environments
where it is difficult to explore with a mobile robot using wired
communication.
Robot wireless sensor networks (RWSNs) involve the
teleoperation of mobile robots using wireless communication
[17–19]. In an RWSN system, a mobile robot expands its
search range by deploying a relay node called a sensor node
(SN) in its path (Fig. 1). Therefore, the RWSN can gather
information without depending on the existing infrastructure.
In a network that uses multistage relaying, such as RWSN, the
communication quality decreases as the number of relays and
the distance between the nodes increases. Therefore, it is
difficult to maintain communication connectivity of mobile
robots in a multistage relay network; these networks are mainly
operated by single robots. However, there is a limit to the range
searched by a single robot in a large-scale facility. Therefore,
this study discusses a multi-robot system that uses a multistage
relay backbone network (Fig. 2).
In the proposed multi-robot system, a static multistage relay
network is constructed by deploying SNs equipped with a
single mobile robot first. Then, this system connects the mobile
robot to the constructed network, and the mobile robot explores
the search range by switching its connection between the
nodes. Then, the mobile robot exhaustively explores within the
network construction range while changing the search range by
switching between the nodes. However, when changing the
node to be connected, the operator experiences communication
loss time with the mobile robot and cannot obtain
environmental information from the mobile robot. Moreover,
there is the risk of isolation when a mobile robot fails to
connect to a node or is unable to reconnect. In addition, the
operator cannot determine whether the communication quality
required for the teleoperation of the mobile robot can be
maintained in the communication path after changing the node
to which the robot needs to connect. Therefore, there is a risk
that the mobile robot becomes isolated without maintaining the
communication quality.
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Fig. 3. Teleoperating Mobile Robot.

Fig. 1. Gathering Information by Mobile Robot (Robot Wireless Sensor
Networks : RWSN).

In previous research, there are systems that distribute and
explore a large number of robots in the environment [20–21].
However, this system dynamically changes the route to send
the information to the operator, which results in a
misalignment of the reception intervals of the operation
command packets. In addition, it is difficult to send large
amounts of data, such as videos, using this system. These
problems limit the operability and the ability of the mobile
robot to gather information. Therefore, in this paper, the mobile
robot is explored by connecting it to a static multistage relay
network, such as the RWSN.
B. Flow and Requirements for Information Gathering by
Multi-robot System using Multistage Relay Network
The process of the multi-robot operation using the
multistage relay network is shown below (Fig. 4).
• Construction range of a multistage relay backbone
network is expanded with the mobile robot <1> such as
RWSN.

Fig. 2. Multi-Robot System using Multistage Relay Network.

To solve these problems, this paper proposes a method to
change the communication path so that the communication
connectivity of mobile robots is maintained. In the proposed
method, the mobile robot teleoperates with two communication
paths to eliminate any communication loss with the mobile
robot. The communication quality required for the
teleoperation of the mobile robot in the communication path is
maintained after changing the nodes to be connected to; this
method obtains the communication quality of the changed
communication path before changing the communication path.
The experiment in this paper confirmed that the required
communication quality can be maintained in the
communication path after changing the connected node using
the proposed method. And the experiment showed the
effectiveness of the proposed method.

• Multiple mobile robots are connected to the constructed
backbone network.
• Mobile robot <1> and the other mobile robots search
within the network construction range while switching
the nodes to be connected.

II. MULTI-ROBOT SYSTEM USING MULTISTAGE RELAY
NETWORK
Fig. 4. Device of each Node that Constitutes Multi-robot System.

A. Multi-robot Information Gathering
Many wireless teleoperation systems for mobile robots are
based on the transmission control protocol/Internet protocol
(TCP/IP). TCP/IP is highly compatible with mobile robot
communication because most control systems of mobile robots
use PCs. Therefore, socket communication is often adopted for
mobile robot communication, and information communication
is typically done by packet transmission and reception.
Therefore, RWSN adopted the wireless LAN as the
communication method. The operator receives packets
containing information about the camera and sensor, which is
acquired by the mobile robot, and this information is used to
teleoperate the mobile robot (Fig. 3).

Based on the results of the operations of the robots at the
damaged nuclear power plant, this study defined the network
requirements of the multi-robot system as below.
• Teleoperation of a total of three or more mobile robots.
• Maintaining a throughput of 20 Mbps or higher in the
communication path between each operator PC and
each mobile robot.
The teleoperation of a multi-robot requires a throughput of
20.0 Mbps or higher in the communication path between each
operator PC and each mobile robot. However, the theoretical
value of IEEE802.11b/g used in RWSN is 54.0 Mbps, which is
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insufficient throughput for multi-robot operations. This study
constructs a network using IEEE802.11ax, which has a
theoretical value of approximately 1,200 Mbps.
C. Topology of Multistage Relay Network
Based on the process flow and requirements of multi-robot
systems, this paper proposed a multistage relay network
topology for the construction of multi-robot environments. The
network topology shown in Fig. 5 is characterized by the fact
that each node in the multistage relay network has an access
point (AP) and multiple mobile robots can be connected to a
single node. Therefore, in this topology, each node constructs a
network, and multiple mobile robots can explore the network
construction range exhaustively while changing the APs to be
connected.
D. Problems in Changing Communication Path
In this multi-robot system, the mobile robot changes the
search range while switching the connected nodes, and
exhaustively explores within the network construction range
(Fig. 6). However, when the mobile robot changes the node to
be connected, the below problems occur.
• There is communication loss between the operator PC
and the mobile robot while changing the node to be
connected to.
• There communication quality is unknown in the
communication path after changing the node to be
connected.

Fig. 6. Switching Nodes to Be Connected.

When the environment changes around the mobile robot
during the communication loss time, the operator cannot
receive sensor and camera information and cannot send
operation command packets; consequently, it becomes difficult
to respond to environmental changes. Moreover, when the
connection change fails, the mobile robot becomes isolated.
When the node to be connected is changed, the operator cannot
determine whether the communication quality required for the
teleoperation of the mobile robot can be maintained in the
communication path after the node is changed. Therefore, there
is a possibility of the mobile robot becoming isolated because
of its inability to maintain communication connectivity after
connecting to a new node. An isolated mobile robot is an
obstacle to other mobile robots and affects their ability to
explore the scene of disaster; they could also become a cause
of secondary disasters because of their battery ignition.
Therefore, this multi-robot system requires a method to change
the node to which it is connected without losing the
communication connectivity of the mobile robot. This paper
proposes a communication path change method to maintain the
communication connectivity of mobile robots.
III. REQUIREMENTS FOR CHANGING COMMUNICATION
PATH IN MULTI-ROBOT SYSTEM
Given the problems described in Section 2.2, the following
specifications are required for the mobile robot to change the
communication path in this multi-robot system.
1) The capability to send and receive packets between the
operator PC and the mobile robot.
2) The capability to switch the communication path even
when the operator does not know the exact location of the SN
and the mobile robot.
3) Capable of obtaining the communication quality
required for teleoperation of a mobile robot on the changed
communication path, before switching the path.
During the exploration, it is possible to reduce the risk of
isolation of the mobile robot by monitoring the changes in the
environment and by being able to respond to them while the
communication path was being changed. Therefore, as stated in
specification (1), the system needs to be able to send and
receive operation commands and camera/sensor information
between the operator PC and the mobile robot during the
communication path change.

Fig. 5. Network Topology of Multi-robot System.

After a disaster, a closed space would have an environment
with multiple obstacles. In such cases, the SN and the mobile
robot might not be able to see each other with a camera, or it
might be difficult to measure the distance with a sensor
because of the various disturbances. In such cases, there is a
possibility of the mobile robot not being able to connect to the
appropriate node and becoming isolated because of the lack of
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location information. Therefore, as stated in specification (2),
the communication path is changed without depending on the
location information.
Some studies have used the electric field strength as a
method for switching the routing [22]. However, the
teleoperation of mobile robots sends and receives packets;
therefore, it is necessary to maintain the communication quality
at the packet level. Therefore, specification (3) requires the
maintenance of the throughput required for the teleoperation of
the mobile robot in the changed communication path before
changing the node. As described in Section 2.2, the throughput
required for the teleoperation of the mobile robot in this system
is 20.0 Mbps; therefore, in this paper, the throughput to be
maintained in the communication path after the change was set
to 20.0 Mbps.
IV. METHOD FOR CHANGING COMMUNICATION PATH
WHILE MAINTAINING COMMUNICATION CONNECTIVITY FOR
MOBILE ROBOTS
This paper considers a method for changing the
communication path of a mobile robot while maintaining
communication connectivity in a multi-robot system using a
multistage relay backbone network. This chapter proposes a
method to obtain advance information about the
communication quality of the changed communication path;
this method will ensure that there is no communication loss
time when the path is changed. In this method, apart from the
main communication path, there is a sub-communication path
that connects in advance to the next node. We also include a
“judgment communication path” that monitors the
communication quality. Section 4.1 describes a method to
change the communication path without causing any
communication loss; two communication paths were used here.
Section 4.2 describes a method to determine in advance
whether the communication quality required for the
teleoperation of a mobile robot can be maintained in the
communication path after changing the connecting nodes.

Fig. 7. Method for Changing Communication Path while Maintaining
Communication Connectivity for Mobile Robots.

A. Communication Path Changing Method using Subcommunication Path
The proposed method used a mobile robot connected to two
APs (IEEE802.11ax), as shown in Fig. 7. The steps for
changing the communication path of a mobile robot using two
communication paths are given below. Here, this paper assume
that the node number is n (Fig. 8).
1) The mobile robots connect to the nth and n+1th nodes
and teleoperate via the main communication path.
2) The communication quality of the judgment
communication path is used to determine whether to switch
between the main communication path and the subcommunication path.
3) The sub-communication path is changed to the main
communication path.
4) The path that was originally the main communication
path is changed to a sub-communication path. (The adapter
device that was connected to the nth node is changed to the
n+2th node).

Fig. 8. Flow of Changing Communication Path.
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Two communication paths were used: one with a large
number of relays and the other with a small number of relays.
This paper consider the decrease in communication quality due
to the increase in the number of relays, and use the
communication path with a small number of relays as the main
communication path for sending and receiving teleoperation
packets. Then, the sub-communication path becomes the next
main communication path, as shown in Fig. 8. The packets are
sent and received to confirm that the communication has not
been interrupted. The operator can communicate with the
mobile robot on the path via the nth node when changing the
sub-communication path to the main communication path.
Then, when changing the main communication path to the subcommunication path, it is possible to communicate with the
mobile robot via the n+1th node. In this way, packets can be
sent and received between the operator PC and the mobile
robot while the communication route is being changed.
Therefore, the mobile robots switch between the main
communication path and the sub-communication path and can
explore the disaster site without any communication loss even
when there are changes in the communication path.
B. Monitoring Communication Quality using Judgment
Communication Path
In the proposed method, in order to obtain in advance
whether the communication path after changing the node to be
connected can maintain the throughput required for
teleoperation of the mobile robot, we construct a judgment
communication path between the next node to be connected to
and the mobile robot, as shown in Fig. 7. The judgment
communication path is constructed by mounting an AP of
IEEE802.11n, which is in the same frequency band as
IEEE802.11ax, on the SN and an adapter device on the mobile
robot. To obtain the throughput of this judgment
communication path, the measurement packets are sent and
received between the SN and the mobile robot <1>. This
communication path is constructed in a separate network from
the network of the multi-robot system, so that the throughput
between the SN and the mobile robot can be measured without
placing a load on the path used for teleoperation.
When the communication quality between an SN and a
mobile robot of IEEE802.11n is maintained for the
teleoperation of the mobile robot, the communication quality
between an SN and a mobile robot of IEEE802.11ax can also
be maintained for teleoperation of the mobile robot due to
IEEE802.11n is in the same frequency band as IEEE802.11ax.
This multi-robot system has also confirmed that the throughput
between the operator PC and the SN is maintained required for
the teleoperation of multiple mobile robots during the
multistage relay network range is expanded. Therefore, if the
communication quality required for the teleoperation of the
mobile robot is maintained in the judgment communication
path, it is assumed that the communication quality required for
the teleoperation of the mobile robot is also maintained in the
main communication path after switching the node to be
connected. Therefore, in this method, the communication path
is changed when the communication quality required for the
teleoperation of the mobile robot can be maintained in the
judgment communication path.

V. EVALUATION OF COMMUNICATION QUALITY USING
THROUGHPUT MEASUREMENT
This chapter describes a method for measuring the
communication quality characteristics when teleoperating a
mobile robot. As described in Section 2, the teleoperation of a
mobile robot sends and receives packets; therefore, it is
necessary to evaluate the communication quality at the packet
level. This paper evaluates the transmission speed in a TCP/IPcompliant communication path as the throughput at the packet
level. The throughput [bps] specifies the transmission received
per second by the PC. Therefore, the following experiments
continue to send measurement packets from the mobile robot at
a transmission speed of 25.0 Mbps and confirm whether a
throughput of 20.0 Mbps or higher can be maintained at the
receiving side. Therefore, the experiments in next chapter send
measurement packets from the mobile robot side and confirm
that the receiving side can maintain the throughput required for
the teleoperation of the mobile robot.
VI. CHANGING COMMUNICATION PATH WHILE
MAINTAINING COMMUNICATION CONNECTIVITY USING
PROPOSED METHOD
This experiment was conducted to confirm whether the
proposed method can be used to change the communication
path of a mobile robot while maintaining the communication
connectivity. The experiment setting is shown in Fig. 9, and the
equipment used is shown in Fig. 10. This experiment used
Raspberry Pi 4 Model B as the PC, ASUS RT-AX3000 as the
adapter device, GT-AX11000 as the AP of IEEE802.11ax,
WN-AC433UA as the antenna of IEEE802.11n, and CAT8
LAN. The experiment was conducted in the following steps:
1) Deploying nodes equipped with AP of IEEE802.11n so
that the distance between each node is 90 m. (Constructing a
270m network with 3hop).
2) Move the mobile robot and measure the throughput in
the judgment path of IEEE802.11n at 10 m intervals (Between
each SN and the mobile robot).
3) Move the mobile robot and measure the throughput in
the communication path of IEEE802.11ax at 10 m intervals.
(Between operator PC and mobile robot via each node).
This experiment selected 10 throughput values measured at
each location and shows the average of them. In the multistage
relay network constructed in this experiment, the nodes are
deployed so that the distance between each node is 90 m (270
m in total), and the network is capable of maintaining a
throughput of more than 60.0 Mbps between the operator PC
and the mobile robot <1>. Fig. 11 shows the results of
measuring the throughput on the judgment communication
path (between SN and mobile robot). Fig. 11 shows that the
throughput between SN1 and the mobile robot is more than
20.0 Mbps in the range of 60-130 m. Therefore, the proposed
method changes the sub-communication path to the main
communication path in that section. The throughput between
SN2 and the mobile robot is more than 20.0 Mbps in the range
of 150-210 m. Therefore, the proposed method changes the
sub-communication path to the main communication path in
that section.
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Fig. 9. Experimental Environment.

Fig. 10. Device of IEEE802.11n and IEEE802.11ax. (Left : SN, Right :
Mobile Robot).

Fig. 12. Throughput between Operator and Mobile Robot. ( Top : Mobile
Robot Connecting to Operator, Middle：Mobile Robot Connecting to SN1,
Bottom：Mobile Robot Connecting to SN2).

VII. DISCUSSION

Fig. 11. Throughput of Judgment Communication Path (IEEE802.11n).

From the results shown in Fig. 11, we measured the
throughput between the operator PC and the mobile robot so
that the 60-130 m and 150-210 m sections overlap in this
experiment, and confirmed whether the main communication
path can be switched while maintaining the communication
connectivity. The throughput in the communication path of
IEEE802.11ax between the operator PC and the mobile robot
via each node is shown in Fig. 12. As shown in Fig. 12, both
communication paths have a throughput of more than 20 Mbps
in the 60-130 m section, so it was possible to switch the main
communication path while maintaining the communication
connectivity. Also, in the 150-210 m section, both
communication paths are maintained at more than 20 Mbps, so
it was possible to switch the main communication path while
maintaining the communication connectivity. As a result, when
the proposed method was used to teleoperate a mobile robot,
the communication path could be switched while maintaining
the communication connectivity. Therefore, this method is
effective for changing the connected nodes in a multi-robot
system using a multistage relay backbone network.

In the judgment communication path of this experiment,
the throughput between SN1 and the mobile robot is more than
20 Mbps in the 60-130 m section, and the throughput between
SN2 and the mobile robot is more than 20 Mbps in the 150-210
m section. The experimental results show that the
IEEE802.11ax communication path can maintain a throughput
of more than 20 Mbps in those sections, so it is possible to
change the main communication path after confirming the
communication quality in the judgment communication path in
advance. Therefore, proposal method can obtain the
communication quality of the changed communication path in
advance, without communication loss time when the path is
changed. Additionally, switching between the subcommunication path and the main communication path does
not depend on distance information, but on the throughput of
the judgment communication path, which is effective even in
environments with many obstacles.
VIII. CONCLUSION
In a multi-robot system using a multistage relay network,
multiple mobile robots were connected to the constructed
network, and the mobile robots changed the search range by
switching between the nodes. However, a mobile robot can be
isolated when changing the node because of the loss of
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communication or the poor quality of the communication in the
new communication path. This paper proposed a method to
change the communication path of a mobile robot using
multiple paths so that communication connectivity is
maintained.
The proposed method uses a sub-communication path,
which connects in advance to the next node so that the
communication path can be switched without any
communication loss between the operator PC and the mobile
robot. In addition, the proposed method constructs a judgment
communication path between the nodes that constitute the subcommunication path; the main communication path and the
sub-communication path are changed when the communication
quality is maintained on the judgment communication path.
Therefore, even when the sub-communication path is changed
to the main communication path, the communication quality
required for the teleoperation of the mobile robot can be
maintained in the new main communication path. This study
measured the throughput of the judgment communication path
connected to each node and confirmed the section that can
maintain the communication quality required for the
teleoperation of the mobile robot. This experiment confirmed
that the communication quality required for the teleoperation
of the mobile robot could be maintained in the communication
path of IEEE802.11ax in that section. The experiment results
confirmed that it was possible to maintain the communication
quality required for the teleoperation of the mobile robot in the
new main communication path even when the main
communication path was switched. The communication quality
required for the teleoperation of the mobile robot was
maintained in the judgment communication path. Therefore,
the judgment communication path could monitor the
communication quality of the changed path before changing
the main communication path; this experiment proves the
effectiveness of the proposed method.
In these experiments, the nodes to be connected to the
mobile robot were changed manually. In the future, we will
create a program that will automatically switch the
communication path.
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Abstract—Conceptual design represents a critical initial
design stage that involves both technical and creative thinking to
develop and derive concept solutions to meet design
requirements. TRIZ Scientific Effects (TRIZSE) is one of the
TRIZ tools that utilize a database on functional, transformation,
parameterization of scientific effects to provide conceptual
solutions to engineering and design problems. Although TRIZSE
has been introduced to help engineers solve design problems in
the conceptual design phase, the current TRIZSE database
presents general scientific concept solutions with a few examples
of solutions from patents which are very abstract and not
updated since its introduction. This research work explores the
derivation of a novel framework that integrates TRIZ scientific
effects to the current patent information (USPTO) using data
mining techniques to develop a better design support tool to
assist engineers in deriving innovative design concept solutions.
This novel framework will provide better, updated, relevant and
specific examples of conceptual design ideas from patents to
engineers. The research used Python as the base programming
platform to develop a conceptual design software prototype
based on this new framework where both the TRIZSE Database
and Patents Database (USPTO) are searched and processed in
order to build a Doc2Vec similarity model. A case study on the
corrosion of copper pipelines by seawater is presented to validate
this novel framework and results of the novel TRIZSE Database
and patents examples are presented and further discussed in this
paper. The results of the case study indicated that the Doc2Vec
model is able to perform its intended similarity queries. The
patent examples from results of the case study warrant further
consideration in conceptual design activities.
Keywords—TRIZ; patent mining; natural language processing;
product design

I.

INTRODUCTION

TRIZ is a Russian Acronym which translate to the “Theory
of Inventive Problem Solving” which was first initiated by
Genrich Altshuller in 1946 [1]. TRIZ represents an engineering
theory consisting of many problem-solving tools derived from

compiling and analyzing utility patents to find general
solutions and trends, which will be used to solve complex
engineering problems that can be further decomposed into their
individual problems and components.
One of the main TRIZ tools is the contradiction matrix
which is well-established and is used to improve an
engineering system based on solving engineering
contradictions. According to TRIZ, there will always be
engineering contradictions that need to be resolved in all
inventive problems [2]. Contradiction matrix will recommend
inventive principles derived from years of study of patent
information to assist engineers resolve these contradictions.
However, these inventive principles are very general and
abstract for most engineers and interpreting these inventive
principles in the context of specific solution concepts are
challenging because expertise knowledge and experience are
required. The other TRIZ tools including TRIZ scientific
effects (TRIZSE) and system of standard inventive solutions
also recommend solution concepts which are very general and
abstract [1]. Therefore, research have explored into extending
and improving existing TRIZ tools and proposed new patent
extraction system such as Inventive Design Method (IDM) and
extracting design information from patent documents and focus
on assisting engineers to overcome their psychological barrier
[3]. The proposed IDM has its limitations and deficiencies in
issues related to duplicated information. This research work
acknowledges the importance and criticality of defining design
problems described in the form of function, parameter,
transform and a real-time link to patent documents in patent
offices to provide accurate relevant examples to assist
engineers.
Therefore, this research work will explore the derivation of
a framework to link TRIZSE to patent documents to support
engineers in conceptual design and investigate the potential of
enhancing TRIZSE with patents database. By developing this
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link, TRIZSE may provide a better and clearer solution to each
of their effects. The main objectives of this paper are:
1) To introduce the preliminary conceptual design system
using TRIZSE which is enhanced by utilizing a similarity
model built on a patent database to provide sufficient examples
suggested by TRIZSE.
2) To build a Graphical User Interface (GUI) to allow a
user to provide their input and queries for a single functional
statement.
3) Conduct a case study to assess the performance of the
program in factors of user input, data accuracy and its
relevance.
The rest of the paper will cover the extraction of
information, development of Doc2Vec model, and a case
study. The proposed process model will be presented in the
methodology section. This is followed by validation of the
Doc2Vec model for feature extraction from the patent database
for a use case. The report will then be concluded with
recommendation for future improvement.
II. BACKGROUND
TRIZ Scientific Effects (TRIZSE) is one of the TRIZ tools
which is applied in the conceptual design phase that utilizes a
database based on three types of search query; Functional,
Parameterization, and Transformation to recommend a list of
solution concepts (for e.g., if a user desires to constrain gas,
one suggestion effect from the Functional aspect is Glassy
Carbon which has high temperature resistance, extreme
resistance to chemical attack, and impermeability to gases and
liquid [4]). However, these suggestions lack suitable examples
to support the recommended list of solution concepts and fail
to inspire conceptual design ideas. Nonetheless, these
deficiencies of the TRIZSE database offer a unique opportunity
to explore the possibility of applying appropriate data mining
techniques to search for examples related to the recommended
list of solution concepts based on available online patents
information with the intention of retrieving relevant patents as
examples for any given recommended solution concepts by
TRIZSE. To link the recommended solution concepts of
TRIZSE to patent information, it is necessary to develop a
suitable framework (with a user-friendly user interface) that
integrates data analysis and mining technique (also known as
patent mining) based on TRIZSE.
Using similar initiative to enhance a TRIZ technique, TRIZ
Scientific Effects (TRIZSE) are comprehensive descriptions of
effects based on sciences which provide good conceptual
solutions which can potentially link patent information to
obtain sufficient relevant real examples from TRIZSE
database. In conceptual design activities, TRIZSE plays a role
of redefining each function in a system and provides a set of
suggestions of functional solutions as shown in an online
database developed by Martin [4]. TRIZSE itself serves as a
basis of creative idea generation in solving an engineering
problem. Access to TRIZSE databases is limited due to
subscriptions or memberships [5, 6], and third party state-ofthe-art patent mining and analysis software [7]. However, the
TRIZSE database provided by Martin [4] is available for public
usage.

For the conceptual design framework development, the user
must first define the engineering problem to be solved. The
user-defined problem should be decomposed from complex
problems into simple sentence structure before being used as
an input. This not only simplifies the problem but also provides
a clearer view of expected results from the query. There are
vast selections of problem analysis tools such as Causal Loop
diagram [8] that identify the polarity influences, Functional
Decomposition and Morphology [9] decompose complex
systems and re-merges as well as Systems Dynamics [10] that
can simulate potential design changes. However, a simple and
direct tool should be selected as it can provide more direct
input for the model to manipulate. Hence, Functional Analysis
(FA) [11] which maps component relationships can be selected
for deployment. FA fosters problem statement formulation that
could be further decomposed into a simple solution statement
consisting of Subject-Action-Object. This facilitates better
transition to the parameters of the TRIZSE database.
The linkage between TRIZSE to a patent database can be
implemented through text mining techniques. A text mining
Python library called Gensim is widely popular amongst patent
mining research and has diverse range of data mining models.
One of the models is a similarity model Doc2Vec inspired by
vector representations of words using neural networks known
as Word2Vec [12]. The Word2Vec model has a disadvantage
as it does not consider the word order of each text document
[12]. It functions similarly to a bag-of-words model where only
the frequency of each word in the patent document is
accounted for [12]. The proposed Doc2Vec is an improved
model that can assess the word and neighboring words in the
sentence to properly gauge the semantics of the entire sentence.
Doc2Vec is compared to other similarity models such as Term
frequency-inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) which
calculates the importance of a word based on the frequency in
the patent document and Global Vectors for Word
Representation (GloVe) just like TF-IDF but with word
embeddings to discover word contexts [13]. The result of
comparisons shows that Doc2Vec is superior and capable of
handling higher amounts of data entries (in millions) [13].
The patents database is sourced online. There are major
databases such as the United States Patents and Trademark
Office (USPTO), the Japanese Patent Office (JPO), the
European Patent Office (EPO) [14]. For the ease of database
extraction, the USPTO database is selected.
III. METHODOLOGY
A. Data Extraction
The TRIZSE database is extracted from the online database
[4]. A third party free-to-use software called ParseHub is
shown in Fig. 1. It performs as an automated user-action and
data collector. Parsehub is utilised to extract every combination
of the database and its results. The data extracted is stored into
a Comma-Separated Values (csv) file.
Patent documents are unstructured texts with sections of
irregular word limits and formatting. Thus, this paper makes
use of one of the consistent sections of a patent document, the
abstract. Sections such as claims would range from few
sentences to several pages.
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number of neighboring words that can affect the word of
interest; vector_size shows the number of numerical elements
that an abstract vector can attain. The higher the number of
vector size, the higher the number of features of an abstract that
can be captured; epochs are the number of training iterations of
the model; workers are the number of computer cores for
processing. With the vector generated, it can be compared
numerically with a cosine similarity approach [14][17].

Fig. 1. Brief Interface of Parsehub.

B. Data Processing
The main data processing involves handling of millions of
patents in the database. In USPTO, there are multiple types of
patents such as utility, design, plant. Utility patents are patents
that contain a feature or solution whereas design patents are
typically drawings. Only utility patents are added value
documents for this study. The total number of utility patents
from the year 1971 to 2020 numbers is approximately 6.8
million. The abstracts of patents are useful for feature
extraction in patent mining as there is a word limit and crucial
information is present. Hence, each patent document’s abstract
undergoes a pre-processing stage, where words will be
separated, and reformatted. The pre-processing steps involve
removal of special characters, lowercasing capitals, and
removal of redundant words [15, 16]. The pre-processing
technique is adapted from the Gensim code examples [17]. The
patent documents are tagged by simple indexing for accessing
the documents in later stages.
C. Similarity Model Technique and Concept
Similarity models encompass supervised and unsupervised
techniques, each with their own advantages and disadvantages.
Supervised techniques involve high percentage of manual
sorting and tagging that yields better overall results. On the
other hand, unsupervised techniques do not have manual
inspection. However, it is preferable over supervised
techniques when dealing with massive number of documents.
The Doc2Vec model is an unsupervised technique model. The
data is fed into the algorithm and all unique words will be
extracted from the patent documents into a vocabulary
dictionary. The Doc2Vec model starts training with a
vocabulary size and input texts. The Doc2Vec modelling can
be simplified (as shown in Fig. 2).

D. Process Chart of the Conceptual Design Framework
Once trained, the model can produce and predict a vector
for new inputs to reflect similarity results. This can be used to
evaluate similarity of a TRIZ Scientific Effect concept with
real patent examples. The development of a Graphical User
Interface (GUI) using PySimpleGUI library is to facilitate user
input. The activities are depicted in Fig. 3. The processes and
output is visible to the user through Graphical User Interface.
The user inputs their problem in a Functional statement which
will be a guide to invoke suitable TRIZSE settings. TRIZSE
database will return results from the inputs which are fed into
the similarity model individually by each effect. The model
results are compiled in a descending order of patent similarity.

Fig. 3. Process Chart of the Conceptual Design System Framework.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. TRIZSE Database Extraction
This work starts with extraction and analysis of the
TRIZSE database. The database extracted from the source
website takes approximately 15 hours to parse through all
combinations. The CSV file saved is checked and validated for
accuracy. Fig. 4 shows the sample of the data extracted from
the database. Each combination of TRIZ Scientific Effect
yields a set of results which are suggestions of Effects along
with brief description of the concept.

Fig. 2. Modelling of Doc2Vec.

The description of the arguments for Doc2Vec is as
follows: abstracts represent the input of patent abstracts;
min_count the removal of words with frequencies less that the
value f (in this example, 2); window is N (3 in this example),

Fig. 4. A Snapshot of Extracted TRIZSE Database.

The data extracted undergoes data elimination of duplicated
data. For example, a combination of Absorb and Divided Solid
in Function section can have three types of results which are
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Framework, Effect, or Both. The results that are repetitive can
be merged. For example, the Functional section containing
21,175 rows of effect suggestions is merged into 10,589 rows,
which is 50% smaller. Similar process is applied to Parameter
and Transformation section which yields similar reduction.
The Effects in TRIZSE database are obtained through the
various combinations of inputs. Each Effects accommodates
multiple combinations, and the total of Effects is
approximately 1000. The concept description of each Effects
will be assessed by the Doc2Vec model to identify similar
concepts in patents.

The output seen in Fig. 7 uses a section of the abstract as
input to find similar documents. The first result has a similarity
of 88.57% and on online inspection, found to be the correct
patent. Thus, the model can provide accurate similarity. A
similarity tolerance test is conducted by running 10 times on
the same query shown in Fig. 8. The graph shows that the
average similarity value is at 0.885825 with a range of ±
0.000144. Since the value of the range is significantly small, it
will not affect the order of top documents in similarity results.

B. USPTO Patents Extraction
The USPTO patents are downloaded from PatentsView
website in a compressed ZIP file. A Python code parses
through the ZIP file to extract the desired information which
comprises the following: utility patents’ number, title, and
abstract. The process has taken 5 hours for 7.5 million patent
documents and 6.8 million utility patents are extracted and
stored.
C. Doc2Vec Model Code Development
The Doc2Vec modelling follows the stages of Preliminary
processes in Fig. 3. The first stage is the pre-processing of each
patent abstracts. In this stage, abstracts will undergo
tokenization. Tokenization splits the abstracts, a paragraph of
words, into individual words while keeping the order of the
sentence. Each individual word is converted to lowercase and
stop words are removed. Stop words are words that do not add
to sentence context such as “a”, “of”, “and”, “also”. The
duration of the pre-processing stage is 2660 seconds. Prior to
Doc2Vec modelling, the abstracts undergo a vocabulary
building phase which identifies unique words and stores it into
a dictionary. This phase identifies the weight of each word.
Heavier word weight shows higher importance. The process is
4340 seconds. The Doc2vec modelling uses the settings from
Fig. 2, frequency of words less than 2 will be removed since
they are uncommon words. The window size of 3 influences
the target word with 3 nearby words. The vector_size is also
known as feature size that captures the feature of a document
and converts it into a vector of numbers [12] that is calculated
from the weights of words in the vocabulary dictionary. The
vector_size is set to 100 which balances between memory
usage and feature uniqueness. Epochs are set at 20 with each
iteration taking 40 minutes. By running multiple iterations on
the data, the Doc2Vec model learns and re-calibrates features
in a document. The Doc2Vec model is successfully built into
6.8 million abstract vectors in a process that has taken 17
hours. The model loaded within the Python workspace is
displayed in Fig. 5 showing it has been successfully booted.

Fig. 5. Doc2Vec Model Logs.

Fig. 6. Output of Token and Vectors Computed.

Fig. 7. Similarity Query of a Patent Abstract.

The unique tokens and the number of documents vectorized
in the model is shown in Fig. 6.
D. Doc2Vec Model Validation
The model can be validated by a similarity query of a
random patent abstract section from USPTO. Typically, the
result of similarity in the model will proceed with high
similarity documents, followed by lower similarity documents.
The output in Fig. 7 shows that the behavior is as predicted.

Fig. 8. Plotted Percentages of Similarity Query.
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E. Graphical user Interface (GUI) Development
Once the fundamental operation of the program is
developed, a GUI is built to accommodate user input. The
interface contains the user input of their Functional Statement
in three text boxes: Subject, Action, Object. With the guidance
of the proposed Functional statement simple solution input, the
rest of the TRIZSE database can be selected. The TRIZSE
database is laid out with Function, Parameter and Transform
sections clearly indicated. The user may select the applicable
selections from the available options as well as the ability to
exclude un-used sections. The GUI is coded and loaded as
shown in Fig. 9, provides enough information to users to
perform their input activities.

The simplified problem statement is transformed into a
simple solution statement by reversing the subject, object, and
providing a counteraction. The solution statement is presented
using the same format as shown in Fig. 11.

Fig. 11. Solution Statement in Functional Analysis Form.

With the defined solution statement, the GUI can be filled
together with the TRIZSE options. Corrosion is an
electrochemical reaction that requires surface contact and
seawater is a form of liquid. Thus, in the Functional section,
the best combination will be to resist liquid as an application.
To prevent contact between copper and seawater, the surface
finish should not degrade and should have high wear
resistance. This can be used in the parameterization section
with stabilize surface finish as an application. In the final
section, it is unnecessary as the solution should be a preventive
measure and thus, assumed to have no transformation of
energy in copper pipelines. With the information gathered, the
software prototype can be launched and have the input
arranged in the GUI as displayed in Fig. 12. From the input
screen, it is then submitted and the results of the TRIZSE
database are shown in Fig. 13 and Fig. 14 which will be used
with the Doc2Vec model to discover similar patent examples.

Fig. 9. Graphical user Interface of the Conceptual Design Software
Prototype.

F. Case Study on the Corrosion of Copper Pipelines caused
by Seawater
Copper alloys are used in ships as pipelines, heat
exchanges, screw propellers, valves [18] and most components
are often exposed to seawater which is corrosive. In marine
engineering applications, copper alloys have an innate seawater
corrosion resistance, but will be vulnerable under heavier load
conditions [18] such as pressure generated from propeller
torque or oscillating temperature in pipeline cooling systems.
The case study aims to discover methods to prevent the
corrosion of copper pipelines in a marine boat’s cooling
system. The problem first is approached by using Functional
Analysis to identify and break down the problem into a simple
problem statement of Subject-Action-Object as shown in
Fig. 10.

Fig. 10. Problem Statement in Functional Analysis Form.

Fig. 12. GUI Interface with Case Study Settings.

As observed in Fig. 13, the list of suggestions from
TRIZSE database provides a brief description of each effect
with limited examples. A brief review will be conducted to
reduce the redundant effects generated. Effects such as Valve
and Tesla Valvular Conduit can be removed from
consideration as it is an interest of internal volume. The effect
Intumescent materials will also be removed as temperature
should not be a factor in corrosion resistance. Another similar
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review will be conducted on the results of the Parametrization
section shown in Fig. 14. From the results of the
Parametrization section, some effects can be removed to refine
the patent results. Effects such as Redundancy may be
considered as a last resort stage and will be removed. The
Input
TRIZ Scientific Effects
Resist Liquid Diamond-like Carbon

Resist

Liquid Ferrofluid

Resist

Liquid Intumescent Materials

Resist

Liquid Polytetrafluoroethylene
(PTFE)

Resist

Liquid Solenoid

Resist

Liquid Tesla Valvular Conduit

Resist

Liquid Thin Films

Resist

Liquid Valve

effect Thin Films is also present in the list in Fig. 13 and will
be removed since both lists will be compiled before loading
into the Doc2Vec model. Using each TRIZSE obtained from
the input, it is used together with the subject as a query input to
the Doc2Vec model.

Effect Descriptions
(DLC) exists in seven different forms of amorphous carbon materials that display some of the unique properties of
natural diamond. They are usually applied as coatings to other materials. All seven contain significant amounts of sp3
hybridized carbon atoms. As well as excellent hardness and wear resistance, DLC is claimed to have the lowest
coefficient of friction of any known solid material.
A liquid which becomes strongly magnetized in the presence of a magnetic field. Ferrofluids are colloidal mixtures
composed of nanoscale ferromagnetic, or ferrimagnetic, particles suspended in a carrier fluid, usually an organic
solvent or water. The ferromagnetic nanoparticles are coated with a surfactant to prevent their agglomeration (due to
van der Waals and magnetic forces).
An intumescent is a substance which swells as a result of heat exposure, thus increasing in volume, and decreasing in
density. Intumescent are typically used in passive fire protection.
A synthetic fluoropolymer. As fluorocarbons are not as susceptible to van der Waals force (due to the high
electronegativity of fluorine) water and water-containing substances, and oil and oil-containing substances, like most
foods do not wet PTFE. PTFE is very non-reactive. PTFE's coefficient of friction is 0.1 or less, which is the second
lowest of any known solid material.
A coil wound into a tightly packed helix. In physics, the term solenoid refers to a long, thin loop of wire, often wrapped
around a metallic core, which produces a magnetic field when an electric current is passed through it. Solenoids are
important because they can create controlled magnetic fields and can be used as electromagnets.
A one-way valve with no moving parts, using the geometry of the fluid path to redirect the flow of the fluid to oppose
its own motion in one direction, but offering little resistance in the other.
Thin material layers ranging from fractions of a nanometer to several micrometers in thickness. Electronic
semiconductor devices and optical coatings are the main applications benefiting from thin film construction.
A device that regulates the flow of a fluid (gases, liquids, fluidized solids, or slurries) by opening, closing, or partially
obstructing various passageways.
Fig. 13. Output of Functional Section Effects Database.

Input settings

TRIZ Scientific
Effects
Coatings

Stabilize

Surface
Finish

Stabilize

Surface
Finish

Electroplating

Stabilize

Surface
Finish

Epitaxy

Stabilize

Surface
Finish
Surface
Finish

Feedback

Surface
Finish
Surface
Finish
Surface
Finish
Surface
Finish

Physical Vapor
Deposition
Preservative

Surface
Finish

Thin Films

Stabilize

Stabilize
Stabilize
Stabilize
Stabilize

Stabilize

Ferromagnetic
Powder

Redundancy
Sintering

Effect Descriptions
A covering that is applied to an object. The aim of applying coatings is to improve surface properties of a bulk
material usually referred to as a substrate. One can improve amongst others appearance, adhesion, wettability,
corrosion resistance, wear resistance, scratch resistance, etc. They may be applied as liquids, gases or solids.
The process of using electrical current to reduce cations of a desired material from a solution and coat a conductive
object with a thin layer of the material, such as a metal. Primarily used to bestow a desired property (e.g., abrasion and
wear resistance, corrosion protection, lubricity, aesthetic qualities, etc.) to a surface that otherwise lacks that property.
Also used to build up thickness on undersized parts.
The method of depositing a monocrystalline film on a monocrystalline substrate. Epitaxial films may be grown from
gaseous or liquid precursors. Because the substrate acts as a seed crystal, the deposited film takes on a lattice structure
and orientation identical to those of the substrate.
A circular causal process whereby some proportion of a system's output is returned (fed back) to the input. This is
often used to control the dynamic behavior of the system.
Ferromagnetic material in a powdered or finely divided form. Ferromagnetic materials (such as iron) form permanent
magnets and/or exhibit strong interactions with magnets. Ferromagnetic materials lose their ferromagnetic properties
above a characteristic temperature (the Curie Point).
A variety of methods used to deposit thin films by the condensation of a vaporized form of the material onto various
surfaces
A naturally occurring or synthetic substance that is added to products such as foods, pharmaceuticals, paints,
biological samples, wood, etc. to prevent decomposition by microbial growth or by undesirable chemical changes.
The duplication of critical components of a system with the intention of increasing reliability of the system, usually in
the case of a backup or fail-safe.
A method for making objects from powder, by heating the material below its melting point (solid state sintering) until
its particles adhere to each other. Traditionally used for manufacturing ceramic objects. Most, if not all, metals can be
sintered - especially pure metals produced in vacuum which suffer no surface contamination. Many nonmetallic
substances also sinter, such as glass, alumina, zirconia, silica, magnesia, lime, ice, beryllium oxide, ferric oxide, and
various organic polymers.
Thin material layers ranging from fractions of a nanometer to several micrometers in thickness. Electronic
semiconductor devices and optical coatings are the main applications benefiting from thin film construction.
Fig. 14. Output of the Parametrization Section Effect Database.
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Each query has been set to have an output of the first 10
patents and this setting can be customized as a preference.
However, since the similarity of documents is highly saturated
in the first few results, the similarity of the rest of the
documents may be too broad to provide substantial design
support. The output results are compiled, and the top 5 results
are shown in Fig. 15. From displayed results in Fig. 15, the
outcome of the top 5 highest similarity in patent documents
have the effect Physical Vapor Deposition in majority.
Analysis of the first patent (10115603) reveals that the patent
describes a method of removing passivation films. Passivation
film is a coat of protective material typically able to protect
against corrosion [19]. However, the patent suggests removal
of the said film instead. This displays the model inaccuracy of
polarity checking, although being accurate to the topic of
corrosion. The second patent (5514414) discusses the
deposition of heated flux vapor by condensing onto the subject.
Effect
Physical Vapor
Deposition

Similarity Patent Title
Number
63.45% 10115603 Removal of
surface
passivation

Physical Vapor
Deposition

61.86% 5514414

Physical Vapor
Deposition

58.86% 9859218

Electroplating

58.29% 5352331

Physical Vapor
Deposition

56.67% 4927472

The role of flux vapor in corrosion resistance is by removing
impurities and oxidation layer [20]. The third patent (9859218)
is not applicable towards pipelines as its application is focused
on reinforcement of interconnected structures. The fourth
patent (5352331) focuses on electroplating a thin film cermet; a
composite of ceramic (cer) and metal (met). A thin layer of
cermet is capable of producing corrosion resistance and
protecting the internal material [21]. The fifth patent (4927472)
discusses the formation of tin phosphate on metal surface
which creates a layer of corrosion resistance. The idea of
phosphating a base material with solution of phosphate ions
can provide for corrosion resistance against highly corrosive
environments such as seawater [22]. From the first 5 results of
the Doc2Vec model, although not all results have the intention
of offering corrosion resistance, it is still relevant to the topic
scope of the model input.

Abstract

Methods for removing a passivation film from a copper surface can include exposing the passivation film
to a vapor phase organic reactant for example at a temperature of 100° C. to 400° C. In some embodiments
the passivation film may have been formed by exposure of the copper surface to benzotriazole such as can
occur during a chemical mechanical planarization process. The methods can be performed as part of a
process for integrated circuit fabrication. A second material can be selectively deposited on the cleaned
copper surface relative to another surface of the substrate.
Solvent-less
Apparatus and method for condensing a solderless flux vapor onto a work surface to be soldered such as an
vapor deposition electronic circuit board. The flux vapor is created by heating flux in a liquid state to a temperature greater
apparatus and
than the temperature of the work surface. Flux is applied to the work surface without the use of any volatile
process for
organic chemicals.
application of
soldering fluxes
Selective surface Semiconductor structures including copper interconnect structures and methods include selective surface
modification of modification of copper by providing a CuxTiyNz alloy in the surface. The methods generally include
interconnect
forming a titanium nitride layer on an exposed copper surface followed by annealing to form the CuxTiyNz
structures
alloy in the exposed copper surface. Subsequently the titanium layer is removed by a selective wet etching.
An etching process for patterning thin film cermet (14) on a semiconductor substrate (10) using a mild
Cermet etch
technique for
room temperature acid solution as the etchant. The semiconductor substrate (10) has a glass passivating
integrated
layer (12) such as silicon dioxide deposited thereon. The cermet layer (14) is deposited on the silicon
circuits
dioxide layer (12). A photoresist layer (16) is deposited and patterned on the cermet layer (14) followed by
the deposition of a layer of aluminum (18). The cermet (14) is then preferentially etched with a mild room
temperature hydrofluoric acid solution diluted with hydrochloric acid to form the desired cermet resistance
pattern.
Conversion
A conversion coating predominantly consists of tin phosphate can be deposited on steel or tin-plated steel
coating solution surfaces by contact with a solution containing phosphate ions tin ions an oxidizing agent such as chlorate
for treating metal and a chelating agent for the tin ions the latter to prevent the rapid loss of tin from the solution that
surfaces
otherwise would occur. A coating that confers excellent resistance to corrosion in hot water is formed on
drawn and ironed thinly tin-plated cans.
Fig. 15. Output of the Doc2Vec Model.

examples.

V. CONCLUSION
This research has demonstrated the potential of linking
TRIZSE to USPTO patents pool to provide additional
support for conceptual design related activities. With the
successful building of the Doc2Vec model, a case study has
been conducted on the corrosion of copper pipelines in
seawater. The concluded discussion of the results of
TRIZSE and Doc2Vec model shows that:
•

The model provides a majority of relevant examples
that ought to be further investigated for the case
study.

•

The Doc2Vec model does not account for semantics
and thus, could not differentiate polarity of relevant

•

The improvement of Doc2Vec model can be
conducted in stages of pre-processing, feature size,
and semantic analysis.

Although the results of patent relevancy are not
sufficiently accurate, the linkage of TRIZSE database with
USPTO patent pool shows the potential of assisting
conceptual design activities. In conclusion, TRIZSE when
combined with patent mining provides a viable support
means to engineers in developing conceptual solutions by
providing relevant examples of solutions in patent
documents. Future explorations of the similarity model may
be able to provide better accuracy and feature extraction
along with semantic analysis. Enhanced accuracy is
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necessary as the current search results from the similarity
model include accurate relevant concept solutions as well as
somewhat inaccurate concept solutions. Future work should
only yield search outputs that are only directly relevant
patents.
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Abstract—Cognitive diagnosis models (CDMs) have been
shown to provide detailed evaluations of students’ achievement in
terms of proficiency of individual cognitive attributes. Attribute
hierarchy model (AHM), a variant of CDM, takes the
hierarchical structure of those cognitive attributes to provide
more accurate and interpretable measurements of learning
achievement. However, advantages of the richer model come at
the expense of increased difficulty in designing the hierarchy of
the cognitive attributes and developing corresponding test sets.
In this study, we propose quantitative tools for validating the
hierarchical structures of cognitive attributes. First, a method to
quantitatively compare alternative cognitive hierarchies is
established by computing the inconsistency between a given
cognitive hierarchy and students’ responses. Then, this method is
generalized to validate a cognitive hierarchy without real
responses. Numerical simulations were performed starting from
an AHM designed by experts and responses of elementary school
students. Results show that the expert-designed cognitive
attribute explains the students’ responses better than most of
alternative hierarchies do, but not all; a superior cognitive
hierarchy is identified. This discrepancy is discussed in terms of
internalization of cognitive attributes.
Keywords—Cognitive diagnosis model; attribute hierarchy
model; cognitive hierarchy; model validation

I.

INTRODUCTION

individual cognitive attributes allows a more detailed
evaluation of a student’s achievement, compared to a total
score-based learning diagnosis.
CDMs are largely divided into two groups: compensatory
models and non-compensatory models [9]. Compensatory
models assume that one cognitive attribute could compensate
for another. Thus, even if a particular cognitive attribute is not
mastered by the examinee, they may solve an item by using
other
cognitive
attributes. For
instance, reading
comprehension requires numerous cognitive attributes, such as
grammar and vocabulary. Even if there are a few words that a
reader is not familiar within a given text, the reader could
postulate the meanings of the words from the grammatical
structure and solve related items correctly. In such cases,
grammar plays a compensatory role for vocabulary.
In contrast, non-compensatory models assume that the lack
of a cognitive attribute is not compensated for by other
cognitive attributes [10]. Therefore, if one fails to master any
of the cognitive attributes required, an item cannot be solved.
For example, according to the non-compensatory model, an
item requiring the concepts of logarithmic function and
algebraic function could only be correctly solved by those
who have mastered both concepts. If any one of the two
concepts is lacking, they will not be able to correctly solve the
item.

A. Cognitive Diagnostic Models
Learning analytics has attracted much attention recently, as
more data become available for educators and learners [1].
Vast amounts of data are generated in the field of education,
due to the widespread adoption of online education systems,
such as massive open online courses [2]. By utilizing more
data, a more accurate and detailed assessment of learning
achievement is possible [3], resulting in enhanced learning
experience [4]. For instance, teachers could offer
individualized learning strategies tailored to needs of the
target students, such as university students [5], underrepresented students [6] or foreign language learners [7].

B. Related Work
Among early non-compensatory models, the rule-space
model (RSM) was explored and established by Tatsuoka [11].
The relationship between an item and the cognitive attributes
required to solve the item is represented by a matrix, called the
Q-matrix. Each row of the Q-matrix corresponds to an item,
while each column corresponds to a cognitive attribute; 𝑄𝑖𝑗 is
one if the 𝑗𝑡ℎ cognitive attribute is required to solve the 𝑖𝑡ℎ
item. Otherwise, 𝑄𝑖𝑗 is zero. The RSM was developed to
estimate students’ knowledge states from their item responses
and a corresponding Q-matrix.

Cognitive diagnosis models (CDMs) have been actively
studied as a useful tool for assessing students’ knowledge
states in terms of multiple cognitive attributes [8]. CDMs
incorporate multiple cognitive attributes that are required to
understand a concept or to perform a task. Items that require
different combinations of cognitive attributes are developed,
and the degree of proficiency for each cognitive attribute is
estimated from the students’ responses to these items. The
quantitative assessment of a student’s proficiency of

In this study, we adopt a variant of the RSM, called the
attribute hierarchy model (AHM) [12] to quantify elementary
school students’ learning achievements in arithmetic
operations. Similarly to CDMs, the AHM aims to represent
the relationship between items and cognitive attributes.
Furthermore, the AHM includes hierarchical relationships
between the cognitive attributes in the model. This
hierarchical structure of cognitive attributes is represented by
a graph, in which each node corresponds to a cognitive
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attribute, and an edge between two nodes implies that one
cognitive attribute is a prerequisite for the other cognitive
attribute. Therefore, the AHM is suitable for evaluating the
achievement of mathematics subjects, where the hierarchy of
cognitive attributes is important [13].
A precise relationship between cognitive attributes and
items is crucial for the accurate measurement of learning
achievement. However, in practice, developing a Q-matrix and
corresponding items, requires months of intensive
collaboration between modeling experts and teachers in the
field.
To assist the development of the Q-matrix, several
quantitative tools have been proposed. First, de la Torre [14]
proposed to validate a given Q-matrix by the degree of
agreement with the response data using the EM algorithm [15].
Such quantification provides an objective measure to compare
multiple Q-matrices. However, it remains elusive which Qmatrices should be compared. To address this gap, DeCarlo
proposed a Bayesian framework to validate individual
elements of a given Q-matrix [16]. However, the flexibility of
the Bayesian model comes with an increased complexity of
the validation procedure because the reliability of each
element of the Q-matrix must be provided in advance. Last,
Chiu proposed a simpler nonparametric method to identify
misspecified entries of a Q-matrix [17].
However, those validation methods are applicable only to
RSMs, not to AHMs. The hierarchical structure of the
cognitive attributes is not considered for the validation of a
given Q-matrix. Therefore, adopting AHMs in practice
requires extention of the validation framework and more
careful consideration of the structure of the cognitive
attributes of interest.
C. Contributions of the Study
We propose quantitative tools for validating the
hierarchical structures of cognitive attributes, to aid the
development of AHMs. Whereas the current validation
methods quantify the validity of each element of the Q-matrix,
we explore alternative hierarchical structure of the cognitive
attributes. Thus, the search space of out method is a graph
rather than a matrix.
Our approach would provide a more natural way to
validate AHMs in conjunction with the experts’ domain
knowledge. For instance, the current methods provide a
refined Q-matrix with some elements flipped from the initial
Q-matix. However, such a refined Q-matrix may contradict to
the hierarchical structure of cognitive attributes developed by
the experts. Instead, our method starts from the experts’
knowledge in terms of the hierarchical structure and validate
individual associations of cognitive attributes.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: the Methods
section describes the AHM model, as well as the data
collection and evaluation of alternative hierarchies of
cognitive attributes. In the Results section, we show numerical
simulations; finally, in the Conclusions and Discussions
section, we discuss the results and their implications, with
concluding remarks.

II. METHODS
A. Modeling and Data Collection
An AHM model for arithmetic operations with natural
numbers was designed as follows. First, seven cognitive
attributes were chosen based on the elementary school
mathematics curriculum – addition (A1), subtraction (A2),
multiplication (A3), division (A4), carry (A5), borrow (A6),
and ‘0’ in multiplication (A7). Thereafter, the hierarchy of the
seven attributes (𝐻0 , Fig. 1A) was designed by experts. In
brief, the root node (A1) represents addition, which is the
prerequisite for all other cognitive attributes. The descendant
nodes of the root node are A2, A3, and A5, which correspond
to subtraction, multiplication, and carry, respectively. To
understand a leaf node (A4, A6, or A7, corresponding
respectively to division, borrow, and “0” in multiplication),
one should master all the preceding cognitive attributes up to
the root node. For example, A4 (division) requires A1
(addition), A2 (subtraction), and A3 (multiplication).
Based on the expert-designed hierarchical structure (𝐻0 ,
Fig. 1A), alternative hierarchical structures ( 𝐻1 , 𝐻2 , ⋯ , 𝐻7 )
were created by removing an edge from 𝐻0 (Fig. 1B). For
example, 𝐻1 was generated by removing the edge between A1
and A2 (dashed line in Fig. 1B) from 𝐻0 . Similarly, the
removed edges in 𝐻𝑘 for 𝑘 = 2, 3, ⋯ 7 are indicated by (𝐻𝑘 ).

Next, thirty items involving the seven cognitive attributes
were developed. Our participant sample comprised 977 fourth
graders who participated in the test; their responses to
individual items were coded as either correct (1) or incorrect
(0).

Fig. 1. (A) The Hierarchical Structure (𝐻0 ) of the Seven Cognitive
Attributes (A1, A2, ⋯, A7) Designed by the Experts. (B) Alternative
Hierarchical Structures (𝐻1 , 𝐻2 , ⋯ , 𝐻7 ) were Created by Removing One Edge
from 𝐻0 . For Example, the Graph in Panel B shows 𝐻1 , Generated by
Removing the Edge between A1 and A2 (Dashed Line) from 𝐻0 . Similarly,
other Hierarchical Structures (in Parentheses) are Generated by Removing the
Corresponding Edges.

B. Validating the Hierarchies of Cognitive Attributes
The alternative hierarchies were validated by quantifying
the degree to which a given hierarchy is in agreement with
students’ actual responses. The block diagram in Fig. 2
summarizes the quantification steps, each of which is
explained as follows.
First, a different attribute hierarchy ( 𝐻𝑘 ) implies a
different structure of students’ knowledge states. For the seven
cognitive attributes, 27 = 128 combinations of the seven
attributes are enumerated. Among all the potential
combinations, those that are in conflict with 𝐻𝑘 are eliminated
(Leighton et al., 2004) and the remaining attribute
combinations comprise the set of valid knowledge states S𝑘 .
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Fig. 2. A Schematic Diagram of the Quantitative Validation of a
Hierarchical Structure. For any given Hierarchical Structure Hk ,
Corresponding Knowledge States Sk (Combinations of Attributes Consistent
with Hk ) and a Q-matrix Q k are Generated. Items Corresponding to the Rows
of Q k are Developed and Students’ Responses (r) to these Items are Collected.
Ideal Responses (rideal) are Theoretically Calculated from the same Items.
Comparing r and rideal Produces a Discrepancy Value dk , which Quantifies
the Validity of Hk ; a Lower dk Implies Higher Validness.

Next, the Q-matrix 𝑄𝑘 is defined by taking all the valid
states in S𝑘 —except the all-zero state (0000000)—as its rows.

Three statistical characteristics of each 𝑄𝑘 -matrix are then
measured. First, the sum of each column of 𝑄𝑘 (column sum)
indicates the number of items that require the corresponding
cognitive attribute. Second, the sum of each row of 𝑄𝑘 (row
sum) indicates the number of attributes included in the
corresponding item. Third, the sparsity of 𝑄𝑘 is defined by the
number of ones divided by the number of elements of 𝑄𝑘 ,
which corresponds to the frequency of attributes examined in
the test set.
Next, we develop an item involving corresponding
attributes for each row of 𝑄𝑘 , and students’ item responses (𝑟)
to the items, which are collected through tests. The set of all
the item responses is called 𝑅.

The ideal responses (𝑟𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑎𝑙 ) to the items are theoretically
generated. Here, ideal means that the response is solely based
on the mastery of the cognitive attribute, excluding guessing
or mistakes. For each knowledge state 𝑠 ∈ S𝑘 , an ideal
response 𝑟𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑎𝑙 is calculated by Equation 1.
𝑟𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑎𝑙 = ~((~𝑠)𝑄𝑘 𝑇 ),

Last, the discrepancy between the ideal responses (𝐼𝑘 ) and
the actual responses (𝑅 ) is calculated as follows. A lower
discrepancy value indicates that 𝐻𝑘 provides a better account
for actual students’ responses. First, the discrepancy for each
response 𝑟 ∈ 𝑅 is defined by the Hamming distance (the
number of mismatches) between 𝑟 and the closest 𝑟𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑎𝑙 in 𝐼𝑘 ,
presented as ℎ(𝑟, 𝐼𝑘 ). The average discrepancy of responses is
normalized by the number of items and defined as the
discrepancy for 𝐻𝑘 (Equation 2).
∑𝑟∈𝑅 ℎ(𝑟,𝐼𝑘 )
𝑁𝑅 𝑁𝐼

,

To overcome this limitation, we propose to generate
virtual responses to each 𝐻𝑘 by employing random sampling
using a common dataset (Fig. 3). Specifically, for each item,
corresponding attributes (each row of 𝑄𝑘 ) are used as a query
to retrieve responses to items that require attributes similar to
the query from the existing database. To simplify, attributes
that have the smallest Hamming distance to the query attribute
are chosen as candidates first. Thereafter, if there are multiple
candidates, one is randomly selected with equal probability.
Otherwise, (if there is only one item with the smallest
Hamming distance), the candidate response is the virtual
response. Repeating the above procedure for all the items (all
the rows of 𝑄𝑘 ) comprises an iteration of simulation.
Subsequently, the average discrepancy is measured for 1,500
iterations for each 𝐻𝑘 . Additionally, the statistical significance
of the discrepancy is measured by repeating the above
calculations, starting from 10 different random seeds.

(1)

where ~ and 𝑇 mean the logical NOT operator and the
matrix transpose, respectively. The set of ideal responses for
all the states in S𝑘 is called 𝐼𝑘 .

𝑑(𝐻𝑘 ) =

time. Developing a test set for 𝐻𝑘 requires determining the
combinations of cognitive attributes based on 𝐻𝑘 and
developing corresponding items; each of these steps requires
repeated feedback from experts. Recruiting test takers for
multiple test sets is also costly. Repeating multiple test sets
involving the same set of cognitive attributes for a fixed target
group would be impractical. Students might learn to recognize
patterns during the sequence of similar tests or become bored
by the similarity of multiple tests. In either case, collecting
unbiased responses for each 𝐻𝑘 is a challenging task.
Furthermore, if each test is performed on a different group of
students, it is unclear whether any difference in item responses
is due to the different hierarchical structure or the
heterogeneity of the student groups.

(2)

where 𝑁𝑅 and 𝑁𝐼 are the numbers of responses and items,
respectively.

C. Generating Virtual Responses from an Existing Dataset
Ideally, a different test set would be developed and
responses for each hierarchical structure 𝐻𝑘 would be
collected. However, this would be costly and require too much

Fig. 3. Virtual Item Responses are Generated from an Existing Database.
Each Row of 𝑄𝑘 is used as a Query to Retrieve Candidate Responses to Items
with Similar Attributes. among these Candidate Responses, One Response is
Randomly Sampled and used as a Virtual Response.

III. RESULTS
A. Statistical Characteristics of the Q-matrix
Even with the same set of cognitive attributes, different
hierarchical structures necessitate items with different
combinations of cognitive attributes; these result in different
numbers of rows in the corresponding Q-matrices. Removing
an edge from 𝐻0 increases the number of rows of 𝑄𝑘 (27 ~ 33)
for 𝑘 = 1, 2, ⋯ , 7 (Fig. 4). This is because more items are
needed to determine participants’ mastery of independent
attributes than what are needed for related attributes. More
specifically, Q-matrices corresponding to 𝐻5 and 𝐻7 had the
largest number of rows (33). Compared with 𝐻0 , 𝐻5 and 𝐻7
have independent nodes A6 and A7, respectively; these nodes
had many preceding attributes in 𝐻0 .
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Fig. 4. The Q-matrices (𝑄𝑘 ) for different Hierarchical Structures (𝐻𝑘 ). The
Rows and Columns of each 𝑄𝑘 are Associated with Items and Attributes,
Respectively. Each Row of 𝑄𝑘 Represents Cognitive Attributes Required for
each Item in Black.

Even though the number of rows of 𝑄𝑘 differ, the
frequencies of ones in 𝑄𝑘 are similar. The average numbers of
items per attribute did not differ significantly (𝑝 = 0.970 ,
one-way ANOVA). Similarly, the average numbers of
attributes per item did not differ significantly (𝑝 = 0.998 ,
one-way ANOVA). Finally, the average sparsity of 𝑄𝑘 was
0.571 (±0.012) . Thus, on average, hierarchies ( 𝐻𝑘 ) are
homogeneous in terms of the number of items per cognitive
attribute and the number of cognitive attributes per item.
B. Comparison of the Discrepancy for Each Hierarchy
The hierarchy designed by the experts (𝐻0 ) had a lower
discrepancy than all the alternative hierarchies, except for 𝐻2
(Fig. 5); this indicates that 𝐻0 explains students’ responses
better than most alternative hierarchies, except for 𝐻2 . The
increase in the discrepancy between the alternative hierarchies
implies that the removed edge is important for explaining the
actual students’ responses.
In contrast, 𝑑(𝐻2 ) was lower than 𝑑(𝐻0 ) (Fig. 6). The ttest for 10 simulations with different random seed numbers
confirmed that there was a significant difference between
𝑑(𝐻0 ) and 𝑑(𝐻2 ) (𝑝 = 4.18 × 10−18 ). This result implies that
𝐻2 explains the students’ real item responses better than 𝐻0 .
There is thus a hierarchy of cognitive attributes that better
describes responses than the hierarchy designed by the
experts.

Fig. 5. Average Discrepancy (𝑑𝑘 ) of each Hierarchy (𝐻𝑘 ) as a Function of
Iteration. During Early (< 10) Iterations, 𝑑𝑘 Fluctuates Considerably;
However, it Stabilizes after about 500 Iterations. After 1,500 Iterations, the
Value of 𝑑𝑘 was Measured for each 𝐻𝑘 . The Hierarchy 𝐻𝑘 , which was
Designed by the Experts, showed Lower 𝑑𝑘 (Black, Dotted) than Most of the
other 𝐻𝑘 , Except for 𝐻2 (Purple).

Fig. 6. The Discrepancy (𝑑𝑘 ) of each Hierarchy (𝐻𝑘 ) is shown on the
Removed Edge (for 𝑘 > 0). The Hierarchy without the Edge between A1 and
A3 (𝐻2 ) showed the Lowest 𝑑𝑘 , even Lower than that of the Expert-Designed
Hierarchy (𝑑0 ).

IV. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

In this study, we propose a method to quantitatively
validate the hierarchy of cognitive attributes of a CDM and
corresponding Q-matrices. The hierarchy designed by experts
( 𝐻0 ) was compared with alternative hierarchies
(𝐻1 , 𝐻2 , ⋯ , 𝐻7 ) with an edge removed. The discrepancy for
each hierarchy was defined by the distance between the real
and ideal responses (𝑟 and 𝑟𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑎𝑙 ), the inverse of which is
interpreted as a quantitative indicator of how well a hierarchy
and the corresponding Q-matrix describe the students’ item
responses.
Virtual responses were generated from an existing
database, rather than directly collecting responses for each
hierarchy and its corresponding Q-matrix. After generating a
Q-matrix that corresponds to each hierarchy, we selected the
items with the closest Hamming distance (𝑑𝐻𝑎𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑔 ) to each
row of Q by comparison with the existing datasets, and one of
the responses to these items was randomly selected as a virtual
response.
The hierarchy of cognitive attributes designed by the
experts (𝐻0 ) had generally lower discrepancy than alternative
hierarchies; however, one hierarchy ( 𝐻2 ) had a lower
discrepancy than 𝐻0 . The difference between 𝐻0 and 𝐻2 was
the edge between addition (A1) and multiplication (A3),
which is present in 𝐻0 , but absent in 𝐻2 . This implies that the
link between addition and multiplication might be weaker than
was expected by the experts.
Our interpretation of this gap is that multiplication, once
acquired as a separate skill, may not require the concept of
addition. The concept of multiplication can be divided into
three categories: repetitive addition, multiples, and product set
[18]. The first concept of multiplication—repetitive
addition—is utilized to teach multiplication to first-time
learners. It is therefore reasonable to assume that
understanding or performing multiplication also relies on the
knowledge of addition, in agreement with the hierarchy
designed by the experts (𝐻0 ). However, the other aspects of
multiplication may play more important roles for students who
mastered the concept of multiplication. In other words, after
acquiring the knowledge of multiplication, they may perform
multiplication as an independent skill, rather than repeating
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addition multiple times. Therefore, we posit that the
relationship between addition and multiplication may be
important for learning, but that it is less so for practicing the
actual skill of multiplication.
We propose a scalable validation tool for comparing
alternative hierarchies, which could encourage more teachers
to utilize CDMs for learning achievement analyses. Selecting
relevant cognitive attributes and designing the hierarchy
among them requires experts’ knowledge and experience,
which could hinder wider uses of CDMs. When a user wants
to validate a chosen hierarchy or explore alternative
hierarchical structures, item responses are sampled from an
existing database, without having to develop new items and
collect responses for each candidate. The proposed
quantitative validation of alternative hierarchies could be used
as objective indicators of the validity of established
hierarchies.
Our future work will generalize the proposed framework to
more complex cases. In this study, we considered only seven
attributes with rather simple associations. In general, presence
of loop a graph hinders theoretical analysis as well as
numerical calculations based on the graph. The hierarchical
structure in this study has only one loop. It is of great interest
to explore a more complex attributes structure with multiple
loops.
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Gabor Descriptor for Representation of Spatial
Feature
Comparison Between the Proposed Descriptor and the Conventional Fourier Descriptor
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Japan

Abstract—New spatial feature descriptor based on Gabor
wavelet function is proposed. The proposed method is compared
to Fourier descriptor. The experimental results with Advanced
Earth Observing Satellite: ADEOS / Advanced Visible and NearInfrared Radiometer: AVNIR image show an effectiveness of the
proposed method. It is found that the restored image quality, in
terms of root mean square error between the original and the
restored images depends on the support length of the mother
wavelet and is much better than that with the conventional
Fourier descriptor method for spatial feature description.
Keywords—Spatial feature; Gabor wavelet descriptor; Fourier
descriptor; wavelet transformation; ADEOS (advanced earth
observing satellite); AVNIR (advanced visible and near-infrared
radiometer)

I.

INTRODUCTION

There are various examples of applying wavelet analysis to
the processing analysis of earth observation satellite images. A
method of superimposing a plurality of visible images after
wavelet transform [1], a method of superimposing a plurality
of SAR: Synthetic Aperture Radar images with different offnadir angles after wavelet transform [2], and an annual
fluctuation pattern of sea surface temperature estimated from
satellite data. Method [3] that applies wavelet transform to
extract its features, method [4] that applies wavelet transform
to the extraction of surface roughness of sea ice, method [5]
that extracts spatial features from images extracted from soil
moisture, etc. There are [6], [7]. As a report on image
processing analysis using the Gabor transform, a report on
compression [8] – [11], a report on texture analysis [12] –
[15], a report on reconstruction [16] – [21], and a report on
feature extraction [22] – [25], there are reports on
classification [26] – [28].
However, as far as the authors are aware, there is no
example of applying wavelet analysis to the method of
describing the geometrical features of an image. The Fourier
descriptor is well known as a method of describing the
geometrical features of an image [29] – [31]. The Fourier
descriptor is the one that the contour line (closed curve)
extracted from the image is Fourier expanded, and the closed
curve is described by a finite number of Fourier expansion
coefficients. The Fourier descriptor does not describe the
characteristic points of the closed curve in detail but describes

all points using the sin function (cos function). Also, some
proposals have already been made for the method of applying
the Fourier descriptor to open curves.
On the other hand, the Gabor descriptor proposed in this
paper takes advantage of the characteristics of Gabor
transformation and is devised so that it is possible to describe
the complicated part of the contour line in detail. The author
considered that the Gabor descriptor enables the description of
geometrical features with less information than the Fourier
descriptor with less deterioration [32] – [34]. Furthermore,
remote sensing satellite image database system allowing
image portion retrievals utilizing principal component which
consists spectral and spatial features extracted from imagery
data is proposed recently [35].
In this paper, the author tries to extend the descriptor by
Fourier expansion and opening to the descriptor by Gabor
expansion. The proposed method was applied to the Visible
and Near Infrared Radiometer: VNIR data of the Advanced
Spaceborne Thermal Emission and Reflection Radiometer:
ASTER sensor mounted on the Terra satellite to confirm that
it is superior to the existing method and to change the support
length in Gabor conversion. The author also confirmed the
effect of the proposed method.
The next section describes theoretical background and the
proposed method for spatial feature descriptor based on Gabor
wavelet function. Then some experiments are described
followed by conclusion together with some discussions.
II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND AND PROPOSED METHOD
A. Fourier Expansion and Gabor Wavelet Expansion
The Fourier transform of the complex function f given the
contour line (closed curve etc.) extracted from the image is
defined by the equation (1).
∞

𝐹(𝜔) = ∫−∞ �����
𝑒 𝚤𝜔𝑡 𝑓(𝑡)𝑑𝑡

(1)

The Gabor transform is defined by equations (2) and (3).
(𝑡−𝑘)2
∞ �����������������������
𝑊(𝜔, 𝜎, 𝑘) = ∫−∞ exp �− 2 � 𝑒 𝚤𝜔𝑡 ) 𝑓(𝑡)𝑑𝑡
∞

𝚤𝜔𝑡 exp(−
= ∫−∞ 𝑒�����

(𝑡−𝑘)2
𝜎2

𝜎

𝑓(𝑡)𝑑𝑡

(2)
(3)
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𝚤𝜔𝑡 represents the complex conjugate of eiωt and
However, 𝑒�����
�����������������������
(𝑡−𝑘)2
exp �− 2 � 𝑒 𝚤𝜔𝑡 expresses the complex conjugate of
𝜎
(𝑡−𝑘)2

exp(− 2 )𝑒 𝑖𝜔𝑡 . ω is a parameter in the frequency axis
𝜎
direction, and σ and k are parameters in the time axis
direction.

The Gabor transform is a Gaussian function with a
window function introduced into the Fourier transform. That
is, the Gabor transform is a kind of Fourier transform with
window function. In particular, when k=0, equation (2)
becomes equation (4).
(𝑡)2
∞ ���������������������
𝑊(𝜔, 𝜎, 0) = ∫−∞ exp �− 2 � 𝑒 𝚤𝜔𝑡 ) 𝑓(𝑡)𝑑𝑡
𝜎

(4)

When σ = ∞, equation (2) becomes equation (5).
∞

𝑊(𝜔, ∞, 𝑘) = ∫−∞ �����
𝑒 𝚤𝜔𝑡 ) 𝑓(𝑡)𝑑𝑡

(5)

Therefore, it can be seen that it does not depend on the
parameter k.
According to Eq. (2), if the value of the parameter σ is
large, the influence of the parameter k on W(ω,σ,k) is small. If
the value of the parameter σ is small, the influence of the
parameter k on W(ω,σ,k) is large.
The Gabor transform is not restored to the original data
when the inverse transform is performed because it is not an
orthogonal transform. However, even in the Fourier transform
which is the orthogonal transform, for example, when the
inverse transform is performed through the low-pass filter, the
original data is not restored. The reason why Gabor transform
is not orthogonal transform is that it introduces window
function into Fourier transform. In other words, it is necessary
to consider the effect of the window function when
performing Gabor transformation.
B. Fourier Descriptor and Gabor Wavelet Descriptor
In the Fourier descriptor, the extracted spatial feature
information is Fourier expanded and the expansion coefficient
is used as the descriptor. In the Gabor descriptor, the extracted
spatial feature information is Gabor expanded, and the
expansion coefficient is used as the descriptor. The Fourier
descriptor requires operations from -∞ to ∞ according to Eq.
(1). The Gabor descriptor proposed in this paper does not
require operations from -∞ to ∞ by introducing the window
function (Gaussian function) in Eq. (2). However, it is
assumed that the tail of the Gaussian distribution is regarded
as zero. From the viewpoint of the above calculation amount,
the author thinks that the Vega ball descriptor is superior to
the Fourier descriptor.
The number of non-zero Gabor expansion coefficients is
called the support length. It can be seen from Eq. (2) that the
support length depends on the parameter σ.
C. Gabor Descriptor for Closed Curve
Let Z(l)=(x(l), y(l)) be the closed curve. Z(l) is a point that
has advanced a distance l on the closed curve from a certain
start point on the closed curve as shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Concept of the Proposed Wavelet Descriptor.

Here, if the complex function u(l) is defined as follows,
𝑢(𝑙) = 𝑥(𝑙) + 𝑖𝑦(𝑙), �𝑖 = √−1�

(6)

The complex function u(l) is the total length L of the
closed curve which is a periodic function. The Gabor
descriptor is realized by performing Gabor expansion on the
complex function u(l).

D. Feature of the Proposed Gabor Wavelet Descriptor
The proposed method considers the information of the
edge of the closed curve of the image as a periodic complex
function and describes and saves the geometrical feature of the
image using the information of the position of a certain
starting point on the closed curve and the Gabor expansion
coefficient. The proposed method has the following features,
1) When compared with the method of saving edge
information as a binary image (method of saving as “face”
information), it is superior in terms of the amount of saved
data. That is, information of pixels that are not edges is not
included.
2) The Fourier descriptor requires operations from -∞ to
∞, but the Gabor descriptor does not require operations from ∞ to ∞.
III. EXPERIMENTS
A. Experimental Method
The data used this time are actual observation images near
Mt. Usu acquired by the sensor AVNIR onboard the ADEOS
satellite. Fig. 2 shows the aerial photo of Aza-Nakanoshima
island near the Mt. Usu while Fig. 3 shows the acquired
Advanced Visible and Near Infrared Radiometer: AVNIR
(onboard on Terra Satellite) image.
Fig. 3(a) shows an actual observation image, and Fig. 3(b)
shows an image resulting from contour extraction. In this
experiment, the experiment is performed using Fig. 3(b).
Fig. 4 shows the distance from a certain point inside the closed
curve in Fig. 3(b) to a point on the closed curve. The purpose
of this experiment is to compare the effectiveness of the
wavelet descriptor with that of the Fourier descriptor and to
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confirm it by evaluating the restoration accuracy. Therefore,
the result obtained by halving the number of Fourier
expansion coefficients by a low pass filter is used in the
Fourier descriptor, and the result obtained by only the low
frequency component is used in the wavelet descriptor. At the
same time, the impact of the support length of the wavelet will
be examined. In addition, equation (7) is used to evaluate the
restoration accuracy.
2
2
�
�
∑𝑁
𝑠=1{(𝑥(𝑠)−𝑥(𝑠)} +{(𝑦(𝑠)−𝑦(𝑠)}

𝐽1 = �

𝑁

(7)

Note that from Fig. 4, N=256.

Fig. 4. The Complex Function u(l).

B. Experimental Result
Fig. 5 shows the real and imaginary parts of Fourier
spectrum and the power spectrum when the Fourier expansion
is applied to the complex function u(l). Fig. 6 corresponds to
the result of the Gabor expansion coefficient when σ=5-40.
Fig. 7 shows the number of non-zero Gabor expansion
coefficients (support length) when the parameter σ is changed.
Fig. 8 shows the restoration accuracy J 1 when the parameter σ
is changed. Fig. 6 shows an example of a restored image when
the parameters σ = 10 and 20. Table I shows the restoration
accuracy J 1 when the parameter σ is fixed and the Gabor
expansion coefficient with a large parameter ω is forcibly set
to zero (the restoration accuracy J 1 is shown when the number
of coefficients forcibly set to zero is changed.

Fig. 2. Google Map (Aerial Photo Image) of Aza Nakanoshima near the
Mt.Usu of Intensive Study Area.

(a) Original AVNIR Image.

(b) Detected Edge.

Fig. 3. Acquired AVNIR Image of Aza-Nakanoshima Island near the Mt.
Usu and the Detected Edge Image.

Fig. 4 is an example of constructing a complex function
u(l) based on Fig. 3(b). The vertical axis in Fig. 4 is the time
axis. The result of projecting the complex function u(l) on the
two-dimensional plane orthogonal to the time axis agrees with
Fig. 3(b). Since the complex function u(l) is composed of a
closed curve, Fig. 4 shows one cycle of the complex function
u(l).

(a) Real Part.
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Fig. 7. Error J 1 for the Designated Parameter σ.
(b) Imaginary Part.

(a) Restored Image (σ=10).

(c) Power Spectrum.
Fig. 5. Real and Imaginary Parts of the Fourier as well as Power Spectrum
of u(l).

Fig. 6. Support Length for the Designated Parameter σ.
(b) Restored Image (σ=20).
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IV. CONCLUSION
New spatial feature descriptor based on Gabor wavelet
function is proposed. The proposed method is compared to
Fourier descriptor. The experimental results with an ADEOS
(Advanced Earth Observing Satellite) / AVNIR (Advanced
Visible and Near-Infrared Radiometer) image show an
effectiveness of the proposed method.
Through experiments with actual remote sensing satellite
imagery data, it is found that the proposed description of
geometric features of images based on the wavelet transform
based on the Daubechies basis is more reproducible than that
by existing Fourier descriptors under the condition of the same
bandwidth. This is because, when the image space domain is
transformed into the Fourier frequency domain and the
wavelet frequency domain by the Fourier transform and the
wavelet transform, respectively, if the band is halved to the
maximum image frequency, the high frequency component
disappears in the former case.
(c) True Contour (the Detected Edge).
Fig. 8. Example of Restored Image for σ=10, 20.
TABLE I.

RESTORATION ACCURACY J1 BY THE NUMBER Γ OF
COEFFICIENTS

σ|γ

20

40

60

100

160

10

1.374

1.267

1.266

1.266

1.266

20

1.08

0.656

0.622

0.618

0.618

30

1.056

0.531

0.453

0.427

0.424

40

1.051

0.5

0.401

0.348

0.335

50

1.05

0.491

0.382

0.312

0.282

80

1.05

0.485

0.369

0.28

0.216

100

1.049

0.484

0.368

0.276

0.195

150

1.049

0.483

0.367

0.273

0.183

On the other hand, in the latter case, it can be said that the
high frequency reproducibility is excellent because the high
frequency component is preserved even when the latter is
divided into the low frequency component. Moreover, it was
found that this reproducibility depends on the support length
of the basis function in the case of the wavelet descriptor, and
when the support length is 2, it exceeds the Fourier descriptor
in all cases of 4 or more. From the above, it can be said that
the reproducibility of the geometrical description of the image
by the wavelet descriptor under the same band limitation
exceeds that of the Fourier descriptor.
V. FUTURE RESEARCH WORK
Further investigations are required for the validation of the
proposed spatial feature extraction method with a variety of
imagery data.
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C. Remarks
As for the relationship between the restoration accuracy
and the parameter σ, it can be seen from Fig. 4 that the support
length depends on the parameter σ. That is, the support length
increases as the parameter σ increases. From Fig. 7, the
restoration accuracy J 1 depends on the parameter σ. That is,
the restoration accuracy J 1 improves as the parameter σ
increases. From Fig. 8, the restoration accuracy of the restored
image depends on the support length.
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Abstract—Comprehensive comparative analyses of national
cyber security strategies (NCSSs) have thus far been limited or
complicated by the unique nature of cybersecurity, which
combines various areas such as technology, industry, economy,
and defense in a complex manner. This study aims to
characterize the NCSSs of major countries, quantitatively
considering the time series, and identify further cybersecurity
agendas for the benefit of NCSS revision in South Korea, by
applying topic modelling to the analysis of eight NCSSs from the
US, UK, Japan, and EU. As a result, fifteen agendas were
identified and grouped into four sectors. We determined from the
agenda distribution that the approach of each country to
cybersecurity was different. In addition, additional agendas
worthy of consideration for future NCSS revisions in South
Korea were proposed, based on a comparison of the 15
aforementioned agendas with those of South Korea. This study is
significant for cybersecurity policy in terms of enabling
quantitative analysis in a single framework via latent dirichlet
allocation (LDA) topic modelling, and deriving further
cybersecurity agendas for future NCSS revisions in South Korea.
Keywords—Cybersecurity policy; national cyber
strategy (NCSS); policy analysis; quantitative analysis

I.

security

INTRODUCTION

Even in the midst of the COVID-19 pandemic, many of us
were able to maintain our daily lives and national activities
through the use of cyberspace. Cyberspace has become a new
existential dimension for individuals and society to access the
world via the transcendence of the physical limits of time and
space. However, as dependence on cyberspace increased
through digitalisation across the world, cyber threats have also
become more diverse, complex, and menacing. Furthermore,
malicious cyber activities on critical infrastructure such as
electrical utilities, banking systems, and telecommunications
networks could threaten the national security of almost any
country. Therefore, at least 100 countries have established
national strategies to secure their cyberspace.
A national cybersecurity strategy (NCSS) is one of the
most concise documents for understanding the national
approach to securing cyberspace. Analysing NCSSs is essential
for determining the response stances at a national level and for
understanding international cybersecurity trends. However,
NCSSs endogenously include multidimensional agendas such
as technology, industry, economy, and defence, which make it
difficult to perform consistent and systematic analysis of
NCSSs and to discover which agenda should be addressed in
the development or revision of an NCSS. Meanwhile, text
analysis has emerged as a new method for the analysis of large
amounts of descriptive data, such as in NCSSs. Text analysis is

useful for enabling empirical and quantitative analysis of
descriptive data by identifying the keywords of documents and
understanding content from relationships between words.
Recently, even though text analysis has begun to be introduced
into the analysis of NCSSs, there is still room for
improvement, such as through the inclusion of time series in
the analysis, which can lead to further agendas for future NCSS
development.
This study aims to determine the cybersecurity agendas of
leading countries and derive their implications using topic
modelling, a text analysis technique, to prepare their NCSSs
for development and/or revision. To accomplish this objective,
we focused on the eight NCSSs of the US, UK, Japan, and EU,
who have attempted to assert their leadership in cyberspace by
establishing their NCSSs earlier, and by constantly improving
their NCSSs in consideration of the changing threat
environment. Furthermore, the aforementioned four countries
are suitable for inspiring the design of a domestic cybersecurity
agenda for South Korea because these countries have similar
cybersecurity approaches and similar or higher technology
levels with respect to South Korea.
The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. The
first part consists of a literature review on topic modelling and
NCSS analysis. The second part presents an analysis of target
NCSS documents. The third part provides information on 15
cybersecurity agendas and their trends by nation and period as
a result of topic modelling analysis, and the last part reveals the
conclusion and future direction of research.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
A. Topic Modelling
Unstructured data such as NCSSs have been analysed
mainly using qualitative methods rather than quantitative
methods because of the nonlinear relationship between cause
and effect, the importance of historical reasons, and pathdependent development. However, as natural language
processing (NLP) techniques are applied to existing data
mining processes, empirical and quantitative analyses of
unstructured text data increasingly gain attention in the field of
policy analysis. In its early stages, this type of text analysis was
used primarily for library and information science and
computer engineering, whereas nowadays, it is used for a
greater variety of purposes as part of quantitative content
analysis.
Topic modelling is a statistical technique used to discover
hidden structures from collections of documents. In policy
research, topic modelling has been used to discover policy
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agendas or issues from news articles, speeches, and petitions,
and to monitor research trends through the analysis of research
papers in time series. Furthermore, research applying topic
modelling to policy evaluation has recently emerged. Table Ⅰ
shows a list of these studies with descriptions of the
methodology.
TABLE I.
Research
Area

Policy
Agenda
Analysis

Study

Purpose

Dataset

Algorithm

LDA

LDA

[1]

2013

Monitoring
public opinion

[2]

2015

Understanding
citizens’
direct policy
suggestions

2,850 petition
texts (2011–
2014)
English
language
legislative
speeches in
European
Parliament
plenary (1999–
2014)

NMF

[3]

2017

Analysing
political
agenda of
European
Parliament

[4]

2019

Policy
requirement at
citizens’ level

173 posts in
social media

LSA

2019

Identifying
relation
between mass
media and
public
attention

news articles,
Google trends
query, Twitter
keywords (Jul.
31st to Nov. 5th,
2017)

NMF

2017

Discovering
themes and
trends in
transportation
research

17,163 papers
(1990–2015)

LDA

2018

Exploring
research trend
of smart
factory

2,488
international
papers and 404
Korean papers
(1995–2016)

LSA

2019

Analysing
research
topics in
cybersecurity
and data
science

48 papers
(2012–2018)

LDA

2021

Assessing
temporal
patterns of
newspaper
coverage

6,645 articles
on German
Renewable
Energy Act
(2000–2017)

LDA

[6]

[7]

[8]

Impact
Analysis

Year

all posts by top
2,000
‘LiveJournal’
(blog platform
in Russia) users
(2011–2012)

[5]

Research
Trend
Analysis

A LIST OF POLICY ANALYSIS STUDIES APPLYING TOPIC
MODELLING

[9]

As shown in Table Ⅰ, researchers could determine policy
implications by selecting appropriate datasets and algorithms
according to their research purposes and interpreting the topic
modelling results. Specifically, Table Ⅰ shows that policy
agendas could be discovered from SNS postings, petitions,
speeches, articles, etc., research trends from research papers,
and policy impact from the contents of articles on specific
issues. On the other hand, algorithm selection does not depend
on the research purpose or area. Some algorithms for
categorising topics from words in documents include latent
semantic analysis (LSA), non-negative matrix factorisation
(NMF), and latent dirichlet allocation (LDA), among which
LDA is the most widely used for topic modelling in social
science. This is because LDA assumes that multiple topics
exist in a single document, which is in harmony with the social
science assumption that a single body of text does not reflect
only a single point of view, but that multiple competing points
of view can appear within the same document. Therefore, this
study attempted topic modelling using LDA, the algorithm that
is most widely used for policy analysis.
B. National Cybersecurity Strategy
A national cybersecurity strategy (NCSS) is a document
that reflects cybersecurity policy direction and stance on cyber
threats at the national level. Because the NCSS sets national
strategic objectives and priorities for a specific period, it is
essential to consider the evolving cyber threat environment and
the national approach to cybersecurity in a timely manner. For
example, Japan has a cybersecurity policy structure that is
revised every three years, and the EU every seven years.
However, because of rapid technological changes and the short
technological life cycle of information and communications
technology (ICT), NCSS revision cycles need to be shorter in
the future. For nations that want to properly establish or revise
their NCSSs, analysis of the NCSSs of countries that have
leadership in cyberspace or similar approaches to cybersecurity
is important. This strategy will help with identifying new
policy agendas that have not yet been considered and with
uncovering any issues that may require cybersecurity
cooperation.
Studies on NCSSs have usually aimed to discover common
structures or identify further agendas that need to be
considered. However, prior to the application of data analysis
such as topic modelling to the cybersecurity policy area,
qualitative methodologies, which forced reliance on the
opinions of experts, were used in the analysis of NCSSs.
Qualitative analysis not only consumes large amounts of time,
but also is prone to inconsistencies because of the likelihood of
differing opinions among these experts. Therefore, it is
necessary to establish an automated quantitative analysis
system to work alongside qualitative analysis. NCSS analysis
using topic modelling has thus far focused only on analysing
more countries and more data, which is unsuitable for studies
aiming to discover cybersecurity agendas for the establishment
or revision of NCSSs. Of course, it is important to examine
global cybersecurity trends practically and academically, but in
any research for the purpose of establishing or revising an
NCSS, it is necessary to limit the scope of analysis to NCSSs
in like-minded countries or in advanced countries. Table Ⅱ
outlines prior studies on NCSS analysis.
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TABLE II.

A LIST OF NCSSS ANALYSIS STUDIES USING TOPIC
MODELLING METHOD

criterion, the target should have published an NCSS more than
once, such that its NCSS transition in time series can be
tracked. This target selection enables a direct comparative
analysis of cybersecurity agendas derived from topic modelling
results and the strategic tasks of the South Korean NCSS; it is
also suitable for examining NCSS trends by country and
period, which have not been provided by prior studies that used
topic modelling. The dataset for this study is presented in
Table Ⅳ. Prior to analysis, the aforementioned eight NCSSs
were subjected to pre-processing: synonyms were extracted
into single words, and unnecessary words with general
meaning were eliminated. As a result, 1,287 words remained
for the actual LDA topic modelling analysis.

Study

Year

NCSSs

Methodology

Description

[10]

2013

19
NCSSs

(Qualitative)
comparison based
on 11 categories

Identifying formal
structures for NCSS
development

[11]

2015

3
NCSSs

(Qualitative)
comparison based
on 7 categories

Finding NCSSs, in
general, changed from
voluntary self-regulation
to enforced selfregulation

[12]

2016

10
NCSSs

(Qualitative)
content analysis

Finding 8 main
components of NCSSs

6
NCSSs

(Qualitative)
cross-section
analysis using 8
comparison
elements

Evaluating robustness of
existing cyber security
strategy of Bangladesh

1-1

Strengthen security of national information and communications networks

1-2

Improve cybersecurity environment for critical infrastructure

60
NCSSs

(Quantitative)
clustering and
topic modelling

(Initial attempt to
compare NCSSs using
topic modelling method)
Identifying 10 topics in
NCSSs

1-3

Develop next-generation cybersecurity infrastructure

2-1

Ensure cyber attack deterrence

101
NCSSs

(Quantitative)
topic modelling

Identifying 4 critical
agendas in NCSSs

2-2

Strengthen readiness against massive cyber attacks

2-3

Devise comprehensive and active countermeasures for cyber attacks

2-4

Enhance cybercrime response capabilities

[13]

[14]

[15]

2019

2017

2020

Topic modelling has contributed to the understanding of
international trends in cybersecurity by enabling massive data
analysis and extending NCSS analysis to quantitative and
empirical areas. However, the limitations of not considering
the time series and the scope of analysis remain, rendering
these past analyses insufficient for deriving policy implications
for future NCSSs. Therefore, this study focuses on
characterising the NCSSs of the US, UK, Japan, and EU,
tracking changes in their topic distributions over time, and then
identifying critical national cybersecurity agendas through
comprehensive comparative analysis of the results of topic
modelling.

TABLE III.

STRATEGIC TASKS PRESENTED IN NCSS OF SOUTH KOREA

1. Increase Safety of National Core Infrastructure

2. Enhance Cyber Attack Response Capabilities

3. Establish Governance Based on Trust and Cooperation
3-1

Facilitate public–private–military cooperation system

3-2

Build and facilitate nation-wide information sharing system

3-3

Strengthen legal basis for cybersecurity

4. Build Foundations for Cybersecurity Industry Growth
4-1

Expand cybersecurity investment

4-2

Strengthen competitiveness of cybersecurity workforce and technology

4-3

Foster growth environment for cybersecurity companies

4-4

Establish principle of fair competition in cybersecurity market

5. Foster Cybersecurity Culture

III. DATASET
South Korea launched its first national cybersecurity
strategy in 2019. Although this strategy is not the first official
document to reveal the response stance of South Korea to
cyber threats, it is the first cybersecurity strategy document
established in accordance with the national security strategy.
This strategy contains six strategic tasks, the titles of which are
listed in detail in Table Ⅲ.
To implement the NCSS, South Korea has announced an
action plan at the agency level to support these six strategic
tasks until 2022. This suggests that the policy demand for
NCSS revision would increase, such as in identifying
additional policy agendas worthy of consideration but not
covered by existing NCSSs. Therefore, this study selected the
NCSSs of the US, UK, Japan, and EU for comparative analysis
to derive additional considerations for revising the NCSS of
South Korea. Two criteria were considered in the selection of
the target of analysis. For the first criterion, the target must
have similar approaches to cyberspace in terms of international
relationships, while also having similar ICT research and
development level, to that of South Korea. For the second

5-1

Raise cybersecurity awareness and strengthen cybersecurity practice

5-2

Balance fundamental rights with cybersecurity

6. Lead International Cooperation in Cybersecurity
6-1

Enrich bilateral and multilateral cooperation systems

6-2

Secure leadership in international cooperation
TABLE IV.

Nation

ANALYSIS TARGET DOCUMENTS

Year

Document (NCSS)

Version

2003

National Strategy to Secure Cyberspace

Previous

2018

National Cyber Strategy

Current

2011

The UK Cyber Security Strategy

Previous

2016

National Cyber Security Strategy 2016–2021

Current

2015

Cybersecurity Strategy

Previous

2018

Cybersecurity Strategy

Current

2013

EU Cybersecurity Strategy: An Open, Safe
and Secure Cyberspace

Previous

2020

EU Cybersecurity Strategy for the Digital Decade

Current

U.S.

U.K.

Japan

EU
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IV. DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULT
A. Result of Topic Modelling
A total of 15 agendas were identified, as shown in Table Ⅴ.
Although there are a few tools available for determining topic
sets, such as the minimum perplexity approach, the suitable
approach is not yet clear. Therefore, we designated an optimal
number of topics by reviewing the keywords constituting each
agenda in a way that minimised duplication, and maximising
the explanatory power of the agendas from a holistic point of
view.
Table Ⅴ consists of the columns Sector, Agenda,
Keywords, and Proportion. The naming of each agenda is
based on its constituent keywords. Furthermore, the agendas
are grouped into four sectors: Infra Stability (I), Protection and
Response Capability (II), Industry and Technology (III), and
International Cooperation (IV), in accordance to their strategic
or operational objectives. Lastly, the rightmost column of
Table Ⅴ presents the proportion of each agenda.
TABLE V.

Sector

Infra
Stability
(I)

Protectio
n and
Respons
e
Capabilit
y
(II)

FIFTEEN CYBERSECURITY AGENDAS OF US, UK, JAPAN AND
EU AND THEIR PROPORTION
Agenda

Keyword (Top 15)

① Network and
System
Vulnerability

cyber-attack, network, system,
vulnerability, software, computer,
internet, actor, damage, attacker,
critical infrastructure, malware,
hardware, attention, disruption

7.93

② Cyber
Security Role
and
Responsibility

security, agency, system,
responsibility, cyber space, role,
risk, state, investment, control, IT,
procurement, administration,
asset, effectiveness

5.86

③ Risk
Assessment and
Management

risk, cyber threat, vulnerability,
cyber-attack, critical
infrastructure, assessment,
priority, operation, challenge,
company, nation, damage, risk
management, resource,
opportunity

7.13

④ Information
Communication
Network Access
Control

system, information, network,
security, infrastructure,
communication, access, control,
information system, computer, AI,
internet, trustworthiness,
knowledge, integrity

6.29

① Privacy and
Intellectual
Property
Security

internet, information, right,
freedom, citizen, privacy,
protection, security, business
environment, society, DNS, online,
intellectual property, breach,
human right

7.04

② Cyber
Defence
Capability

capability, cyber-attack, defence,
cyber threat, national security,
nation, critical infrastructure,
state, actor, cyber terrorism,
adversary, network, infrastructure,
ability, operation

7.85

③ Incident
Response and
Information
Sharing

cyber-attack, incident, response,
information, cyber threat,
capability, coordination,
information sharing, damage,

8.40

④ Cyber Crime
Law
Enforcement
and
Investigation

Industry
and
Technol
ogy
(III)

Prop.

Internati
onal
Cooperat
ion
(IV)

sharing, detection, recovery,
knowledge, situational awareness,
monitoring
cyber-crime, law, enforcement,
capability, agency, cyber threat,
intelligence, response,
investigation, authority, tool,
force, child protection, resource,
capacity

8.61

① Standard,
Certification
and Supply
Chain Security

system, security, operation, IoT,
business environment, critical
infrastructure, standard,
information, industry, assurance,
safety, certification, supply chain,
connection, collaboration

6.75

② ICT
Innovation

information, internet, society,
security, economy, infrastructure,
progress, innovation, multistakeholder, governance, ICT,
market place, communication,
country, culture

4.22

③ Public
Private
Partnership
(PPP)

industry, cyber awareness,
research, R&D, security,
coordination, standard, public,
role, partnership, collaboration,
company, information, state,
innovation

4.61

④ Security
Awareness and
Knowledge

business environment, market
place, company, investment,
personnel, cyber awareness, risk,
cost, judiciary, solution,
opportunity, knowledge, role,
human resource, demand

7.90

① International
Norm and State
Behaviour

state, rule, behaviour, principle,
national security, peace, law,
norm, stability, international
community, international law,
society, safety, actor, alliance

8.18

② EU Member
State
Cooperation

member, state, cooperation,
defence, authority, progress,
agency, NIS directive, ENISA,
coordination, incident, resilience,
role, framework, capability

3.99

③ International
Partnership

country, partner, cooperation,
cyber threat, partnership,
industry, challenge, capability,
information, ally, border, network,
communication, participant,
NATO

5.26

B. NCSS Agenda Transition
1) Topic distribution by nation: The results of topic
distribution for the four nations are presented in Table Ⅴ. This
section aims to identify the differences in cybersecurity
approaches by nation. In Fig. 1, which was derived from the
current NCSS of each country that was analysed, the blue bar
represents the percentage of each agenda, whereas the orange
line represents the percentage of each sector, which is the sum
of the percentages of agendas constituting that sector (I–IV).
According to the results, the NCSSs of the US and UK
focused on improving cybersecurity response capability,
whereas those of Japan and the EU vitalised the cybersecurity
industry and international cooperation, respectively.
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The NCSS of the US (2018) emphasised improving
incident response capabilities (II), especially cybercrime law
enforcement and investigation capabilities (II- ④ ), and
establishing cybersecurity governance (I- ② ). In addition,
intellectual property security (II-①) had a relatively higher
proportion compared with in other NCSSs, which means that
the US, with its world-class technology levels in a wide range
of emerging technology areas such as IT, aerospace, and
defence industries, likely regard the technological and
economic aspects of its cyberspace from a national security
perspective.

US

Similar to the US, the UK (2016) prioritised protection and
response capability (II). However, unlike the US, the UK
highly concentrated on cyber defence capability (II-②). This
may reflect the concept of traditional defence power in
cyberspace, and is consistent with the creation of a National
Cyber Force, which is known to provide offensive and
defensive capabilities in pursuit of national security objectives,
and operation of an Active Cyber Defence (ACD) programme,
which is meant to reduce harm from commodity cyber-attacks
by providing necessary tools and services. Moreover, the UK
was also shown to be discussing both vulnerability mitigation
(I -①) and risk assessment and management (I -③) to improve
infrastructure stability. A risk-centric approach to cybersecurity
could be the basis for establishing concretised security
measures according to asset or information-specific importance
and the level of risk exposed; therefore; the NCSSs of the US,
Japan, and UK covered this type of approach at high
proportions.

UK

Japan

On the other hand, the NCSS of Japan (2018) was
characterised by a relatively high proportion (39%) for the
cybersecurity industry and technology sector (III). This
observation is consistent with the objective of its strategy; the
first objective of Japan, unlike in the other analysed countries,
was to enable socio-economic vitality and sustainable
development. Their suggested policy approach to achieving
this objective was to advance cybersecurity, establish a secure
supply chain, and build a secure IoT system. This approach to
cybersecurity was clearly different from those of the other
analysed countries, which prioritised the protection of critical
infrastructure and enhancement of deterrence in cyberspace. In
addition, their National Information Security Center (NISC),
which is responsible for information security policy,
announced the necessity to protect the supply chain against
dependence on excessive foreign technologies, to drive data
accumulation and utilisation using emerging technologies such
as AI, and to accomplish international standardisation of
related technologies. Based on a comprehensive view of these
considerations, the focal point of the cybersecurity policy of
Japan seemed to be the revitalisation of future technological
industry and economy.

EU

Fig. 1. Topic and Sector Distribution Derived from the Current NCSS of
each Country.

Finally, the topic modelling results characterised the NCSS
of the EU as emphasising international cooperation. In
particular, the EU sought to improve levels of cyber resiliency
and consistency across Europe through cooperative responses
in cyberspace based on the NIS Directive, as shown by the
word composition of the topic regarding EU member state
cooperation. In particular, according to the contents of the EU
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cybersecurity strategy, the EU would strengthen the
interoperability of information systems, establish a security
operations centre (SOC) network, and expand the use of the
EU Cyber Diplomacy Toolbox to achieve their objectives of
improving the level of resiliency and consistency in
cyberspace. Therefore, the strategy of the EU would have been
devised based on a very high proportion of international
cooperation.
2) Topic distribution by period: The topic distributions of
the analysed NCSSs are shown in Table Ⅵ.
As presented in Table Ⅵ, there were no significant
increases or decreases in the NCSS agenda transitions in time
series. This observation indicates that in setting their
cybersecurity agendas, each country considers its own threat
environment and its geopolitical characteristics rather than the
agenda trends at that time. In other words, in the establishment
or revision of an NCSS, an understanding of the threat
environment facing the country should be obtained, and a clear
analysis of their own approach to solving it should be
conducted.
The agenda that exhibited the biggest distribution gap in the
US strategies was network and system vulnerability. Although
the previous strategy of the US prioritised this agenda (which
had the highest proportion, at almost 20%), that proportion was
significantly reduced to less than 1% in the current strategy.
This observation could reflect a change in response posture
against cyber-attacks, crimes, or even threats, from passive
protection that mitigates critical vulnerabilities in their own
network or system, to an active response posture that includes

TABLE VI.

law enforcement in anti-cybercrime efforts and cooperative
responses with like-minded countries.
These trends could also be observed in the UK, which
addressed strengthening defence and response capabilities in
both their 2011 and 2016 strategies. In particular, in their
current strategy, the weight of the agenda on cyber defence
capability has increased (+12.68%), suggesting that defensive
and even offensive operations could be conducted based on an
understanding of cyberspace as a military domain.
Meanwhile, the NCSSs of Japan had the smallest change in
topic distribution over time, because the three-year NCSS
establishment cycle of Japan is not only short compared to
those of other countries but also established with the basic act
on cybersecurity as a legal basis. On the other hand, because
Japan is constantly emphasising the revitalisation of the
cybersecurity industry, it is necessary for them to continuously
grasp related standards and supply chain security trends in the
future.
The EU also had a small change in their distribution of
cybersecurity agendas by period. However, a noticeable
difference was that the proportion of EU member state
cooperation slightly decreased, whereas the proportion of
agenda on international partnership somewhat increased. For
context, Europe has recently continued to discuss European
capability building from the security and defence standpoint
and the ‘strategic autonomy’ based on it. As the need to work
together with international partners to achieve these goals is
emphasised, it is necessary to observe how Europe will
strengthen its international partnerships to secure strategic
autonomy in the future.

TOPIC DISTRIBUTION IN EACH NCSS DOCUMENT
Topic distribution (%)

Topic (Agenda)
US 2003

UK 2011

EU 2013

JP 2015

UK 2016

JP 2018

US 2018

EU 2020

Network and System Vulnerability

19.42

5.30

1.15

4.04

10.92

1.57

0.95

3.28

Cyber Security Role and Responsibility

13.04

0.00

1.15

4.04

1.68

6.81

12.38

0.82

Risk Assessment and Management

12.17

3.03

1.15

1.79

11.76

6.28

7.62

2.46

Information Communication Network Access Control

8.70

0.76

2.30

2.69

5.88

10.47

4.76

9.02

Privacy and Intellectual Property Security

7.54

12.12

10.34

3.14

5.04

3.14

11.43

11.48

Cyber Defence Capability

8.99

8.33

1.15

2.24

21.01

1.57

7.62

1.64

Incident Response and Information Sharing

6.96

2.27

11.49

17.94

2.52

14.66

3.81

6.56

Cyber Crime Law Enforcement and Investigation

5.22

29.55

13.79

1.79

8.82

1.57

16.19

9.02

Standard, Certification and Supply Chain Security

2.90

2.27

2.30

18.83

1.68

16.75

3.81

0.82

ICT Innovation

2.61

5.30

4.60

6.28

3.36

2.62

6.67

5.74

Public Private Partnership(PPP)

3.48

3.03

1.15

4.48

9.24

6.28

1.90

1.64

Security Awareness and Knowledge

6.38

14.39

5.75

9.87

7.14

13.09

3.81

0.82

International Norm and State Behaviour

0.87

10.61

9.20

14.80

5.46

11.52

10.48

10.66

EU Member State Cooperation

0.00

0.76

31.03

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

23.77

International Partnership

1.74

2.27

3.45

8.07

5.46

3.66

8.57

12.30
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C. Comparative Analysis of NCSS Agendas with Coverage in
South Korea
As discussed earlier, NCSS agendas had different
distributions depending on the threat environment and
approach to cybersecurity of each country. However, the US,
UK, Japan, and EU have close cooperation in cybersecurity
and in related technologies and research areas, and thus
identifying the cybersecurity agendas of these countries is
essential for future cooperation or diplomacy. Furthermore,
analysing the agendas of like-minded countries is valuable as a
method for determining suitable NCSS agendas for a given
country because it provides an understanding of global
cybersecurity trends in the context of cooperative response.
Therefore, this section identifies agendas worthy of
consideration for future NCSS revisions in South Korea by
comparing the strategic task of the current NCSS with the 15
agendas previously derived.
Table Ⅶ is the result of comparing the 15 agendas derived
from this analysis with the contents of the NCSS of South
Korea. This analysis reveals two agendas that were not covered
(marked with ×) and one agenda partially covered (marked
with △) in the NCSS of South Korea.
First, one agenda on risk assessment and management in
sector I was not covered in the NCSS of South Korea. Because
cyber threats tend to be increasingly diverse and sophisticated,
a single way of managing security vulnerabilities in systems or
networks may not be sufficient for preventing cyberattacks that
use social engineering techniques. However, the current NCSS
of South Korea has been focused on vulnerability management
in the infra stability sector, and not on risk assessment and
management. Here, cyber risk is a concept that considers not
only vulnerabilities in the system itself but also the possibility
of manipulation, disruption, or destruction of specific assets
[16].
Moreover, cyber risk management refers to a series of
actions that identify the value and importance of individual
assets, evaluate the impact of vulnerabilities or risks of
exploiting them, and prepare and implement appropriate
countermeasures for the assessed risk. Therefore, efforts should
be made to ensure the stability of critical infrastructure in a
dynamic cyber threat environment through the establishment of
a framework for assessing and managing risk to critical assets
in addition to vulnerability management [17].
Furthermore, the NCSS of South Korea has no discussion
on the protection of intellectual property rights.
Competitiveness in science and technology is becoming more
important in both cybersecurity and economic aspects
compared to in the traditional security perspective. Whereas
many countries are making great efforts to secure technological
competitiveness, the number of malicious cyber activities
targeting the intellectual property (IP) of research institutes or
universities has been increasing. Accordingly, countries with
high levels of technology, such as the US and UK, are
implementing strict measures against such technology theft to
maintain their technological and economic superiority [18]. In
particular, the US government is using name-and-shame
processes, such as public indictments on IP theft, to inform
countries about these malicious activities and continue efforts

to strengthen relevant law enforcement capabilities. For future
NCSS revisions in South Korea, there is a necessity for
multilateral discussions to protect future cybersecurity R&D
achievements through close cooperation between science,
technology, and industry, to secure the technological advantage
of the country.
Finally, a discussion on supply chain security is necessary.
The supply chain refers to the overall system of organisations,
resources, human resources, and information in the process of
providing products or services to customers. The supply chain
is particularly complex for ICT products and services, and
includes processes of S/W and H/W design, deployment,
acquisition, operation, and maintenance. Supply chain security
issues, which began to be discussed in earnest after the US
sanctions against Huawei, are currently being embodied in
policies for developing supply chain risk assessment tools or
systems, and diversifying or internalising 5G suppliers [19].
However, in the case of the NCSS of South Korea, discussions
on overall supply chain risk management, including all ICT
products and services such as 5G, IoT devices, and cloud
services, are limited, and are covered only through standards
and certification systems and the security-by-design concept.
Therefore, it is necessary to establish and realise a supply chain
security system across the country to analyse supply chain risk
and prepare for global supply chain reorganisation under US–
China trade tension.
TABLE VII.

THE RESULT OF COMPARING THE 15 AGENDAS WITH THE
CONTENTS OF NCSS OF SOUTH KOREA
Comparison Result

Sector

Agendas
(◯/△/×)

Network and System
Vulnerability
Infra
Stability

Cyber Security Role and
Responsibility
Risk Assessment and
Management
Information Communication
Network Access Control
Privacy and Intellectual
Property Security

Protection
and
Response
Capability

Cyber Defence Capability
Incident Response and
Information Sharing
Cyber Crime Law Enforcement
and Investigation
Standard, Certification and
Supply Chain Security

Industry and
Technology

ICT Innovation
Public Private Partnership
(PPP)
Security Awareness and
Knowledge

International
Cooperation

International Norm and State
Behaviour
EU Member State Cooperation
International Partnership

Related tasks
# of Table Ⅲ

◯

1-1,2

◯

3-1

×

-

◯

2-2

×

-

◯

2-1,3

◯

2-4

◯

4-3

◯

4-1,2

◯

6-1

◯

2-2, 3-2

△

1-3

◯

3-1, 4-1,3

◯

6-2

◯

6-1
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V. CONCLUSION
Cybersecurity has more complex and multidimensional
characteristics compared to those of traditional security, and
involves a combination of hyper-connected cyberspace, rapid
development of ICT, and double-use issues of cyber
technology. In addition, differences in the approaches to cyber
space and cyber threat environments in different countries
contribute to further increasing this complexity, which in turn
complicate the macroscopic perspective analysis of national
cybersecurity policies. Therefore, this study aimed to derive the
national cybersecurity policy agendas of major countries from
a macro perspective by using the topic modelling method.
The study was divided into two parts. The first part was to
use a topic modelling method to identify national cybersecurity
policy agendas in major countries, and the second part was to
determine policy agendas that could be further considered for
future NCSS revisions in South Korea. Thus far, policy
research in the field of cybersecurity with the use of topic
modelling has focused on expanding the scope of analysis to
observe the global cybersecurity landscape. Therefore, this
study is meaningful in that it used topic modelling to explore
critical agendas and quantitatively compare the focal points of
various NCSSs for the benefit of future NCSS revisions in
South Korea.
As a result of this study, 15 agendas were derived from
words that compose the NCSSs of the US, UK, Japan, and EU.
These agendas were grouped into infrastructure stability,
response capability, industrial revitalisation, and international
cooperation, in accordance to their attributes. Based on the
agenda distribution, we observed that the approach to
cybersecurity differed by country: the US and UK focused on
response capability, whereas Japan and the EU focused on the
cybersecurity industry and international cooperation,
respectively. Furthermore, the distribution of NCSS agendas
depended only on the perceived cyber threat environment and
approach to cybersecurity by country, and no agenda exhibited
a significant increase or decrease in proportion over time,
regardless of country. On the other hand, we highlight the
necessity for discussions on risk assessment and management
systems, intellectual property theft, and supply chain security
systems, to diversify cyber security management systems at a
national level, based on a comparison of the 15 agendas with
the NCSS strategic task of South Korea.
This study provides a comprehensive understanding of the
cybersecurity policy agenda from the perspective of South
Korea. However, because the scope of the analysis was limited
to NCSSs and to deriving implications for future NCSS
revisions, we propose discovering policy agendas from a wider
variety of sources and comparing them in future research. As
presented in the previous literature review, policy agendas
could be derived from a variety of sources, including publicly
published reports, news articles, research papers, petitions, and
even SNS postings. In particular, because of the
multidimensional nature of cybersecurity policy, multilateral
cooperation efforts across society, government, science,
technology, industry, and academia are essential for building
global cybersecurity resiliency beyond national security.

Therefore, it would be meaningful to comprehensively
compare cybersecurity policy demands from various
perspectives.
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Abstract—The aim of this paper was to obtain data and
information on the digital transformation of human resource
(HR) processes in small- and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs)
with the help of robotic process automation (RPA), in order to
increase competitiveness in the digital age. Romanian businesses
are attempting to close the gap with companies in developed
countries by implementing projects that allow the adoption of
emerging technologies in HR departments. This paper presents
some of the preliminary findings, resulted from a collaboration
between a university and an SME, for the efficient
implementation of specific HR processes using RPA. The paper
provides a brief introduction of the RPA concept as well as a list
of HR processes that can be automated within enterprises, with
the benefits brought to the enterprise and employees presented in
both qualitative and quantitative terms for each HR process. In
addition, a case study for the automatic collection of candidates'
documents and extraction of primary information about them
was considered. Further on, the problems encountered during
implementation were listed, along with potential solutions. Given
the benefits offered, RPA could play an important role in
transitioning HR functions into the digital era.
Keywords—Robotic process automation (RPA); small- and
medium-sized enterprises (SME); human resource (HR); digital
HR; recruitment

I.

INTRODUCTION

We are currently witnessing multiple challenges for
companies, such as demographic and social changes,
technological advances, etc. In order to meet these challenges,
companies need to be agile and adaptable. An important role in
fulfilling these expectations, in the conditions of ongoing and
massive disruptions, is played by human resources. The good
organization of human resources allows the optimization of the
employees' work, even in the conditions of the disturbances
introduced by the COVID pandemic.
If before the global pandemic, "digital technologies did not
find a strong and widely based application in the small- and
medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) sector", "due to the COVID19 disruption, SMEs are now trying to avoid a total shut down
of economic activities by introducing digital technologies" [1].
In all US industries, according to the research conducted by
the McKinsey Global Institute in 2016, approximately 17% of

work consists of data collection and 16% of data processing tasks that at the time of the study were largely performed by
human workers [2].
In small- and medium-sized businesses, human resource
(HR) departments typically suffer from aging IT systems.
Employees of these departments often need to:
• Enter data into multiple systems;
• Toggle between different applications, entering in one
application data retrieved from another one.
• Reconcile data across two or more systems.
To quickly streamline these routine tasks without
upgrading or replacing existing old systems, Robotic Process
Automation (RPA) technology offers solutions. Thus, much of
the manual work involved in these tasks can be automated
using RPA.
RPA adoption is growing every year. According to Gartner,
in 2020 RPA was, for the second year in a row, the fastestgrowing segment in the enterprise software market, with a
38.9% increase to $1.9 billion in revenues [3]. Several studies
worldwide estimated an increase in the use of RPA in various
fields. Thus, for example, Transforma Insights expects total
market spending for RPA will increase from $ 1.2 billion in
2020 to $ 13 billion in 2030 [4].
Over the past few years, we are witnessing the digital HR
transformation, “the application of advanced technologies and
analytics, digital traits and behaviors, and HR customer
centricity through the lens of the organizations HR Operating
Model to optimize HR to deliver sustainable organizational
performance” (Fig. 1) [5].
Analysts from McKinsey & Company called robotic
process automation technology a “third arm” for HR
organizations because it works with HR to amplify the
department’s capacities [6].
According to a survey conducted by PwC on HR
technologies, 45% of respondents (approx. 600 HR and HR
information technology leaders on six continents) intend to
invest in hyper-automation or robotic process automation
(RPA) technology in the following 12-24 months [7].
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jobs, challenges. We reviewed the interview responses to
obtain key insights that are summarized in the present paper.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In the
next section we present some definitions of the term Robotic
Process Automation. Section III refers to several achievements
in the field, while Section IV presents the processes of HR
departments in SMEs where RPA can be incorporated along
with their benefits that SMEs and employees can obtain by
using RPA tools. The next section presents the flow of an
application under development within a national project,
mentioning some issues encountered during implementation.
Further on, authors highlight the future scope of the
technology, and in the last section of the paper we formulate
the conclusions of our research.
II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
A. Robotic Process Automation (RPA)
In order to answer the first research question and to clarify
the concept of Robotic Process Automation (RPA), we present
some selected definitions that we believe are relevant to our
discussion.

Fig. 1. Digital HR [5].

Published studies on the adoption of RPA in companies
refer mainly to large companies. Small- and medium-sized
enterprises are often overlooked. Our research seeks to fill a
gap in the scientific literature on robotic process automation in
human resource departments of SMEs, aiming to ensure the
potential transfer of knowledge from academia to industry.
In this regard, we try to provide answers to the following
research questions (RQ):
RQ1. What is Robotic Process Automation (RPA)?
RQ2. What are the HR processes in SMEs that can be
automated with RPA?
RQ3. What advantages would the adoption of RPA bring in
the HR departments of small- and medium-sized
enterprises (SMEs)?
RQ4. What are the challenges HR departments are faced
with when adopting RPA-based solutions?
To capture relevant knowledge on the topic, we conducted
a literature review considering six of the databases frequently
used by researchers: Web of Science, Springer, Science Direct,
IEEE Xplorer, Scopus, and Google Scholar. In order to gain
more insights for this paper, we also conducted a backwardand-forward search.
A further step in our research was the expert interviews,
used to confirm and strengthen the list of use cases identified in
the literature. Thus, we conducted a semi-structured in-depth
interview with senior HR personnel from various SMEs.
During the interviews, we considered the following topics:
RPA objectives in HR, types of projects, benefits, impact on

IEEE Corporate Advisory Group defines RPA as the use of
a “preconfigured software instance that uses business rules and
predefined activity choreography to complete the autonomous
execution of a combination of processes, activities,
transactions, and tasks in one or more unrelated software
systems to deliver a result or service with human exception
management.” [8].
RPA could be described as an “emerging form of business
process automation technology based on the notion of software
robots or artificial intelligence (AI) workers. RPA has become
the new language of business. This technology is more
powerful among the 21st century technologies” [9].
RPA technology is non-invasive for existing systems; it
does not replace them, but interacts with them. In fact, it’s a
new layer above the organization’s applications and cloud
services that must integrate easily and efficiently with all of
these.
The concept of robotic process automation is becoming
increasingly integrated into various domains as a means for
improving productivity, compliance, product quality, etc. In the
gray literature, many key use cases are examined, presenting
the experience of various organizations that have adopted RPA.
The use of this technology allows the emulation of actions
taken by human users, so that work processes can be
automatically implemented in many business functions, such
as: Human Resource, Finance & Accounting, Production, Sales
& Marketing, Supply Chain, and Information Technology.
In this paper, authors focus on human resource
departments. HR professionals deal with many processes and
sub-processes, such as hiring, onboarding, employee benefits
administration, managing complex workplace situations,
enforcing regulatory changes. This usually means working
with multiple software platforms, spreadsheets, documents, etc.
Various studies highlight that 33% of companies have more
than ten HR systems. 47% of companies have HR software that
is over seven years old [10]. According to Center for Effective
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RPA market solutions offer various capabilities, as
presented in numerous studies and scientific papers, such as,
for example, [12]. It should be noted that providers of robotic
process automation platforms quickly and continuously update
their offers to meet the developing needs of their clients. Thus,
for example, various RPA providers announced further
development of their RPA platforms, by incorporating new
breakthroughs in artificial intelligence and machine learning.
Given the multitude of existing RPA platforms that offer
powerful functionality, as well as their continued development,
choosing the best automation tool for an organization could be
a real challenge.
III. RELATED WORK
Recently, because of the difficulties caused by the COVID19 pandemic, many companies have turned to robotic process
automation solutions to help them overcome the challenges of
the pandemic. Thus, they can “automate repetitive tasks across
multiple business applications without altering existing
infrastructure and systems” [13].
Many publications present the strengths and weaknesses of
the RPA. However, the reviewed literature highlights a
predominantly positive assessment of RPA, given that its
strengths outweigh its weaknesses [14]. Adopting RPA in
enterprises offers many benefits, including higher productivity,
improved business efficiency and accuracy, data security,
scalability, auditability, low printing and storage [13]. The
promises of RPA for enterprises include easy implementation
at a relatively low cost compared to other solutions.
Some authors consider that RPA is suitable for processes
with high levels of i) standardization, ii) volume of
transactions, iii) maturity, iv) approach to business rules ([13],
[15], [16], [17]). Other authors recommend the RPA approach
for standardized and repetitive processes that i) follow business
rules, ii) take longer to complete, iii) are performed on a
regular basis, and iv) require manual interaction with
information systems [18]. Furthermore, many authors advocate
RPA adoption for processes involving structured data, low
variance and logic-driven procedures [19].
IV. DISCUSSION
The analysis of scientific and industry publications shows
that RPA has been used moderately in the human resource
departments of large enterprises and less in SMEs. A single
enterprise can have hundreds or thousands of processes and
sub-processes and the selection of those that could be
automated with RPA is a difficult task.

Despite the vast potential of RPA technology, experts point
out that it is not suitable everywhere. Thus, if a process is
dynamic, requires creative thinking, deals with unexpected
events or involves decision-making on a case-by-case basis,
RPA can fail.
Various studies have shown that RPA projects failed
initially in a proportion of 30% to 50% [20]. In order to
determine which processes are suitable for RPA, an evaluation
can be performed considering the criteria specified above.
As we can see, there are many opportunities to use RPA in
human resource management. Below we present some HR
processes in SMEs that can be automated with RPA, in
response to the RQ2. Table I summarizes the HR use cases
found in the literature and validated by some HR experts.
TABLE I.

HR Process to
be automated

CV Screening
and recruitment

THE RPA OPPORTUNITY FOR HR DEPARTMENTS

Benefits

Facilitating employment

X

Identifying the best candidates

X

Keep candidates informed with better,
automate communication

X

Faster cross verification of candidates' details

X

Automatic data concatenation from multiple
input sources

X

Behavior reference check

X

Criminal record checks

X

Correct evaluation of candidates

X

Minimizing delays in hiring process

X

Reduction in hiring costs

X

Smooth onboarding process

Employee

B. RPA Tools
Currently, there are many RPA tools available on the
market, some of them free, others commercial, such as,
Automation Anywhere, Blue Prism, EdgeVerve, Microsoft,
NICE, UiPath, WorkFusion, etc.

We examined case studies that are related to the
aforementioned research questions. Following an examination
of these case studies, and an analysis of the academic and
industry papers it can be highlighted that the processes suitable
for RPA have several common features. Thus, the considered
process should have clearly defined inputs and outputs.
Workforce tasks that are rule-based, predictable, high-volume,
time-consuming, repetitive, or prone to human error are good
candidates for RPA.

SME

Organizations and a study conducted by G&A Partners, HR
professionals spend about 73.2% of their time dealing with
tedious administrative tasks [11]. But some of these HR
operations could be automated with RPA-based solutions. But
a successful implementation depends on several factors,
including the RPA tool.

X

X

X

Data integration capacity

X

Onboarding
Faster onboarding process

X

Low-cost onboarding process

X

Accelerated employee skill acquisition
Employee
training

X

Better alignment of employee skills with the
organizational certification requirements

X

Enhanced learning experience

Employee data
management

X

Better management of data of current/former
employees etc.
Consistent actions across various systems/
databases/departments
Elimination of data entry errors

X
X
X
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Employee data protection

X

Efficient allocation of office space in the
hybrid-work conditions

X

Better calculation of employee salaries
Tracking
attendance

X

Workflow disruption prevention

X

Accurate time records

X

Avoiding delay in salary payments
Payroll
management

Expense
management

Maintaining
compliance
Exit
management
Performance
management

Qualitative

X

Lower payroll costs

X

Reduced risk of multiple errors

X

Simplified payroll processing

X

Fast processing of expenses
Correlation of individual expenses with
company regulations and spending rules
High accuracy of the maintaining compliance
process
Ensuring an error-free compliance
maintaining process

X
X
X
X

Exit process consistency

X

Ensuring data privacy

X

Faster data collection for the calculation of
performance indicators
Automatic report generation/ updating/
deletion

X

X
X

Quantitative

The general hire-to-retire (H2R) process integrates several
disparate systems that often require swivel-chair work to
migrate employee data between different systems. These
processes are good candidates for RPA. Various studies have
shown that recruitment is one of the most time-consuming key
tasks for human resources. On average, recruiters spend 60%
of their time for candidates sourcing and screening.
Implementing an RPA-based solution can take over manual
and repetitive work involved, such as filtering resumes,
scheduling interviews, and simplifying the integration process.
RPA can significantly reduce inefficiencies on management
reporting. Thus, an RPA-based solution can gather information
from multiple sources and generate a report or save it into
consolidated XLS.
The implementations we studied showed a significant
decrease in process time and in errors, and a high potential for
scalability.
Successful use cases will continue to emerge with the
increasing development of RPA platforms and as more
businesses expand their use of RPA, demonstrating the wide
variety of issues that can be addressed.
Further on, we attempt to answer the RQ3 research
question, presenting the benefits of adopting RPA. RPA has
great value to offer for improving the human resource
management system in small- and medium-sized enterprises.
The benefits we mean are not only for the company, but also
for employees. Thus, RPA-based solutions could offer SMEs
important benefits, including increased productivity, improved
accuracy, faster digital transformations, higher employee

engagement, improved data security and quality, etc. Once an
RPA layer has been added within an SME for HR processes,
each individual employee can access and exploit it. RPA-based
solutions could offer employees [13] a wide variety of benefits
in laborious or tedious manual processes. We presented some
of the qualitative and quantitative benefits identified following
the analysis of the academic and industry literature.
After conducting the overview of various possibilities, the
main conclusion is clear. RPA could play an important role to
shift the HR functions to enter the digital era.
Next, based on literature research, we present some of the
challenges that SMEs face in implementing RPA within HR
departments (RQ4).
An important challenge for many SMEs is how to add
automation to workflows. There can be a large number of
processes and sub-processes within the HR departments of
SMEs [21], so choosing which ones could be automated with
RPA, as well as the order in which they can be automated can
prove to be a big challenge.
Other challenges focus on human resource management,
given that workforce need to adapt to new work, as RPA-based
solutions can take on important parts of their daily tasks [22].
The challenges can also be considered from a legal
viewpoint, analyzing, for example, questions such as "who has
the control over the intellectual property robots handle and
generate" and "who is responsible if the robot fails" [23].
Unfortunately, these two questions have not yet been
answered.
V. CASE STUDY
Recruitment is one of the most promising use cases for
adopting RPA-based solutions. Processes in this area involve a
large volume of repetitive, time-consuming tasks that are still
manually operated by human force. Thus, a significant amount
of time is spent screening resumes and application forms
submitted by candidates for open positions. Software robots
can make this process considerably easier by gathering
applications quickly and comparing all of the data to a list of
precise job requirements. These requirements can be viewed as
predetermined rules that influence the whole selection method
while using RPA technology.
Candidates for a position in an SME scan their documents
and send them to the SME for processing. Most of the times
the documents sent by the candidates are in pdf format. These
include diplomas, identity card, certificates, CV, letter of
intent, etc. Some documents may have a format imposed by
SME, in this case the centralization of information from
several candidates is much simplified. For example, an SME
can request the completion of important information in editable
pdf files with PDF tagged order features. But, retrieving
information from candidates' scanned documents is a tedious,
repetitive, time-consuming process that involves a multitude of
copy-paste activities and requires manual interaction with
information systems.
To eliminate these disadvantages, we proposed an RPAbased solution. For this case study, we have opted for the
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UiPath platform. Thus, we developed a solution based on RPA
enhanced with Optical Character Recognition (OCR) that can
recognize and extract the information needed by the HR
department from scanned documents and then enter it into the
HR database. HR staff can run this solution on their laptop
while handling more important activities. Then, the only
operation to be performed by the HR department staff is to
verify the veracity of the information entered in the system by
the RPA solution.
The flow chart of this application is depicted in Fig. 2.

We have developed and tested several OCR engines
available in UIPath, such as: Microsoft OCR, Google OCR,
Abbyy OCR and other OCR software like: Convertio [24],
Online OCR [25], Free Online OCR [26], i2OCR [27]. The
best results were obtained using Convertio and Abbyy
FineReader. Even if the developed application is in a beginning
form, we consider that it is necessary to test as many OCR
engines as possible and to select the one that provides the best
recognition rate for Romanian characters.
One way to reduce the number of errors in extracting
information from scanned files is to use OCR engines that are
based on artificial intelligence. One such example is Abbyy
FineReader, which has the latest OCR technology based on
artificial intelligence and performs a variety of operations such
as digitizing, retrieving, editing, protecting and sharing
documents of various types in the same workflow [28].
A limitation of the research is the use of only one RPA
platform (UIPath) for the case study. To create meaningful
solutions for HR departments in SMEs, further research
employing different RPA platforms is required.
The authors of this paper intend to continue research in the
near future, considering further explorations of RPA in the
field of human resource management in SMEs. Attention will
be paid to combining solutions developed using RPA tools
with solutions based on blockchain, Internet of Things, etc.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper aimed to explore the robotic process automation
technology and to identify the promising application of RPA in
human resource management within SMEs. In the near future,
human resource departments that rely on manual, paper
processes will need to re-examine their processes and consider
whether RPA technology can benefit them. Through this paper,
the authors want to support SMEs that aim to streamline the
HR department by adopting RPA.

Fig. 2. The Flow Chart of the RPA-based Solution.

The proposed solution has been verified to ensure proper
processing. Thus, we evaluated the implemented application
with documents of different formats. In our experiments we
used pdf files and image / picture files (JPEG, BMP, GIF,
PNG, etc.). The extraction of information from the files sent by
the candidates is one of the most significant difficulties to be
handled. This problem becomes even more acute when the
documents are edited in a language with special characters, as
the Romanian language. Thus, the information on the
applicants’ documents may contain diacritics in Romanian.
The correctness of the extracted information depends a lot on
the OCR engine.

In the analysis of numerous publications and case studies,
various authors' observations on how companies and business
people are trying to reorganize the company's human resources
for an accelerated economic recovery after being affected by
the pandemic crisis, we tried to find answers to some of the
basic problems of HR digitization, which would contribute to a
profitable and sustainable business for SMEs. The adoption of
RPA can bring important benefits in the HR departments
within SMEs for laborious or tedious, repetitive, timeconsuming manual processes.
Through the case study implemented and presented, it was
demonstrated that RPA can fulfill some of the basic preprocessing tasks undertaken by human resources departments
in recruiting candidates.
The RPA platform used has an important role in the
successful implementation of an RPA-based solution. There
are various vendors on the market that offer RPA solutions.
Choosing the best solution to meet the specific requirements of
an SME's HR department is not an easy task, an in-depth
analysis must be performed by taking into account several
criteria.
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Thus, for example, a developer must consider the type of
analyzed documents when implementing RPA-based solutions
for managing candidates' documents (scanned or generated,
with or without images, with or without tagged order features,
etc.). The correctness of the extracted data is also dependent on
the ability of OCR tools to recognize the specific characters of
the language used in the elaboration of documents. In many
cases, processing data that has been extracted incorrectly can
be time-consuming.
Although some HR processes require human intervention
to correct extraction errors, RPA can be considered a viable
candidate for streamlining HR processes, which can lead to a
rapid improvement in a business's overall value.
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Abstract—The objective of this study is to provide innovative
model for the approach of language preservation. It is necessary
to maintain indigenous languages in order to avoid language
death. Script applications for indigenous languages are one of the
solutions being pursued. This script program will facilitate
communication through writing between speakers of indigenous
languages. Additionally, the study illustrates the implementation
of the Lontara script (Bugis-Makassar local language letters and
characters). This script application is compatible with the
Microsoft Windows operating system and the Hypertext Transfer
Protocol (HTTP). This study employed the research and
development (R&D) approach. Six stages are followed in this R &
D study: 1) doing a requirements analysis to determine the
viability of Bugis-Makassar indigenous languages in everyday life
and also to determine ways to retain them 2) designing and
constructing Lontara scripts with hypertext-based applications,
3) producing Lontara scripts with hypertext-based applications,
and 4) validating the hypertext-based applications through oneto-one testing, small and large group testing. 5) Lontara
application revision; and 6) Lontara application as a finished
product. This product is designed to be used in conjunction with
other interactive applications.

native speakers of Makassarese, one of the local languages in
South Sulawesi. The vitality of the Makassar language can be
seen by the Extended Graded Intergenerational Disruption
Scale (EGIDS) rubric that has been developed by Simons and
Lewis [4] and [5]. Based on EGIDS, the Makassar language is
at level 6b [6], [7].

Keywords—Innovative model; language maintenance; Lontara
script; Makassarese; local language; hypertext-based application

I.

INTRODUCTION

Indonesia is a multi-ethnic and multilingual country. The
Indonesian Central Bureau of Statistics [1] revealed that
Indonesia consists of 1,128 ethnic groups. Besides, BPS also
presents ethnographic data and records about 700 local
languages owned by Indonesia's state. The diversity of ethnic
groups in Indonesia is caused by various factors, including
historical and natural isolation factors. The old nature isolation
factor also influences Indonesia's condition, which various
ethnic groups inhabit. Therefore, ethnics are diverse and have
their characteristics in terms of language and culture, although
they all belong to the same language family, the Austronesian.
On the other hand, there are 7,117 languages in the world that
are spoken today, and it has estimated in the year 2020 that 4090% of them will disappear during this century [2]. However,
20-50% of this amount is no longer used by the younger
generation of its native [3].
The picture of the vitality of local languages in Indonesia,
in South Sulawesi, is still unclear. It is still challenging to
obtain accurate data on local language vitality in South
Sulawesi. However, this condition can be seen by a glance at

The vitality of local Indonesian languages is more easily
recognized by the EGIDS than other scales, for example, the
Fisman scale [8]. Fishman's Graded Intergenerational
Disruption Scale (GIDS) and UNESCO's five steps
endangerment framework. EGIDS is a union of the Fishman
scale and the UNESCO scale. The EGIDS scale can be seen as
in the following Table I.
Based on EGIDS, we can assess the vitality of the
Makassar language. However, before assessing its vitality, we
should first understand the local language environment in
Indonesia. Indonesia's local language environment is the
pressure most like in China, both vertical and horizontal
pressure [9]. The pressure on Indonesia's local languages
generally comes from Indonesian and its dominant or more
native languages. This pressure is due to prestige for
Indonesian speakers, educational interests, and even economic
factors. Another is the Indonesian language pressure, which
comes from international languages, Arabic and English.
On the other hand, regional languages are under the
position of Indonesian. Therefore, horizontal pressure can
occur from other regional languages with a better
sociolinguistic status [10]. This condition further weakens the
vitality of local languages in Indonesia.
Ethologically, this condition can be understood that
Indonesia's local languages are very worrying [4], [11], [12].
Based on the above Table II, it can be seen that almost half
of Indonesia's languages are "in trouble or worse." The
number of languages that are rated "Vigorous" (260)
compared with those that are "In trouble" (272) can be
concluded that the local languages in Indonesia are in trouble.
We can also have an alternate assessment and visual
representation to obtain local language vitality in Indonesia
through UNESCO''s. "Interactive Atlas of the World's
Languages in Danger" classifies 144 of Indonesia's languages
as "Vulnerable" or worse. Ethnologue website has stated that:
"The number of individual languages listed for Indonesia is
719. Of these, 707 are living, and 12 are extinct. Of the living
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languages, 701 are indigenous, and six are non-indigenous.
Furthermore, 18 are institutional, 81 are developing, 260 are
vigorous, 272 are in trouble, and 76 are dying [13].
Based on this fact, the research question is, "How to design
an innovative model of local language maintenance?"
TABLE I.

EXPANDED GRADED INTERGENERATIONAL DISRUPTION SCALE

Level

Label

Description

0

International

1

National

2

Regional

3

Trade

4

Educational

UNESCO

The language is used internationally
for a broad range of functions.
The language is used in education,
work, mass media, government at the
national level.
The language is used for local and
regional mass media and
governmental services.
The language is used for local and
regional work by both insiders and
outsiders.

5

Developing

6a

Vigorous

Safe
Safe

Safe

Safe

In his book on global paradox, John Naisbitt reiterated that
globalization promotes a paradoxical tendency [24]. John
Naisbitt's view is proven at present. Technological advances in
transformation and the informatics revolution have led to
human beings' tendency to a one-tier, modern, and global
world. On the other hand, modern humans also long for past
histories in ethnic romance, values, and primordial styles. The
point of these tendencies can cause conflict, friction, and shock.

Safe

Safe

Threatened

The language is used orally by all
generations, but only some childbearing generation transmit it to their
children.

Vulnerable

7

Shifting

The child-bearing generation knows
the language well enough to use it
among themselves, but none are
transmitting it to their children

Definitely
endangered

8a

Moribund

The only remaining active speakers of
the language are members of the
grandparent generation.

Severely
endangered

8b

Nearly
Extinct

The only remaining speakers of the
language are members of the
grandparent generation or older who
have little opportunity to use the
language.

Critically
endangered

9

Dormant

The language serves as a reminder of
heritage identity for an ethnic
community. No one has more than
symbolic proficiency.

Extinct

10

Extinct

No one retains a sense of ethnic
identity associated with the language,
even for symbolic purposes.

Extinct

6b

TABLE II.

Language maintenance programs, language shift, and
endangered language are topics that have never-ending debate.
The linguists are always looking for alternative plans to
maintain minority languages that a language shift has caused.
Language researchers often face people who leave their
mother tongue due to political and economic pressures [14]–
[16]. A language preservation program is carried out in legal
recognition of the minority language [17], [18]. Other
researchers propose a theory for heritage language, literacy,
and identity processes to maintain minority languages [19].
Other language researchers make breakthroughs in
maintaining minority languages by using a smartphone [20].
Other studies have shown that sometimes a language
appears suddenly, spreads quickly, and quickly disappear. This
case challenges linguists to document, describe, preserve, and
revitalize languages [21], [22]. Another linguistic phenomenon
that often affects decreasing local language speakers is the
influence of strong language used on daily life, both informal
and non-formal [10]. Preservation of minority languages can
survive because it is a language preservation policy [23].

Safe

Literacy in the language is being
transmitted through a system of public
education.
The language is used orally by all
generations and is effectively used in
written form in parts of the
community.
The language is used orally by all
generations and is being learned by
children as their first language.

II. RELATED WORK

EGIDS OVERVIEW OF THE VITALITY OF LANGUAGES OF
INDONESIA

Institutio
nal
(EGIDS
1-4)

Developi
ng
(EGIDS
5)

Vigoro
us
(EGID
S 6a)

Threaten
ed

Dying

Langua
ges

Extinc
t

(EGIDS
6b-7)

(EGI
DS
8a-9)

(EGI
DS
10)

719

18

81

260

272

76

12

If John Naisbitt's view is compiled with ethnological data,
modern world-class and ethnic romance and primordial values
are inevitable. Our society is undoubtedly inseparable from
cyberspace and connectivity that can no longer be
encountered. At the same time, the use of local languages is
decreasing. The shortcomings can be seen in the number of
websites or sites that provide local language information.
The clash of these trends creates implications for the use of
local languages. The local language users are more likely to
use Indonesian as their daily language. This condition cannot
be avoided because Indonesian is the national and official
language, both oral and written. It is understandable if people
use Indonesian to communicate daily, both at work and
sharing information. The local language is only used at the
oral or spoken level and rarely uses local language in written
form.
The shift in language utilization from the local to the
Indonesian language is caused by various factors, including
economic factors, migration, and marriage. Economic factors
caused Makassar speakers (for example) in Gowa Regency's
highlands to use the Indonesian language. Javanese speakers
and other tribes who trade in this area use the Indonesian
language. The influence is quite crucial, which appears from
the public began to get used to speaking Indonesian. On the
other hand, the Indonesian language is considered prestigious
and proud of society's expression when using the Indonesian
language. When we as researchers met Ngawing, one of an
elder in this village, he said in Makassarese that "abbicara
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malayu tauwwa," which means "Wow, they speak
Indonesian." This sentence is an expression of those who can
speak Indonesian [25]. The Indonesian language is forced to
be used as a communication language in the commerce sector.
Although it unwittingly has shifted the attitude of the language
of some highland communities of Gowa Regency, especially
in the Tompobulu district, this condition is very reasonable.
Population migration to Makassar City is another factor
that contributing to the shift of language use from Makassar to
the Indonesian language. Some Gowa highland residents in
Tompobulu Sub-district moved to Makassar city looking for
work after harvesting in the dry season. Young people in their
productive ages left home to earn a living. Some of them
migrated to the island of Borneo and the country of Malaysia.
When returning to the village or returning home, they
generally use the Indonesian and Malay languages. Not
infrequently among them "back home" to meet their relatives
and back again to the island of Borneo and the State of
Malaysia. They prefer to speak Indonesian or Malay rather
than Makassar [25].
Inter-tribal marriage also became the cause of the shift of
language use from Makassar to Indonesian. Some Gowa
highlands residents have been married to other tribes like
Bugis, Mandar, Toraja, and Java. Families who are married to
other tribes use Indonesian in their daily conversation.
Makassar language is used only if their relatives who use it
visit them, but when other relatives visit them from mixedmarriage status, they use Indonesian.
Shifting the use of language from this local language to the
Makassar language needs to be addressed. If the shift has
taken place at the oral language level, it can be expected that
the use of local languages in writing may be more severe.
More severe in the sense that as majority speakers of local
languages, in this case, speakers of Makassar, they no longer
use the language of Makassar in writing. This condition is
worsened by the digital era that does not provide characters or
lontara letters required in various applications, for example, on
the hypertext level or the website page.
Various attempts at writing Lontara script have been made,
including typewriters, machine-set photos, and computers. The
recording of Lontara script making was once presented by
Barbara Friberg [26] at a Makassar Golden Hotel seminar.
Barbara is evident in the exposition of the history of the
digitization development of the Lontara script.
In 1985, the Consulate General of Japan in Makassar
sponsored the manufacture of the Lontara typewriter. This
device is good enough, and it can produce a good letter.
However, typewriters have some weaknesses, including the
letters' size is small and the same width. This size results in
less than perfect spaces. Whatever the outcome, Taufik
Sakuma's efforts should be rewarded for speakers of languages
that use the Lontara script [26].
Five years following, in 1990, at Language Center in
Ujung Pandang, Ms. Astuti Hendrato from Jakarta
collaborated with Monotype Typography in England and
worked on Lontara script using LASERCOMP the photo-set
machine. A year later, in 1991, USI / IBM, for the guidance of

the former Rector of Hasanuddin University and South
Sulawesi Governor, Prof. Dr. Ahmad Amiruddin, and Makasar
community leaders, provided a computer with a scanner to
preserve the Lontara texts. As a result, the manuscripts can be
stored on a computer that can then be published quickly. This
effort means preserving the Lontara manuscripts in the file
image form on the computer. Thus, the systems (font/font
types, such as TrueType Font types compatible with
Windows) used to write computer-assisted Lontara scripts did
not exist yet [26].
Barbara Friberg has also done a person who works on
writing Lontara script. She once applied to Monotype
Typography in the United Kingdom to help the Makasar
community acquire fonts-computers that can be used in
various personal computers, not just on specific machines. In
1991, Barbara Friberg's colleague in Singapore was willing to
help prepare the Lontara font used on similar IBM-PC and
Microsoft Word programs. With the help of Drs. Djirong
Basang, Barbara Friberg sent a picture for every Lontara letter
used in the Makasar language. The effort was running, but
eventually, Barbara Friber's colleague in Singapore could not
complete making the Lontara font as expected. In 1994,
Barbara Friberg then tried to build the Lontara script font. She
continued to develop the program, which was not finished in
Singapore. The program that Barbara Friberg used to build the
font was the FONTMONGER program. With this program,
she created a Lontar21 font with type, True-Type, later known
as Lontar21.ttf. The file size is 28 kb. This font was presented
in Makassar Golden Hotel in October 1995 [25].
In the same year, precisely in December 1995, Andi
Mallarangeng and Jim Henry made Lontara font volume one
with BugisA (also with True Type type). BugisA.ttf font file
size is 16 kb. However, BugisA font is often experiencing
constraints or unstable in Office Word (Windows). An
example of a common obstacle is that the Lontara script's
initial letters often turn into Latin or boxes in the first word in
each paragraph's first sentence. The two types of fonts, both
Lontar21 and BugisA fonts, do not add specific numbers to
Lontara. Both types of fonts can only be run and used on
Windows-based operating systems. Both of these fonts also
cannot be used in hypertext-based platforms. In other words,
both types of fonts cannot be used to write messages in emails
(email) and social media Facebook. The two fonts are also not
prepared a consonant marker (diacritic) to facilitate Lontara
character speakers reading the Lontara script. Thus, this
hypertext-based Lontara font is a development of the previous
font.
The character development history triggers the addition of
numeric characters and consonant markers to the Lontara
script application. The researchers found it essential to add the
character of numbers and consonant markers in the Lontara
script after seeing the Hijaiyah script's development (Arabic).
At first, the Arabic script did not recognize a point and was
without a vowel. The example of letters that do not have dots
are [ ]ج,[]ح, and []خ. These three letters are the same; both
have no dots in the form []ح. It is similar to the other letters,
for example, ,[ ]ت,[ ]بand []ث. These three letters are initially
in the same form, i.e., []ب, but without dots. In this era, not
many people can read and write in Arabic script.
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History records the development of Arabic script mastery
through the punishment for prisoners of the Badr war. After
the war, the Muslims captured the Quraysh army. Umar bin
Khattab r.a asked that they should be beheaded. However, Abu
Bakr r.a. disagreed and proposed that the ransom of literate
prisoners teach ten Muslims' sons. As for those who cannot
read and write, redeemed in the form of payment. Both
ransoms are indispensable for the Muslims at that time.
At the time of Ali bin Abi Talib came the scholar Abu alAs'ad al-Du'ali [27], who added dots to the Arabic character.
Furthermore, the addition of marking (harakat) or the line is
done by other scholars, namely Ahmad al-Khalil [28]. The
addition of this vowel made it easier for non-Arabic speakers
to read the Qur'an and hadith correctly. However, for educated
and able to read Arabic script without a vowel, the additional
marking is no longer needed. Therefore, the Hijaiyah script's
development is the idea that inspires writers to add Lontara
characters, numbers, and consonant markers.
It should be noted that the Lontara script is syllable and has
no consonants. This condition makes a word written in the
Lontara script sometimes difficult to read, not only by foreign
speakers of the Makassar language but also the native
speakers. The word "paja" /paja/ can be read /paja/ which
means butt and can also be read /pa'ja/ which means salty.
This condition is like an Arabic character with no marking
(harakat) and can be read according to the position of words in
a sentence. This condition has inspired the research team to
modify or additions to the characters in the Lontara script.

• Needs analysis. The researchers have conducted a needs
analysis and literature review.
• Design of the lontara character application. In this step,
the researchers designed a model of the lontara script
application. Again, the researchers focused on software,
hardware, and humanware characteristics.
• Development of the lontara script application. By this
step, the researchers have developed true type font for
windows and a lontara character application for HTML
called Yusring Keyboard.
• Formative evaluation step. This formative evaluation
stage consists of expert validation, one-to-one testing,
small group testing, and large group testing. In addition,
participants who participated in this stage filled out an
instrument called the Technology Acceptance Model
(TAM).
• Revision of the lontara character application. Based on
the instrument from participants, researchers revised
bugs that occur during the stage of formative evaluation.
• Final Product. Thus, this application (yusring keyboard)
has been tested in the small and large groups test phase
of Formative Evaluation or the fourth stage. The yusring
keyboard is ready to use.
In brief, the stages of this method can be seen in the
following Fig. 1:

III. METHODOLOGY
This study uses research and development (R & D)
methods [29]–[31]. According to Borg and Gall, "R & D
method is a process used to develop and validate educational
products." Therefore, this sentence can be interpreted that the
R & D method is developing and validating educational
products. Thus, R & D has a series of cyclical research and
development steps. Additionally, each step to be performed
should refer to the results of the previous step. Therefore, a
new educational product will be obtained at the end of every
stage or step applied.
Borg and Gall have presented a series of stages to be
followed in this R & D approach: research and information
collecting, planning, preliminary proof of form, preliminary
field testing, primary product revision, main field testing,
operational product revision, operational field testing, final
product revision and dissemination and implementation.
R & D research stages, both discovered by Borg and Gall
and by Dick and Careys, have ten steps. Of course, this stage
of the R & D model always culminates with a product or
output. However, in this research, R & D steps are modified in
such a way as required. According to the end of the research
stage, the researchers determine that other researchers can
continue these steps. Whatever stage is chosen at the end of
the research stage, the result remains a product.
Research development of Lontara script application with
this hypertext-based ends at the sixth step called the final
product. The following are the steps:

Fig. 1. R & D Steps.

IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
This research was conducted for three years, from 2017 to
2019. Application tests were carried out by speakers of Bugis
and Makassar languages, two local languages in South
Sulawesi, Indonesia. Since the beginning of 2020, this
application has been free to download on the Hasanuddin
University website, https://web.unhas.ac.id/arab/
Referring to previous research methods, in the first stage,
the researchers have conducted a needs analysis and literature
review since 2018. This R and D research continues previous
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research that has produced a True Type Font (TTF) called
Lontara Yusring. The Lontara Yusring is limited to use on
Windows Operating Systems only. Along with the times,
Lontara Yusring’s user community needs a script application
that can be used to communicate with popular media,
including email, Facebook, and smartphones. The researcher
then developed an application to meet the Lontara script user's
needs based on this need.
The development of communication technology is the
main reason for local language teachers in South Sulawesi to
use the latest media to support the learning process. The
research team conducted depth interviews in three groups. The
first groups are the teacher group in the Tompobulu subdistrict, Gowa Regency. Secondly is the Local Language
Teachers Association in Parepare City. Furthermore, the third
group is the teachers at the As'adiyah Islamic Boarding School
Sengkang, Wajo Regency. Based on this dept interview, the
researchers obtained information that they urgently need a
local language application to be used in the learning and
communication process.
In this in-depth interview, those groups explained that in
the learning process, writing a lontara script as a local script
was not enough; it had to be supported by technology that
could be used to write the lontara script. For writing needs on
a Windows-based laptop, Lontara Yusring has fulfilled these
needs. However, for general communication purposes, another
application is required. Based on this need analysis, the
research team plans to develop the Lontara Yusring into an
application that can be used on HTML and Android platforms.
To meet the needs mentioned in the first stage, the research
team then designed the Lontara application. In this step, the
researchers designed a lontara script application model
focused on software, hardware, and humanware
characteristics. This application model is designed to be
integrated with the HTML and Android platforms. However,
the Lontara characters' position on the keyboard is maintained
according to QWERTY as in Yusring Lontara. Thus, the users
of Lontara Yusring will remain familiar with the standard of
the Lontara Yusring keyboard.
In the third stage, the lontara application design was
developed. The research team agreed to give this application a
name with Yusring Keyboard. This naming is intended to
establish sustainability between the Lontara Yusring and the
Yusring Keyboard Application. Therefore, the Lontara
Yusring and Yusring keyboard will be combined in one term,
namely the lontara application.
The Lontara Yusring, which is intended to be developed in
this research, is as shown in the following Fig. 2.
Formative evaluation is the fourth step. This formative
evaluation stage consists of expert validation, one-to-one
testing, small group testing, and large group testing.
Respondents who participated in this stage filled out an
instrument called the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM).
This TAM instrument is used to measure the acceptability of a
technology product marketed to the public. The TAM
instrument is also used to determine the ease with which
technology is adopted and used by the community [32]–[36].

Fig. 2. The TTF Lontara Yusring.

The research team used three TAM instrument constructs:
perceived ease of use, perceived usefulness, and attitude
toward using. In addition, the team provided instruction that
helped the respondent qualify how to interpret the scale (1
being terrible, ten being excellent).
• Perceived Ease of Use
o

How would you rate your experience using the
lontara application on MS Office?

o

How would you rate your experience using the
lontara application on the HTML Platform?

o

How would you rate your experience using the
lontara application on WhatsApp or Telegram for
Windows?

• Perceived Usefulness
o

This application is quickly used in writing Lontara
characters

o

Users get the benefits of the Lontara application

o

This application is more effectively used in
compiling local language learning materials

• Attitude Toward Using
o

The position of the QWERTY keyboard is easily
recognized on a laptop

o

The Lontara Yusring is obtained quickly at the
Theme Fonts of MS Office

Expert validation is done by giving this application to
developers. The research team included additional
requirements that the expert can speak either in Buginese or in
Makassarese. This competency is needed because speakers of
these two local languages will use the Lontara Yusring and
Yusring keyboards. At this stage, two experts used the Lontara
Yusring and Yusring Keyboard. One of them is the teaching
staff at the Geophysics Study Program, Faculty of
Mathematics and Natural Sciences at Hasanuddin University.
Another expert is a lecturer at the faculty of computer science
at the Indonesian Muslim University. The first expert can
speak the Bugis language fluently. The second expert speaks
fluently in Makassar.
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The next stage is a one to one test. At this test, the lontara
application is given to respondents to use on MS Office, email,
Facebook, WhatsApp, and Telegram for Windows. In this
stage, the application was addressed to three lecturers within
the Faculty of Culture Science at Hasanuddin University and
three students in the same environment. In selecting
respondents, the research team required that they communicate
either in Buginese or Makassarese languages. Also, the
respondents had learned to write using the lontara script in
elementary or middle school. These respondents were asked to
use the lontara application then give a rating according to the
TAM instrument.
The small group test is the third test in this fourth stage.
Respondents involved in this test must also meet the
requirements, namely speaking either Buginese or
Makassarese. Also, they are teachers of Bugis or Makassarese
languages. Another requirement is to use MS Office, send an
email, and write on Facebook, WhatsApp, and Telegram.
In this test, two groups of language teachers were involved.
The first group is the Makassar language teaching group. They
are twenty teachers and live in the Tompobulu sub-district,
Gowa regency. The second group is the Bugis language
teaching group in Parepare, where twenty-four teachers
participated in this application test. These two groups were
chosen because the Lontara script is used by speakers of the
Makassar language and Bugis language. However, the level of
Makassar language in EGIDS is lower than that of Bugis.
The research team assisted the two groups in installing the
Lontara application on their laptops. First, the research team
explained how to use the Lontara application in MS Office,
email, Facebook, and social media. Then they were asked to
use the lontara application to write some local language
vocabulary in MS Word. After that, they emailed the
vocabulary to one of the teachers. Messages in emails must
use the local language in Lontara characters. At the end of the
meeting, the two groups were asked to rate the TAM
instrument.
The fourth phase in the formative evaluation stage is the
large group test. Respondents who participated in this phase
had the same requirements as the previous small group test.
The difference between small and large groups is only in the
number of people involved, and they are not necessarily local
language teachers.
The first group is the teachers of the As'adiyah Islamic
boarding school in Sengkang, Wajo district. Forty-five
teachers participated in this test. The second group is
elementary school teachers in the Tompobulu sub-district,
Gowa district. Eighty-one teachers were involved in this test.
The application test results in these two groups can be seen
in the following Table III.
Revision of the lontara application. Based on the
instrument from participants, researchers revised bugs that
occur during the stage of formative evaluation. The
respondents' suggestions are generally not related to this
application, but rather on its socialization to users of this
application. Another suggestion is that a guide to installing the
Lontara application on the website that provides this

application and a guide on using it on MS Office, HTML and
Whatsapp for Windows has also been prepared.
Final Product. Thus, this application has been tested in the
small and large groups test phase of Formative Evaluation or
the fourth stage.
The need to present information in local languages must be
well prepared, especially in local languages. The needs of
these communities must be aligned with the development of
information technology. The digital era has forced humans,
including regional language speakers, to interact with other
humans through cyberspace. The internet in various electronic
mail and social media on Facebook is one of modern humans'
most widely used media today.
Although Lontara literature is often marginalized with
Latin characters in literacy, it does not mean that the Lontara
script should be abandoned. However, some efforts to bring
Lontara character to the young generation of the BugisMakassar community must be implemented through
information technology in the form of Lontara-based hypertext
applications. This Lontara application's readiness is
undoubtedly expected to stimulate Lontara users' interest in
the HTML platform.
The model of the Lontara application is still referring to
the Lontara Yusring. However, this hypertext-based Lontara
application has been adapted to the characteristics of the
Lontara script itself. Also, the characteristics of software,
hardware, and human ware remain to be considered.
TABLE III.

LARGE GROUP TEST
Average
scale of
Gowa group

Average
scale of
Wajo group

How would you rate your experience using
lontara application on MS Office?

8

8

How would you rate your experience
using lontara application on HTML
Platform?

10

9

How would you rate your experience
using lontara application on WhatsApp or
Telegram for Windows?

9

10

This application is quickly used in writing
Lontara characters

10

9

Users get the benefits of the Lontara
application

8

9

This application is more effectively used
in compiling local language learning
materials

9

8

The position of the QWERTY keyboard is
easily recognized on a laptop

8

10

TTF Lontara Yusring is obtained quickly
at the Theme Fonts of MS Office

10

9

9

9

TAM Instrument Constructs
a. Perceived Ease of Use

b. Perceived Usefulness

c. Attitude Toward Using

AVERAGE
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The Lontara Yusring is still paying attention to the
QWERTY keyboard model. However, this Lontara Yusring
can only run on a Windows-based operating system. In the
browser application, some treatments on settings need to be
done. The treatment is required after the hypertext-based
Lontara Yusring is installed. This need should be done
because this Lontara letter's application does not include the
Windows operating system's default fonts. Thus, a personal
computer or laptop that has not been installed with a Lontara
application cannot recognize the character.

lontara application must be used on the keyboard of a laptop or
personal computer (input) and not on a smartphone. However,
Whatsapp or Telegram, where the lontara application is used,
can still be seen (output). For example, the lontara application,
which is inputted on Whatsapp and Telegram laptop but seen
on mobile, can be seen in the following Fig. 3:

Via email, Bugis-Makassar speakers can send messages
using this research product. Indeed, to read these lontara
characters on personal computers and laptops, the user needs
to install the lontara application since the Lontara Yusring is
not the official default of the Windows operating system.
Therefore, lontara script users must install this application. So,
both the message's sender and the lontara script's message
must first install the lontara application. If it is not installed,
lontara characters will appear on the personal computer screen
or laptop users in the form of boxes.
Users of the lontara application can communicate either
when sending messages via email or Facebook or creating
interactive applications. Of course, it is expected that the
younger generation of Bugis-Makassar knows and utilizes this
lontara application. Using the lontara application, both oral
and written, can be maintained in the writer's view. Thus, on
the other hand, there is a local language sustainability action in
place in this country expressing their ideas using the local
language. Sometimes past romanticism has been just right and
appropriate if it is expressed in the local language. Of course,
local characters such as lontara characters should be able to
support the speakers' wishes. In other words, the local script's
character should be integrated with the development of
information technology.
The same procedure can be done when the lontara
application will be used on Facebook or social media. For
example, an essential step for Facebook users (Facebooker) is
to change the keyboard system from a standard keyboard to a
lontara keyboard. The trick was relatively easy, that is, by
choosing the lontara keyboard. In other words, this stage is the
same if the user of the lontara application will send a message
via email. An example of the lontara script on Facebook social
media can be seen in the following picture.
The users of the lontara application can also take
advantage of creating interactive material questions. Various
applications can make this type of interactive exercise or
interactive questions, including Hot Potatoes [37]. Hot
Potatoes [38] is one of the most popular closed-circuit maker
applications. This app is used to create multiple choice
questions, match, crosswords, short stuffing, and composing
sentences—result or output of this application in HTML-based
file. The language characters that can be used in this Hot
Potatoes application are all characters that are the default
Windows operating system. Thus, the lontara application must
be installed first for a personal computer or laptop user lontara
application.
Lontara Application can also be used on other social
media, for example, Whatsapp and Telegram. In this case, the

Fig. 3. Lontara Yusring on Whatsapp.

Although the Lontara application can be utilized in
Microsoft Office, the HTML platform can be seen on android.
It does not mean maintaining the local language ends at this
stage. The central and local government policies are essential
to maintain regional languages. Without this policy, the local
language observers, including language researchers, will face
many potential challenges. For example, government policy
requires every elementary and secondary level to continue
studying their local languages, which is very important.
However, the policy is not enough. The government of society
must create space and a stage to display regional languages
and literature. Government policy can be implemented by
preparing columns in local newspapers once or twice a week.
Publication of language and literature and local wisdom
written in the local language familiarize the speakers of local
languages accustomed and aware of the region's local wealth
and wisdom.
To sustain the local language is a joint effort of various
nation components. The government has a role in making
policies and preparing budgets to support the policy. On the
other hand, educators should teach the important role of
regional and literary languages in life, especially in primary
and secondary schools. Do not miss the local language users to
use the local language in everyday conversations, especially
non-formal events. Communication in the local language is not
intended to undermine the national language's function since
Indonesian can be found in every segment of communication,
both formal and informal. This condition makes the
Indonesian nation, directly and indirectly, use the Indonesian
language in both oral and written forms.
This condition is somewhat different from the existence of
local languages. Besides, local language characters should be
brought closer to the development of technology. Space and
stage use must also be considered. The writer expects that the
lontara application with hypertext-based can be utilized by
both tribes Bugis and Makassar, in expressing their ideas using
the local language. Of course, local characters such as the
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lontara application should support the speakers' wishes. In
other words, the local script's character should be integrated
with the development of information technology.

[8]

With this lontara application, the researchers hope that
Bugis-Makassar speakers and other Lontara script users can
communicate using this application, either when sending
messages via email or Facebook or creating interactive
applications. Of course, it is expected that the younger
generation of Bugis-Makassar knows and utilizes this Lontara
application. Only by using the Lontara script, both oral and
written can be maintained in the writers' view. Thus, on the
other hand, there is a local language sustainability action in
place in this country expressing their ideas using the local
language.

[10]

V. CONCLUSION

[9]

[11]
[12]
[13]

[14]

[15]

The lontara application model has been created. This
application has been tested on a one-to-one test, small groups
test, and large groups test. The participants from groups were
very enthusiastic and were happy with this lontara application.
This application helps them in teaching the local language.
Also, they find it easy to prepare lontara script learning
materials through this application.
The next step is launching this application for lontara
users. The researchers recommend that the government issue a
policy to implement learning lontara manuscripts in
elementary to high school officially. Policies in the form of
regulations will be a guide for local language teachers. This
policy can be called a real, maintaining the local wisdom of
South Sulawesi. Optimizing the use of this application is
expected to be one of the concrete actions to maintain the local
language in South Sulawesi.

[16]
[17]

[18]

[19]
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Abstract—The pedestal of fully homomorphic encryption is
bootstrapping which allows unlimited processing on encrypted
data. This technique is a bottleneck in the practicability of
homomorphic encryption. From 2009 to 2016, the execution time
of bootstrapping decreased from several hours to a few
thousandths of a second for processing a logic gate on two
encrypted bits. This paper makes a comparative study of the
evolution of bootstrapping during the period. An implementation
of multiplication on 16-bit integers on an Intel i7 architecture
through three schemes whose libraries are respectively DGHV,
FHEW and TFHE makes it possible to corroborate the trend that
to date the best bootstrapping on bits is that of the TFHE which
executes this processing in 29 seconds improving that of the
FHEW 30 times despite the multiplication algorithm used.
Keywords—Bootstrapping; homomorphic encryption; binary
multiplication; logic gates

I.

INTRODUCTION

Encryption is said to be probabilistic if a plaintext message
is encrypted in several ciphertexts. This feature is found by
adding a random value during the encryption operation. It is
said to be homomorphic if it allows performing processing on
ciphertexts with corresponding results on plaintexts. If it
performs only additions [1, 2], multiplications [3] or binary
operations [4] it is called partial homomorphic otherwise if it
performs additions and multiplications in a limited number
then it is somewhat homomorphic [5, 6, 7]. On the other hand,
if it performs processing on unlimited number it is said to be
fully homomorphic [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11].
Fully homomorphic encryption was a breakthrough made
by Gentry [6] in his thesis in response to the conjecture state
in [12]. This breakthrough is based on the bootstrapping
technique that evaluates its own decryption circuit to refresh
noise in the ciphertexts thus allowing an unlimited number of
processing in the encrypted domain. Initially, it requires the
squashing technique and an additional security assumption to
reduce the complexity of the decryption circuit [9, 10, 11, 13,
14]. With the advent of fully homomorphic encryption
schemes based on the difficult problem of LWE [15] which
belongs a low-complexity decryption algorithm, squashing
was eliminated in bootstrapping [8, 9,10, 11,13, 14].
The removal of squashing allows in [9,10] to use a second
homomorphic encryption scheme in the homomorphic
evaluation in the decryption algorithm. This consideration
improved performance of the homomorphic processing of gate
NAND on two-bits encrypted in less than a second [9]. This
processing was improved to 13 milliseconds by [10, 11].
N-bits arithmetic operations such as multiplication or
addition can be built from the universal gate NAND. While

knowing that an addition or multiplication operation
performed on encrypted bits can respectively multiple or raise
to the power the noise by the number of operations. We seek
to know in this paper whether the performance of
bootstrapping on a multiplication on two encrypted integers of
16 bits through an implementation carried out with three
libraries of the comparative schemas that each marked a
period in this trend is in the same order of processing as on the
encrypted bits.
Roadmap. Section II presents the literature review of the
encryption scheme from gentry's breakthrough to the period
under review. Section III establishes the criteria for
comparison through bootstrapping with a focus on the
concepts behind them and presents a comparative study based
on the concepts between the relevant algorithms of each
period. Section IV shows three multiplication algorithms on
two 16-bit integers and a shifter. Finally, section V extends the
bootstrapping processing of said algorithms to integers of 16
to perform homomorphic multiplication. Discussions close
this comparison.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
In 2009, Gentry published the first homomorphic
encryption scheme based on ideals lattices. This scheme is
characterized by too large parameters and additional security
assumptions. Two schemes improved respectively the
reduction of the size of encrypted keys and messages and the
removal of the additional security assumptions [16, 17, 18,
19]. The majority of schemes in this category are unusable in
everyday applications.
To facilitate an understanding of gentry blueprint, an
integer-based homomorphic encryption scheme was published
in 2010[7]. It is based on the difficult assumptions of
Approximate Greatest Common Divisor [20]. Several integerbased schemes have been proposed to improve the efficiency
of DGHV. These improvements could be achieved based on
different variants of the AGCD security assumptions to reduce
the size of the public key in security parameter and the
expansion of this schema in [21, 22, 23,24 ,25].

The hardness of implementing homomorphic encryption
schemes based on hard problems mentioned above have
steered the research towards another security problem. Thus,
the first complete homomorphic encryption scheme based its
security on the assumptions of LWE that removes squashing
was presented by Brakerski and Vaikuntanathan [13]. Said
scheme is based on two procedures which are the
relinearization and the reduction of the module or dimension.
Relinearization is a technique that reduces the size of
ciphertexts from 𝑛2 to 𝑛 + 1. It starts from a quadratic function
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in a secret key 𝑠to a linear function in a secret key 𝑡dependent
on 𝑠. Reducing the module or dimension naturally reduces the
complexity of the decryption function and also reduces the
size of the digits. Then, Brakerski and Vaikuntanathan also
proposed a version of their schema based on the assumptions
RLWE [14,26,27]. Many homomorphic schemes by levels or
complete was introduced [8, 27]. Each new scheme brings
techniques aimed essentially at reducing the size of the
parameters and increasing the multiplicative depth. But
relinearization is still a bottleneck for the majority of these
schemes.
Of all these schemes, [8] stood out. It relies on
assumptions of approximate vectors to perform a
homomorphic operation of gate NAND on encrypted
messages. Encrypted messages are square matrices, addition
and homomorphic multiplication is addition and multiplication
matrix respectively. The author in [8] removes relinearization
which is an expensive technique used in other LWE schemes
in favor of the eigenvector approximation technique. The
author in [9] uses a variant of the [8] to improve its
bootstrapping based on gate NAND in less than a second. The
author in [10, 11] introduces the external product in a variant
of the [8] to reorganize bootstrapping of [9] and achieve 30
times better performance.
Our goal is to establish the criteria for comparing
bootstrapping in three schemes which are the DGHV scheme
[7], the Ducas Micciancio [9] scheme and the scheme in [10,
11]. In addition, use the libraries that implement them to
corroborate the trend of bootstrapping in a 16-bit binary
multiplication.
III. BOOTSTRAPPING
It is a technique that was introduced by Gentry [6] to solve
the open problem stated in 1978 by [12] which consists in
carrying out the processing on the encrypted data. Before
Gentry's breakthrough, the noise increases with the circuit
depth to be evaluated. The consequence is that decryption
fails. The solution to this concern for inefficiency was through
the encryption technique to reduce noise in the encrypted
message and a homomorphic evaluation of the decryption
algorithm.
A. The reencryption [6]
1) Definition of reencryption: reencryption is a noted
function Rencrypt ε that converts a message encrypted under a
key pk1 into another message encrypted under an another key
pk2 without revealing any information about the private key
sk1 or the plain text m it is clear that Rencrypt ε (c) =
Encrypt ε (pk2 , m) where c = Encrypt ε (pk2 , m) [2].
2) Reencryption algorithm: A reencryption can be
evaluated in the following steps:
Generate a key pair (𝑠𝑘𝑎 , 𝑝𝑘𝑎 ) and (𝑠𝑘𝑏 , 𝑝𝑘𝑏 ) respectively
belonging to 𝐴 and 𝐵.
Evaluate A reencrypting key 𝐴 between 𝐵 and as follows
𝑟𝑘 = 𝐸𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑝𝑡𝜀 (𝑝𝑘𝑏 , 𝑠𝑘𝑎 ).

Calculate a ciphertext 𝑐 = 𝐸𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑝𝑡𝜀 (𝑝𝑘𝑎 , 𝑚) where 𝑚 is
plaintext.

Redefine the decryption function 𝐷𝑒𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑝𝑡𝜀 as follows
𝑓𝑐 (𝑠𝑘𝑎 ) = 𝐷𝑒𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑝𝑡𝜀 (𝑠𝑘𝑎 , 𝑐).

Evaluate
the
reencryption
as
follows
𝐸𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑎𝑡𝑒𝜀 (𝑝𝑘𝑏 , 𝑓𝑐 , 𝑟𝑘 ) = 𝐸𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑝𝑡𝜀 �𝑝𝑘𝑏 , 𝑓𝑐 (𝑠𝑘𝑎 )� =
𝐸𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑝𝑡𝜀 (𝑝𝑘𝑏 , 𝑚).

Reencryption allows to 𝐴 to designate 𝐵 by giving it the
ability to encrypt the plaintext that it has encrypted with
another key. 𝐵 is called proxy.

3) One-way reencryption: Given a pair of keys
(𝑠𝑘1 , 𝑝𝑘1 ) and (𝑠𝑘2 , 𝑝𝑘2 ) . A one-way reencryption is a
conversion from 𝐸𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑝𝑡𝜀 (𝑚, 𝑝𝑘1 ) to 𝐸𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑝𝑡𝜀 (𝑚, 𝑝𝑘2 ) by
the evaluation of 𝐸𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑎𝑡𝑒𝜀 (𝑝𝑘2 , 𝑓𝑐 , 𝑟𝑘 ) where 𝑟𝑘 =
𝐸𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑝𝑡𝜀 (𝑝𝑘2 , 𝑠𝑘1 ) , not the inverse 𝐸𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑝𝑡𝜀 (𝑚, 𝑝𝑘1 ) =
𝐸𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑎𝑡𝑒𝜀 (𝑝𝑘1 , 𝑓𝑐 , 𝑟𝑘 ) where 𝐸𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑝𝑡𝜀 (𝑚, 𝑝𝑘2 ) and 𝑟𝑘 =
𝐸𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑝𝑡𝜀 (𝑝𝑘1 , 𝑠𝑘2 ). The reciprocal of this assertion is false.
B. Hard Problems of Homomorphic Encryption
1) The problem of learning with error: The Problem of
Learning With Error (LWE) was introduced by Regev in 2005
[15]. The Ring version of this problem called RingLWE, was
introduced by Lyubashevsky, Peikert and Regev in 2010[28].
All variants are widely used nowadays in the construction of
lattices-based homomorphic encryption schemes.
a) The Regev problem: For a security setting λ, Either
n = n(λ)an integer dimension, an integer q = q(λ) ≥ 2, and
a distribution χ = χ(λ) under ℤ. The hard problem of LWEn,q,λ
the is to distinguish two following distributions:
In the first distribution, the sample (𝑎
���⃗,𝚤 𝑏𝑖 ) drawn
𝑛+1
uniformly from ℤ𝑞 ;

In a second distribution, draw 𝑠⃗ ← ℤ𝑛+1
���⃗,𝚤 𝑏𝑖 ) ∈ ℤ𝑛𝑞
𝑞 and (𝑎
𝑛
then a sample by drawing uniformly ���⃗
𝑎𝚤 ← ℤ𝑞 and 𝑒𝑖 ← 𝜒
����⃗,
⃗𝑖 〉 + 𝑒𝑖 . The
respectively, and initializing 𝑏 = 〈𝑎
𝚤 𝑠
assumptions of 𝐿𝑊𝐸𝑛,𝑞,𝜒 are such that the problem of
𝐿𝑊𝐸𝑛,𝑞,𝜒 is hard.

b) The RLWE problem: For a secret 𝑠 ∈ 𝑅𝑞 , the RLWE
distribution under 𝑅𝑞 × 𝑅 is drawn by respectively a uniform
and random 𝑎 ∈ 𝑅𝑞 and 𝑒 ← 𝜒 , and gives the output
expression (𝑎, 𝑏 = 〈𝑠, 𝑎〉) + 𝑒 𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑞.
RLWE is said to be decisional if given 𝑚 independent
samples (𝑎𝑖 , 𝑏𝑖 ) ∈ 𝑅𝑞 × 𝑅𝑞 where each sample is distributed
either 𝐴𝑠,𝜒 for random and uniform 𝑠 ∈ 𝑅𝑞 (fixed for all
samples) or the uniform distribution, distinguish which is the
case (with a significant probability).
c) The General Problem of the LWE (GLWE) [26]: For
a security parameter 𝜆 , that is 𝑓(𝑥) = 𝑥 𝑑 + 1 , where 𝑑 =
𝑑(𝜆) is a power of 2. Let be two integers respectively the
modulus 𝑞 = 𝑞(𝜆) and the dimension 𝑛 , let 𝑅 = ℤ[𝑥]�𝑓(𝑥)
and 𝑅𝑞 = 𝑅�𝑞𝑅 . Let be 𝜒 = 𝜒(𝜆) a distribution on 𝑅 . The

problem with GAAE is to distinguish between the following
two distributions:
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The first distribution is a uniform sample (𝑎𝑖 , 𝑏𝑖 ) ∈ 𝑅𝑞𝑛+1 ;

In the second uniformly drawn distribution 𝑎𝑖 ← 𝑅𝑞𝑛 ,
𝑠 ← 𝑅𝑞𝑛 and 𝑒𝑖 ← 𝜒 , the second distribution is the sample
(𝑎𝑖 , 𝑏𝑖 ) ∈ 𝑅𝑞𝑛+1 where 𝑏𝑖 = 〈𝑎𝑖 , 𝑠〉 + 𝑒𝑖 . The assumption of
GLWE is that the GLWE problem is hard.

If 𝑑 = 1 then the LWE problem is that of the LWE
problem. If n = 1 then the GLWE problem is that of the
RLWE problem.

The author in [8] based on assumptions of LWE, it
constructs its schema with a plaintext space ℤ4 = {0, 1, 2, 3},
an encrypted message space ℤ𝑞 with an error or noise 𝐸 <
𝑞
where 𝑞 is the modulus that determines the key space from
16
which the secret key 𝑠 is taken and 𝑛 is the encrypted message
dimension.
To encrypt a plaintext 𝑚 ∈ ℤ2 ⊂ ℤ4 , draw 𝑎 ← ℤ𝑛𝑞 , 𝑒 ← 𝜒
4�
and output the ciphertext 𝑐 as follows 𝐿𝑊𝐸𝑠 𝑞 �𝑚, 16𝑞 � =
2𝑚
�𝑎, 𝑎. 𝑠 +
+ 𝑒� ∈ ℤ𝑛+1
𝑞 .
4

The authors in [10, 11] redefines the problem of LWE and
RLWE on the real torus 𝑇 = ℝ 𝑚𝑜𝑑 1 and the torus of
polynomials 𝑇[𝑋] = 𝑇[𝑋] 𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑋 𝑁 + 1 respectively. This
redefinition produces three types of ciphertexts for this
schema. It also generalized and improved the encryption
scheme based on the [8] and several of its variants.
To encrypt a plaintext 𝑚 ∈ 𝑇, pick a secret key 𝑠 ∈ ℬ𝑛 =
and calculate 𝑐 = (𝑎, 𝑏) ∈ 𝑇 𝑛+1 where 𝑎 ∈ 𝑇 𝑛 is a
random mask, 𝑏 = 𝑎. 𝑠 + 𝜑 and 𝜑 = 𝑒 + 𝑚 where 𝑒 is a
parameter that is drawn in a Gaussian distribution.
ℤ𝑛2

To encrypt the plaintext 𝑚 ∈ 𝑇𝑁 [𝑋], draw a key 𝑠 ∈ ℬ𝑁 [𝑋]
and calculate 𝑐 = (𝑎, 𝑏) ∈ 𝑇𝑁 [𝑋]2 where 𝑎 is a random mask
and 𝑏 = 𝑠. 𝑎 + 𝑒 + 𝑚 where 𝑒 ∈ 𝑇𝑁 [𝑋].

To encrypt the plaintext 𝑚 ∈ ℤ𝑁 [𝑋], pick the secret key
𝑠 ∈ ℬ𝑁 [𝑋] as in the RLWE and calculate 𝑐 = 𝑍 + 𝑚. 𝐺2 ∈
𝑇𝑁 [𝑋]2𝑙×2 where 𝑍 is a list of ciphertexts of type RLWE of 0
is
the
matrix
with
and
𝐺2
𝑔 0 𝑇
−1
−𝑙
�
� 𝑔 = (2 , … … … … … … … , 2 ).
0 𝑔
2) The problem of the Approximation of the Greatest
Common Divisor (AGCD)[20, 29].
The AGCD's problem with the parameters (𝛾, 𝜂, 𝜌) is the
problem of finding the secret integer 𝑝 given several samples
𝑥𝑖 = 𝑝𝑞𝑖 + 𝑟𝑖 of arbitrarily provided where:
The secret integer 𝑝 has bits 𝜂;

The terms noises 𝑟𝑖 are uniform samples from the interval
[−2𝜌 + 1, 2𝜌 − 1] ∩ ℤ ;
The terms 𝑞𝑖 are uniform samples of [0, 2𝛾−𝜂 ] ∩ ℤ.

[7] is the first known scheme applying the AGCD problem
in cryptography to produce a homomorphic encryption
scheme. In its symmetric version, it encrypts the plaintext
𝑚 ∈ {0, 1} , two random integers are drawn uniformly to
evaluate the encrypted message as follows 𝑐 = 𝑝𝑞 + 2𝑟 + 𝑚.

In other words, a sample of AGCD is calculated by adding the
even noise 2𝑟 to the product 𝑝𝑞 which is added to 𝑚.

C. Bootstrapping [6]
1) Fundamental properties: In Gentry construction,
bootstrapping is based on three fundamental properties that
belong a partial or somewhat homomorphic encryption
scheme that make it fully homomorphic encryption. These
properties are listed and noticed below:
The complexity of the decryption algorithm is greater than
that of the circuits to be evaluated. Given 𝑑 the maximum
degree of the decryption algorithm 𝐷𝑒𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑝𝑡ℇ and 𝑝 the
maximum degree of the function or polynomial to be
evaluated by scheme. If 𝑑 < 𝑝 then the decryption algorithm
𝐷𝑒𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑝𝑡𝜀 is been useful in homomorphic evaluations. If
𝑑 > 𝑝 then the complexity of this algorithm is reduced to
𝐷𝑒𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑝𝑡𝜀′ for homomorphic evaluations hence 𝑓𝑐 (𝑠𝑘 ) =
𝐷𝑒𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑝𝑡𝜀′ (𝑠𝑘 , 𝑐) where 𝑐 = 𝐸𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑝𝑡𝜀 (𝑝𝑘 , 𝑚).

Bootstrappability is a critical property of an encryption
scheme that allows you to homomorphically evaluate your
own decryption algorithm under an encrypted decryption key.
Given an encryption scheme ℇ, ℇ is said to be bootstrappable
if 𝐸𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑎𝑡𝑒ℇ = (𝑝𝑘1 , 𝑓𝑐 , 𝑒𝑘 ) = 𝐸𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑝𝑡ℇ (𝑝𝑘1 , 𝑚) where
𝑓𝑐 (𝑠𝑘 ) = 𝐷𝑒𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑝𝑡ℇ (𝑐, 𝑠𝑘 ) , 𝑐 = 𝐸𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑝𝑡ℇ (𝑚, 𝑝𝑘 ) and
𝑒𝑘 = 𝐸𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑝𝑡ℇ (𝑝𝑘1 , 𝑠𝑘 ) it is obvious that ℇ evaluates
homomorphically its decryption algorithm.

Circular security is a property that an asymmetric
(symmetric) encryption scheme has to encrypt one's private
key securely (secretly) by its corresponding public (secret)
key. A homomorphic encryption scheme ℇ has the circular
security property if for a couple of given keys, (𝑠𝑘 , 𝑝𝑘 ) the
bootstrapping
key
is
evaluated
as
follows
𝑒𝑘 = 𝐸𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑝𝑡ℇ (𝑠𝑘 , 𝑝𝑘 ): it is obvious that the private key is
securely encrypted by its public key.

2) Definition of bootstrapping: Bootstrapping is a
technique for reducing noise in the ciphertext 𝑐 and getting
noise 𝑏 ′ in a refreshed ciphertext 𝑐 ′ such as 𝑏 ′ < 𝑏 where
𝑏 ′ ⊃ 𝐸𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑝𝑡𝜀 (𝑝𝑘 , 𝑚) ← 𝐸𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑎𝑡𝑒𝜀 (𝑝𝑘 , 𝑓𝑐 , 𝑒𝑘 ) and 𝑏 is the
original noise in the ciphertext 𝑐 by the homomorphic
evaluation
its
own
decryption
circuit
𝑓𝑐 (𝑠𝑘 ) = 𝐷𝑒𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑝𝑡𝜀 (𝑠𝑘 , 𝑐) on a decryption key called
bootstrapping key𝑒𝑘 = 𝐸𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑝𝑡𝜀 (𝑝𝑘 , 𝑠𝑘 ).
3) Bootstrapping algorithm: Given two pairs of keys
(𝑝𝑘1 , 𝑠𝑘1 ) and (𝑝𝑘2 , 𝑠𝑘2 ) generated by a homomorphic
encryption scheme 𝜀.
Let be two ciphertexts 𝑐1 and 𝑐2 evaluate as follows:
𝑐1 = 𝐸𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑝𝑡𝜀 (𝑝𝑘1 , 𝑚1 ) and 𝑐2 = 𝐸𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑝𝑡𝜀 (𝑝𝑘1 , 𝑚2 ) where
𝑚1 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑚2 are plaintexts.

The bootstrapping key 𝑒𝑘 is calculated as follows 𝑒𝑘 =
𝐸𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑝𝑡𝜀 (𝑝𝑘2 , 𝑠𝑘1 ). And the decryption function 𝐷𝑒𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑝𝑡𝜀 is
redefined
in
the
following
way
𝑓𝑐1,𝑐2 (𝑠𝑘 ) = 𝑁𝑂𝑁𝐸𝑇�𝐷𝑒𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑝𝑡𝜀 (𝑠𝑘 , 𝑐1 ), 𝐷𝑒𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑝𝑡𝜀 (𝑠𝑘 , 𝑐2 )�
where is the private key 𝑠𝑘 .
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A homomorphic evaluation of 𝑓𝑐1,𝑐2 on 𝑐1 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑐2 is carried
out
as
follows:
𝐸𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑎𝑡𝑒𝜀 �𝑝𝑘2 , 𝑓𝑐1 ,𝑐2 , 𝑒𝑘 � =

6) Type of bootstrapping: There are two types of
bootstrapping that bootstrapping by squashing or by
homomorphic accumulator.

𝐸𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑝𝑡𝜀 �𝑝𝑘2 , 𝑁𝑂𝑁𝐸𝑇�𝐷𝑒𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑝𝑡𝜀 (𝑠𝑘1 , 𝑐1 ), 𝐷𝑒𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑝𝑡𝜀 (𝑠𝑘1 , 𝑐2 )�� = A bootstrapping is said by squashing if a new security
assumption is added in the reduction of the complexity of the
𝐸𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑝𝑡𝜀 �𝑝𝑘2 , 𝑁𝑂𝑁𝐸𝑇(𝑚1 , 𝑚2 )� =
decryption algorithm to ensure optimal security in the
𝑁𝑂𝑁𝐸𝑇�𝐸𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑝𝑡𝜀 (𝑝𝑘2 , 𝑚1 ), 𝐸𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑝𝑡𝜀 (𝑝𝑘2 , 𝑚2 )� =
encryption scheme during the refresh of the noisy message.
′
′ ′)
′
𝑁𝑂𝑁𝐸𝑇(𝑐1 , 𝑐2 where 𝑐1 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑐2 are refreshed ciphertexts of
′
𝑐1 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑐2 whose noise 𝑏 <≪ 𝑏.
Refreshing the ciphertext 𝑐 with the addition of the
assumption of the sum of subsets to re-encrypt 𝑐 using the
4) Squashing: Squashing is a procedure that consists of
1
encrypted secret key ∑Θ
𝑖=1 𝑠𝑖 𝑧𝑖 of which is used to obtain the
expressing the decryption algorithm 𝐷𝑒𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑝𝑡 into a
𝜀

polynomial or function 𝑝𝑐 (𝑠𝑘 ) whose variables are the
ciphertext 𝑐 and the secret key 𝑠𝑘. 𝑝𝑐 (𝑠𝑘 ) is equivalent to a
shallow circuit.

In [3], the decryption algorithm is expressed by the
function 𝑐 𝑑 𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑁 . The complexity of the operation of
exponentiation does not make it possible to rewrite this
function into an equivalent function of low degree.
In the [7], the decryption algorithm is expressed by the
expression 𝑐 𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑝 𝑚𝑜𝑑 2 (1) which is not a low complexity.
To do this, it is transformed into a circuit of expression
[𝑐]2 ⊕ ��𝑐. �1�𝑝��� (2). 1�𝑝 is replaced in the evaluation (2)
2
by the expression ∑Θ
𝑖=1 𝑠𝑖 𝑧𝑖 which represents the sum of the
𝑢
subsets where 𝑠𝑖 = 𝑖�2𝜅 . Evaluation (1) becomes �𝑐 −
∑Θ
𝑖=1 𝑠𝑖 𝑧𝑖 �2 (3). (3) is the equivalent function of (1). (3) is an
expression that has a low complexity.

5) Concept of Bootstrapping from 2015 [8 9, 10, 11]:
Bootstrapping of scheme based on the problem of assumptions
of LWE and its variants removes squashing. The decryption
algorithm has a complexity that allows it to be evaluated
homomorphically in the reencryption. This reencryption is
carried out by a homomorphic accumulator which makes it
possible to refresh the encrypted message into an equivalent
encrypted message containing a small noise.

A homomorphic accumulator is a quadruplet of algorithms
𝐸𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑝𝑡𝜀 , Init, Incr and msbExtract. 𝐸𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑝𝑡𝜀 is an
encryption scheme that uses a key and is different from the
first. It is called an internal scheme.
Init is the algorithm that initializes the contents of the
accumulator. More briefly, this operation is written as follows:
𝐴𝐶𝐶 ← 𝐸𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑝𝑡𝜀 , (𝑣) 𝑝𝑜𝑢𝑟 𝐴𝐶𝐶 ← 𝐼𝑛𝑖𝑡(𝐸𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑝𝑡𝜀 , (𝑣)).

Incr is the algorithm that allows you to add a value to the
contents of the accumulator. This operation is written as
+
for
follows:
𝐴𝐶𝐶 ← 𝐸𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑝𝑡𝜀
, (𝑣)𝐼𝑛𝑐𝑟�𝐴𝐶𝐶, 𝐸𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑝𝑡𝜀 , (𝑣)�.
𝑚𝑠𝑏𝐸𝑥𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡 calculates with high probability from the
contents of the homomorphic accumulator to produce a valid
number. This operation is summarized by the expression
𝑐 ← 𝑚𝑠𝑏𝐸𝑥𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡(𝐴𝐶𝐶)
with
𝑐∈

𝑡�
𝑞
𝐿𝑊𝐸𝑠 �𝑚𝑠𝑏(𝑣), 𝑒(𝑙)�

where 𝑒 is the noise.

𝑝

ciphertext 𝑐 ∗ = �𝑐 − ∑Θ
𝑖=1 𝑠𝑖 𝑧𝑖 �2 [7].

A bootstrapping is said by homomorphic accumulator if a
homomorphic accumulator is used to refresh a ciphertext in
the reencryption operation.

a) Homomorphic accumulator in [9]: In [9], the
homomorphic accumulator is based on the encryption scheme
[8] defined under the assumptions of the Ring LWE. Let be a
message 𝑚 and the key 𝑧 ∈ ℤ , 𝐸𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑝𝑡𝜀 𝑧 (𝑚) encrypts as
described below:
2𝑑𝑔

Pick Randomly and uniformly the vector 𝑎 ∈ ℛ𝑄 and
2𝑑𝑔
𝑒 ∈ ℛ𝑄 into a Gaussian distribution χ of parameter ζ where
2𝑑𝑔
2𝑑𝑔
ℛ𝑄 = ℤ𝑄 , 𝑁 = 2𝑘 ;
Calculate
𝐸𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑝𝑡𝜀 ,𝑧 (𝑚) = [𝑎, 𝑎. 𝑧 + 𝑒] +
2𝑑𝑔×2
𝑢𝑌 𝑚 𝐺 𝑑𝑒 ℛ𝑄
where 𝑚 is encoded as the root of the unit

𝑌𝑚 ∈ ℛ =

ℤ𝑁

𝑋 𝑁 +1

of where 𝑁 = 2𝑘 .

To upload the accumulator with the ciphertext 𝑣 ∈ ℤ𝑞 , the
function 𝐼𝑛𝑖𝑡(𝐴𝐶𝐶 ⟵ 𝑣) uploads the content of accumulator
2𝑑𝑔×2
;
with 𝑣 as follows 𝐴𝐶𝐶 : = 𝑢𝑌 𝑣 𝐺 𝑑𝑒 ℛ𝑄

To add an ciphertext to the contents of the accumulator, a
decomposition of 𝑢−1 . 𝐴𝐶𝐶 in the base 𝐵𝑑𝑔 is performed as
𝑑𝑔
𝐵𝑔𝑖−1 𝐷𝑖
where
the 𝐷𝑖 ∈
follows: 𝑢−1 . 𝐴𝐶𝐶 = ∑𝑖=1
ℛ 2𝑑𝑔×2 with the coefficients �
+

1−𝐵𝑔
2

,…….,

perform 𝐼𝑛𝑐𝑟(𝐴𝐶𝐶 ← 𝐶) where 𝐴𝐶𝐶, 𝐶 ∈
𝐴𝐶𝐶: = �𝐷1 … … . 𝐷𝑑𝑔 �.

𝐵𝑔 −1

� and then

2
2𝑑𝑔×2
ℛ𝑄

to output

Finally, use the msbExtract function with two entries that
𝑞�
−1
�⃑𝑖 to find
are a switch key ℜ , a test vector 𝑡 = − ∑ 2 𝑌

𝑐∈

4�
𝑞
𝐿𝑊𝐸𝑠

𝑞

�𝑚, �.
16

𝑖=0

In [10], bootstrapping by accumulator is performed on the
one-bit encrypted message 𝑚 ∈ ℬ , (𝑎, 𝑏) ∈ 𝑇 𝑛 × 𝑇 =
1
𝐿𝑊𝐸𝑞𝑠 (𝑚, 𝑒) where ℬ = {0, 1} and 𝑒 <
for valid
4
decryption. Said message is first rounded to �𝑎�, 𝑏�� ∈ ℤ𝑛2𝑁 ×
ℤ2𝑁 where 𝑏� = ⌈2𝑁𝑏⌋ and���
aı = ⌈2Nai ⌋.

Given
a
test
vector
𝑁
𝑚
𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑣 = (1 + 𝑋 + ⋯ … … . . +𝑋 𝑁−1 ). 𝑋 �2 . 𝑢′ where 𝑢′ = ∈
4
𝑇, the result of the expression 𝑋 𝑏� . (0, 𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑣) is loaded into
ACC: 𝐴𝐶𝐶 ← (0, 𝑋 −𝑏 , 𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑣) . The evaluation of the
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expression [ℎ + (𝑋 −𝑎�𝑖 − 1)]⨀𝐴𝐶𝐶 update the content of
ACC: 𝐴𝐶𝐶 ← 𝑋 𝑏�−𝑎�𝑠 . 𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑣.

variables noted 𝑀𝑎𝑗(𝑚1 , 𝑚2 𝑚3 ) gives a value equal to 1 if the
majority of bits is 1 otherwise 0.

Specifically, given three encrypted messages; Expression
(1) can evaluate these three ciphertexts and produce a
resulting ciphertext. Being calculated modulo 4, this makes it
possible to homomorphically process the majority function
described above. 𝑐1 , 𝑐2 𝑒𝑡 𝑐3 .

An extraction is performed with the function
𝑆𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝐸𝑥𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡 that receives as input the contents of:
𝐴𝐶𝐶𝑋 𝑏�−𝑎�𝑠 . 𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑣. It extracts the terms of said polynomial in a
where
sample
𝑚𝑠𝑔�(𝑎′ , 𝑏 ′ )�
′
′
′′
(𝑎 , 𝑏 ) = �𝑐𝑜𝑒𝑓𝑠�𝑎 (𝑋)�, 𝑏 ′′ � ∈ 𝑇 𝑛 × 𝑇
where
𝑐𝑜𝑒𝑓𝑠�𝑎′′ (𝑋)� is the coefficient of the vector 𝑎′′ ∈ 𝑇𝑁 [𝑋] and
𝑏0′′ ∈ 𝑇 is the constant term of the polynomial 𝑏 ′′ ∈ 𝑇𝑁 [𝑋].

This addition modulo 4 of the encrypted messages makes
it possible to find the encrypted 𝐸𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑝𝑡𝜀 (𝑚) , 𝑚 ∈
{2,3} with if majority is equal to 1 or if 𝑚 ∈ {0,1} the majority
9𝑞
is equal to 0. An affine transform of is performed to find the
8
majority function in ℤ4 . The circuit retained out of three is
illustrated with the majority function noted 𝑚𝑎𝑗 as follows:

Key switching allows you to find a sample 𝑇𝐿𝑊𝐸(𝑎, 𝑏) ∈
𝑚
𝑇 𝑛 × 𝑇 of the message ∈ 𝑇 under the secret key 𝑠 . It
2
receives as input the result of the expression 𝑚𝑠𝑔(𝑢) = 𝑢′ +
𝑚𝑠𝑔�𝑆𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝐸𝑥𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡(𝐴𝐶𝐶)�.

4�
4�
4�
𝑞
𝑞
𝑞
𝑞
𝑞
𝑞
𝑀𝑎𝑗 �𝐿𝑊𝐸𝑠 �𝑚0 , �16�, 𝐿𝑊𝐸𝑠 �𝑚1 , �16�, 𝐿𝑊𝐸𝑠 �𝑚2 , �16�� →

7) Processing bootstrapping [9, 10]: There are two types
of processing bootstrapping which are logic gate
bootstrapping and logic circuit bootstrapping.

2�
𝑞
𝑞
𝐿𝑊𝐸𝑠 �𝑚, �4�.

The refresh is carried out on the result of the circuit as
2�
4�
𝑞
𝑞
𝑞
𝑞
follows: 𝐿𝑊𝐸𝑠 �𝑚, �4� ⟶ 𝐿𝑊𝐸𝑠 �𝑚, �16�.

It is said that a homomorphic encryption scheme supports
logic gate processing bootstrapping if a refresh is performed
after
each
logic
gate
it
is
obvious
that
𝐸𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑎𝑡𝑒𝜀 (𝑝𝑘 , 𝑓𝑐 , 𝑒𝑘 ) where 𝑓𝑐 is a logic gate of the type
AND, OR, NOT, ....

8) Bootstrapping: Analysis and comparison of
algorithms: Table II shows that TFHE bootstrapping performs
better than bootstrapping performed and executed in the other
two schemes. This fact is due to the removal of the
decomposition step in any basis of the vector 𝑎 of assumptions
LWE [10, 11].

In [8], the homomorphic NAND gate is defined by
4�
4�
𝑞
𝑞
𝑞
𝑞
𝐻𝑜𝑚𝑁𝐴𝑁𝐷 ∶ 𝐿𝑊𝐸𝑠 �𝑚0 , �16� × 𝐿𝑊𝐸𝑠 �𝑚1 , �16� →
2�
𝑞
� 𝑚1 � where 𝑚0 ⋀
� 𝑚1 = 1 − 𝑚0 𝑚1 and 𝑐𝑖 =
𝐿𝑊𝐸𝑠 �𝑚0 ⋀
4�
𝑞
𝑞
𝐿𝑊𝐸𝑠 �𝑚𝑖 , �16� with 𝑖 ∈ {0, 1}. The refresh is performed
on
the
result
as
follows:
2�
4�
𝑞
𝑞
𝑞
𝑞
𝐿𝑊𝐸𝑠 �𝑚, �4� ⟶ 𝐿𝑊𝐸𝑠 �𝑚, �16�.
It is said that a homomorphic encryption scheme supports
circuit processing bootstrapping if a refresh is performed after
each logic circuit it is obvious that 𝐸𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑎𝑡𝑒𝜀 (𝑝𝑘 , 𝑓𝑐 , 𝑒𝑘 )
where 𝑓𝑐 is a circuit that includes more than one logic gate of
the type AND, OR, NOT.

TABLE I.
𝒂𝒊

In [8], let be a circuit for calculating the retention in an nbit adder of two numbers a and b and an incoming retention
c 0 = 0, the expression (2). 𝑐𝑖 = (𝑎𝑖 ⊕ 𝑐𝑖−1 ). (𝑏𝑖 ⊕ 𝑐𝑖−1 ) ⊕
𝑐𝑖−1 where ⊕ is XOR logic gate. From the Table I which is
table of truth below of this expression a bootstrapping by
circuit can be performed from a function majority with three
TABLE II.

𝒃𝒊 ⊕
𝒄𝒊−𝟏 (2)

𝟏⊕
𝟐(3)

1

1

1

1

1

0

0

0

1

3

1

1

2

1

0

1

0

1

0

1

2

1

0

0

0

1

1

1

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

2

0

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

0
0

0

1

1

1

1

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

𝟑
⊕ 𝒄𝒊−𝟏

1

𝑴𝒂𝒋

Squashing

Complexity
of the
decryption
algorithm

Bootstrapping
key size

Bootstrapping
execution time(s)

Yes

72

great

NA

660

NAND

No

88

low

2.4 GB – 1 GB

0.63

NAND, AND,
...

No

110

low

24 MB

0.052
0.0013

hard
problem

Type of
bootstrapping

Homomorphic
operations

DGHV

fully

AGCD

By squashing

FHEW

fully

LWE
RLWE

By
accumulator

+ 𝑒𝑡 ×

TLWE

By
accumulator

Leveled

𝒂𝒊 ⊕
𝒄𝒊−𝟏 (1)

Security
parameter
size (bits)

Type of
homomorphy

fully

𝒄𝒊−𝟏

ANALYSIS AND COMPARISON OF ALGORITHMS

Encryption
scheme

TFHE

𝒃𝒊

TRUTH TABLE OF THE SELECTED FUNCTION OF THE THREE
BITS
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IV. APPLICATIONS: BINARY MULTIPLICATION
The operation of multiplying two integers is described in
Fig. 1, for any calculation basis (binary, decimal, etc.) by the
following two steps:
The calculation of partial products;
The sum of the partial products obtained.
The product of two numbers of 𝑛 digits can be given by a
number of 2𝑛 digits. In the binary system, the gate 𝐴𝑁𝐷 is
used to generate the partial products 𝑎𝑖 𝑏𝑖 between each bit of
the two multiplicandes. A binary addition is performed on
each column of partial products.
𝑎3

𝑎2

𝑎1

𝑎0

𝑎3 𝑏0

𝑎2 𝑏0

𝑎1 𝑏0

𝑎0 𝑏0

𝑎1 𝑏2

𝑎0 𝑏2

𝑝3

𝑝2

𝑝1

𝑝0

𝑏3

𝑝7

𝑎3 𝑏3
𝑝6

Fig. 1.

𝑎3 𝑏1

𝑎3 𝑏2

𝑎2 𝑏2

𝑝5

𝑝4

𝑎2 𝑏3

𝑎1 𝑏3

𝑎2 𝑏1

𝑎0 𝑏3

𝑏2

𝑎1 𝑏1

𝑏1

𝑎0 𝑏1

Example of Multiplying Two Numbers at 4 Bits.

𝑏0

A. The Classic Multiplication Algorithm[30]
Let 𝑎 and 𝑏 be two numbers of k bits, expressed as a
basis:𝛽 = 2
𝑖
𝑎 = (𝑎𝑛−1 𝑎𝑛−2 … … … … . . 𝑎0 ) = ∑𝑛−1
𝑖=0 𝑎𝑖 𝛽

𝑖
𝑏 = (𝑏𝑛−1 𝑏𝑛−2 … … … … . . 𝑏0 ) = ∑𝑛−1
𝑖=0 𝑏𝑖 𝛽

(1)

(2)

Where the and 𝑎𝑖 are 𝑏𝑖 in the interval [0, 1]. The classical
algorithm of multiplication of 𝑎 and 𝑏 consists in calculating
partial products by multiplying the 𝑏𝑖 of the multiplier by 𝑏
the whole number 𝑎 and then adding these partial products in
order to obtain the final product 𝑝 which is a number of 2𝑛
bits.
Note 𝑝𝑖𝑗 the pair (carry, Sum) obtained from the partial
product 𝑎𝑖 𝑏𝑗 . Fig. 1 illustrates the results 𝑝𝑖𝑗 of multiplication
of 𝑎 and 𝑏 at 4 bits.

The last rank denotes the total sum of the partial products
which is also the product 𝑎 𝑏𝑦 𝑏 represented by a number of
2𝑘 bits.

Algorithm 1: Classical Multiplication MC
Input: a, b
Output: p = ab
Initialize 𝑝𝑖 ≔ 0 for 𝑖 = 0, 1, … … . , 2𝑛 − 1
for 𝑖 = 0 𝑡𝑜 𝑛 − 1
𝑟
for 𝑗 ≔ 0 𝑡𝑜 𝑛 − 1
(𝑟, 𝑠) = 𝑝𝑖+𝑗 + 𝑏𝑖 𝑎𝑗 + 𝑟
𝑝𝑖+𝑗 = 𝑠
End For
𝑝𝑖+𝑛 ≔ 𝑟
End for
Return (𝑝2𝑛−1 𝑝2𝑛−2 … … … … … 𝑝0 )

This algorithm requires 𝑂(𝑛2 ) bit-level operations to
multiply two 𝑛 bit encrypted numbers.

B. Horner's Algorithm
It was originally introduced to effectively evaluate the
value of a polynomial 𝑝(𝑥) = ∑𝑛𝑖=0 𝑎𝑖 𝑥 𝑖 for a given value 𝛼. It
is based on the following rewrite:

𝑝(𝑥) = 𝑎0 + 𝑎1 𝑥 + ⋯ … + 𝑎𝑛 𝑥 𝑛

(3)

= 𝑎0 + 𝑥 �𝑎1 + 𝑥�𝑎2 + ⋯ … … … . . +𝑥�𝑎𝑛−1 + 𝑥(𝑎𝑛 )� … … . ��

(4)

The expressions below evaluate a polynomial 𝑝(𝑥) at a
given point 𝛼 by performing 𝑛 multiplications and 𝑛 additions
to calculate 𝑝(𝛼).
𝑖
𝑎𝑏 = 𝑎. ∑𝑛−1
𝑖=0 𝑏𝑖 2 = 𝑎𝑏0 2 �𝑎𝑏1 + 2�𝑎𝑏2 + ⋯ . . +2�𝑎𝑏𝑛−2 +

2(𝑎𝑏𝑛−1 )� … … … … ��

(5)

The equation below can be written in the following
recursive form:
𝑝0 = 0

𝑝𝑖 = 2𝑝𝑖−1 + 𝑏𝑖−1 𝑎

(6)

From these equations, Horner's algorithm (2) for
multiplying binary integers is written as follows:

Input: 𝑎0 , 𝑎1 , … … … . , 𝑎𝑛−1 and 𝑏0 , 𝑏1 , … … … … … … , 𝑏𝑛−1
Output : 𝑝 = 𝑎𝑏
𝑝0 ≔ 0
For 𝑖 = 𝑛 – 1 𝑡𝑜 0
Do
𝑝𝑖 ≔ 2𝑝𝑖−1 + 𝑏𝑖−1 𝑎
End do
End for
Return 𝑝

This algorithm has the same complexity as the classical
multiplication algorithm is 𝑂(𝑛2 ).

C. Karatsuba's Algorithm
The Karatsuba algorithm is a recursive algorithm
introduced by the Russian mathematician Karatsuba in 1962.
This algorithm requires 𝑂�𝑛log2 3 � to multiply two numbers of
𝑛 bits. Its complexity is reduced by method of the divide-andconqueror which uses fewer multiplications than the classical
algorithm.
Let 𝑎 and 𝑏 be two integers of n bits and 𝑙 = �𝑛�2� .
Karatsuba initially breaks down 𝑎 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑏 into two equal parts:
𝑎 = 2𝑙 𝑎1 + 𝑎0 , 𝑏 = 2𝑙 𝑏1 + 𝑏0

(7)

Such as 𝑎1 is the 𝑙 high-weight bits of 𝑎 and 𝑎0 is the 𝑙
low-weight bits of 𝑎. Note that the 2𝑙 value thus constitutes the
basis of the representation 𝛽.

1) Naïve recursion method: The naïve recursion method
reduces the multiplication of 𝑎 and 𝑏 multiplication of their
components 𝑎1 , 𝑎0 , 𝑏1 𝑒𝑡 𝑏0 including the size of the initial
integers as shown in the following equation:
𝑝 = 𝑎. 𝑏 = (2𝑙 𝑎1 + 𝑎0 )(2𝑙 𝑏1 + 𝑏0 )
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= 22𝑙 (𝑎1 𝑏1 ) + 2𝑙 (𝑎1 𝑏0 + 𝑎0 𝑏1 ) + 𝑎0 𝑏0

= 22𝑙 𝑝2 + 2𝑙 𝑝1 + 𝑝0

(8)

Said formulation reveals that the multiplication of two
𝑘
numbers of 𝑘 bits require 4 multiplications of 𝑙 = bits. Its
2
complexity is not far from that of a classical algorithm.

2) Karatsuba algorithm: Its algorithm improves the
performance of equations in (1). By reducing the number of
multiplications to three but adding four additional additions. A
rearrangement of the terms of the product 𝑝 = 𝑎. 𝑏 makes it
possible to obtain:
𝑝0 = 𝑎0 𝑏0 (9)

𝑝1 = (𝑎0 + 𝑎1 )(𝑏0 + 𝑏1 ) − 𝑝0 − 𝑝2

(10)

𝑝2 = 𝑎1 𝑏1

(11)

Of these equations, a remark is made of the presence of
three multiplications, two bits 𝑛 and 𝑛 + 1 one bit. The
karatsuba algorithm requires 𝑂(𝑛1.59 ) operations to give the
product of two numbers.

Algorithm 3: Karatsuba multiplication.𝑀𝐾
Input: 𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑘
Output : 𝑝 = 𝑎. 𝑏
If ( is small) then 𝑘
Return: Call the classic algorithm.𝑀𝐶(𝑎, 𝑏)
Finsi
𝑙 ∶= 𝑘/2
𝑎0 ≔ 𝑎/2𝑙
𝑎1 ≔ 𝑎 𝑚𝑜𝑑 2𝑙
𝑏0 ≔ 𝑏/2𝑙
𝑏1 ≔ 𝑏 𝑚𝑜𝑑 2𝑙
𝑝0 ≔ 𝑀𝐶(𝑎0 , 𝑏0 )
𝑝1 ≔ 𝑀𝐶(𝑎1 , 𝑏1 )
𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝 ≔ 𝑀𝐶(𝑎0 + 𝑎1 , 𝑏0 + 𝑏1 )
𝑝1 ∶= 𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝 − 𝑝0 − 𝑝2
Return 22𝑙 𝑝2 + 2𝑙 𝑝1 + 𝑝0

do
if k > 0 and k < n – 1 then
cx1k = and(ak-1, left);
cx2k = and(ak+1, right);
bk = or(cx1k , cxk2);
otherwise
if k = 0 then
bk = and(ak+1, right)
finsi
if k == n then
bk = and(ak-1, left);
finsi
finish
end do
return b

Algorithm 4 has a complexity of 𝑂(𝑝 × 𝑛) where p is the
number of offset positions and n is the bit size of the number
to be shifted.
V. IMPLEMENTATION AND INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS
A. Implementation
The implementations were tested on the Intel® coreTM i75500 CPU @2.4 GHZ processor of a laptop with a cache
memory of 4019 kilobytes, a clock clock clock of 1100 MHZ
and a volatile memory of 8 Gigabytes that supports extensions
of the following instruction sets: MMX, SSE, SSE2, SSE4_1,
SSE4_2, FMA, AVX and AVX2.
The DGHV code was implemented in Python with Sage
and GMP (GNU Multi Precision). These two libraries provide
machine compiled mathematical libraries that are fast in their
executions. We have not been optimal to work with these tools
in the implementation of multiplication.
The FHEW library that is written in C/C++ language. An
optimization to quickly perform convolution was achieved by
an implementation of the Fourier transform FFTW3 to process
bootstrapping. Functions useful for performing multiplication
have been added to the FHEW.cpp source file [31].

The version of the algorithm that has been implemented in
this paper is iterative. It performs operations on 8-bit
encrypted integers.

D. The Shifter
A shifter is formed of n + 1 inputs d 1 , d 2 ,
..........................., d n , c and n outputs s 1 , s 2 , ..............., s n and
operates an offset of 1 bit on the inputs if c = 1, it is an offset
to the right and if c = 0 then it is an offset to the left.
Algorithm 4: shifting to left or right.
Input: a: n-bit encrypted integer, right or left Boolean: offset direction
Positions: Number of offset positions
b: encrypted integer shifted by offset over n bits of positions.
cx1, cx2 two null encrypted integers of n bits
i: integer counter
flag: A Boolean integer that determines the offset direction.
if flag = 0 then
right = 1;
left = no(right)
otherwise
right = 0;
left = no(right)
finsi
for i of 1 to positions
do
for k from 0 to n – 1

The TFHE library is written in C/C++ language and an
optimization has been implemented for the fast processing of
bootstrapping with the data parallelism of fused-multiply add
and as an Advanced Vector eXtensions assembler through a
SQLIOS fast Fourier transform parameterized in either AVX
or FMA. Useful functions have been added to the cloud file.c
and alice.c [32].
Synthesis and comparison:
In Table III, the columns represent the circuit type used in
the implementation of multiplication operations and the type
of logic gates. As for the rows, they represent the
implementation of different types of multiplication. The
intersection between the row and the column gives the number
of circuits or gates implemented to achieve each type of
multiplication.
TABLE III.
Adder

CIRCUIT USED IN EACH TYPE OF MULTIPLICATION
Subtractor

Shifter

And

Multiply

Weighting

Horner

1

0

1

1

0

N

Classic

2

0

0

1

0

N2

Karatsuba

4

4

4

1

3

1
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The implementation of Karatsuba is less expensive in
circuits and logic gates than the other two implementations are
about three offsets respectively of 8 bits on 8 bits and 16 bits
on 16 bits, two subtractors on 8 bits which represents the
modulo 28 , four additions respectively two on 8 bits and two
on 16 bits and three multiplications on 8 bits. And on the other
side, the classic implementation takes 512 complete additions
on one bit and 256 multiplications with the door and on one
bit. And in the same proportion as Horner’s is 16 offsets of 1
bit by 16 bits, 256 multiplications on 1 bit with the door and
16 additions on 16 bits.
B. Interpretation of Results
In Table IV, the columns represent the implementation
library and the rows represent the type of multiplication
implemented. The intersection is the second execution time of
a type of multiplication of two 16-bit numbers with one of the
column libraries.
TABLE IV.

PERFORMANCE TABLE OF MULTIPLICATION BY DGHV, FHEW
OR TFHE
DGHV

FHEW

TFHE

Horner

NA

671

41

Classic

NA

649

39

Karatsuba

NA

483

29

[1]
[2]

[3]

[4]
[5]

[6]
[7]

[8]

[9]

The library implemented for the DGHV did not provide
results in a reasonable time to be taken into account in this
paper. As for the FHEW and TFHE libraries, the theoretical
results corroborated the theoretical hypotheses in memory and
time complexity. It appears that the choice made in the design
and implementation of the TFHE makes its bootstrapping
more efficient.

[10]

[11]

VI. DISCUSSION
TFHE bootstrapping improves 15 times that of FHEW for
this homomorphic multiplication on two 16-bit encrypted
integers. This multiplication deteriorates the performance of
the TFHE compared to the FHEW by halving the starting
assumptions for a logic gate on ciphertexts bits. But in
practice, this improvement is negligible if we consider that a
binary multiplication of two 16-bit on plaintext numbers on
the same architecture is carried out in less than 1 nanosecond.
The ratio of improvement of the TFHE by adding the
decryption time of the result is close to zero. This observation
is also valid for the FHEW.

[12]

[13]

[14]

[15]

[16]

VII. CONCLUSION
Bootstrapping is the basis of unlimited homomorphic
processing on encrypted data. This study compared
bootstrapping through three patterns to identify its evolution
from 2009 to 2016. It emerges from this comparison that the
best design and implementation is that of the TFHE which is
based respectively on the problem of the LWE on the real
torus modulo 1, the bootstrapping by accumulator, on the fast
Fourier transform coupled with the parallelism of FMA and
AVX data. One avenue to explore is to study the performance
of the implemented FHEW with a rapid transform based on
the stockham algorithm, optimized throttle calculation and
data parallelism.

[17]

[18]

[19]
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Abstract—With the ever-present competition among
companies, the prevalence of web services (WSs) is increasing
dramatically. This leads to the diversity of the similar services
and their developed nature, which makes the discovery of a
relevant service during the composition phase a complex task.
Since most of the competition companies aim to discover highquality services with minimum charges in order to increase the
number of customers and their profit. The semantic WSs allow
performing dynamic service discovery through the entities
software and intelligent agents. However, the solutions provided
to the discovery process are limited to their performance in terms
of the quickness to respond to the request in real-time, without
considering the constraints such as the accuracy in the discovery
phase and the quality of the similarity mechanism evaluation.
They usually are based on the similarity measure of distance
between concepts in the ontology instead of taking into
consideration the relationships semantically and the strength of
the semantic relationship between concepts in the context. In this
paper, we proposed a novel hybrid semantic similarity method to
improve the service discovery process. The hybrid method is
applied to an architecture based on mobile agents, where
cooperative agents are integrated to facilitate and speed up the
discovery process. In the first hybrid method, we defined the
Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) with a semantic relatedness
measure to avoid the ambiguity of the terms and obtain a purely
semantic relatedness at level of the service description. The
second one is defined to analyze the relationships at the level of
the I/O service based on the subsumption reasoning, called IOMATCHING. Experimental results on a real data set
demonstrate that our solution outperforms the state-of-the-art
approaches in terms of precision, recall, F-measure, and
consumed time of the service discovery.
Keywords—IO-MATCHING; latent semantic analysis; mobile
agents; OWL-S; semantic web services; semantic similarity;
semantic relatedness

I.

INTRODUCTION

Over the last years has become widely popular as the
number of Web services deployed in the world is rapidly
increasing owing to their low-cost and cross-organizational
construction of distributed applications in heterogeneous
environments [1]. In another term, as the number of WSs
increases, the discovery of web services needed by the user
becomes more and more critical [2, 3]. However, the requested
information and knowledge from the data remain difficult to
obtain precisely. Since there are some conventional approaches
based on WSDL [4] as the description of Web Service, it
provides limited results due to lack of semantic service

description. Contrary to other service descriptions such as
OWL-S [5], WSMO [6] and SAWSDL [7], which are based on
the semantic description of web services. Thus, The Semantic
Web Services (SWS) concept is the result of integrating Web
services and Semantic Web technologies [8].
The key point behind integrating Web Service and Web
semantic is developing intelligent service-based applications
and carrying out high-precision semantic discovery and
automated service composition based on formal ontologybased service semantics representations [9, 10]. These servicebased applications can reason based on such formal service
semantics. This can support not only semantic interoperability
between services, but also planning of their logic-based
automated composition and more precision service discovery
[11]. Thus, the process of service discovery and composition is
generally based on service description, increasingly beyond
syntactic descriptions to incorporate the semantics of the
service to enable more accurate analysis.
With the advancement of semantic technology in web
services has become more attractive to researchers in recent
years due to the importance of existing web services on the
Internet [12]. However, that does not mean there are no
complex challenges confronting researchers to improve web
service discovery in real-time. Since some solutions [13–15]
aim to minimize the execution time of web service discovery
but generally lead to low productivity with marginal
performance, they do not target semantic analysis of the
request to achieve an accurate solution, making it challenging
to realize the semantic web discovery process. Most of these
solutions are based on the distance between two concepts of
the ontology to measure the degree of similarity rather than to
consider the semantic relatedness existing between these two
concepts in a contextual way.
The crucial issue in the discovery process is that consists on
the way to measure the correspondence ratio between the
request and the service concepts, and also the semantic
correlation strength between both. So that the semantic
similarity and the semantic relatedness are two different
concepts, because the semantic relatedness includes the
strength of relationship between two concepts in a context,
while the concept of semantic similarity is more specific than
the semantic relatedness [16]. The semantic similarity is done
by evaluating two concepts in a taxonomy or ontology, which
are constructed only by "is a" relations. For example, "book" is
similar to "novel", but is also related to "author" and
"publication". Thus, more the similarity between two concepts
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is higher, more the relatedness is increased in the given context
[17]. For this reason, there are some semantic discovery
methods based on simple matching of the concepts annotated
to services and requests, without considering the relationship of
these concepts to the desired service context, rather than a
simple semantic matching of terms that are related to I/O. This
is considered to be insufficient to improve performance either
in the semantic discovery process or during composition,
producing results according to the similarity ratio between
terms without taking into account the semantic relatedness of
the terms to the desired service.

The experimental results on a real dataset demonstrate that
our solution outperforms the state-of-the-art approaches in
terms of precision, recall, F-measure and consumed the time of
the service discovery.

In this paper, we proposed a novel approach that addresses
the service discovery problem based on a cooperative system
by mobile agents developed in [18]. This approach aims to
analyze the semantic services in a contextual way. The
provided approach takes into account all the constraints
discussed in the above paragraphs. In particular, the novelties
of our proposal are:

With the radical proliferation occurring in web services
technology, it is becoming difficult to discover a service that is
adequate to the user's requirements. For that reason, there are
many solutions to reinforce the service discovery problem in
terms of functionality and QoS. In this regard, we present only
related works to achieve a better understanding of the
advantages that can be obtained and put our contributions in
context.

 The use of the parallelism of the agent technology to
make the service discovery process more efficient and
dynamic.
 The cooperative agents enable the semantic analysis of
the request autonomously to improve the accuracy rate.
 The integration of a semantic analysis agent in order to
facilitate the retrieval of ontology relationships between
concepts and to enhance the performance of the
discovery process. This integration provided to the
proposed module by [18], which allows reinforcing in a
robust and more flexible in responding to any point of
the execution, enables to achieve better performance
and lower memory consumption to select the
composition of the services dynamically.
 The support of a secondary database to improve the
quickness and reliability of semantic analysis without
reproducing the extraction of ontological relations
between concepts.
 The semantic analysis agent targets to extract the
semantic relatedness strength between the wanted
keywords and the service description, in order to return
the service in context for responding the desired request
to be realized.
 The use of a hybrid similarity method proposed to
maximize the matching process between the query and
service.
 The first hybrid similarity measurement method is a
classical tool to retrieve the description services
similarities automatically; through dimensionality
compression, it is known as Latent Semantic Analysis
[19]. In addition, the semantic relatedness between the
concepts and the desired service is performed to support
the LSA.
 The second hybrid method is based on the relationship
between the input/output (I/O) concepts in their OWL
ontologies; it is known as IO-MATCHING [20].

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 introduces the related works, Section 3 presents our
proposal approach, Section 4 demonstrates the experiment
results and discussion, and the final section concludes the paper
and the future work.
II. RELATED WORK

The technique suggested in [18] provided a method for
discovering and composing SWSs in a distributed
environment. This technique is based on a mobile agent, which
has the characteristics of self-reliance, social capability, selflearning, and, most importantly, mobility. It is a technology
suitable for autonomously exploiting SWSs to provide end-user
applications. The mobile agent aims to discover the SWS
desired from different locations and the generated graphs to
perform the composition process. Despite a sufficient result
provided by the discovery process, it may provide relevant
services, but it does mean that there is no accurate measure to
find a service that satisfies the user's requirement.
The authors [21] suggested an approach to automatically
compose web services based on multi-agent systems and an
algorithm to dynamically select an optimal solution as a service
that responds to the customer's requirements. This composition
is based on the quality and composition-capacity of the
participating services. They aim to design, deploy and manage
distributed systems more efficiently by combining,
reorganizing, and adapting the services. Despite the efficiency
feasibility provided by their proposed module, it does not cover
some evaluation metrics and the performance of the similarity
semantic method during composition.
The work of [22] proposed a new WSs discovery method
based on semantic matching and service clustering for effective
and practical web services discovery, which integrates
functional similarity with process similarity. Their suggested
approach is based on the knowledge available from the
semantic description model, based on improving Lin's [23]
semantic similarity measure to include opposition or degree of
contrast as specified in [24]. Their vision is to develop a
practical WS discovery approach based on pre-clustering that
enable them to perform semantic and scalable WS discovery in
a short period and thus minimize the search space. However,
their method similarity proposed is not accurate to describe
semantically due to the ignorance of the two concepts'
antisense relationships.
A new semantic similarity method is proposed by the
authors [25] that may be performed on both the textual
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description and the interface of WSs. Their proposed semantic
similarity method incorporates multi-conceptual relationships
for service discovery. It is based on the relational semantic
distance between concepts in WordNet and other ontologies.
This method provides a more accurate estimation of the
similarity between the terms, the web services and the query.
Although the experimental results are promising in terms of
precision, recall and f-measure, but it is limited to the semantic
similarity of the terms based on the generic WordNet ontology.
In [26], a proposed method for discovering and selecting
WSs that use OWL-S to represent web services, quality of
service, and customer demand. This architecture is built on
system-multi-agent approaches that make use of semantic web
services. Their proposed technique discovers services similar
to the consumer request based on functional and QoS parallels
and reputation computing. Their model is based on four-layers:
the web service and request description layer, the functional
match layer, the QoS computing layer, and the reputation
computing layer. Their Future work includes combining
several Web services into an atomic service (service
composite) and composes Web services based on customer
preferences and QoS.
The authors in [27] suggested an automated approach to
discovering semantic Web services. It is characterized by an
ontology-based service preprocessor, a reasoning-based service
filter, and a parameter-based matcher of the service. The first
uses the ontology defined by services and requests to reduce
the number of candidate services. The second one consists
basically on a reasoning-based service filter to extract the
concepts tagged to the input and output parameters of the
selected services from the SAWSDL set of documents.
Consequently, it logically deduces the concepts and filters out
the services that are insufficient to satisfy the user's parameter
needs. Finally, the third one is a parameter-based service
matcher based on the measure of semantic similarity in the
matching algorithm (PBSM_R). This semantic similarity
measure is mainly based on the relationship between the
concepts of the domain ontology. Lastly, it returns services
adequate to the requirements of the user. Although the results
achieved in performance of the runtime through the narrowing
the search space, but it lacks on one side precision and recall.
The authors [28] proposed a novel service discovery
scheme based on a combination of similarity methods using the
WSDL specification and ontology to make the service
discovery process more automated, discover the best match
rapidly, and improve the Hungarian algorithm [29] is used.
This method combination includes the structural similarity, the
semantic similarity and the concept similarity based on
bipartite matchmaking techniques used to discover web
services. This suggested scheme includes two phases to
discover the most suitable services to the request. In the first
phase, measuring similarity between the requested service and
a set of advertised services. In the second phase, a bipartite
graph of nodes defined based on the ontology is used to
describe semantic Web service matching. The obtained
experimental results are better than other existing schemes
using the Hungarian algorithm in terms of precision, recall and
f-measure, but it is lacked parallelizing some steps in the
discovery process.

III. THE PROPOSED APPROACH
This section presents an approach for supporting the
discovery process during web service composition using the
cooperative agents, which targets the minimization of the
discovery performance overhead without requiring the memory
pre-loading of service registries. Moreover, the maximization
of the matching algorithm by the hybrid method proposed. This
method consists in retrieving the context of the terms in the
service description, where the service context can provide more
accurate information regarding the services that are relevant to
the request. The main novelty of our proposed discovery
system aims to be self-adapting to unexpected variations,
particularly in a heterogeneous environment.
Service discovery is a crucial issue to accomplish at each
major step of the composition generation process. However,
the increasing number of services on the Internet, the dynamic
and unstable nature of these entities makes the composition
tasks more difficult. Therefore, it considers the process of
discovering a service during composition most important to
ensure the system has the ability to semantically parse, respond
to a request quickly and accurately in real-time. In order to
have an efficient system for identifying the best solutions, we
adopted the architecture developed by the authors [18], but
with the incorporation of our hybrid semantic similarity
measurement method and an agent to analyze ontological
relationships as illustrated in Fig. 1, it can lead to successful
results as detailed in the next section. This architecture is based
on system multi-agent (SMA) for the discovery of Web
services. Our contribution to this architecture is to improve the
semantic similarity method's efficiency in the service discovery
process.
Fig. 1 represents an improvement of the author's
architecture [18], based on a primary agent in the distributed
environment called a Mobile agent. This agent is used to
discover the desired SWS in different locations and graphs to
accomplish the composition process. This architecture includes
the main entities to support the discovery process through the
exploitation of the ontology domain used and facilitate the
search process, which is corresponding between the request
and the service offers. In the following, we will explain more
details what happens in each entity.

Fig. 1. Integration of the Proposed Solution for Mobile Agent Architecture
to Discover and Compose SWS.
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 USER-AGENT: is a point to interact between the
request and the service discovery system. This agent is
responsible for providing the user with an OWL-S
standard semantic module [5] to express the request.
The user's request is composed of inputs/outputs, a
reference to the domain ontology to be used, and after
the processing returns the desired results to the user.
 MANAGER-AGENT: Checks the availability of the
desired service index in the local repository or whether
the service can be composed of the local repository
services. In the absence of the desired service, it is up to
a set of mobile agents to search in different locations on
the web to find the desired service.
 MOBILE-AGENTS: are responsible for retrieving the
semantic web services from different websites instead
of using a crawler due to their speed performance and
low network overhead. It satisfies the needs of
"MANAGER-MOBILE" to reinforce these services
during the composition.
 ONTOLOGY-AGENT: is designed to facilitate the
semantic analysis of the I/O of the service required by
the discoverer agent (as illustrated in Fig. 2). It is
considered as a cooperative agent. It analyzes the
ontology domain that corresponds to the request of the
discovery agent. Thus, it extracts the classes and their
links to deduce the generalization relations between the
concepts, which means a concept is more general than
another in the arborescence (as shown in Fig. 3). These
domain ontologies are stored in the domain ontology
database.
This agent can exploit the relations already deducted in
advance that are stored in the secondary database. This
database is developed as a memory cache to avoid spending
more interaction and extract these relations quickly without
reproducing the operation of processing analysis.

 DISCOVERY-AGENT: allows discovering semantic
web services that fulfills the requirements of the
manager agent. The discovery process is based on the
mobilization of the hybrid measurement similarity
method and the “ontology-agent”. The hybrid method
integrated into the discovery agent are the following:
The first method, based on the LSA, aims to investigate
the relationships between a set of service descriptions
and the terms embedded, by producing a set of concepts
related to the service descriptions and the terms. In
addition, to analyze the semantic relatedness between
the concepts and the desired service. The second
method, based on IO-MATCHING, intends to describe
the degree of matching between two I/O concepts using
the ontology agent.
To maximize the contextual similarity of service discovery,
we propose a hybrid method which focuses on the semantic
similarity between the input/output concepts of services, and to
find the semantic relatedness between the service description
terms in a contextual way. This is intended to facilitate the
performance of “ontology-agents” to cooperate in a more
intelligent and explicit sense with other agents. In the
following, we will describe in more detail the different
definitions to clarify the mechanism of similarity provided.
Definition 1 (Request): the request of the user is defined as
〈
〉 , where
denotes the set of required
input parameters,
denotes the set of required output
parameters , and
denotes the required service description.
Definition 2 (Web Service): A web service is described by
the OWL-S ontology. The service defined as a 3-tuple:
〉 , where
S 〈
and
are the input and
output concepts respectively,
is the description of the
service.
Definition 3 (LSA): Latent Semantic Analysis is used to
discover the hidden and subjacent (latent) semantics of words
in a corpus of documents by constructing "concepts" related to
documents and terms. It is a standard technique to extract
automatically similarities between documents, by reducing the
dimensionality. A word-document matrix is packed with
weights according to the extent of the word in the specific
document and is then reduced by singular value decomposition
to a reduced dimensional space called conceptual space. The
LSA process includes four steps illustrated in Fig. 4 as follows.

Fig. 2. Components of “ONTOLOGY-AGENT”.

Fig. 4. The LSA Algorithm Processing Steps.

Fig. 3. A Vehicle Ontology Fragment [20].

Step 1: Before building a weights matrix, the short text of
the service description must be treated in the pre-processing
phase as normalization of the service description to reduce the
information ambiguity. The next phase is the tokenization task,
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S
which consists of transforming the short text existing in des to
a set of separate terms as a set of tokens. After finishing the
tokenization task, it will be the stemming task to convert
different forms of terms into a similar canonical form. Before
finishing the pre-processing task, the terms must be sorted
alphabetically. This step can be completed by building a weigh
matrix as illustrated in equation (1) bellow.


s1
A


 si

simDS ( Rdes ,Sdes )   sim( Rdes ,Sdes )  ( 1-  )  Relatedness( Rdes ,S des )

tj 

w1, j 


wi , j 

t1
w1,1
wi ,1

(1)

ni , j

 k nk , j


N 
 log 1 

df
i 


Step 2: After the generation of weight matrix, it follows the
step of decomposition of matrix A by SVD as illustrated in
equation (2),

A=U V T

(3)

Re latedness( Rdes , Sdes ) = e

T(TR ,TS )
ln(1+n k )
) (
))
1+ln(n)
max(WTR ,WTS )

0

if T(TR ,TS )

0

(7)

otherwise

where Relatedness(Rdes ,Sdes ) is normalized in the range [0,1],
nk is the number of occurrences that a combination of terms
appears in the service descriptions, and n is the number of
services in the corpus. TR = Rin  Rout is a set of I/O concepts of
the request, and Ts = {t1 ,t2 ,...,tn }: t1 ,t2 ,...,tn  Sdes is a set of
terms of the web service description that are semantically
related to concepts of the TR request. Also, WTR and WTS are the
term weights of the wanted keywords TR and Ts respectively.

where,
U Term matrix.

Descriptions service matrix.

V T Singular value matrix.
Step 3: Once the matrix A is decomposed by SVD, we have
to reduce the vector space to an approximation with a rank of
k  4 , it becomes to find a service description closest to the
request. A request is represented in the k-dimensional vector
space as a service. A request (R) can be represented as follows:

Rdes  RdesT U k  K

1

(4)

Step 4: Then, we need to measure the cosine similarity to
evaluate the similarity between the query description and the
service description. The cosine similarity measure is defined as
follows.

sim(Rdes ,Sdes ) 

To infer the semantic relatedness between the wanted
keywords and the service description, our ontology method
mentioned in definition five correlates the I/O concepts to get
the diversification of the service description related to these
concepts in a semantically precise way. We define the semantic
relatedness method as follows.
((1-

(2)

where ni , j is the number of occurrences of the term t in
the service, N is the total number of services in the corpus, and
df i is the number of services where the term Ti occurs.



(6)

where δ  [0,1] is weight factor of the LSA similarity and
Relatedness(Rdes ,Sdes ) is the semantic relatedness.

where Wi , j represents the weight of the term i in the
service j . The Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency
(TF-IDF) can be calculated as:
Wij  TFi , j (T , S )  IDF (T ) 

evaluated semantically. To calculate the description similarity
(DS) will be evaluated by the similarity of the hidden topics
using the LSA method as mentioned in definition 3,
additionally evaluating the correlation rate to the I/O concepts
with the service description. These concepts are considered
essential keywords to improve the precision rate. The
description semantic similarity is defined as follows.

Rdes  Sdes
 [0,1]
|| Rdes |||| Sdes ||

To analyze the semantic compatibility between the wanted
keywords TR and the concepts of Ts , the semantic
matchmaking method is used, which is in charge to assess the
degree of compatibility between the concepts included in the
keywords with the concepts of the S des . This method uses
semantic reasoning (subsumption reasoning) to analyze the
relationship between concepts. These ontology relationships
allow extracting the concepts compatible to the Ts concepts,
and this allows improving the performance of the LSA method
semantically. So, to retrieve the web service which is related to
the wanted keywords TR , we determine the subsumption
relationship as follows.
1 if TR =Ts

T(TR ,TS )   1  cTR maxtTS {Match(t,c)}  tTS maxcTR {Match(c,t)}
[0,1]

) otherwise
 (
|qTR |
|qTs |
 2

where c and t are any concepts of wanted keywords TR and
the service description Ts respectively. Moreover, |qT | and |qT |
are the total number of the ontology relationships that have the
maximum value and greater than zero.
R

(5)

Definition 4 (Description Similarity): A service description
S des
is a short text which describes the typical properties of a
service. The service descriptions include rich information to be

(8)

S

As illustrated in the formula (8), if the all concepts of TR
appear in Ts , at this point the value of T(TR ,TS ) is 1. In
otherwise, the concepts of TR are adjusted by other related
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 PLUGIN (Ci

concepts using the ontology-agent, these concepts are different
than the initial concepts TR , in order to identify of the different
keywords that are closer to the desired service description. It
leads to avoid the ambiguity of the terms frequency and to
enrich the terms which have a purely semantic relatedness with
the service description. Thus, more the value of T(TR ,TS ) is
higher, more the concepts of keywords TR are suitable to the
concepts of Ts , that‟s means the value of semantic relatedness
will be maximized.
Definition 5 (Interface Similarity): Interface similarity (IS)
is determined by the semantic compatibility between
and
. This compatibility is evaluated by the degree of semantic
matching between concepts, which is called IO-MATCHING.
The relations of these concepts are deduced by the "ontologyagent" analyzer. This degree of semantic matching uses 4 types
of matching score: Exact, Plugin, Subsume, and Fail to
measure the matching between two
/
concepts as
follows:

(9)
(9)

where Ci and C j are the request and service concepts
respectively. The interface similarity between the request R and
the service S is calculated as shown in the equation below.

 Match(C ,C
i

j

)

max{Card(Sin  Sout ),Card(Rin  Rout ) }

 [0,1]

(10)

In the literature [20], the different degrees of matching that
are often considered are as follows:
 EXACT ( Ci  C j ): if the concepts Ci and C j belong to
the same ontology class.
TABLE I.
Service name

ontology is a sub-class of Ci , the concept Ci is more
specific than the desired concept C j
 SUBSUME (Ci

C j ) : if the class of Ci is more

general than the class of C j , it indicates that the class of
C j is a sub-class of Ci .

 FAIL ( Ci  C j ): when there is no subsumption
relationship in ontology between Ci and C j

.

Definition 6 (Functionality semantic similarity): The
functionality semantic similarity measure (FSM) includes two
main components: description similarity and interface
similarity. Functionality semantic similarity is defined as
follows.
simFS (R,S)=α×simIS (R,S)+β×simDS (R,S)

 [0,1]

(11)

where  and  are the interface similarity weight and the
description similarity weight, respectively.

EXACT if Ci  C j

 PLUGIN if Ci C j
Match(Ci ,C j )  
 [0,1]
 SUBSUME if Ci C j
 FAIL otherwise


simIS (R,S)=

C j ) : where the C j concept in the

Table I represents the best-desired services to fulfill the
request. As the desired service which should return a book
price. It demonstrated the semantic relatedness/ similarity
performance, which reinforces the LSA and IO-MATCHING
similarity method to identify the hidden relationships in the
service description rather than to focus the semantic analysis of
the I/O. Although the similarity at the input/output level is
similar, it provides different functionalities than expected. For
example, the similarity at the interface level in the service
"Cheapest Book Service" provides different request
requirements. On the contrary, "BookPrice" and
"BookPriceService" services respond to the users' same needs.
As a result, it is crucial to measure similarity at the level of
service description to extract hidden semantic relations and
increase accuracy. This experiment is done by the weight of the
interface similarity   0.5 and the description similarity
  0.5 .

AN ILLUSTRATION OF THE RESULTS OBTAINED FROM THE SIMILARITIES BETWEEN THE SERVICES AND THE REQUEST
Inputs

Outputs

Text description

FSM
0.94

Cheapest Book Service

#_BOOK

#_PRICE

A Service that searchest the cheapest Price for a
book

BookPriceService

#_BOOK

#_PRICE

Return price of a book

0.98
0.87

Bamzon
RecommendedPriceService

#_BOOK

#_RECOMMENDERPRICEINDOLLAR

Bamzon is a popular service to return
recommended price of a book

BookPrice

#_BOOK

#_PRICE

Uses the ISBN to return price of a book

0.96
0.70
0.88

BDe
RecommendedPriceService

#_MONOGRAPH

#_RECOMMENDERPRICEINEURO

BDe is a competitor web service to return
recommended price of a monograph in Euro

BookPriceTaxedPriceService

#_BOOK

#_TAXEDPRICE,#_PRICE

This service informs the taxed price of a book
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IV. EXPERIMENT RESULTS
In this section, we present our analysis that includes two
main parts: In the first part, an overview of the experimental
settings. The second part discusses the experimental results
obtained by comparing the performance provided to another
work [27].
A. Experimental Setup
To improve the performance mentioned in the last Section,
we have been implemented our proposed approach in JADE
Platform and OpenNLP Framework [30], which are based on
the java language using an Intel® Core (TM) i7-4770
processor with 8 GB of main memory running Windows 10.
Our experimental data is from the OWLS-TC version 3.0
dataset, which contains 1007 indexed OWL-S services, most of
which were collected from public IBM UDDI registries semiautomatically transformed from WSDL to OWL-S. Table II
below summarizes the features of the experimental
environment.
To analyze the correctness and performance as discussed in
our contribution, we carried out two experiments in different
weights to prioritize each aspect of similarity (interface
similarity and description similarity) as shown in the Table III.
These parameter weights are scaled according to the
importance of the similarity parameter in two different
scenarios, these two scenarios will be experimented in order to
understand the value added in our solution will be illuminated
in the next Sub-section. Furthermore, the value of the weight
factor δ=0.3 , which indicates a high importance of relatedness
semantic than the LSA similarity, to reinforce the relatedness
to cover the limitations of the LSA similarity.
TABLE II.

THE EXPERIMENTAL ENVIRONMENT

Environment

Description

Operating System

Windows 10

CPU

Core (TM) i7-4770

RAM

8 GB

Software Framework

JADE

NLP Toolkit

OpenNLP

Programming Language

JAVA

Dataset

OWL-S TC Version 3.0

TABLE III.

Experiments

1

2

IOMATCHING
Hybrid
Method LSAIO
IOMATCHING
Hybrid
Method LSAIO

Weight
name
Interface
Similarity

1) Evaluation metrics: As mentioned earlier, the
experimental results should be analyzed in advance regarding
the precision, recall and f-measure of the services retrieved by
the hybrid and IO-MATCHING method. Precision is the
ability to retrieve the most precise services. Higher precision
means better relevance and more precise results but may
imply fewer results returned. Recall means the ability to
retrieve as many services as possible that match or are related
to a query. F-Measure evaluates a weighted harmonic mean of
precision and recall. As we used it for the evaluation process,
it is then defined as follows.

precision 

ARe levant  BRe trieved
BRe trieved

A
 BRe trieved
recall  Re levant
ARe levant
F  measure  2 

THE WEIGHTS OF DIFFERENT METHODS (HYBRID AND IOMATCHING METHOD)
Method

B. Results and Discussion
In order to carry out a standard and comparable analysis,
we selected a set of 29 test queries (OWLS-TC3) associated
with pertinence sets to lead performance evaluation
experiments. These experiments are analyzed in more detail by
comparing the precision, recall, and F-measure of the services
retrieved by the two experiments, as illustrated in Table III.
Then, the processing time is evaluated in function of the rising
number of services, which are varied in each test (from 50 to
1007 services). It allows us to measure scalability according to
the average speed to fulfill the query's requirements. For more
analysis, we compared our solution with another method [27]
to evaluate the system's performance in terms of scalability to
clarify our system's success in dealing with all these
constraints, as mentioned previously.

Parameter

Value



0.50

Description
Similarity



0.50

Interface
Similarity



1

Description
Similarity



0

precision  recall
precision  recall

(12)
(12)

(13)
(13)

(14)
(14)

Where ARelevant is the set of relevant services, and BRetrieved is
the number of relevant services retrieved. As indicated in the
experimental results below, we run 29 test queries (OWLS TC3) simultaneously to measure precision, recall, and F-measure
in each experiment in Table III. The Fig. 5 demonstrates the
efficiency of the interface similarity over description similarity
as well as the performance provided by just the similarity
measure at the I/O interface level. This proves that the hybrid
method has a high value of precision, recall, and F-measure in
all the query tests as compared to the traditional method (IOMATCHING), which is purely based on the ontological
relationships at the I/O level. With the exception of the query
test 4 and 8, which record higher precision rate in concerning
the IO MATCHING method. Relative to the query test 4 and
23, it also shows higher value of recall than the hybrid method.
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method leads to relevant services to the query, due to the
reinforcement provided to the LSA method by the semantic
relatedness, which allows to improving the correlation ratio
between the terms and the desired service instead of related to
the frequency of terms. For example, the query
"Q7:Government Degree ScholarShip " which requires the
information on scholarships offered by a given government
according to degree and government. Thus, the concept
"#degree" can be related semantically to "#Academic-Degree"
or "#Award", while the concept "#Government" can be related
to the concept "#GovernmentOrganization". This is why the
hybrid method is robust in terms of correlating these concepts
with the service requested in the context.
(a) Precision.

(a) Precision

(b) Recall.

(c) F-measure.

(b)Recall

Fig. 5. The Performance Measures for each Query in the Testing Dataset
OWLS TC-3 for Both IO-MATCHING and Hybrid Method.

For more explicit the results obtained above, the Fig. 6
represents more in details by the selected test queries (OWLS
TC-3), to clarify well the powerful hybrid method proposed in
terms of the different evaluation metrics. It is the same criteria
that we mentioned previously concerning the query tests,
which are the identical to those shown in the Axis-x Fig. 6.
These selected query tests indicate the challenges chosen to
understand our hybrid method dominated by the IOMATCHING method regarding precision, recall and Fmeasure. It was analyzed in Table III, the "
Q3:BookPriceService" query can retrieve services similar but
not as meaningful to the query in the case of experience 2. We
deduced that it is not sufficient to just rely on the I/O interface
instead of relating the concepts contained in the inputs/outputs
with the description. But with Experimental 1, the hybrid

(c) F-measure
Fig. 6. Evaluation of different Queries of OWL-S Dataset in Terms of
Precision, Recall and F-measure.
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Fig. 7 indicates the number of services retrieved via the
hybrid or IO-MATCHING method for each query test (OWLTC 3). These query tests vary in the number of inputs/outputs
and related functionality desired to be achieved, in order to
make a real challenge to the discovery systems concerned. As
illustrated below, the significant number of services retrieved
to satisfy the request set by our proposed system. Moreover,
due to the performance provided by cooperative agents such as
mobile agent and ontology-agent, that is proved in terms of
different evaluation measures, to find a relevant service.
In addition, the comparison illustrated in Fig. 8 indicates
the average precision-recall curve between the hybrid method
and the IO-MATCHING method in order to expand the
evaluation measures of the performance system proposed in
retrieving a relevant service. In this experiment, we run 29 test
queries in order to compute the average precision and recall.
This demonstrates in the average precision-recall curve that the
hybrid method excels considerably in the retrieval accuracy for
relevant services based on the semantic correlations between
the query concepts and the desired service. Consequently, the
hybrid method has a higher precision value in service retrieval
than the IO-MATCHING method.
2) Runtime performance comparison: To validate and
evaluate the speed up performance for the proposed
architecture, we compared our system with other works in the
same scope [27] . To perform this comparison, we computed
the average runtime according to each service set for different
test queries. These sets vary in number of services to provide
the scalability with a growing set of services (from 50 to 1007
services) and the response of the system in real time. This is
demonstrated in Fig. 9, the results obtained in comparison
with another work. The work [27] suggested to be compared,
based on Ontology filtering and parameter matching relied on
the discovery of function-oriented Web services to reduce the
space of matching preprocessor and filter. While, we focused
on the semantic analysis and the inter-relatedness between the
concepts and the desired service, combined with the privileges
provided by the agent ontology, which allows to exploit the
pre-existing solutions in the second database, as discussed in
Section 3, that facilitate the discovery of semantic relations
and to reduce the consumption of reproducing the analysis of
the operations required. This makes the discovery more
flexible and rapid.
According to the results shown in Fig. 9, both approaches
do not spend more time to the first sets of services (between 50
ms and 110 ms), while the OFPM method spends more runtime than the hybrid method when the number of services is
scaled up. This is due to the cooperation of agents in the
environment in order to make the discovery task and to
respond in a real-time. This provides for a more flexible
process of composition to accomplish its tasks.

Fig. 7. The Number of Services Retrieved by the Hybrid Similarity Method
and IO-MATCHING.

Fig. 8. Average 11-Points Precision-Recall Curve Across 29 Test Queries
for the Hybrid Method and IO-MATCHING.

Fig. 9. Runtime Performance Comparison for Both Hybrid Method and
OFPM [27].

V. CONCLUSION
This paper demonstrates the performance dynamicity
provided to the architecture proposed. This allows handling the
service composition more flexibly and quickly, with
autonomous to find services accurately. Thus, it is proved in
terms of the scalability and flexibility to respond in a real-time.
This is due to the integration of the proposed hybrid method
and the ontology analysis agent, which makes the architecture
to be more dynamic in terms of autonomy, reliability and
robustness. In addition, the proposed hybrid method makes the
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system to meet the requirements of the query in the context of
the semantic relatedness between the requested concepts and
services. This leads to the high retrieval precision, recall and Fmeasure discovery process.
As future work, we will focus on integrating Microservices and multi-agent systems (MAS) to reduce the time
and complexity of composite semantic web services.
Furthermore, we intend to enrich our system with the semantic
descriptions of other functional aspects such as preconditions/post-conditions.
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Abstract—Along with linguistic messages, prosody is an
essential paralinguistic component of emotional speech. Prosodic
parameters such as intensity, fundamental frequency (F0), and
duration were studied worldwide to understand the relationship
between emotions and corresponding prosody features for
various languages. For evaluating prosodic aspects of emotional
Marathi speech, the Marathi language has received less attention.
This study aims to see how different emotions affect
suprasegmental properties such as pitch, duration, and intensity
in Marathi's emotional speech. This study investigates the
changes in prosodic features based on emotions, gender,
speakers, utterances, and other aspects using a database with 440
utterances in happiness, fear, anger, and neutral emotions
recorded by eleven Marathi professional artists in a recording
studio. The acoustic analysis of the prosodic features was
employed using PRAAT, a speech analysis framework. A
statistical study using a two-way Analysis of Variance (two-way
ANOVA) explores emotion, gender, and their interaction for
mean pitch, mean intensity, and sentence utterance time. In
addition, three distinct linear mixed-effect models (LMM), one
for each prosody characteristic designed comprising emotion and
gender factors as fixed effect variables, whereas speakers and
sentences as random effect variables. The relevance of the fixed
effect and random effect on each prosodic variable was verified
using likelihood ratio tests that assess the goodness of fit. Based
on Marathi's emotional speech, the R programming language
examined linear mixed modeling for mean pitch, mean intensity,
and sentence duration.
Keywords—Prosodic parameters; a marathi language prosody
model; a two-way analysis of variance; linear mixed-effect models;
r programming language

I.

INTRODUCTION

The COVID-19 pandemic has drastically altered people's
lifestyles in many parts of the world. The lockdowns and social
distancing norms eventually increased human-machine
interaction applications. If computers can recognise emotions,
they can communicate in a human-like manner. The prosodic
features employed for emotion recognition play an essential
role in the quality of the human-computer interaction that
replicates human speech emotions. Supra-segmental features or
the prosody features such as intensity, pitch, duration, etc.,
contribute additional information to speech known as
paralinguistic information [1-4] and characterize the emotional
speech. Developing a prosodic model for emotional utterances
for less-studied languages is very challenging. It entails a lot of
work, such as creating a database, processing it for analysis,
investigating the fluctuation of prosodic elements about
emotions using acoustic analysis, and establishing the

relevance of these aspects using statistical analysis. In India's
Maharashtra and Goa states, the Marathi language is spoken by
over 73 million people. In comparison, in the Marathi
language, there is less research on prosody aspects for
emotional speech. Few of them includes, the syudy of the
effect of focus shift in Subject-Object-Verb type Marathi
sentences on prosodic features such as F0, duration, and
intensity variations[5]. Authors analyzed that the speakers
consistently provide acoustic cues with increased duration,
higher mean F0, and higher intensity, differentiating focus
location. The authors of [6] used broadcast radio transmission
Marathi news that are available to the general public to
investigate the significant prosodic aspects of the Marathi
news-reading style. The authors observed prominence and
boundary as the important prosody cues for Marathi's news
reading style. Acoustically, the boundaries showed preboundary lengthening and pitch contour slope on the final
syllable, and the prominence correlated with maximum F0 and
maximum intensity and lesser duration. The authors analyzed
MFCC features and energy ratios in [7] to investigate the
Marathi emotion recognition for anger and happiness. The
authors observed the anger emotion recognition rate higher
than happiness and neutral emotions. However, the authors
suggested generating more emotional speech databases from
skilled Marathi speakers.
Considering comparatively less work towards prosody
features of Marathi language and lack of emotional database
from trained speakers, the paper focuses on emotion analysis
for the Marathi language. We constructed a Marathi emotion
database from professional speakers with a theatre background
in a recording studio expressing anger, fear, happiness, and
neutral emotions. The detailed study of the relationship
between acoustic features such as mean intensity, mean pitch,
sentence duration, and the emotions such as anger, happiness,
fear, and neutral for Marathi's emotional speech showed
various prosodic cues based on the emotions. Also, a
comprehensive statistical analysis was conducted to construct a
practical framework for assessing emotional speech data. A
two-way ANOVA test for emotion, gender, and their
interaction for mean pitch, mean intensity, and sentence time,
as well as a linear mixed-effect analysis, were used in the
statistical study. The LMM analysis is used to examine the
relationship between the emotions and prosodic features data
while considering the impacts of fixed and random effect
variables and their connection. The two-way ANOVA analysis
and a linear mixed model (LMM) analysis contributed while
selecting the optimal prosodic features for constructing a
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prosody model.There is no comparable effort for the Marathi
language that we are aware of.
This prosody model for the Marathi language using the
acoustic and statistical investigation will help develop a
human-machine interaction application such as emotion
recognition from speech can help interpret students' answers
and fit pupils with various learning abilities, Text-to-Speech
systems (TTS) for Marathi storytelling, speaker recognition,
speech recognition, online education etc. among other things.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows:
Section 2 contains a literature review, Section 3 explains the
methodology and implementation for creating a Marathi
database for various emotions and calculating prosodic features
using the PRAAT speech analysis framework, Section 4
focuses on the results and discussion based on acoustic and
statistical analysis to prepare a Marathi prosody model, and
Section 5 summarises all of the discussions.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
Speech is an important channel for the communication of
emotion, yet studied little in the context of emotion. Speech
conveys linguistic messages and includes a major
paralinguistic part, prosody. The prosody of speech is deﬁned
in the linguistic literature as the suprasegmental properties of
speech and include the pitch/F0, loudness/intensity, and
rhythm/duration aspects (Brown 2005). Analyzing prosody
features based on emotional speech is central to a few
emotions. Although emotion classifications, in reality, are
much larger, the majority of emotional speech statistics
comprise four or eight emotions. Variations in prosodic
elements concerning emotions, on the other hand, differ among
languages and are dependent on culture and speaking style. As
TABLE I.

a result, it is vital to investigate the prosodic features for the
emotional expressions specific to the language and culture.
Fundamental frequency (F0), intensity, and duration are the
essential acoustic characteristics influencing prosody.
Fundamental frequency (F0) or pitch is the number of
vibrations per second produced by the vocal cords, and the
relative highness or lowness of a tone perceived by the ear
determines pitch in speaking. The length of time a sentence,
word, or syllable exists is called its duration. The intensity of a
sound measures the energy contained in a given waveform
signal. It is essential to analyze the prosodic features of
emotion expression specific to the language and culture as
emotions differ according to the cultural backgrounds, several
international and national languages; the researchers are
looking for acoustic correlates of prosody. Table I compares
various prosody features studied in different languages based
on distinct emotions and the corresponding dominant
emotional signaling in the respective language.
Researchers often analyzed the database statistically after
acoustic analysis to validate the acoustic analysis results and
then select the best prosodic features to construct a prosody
model [14-19]. Analysis of variance (ANOVA) findings
investigate statistical discriminations of prosodic properties
between various emotion classes. The success of ANOVA in
identifying the best prosodic qualities to model the emotion
recognition system has significantly reduced signal evaluation
time. Hence, we have carried out a a two-way ANOVA
analysis and linear mixed model (LMM) statistical analysis to
design a prosody model for various emotions for Marathi. The
LMM refers to using both ﬁxed and random eﬀects on the
variables in the same analysis [20-23]. Due to the differences
in prosodic variation patterns based on emotions, we examined
three separate LMM models, one per prosody feature.

COMPARISON OF ACOUSTIC FEATURE VARIATIONS BASED ON VARIOUS EMOTIONS IN DIFFERENT LANGUAGES

Reference

Language
Studied

Emotions

Prosody Features

Emotional Signaling

Bansal S., Agrawal, S.,
Kumar, A., 2019[8]

Hindi

neutral, fear, anger, surprise,
sadness, and happiness

pitch, intensity and
duration

The most intense emotion is anger, followed by neutral,
happy, surprise, sadness, and fear. For all emotions, the pitch
fluctuates in accordance with the intensity feature of speech.

J. Kaur, K. Juglan, V.
Sharma, 2018.[9]

Punjabi

happiness, anger, fear. Sad,
neutral

Mean Pitch, Intensity
and formants

Mean pitch highest for happiness and lowest for sad,
Intensity is highest for anger and lowest for fear.

Odia

anger, fear, happiness,
disgust, sadness, surprise.

pitch, energy, duration,
and formant

In both males and females, the feeling "happy" has the greatest
mean pitch value, followed by "surprise" in a close second. All
other emotions have significantly lower energy levels than
disgust and fear. Female respondents showed no discernible
differences in the amount of energy levels for distinct
emotions.

Hellbernd, N.; &
Sammler, D., 2014.[11]

German

Criticism, naming,
suggestion, doubt, warning,
wish

Mean duration, mean
intensity, mean F0,
Pitch rise, harmonicto-noise ratio

The loudest and most arching pitch contour were seen in
warning stimuli. Naming stimuli having a low mean pitch, flat
pitch contour, and low intensity.

Rao, K.; Koolagudi, S.,
2013.[12]

Telugu

Anger, Disgust, Fear,
Compassion, Neutral,
Happiness, Sarcasm, Surprise

Mean duration, mean
pitch, mean energy

Anger emotion with the highest energy
Anger, happiness and neutral have high pitch values

anger, sadness, happiness,
disgust, fear, pleasant
surprise, neutrality

mean fundamental
frequency, amplitude
variations, speech rate
(in syllables per
second). mean
harmonics-to-noise
ratio, HNR variation

Anger and pleasant surprise had comparatively high mean f0
values and significant f0 and amplitude variations, but
sadness, disgust, fear, and neutrality had relatively low mean
f0 values and minor amplitude variations, while pleasure had
a moderate mean f0 value and f0 variation.

Swain, M.; Routray, A.,
2016.[10]

Liu, P., Pell, M.D.
2012.[13]

Mandarin
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III. METHODOLOGY AND IMPLEMENTATION
Because prosody varies by language and speaking style,
studying the relationship between emotions and the
accompanying prosody variants is vital for all languages. This
study aims to see how the prosodic aspects of Marathi's speech
change with emotions, and four sub-questions are investigated
concerning it as below.
1) Do Marathi speakers employ changes in prosody
elements to help them communicate the emotion they want to
convey in their speech?
2) If so, what precise variations in an utterance's prosody
are used by speakers to differentiate one emotion from
another?
3) Is it possible to create a predictive statistical model of
prosody variation based on emotions in Marathi that can be
utilized as a prosody model for a variety of applications such as
emotion recognition, speaker recognition, speech recognition,
text to speech synthesis systems, etc.?
4) Is it possible to consider neutral emotion as a baseline
and analyze variations of prosodic features concerning neutral
emotion and be used for emotion conversion applications?
The workflow for conducting out the research is depicted in
the steps below.
1) Collection of sentences.
2) Selection of trained speakers.
3) Recording the sentences in anger, happiness, fear, and
neutral read-out style emotions.
4) Collecting the database in .wav format.
5) Processing the .wav files with segmentation, annotation,
and creating corresponding text grid files in the PRAAT speech
processing toolbox.
6) Calculating the mean pitch, mean intensity, and
sentence duration for all the .wav files.
7) Calculating and analyzing acoustic behavior of the
above prosodic features based on the emotions, gender,
speakers, and sentences.
8) Statistial analyzation of these prosodic features using
two-way ANOVA and LMM analysis.
The corpus was constructed by identifying the sentences for
the recordings, finding expert Marathi speakers, practicing, and
recording their acted utterances in a recording studio. Each line
was deliberately crafted to avoid provoking any emotion. There
were three to nine words in each sentence. Eleven Marathi
professional artists, four females and seven males with
experience in drama and television, aged 18 to 40, participated
in the experiment. The research objective was conveyed to the
speakers, and two practice sessions were arranged to get
acquainted with the sentences. The participants were paid
incentives for this work. The selected ten sentences from
different Marathi storybooks listed in Table II along with their
English translations.

THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF TEN MARATHI SENTENCES
USED FOR RECORDING

Marathi Sentences

English Translation

1.

आम्ही पण दहा बाय दहाच्या खोलीत राहतो .

We stay in 10 by 10 room.

2.

लेकीला साांगा ततचा बाबा आलाय.

Tell daughter that her father has
come.

3.

मन मोठां असलां की सारां काही सामावून घेता
येतां.

Big heart accommodates
everything.

4.

अन्न वाया घालवू नये, त्याची तकांमत
कमवायला लागल्यावर कळेल.

You will value food when you start
to earn.

5.

प्रत्येक दगड हा देव होतोच असां नाही.

Every stone does not become God.

6.

अथां रुण पाहून पाय पसरावे.

Spend as per your earning.

7.

गरीब माणसाची गम्मत करू नये.

Do not make fun of poor people.

8.

भाकरीची तकांमत घाम गाळल्याशीवाय कळत
नाही.

You never understand value till you
won‟t work for it.

9.

डोकां शाांत असेल तर तनणणय चुकत नाहीत.

A calm mind takes always the right
decision.

10.

.

You are right.

Each speaker repeated the given sentences with different
emotions such as anger, happiness, fear, and neutral. The
speakers recorded the utterances in a recording studio with a
condenser microphone and a digital audio tape (DAT) recorder
using a lossless 44kHz, 16bit audio format and saved at a
sampling rate of 16kHz. Each speaker initially recorded ten
sentences in a single emotion during the recording. Between
the two sentences, the speakers left a reasonable pause. After
recording all ten sentences in one emotion, the speakers took a
short rest before recording all ten sentences in another emotion.
The recording procedure took over three months to complete.
Each speech file was an a.wav file with 2-4 seconds duration.
The entire database of 440 sentences (eleven speakers, ten
sentences, and four emotions) was available for further study.
Each line was listened to by fifteen people (twelve Marathi
native speakers and three non-Marathi speakers). They were
able to identify emotions such as anger, happiness, fear, and
neutrality in each recorded voice recording. The perceptually
verified sentences were segmented in a PRAAT Text Grid. The
.wav file of all the sentences is annotated manually in a
sentence and word level for better accuracy. We observed
variations in pitch contour, intensity contour, and duration for
the same sentence comprising four emotions uttered by every
speaker. It showed that there is some relationship that exists
between the emotional utterances and corresponding prosodic
features even for the Marathi language. The mean values of
mean pitch, mean intensity and sentence duration of 422
sentences were calculated using the PRAAT speech analysis
framework. The mean pitch was calculated by „getting the
Pitch‟ command and the mean intensity was calculated by
„getting Intensity (dB)‟ by selecting the sound interval in the
PRAAT editor window. Sentence duration is calculated by
selecting the portion of the utterance and reading the duration
of the selection (in seconds) from the duration bar from the
PRAAT editor window.
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IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
A. Acoustic Analysis
The mean and standard deviations of prosodic parameters
such as mean pitch, mean intensity, and sentence duration were
determined for all 422 utterances to check for variation in mean
pitch, mean intensity, and sentence duration for distinct
emotions. Table III shows the overall descriptive statistics for
the three prosodic variables for all four emotional utterances.

(a)

From Table III, we can see that the amount of variation or
standard deviations (SD) are high for the mean pitch with
25.58% and the sentence duration with 27.62%, while mean
intensity appears fairly consistent with the amount of variation
(SD) of 6.6%. The standard deviation provides some insight
into the patterns of variation occurring within the data. We
analysed the variations of means and SDs of all three prosodic
variables independently of anger, happiness, fear, and neutral
emotions to acquire a clear picture of the prosodic variations
based on emotional utterances, as shown in Table IV.
Table IV shows that the mean and standard variation values
of all the three prosodic features for anger and happy emotions,
and fear and neutral emotions, are nearly identical. To
understand variations of prosody features for emotions, other
factors such as gender, speakers and sentences are also
important. Fig. 1 gives the analysis of variations of mean pitch,
mean intensity and duration for gender, speakers and
sentences.
Fig. 1a demonstrated substantial differences in mean pitch
values by gender, with males having lower values than
females. Fig. 1b showed that males have variability in mean
intensity than females, and Fig. 1c showed that both genders
with similar observations for utterance duration. Fig. 1d, 1e,
and 1f showed the variations of mean pitch, mean intensity,
and sentence duration among the multiple speakers of the same
gender. Fig. 1g, 1h, and 1i show the variations of the prosodic
features concerning the ten different sentences. Fig. 1 shows
that in the Marathi language, prosodic features vary for
emotion change as well as variations in gender, speaker, and
sentence. In Fig. 2, gives variation of prosodic features based
on emotion and gender.
TABLE III.

DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS FOR THE THREE PROSODIC
VARIABLES

Prosodic Variables

Mean

Std. Deviation

Percentage

Mean pitch

217.70 Hz

55.69 Hz

25.58%

Mean intensity

69.74 dB

4.615 dB

6.6%

Sentence duration

2.69 sec.

0.743 sec.

27.62%

TABLE IV.

SUMMARY OF MEANS AND SDS OF EACH PROSODIC VARIABLE
BY EMOTIONS

Emotion

Mean pitch
(Hz)
Mean
S.D.

Mean Intensity
(dB)
Mean
S.D.

Duration
(sec.)
Mean
S.D.

Anger

254.7

46.6

73.69

2.58

2.27

0.57

Happiness

241.4

51.5

71.02

2.86

2.64

0.63

Fear

193.9

43.3

67.40

4.15

2.86

0.73

Neutral

179.5

42.2

66.77

4.71

3.01

0.82

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

Fig. 1. Box Plots Showing Variations in mean Pitch mean Intensity and
Sentence Duration (Figure 1a, 1b, and 1c) for Gender, Speakers (Fig. 1d, 1e,
1f) and Sentence Duration Due to Multiple Speakers (Fig. 1g, 1h, 1i).

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 2. Variations in (a). Mean Pitch, (b). Mean Intensity, (c). Sentence
Duration for Emotions and Gender.

Fig. 2a and 2b showed variations in mean pitch and mean
intensity for gender for all the emotions. There was little
change in mean intensity levels for the fear emotion between
male and female speakers. Each gender takes the same amount
of time to speak the lines in fear and happiness observed in
Fig. 2c. Female speakers took less time to express anger than
male speakers, whereas female speakers' utterance duration
was higher for neutral speaking style sentences. As a result,
acoustic analysis of mean pitch, intensity, and duration
revealed that prosodic features behave differently for emotions
and gender.
For Hindi language, acoustic correlation of emotions were
analysed for prosodic parameters such as pitch, intensity and
duration in [24]. Authors have generated Hindi speech database
with 10 speakers in all six emotions such as anger, Fear,
Happy, Neutral, Sad and Surprise. Comparison between the
prosodic parameters related to the emotions for Marathi and
Hindi language given in Table V.
From Table V, comparing the prosodic variation patters for
anger, happiness, fear and neutral emotions the pitch, intensity
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and duration features observed with the following order by
taking neutral emotion as reference.
Pitch : Neutral > Anger > Happiness > Fear (for Hindi).
Pitch : Anger > Happiness > Fear > Neutral (for Marathi).
Intensity : Happiness >Anger > Neutral > Fear (for Hindi).
Intensity : Anger > Happiness > Fear > Neutral (for Marathi).
Duration : Fear > Happiness > Neutral >Anger (for Hindi).
Duration : Neutral > Fear > Happiness > Anger (for Marathi).
When the behavior of variations of prosodic elements
dependent on emotions is compared for the two Devnagari
languages of India, Hindi, and Marathi, the relevance of
studying each language separately for prosodic patterns based
on the emotions becomes clear.
B. ANOVA Analysis
A two-way ANOVA analysis explored the impact of
emotions and gender and their interaction on the mean pitch,
mean intensity, and duration. Both emotion (F = 205.7, p
<0.0001) and gender (F=872.1, p < 0.0001) were significant
for mean pitch, suggesting that gender is more responsible for
mean pitch variations. The p-value for the interaction between
emotion and gender was non-significant (F =1.468, p=0.223)
indicated that the relationships between gender and mean pitch
was independent of the emotion. For mean intensity, emotion
(F = 104.2, p< 0.0001) and gender (F= 9.528, p <0.001) were
statistically significant with emotion as the most significant
factor variable. The p-value for the interaction between
emotion and gender for mean intensity observed to be
significant (F =7.274, p <0.0001) indicated that the
relationships between gender and mean intensity depends on
emotion. For sentence duration, emotion factor observed to be
statistically significant(F = 16.142, p< 0.0001) but gender as
non-significant (F= 0.923, p =0.337). The p-value for the
interaction between emotion and gender non-significant (F
=0.709, p = 0.547) indicated that the relationships between
gender and sentence duration depend on emotion.
TABLE V.
THE PROSDIC FEATURE VALUES FOR MARATHI AND HINDI
LANGUAGE FOR ANGER, HAPPINESS, FEAR AND NEUTRAL EMOTIONS
Prosodic
Parameters

Mean pitch (Hz)

Mean Intensity
(dB)

Duration (sec.)

Emotions

Marathi

Hindi

Anger

254.7

303

Happiness

241.4

300

Fear

193.9

295.5

Neutral

179.5

304.4

Anger

73.69

84

Happiness

71.02

84.5

Fear

67.40

81

Neutral

66.77

83

Anger

2.27

1.39

Happiness

2.64

1.67

Fear

2.86

2.8

Neutral

3.01

1.66

C. LMM Analysis
Differences in prosodic features in Marathi are attributable
to emotion fluctuations and gender, speaker, and sentence
variations. Also, even if the independent variables such as
emotions and gender have a somewhat consistent impact on
prosodic feature variations, it can vary amongst speakers of the
same gender or even between the different sentences. Linear
mixed models are a type of regression model that takes into
account variation explained by the independent variables of
interest, known as fixed effects, and variation not explained by
the independent variables, known as random effects [22]. The
model is mixed since it combines both fixed and random
effects. Thus, to calculate variations in prosodic features,
emotion and gender factors are of primary interest and added
as fixed effect variables. The emotion factor with four factors:
anger, happiness, fear, and neutral emotions and gender factors
included males and females: the speaker and the sentence
considered random effect variables. Each prosodic feature was
then verified for the model fit considering these factors. The
goodness of fit of prosodic features for fixed-effect and
random-effect variables, as shown in equation (1).
Prosodic feature = emotion + gender + (1/speaker) +
(1/sentence)

(1)

Equation 1 shows the variations in the prosodic feature for
the variations in emotion and gender as fixed effect variables
and speakers and sentences as random effect variables with
1/speaker and 1/sentence as random intercept different for each
speaker and each sentence individually.
The likelihood ratio tests to assess the goodness of fit to
verify the significance of the fixed effect and random effect for
each prosodic variable. The goodness of fit test confirmed the
relevance of the fixed and random effect variables for prosodic
feature variations.
1) Modeling mean pitch: The impact of fixed-effect
variables on the mean pitch calculated by comparing the null
effect models with fixed effect = 1 and two models with
emotion as a fixed effect factor and the other model with
emotion and gender as two fixed-effect elements shown in
equation (2), (3) and (4) respectively.
Mean pitch = 1 + (1/speaker)

(2)

Mean pitch = Emotion + (1/speaker)

(3)

Mean pitch = Emotion + Gender + (1/speaker)

(4)

Chi-square difference tests showed the significant p-value
of emotion with χ2(1) = 434, p < 0.001 and of gender with
χ2(1) = 23, p < 0.001. Both emotion and gender observed to be
significant with p<0.001 and considered fixed effect variables
for mean pitch modeling.
In addition, likelihood ratio tests examined the goodness of
fit and confirmed the relevance of the random effect variables'
influence on the mean pitch. We compared the two null effect
models, with fixed effect = 1 and one without sentence
intercept, and sentence intercept with the following equation
(5) and (6) respectively.
Mean pitch = 1 + (1/speaker)

(5)
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Mean pitch = 1 + (1/speaker) + (1/sentence)

(6)

Comparing the models with Chi-square difference tests,
resulted χ2(1) = 0, p > 0.01. It showed that the inclusion of a
sentence is not significant for mean pitch calculation since it
does not improve the model fit.
The final design of the model fit to calculate the mean pitch
model for Marathi emotional speech calculated as shown in
equation (7) as below,
Mean pitch = Emotion + Gender + (1/speaker)

(7)

As in equation (7), emotion and gender factors are fixed
effect variables, and the speaker is a random effect variable for
calculating the mean pitch model for Marathi's emotional
speech. Table VI shows the impacts of fixed effect variables
such as emotions (angry, happiness, fear, and neutral) and
gender (male and female) on computing mean pitch values.
TABLE VI.

FIXED EFFECT SUMMARY OF MEAN PITCH

Emotions

Estimate

Std. Error

t- value

Intercept (Neutral)

228.19

7.257

31.45***

Anger

75.51

3.19

23.64***

Fear

15.47

3.2

Happiness

61.49

Male

-77.40

TABLE VII.

RANDOM EFFECT ANALYSIS FOR MEAN PITCH

Groups Name

Variance

Std. Dev.

Speaker

181.3

13.46

Residual

534.5

23.12

The variance due to the speaker is 181.3 and hence the
standard deviation of 13.46Hz. This means that there can be
variations in the fixed effect values due to variability between
the individual speakers. The residuals are the random
deviations from the predicted values that are due to some
factors outside of the purview of the experiment. The estimate
of the residual variance, with a standard deviation equal to
23.12Hz, represents the variability in individual emotion pitch
values due to unknown factors.
2) Modeling mean intensity: The relevance of fixed effects
on mean intensity was established by comparing null effect
models with fixed effect = 1 to two models, one with emotion
as the fixed effect factor and the other with emotion and gender
as fixed effect factors as shown in equation (8), (9) and (10).
Mean intensity = 1 + (1/speaker)

(8)

4.84***

Mean intensity = Emotion + (1/speaker)

(9)

3.19

19.30***

Mean intensity= Emotion + Gender + (1/speaker)

8.756

-8.840***
***

=p< 0.001

The neutral emotion is used as an emotion baseline, while
the female gender is a gender baseline. The estimate of the
intercept value of 228.19 indicates that the mean pitch value
for neutral emotion and female gender is 228.19Hz. The mean
pitch values for other emotions were calculated from Table V
based on the neutral emotion mean pitch value estimates. The
estimate for the mean pitch value of anger emotion is 228.19+
75.51= 303.7Hz, which is significantly higher than for neutral
emotion (t= 31.45, p<0.001). Similarly, the estimate for the
mean pitch value of fears emotion is 228.19 + 15.47=
243.66Hz, which is significantly higher than for neutral
emotion (t=4.98, p<0.001). Similarly, the estimate of the mean
pitch value for happy emotion is 228.19 + 61.49= 289.68 Hz,
and this is significantly higher than for neutral emotion (t=
19.30, p<0.001). Also, the estimated value of the mean pitch of
males of -77.40 based on a baseline of female gender means
the pitch of males is lower than that for females by 77.40Hz.
With this we can calculate mean pitch values for male gender
for each of the emotion as; anger = 303.7 – 77.4 = 226.3Hz,
happiness = 289.68 – 77.4 = 212.28Hz and fear =243.66 – 77.4
= 166.26Hz.
The Fixed Effects table, similar to most methods such as
ANOVA, MANOVA, multiple regression analyses only
focuses on group differences in changes in mean pitch values
for emotions and gender. Understanding the mean pitch change
at both the group and individual levels will be helpful to
capture a complete overview of developmental changes in
mean pitch values. Table VII summarizes the random effect of
individual speakers on the mean pitch model design below.

(10)

Chi-square difference tests showed the significant p-value
of Emotion with χ2(1) = 274.63, p <0.001 and gender with
χ2(1) = 0.48, p > 0.1. This means, emotion factor is significant
for variations in mean intensity, but gender is non-significant.
A chi-square difference test calculated the inclusion of a
random effect structure with random intercepts for speakers
and sentences as shown in equations (11) and (12),
respectively.
Mean intensity = 1 + (1/speaker)

(11)

Mean intensity = 1 + (1/speaker) + (1/sentence)

(12)

Comparing the models with Chi-square difference tests, we
conclude that sentence inclusion is not significant for mean
intensity calculation since it does not improve model fit, χ2(1)
= 0, p > 0.01.
The final design of the model fit to calculate the mean
intensity model for Marathi emotional speech calculated as
shown in equation (13) as below.
Mean intensity = Emotion + (1/speaker)

(13)

Table VIII gives the summary of fixed effect variables for
calculating the mean intensity.
TABLE VIII. FIXED EFFECTS SUMMARY FOR ANALYSIS OF MEAN INTENSITY
Estimate

Std. Error

t value

Intercept (Neutral)

66.76

0.73

91.39***

Anger

7.02

0.41

17.31 ***

Fear

0.68

0.41

0.096

Happiness

4.22

0.40

10.44 ***
***

=p< 0.001
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The estimate of the intercept value of 66.76 indicates that
the mean pitch value for neutral emotion 66.76dB. The
estimates of mean intensity values for other emotions are
calculated based on the estimates of intercept, i.e., neutral
emotion mean intensity. The estimate for mean intensity of
anger emotion is 66.76 + 7.02= 73.78 dB and this is
significantly higher than for neutral emotion (t= 17.31,
p<0.001). The estimate for mean intensity for fear emotion is
66.76 + 0.68 = 67.44 dB and this is not showing any
significance with neutral emotion (t=0.096, p > 0.1). Similarly,
the estimate for mean intensity for happiness emotion is 66.76
+ 4.22 = 70.98 dB and this is significantly higher than for
neutral emotion (t= 10.44, p<0.001).

The final design of the model fit to calculate the sentence
duration model for Marathi emotional speech calculated as
shown in equation (19) as below.

Table IX summarizes the random effect of individual
speakers on the mean intensity model design below.
TABLE IX.

RANDOM EFFECT ANALYSIS FOR MEAN INTENSITY

duration = Emotion + (1/speaker) + (1/sentence)

Table X gives the summary of fixed effect variables for
calculating the duration given by the final design to calculate
the duration for emotions equation.
TABLE X.

FIXED EFFECTS SUMMARY FOR ANALYSIS OF DURATION
Estimate

Std. Error

t value

Intercept (Neutral)

2.99

0.19

15.52***

Anger

-0.73

0.04

-16.42 ***

Fear

-0.14

0.04

0.002**

Happiness

-0.36

0.04

-8.104 ***
***

Groups Name

Variance

Std. Dev.

Speaker

4.956

2.226

Residual

8.619

2.936

The variance due to speaker is 4.956, indicating the
standard deviation in mean intensity is 2.23dB in the fixed
effect values due to variability between the speakers. The
residuals are the random deviations from the predicted values,
with a standard deviation equal to 2.96dB representing the
variability in intensity apart from speakers.
3) Modeling duration: The significance of fixed effects on
the sentence duration was determined by comparing null effect
models, where fixed effect = 1 and the two models one with
fixed effect factor as emotion and the other with fixed-effect
factors as emotion and gender as shown in equation (14), (15)
and (16) respectively.
duration = 1 + (1/speaker)

(14)

duration = Emotion + (1/speaker)

(15)

duration = Emotion + Gender + (1/speaker)

(16)

Chi-square difference tests for duration showed the
significant p-value for emotion with χ2(1) = 640.8, p < 0.001
but non-significant for gender with χ2(1) = 2, p = 0.15. This
suggests that the variation in sentence duration is due to
emotion rather than gender.
Also, the two null effect models, one without speaker
intercept and the other with a sentence and speaker intercept,
compared to determine the duration model fit for random effect
variables as shown in equation (17) and (18) respectively.
duration = 1 + (1/speaker)

(17)

duration = 1 + (1/speaker) + (1/sentence)

(18)

The Chi-square difference tests showed that inclusion of
sentence as one of the random effects is significant for the
mean duration and it improved model fit, χ2(1) = 410.73, p <
0.001.

(19)

=p< 0.001, ** =p< 0.01

The estimate of the intercept value of 2.99 indicates that the
mean sentence duration for neutral emotion is 2.99sec. The
estimates of mean sentence duration values for other emotions
are calculated based on the estimates of intercept, i.e., the mean
sentence duration for neutral emotion. The estimate for the
sentence duration anger emotion is 2.99 - 0.73= 2.26 sec and
this is significantly lower than for neutral emotion duration (t=
-16.42, p<0.001). The estimate for the sentence duration for
fear emotion is 2.99 -0.14 = 2.85 sec and this is not showing
any significance with neutral emotion (t=0.002, p = 0.01).
Similarly, the estimate for the mean sentence duration of happy
emotion is 2.99 -0.36 = 2.63 sec and this is significantly higher
than for neutral emotion (t = -8.104, p<0.001).
Table XI, giving the summary of the random effect of
individual speaker and individual sentence on the sentence
duration model design as below.
TABLE XI.

RANDOM EFFECT ANALYSIS FOR DURATION

Groups Name

Variance

Std. Dev.

Speaker

0.119

0.014

Sentence

0.59

0.35

Residual

0.32

0.10

The variance due to speaker is 0.014, and hence standard
deviation of 0.119 sec. in the fixed effect values can be due to
variability between the speakers. The variance due to the
sentence is 0.35 and hence standard deviation of 0.59 sec. in
the fixed effect values can be due to variability between the
sentences. The residuals are the random deviations from the
predicted values, with a standard deviation equal to 0.32 sec.
represents the variation in duration values apart from speaker
and sentence.
V. CONCLUSION
This work explains how to investigate acoustic clues for
Marathi emotions, including anger, happiness, fear, and
neutral. Eleven Marathi professional artists created a database
of 440 words in anger, happiness, fear, and neutral emotions in
a recording studio. According to an acoustic experiment, the
features of mean intensity, mean pitch, and sentence duration
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vary depending on the emotions. A two-way ANOVA and a
linear mixed-effect analysis provided a valuable framework for
studying emotional speech data and, as a result, best practices
for generating an emotional speech corpus.

[7]

The following is the prosodic model for emotions in the
Marathi language, with emotion and gender as fixed effect
variables and speaker and sentences as random effect variables.

[9]

[8]

[10]

Mean pitch = Emotion + Gender + (1/speaker).
Mean intensity = Emotion + (1/speaker).

[11]

duration = Emotion + (1/speaker) + (1/sentence).
A detailed analysis of Marathi's emotional speech will help
develop a prosody model. This model will help select
appropriate input features for machine learning algorithms used
in emotion classification applications. In the future, it will be
beneficial to examine some more prosodic aspects for the
Marathi language emotions. Sadness, surprise, and sarcasm are
examples of other basic emotions that may be investigated for
Marathi speech. Children, young adults, and the elderly can all
be studied separately in a similar way. When these
meticulously generated prosodic elements are fed into a
machine learning model, they can aid in emotion recognition,
text-to-speech synthesis, and other human-machine interaction
applications in the future.

[12]
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Abstract—Spam emails have recently become a concern on
the Internet. Machine learning techniques such as Neural
Networks, Naïve Bayes, and Decision Trees have frequently been
used to combat these spam emails. Despite their efficiency, time
complexity in high-dimensional datasets remains a significant
challenge. Due to a large number of features in high-dimensional
datasets, the intricacy of this problem grows exponentially. The
existing approaches suffer from a computational burden when
thousands of features are used (high-time complexity). To reduce
time complexity and improve accuracy in high-dimensional
datasets, extra steps of feature selection and parameter tuning
are necessary. This work recommends the use of a hybrid logistic
regression model with a feature selection approach and
parameter tuning that could effectively handle a big dimensional
dataset. The model employs the Term Frequency-Inverse
Document Frequency (TF-IDF) feature extraction method to
mitigate the drawbacks of Term Frequency (TF) to obtain an
equal feature weight. Using publicly available datasets (Enron
and Lingspam), we compared the model’s performance to that of
other contemporary models. The proposed model achieved a low
level of time complexity while maintaining a high level of spam
detection rate of 99.1%.
Keywords—Machine learning;
extraction; parameter tuning
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feature

selection;

feature

INTRODUCTION

Email is an online application that enables the exchange of
data using electronic devices [1]. Email communication is
quick, inexpensive, easy to duplicate, and widely available.
Email can extremely be beneficial to businesses and
organizations because it allows for the efficient, productive,
and effective transmission of all types of electronic data [2].
Email communication began in the 1960s with the restricted
functionality of sending information to users within the same
computing environment only [3]. Recently, email has become
the most common way of communication [4], serving users
across computing platform environments. The average number
of emails exchanged per day reached 293 billion in 2019 and is
forecasted to reach 347 billion by the end of 2023 [5].
Despite its importance, email has become a vehicle for a
variety of malicious programs [6]. It is estimated that 50% of
all emails are spam [1]. Email spam, also known as junk mail,
refers to any form of undesired, uninvited digital
communication sent in large quantities [7]. Spam is usually
sent via email [8] but can also be delivered via text messages,
phone calls, or other social media platforms. Spam has been a

big challenge, disturbing users and consuming their time. Spam
also leads to phishing attacks, storage space misuse, decreased
internet speed, and theft of critical information [5]. The
financial losses caused by email spam are estimated to reach a
total of USD 257 billion between 2012 and mid-2020 [9]. As a
result, substantial negative impacts on the global economy,
such as lower productivity have been identified. These factors
hinder the development of the communication sector that can
benefit governments, individuals, and business companies [10].
To combat the problems, various scientific research studies
have been conducted, including the application of machine
learning [11]. Previous scientific studies were categorized into
three approaches, single-based machine learning, hybrid, and
feature engineering [12]. In the first classification, a specific
single machine learning algorithm was used to build a spam
detection method [12]. Some popular classifications of
machine learning algorithms include Naïve Bayes, Random
Forest, Support Vector Machines (SVMs), and K-nearest
neighbor (KNN) [5].
Support Vector Machines are supervised learning models,
which are mostly used to analyze data for regression analysis
and classification [13]. Every data item is plotted as a point in
n-dimensional space where n is the number of features present
with the value of each feature being that of a certain coordinate
in the SVM algorithm. The classification is accomplished by
finding the hyper-plane that best differentiates the two classes.
Support Vector Machines achieves great accuracy on small,
clear datasets but performs poorly on larger, noisy datasets
with overlapping classes [14].
Naive Bayes is a machine learning classification algorithm
commonly used for binary and multi-class classification
problems. This algorithm is based on the Bayes Theorem,
which states that given the known independent probability of
each event and the reverse conditional probability of the pair of
events, one may compute an unknown conditional probability
of the pair of events [15]. The disadvantage of this method is
that it makes assumptions that all attributes are independent,
which is incorrect. In fact, by recognizing that some attributes
are related, one can create patterns or common attributes from
related attributes to minimize the number of features, hence
reducing storage consumption.
Random Forest is a classifier that uses the number of
decision trees on separate subsets of a dataset and averages
their results to enhance its predicted accuracy [16]. Instead of
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relying on one decision tree, Random Forest collects the
forecasts from every tree and calculates the final output based
on the majority vote of predictions. The technique is wellsuited to classification problems with small datasets because a
large number of trees may make it slow for real-time
prediction.
K-nearest neighbor, also called Lazy Learner is another
learning algorithm that works well in simple classifications
[17]. When an email is classified, KNN tries to find the Knearest neighbors by calculating the distance in each
prediction. In high dimensional datasets, it becomes
challenging for the KNN algorithm to compute the distance in
each dimension resulting in poor performance.
A combined machine-learning (hybrid) algorithm generates
a new line of spam detection methods. The approach combines
a specific machine learning algorithm and other methodologies
[12]. Wijaya [18] proposed a hybrid decision tree with logistic
regression with a focus on reducing noisy data. Another
researcher Dedeturk [5] introduced a model which uses logistic
regression combined with an artificial bee algorithm. However,
this model faces high computation costs.
The feature engineering classification focuses on offering a
new set of features. Farisa [19] proposed an intelligent spam
detection method and recognizes the relevant features by
categorizing spam features into three categories. These are
payload, head features, attachment features. Payload features
are those that involve the email body, readability, and lexical
features [19], while attachment features are the files that are
combined within an email. Despite its benefits, this
methodology cannot be used when there is an imbalanced
dataset [19].
As reviewed, we identify that machine learning is an
efficient method for detecting email spam. However, most of
the existing models failed to consider the number of features in
high-dimensional datasets, leading to high time complexities.
Nevertheless, the finding by Majeed [20] shows that time
complexity is an important factor to be considered in model
development since it reduces the training speed and decreases
the importance of the model to be used in online spam filtering
[11]. Time complexity depends on the number of features
required in a given model as well as whether the proposed
method is linear or nonlinear [21]. Xia [22] proposed an
approach based on reducing time complexity in rule-based
filtering. Nonetheless, this is not currently a recommended
approach due to inefficient results that require every time to
change the rule.
High-dimensional datasets are datasets with many features.
It is the excess number of features that leads to a high time
complexity and sometimes a low detection rate (meaning low
accuracy) [23], as illustrated in (1) - (8).

Key: TN=True negative, TP=True positive, FN=False
negative, and FP=False positive.
Example: Let us take 10,000 features for a high
dimensional dataset and 2605 features for a low dimensional
dataset with a test size of 0.34. For a high dimensional dataset,
the number of correct predictions is described by the confusion
matrix Table I.
Then from Table I, TP=1521, TN=1700, FP=136, FN=43.
𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 =

From (3); 𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 =

𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 =
𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 =

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
𝑇𝑃+𝑇𝑁

𝑇𝑃+𝑇𝑁+𝐹𝑃+𝐹𝑁

(3)

3221

(4)

3400

Therefore, the accuracy of a high-dimensional dataset obtained
from (4) = 0.947
(5)
For a low-dimensional dataset, the number of correct
predictions is described in Table II.
Then from Table II, TP=98, TN=768, FP=0, FN=10
𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 =

98+768

(6)

768+0+41+98

From (3); 𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 =

866

(7)

907

Therefore, the accuracy for a low-dimensional dataset obtained
from (7) = 0.955
(8)
So, from (5) and (8), the accuracy of a high-dimensional
dataset seems to be low compared to a low-dimensional
dataset.
Therefore, this paper proposes an efficient hybrid model
[25] of logistic regression, with the consideration of the time
complexity in a high dimensional dataset. Our methodology
combines feature extraction, feature selection, and parameter
tuning methods. This approach will reduce the time complexity
on high-dimensional datasets. It will equally reduce equal
feature weight, overfitting, increase training speed and boost
performance. The model uses the Big O notation to find the
time complexity of different existing models with accuracy
starting from 90%. The evaluation involves a calculation of
time complexity in terms of the steps required to operate an
input.
TABLE I.

CONFUSION MATRIX FOR A HIGH DIMENSIONAL DATASET
Predicted

Actual
Non-spam

Spam

Non-spam

1700

136

Spam

43

1521

TABLE II.

Recall formula for finding accuracy of the model [24].
𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

1521+1700

1521+1700+136+43

CONFUSION MATRIX FOR A LOW DIMENSIONAL DATASET
Predicted

Actual
Non-spam

Spam

Non-spam

768

0

Spam

41

98

(1)
(2)
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The rest of the paper is structured as follows: the materials
and methodology are presented in Section II while the results
are discussed in Section III. Finally, the conclusion and future
research direction are presented in Section IV.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
A. Experimental Setup
The model was developed using Python (v3.7.1) in the
Google Colab (GCC 7.5) environment on a 64-bit Windows
operating system, equipped with 8GB of computer Random
Access Memory (RAM).
B. Dataset
The experiments were carried out using two datasets
derived from a public repository. This helped to validate the
accuracy of the model for spam detection. The first dataset was
obtained from the Kaggle repository, which was the Enron
dataset with 10,000 samples, half of which were spam and half
legitimate emails. The second dataset was the Lingspam with
2605 samples, out of which 433 were spam and 2172
legitimate emails. We analyzed the dataset in relation to their
balance ratio which is computed by dividing the total number
of genuine emails by the total number of spam emails. The
balance ratios of Enron and Lingspam were 1 and 5
respectively. The dataset was then split into two, 67% for
training and 34% for testing as described in Table III.
C. Pre-Processing
This step involved cleaning the data by removing missing
values; transforming the data into a direct format that could be
used by machine learning and splitting them for training and
testing. Data transformation is a data mining approach that
involves changing raw data into a usable format. This is
because real-world data is usually inconsistent, inadequate,
lacking in specific behaviors or patterns, and rife with mistakes
[26]. Data preparation is a tried-and-true approach for
overcoming such difficulties. Building a high-performing
model needs a careful evaluation of the input data quality.
Therefore, the dataset was pre-processed for the suggested
model to perform intelligent diagnosis by extracting suitable
characteristics from the data. The preprocessing involved
several steps such as importation of the data and libraries,
cleaning the data by removing missing values; converting the
data into a direct format that could be used by machine
learning, and splitting them for training and testing. The
process of removing missing values and stop words is very
important because of their non-informative in the email spam
detection process. Apart from removing stop words, characters
must also be converted to lowercase before tokenization. In our
datasets, no missing values were found, and tokenization was
done through the Sklearn library. The splitting test size was
0.34, meaning that 3400 samples of emails for the Enron
dataset were used for testing and 6600 for training. For the
Lingspam dataset 886 were used for testing and 1719 for
training as shown in Table III.
D. Feature Extraction
This step involved converting email messages into a format
that could be processed by a machine learning algorithm.
Email spam features are obtained from three different methods,

namely, the Heuristic approach, Term frequency (TF) analysis,
and behavior approach [27]. In the first approach, emails are
mined to discover and generate patterns and rules, while in the
TF analysis; every word in an e-mail is specified as a feature.
The behavior approach builds features based on knowledge
about spammers’ behavior. This is often gathered via header,
attachment, and email flows between groups of e-mail users.
In this study, the Term Frequency Inverse Document
Frequency (TF-IDF) method was employed as a feature
extraction method. It is a combination of TF and IDF [28].
According to Kadhim [29], this helps to capture features that
are more important within the body of an email. The
importance of this method is that it reduces the limitation of
equal feature weight obtained when TF is used. Term
frequency is how many times a term appears in an email and
IDF is how many times a term appears in all emails. Suppose
an email contains 50 terms, where the term “none” occurs 10
times. Term frequency is obtained as shown in (9) and (10):
𝑇𝐹(𝑡) =
𝑇𝐹(𝑡) =

Total no.of times a term occur in an email
10
50

total number of terms in an email

= 0.2

(9)
(10)

Now let’s say we have 5000 emails, and the term “none”
occurs 50 times in all emails. Then TF-IDF is obtained as
shown in (11) and (12):
𝐼𝐷𝐹(𝑡) = 𝑙𝑜𝑔

500
50

=2

(11)

𝑇𝐹 − 𝐼𝐷𝐹(𝑡) = 0.2 × 2 = 0.4

(12)

Therefore from (12) our TF-IDF (t) is 0.4

E. Feature Selection
Due to the presence of many features in a high-dimensional
dataset, feature selection is an important step. This step
involves picking up items that are more important to be used in
model development [5]. Feature selection leads to less time
complexity that increases the potential application in online
spam filtering. Training an algorithm using all the features
requires a large amount of memory and high time complexity
[30]. Hence, reducing the number of features is very important,
since it permits the machine learning algorithm to train faster
due to the reduction of the number of steps taken to train the
model. Additionally, reducing the number of features also
eliminates overfitting [31]. This happens when the model fits
more data than it needs and starts catching noisy and inaccurate
data. Hence, the efficiency and accuracy of the model decrease.
To reduce the time complexity problem, our research used
the Sklearn library, which implements the SelectKBest feature
selection method. This method only selects the highest scoring
features. It is a wrapper method that uses the score function of
Chi-square to obtain the features. By using Chi-square only
450 features were selected. Chi-square is a mathematical
formula used to determine if there is a relationship between the
features and select those with the highest score only as
indicated in (13).
Chi-square formula = ∑

(𝑂𝐼−𝐸𝑖 )2
𝐸𝐼

(13)
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TABLE III.

DATASET SAMPLE, TRAINING AND TESTING SIZE

Dataset type

Sample size

Training

Test

Enron

10,000

6600

3400

Lingspam

2605

1719

886

of regularization. The larger values of c correlate to less
regularization (where we can specify the regularization
function).

Whereby 𝑂𝑖 is the number of the class observed and 𝐸𝑖 is
the number of expected classes when there is no relationship
between the feature and the target [32].
F. Proposed Model
Logistic regression is among the most commonly used
algorithms for classification [33]. It is an efficiency model with
low time complexity [25]. It is used to determine discrete data
from a set of variables [34]. In logistic regression, instead of
applying a line, we apply an “S” shape that determines the two
largest values [35]. The “S” shape is called the logistic function
[36] as shown in Fig. 1. It is used to convert every real value
between 0 and 1 into another value [37]. The function uses the
threshold value, which determines the likelihood of either 0 or
1. A value beyond 0.5 is 1 and below 0.5 is 0. A logistic
regression formula can be formed from the linear equation as
indicated in (14) – (16).

Fig. 1. Logistic Regression Graph [39].
Dataset (Enron and
Lingspam Dataset)

However, in logistic regression, y can be 0 - 1, so we divide
(14) by 1-y. When y=0 we get 0, and when y=1 we get infinity.
To match the equation, we need to transform (15) into a
logarithm.
𝑦 = 𝑐 + 𝑚1 𝑥1 + 𝑚2 𝑥2 + ⋯ + 𝑚𝑛 𝑥𝑛
𝑦

1−𝑦

= 𝑐 + 𝑚1 𝑥1 + 𝑚2 𝑥2 + ⋯ + 𝑚𝑛 𝑥𝑛

𝑙𝑜𝑔[

𝑦

1−𝑦

] = 𝑐 + 𝑚1 𝑥1 + 𝑚2 𝑥2 + ⋯ + 𝑚𝑛 𝑥𝑛

Preprocessing
(Tokenization, stop word
removal and lowercase
conversion)

Feature Extraction
(TF-IDF)

Feature Selection
(Chi-square - 450
features)

Dataset Splitting with
test size (0.34)

Training model
(Logistic

(14)
(15)
(16)

regression)

After transformation, the formula obtained in (16) can be
used for logistic regression.
In this research, the logistic regression was trained with 450
features obtained from the SelectKBest as identified in Fig. 2.
The results were then optimized using random search with
several parameters as shown in Table IV.

G. Parameter Tuning
When training the models in this study, the hyperparameters were searched to find the ones with the best
performance. A random search was used with the parameters
as described in subsections 1-3 and values are presented in
Table IV.
1) Penalty: This parameter has two options; ridge (L2) or
lasso(L1). Both parameters are used in a regression method to
reduce the time complexity of the model. However, while
ridge is better for a high-dimensional dataset, lasso is better
for a low-dimensional dataset.
2) Solver: This parameter has five solvers which are lbfgs,
liblinear, sag, saga, and newton-cg. Liblinear is a decent
choice for small datasets, while sag and saga are quicker for
big ones [38]. Only lbfgs, sag, newton-cg, and saga can handle
multinomial loss in multiclass issues.
3) The Inverse of Regularization Strength (c): It is a
logistic regression trade-off parameter that affects the intensity

Optimization
(Random search)

Prediction
(Spam or ham)

Fig. 2. A Proposed Logistic Regression Model Diagram.
TABLE IV.

HYPERPARAMETER USED

Parameter

Value

Penalty

L1 and L2

Solver

Saga, sag ,lbfgs, newton-cg, liblinear

C

0.001,0.01,0.1,10,1000

H. Evaluation of the Classifiers
The evaluation of the classifier was evaluated by analyzing
the model performance and time complexity during the training
and testing procedures. In this study, evaluation was carried out
by employing the confusion matrix and Big O notation. The
evaluation measures utilized were accuracy, precision, recall,
and time complexity each of which is described in subsections
1 – 4 below.
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1) Confusion matrix: This is a table that defines the
model’s overall performance and displays the proper and
wrong classifications for each class. Confusion matrix plots
are used to show the trained model's ability in guessing the
classes of data included in the set of test data. The test set
evaluates a model's expected future performance. Table V
shows the structure of the confusion matrix using our
proposed model. Where TP = True Positive: the number of
emails with spam and grouped as having spam, TN = True
Negative: the number of emails without spam and grouped as
not having spam, FP = False Positive: the number of emails
with no spam and grouped as having spam, and FN = False
Negative: the number of emails with spam and grouped as not
having spam.
a) Accuracy: It computes the frequency with which
predictions and labels are equivalent. The accuracy is
calculated as shown in (17).
𝑇𝑃+𝑇𝑁

𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 =

𝑇𝑃+𝑇𝑁+𝐹𝑃+𝐹𝑁

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 =

𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑃

(17)

b) Precision: The number of correctly identified results
divided by the total number of positive outcomes results.
Equation (18) describes how precision is obtained.
𝑇𝑃

(18)

c) Recall: The number of accurately recognized positive
findings by the total number of samples that should have been
positive. A recall is obtained as indicated in (19).
𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 =

𝑇𝑃

(19)

𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑁

2) Big O notation: This is a mathematical study used to
describe the complexity of different algorithms [40]. Time
complexity is divided into two categories: the number of
inputs an algorithm takes to operate and if the algorithm is
linear or nonlinear [21]. Each algorithm in machine learning
has its formula for finding the time complexity in terms of the
steps used to operate an input. This research uses a logistic
regression formula to find the time complexity of the proposed
model due to its low time complexity compared to others.
Table VI presents the formula for finding the time complexity
of the different algorithms in machine learning [41]. Given:
O=growth rate of a model.

results are divided into two parts, the first part shows the time
complexity obtained using the Big O notation method as
identified in Table VII. The second part shows the performance
of the logistic regression when combined with TF-IDF and
feature selection method in terms of precision, accuracy, F1score, and recall as presented in Tables VIII and IX for Enron
and Lingspam, respectively.
A. Complexity Result
In machine learning, the time complexity of the model is
measured by two things; the type of algorithm used and the
number of inputs an algorithm takes to operate. In our model,
we used logistic regression which is linear. The advantage of a
linear algorithm is its low time complexity relative to nonlinear algorithms. Furthermore, when considering the number
of inputs, the study used the Big O notation to describe the
time complexity of the model as described in Table VI. The
result shows that the proposed model attained low time
complexity compared to other conventional models as shown
in Table VII.
B. Performance Result Analysis
The classifier was evaluated by analyzing the model
performance during the training and testing the outcomes. In
this study, evaluation was carried out using the confusion
matrix as shown in Fig. 3 and 4 whereby 0 represents nonspam and 1 represents spam. The evaluation measures utilized
were accuracy, precision, F1 score, and recall. The results
showed that saga and L2 parameters are very resourceful
parameters in a high-dimensional dataset compared to other
solvers because of their performance. Nevertheless, the results
show that the feature selection method is an important part to
be considered in model development since it reduces the
computation time while the optimization process increases
model accuracy. The proposed model was compared to other
conventional methods and the results showed that the
performance of the proposed model was higher than other
models as indicated in Table X.
TABLE V.

CONFUSION MATRIX STRUCTURE

Predicted
Actual
Non-spam

Spam

Non-spam

TN

FP

Spam

FN

TP

C=number of the class label for spam is 2spam or ham).

TABLE VI.

FORMULA FOR TIME COMPLEXITY

d=number of input/features.

Algorithm

Formula

k=number of neighbors, number of support vector.

K-nearest neighbor

O (knd)

e=number of epochs.

Logistic regression

O (nd)

n=number of neurons.

SVMs

O (n^3)

Decision tree

O (n*log (n)*d)

Naïve Bayes

O (n*d)

Deep learning

O(c*d*e*n)

III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
This section discusses the results of the proposed model as
obtained from the experiments carried out in this research. The
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TABLE VII.
Author

RESULTS AND COMPARISON ANALYSIS FOR TIME COMPLEXITY

Algorithm and Accuracy obtained

Number of features selected

Time complexity in the training phase(step used)

[5]

Logistic regression- 98.4%

500

O(cd)=2*500
1000 steps

[42]

Deep learning-96.43%

3000

O(c*d*e*n)=2*3000*2*2
24000 steps required

[43]

Naive Bayes-96.87 %

1319

O(c*d)=2*1319
2628 steps required

[44]

Naïve Bayes-96.63%

1000

O(c*d)=2*1000
2000 steps required

[12]

Neural network-96.8%

140

O(c*d*e*n)=2*140*600
168,000 steps required

Proposed approach

Logistic regression99.1% & 98.3%

450

O(cd)=2*450

TABLE VIII. RESULTS OF MODEL PERFORMANCE FOR ENRON

TABLE X.

PERFORMANCE COMPARISON FOR DIFFERENT ALGORITHM

Label

Accuracy

Precision

Recall

F1-score

Model

Accuracy

Non-spam(0)

0.98

0.99

0.97

0.98

[5]

98.4%

0.98

[44]

96.63%

[11]

96.7%

Proposed model

99.1% and 98.3 respectively

Spam(1)

0.97

0.99

IV. CONCLUSION

Fig. 3. A Confusion Matrix of Enron Dataset.
TABLE IX.

RESULTS OF MODEL PERFORMANCE FOR LINGSPAM

Label

Accuracy

Precision

Recall

F1-score

Non-spam(0)

0.99

0.98

1.00

0.99

1.00

0.91

0.95

Spam(1)

In this paper, a hybrid logistic regression model was
proposed to reduce the time complexity in a high-dimensional
dataset that will increase the potential of the model in online
spam detection. The model performs three different tasks that
are feature extraction, feature selection, and parameter tuning.
TF-IDF was used during feature extraction to replace the
drawbacks of equal feature weight obtained when TF is used.
To increase the training speed in the high-dimensional dataset
the model uses Chi-square that helps to select the feature which
is related to each other with the highest score only. A random
search was used to optimize the model performance. The
performed task help to reduce time complexity by decreasing
the number of features in a high-dimensional dataset. The
model also uses the TF-IDF feature extraction method to
reduce the disadvantage of equal feature weight obtained when
TF is used. The experiment shows that a better performance of
99.1% is achieved when feature selection is combined with
parameter tuning. Overall, it can be concluded that feature
selection is an important part of a high-dimensional dataset that
helps to reduce an excessive number of features. Nevertheless,
for future work, more research is needed in other feature
selection and parameter tuning methods.
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Fig. 4. A Confusion Matrix of Lingspam Dataset.
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Abstract—The emphasis of this work is image encoding based
on permutation as well as changes that utilize Latin cube as well
as Latin square image cipher meant for both color and gray
images. Generally, multimedia data are transmitted in the
network as well websites, numerous methods have been
established for securing the information without any negotiation.
Security of information in all the areas is required to ensure that
the information sustains privacy, is presentable for recovery as
well as governance purposes. These data can be secured by
taking CIA (confidentiality, Integrity, and Availability) to realize
information like confidentiality about the data that can be
reserved as undisclosed from an illegal user of source, the
integrity of the data is maintained unaffected for unauthorized
font, availability of resources for official personal to retrieve data
for access the information. Authentication of a person is by
identification, conserving information and its validation of data.
Implementing this authentication will store the data in the
required format that is either exchanged or transmitted for the
internet application. By breaching the misuse of data is can be
protected for confidential as well as sensitive data. To achieve
security and maintain confidentiality cryptographic methods are
implemented.
Keywords—Decryption; encryption; Latin square generator;
sequence generator

I.

INTRODUCTION

In the current scenario security of data is the main issue to
maintain confidentiality as well as privacy. The main concern
is managing the data while communicating as well as storing
data from stealing as well as exploiting the data. For this
purpose, an appropriate method has been employed for
securing the data while transmitting as well as storing the data
by utilizing the technique of cryptography. The information is
utilized in the form of a plaintext image. The encryption
technique converts this plaintext image into an unidentifiable
form that cannot be easily decoded. By employing the
decryption process, it is possible to get back original
information by utilizing the Cipher text method. The main
solicitations of this image encryption are many, some of them
are military application, medical images, communication via
the internet and many more. In this electronic era,
cryptography is applied to provide various types of security to
different electronic devices [1]. New encryption for images
that utilize permutation-substitution network and chaotic
systems has provided a better result in terms of both

qualitative and quantitative studies that is superior to other
techniques [2]. Generally, an intelligent technology that can
protect the information from unauthorized person to hack or
decode, that the data is immune to attack. This will implicate
various techniques such as decipherment in symmetric and
asymmetric keys [3] [20]. This process uses the decryption
and encryption of data that is equivalent to electronic locking
of knowledge [4]. This technique uses a private or secret key
that can be shared only with receive for decoding as well as
encoding the information. A novel technique based on
memristive chaotic for random behavior is used for encryption
has resulted in effective results in the decryption and
protecting the data [5] [16]. The behavior of chaotic systems is
mainly categorized using sensitivity based on dependence on
primary situations. By using this chaos for selfsynchronization has ignited a huge work in the field of
cryptography [6] [15]. For certain initial conditions, some
nonlinear functions can generate chaotic or random numbers.
By utilizing a one-time pad system and replacing it with
proper chaotic function cryptographic results can be improved
[7]. Encryption of probabilistic image for LSB plane using
random noise provides better diffusion as well as confusion
properties with error tolerance [8] [10]. The security analysis
is tested for different types of attacks [9] [18]. Decipherment
of plain text is called secret information of plain text p and
cipher text C is encrypted [11]. Latin square and CNN, for the
input image are implemented bitwise and encrypted and
decomposed to obtain encrypted image [12] [17]. Input image
based on Latin Square creates 256 bits’ key, which is operated
by ex-or with Latin square to obtain encrypted images [13].
Latin rectangle scrambling using chaotic map reduces the
number of iteration for achieving better security [14]. Latin
square with S box and chaotic system results in better security
[19]. For decryption, decoding the cipher image
accompanying lookup table with index numbers results in
effective and secured results [21]. Images of multimedia and
its application are focused on efficient encryption and
decryption to obtain better results [22].
This article is organized as follows, Section 2 provides the
background of encryption methods. Section 3 explains the
methodology of implementation of Latin square that generates
and Substitution for cipher image as well as Whitening of
premature images. Whereas Section 4 provides and evaluates
the results and Section 5 concludes this paper.
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II. BACKGROUND
With the evolution of information technologies and
pandemic situations, present days, people have started to use
the internet and images in their daily routine. So encryption of
images is gaining huge momentum for the present situation.
For security reasons, image encryption converts the original
images into unrecognizable images, Medical images, military
services as well as its affair application, e-commerce,
telecommunication, and many applications that gains the
prominence of image encryption. In the present scenario,
usage of text data has been reduced because of the advantages
of the security in the digital images, since a different
enormous amount of information like wide content, maximum
data, as well as monotony and an exceptionally authoritative
correlativity, can be obtained by the neighborhood pixel.
A. The Objective of the Work
Cryptography deals with mainly three core capacities like
integrity, authenticity and confidentiality, which defends the
digital data from hackers or unauthorized users from theft. By
using encoding, the confidentiality of information is hidden is
known as data privacy. The private key is used to extract the
image at the transmission of the data. For the decryption of
information, the same private key is used that has been used
for encryption. Authenticity assurances that a person or a
process can be identified receiver by their identification
method. If the same data has been transmitted to the receiver
ensure that data is integrated, without loss of any information
sent by the transmitter.

representation considering exactly just the once in each
distinct row along with each distinct column. Fig. 1 represents
an example of a Latin square.

Fig. 1. Latin Square with Dissimilar Sets and Orders.

B. Latin Square Generator
A Latin square is created by using two structures of
identical length. If P1 and P2 are two sequences of length
equal to N arrangements [11].
LS=LSG (P1, P2)
P1 and P2 are input sequence
Ensure: - LS is a N order Latin square
S1 = Sort Map function (P1)
S2 = Sort Map function (P2)
For i=0 to N-1
LS (i,: )=Row shift(S1, S2(i))

III. METHODOLOGY

End

Misuse and theft of information are the main threat while
storing and transmitting images, to a major amount of care has
to be taken to maintain confidentiality and privacy. A
technique based on cryptography can be utilized to store
information as well as communication of data in plain text
data. The process regarding hiding a given message as a
fragment of a specific kind with accurateness to protect the
data is encoding. The technique of converting cipher content
back into plain text without any loss is deciphering.
As a part of security and confidentiality, the encrypting
technique has gained momentum in the present situation.
Information safety is a significant subject as part of
communication purposes and for image storage, encryption is
a distinct behavior that can secure the information. For this
purpose, encrypting has enormous applications Image
encoding includes a huge number of applications Encrypting
text messages may lead to unrecognizable information or trash
data known as cipher content. This technique is utilized to
guarantee that data hidden from others of concern is not
intended to, furthermore, individuals can recognize the
encoded data. The technique of recovering the cipher text to
its reliable plaintext is known as decryption.
A. Latin Square
A Latin Square is a collection N*N is jumble-sale of
demonstration of N different elements, that all the elements

P1 and P2 are two input sequences that are aimed to
generate a pseudo-random number generator. Sort Map
function (S1, S2) is classifying function with index in the
middle of an S1 and S2 series, as a sequence of acclivitous
order can be obtained by transformed edition S1*, and
operated on Row Shift is through (S1, v) which is a periodic
transfer of the S1 arrangement with v elements to the left
[9][10][11].
C. Substitution-Permutation Network
Input information in cryptography is represented as
plaintext and the resultant output information is called cipher
text. A substitution-permutation network (SPN) is a sequence
of cipher that includes various iterations, for each iteration
includes a replacement, a variation and an additional key. It is
a sequence of mathematical equations utilized for block cipher
or different algorithms. Block ciphers algorithms are designed
employing replacing and variation in various forms of SPN.
Throughout the N-iteration variation and replacement of the
given network, a plaintext will be converted into a new bit
series and symbolized as P, which is primary and source
content that has to be encoded. SNP that has been encoded to
obtain the cipher text in the bit sequence C, by using this
technique. Fig. 2 represents the substitution permutation
network. A commonly used procedure to persistently synthesis
with a given key for the plaintext is known as Latin square
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whitening. Replacement of one byte to other bytes in the input
sequence is known as Latin Square Substitution. Whereas
shuffling bit location in the input sequence is done in Latin
Square Permutation. Similarly, the reverse will be
implemented in the decryption process of a substitution and
permutation network cipher.
D. Latin Square Image Cipher
In the encoding and decoding technique for cipher, the
treatment block is by splitting (32*32) bytes of segmented
grayscale, for which its definite pixel value with the intensity
of 256 levels (1byte). In this algorithm P is a plaintext image
is to be defined by (32*32) byte, whereas cipher image C is
denoted by (32*32) byte, Latin Square is denoted by L (32
bytes), and the encoding key is denoted by K (32 bytes)
encoding key. This suggested technique iterates for 4 and 8
rounds of substitution as well as permutation network
structure respectively. Fig. 3 represents Latin square image
Cipher with 8-round SPN.

rotation is implemented by using logical operations such as
XOR procedures. In this proposed algorithm plain text P is
composed of 1byte per pixel for the encoding process. In a
normal predictable technique, logical whitening using XOR
turns out to be intolerable, because of unsuccessful of
information in images. Mixing the content of plaintext with
that of a sequence is the to generate the Latin square is
intended in whitening, for this purpose cipher is reorganized
through Finite field or Galois field for plain text image that
can be represented as
f = [r + l] 2^8
The reverse of whitening technique to obtain Latin square
can be obtained by using this equation,
r = [f + l]2^8
Where f is the whitening result in the byte.
l is the Latin square in the byte.
r is a plain text image in the byte.

E. Latin Square Whitening
By utilizing a typical SPN method for ciphers block, the
mixing of the content of plain text P along with key using

2^8 is used to calculate Galois or finite field.

Fig. 2. Substitution-Permutation Network.

Fig. 3. Block Diagram of Latin Square Image Cipher with 8-round SPN.
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F. Latin Square Substitution
S-box is frequently applied to accomplish byte substitution
in the calculation of cryptographic images. All S-Box is
recognized as bijection, furthermore a definite function that
can be mapped as one-to-one. In the encoding process, image
pixels are associated with the image as 8-bit or byte. That is a
grayscale image of 8-bit that contains intensity with a
grayscale of 32-byte along with every intensity is essential of
8-bit. Normally there is a presence of forwarding row and
column mapping, this forward column along with row
mapping will map to Latin square. Byte replacement is
achieved in image cipher by the corresponding mapping which
is termed as Latin Square S-box of replacement.
LSRS:

IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
Implementation of this work for Encryption as well as
Decryption was using MATLAB R2014a, results were
simulated and are explained as provided. The results have
been divided into four parts as shown below.

ROW

LSRS function in form of a pixel in cipher image is
represented in row forwarding plotting function merely by
Latin Square L via a function restriction to have cipher text,
similarly, IRM is the reverse function to obtain plaintext.
ECR s row:
C(r,c)=

A. Encryption and Decryption for 8 Round Grayscale Image
Encryption of grayscale Latin Square Cipher image block
for 8 rounds, requires a 32-byte K key, 32*32 bytes, 1byte
image block (grayscale) for P to determine C that is of 32*32
byte of grayscale with 1 byte of the block, Fig. 4 represents a
Latin square grayscale cipher image block for 8 rounds of
encryption.
Similarly, for 8 rounds of decryption value P is determined
for the grayscale 1 byte of 32*32 bytes by utilizing the key
(K) and Cipher images (C) that is of 32-byte key and
grayscale of 1 byte of 32*32 byte. Decryption for 8 round
grayscale cipher image using Latin Square is as shown in
Fig. 5. For this purpose ship image available in MatLab is
utilized for encryption as well as decryption.

DCR s row:
P(r,c)=

LSCS:

where x and y, represent input and output relating to
plotting function, respectively.

COL

Similarly, for the column pixel function of LSCS, cipher
image is represented utilizing FCM function over Latin Square
L to obtain ciphertext. Similarly, ICM is a reverse function to
obtain the plain test and is represented as.
ECR s col:

B. Encryption and Decryption for 4 Round Grayscale Image
Encryption of grayscale Latin Square Cipher image block
for 4 rounds, requires a 32-byte K key, 32*32 bytes, 1byte
image block (grayscale) for P to determine C that is of 32*32
byte of grayscale with 1 byte of a block, Fig. 6 represents a
Latin square grayscale cipher image block for 4 rounds of
encryption.

C(r,c)=
DCR s col:
P(r,c)=
After implementation of Latin square substitution, input
plaintext image P will have converted in an unidentifiable
image, by applying LSRS and LSCR, the resultant output will
be in histogram pattern.
G. Latin Square Permutation
The permutation is mainly required to use P-box for its
implementation. This P-Box is referred to as bijection, which
specifies one-to-one mapping. This P box of Latin square will
plot corresponding integer numbers to each row or column
that permutes a series of data in integer. Latin square
permutation can achieve both forward and reverse plotting for
both row and column mapping function for the rth row and cth
column respectively and represented as:

.

Fig. 4. Encryption of Latin Square Grayscale Cipher Block Image after 8
Rounds.
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applying the same key for encryption and decryption with the
same K (32 bytes) the resultant image is obtained and is as
shown. Fig. 10 represents Latin Square Grayscale Image
Cipher block- Encryption and Decryption for 8 Rounds (when
a key is same). So the distortion at receive is minimum when
data is retrieved.

Fig. 5. The Decryption of Latin Square Grayscale Cipher Image after 8
Rounds.

Fig. 7. Latin Square Grayscale Image Cipher for block- Decryption for 4
Rounds.

Fig. 6. Latin Square Grayscale Image Cipher block- Encryption for 4
Rounds.

Similarly, for 8 rounds of decryption value P is determined
for the grayscale 1 byte of 32*32 bytes by utilizing the key
(K) and Cipher images (C) that is of 32-byte key and
grayscale of 1 byte of 32*32 byte. Decryption for 8 round
grayscale cipher image using Latin Square is as shown in
Fig. 7. For this purpose, in internet-based cameramen image
utilized that is available in Mat lab for both encryptions as
well as decryption.

Fig. 8. Latin Cube Color Image Cipher block- Encryption and Decryption.

C. Latin Cube Color Image Cipher block- Encryption and
Decryption
Encryption and decryption of grayscale Latin cube color
Cipher image require a 32-bit K key, 32*32 bytes, image
block (color) for P to determine C and for decryption, it is to
find back P image with Key K, Fig. 8 represents a Latin cube
color cipher image block for both encryption as well as
decryption.
D. Key Change Analysis
1) Encryption and decryption process for Latin Square
Grayscale Image Cipher block with the same key (8 rounds):
Encryption of grayscale Latin Square Cipher image block for
8 rounds, requires a K key, plain text image P to determine C.
For decryption P is determined with the same key and C
block, Fig. 9 represents Latin Square Grayscale Image Cipher
block- Encryption and Decryption for 8 Rounds. After

Fig. 9. Latin Square Grayscale Image Cipher Block- Encryption and
Decryption for 8 Rounds.
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The result can be tabulated as shown in the comparison
table. Table I represents the difference between the plain
images and deciphers images after decryption image, where
decipher images have shown a better result when compared to
the normal decipher images. Table II shows the comparison
between the present work as well as the base paper for both
correlation and entropy are better when compared to the
results [1].
TABLE I.

Fig. 10. Latin Square Grayscale Image Cipher Block- Encryption and
Decryption for 8 Rounds (When a Key is same).

2) Encryption and decryption process for Latin Square
Grayscale Image Cipher block with a different key (8 rounds):
For encryption K1 key is required that is of 32 bytes, it is used
to determine the value of C that is of size 32*32 bytes by
using the cipher image P of size 32* 32 bytes. Similarly, in the
decryption stage the value of plain text P employing cipher
image C and different key K2, the result is as shown in the
diagram. Fig. 11 shows different keys used for encryption and
decryption for Latin Square Grayscale Cipher image for 8
rounds. The results can be compared with the images
decryption with the same as well as different keys. The images
obtained from different key has shown that is similar salt and
pepper noise, which shows that the image that has been
decrypted is unrecognizable when compared to that of
decryption using the same key. The image decryption obtained
from the same key has shown a better result when compared
to that of a different key.

Features

Plain image

Decipher image

Contrast

0.587162

0

Correlation

0.922726

Nan

Energy

0.18037

1

Homogeneity

0.8952

1

Mean

118.73

118.73

Standard deviation

62.44

62.35

Entropy

7.009

0

TABLE II.

COMPARISON WITH BASE PAPER

Feature

Base paper

Proposed result

Correlation

0.9227

0.9315

Entropy

7.997

7.0097

V. CONCLUSION
In this work, a unique image is constructed that is cipher
based on Latin square as well as Latin cube. By using a
grayscale image of Latin square plaintext P of 32*32 bytes is
encrypted using key K to obtain cipher images of size 32*32,
with histogram where Latin square is n*n 2 dimensional
attribute. Implementation of Latin cube for the color image is
implemented using P and K key, the color image has shown
better performance for the Latin cube that has a 3-dimensional
attribute. The results obtained are compared with the
implementation of the paper by Xu [1] has shown a better
performance both in correlation as well as entropy. By using
the different keys of the image is decrypted the results have
shown a salt and pepper image that cannot be recognized as
the original image. Simulation results have shown that the
developed algorithm will preserve better security as well as
advanced efficiency appropriate for real-world application.
LSIC analysis has shown that Latin cube and Square in the
cryptographic application have a better safety portion in terms
of security as well as privacy from hackers with the change in
key. Experimental security analysis with comparison between
the plain image as well as decipher image is shown in the
table. The distinction between plain image and decode image
for the same key was 0.0037%. This result shows same data
has been transmitted to the receiver to ensure that data is
integrated, without loss of any information sent by the
transmitter
[1]

Fig. 11. Different Keys were used for Encryption and Decryption for Latin
Square Grayscale Cipher Image for 8 Rounds.

COMPARISON RESULTS
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Abstract—Social media data contain various sources of big
data that include data on drugs, diagnosis, treatments, diseases,
and indications. Sentiment analysis (SA) is a technology that
analyses text-based data using machine learning techniques and
Natural Language Processing to interpret and classify emotions
in the subjective language. Data sources in the medical domain
may exist in the form of clinical documents, nurse’s letter, drug
reviews, MedBlogs, and Slashdot interviews. It is important to
analyse and evaluate these types of data sources to identify
positive or negative values that could ensure the well-being of the
users or patients being treated. Sentiment analysis technology
can be used in the medical domain to help identify either positive
or negative issues. This approach helps to improve the quality of
health services offered to consumers. This paper will be
reviewing feature selection algorithms, sentiment classifications,
and standard measurements that are used to measure the
performance of these techniques in previous studies. The
combination of feature extraction techniques based on Natural
Language Processing with Machine Learning techniques as a
feature selection technique can reduce the size of features, while
selecting relevant features can improve the performance of
sentiment classifications. This study will also describe the use of
metaheuristic algorithms as a feature selection algorithm in
sentiment analysis that can help achieve higher accuracy for
optimal subset selection tasks. This review paper has also
identified previous studies that applied metaheuristics algorithm
as a feature selection algorithm in the medical domain, especially
studies that used drug review data.
Keywords—Sentiment analyis; drug reviews; feature selection;
metaheuristic

I.

INTRODUCTION

Sentiment analysis (SA) or opinion mining is a field that
analyses opinions, comments, expressions, and views on
different entities, such as products, services, organisations,
and individuals. It is subjective in sentiment analysis to
analyse each comment to identify the types of sentiment
polarity, as either positive, negative, or neutral. According to
[1], sentiment analysis is widely implemented in the domains
of products, restaurants, movies, etc. However, this technique
is not widely used in the medical domain, which could
probably be due to privacy and ethical issues [1].
The current widespread use of social media has allowed
users the freedom to speak their mind by giving their opinions
or views in various aspects, such as medical quality, services
they received, the effectiveness and side effects of drugs, and
medical costs. Users would use social media platforms as a

place for them to express their dissatisfaction or satisfaction
with the goods or services provided. According to [2], medical
documents are classified into six types, namely, nurse’s letter,
radiological report, discharge summary, drug reviews,
Medblogs, and slashdot interviews.
This study has specifically focused on drug reviews,
namely, users’ comments on drugs in terms of effectiveness,
side effects, symptoms, facilities, and the value of the drugs.
The main problem in sentiment classification is that features
extracted from user comments often contain data that are
redundant, irrelevant, or even misleading [3], [4].
According to [5], there are three levels of SA, namely,
feature, sentence, and document. The focus of this study has
been on feature, which is to identify features embedded in
customers’ comments, as either positive, negative, or neutral.
This study has also identified previous studies that were
conducted on the medical domain, which were specifically
related to drug reviews. This study has focused on identifying
feature selection techniques and techniques for classifying
sentiments in customers’ comments on drug use. Several
combinations of keywords were used (“feature selection +
sentiment analysis + drug review or drug) during the search
process in standard databases, such as Elsevier, ACM, Google
Scholar, Science Direct, Elsevier, SpringerLink, Scopus,
Taylor & Francis; and IEEE Xplore.
II. BACKGROUND RESEARCH
According to [2], drug reviews refer to comments on
drugs, which are related to their effectiveness, side effects,
convenience, and value. User comments can help other users
find the best businesses, destinations, or services by sharing
opinions and ratings on these drugs.
It is important to analyse these drug reviews and identify
users’ views or opinions on these drugs, whether they are
good or vice versa. The results of this analysis could
contribute insights related to the health field to the
stakeholders of this field [1]. Apart from that, the results of
this sentiment analysis could also help the community
understand the effects of drugs on human health. This paper
will describe drug reviews, sentiment analysis and feature
selection in detail.
A. Drug Review
According to [6], drug reviews consist of posts in social
media, where patients express their experiences and opinions
about treatments or medicines. According to [7], the
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Pharmaceutical Care Network Europe (PCNE) defined
medication review as a structured evaluation of a patient’s
medicines, with the aim of optimising medicine usage and
improving health outcomes, in terms of drug-related problems
and recommended interventions. As reported by [2], a drug
review can be defined as a user’s personal perceptions on
several drug-related categories, including effectiveness, side
effects, convenience, and value. According to [8], a drug
review is a patient-written review on various drugs based on
their experiences and preference. This kind of review provides
a lot of information that can lead to accurate decisions about
public health and drug safety.
B. Sentiment Analysis
Sentiment analysis (SA), also referred to as opinion
mining, is the area of research that analyses the perceptions,
thoughts, opinions, evaluations, behaviour, and emotions of
people on anything, for example, products, services,
organisations, people, concerns, activities, topics, and their
attributes [5]. SA is the process of evaluating a word or a
sentence based on their sentiment. Any opinion or emotion
expressed in the form of a text would contain a negative,
positive, or neutral element [9]. As stated by [2], SA could be
used to gather information on the effectiveness of a treatment
or medication from social media and health records.
According to [6], drug manufacturers could also benefit from
SA, particularly in pharmacovigilance, as particular adverse
effects of a drug can be found more easily from public
repositories or social media posts. A drug review may contain
a high proportion of sentiment terms formed from personal
impressions and feelings [2]. Therefore, SA can be used to
collect useful information that can assist in making accurate
decisions on public health and drug safety.
C. Feature Selection
Features are topics or keywords found in users’ comments.
A feature can be a topic that is being discussed or things that
users made comments on. An example of a user’s comment
sentence: ‘This camera is very good’: the feature in this
sentence is ‘camera’ and the word sentiment is ‘good’.
Various definitions of feature selection have been provided by
previous studies [10 –14]. Based on studies by [4, 9, 15], it is
important to produce an optimal feature subset by reducing
feature size to increase classification accuracy. In conclusion,
feature selection is a process of selecting and identifying
features that are not redundant and relevant to reduce the size
of feature dimension and improve the accuracy of sentiment
classification. Therefore, this study aimed to identify feature
selection techniques used in previous studies to select features
in drug review datasets.
III. A REVIEW FEATURE SELECTION ALGORITHMS USED IN
SENTIMENT ANALAYSIS FOR DRUG REVIEWS
The world of social media is full of people who would
make various comments, either positive or negative. Social
media is full of information regarding users’ preferences and
experiences when using products or services. This type of
information should be utilised by identifying valuable insights
in such comments using artificial intelligence technologies,
such as sentiment analysis. Big-sized and high-dimensional
data are a major problem that can decrease the accuracy of

classification performance and complicate the process of
obtaining an optimal feature subset. Feature selection in SA is
an important step to produce an optimal feature subset [14],
without having to change the original meaning of the feature.
This study will identify feature selection methods, feature
extraction, sentiment classification, data sets, and evaluation
standards that are being used to measure the performance of
the methods used.
NLP concepts, such as part of speech tagging, n-gram,
content words, and function words have also been used to
extract features from tweet data [16]. The Penguin Search
Optimization (PeSOA) algorithm [16] was also used as a
feature selection technique to select optimal features based on
the keywords of drugs and cancer in tweet data. The KNearest Neighbour (KNN), Naïve Bayes (NB), and Support
Vector Machine (SVM) methods were used through
MATLAB simulation software to classify the tweet data. The
performance metrics used were processing time, accuracy,
precision, recall, and F-Measure to measure the performance
value of each proposed method. Based on the combined
feature selection techniques, which consisted of PeSOA and
three classification methods, namely, PeSOA-KNN, PeSOANB, and PESOA-SVM, it was found that the combination of
PeSOA-SVM was able to produce high accuracy, precision,
recall, and F-Measure values compared to the other
combinations. Similarly, PeSOA-SVM required less
processing time to complete the classification process
compared to other combinations. This increased performance
was due to the ability of the combined SVM and PeSOA to
classify larger data sizes from the search process from
multiple dimensions. Their study had only focused on
comments that contain the keyword drug, regardless of the
type and effect of the drug. According to [1], the Bag of
Words (BoW) technique or the term frequency-inverse
document frequency (TF-IDF) technique were used to extract
important words in a document. Once the keywords have been
extracted from the document, the next process was to select an
optimal feature subset using the Fuzzy-Rough Quick Reduct
(FRQR) technique. By using BoW to determine the value of a
feature, the feature selection process was able to significantly
reduce the generated feature space. FRQR was able to select
43 optimal features from the 903 original features using the
forward search strategy. Meanwhile, 56 optimal features were
selected using the backward search. These two resultant
feature subsets were tested using four classification methods,
namely, the Ripper, Naive Bayes, Random Forest, and
Decision Tree. The performance of these methods was
measured based on training accuracy, performance of running
independent hold-out test, and the time required to build the
model. The experimental results showed that the FRQR
technique was able to increase sentiment accuracy, as well as
reduce the complexity of feature space, and the classification
of run-time overheads.
According to [17], machine learning methods are
insufficient to address the complex grammatical relationships
between words in clauses. Their study applied a linguistic
approach to overcome weaknesses in machine learning
approaches. The advantage of using a linguistic approach is
that this method can determine sophisticated rules for dealing
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with various grammatical relationships between words in
sentences or clauses. New rules based on linguistics can also
be added to the system at certain levels. A comparison
between SVM (a machine learning method) and linguistic
approach was conducted using a dataset obtained from
DrugLib.com. Experimental results showed that the linguistic
approach was more effective compared to the SVM method.
However, several problems have been identified based on the
error analysis. This situation showed that the proposed
linguistic approach required improvement.
Satisfaction with drug use was analysed based on drug
reviews
from
www.askapatient.com
[18].
Several
experimental analyses were conducted on the performance of
Probabilistic Neural Network (PNN) and Radial Base
Function Neural Networks (RFN) using two different datasets,
namely, cymbalta and depo-provera. The results showed that
the Neural Network approach surpassed the SVM method in
terms of precision, recall, and F-Score values. The RFN
method showed a higher performance value compared to the
PNN method.
In their research [19] used the Probabilistic Aspect Mining
Model (PAMM), which is a method to identify the
relationship between features and class labels. Due to the
unique features of PAMM, it focuses on finding features
related to one class only rather than simultaneously finding
features for all classes in each implementation. Apart from
finding features, it also has properties that can be
distinguished by the class. This means PAMM can be used to
differentiate between classes, which help reduce the likelihood
of features being formed from mixing different class concepts.
Thus, the identified features would be easier to construe.
Researchers have argued that this method can avoid features
that have been identified as having contents mixed from
different classes. Better and more specific features can be
identified by focusing on the tasks in one class. This approach
is also different from the intuitive approach, whereby reviews
were grouped first according to their class label and followed
by features for each group. The proposed model used all
reviews when finding features that were specific to the target
class. This approach helped to distinguish reviews from
different classes.
Various sentiment categories for consumer review on
drugs have been identified for the introduction to Adverse
Drug Reactions (ADRs) [20]. The Weakly Supervised Model
(WSM) was introduced using data labelled as weak to pretrain model parameters. Then, WSM was combined with the
Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) and the Bidirectional
Long Short-term Memory (Bi-LSTM) to produce another
model, known as the WSM-CNN-LSTM to implement the
sentiment classification process. The experiments showed that
the proposed model was able to improve ADR recognition
based on accuracy, precision, and F-Score values compared to

other models.
According to [8], two deep fusion models have been
proposed based on the three-way decision theory to analyse
drug reviews. The first fusion model was known as the 3-way
fusion of one deep model with traditional models (3W1DT).
In 3W1DT, each classic algorithm is combined with a deep
learning method separately. For example, Naïve Bayes (NB)
was combined with Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU),
Convolutional Neural Network (CNN), and Three-Way
Convolutional Recurrent Neural Network (3CRNN), and
known as GRU-NB, CNN-NB, and 3CRNN-NB, respectively.
The second combination models were known as the 3-way
fusion of three deep models with traditional models (3W3DT)
to improve the performance of the deep learning methods.
This second model combined three learning algorithms,
namely, GRU, CNN, and 3CRNN with traditional algorithms,
which were NB, Decision Tree (DT), Random Forest (RF),
and K-Nearest Neighbour (KNN). These combinations were
known as 3W3DT-NB, 3W3DT-DT, 3W3DT-RF, and
3W3DT-KNN. Data sets from Drugs.com were used to test
these two models. The 3W1DT and 3W3DT methods showed
better results compared to the stand-alone traditional and deep
learning methods. Meanwhile, a comparison between 3W1DT
and 3W3DT showed that 3W3DT was able to produce higher
accuracy and F1-Score values compared to 3W1DT. The
study [8] had also intended to apply a metaheuristic feature
selection technique and evolutionary algorithm to improve the
performance of the proposed fusion models in the future.
In their study, [21] implemented two feature extraction
methods, namely, Word Embedding and Position Encoding in
Vector Representation to extract features from drug review
datasets. The obtained features were tested using four
sentiment classification methods, namely, NB, SVM, RF, and
Radial Basis Function Network (RBFN). They compared the
sentiment classification of the original SentiWordNet (SWN)
lexicon with the medical domain-based SentiWordNet lexicon
(Med-SWN). Experimental results showed the effectiveness of
the proposed method in the feature selection process.
Meanwhile, an assessment on the performance of sentiment
classification has proven that the features extracted from MedSWN outweighed those from SWN.
Based on the summary in Table I, the use of metaheuristic
techniques as part of feature selection techniques is still in its
infancy. Therefore, further research must be conducted to
prove that metaheuristic techniques are able to produce
optimal feature subsets and help improve the performance of
sentiment classification accuracy. The use of metaheuristic
feature selection techniques was suggested by [8] to improve
the performance of sentiment classification accuracy.
However, this situation depends on the data training sets.
Tests based on domains could also play an important role in
each study.
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A SUMMARY OF FEATURE SELECTION ALGORITHMS AND FEATURE EXTRACTION METHODS FOR DRUG REVIEWS

Author

Feature Extraction

Feature Selection

Classification

Measurement

[1]

Bags of Words (BoW) or
term frequency-inverse
document frequency (TFIDF)

Fuzzy-Rough Quick
Reduct (FRQR).

Ripper, Naive Bayes, random forest and
decision tree

Performance based on training accuracy,
performance of running independent hold-out
test, and the time required to develop the
model.

[8]

Not mentioned in paper.

Not mentioned in paper.

CNN-NB, GRU-NB dan 3CRNN-NB.
3W3DT-NB, 3W3DT-DT, 3W3DT-RF
dan 3W3DT-KNN

Precision, recall, and F-Score

[16]

Part of speech tagging, ngram, content words,
function words

Penguin Search
Optimization (PeSOA)

K-Nearest Neighbour (KNN), Naïve
Bayes (NB), and support vector machine
(SVM)

Accuracy, precision, recall, and F-Measure

[17]

Not mentioned in paper.

Not mentioned in paper.

Rule-based Linguistic

Precision, recall, accuracy, and F1-score

[18]

Not mentioned in paper.

Not mentioned in paper.

Probabilistic neural network (PNN), and
radial basis function neural networks
(RFN)

Precision, recall, and F1-Score

[19]

The specific type of feature
extraction was not
mentioned.

Not mentioned in paper.

Probabilistic aspect mining model
(PAMM)

Mean Pointwise Mutual Information (PMI)
and accuracy

[20]

Not mentioned in paper.

Not mentioned in paper.

Weakly supervised model (WSM),
convolutional neural network (CNN),
and bidirectional long short-term
memory (Bi-LSTM)

Accuracy, precision, and F1-Score

[21]

Word embedding and
position encoding in vector
representation

Not mentioned in paper.

Naive Bayes, SVM, RF, and RBFN

Precision, recall, and F-Score

IV. A SURVEY OF FEATURE SELECTION USING
METAHEURISTIC ALGORITHMS IN SENTIMENT ANALYSIS
This section will briefly present feature selection
techniques that use metaheuristic algorithms in sentiment
analysis. Metaheuristic techniques can solve various problems
with satisfactory solutions in a reasonable time. According to
[22], metaheuristic techniques have been used for over 20
years in numerous applications. Most applications that use this
technique demonstrated efficiency and effectiveness for
solving large and complex problems.
These techniques are a high-level strategy and iteration
generation process, which can guide the process of exploring
the search space using different techniques. Metaheuristic
techniques may include ant colony optimization (ACO),
artificial immune system (AIS), bee colony, genetic algorithm
TABLE II.

(GA), particle swarm optimization (PSO), and genetic
programming [22], [23]. According to the study by [23],
metaheuristic characteristics are as follows:
1) A strategy that provides guidance in the search process.
2) Able to effectively explore the search space and find
the optimal solution; and.
3) A simple local search procedure for complex learning
processes.
Metaheuristic techniques have been used as feature
selection techniques by [4], [24], [25], and [26]. Table II lists
several studies in other domains that similarly used
metaheuristic algorithms, such as particle swarm optimization,
ant colony optimization, hybrid cuckoo search, and artificial
bee colony that have been proven to show good results based
on precision, recall, F-measure or accuracy values.

A SUMMARY OF FEATURE SELECTION USING METAHEURISTIC ALGORITHMS IN SENTIMENT ANALYSIS

Author

Feature Selection

Domain

Result

[4]

Ant Colony Optimization

Customer Review

Precision = 81.5%; Recall = 84.2%; and F-score = 82.7%

[26]

Multi-Swarm Particle Swarm Optimization

Online Course Reviews

Micro-F-measure = 88%

[27]

Particle Swarm Optimization

Movie review

Accuracy level from 71.87% to 77%.

[28]

Multi Objective Artificial Bee Colony

Movie Review

Accuracy 93.8%

[29]

Particle Swarm Optimization

Laptop and Restaurant

F-measure values = 81.91% and 72.42% for aspect term extraction
classification.
Accuracies = 78.48% (restaurant) and 71.25% (laptop domain).

[30]

Fitness Proportionate Selection Binary
Particle Swarm Optimization

Hotel Reviews And Laptop
Reviews

Accuracy = 93.38%

[31]

Particle Swarm Optimization

Cosmetic Products Review

Accuracy from 82.00% to 97.00%

[32]

Hybrid Cuckoo Search

Twitter Dataset

Not mentioned the value of accuracy.

[33]

Ant Colony Optimization

Twitter Dataset

Accuracy = 90.4%
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Next, the search for research papers on feature selection
using metaheuristic algorithms that use drug review data was
based on the following combinations of keywords:
1) (“Feature selection + sentiment analysis +
metaheuristic + drug review);
2) (“Feature selection + sentiment analysis + optimization
+ drug review); and
3) (“Feature selection + sentiment analysis + swarm
intelligence + drug review).
Searches in benchmark databases, such as ACM, IEEE
Xplore, Elsevier, SpringerLink, Scopus, Google Scholar
Taylor & Francis; and Science Direct showed no results.
However, when the keyword combination has no ‘sentiment
analysis’ and ‘drug review’, several papers were found
containing the following keywords:
1) (“Feature selection + swarm intelligence + medical);
and
2) (“Feature selection + swarm intelligence + health).
Brief descriptions on each paper are given in the following
section. In their work, [34] studied feature selection
techniques for the classification of medical datasets based on
Particle Swarm Optimisation (PSO). Their research was
focused on multivariate filter and wrapper approaches,
combined with PSO using medical dataset. PSO was used as a
filter and CFS was used as a fitness function. They also
proposed using the wrapper approaches with PSO on five
classifiers, namely, decision tree, Naïve Bayes, Bayesian,
radial basis function, and k-nearest neighbour to increase
classification accuracy. This method had been tested for
feature selection classification on three medical datasets,
which were the breast cancer dataset, the Statlog (Heart)
dataset, and the dermatology datasets. A comparison was
performed between the proposed approaches with the feature
selection algorithm based on genetic approach. The results
showed that the PSO_CFS filter was able to improve
classification accuracy, while the proposed wrapper
approaches with PSO showed the best classification accuracy.
However, two studies had identified that GA_CFS is more
reliable than the proposed method, which would be when
KNN and RBF classifiers were applied to the to Statlog
(Heart) datasets.
Confidence-based and cost effective feature selection
(CCFS) methods were proposed using binary PSO on UCI
lung cancer dataset [35]. The results showed that the proposed
algorithm demonstrated effectiveness in terms of accuracy and
cost of feature selection. Additionally, [36] applied the Binary
Quantum-Behaved Particle Swarm Optimisation (BQBPSO)
algorithm as a feature selection technique for selecting
optimum feature subsets for a microarray dataset that contains
five types of data set, namely, Leukaemia, Prostate, Colon,
Lung, and Lymphoma. The BQBPSO showed more
significant results in terms of accuracy and optimal feature
subset compared to two comparison algorithms, namely,
Binary Particle Swarm Optimization (BPSO) and Genetic
Algorithm (GA).

An ontology-based two-stage approach to medical text
classification, with feature selection using particle swarm
optimization research was conducted by [37]. They developed
a two-stage methodology to analyse domain principles and
identify which concepts are discriminatory to a classification
problem. This research used a set of clinical text, known as the
2010 Informatics for Integrating Biology and Bedside (i2b2)
dataset. This dataset must go through an ontology-based
feature extraction during the first stage. The MetaMap tool
was then used to send the document to Unified Medical
Language System (UMLS) to extract all features with
meaningful phrases. A simple idea was applied in the concept
section set and finally, a tf-idf measure was used to transform
the feature into a vector. In the second stage, PSO was used to
further remove redundant and unwanted features. To test the
accuracy of the suggested method, five classifiers were used,
namely, Naive Bayes (NB), Linear Support Vector Machine
(LSVM), K-Nearest Neighbour (KNN), Decision Tree (DT),
and Logistic Regression (LR). The results showed that the
two-stage approach was able to extract meaningful features,
reduce the number of features, and improve classification
accuracy.
Based on the summary of previous studies in Table III,
metaheuristic algorithms have been used as a feature selection
algorithm in the medical or healthcare domain. However,
these experiments had only included other disease datasets,
such as breast cancer, lung cancer, and leukaemia.
Experiments using drug review data were not found in this
literature review.
Therefore, further research should be conducted using drug
review datasets as research data to implement the use of
metaheuristic algorithms. Additionally, studies should be
conducted to identify metaheuristic algorithms that would be
appropriate for drug review datasets.
TABLE III.

A SUMMARY OF FEATURE SELECTION USING METAHEURISTIC
ALGORITHMS IN MEDICAL OR HEALTHCARE DOMAIN

Author

Feature Selection

Domain

Dataset

[34]

Particle Swarm
Optimization

Medical

Breast Cancer, Heart,
Dermatology

[35]

Binary Particle
Swarm
Optimization

Healthcare

Lung Cancer

[36]

Binary QuantumBehaved Particle
Swarm
Optimization

Medical

Leukaemia, Prostate,
Colon, Lung, and
Lymphoma

[37]

Particle Swarm
Optimization

Medical

Medical Notes

[38]

Confidence-based
Cost-effective +
Binary Particle
Swarm
Optimization

Healthcare

UCI datasets

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The literature review in this research paper was conducted
in three parts. The first part was to identify which feature
selection algorithms were used for drug review data in
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previous studies. Table I shows the results of the first search,
whereby natural language processing, machine learning, and
metaheuristic algorithms were used. However, several studies
did not state the type of feature selection techniques used in
their study. Table I also shows that the use of metaheuristic
algorithms as a feature selection technique is still lacking in
the domain of drug reviews. Next, this study identified the use
of metaheuristic algorithms as a feature selection technique in
sentiment analysis in general. The results are summarised into
Table II, which shows several studies in different domains
using metaheuristic algorithms as a feature selection
technique. Table II also shows excellent experimental results
based on the measured values. Next, this study searched for
previous research papers in a list of standard databases that
applied metaheuristic algorithms as a feature selection
technique in the drug review domain. However, no matches
were found. Then, the keyword combinations were changed,
which were “feature selection + swarm intelligence +
medical” or “feature selection + swarm intelligence +
healthcare”. Several research papers have been found using
these keywords, as listed in Table III. Table II and Table III
show that metaheuristic algorithms can be used as a feature
selection technique in the domains of movies, customer
reviews, tourism, medical, and healthcare, with excellent
experimentation results. SA plays an important role in the
decision-making process. Health-based organisations or
services would have to make decisions on the use of drugs,
side effects or services provided based on user comments.
Numerous approaches can be used in SA. Metaheuristic-based
feature selection techniques can assist in the selection of
optimal features, with higher accuracy. The literature review
has shown that research to implement metaheuristic
algorithms as feature selection in the medical domain have
great potential which would benefit from further studies on
drug review data. Researchers also need to identify the
advantages and disadvantages of metaheuristic algorithms that
would be used as feature selection algorithms in further
studies. More studies are needed to identify previous studies
that applied metaheuristic techniques. More experiments
should be conducted to identify metaheuristic techniques that
are appropriate for future drug review data.
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Abstract—Covid-19 is declared a global pandemic by WHO
due to its high infectivity rate. Medical attention is required to
test and diagnose those with Covid-19 like symptoms. They are
required to take an RT-PCR test which takes about 10-15 hours
to obtain the result, and in some cases, it goes up to 3 days when
the demand is too high. Majority of victims go unnoticed because
they are not willing to get tested. The commonly used RT-PCR
technique requires human contact to obtain the swab samples to
be tested. Also, there is a shortage of testing kits in some areas
and there is a need for self-diagnostic testing. This solution is a
preliminary analysis. The basic idea is to use sound data, in this
case, cough sounds, breathing sounds and speech sounds to
isolate its characteristics and deduce if it belongs to a person who
is infected or not, based on the trained model analysis. An
Ensemble of Convolution neural networks have been used to
classify the samples based on cough, breathing and speech
samples, the model also considers symptoms exhibited by the
person such as fever, cold, muscle pain etc. These Audio samples
have been pre-processed and converted into Mel spectrograms
and MFCC (Mel Cepstral Coefficients) are obtained that are fed
as input to the model. The model gave an accuracy of 88.75%
with a recall of 71.42 and Area Under Curve of 80.62%.
Keywords—Coronavirus; cough sounds; mel frequency cepstral
coefficients; convolutional neural network; reverse transcription–
polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR)

I.

INTRODUCTION

Covid19 is caused by the SARS-CoV2 Virus and was
declared a pandemic across the world on the 11th of February
2020. Majority of Covid-19 patients experienced fever, dry
cough and fatigue. Other symptoms experienced by the
patients include aches and pains, sore throat, diarrhoea,
conjunctivitis, headache, loss of taste or smell, a rash on skin,
or discoloration of fingers or toes. This pandemic has affected
more than 17 crores worldwide and has resulted in the death
of 38 lakhs as of June 2021. Testing has become one of the
most important requirements for starting the treatment,
allocation of Beds, procurement of specific medicines etc. The
current methods which are RT-PCR tests are conducted and
samples are sent to a lab for disease detection. While Lateral
Flow Tests (LFTs) can diagnose Covid-19 immediately, it is
not as precise as RT-PCR. Antibody tests also cannot
effectively detect Covid-19, but can determine an individuals’
immunity to Covid-19. There could be false negatives up to
30% in RT-PCR tests. It means the presence of an infection
could be done in far better way than giving a patient the all-

clear negative report. There is possibility of false positive
results because of detecting dead and deactivated viruses in
the body of a pateint recovered from Covid-19.
The paper focuses on using deep learning techniques to
detect Covid 19 using methods that don't involve any incision
or wound to the patient while still finding ways to detect
Covid-19. Cough and breathing based analysis to isolate
cough sound snippets and convert this data that can be used
for analysis and training a model based on the characteristics
obtained. Convolutional neural network is used to analyze the
images which are derived after preprocessing and Ensemble of
models are used to increase the accuracy. For testing
performed the performance will be measured based on the
recall and accuracy rates. The applications would include
testing methods within web applications, and sophisticated
testing without one’s aid.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II
highlights the contemporary works carried out for Covid-19
detection in various countries. Section III discusses the
materials and methods used in this work. Section IV gives the
results obtained on carrying out the work. Section V
summarizes the work carried out for Covid-19 detection.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
In [1], the authors had analyzed the features for cough
breathing and voice of the patients. Long term dependencies
can be remembered in LSTM. Dataset consists of 60 healthy
speakers and 20 Covid-19 patients. In comparison between the
three through performance metrics, it is found that patients
cough and breathing sounds are effective to diagnose infection
as they have high recall. The Limitations of the papers include
inefficient preliminary results due to time constraints,
collected data is small and lacks control on other patients
suffering from other kinds of respiratory illness.
In [2], a CNN model to detect Covid-19 from breath and
cough sounds was proposed. Spectrogram extraction to obtain
visuals of audio frequencies against time. CNN variant CIdeR
is based on ResNets which alleviates the vanishing gradient
problem. The output is later given to a sigmoid layer. A score,
thus obtained can be used to determine if a person is Covid-19
positive or not. Dataset used is 517 coughing and breathing
recordings from 355 people, of which 62 participants had
tested positive within 14 days of the recording. The Technique
used is CNN-ResNet. The prime limitation of this study is size
and demographics of the dataset.
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The proposed work in [3] identified coughing is not just
one predominant symptom of Covid-19 but a symptom of
more than 100 diseases. Machine learning techniques can be
applied on global smartphone recordings to detect Covid-19.
Dataset used for training is the Coswara dataset and the Sarcos
dataset. Techniques used are Logistic regression, SCM, MLP,
LSTM, Resnet50.
In [4], the authors suggested that the only screening
method for Covid-19 is a thermometer but only 45% of the
mild-moderate patients had fever, their study suggested that
Covid patients who are especially asymptomatic could be
classified with a good accuracy as positive or negative with
just the forced-cough recordings. The data was collected from
opensigma.mit.edu and it had 5320 cough recordings. The
cough recordings were converted using Mel Frequency
Cepstral Coefficient (MFCC) and later on, fed into CNN
containing one Poisson biomarker layer with biomarkers like
Muscular degradation, Vocal cords, Sentiments, Lungs and
Respiratory Tract and 3 pre-trained ResNet50’s in parallel;
4256 recordings were used for training and the remaining
1064 was used for testing. The model had a recall of 98.5%
and a specificity of 94.2%. For asymptomatic persons, it
achieved recall of 100% with a specificity of 83.2%.
It was proposed in [5] that the lung volume and
oxygenation can be modelled and approximated with a good
accuracy. Energy of acoustic signal of respiration in each
phase of airflow to/from the lungs from the breathing sounds
is considered. Rhonchus, squawk, and stridor are also
considered in the inspiration phase. All of the above
characteristics are extracted from the lung function
augmentation graph which is calculated against time and
amplitude.
In [6], the authors have analyzed the computation of Mel
spectrogram from cough sounds. Deep transfer learning based
multi class / binary classifier along with classical machine
learning based multi class classifier were applied to
differentiate cough due to Covid-19 from cough due to other
respiratory infections.
In [7], the authors have proposed a Radiographic scoring
model applied by assessing disease severity using severity
score. Score was given based on the extent of lung infection.
Statistical analysis was performed by applying Student’s T
test, Mann Whitney’s test, Chi-square test and Fisher's exact
test. Some limitations were lack of retrospective analysis and
correlation between CXR severity score and patient co
morbidities.
The authors in [8] have made a comparative study of
twelve deep learning algorithms using a multi-center dataset,
including open-source and in-house developed algorithms.
The 12 methods which are Benchmarked and compared
include Lung segmentation for severe pathologies, 3D Lung
segmentation Lobe segmentation, CT Angel software for lung
segmentation and binary lesion, CovidENet, 2D Unet, 3D
multiclass segmentation, Inf-Net, WASS, UNWM and
Majority voting.
In [9], it was proposed that RT-PCR is probably a more
accurate and sensitive strategy. GradCAM mappings and 3-D

model were applied. Pretest background prevalence
determines test success metrics. Testing practices may differ
depending upon exposure rates and pandemic phases. The
work was limited in truly evaluating the generalizability of
this model to an independent population, because positive and
negative cases were obtained from separate populations.
In [10], the authors have proposed some Non Clinical
techniques such as machine learning, data mining, expert
system and other artificial intelligence techniques must play
significant roles in diagnosis and containment of the Covid-19
pandemic to detect asymptomatic cases and for accelerating
the testing process. Supervised ML models were developed
using decision tree, logistic regression, Naive Bayes, SVM
and ANN.
Detection of Covid-19 by using both cough recording and
the uttering of the vowel sounds was proposed in [11]. Many
classifiers like decision trees, support vector machines, KNearest-Neighbor, Random Forest (RF) and XGBoost were
used. The best performance was shown by the weighted
XGBoost classifier. A larger number of X-ray images with a
wider distribution could have been used.
The authors in [12] have proposed detection of Covid-19
using cough and breathing sounds. Crowdsourced dataset was
used for analysis. The model was trained using two feature
sets - one was the handcrafted features like the MFCC (Mel
Frequency Cepstral Coefficients) and other statistical features
and the other feature set was obtained from the pre-trained
models [14] [17][21].
III. MATERIALS AND METHODS
A. Materials
The proposed solution provides a web application that
takes cough, breathing and speech sounds along with the
symptoms shown by the person as input and predicts the
likelihood of him/her having Covid-19. The training process
of the machine learning model begins with pre-processing
techniques like loading the audio samples and removing null
values. The features of the audio samples like MFCCs and
Mel Spectrogram images are further extracted from the audio
samples and given to the input generator function. MelFrequency Cepstrum Coefficients (MFCCs) are coefficients
that provide a representation of the short-term power spectrum
of a sound.
A Mel spectrogram is a spectrogram where the frequencies
are transformed to Mel scale. This converts the audio samples
to image form. The input generator function divides the
training data into batches and shuffles the order of the
examples so that batches between epochs do not look alike.
The data generated from the input generator function is then
fed to the machine learning model. Next, an ensemble of three
convolutional neural network models and four dense neural
network models are used to analyze the pre-processed data
and predict the desirable output. Each CNN model consists of
3 2D convolutional layers, average pooling, batch
normalization, Relu activation function and a dropout model.
Further, the input is flattened using the Flatten class. Glorot
Uniform initializer is used to initialize layer weights. Each
dense neural network consists of two dense layers using Relu
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activation function and Glorot Uniform initializer and a
dropout layer. The concatenated ensemble model is then fed
through two hidden layers and an output layer to finally
generate the output.
The outline of the overall Workflow of the model from
start to finish is as follows: The flow starts with the user
recording his voice and the symptoms shown by him, the
application after receiving the sample runs separate preprocessing steps for voice and categorical features, audio
features are converted to Mel spectrograms, MFCC, along
with the binary symptoms are fed into the ensemble model
which tells if the patient is positive or not.
Fig. 1 gives a brief overview of the Machine Learning
model employed in the proposed work. It is an ensemble
model of 3 CNN models and 4 dense neural network models.
The 3 CNN models take Mel Spectrogram images as input, 3
dense neural network models take MFCCs as inputs and the
other dense neural network takes symptoms as input. The
ensemble model is then fed through the two hidden layers and
an output layer to derive the output. The model consists of an
ensemble model of 3 CNN models and 4 dense neural network
models. The 3 CNN models each consist of 3 Conv-2D layers,

3 Average Polling 2D layers, 3 Batch Normalization layers, 3
dropout layers and 3 Relu activation functions. The CNN
models flatten the input before sending the input through the
final dropout layer, dense layer and activation function. The 4
dense neural network models consist of 2 dense layers and 2
dropout layers [16],[18],[26].
Three CNN models were selected because out of the 7
inputs,
The inputs were image inputs i.e Mel spectrogram images
of Cough, Breathing and Speech. Since CNN’s are very
effective in Image classifications because Images have higher
dimensions and CNN is very good at reducing the number of
parameters without reducing the quality makes it the best
option to consider as the model. The 3 CNN models take
images as input, 3 dense neural network models take MFCCs
as input and the other dense neural network models take
symptoms as input. Glorot Uniform is used as the initializer
for each of the models. The ensemble model is then passed
through 2 dense hidden layers which then feed the input into
the dense output layer. The hidden layers use Relu activation
function. The output layer finally makes the prediction for the
input. The output layer uses the sigmoid activation function.

Fig. 1. Brief overview of the Model.
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B. Dataset
DiCOVA challenge employs a dataset for respiratory heath
diagnosis by speech and audio processing [13]. In this paper,
the data used is taken from Coswara data which was collected
by Indian Institute of Science (IISc) Bangalore. The dataset
includes voice samples including fast and slow breathing
sounds, deep and shallow cough sounds, phonation of
sustained vowels, and counting numbers at slow and fast pace.
Collected metadata includes the participant's age, gender,
location country, state/ province of the participant, current
health status that could be healthy, exposed, cured or infected
and the presence of comorbidities like pre-existing medical
conditions. The dataset consists of 1645 samples of
individuals. The data was sampled from all the continents
except Africa and more than 88% of the samples were from
India.74% of samples are male and around 26% are females.
76.8% of samples are healthy individuals; 8.4% of samples are
positive and the rest can’t be identified. Majority of the
samples are those between 20-30 years of age followed by 3040 years and followed by 40-50 years. Fig. 2 shows Pearson's
correlation heatmap for the dataset. It can be inferred from the
above figure that the most important symptoms of Covid-19
status are asthma, fever, cough, sore throat, breathing
difficulty, cold, fatigue, muscle pain, loss of smell and
pneumonia in that order.
C. Data Preprocessing
Sound, represented as an audio signal possesses
characteristics like frequency, bandwidth, decibel, etc.
Usually, such signals are given as a function of amplitude and
time. Audio processing involves extraction of acoustics
features relevant to a task. Librosa [19][23][24], a Python for
music and audio analysis facilitates various options to
construct music information retrieval systems. A Mel

spectrogram is a spectrogram where the frequencies are
transformed to the Mel scale. The Fourier transform maps
continuous time into a frequency spectrum, but an inverse is
performed over its log to make it perceptible by humans.
General data preprocessing is finally done using Python
libraries [22]. In brief, the process of obtaining Mel –
Spectrogram is as follows:
1) The samples of air pressure are collected at different
instances of time and the same digitally represents an audio
signal.
2) The audio signal is transformed from time domain to
frequency domain using the Fast Fourier transform.
3) Frequency on y axis is converted to a log scale and
amplitude is converted to decibels and the spectrogram is
subsequently formed.
4) Frequency is again mapped onto Mel scale and Mel
spectrogram is obtained.
D. Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCCs) and
Feature Extraction
MFCCs consist of 10–20 features usually. These features
give the general shape of a spectral envelope and models the
characteristics of the human voice. To get MFCC, DCT on the
Mel-spectrogram is computed. To obtain MFCC, the
following steps could be carried out.
1) A windowed excerpt of a signal is taken and Fourier
Transform is applied on it.
2) Powers of the spectrum thus obtained are mapped onto
Mel scale using triangular overlapping windows.
3) Logarithms of the powers at each Mel frequency are
computed.
4) DCT of such MEL log powers is calculated.
5) Amplitudes of the resulting spectrum give MFCCs

Fig. 2. Pearson Correlation Heatmap for the Dataset
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Data Generation

A

Class CustomDataset
Initialise batch size, labels,dimensions, image files, channels and scale
FUNCTION len()
return number_of_batches
END FUNCTION
FUNCTION get_item(index)
indices<- batch with indices; X,y<- data_generation(indices)
return X,y
END FUNCTION
FUNCTION on_epoch_end()
update indices after each epoch
END FUNCTION
FUNCTION data_generation(list_ids,temp)
X<- n_samples, dimensions, channels; Y<- n_samples
for i, id in (list_ids,temp)
X<- store sample; Y<- store class
return X,y
END FUNCTION
FUNCTION feature_extractor()
Load audio sample

B

mfcc(sudio_sample); Scale mfccs;

melspectrogram(audio_sample);

convert mel-spectrograms to dB units
return mfccscaled,melspectrogram
ENDFUNCTION
for row in tqdm(Data)
feature_extractor(cough_samples in Data)
for row in tqdm(Data)
feature_extractor(breathing_samples in Data)
for row in tqdm(Data)
feature_extractor(speech_samples in Data)
Remove_Nans(dataset)
Fig. 3. Psuedocodes (A) Data Generation (B) Feature Extraction.

The following is the six step process to obtain the features.
1) The signals are split into short-time frames.
2) Windowing is applied.
3) An NN-point FFT on each frame is applied and
frequency spectrum also called Short-Time Fourier-Transform
(STFT) is obtained.
4) Filter Banks are applied. Actually, a set of 20–40
triangular filters is employed.

5) Logarithm of these spectrogram values is applied to get
log filter bank energies.
6) DCT (Discrete Cosine Transform) is applied.
E. Convolution Neural Network
In Covolutional 2D filters, Keras Conv2D parameter
determines the number of kernels to convolve with the input
volume resulting in a 2D activation map. Average Pooling
calculates the average value for patches of a feature map and
creates a down sampled (pooled) feature map.
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Model-training
FUNCTION build_model()

C

//First, third, fifth and seventh model,
Input()
Dense(activation=’relu’,kernel_initializer=’GlorotUniform’)
Dropout()
Dense()
Dropout()
//Second, Fourth and sixth model
Input()
Conv2D()
AveragePooling2D()
BatchNormalization()
Activation(‘relu’)
Conv2D()
AveragePooling2D()
BatchNormalization()
Activation(‘relu’)
Conv2D()
AveragePooling2D()
BatchNormalization()
Activation(‘relu’)
merge<- Concatenation of seven models
hidden1<-Dense(activation=’relu’)(merge)
hidden2<-Dense(activation=’relu’)(hidden1)
output<-Dense(activation=’sigmoid’)(hidden2)
for all splits:
build_model()
Compile_model(metric=’AUC’,optimizer = 'Adam',loss = 'BinaryCrossentropy')
Split data into train,validation and test sets of ratio 0.7:0.15:0.15
SevenInputGenerator(train_data)
SevenInputGenerator(validation_data)
SevenInputGenerator(test_data)
model.fit(training_data)
END FUNCTION
predict(model,train_data); predict(model,validationt_data); predict(model,test_data)
Evaluate metrics on train, test and validation data; Visualise the results
Fig. 4. Psuedocode (C) Model Training.

In Average Pooling layer the average for each block is
computed rather than a max value, which is the case with max
pooling. Batch Normalization (BN) is performed as a solution
to speed up the training phase of deep neural networks through
the introduction of internal normalization of the input values
within the neural network layer. Dropouts can prevent
overfitting in the model and can be added to randomly switch

some percentage of neurons of the network. When the neurons
are switched off, the incoming and outgoing connection to
those neurons is also switched off. The dense layer is a deeply
connected neural network layer with each neuron in the dense
layer receiving input from all neurons of the preceding layer.
Thus the dense layer results in an ‘m’ dimensional vector.
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Class CustomPipeline
Initialise batch size, labels,dimensions, image files, channels and scale

D

FUNCTION len()
return number_of_batches
END FUNCTION
FUNCTION get_item(index)
indices<- batch with indices
X,y<- data_generation(indices)
return X,y
END FUNCTION
FUNCTION on_epoch_end()
update indices after each epoch
END FUNCTION
FUNCTION data_generation(list_ids,temp)
X<- n_samples, dimensions, channels
Y<- n_samples
for i, id in (list_ids,temp)
X<- store sample
Y<- store class
return X,y
END FUNCTION
Class SevenInputGenerator
X1<- CustomPipeline(X1,Y)
X2<- CustomDataset(X2,Y)
X3<- CustomPipeline(X3,Y)
X4<- CustomDataset(X4,Y)
X5<- CustomPipeline(X5,Y)
X6<- CustomDataset(X6,Y)
X7<- CustomPipeline(X7,Y)
FUNCTION get_item(index)
X1_batch, Y_batch = X1.getitem(index)
X2_batch, Y_batch = X2.getitem(index)
X3_batch, Y_batch = X3.getitem(index)
X4_batch, Y_batch = X4.getitem(index)
X5_batch, Y_batch = X5.getitem(index)
X6_batch, Y_batch = X6.getitem(index)
X7_batch, Y_batch = X7.getitem(index)
X_batch=[X1_batch,X2_batch,X3_batch,X4_batch,X5_batch,X6_batch,X7_batch]
return X_batch_Y_batch
END FUNCTION
Fig. 5. Psuedocode (D) Processing.

Units are the fundamental parameter that takes positive
integers usually. This parameter determines the size of the
weight matrix along with the bias vector. The activation
parameter helps to apply element-wise activation function in a

dense layer. By default, Linear Activation is used but any of
the options that Keras [16][18][24] provides can be used for
this. In the model Relu has been used as the activation
function and it is used for activation to avoid gradient descent,
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It also avoids vanishing gradient problem from sigmoid
function. The rectified linear activation function or ReLU for
short is a piecewise linear function that maps input to output
for positive values. The initializer parameter deals with
initialization of values in the initialization layer. In the Dense
Layer, the weight matrix and bias vector has to be initialized.
The initializer used here called glorot_uniform draws samples
from a uniform distribution within [-limit, limit]
where,limit=sqrt(6/fan_in+fan_out) where, fan_in is the
number of input units in the weight tensor and fan_out is the
number of output units. The algorithms employed in this work
are mentioned in Fig. 3, Fig. 4 and Fig. 5.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Through the analysis of the Pearson's correlation matrix
we found that a few symptoms are particularly highly
correlated and other symptoms didn't have much weightage so
only highly influential symptoms were provided as the option.
The inclusion of the 7 inputs in itself has the information
equal to that of many inputs because the inputs like Mel
spectrogram and MFCC have a lot of parameters associated
with them , each parametre represent different feature which
makes it so that we are considering enough inputs without
getting to the scale of overfitting. The 7 inputs include Mel
spectrogram and MFCCs of cough, speech and breathing
samples respectively along with another input that included
symptoms. MFCC inputs further have 39 coefficients each.
The user interface for the web application is developed
[15] [20]. It shows the input given to the Covisound-Covid
detection website. Symptoms are given as inputs. The
symptoms considered are fever, muscle pain and respiratory
problems (asthma, breathing difficulty, cold and cough). It
also shows the result displayed on the Covisound-Covid
detection website. The website displays the result of the
Covid-19 test, negative in this case and how likely it is that the
person has Covid-19 is 5.82%.
Fig. 6 shows the input given to the Covisound-Covid
detection website. Breathing sounds, cough sounds, speech
sounds and symptoms are given as inputs. The application
shows the result displayed on the Covisound-Covid detection
website. 60% of the samples were used for training, 20% for
testing and 20% for validation. The total number of samples
considered after preprocessing are 1605. Therefore, the
number of training and testing samples is 963 and 321
respectively. The website displays the result of the Covid-19
test, negative in this case and the likelihood of the person
having Covid-19 is 72.37%. Evaluation metrics considered
here include accuracy, recall, AUC Score, ROC Curve, False
Positive Rate and False Negative Rate [25]. The five models
used for analysis have a few attributes and parameter changes
between them; this is performed to see how the prediction
varies based on the values set. We set a different training
environment for the data to deduce the best possible trade-off
over different variations.
Five models are trained by having a binary cross entropy
loss function with different metrics for optimising the model.
The first model uses Area under the curve as the metric for
optimising the model and thereby maximising the same
parameter. For imbalance data handling, class weights

parameter was provided in the ratio of 1:10 (each negative
sample gets ten times the weightage of a positive sample). A
high AUC value is obtained here. In our second model the
metric that was tuned used is accuracy so that the model
focuses on the accuracy of each function and it maximises the
same in each iteration. Here the trade-off made is recall which
was very low and not favourable for this particular paper as
the main aim is to have a high recall to reduce false negatives.
In the Third model, the metric tuned was true negatives, the
model gave considerable high accuracy and true negatives but
it had one of the lowest recall when compared to all the other
models. The false negatives rates obtained were also high, so
this model was not very favourable. In the fourth model the
metric used for optimising the model is recall, this attribute
describes the number of positive predictions determined out of
all True positive predictions. Recall also shows how well the
positive class is covered in the predictions. The fifth model
uses Area under the curve as the metric for optimising the
model and maximises the parameter. The reason being this
parameter shows the true variance between true positives and
true negatives which leads to better distinguishability between
them. Higher AUC means the model is able to deduce the
right class it belongs to. Scoring metrics for different models
are tabulated below in Table I. In Fig. 7A, ROC curves of a
few models trained on the dataset in different epochs is
shown. It also shows the AUC for the respective models.
Fig. 7B shows the variation in AUC values vs different epochs
for the model. The graph shows a steady improvement in
AUC value as the epoch number increases.

Fig. 6. Covisound- Covid Detection Website Inputs-Positive Sample.
TABLE I.

SCORING METRICS FOR DIFFERENT MODELS

Model

Accuracy

Recall

AUCScore

False
positive
rate

False
negative
rate

Model-1

88.75%

71.42%

80.62%

10.18%

28.57%

Model-2

95%

44.44%

71.77%

0.9%

55%

Model-3

92.91%

60%

77.95%

4%

40%

Model-4

83.75%

75%

79.86%

15.27%

25%

Model-5

90.42%

63.16%

77.96%

7.23%

36.84%
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V. CONCLUSION
The proposed work showcases the possibility of using an
ensemble of Convolutional Neural Networks as a testing
method for Covid-19. An encouraging result was obtained in
the paper by taking speech, cough and breathing sounds as
inputs. Coswara data has been used in this work. MFCCs and
Mel spectrogram images were obtained to extract features
from the audio samples.

Fig. 7. (A) ROC Curves of a Few Trained Models (B) AUC Value vs epoch
Numbers.

The following are the observations made after analysing
the results: The best model for the paper was chosen based on
AUC and recall. Model 1 gave the best recall and AUC values
of 71.42% and 80.6% respectively. It gives an accuracy of
88.75%, a false negative rate of 28.57% and a false positive
rate of 10%. A slight trade-off between accuracy and recall
was observed while choosing the best model. Some of the
models had an accuracy of 96.67% and 97% but had low
recall whereas some of the other models had a high recall of
>80% and close to 90% but they had low accuracy. So, the
best model had to be chosen in such a way that it gave decent
values for both accuracy and recall. AUC was chosen as the
metric while training the model. Training AUC of 99.8%,
validation AUC of 91% and a test AUC of around 81% were
observed.
Binary cross entropy was chosen as the loss function while
training the model. As the epoch number increased, the AUC
value increased and the loss value-binary cross entropy
decreased for test, train as well as the validation data.
Choosing class weights while training increased the overall
performance of the models but the best model was obtained
while training without the class weights. The model performs
much better than the baseline model in which had an AUC of
70%. The work shows that Covid-19 can be determined using
the characteristics of an individual related to speech, breathing
and cough sounds. The symptoms and existing conditions can
further help in determining Covid-19 status. The model is able
to predict the Covid-19 status of an individual reasonably and
also the likelihood of the individual having Covid-19.

Seven inputs were fed to the model- MFCC cough, MFCC
speech, MFCC breath, Mel spectrogram cough, Mel
spectrogram breath, Mel spectrogram speech and symptoms.
An ensemble of three CNN models and four dense neural
network models was used for the purpose of classification.
The machine learning model is able to identify Covid-19
patients with a recall of 71.42% and an AUC of 80.62%. The
model performs much better than the baseline model in which
had an AUC of 70%. An easy-to-use web application with a
friendly user interface has also been developed as part of the
work. The web application predicts whether the individual is
Covid-19 positive or negative and also determines the
likelihood of the individual having Covid-19. The tradeoffs
between recall and the overall accuracy have also been
compared in this paper. Some models had high accuracy but
low recall whereas some had high recall but low accuracy. So,
the best model was chosen in such a way that both recall and
accuracy had decent values. Use of class weights was also
attempted as part of the work to improve data imbalance
handling. This work is able to reduce false negative rate and
improve recall appreciably and is a good preliminary analysis
tool for distinguishing Covid-19 affected individuals from
healthy individuals.
Recall and false negative rate can be improved further.
Dataset used is relatively small and imbalanced; a larger
dataset may lead to improved results. As the dataset size
increases, the model can be retrained with new data. Dataset
was heavily imbalanced with positive samples contributing to
less than 9% of the total data and less than 150 samples.
Imbalanced data handling can be further improved in the
future.
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Abstract—With the revolution that happened in electronic
gadgets in the past few years, information sharing has evolved
into a new era that can spread the news globally in a fraction of
minutes, either through yellow media or through satellite
communication without any proper authentication. At the same
time, all of us are aware that with the increase of different social
media platforms, many organizations try to grab people's
attention by creating fake news about celebrities, politicians (or)
politics, branded products, and others. There are three ways to
generate fake news: tampering with an image using advanced
morphing tools; this is generally a popular technique while
posting phony information about the celebrities (or) cybercrimes
related to women. The second one deals with the reposting of the
old happenings with new fake content injected into it. For
example, in generally few social media platforms either to
increase their TRP ratings or to expand their subscribers, they
create old news that happened somewhere years ago as latest one
with new fake content like by changing the date, time, locations,
and other important information and tries to make them viral
across the globe. The third one deals with the image/video real
happened at an event or place, but media try to change the
content with a false claim instead of the original one that
occurred. A few decades back, researchers started working on
fake news detection topics with the help of textual data. In the
recent era, few researchers worked on images and text data using
traditional and ensemble deep and machine learning algorithms,
but they either suffer from overfitting problems due to
insufficient data or unable to extract the complex semantic
relations between documents. The proposed system designs a
transfer learning environment where Neural Style Transfer
Learning takes care of the size and quality of the datasets. It also
enhances the auto-encoders by customizing the hidden layers to
handle complex problems in the real world.

designs a transfer learning environment where Neural Style
Transfer Learning takes care of the size and quality of the
datasets. It also enhances the auto-encoders by customizing
the hidden layers to handle complex problems in the real
world. The identification of fake news or phony news does
treat as a sort of “Spam Detection,” for which the reliability or
accuracy of the model generally depends on the processing of
the textual and image data. In this section, article will discuss
a few popular textual and image pre-processing techniques.
Initially, for the multi-media content, system have to work
with images first. The dataset consists of three types of
images, namely, a) Fake Image (tampered or morphed),
b) Pristine Image (Resizing operation does perform to
maintain standard size for all images), c) Image Splicing (it
adds new content to the image either in image or text). The
samples of fake news about celebrities that are have posted on
Facebook does represent in Fig. 1. One of the fake news here
is posted about celebrity with name “Tina Turner” stating that
she is one of the top most among the haters list released by
reputed organization, which is later found to be false. Like this
many fake stories are released by few media and social
networks to get the attention of viewers. The popular example
for these type of examples is you tube people post false
thumbnails on their videos irrespective of the content that
might be displayed in the videos.
Any algorithm for working with these type of images, any
model first need to separate the text and image as shown in
Fig. 2.

Keywords—Transfer learning; GANS; glove algorithms;
word2vec; ensemble techniques; auto encoders; pre-trained
models; word embeddings; BERT models

I.

INTRODUCTION

A few decades back, researchers started working on fake
news detection topics with the help of textual data. In the
recent era, few researchers worked on images and text data
using traditional and ensemble deep and machine learning
algorithms, but they either suffer from overfitting problems
due to insufficient data or unable to extract the complex
semantic relations between documents. The proposed system

Fig. 1. Fake News Published on Facebook.
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the image processing. The extraction of these features should
not impact the other layers of the network, so it’s better to take
the help from encoding mechanisms.

Fig. 2. Working with Multi-Media Content.

A. Image Pre-processing Techniques
This section will discuss mainly four types of processing
techniques, as shown in Fig. 2. The image resizing does
perform to standardize all the images to equal width and
height because different articles will have different
dimensions, then it becomes difficult for the neural network to
give training based on the dimensions. The Denoise removal
of noise steps helps the system improve the image's quality,
majorly for the images captured with a low-quality lens or blur
images posted due to the motion that occurred while capturing
the image. Noises can exist in multiple forms, as shown in
Fig. 3.

C. Text Pre-processing Techniques
In this section, the article discusses the basic techniques of
NLP to deal with textual data extracted from the image. Data
cleaning deals with removing stop and abuse words from the
content, handling special characters, emojis, performing either
stemming or lemmatization so that important base words are
maintained, and others eliminate them from the content. The
next step is to count the occurrences or frequencies in various
new articles starting from character to sentence because the
higher the frequency higher the priority to maintain the
element in the content. The crucial text processing step is
normalization because the semantic relation between the
words (or) sentences does establish. The popular
normalization technique is “POS Tagging,” which labels each
word in the sentence with parts of speech so that all the words
might not be reduced, and sometimes over lemmatization
might change the meaning of the entire sentence. The word
embedding tries to find similar words with different
representations and merge them to have a unique
representation in the entire article so that the reader finds
fewer complications with the interchange of similar words.
The overall tentative proposed system does represent in Fig. 4,
which can solve the major difficulties identified in the
previous systems.

The segmentation process [22] helps find the interesting
regions in the image to subtract the unwanted or uninterested
parts from the original image. This process reduces the
complexity as well as time to work with the image. The major
pre-processing in the phony news detection system is finding
the linkage or sequence in between the articles with the same
headlines or continuing to a news article published a long
back. These scenarios are taken care of by defining the
transformation and morphing points or lines across the
different images available in the dataset. All these methods
mentioned are traditional, so to achieve an excellent accurate
system, the researchers can replace these mechanisms with
deep learning techniques like CNN [23], LSTM, and others,
which are described in Table I.
Apart from these possible techniques, the best way to
determine the quality of model is usage of GAN’s to generate
the duplicate images of different orientations by defining two
types of layers one for generator and second layer for
discriminator. The purpose of the generator is to create more
number of relevant images and discriminator tries to identify
the fake images.
B. Related Knowledge
In the implementation of GAN, there exists two
components, namely, generator and discriminator. The major
focus of the generator is to make the discriminator to believe
the information generated about the fake images it has created.
Since, the proposed model involves both text and images; the
best case of GAN to implement is neural style GAN [21]
because style GANS majorly focus on the tampered or
morphed images rather than the real objects that exists in the
image. The shape, color and edges are the crucial elements in

Fig. 3. Types of Noises in Image Processing.
TABLE I.
S.NO

DESCRIPTION OF NEURAL NETWORK TECHNIQUES

Name

Description

1

CNN

In general images are represented in the form of 2D
matrix, to explore all possible features; the CNN
represents them as a 3D matrix. The extraction of
features are performed with the help of hidden
layers

2

LSTM

It tries to identify the features from the previous
predictions which are arranged in an sequential
manner taking the help of circuit gates

3

MLP

It is a fully connected layer and data units are
transferred through all the layers for processing.
These type of networks are applied for applications
where speech act as input and to work with complex
classification systems

4

RBFNN

In this model, the input vectors are compared to find
the similar data points and every vector is compared
against all the possible classes of the neural
networks.
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articles by using the cosine similarity mechanism. The visual
features do train using VGG, and text features do train using
word2vect corpus. The LSTM uses three gates to generate the
classification by using useful information. The non-linearity
function helps the layer identify any short sequences that
occur but has a great role to play in predicting.

Fig. 4. Brief Overview of the Fake News Detection System.

In the below sections, the paper is organized as follows,
the literature survey provides a glance of all the previous
existing mechanisms and results and discussion section
discusses their advantages and disadvantages to find the
limitations that exists in the previous works along the datasets
they have used. The observations section identifies the
accuracies of all the models and describes about the best
model it identified.
II. LITERATURE SURVEY
In [1], Xinyi Zhou et al. explored a multi-modal analysis to
detect fake news using both text and images. First, it extracts
the information from the image and runs the similarity
matching algorithm with different types of contents. The
textual features extract using the text-CNN, in which a fully
connected layer does attach to the normal CNN, and the
important contents did extract after passing through each
layer. For processing the images, a pre-trained model known
as “image2sentence” is implemented. An independent model
is developed by performing the cross-entropy modal. Every
image does label with multiple classes, and the probability
distribution function access the correct prediction label by
using the concept of majority voting schema.
In [2], Priyanshi Shah et al. designed a framework by
analyzing the tweets, which are made available in public
datasets. The textual extraction performs sentiment analysis,
i.e., by identifying the polarity value for all the tweets. In
visual extraction, segmentation is applied by combining
wavelets with K-Means and extracting nine important images.
The features extracted from text and visual are represented as
a matrix and passed as input to the optimal algorithm proposed
by the author. Then it identifies the relevant contents and is
passed to the SVM classifier with RGBF kernel function to
classify the image.
In [3], Anastasia Giachanou et al. have studied multimodel evaluation using two datasets and by combining the
neural networks with semantic search. The tags on images
were observed and did pass as input for the local binary
patterns algorithm, which finds the similarity between the text
and images. The model can identify the different images with
the same content. In [4], Deepak Mangal et al. proposes text
cues to extract features from images by implementing the
LSTM technique in neural networks. It removes the
information from tag line and compares it with various news

In [5], Tong Zhang presented a novel approach known as
“BERT” implementation in neural networks for identifying
the essential domain features. In this model, a component
called “BDANN” identifies irrelevant features and integrates
with the remaining modules to focus on the event-specific
tasks. The model works in both forward and backward
directions, and it works on the domain classifier by making
them into sub-groups with defining specific patterns for each
group to identify in the future quickly. This model has
achieved an accuracy of 98.1% and presented well even in the
case of true label prediction.
In [6], SomyaRanjanSahoo et al. experimented with an
automatic system that can detect multiple features to identify
the fake news posted on social networks. This model first
analyzes the profiles of the users through a web crawler
attached to the browser to get the features associated with the
user. These extracted features apply machine learning like
KNN, SVM, Logistic Regression, and deep learning
techniques like LSTM to classify real and fake news. The
model has divided features into two significant categories:
contents related to profile and contents newly created, and
tries to generate a mapping technique between the previous
posts and new ones.
In [7], Aman Agarwal et al. explored a new approach in
neural networks by blending different deep learning
algorithms. The model tries to establish a relationship in terms
of language by constructing a word vector using a novel
algorithm known as “GLOVE” to process the textual data. The
beauty of word embedding lies in its representation of
sentimental meaning and their corresponding relation in
geometric shapes, which helps visualize the vector space. The
reason behind this shape utilization is, it marks how far two
different words did match one against the other. Later, these
different vector spaces are organized into a bag of words,
using Keras as a pre-trained model to construct a sequential
model. The major work in this system focuses on turning the
parameters associated with convolution and recurrent neural
networks. Using the CNN model and embedded trained
matrix, N-gram higher-order representation does construct to
find the co-relations between the different sequences to
construct a feature vector map. With this matrix, there is a
possibility of obtaining non-linear transformations in the
model, which the LSTM helps classify the temporal and
essential features among the text data available. This model
also helps in handling the unlucky data that might be present
in the model by any chance by defining the threshold values,
by adding the generalized layers like dropout, normalizations,
and others.
In [8], Juan Cao et al. discussed detecting fake news in
different multi-media channels. The model has designed deep
learning techniques incorporated with image processing
compression techniques to identify the manipulations or
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tampered text within the images. The major role of CNN is to
extract the semantic and content features associated with the
images, and later it performs statistical measures to perform
feature engineering. In this system of adversarial image
reconstruction, the first part of the algorithm deals with
metadata generation from the top k-features extracted from the
reference dataset, and the second part of the algorithm act as a
consistency verifier to generate the evidence that is against the
tampered image because it is essential to know the
relationship between the image and text to make some
inferences and decisions.
In [9], Yin-Fu Huang et al. modeled an Adaptive Harmony
based genetic algorithm using ensemble techniques of deep
learning. The highlight associated with this model is, it has
successfully processed data based on their dimensions. For
example, suppose the tokenization of words has to perform,
then the embedded LSTM takes care by extracting the
semantics in the form of 300 dimensions. Similarly, the depth
of the sentence and parsing of grammar is taken care of by
depth LSTM. From these different LSTM’s, an optimized
LSTM with minimum weights is constructed. The
classification of news is taken care of by heuristic genetic
algorithm, which consists of first random selection, whose
performance computed using the objective function, which
defines as the minimum weight of the output node then in the
second step, the value of the node updates if and only if the
memory consideration accepted. In every iteration, it adjusts
the pitch such that every time it selects the elements that are
less than the threshold value and simultaneously reduces the
loss function by wrapping the MSE error function with a
harmony algorithm.
In [10], AnshikaChoudhary et al. designed a framework
based on language to detect fake news. This system uniquely
concentrates on syntax related to the sentence instead of
semantics by computing the density of each word. During this
process, it takes three statistical measures into account; one is
count, which computes the occurrence of each word, second
one deal with sentences to extract the sentiment associated
with it in the form of polarity, which represents the negative
and positive words and subjectivity, which assigns the score as
either 0 or 1. The last one takes care of the properties
associated with grammar by computing the readability of the
sentence based on the pattern of writing. In deep learning
algorithms, all the features are standardized and passed as
input to the network with two hidden layers, which designs a
variant of LSTM by taking the input gate's input because it
determines the number of updated values do add to the four
neurons. The layer might feel some of the features are
unimportant in the next phase, so the forget gate can control
this. Finally, using the activation function tanh and the dot
product of weighted sums, the memory gate computes the
final value at the output node.
In [11], JiangfengZeng computed deep semantic
correlations between the textual data and multi-media images
by using pre-trained models like VGG to deal with variations
in hierarchical representation systems. The model knows the
complexities involved in training with the machine learning
model, so it has opted for the computation of Eigenvectors to
train the model, which in turn helps in the image enhancement

process. The system takes news articles, i.e., text documents
and the image, associated with annotated labels as input. The
system uses the concept of word embedding for processing the
textual data, for converting the words which are semantically
closer as a group of vectors, and VGG-19 to train the features
related to the images in the transfer learning environment
because, in the end, they produce the output as an encoded
image. The bi-directional LSTM integrated with soft attention
encodes the word to extract the complete sentence in terms of
grammar and other notations and represents them in a
hierarchal format known as “DOM”; these can traverse in both
directions. At last, the visual content connects with two dense,
fully connected layers to perform decoding of both textual and
visual features.
In [12], Rohit Kumar Kaliyar et al. designed a tensor
decomposed matrix to work with the BuzzFeed dataset by
integrating the machine learning algorithm “eXtreme Gradient
Boost” algorithm with a proposed algorithm known as
“DeepFake.” This system involves only detecting fake in
terms of social context, the construction of which needs two
major inputs is contents related to the article, and the second is
a matrix that defines the relation of users with different
communities. The contents convert into an N-grams count
vector, representing the occurrence of a particular word in
different news articles. The relationship matrix converts into
couple matrix factorization and mode-1 participation by
constructing echo chambers, where people share their opinions
about it a particular post. These matrices help compute the
interests of different communities based on their comments
and relationships in the network. The DeepFake architecture
has designed a 4-layered network with correct regularizations.
In [13], Muhammad Umer et al. experimented with stance
detection using multi-classification techniques with the help of
neural networks. The headlines associated with the news
article are converted into a 100-dimensional vector so that all
the details about the report are stored clearly and projected
into n-dimensional space, which is geometrically represented
as a dense shape and is taken care of by chi-square PCA
model, to reduce the low latent space vectors. The covariance,
a relation between the dimensions and observations, helps the
PCA reduce the number of features considered for
constructing a classifier. The content in the images is
categorical data, so the computation of statistical measures is
done by chi-square test. The model has to predict one output
out of 4 class labels, so; the last constructs, with the help of a
densely connected layer, attach with softmax activation
function, which is popular in handling the multi-classification,
reduces the burden of the overfitting problem.
In [14], Stephane Schwarz et al. designed EMET, which
considers users' responses for a particular post by performing
multi-classification as true, false, and unknown. These three
values are projected onto a latent space using NLP techniques;
corresponding transformers did generate. The author has
chosen LS representation to draw the inferences, decisions,
and finally to construct a two-dimensional matrix between the
post, comments, and users. The input signal transformation
has marked its place in the NLP world because it generates
bitextual pairs, draws the semantic relations between the
closest words, and answers for a particular search query
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displays with the rules that match with expert system shells.
The model has used a hyper tuned CNN to classify the images
by finding the best number of filters, strides, filter size, and
several neurons.
In [15], SawinderKaur et al. used the concept of voting at
multi-levels to identify fake news. This model has
experimented with three features extraction techniques
implemented as a step in ML algorithms LR and Linear SVC.
All the traditional cleaning steps take care of initial
processing, and mean values for different types of articles
present in different datasets are measured. The System
generates features; a sparse matrix does publish, using
different computations like TF-IDF, hashing, and count
vectors. In the TF-IDF vector, the relationship does base on
the count and its associated weight; for every word, the
probability of word occurrence in each document is
represented in the interaction cell.
In contrast, the count vector is a numerical representation.
The hashing is a novel approach implemented to store the
values in buckets based on the calculated remainder value; the
major advantage of this approach is that it efficiently handles
the memory space during the extraction process. The reason
for selecting a multi-level algorithm is to reduce the training
time and to generate the outputs in parallel by using the voting
classifier. The voting classifier picks the top 3 algorithms with
high false rates and ensemble them because the higher the
false rate, they are weak the classifiers. The model once again
constructs the soft voting classifier and predicts the label
based on their false positive rate from the obtained results.
In [16], Mohammad HadiGoldani et al. incrementally
designed a margin loss CNN. This research aims to create a
less error-prone function that reduces the cross-entropy
generated by the softmax activation function. In general, the
softmax functions don’t adapt to the new environment, so to
overcome this drawback; this research has extended the
activation function with reinforcement learning. This
TABLE II.

mechanism helps in generating related featured during the
process of adaptive learning. The model uses intracluster
property while performing the compaction technique and
inters cluster property for separating the dissimilar
characteristics. The defined lambda value specifies the margin
value empirically predicts the class labels.
A. Gaps Identified
Few researchers worked on the textual data to identify the
fake news and few worked on both images and text. The
working on images and text involves complex operations so to
simplify the model, it is needed a design an architecture which
reduces the cost of operations that are involved in image
processing. It is observed that most of the systems find
difficulty in finding the semantic relation between the
different images along with their text. The popular technique
for feature reduction is PCA, but it cannot handle the images
where the text is embedded in the image so the usage of
variant auto encoders and decoders might help the system to
expose both the image features and textual features. Most of
the researchers utilized the predefined architectures due to
which sometimes it may suffer from bottle neck problem. The
solution to this problem might be provided with the usage of
transfer learning.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
All the existing systems have successfully implemented
the detection of fake news in different social media platforms.
Table II compares the methods used in previous case studies
and their usage of datasets and identifies the limitations found
to address the research gap for implementing a better system
with efficient metrics in terms of all objective functions that a
deep learning system needs.
To understand the flaws and advantages in terms of
various metrics, article has tabulated all the results obtained
from different old research systems in Table III.

COMPARATIVE STUDY ON EXISTING SYSTEM OF FAKE NEWS DETECTORS

Author

Approach Implemented
for Feature Extraction

Algorithms Implemented for
Classification

Dataset (s) Used

Zhou[1]

Multi-Modal

Similarity Aware Capture
Model

1. PolitiFact
2. GossipCop

Shah[2]

Cultural Algorithm

SVM

Giachanou[3]

Google Word Embedding
Layer + LBP

Inception+Xception

Mangal[4]

Textual- word2vec
Visual- VGG Net

LSTM+ Cosine Similarity

Twitter

Semantically irrelevant data didn't consider here.

Zhang[5]

Multi-Modal

Domain Classifier (BDANN)

1. Weibo
2. Weibo Filtered

Sahoo[6]

Web Crawler in browser

1. Group of ML Algorithms
2. Group of DL Algorithms

Own Dataset

Agarwal[7]

N-gram through
Convolution

LSTM

Kaggle

The domain classification rate further extended
by computing the probability rate
In ML algorithms, ensemble techniques, and the
DL algorithms, Hyper tune parameters can yield
better results.
The dataset with an early annotation mechanism
helps in the good clustering of characteristics.

Cao J[8]

CNN+word2vec

LSTM with multiple packages,
AIRD

Own Dataset

The Metadata generator takes much more time.

Yin-Fu
Huang[9]

Ensemble LSTM+ N-Gram
CNN

Self Adaptive HS

Cross-Domain Dataset

It deals with only headlines mentioned in the
image.

1. Weibo
2. Twitter
1. PolitiFact
2. GossipCop
3.MediaEval

Limitations
Articles that are in pair format from different
sources but published differently are not taken
care
The model cannot handle the complex relations
between the text and visual, if any
It is not able to produce the decision with neutral
polarity.
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Syntax+ Semantics+
Readability+ Correlation
Multiple Components
Encoder with Soft
Attention

Feature based sequential neural
networks

Kaliyar[12]

Tensor Formation

XGBOOST+CNN

1.Buzzfeed
2.PolitiFact

M. Umer[13]

PCA

CNN+LSTM

FNC

S. Schwarz[14]

Signal transformations

EMET

Twitter

Kaur[15]

TF-IDF, Count, and
hashing vectors

Multi-level voting system

1. NewsTrends
2.Kaggle
3. Reuters

Goldani[16]

Embedding Layer

CNN

LIAR

Choudhary[10]
Zeng[11]

BuzzFeed
1.Twitter
2.Weibo

LSTM

Kaliyar[17]

Glove+Pre-trained word
embeddings

Deeper CNN: HCNN+HLSTM

Kaggle

Hamdi T[18]

Twitter API

Node2vec selection classifier

CREDBANK

Masciari E[19]

Word Embedding

Google BERT

1. LIAR
2.PolitiFact

A. Agarwal[20]

N-Grams

Different Algorithms in ML &
DL

LIAR+Kaggle

TABLE III.
Authors
[1]

The memory and temporal data should do taken
into consideration for efficient implementation
Usage of GANS can improve the Size and Quality
of the dataset.
The activation function selected suffers from a
zero gradient problem.
PCA is the traditional approach. Advanced
techniques like variational autoencoders can
extract high-quality and related features.
Data augmentation techniques did fail in the case
of an image with side annotations.
Further research should control Impulsive data at
an early stage.
The embedded layer used is static.
Instead of traditional neural networks, residual or
transfer learning neural networks can handle
complex relations and associations.
It has to generate synthetic works to handle the
abnormal relations findings.
Diffusion mechanisms integrated with BERT
improve the space complexity of the environment.
Hyper turned LSTM with enhanced activation
functions is needed.

METRICS COMPARISON TABLE

Dataset

Accuracy

Precision

Recall

F1-Score

PolitiFact

0.874

0.889

0.903

0.896
0.895

GossipCop

0.838

0.857

0.937

Weibo

0.891

0.873

0.822

0.932

Twitter

0.798

0.791

0.833

0.760

PolitiFact

0.925

0.911

0.911

0.911

GossipCop

0.829

0.815

0.815

0.815

MediaVal

0.622

0.885

0.885

0.885

Twitter

0.91

0.909

0.913

0.910

Weibo

0.85

0.869

0.836

0.852

Weibo Filtered

0.865

0.850

0.920

0.88

[7]

Kaggle

0.91

0.97

0.925

0.946

[9]

Cross Domain

0.916

0.964

0.918

0.929

[10]

BuzzFeed

0.841

0.77

0.84

0.812

Twitter

0.772

0.813

0.741

0.775

Weibo

0.839

0.867

0.784

0.828

BuzzFeed

0.856

0.833

0.869

0.851

PolitiFact

0.886

0.821

0.846

0.84

[2]

[3]
[4]
[5]

[11]
[12]
[13]

FNC

0.978

0.974

0.982

0.978

[14]

Twitter

0.940

0.913

0.912

0.916

NewsTrends

0.93

0.958

0.916

0.937

Kaggle

0.98

0.988

0.98

0.983

Reuters

0.961

0.968

0.95

0.958

[16]

LIAR

0.99

0.967

0.945

0.95

[17]

Kaggle

0.983

0.994

0.96

0.98

[18]

CredBank

0.98

0.98

0.98

0.98

LIAR

0.588

0.565

0.449

0.528

[15]

[19]
[20]

PolitiFact

0.448

0.443

0.495

0.473

LIAR+Kaggle

0.97

0.965

0.951

0.958
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Fig. 5. Comparative Study on Accuracy Metric.

Fig. 8. Comparative Study on F1-Score Metric.

Fig. 5 describes the comparative study on accuracy metric,
and from the figure, it has been found that author [16] has
achieved nearly 99.9% accuracy on the Liar dataset, which is
highest in terms of both similar and non-similar datasets
[20][21]. The author has implemented a simple static word
embedding technique to extract the features. Still, in further
research, one can try to implement the non-static and
redundant dimensions to improve the learning rate and other
adaptability parameters because accuracy alone cannot justify
the model's reliability.

Fig. 8 showed that the author [15] had obtained an F1score of “98.3%” on the Kaggle dataset by experimenting with
three types of feature vectors and designed its classification
algorithm, but it suffered when the data, either images or text
are in impulsive nature so, in the early stages of model
designing, one has to take care of these type of persistent
relations.

Fig. 6. Comparative Study on Precision Metric.

Fig. 6 clearly states that the author [17] [22-24] has
achieved the highest precision rate, “99.4%,” by working on
the Kaggle dataset. The model has successfully implemented
hyper-turning of estimators inclemently, which involves
checking of 2**n combinations, increasing the execution and
training time. So, in further research, the selection of
combinations can be reduced by creating a transfer learning
environment.

Fig. 7. Comparative Study on Recall Metric.

Fig. 7 states that the author [13] has achieved the highest
recall rate, “98.2%”, by working on the FNC dataset. Still, it
has applied traditional PCA algorithms for feature reduction
and extraction, which further improves by defining the
ensemble or variational autoencoders, which has proved its
capability in extracting the visual features from multimedia
content.

IV. OBSERVATIONS
Table II inferences that [19], [3c], and [11] are inferior in
performance in terms of all metrics. So this problem can be
addressed by neural style transfer learning GANS because
they can handle both images and text very effectively. The
reason for selecting GANS does explain in two situations, one
where the pre-processing step fails to separate the visual and
text and the second where the number of images is
significantly less to design a model. Next, the proposed
system from the above study identified that [16] and [17] are
the top two systems in identifying phony news. From these
limitations, the system identified the second research gap has
to take care of feature extraction with the latest deep learning
techniques like autoencoders, by hyper turning and by
integrating an enhanced activation function at its output layer,
which is dense as fully connected layers. So that the high
complex features propagate to the next layers as a simple
linear input, finally, to improve the overall capability of the
system, the latest transfer learning approach implements by
incorporating residual neural networks with pre-trained
models to reduce the time for training and to define the correct
lambda values to predict the correct output labels associated
with the annotated images.
V. CONCLUSION
This extensive literature survey helps the system to
identify the drawbacks associated with the previous
methodologies. From this study, the system has identified that
Natural Language Processing tools like N-grams, SVD
decomposition, Lemmatization’s and other simple processing
techniques are efficient to work on the text extracted from the
images. To work with the images, instead of simple CNN
techniques, it is better to design modified auto encoders which
can efficiently solve the problem of bottle neck in linear
amount of time. The feature extraction is the crucial step in
fake news detection because the text objects in the image play
a vital role in deciding whether it is real or fake news. For the
classification of news, it is better to implement ensemble
algorithms or Meta classifiers, which achieves good accuracy
and true positive rates. The ensemble algorithms have proved
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their efficiency in terms of AUC and Kappa Statistics
measurement. In future, to detect fake news detection, the
proposed research first implements GANs to increment the
size of data then it extracts the features using AEDECNN and
then it performs classification using ensemble mechanism.
GLOSSARY
S.No

Term

Full Form

1

CNN

Convolution Neural Networks

2

GAN

Generative Adversial Networks

3

LSTM

Long Short Term Memory

4

RBFNN

Radial Bias Function Neural Network

5

MLP

Multi Layer Perceptron

6

SVD

Single Value Decomposition

7

AUC

Area Under Characteristics
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Abstract—Littering contributes significantly to environmental
pollution. Previous studies have noted that children are more
likely to litter than adults. This target age group can be easily
reached through mobile applications and games. Therefore, this
study aims to investigate the effect of a gamified application in
raising awareness on the effect of littering in the environment.
We developed a gamified app, called DoItRight to promote an
environment friendly behavior and improve the littering
behavior of children. The DoItRight app is in Arabic language
and targets children between 5 and 13 years old. It is a gamified
application that enables kids to learn the importance of picking
up litters and dropping it in trash cans. The app was evaluated
using the System Usability Scale (SUS) standardized instrument
which was administered on the target audience. The results of the
evaluation showed that the DoItRight app has an SUS score of
93.25 which represents an A+ grade and a percentile range of 96
to 100. This indicates that the DoItRight app is technically usable
and can potentially serve the purpose of increasing kids’
awareness about the downsides of littering on the environment.
Keywords—Littering; mobile application; gamification;
children intention; raise awareness; behavior change Saudi Arabia

I.

INTRODUCTION

Over the years, human practices have caused several
environmental hazards which can inhibit future growth and
wellbeing. The collective impact of human behaviors on the
environment further threatens our ecosystem [1] – [3]. One of
such behaviors is littering which can either be accidental or
intentional. Therefore, identifying factors responsible for high
rate of littering is critical to design an efficient litteringreduction intervention. A study carried out in 2020 used the
Motivation, Opportunity, Ability and Behavior (MOAB)
framework to examine the individual littering behaviors of
Saudi citizens. It conducted twenty-five semi-structured
interviews on individuals between 20 and 40 years in Saudi
Arabia. The outcomes of the study showed that the lack of
knowledge, at the individual level, influences littering
behavior. Other factors found include social norms and the
built environment. Therefore, any plan to reduce littering must
include the implementation of an individual-level strategy [4].
Additional individual and environmental factors
influencing littering behavior in Saudi Arabia have also been
unraveled. Recent research observed 362 individuals and their
surrounding environments for twelve days in Saudi Arabia [5].
Findings revealed that littering rates were higher in

environments that were less attractive and where trash cans
were far from individuals. Also, the study found out that
younger people are more likely to litter than older people.
Meanwhile, the global increase in the use of smartphones
has led to the emergence of mobile applications being
developed and deployed for education and enlightenment on
several issues including environment and health (for instance,
mhealth systems) [6]. Also, researchers have acknowledged the
effectiveness of mobile applications in educating children.
Therefore, the use of a mobile app to raise children’s
awareness of the threats posed by littering can prove to be an
effective litter-reduction strategy [7]. Therefore, this research
designs, and evaluate an Arabic gamified mobile application
following user-centered design approach, called “DoItRight” to
increase children’s awareness and intent towards littering. It
targets children from 5 to 13 years.
A. User-Centered Approach
As the name implies, a user-centered design (UCD)
approach puts the user at the center of the design process. That
is, the designer of a product or application considers the needs,
limitations, and interests of the end users and designs a product
that meets those needs. Having an understanding of who we
design for, what they need, and their environmental
circumstances is an effective way to ensure that a product or
design is successful. It is also a good way of preventing a bad
design that can potentially frustrate users [8]. The UCD
approach involves understanding user context, defining
requirements, developing solutions, and evaluating the
outcomes with respect to the users’ requirements and contexts
[9]. In this study, we adopted a user-centered design approach
to develop the DoItRight application.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2
explores the related work in the existing literature. Section 3
presents the methodology adopted in conducting the research.
Results are presented and discussed in Section 4 while
Section 5 concludes the paper and sets the direction for future
work.
II. RELATED WORK
A. Improving Children’s Littering Behavior
Education in different forms can be used to improve
children’s behavior towards the environment. Reference [10]
reported outcomes of the “We Love Reading Program” that
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leveraged the reading of social stories to address littering and
environmental issues across different communities in Jordan.
The results indicated that the program improved children’s
knowledge of littering issues and created a positive change in
the behavior of the kids.
The author in [11] explored 5th grade children’s solutions
to littering and environmental pollution using the kids’
drawings. Forty children at the age of 10 and 11 years,
including 25 girls and 15 boys, completed drawings to provide
solutions and future plans to littering and environmental
pollution. The study utilized three themes to analyze the
drawings; these include persuasion, physical action, and
political action. However, most of the children found it
difficult to visually express their thoughts on persuasion and
political action. The major solutions common in the drawings
include collecting litters, dropping litters in the trash can, and
planting saplings [11]. The children in the research knew
littering is a great environmental challenge that needs to be
addressed with more than one strategy.

was the development of Contact from the future, a digital game
focusing on plastic pollution education of children. After
defining the requirements and objectives of the game, the study
designed and developed the game application. The ultimate
goal was to raise awareness and stimulate pro-environmental
behaviors in children.
Another study [15] identified inadequate environmental
education or awareness at the early age as a critical cause of
littering and environmental problems. To address the issue, the
study developed an Android-based sorting waste game to teach
children the different kinds of waste, (i.e., organic and
inorganic) and the appropriate litter box to drop each waste.
The Waterfall Development Model was adopted meaning that
the development of the sorting waste game followed a 4-step
process including analysis, design, implementation, and
testing. The functionality of the game was tested and the
outcome indicated that the game is user friendly, runs smoothly
on Android, and can serve as an effective medium of gaining
environmental education.

In a recent publication [12], researchers echoed the fact that
a proper upbringing of a child potentially represents a great
beginning towards developing a good littering behavior. A
survey administered by the study recorded responses from
2,349 individuals. The outcome of the survey showed that lowincome households need support in terms of quality education
and disposal facilities while high-income households need
support in terms raising awareness on the problems of littering.
Though self-initiative and parental guidance constitute a good
approach towards improving the littering behavior of children,
they are not sufficient [12]. The researchers suggested that
future research should explore the effectiveness of religious
education on the littering behavior of children.

Also, an exploratory study [16] was conducted to
understand how children’s use of digital technology, especially
iPads, can impact outdoor environmental education programs.
In particular, iPads were integrated into water quality education
for 5th grade children. The qualitative observations obtained
from the study were analyzed and seven major themes
emerged. They include children’s reaction to mobile devices,
digital natives versus immigrants, group interactions, mobile
devices in the hands of kids, instruments for learning, nature
prevails, and introduction of mobile devices. These themes
offered new insights to understand best practices for
technology integration into littering and environmental
education.

To find a lasting solution to the littering problem, it is
important to understand the factors that motivate people to
dump litters in the environment or in the bin [13]. Researchers
[13] explored these motivating factors by conducting a survey
that asked people to indicate what motivates them to drop
litters in the bin. An analysis of the survey responses divided
the motivators into intrinsic and extrinsic motivators. The
results showed that sense of morals, ethics and upbringing
were the highest-level intrinsic motivators while the highestlevel extrinsic factors were the presence of kids, being in a
clean place, and recycling programs. Therefore, to create a
successful anti-littering campaign in developing countries,
stakeholders should combine intrinsic and extrinsic motivators.
The study [13] noted that, for the intrinsic motivators,
authorities should remind people of their core values, morals
and ethics. For the extrinsic factors, authorities should create a
convenient infrastructure, recycling programs, rewards, and
penalties.

The author in [17] examined the effectiveness of web-based
animation videos in the environmental education of elementary
school pupils. The research [17] developed web-based
animation video pages for climate change, waste recycling,
mangrove forest, ozone depletion, and biodiversity. The impact
of the intervention was measured via pupils’ level of natural
curiosity, improvement in environmental awareness, and the
pupils’ level of pro-conservation values. The outcome of the
evaluation revealed that the use of web-based animation videos
has positive effect on pupils’ littering and environmental
education.

B. Use of Digital Technologies to Address Littering Issues
Some existing research works have explored the possibility
of leveraging digital technologies and mobile applications to
improve the littering behavior of children. Researchers [14]
concluded that it is extremely important to raise children’s
awareness towards making sustainable choices when buying,
using or dismissing products. One of the solutions proposed

Moreover, other researchers [18] have equally emphasized
the urgent need to consider the use of virtual and augmented
realities, videoconferencing, and mobile apps to engage
primary school children with the ultimate goal of preventing
littering and restoring the environment. The research [18]
indicated that these technologies can capture children’s interest
while enabling them to learn important practices in preventing
littering and protecting the environment. Quick Response (QR)
codes are another example of a technology that can be
integrated into mobile learning technology in littering
education [19]. When attached to an object, the QR codes can
add a layer of digital functionality thereby empowering users
of mobile devices to access information without any restriction.
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III. METHODOLOGY
A. DoItRight App Intervention Design and Development
We followed four main stages in the design and
development of the DoItRight App:
1) Understanding user context
2) Obtaining requirements from parents and families of
children who are target audience of the proposed application.
3) Creating a prototype of the app features based on the
requirements collected in stage 2 as well as a review of similar
mobile applications in the market.
4) Deploy and test the DoItRight app for evaluation;
create a formative evaluation protocol to get feedback that can
be used to further refine the app.
In stage 1, we determined the target audience in terms of
who they are, their access to smartphones, age group, level of
education etc. In stage 2, we administered a survey filled by
parents and families to enable us to identify and define user
requirements while also exploring the operational feasibility of
the proposed DoItRight app.

menace of littering. In addition, 98.8% of participants
are willing to allow their children use a mobile
application that can increase their level of awareness
and intent on littering. Also, 98.8% will appreciate a
solution that is highly interactive, can improve the
children’s motivation towards dumping litters correctly
and can help them apply whatever they learn.
C. DoItRight App Description
In stage 3, a prototype of the DoItRight app was developed
while ensuring that there the features address the user
requirements identified in stage 2. The mapping of the
requirements to the features and the anticipated techniques to
increase children’s awareness and intention is provided in
Table I. The DoItRight app is an education gaming mobile
application targeting Saudi children between the age of 5 and
13 years. To access the application, a child needs to create an
account which includes providing a username and creating a
password of not less than 8 characters. The game consists of 3
levels; each level has specific tasks.

In stage 3, the team reviewed existing mobile applications
in the market with similar features and target audience to
DoItRight app. The team also developed all necessary features
to meet the requirements obtained in stage 2 and fill the gaps in
the existing similar mobile applications. In stage 4, the team
prepared and administered a survey on children between 5 and
13 years (target audience) to evaluate the usability, reliability,
and response time of the DoItRight app. The design and
development stages of the DoItRight app can be seen in Fig. 1.
B. Requirements: Increasing Children Awareness and
Intention about Littering
In stage 1, preliminary studies and review of the existing
literature indicate that kids are more likely to litter than adults.
These children also have little awareness on the consequences
of littering. Therefore, the target audience of this study is
determined to be 5 to 13 years. In stage 2, we defined a survey
to obtain user requirements of the target audience. The
questionnaire was administered using Google Forms,
distributed via WhatsApp and filled by parents and families of
the target audience. In total, 161 responses were recorded.
 Demography of Participants: 87.6% of participants are
female while 12.4% are male. 20.5% of them are less
than 20 years, 51.6% are between 20-40 years, and 28%
are over 40 years. Also, 46% of the participants have
children with the age of 5 years.
 Results: 90.7% of participants reported facing the
problem of littering in different public places, thereby
confirming the significance of the littering problem that
the DoItRight app aims to address. Also, 16.8% of the
respondents reported that their children have bad
littering behavior and throw wastes on the floor rather
than the trash can, even at home. When asked about the
causes of littering, 39.1% chose "lack of education",
54.5% chose "no responsibility" and 6.4% chose
"others". This indicates that the lack of adequate
awareness (education) contributes significantly to the

Fig. 1. Shows the Major Highlights of all the Four Stages in the Design and
Development of the DoItRight App.
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TABLE I.

MAPPING USER REQUIREMENTS TO DOITRIGHT APP FEATURES
AND AWARENESS/INTENTION TECHNIQUES

User requirements

App features

A means of raising
awareness on
littering

Levels 1 to 3 of the game, food
items in the reward and
evaluation stage of the game
Use of visuals (videos and
pictures), sounds, texts
Food reward after level 3 (candy,
banana, juice, and chips), stars,
accumulation of points
Evaluation task on the empty
candy bag, banana peel, empty
can and empty chips bag on the
floor
Videos displaying positive and
negative impacts of varying
actions on the environment

Highly interactive
Motivation for
children to drop
litters appropriately
Ability to apply
what is learnt
Understanding the
importance of good
littering behavior

Increasing
awareness and
intention
techniques
Instruction on
how to perform
the behavior
Information
provision
Rewarding
Feedback on the
behavior;
prompts
Feedback on the
behavior

1) First level (the beach)
 The game starts with a child carrying a bag in the beach.
 The child must collect 50% of the litter at the beach.
 In this first level, the child's speed will be medium.
2) Second level (the park)
 The second level starts with a child carrying a bag in a
park.
 The child must collect 50% of the litter in the park.
 Here, the child’s speed will be faster than the first
level’s speed.

D. Key Highlights of the DoItRight App
1) Methods of collecting points: In each level, the child
gets the maximum points obtainable if he collects the highest
possible amount of litter that comes his way in the course of
the game and successfully drops them all in the waste bin
before the end of the level.
2) Difficulty: The child's walking speed will increase after
each level, potentially allowing him to collect all the litters
before reaching the waste bin.
3) Motivation: Aside from the food reward given to the
child at the end of level 3, encouraging sound and objects will
appear during the child's walk e.g., stars or clapping sound.
4) Videos at the end of each level: The first video
congratulates the child who gets the required number of points
and scales through the evaluation test. The video will show the
positive impact of the child’s act on the environment. Then, it
also shows the negative effects of leaving litters on the floor.
The second video shows the child who did not get the
required number of points or who did not pass the evaluation
test. It shows the negative effects of the litter on the
environment. Then, it ends with the positive impact of
collecting litters and throwing them in the appropriate waste
bin. This helps the child to visualize the positive change his
efforts could have brought to the environment if he had
dropped the litters in the waste bin.
5) Activity diagram: An activity diagram shows the flow
of the interaction between a system and the user in a
sequential order. The activity diagram for the DoItRight app is
shown in Fig. 2.

3) Third level (the city streetss)
 The third level starts with a child carrying a bag in the
city streets.
 The child must collect 50% of the litter in the streets.
 The child’s speed will be faster than the speed in the
second level.
 Throwing the dirtbag into the waste bin completes level
3 while the game proceeds to the reward and evaluation
stage.
For completing all three levels successfully, the child is
rewarded with food which includes a candy, banana, a can of
juice, and a bag of crispy chips. While the food items serve as a
reward for a job well done in levels 1 to 3, they are equally
serving as a means to assess the child’s level of awareness
about littering having played the game. Therefore, after eating
the food, the empty candy bag, banana peel, empty can, and
empty chip bag are all thrown on the floor. Afterwards, a
creative character will appear on the screen to ask the child a
question; “what are you going to do now?” If the child picks up
the litters and drop in the waste bin, he has passed the test. A
congratulatory message will appear. However, if he did not
drop the litters in the waste bin after 10 seconds, he will lose
and repeat the game.

Fig. 2. The Activity Diagram of the DoItRight App Showing the Flow of
Interaction between the System and the user.
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6) User interface: The Graphics User Interface of the
DoItRight app was designed using JustInMind. Some of the
snapshots of the interface like welcome page, education video
page, and game page are shown in Fig. 3-5.

Fig. 3. A user Interface that shows the Welcome Page of DoItRight App.

Fig. 4. Two user Interfaces with the First One showing 50% Progress made
in the Level 1 of the Game and the Second Interface Showing a Child
Throwing the Dirtbag into the Waste bin.

E. Testing and Evaluation
To test and evaluate (stage 4 of UCD) the effectiveness of
the DoItRight app, three techniques were implemented namely
unit testing, integration testing, and usability testing. These
steps help to test the application for quality assurance, both
technically and in terms of user satisfaction.
1) Unit testing: Unit testing is a software testing method
by which each part of an application (known as a unit) is
tested to ensure it is fit for use and meets the desired goal. Part
of the objective is also to identify and solve any problems that
may arise [20]. In the DoItRight app, we performed unit
testing for several units of the app, such as the signup function
and the login functions. In the login unit testing, for instance,
we tested several cases like leaving the username and
password fields blank, filling the password field alone, filling
username field alone, and filling correct username and
password in their respective fields.
2) Integration testing: While unit testing involves testing
a part of the application, integration testing involves testing a
combination of units. It is carried out to check if specific units
of an application work and interact together as expected. It is
usually carried out after the unit testing [21]. For the
DoItRight app, we implemented seven different integrated
testing objectives. The results are shown in section 4.0.
3) Usability testing: Here, we adopted the Arabic version
of System Usability Scale (SUS) which is known as the most
popular and widely used standardized questionnaire for
assessing perceived usability [22]. SUS consists of a 10-item
questionnaire; each question has five response options which
include strongly agree, agree, neutral, disagree, and strongly
disagree [23]. This evaluation was carried out to determine
whether the DoItRight app meets the needs and expectations
of the major stakeholders who are the target audience. The
questionnaire was deployed using Google Forms. The ten
questions include the following:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.
vii.
viii.
ix.
x.

Fig. 5. The Interface Shows an Educational Video on the Positive
Environmental Impact of Dropping Litters in the Waste Bin.

I think that I would like to use this system frequently.
I found the system unnecessarily complex.
I thought the system was easy to use.
I think that I would need the support of a technical
person to be able to use this system.
I found the various functions in this system were well
integrated.
I thought there was too much inconsistency in this
system.
I would imagine that most people would learn to use
this system very quickly.
I found the system very cumbersome to use.
I felt very confident using the system.
I needed to learn a lot of things before I could get going
with this system.

Ten children between the age of 5 and 13 were selected as
participants in this survey. The full consent of the parents was
secured before selecting a child or administering the
questionnaire. As per the demography of study participants, we
recorded 7 boys with age ranging from 5 to13 years and 3 girls
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cumbersome to use or that they needed to learn a lot
of things before they could get going with the system.
They all strongly disagreed!
vii. 90% strongly disagreed that they would need the
support of a technical person to be able to use this
system while 10% agreed.

with age ranging from 8 to 13. Age 8, 11, and 13 recorded 2
children each while age 5, 6, 7, and 10 recorded one child each.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The outcome of the integrated testing implemented on the
DoItRight app is shown in Table II. As it can be seen in the
table, all the test cases gave positive results.
After analyzing the responses recorded for the System
Usability Scale questions, the following results were obtained:
i.

ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.

30% strongly agreed that they would like to use the
DoItRight app frequently, 50% agreed while 20%
were neutral.
80% of respondents strongly agreed that the system
was easy to use while 20% agreed.
30% strongly agreed that they found the various
functions in the system well integrated, 60% agreed
and 10% were neutral.
70% strongly agreed that they would imagine that
most people would learn to use the system very
quickly; 30% agreed.
60% strongly agreed that they felt confident using the
system while 40% agreed.
All respondents strongly disagreed that the system
was unnecessarily complex or that there was too
much inconsistency in it or that the system was too
TABLE II.

Also, based on the responses, we computed the SUS score
for the DoItRight app. The SUS score of the app was found to
be 93.25. This falls between 84.1 and 100 on the Sauro-Lewis
grading scale for SUS scores [24]. Therefore, the DoItRight
app falls into the grade A+ category and a percentile range of
96 to 100 on the Sauro-Lewis. As a result, it can be concluded
that the DoItRight app is highly acceptable among users.
There are some existing apps that have some similarities
with the DoItRight app. Such applications include Watten
Games, Garbage Truck, Trash Stash and Littering Game. A
comparative analysis between the DoItRight app and the four
identified similar apps revealed that the DoItRight app offers
better and superior features to address the challenge of littering
than any of the other four applications. It supports Arabic
language, has several levels and scenarios, rewards players
with points, and provides realistic images of characters. This
puts the DoItRight application in a position to change the
behavior and intent of children towards littering in Saudi
Arabia, much better than any other application.

RESULTS FROM THE INTEGRATED TESTING CARRIED OUT ON DOITRIGHT APP

Test Case ID

Test Case Objectives

Test Case Description

Expected Results

Remark

1

To check the interface link between the
first page and the signup page.

The user clicks the " أنشأ حسابك
 "االنbutton.

DoItRight directs the user to the signup
page.

Positive test

2

To check the interface link between the
first page and the login page.

The user clicks the ""سجل دخىلك
button.

DoItRight directs the user to the login page.

Positive test

3

To check the interface link between the
signup page and the start page.

The user enters name and
password, confirms it, and
clicks the " "أنشأ حسابكbutton.

DoItRight application creates a user account
and directs the user to the start page.

Positive test

4

To check the interface link between the
login page and the start page

The user enters name and
password and clicks the " سجل
 "دخىلكbutton.

DoItRight application allows the user to
access the app and directs user to the start
page.

Positive test

5

To check the interface link between the
start page and the first page

The user clicks the " تسجيل
 "الخروجbutton.

DoItRight directs the user to the first page.

Positive test

6

To check the interface link between the
start page and game page

The user clicks the ""ابذأ اللعب
button.

DoItRight directs the user to the game page.

Positive test

7

To check the interface link between the
stop page and the start page

The user clicks the ""انهاء اللعب
button.

DoItRight directs the user to the start page.

Positive test

In the future, we would like to explore the following areas:

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
To the best of our knowledge, the DoItRight app is the first
mobile application aimed at increasing awareness level and
intention of Saudi children about littering. The app features
meet all user requirements identified and defined during the
UCD process such as the potential to educate a child on the
proper way to dump litters, motivation, and the application of
knowledge gained in real-life. A survey conducted to
determine the acceptability of the DoItRight shows that the app
has a high acceptability rate among the target audience having
recorded a System Usability Scale score of 93.25%.

i. Conduct a more comprehensive evaluation of the
DoItRight app by getting feedback from more children.
To get this done, we intend to get approval from the
Institutional Review Board (IRB) in Saudi Arabia.
ii. Add more levels to the DoItRight game with varying
degrees of difficulty and duration.
iii. Connect the application with the Internet and GPS such
that the stages can appear on the map and give a child
the feeling of cleaning his current living environment.
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iv. Create a dashboard where users can track their
performance with respect to other players using the
DoItRight app in their areas.
v. Add multiplayer stages to allow users compete with
nearby players and friends.
The DoItRight app can have a significant positive impact
on Saudi’s public environment if widely adopted among
children across the country.
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Abstract—Image de-noising is a noise removal approach,
which is utilized to remove noise from the noisy image and is
utilized to protect the significant features of images namely,
corners, edges, textures, and sharp structures. For medical
diagnosis Computer tomography (CT) images are mainly
utilized. Due to acquisition and transmission in CT imaging, the
noise that appears leads to poor image quality. To overcome this
problem, an efficient Noise cancellation in computed tomography
images using adaptive multi-stage noise removal paradigm is
proposed. The proposed approach consists of three phases
namely, Optimal Discrete Wavelet Transform, first stage noise
removal using Block Matching, and 3D filtering (BM3D) filter
and second stage noise removal using the bilateral filter (BF).
Initially, Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) is applied to the
input image to diminish noise in CT images. In this method, coefficient ranges are optimally selected with the help of Crow
Search Optimization (CSO) algorithm. Secondly, to remove the
noise present in the bands, BM3D algorithm is applied. Finally,
bilateral filter is applied to the BM3D output image to further
enhance the image. The performance of the proposed
methodology is analyzed in terms of Peak signal-to-noise ratio
(PSNR), Root Mean Square Error (RMSE), and Structural
Similarity Index (SSIM). Furthermore, the multi-stage noise
removal model obtained gives the best PSNR values compared to
other techniques.
Keywords—De-noising; computer tomography; discrete wavelet
transform; crow search optimization; bilateral filter

I.

INTRODUCTION

An image is a collection of dimensions in two dimensional
(2-D) or three dimensional (3-D) spaces [1]. Computer
tomography (CT) images usually have noise due to faults in
image holding methods. Noise will be removed from images
so that the analysis of image elements (e.g., blood vessels,
inner folding, or tumors in the human brain) can be
completely observed and the upcoming image researches are
trustworthy. The image restoration presented appears to be the
sharpest possible among the multi-scale image smoothing
methods by preserving uniqueness and stability [2]. The
medical imaging technology is fetching a valuable section of a
huge amount of purpose namely research, diagnosis, and
treatment. It has enabled doctors to construct images of patient
body for medical objectives [3]. Basically medical images
namely X-Ray, CT, MRI, and PET contain the information of

The noise is irregular fluctuations that accompany a
transmitted signal that tend to obscure the signal that has to
make the data to slow down or reduce the clarity or accuracy
of the data. Medical images may be clear, sharp, noisy and
vague. Usually computed tomography (CT) images are
distorted by Gaussian noise and salt and pepper noise [5]. The
Gaussian noise, which increases due to acquisition and it can
be reduced by using spatial filters. Salt and pepper noise,
which rarely occurs in form of white and black pixels, can be
effectively eliminated by the morphological filter. Two
approaches Empirical Mode Decomposition (EMD) and DualTree Complex Wavelet Packets (DTCWP) are used for denoising the CT-images. All noisy algorithms are based on the
local or global noise model and the generalized image softness
model [6]. In modern hospitals, X-RAY and CT images are
mostly used because these have several importance, but it may
lead to potential radiation hazard to patient because x-rays
could cause hereditary harm and actuate malignant growth in
likelihood identified with radiation portion [7].
A lot of filtering methods for example median filter, mean
filter, bilateral filter, Gaussian filter, linear filters, non-linear
filters, spatial filters and transform domain filters are used for
remove the noise present in the CT images. Moreover, edgepreserving approaches are utilized for reducing undesirable
effects on images [18]. In [9] nonlocal means filtering based
CT image de-noising is explained in [8] 3D collaborative
filtering based de-noising. A lot of methods are available for
de-noising even though an efficient de-noising method is
urgently needed.
The important goal of this paper is to eliminate noise
existing in CT image with the help of multi-stage noise
removal paradigm model. The proposed multi-stage noise
removal paradigm model consists of two stages of the noise
removal process. The first stage noise removal is done with
the help of the BM3D filtering algorithm and second stage
noise removal is done with the help of a bilateral filter. These
two stages have improved the quality of the image. The
contribution of the research work is listed below:
• DWT is applied to the input image to convert the
spatial domain image into a transform domain. In this,
coefficient ranges are optimally selected with the help
of CSO algorithm.

Heart, brain, and nerves but these images are suffered from
huge shortcomings, which include the acquisition of noise [4].
*Corresponding Author.
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• To evacuate the noise present in the input image
BM3D channel is connected to the input image. The
BM3D channel accomplishes the dependable PSNR
and resolves difficulties of related methodologies when
tending to the distinctive level of noise.
• To further progress the input image quality, a bilateral
filter is accomplished to output of the BM3D image.
• The performance of proposed technology is scrutinized
in conditions of various metrics and performance is in
comparison with a different algorithm.
The remainder paper sorted out as pursues; the background
of the proposed method is analyzed in Section II and the
proposed image de-noising methodology is analyzed in
Section III. The performance analysis is discussed in
Section IV. Finally the article is concluded in Section V.
II. BACKGROUND
A lot of researchers had elucidated the image de-noising
technique. Among them some of the methods are analyzed
here; Elhoseny et al. [10] had proposed a medical image denoising using optimal bilateral filter (OBF) and convolution
neural network (CNN). For the noise removal process
optimized bilateral filter (OBF) is utilized. In this filter,
Gaussian and spatial weights are the parameter used in the
OBF. To increase the characteristic of the de-noised image,
the parameters are excellently selected with the help of a
combination of dragonfly (DF) and modified fruit fly
algorithm. After the filtering process, the normal and
abnormal images are classified using CNN classifier.
Manduca et al. [11] proposed a novel locally adaptive
projection space denoising algorithm for a low dose CT
image. Similarly, Katsuhiro et al. [12] have developed an edge
preserving based noise reduction using three-dimensional
cross-directional bilateral filter (3D-CDBF) in CT images. The
filtering process is mainly used for noise removal and edge
preserving process. The bilateral filter is a mixture of two
types of filters namely spatial and Gaussian filter. Finally, the
noise spectrum is calculated for all the de-noised image and
performance are analyzed.
In [13], Wojciech and Ewa have explained a medical
image noise cancellation and edge preserving based on a
granular filter. Here, two different methods namely, crisp and
fuzzy are developed. For experimentation, CT and US breast
images are utilized. The granular filter performance is
compared with different filters namely, relating to space
balancing and median, bilateral filter, anisotropic diffusion.
Moreover, Hsuan and Chieh [14] have explained a kernelbased image de-noising technique for developing parametric
image creation. To eliminate the noise in input image, generalthreshold filtering method is combined with a whole variation
and this method was investigated. The mathematical
explanation of improved intravoxel incoherent motion (IVIM)
method based de-noising is proposed. The suggested method
was effective than IVIN method.

Manoj and Pardeep, [15] have explained a CT image denoising using the bilateral method with the concept of Bayes
Shrinkage rule in the wavelet domain. Initially, the image is
filtered with the help of the bilateral filter. After the noise
removal process, wavelet packet based thresholding is applied.
Then, to attain the efficient de-noised image, the threshold
output image is added with the bilateral filter. The
performance of the presented technology is analyzed in
conditions of the PSNR and similarity measures. Similarly, in
[16], Manoj et al., have explained CT image de-noising in the
curvelet domain. In high frequency coefficients, inter- and
intra-scale responsibilities are used in side by side. From the
high frequency coefficients, correlation values are obtained.
Then, both the high frequency coefficients, aggregation are
performed. After aggregation, the inverse curvelet transform is
applied to get a de-noised image. Moreover, Bing et al. [17]
have explained a Coupling de-noising methods depends on
individual wavelet transform and modified median filter for
medical image. The method consists of four phases namely,
image acquisition, image storage, image processing, and
image reconstruction. Initially, the image is captured from the
patient that contained the noise. Then the collected images are
stored on the cloud. In the third phase, the medical image is
breakdown into four modules namely, LL, LH, HL, and HH.
Then, for further processing, high frequency co-efficient are
utilized. Then the changed median filter is applied to three
high frequency sub bands. Finally, they have obtained the denoised image. The performance is analyzed in terms of PSNR
measures. Jenita Subash et. al. [19], Shyna.A et.al.[20],
Devinder Singh et. al. [21] introduced improved fuzzy based
approach for noise removal.
III. ADAPTIVE MULTISTAGE NOISE REMOVAL
METHODOLOGY
In this work, a novel multi-stage noise removal paradigm
to deal with noise is proposed. The overall architecture of
proposed method is shown in Fig. 1. For de-noising process, at
first, images are decomposed with the help of DWT. To
enhance the sensitive regions with higher visual quality,
initially, DWT is employed to input image; while optimal
coefficients are selected using the Crow Search Optimization
algorithm. After decomposition, BM3D filtering algorithm is
applied to high frequency sub bands of DWT output. Then at
the subsequent stage, the bilateral filter is used to take out the
noise cleanly and it retains the uncorrupted information. The
overall concept is compressed into three phases:
A. Crow Search Optimization Algorithm
The most important goal of this section is to segregate the
input image into four sub divisions, that is, LL, LH, HL, and
HH. To increase the image quality in terms of PSNR, this
methodology optimally selects the wavelet coefficient. For
wavelet co-efficient optimization, CSO algorithm is utilized.
CSO is a recently developed metaheuristic algorithm and also
developed based on crow’s behaviour.
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Fig. 1. Overall Architecture of Proposed Method.

B. First Stage Noise Removal using BM3D Filtering
Algorithm
After image de-composition, BM3D procedure is used to
eliminate the noisy contents present in image. BM3D filtering
algorithm is mainly applied to LH, HL and HH frequency
subdivision bands of DWT image outputs. The BM3D
algorithm is divided into two fundamental step ladders. In the
initial stage the main focus is on producing essential image
estimation and it’s widely less noise than the noisy image. In
the second stage the fundamental estimate is utilized as a
block matching base for pragmatic wiener filtering. The
second step could be empirically confirmed to get better
quality of an image compared with the initial stage of output.
The principal step is termed as basic estimation, which
emphases on eliminating noise present in the image. This step
consists of three phases namely, Block-matching (BM),
Collaborative filtering (CF), and Aggregation:
1) Block Matching (BM): Initially, the image I is
converted into a number of blocks size of a× a . Consider the
reference block A. Blocks have been a high similarity with the
reference block is formed as a group. Then, the blocks are
converted into the 3D array. The similarity of the reference
block A and other block O are calculated using equation
distance function which is given in equation (1).

(

)

S Ai , O j =
Where

Oj

Ai

Ai − O j
N12

(1)

represent the 2D array of reference block A,

represent the 2D array of similar blocks. After the

similarity calculation, blocks are grouped.
2) Collaborative filtering: At present, the most equivalent
blocks of reference blocks are recognized and might be
gathered to frame a 3D Array S1 size is a × a × S1 .After
that, every 3D array is converted to a frequency domain using
a 1D and 2D intra-block transform. From transferred data the
valuable data is placed in the utmost huge coefficients.
Therefore it is conceivable towards decreasing the noise
through disposing of little coefficients. The procedure of CF
can be represented as:

C F = K 3−D1 (R (K 3D (S1 )))

(2)

Where C F denotes the collaborative fitter output, K 3 D
is the 3D linear transform is usually actualized by isolated 2D
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and 1D linear transformation, R represent the hard
thresholding operator, which is used to regulate the transform
coefficient. The threshold is calculated using equation 3.

0, x ≤ σ . χ 3D
R(x ) = 
 x, x > σ .χ 3D

(3)

Where

χ 3D Hard-thresholding parameter

σ

Standard deviation

Meanwhile, noise is found in the little coefficients and it is
feasible to lessen noise and safeguard best subtleties in the
images
over
the
hard-thresholding
administrator.
Simultaneously CF understands the separation of image signal
and noise deprived of expending energy.
3) Aggregation: After filtering, overlapped blocks of the
image are to be recovered to their unique positions. Then
weighted average (WA) measure based images are estimated.
In common, the WA is apprehended by conveying suitable
weighting components to the groups of blocks and the weight
Wρ can be displayed as:

 1
, Nc ≥ 1

Wρ =  N c
x ,
Nc < 1


(4)

N c Quantity of the persisted non-zero coefficient
We obtain the small number of non-zero co-efficient
implies the number of noise detached using collaborative filter
since its weight of the block is superior. The basic estimation

Dbasic (i ) =

Dbasic is given in equation (5).

∑ Op ∑ Q∈O p Wi . RPQ
∑ Op ∑ Q∈O p Wi . xQ

∀i ∈ I
(5)

Where

Q  Similar block of the present operational block comprises
the pixel i

O p Set of entirely available blocks

is symbolized as follows;

1, i ∈ Q
xQ = 
0, i ∉ Q

(7)

4) Final estimation:In this stage, final estimation is done
with the help of a wiener filter which is used to improve denoising performance. Initially, the basic estimation output is
given to the input of the block BM. In the BM, two groups
arrive which is from a noisy image (TP1) and other one from
the basic Estimation (TP2). The attained basic estimation
output is the same as the actual image. The final weight is
calculated using equation (8).

W final =

K 3D (TP 2 )

2

K 3D (TP 2 ) + σ 2
2

(8)

The final estimation F final is attained using equation (9).

E final (i ) =

∑ Op ∑ Q∈Op

W final . RPQ

∑ Op ∑ Q∈Op

W final . xQ

∀i ∈ I
(9)

C. Second Level Noise Removal using the Bilateral Filter
After the initial stage of noise removal, bilateral filter (BF)
is applied to the first stage output image to improve the image
quality. The BF has established its potential for image denoises with edge protection related to additional spatial
domain filtering. It is a very simple and non-iterative filter. BF
is based on domain filtering as well as range filtering.
Let f(x) be the input image the low-pass domain filter is
applied to the input as well as the output is given by the
condition 10-13,
𝑓(𝑧) = 𝑘𝑑−1 (𝑧) ∬ 𝑓 (𝛼). 𝑒(𝛼, 𝑧)𝑑𝛼

(10)

h (z) 𝑘𝑟−1 (z)∬ 𝑓(𝛼). 𝑠�𝑓(𝛼)𝑓(𝑧)�𝑑𝛼

(11)

where, e (𝛼 , 𝑧) = geometric distance among centre x also
close by point 𝛼 .likewise,range filtering is given in the
subsequent equation 11 as,
Whereas s(f ( 𝛼 )f(z)) = “photometric distance” in the
middle of center x and close by points 𝜀.
While the bilateral filter is a mixture of both domains filter
as well as range filtering, its production could be characterized
as (12).

R pQ  Estimation of the block Q
 RPQ , i ∈Q
R pQ = 
0, i ∉ Q

xQ

Compared with the mutual modest hard-thresholding
process, Wiener filtering is more effective and the outcome is
more precise.

Where

of the de-noised block

The characteristic function

ℎ(𝑧) = 𝑘 −1 (𝑧) ∬ 𝑓(𝛼). 𝑒(𝛼, 𝑧). 𝑠�𝑓(𝛼)𝑓(𝑧)�𝑑𝛼

(12)

At this point, k (z) = normalization constant is defined by
the subsequent equation,
(6)
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K (z) = ∬ 𝑒(𝛼, 𝑧)𝑠�𝑓(𝛼)𝑓(𝛼)𝑓(𝑧)�𝑑𝛼

(13)

Bilateral filters are mostly utilized to remove noise exactly
or precisely. Here first we prefer the window size then we precompute the distance weight. Later the bilateral filter is
applied to remove noise accurately that is the first step in local
region extraction and the next step is intensity value
calculation and then the subsequent step calculates the
bilateral filter response. Later the de-noised image is obtained.
IV. SIMULATION RESULT
The performance of proposed image de-noising method is
analyzed in this section. For experimentation CT images are
utilized. The adaptive multi-stage noise removal methodology
is implemented in the platform of MATLAB.
A. Data Set Description
The CT lungs images are efficiently occupied in the
innovative image segmentation and classification technique
that is attained from therapeutic facility just as web sources.
The corresponding gathered image dataset have 1000 CT
lungs images. Here 750 lungs images acquired from TNMSC
kudangulam CT scan center, Tamil Nadu and Marthandam
MRI and CT scan center, Tamil Nadu. The remaining images
are collected from web resources. Datasets are collected
during June 2018- July 2019. It has CT images of females,
males and an infant. Fig. 2, 3, and 4 provide some input
images.

B. Evaluation Metrics
The performance of adaptive multi-stage noise removal
method is analyzed in terms of various metrics namely peak
signal for the noise ratio (PSNR) and Root-Mean-Square error
(RMSE), and structural similarity index are explained as
below:
1) PSNR: This measure is utilized to measure de-noised
image quality. The PSNR is the ratio among the input image
and the noise image. Higher PSNR value is given a good
quality image.

 255 2 

PSNR = 10 log10 
 MSE 


MSE =

1
M ∗N

M

N

∑ ∑ [ I (i, j ) − I ′(i, j )]

(14)
2

x =1 y =1

(15)

Anywhere;

I (x, y )  Input image.
I ′(x, y )  De-noised image.
2) RMSE: RMSE minimizes the error rates. It serves to
summative the magnitudes of the errors in predictions for a
variety of times into a solitary measure of predictive power.
RMSD is the square root of the mean of the square error.
RMSE Formula is given by:
2
∑𝑛
𝑖=1 (𝑃𝑖 −𝑂𝑖 )

RMSE= �

Fig. 2. Sample Images Collected from TNMSC CT Scan Center Tamil
Nadu.

(16)

𝑛

3) SSIM: The structural similarity index which is used to
measure the comparison among several images. It is a
sensitivity based model, that considers the image,
SSM (x,y) =
Where,

�2μx 2μy +c1 �(2σxy +c2 )

(17)

2
(μx 2 +μy 2 +c1 )(μ2
x +σy +c2 )

μx →Specifies the middling of x,

Fig. 3. Sample Images Collected from Marthandam MRI and CT Scan
Center Tamil Nadu.

μy →Specifies the middling of y,

μ2x →Specifies the variation of x, σ2y which specifies the
variation of y

Experimental results are attained from the adaptive multistage noise removal methodology. The following Fig. 5 to
Fig. 7 displays the comparative outcomes of existing
methodology as well as adaptive multi-stage noise removal
methodology for de-noising CT medicinal images.

Fig. 4. Experimentally used Sample Images Collected from a Web Source.

The principal goal of this article is to perform image denoising utilizing a blend of BM3M and bilateral filter. Initially
the images are decomposed using DWT. To improve the final
de-noising performance the coefficient range of DWT is
optimally selected with the help of Crow Search Optimisation
Algorithm.
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Fig. 7. De-noising Result of Images Collected from the TNMSC CT Scan
Center.

Fig. 5. De-noising Result of Images Collected from Internet Source.

Fig. 6. De-noising Result of Images Collected from Marthandam MRI and
CT Scan Center.

Once the optimal coefficients are selected, the BM3D
algorithm is applied to the LH, HL and HH frequency bands
of DWT image output, and then the bilateral filter is applied to
eliminate the noise clearly and to retain the uncorrupted
information. In this section, the above Fig. 5 to Fig. 7 shows
the comparison results of existing and proposed de-noising CT
medicinal images. To evaluate the performance of our
adaptive multi-stage noise removal methodology approach, we
examine our results with other existing approaches. In this we
compare our work with the following existing techniques
which is named as BM3D, Bilateral filter, Global Patch
Principle Component Analysis (GPPCA), Hierarchical Patch
Principle Component Analysis (HPPCA), Local Patch
Principle Component Analysis (LPPCA), Non-Linear
Principal Component Analysis (NLPCA), Median filter and
Wiener filter based image de-noising approaches. Compared
to the existing approach our proposed adaptive multi-stage
noise removal methodology achieve a better result because of
our proposed strategy using the de-noising process in two
steps applying BM3D filter the noise is almost removed
clearly in the first step and for more exactness and precision
bilateral filter is applied, which removes the noise clean and
clearly in CT medical images.
Fig. 8 demonstrates the performance analysis of the
proposed method using PSNR measure. The maximum PSNR
is considered as a good quality image. To demonstrate the
efficiency of proposed adaptive multi-stage noise removal
methodology based de-noising approach, we compare our
algorithm with different algorithm namely BM3D, Bilateral
filter, Global Patch Principle Component Analysis (GPPCA),
Hierarchical Patch Principle Component Analysis (HPPCA),
Local Patch Principle Component Analysis (LPPCA), Non-
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Linear Principal Component Analysis (NLPCA), Median filter
and Wiener filter based image de-noising.
When analyzing Fig. 8, our algorithm attains the average
PSNR of 42.25 db, which is 41.25 db, 41.25, 21.53, 22.32db,
32.025 db, 25.50db, 25.47db and 25.44 db for using BMSD,
Bilateral filter, Wiener filter, median filter, NLPCA, GPPCA,
HPPCA, and LPPCA respectively. From the PSNR value, we
precisely realize our proposed methodology is superior to
existing methodology because our proposed scheme prefer
optimal co-efficient at the same time it uses filters in two
stages in 1st stage BM3D filters are used to remove noise
among several CT images. Applying BM3D filter the noise is
almost removed clearly in the first step and for more exactness
and precision we use bilateral filter to remove noise clearly in
CT medical images. Fig. 9 shows a comparative analysis
based on RMSE measures. Of these, minimum value of
RMSE gives better results of de-noising because the quality of
a resultant image is being measured by using RMSE.
Comparing to the existing techniques, RMSE measure
minimize the error rates of our proposed methodology. When
examining Fig. 9 our proposed adaptive multi-stage noise
removal methodology achieves the minimum RMSE of
0.7157348629. Here the proposed approach attains maximum
SSIM of 0.9110654649, which is highly compared to other
existing algorithms. In this, the maximum value of SSIM
measure gives better results because SSIM measures the
similarity among several images when examining Fig. 10 our
proposed adaptive multi-stage noise removal methodology
accomplish the utmost SSIM measure of 0.9110654649. From
the experimental outcomes, we obviously understand our
proposed methodologically gives out enhanced results
compared to other existing approaches and the performance
comparison is shown in Fig. 11 using mean of PSNR(dB)
values. Fig. 12 shows the intensity variation of noise and denoised CT image. Table I shows the performance of proposed
approach by altering noise level. Here, the performance is
analyzed based on three level noises like as 0.02, 0.04 and
0.06. When analyzing Table I, after applying noise also our
proposed approach attains the excellent PSNR value. This is
because of two level filtering approaches. As a result, it is
clear to us that our proposed method produced an excellent
result compared to other methods. To prove the effectiveness
of the proposed methodology, we compare our algorithm with
different methods as shown in Table II. In this performance
analyze, we compare our proposed method with already
published literatures like Dual Tree Complex Wavelet
(DTCWT) [22], Curvelet Transform (CT) [22], Harris and
DWT [23], Harris Operator and Wavelet Domain
Thresholding (RDTDWT) [24], SRTW [25]. When analyzing
the above table our proposed method achieves a higher
accuracy and higher PSNR of 42.05 because in our work
multilevel denoising is performed as well as adaptive bilateral
filter is used. Comparing these existing techniques our
proposed method achieves a high quality results.

Fig. 8. Comparative Analysis based on PSNR Measure.

Fig. 9. Correlative Analysis based on RMSE Measures.

Fig. 10. Comparative Analysis based on SSIM Measures.
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Fig. 11. Performance Comparison by using Mean of PSNR (dB) Values.
Fig. 12. Intensity Variation for Noised and de-noised Image.
TABLE I.
Images

Noise
level
0.02

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION USING PSNR MEASURE BY VARYING NOISE LEVEL

BM3D

Bilateral

Wiener

Median

NLPCA

GPPCA

HPPCA

LPPCA

Proposed

38.83

38.83

20.55

21.26

30.77

24.58

24.55

24.12

39.83

0.04

37.11

37.01

19.45

20.42

29.56

23.62

23.02

23.54

38.5

0.06

35.56

35.23

18.6

19.24

27.10

21.56

22.52

22.32

37.2

0.02

41.21

41.03

20.24

21.57

30.96

24.32

24.52

24.71

42.03

0.04

39.67

39.21

19.54

20.63

28.68

23.78

23.02

23.83

41.45

0.06

38.56

38.02

18.62

19.58

27.57

22.82

21.79

21.83

40.21

0.02

41.05

39.32

20.48

22.27

31.12

25.41

24.39

25.36

42.05

0.04

38.21

37.34

19.54

21.54

30.52

24.57

23.47

24.78

41.56

0.06

37.21

36.33

18.45

20.63

29.47

23.67

22.10

23.02

40.11

0.02

40.35

40.35

20.51

21.15

31.25

24.37

24.54

24.52

41.34

0.04

39.47

39.32

19.46

20.64

30.68

23.79

23.89

23.68

40.45

0.06

38.46

38.21

18.47

19.59

29.68

22.68

22.75

22.68

39.45

0.02

40.67

40.63

20.61

21.45

30.59

24.69

24.30

24.36

41.21

0.04

39.56

39.25

19.57

20.68

29.59

23.74

23.85

23.67

40.23

0.06

38.02

37.95

18.35

19.57

28.51

22.64

22.67

22.65

39.46

0.02

41.05

39.32

20.48

22.27

31.12

25.41

24.39

25.36

42.05

0.04

38.21

37.34

19.54

21.54

30.52

24.57

23.47

24.78

41.56

0.06

37.21

36.33

18.45

20.63

29.47

23.67

22.10

23.02

40.11

0.02

40.35

40.35

20.51

21.15

31.25

24.37

24.54

24.52

41.34

0.04

39.47

39.32

19.46

20.64

30.68

23.79

23.89

23.68

40.45

0.06

38.46

38.21

18.47

19.59

29.68

22.68

22.75

22.68

40.45

0.02

38.83

38.83

20.55

21.26

30.77

24.58

24.55

24.12

39.83

0.04

37.11

37.01

19.45

20.42

29.56

23.62

23.02

23.54

38.5

0.06

35.56

35.23

18.6

19.24

27.10

21.56

22.52

22.32

37.2

0.02

41.21

41.03

20.24

21.57

30.96

24.32

24.52

24.71

42.03

0.04

39.67

39.21

19.54

20.63

28.68

23.78

23.02

23.83

41.45

0.06

38.56

38.02

18.62

19.58

27.57

22.82

21.79

21.83

40.21

0.02

41.05

39.32

20.48

22.27

31.12

25.41

24.39

25.36

42.05

0.04

38.21

37.34

19.54

21.54

30.52

24.57

23.47

24.78

41.56

0.06

37.21

36.33

18.45

20.63

29.47

23.67

22.10

23.02

40.11
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TABLE II.

PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS IN COMPARISION WITH OTHER
ALGORITHMS IN LITERATURE

Methods

PSNR

DTCWT

27.9

Curvelet

30.03

Harris&DWT

31.30

RDTDWT

34.45

SRTW

30.93

Proposed Method

42.05

[9]

[10]

[11]

V. CONCLUSION

[12]

In our paper, another new innovative image de-noising is
proposed using optimal discrete wavelet transform, BM3D as
well as the bilateral filter. In our work, the proposed strategy
consists of two phases, which are named as discrete wavelet
design and image denoising structure.
To improve the delicate regions with higher visual quality
the DWT domain transform is applied; where the optimal
coefficients are selected using the crow search optimization
algorithm. Once the optimal coefficients are selected, the
BM3D filtering algorithm is applied to the frequency subdivision bands of DWT image output. At the next stage, the
bilateral filter is applied to take away the noise clearly as well
as to keep the uncorrupted information well. Experimental
results on CT medicinal images are obtainable to estimates
presentation of a proposed filter. Our adaptive multi-stage
noise removal methodology beat other methodologies based
on PSNR, RMSE and SSIM measures.
[1]

[2]

[3]

[4]

[5]

[6]

[7]

[8]
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Abstract—The tourism industry has become a potential sector
to leverage economic growth. Many attractions are detected on
several platforms. Machine learning and data mining are some
potential technologies to improve the service of tourism by
providing recommendations for a specific attraction for tourists
according to their location and profile. This research applied for
a systematic literature review on tourism, digital tourism, smart
tourism, and recommender system in tourism. This research
aims to evaluate the most relevant and accurate techniques in
tourism that focused on recommendations or similar efforts.
Several research questions were defined and translated into
search strings. The result of this research was promoting 41
research that discussed tourism, digital tourism, smart tourism,
and recommender systems. All of the literature was reviewed on
some aspects, in example the problem addressed, methodology
used, data used, strength, and the limitation that can be an
opportunity for improvement in future research. This study
proposed some references for further study based on reviewed
papers regarding tourism management, tourist experience,
tourist motivation, and tourist recommendation system. The
opportunities for a further research study can be conducted with
more data usage especially for a smart recommender system in
tourism through many types of recommendation techniques such
as content-based, collaborative filtering, demographic,
knowledge-based, community-based, and hybrid recommender
systems.
Keywords—Systematic review; tourism; smart tourism; digital
tourism; recommender system

I.

INTRODUCTION

The tourism industry sector has become a potential sector
for economic growth in various regions. The World Tourism
Organization (UNWTO) reported in January 2020 that the
international tourism arrival reached 1.5 billion with a growing
percentage of 4% in 2019 [1]. This growth will certainly take
place in line with the discovery of various new tourist
destinations in various regions. In China, the tourism market
growth of inbound and outbound tourism changed markedly in
the past few years [2]. This potential tourism industry growth
was also found in Thailand [3].
Tourism industries have faced a hard challenge since the
coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic. This
pandemic has hurt the global economy, causing unprecedented
global health and social emergencies [4]. Some studies have
stated that this pandemic will end in the next few years so that
it can help the growth of the tourism sector as in the previous
year. Every country has a different level of rebound from the
COVID-19 pandemic according to the numbers of daily

confirmed COVID-19 cases [4]. Tourism managers should
establish marketing strategies and improve their service [5].
As the tourism industry gets an opportunity to rebound, it is
necessary to prepare adequate strategies and activities to be
able to provide good service for every tourist and all
stakeholders. This preparation needs to involve all stakeholders
by paying attention to their respective roles. Intrinsic
motivation and extrinsic motivation had a highly positive
impact on perceived trust in the tourism industry [6]. The aim
of this study is to conduct a literature review that supports the
preparation of a tourism recommendation model that focuses
on two aspects, namely tourist attractions, and tourist smart
services. Along with the development of information
technology, today we are faced with the flow of information
that floods various media regarding searching for some tourism
information. Information on various attractions in various
locations can be obtained through various media. Some of the
media or sources of information that we conventionally use to
find information related to tourism include travel agents,
brochures, and social media [7].
Human lifestyle in the tourism and hospitality areas has
been influenced by Information and Communication
Technologies (ICT) [8]. Today, ICT has become a strategic
platform for business and other purposes. Digital technologies
as a part of ICT have introduced important innovations in
many human aspects of life such as factories, hospitals, hotels,
cities, and territories [9]. By using a mobile device, as a
popular digital technology, many people can get information
easily. They can brow some web site, search engines, social
media, and any other digital platform to get the needed
information. In some cases, they get private messages or
notifications for some uninteresting information. The flooding
of information sometimes harms some people because of
unsuitable information. For getting tourism information people
can use some search engine manually. Of course, this searching
is not efficient yet because they will get the flooding of
information even though they have used keywords for
searching. Frequently mobile devices have been used by
contemporary travelers for making decisions in traveling and
managing travel itineraries [8]. Furthermore, travel, tourism,
and hospitality companies have started to adopt some digital
technologies such as Artificial Intelligence (AI), robots, and
service automation (RAISA) through chatbots, delivery robots,
the concierge of a robot, conveyor restaurants, self-service
kiosks, and many others [9].
Regarding the trend of smart ICT especially in intelligent
systems and location detection, the tourism industry has the
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opportunity to improve better services for stakeholders.
Through smart ICT Tourist as a user of tourism industry needs
more smart system and dynamics recommendation for specific
recommendation in tourism in order to improve tourism
experience and tourism service. Smart tourism is various
changes driven by the application of some new technologies in
tourism and it is a modernization of providing tourism service,
innovating tourism management, improving tourism
experience, and optimizing the tourism resources usage [10]. It
would be important for managers of destinations to make
greater development in the tourism destination resources, in
order to provide a competitive advantage and enhance
experiences [11]. Interactive solution through online media is
needed for potential tourist for improvement of their tourism
experience [12]. The smart technology solution in tourism
should consider some effectiveness and healthy of tourism
experience related to digital well-being experienced [13].
Search strings as the form of research questions translation
were used in this Systematic Literature Review (SLR) method
regarding the need for appropriate search results.

Step 6

Step 1

Filter papers by reading titles,
abstracts, conclusions. Apply
inclusion and exclusion criteria.

Step 2

Full reading of papers following
the previously proposed process.

Define Research Question (RQ).

Step 7

Translate RQ into search string.

Step 8

Step 3

Outline inclusion and exclusion
criteria.

Synthesize, refine, and order data
to produce result.

Step 9

Step 4

Selection of key papers that
addressing smart tourism
recommendation model.

State databases to be consulted.

II. METHOD
For achieving the objective, this SLR has three main
phases: Planning the Review, Conducting the Review,
Reporting the Review [14]. Additional explanation of these
main phases and the sub-phases is showed in Fig. 1.
All the stages listed in Fig. 1 may appear to be sequential,
but practically some of the stages can be repeated for further
review. This review is conducted to summarize the existing
literature related to the relevant and accurate techniques for
recommender systems in tourism through the defined problem,
method, data usage, strength, and limitation.
This review protocol is built to reduce bias from the
researcher in the selection of individual studies that may be
influenced by researcher intentions [14]. The SLR activities
also adopt several approaches in [15]. The review protocol is
shown in Fig. 2. The steps of the review protocol are slightly
modified to achieve the aim of this research.
There are ten steps of the review protocol according to
Fig. 2. The activities are arranged in sequence as a guideline
before the review of papers conducted. The first step of the
review protocol is defining or formulating the research
question (RQ) as the most important activity during protocol
[14]. The research questions are showed in Fig. 3.

Step 10

Step 5

Retrieve all papers resulting from
the databases using defined
search string, removing repeated
result.

Produce and organized result to
include in publication.

Fig. 2. Steps of the Review Protocol.
RQ1

What is the problem to be solved?

RQ2

What kind of data is being used?

RQ3

What kind of methodology is being used?
Fig. 3. Defined Research Questions.

The second step is translating the RQ into search strings
such as: “Tourism”, “Digital Tourism”, “Smart Tourism”,
“Recommender System”. The complete search strings can be
seen in Fig. 4. The third step is to outline the inclusion and
exclusion criteria to specifying the selected paper according to
the inclusion aspect and exclusion aspect. The inclusion is
intuition aspect that is considered for further process, while the
exclusion is the aspect that should be consideration of
rejection. The further explanation of the inclusion aspects,
exclusion aspects, and justifications are showed in Table I.
String1

“Tourism”

String2

“Digital Tourism”

String3

“Smart Tourism”

String4

(“Recommender System” AND “Tourism”)

String5

(“Recommendation System” AND “Tourism”)
Fig. 4. Search Strings.

Fig. 1. The Phases of SLR.
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TABLE I.

CRITERIA (INCLUSION, EXCLUSION), AND RELATED
JUSTIFICATION

Inclusion criteria

Justification

Published papers in 2016 to 2021 in
journal or conference proceedings.

Use the most recent findings only.

Papers present tourism study regarding
smart tourism recommendation model.

The opportunity of smart tourism
recommendation model
development in the future.

Exclusion criteria

Justification

Not in English written papers.

Standardization of international
language in English.

Paper is a secondary (review) or
tertiary study.

Focus on primary studies.

The fourth step is stating the reputable databases to be
consulted for the source of papers. Several databases were
classified into four groups according to authors' experiences
and authors’ decisions. The first group consists of IEEE,
Elsevier, Science Direct, Springer, ProQuest, Emerald, Wiley,
and UNWTO. The second groups consist of Routledge, IOP,
MDPI, ICCT, and IJTC. The third group consists of ACIS,
AITM, E3S, ICEB, and SAGE. The fourth group consists of
CBUNI and Pertanika.
The review process was started by the first group and
followed by the second group, third group, and finally fourth
group. The searching process was conducted through the
"Publish or Perish" application developed by Prof. Anne-Will
Harzing [16], and Mendeley software applications. The fifth
step is the retrieval of all papers resulting from the searching
process and also removing repeated results. The sixth step is
filtering papers by reading part of papers starting by reading
the titles, abstracts, conclusions and then applying the inclusion
and exclusion criteria. The seventh step is conducted by a full
reading of papers following the reviewing part of papers, i.e.
introduction, methodology, result and discussion, and any other
part of papers. This step is conducted manually by reading
every statement from all parts of the paper to find more
implicit and explicit ideas and the relationship between every
section in existing research. The eighth step is to synthesize,
refine, and order extracted data to produce the result in some
figures and tables. The result of this study is presented based
on some aspects, and be analyzed based on the process, the
database used, topics, and years of publication or conference.
The ninth step is the selection of key papers that addressing the
smart tourism recommendation model. The tenth step is
producing and organizing the review result to be submitted in
international publication.
III. RESULTS
The results in some topics seemed on a small number
because of the specific requirement on searching proses and the
result of the review protocol. Some papers were retrieved but
many of them were not providing the recommender system in
tourism through computer science research.
Steps of filtering papers were conducted through searching
from the databases according to the defined search strings. The
summary of this process is presented in Table II. Because of
similarity in content, the result from searching by using
(“Recommender
System”
AND
“Tourism”)
and
(“Recommendation System” AND “Tourism”) as search

strings are summarized become one-row label: “Recommender
System” at Table II.
Summary of publication period and related databases used
on searching based on steps above are presented in Table III.
The locations of selected research were distributed into
many regions or continentals with the majority of research
were established in Asia (China, Indonesia, Japan, India, and
Hong Kong). Further information on distributed research by
region is displayed in Table IV. This discussion consists of
some topics according to the topics in the searching process.
The discussion was sequentially be arranged through Tourism,
Digital Tourism, Smart Tourism, and Recommender Systems.
The questions of what, why, how, when, where, and who were
considered on every discussion based on the available
information on each paper.
TABLE II.

SEARCH RESULT

TOPIC

REVIE
W

DEEP
REVIEW

RELEVA
NT

SELECT
ED

Tourism

36

17

15

13

Digital Tourism

15

11

11

10

Smart Tourism

25

15

13

13

Recommender
System

6

6

6

5

Total

82

49

45

41

TABLE III.

SELECTED PAPERS BY DATABASE USED AND YEAR OF
PUBLICATIONS
YEARS

DATABASE

TOTAL

2021

2020

2019

2018

2017

2016

Elsevier

3

1

0

0

0

1

5

IEEE

1

2

1

2

1

0

7

IOP

1

2

1

1

0

0

5

MDPI

0

5

0

0

0

0

5

ProQuest

0

1

0

0

0

0

1

Routledge

0

3

4

0

0

0

7

SAGE

0

2

1

0

0

0

3

Science Direct

0

2

2

0

1

0

5

Springer

1

0

1

0

0

0

2

UNWTO

0

1

0

0

0

0

1

TOTAL

6

19

10

3

2

1

41

TABLE IV.

SELECTED PAPERS BY DATABASE USED AND REGIONS

TOPICS

TOTA
L

REGIONS

Digital
Tourism

Recommend
er System

Smart
Tourism

Touris
m

Africa

0

0

1

0

1

Asia

3

2

9

6

20

Europe
South
America
Global

4

0

1

3

8

1

1

0

1

3

2

2

2

3

9

TOTAL

10

5

13

13

41
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IV. DISCUSSION
A. Tourism
Thirteen papers were selected for this topic discussion
below and introduction above. The authors in [1] and [4]
provide the contribution, opportunity, and challenge of the
tourism industry. How is the pandemic will rebound was stated
in [4]. The first paper being analyzed is the paper produced by
The World Tourism Organization (UNWTO) for the global
tourism industry based on January 2020 report. Tourism
industries face a hard challenge on Pandemic COVID-19, but it
will be rebound for the next period according to research from
[4] with various recovery levels for each country.
This sub-topic was discussed in [17] and [18]. The author
in [17] used Exploratory Factor Analysis (EFA), T-test, and
ANOVA analysis to explore tourists’ motivations in China, and
involvement in adventure tourism activities, and also the kinds
of personality and location affect their motivation and
involvement in 2019. This research provided the reasons for
preferred adventure activities and key requirements of
adventure activity but using a relatively small sample size and
only focus on adventure tourism in Chengdu and Xiamen,
China.
Lindberg et. al. in [18] describe the integrated analysis of
individual characteristics, such as attitudes and demographic
factors, and situational characteristics, such as interpretive
center features through discrete choice models use random
utility theory in Norway in 2019. This paper gave an excellent
aspect of analysis based on respondent characteristics
according to basic demographic data (gender, education, age,
and income) but has limitations on the generalization of the
demographic factor for other locations like Asia. The author in
[19] explains tourist experience regarding the judgment of
tourists’ willingness to pay to increase the public managers'
income to produce policies through binary logistic regression
and decision. This paper used travel characteristics and
variables of sociodemographic of tourists visiting Andalusia
(Spain) in 2021.
Based on the research question and discussion in tourism,
the selected papers have some various problems to be solved.
All of them can be seen in Table V.
Based on the research question and discussion in tourism,
the selected papers have some various data used, and
methodologies used. All of them can be seen in Table VI.
Based on the research question and discussion in tourism,
the selected papers have some various methodologies used. All
of them can be seen in Table VII.
TABLE V.

PROBLEM TYPES IN TOURISM TOPICS

Problem

∑ Papers

Selected Papers

Tourism Management

3

[1], [2], [4]

Tourist Experience

4

[12], [13], [19], [20]

Tourist Motivation

6

[17], [18], [11], [3], [6], [5]

TOTAL

13

TABLE VI.

DATA USED IN TOURISM TOPICS

∑ Papers

Data Used

Selected Papers

Questionnaire

7

[17], [18], [19], [11], [12], [6], [5]

Paper/ Report

6

[1], [4], [2], [3], [13], [20]

TOTAL

13
TABLE VII.

METHOD TYPES IN TOURISM TOPICS

Methods

∑ Papers

Selected Papers

Review

4

[1], [18], [13], [20]

1

[17]

1

[3]

1

[5]

Statistical Model

6

[4], [19], [11], [2], [12], [6]

TOTAL

7

Exploratory factor analysis
(EFA), T-test, and ANOVA
Exploratory Factor Analysis
through Kaiser–Meyer–Olkin
(KMO)
Exploratory Factor Analysis
through K-means, ANOVA

B. Digital Tourism
The next topic discussion is digital tourism that is a
fundamental platform for smart tourism recommendation
models through digital technology. Digital tourism is a part of
digital transformation in the tourism industry that used digital
technology as a strategic platform for transformation from the
traditional approach to digital. The digital platform offers a
better solution for tourism rather than the traditional approach
through a more effective and efficient service for stakeholders
in tourism. Some various approach was conducted at the
existing research in different regions. Ten papers were selected
at final review: [8], [9], [10], [21], [22], [23], [24], [25], [26],
[27].
In [8], it was addressed the problem of overuse in
technology-related addiction issues and mental health
regarding tourism context has been explored through literature
review and exploratory study about the perception of 17
participants on 2020. On the other hand, the impact of the
digital revolution on tourism, the different and common work
between tourism 4.0 and smart tourism through a conceptual
approach is addressed in [9].
The author in [10] used blockchain technology to develop a
tourism information intelligent service platform for tourism
enterprises, tourists, government and promoted tourism
management and service coordination, and economic
development in China. In [21], it was developed a system to
automatically recommend tourists to visit a particular tourist
destination through an ontological approach. This approach
included current situation detection such as location, existing
fixed schedule, time, means of transportation, place
accessibility to visit Japan in 2019.
Veloso et. al. in [22] identified the main challenges within
tourism crowdsourcing platforms through a comparison of
existing models. They detect future research trends to ensure
the quality and authenticity of tourism-related crowdsourced
data by using published papers about tourism crowdsourcing
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platforms. The author in [23] developed a software architecture
that can be specified in a web application based on the proposal
of a management model of the NTS-TS 002 standard through
conceptual software design in Columbia. Paper [24] conducted
IoT-based research on tourism industrial clusters and
information platforms through niche principles and its
theoretical framework in China.
Briciu in [25] use Virtual Reality and mobile application
for city development in terms of cultural tourism solutions and
evaluation on cultural heritage sites through descriptive
analysis in Romania. The author in [26] conducted comparative
and content analysis for tourism zone development in Russia’s
economic space through tourism technology platforms
implementation. Paper [27] conducted a Blackwell-MiniardEngel model to develop a customer journey map creation in
Russia.
Based on the research question and discussion in digital
tourism, the selected papers have some various problems to be
solved. All of them can be seen in Table VIII.
TABLE VIII. PROBLEM TYPES IN DIGITAL TOURISM
Problem

∑ Papers

Tourism Management

2

[23], [24]

Tourist Experience

7

[22], [21], [10], [9], [25], [26], [27]

Tourist Motivation

1

[8]

TOTAL

10

Selected Papers

Based on the research question and discussion in digital
tourism, the selected papers have some various data used. All
of them can be seen in Table IX.
TABLE IX.

DATA USED IN DIGITAL TOURISM

Data Used

∑ Papers

Selected Papers

RDB

1

[10]

Web Site

3

[10], [25], [26]

Questionnaire

1

[8]

Google Map

1

[10]

Paper/ Report

8

[22], [21], [9], [23], [25], [24], [26], [27]

TOTAL

14

Based on the research question and discussion in digital
tourism, the selected papers have some various methodologies
used. All of them can be seen in Table X.
TABLE X.

METHOD TYPES IN DIGITAL TOURISM

Methods

∑ Papers

Selected Papers

Review

5

[8], [22], [25], [26], [27]

Conceptual Model

5

[21], [10], [9], [23], [24]

TOTAL

10

C. Smart Tourism
Further topic discussion is smart tourism that used various
approaches in research and model development. Some papers
used an intelligent approach while others used some different

approaches. It was explored in [28], a tourist preference
methodological approach of Smart Tourism Attractions (STA),
and comprehensive review for the weaknesses and strengths of
an STA through related study site, literature on Hongshan Zo
in China, data collection by questionnaire for collecting the
travel experience, and FCEM-AHP evaluation in 2016. The
authors in [29] have addressed a definition comparison
between traditional and smart tourism information services
based on published papers.
Ramadhani in [30] explained the creation of the
automatically rating system of tourism destination based on a
travel blog through an automatic approach by a new semantic
analysis algorithm in Indonesia in 2017. However, in [31], it
was found the important factors for the tourists' preferences to
visit the Vredeburg museum in Yogyakarta, Indonesia in 2018.
This research provided the preferences of tourists towards
smart tourism and having challenges for a more general
purpose.
The author in [32] provides a better user travel experience
of smart tourism in China in 2021. On the other hand, Dey in
[33] focused on a literature study on Indian tourism sectors
providing online services and talking about the current
Artificial Intelligent used in India in 2020. It briefed
technology usages in tourism and needs more introductions for
implementation of recommender system in tourism.
A system is developed in [34] to arrange professional game
rangers for a visitor in a particular tourist destination using
machine learning through Google’s TensorFlow based on
animal mages in South Africa in 2018. The author in [35]
introduced available datasets for the public in Europe regarding
the area of tourism demand prediction for future comparisons
and experiments using Pearson correlation analysis for features
extracted from the environmental, social media, and official
datasets.
Li in [36] extracted useful search query data and construct
relevant econometric models. However, in [37] it was proposed
the incorporation of reliable traditional methodologies with text
analytics and machine learning to facilitate a deeper
understanding of concepts and theory building through a stepby-step methodological and analytical framework based on an
analysis of online reviews of existing research.
The author in [38] provided an understanding of the
aspirations of people with visual impairments in terms of
tourism and explore how smart tourism destinations could
potentially enhance the tourism experience they offer.
Qualitative research was adopted at this research through indepth expert interviews and multisensory observation and
implemented the PERMA model as a framework for designing
the app in Hong Kong. The author in [39] provides definitional
clarity and a comprehensive approach to the smart tourism city
anatomy regarding smart tourism and smart city through a
conceptual approach. The author in [40] provided the
relationship among smart tourism technology attributes, travel
satisfaction, happiness, and revisit intention regarding travel
experience satisfaction through the structural equation method
in China. The questionnaire was conducted for Chinese
tourists' travel satisfaction analysis.
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Based on the research question and discussion in smart
tourism, the selected papers have some various problems to be
solved. All of them can be seen in Table XI.
TABLE XI.

PROBLEM TYPES IN SMART TOURISM

Problem

∑ Papers

Selected Papers

Tourism Management

2

[39], [37]

Tourist Experience

9

[30], [34], [32] [33], [29] [35],
[36], [38], [40]

Tourist Preference

2

[28], [31]

TOTAL

13

Based on the research question and discussion in smart
tourism, the selected papers have some various data used. All
of them can be seen in Table XII.
TABLE XII.

DATA USED IN SMART TOURISM

Data Used

∑ Papers

Selected Papers

RDB

1

[32]

Web Site

3

[30], [34], [35]

Social Media

1

[35]

Questionnaire

4

[30], [31], [38], [40]

Search Engine

1

[36]

Paper/ Report

5

[28], [33], [29], [37], [39]

TOTAL

15

on the content-based recommender system method. This
research used user information and preferences such as home
region, destination region, traveler type, and maximum travel
duration and fondness for different types of venues in a city
through Twitter social media in 2021.
The author in [44] proposed a solution for detection of
tourist implicit preferences based on photos from social media
on Facebook, Instagram, and Google Plus, and recommend a
set of emerging techniques for tourism such as Convolutional
Neural Network (CNN) and fuzzy logic to classify tourists and
provide the recommendation at Brazil on 2018. This research
provided two recommendation types: item-based and userbased.
Based on the research question and discussion in
recommender system in tourism, the selected papers have one
type of problem to be solved. All of them can be seen in
Table XIV.
TABLE XIV. PROBLEM TYPES IN RECOMMENDER SYSTEM.
Problem

∑ Papers

Selected Papers

Tourist Recommendation

5

[7], [44], [41], [43], [42]

TOTAL

5

Based on the research question and discussion in
recommender system in tourism, the selected papers have
various data used. All of them can be seen in Table XV.
TABLE XV.

Based on the research question and discussion in smart
tourism, the selected papers have some various methodologies
used. All of them can be seen in Table XIII.
TABLE XIII. METHOD TYPES IN SMART TOURISM
Methods

∑ Papers

Selected Papers

Review

6

[30], [28], [33], [29], [38], [39]

Statistical Model

3

[31] [35], [40]

Conceptual Model

1

[37]

Intelligent Model

3

[34], [32], [36]

TOTAL

13

DATA USED IN RECOMMENDER SYSTEM

Data Used

∑ Papers

Selected Papers

RDB

1

[7]

Web Site

2

[7], [42]

Social Media

2

[44], [43]

Paper/ Report

1

[41]

TOTAL

6

Based on the research question and discussion in
recommender system in tourism, the selected papers have
various methodologies used. All of them can be seen in
Table XVI.

D. Recommender Systems
The final topic discussion is about Recommender Systems
according to the selected papers: [7], [41], [42], [43], and [44].
In [7], it is offered a travel recommender system for the effects
of automating Word-of-Mouth (WOM) and established
personalized travel-planning services to tourists through
Collaborative Filtering (CF)-based recommender using WOM
communication. This research used tourists’ preference ratings
on some destinations through interpersonal communication in
South Korea in 2019. The author in [41] provide a framework
of a travel recommender system by combining knowledgebased filtering and hybrid recommendation methods with
decision-making theory in China in 2020.
Sagar et al. in [42] developed a hotel recommender system
based on collaborative filtering and regression. Whereas Roy
and Dietz in [43] develop a travel recommender system based

TABLE XVI. METHOD TYPES IN RECOMMENDER SYSTEM
Methods

∑ Papers

Selected Papers

Intelligent Model (AI,
ML, CNN, FL, CF)

5

[7], [44], [41], [43], [42]

TOTAL

5

This research found that motivation and preference in
tourism should become a concern for a better tourist
experience. Digital technology offers some efficiency and
flexibility for the tourist experience. Implementation of digital
tourism offers better integration for stakeholders for
maintaining, searching, and decision making of tourism factors
such as facility, attraction, location. Some approaches for
digital tourism can be adopted from [10] and [9]. For further
smart experience, a smart tourism solution should be
conducted. Smart tourism development through any type of
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data format and intelligent models that will improve the tourist
experience and management can be adopted from [34], [35],
and [40]. A personal recommendation for a better tourist
experience can be provided by a recommender system in
tourism through various approaches. Recommender system
improvement through Collaborative filtering and Contentbased Recommender systems can be adopted from [43], and
[7] with further personalization and generalization for other
attractions.

[3]

[4]

[5]

V. IMPLICATION AND CONCLUSION
This study provided 41 selected papers from various data
sources, regions, and years that were reviewed and promoted as
references for the next study on tourism, digital tourism, smart
tourism, and recommender systems. This research found
opportunities for further research in tourism based on the
review and discussion of existing research through their
addressed problems, methodologies, data usages, research
times and locations, strengths, and limitations. The next study
can be conducted on a different aspect of what, why, where,
and how to solve the problem based on previous studies and
the enhancement in the future. Due to the conceptual model
provided from this research, some steps or development and
result were provided on some figures that need further
discussion.
The result of this study will help decision-makers in the
tourism industry to improve their service for stakeholders in
the tourism industry. Findings in tourism, digital tourism, smart
tourism, and recommender system will help different
approaches to decisions. Providing public policy in tourism and
excellent facilities by local government will contribute to
tourist experience and willingness to pay. The available
personal recommendation will help the tourist to make a good
decision in traveling. This study found some guidelines for
tourism management to government through existing study.
The opportunity of the tourism industry rebound after a
pandemic should be prepared with adequate strategy although
every country has a different scale of time to rebound.
Limitations of the current research regarding the scalability
of data usage and quality of data usage and their methodologies
can be enhanced to the next research. This study proposed
some references for further study based on reviewed papers
regarding tourism management, tourist experience, tourist
motivation, and tourist recommendation system. The
opportunities for a further research study can be conducted
with more data usage especially for a smart recommender
system in tourism through many types of recommendation
techniques such as content-based, collaborative filtering,
demographic, knowledge-based, community-based, and hybrid
recommender systems. The tourist recommendation system in
the future can be started with a study in link and match of
personal demographics with available attractions on dynamic
location through machine learning model, and location
detection technology regarding available data in social media.
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Abstract—User experience is imperative for the success of
interactive products. User experience is notably affected by user
preferences; the higher the preference, the better the user
experience. The way users develop their preferences are closely
related to personality traits. However, there is a void in
understanding the association between personality traits and
aesthetic dimensions that may potentially explain how users
develop their preferences. This paper examines the relationship
between the Big-Five personality traits (Openness to Experience,
Conscientiousness,
Extraversion,
Agreeableness,
and
Neuroticism) and the two dimensions of aesthetics (classical
aesthetics, expressive aesthetics). Two hundred twenty
participants completed the Big-Five questionnaire and rated
their preference for each of the ten images of web pages on a 7point Likert scale. Results show Openness to Experience,
Conscientiousness, Extraversion, and Neuroticism were not
significantly correlated with aesthetic dimensions. Only
Agreeableness showed a significant correlation (although weakly)
with both classical and expressive aesthetics. The finding
conforms to literature that personality traits have influence on
the preference of individual design features in lieu of aesthetic
dimensions. In other words, personality traits are inapt predictor
of aesthetic dimension. Therefore, more studies are needed to
explore other factors that potentially help to predict aesthetic
dimensions.
Keywords—User experience; aesthetic dimensions; personality
traits; big-five

I.

INTRODUCTION

User preferences play a significant role in improving the
quality of user experience; the higher the preference, the better
the user experience [1][2][3]. Many factors can influence user
preferences, and among the most important factors is interface
aesthetics [4][5][6]. The author in [7] suggested in their
influential work on the dimensionality of aesthetics that
aesthetics in interface design consisted of two dimensions:
classical aesthetics and expressive aesthetics. Classical
aesthetics emphasise clarity, orderly, symmetrical and clean
design and is closely related to many of the design rules
advocated by usability experts. Conversely, expressive
aesthetics accentuate creativity, originality, exquisiteness, and
the ability to go against design conventions. The aesthetic
dimensions of classical and expressive aesthetics have been
discussed thoroughly in the literature. However, little is
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Imam Khomeini International University
Buin Zahra Higher Education Center of Engineering and
Technology, Buin Zahra, Qazvin
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known about which of these two aesthetic dimensions highly
correspond with user preferences.
According to [8][9][10][11], user preference is influenced
by overall aesthetics during the initiation stage and followed
by individual design features on the latter. Wood and Keller
[11] explained that preference is the result of how the visual
system organises and groups the incoming information. This
conclusion corroborates [9]’s finding, where only 50
milliseconds are required to react to overall aesthetics. This
spontaneous reaction time was found to be consistent
throughout the system utilisation by [10], who studied the
consistency of immediate aesthetic perceptions. Furthermore,
[8]’s work on web usability using eye-tracking concludes that
users looked at the overall design first, followed by specific
design features afterwards. Therefore, aesthetics is arguably
the by-product of the overall design effect rather than the
details comprising it.
Despite the notion that aesthetics is a result of the overall
design, several works report that aesthetic preferences are
closely related to personality traits through the users’ mental
model [12]. The mental model explains how users simplify the
complexity and details of external reality into a proportional
representation applicable for decision making. This process of
representation reduces individual details to fewer relevant
entities with relationships between them, useful for decision
making at hand. Since personality is integrated within the
mental model, personality traits are likely to affect users’
preferences.
User preferences over interface design can at some point
be predicted by personality traits, where certain personality
traits trigger preferences for specific design features (e.g.
buttons, font, icons, information density, menu structure,
navigation, theme, etc.) [13][14][15][16][17][18][19][20].
Personality traits as classified by the big-five also known as
Five-Factor Inventory (FFI), categorised human characteristic
patterns into five broad dimensions, represented by the
acronym OCEAN or CANOE: Openness to Experience (O) or
sometimes abbreviated as Openness, Conscientiousness (C),
Extraversion (E), Agreeableness (A), and Neuroticism (N)
[21]. Openness to experience is defined as the tendency to
actively seek and appreciate new experiences and tolerate
novel situations. This personality trait is manifested by
curiosity, imagination, and being untraditional [22][23][24].
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Conscientiousness is defined as the tendency to be cautious,
consistent, and organised; manifested by self-regulation and
adherence to norms [25] [26][27]. Extraversion is defined as
the tendency to be extrovert, manifested by assertiveness,
talkativeness, and optimism [28][29] [30]. Agreeableness is
defined as altruistic, tolerant, and trustworthy. This personality
trait exhibited gullible, meek, and selfless behaviours and
other prosocial behaviours [31][32][33]. Finally, Neuroticism
is defined by the tendency to experience negative emotions
exhibited through anxious, depressive, and insecure
behaviours [34][35].
While previous research findings confirmed the
relationship between personality traits and users’ preferences,
there is limited work that studies the association between
personality traits and aesthetic dimensions. Most of the
research studies focused on specific design features,
neglecting the aesthetic dimensions. This research gap raises a
question of whether personality traits affect user preference on
aesthetic dimensions as it does with specific design features.
Addressing this gap will present an opportunity to explore the
predictive role of personality traits in determining which
dimension of aesthetics has a strong influence on user
preference. Therefore, this study was undertaken to fill the gap
by analysing the correlation between the big-five personality
traits and users’ preferences over screenshots of web pages
(homepage) representing classical and expressive aesthetics.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
discusses related works associated with the big-five
personality traits and aesthetic preferences. Section 3
describes the methodology used in this study. Sections 4 and 5
present the finding and discussion, respectively. The
conclusions are given in Section 6.
II. RELATED WORK
This section provides some references to previous work
related to the big-five personality traits and aesthetic
preferences.
According to [36], visual aesthetic sensitivity is
independent of personality whilst others indicated that people
high in Conscientiousness, Extraversion, and Agreeableness
preferred common elements of design, such as the contrast
between background and text, straightforward information
display with the typical organisation of menu bar, scroll bar,
and buttons [13][37][38]. These design elements are literally
the execution of affordance and design convention.
Affordance solicits users’ actions without mental effort, whilst
design convention influences users’ expectations in the
absence of affordance. Deviating from such intuition-centric
would cause confusion and frustration for people high in
Conscientiousness. People high in Conscientiousness further
demonstrated positive inclinations toward conventional, clean,
and orderly interface design features [39][40] and detest
intense design style; complex and unconventional designs
with irregular shapes of features [41].
Despite the fact that Openness to Experience has been
widely examined, only a few empirical studies address its
locus in design preference [12]. The author in [42] reported
that people with high Openness to Experience tend to focus

and adapt more inquisitively to an unconventional style of
interface. Their preference for imaginative, untraditional, and
personalised features allows them to quickly adapt to a new
interface style. They relatively are not concerned with
convention and are eager to explore new design features [43].
The consistent findings on unconventional design elements
may explain the disposition towards expressive design in
people with high Openness to Experience. However, unlike
people high in Extraversion, people with high Openness to
Experience are generally deterred by persuasive designs. Fear
and stress are the reasons that discourage them from
persuasive design [44].
Unlike Openness to Experience, which desires uniqueness,
Extraversion desires extravagance, that is, the extreme
continuum of design [45]. According to [46], Extraversion
correlates with the desire for status, leading to a preference for
extravagant designs. This is induced by the assertiveness trait
in people high in Extraversion. People high in Extraversion
prefer high colour contrasts, saturated hues, and bold or sharpedged shapes of the graphical interface [13][20]. Concerning
utilisation of the adaptive interface, [47] revealed that the
approach does not benefit Extraversion. In other words, people
high in Extraversion do not respond well to monotonous
interface set up by adaptation design.
On the other hand, people high in Agreeableness are
relatively easy to accept any design presented to them [48].
They tend to be more receptive to design that generates a
sense of certitude in relation to their personality traits defined
by altruistic, tolerant, and trustworthiness. According to [49],
Agreeableness is generally considered as an adaptive trait and
correlates with the preference of authority figures. This is
evident in a study to explore how personality features affect
compliance towards recommendations, where they found that
people high in Agreeableness follow the editor’s suggestions.
In other words, people high in Agreeableness cope with
individuals who have reliable and verifiable qualities in
related disciplines [50][51]. This might explain why they are
easily more satisfied aesthetically compared to other traits
[48]. Nevertheless, [52] revealed that people high in
Agreeableness have a high preference for classical,
representational art and less preference for abstract art.
Compared to the rest of the traits, Neuroticism is strongly
associated with sensitive, obsessive, and anxious characters.
Neurotic individuals exhibit an inclination towards
asynchronous media as it enables higher situational control
and avoids direct interactions with others [53][54]. They are
concerned with the visual clarity and readability of interface
design [13][15]. A study by [44] reported that people high in
Neuroticism have a low preference toward designs that utilise
persuasive strategies (i.e., competition, simulation, selfmonitoring and feedback, goal setting and suggestion,
customisation, reward, social comparison, cooperation,
punishment, and personalisation). These findings imply that
people high in Neuroticism respond poorly to unconventional
design features. Considering the immense magnitude of
paranoia embedded in these individuals, it is very unlikely that
they will advocate for expressive aesthetics.
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In general, the five personality traits of the big-five;
Openness to experience, Cautiousness, Extraversion,
Agreeableness, and Neuroticism, have unique characteristics
that can influence their preferences towards classical or
expressive aesthetics of interface design. Both Openness to
experience and Extraversion individuals have shown noveltyseeking behaviour that corresponds to unconventional design,
seemingly reflecting preference over expressive aesthetics. On
the contrary, Conscientiousness and Neuroticism individuals
have exhibited non-receptive behaviour towards novel-centric
design concurrently with a positive response to design
convention. These inclinations are apparently in agreement
with an exposition of classical aesthetics. In comparison to
other personality traits, Agreeableness individuals inhabit
disparate behaviour that is highly flexible to both conventional
and non-conventional design. The absence of preference over
particular design categories implicates that Agreeableness
individuals are receptive to both classical and expressive
aesthetics.
The unique characteristics of each personality trait and
their preference for specific design features, as discussed
above, are useful to predict aesthetic dimensions. However,
empirical evidence to support the accuracy of the prediction
has been lacking. This study aims to provide an empirical
evidence to confirm the predictive role of personality traits in
predicting preference for aesthetic dimensions.
III. METHOD
The study consisted of two phases. Phase 1 was designed
to classify website homepages into classical and expressive
aesthetics. The selected web pages in phase 1 were used as
stimuli in phase 2 to examine the relationship between
aesthetic preferences and personality traits.
A. Phase 1
1) Participants: 128 undergraduate students of Universiti
Malaysia Sabah voluntarily participated in the study. Of the
128 students, 98 (77%) were students of the Faculty of
Computing and Informatics, and 30 (23%) were students of
the Faculty of International Business and Finance. 86 (67%) of
the participants were female, and 42 (33%) were male, with
ages ranging from 19 to 26 years (Mean=22.69, SD=1.515).
46 (36%) participants identified themselves as Chinese, 34
(27%) as Native Borneo, 31 (24%) as Malay, 16 (12%) as
Indian, and one (1%) as others. The majority of the
participants (65 (51%)) spent more than 8 hours per day on
computer/ internet, while 43 (34%) spent 5-8 hours per day,
17 (13%) spent 2-5 hours per day, and the remaining 3 (2%)
spent less than two hours per day.
2) Instrument: An online questionnaire administered via
Google form and advertised through Facebook group pages
and WhatsApp served as the main instrument of the
experiment in phase 1. The questionnaire was composed of
three sections. Section 1 consisted of the consent form and
instruction of the experiment. Section 2 was the demographic
questions on age, gender, ethnicity, faculty, and duration of
computer or internet use per day. Section 3 begins with
definitions of classical and expressive aesthetics, followed by

30 screenshots of web pages, each accompanied by a 7-point
Likert scale (1, classical aesthetics; 7, expressive aesthetics).
The 30 screenshots were arranged vertically, one above
another and presented in a different random order for each
participant to avoid the order effect.
3) Task and procedure: The participants were required to
complete all three sections of the questionnaire, starting from
Sections 1 to 3. In Section 1, the participants were required to
read the instruction and give their consent to participate. If the
participants consented, they can click on the “Next” button to
proceed to the next section. Otherwise, they can click on a
“Cancel” button to withdraw from the experiment. In
Section 2, the participants were required to answer five
demographic questions related to age, gender, ethnicity,
faculty, and the duration of computer/internet use per day.
Upon completing Section 2, the participants proceeded to
Section 3 by clicking the “Next” button. In Section 3, the
participants were required to rate their perceived aesthetic
dimension on each of the 30 screenshots of web pages on a 7point Likert scale (1-classical aesthetics, 7-expressive
aesthetics). A definition of classical and expressive aesthetics
was provided to ensure that all participants understood the
term and rated the screenshots based on the same definition.
The experiment ended when the participants click the
“Submit” button.
4) Measure: The ratings of each web page were summed
and ordered from lowest to highest score. Five web pages with
the lowest scores and five with the highest scores were
selected, and the remaining 20 were discarded to create a
proper gap between the lowest and the highest. The five web
pages with the lowest scores and five with the highest scores
were classified as classical and expressive aesthetics,
respectively, and used as stimuli in phase 2.
B. Phase 2
1) Participants: A total of 220 undergraduate students of
Universiti Malaysia Sabah voluntarily participated in the
study. 153 of the total participants were students of the
Faculty of Computing and Informatics, and 67 were
International Business and Finance students. In terms of
gender distribution, 70% (146) were females, and 30% (71)
were males with ages ranging from 20 to 27 (Mean=22.43,
SD=1.41). Ethnicity wise, 41% (91) participants identified
themselves as Native Borneo, 30% (66) as Chinese, 20% (44)
as Malay, 7% (16) as Indian, and 1% (3) as others. In terms
the duration of computer/ internet use per day, 53% (116) of
the participants reported that they spent more than 8 hours a
day, 23% (50) spent 5 – 8 hours, 16% (36) spent 3 – 5 hours,
7% (16) spent 2 - 3 hours, and 1% (2) spent less than an hour.
2) Instrument: An online questionnaire administered via
Google form and advertised through Facebook group pages
and WhatsApp served as the main instrument of this study.
The questionnaire was composed of four sections. At the
bottom page of Sections 1, 2 and 3, there was a “Next” button
to move to the next section, whereas in Section 4, there was a
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“Submit” button to finish the questionnaire. The first two
sections were identical to the first two sections in phase 1. The
third section consisted of 10 items of the Big Five Inventory
(BFI-10) [51] (Table I). Each item of the BFI-10 was
accompanied by a 5-point scale ranging from 1 (disagree
strongly) to 5 (agree strongly).
TABLE I.

BFI-10 [55]

I see myself as
someone who ...

Disagree
strongly

Disagree
a little

Neither
disagree
or agree

Agree
a
little

Agree
strongly

1)... is reserved

1

2

3

4

5

2)... is generally
trusting

1

2

3

4

5

3)... tends to be lazy

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

4)... is relaxed,
handles stress well
5)... has few artistic
interests
6)... is outgoing,
sociable
7)... tends to find
fault with others
8)... does a thorough
job
9)... gets nervous
easily
10)... has an active
imagination

shorter version of BFI-44 claimed to predict almost 70% of
the variance of the scales [57]. Each item of BFI-10 was rated
from 1 (disagree strongly) to 5 (agree strongly). Scale score
was obtained by the average rating of 2 items where 1 item
was reversed-scored (Extraversion: 1R, 6; Agreeableness: 2,
7R; Conscientiousness: 3R, 8; Neuroticism: 4R, 9; Openness
to experience: 5R, 10, R=item is reversed-scored). The
internal consistency reliability of the scales was not reported
in this study. A small number of items always yielded
inadequate internal consistency reliability; thus, internal
consistency is not an adequate measure for BFI-10 [58].
Preference for classical and expressive aesthetics was
measured using a 7-point Likert scale; 1 reflects the least
preference, and 7 reflects the greatest preference. Fig. 1 shows
the hypothetical model of this study.

Fig. 1. Hypothetical Path Model.

The fourth section contained 10 screenshots of web pages
(see Appendix) derived from phase 1, five screenshots each
for classical and expressive aesthetics. Each screenshot was
presented with a 7-point Likert scale, anchored by 1 (I don’t
like it) and 7 (I like it a lot). The ten screenshots were
arranged vertically, one above another and presented in a
different random order for each participant to avoid the order
effect.
3) Task and procedure: The participants were required to
complete all four sections of the questionnaire, starting from
Sections 1 to 4. Upon completing Section 1, the participants
can move to the next section by clicking on the “Next” button.
This process continued until all sections were completed. The
experiment ended when the participants clicked on the
“submit” button in Section 4.
The task and procedure of sections 1 and 2 were similar to
that of Sections 1 and 2 in phase 1. In Section 3, the
participants were asked to answer all 10 items of BFI-10 by
giving a rating from 1 (disagree strongly) to 5 (agree strongly)
to each item. In Section 4, the participants were asked to
indicate the extent of their preference from 1 (I don’t like it) to
7 (I like it a lot) for each of the 10 screenshots of web pages.
4) Measures: Personality traits were measured using BFI10 [55]. BFI-10 is a shorter version of the well-established
BFI-44 [56]. Compared to BFI-44, which consisted of 44
items with 8 to 10 items per trait, BFI-10 consisted of only 10
items with two items per trait (Table I). Although short, this

IV. RESULT
This study used SPSS (version 26) for Windows to
perform the statistical analysis of the questionnaire data. The
statistical analysis used, including Pearson’s correlation and
multiple regression analysis with the stepwise method, to
identify a possible association between aesthetic preferences
and personality traits. Table II shows the overall results of this
study.
TABLE II.
Personality
/ Dimension

µ

O

3.1000

C

3.0068

E
A

σ

CORRELATION MATRIX
Classical
aesthetics

Expressive
aesthetics

r

α

r

α

.5564

-.029

.664

-.118

.081

.7207

-.010

.883

.075

.265

2.8250

.6908

-.041

.549

.075

.271

3.5614

.7132

.161*

.017

.133*

.049

N

3.1318

.8335

-.042

.537

-.056

.407

Classical
aesthetics

3.9291

1.0128

Expressive
aesthetics

5.2327

.7938
*Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).

The result of the Pearson product-moment correlation
showed that Agreeableness was significantly correlated, albeit
weak, with classical aesthetics (r=.161, p=.017, n=220) and
expressive aesthetics (r=.133, p=.049, n=220) (Fig. 2). The
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strength of correlation of Agreeableness on classical aesthetics
was slightly higher than on expressive aesthetics; but clearly
the numbers are too small to make the differences meaningful.
Other personality traits (i.e., Openness to Experience,
Conscientiousness, Extraversion, Neuroticism), however, were
found not significantly correlated with either classical or
expressive aesthetics (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2. Data-driven Path Model.

The result of a series of stepwise linear regression analyses
with preferences as criteria showed that Agreeableness was
the only personality trait that survived the stepwise procedure
for classical and expressive aesthetics. For classical aesthetics,
a significant regression equation was found (F (1, 218) =
5.794, p<0.05) with an R2 of .026. Participants’ predicted
classical aesthetics is equal to 3.115 + .228 (Agreeableness)
when Agreeableness is measured on a Likert scale. Classical
aesthetics increased .228 for each point of Agreeableness. For
expressive aesthetics, a significant regression equation was
found (F (1, 218) = 3.909, p<0.05) with an R2 of .018.
Participants’ predicted expressive aesthetics is equal to 4.707
+ .148 (Agreeableness) when Agreeableness is measured on a
Likert scale. Expressive aesthetics increased .148 for each
point of Agreeableness.
The personality traits’ contribution to being able to predict
preferences for aesthetics of different dimensions was
relatively low, with all predictors together accounting for only
2.8% of the variance for the classical aesthetics and 4.2% of
the variance for the expressive aesthetics. As in the case of
aesthetic preference, Agreeableness was shown as the most
important characteristic of the big-five personality traits.
Agreeableness was predictive of classical and expressive
aesthetics whereas the others were not.
V. DISCUSSION
The study demonstrates that among the big-five
personality traits, Agreeableness was the only trait that
significantly, albeit weakly, correlated with classical and
expressive aesthetics. A closer look at the correlation of
Agreeableness on classical and expressive aesthetics revealed
that the strength of correlation between Agreeableness and
classical aesthetics (r =.161) was slightly higher than between
Agreeableness and expressive aesthetics (r =.133). This result
can be interpreted in two ways. First, people with
Agreeableness prefer classical aesthetics over expressive
aesthetics. This interpretation is in line with [52], who
conducted a study in visual art and found that people with

Agreeableness prefer representational arts over abstract arts.
Second, people with Agreeableness prefer both classical and
expressive aesthetics. This interpretation is based on the trivial
difference in the correlation coefficient between classical and
expressive aesthetics (i.e., 0.028) and is aligned with our
hypothesis that people with Agreeableness are receptive to any
form of aesthetics presented to them.
Conversely, the absence of a significant correlation of
Openness to Experience, Conscientiousness, Extraversion, and
Neuroticism on both classical and expressive aesthetics
implies that these four personality traits have no influence
over user preference on aesthetic dimensions. This finding
correlated well with [36], who claimed that visual aesthetic
sensitivity was independent of personality. Our work extends
their study by employing a website interface with all adult
subjects (21-27 years) in comparison to using artwork as
stimuli with mostly children (10-15 years) in assessing the
independence of visual aesthetic sensitivity from personality
traits. This finding adds to the literature suggesting that
aesthetic preference is independent from personality across
computer or non-computer interface and age groups (i.e.
children and young adults).
Apart from the immediate results, the findings of this study
should also be considered within the context of its limitations.
As in most empirical studies, the study conducted here was
limited by the measure used to examine user preferences.
Since user preferences were measured using static screenshots
of web pages, the results may only apply to non-interactive
interfaces, whereas the use of interactive interfaces as stimuli
may potentially alter the results. This is an interesting aspect
to be carried out in prospective work.
In addition, the subjects in this study were undergraduate
university students. This restricted sample of subjects may
hinder the generalizability of the findings across the
populations. The opportunity to evaluate other populations
may provide insight into interpopulation perspectives of user
preference. Replicating findings in different contexts and with
different populations may possibly benefit the knowledgebuilding process, theoretical refinement, and applicability in
other situations [59][60].
VI. CONCLUSION
This study examined the relationship between personality
traits and aesthetic dimensions. The results showed a weak
relationship between personality traits and aesthetic
dimensions, thus suggesting that personality traits are not a
good predictor of aesthetic dimension preferences. Previous
literature and our findings collectively illuminate the fact that
personality measures appeared more useful in predicting
aesthetic preference of individual design features than the
aesthetic dimension of interface. In the future, other than using
different stimuli and populations, further study should
consider inductive research design to gain a qualitative
understanding of underlying reasons and motivations for
aesthetic preferences.
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APPENDIX: SAMPLE OF WEB PAGES THAT WERE USED IN THE STUDY

Source: http://www.meomi.com

Source: https://html5readiness.com

Source: https://www.kitchenstories.com

Source: https://temperrestaurant.com

Source: https://justcoded.com
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Source: http://www.fortherecord.simonfosterdesign.com/

Source: https://www.latimes.com
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Abstract—Student profile modeling is a topic that continues to
attract the interest of both academics and researchers because of
its crucial role in the development of predictive or decision
support systems. It provides platforms to build intelligent
systems such as e-orientation, e-recruitment, recommendation,
and prediction systems. The purpose of this research is to
propose an ontology-based decision support system that can be
used for multi-objective prediction tasks such as prediction of
failure/abundance, orientation or decision-making. Two major
contributions are proposed here: a new domain ontology that
models the profile of a student and a system that is based on this
ontology to perform multiple prediction tasks. The proposed
approach relies on the efficiency of the ontology to ensure
semantic interoperability and the benefits of machine learning
techniques to build an intelligent system for a multipurpose
decision support objectives. The proposed system uses Decision
Tree algorithm (C5.0), but other machine learning models can be
added if they prove to be more efficient. Furthermore, the
performance of the developed method is computed using
performance metrics and achieved 83.6% for accuracy and
81.9% for recall.
Keywords—Profile modeling; student; ontology; machine
learning; academic domain

I.

INTRODUCTION

In the educational field, student can be described over
different information that changes over time and which
constantly evolves. The profile model is the way to represent
and cover the different dimensions describing accurately
different features of the student such as personal, academic,
social, psychological information and some others [1]. The
reliability or quality of the profile description is very crucial to
have efficient understanding of students. Profile modelling has
the advantage of encompassing several aspects of the student
that can be exploited for different purposes such as course
recommendation, orientation, outcome prediction, recruitment,
etc.
The education sector is a great field of promise for the uses
of artificial intelligence. Artificial intelligence (AI) has the
capacity to meet some of the greatest challenges facing the
field of education today to develop innovative teaching and
learning practices. Machine Learning (ML) can be used in
many ways in the field of education, either for adaptive
learning which, depending on the abilities and learning mode
of each student, allows to choose personalized techniques and
optimized techniques to the individual scale, or for improving
student performance by identifying the cause of the problem
and helping to remedy it and the institutions themselves can

identify their weaknesses and find areas for improvement to
maximize their students' results, or for predicting student
success or failure. ML techniques have also shown their power
to help students choose their path, where based on the data, the
system can suggest a student to work in the industry or sector
that best suits him, guidance can therefore be based on these
results to better guide those who are struggling to find their
way. Machine learning-based systems are used to design
complex models and algorithms that lend themselves to
prediction or decision support. These models allow researchers,
scientists, engineers and analysts to “produce reliable and
repeatable decisions and results” and to uncover “hidden
information” by taking advantage of historical relationships
and trends in data. To learn, these systems receive huge
amounts of data, which they then use to learn how to perform a
specific task. The quality and size of this dataset is important to
building a system capable of performing the task assigned to it
with precision. Researchers turned their attention to the
possibilities of standardizing the representation of knowledge.
Ontology is one of the approaches that allow concepts to be
represented explicitly, it determines the concepts that exist or
may exist in the area of interest [2-3].
In addition to representing knowledge, a machine learningbased system must encode the knowledge into a form that can
be processed efficiently. The Ontologies are currently among
the most talked models in Knowledge Engineering aiming to
establish representations through which machines can
manipulate the semantics of information, integrate new
concepts according to the evolution of the system and use
different data sources. Ontologies offer knowledge sharing
facilitated by the use of a common conceptualization
(vocabulary and semantics) and the adoption of a standard
ontological language. The integration of machine learning
(ML) techniques in ontologies makes it possible to enrich and
broaden the context of use, from an ontology that offers a
common conceptualization, to an ontological system of
decision support. Several research studies combine ontologies
with machine learning techniques for different purposes [4-5].
This combination can be used for the enrichment of the data
available to a Machine Learning model, and this comes from
the fact that ontology, offers in addition to raw data, a whole
chain of associations and relations between data.
This paper presents two major contributions. The first one
is the creation of a new Generic Student Modeling ontology
(GSMonto) that aims to describe several student features in
different levels while remaining extensible and scalable. The
second contribution is the exploitation of GSMonto to build an
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ontology-based decision support framework for multi-objective
tasks. The objectives are numerous such as to offer adapted
learning content, to predict student failure, success or dropout,
to propose student orientation, or recommendation, etc.
This article is organized as follows. In Section 2, the
authors present the background concept of ontology and
machine learning techniques. Section 3 is a comparative study
of the different researches dealing with student profile
modelling using ontologies and dealing with the integration of
Machine Learning with ontologies. The proposed generic
student model ontology (GSMonto) is detailed in Section 4.
Section 5 develops the proposed ontology-based machine
learning system for student profile. Section 6 presents an
experiment of the proposed system. At last, the authors give a
discussion, conclusion and perspectives.
II. BACKGROUND CONCEPT
A. Ontology
The definition of ontologies is inherited from a
philosophical tradition which is concerned with the science of
“Being”. Today, it means the "science of beings" that is to say
the set of objects recognized as existing in a domain. It is a
structured set of concepts that make sense of information [6].
Its primary objective is to model a body of knowledge in a
given field.
The advantage of ontologies is the separation of
knowledge. The ontological knowledge being separated, it can
be reused in several applications, and these re-uses (total or
partial) can form the basis of interoperability between different
systems. For example, integrating an ontology into a ML based
system therefore makes it possible to formally declare a certain
amount of knowledge used to characterize the information
managed by the system and to be based on these
characterizations and the formalization of their meaning in
order to automate data processing tasks. Ontologies are
employed as a form of representation of knowledge in
Artificial Intelligence, semantic web, software engineering,
biomedical domain, and information architecture. Among the
constraints of the use of ontologies is their creation difficulty as
well as the visualization limits and the difficulty of finding
ready-made ontologies to meet user needs.
There are several knowledge representation languages, as
RDF (Resource Description Framework) [7] and RDF Schema
[8] which have tried to solve the problem of the absence of the
semantics of XML schemas by associating simple semantics
with identifiers, RDF and RDFS were designed to be as generic
as possible, this simplicity of language is also accompanied by
an insufficient expressiveness for the description of complex
situations. The OIL (Ontology Inference Layer) [9] and DAML
(DARPA Agent Markup Language) languages were developed
to fill the gaps of RDF, OIL allows defining classes and
relations and a limited number of axioms and DAML
intervenes to allow agents to share semantics. These two
languages were then merged to give a DAML+OIL language
that is based on the RDF and RDF Schema languages by
enriching them with new primitives [10]. Based on the DAML
+ OIL language, OWL was defined based on the basic
primitives defined by RDF schemas. However, far from being

a simple extension of RDF, OWL provides all the semantics
necessary for the description of knowledge especially for
publishing and sharing resources on the semantic web,
structuring them in an understandable and standardized way,
and making them accessible by adding Meta information. For
this, OWL is chosen to lead this study, given that OWL has
more powerful means of expressing meaning and semantics
than XML, RDF, and RDF-S. In addition, OWL allows
information to be gathered from distributed sources, including
allowing the import of information from other ontologies.
OWL is developed as an extension of the RDF vocabulary and
is derived from the DAML + OIL ontology language [11].
OWL has three increasingly expressive sub-languages. OWL
Lite is a sub-language that supports users who mainly need a
classification hierarchy and simple constraints, which makes
the calculation time of inference processes limited. The
advantage of OWL Lite is that is both easier to grasp (for
users) and easier to implement (for tool builders). The
disadvantage is its restricted expressivity. OWL DL, a sublanguage of OWL that supports maximum expressiveness
needs while guaranteeing the completeness of calculations and
decidability necessary for reasoning systems. The advantage of
OWL DL is that it permits efficient reasoning support but loose
full compatibility. And OWL Full sub-language which gives
the user maximum expressiveness, but there is no guarantee as
to the completeness and completion of the procedures
inference, the advantage of OWL full is its maximum
expressiveness without sacrificing computational completeness
and the inconvenient is that it is so powerful in expressiveness
that it became undecidable. OWL DL is the language chosen to
drive the proposed approach.
B. Machine Learning Techniques
Machine learning is an artificial intelligence (AI) field that
enables systems to learn and improve automatically from the
experience itself without being explicitly programmed.
Machine learning focuses on the development of computer
programs that can access data and use it to learn on their own.
In general, two main types of machine learning algorithms are
used today: supervised learning and unsupervised learning. In
supervised Learning all data is tagged and algorithms learn to
predict the outcome of the input data. Unsupervised Learning
uses an unlabeled data set, the machine is then asked to create
its own responses. It thus offers answers from analyses and
grouping of data.
In the proposed system of this paper, Decision Tree (DT) is
used, which is an algorithm that estimates a target concept by a
tree representation, where each internal node corresponds to an
attribute, and each terminal node (or leaf) corresponds to a
class. It is widely known and used in many fields to aid the
decision-making. In the academic field, it was shown in
author’s previous study [12], that it is counted among the
algorithms that give the best performance for the prediction of
the academic performance of the students. There are several
automatic algorithms for building decision trees like ID3, C4.5,
C5.0 and CART, etc. ID3 (Iterative Dichotomiser 3) was
developed by Ross Quinlan. It can be applied only on the
nominal characteristics. It is used for ranking. Therefore, if the
data contains continuous characteristics, then discretization
should be applied. C4.5 is an extension of ID3 by Ross Quinlan
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that can be applied on all types of features. Among the
improvements of C4.5 regarding ID3, is the transformation of
continuous (digital) characteristics into nominal characteristics
dynamically, features without values are ignored when
calculating entropy and information gain and pruning trees
after creation. C5.0 is a commercial and vastly improved
version of the C4.5 algorithm, which applies in large databases.
Among the improvements that are added in the C5.0 algorithm
is the addition of new data types such as dates and the
improvements in efficiency, memory and data processing
speed. And CART algorithm, which is similar to that of C4.5
with a few differences like supporting regression, representing
the decision tree by a series of binary divisions leading to
terminal nodes which can be described by a set of specific
rules. The attractive presentation of the CART tree makes it
easy to interpret.
III. RELATED WORKS REVIEW
A. Ontology Construction in Educational Domain
In several research studies, ontologies were used to master
the information resources of learners, and to facilitate their
organization and exploitation. Ontologies is now one of the
most important bases of the Semantic Web approaches in the
educational field, whether for online or traditional learning.
When building a model in adaptive e-leaning, several questions
arise, such as which information will serve to represent a better
the learner? Which formalism to choose for representing and
managing the learner model? To answer these questions,
authors in [13] proposed an ontology-based approach for the
representation of learner profile and learning styles to simply
use them for a personalized E-learning and to allow greater
flexibility and reusability. The proposed approach collects
personal information about the learners, their learning styles,
prerequisites, preferences, objectives, online behaviors, etc.
In adaptive e-learning, the student information can be
traced and used by systems to provide adaptive content, the
authors in [14] addressed the involvement of digital library in
the e-learning process and proposed a student model that
adopts technologies, applications and standards from the
Semantic Web by using OWL ontology language based on six
main classes: Personal data, Background, Motivation state,
Learning goal and Preferences. In adaptive learning, the
content is adjusted to the learner's profile to respect their
learning style. In [15], authors proposed to establish an
ontological relationship between the formation of learner
models with adaptive learning systems. As well, the authors in
[16] presented an OWL learner ontology that supports
personalization based on three learner style models: FelderSilverman, Honey-Mumford and Kolb. While an ontologybased approach with six learning style model to adapted
learning systems was presented in [17]. In [18], authors
proposed a Framework for adaptive learning ontology to
retrieve learning resources according to the learner style and
knowledge level. The ontology captures information about
learner's personal information, prior knowledge, and learning
styles. In [19], proposed an ontology to model learners enrolled
in distance learning. The proposed ontology arranges learner
model characteristics into facets. The Learner class is the key
concept of our hierarchy and it includes all specific details

regarding learners. It’s associated with the corresponding subclasses through has Profile, has Education and has Personality.
One of the biggest challenges of adaptive e-learning
systems is learner modelling. To create a model that meets the
requirements, the authors in [20] proposed a novel adult
learner’s knowledge model using ontologies and rule
reasoning. The proposed model takes into account different
elements of the learner’s knowledge. In [21] a ubiquitous
lifelong user model ontology called LifeOnto is proposed,
which meets the requirements of adaptive learning systems.
Authors in [22] proposed a model based on OWL-DL ontology
language that can provide support for recommended activities
and personalization of educational context in Adaptive
Educational Systems (AES) by grouping the chosen
characteristics into four classes: Personal Information,
behavior, context and progress/knowledge. An ontology-based
learner modelling approach is proposed in [2] to adapt learning
contents to learner. Four main classes were proposed, namely:
Personal data, context, cognitive data and activity data.
In order to adapt the learning profile to the learning
environment, the authors in [23] focus on the following
behavioral analysis and evaluation, the detection of learning
styles, the development of the learner’s profile that takes into
account the knowledge, preferences and attitude of the learner
for learner profile modeling. Authors in [24] proposed an
approach based on the semantic student profile to predict
learning preference of the students based on their learning
interest and style. With the advent of e-learning, even school
orientation starts to be done remotely. The author in [25],
proposed a framework of an ontology system called for
personalized course recommendation. The approach aims to
integrate the information from multiple sources based on the
hierarchical ontology similarity with a view to enhancing the
efficiency and the user satisfaction and to provide students with
appropriate recommendations. The proposed user profile
consists of two main parts. The first part is the personal
attributes and education attributes of the user and the second is
the user’s rating of the previously recommended course.
The links between higher education and the world of work
are the most controversial. Most of the controversy revolves
around the mismatch between higher education opportunities
and the needs of the word of work. A better understanding of
the relationship between education and the world of work helps
to pinpoint the reality of the problems that higher education
encounters. Studying the gap between the results of higher
education and the needs of industry was the author's objective
in [26], by establishing an ontological relationship between the
skill requirements of market occupations and the profile of
learners of higher education to ensure continuous alignment
between student profiles and industry. The classes used by the
author to establish the ontology of the student profile are
divided into five sub-models: Common model, Education
model that represents the education profile, Student model,
Application model and Occupation model. Table I presents a
second comparison of the research studies dealing with the
construction of ontologies in the academic domain for different
objectives. Each research study is presented in a row of the
table, including the reference, publication year, ontology
language used, the tool and the main ontology model classes
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used (to define and categorize the different concepts used, to a
standardization of concepts is proceeded).
B. Integration of Machine Learning Techniques with
Ontologies in Different Domains
ML learning integration with ontologies has proven to be
successful in many decision-support systems. For this, artificial
neural network methods, logical rules based techniques like
decision tree, mathematical functions based ones like SVM,
probabilistic methods like naive Bayesian classifier and some
others, are used over ontologies concepts or data. The author in
[27], used an environmental ontologies of lakes with the Kmeans clustering algorithm to group lakes according to the
average nitrogen concentration into two groups (PoorIn and
RichIn). In [28] and [29], the authors proposed an artificially
intelligent predictive model for a manufacturing network by
developing an ontology model based on decision tree
algorithm. In [30], the main goal of the research is enhancing
ontology matching by using techniques coming from different
fields such as ML, Information Retrieval and Graph Matching
to discover correspondences between semantically related
entities of ontologies by transforming the ontology matching
task into a classification task in ML (match or not match
category) using Decision Tree J48 model. Authors in [5],
proposed an ontology-based decision tree where the principle
was using characteristics of the elements and the relations
between them to find the feature super-class with the highest
TABLE I.

information gain instead of using a single vector of
characteristics in the model. These classes are used as decision
on tree node to obtain more information on the preferences of
the user. The relation between ontologies and ML techniques
can be described as a reciprocal benefit relationship. In
addition to the advantage of the application of ML techniques
within the ontology for decision support, the ontology also
carries a benefit for Machine Learning techniques especially in
the data processing due to its organized structure which is
especially the case for Text classification issue. As for the
authors in [4] who used a Human Disease Ontology, and tried
to carry out a classification problem with and without the use
of ontology. The authors found that the ontology based
classification stands at a higher level than the classification
without ontology by using various ML classifiers.
The study of the research studies cited in the educational
field shows that researchers are interested in constructing the
ontology for a specific objective, either to adapt the content of
e-learning to the profile of each student, or to predict the dropout or the performance of the student, or for recommendation
or guidance. According to this objective, the system is
modelled to meet the given purpose. In what follows, a multiobjective decision support system is proposed, developed from
an ontology which covers the different concepts of the student
with the integration of ML techniques.

COMPARISON OF CONSTRUCTED ONTOLOGIES FOR EDUCATIONAL PURPOSES

Ref

Ontology language

Tool

Ontology Main Classes

[13]

-

-

Personal data, Prerequiste, Preference, learning style, online behavior, social data,
psychological data.

[14]

OWL

Protégé

Personal data, Learning style, knowledge, Course information

[15]

-

-

Personal data, knowledge, Online behavior, skills, Interaction, Activity.

[16]

OWL

Protégé

Personal Data, Learning style, Education.

[17]

OWL

Protégé

Learning style

[18]

OWL

Protégé

Personal data, Learning style, knowledge, Course information

[19]

OWL

Protégé

Personal data, Knowledge, Learning style, Cognitive data, Preferences, Motivation,
Education, Goals.

[20]

-

-

Personal data, Social data, Knowledge, Cognitive data, Personality, Psychological data.

[21]

OWL

Protégé

Aptitude, Bloom taxonomy, cognitive capability, disability, personality, stereotype,
degree, language, history, learner, learning approach, learning style, plan.

[22]

OWLDL

-

Personal data, Behavior, Context, Progress/Knowledge.

[2]

OWL

Protégé

Personal data, context, Cognitive data, Activity data.

[23]

OWL

Protégé

Personal data, Knowledge, Behavior, Interaction, Skills, Activity, Preferences.

[24]

OWL

Protégé

Personal data, Social data, Education, learning style

[25]

OWL

Protégé

Personal data, Education, Skills

[26]

OWL

Protégé

Common model, Education model, Student, Application model, Occupation model.
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IV. GSMONTO: GENERIC STUDENT MODEL ONTOLOGY
A. GSMonto Creation
Based on state of the art and different data sources, the
authors build a domain ontology that covers the different
aspects of the student needed in building intelligent systems, in
the context of keeping up lifelong learning processes, go
beyond guaranteeing interoperability between different
educational systems or applications via the web, capable of
satisfying users educational needs, and that can be used for
different purposes (prediction of failure, dropout, orientation,
etc.). OWL DL language is used for its ability to be distributed
across many systems and its scaling for Web needs with
reasonner support. The generic student model ontology
(GSMonto) is based on expert knowledge and documentation
on the educational field and mainly covers different classes that
can be scalable for future perspectives. The ontology creation
goes through two fundamental stages, which are the acquisition
and the modelling of knowledge. During the construction of
ontology, a semantic reasoner is used to deduce logical
consequences from a set of facts or asserted axioms (Hermit
and Pallet are two Protégé reasoners examples).
The proposed ontology defines a set of 12 upper level
classes, namely:
• Student: the main class of the proposed ontology.
• Personal Identity: defines the student in a unique way
(first name, family name, personal address, etc.).
• Social Identity: Derived from the belonging of a student
to a social group (Nationality, marital status, etc.).
• Digital Identity: Student Identity in Social Media and
Web World (digital signature, twitter account, etc.).
• Family Background: Describes the family size, parents’
education, parents’ job, family structure (if the student
has no parent, single parent or two parents), etc.
• Personality: Encompasses information about the
psychology (if the student has a normal psychology or
suffers from addiction, depression or anxiety), skills
and personality type of the student (intuitive,
extraverted or introverted).
• Professional Experiences: Internships and jobs that has
been done by the student.
• Physical Limitation: student’s physical limitation as
visual, verbal, hearing, amputation, paralysis, etc.

• Knowledge Profile: Records if the student has general,
theoretical or practical knowledge in a specific topic.
• Learning Profile: Encompasses information about the
student's learning in presential and online learning
platforms, like learning style, interaction preferences
(practice, example or principle oriented), learning
media (audio, text or video oriented), etc.
• Academic Background: Detail about the formal
education that the student has received including high
school background, university background (graduate
education, certified formations or PhD formation).
• Cognitive Profile: Describes the range of mental
processes relating to the manipulation of the
information like memory level, intelligence level, etc.
Fig. 1 describes the schematic representation of the
proposed ontology. Each class can include data type properties
to connect a single subject with some form of attribute data,
and object properties to provide the relationships between two
individuals from given class.
B. GSMonto Scalability and Instanciation
To ensure the update and the scalability of the ontology, an
enrichment of the latter has to be done periodically. This
enrichment can be defined following either the knowledge of
experts in the educational field, or by the collection of a dataset
which carries new concepts from different sources, whether
from learning management systems (Moodle, Blackboard,
etc.), Enterprise Resource Planning (like Apogee, XML, etc.)
or traditional databases. Then, a mapping process is necessary,
to convert dataset components or new discovered concepts to
the corresponding ontology components. When it comes to the
data source, a Metadata analysis is done, to obtain a description
of the data. This metadata analysis will be used to create
mapping rules, which, for each database component, generate
the correspondence in ontology components with the objective
of creating an ontological model from a database. If the
concepts drawn from the mapping rules and those of the
constructed ontology are aligned, an automatic instantiation of
the constructed ontology is done in the third. Nevertheless, if
the mapping rules shed light on new concepts that don’t exist
in the ontology already established, and which are supposed to
be important, an update must be done so that the ontology is up
to date, as shown in Fig. 2 that describes the process of
updating and instantiating the ontology.
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Fig. 1. GSMonto Overview.
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failure, dropout, orientation or other objective) and to the
available data, a selection of relevant concepts of the ontology
is made to generate a sub-ontology. The second level is the
conversion of the created sub-ontology to a dataset using
mapping tools. These are based on the use of defined rules to
transform the concepts of ontology (classes, individuals, data
type properties, etc.) to their equivalents dataset that can be
used for the application of ML techniques.

Fig. 2. Ontology Update and Instantiation Process.

V. PROPOSED ONTOLOGY BASED MACHINE LEARNING
SYSTEM FOR STUDENT PROFILE MODELING
This paper proposes an ontology based Machine Learning
system using an ontology that covers the different aspects of
the student. The proposed system process of the can be divided
into four levels. The first level concerns the exploitation of the
constructed ontology. According to the objective (prediction of

In the third level, the ML process is applied on the
generated dataset, starting with data pre-processing, in the case
of the presence of anomalies or incorrect values that
compromise the quality of the dataset, knowing that the initial
ontological presentation of the data already offers the
advantage of avoiding the majority of inconsistencies, conflicts
and contradictions. Then, a feature selection is carried out to
reduce the number of input variables and the computational
cost of modelling and, in some cases, to improve the
performance of the model. In addition, data partitioning is
followed to prepare for the application of the appropriate ML
technique. The final level consists in converting the ML
algorithm results into Semantics Web Rule Language (SWRL)
to be easily integrated into the ontology, thus enriching its
expressive power and increasing knowledge about individuals,
so the ontology will be more consistent and can include in
addition to knowledge, integrated predictive models. Fig. 3
shows the proposed ontology based ML system process for
student profile modelling.

Fig. 3. The Proposed Ontology-Based Decision Support System for Multi-objective Prediction Tasks.

semester of the two semesters (110 and 120), and the rest of the
attributes give the validation results of the courses.

VI. EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS
In this section, a case study that illustrates the application
of the proposed system described in the previous section is
presented. The aim of this case study is to apply the proposed
system in real situations, whether they are new and/or complex
or to extend knowledge. The implementation process of the
GSMonto ontology is accomplished with the aid of Protégé
tool, which is a free and open source ontology editor for
building intelligent systems.
A. Data Source and Metadata Analysis
The dataset used is extracted from the Apogee (Application
For Organization and Management of Teaching and Students)
database and transferred to a spreadsheet, including 20
academic performance features of 3911 student [31].
One feature relates to the validation result of the academic
year (100) and two features relate to the validation of each

B. Ontology Updating and Feeding
In this case study, no new general context is detected, but
detailed sub concepts must be presented in the established
ontology, these are the courses studied in each semester. The
semester class is divided into two classes (semester 1 and
semester 2) and each course column title from the Spreadsheet
is transformed to a subclass of each Semester class. To carry
out this mapping, Cellfie is used, which is a Protégé Desktop
plugin for importing spreadsheet data into OWL ontologies
with the intermediary of the mapping rules. The updating
process of the ontology includes information about the new
courses. For example, a transformation rule expression can be
defined to take the name of the spreadsheet cell G1 (column
name SemesterOne) and declare an OWL named class that is a
subclass of an existing YearResultDetail class which defines
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that the SemesterOne class is a subclass of the class
YearResultDetail , as follows:

Class: @G1 SubClassOf: YearResultDetail
Fig. 4 illustrates the proposed ontology with the update
undergone in relation to new concepts in Protégé.

For each new student registered with the information of his
academic performance in the first semester, the model gives
the academic year result prediction. Fig. 6 shows the prediction
result for a student: PredictedYearValidation: “ADM”, which
means that the student will succeed in the academic year
according to the model prediction.

Fig. 6. Prediction Results view in Protégé.

VII. DISCUSSION

Fig. 4. GSMonto overview after the Updating Process as Diplayed in
Protégé.

After updating the new concepts under the GSMonto, Pallet
reasoned is used to ensure the compatibility between the
concepts. Finally, the ontology feeding is carried out.
C. Machine Learning Integration
The Third step of the proposed process concerns the
integration of ML within the ontology created.
An example of prediction concerns the same dataset with
which the authors instantiated the proposed ontology. The
validation of the academic year is the class to be predicted. The
independent variables used for the prediction concerns the
validation result of the first semester and its related courses.
The algorithm used in this case study is C5.0. R software is
used for the implementation of the model. The model
performances achieved are 83.6% in accuracy and 81.9% in
recall. To implement the proposed model within the ontology,
the rules deduced from the decision tree are converted into
SWRL rules, using a Python code that maps each rule in the
decision tree to its equivalence syntax on Protégé SWRL. The
generated decision tree rules are converted into SWRL rules.
An example the conversion method is presented in the Fig. 5.

In this study, the authors were able to implement a generic
ontology that dissects the majority of students’ characteristics.
The authors were also able to bring together the benefits of
standardization of the concepts provided by the ontology with
the benefits of machine learning techniques to meet several
predictive tasks. As an experiment, the decision tree algorithm
was used for predicting student performance, and the results of
the algorithm were transformed into SWRL rules to build an
ontology-based decision support system.
VIII. CONCLUSION
The authors have presented a generic ontology proposed for
modelling the student profile, which differ from the existing
ontologies by its generic aspect that can be adapted to several
objectives in the educational field. The authors also proposed a
system that combines the proposed ontology with machine
learning, using an algorithm based on decision trees and
SWRL rules to achieve several objectives such as prediction of
failure/abundance, orientation or decision-making. As a future
perspective, authors plan to optimize the update process of the
ontology by automatically detecting and integrating new
concepts. Another goal is to implement other machine learning
techniques to meet other objectives and to benefit from the
AHP (Analytical Hierarchy Process) technique implemented in
a previous paper to propose a module in the system dealing
with the missing data as in the case of school dropout.
[1]

[2]

[3]

[4]
[5]
Fig. 5. SWRL Rules Implementation.
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Abstract—The agile approach is a philosophy that aims to
avoid the traditional management approach problems. It
concentrates on the collaborative approach, using iterative and
incremental development. The client receives a first production
version (increment) of his software, faster thanks to agile
methodologies. Project needs are influenced by the rapid
expansion of technologies, particularly after the emergence of the
Internet of Things (IoT). They are becoming larger and more
complex. IoT provides a standardization and unification of
electronic identities, digital entities, and physical objects.
Consequently, interconnected devices can retrieve, store, send,
and process data easier from both physical and virtual worlds.
Scalable methods such as SAFe, LeSS, SPS, and others are
existing methodologies ameliorated and dedicated to large
projects. These methods are tough to adopt and do not consider
the physical side of the project, according to IoT enterprise
teams. Based on their managerial and IoT expertise, they suggest
their own methods (Ignite | IoT Methodology and IoT
Methodology). Model Driven Architecture (MDA) was coined by
the Object Management Group (OMG) in 2000 to develop
perpetual models that are independent of the technical intricacies
of the execution platforms. The purpose of this paper is to
propose a metamodel for each methodology among: Scrum, XP,
and Ignite.
Keywords—Agile software development; scrum; extreme
programming; XP; internet of things; IoT; Ignite | IoT
Methodology; IoT Methodology; metamodel; MDA; OMG

I.

INTRODUCTION

For decades, projects have been managed with the classic
(or traditional or predictive) approach, which is characterized
by gathering the requirements, defining the product,
developing, and testing it before the delivery. This is the
"waterfall" model [1] or its adaptation, the "V" model [2].
One of the main weaknesses of 'waterfall' approach is that
the design errors are often not discovered until the time of
deployment. At this time, the project is almost complete, and
errors are often costly to recover.
Agile methods avoid this weakness by executing iterative
and incremental development that is carried out in a
collaborative spirit, with the right amount of formalism. They
generate a high-quality product while considering the
modification needs of the customers.
Thanks to agile methods, the client participates in the
realization of the project (prioritize, select items to be
implemented on current iteration, do the functional tests, etc.)
and obtains very quickly a first production release of his

software, by using one of these methods: the XP method, the
SCRUM method, the DSDM method, the FDD method, etc.
[3].
Projects are becoming larger and complicated as the
technology industry expands, especially after the emergence of
the Internet of Things. The latter is defined as a network of
interconnected electronic devices, which enables electronic
identities, digital entities, and physical objects to be
standardized and united. As a result, being able to recover,
store, transmit, and process the associated data without
interruption across the physical and virtual worlds [4].
The technology evolution leads project management
experts to try different management methods or to improve
existing ones. SAFe [5] [6], LeSS [7], SPS [8] and others are
among the methods dedicated to large projects. IoT experts
find that these methods, despite being dedicated to large and
complex projects, they are complex in use and do not address
the physical part of the project. At this level, IoT companies'
teams propose their own methodologies based on their
managerial and IoT experience. These methodologies are
Ignite | IoT methodology (Ignite) [9] and IoT Methodology
[10].
In 2000, the Object Management Group (OMG) coined the
term Model Driven Architecture (MDA) to create perennial
models that are independent of the technical minutiae of the
execution platforms. This approach necessitates the use of a
variety of models, including CIM, PIM, PSM, and others. As a
result, the various formalisms that enable the building of
models that are both sustainable and productive had to be
explicitly specified. The MetaObject Facility (MOF [16])
standard, which was designed by OMG specifically for this
purpose, supports the establishment of modeling formalisms in
the form of metamodels. These are made up of a collection of
metaclasses linked together through meta-association [11].
This article aims to present first of all the Scrum, XP and
Ignite methodologies, describing their processes, artifacts, and
roles. Then, it proposes a metamodel for each of these methods
using MOF standards.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2
presents the research work related to the field of project
management and model engineering. Section 3 describes the
methodology followed in this work. Section 4 is specific to the
definition of the metamodel principle, the presentation of the
proposed metamodel, and finally the description of the method
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components that are the basis of the proposal. Section 5
presents the paper's discussion and conclusion.
II. RELATED WORK
During this work, there are research works related to the
metamodels of project management methods.
Many companies that use agile processes might benefit
from using a process measurement framework, for example, to
evaluate their process maturity. Ernesto et al. [12] offer a
metamodel for the construction of specialized data models for
agile development processes in their study. Then, they
demonstrate how their metamodel can be utilized to derive a
Scrum process model.
The traditional approaches of software development (e.g.,
RUP, waterfall) and agile approaches (e.g., Scrum, XP) are the
two most popular software development strategies nowadays.
Hybrid methods can also be used because both approaches
offer advantages. Darko and Zeljko's work [13] demonstrates
how to use metamodels to create new hybrid software
engineering methodologies. They build a common metamodel
by combining the metamodels of the traditional waterfall
method with extreme programming. The new hybrid method
development and development workflow are then built on top
of this shared metamodel.
Given the rapid advancement of technology, the necessity
for project management in terms of methodology and new
concepts continues to develop. Hamzan and Belangour [14]
constructed a framework for generating a metamodel that they
used to project management to provide a generic metamodel of
project management. This approach is founded on two project
management methodologies which are "PRINCE 2"
and "Scrum". The goal of this research is to validate and apply
this methodology to all aspects of IT governance, then merge

the metamodels to build a global metamodel that covers all IT
governance domains.
The Agile Project Management Framework (APMF) is a
collection of fine-grained project management techniques used
in agile methodologies that is quickly gaining traction as a
viable alternative to traditional project management
frameworks. However, both frameworks have flaws that
prevent developers from improving one in order to accept the
other. Merging the two systems into a Unified Project
Management Framework (UPMF) is a reasonable option. In
order to achieve this goal, Mahsa and Raman [15] propose a
project-management technique metamodel as a common
abstract substrate for fusing the traditional framework with its
agile counterpart. By abstracting the fine-grained parts of
APMF, the proposed Agile Project Management Methodology
Metamodel (APM3) was created. An analytical analysis of the
project management procedures of seven important agile
approaches was undertaken using APM3's generic agile
metamodel.
A standardization of the methods concerning Scrum, XP
and Ignite is proposed. This standardization is a metamodeling
of the phases, the artifacts, and the whole ecosystem.
III. METHODOLOGY
The carrying out of the work is done by applying the Scrum
methodology as shown in the Fig. 1. The first step consists in
defining a list of tasks in the form of user stories that should be
carried out throughout the work and to refine them. This list is
not definitive, as it will be updated during the work. The next
step is prioritizing the list according to the importance of the
user stories and its sequence. The second step is to select the
user stories to be done for each sprint. Finally, an increment is
produced, and the next sprint is started, and so on.

Fig. 1. The Work using Scrum Process.
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The list of user stories contains: reading the books for the
Scrum method; reading the books for the XP method; reading
the books for the Ignite method; reading the books for agile
development; reading the articles for the Scrum method;
reading the articles for the XP method; reading the articles for
the Ignite method; reading the articles concerning IoT projects;
extracting the roles, phases, artifacts, etc., and the relationships
between them; identifying entities and relationships and
defining cardinalities; transforming each component into a
Meta Class; reading the articles that are based on the concept
of the metamodel.
• The first Sprint concerns the realization of the Scrum
metamodel.
• The 2nd Sprint concerns the realization of the XP
metamodel.
• The 3rd Sprint concerns the realization of the Ignite
metamodel.
• The 4th Sprint concerning the proofreading, writing and
correction of the proposed metamodels.
Moreover, daily meetings are held for the discussion
regarding the work and the problems encountered in the
realization of the current activity.
IV. METAMODEL APPROACH
A. Definition
The Object Management Group (OMG) defined Model
Driven Architecture (MDA) in 2000.
This approach advocates the massive use of models and
offers the first answers to how, when, what and why to model.
It includes the definition of several standards, notably UML,
MOF, and XMI. The main objective of MDA is the
development of perennial models, independent of the technical
details of the execution platforms, in order to allow the
automatic generation of the entire application code and to
obtain a significant gain in productivity.

MDA necessitated the employment of a variety of models.
As a result, it was necessary to explicitly specify the many
formalisms that permit the construction of models that are both
sustainable and productive. The MOF [16] standard, created by
OMG for this purpose, provides support for establishing
modeling formalisms in the form of metamodels. According to
MOF, any model must respect the structure defined by its
metamodel. A metamodel is thus composed of a set of
metaclasses. The latter has a name and contains attributes and
operations, also called meta-attributes and meta-operations. A
meta-association is a binary association between two
metaclasses. A meta-association has a name, and each of its
ends can have a role name and a multiplicity [11].
B. Extreme Programming Methodology
1) Definition: Extreme programming, or XP, is a method
proposed by Kent Beck that applies the old development
principles to the extreme. It divides the project into
subprojects applying the traditional development steps in each
subproject in an iterative way and continuous integration
(incremental) which reduces the change cost [17] [18] [19]
[20]. Fig. 2 shows the evolution of the Waterfall model
towards extreme programming.
2) XP Metamodel: Fig. 3 shows the metamodel of the XP
method. This metamodel is based on the transformation of the
method's components into metaclasses and the relationships
between them into meta-associations.

Fig. 2. Evolution towards XP Method: (a) Waterfall Model, (b) Spiral
Model, (c) XP [18].

Fig. 3. Proposed Metamodel for XP Method.
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3) Component:
a) Phases: The XP method consists of five phases viz.,
exploration, planning, iteration to release, productionizing,
maintenance, and death. Each phase consists of a set of
activities. These phases are described according to [20], [21],
and [22].
• Exploration: The customer uses index cards to write
user stories presenting his needs, as shown in the Fig. 4.
These user stories are estimated by developers one by
one in terms of the time needed to implement them and
the implementation risk. This phase should take a few
weeks to a few months and defines the technologies,
tools and architectures that will be used in the project.
Fig. 4 shows an example of a user story card used in the
C3 project.

Fig. 4. C3 Project user Story Card [21].

• Planning: Commitment schedule meeting is done, after
all user stories are written by the customer and
estimated by the developers, to define the priority of
each story and which ones are needed for the current
release. In addition, the customer writes the functional
tests based on the user story cards. The team transforms
these cards into tasks with an estimate of each (the
Fig. 5 shows a task card used in the C3 project). The
meeting ends when the list of stories and the schedule
are validated.

• Iteration To Release: This phase consists of breaking
down the schedule of commitments set in the previous
phase in a series of iterations. Each iteration follows the
phases of the classical approach (designing, coding,
testing, and integration). Furthermore, functional tests
are applied at the end of each iteration to verify the
functioning of the story.
• Productionizing: The system is ready for production at
the end of the last iteration. In this case, it is necessary
to ensure the performance of the system before
delivering it to the customer. To do this, extra testing is
done. The ideas and proposals reported are documented
for later implementation during, for example, the
maintenance phase.
• Maintenance and Death: The maintenance phase is
triggered after the first release to the customer. The
team must keep the system running in production while
the new iteration is in production. It may also require
the integration of new people into the team and the
modification of the team structure. The death phase is
the phase that describes the end of the project when the
customer is satisfied and has no stories to implement.
At this point, the system documentation is written. This
phase also consists of closing down the system if it does
not deliver the desired results or if it becomes too costly
for further development.
b) Roles: Furthermore, XP defines six roles viz.,
Customer, Consultant, Programmer, Coach, Tester, and
Manager that are described according to [18], [21], and [22].
The consultant is responsible for advising and training the
programmer that having communication, coding, and
teamwork skills.
• Customer: The client is responsible for defining the
requirements because he writes the user stories. In
addition, he defines the priority for each card and writes
the functional tests which are used at the end of the
iteration to check that the stories work. There is a
special role in the XP method called on site customer.
This is often a domain expert representing the customer.
• Consultant: In most XP projects, there are no
professionals due to the rules and practices. A
consultant will be employed in these circumstances to
supply this information. The consultant's job is to
provide expertise. One or two team members will meet
with the consultant and ask several of the technical
questions before attempting to fix the problem.
• Programmer: The programmer is responsible for the
analysis of the design code, etc. He writes the program
code as simple as possible. He is required to be
competent in communication, coding, and teamwork.

Fig. 5. C3 Project Engineering Task Card [21].

• Managing part of XP project: The project management
part of XP is divided into two roles such as coach and
tracker Coach: The system manager participates in the
management meetings. His role is to guide the team
away from the process. It is necessary to be calm; to
understand alternative practices that need it and could
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help the current set of problems; what the ideas behind
XP are; how it relates to the current situation and how
other teams use XP. Tracker: Acts as the conscience of
the team. He/she must track to determine if the Iteration
Schedule and Commitment Schedule can be met. This
work gives him data that is used to give feedback to
developers on the quality of their estimates. Also, it
helps him get feedback on the team's next estimates. In
addition, the tracker is required to be proficient in
collecting the necessary information without disrupting
the whole process.
• Tester: The programmers have a large portion of the
duty of testing, so the role of the tester in an XP team is
particularly customer-centric. However, someone needs
to run all the tests regularly, disseminate the test
findings, and guarantee that the testing instruments are
in good working order.
• Big Boss: Courage, confidence, and the occasional
insistence that they do what they say they will be what
the team most needs from the Big Boss. They aren't
complaining; they genuinely aren't. They want Big Boss
to know as soon as possible if things aren't going as
planned, so he can react as quickly as feasible. If it
works, he will be golden because he will have a team
that's productive, satisfied with its clients, and does
everything they can to avoid surprising him.
c) Practices: The method's practices are grouped into
three categories, such as programming, collaboration and
project management, which are described according to [21],
[22], [23], and [24].
Programming category
• Simple design: The simplest solution that will work is
always implemented by developers. They do not, for
example, design generic mechanisms if the urgent
necessity does not necessitate it.
• Refactoring: Developers are not hesitant to go back over
the written code to make it "cleaner," to remove any
unused components, and to prepare it for the addition of
the next feature. More generally, this practice suggests a
continuous design approach that highlights the
application's structure as it develops.
• Test-first programming, unit tests, developer tests: Even
as they are writing the code, developers generate
automated tests for it. This enables them to gain a
deeper understanding of the problem before creating the
code. In addition, to gradually build up a battery of tests
that enables them to make changes to the application
fast and with confidence.
• Acceptance Tests, Customer Tests: Through
participating in the writing of acceptance tests, the
client expresses his wants and the programmers'
objectives very explicitly. Acceptance tests, like unit
tests, must be automated in order to ensure that the
product does not regress on a daily basis.

Collaboration category
• Pair Programming: The developers always work in pairs
on the same machine when coding for the application this is an "extreme" type of code review that both
developers actively collaborate to resolve issues they
discover. The pairs change regularly, so everyone must
work with all other team members early or later.
• Collective code ownership: All developers in the team
may be required to work on all parts of the application.
Furthermore, they have a duty to improve the code they
work on, even if they are not the original authors.
• Coding standards: Developers follow coding rules
defined by the team itself. This ensures that their code
is consistent with the rest of the application, and
therefore facilitates the intervention of other developers.
• Metaphor: Developers do not hesitate to use metaphors
to describe the internal structure of the software or its
functional issues. This facilitates communication and
ensures a certain homogeneity of style throughout the
design, the ideal being to describe the system in its
entirety by a single metaphor.
• Continuous integration: Developers synchronize their
work as frequently as feasible, at least once a day. This
decreases the frequency and severity of integration
issues, while also ensuring that a current version of the
software is always available.
Project Management Category
• Frequent releases: The team delivers software releases
at a regular rate, as high as possible, depending on the
client's preferences. This enables both the team and the
client to guarantee that the product meets the client's
expectations and that the project remains on schedule.
• Planning game: In dedicated sessions done on a regular
schedule throughout the project, the client and the
development team collaborate on project planning.
• On-site customer, whole team: The customer is literally
incorporated into the development team, allowing him
to set priorities and specify his wants clearly, notably by
directly addressing programmers' inquiries and taking
advantage of the instant feedback provided by a
frequent-delivery application.
• Sustainable pace: The team adopts schedules that allow
it to keep the energy required to create high-quality
work and efficiently follow other project procedures.
C. Scrum Methodology
1) Definition: The word "scrum" and the method's idea
are derived from a rugby strategy that entails "bringing an outof-play ball back into the game" through collaboration [25]
[26]. The method was created in the early 1990s to manage the
systems development process. It is a framework that focuses
on how team members should work together and always ready
to reorient so as to create a flexible system in an everchanging environment. Scrum helps an organization's existing
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engineering processes by requiring frequent management
activities to systematically identify gaps or impediments in the
development process, as well as the techniques that are
employed [27] [19].
2) Scrum metamodel: The Fig. 6 shows the metamodel of
the Scrum method. This metamodel is based on the
transformation of the method's components into metaclasses
and the relationships between them into meta-associations.
3) Component:
a) Phases: Scrum process consists mainly of three
phases viz; Pre-Game, Development and Post-Game, which
are described according to [20] and [22].
• Pre-Game: Pre-game consists of two sub-phases, the
planning phase, which serves to define the system being
developed. Defining the customer requirements and
estimating the effort needed to implement each
requirement. The list of requirements is always updated
with new requirements. This phase ends with the
definition of the project team, tools, and resources. The
architecture phase consists of the high-level design of
the system based on the requirements determined in the
previous phase and the preparation of preliminary plans
for the content of the releases.
• Development: The development phase or game phase is
a black box where the system is developed in sprints
that comprise the traditional software development
phases. In addition, Scrum identifies environmental and
technical variables. Then, aims to control them through
various Scrum practices during the sprint, which is
planned to take from one week to one month.
• Post-Game: The closing phase of the release after the
customer has reached his goal, and he has no change or
other requirements. Release preparation includes the
integration, testing, and documentation of the final
system.

• Scrum Master: He is the team leader and at the same
time a team member, he helps the team to understand
the Scrum methodology, to create a high-value
increment. He ensures that there are no obstacles that
stop the progress of the product and that the team
respects the work schedule. It helps the product owner
to define and manage the product backlog. Then,
facilitates the collaboration of stakeholders according to
the demands or needs and to remove the barriers
between them and the team [27].
• Product Owner: This is the most important role in this
method. For the reason that it is the representative of
the customer and responsible for defining the product
vision and following its transition to the product
backlog list. The latter is used by the product owner to
check that the requirements are developed. The most
significant skill that the product owner is supposed to
have is written and oral communication [29].
• Team: Responsible for the project from planning to
delivery of an increment. It is self-organized, works
together, and takes account of the probability of change
in requirements.
• Stakeholder (s): It is a person or a group of people or
organizations that have a relationship with the project
who are the clients [30].
c) Practices: It also defines seven practices divided into
two categories, events, and artifacts to be applied in different
phases to avoid chaos caused by the unpredictability and
complexity. The practices, which are described according to
[22], [27], and [31], are: Daily Meeting, Sprint Planning
Meeting, Sprint Review Meeting, Effort Estimation, Sprint,
Sprint Backlog, Product Backlog. Sprint has a Velocity based
on the Sprint Backlog, which is produced from the Product
Backlog. In addition, it consists of a set of User Stories that
contain Elements and contain Tasks of different types.

b) Roles: Scrum defines the roles, described according
to [28], which are Scrum Master, Product Owner, Team, and
Stakeholders.

Fig. 6. Proposed Metamodel for Scrum Method.
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Events category
• Daily Meetings: Scrum meetings are led by the Scrum
Master. In addition to the Scrum team, management can
also attend the meeting. The Scrum Team's Developers
attend the Daily Scrum, which lasts 15 minutes.
Developers are those who are actively working on
Sprint Backlog items, such as the Product Owner or
Scrum Master. Daily Scrums improve communication,
identify barriers, stimulate quick decision-making, and
thereby avoid the need for additional meetings.
• Sprint Planning Meeting: The Scrum Master organizes a
Sprint Planning Meeting that is a two-section meeting.
In the primary section of the meeting, customers, users,
management, the Product Owner, and the Scrum Team
determine the objectives and functionalities of the
subsequent Sprint. The Scrum Master and the Scrum
Team hold the second section of the meeting, which
focuses on how the product increment is implemented
in the course of the Sprint.
• Sprint Review Meeting: The Sprint Review's goal is to
examine the Sprint's results and make recommendations
for future changes. In an informal meeting, the Scrum
Team and Scrum Master present the outcomes of their
work to management, customers, users, and the Product
Owner. The participants evaluate the product increment
and make decisions about the next steps. The review
meeting may result in the addition of new Backlog
items and possibly a change in the system's direction.
Artifact’s category
• Sprint: The procedure of adjusting to changing
environmental variables is known as sprint
(requirements, time, resources, knowledge, technology,
etc.). In a Sprint, where ideas are becoming valuable,
the Scrum Team arranges itself to generate a new
executable product increment over the course of thirty
calendar days. Sprint Planning Meetings, Sprint
Backlog, and Daily Scrum meetings are the team's
working tools. Each Sprint may be in concept of as a
small project. Burndowns, burn-ups, and cumulative
flows are all techniques for forecasting progress. While
they have proven to be valuable, they do not take the
place of empirical evidence. What's going to occur in
complicated environments is unknown. Only what has
already occurred can be used to make decisions in the
future. If the Sprint Goal is no longer relevant, the
Sprint may be cancelled. Only the Product Owner has
the right to terminate the Sprint. During the Sprint, no
modifications are made that might endanger the Sprint
Goal; quality is maintained; the Product Backlog is
adjusted as required; and, as additional information
becomes available, with the Product Owner, the Scope
can be clarified and renegotiated.

• Sprint Backlog: A Sprint Backlog is created at the start
of each Sprint. The Sprint Backlog is made up of the
Sprint Goal (why), the Product Backlog items chosen
for the Sprint (what), and an actionable plan for
producing the Increment (how). The Sprint Backlog is a
strategy created by and for developers. The items are
chosen in the Sprint Planning meeting by the Scrum
Team, in collaboration with the Scrum Master and the
Product Owner. Which are based on prioritized items
and Sprint Goals. The Sprint Backlog, in contrast to the
Product Backlog, is stable until the Sprint is finished. A
new iteration of the system is deployed once all the
items in the Sprint Backlog have been accomplished.
• Product Backlog: Based on existing knowledge, the
Product Backlog describes everything that is required in
the final product. As a result, the Product Backlog
describes the project's tasks. Features, functionality, bug
fixes, issues, requested improvements, and technology
upgrades are all examples of backlog items. The list
also includes issues that must be resolved before other
Backlog items may be completed. Product Backlog
items can be created by a variety of actors, including
the customer, project team, marketing and sales,
management, and customer support. The Product
Owner oversees keeping the Product Backlog updated.
• Effort Estimation: The Product Owner and the Scrum
Team oversee effort estimation, which is an iterative
procedure. The Product Owner collaborates with others
as the backlog is generated to predict how long it will
take to develop. He or she consults with developers,
technical writers, quality assurance staff, and others
who are familiar with the product and technology in
order to arrive at the estimate. Because the product
owner and the team are experienced in estimating, the
estimate will be accurate. The Product Owner develops
estimates for every item, beginning with the highest
priority backlog.
D. Ignite Methodology
1) Definition: Originally from industry. The founders of
this methodology are based on the analysis of manufacturing
and industry, connected vehicles, Smart Energy and Smart
Cities. Through collecting best practices of IoT strategy
management and project execution. It is open source and
covers all aspects of IoT development. It addresses various
IoT stakeholders, namely product managers, project managers,
and solution architects [9] [32] [33] [34] [35].
2) Ignite metamodel: Fig. 7 shows the metamodel of the
Ignite method. This metamodel is based on the transformation
of the method's components into metaclasses and the
relationships between them into meta-associations.
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Fig. 7. Proposed Metamodel for Scrum Method.

3) Component: All components of this methodology are
described according to [9].
a) Phases: Two activities make up the Ignite process (as
shown in Fig. 8). The first is to define the strategy and prepare
the organization to adopt IoT, then create and manage the
portfolio of IoT projects to support the IoT Strategy. This
activity is called IoT Strategy Execution. The second activity,
called IoT Solution Delivery, is used to execute the famous
three phases such as Plan, Build and Run to deliver a solution.

projects, as well as budgeting and IoT roadmap
management.
• IoT Opportunity Identification: The generation of IoT
solution innovation ideas, can take two forms: an open
process that taps into the creativity of employees,
customers, and developers, or a more structured
approach in which ideas are derived from a specific
context, such as the company's value chain. Ideas that
show the most promise should be fleshed out further,
perhaps using idea refinement templates.
• IoT Opportunity Management: The most promising
ideas are then improved as part of the IoT Opportunity
Management process after passing the first quality gate.
In order to examine the utility and the business case, a
more complete business model must be created. The
following Impact & Risk Assessment step guarantees
that all conceivable results of the business model are
taken into account.

Fig. 8. Ignite | IoT Methodology Activities.

Ignite | IoT Strategy Execution
IoT Strategy, IoT Opportunity Identification, IoT
Opportunity Management, Initiation, IoT Center of
Excellence, and IoT Platform are the six domains of the Ignite
| IoT Strategy Execution framework.
• IoT Strategy: The extent and speed with which a
corporation should migrate toward IoT should be
reflected in its IoT strategy. The Internet of Things
strategy must have a vision, goals, and guiding
principles. It should also provide a high-level overview
of how IoT-related business areas should create
strategic alliances and partner ecosystems. Finally, it
must oversee the portfolio of IoT prospects and

• Initiation: An IoT opportunity can be moved to the
Initiation stage once it has been authorized.
Management must decide how to best set up the effort
at this stage, e.g., as a dedicated internal project, a spinoff, or even an M&A project. These activities connect
to the Ignite | IoT Solution Delivery for internal
initiatives.
• IoT Center of Excellence: An IoT Center of Excellence
(CoE) can assist new projects in gaining traction faster.
For instance, by offering IoT consulting and alter
management support, IoT maturity evaluations can
assist a company in determining where it stands in
terms of IoT adoption.
• IoT Platform: Large enterprises may find it beneficial to
provide a shared IoT Platform that many projects can
use to create their solutions. An IoT application
platform, connectivity solutions, and technical and
functional standards are typically included.
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Process
• Generate Idea: In a large company, there are usually
two approaches to produce ideas: open idea generation
(green field technique) or a more structured idea
generation approach. The latter approach is generally
carried out in a top-down manner. It typically entails a
thorough market investigation by an internal strategy
team or an external consulting agency. Open idea
creating is more likely to produce disruptive ideas. As a
result, companies should have numerous channels in
place to collect these ideas, including employees,
consumers, and even developers.
• Refine Idea: Many good ideas aren't particularly
attractive when they're initially formed. Before they will
really persuade potential stakeholders, they need care in
order to grow and mature. Thankfully, there is no
shortage of ideation methodologies that promote idea
refining, such as the St. Gallen Business Model
Navigator™ and the Innovation Project Canvas. The
detailed idea sketch, which is the product of the idearefinement phase, can be used for presentations at the
next quality gate level. It can be used to develop the
business model after it has been approved.
• Business Model Development: it consists of four phases
(shown in the Fig. 9) viz., Strategic embedding (it lays
the foundations of the business model and ensures
consistency with the IoT strategy or the company's IoT
vision. The implementation of "future proofing" should
indicate how the business model intends to address
future challenges.); Value proposition (To increase the
attractiveness of the offer for customers, the proven
approach of segmentation of target groups, formulation
of the value offer and definition of customer channels
can be used.); Customer journey (The explanation of
the end-to-end solution from the customer's perspective
serves in highlighting the characteristics of the proposal
that the consumer finds important. Another benefit of
establishing the customer journey is that it guarantees
that all relevant consumer channels have been
identified.); Value added (The value added can be
demonstrated once the solution has been defined. The
capabilities of the parties are the network's constituent
elements: they are a combination of technology,
resources, and know-how that they can bring in to assist
the solution.); Business case (There are numerous
techniques and templates for calculating business cases,
but the recommendation is to use the same one for all
IoT activities, as this makes comparing business models
easier.); Strategic impact and subsequent business
models (The house's chimneys represent two nonmonetary effects of a business model that must be
considered alongside the business case. The second
chimney, “subsequent business models” is extremely
specific to the IoT: it is very usual for teams to come up
with exciting new ideas on how to utilize the data.
Additionally, build new services while designing the
business model and gathering all the associated data
with connected devices.).

Fig. 9. Builder of IoT Business Model [9].

• Impact And Risk Analysis: Business models, and
business cases in particular, deal with future value
flows, so they are subject to uncertainty. To promote
transparency for decision-makers and to generate the
tasks necessary to resolve these uncertainties, it is
critical to underline the degree of uncertainty within the
business model. Various future scenarios are suggested
that support the provided parameters. Trends or causeand-effect relationships can be used to accomplish this.
In the context of the strategy, it is crucial to check those
aspects of the business model that create effect and
value.
2 Ignite | IoT Solution Delivery
• By providing project templates, checklists, and solution
architectural blueprints, the mission is to make IoT best
practice applicable in the form of a technologyindependent, reusable, open-source methodology that
supports IoT solution design as well as the
implementation and management of IoT projects. The
following is a breakdown of Ignite | IoT Solution
Delivery.
• The IoT Solution Lifecycle focuses on the planning,
development, and execution of IoT solutions encloses
the following elements. Initial Project Design: The
elements established as part of the generic IoT Building
Blocks, such as project self-assessment employing IoT
Project Dimensions, solution architecture employing
IoT Architecture Blueprints, and technology selection
employing IoT Technology Profiles, are all used in this
design blueprint. Project workstreams and project
organization: The top-level organization and
workstreams generally found in an IoT solution project
are defined in this blueprint. There is a checklist for
every workstream, as well as a list of common
dependencies between them.
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• IoT Building Blocks includes reusable artifacts such as
IoT Project Dimensions, IoT Architecture Blueprints,
and IoT Technology Profiles from successful projects.

initial team will often oversee sourcing (internally or
externally) the larger team that will eventually create
the solution during the planning phase.

• IoT Project DB is a repository of reference projects that
have been analyzed in order to identify best practices
for the IoT Solution Lifecycle and Building Blocks.

• Build: A larger team or teams often execute the build
phase. Keep in mind that, particularly in the IoT, the
work is frequently with various, multidisciplinary
teams. It's worth noting that, due to the often highly
dynamic nature of IoT projects, planning continues
during the build phase. Each sprint will be meticulously
planned, especially if an Agile approach is used. The
higher-level papers developed during the planning
phase will frequently need to be updated to reflect new
or changing needs, as well as lessons gained from prior
sprints.

Process
• IoT Project Initiation: A requirements study, which is
more in-depth than the analysis performed during the
business model building phase, is a significant factor in
the Ignite | IoT Project Initiation phase. A tiny team of
subject matter specialists is generally in charge of
project initiation. A business analyst with strong
domain expertise and a clear vision for the solution's
functional features should also be part of the team.
• Initial Solution Design: Initial Solution Design consists
of a collection of key artifacts that include analysis,
projections, and planning, as well as functional and
technical design artifacts. Even though they might be
developed concurrently, it is generally more practical to
group them, as shown the Fig. 10. Analysis,
Projections, Planning: It was created to aid with
analysis, projections, and planning. They contain:
Problem Statement, Stakeholder Analysis; Site Survey;
Solution Sketch; Project Dimensions; Quantity
Structure; Milestone Plan.

• Run: The project team is typically disbanded, and the
solution is handed over to a line organization around the
time of the IoT solution's Start of Production (SOP).
This line organization will set up an integrated DevOps
organization in modern enterprises, which will deal
with both the solution's continuous development and
operations. DevOps for IoT can be more challenging
than typical DevOps due to the potentially extremely
distributed nature of IoT systems.
V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
The previous section presents the Scrum and XP agile
methods and the dedicated IoT project method Ignite.
Moreover, it presents the metamodel of each one with their
components that have been translated into metaclasses and
meta-associations.
The Scrum and XP methods are based on almost the same
principles, with a very clear definition of roles, unlike the
Ignite method.
Furthermore, another difference between Ignite and the
Scrum and XP methods is that Ignite divides the project
realization process into two sub-processes called Strategy
Execution and Solution Delivery activity, whereas Scrum and
XP have an ecosystem whose components are chained.
To sum up, the paper presents the standardization of the
Scrum, XP and Ignite methods as metamodels based on their
components and the fundamental MDA principles. These
metamodels are the beginning of the forthcoming contribution
concerning a Framework used for Industry 4.0.

Fig. 10. Initial Solution Design Artifacts.

Functional Design contains: Process Maps / Use Cases; UI
Mockup; Domain Model; Asset Integration Architecture; SOA
Landscape. Technical Design contains: Software Architecture;
Technical Infrastructure; Hardware Design.
• Plan: After the funding decision on Ignite | IoT Strategy
Execution, this phase begins. A small, but devoted team
usually creates an initial project plan, which includes a
solution definition, based on the ideas and criteria from
the business planning phase. This could be an RFP
(Request for Proposal) document or the initial list of
high-level epics that will need to be broken down into
more detailed user stories later in the Build phase. The
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Abstract—In recent years, computational linguistic methods
have been widely used in different literary studies where they
have been proved useful in breaking into the mainstream of
literary critical scholarship as well as in addressing different
inherent challenges that were long associated with literary
studies. Such computational approaches have revolutionized
literary studies through their potentials in dealing with large
datasets. They have bridged the gap between literary studies and
computational and digital applications through the integration of
these applications including most notably data mining in
reconsidering the way literary texts are analyzed and processed.
As thus, this study seeks to use the potentials of computational
linguistic methods in proposing a computational model that can
be usefully used in the thematic typologies of literary texts. The
study adopts concept mining methods using semantic annotators
for generating a thematic typology of the literary texts and
exploring their thematic interrelationships through the
arrangement of texts by topic. The study takes the prose fiction
texts of Thomas Hardy as an example. Findings indicated that
concept mining was usefully used in extracting the distinctive
concepts and revealing the thematic patterns within the selected
texts. These thematic patterns would be best described in these
categories: class conflict, Wessex, religion, female suffering, and
social realities. It can be finally concluded that computational
approaches as well as scientific and empirical methodologies are
useful adjuncts to literary criticism. Nevertheless, conventional
literary criticism and human reasoning are also crucial and
irreplaceable by computer-assisted systems.
Keywords—Computational linguistics; concept mining; data
mining; empirical methodologies; semantic annotators; text
clustering; typology

I.

INTRODUCTION

Despite the wide applications of computational and
statistical approaches in different disciplines in humanities,
many critics still argue against the usefulness of these
approaches in literary studies. So far, most literary critics reject
the use of computer technology and statistical and
computational methodologies in the analysis and interpretation
of literary texts [1]. In light of this argument, this study seeks
to evaluate the reliability of computational and statistical
approaches to literary studies, and more specifically to the
thematic typologies of literary texts. In other words, it seeks to
see whether computational and statistical approaches, which
have long been rejected by many literary critics, can be

usefully used in generating typologies that best reveal the
thematic features within these texts.
The study takes Thomas Hardy’s prose fiction production
as an example. The great reputation Hardy received as a
novelist and the thematic richness of his texts have always
made his novels and short narratives a target for critics and
commentators [2]. From the time Hardy published Wessex
Edition, where he provided a broad classification of his works,
a critical response has focused on the questions of thematic
classification of his work. Critics have adopted different
approaches for investigating Hardy’s thematic treatment of his
texts [3-5]. Nevertheless, questions are often raised regarding
the reliability of these classifications. In this regard, Hardy’s
prose fiction represents a good opportunity to test the reliability
of computational and statistical methods in the thematic
typology applications to literary texts.
To carry out the objectives of the study, concept mining is
used. The rationale is that concept mining methods have been
usefully used in text clustering and text classification
applications. They have been effectively used for generating
reliable clustering and classifications that explored the
underlying meanings and themes within texts. Unlike
conventional text clustering approaches including vector space
clustering (VSC), concept mining focuses on identifying the
patterns that are associated with concepts in similar texts [6, 7].
The underlying premise is that concept mining can be usefully
used for identifying and recognizing the thematic patterns
which can thus be used in developing a thematic typology that
expresses the thematic interrelationships within literary texts.
The remainder of this article is organized as follows.
Section Two surveys the literature on the thematic typology of
literary texts. Section Three proposes the research questions.
Section Four describes the methodological framework of the
study. Section Five describes the data collection and processing
procedures. Section Six reports the results of the study.
Section Seven is a discussion and interpretation of the results.
Section Eight is conclusion.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
Different critical approaches have been used in the thematic
typology studies of literary texts. These have usually been
traditionally based on qualitative methods that tended to focus
on identifying and revealing the underlying meanings that are
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conveyed within the texts [8]. In this regard, thematic
classifications have been carried out according to different
concepts including purpose, content, and period [9]. Despite
the popularity of the concepts of content and purpose,
typologies based on these two concepts are always associated
with subjectivity being largely based on the intuitive readings
and making general observations based on such readings. One
major problem with the adoption of these concepts in the
identification of themes is that they are based on personal
thoughts and emotional reactions, and thus they are subjective.
The period concept, on the other hand, is one of the most
dominating methods in the thematic classification of literary
texts. The underlying premise of this concept is that every
period has its characteristic thematic features that can be
usefully used in grouping texts through time. Taking English
literature as an example, it is usually classified under the
headings the Anglo-Saxon Literature, the Medieval Literature,
the Elizabethan Literature, the Neoclassical literature, the
Romantic literature, the Victorian literature, the Modernist
literature, and the Postmodern literature.
Following this tradition, different thematic typologies have
been developed in the critical study of Thomas Hardy’s prose
fiction. According to Plietzsch [10], the first person to suggest
a general classification of Hardy’s novels is thought to be
Edmund Gosse in 1890. Gosse’s classification included only
ten novels, which were all that Hardy had written so far [11]. In
this regard, Gosse’s study misses many of the themes Hardy
was to develop in subsequent work. With its limitation,
Gosse’s classification was nevertheless a step forward in
generating a broad classification of Hardy’s works.
Following Gosse’s attempt, Thomas Hardy provided a
broad classification of his prose and verse works. In the
Wessex Edition, Hardy [12] classified his novels and short
stories into three categories: (1) Novels of Character and
Environment, (2) Romances and Fantasies, and (3) Novels of
Ingenuity. One obvious observation about Hardy’s
classification is that there is no clear-cut relationship between
the thematic accounts Hardy himself suggested for this
classification and the way the texts were finally classified.
Plietzsch [13] argues that it seems that Hardy ranked his texts
in this particular order as a result of the responses from the
public and literary critics which he had received.
The implication for the present study is that the reliability
of such a classification is thus questionable. First, Hardy did
not provide definite criteria for his classification. Second, some
of the texts that used to be regarded as minor by the public and
critics in Hardy time are now regarded as major works [14, 15].
Furthermore, the classification does not include all of Hardy’
works. A Changed Man and other Stories, for instance, was
published one year after the Wessex Edition. In view of this, it
excludes some important works that represent the thematic
development of Hardy’s career as a novelist.
In response to Hardy’s work, Abercrombie [16] classified
the novels and short stories based on their artistic significance
into four categories: (1) Minor Novels, (2) Annexes,
(3) Dramatic Form, and (4) Epic Form. In spite of its success in
drawing connections between texts, Abercrombie’s
classification, however, raises many questions concerning

replicability and objectivity, since his criteria are subjective
and undefined.
Harvey [14] suggested an alternative typology where he
divided Hardy’s prose works into three main categories: major
novels, lesser novels, and short stories. The main criterion of
this classification is subject matter. Harvey considered only the
social and realistic novels to be major novels. Other novels
were classified under the category of minor novels. Once
again, the classification lacked any objective criteria [15, 17].
Another approach to the typology of Hardy’s prose fiction
texts can be traced in grouping Hardy’s novels and short stories
based on literary criticism perspectives. The underlying
principle is that critics have come to classify Hardy’s works
under different headings including tragedy, women, religion
and philosophy, Wessex and regionalism, nature and
landscape, social change, and pastoral. One major problem
with these critical discussions is that their perception of
Hardy’s work is very narrow in the sense that they are almost
restricted to what Hardy calls ‘Novels of Character and
Environment’. Furthermore, they ignore important thematic
concepts within the texts as they usually focus on just one
aspect of his writings. Equally important, such reviews are
always based on some biographical elements or historical
accounts which again raise questions regarding the objectivity
and reliability of such typologies and classifications.
In the face of the problems associated with the conventional
classifications of Hardy’s prose works, recent studies built on
the advances in the application of computational data
processing for analyzing and classifying novels and short
stories in a way that is both objective and replicable [18, 19].
Motivation has been to understand Thomas Hardy better as a
literary artist in an objective, replicable, therefore scientific
way. In a recent study, Omar [20] employed centroid-based
lexical clustering methods for identifying the thematic
structures in Hardy’s prose fiction. The novels and short stories
were clustered into four classes, where each class or group of
texts share the same thematic features based on the lexical
profiles of each class.
Despite the reasonable success of such classification in
drawing a thematic mapping of Hardy’s novels and short
stories based on objective grounds, questions regarding the use
of vector space clustering (VSC) in exploring the salient
thematic features of the texts are often raised. VSC is based on
what is known as bag of words techniques where context is not
considered at all. In this regard, VSC is not capable of
accounting for all the linguistic and contextual features of texts.
In the face of these limitations, this study proposes the use of
concept mining methods for generating a thematic typology
that best captures the underlying meanings, concepts, and
thematic patterns of literary texts taking the novels and short
stories of Thomas Hardy as an example.
III. RESEARCH QUESTIONS
Despite the extensive literature on the thematic typology of
literary texts including Thomas Hardy’s prose fiction writings,
almost all of the relevant work is theoretically driven. That is,
classification criteria are selected by the critic based on some
critical theory or framework supported by personal knowledge
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and evaluation of the texts. Moreover, many existing accounts
follow the stereotypical classifications of what might be called
Hardy Critical Industry. In other words, many of Hardy’s
commentators are willing to agree with conventional, wellknown evaluations of Hardy even though such evaluations
conflict with their critical presuppositions. Two examples of
this are given. First, many commentators have favored the idea
of classifying Hardy’s works into major and minor novels in
relation to subject-matter, and many studies use such
dichotomy without giving reasons for its adoption. Second,
many thematic reviews of Hardy use the term ‘Wessex novels’
in reference to nine or ten of Hardy’s novels without
explaining why these nine or ten texts should constitute
variants of the same theme apart from the fact that they are
about Wessex [21].
It can also be claimed that many of the classifications of
Hardy’s work followed Hardy’s own classification of his
works. The problem is that Hardy did not set clearly defined
criteria for his classification. Furthermore, some classifications
based on philological methods are greatly biased. In the face of
this problem, this study seeks to answer the following research
questions:
• Can computational linguistic methods be usefully used
in addressing the limitations of the conventional
approaches of literary criticism regarding thematic
typologies of literary texts?
• How can computational models in general and concept
mining methods in particular be used in developing a
thematic typology of literary texts with reference to the
prose fiction writings of Thomas Hardy?
• What is the future of computational approaches and
scientific and empirical methodologies in literary
studies?
IV. METHOD
In different natural language processing (NLP) applications
including text clustering and text classification, concept mining
is a process that has been used to provide an automated
categorization of documents based on their content [22, 23]. It
is a workflow that is used to discover implicit and explicit
relationships, useful associations and groupings in a set of
documents or data collection with the purpose of detecting
similar documents in a large corpora and classifying them by
topic [24, 25]. It can provide thus powerful insights into the
meaning, provenance, and similarity of documents [26-28].
The assumption is that each word in a given document relates
to several possible concepts which make it possible to cluster
documents based on their content. The underlying principle of
concept mining is the conversion of words into concepts. This
is done in two subsequent steps. First, documents are reduced
into a sequence of words that describes the content. Second,
these words are mapped into concepts [29].
In this way, given that we have a number of documents on
generative grammar; concept mining is possible by identifying
relationships and generating facts based on the data within
collection and the dimensions of the subject. These can be
something like Chomsky and generative grammar, theoretical

linguistics and generative grammar, Phrase Structure Rules
(PSR) and Generative grammar, deep and surface structures in
generative grammar, etc. Documents can also be classified by
topic as WH-movement, linguistic competence, etc.
In this way, concept mining is based on clustering or
grouping semantically-similar texts together. Text clustering is
the process of automatically grouping natural language texts
according to an analysis of their information/semantic content.
In other words, clustering is a task of dividing given data into
defined set of clusters and it is the task of classification to
structure these clusters and sort them into categories according
to a group structure known in advance [30, 31]. In concept
mining processes, text clustering starts by discovering and
finding groups that have similar content, and then organizing
our perceptions of these groups into categories. In other words,
clustering places documents into natural classes and generating
taxonomies that best describe the patterns within the
datasets [32].
V. DATA COLLECTION PROCEDURES
For generalizability purposes, the study is based on all the
novels and collections of short stories written by Thomas
Hardy. Three sources were used for data collection. These are
shown as follows.
• Chadwyck-Healey Literature Collections is a
commercial product with authoritative full-text
databases that offers coverage of English literary works
from 1477 to the present.
• The Gutenberg Project is the oldest producer of free ebooks on the Internet with a large volume of collections
produced by thousands of volunteers. The project was
founded in 1971 by Michael Hart.
• The
Thomas
Hardy
Short
Story
Page
(http://darlynthomas.com/hardyshortstories.htm-)
includes all collection of short stories and the
individual, excluded and collaborative stories written by
Thomas Hardy.
Hardy has 14 published novels. These are listed below.
1) Desperate Remedies
2) Under the Greenwood Tree
3) A Pair of Blue Eyes
4) Far from the Madding Crowd
5) The Hand of Ethelberta
6) The Return of the Native
7) The Trumpet-Major
8) A Laodicean
9) Two on a Tower
10) The Mayor of Casterbridge
11) The Woodlanders
12) Tess of the D’Urbervilles
13) Jude the Obscure
14) The Well-Beloved
In his life time, Hardy also published four collections of
short stories. These are A Group of Noble Dames [33], Life’s
Little Ironies [34], Wessex Tales [35] and A Changed Man and
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other stories [36]. These account for “thirty-seven stories in all
[37]. For the first three collections, texts were abstracted from
the Wessex Edition [12]. A Changed Man and other stories was
published one year after the publication of the Wessex Edition.
So it was not included in that edition. The data was abstracted
from Macmillan & Co 1913 edition which includes as well the
novella The Romantic Adventures of the Milkmaid.
A. Wessex Tales
The short stories used in this study are the contents of the
Wessex Tales collection of the 1912 Wessex Edition. These are
shown as follows.
The Three Strangers
A Tradition of Eighteen Hundred and Four
The Distracted Preacher
The Withered Arm
Fellow-Townsmen
Interlopers at the Knap
B. Life's Little Ironies
The stories in this collection had been written at different
periods but were assembled in 1893 for publication under the
title given. In 1912, Hardy reassembled the stories for the
Wessex Edition as indicated below. The texts used for the data
of the study are the ones in the Wessex Edition. The stories in
this collection are listed below.
An Imaginative Woman
For Conscience’s Sake
The Fiddler of the Reels
To Please His Wife
On the Western Circuit
A Few Crusted Characters
A Tragedy of Two Ambitions
The Son’s Veto

short story was not a fully-fledged literary genre yet. Stories in
this collection are shown below.
A Changed Man
Alicia's Diary
A Tryst at an Ancient Earthwork
A Committee-Man of 'The Terror
The Waiting Supper
The Grave by the Handpost
What the Shepherd Saw
Master John Horseleigh, Knight
A Mere Interlude
The Duke's Reappearance
Enter a Dragoon
The Romantic Adventures of a Milkmaid
E. Excluded and Collaborative Stories
These are the stories which were not included in the
collected volumes published during Hardy’s life. They were
collected and edited by Pamela Dalziel [39] in Thomas Hardy:
The Excluded and Collaborative Stories. Dalziel argues that
although the stories occupy a significant position in the
professional career of Hardy as a novelist, they have not
received due critical treatment from critics and biographers.
She also stresses that these stories are not thematically
coherent: “Each story is an individual work, meriting treatment
as such, and its unique conditions of composition and
publication (or non-publication) have been carefully
considered, in so far as they are now recoverable, when making
editorial decisions” [39]. In making these stories available in
one volume, Dalziel addresses some limitations in Hardy
scholarship.

C. A Group of Noble Dames
In his preface to A Group of Noble Dames, Hardy [38]
indicates that the tales were first published in periodicals six or
seven years before being collected and published in 1891.
Hardy published the tales once again in the same form in which
they appeared in the 1891 edition for Wessex Edition in 1912.
The stories in this collection are shown below.

F. A List of Hardy’s Excluded and Collaborative Stories
This collection consists of 10 stories including both
excluded and collaborative stories of Hardy. The Spectre of the
Real is the only story acknowledged by Hardy to be a
collaborative tale [39]. It was written in collaboration with
Florence Henniker. Blue Jimmy: the Horse Stealer and The
Unconquerable were written in collaboration with his wife
Florence Dugdale-Hardy. However, Hardy never admitted
Florence’s role in the two stories [39]. The texts in this
collection are listed below.

The First Countess of Wessex
Barbara of the House of Grebe
The Marchioness of Stonehenge
The Lady Icenway
The Duchess of Hamptonshire
Anna, Lady Baxby
Lady Mottisfont
Squire Petrick's Lady
The Honourable Laura
The Lady Penelope

How I Built Myself a House
The Thieves Who Couldn't Help Sneezing
The Doctor's Legend
Our Exploits at West Poley
Destiny and a Blue Cloak
Old Mrs. Chundle
The Spectre of the Real
The Unconquerable
An Indiscretion in the Life of an Heiress
Blue Jimmy: The Horse Stealer

D. A Changed Man and other Stories
Although the tales in this collection represent an important
stage in Hardy’s development, they were not collected in one
volume until 1913. Interestingly, Hardy used the expression
minor novels instead of short stories. This may suggest that the

G. Unpublished Work
The Poor Man and the Lady is Hardy’s first novel. He sent
the manuscript of the novel to Macmillan who refused to
publish it on the grounds that the book creates a world which is
entirely dark. Accordingly, Hardy took it to Chapman & Hall
where George Meredith recommended him not to publish it.
Meredith thought that the text was socialist, injudiciously
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provocative, and full of indiscriminate satire. As a result,
Hardy gave up the idea of publishing it and it is commonly said
that he burned it [40]. Nevertheless, many critics often have
argued that the novel may have been partly drawn on for the
short story An Indiscretion in the Life of an Heiress [41, 42].
However, Hardy always stressed that the short story is different
from the novel [43]. The text of this work is based on Weber’s
edition of Hardy’ lost novel. Weber [44] claimed that there was
an earlier record for the novel Hardy destroyed. He realized
that the novel deserves a critical attention; therefore, he revived
it. He gathered information from six sources together which
equipped him, as he claims, with a detailed knowledge of The
Poor Man and the Lady and used it for the synopsis of the
novel he produced.
A corpus was thus built from the electronic texts of the
novels and short stories. Codes were used in reference to the
texts as shown in Table I.
TABLE I.

THE CORPUS

Code

Title

Hardy01

Desperate Remedies

Hardy02

Under the Greenwood Tree

Hardy03

A Pair of Blue Eyes

Hardy04

Far from the Madding Crowd

Hardy05

The Hand of Ethelberta

Hardy06

The Return of the Native

Hardy07

The Trumpet-Major

Hardy08

A Laodicean

Hardy09

Two on a Tower

Hardy10

The Mayor of Casterbridge

Hardy11

The Woodlanders

Hardy12

Tess of the D’Urbervilles

Hardy13

Jude the Obscure

Hardy14

The Well-Beloved

Hardy15

The Poor Man and the Lady

Hardy16

Wessex Tales

Hardy17

Life's Little Ironies

Hardy18

A Group of Noble Dames

Hardy19

A Changed Man and other Stories

Hardy20

Excluded and Collaborative Stories

was represented by a given number of vectors. For this
purpose, the study adopts the extraction model developed by
Kim, et al. [45] shown in Fig. 1.
Given the high dimensionality of the corpus, it becomes
impossible for any concept extraction or mining system to deal
with these huge datasets effectively. In concept extraction
applications, just like other clustering applications, high
dimensionality is a serious problem that has adverse impacts on
the reliability of the clustering performance [46]. With high
dimensionality data in the clustering applications to literary
texts, semantic similarity or relatedness is not accurately
computed [47].
In the face of this problem, dimensionality reduction is
carried out. The purpose is to keep only the distinctive features
or variables. Also, concept-frequency inverse document
frequency (CF-IDF) is used. CF-IDF is a weighting scheme for
discovering the key concepts within datasets that is based on
term-frequency inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) that
tends to rank the concepts based on their frequency in relation
to document frequency [48-50].
As a final step, semantic similarity between the texts is
computed. Thus is a process whereby metrics are used for
weighting or ranking similar concepts based on a concept
taxonomy [51]. Semantically similar concepts can be thus
grouped or classified together as shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 1. Bag of Concepts Model Developed by Kim, et al. [45].

It was decided to consider each of the collection of short
stories as a single document. Short stories were not considered
as separate documents. The rationale is that concept mining is
more effective with long documents. In this regard, it was
thought that concept mining would work better with the
collections of short stories than individual stories.
VI. DATA ANALYSIS
For the extraction of the concepts, concept-based text
representation was used. The documents were converted into
clauses or what is referred to as ‘bag of concepts’. Documents
were represented as strings of concepts, where each document

Fig. 2. An Example of Computing Semantic Similarity [51].
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Most of metrics are designed for computing the semantic
similarity with focus on the structure of the semantic network
between concepts (e.g., path length and depth), or only on the
Information Content (IC) of concepts [51]. These metrics,
however, are not appropriate for the thematic typologies of
literary texts which require identifying the conceptual
similarities within texts. In so doing, the method developed by
Zhu and Iglesias [51] for computing the conceptual similarity
within texts is used for clustering and categorizing the selected
texts based on their type concepts.
The selected texts are categorized based on their conceptual
similarity into five categories. These are class conflict, Wessex,
religion, female suffering, and social realities. First, the
concept of class conflict is represented through romantic
relations, mismatched marriages, elopement, and inequalities.
Texts in this group included The Poor Man and the Lady, Life's
Little Ironies, Far From the Madding Crowd, and A Group of
Noble Dames. Second, the concept of Wessex is associated
with a number of other concepts including rural life, local
traditions, and industrialization. The concept of Wessex is
extensively represented in Desperate Remedies, Under the
Greenwood Tree, A Pair of Blue Eyes, The Hand of Ethelberta,
The Trumpet Major, A Laodicean, and The Well-Beloved.
Third, the concept of religion is represented through Christian
beliefs and rituals, faith, morality, human existence, spiritual
doubt, Evangelicalism and biblical references. Texts grouped
under the concept of religion included Jude the Obscure, Tess
of the D’Urbervilles, and Wessex Tales. Fourth, the concept of
female suffering is represented through divorce, sexuality,
struggle of women, oppression, and loss of chastity. Texts in
this group included Two on a Tower, An Indiscretion in the
Life of an Heiress, and A Changed Man and Other Tales.
Finally, the concept of social realities is represented through
poverty, social security, inequalities, and forces of oppression.
Texts categorized under the heading of social realities included
The Woodlanders. The Return of the Native and The Mayor of
Casterbridge.
VII. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSIONS
Based on computing the conceptual similarity within the
datasets, the texts were grouped into five main categories.
These included class conflict, Wessex, religion, female
suffering, and social realities. These are shown as follows.
A. Class Conflict
Class conflict is one of the central concepts in Hardy’s
novels and short stories including The Poor Man and the Lady
and A Group of Noble Dames. In The Poor Man and the Lady,
for instance, Hardy describes the ugly face of class conflict.
This is represented in the love story between Miss Allamont
and Will Strong. Miss Allamont is the squire’s daughter and
his heiress and Will Strong is a son of a peasant working on the
estate of the Squire. In spite of the class gap between both,
Miss Allamont takes a romantic interest in Will, and this is
strongly rejected by her parents. Being rejected, Will moves to
London where he achieves a striking success and becomes a
public figure. However, he is still rejected by the family. This
leads the two lovers to marry in secret and live away from her
family. Soon her life is endangered and she dies. It was thus
obvious that Hardy did not like class differences of his age and

tended to represent the hypocrisy of the Victorian age in his
books. Hardy describes the sufferings of the lower classes and
the severe laws that threaten their lives in these books [52].
B. Wessex
Wessex is a dominating theme in many of Hardy’s novels
and short stories. In these texts, Hardy stressed the death of
England’s rural life along with its old customs and local
traditions. Many critics consider Hardy as the greatest novelist
in the form of regional fiction, and they think that the best
example of regional fiction is Hardy's Wessex novels [53-55].
In the Wessex texts, Bullen [56] argues, Hardy succeeded at
linking human behavior with the physical world. He adds that
the works of Thomas Hardy to the historic place he was
concerned with in his writings indicating that he was nostalgic
for the past of England and that he distrusted modern
civilization.
C. Religion
Religion is one of the central themes in Hardy’s prose
fiction. In his novels and short stories, the Bible and biblical
names are obviously frequent. Influenced by controversies of
the age, Hardy used what came to be known as the
evolutionary narrative envisaged an alternative to a narrative
which assumes that God created the world in its present state.
Hardy expressed morality in a unique way. Morality is not
based on traditional Christian beliefs. Rather, it is a social
construct enforced by human intelligence rather than divine
authority [57].
Many critics claim that any thematic discussion of Hardy’s
works has to consider religion as a crucial element in
understanding and interpretation [58]. Hardy’s texts cannot be
fully understood without critical considerations of religious
background and influence. According to Fergusson [59], the
avoidance of such religious dimensions in thematic discussions
results in interpretative gaps and loss of many thematic
concepts in the literary texts.
D. Female Suffering/Tragedy
The texts included in this category reflect Hardy’s
preoccupation with the Victorian women and their sufferings.
Hardy’s women are destined to suffer. They are victims to the
merciless conditions of the age. Women’s suffering was deeply
rooted in the hypocrisies of the Victorian society which was
male dominated and obsessed with the idea of woman
virginity. Many critics have advocated the idea that the texts of
Hardy address the low position of women in the Victorian
society and the strict laws that tended to deprive them of their
independence. Morgan [60] argues that Hardy’s texts reflect
his sympathy towards women and his deep concern with their
sufferings. Hardy introduces the sufferings of his women with
a peculiar pathos and shows them as victims of maledominated society. Likewise, in her book The Feminist
Sensibility in the Novels of Thomas Hardy, Kaur [61] stresses
that Hardy had sympathy for the women’s cause and their
sufferings. She stresses that Hardy is ‘feministic’, an artist with
feminist sensibilities.
The results of the study agree with different feminist
readings of Thomas Hardy that consider the writings of Hardy
as a cry against the injustices done to the Victorian woman,
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and an assertion her rights. The feminist investigations of
Hardy’s work often involve a discussion of sexuality and the
sensual dimensions of the texts [60, 62, 63]. The main
assumption of feminist readings of Hardy is that his texts
reflect in one way or another the individual and social
pressures the Victorian woman had to experience [61, 64-67].
The central concept in such reviews is that Hardy’s works both
depict and resist the male-centered culture and the oppression
of the Victorian woman. At this point, much of the feminist
reading of Hardy’s prose fiction praises his progressive
exploration, understanding, and support of women issues at a
time of social crisis and change [66, 68].
E. Social Realities
In this class of novels and short stories, Thomas Hardy was
concerned with depicting the contemporary social issues of his
age. Levine [69] argues that that Hardy was a Victorian social
critic since his writings depict the sufferings of England’s
working class and society’s responsibility for their tragic fates.
That is, Hardy’s mind was preoccupied with improving
conditions of society. He marks Hardy as a realistic writer who
thought his role to express the joys and woes of the victims of
merciless conditions of life. Likewise, Reid [70] argues that
Hardy’s works represent a cry against the excesses of modern
civilization and injustices of modern societies.
It can be concluded that concept mining methods can be
used for identifying the conceptual similarities within texts and
generating reliable typologies of the novels and short stories of
Thomas Hardy. Texts were successfully categorized based on
their thematic concepts of class conflict, Wessex, religion,
female suffering, and social realities. Although the thematic
typology of Thomas Hardy based on the concept mining
methods agrees in principle with the previous classifications
based on fundamental philological approaches, the results
reported here are testable, replicable, and thus reliable.
VIII. CONCLUSION

novels and short stories of Thomas Hardy, the results can be
extended to other literary texts. It can be finally suggested that
the computational and quantitative methods will be central
components in the future of thematic typology research.
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Abstract—Educational Data Mining has been implemented in
predicting student final grade in Indonesia. It can be used to
improve learning efficiency by paying more attention to students
who are predicted to have low scores, but in practice it shows
that each algorithm has a different performance depending on
the attributes and data set used. This study uses Indonesian
standardized students’ data named Data Pokok Pendidikan to
predict the grades of junior high school students. Several
prediction techniques of K-Nearest Neighbor, Naive Bayes,
Decision Tree and Support Vector Machine are compared with
implementation of parameter optimization and feature selection
on each algorithm. Based on accuracy, precision, recall and F1Score shows that various algorithm performs differently based
on the high school data set, but in general Decision Tree with
parameter optimization and feature selection outperform other
classification algorithm with peak F1-Score at 61.48% and the
most significant attribute in are First Semester Natural Science
and First Semester Social Science score on predicting student
final score.
Keywords—Educational data mining; student performance;
classification models; feature selection; parameter optimization

I.

INTRODUCTION

Educational data mining is a rapidly growing
multidisciplinary area of study devoted to studying and
developing techniques for extracting useful information from
enormous amounts of data generated in educational settings
[1]. Because information technology has been significant in
improving the area of education over the last decade, nearly
every institution now maintains a student information system
[1]. This information includes student demographic, parent
information, scores etc. Applying data mining techniques to
educational processes can be beneficial in identifying
important trends, performance summaries, and insights, which
will assist students in identifying areas for improvement. An
institution's academic performance, life cycle management,
course selection, retention rate measurement, and grant money
management may all be considered [2].
Predicting student grades is one of educational mining's
applications. Grades are critical components of education since
they act as a barometer of a student's competency and
performance within that institution. Predicting a student's final
grade might also encourage a school to improve its teaching
techniques and create a more pleasant learning environment

[1]. By providing additional support to students who were
previously projected to have lower grades, it is possible to
enhance learning efficiency and the overall student grade [3].
Finally, a high score improves a student's chances of admission
to a more prestigious higher education program.
Data from Organization for Economic Co-operation and
Development (OECD) shows that Indonesian student ranked
72 out of 77 countries on Programme for International Student
Assessment (PISA) report in 2018, and this rank tends to
stagnate for the last 10-15 years. It can be concluded that
education in Indonesia is still lagging compared to other
countries.
The purpose of prediction is to determine the value of an
unknown variable that correspond to the student [1]. In
Indonesia there have been several researches that investigate
student performance prediction using Naive Bayes (NB) [4],
Decision Tree (DT) [5], Support Vector Machine (SVM) [6],
K-Nearest Neighbor (K-NN) [7] and Regression Analysis [8]
but there is no research that predicts student grades by using
standardized national socio-demographic aspects of students
such as the Data Pokok Pendidikan (DAPODIK).
The purpose of this study is to find the best algorithm to
predict student final score using standardized DAPODIK data
combined with student historical grade from three public junior
high schools in Indonesia. With standardized data, schools
throughout Indonesia can determine the best method to predict
student grades in their schools. It can be used to improve
learning efficiency by providing additional support to students
who were previously projected to have lower grades. This
study will compare four different algorithms, Naive Bayes,
Decision Tree, K-Nearest Neighbors and Support Vector
Machine with two data mining optimization methods,
parameter optimization (PO) and feature selection (FS).
II. RELATED WORK
Mengash [9] in their study found that using Artificial
Neural Networks to predict student performance of 2039
Computer Science students at a Saudi Public University from
2016 to 2019 had an accuracy rate of greater than 79%,
outperforming other classification techniques such as Decision
Trees, Support Vector Machines, and Naive Bayes. It compares
various pre-admission criteria (high school grade average,
Scholastic Achievement Admission Test score, and General
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Aptitude Test score). The findings indicate that the Scholastic
Achievement Admission Test score is the most reliable
predictor of future student performance of any pre-admission
criteria. As a result, admissions systems should give this score
a higher weight.

student including the course grade. They develop a model to
predict student performance using K-Nearest Neighbor, Naive
Bayes, Decision Tree and Logistic Regression Model. It shows
that Naive Bayes outperform other classification algorithm
with 89.26% accuracy.

Rifat et al. [10] perform research to predict students'
performance using transcript data from a Bangladeshi
institution. The authors utilized six cutting-edge classification
algorithms (Gradient Boosted Tree, Random Forest, Tree
Ensemble, Decision Tree, Support Vector Machines and KNearest Neighbor) to forecast students' final grades. The
findings indicated that the Random Forest algorithm performed
the best, with an accuracy of 94.1%, followed by the Tree
Ensemble method.

Based on previous study shows that data set plays a big role
in determining which algorithm is the best for predicting
student final score. On this research a standardized data set is
used to determine which algorithm is best to be applied
throughout high school in Indonesia.

Yao et al. [11] perform research to determine the final score
of secondary school students utilizing their personal data. The
data set contains a variety of factors, including parent
information, student health status, financial status and.
attendance etc. With feature selection, the J48 algorithm
achieved the highest accuracy of 84.39%, whereas without
feature selection, the OneR algorithm achieved the highest
accuracy of 84.19%.
Saa et al. [12] gathered data on student demographics,
course teacher information, student general information, and
prior performance from a private institution in the United Arab
Emirates using various algorithms (Decision Tree, Random
Forest, Gradient Boosted Trees, Deep Learning, Naive Bayes,
Logistic Regression and Generalized Linear Model). With
75.52% accuracy, the Random Forest method topped the other
classifiers, followed by the Logistic Regression technique.
Fairos et al. [13] conduct research to predict student
performance using Universiti Technology Cawangan Kelantan
and Universiti Teknologi MARA Cawangan Negeri Sembilan
student data with total 631 transcript from 2013 to 2016, with
various attributes such as gender, all the course enrolled by

III. METHODOLOGY
This research uses The Cross Industry Standard Process for
Data Mining (CRISP-DM) [14]. CRISP-DM is the most used
methodology for developing Data Mining projects; it consists
of six steps as visualized in Fig. 1. The first step is business
understanding where the purpose is to provide context for the
objectives and data. The second step is data understanding
where its purpose is to determine what can be expected and
accomplished from the data. The third step is data preparation
where it involves cleaning, integrating, and formatting the data
[15]. The fourth step is modelling where the Naive Bayes,
Decision Tree, Support Vector Machine and K-Nearest
Neighbor algorithm are used then optimized using feature
selection and parameter optimization method to produce the
best prediction model. The last step is Evaluation of each
model based on accuracy, precision, recall and F1-Score.
A. Data Understanding
The first step is to collect data from various sources, locate
and gather data for training and validate the algorithm, which
may be spread over many spreadsheets, databases, or
webpages. This research uses data from 3 high schools from
the Jakarta class of 2020 and 2019. With a total of 926 student
data each with 33 variables, in xlsx format with Table I
attributes.

Fig. 1. CRISP-DM Methodology.
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TABLE I.

DATA ATTRIBUTES

Variables

Description

Possible Value

Final Grades

Average of Student’s Final Grade

A, B, C, D, E, F, G

Entrance Grades

Student’s Final Grade in Primary School

A, B, C, D, E, F, G

Gender

Student’s Gender

Male, Female

Type of living

Student’s living types

Living with Parents, Boarding House,
Living with Guardian
Others

Transportation Method

Student’s Transportation Method to School

Car, Motorcycle, Bicycle, Public Transportation, Taxibike, On Foot,
Others

Father’s Education

Father’s latest Education

None, Primary School, Junior High school, Senior High school,
Diploma, Bachelor’s Degree, Master’s Degree

Father’s Occupation

Father’s latest Occupation

General employees, Entrepreneur, Merchant, Deceased, Laborer,
Government Employees/Soldiers/Police, Others

Father’s Income

Father’s Monthly Income

No Income,
<Rp 500.000,
Rp 500.000 - Rp 999.999,
Rp 1.000.000 - Rp 1.999.999,
Rp 2.000.000 - Rp 4.999.999,
Rp 5.000.000 - Rp 20.000.000,
>Rp 20.000.000

Mother’s Education

Mother’s latest Education

None, Primary School, Junior Highschool, Senior Highschool,
Diploma, Bachelor’s degree, Master’s degree

Mother’s Occupation

Mother’s latest Occupation

General employees, Entrepreneur, Merchant, Deceased, Laborer,
Government Employees, Soldiers/Police, Others

Mother’s Income

Mother’s Monthly Income

No Income,
<Rp 500.000,
Rp 500.000 - Rp 999.999,
Rp 1.000.000 - Rp 1.999.999,
Rp 2.000.000 - Rp 4.999.999,
Rp 5.000.000 - Rp 20.000.000,
>Rp 20.000.000

First and Second Semester’s
Grades

Grades in Religion, Civic, Bahasa Indonesia,
English, Mathematics, Natural Science, Social
Science, Art and Culture, Sports

A, B, C, D, E, F, G
After being collected, the data is combined into a single data set.

B. Data Preparation
This step is to delete duplicate data or have empty attributes
leaving 759 student data remaining. Then, numerical attributes
are converted into categorical attributes based on Table II rules.
TABLE II.

MAPPING RULES

Numerical Values

Categorical Values

Above 95

A

90-94

B

85-89

C

80-84

D

75-79

E

70-74

F

Below 70

G

C. Modelling
Classification is a concept that refers to the act of
classifying things according to information about one or more
of its attributes, as well as categorizing them according to a
collection of already classified items [16]. This research uses
RapidMiner software which has a large collection of
classification and optimization methods [17].
Naive Bayes is one of the simplest and most frequently
used classification methods [18]. This method is based on
Bayesian theory of probability, which assumes that a class is
independent of each other [19]. With a simple concept, Naive
Bayes uses a conditional probability model with P(six) as the
probability of the class and assumes that the value of a
predictor (x) in a particular class (c) does not depend on the
value of other predictors. Naive Bayes can be described in the
following equation 2.2.

Then the data is divided into two categories: training and
testing, The training data set comprises 80% of the total data
will be used to train the algorithm for classifying student data,
whereas the testing data set comprises 20% will be used to
evaluate the trained model's performance.

ax(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t) + B1w(t)

(1)

Naive Bayes has the advantages of being fast and efficient
in using memory, able to handle quantitative data and discrete
data, resilient to noise and only requires a small amount of data
for classification and can handle missing values by ignoring
values during probability calculations [20].
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Decision Tree is a method for classifying by looking for
differences between classes and dividing them using attributes
by making a diagram in the form of a tree. This method uses a
divide-and-conquer approach, one of the advantages is the ease
of reading the model that has been made, with this
convenience, information related to the identification of
important attributes and relationships between classes can be
used for analysis and research in the future [21]. By splitting to
determine branches, there are several ways that can be used,
such as Gini Impurity which looks for branches that have the
most homogeneous results, which means that the results of the
division have similar characteristics.
K-Nearest Neighbor performs classification by comparing
input with training data like it, each data consists of n-attributes
represented by a point on the n-dimensional graph, if given a
data whose class is not known then K-Nearest Neighbor will
look for several k training data closest to the location with the
data [19] . After knowing the number of closest samples, the
algorithm can estimate the class of the data based on the
number of closest samples, the distance can be measured using
several formulas such as Euclidean Distance. The advantage of
K-Nearest Neighbor is that it can group a lot of data efficiently
and in a fast time [20], but it has the disadvantage that it can
become significantly slower with an increasing amount of data.
Support Vector Machine is a method that can be used to
classify linear and non-linear data [22]. The way it works is by
doing non-linear mapping to change the training data to a
higher dimension, in this dimension he looks for the most
optimal linear hyperlane separator. With enough nonlinear
mappings that have high dimensions, data from the two classes
can always be separated by hyperlane. Support Vector
Machines finds hyperlane using support vectors and margins
[19]. The advantages of Support Vector Machines are that it
works well if there is a clear distance between class
differences, effective for cases where the number of
dimensions is more than the number of sample data, but the
disadvantages are that it is not suitable for large data sets and
does not perform well for data sets that have a lot of noise.
Feature selection reduces the number of dimensions of the
data set thereby reducing processor and memory usage [23].
With this feature selection removes irrelevant attributes from
the data set and improves the accuracy of the algorithm. For
this study forward selection is used where it starts with an
empty attribute set and adds attributes in it until the stopping
criterion is met [24]. This method allows avoiding the use of
additional memory and processor and improves the accuracy of
the algorithm by removing irrelevant attributes from the data
set.
Parameter optimization is a technique used to find the best
combination of parameters to get the optimum performance of
each algorithm. In the approach there are several ways such as
through the grid, evolutionary and quadratic. By running
iterations according to the provisions, then trying to calculate
new parameters that may be between the previous parameters,
and after that compare the results of the accuracy of the initial
parameters and the parameters of the calculation results. The
grid search is originally an exhaustive search based on defined

subset of the hyper-parameter space. The hyper-parameters are
specified using minimal value (lower bound), maximal value
(upper bound) and number of steps [25]. In this case the grid
search is used since those best ranges and dependencies are
known.
D. Evaluation
In this research method the evaluation will be carried out
using multi-class confusion matrix to evaluate each model
accuracy, precision, recall and F1-Score.
E. Result and Analysis
Tables below summarizes the algorithm performance for
Naive Bayes, Decision Tree, Support Vector Machines and KNearest Neighbor without any optimization, and with both
feature selection and parameter optimization on different high
school testing data set. For more concise tabulation the
methods Naïve Bayes, Decision Tree, Support Vector
Machines, K-Nearest Neighbor, combined feature selection
and parameter optimization are abbreviated to NB, DT, SVM,
K-NN and FS+PO, respectively.
On Table III shows result for high school A data set,
Decision Tree with optimization shows to be the best overall
algorithm and with best F1-Score at 54.01% and the most
significant attribute on that algorithm is First Semester Social
Science, Second Semester English and Gender, while KNearest Neighbor with optimization achieved best accuracy
score at 77.36% while Naive Bayes with optimization achieved
best recall score at 52.41%.
On Table IV shows result for high school B data set,
Decision Tree with optimization shows to be the best overall
algorithm and with best accuracy at 85.71% and precision at
64.40% and the most significant attribute is First Semester
Religion score, First Semester Natural Science score, First
Semester Sports score, First Semester Arts score, First
Semester Social Science score and Second Semester Arts score
while Naïve Bayes without optimization achieved best recall
score at 61.11%.
On Table V shows result for high school C data set, Naive
Bayes with optimization shows to be the best overall algorithm
on all measurements and the most significant attributes are
First Semester Natural Science score, First Semester Social
Science score and Gender.
TABLE III.
Algorithm

PERFORMANCE ON HIGH SCHOOL A TESTING DATA SET

Optimization
Method

Accuracy

Precision

Recall

F1Score

-

69.81%

60.60%

48.72%

54.01%

NB
PO + FS

76.92%

55.47%

52.41%

53.89%

-

62.26%

55.90%

39.12%

46.02%

DT
PO + FS

73.58%

62.46%

50.63%

55.92%

-

66.04%

32.72%

36.22%

34.38%

PO + FS

71.70%

60.58%

44.37%

51.46%

SVM
-

67.92%

58.58%

42.29%

49.11%

PO + FS

77.36%

38.54%

44.57%

41.33%

K-NN
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TABLE IV.
Algorithm

PERFORMANCE ON HIGH SCHOOL B TESTING DATA SET

Optimization
Method

Accuracy

Precision

Recall

F1Score

-

76.79%

53.12%

61.11%

56.70%

PO + FS

83.93%

60.60%

61.01%

60.80%

-

66.07%

43.75%

42.56%

43.14%

PO + FS

85.71%

64.40%

58.83%

61.48%

-

66.04%

32.72%

36.22%

34.38%

PO + FS

82.14%

60.91%

57.54%

59.17%

-

69.64%

47.62%

44.15%

45.81%

PO + FS

78.57%

53.08%

57.00%

54.97%

NB

DT

SVM

K-NN

TABLE V.
Algorithm

PERFORMANCE ON HIGH SCHOOL C TESTING DATA SET

Optimization
Method

Accuracy

Precision

Recall

F1Score

-

48.78%

42.39%

51.62%

46.55%

[2]

[3]
[4]

[5]

[6]

[7]

[8]

[9]

NB
PO + FS

79.41%

66.62%

66.62%

66.62%

-

63.44%

50.91%

50.86%

58.88%

PO + FS

70.73%

57.30%

64.93%

60.87%

-

60.98%

42.00%

36.70%

39.17%

PO + FS

68.75%

41.86%

45.56%

43.63%

-

58.54%

39.78%

38.17%

38.95%

PO + FS

75.61%

45.65%

51.49%

48.39%

[10]

DT
[11]

SVM
[12]

K-NN
[13]

In general, the experiment shows that feature selection and
parameter optimization improve the accuracy of the classifier
algorithm up to 62.79%. However, it also shows that various
algorithms show different accuracy results with different high
school data set. Decision Tree with optimization shows to be
the best overall combination to predict student performance on
A and B high school data set with peak F1-Score at 61.48%,
meanwhile Naive Bayes with optimization shows to be the best
combination on high school C data set with 66.62% F1-Score
And in almost every data set shows that the most significant
attributes are First Semester Natural Science, First Semester
Social Science score on predicting student final score.
IV. CONCLUSION
The result of this study found that: (a) Overall best F1Score is achieved by Decision Tree with feature selection and
parameter optimization. (b) In general parameter optimization
and feature selection show to improve algorithm performance.
(c) The most significant attributes in predicting student score
are First Semester Natural Science score and First Semester
Social Science score. (d) Even with the same attributes from
different schools’ data set each algorithm performs differently.
With these results it can be concluded that the research has
achieved its objectives. But there is a room of improvement on
this research since there are lack of data varieties because
we’re only using data from single province in Indonesia.
[1]
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Abstract—Cyberbullying is the use of technology to harass,
threaten or target another individual. Online bullying can be
particularly damaging and upsetting since it is usually
anonymous and it’s often hard to trace the bully. Sometimes
cyberbullying can lead to issues like anxiety, depression, shame,
suicide, etc. Most of the cyberbullying cases are not revealed to
the public and the number of cases reported to the legal system is
only few. Certain victims do not reveal their bully experiences
out of shame or due to difficult procedures for reporting to the
legal system. Our cyberbullying detection system aims to bring
cases involving cyberbullying under control by detecting and
warning the bully. Such cases are also reported to appropriate
authorities, which can then be verified and necessary actions can
be taken depending on the situation. The technology stack used
for implementation include Flask, Scikit learn, Chat application
APIs, Firebase, HTML, Javascript and CSS. The model was
tested on classifiers like SVM, KNN, Logistic regression and
Random Forest. F1 score was used as a metric to assess the four
models. While analyzing the performances of these models, it was
observed that Random Forest Classifier outperformed all the
models. F1 score of 93.48% was achieved using the Random
Forest Classifier.
Keywords—Cyberbullying detection; support vector machine
(SVM); kNN (k nearest neighbor); logistic regression; random
forest classifier

I.

INTRODUCTION

The most common type of online bullying is mean
comments which includes use of aggressive and pejorative
words, threats, profile hacking etc. [11][12][13][14]. Nearly 8
out of 10 individuals are subject to the different types of
cyberbullying in India. Out of these around 63% faced online
abuses and insults, and 59% were subject to false rumours and
gossip for degrading their image. 64% of victims receive an
aggressive instant message when they are bullied. 7 in 10
young people experience cyberbullying before they hit the age
of 18. About 37% of children between 12 and 17 years
experienced cyberbullying at least once. One in four children
fall victim to cyber bullies. In just one year, cyberbullying of
teenagers and Indian women has increased by 36%. Only 4.6%
of the cases are reported to the authorities and the rest go
unnoticed or are hidden by victims to save themselves from
further damage. Cases of cyber stalking or bullying of women
or children increased by more than 36% from 2018 to 2020,
data released recently by the National Crime Records Bureau
showed.
Most of the comments that are posted on social media are
noticed by people, but a large number of cases involving
cyberbullying in messages are not shown in the public by
victims to protect themselves from shame. These events can

severly impact the one getting bullied and can sometimes lead
to suicide. Currently studies and projects that are carried out in
this area only include models to classify single sentences as a
comment on bullying or not. What differentiates our model
from existing ones is that we capture the message, the context
and details of the bully and report it to authorities. With the use
of our cyberbullying detection system, messages indicating
cyberbullying can be detected and reported so that such events
do not go unnoticed.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II
summarizes contemporary research works carried out in
cyberbullying detection. While Section III elaborates the
methodology employed, Section IV discusses the results as an
outcome of our work carried out. Section V concludes the
findings and details the future work.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
Many existing approaches were proposed in [1]. Authors
have worked on the detection of Cyberbullying over comments
posted on Instagram. Preprocessing techniques performed
include unimportant character removal and removal of stop
words. The machine learning model used was the Linear
Support Vector Machine (LSVM). The metrics used for
evaluation were accuracy, precision and recall. The model was
designed only for detection of highly negative social media
posts, more features and detailed labelling surveys can improve
accuracy. In [2], authors have worked on identifying tweets
related to cyberbullying by using PHP and HTML with
MySQL and Twitter API. The preprocessing steps carried out
were removal of punctuations and emotional icons. The
detection of cyberbullying in tweets was done using a simple
keyword search, in which each word present in the tweet was
compared with the words in the dataset. The model did not
consider the context of tweet, accuracy, informal language and
abbreviations.
In [3], authors worked on the detection of cyberbullying on
ASKfm which is a platform that allows users to ask and answer
questions anonymously. Data cleaning steps done were
removal of white spaces and replacement of abbreviations. The
preprocessing steps consisted of tokenization, POS tagging and
lemmatization. The machine learning model used was SVM
(Support Vector Machine) and the evaluation metric
considered was F1 score. The model only detected
cyberbullying, it did not warn the bully or report the same to
authorities. In [4], authors worked on identification and
classification of Cyberbully Incidents using Bystander
Intervention Model. The proposed model focused mainly on
the analysis of direct intervention by bystanders. The dataset
used consisted of posts and activities from facebook. Data
preprocessing steps included were removal of whitespaces and
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stop words. The machine learning model used for
implementation was Random Forest Classifier. A limited
dataset with limited accuracy was used for binary
classification. In [5], the authors worked on the design of
Semantic Framework for detecting Cyberbullying on social
media. The main focus of the paper was detection of
cyberbullying using Semantic learning. Removing stop words
and Tokenization were the preprocessing steps performed.
Sentiment Analysis was done on comments from posts. The
model concentrated only on binary classification of comments
and did not include reporting of comments related to
cyberbullying to authorities. In [6], the authors’ approach is
validated on a dataset of over 3000 images along with peergenerated comments posted on the Instagram photo-sharing
network, running comprehensive experiments using a variety
of classifiers and feature sets. In this work, methods for
detecting cyberbullying in commentaries following shared
images on Instagram are developed. Classification of images
and captions themselves are potential targets for cyberbullies.
Standard k-fold validation technique is used to train data. It is a
lengthy process. The training algorithm has to be rerun from
scratch k times, which means it takes k times as much
computation to make an evaluation. In [7], the paper proposes
a supervised machine learning approach for detecting and
preventing cyberbullying. Several classifiers are used to train
and recognize bullying actions. The evaluation of the proposed
approach on cyberbullying dataset shows that Neural Network
performs better. Preprocessing is done, and then feature
extraction is performed. The extracted features are fed into a
classification algorithm to train, and test the classifier and
hence use it in the prediction phase. Two classifiers, namely,
SVM and Neural Network are used. This model of detecting
cyberbullying patterns is limited by the size of training data.
Thus, a larger amount of cyberbullying data is needed to
improve the performance. In [8], authors worked on aggressive
text detection for cyberbullying. The proposed model
automatically maps a document with an aggressiveness score,
thus treating aggressive text detection as a regression problem
and explores different approaches for this purpose. These
include lexicon-based, supervised, fuzzy, and statistical
approaches. The different methods were tested over a dataset
extracted from Twitter and compared them against human
evaluation. The results favored approaches that considered
several features particularly the presence of swear or profane
words. The approaches used could be refined to better handle
difficult cases, testing more supervised approaches using a
larger dataset and building a framework for cyberbullying
automatic identification. In [9], the authors have focused on
detection and mitigation of cyberbullying in English and
Arabic. The dataset was taken from Facebook posts and
Twitter feeds. Their preprocessing involved removing tweets
other than English and Arabic. Naive Bayes and Support
Vector Machine were used to build the model. Recall and
Precision were used as a metric for evaluating the built model.
Enhancing the performance measures achieved by the system
by using hybrid training models, such as combinations of
Distance Functions, NB and SVM would make the model more
effective in detecting cyberbullying. In [10], the authors have
used methodologies to extract texts sent by the user and
network based attributes are used to study the properties of

bullies and aggressors. Dataset was taken from youtube
comments and Twitter handles. The preprocessing includes
replacing abbreviations with full phrases. Multiple models
were used such as Logistic Regression, SVM and Gradient
Boost. These models were only able to achieve an accuracy
between 70 and 75% and it was only able to give a binary
classification.
Some gaps were identified in the works discussed in this
section. In [1], cyberbullying detection is limited only to
English and Arabic. In [2][3][8], reporting to authorities is not
done at all. In [6][7], only a limited dataset was employed. The
works mentioned in [5][6] performs only with limited
accuracy. Hence, in our paper, we have focused on working
with large dataset and improving accuracy. We have also
worked on reporting to authorities.
III. METHODOLOGY
The system consists of two main parts, a backend that
captures messages on a chat application and calculates the
probability that the sent message belongs to categories like
toxic, severe toxic, obscene, insult or identity hate and a front
end which displays messages that have a high probability of
the message belonging to one of the six categories mentioned.
The system is designed with the following objectives.
• Detection of cyberbullying in text messages.
• Reporting to appropriate authorities for initiating
suitable action.
The technology stack used for backend are Flask, Scikit
learn and Firebase. Flask is a micro web framework written in
Python which contains third-party python libraries used for
developing web applications. Flask was considered for this
system since it was easy to integrate it with the machine
learning model which was also written in python. Scikit Learn
is one of the most useful libraries for machine learning in
python and contains several tools and implementations of
many machine learning algorithms. This has been used to
determine the probabilities of messages being a bully message
with the help of a random forest classifier.
Firebase which is a Backend-as-a-service provided by
Google was chosen as the database to store all the details
related to cyberbullying messages sent on the chat application.
Email notifications are also triggered when database updates
are made. The front end web application that displays the
dashboard is built using HTML, CSS and Javascript. This
dashboard is used by authorities to view details associated with
the cyberbully messages.
A. Dataset
Toxic comment dataset was chosen for this purpose which
was sourced from Wikipedia’s talk page edits. This dataset was
posted on Kaggle by the Conversation AI team, a research
initiative founded by Jigsaw and Google. It essentially consists
of 1,59,571 rows and 7 columns. Each row has a unique
comment along with its comment id and the labels that it
belongs to. Various labels that describe the comment in the
dataset are - toxic, severe_toxic, obscene, threat, insult and
identity_hate. Libraries used include numpy, re, panda, nltk,
Matplotlib, wordcloud, sklearn, pickle.
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B. Exploratory Analysis
Exploratory analysis is the process of analysing the dataset
and displaying it in the form of graphs for better understanding
of how the data is structured. A bar graph is plotted to see the
unique comments that fall under different categories.

Fig. 1. Bar Chart Showing Number of Comments Per Class.

Fig. 1 shows that there are 15,294 toxic messages, 1595
severe_toxic messages 8449 obscene messages 478 threat
messages, 7877 insult messages and 1405 identity_hate
messages.

Fig. 2. Percentage of Comments in Various Categories.

Fig. 2 represents the percentage of comments that belong to
a particular hate label. As we can see that only about 30% of
comments fall under one of the given labels and a certain set of
preprocessing has to be done in order to avoid class imbalance
problems, see Fig. 3.

C. Data Preprocessing
Data preprocessing is a technique that involves
transformation of raw data into a format that can be utilized by
machine learning models. The comments present in the dataset
contain characters that are not essential in determining if a
message is related to cyberbullying, hence such characters
must be removed to increase the efficiency of the machine
learning models. Various preprocessing steps have been carried
out to clean the raw data. They include removal of numbers in
combination with letters, replacing punctuations with white
spaces, conversion of the comments to lower case, removal of
escape sequences and replacing it with white spaces, removal
of non ascii characters, removal of stop words, etc.
Since the data has lot of non-toxic comments and less toxic
comments, training the model can make it prone to identifying
more non-toxic comments rather than toxic comments. Hence,
balancing of non-toxic and toxic comments has been done.
After the basic preprocessing of the data, the dataset was
separated into six sections. Each section contains the comments
along with one of the categories in the dataset. Comments that
were toxic or belonged to other forms of toxicity made up for
less than 10% of the comments in the dataset. This led to a
class imbalance problem where the class distribution was
unequal or skewed. To overcome this issue, we took a subset of
the data where the proportion of comments related to toxicity
was at least 20% in relation to non-toxic comments. In order to
make the subsets first the number of comments under each
category was counted. If the category had 5000 rows, another
5000 rows of comments not belonging to the category were
considered and the two were combined to form a new section.
In case, a category did not have 5000 rows, then 20% of the
comments belonging to the category and 80% of the comments
not belonging to the category were chosen for the combination.
In this manner six different sections or data frames were made
per category.
Fig. 4 gives an overview of the data frames after
eliminating the class imbalance problem. After the dataset was
balanced, it was vectorized using Tfidf vectorizer which
tokenizes the documents, learns the vocabulary given in the
dataset and calculates the document frequency weighting
which is essential in building a machine learning model. As
machine learning models do not understand words or letters,
they are converted to a machine understandable format using
this method. 1-gram is used to split and tokenize the data,
where it breaks the sentences into individual words and
calculates the document frequency weight using Tfidf
vectorizer.

Fig. 3. Word Cloud.

Fig. 4. Overview of the Dataframes.
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D. Backend
The backend was built using Flask, the database used was
Firebase and Telegram API. SMTPLib (Simple Mail Transfer
Protocol) module, which defines an smtp client session object
is used to send emails.
When the server is run, the vectorizer and Random Forest
model for each category is unpickling and loaded into the
memory. We have used the Telegram API to capture messages
sent by users. These messages are first vectorized and then
passed to the machine learning model. These models return
their respective names and the associated probabilities. The
returned probabilities are compared with a threshold to identify
bully messages. If the probability exceeds the threshold of 0.7,
the model with the highest probability is chosen as the category
that identifies the type of bullying. A warning is sent for the
first bully message in the conversation, if more of such
messages are sent further actions are taken.
A message queue is maintained to hold a few messages
before and after the second bully message in the conversation.
This queue is used to store the context of the messages being
sent. The details of the messages and users such as username,
chat id, time stamp, etc., are also stored in the message queue.
Once the message queue is filled, the queue is pushed to the
database along with the type of bullying and its probability.
This event also triggers an email to the authority which alerts
them about the update of the database so that they can review
the conversation. This service is hosted on Heroku where the
service is kept running so that messages can be monitored in
real time.

Fig. 5 is a snapshot of a conversation that involves
bullying. A warning is sent by the bot as a reply to the first
bully message. If the user responsible for sending the message
continues to do so by ignoring the warning, the messages are
captured as evidence along with their details and these are
saved to the database.
E. Frontend
The email that is sent to the authority notifies the authority
when the database has been updated and it consists of the
dashboard URL. On clicking the URL mentioned in the email
for dashboard, the user lands on the login page where the
person has to login using the official cyber cell credentials.
Firebase authentication was used for this purpose.
Upon successful login, the authority is redirected to the
pending page as shown in Fig. 6 which consists of all the
conversations along with details like the type of toxicity, level
of toxicity, name and user Id of the bully. The authority is
given an option to either delete the conversations or approve
them if they are legitimate. Approved messages are displayed
under the approved tab.

Fig. 6. Pending Reports Displayed in the Dashboard.

IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
The evaluation metric chosen was F1 score. F1 score was
selected since it takes into consideration both False Positive
and False Negative values, our goal was to minimise these
values. A table comparing the F1 scores obtained using each of
the machine learning models for the six data frames is shown
below in Table I.
TABLE I.

COMPARISON OF F1 SCORE FOR THE MODELS USED

Measure

Logistic
Regression

KNN

SVM

Random
Forest

F1 Score (Toxic)

0.861234

0.185120

0.876133

0.838055

F1 Score
(severe_toxic)

0.927879

0.857416

0.926004

0.934874

F1 Score (obscene)

0.908655

0.519056

0.921378

0.909091

F1 Score (insult)

0.896599

0.257992

0.902619

0.883993

F1 Score (threat)

0.628821

0.720000

0.786765

0.795539

F1 Score
(identity_hate)

0.699029

0.230159

0.797516

0.768448

Fig. 5. Snapshot of a Cyberbullying Conversation.
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[2]

[3]

[4]

[5]

[6]

Fig. 7. F1 Score Comparison Plot.

[7]

By observing the values in Fig. 7, we see that SVM and
Random Forest perform comparatively better than Logistic
Regression and KNN classifiers. The plot in Fig. 7 shows that
Random Forest represented by the red line and SVM
represented by the green line perform better than the rest. So,
Random Forest is chosen as the best performing model since
results are returned in probabilities which were useful for our
cyberbully detection system. Random Forest also makes use of
multiple decision trees and hence gives a more accurate result.

[8]

[9]

[10]

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
There are many people who are falling prey to
cyberbullying, which goes unnoticed. It is high time that a
system is made which helps in preventing these crimes. Our
cyberbullying detection system aims to bring all these cases of
cyberbullying under control by detecting and warning the
bully. Then these cases are also reported to appropriate local
authorities, which can be verified and required steps and
actions can be taken depending upon the situation. Our model
is built by using Chat application APIs, Firebase, Flask, Scikit
learn, HTML, CSS and Javascript. It also gives high accuracy
compared to the existing projects. It can be feasibly used and
would show appropriate information whenever one is
cyberbullied.
In future, CNN will be applied. Also, the algorithm will be
applied on huge datasets and accuracy can be improved further.
Certain issues like reducing false alarms, educating the users of
the usability feature of cyberbullying detection and reporting to
authorities, framing of privacy features of the platform and
having moderators to review the conversations will be
addressed in future work.

[11]
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Abstract—Mobile telecommunication companies in Malaysia
have been widely used in the recent decade. There is intense
competition among them to keep and gain new customers by
offering various services. The reviews of the services by the
customers are commonly shared on social media such as Twitter.
Those reviews are essential for mobile telecommunication
companies to improve their services and at the same time to keep
their customers from churning to another company. Hence, this
study focuses on the public sentiment on Twitter towards mobile
telecommunication services in Malaysia. Data on Twitter was
scraped using three keywords: Celcom, Digi, and Maxis. The
keywords used to refer to Malaysia's top three mobile
telecommunication companies. The timeline for the tweets was
between December 2020 until January 2021 and was based on the
promotion sales commonly used by the organisation to boost
their sales which is called Year End Sales. Corpus-based
approach and Machine Learning model using RapidMiner were
used in this study, namely, Support Vector Machine (SVM),
Naïve Bayes, and Deep Learning. The corpus determines the
sentiment from the tweets, either positive, negative, or neutral.
The models' performances were compared in terms of accuracy,
and the outcome shows that Deep Learning classifiers have the
highest performance compared to other classifiers. The results of
this sentiment analysis are visualised for easy understanding.
Keywords—Sentiment
analysis;
RapidMiner; mobile telecommunications
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predictive

analytics;

INTRODUCTION

Sentiment analysis determines a writer's attitude toward a
topic or the overall contextual polarity. The author's attitude
could be based on his or her judgment or evaluation, affective
state (i.e., the author's emotional state at the time of writing),
or the intended emotional communication (that is to say, the
emotional effect the author wishes to have on the reader) [1].
In other words, sentiment analysis is the classification of text
documents, such as user reviews, newsgroup postings, and
blogs, based on the polarity of their opinions.
Twitter, Facebook, and Instagram are examples of online
social media that allow users to communicate with people
worldwide. People can spread data, opinions, statements, and
behaviour via social media [2]. They express their thoughts
about items or share personal experiences, and they even can
influence politics and businesses [3]. For example, practically
every large corporation has a Twitter account to keep track of
client comments on their services or products. Twitter is a

powerful microblogging platform that allows users to post
status updates (called "tweets"). These tweets contain a lot of
human expressions, such as likes, dislikes, and contributions
to many issues [3].
Malaysia's mobile telecommunications services sector has
exploded in the recent decade. The competition among
existing and new telecommunication service providers has
intensified as they aim to keep and gain new consumers by
offering a variety of eye-catching promotions and seasonal
events. Customers frequently compare the promotions on
Twitter. Opinions expressed on Twitter are frequently more
influential than other social media because they are made
public for all to see and compare. Hence, the motivation of
this paper is to develop a model that could predict which
telecommunications companies in Malaysia provide the top
mobile services for the users.
The following are the contributions of this paper:
• This research proposes a Sentiment Analysis on
customers’ opinions for mobile telecommunication
services in Malaysia.
• A corpus-based approach and several state-of-the-art
machine learning models are compared to get the best
model.
• The findings are visualised using Microsoft Power BI
to understand the results better.
The remaining of this paper is structured as follows:
Section II discusses the related works on mobile
communications and sentiment analysis, while Section III
describes the study's methodology. Section IV highlights the
results, and Section V concludes the paper with future works.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
A. Mobile Telecommunication Services in Malaysia
Mobile telecommunications are the process of sending,
transmitting, and receiving information over a distance to
communicate [4]. This type of signal transmission is carried
out using a mobile device, such as a cell phone, computer, or
other wired or wireless devices. Mobile telecommunications
have a generation of network standards which are 1G, 2G, 3G,
4G, and 5G. 1G and 2G only give a means of speaking and
texting over mobile phones. 3G allows mobile phone users to
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connect to the internet and send or receive any multimedia
transmissions. 4G increases the bandwidth significantly while
5G is still under development to improve 5G [5].
A study by Dagli and Jenkins [5] stated that mobile phone
services are one of the most prominent growing areas in the
telecommunication industry while currently holding more than
1.7 billion customers worldwide and targeting around 80% of
the world population as its potential customers. Five (5) big
companies dominate the telecommunication industry: Maxis,
Celcom, Digi, U Mobile, and Unifi. However, there are three
major mobile service providers in Malaysia, namely Maxis,
Celcom, and Digi [6]. Smaller carriers with limited coverage
in Malaysia and mobile virtual network operators are the rest
(MVNOs). Each of these significant corporations has its own
set of colours that signify its respective brands. Maxis
represents green (post-paid), red (prepaid), blue represents
Celcom, and yellow represents Digi.
B. Sentiment Analysis
Sentiment analysis (SA), also known as opinion mining or
contextual mining, is a technique used in Natural Language
Processing (NLP), computational linguistics, and text analysis
to discover, systematically extract, and quantify subjective
data. According to Singh et al. [7], the most common
approach is machine learning, a method that needs an essential
data set for training and learning the aspects and sentiments
associated. Sentiment analysis can be used on any material or
object in the form of a customer's voice, such as reviews or
responses. For example, if a consumer wants to buy something
online, they would usually read reviews on the item or product
first, which will help them make the best selection possible
[8]. Sentiment analysis allows businesses to understand a
user's feelings about a product, service, or brand by converting
internet comments into emotion and categorising it as positive,
negative, or neutral [9].
Machine learning and lexicon-based approaches are the
two most utilised techniques in sentiment analysis [10]. The
lexicon-based technique generates flawless dictionaries,
whereas the machine learning technique concentrates on
feature vectors. The general workflow of sentiment analysis
consists of a few processes: goal setting, text preprocessing,
parsing the content, text refinement, and analysis and scoring
[11].
C. Machine Learning Algorithms
1) Support Vector Machine (SVM): Support Vector
Machine (SVM) is a supervised machine learning algorithm
capable of performing classification, regression, and even
outlier detection. The linear SVM classifier works by drawing
a straight line between two classes. SVM is a supervised
machine learning model for two-group classification issues
that uses classification techniques. SVM models can
categorise new text after being given labelled training data
sets for each category. It is mainly used in text classification,
and it comes with a dataset for high-dimensional training [3].
2) Naïve bayes: Naïve Bayes is the supervised machine
learning algorithm that uses Bayes theorem for classification
problems [11]. The Bayes' Theorem is used to create a

collection of classification algorithms known as Naive Bayes
classifiers. In Almonajed and Jukić's paper [3], the researchers
mentioned that the Naïve Bayes classifier is a popular
supervised classifier, furnishes a way to express positive,
negative, and neutral feelings in the web text. Naïve Bayes
classifier is valuable and efficient for classification purposes
[12]. A family of algorithms share a similar idea: each pair of
features being classified is independent of the others. It is a
numerical-based approach with easy, fast, and high accuracy
[13].
3) Deep learning: Deep Learning is a subfield of machine
learning concerned with algorithms inspired by the structure
and function of the brain called artificial neural networks [6].
Deep learning has emerged as a powerful machine learning
technique that learns multiple layers of representations or
features of the data and produces state-of-the-art prediction
results. Along with the success of deep learning in many
application domains, deep learning is also used in sentiment
analysis in recent years [6]. Deep Learning is based on a
multi-layer feed-forward artificial neural network taught via
back-propagation and stochastic gradient descent.
III. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Machine learning and lexicon-based approaches are the
two most utilised techniques in sentiment analysis [11]. The
lexicon-based technique generates flawless dictionaries,
whereas the machine learning technique concentrates on
feature vectors. The general workflow of sentiment analysis
consists of a few processes: goal setting, text preprocessing,
parsing the content, text refinement, and analysis and scoring
[14].
A. Data Collection
Data was collected by extracting tweets from Twitter using
a python tool called Twint. Python is a general-purpose
language. It can build anything using Python [15]. Twint is a
Python-based Twitter scraping tool that allows scraping tweets
from Twitter profiles without using Twitter's API. Twint
makes use of Twitter's search operators to scrape tweets from
specific people, scrape tweets related to specific themes,
hashtags, and trends, and shift out sensitive information from
tweets such as e-mail addresses and phone numbers. Twint
also uses Twitter to make unique queries that allow it to
scrape a Twitter user's followers, tweets they have liked, and
whom they follow without requiring any login, API,
Selenium, or browser emulation. Tweets scraped were
between 1st December 2020 until 31st January 2021. Three
keywords are used to scrape the tweets: Celcom, Digi, and
Maxis. Any tweets posted on Twitter that contained the
keywords and within the durations mentioned above will be
automatically scrapped by Twint.
B. Data Preprocessing
1) Data cleaning: There were seven operators used to
clean the datasets. The first operator is called the Retrieve
operator. After the datasets had been successfully scraped
using Python tools, the datasets were stored in a CSV file.
Then the CSV was stored in the RapidMiner repository. The
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Retrieve operator is used to access the stored datasets in the
repository and load them into the RapidMiner's process. Then,
the second operator is called Filter Examples. The raw
datasets collected consist of multiple languages. Since
RapidMiner only detects English, only English tweets were
chosen. Python tools used in the data collection phase
provided a language detector of the tweets. The tweets were
labelled by each detected language in the language attribute.
Therefore, the Filter Examples operator selected only data
labelled as "en", which means English. After only tweets in
English were chosen, the following operator used was called
the Select Attributes operator. Only four important attributes
from 36 common attributes were selected. The selected
attributes were time, date, tweet, and username attributes.
Then, the operator will keep only the four attributes selected
and remove the remaining 32 attributes.
The next operator used was called Replace operator. The
value of tweet attributes might contain special characters or
punctuation characters. Those characters cannot be processed
to perform a Sentiment Analysis. So, those characters need to
be removed. Remove Duplicate operator was the fourth
operator used in the data preprocessing process. It might be a
spamming situation where the customers spam with the same
tweets in the real world. Therefore, the operator will remove
duplicate data and only keep one. The last operator used in the
data preprocessing process was the Filter Examples operator.
The operator was used again but with a different purpose.
After the datasets go through several processes, the missing
values appear. The values were removed due to some factors,
including those from a special character or just a punctuation
character. Therefore, the operator will remove data with a
missing value. Fig. 1 shows a RapidMiner’s operator used in
the data cleaning process.
2) Data labelling: Fig. 2 shows a RapidMiner's operators
used to extract sentiment. The data labelling process is the
process to extract the sentiment and classify the texts as either
positive, negative, or neutral. The cleaned datasets have been
called by using the Retrieve operator. Then, the Extract
Sentiment operator was used to extract the tweet's sentiment.
A few models can be used to extract the sentiment, and the
VADER model has been used in this project. VADER model
will produce a compound score for each sentence. The
compound score is a metric that calculates the sum of all the
lexicon ratings, which have been normalised between -1(most
extreme negative) and +1 (most extreme positive). Table I
shows a compound for each sentiment class.

Fig. 2. RapidMiner’s Operators use to Extract Sentiments.
TABLE I.

COMPOUND SCORE

Sentiment

Compound Score

Positive

>= 0.05

Neutral

> -0.05 and < 0.05

Negative

<= -0.05

After three classes of sentiment have been successfully
extracted, the following process sets the role for the sentiment
attribute. RapidMiner's operator used was called the Set Role
operator. The role of the attribute that has been set will
describe how other operators handle the attribute. This
operator also will transform the sentiment attribute into a
special attribute.
3) Data transformation: Fig. 3 shows the operators
applied in the Process Document operator. Only attributes that
focused on sentiment analysis were involved in this stage,
which is tweet attributes. There are five processes involved in
the data transformation stage. The first process was Transform
Cases. Transform Cases operator has been applied to
transform all characters in the tweet attribute into lower case.
The second process was stopped word removal. All stop
words, such as frequent terms like a and the, are deleted from
multiple word queries to improve search performance. The
third process was the tokenisation process, where the
Tokenize operator was applied. For this project, non-letter
characters have been used as a method for the splitting points.
The fourth process was the stemming process, where the Stem
operator has been applied. This operator stems from English
words using the Porter stemming algorithm, which employs an
iterative, rule-based substitution of word suffixes intending to
shorten the words to a minimum length. The last data
transformation process was generating n-grams by using the
Generate n-Grams operator. This operator generates the word
n-Grams, which refers to all series of consecutive tokens of
length n.

Fig. 3. Operators Applied in Process Document Operator.
Fig. 1. RapidMiner's Operators used for Data Cleaning.
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C. Model Development
In this project, three machine learning models were
compared. The classifiers used were Support Vector Machine
(SVM), Naïve Bayes, and Deep Learning. Deep learning is a
class of machine learning algorithms that uses multiple layers
to progressively extract higher-level features from the raw
input [16-17]. Those Machine Learning models will be
applied using RapidMiner. After the datasets had been
successfully labelled, the result showed an imbalanced class.
Datasets are said to suffer the Class Imbalance Problem when
highly imbalanced class distributions. The datasets must be
equally distributed for each class to get higher accuracy. There
are a few methods that can be used to handle imbalanced data.
This study used the under-sampling method to obtain an
evenly dispersed amount of data to a model. This method
investigates the class with the smallest number. Fig. 4 shows
RapidMiner's operators used in the modelling process.

Fig. 4. RapidMiner's Operators used in the Modelling Process.

The first operator used in the modelling process was the
Retrieve operator. This operator is used to call the datasets
saved in the RapidMiner repository. The second operator used
was the Sample operator. This operator was used to solve the
imbalanced class problem. The size of the sample has been
specified with an absolute sample. Then, the size per class has
been set by the smallest number of sizes per class for each
dataset. The next operator applied was the Split Data operator.
The operator is used to split the datasets into two parts: train
data and testing data. The split ratio used in this project was
70:30, 80:20, and 90:10 percent. The three ratios were used to
find the best ratio which produced the highest accuracy. After
the Split Data operator splits the datasets into training and
testing data, the training data will be passed to the classifier
operator. In contrast, the testing data will be passed to the
Apply Model operator. Since this project will compare three
different Machine Learning models, three different classifiers
will be used.
After the training data has been successfully processed in
the classifier operator, the training data also will be passed to
the Apply Model operator like the testing data. Therefore, the
Apply Model operator will receive both parts of data: training
and testing data. Apply Model operators have two types of
input received: Model and Unlabeled data. Model input will
be received data that model has been trained, while Unlabeled
data input will be received testing data. This operator also will
apply a model used on the datasets. Not only receive two types
of inputs, but this operator will also produce two types of
output: Labelled data and model. The input of the Model type
was passed without changing to the output through the output
of the model type. While the datasets delivered from the
output of the labelled type will be passed to the Performance
operator. The last operator applied in the modelling process

was a Performance operator. This operator is used to evaluate
the performance of classification tasks statistically. This
operator will return a list of classification task performance
criteria values.
D. Dashboard Development
The goal for developing the dashboard in this project was
to visualise customers' reviews and comparisons between each
telecommunication company's customers based on Twitter
data. This section goes through the visualisation that may be
derived from the sentiment data that has been extracted. The
subject under discussion is customers’ reviews on Malaysia's
top three telecommunication services, and the dashboard was
developed using Microsoft Power BI.
IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
A. Split Ratio Selection
There are three split ratios used in this project which is
70:30, 80:20, and 90:10 percent ratio. Each split ratio
produces a different accuracy, and the split ratio which
produces the highest accuracy was selected. Table II until
Table IV presents the accuracy result by different split ratios
for each dataset. Table II shows the accuracy result for the
Celcom dataset. As shown in Tables II to IV, generally, the
performance of the three classifiers increases as the sample
size increases. In Table II, the Deep Learning classifier
appears to be the best model, followed by the Naive Bayes and
Support Vector Machines classifier. Similar performance can
be seen in Digi and Maxis datasets, in which Deep Learning
consistently gave the highest accuracy results.
Based on the accuracies in Table II until Table IV, the
90:10 percent split ratio produced the highest accuracy for
each classifier and each dataset. Therefore, the 90:10 split
ratio will be used for the following process: finding the best
N-gram for the better accuracies produced.
TABLE II.

ACCURACY RESULT FOR CELCOM DATASET

Classifier

70:30

80:20

90:10

SVM

49.87%

49.94%

50.93%

Naive Bayes

60.84%

61.52%

61.59%

Deep Learning

79.17%

77.81%

81.22%

TABLE III.

ACCURACY RESULT FOR DIGI DATASET

Classifier

70:30

80:20

90:10

SVM

37.86%

38.31%

38.72%

Naive Bayes

52.93%

51.31%

55.49%

Deep Learning

65.03%

69.73%

83.73%

TABLE IV.

ACCURACY RESULT FOR MAXIS DATASET

Classifier

70:30

80:20

90:10

SVM

44.84%

44.21%

45.86%

Naive Bayes

52.84%

52.60%

53.19%

Deep Learning

76.89%

76.91%

78.25%
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B. Model Comparison
1) Support Vector Machine (SVM): The first classifier
tested was the Support Vector Machine. Table V shows the
accuracy for the SVM model with three conditions: without nGrams, n-Grams set to 2, and n-Grams set to 4.
TABLE V.

ACCURACY RESULT FOR SVM MODEL

Accuracy
Dataset
Without n-Grams

n-Grams = 2

n-Grams = 4

Celcom

50.93%

52.28%

45.18%

Digi

38.72%

49.44%

53.98%

Maxis

45.86%

55.40%

54.99%

For the conclusion, after the three different datasets have
been tested using the SVM classifier, by applying the change
of parameter with n-Grams equal to 2 has been set, the
accuracy for the classifier for Celcom and Maxis datasets were
the highest. While for the Digi dataset, by applying the change
of parameter with n-Grams equal to 4 has been set, the
accuracy for the classifier was the highest.

equal to 4 has been set, the accuracy for the classifier will be
decreased. While without the n-Grams, the classifiers will
perform better. It was different from the SVM and Naïve
Bayes classifier.
C. Dashboard Visualisation
The dashboard of customers’ reviews on Malaysia's top
three telecommunication services was developed in 2 pages.
Fig. 5 shows the first page of the dashboard. This page was
aimed to give a clear view to the readers about the comparison
between the top three telecommunication services in Malaysia
based on customers’ reviews on Twitter. The results are
related to customer satisfaction. When the customers feel
satisfied, they believe in the brand and become loyal [18].
Based on the visualisation on page 1, it can be concluded that
Digi telco has the highest number of positive reviews, while
the second-highest was Celcom telco. From that, the readers
can decide where the readers might be tended to choose a
telco with the highest positive reviews. The readers also were
able to read the reviews given by previous users in the table
visualisation.

2) Naïve bayes: The second classifier that has been tested
was Naïve Bayes. Table VI shows the accuracy for the SVM
model with three conditions: without n-Grams, n-Grams set to
2, and n-Grams set to 4.
TABLE VI.

ACCURACY RESULT FOR NAÏVE BAYES MODEL

Accuracy
Dataset
Without n-Grams

n-Grams = 2

n-Grams = 4

Celcom

61.59%

62.44%

63.62%

Fig. 5. Page 1 of the Dashboard.

Digi

55.49%

56.23%

43.49%

Maxis

53.19%

56.58%

48.73%

Fig. 6 shows a second page of the dashboard. This page
was aimed to provide profound information about the reviews.
The readers from the background as a telco's customers might
not be interested in this page because most of the telco's
customers just want to know the information that can help
them decide. At the same time, this page was more focused on
telco companies' sites. Based on the line chart on the second
page, the telco companies can identify a specific time the
reviews were given in the duration selected. From that
information, the telco companies might gain new knowledge
about the customer's behaviour or what has been suffered by
the customers in that time so that the telco companies can
decide to maintain customers satisfaction.

In conclusion, after the three different datasets have been
tested using the Naïve Bayes classifier by applying the change
of parameter with n-Grams equal to 2 has been set, the
accuracy for the classifier for Digi and Maxis datasets will be
the highest. While for the Celcom dataset, n-Grams equals 4
produced the highest accuracy.
3) Deep learning: The final classifier that has been tested
was Deep Learning. Table VII shows the accuracy for the
SVM model with three conditions: without n-Grams, n-Grams
set to 2, and n-Grams set to 4.
TABLE VII.

ACCURACY RESULT FOR DEEP LEARNING MODEL

Accuracy
Dataset
Without n-Grams

n-Grams = 2

n-Grams = 4

Celcom

81.22%

78.00%

66.33%

Digi

83.73%

81.22%

41.67%

Maxis

78.25%

74.39%

59.33%

For the conclusion, after the three different datasets have
been tested using Deep Learning classifiers, applying the
change of parameter with n-Grams equal to 2 and n-Grams

Fig. 6. Page 2 of the Dashboard.
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V. CONCLUSION
This study has demonstrated SVM, Naive Bayes, and Deep
Learning using a corpus-based approach and machine learning
algorithms. Our results showed that the Deep Learning model
without n-Grams provides the highest accuracy. The highest
value produced for the Celcom dataset is 81.22% which is
17.6% better than the Naïve Bayes model and 28.94% better
than the SVM model. Meanwhile, for the Digi dataset, the
Deep Learning model produced 83.73% accuracy, 27.5%
better than the Naïve Bayes model and 29.75% better than the
SVM model. Lastly, for the Maxis dataset, the Deep Learning
model produced 78.25% accuracy, which is 21.68% better
than the Naïve Bayes model and 22.85% better than the SVM
model. The future researcher may consider using a more
extensive dataset for better generalisation. This work would
reach a wider audience with a mobile application since
smartphones are widely used nowadays. Further future work
could also include the Malay language during sentiment
extraction since Malay is the highest population in Malaysia.
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Abstract—Server-side request forgery (SSRF) is a security
vulnerability that arises from a vulnerability in web applications.
For example, when the services are accessed via URL the
attacker supply or modify a URL to access services on servers
that he is not permitted to use. In this research, various types of
SSRF attacks are discussed, and how to secure web applications
are explained. Various techniques have been used to detect and
mitigate these attacks, most of which are concerned with the use
of machine learning techniques. The main focus of this research
was the application of deep learning techniques (LSTM
networks) to create an intelligent model capable of detecting
these attacks. The generated deep learning model achieved an
accuracy rate of 0.969, which indicates the strength of the model
and its ability to detect SSRF attacks.
Keywords—Server-side request forgery (SSRF); machine
learning (ML); deep learning (DL); long short-term memory
(LSTM)

I.

INTRODUCTION

With the development and increasing number of
applications on the World Wide Web, security violations have
increased, as these applications are characterized by being
public, making them vulnerable to attacks [1]. Despite the
great progress in methods to protect web applications, hackers
are searching using advanced technology for loopholes to
overcome these protection methods [2]. These applications
inherently contain huge and sensitive data that must be
protected from intrusion. SSRF attacks exploit any
vulnerability within the web application to enter the server and
obtain data in illegal ways, so we need mechanisms to defend
against these attacks. Web applications use Authentication
Systems to confirm the identity of the client communicating
with the web application on the server. The username and
password are sent from the client to the server in an encrypted
form via HTTP, this information can be compromised while it
is being sent. One of the main characteristics of the web
applications is that it should work without interruption, so
when designing these applications, you must take into account
that it works even if it is attacked by hackers. Therefore,
several security rules and controls must be put in place to
protect web applications from attacks that are widespread with
the development of technology. The development of
technology helps hackers search for potential vulnerabilities in
web applications, making the web application vulnerable with
the data contained within it being corrupted, lost, or hijacked.
There are now basic plans and concepts to reduce the risk of

these attacks and protect data [3]. Web applications are
exposed to multiple attacks, the most common of these attacks
is Cross-Site Scripting (XSS), SQL Injection, DDoS Attack,
Malware, Bots, Cross-Site Request Forgery (CSRF) and
Server-Side Request Forgery (SSRF). To detect and mitigate
attacks against web applications, machine learning techniques
are used because of their ability to learn from data. Server-side
request forgery (SSRF) is a security vulnerability that arises
from a vulnerability in web applications.
In this research, different methods are presented in several
literatures to detect SSRF attacks that use URLs to perform
the attack. in addition to, the LSTM deep learning network
was used to build an intelligent model for detecting SSRF
attacks. The training of this model was based on a set of data
that represents normal data and others infected with attacks.
The test results of this model were good, with an accuracy of
96%.
A. Background of SSRF
In a Server-Side Request Forgery (SSRF) attack, the
attacker reads and controls internal server resources by using
the available functions on the server through web applications
[4], as shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Server-Side Request Forgery (SSRF) Attack [4].

Internal servers behind firewalls can be accessed by the
attackers by submitting a URL within a web request to the
web application.
A real example of an SSRF attack is the Capital One
breach, where the database of Capital One Bank was hacked,
and the information of more than 100 million customers was
stolen. The attacker uses the Amazon Web Services
credentials that were then used to access the Capital One
database. Now a list of the main three types of SSRF attacks
are explained [5].
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• Non-Blind SSRF: As shown in Fig. 2, an attacker can
access the data via the HTTP response. Server
retrieves the contents of the resource located at the
URL submitted, without verification, in an HTTP
response to the user is given.

techniques, due to the presence of many parameters in deep
learning algorithms.
The difference between neural networks and Deep learning
is mainly found in the hidden layer structures. Neural
networks contain one layer while deep learning contains
several hidden layers. These multiple layers enable deep
learning to recognize features in the data without human
intervention [8]. Deep learning techniques vary according to
several factors, as shown in Fig. 6 [9].

Fig. 2. Non-Blind SSRF [5].

• Blind SSRF: Fig. 3 illustrates this type of SSRF attack.
When a web application has SSRF vulnerability but at
the same time there is no HTTP response to the
attacker. Here the attacker sends his own URL, he can
access it, and the server sends an HTTP response to
this URL. However, this method detects vulnerability,
but it is possible that sensitive data will not be
obtained.

Fig. 3. Blind SSRF [5].

Machine learning techniques greatly support artificial
intelligence, as computer systems learn to perform human
tasks such as classification and prediction. There are many
machine learning algorithms and statistical models that are
used to analyze data and extract knowledge from it. The
process of training machine models produces a system capable
of making decisions or recognizing objects. Machine learning
algorithms are divided into several types according to the
training method and the data available for this process.
Deep learning is a machine learning technique, and it is
also considered as developing neural networks by adding new
layers to them. Compared to neural networks, deep learning
networks improve classifiers, especially as the volume of data
increases [6]. As shown in Fig. 5, the performance of deep
learning networks generally improves with increasing amounts
of training data, unlike other types of machine learning
techniques [7].

Fig. 4. Semi-Blind SSRF [5].

• Semi-Blind SSRF: Fig. 4 illustrates this type of attack.
In the HTTP response, the server does not display all
the details but only some of them. Data can be
contained in error messages that enable the attacker to
learn more information such as request response times,
allowing the attacker to validate if a request succeeds.
Deep learning techniques are now used in all areas of
artificial intelligence, recognition of voices, faces, text
analysis, etc. The process of training deep learning networks
often takes longer compared to other machine learning

Fig. 5. Machine Learning Techniques Scale with Amount of Data (source
[7]).
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II. RELATED WORK
There are several studies concerned with how to detect
attacks against web applications, as well as how to face these
attacks and overcome them. Various techniques have been
used to detect and mitigate these attacks, most of which are
concerned with the use of machine learning techniques. we
discuss many of the researches concerned with Preventing
Server-Side Request Forgery Attacks by discovering them and
preventing them from making any threat. Several methods
have been used to detect this type of attack. Most of this
research was based on artificial intelligence techniques
because of their flexibility in application.
In [10], a defensive method was shown to protect web
servers from SSRF attacks, and the researcher divided this
method into several steps as shown in Fig. 7.

Fig. 7. Overall Architecture to Defenses from SSRF [10].

The reverse proxy located in front of the web application
server, in the first step of the methodology, checks all the
signals received from service seekers before allowing them to
log in and use the application. If the reverse proxy finds a
URL embedded in the request from the client to log in to the
web application services, it automatically modifies the address
and transfers this modified address to the web application
server. Helper service takes the original value of the URL and
executes it on the server since it cannot use services that are
running on the internal network Experimental results show
that the proposed solution can prevent all in-band SSRF
attacks. Only one of them requires minimal developer
collaboration In fact, little increase is observed in the response
time in applications for the rest of the applications in the
response time.
The researcher at [11] presented a deep learning-based
model to discover attacks against web application. This model
uses a deep learning technique which is an auto-encoder that is
able to learn from the presence of a sequence of words while
giving weight to these words according to their presence in the
sequence. The model receives an entry request for the web
application and then decodes and encodes the requests vector
and calculates the reconstruction or loss error. If the loss error
value is large then it classifies this request as anomalous
requests, and conversely if the value is low then the request is
classified as normal requests. The threshold θ is set to
determine how small or large the loss error is. The
experimental results show that the proposed model can detect
web applications attack with low false positive rate and true
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• Detecting SSRF using Zeek

positive rate is 1. Because of less volume of labeled
categorized anomalous dataset, the proposed classification
engine is not 100 percent accurate; however, the classification
can be improved with optimized training with a large volume
of dataset, which is left as the future scope of the work.
In [12] end-to-end deep learning is applied to detect cyberattacks astronomically in real-time. The intelligent part of the
proposed framework is illustrated in Fig. 8. Authors evaluate
the feasibility of an unsupervised/semi-supervised approach
for web attack detection based on the Robust Software
Modeling Tool (RSMT), which autonomically monitors and
characterizes the runtime behavior of web applications. RSMT
operates as a late-stage (post-compilation) instrumentationbased toolchain targeting languages that run on the Java
Virtual Machine (JVM). It extracts arbitrarily fine-grained
traces of program execution from running software and
constructs its models of behavior by first injecting lightweight
shim instructions directly into an application binary or byte
code. These shim instructions enable the RSMT runtime to
extract features representative of control and data flow from a
program as it executes, but do not otherwise affect application
functionality. shows the high-level workflow of RSMT’s web
attack monitoring and detection system. This system is driven
by one or more environmental stimuli, which are actions
transcending process boundaries that can be broadly
categorized as either manual or automated.
In [13], an accurate and light-weight Android malware
detection method is proposed. This method takes an APKformatted Android app and passes it on to a deep learning
network (1-D CNN) to be analyzed to discover the extent of
the app's damage. The training and testing steps for this
method are shown in Fig. 2. The training process is dependent
on 5,000 malwares and 2,000 good wares. We confirmed our
method using only the last 512-1K bytes of APK file achieved
95.40% in accuracy discriminating their malignancy under the
10-fold cross-validation strategy as shown in Fig. 9.

• Detecting SSRF using Suricata
• Detection using iptables
In [15], the researcher introduced a network-based
intrusion detection system (NIDS) based on deep learning and
machine learning techniques. This system is aimed at
detecting intrusion on the network by examining the traffic
through it. The general AI-based NIDS methodology for this
paper is illustrated in Fig. 10 [16]. Table I covers the literature
review evaluation.

Fig. 10. Proposed Framework in Paper [16].
TABLE I.

LITERATURE REVIEW EVALUATION

Paper

Contribution

Tool

[10]

a defensive method using was shown
to protect web servers from SSRF
attacks

Reverse Proxy

[11]

Detect attacks against web
application.

Deep Learning

[12]

Detect cyber-attacks astronomically
in real-time.

Deep Learning

[13]

detect malware targeting the Android
system

1-D CNN

[14]

A strategy to Detect real-time SSRF
activities in the Amazon Web
Services environment

VPC Traffic Mirroring,
Zeek, Suricata, iptables

[15]

a network-based intrusion detection
system

deep learning and machine
learning

III. METHODOLOGY
In this Paper, Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) is used
as a deep learning technique to build a model to detect SSRF
attacks. Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) architecture
overcomes vulnerabilities in RNN networks [17]. In the first
part of our methodology, we collect a dataset. Dataset
obtained from the Canadian Institute for Cybersecurity of the
University of New Brunswick. This dataset contains many
features; we can mention some of them.

Fig. 8. Train the Classifier to Detect [12].

This dataset covered all types of SSRF attacks:
Fig. 9. 1-D CNN Model for Malware Discrimination [13].

In [14] a strategy is presented to discover real-time SSRF
activities in the Amazon Web Services environment. This
strategy consisted of several steps as follows:
• Detection using VPC Traffic Mirroring

• Domain token count, avgpathtokenlen, tld, Arg URL
Ratio.
• Number of DotsinURL, Arguments Longest Word
Length.
• Spchar URL delimeter Doman, delimeter path, Number
Rate.
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• Directory Name, Symbol Count Domain, Entropy
Domain.
Pre-processing and transformation the data before it is
used to train and test machine learning algorithms is essential
for creating high-accuracy models. Also, the data that
determines whether there is an attack or not, be converted
from text to numerical form to facilitate the training process of
the deep learning algorithm. Then The text 'benign',
'Defacement' values have been converted to (0-1) to fit the
LSTM deep learning network training process Among the
important processes of data processing in this Paper is the
transformation of data into a form suitable for analysis. Where
scaling techniques were used to improve the possibility of
recognizing data patterns by deep learning model. All data
items is scaled to (-1,1) to enhance the training process.
A. Learning Methodology
The LSTM network that used to build the model in this
Paper be explained in Fig. 11.

In the part of our methodology, we will learn a deep
learning model to be able to detect SSRF attacks as illustrated
in Fig. 12. To train the deep learning model, the dataset is
divided into two parts, the first for the training process and the
second for the testing process. The percentage of training data
was 80% of the entire dataset, while the percentage of test data
was 20%. Then the Feature scaling method was applied to
normalize the range of independent variables, where the data
range became between -1 and 1. Data now is ready to train
and test the model.

Fig. 12. Training Deep Learning Model.

After that, we can use our proposed model to detect any
attacks in the HTTP Request and allow or block this entry
according to the absence or presence of an attack as illustrated
in Fig. 13.

Fig. 13. Use Deep Learning Model to Detect SSRF Attack.

Fig. 11. LSTM Network.

LSTM networks are specifically designed to learn longrange dependencies and avoid problems with RNN. The idea
of this type of network is to have a repeating edge inside each
cell with weight w = 1. This eliminates the problem of the
vanishing gradient problem, since repeated multiplication by 1
neither diverges nor converges to zero. Information flows on
two levels from one step to the next while updating the
weights is controlled by so-called gates. Gateways use various
activation functions to redirect or stop the flow of information.
The central change within the LSTM model as opposed to the
RNN model or the feedforward model is a more complex type
of hidden neuron. LSTM recursive networks contain 'LSTM
cells' which have an internal repeat (self-loop), in addition to
the external redundancy of the RNN. As can be seen from the
previous figure, each element represents a vector with
multiple properties that are placed across the grid showing
three time steps and a dataset containing three sequential data
samples (xt-1, xt, xt+1). The central LSTM cell is shown in
detail to reveal the processes within it. The grid appears only
until the hidden layers are output (ht-1, ht, ht+1).
LSTM network be used in this Paper to design an
intelligent model to predict the SSRF attacks.

B. Metrics Measures
We rely on a set of measures to evaluate the model
presented in this Paper, which is based on deep learning
techniques. These measures can be summarized as follows:
1) True Positive (TP): The data instances correctly
predicted as an Attack by the classifier.
2) False Negative (FN): The data instances wrongly
predicted as Normal instances.
3) False Positive (FP): The data instances wrongly
classified as an Attack.
4) True Negative (TN): The instances correctly classified
as Normal instances.
The confusion matrix, which is generated at the end of the
above-mentioned training and testing process, is used to
calculate the preceding metrics. The four types (true positives,
false negatives, false positives, and true negatives) as well as
the positive and negative classifications are used in the
template for any binary confusion matrix. Table II shows a
2x2 confusion matrix that can be used to express the four
outcomes.
TABLE II.

CONFUSION MATRIX PARAMETERS

Predicted class
Actual class

In the part of our methodology, we learn a deep learning
model to be able to detect SSRF attacks as illustrated in
Fig. 12.

Class= yes

Class=no

Class =yes

True positive

False negative

Class=no

Fales positive

True negative
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IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
Request Forgery (SSRF) attacks on web applications. The
basic architecture of web applications and how this
architecture is threatened are explained. Also, the types of
SSRF attacks are described in this Paper. The proposed system
is based on a technique of machine learning, which is deep
learning technique, as it has the ability to learn, especially
with the availability of a large amount of data.
A. Methods and Tools
The software and libraries needed to construct the LSTM
model, which is utilized to identify SSRF assaults, will be
detailed in this section. The programming language used is
Python, which contains a huge number of external libraries.
The diversity of these libraries and their easy handling of data
has led to the widespread use of the Python language in all
research Paper. Among these libraries used in the proposed
Paper:
1) Numpy: This library is for scientific computing to work
on the creation, editing and calculation of N-dimensional array
objects.
2) Pandas: This library is used to handle large numerical
tables with high performance. It can handle data that contains
more than 2000 columns.
3) Scikit-learnrn: This library contains many methods that
are used for data processing and evaluation of machine
learning and deep learning models. It has been used in this
Paper to evaluate the proposed deep learning model, using
accuracy, precision, Recall, F1 score metrics.
4) Keras: It is an interface for programming neural
networks and deep learning applications, by accessing the top
of TensorFlow to create, train and test models. This interface
supports the training of neural network models on the CPU or
GPU. It also supports most types of deep learning networks
such as CNN, RNN, and LSTM. In this Paper, keras was used
to build an LSTM model for detecting SSRF attacks [18].
B. Development of the LSTM Model
In this part, a description of how to develop, train and
evaluate an LSTM network be presented. At first, the data be
read from the file that contains the dataset, then a figure be
drawn showing the percentage of the data containing the
attack as shown in Fig. 14.

As a result of this code, the first 70% of the dataset is
classified as training and the last 30% is used as testing data.
The
parameter values of LSTM network is optimized by testing its
values for many times, and the final values are:
Batch size: 25
Epochs: 100
Hidden units: 20
Learning rate: 0. 005
Loss Function: MSE
A loss function quantifies how “good” or “bad” a given
predictor is at classifying the input data points in a dataset. If
the gap between training loss and validation loss is large its
means that your model is overfitting and if training loss is
large its means your model is underfitting. If your training loss
and validation loss are overlapping or close to each other
means your model is now good for prediction. Here the model
is look good as illustrated in Fig. 15.

Fig. 15. Training and Validation Loss through Epoch Values.

C. Evaluation of the LSTM Model
The results of the attack detection on dataset are shown in
Fig. 16 (Confusion matrix). The values of TP, FN, FP, TN is
obtained from confusion matrix and can be summarized as
follows:
1)
2)
3)
4)

True Positive (TP): 3015
False Negative (FN): 80
False Positive (FP): 112
True Negative (TN): 3078

After that, the data is scaled between 1 and -1 to enhance
the accuracy of the deep learning model. To prepare dataset
for training and testing process, it split to the training and
testing parts using the following python code [19].

Fig. 16. Confusion Matrix for the Testing Results for LSTM Model.

From these values the metrics for evaluation the proposed
model can be calculated as follows:
Fig. 14. Attack and Benign Percentage in the Dataset.

Precision: 0.975
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Recall: 0.965

[4]

Accuracy: 0.969

[5]

F1 Score: 0.970
[6]

V. CONCLUSION
Server-side request forgery (SSRF) is a web application
vulnerability that attackers exploit to access services on
servers that an attacker is not allowed to use. In this paper a
comprehensive review of the types of SSRF attacks and how
they occur is presented. How to protect against these attacks is
also explained with a review of literature reviews that provide
various solutions to counter these attacks. Some machine
learning and deep learning techniques have been demonstrated
with an emphasis on the LSTM deep learning network. The
LSTM network was used to design a deep learning model to
detect SSRF attacks contained in URLs. This network was
trained using a set of data after preprocessing operations were
performed on it, and the data was scaled between values 1 and
-1. This model was tested using several metrics such as
accuracy to measure the accuracy of the proposed model in
this Paper. The results of the deep learning model test were
good, reaching 96%.
VI. FUTURE WORK

[2]
[3]

[8]
[9]

[10]
[11]
[12]

[13]

[14]

In the future, we will try to design other machine learning
and deep learning models and compare them to get the most
accurate model. Also, searching for another preprocessing
operation to increase the accuracy of the deep learning model
will be the focus of our next work.
[1]

[7]
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Abstract—Due to environmental changes, including global
warming, climatic changes, ecological impact, and dangerous
diseases like the Coronavirus epidemic. Since coronavirus is a
hazardous disease that causes many deaths, government of Egypt
undertook many strict regulations, including lockdowns and
social distancing measures. These circumstances have affected
agricultural experts' presence to help farmers or advise on
solving agricultural problems. For helping this issue, this work
focused on improving support for farmers on the major field
crops in Egypt Retrieving solutions corresponding to farmer
query. For our work, we have mainly focused on detecting the
semantic similarity between large agriculture dataset and user
queries using Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) based on Term
Frequency Weighting and Inverse Document Frequency (TFIDF) method. In this research paper, we apply SVM MapReduce
classifier as a framework for paralleling and distributing the
work on the dataset to classify the dataset. Then we apply
different approaches for computing the similarity of sentences.
We presented a system based on semantic similarity methods and
support vector machine algorithm to detect the similar
complaints of the user query. Finally, we run different
experiments to evaluate the performance and efficiency of the
proposed system as the system performs approximately
77.8%~94.8% in F-score measure. The experimental results show
that the accuracy of SVM classifier is approximately
88.68%~89.63% and noted the leverage of SVM classification to
the semantic similarity measure between sentences.
Keywords—Agricultural system; semantic textual similarity;
text classification; latent semantic analysis; part of speech

I.

INTRODUCTION

The semantic similarity of sentences has many real
applications like Intelligent Question Answering (IQA)
system. When a question is asked, the existing answer can be
returned if a similar question is found in the database. In this
paper, we provided a solution for calculating semantic
similarity between sentences that based on vectoring sentences
using their syntactic and semantic features. Semantic Textual
Similarity (STS) is focusing on ﬁnding the similarity between
two sentences. Similarity between the sentences is based on
the explicit or implicit semantic relationships between
them[1]. These relationships can be identified or measured by
finding semantic relations among them. Many algorithms are
presented for textual similarity. We can group them based on
the algorithm or method that we used to perform the semantic
similarity process.

Agriculture has a huge impact in the economy of countries.
Since over a huge number of the population in Egypt is
dependent on agriculture. Moreover, it considers to be one the
source national economy, foreign currency, Livelihood, and
food supply [2]. Further, it creates job opportunities to a large
scale of the population.
This paper uses the an English approach based on latent
semantic analysis [3],[4] for measuring the semantic similarity
between English sentences of agricultural data and user query
to find the appropriate solution for the complaints of farmers.
The proposed system used SVM classification in MapReduce
Hadoop environment to classify the agricultural dataset
complaints based on crop name to improve the efficiency of
the semantic similarity process.
Therefore, the aim of the approach is providing the support
for experts and farmers in the system in Egypt. The
complaints‟ associations are distributed over around 4242
villages and 198' centers' across Egypt [5]. In Arabic script
format, these complaints‟ are submitted to support for farmers
in their agriculture problems. Storage all farmer agriculture
problems stored on a public cloud which hosting analytics
toolkits [6], [7].
In our approach, first; the farmer submits his agriculture
problem in the Arabic language; then, Google machine
translation is used to translate the problem from Arabic into
English. Second, Analyses of the complaints through data
analytics techniques to extract (most) term frequency and
classify the query to which crop class using support vector
machine in map/reduce model. The classification process
might take some time to correctly classify the crops. Third,
Building an automated support response by searching for
similar complaints within the agriculture complaint datasets.
We saved our dataset on the public cloud to store massive data
or the number of complaints as big data. Our key focus has
been on calculating the semantic similarity between Arabic
and English cross-language sentences using LSA. We consider
different methods like term frequency weighting and inverse
document frequency to identify words in each complaint. The
rest of the paper is presented as follows: Related Work in
Section II describes a few Semantic Textual Similarity
approaches. In Section III, Proposed System, we present our
proposed LSA with SVM classification. Section IV,
Discussion and Results describe the experimental results of
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these methods. Finally, the Section V, Conclusion will be
presented.
II. RELATED WORK
Words can be similar in two ways lexical or semantical.
Similar lexical words, if the words have the same sequence of
character. Similar semantical words, if they have almost the
same meaning, used in the same way, used in the same
context. The String-Based algorithm is based on lexical
similarity. Corpus-Based and Knowledge-Based algorithms
are based on Semantic Similarity. String similarity measures
operate on word sequences and character composition. It can
be categorized into two sets: Character-Based Similarity,
Term-based Similarity Measures. Character-Based Similarity
like longest Common SubString (LCS) algorithm. N-gram
algorithm Smith-Waterman [8]. Term-based Similarity
Measures like Cosine similarity measure, Euclidean distance,
Jaccard similarity, and Block Distance that also called
Manhattan Distance.
Corpus-Based Similarity: Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA)
[3] is the most popular technique of Corpus-Based Similarity.
Hyperspace Analogue to Language (HAL), Generalized
Latent Semantic Analysis (GLSA), Explicit Semantic
Analysis (ESA), Normalized Google Distance (NGD).
Knowledge-Based Similarity can be categorized into three
groups like: (1) node-based/ information content (IC): like
Resnik (res), and Conrath (jcn), (2) edged-based like Lesk,
and vector pairs, and (3) hybrid where it combines both node
and edge-based. We used LSA corpus-based algorithm in our
work that depending on the corpus and word embedding to
compute the semantic similarity degree between the sentences.
Nagoudi et al. [9] presented a word embedding
representations for calculating the semantic similarity between
Arabic and English sentences. This paper used machine
translation and word embedding approach to get the properties
of words like semantic and syntactic. Machine translation is
used to translate English complaint into the Arabic one for
applying a classical monolingual comparison. Word
embedding methods are applied to measure the semantic
similarity. The proposed method is used Bag-of-word
alignment, IDF, and part of speech weighting to determine the
most descriptive words in each sentence. The performance of
this approach is evaluated on the four datasets of the shared
task of SemEval in 2017. The results achieved the best
accuracy rate compared to the other systems in the semantic
text similarity in Arabic-English cross-language of SemEval
2017.
Wafa Wali et al. [4] proposed several methods for
calculating the semantic similarity among two English
sentences, which consider semantic and syntactic knowledge.
It presented a technique for measuring sentence similarity,
which combined the three components: lexical similarity,
semantic similarity, and syntactic-semantic similarity. Lexical
similarity included the common words, the semantic similarity
used for finding the synonymy words, and the syntacticsemantic similarity based on common semantic arguments,
thematic role, and semantic class. The word-based semantic
similarity is measured for estimating the semantic degree
among words by exploring the WordNet “[10] is a” taxonomy.

Furthermore, the semantic argument is determined by the
VerbNet database. The experiments are applied on the
Microsoft Paraphrase Corpus and shown the metric F-score
compared to other metrics. The results are shown that the
proposed technique could support using several sentence
features like semantic arguments and properties in measuring
the sentence similarity. Therefore, this technique can be
applied in many applications, such as plagiarism detection.
The author in [11] presented both the design and
implementation of an evaluation system for English short
answers. Handwritten Short Answer Evaluation System
(HSAES) is an automated short answer system for
determining the answer in answer papers and testing each
short answer's marks depending on the model's knowledge
during training. The proposed system was used the Optical
Character Recognition (OCR) tools for extracting handwritten
texts. Natural Language Processing is applied to retrieve the
main feature from person tested datasets for answer keys and
the handwritten of answer papers. The proposed system was
used the cosine similarity approach for measuring the
semantic similarity among sentences. Marks were given to
each sentence in the evaluated answer paper. The developed
model was applied for assessing the un-scored short answer
marks.
Chandrathlake et al. [12] focused on providing an accuracy
level for English news posts written on social media. The
proposed system performed many functions: extract the news
item's content, search the Internet for finding the similar posts
in online articles sources, match the returned content with the
online article sites' content and finally generate the accuracy
level. Many Natural Language Processing techniques are used
for developing this model like web scrolling, text
summarization, URL ranking, and semantic similarity
methods like Word2vec, part of speech, and cosine similarity.
This system achieved an accuracy of 70% for the news posts
on social media comparing with the trustable online news in
the social media.
Taieb et al. [13] proposed a Features-based Measure of
Sentences Semantic Similarity (FM3S) approach for
computing the semantic similarity between English sentences.
The proposed method combined three methods: the noun
semantic similarity, the verb semantic similarity and the
common word. This approach used the information contentbased measure in computing similarity between keywords
using the WordNet [14]. The experiments are performed and
tested on the Microsoft Paraphrase Corpus (MPC) and scored
the best results compared with other metrics for high
similarity thresholds. The results showed that FM3S proved
the importance of syntactic information, compound nouns, and
verb tense in computing the semantic similarity.
Xiaolin Jin et al. [10] proposed a model based on
Word2vec for measuring the semantic similarity between
English sentences. This method was presented to solve the low
universality problem and the contextual information's absence
in calculating the word based on the dictionary. This method
improved the approaches based on the Chinese dictionary,
e.g., HowNet and Tongyici Cilin. It also used the word vector
model as a weighing parameter for measuring the word
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similarity after comparing the words' similarity by giving
different weights to the three methods. The experiments were
conducted on this algorithm and achieved a high Pearson
coefficient. The proposed method could include most words
that could effectively solve the word similarity calculation
problem in the dictionary.
Many work related to SVM in the parallel environment (or
distributed system) have introduced in Ngoc et al. [15], Wen
et al [16], and Rao [17] . There are many researcher papers
using Cloudera and Hadoop [18] Map/reduce. Studies using
SVM [19] in parallel environment for semantic classification
are proposed. However, there isn‟t work which combine them
such as: Hadoop Map/ Reduce, SVM classification, parallel
system, and semantic similarity. Our new system uses all of
them.
III. PROPOSED SYSTEM
This section presents the proposed system main steps as
shown in Fig. 1. The proposed system has five steps: (1)
translate the user query (farmer complaint) from Arabic into
English language (2) preprocessing the farmer query; (3)
classification method using SVM in map/reduce model (4)
Finding the word vector, building the sentence vectors matrix
using LSA; and computing the similarity between sentence
vectors by using vector similarity methods like cosine
similarity (5) The problems are ranked and then select the one
with the highest semantic score.
A. Translation
In this step, the complaint text is translated into English
language. We used Google Cloud translator API [20] to
translate the Arabic sentence into English one.

B. Preprocessing
The farmer who describes the problem information like:
the crop name, planting and watering method, and soil type.
The farmer‟s query may contains useful words that effect the
text processing phase. Pre-processing is important for
removing the noise rows or data from historical
complaint/response. It is focused on the historical agriculture
dataset and farmer query to be used in this step [21]. Data preprocessing has many steps, like as:
“tokenization”, “stop
words removal”, “auto-correction”, “normalization”, and
“lemmatization”.
1) Tokenization : is the process of dividing written text
into units (tokens) [21].White spaces, commas, semicolon and
punctuations are used as a segment point in various languages
especially in Arabic and English.
2) Stop words removal: is the process of removing
unnecessary words. There are some words that are less
importance, less useful, and less informative. These words are
called stop words such as words in English complaints like
“the”, “is”, “and”, “an”,”a”, etc. To enhance and generate a
better solution, it is necessary to eliminate and remove these
words using a predefined list. We also used the WordNet
database that has a list of all English words. WorldNet is a
huge lexical database of English verbs, nouns, pronouns,
adjectives, and adverbs that are used for knowledge-based
semantic similarity. WordNet's Relations make it a useful tool
for natural language processing and computational linguistics.
3) Auto-correction: is used to correct errors made by the
farmer when entering the complaint text. The complaints can
also contain words written in a slang language. Autocorrection is used to solve such problem by replacing the
incorrect word with the correct one.
4) Normalization: is the process of transforming the input
text into a standard form. It focuses on removing inconsistent
variations or unwanted data such as: “riice” is transformed to
“rice”.
5) Lemmatization: is the process of finding the base form
of words, such as: “fruits” is transformed to “fruit”.
C. Classification
In this phase, the classiﬁcation is made semantically using
SVM map reduce approach which is applied on the agriculture
dataset and the farmer query in a parallel manner. The
classiﬁcation is paralleled between several machines using a
Hadoop cluster with MapReduce [19], programming model
for our work. Our approach is based on the English data set.
The dataset is classified into a number of crop names like
Wheat, Rice, Cotton, Local Bean, Tomato, Corn, Onion, and
Beet Each group contains the SVM using Hadoop Map
(M)/Reduce (R) is applied to classify the farmer query based
on which crop class belongs to find the suitable solution.

Fig. 1. The Proposed System.

D. LSA
Once the farmer complaint text and historical agriculture
dataset are pre-processed and classified, and word vectors, the
next step is to build a semantic model to compute the semantic
similarity between the farmer query and the historical
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agriculture dataset. LSA Algorithm builds in three main steps,
Input Matrix Creation, Singular Value Decomposition (SVD),
and Sentence Selection. Almost all previous works perform
the ﬁrst two steps of latent semantic similarity algorithm are in
the same way. There is some difference in the word weighs
like term-frequency and part of speech tagging which used to
ﬁll in the input matrix. Another difference is that they select
words in the two sentence to measure the similarity [3] , [22].
The developed semantic model is based on LSA. LSA [23] is
one of the most and important corpus-based techniques used
for measuring semantic similarity. It consist of three steps are
input matrix creation, singular value decomposition (SVD),
and sentence selection.
A word co-occurrence matrix is calculated where the rows
filling with the main words and columns filling with the
sentences and the cells values have word occurrence counts.
This matrix has an important underlying corpus so SVD
dimensionality reduction is applied using a mathematical
techniques. Such dimensionality reduction is highly used to:
(i) minimize the output dimensionality and (ii) increase overall
performance. Finally, the semantic score is calculated for each
farmer complaint; then the sentences are ranked according to
the semantic score to select the closest solution to the farmer
query.
In this phase, an input matrix is computed for the farmer
query and historical agriculture dataset. Each row in the
matrix represents the word or term in the farmer query. Each
column represents the problem. The cell value is the result of
the intersection between term and problem. There are two
ways that are used for filling the cell values, which are Term
Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) or Term
Frequency (TF). In TF-based LSA, the cells are filled with the

term frequency (TFi) of terms in the complaint query (Cj)
according to Eq. 1.
(1)
Where
the weight of a term (i) in each problem (j),
and
is the frequency of a term (i) in each problem text (j).
In LSA bas based on TF, the cells are filled with the weight of
term (i) in
problem statement (Cj) according to Eq. 2.
(2)
Where TF-IDFij is TF is the frequency of a term (i) in each
complaint statement (j), and IDF explain the importance of N
terms between all problems.
E. Ranking and Selection
The semantic similarity is measured as the cosine value
output between these sentences vectors. LSA system is
generalized by changing rows with texts and columns with
samples and can be used to compute the similarity between
sentences, paragraphs, and documents. After applying the
SVD matrix, the cosine similarity method will be calculated
between the user complaint and each historical data problem
to find the most suitable answer to identify the similarity
among them. The cosine is calculated as Eq. 3:
‖ ‖‖ ‖

(3)

Ordering the agriculture problems based on to the semantic
similarity result as shown in Fig. 2 decision function, and then
select the problem (complaint) with the highest score based on
the semantic similarity score.

Fig. 2. Decision Function.
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IV. DECISION AND RESULTS
A. Environmental Setup
We used python programming language to implement our
LSA model. The dataset is divided into 80% training and 20%
testing with 10 experiments. We train the agriculture data set.
The experiments are performed in devices with the following
properties as shown in Table I.
B. Dataset
The dataset collected from Egypt‟s Virtual Extension
Research Communication Network(VERCON) [5] and
Agriculture Research Center (ARC), it contains historical
complaints and solutions provided by the experts in text forms
in English language complaints. The agricultural dataset was
deployed on a public Cloud. The dataset is important because
it has complaints/solutions from different agricultural
problems that contain data for the main crop like: corn, cotton,
wheat, and rice, also problem categories like environment,
irrigation, pest, weed, diseases, and farming. Table II shows
some examples of VERCON dataset. Table III presents the
number of complaints in VERCON dataset in each crop.
C. Result Analysis
Consider the farmer query example: as presented in
Table IV; firstly the farmer query is translated into English
using google API. Secondly we apply preprocessing on the
farmer query. Third, classify farmer query based on crop name
by using SVM classifier in Hadoop Map/Reduce. Fourth
create term frequency matrix. Fifth; compute semantic
similarity score from the generating LSA matrix using TF-IDF
or TF as shown in Tab. 3. The semantic similarity using TFIDF achieved better result than the TF, because TF-IDF
method shows the important features in each complaint
however TF shows the number of term occurrence that
appears in a complaint. Finally, ranking the complaints
according to the semantic similarity score, and return solution
of the farmer query with the highest similarity result.
We apply accuracy measure is to calculate the accuracy of
SVM classification before semantic process. SVM is also used
to predict the farmer query belongs to which crop class before
being combined with semantic similarity process. The results
show that the performance of classification with accuracy is
approximately 88.68%~89.63%, as shown in Table V.
We proposed semantic similarity approach when using TFbased LSA and TF-IDF-based LSA. The work was evaluated
using different measures like F-measure, precision and recall.
F-measure expresses a trade-off between the two measures,
precision, and recall as shown in Tables VI, VII and VIII. We
compare our proposed results with the other models like POS
(Part of Tagging) [24], [25]. The work was tested and
evaluated on our agriculture data set. We test our dataset on
different crop such as Wheat Rice, Cotton, Local Bean,
Tomato, Corn, and other crops as shown in the following
tables.
The F-measure in Table VI using TF-IDF weights scores
the highest one about 0.939 in cotton crop, then the TF (term
frequency) about 0.899 in the TF in Table VII while part of
speech (POS) in Table VIII is 0.889. We run different kind of

queries and get the average of F-measure, precision and recall.
The F-measure in in Table VI using TF-IDF weights of Fscore approximately 77.8%~94.8%, then the TF (term
frequency) approximately 75.7%~92.3 while part of speech
(POS) is approximately 73.3%~91.4%.
TABLE I.

ENVIRONMENTAL SETTING

Item

Description

programming language

python

Processor

dual-core processor

CPU

Pentium CPU speed of 6.00 GHz

GPU(Graphics processing unit)

Tesla V100-SXM2-8GB

RAM (Random Access Memory)

8GB

TABLE II.

EXAMPLE OF DATASET COMPLAINTS

Complaint

Solution

How to treat piercings with
rice

Fyuridan is used at a rate of 6 kg per acre.

Yellowing of the lower
leaves and the drying of the
edges of the leaves in wheat.

Yellowing of the leaves at this time is
normal, especially the lower one, to reach the
ripening stage of the crop.

White spots on the leaf,
spikes and stems feel cotton.

These symptoms of microflora disease, and if
the infection requires severe chemotherapy,
is spraying with a sumateite at a rate of 35
cm / 100 liters of water.

TABLE III.

NUMER OF COMPLAINTS IN HISTORICAL DATASET

Crop Name
(English)

#of
Complaints

Crop Name
(English)

#of
Complaints

Wheat

1073

Mango

435

Rice

1021

Citrus

254

Cotton

937

Grapes

247

Local Bean

783

Eggplant

227

Tomato

757

Green Pepper

199

Corn

648

Cucumber

178

Onion

546

Zucchini

168

Beet

461

Orange

153

Potato

440

Garlic

151

Clover

321

Guava

146

TABLE IV.

AN EXAMPLE OF SYSTEM PROCESS

Process

An example

Farmer query

بقع صفراء على أوراق نباتات البصل.

Translation

Yellow spots on the leaves of onion plants.

Tokenization

Yellow, spots, on, the, leaves, of, onion, plants

Stop word removal

Yellow, spots, leaves, onion, plants

Lemmatization

Yellow, spot, leaf, onion, plant

Classification

Onion class

Solution

These are the symptoms of onion thrips infection and
it is treated with a 50% Acylac pesticide at a rate of
500 cm/100 liters of water, or a 72% silicron pesticide
at a rate of 750 cm/f.
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TABLE V.

THE EVALUATION OF THE SVM CLASSIFICATION IN DATASET

Crop Name

# of
records

Correct
classification

Incorrect
classification

Accuracy

Wheat

1073

955

118

89.19%

Rice

1021

909

112

89.03%

Cotton

937

834

103

88.98%

Local Bean

783

691

92

88.23%

Tomato

757

668

89

88.50%

Corn

648

572

76

88.43%

Onion

546

482

64

87.13%

Beet

461

407

54

89.23%

Potato

440

388

52

88.23%

Clover

321

282

39

88.58%

Mango

435

383

52

89.36%

Citrus

254

224

30

88.41%

Grapes

247

217

30

Eggplant

227

203

Green
Pepper

199

178

Cucumber

178

160

18

89.35%

Zucchini

168

151

17

89.06%

Orange

153

137

16

88.68%

Garlic

151

135

16

89.54%

Guava

146

131

15

89.14%

Summary

9145

8106

1039

88.63%

TABLE VI.
crop name

and high the similarity performance of relevant words more
than using only term frequency (TF) as shown in Tables VI,
VII and VIII. The tables show the different measures for using
TF-IDF, TF and POS for weeds, pests, diseases and irrigation
categories.
TABLE VII.
crop name

EVALUATION MEASURES FOR USING TF FOR EACH CROP
TF
Precision

Recall

F-score

Wheat

0.773

0.795

0.784

Rice

0.891

0.874

0.882

Cotton

0.902

0.896

0.899

Local Bean

0.881

0.854

0.867

Tomato

0.806

0.783

0.794

Corn

0.822

0.843

0.832

Onion

0.967

0.942

0.954

88.35%

Beet

0.952

0.943

0.947

24

89.64%

Potato

0.914

0.952

0.933

21

89.11%

Clover

0.811

0.806

0.808

Mango

0.763

0.752

0.757

Citrus

0.752

0.767

0.759

Grapes

0.799

0.812

0.805

Eggplant

0.889

0.879

0.884

Green Pepper

0.853

0.861

0.857

Cucumber

0.856

0.879

0.789

Zucchini

0.921

0.926

0.923

Orange

0.864

0.831

0.847

Garlic

0.911

0.923

0.917

Guava

0.791

0.802

0.796

EVALUATION MEASURES FOR USING TF-IDF FOR EACH CROP
TF-IDF
Precision

Recall

F-score

Wheat

0.849

0.855

0.852

Rice

0.841

0.856

0.848

Cotton

0.926

0.952

0.939

Precision

Recall

F-score

Local Bean

0.864

0.853

0.858

Wheat

0.823

0.845

0.834

Tomato

0.893

0.866

0.879

Rice

0.865

0.856

0.863

Corn

0.867

0.899

0.883

Cotton

0.897

0.881

0.889

Onion

0.955

0.941

0.948

Local Bean

0.832

0.889

0.862

Beet

0.902

0.895

0.898

Tomato

0.802

0.816

0.809

Potato

0.925

0.915

0.921

Corn

0.819

0.841

0.831

Clover

0.822

0.856

0.839

Onion

0.922

0.895

0.908

Mango

0.785

0.795

0.793

Beet

0.831

0.856

0.843

Citrus

0.796

0.813

0.804

Potato

0.894

0.854

0.874

Grapes

0.773

0.784

0.778

Clover

0.788

0.823

0.805

Eggplant

0.899

0.875

0.887

Mango

0.734

0.744

0.739

Green Pepper

0.866

0.879

0.872

Citrus

0.744

0.723

0.733

Cucumber

0.866

0.879

0.872

Grapes

0.786

0.796

0.791

Zucchini

0.942

0.954

0.948

Eggplant

0.882

0.876

0.879

Orange

0.864

0.855

0.861

Green Pepper

0.869

0.856

0.862

Garlic

0.941

0.948

0.938

Cucumber

0.855

0.879

0.788

0.804

Zucchini

0.909

0.911

0.914

Orange

0.823

0.822

0.822

Garlic

0.926

0.923

0.891

Guava

0.789

0.798

0.793

Guava

0.796

0.813

TABLE VIII. EVALUATION MEASURES FOR USING POS FOR EACH CROP
crop name

The results show that the proposed text similarity LSA
model using the TD-IDF method resolves the problem of the
low recall of words in traditional semantic approaches well,

POS
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Fig. 3. F-score Values for different Metrics.

As a result, by evaluating the different experimental results
of TF, TF-IDF and POS weight, we summarized that the
results of LSA approach based on TF-IDF have the highest
average F-measure as presented in Fig. 3.
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V. CONCLUSION
Our work in this paper focused on building a semantic
model for the available agricultural data, the design of
interfaces and features for the system to ensure timely advice,
easy access, consistency, and broadcasting service possible to
farmers. We used MapReduce SVM classifier in Hadoop
MapReduce to classify agricultural dataset into crops names.
The performance of the system achieved better results than
previous work. Also, we propose English semantic system for
farmers‟ complaints that based on Latent Semantic Analysis
depend on TF-IDF term to calculate similarity between user
query and the complaints in the agriculture database. The
results are tested on twenty different crops and also different
complaint queries are applied on each crop. The system
performed F-score with 0.939 using TF-IDF, then about 0.899
in the TF. The developed system with LSA based on TF-IDF
achieved better results than the TF. The support provided by
the system will be quickly and reliable not only for farmers
but also for the 'research centers' and „agricultural units‟ with
minimal resources and training needs.
In the future work we will use different methods in
semantic similarity process to enhance the system
performance and also classify the dataset base on problem
categories like pest, weed and irrigation.
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Abstract—Now-a-days, advanced technologies have emerged
from the parallel, cluster, client-server, distributed, and grid
computing paradigms. Cloud is one of the advanced technology
paradigms that deliver services to users on demand by cost per
usage over the internet. Nowadays, a number of cloud services
have rapidly increased to facilitate the user requirements. The
cloud is able to provide anything as a service over web networks
from hardware to applications on demand. Due to the complex
infrastructure of the cloud, it needs to manage resources
efficiently, and constant monitoring is required from time to
time. Task scheduling plays an integral role in improving cloud
performance by reducing the number of resources used and
efficiently allocating tasks to the requested resources. The
paper's main idea attempts to assign and schedule the resources
efficiently in the cloud environment by using proposed MultiObjective based Hybrid Initialization of Particle Swarm
Optimization (MOHIPSO) strategy by considering both sides of
the cloud vendor and user. The proposed algorithm is a novel
hybrid approach for initializing particles in PSO instead of
random values. This strategy can obtain the minimum total task
execution time for the benefit of the cloud user and maximum
resource usage for the benefit of the cloud provider. The
proposed strategy shows improvement over standard PSO and
the other heuristic initialization of PSO approach to reduce the
makespan, execution time, waiting time, and virtual machine
imbalance parameters are considered for comparison results.
Keywords—Cloud computing; task scheduling; cloud service
provider; virtual machines; PSO; multi-objective; cloud service
broker

I.

services as servers, storage and operating system and compute
resources. Cloud providers use virtualization technology to
provide consumers with computational resources virtually.
Optimal task scheduling strategy is essential in the multi-tenant
cloud computing model for enhancing the performance of a
cloud environment. An efficient scheduling strategy enables
the best virtual machine (VM) allocation to the required tasks
in a way that to attain the required quality of service. The
purpose of optimal allocation of tasks to VMs that fits certain
criteria to obtain a specific objective as a result, the scheduling
algorithm is a vital part of any cloud architecture.
A. Scheduling in Cloud Environment
Nowadays, everyone is trending towards advanced
technology to save management efforts, time, and personnel.
Cloud Computing is a new paradigm for hosting services and
delivering those through the internet. Cloud dynamically
provisions platform, infrastructure, and software applications
as services to the cloud users based on the pay-as-you-go
model, which means charging per usage. The cloud is a
metaphor for the internet and virtualization technology is the
key concept used to deliver services through the cloud by
maintaining data integrity. Cloud environment is a pay as you
go service model and it is an important aspect to business
owners to compute huge amounts of data. Scheduling helps in
better utilization of resources optimally. Thus, scheduling is the
heart of cloud computing for the management of resources
effectively.
Scheduling is categorized into two distinct levels:

INTRODUCTION

The rapid growth of internet data processing prompted the
creation of cloud computing systems. Cloud computing is
critical for providing technology-based services through the
use of the internet. It gives access to computing resources like
storage, network and data without requiring active user control.
Cloud environments can provide three distinct services: SaaS,
PaaS, and IaaS. SaaS (Software as a Service) is the top layer
service that distributes software to consumers. SaaS allows
users to utilize software straight from the cloud without the
need to install anything locally; you can access it immediately
from the cloud.
The middle one is PaaS (Platform as a Service), it allows
users to develop and deploy their own applications on top of
the provided platform. Finally, IaaS (Infrastructure as a
service) is the bottom layer service, the capability to deliver

1) The first level of Scheduling under IaaS is the Task or
Workflow scheduling
2) The next level is the Virtual machine scheduling under
IaaS.
Fig. 1 indicates that the primary type of scheduling
technique used in cloud computing is further divided into two
types: workflow task scheduling and independent task
scheduling.
 Workflow task scheduling enables the tasks in a specific
order because the tasks are interdependent, like a
parent-child relationship.
 Independent task scheduling is converse to workflow
scheduling in which all tasks are independent and there
is no dependency among the set of tasks.
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approaches. Many authors have improved scheduling strategy
by novel variants in nature-inspired algorithms to enhance the
global search capability of traditional standard techniques to
avoid premature convergence. However, the focus on
scheduling using multi-objective-based algorithms was
minimal.

Scheduling

Independent
Task Scheduling

Fig. 1.

Dependent Task
Scheduling

Task Scheduling Categories.

Scheduling can be achieved with either static or dynamic
scheduling approaches. The resources and scheduling strategy
is pre-determined in static scheduling. Whereas in dynamic
scheduling, the resources are allocated at the time of execution
according to requirement and resource allocation can be
modified during execution. Each scheduling technique can be
achieved through different categories of heuristic, metaheuristic, and combination of both approaches. Heuristic
scheduling techniques are the most common type of scheduling
methodology. Static scheduling is done by using heuristic
methods, to give a single static solution. Cloud task allocation
strategy is a type of NP-hard problem. Meta-heuristic
algorithms are required to solve problems that are
multidimensional in nature. They provide multiple solutions
dynamically. Several researchers proposed multi-stage hybrid
meta-heuristic algorithms to obtain better performance,
combining heuristic and meta-heuristic approaches.
The following is a proposed work summary of the key
contribution of task scheduling to the current literature:
 MOHIPSO solution for optimum task scheduling
strategy employs a hybrid approach that combines two
heuristic methodologies such as shortest job first and
minimum execution time, to initialize the particles in
PSO with a good starting point to explore the search
space more efficiently instead of random values.
 Creating a multi-objective scheduling technique that
reduces both task execution and waiting time for the
benefit of the user in reducing the cost of application
based on pay per usage policy and improving resource
utilization, maximizing the profit for cloud provider by
reducing makespan and degree of VM imbalance.
 The proposed method was implemented in CloudSim
framework by extending JSwarn package and validating
the proposed method with multi-objective-based
standard PSO and SJF-PSO methods.
Section II focuses on the literature review, Section III
focuses on the proposed MOHIPSO model for scheduling, the
outcome of the proposed method is compared and analyzed in
Section IV, and the conclusion in Section V.
II. RELATED WORK AND BACKGROUND
Researchers sought to discover acceptable scheduling
mappings in the cloud environment using various
methodologies based on heuristic and meta-heuristic

Bangyal, Waqas Haider, et al. [1] survey provides a
complete overview of the different PSO and DE initialization
procedures based on the Sobol, Halton, and random
distribution families of quasi-random sequences. The
fundamental purpose of the proposal was applied to various
meta-heuristic approaches. It provides future work directions
for the researchers.
Alsaidy et al. [2] proposed heuristic initialized PSO [3] [4]
[5] outperforms among other approaches by considering of
convergence and load balance, but it is a single objective based
solution not able to satisfy the targets of multiple objectives by
considering both cloud provider and user.
Bangyal et al. [6] proposed an enhanced version of bat
algorithm using torus walk instead of uniform walk for
improving local search and chaotic mapping [7] introduced for
inertia weight to explore more in global search space for hyper
dimensional global optimization problems. TW-BA is useful
for the researchers to propose a new variant to all traditional
nature-inspired algorithms.
Zhou, Zhou, et al. [8] introduced a unique variation of GA
using a greedy approach to optimize scheduling strategy, which
converges solution with very few iterations. This approach had
considered only the makespan as a fitness function.
Ngatman et al. [9] survey on modified PSO compared to
traditional PSO to solve issues of random initialization of
population for convergence of best solution by exploring the
search space effectively. This survey is useful for many authors
to propose the advancement of PSO by considering the study.
Zhang et al. [10], [11] survey provided a thorough
examination of PSO. PSO advancements by initializing with
chaotic and quantum behavior, analyzed PSO with different
population topologies, hybridization and extensions by
discussing multiple objectives [12] and theoretical analysis of
PSO were considered in various computing environments for
targeting researchers from all engineering fields.
MOPSO [12] [13] [15] based new task scheduling model
by E. S. Alkayal et al. [14] on a ranking strategy to achieve
minimum waiting time and maximum throughput for only
heterogeneous tasks but there is a chance of performance
degradation for homogeneous tasks.
The proposed scheduling technique makes three main
assumptions:
 The first assumption is that each task is an independent
task.
 The second assumption is that users can submit n tasks,
and are executed on m virtual machines, mapping tasks
to VMs.
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 The final one is that there is no task migration across
virtual machines. That is a task cannot be assigned to
multiple virtual machines at the same time.
A major challenging issues of scheduling is to schedule,
distribute varying number of tasks to multiple virtual machines
(VMs) and minimizing the turnaround time of a task. In the
cloud environment which consists of number of data centers.
Each datacenter (DC) consists of hosts , i = 1, 2, . . ., N are
presented and it can represented as:
,

TABLE I.

MOHIPSO PARAMETERS

PSO Parameter

Value

Population

50

Iterations

100

α

0.05

β

0.7

γ

0.25

ω

0.9

-

2.0

Host(Hi) consists of VMs , i = 1, 2, . . ., N are presented in
each host and it can represented as:
,

-

Similarly each
consists of tasks, i = 1, 2, . . ., N are
executed on each virtual machine based on task scheduling
algorithm as shown in Fig. 2.
,

-

Each cloud user submitted job is considered as a task.
The cloud broker acts on behalf of the user in a data center
environment and abstracts VM management functions like VM
creation, cloudlet assignment to these VMs, and VM
destruction. CIS(Cloud Information Service) is one of the
cloud entities which performs cloud resource registry
and indexing. The datacenter informs CIS that they are ready to
process the cloudlets. The cloud broker can communicate with
this entity, which returns a list of all the VM IDs that have been
registered and allocated to the tasks.

[0,1]

Table I lists the PSO parameters considered for
implementing MOHIPSO model. The PSO algorithm is a
meta-heuristic population-based strategy for finding food
sources in an optimal way influenced by the social behavior of
birds flocking. PSO quickly gained popularity as a general
purpose global optimizer. In this method, particles are moved
across a multidimensional solution search space to find their
destination. Each particle position changes in response to its
own experiences as well as the experiences of others around it
based on particle fitness value denoted by fit(X). The symbol
( )( ) represents the location of particle position i at iteration
t. It is possible to change the location of particle position
( )( ) by adding the new random velocity ( )( ) to the
current position, as shown in the below equation:
( )(

)

( )( )

( )(

)

(1)

The particle velocity reflects the movement of particle
position that is socially exchanged is given by the equation:
( )(

)

( )( )

()
( ( )

()
( ( )

( )( ) )

( )( ) )

(2)

In (2), k1 and k2 are used as constant factors of a particle
for personal and global influence, respectively. In this
equation, ω denotes the inertia weight of a particle, which is
used to control the movement of the particle velocity.
(

( )

)

( )( )

{

( )(

)

(
( ( )

( )( )

)

)

()
( ( )

)

(3)

denotes local best position of the particle,

()

( )
denotes the particle best position of the entire
swarm globally and &
denotes pseudo random values
within the range between 0 and 1 at each iteration i.

Fig. 2.

B. Proposed MOHIPSO Model
One of the criteria used to classify the meta-heuristics
algorithms for optimization problems by considering the no. of
objectives, they are single objective, multi-objective [12] [13]
and many objectives [11].

Cloud Task Scheduling Model.

III. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION FOR PROPOSED METHODOLGY
In this section, the primary discussion is about the standard
PSO method and MOHIPSO algorithm.

The propsed Multi-Objective based Hybrid Initialization of
Particle Swarm Optimization (MOHIPSO) algorithm
determines which virtual machines are most ideal for
scheduling tasks and finds the most efficient task scheduling
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schema. Total n tasks t1, t2, . ., tn are defined in the task
scheduling model, and they must be allocated to m virtual
machines (vm1, vm2,...,vmm) in order for them to be executed.
Algorithm 1: Pseudocode for MOHIPSO
Input: Tasks, Task length, VMs ,VM Processing rate
Output: Task scheduled on VM
Start:
Initialize particles Xi with SJFP-MET algorithm
For each iteration i
For each particle Xi
calculate TET , MS and DI applying Eqs. 3, 4 and 5.
calculate the fitness function fit (X) applying Eq. 6.
Find Ҳ(p)pbesti and update the velocity value by 2
Update the position of the particle according to Eq. 1.
End
Find Ҳ(p)pbesti
End
Output the optimal task scheduled with Ҳ(p)gbesti

TABLE II.

CLOUD SIMULATION PARAMETERS

Cloud Parameter

Value

No.of Tasks/ Clouldets

10-50

Task Length (MI)

1100-2000

Cloudlet file size

300

Cloudlet output size

300

No.of VMs

5

VM Processing rate (MIPS)

500-900

VM RAM (MB)

512

VM Bandwidth (Mbps)

1000

Vmm Name

Xen

VM Pes Number

1

Data Center

1

Host

1

ETi denotes Task i execution time on VMj and TLeni denotes
ith task length specified in MI (Million Instructions).

In the proposed MOHIPSO, particles are initialized with a
good starting point with the help of hybrid strategy of using
minimum execution time (MET) [16] and shortest job to fastest
processor (SJFP) [2] to explore the search space effectively
instead of random selection. In each iteration multi-objective
fitness value is used to find the particle local and global best
values by updating velocity randomly and tasks are scheduled
()
on VMs based on ( )
.
C. Task Scheduling Problem Description
The scheduler determines which task should be assigned to
which machine.

Total Execution Time (TET): It is the summation of all
tasks processing time.
TET = ∑ ETij

(3)

Makespan: It is the last task finishing time on virtual
machine.
MS=Max { ETij }

(4)

MS is the maximum make span of all VMs.
Degree of Imbalance (DI): The difference between the
maximum and minimum execution time and the total execution
time.
*

+

*

+

(5)

Cloud Task Scheduling helps in:
 Reducing operational cost.

The fitness function in (6) is calculated based on TET, MS
and DI using weighted sum method for MOHIPSO method as
follows:

 Reducing waiting time.
 Increasing resource utilization.

( )

Table II lists cloud simulation parameters considered for
the proposed task scheduling strategy implemented on the
CloudSim framework. The simulation initially starts by
initializing the CloudSim clock instance and creating a data
center and datacenter broker. VM and cloudlet specifications as
per Table II were created and submitted to the cloud broker.
MOHIPSO model is used to schedule the tasks to specific VMs
based on resource availability.
The proposed work improves the PSO algorithm for
scheduling tasks in a cloud environment with a multi-objective
decision problem. This context mainly considers the three
objectives: execution time, makespan, and degree of
imbalance. It is expressed as follows:
Execution Time (ET): The time required for processing a
task on a particular virtual machine.
ETij =

*

+

(6)

Where parameter α refers to the weight of total execution
time, β refers to the weight of makespan and γ refers to the
weight of degree imbalance. fit(X) function is considering
three parameters specified in the equations (3),(4) &(5) and
three control parameters such as α, β and γ with in the range of
[0,1] and sum of α+β+γ=1 and these parameters values are
specified in Table I.
IV. RESULTS AND COMPARISION
MOHIPSO algorithm is compared with two other variants
of PSO algorithm. The first variant of PSO is a multi-objective
based PSO algorithm by considering MS, TET and DI
objectives for finding the fitness value of a particle and the
second variant of PSO is called as SJF-PSO, in which
initialization of particles with SJFP algorithm and multiobjective based fitness value is calculated to map the tasks to
VMs. Finally proposed MOHIPSO is a combination of
Standard PSO with MET and SJF-PSO gives better
performance compared with existing algorithms.
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Fig. 3.

Comparision of Total Execution time between PSO Varients.

Fig. 3 indicates the number of tasks vs. total execution
time, in which the proposed algorithm MOHIPSO shortens the
execution time compared other standard PSO and variant of
PSO.

Fig. 6.

Comparision of Degree of VM Imbalance between PSO Varients.

Fig. 6 shows the graph between tasks and degree of VM
imbalance, it clearly shows that as the number of tasks
increases then DI is increased. In order to reduce this,
MOHIPSO algorithm considers the best way of scheduling
tasks to the given resources on efficient way.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Scheduling plays a crucial role in the cloud environment for
effective distribution of tasks to enhance the quality of service.
The MOHIPSO satisfies multiple objectives and provides
obvious improvements in terms of makespan, execution time,
waiting time, and degree of VM imbalance compared to
traditional PSO and SJF-PSO.The simulation results show that
the MOHIPSO has improved.

Fig. 4.

Comparision of Makespan between PSO Varients.

In Fig. 4, the comparison between nuber of tasks and
makespan, the proposed algorithm reduces the makespan
compared to the standard PSO and SJF-PSO

Task scheduling is not a multi-objective solution but it is to
be a many-objective based solution by considering multiple
objectives on both sides of the cloud provider and user. In
future, the proposed algorithm can be extended to appraise
other quality parameters like energy consumption and cost
apart from makespan, execution time, waiting time, and degree
of imbalance.
[1]

[2]

[3]

[4]

[5]

Fig. 5.

Comparision of Total Waiting Time between PSO Varients.
[6]

Fig. 5 indicates the number of tasks vs. total waiting time of
all tasks. The proposed algorithm reduces the waiting time
compared to the standard PSO and SJF-PSO.
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Abstract—The goal of Graded Multi-label Classification
(GMLC) is to assign a degree of membership or relevance of a
class label to each data point. As opposed to multi-label
classification tasks which can only predict whether a class label is
relevant or not. The graded multi-label setting generalizes the
multi-label paradigm to allow a prediction on a gradual scale.
This is in agreement with practical real-world applications where
the labels differ in matter of level relevance. In this paper, we
propose a novel decision tree classifier (GML_DT) that is adapted
to the graded multi-label setting. It fully models the label
dependencies, which sets it apart from the transformation-based
approaches in the literature, and increases its performance.
Furthermore, our approach yields comprehensive and
interpretable rules that efficiently predict all the degrees of
memberships of the class labels at once. To demonstrate the
model’s effectiveness, we tested it on real-world graded multilabel datasets and compared it against a baseline transformationbased decision tree classifier. To assess its predictive performance,
we conducted an experimental study with different evaluation
metrics from the literature. Analysis of the results shows that our
approach has a clear advantage across the utilized performance
measures.
Keywords—Graded multi-label classification;
adaptation; decision tree classifier; label dependencies

I.

algorithm

INTRODUCTION

Multi-label classification (MLC) has become an
extensively researched and prominent field in machine
learning. This is attributed to various real world applications
that the traditional task of classification could simply not cover.
Instead of predicting one class at a time, MLC predicts
multiple classes at the same time. The classes are predicted
based on a relevance/non relevance paradigm, while this task
has proven to be useful, it remains limited as to the information
it provides. Hence, an extension of MLC called Graded Multilabel Classification (GMLC) was proposed in [1].
GMLC assigns a degree of relevance or membership for
each label to an instance. The degrees of relevance are gradual
memberships in the sense of fuzzy set theory. A Covid-19
article, for example, may belong to three classes {health,
economy, society} at the same time. However, the degree of
membership to each class differs. The article can fully belong
to the class health while it remains somewhat socioeconomical.

binary values, relevant/non relevant. However, the reverse is
not true, and reducing the graded multi-label problem to a
standard multi-label problem was shown to decrease the
predictive performance [1]. Hence the need of graded multilabel classifiers that can generalize the multi-label learning to
encompass graded multi-label learning tasks.
Research on multi-label learning in recent years provided
solutions in a variety of real-word problems where the
traditional learning paradigms were not applicable, ranging
from text categorization [2], automatic video and image
annotation [3] [4] [5], web mining [6], information retrieval [7]
to medical research and bioinformatics [8] [9] [10]. The
different algorithms and approaches proposed exploited the
transformation and the adaptation methods [11]. The diversity
of these approaches is necessary to answer various real-world
applications. In bioinformatics, for example, and more
specifically genomics, the adaptation of the decision tree
classifiers was proven to be very important in deducing
comprehensible and readable rules predicting the functional
classes of the genes.
Similarly, the ongoing research on Graded multi-label
classification aims at developing solutions for real-world
problems where the multi-label learning paradigm is not
applicable or not optimal. For this purpose, some graded multilabel classifiers were proposed [1] [12] [13] [14]. However, to
the best of our knowledge, there are no adaptation-based
classifiers for GMLC in the literature.
In this paper, we propose a novel adapted decision tree
classifier (GML-DT) that is suited for the graded multi label
setting. The main advantages of this approach are its ability to
fully model the label dependencies which improves the quality
of its predictions. Furthermore, this algorithm is the first
adapted tree-based model which makes it the most
interpretable existing approach in GML. It is the only model in
the literature that constructs a single decision tree from which a
set of intelligible and accurate rules can be easily extracted.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II
reviews previous works on GMLC and adapted decision trees
in MLC. Section III presents the GML-DT algorithm.
Section IV displays the experimental results on real-world
graded multi-label data. Finally, Section V concludes this work
and introduces future perspectives.

In this light, all multi-label problems are graded multi-label
problems, where the membership degrees are reduced to two
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II. RELATED WORK
In this section, we go over related work in both graded
multi-label classification and multi-label classification.
A. Graded Multi-label Classifiers
Graded multi-label classification [1] was formalized as an
extension of multi-label classification [15] [16], to predict the
degrees of relevance of the labels rather than the set of relevant
labels. By extension, graded multi-label classifiers fall within
two main categories, problem transformation and problem
adaptation. The former transforms the multi-label problem into
a combination of regular classification tasks for each class
label, whereas the later modifies directly the classifier to deal
with graded multi-label data.
Cheng et al. [1] proposed a solution by decomposing the
problem into an ordinal classification problem and a multilabel classification problem. They introduced two
transformation methods, namely the vertical reduction, which
predicts the membership degree for each label, and the
horizontal reduction which predicts a subset of labels on each
grade level. The authors also proceeded to prove the usefulness
of graded multi-label classification, by deploying and
comparing their approach on both GML data and ML data.
Although the model proved to be effective in this setting, it
does not model label dependencies. Brinker et al. [12] applied
pairwise decomposition using three variants of Calibrated
Label Ranking [17], to model the preferences between labels.
While these approaches outperformed the predictive model
developed in [1], they can only model pairwise dependencies.
Lastra et al. [13] proposed a non-deterministic learner based on
binary relevance that returns an interval whenever the
classification is uncertain for a label. This method relies on a
tradeoff between the size of the interval and the improvement
of the accuracy.
Laghmari et al. [14] introduced an approach for learning
label dependencies and label preferences. This is achieved by
using the horizontal decomposition to reduce the problem into
a combination of multi-label learning tasks, and then
combining pairwise comparisons and classifier chains [18],
which is an extension of binary relevance consisting of adding
the labels as descriptive attributes.
While transformation methods can be easily implemented
with the existing algorithms, their inability to fully model label
dependencies and their run time can render them inefficient.
This is especially true in cases where an interpretable model is
needed, specifically a tree-based one capable of inferring
accurate rules, which is the focus of this article. In fact, if one
is interested in a model that produces rules identifying the
features relevant for the prediction, these approaches would be
inefficient and even inapplicable. The approaches in [1] can
only identify the features relevant for one class label. Pairwise
comparisons are not sufficient to fully model label
dependencies. Classifier chains method is not applicable in this
setting since it includes the labels as features, which would
result in unintelligible rules. Furthermore, these approaches
have to build a number of learners, proportional to the number
of class labels, which affects their run time and interpretability.

B. Multi-label Decision Tree Classifiers
Clare et al. [19] adapted the c4.5 algorithm to handle multilabel data. The authors modified the formula of the entropy to
account for the existence and non-existence of each label, and
thus producing a decision tree capable of predicting all the
class labels at once. The multi-label entropy is calculated as
follows:
( )

∑

( )

( )

( )

( )

(1)

Where ( ) is the probability of the class label
( )

( )

Blockeel et al. [20] proposed a hierarchical multi-label
decision tree, based on predictive clustering trees [21]. The tree
is built by recursively partitioning the data into smaller
clusters. This is achieved by finding the best attribute-value
that reduces the intra-cluster variance. Where the variance is
calculated based on the weighted Euclidean distance.
Following this work, Vens et al. [22] presented an empirical
study confirming the findings in [19] [20] and thus proving the
ineffectiveness of transformation-based decision tree learners
in comparison to adapted multi-label decision trees.
III. GRADED MULTI-LABEL DECISION TREE
A. Formal Task Description
In graded multi-label classification, we have a number of
training examples from which we build a classifier that assigns
a grade or membership degree to each class label. An instance
is represented as a vector x of d attribute values
,
- drawn for an input domain
. Given
*
+ a finite set of predefined labels and
*
+ a finite set of predefined ordered membership
degrees such that
ranging from complete
irrelevance to full relevance. An instance x is assigned a vector
of membership degrees
,
- , where
corresponds to the degree of relevance of the th label for
the instance .
We define a graded multi-label classifier
as ( ) ̂ , where ̂
,̂
̂ - corresponds to
the set of predicted membership degrees for each label
and an instance .
B. GML_DT: Graded Multi-label Decision Tree
To deal with graded multi-label learning tasks, we propose
a novel graded multi-label decision tree algorithm (GML-DT),
capable of predicting the membership degrees of all target
labels simultaneously.
The GML_DT, given in Algorithm 1, is a greedy model
that follows a top-down induction approach for building
decision trees. The algorithm takes as input the training set. It
starts by searching for the best attribute-value test for the root
node. It proceeds to splitting the training set based on the
selected test into two partitions, one for which the test succeeds
and one for which the test fails, and then calls itself recursively
on each partition to construct the left and right subtrees.
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Algorithm 1 GML_DT
Input: an attribute-valued training set S
If stopping criterion is True then terminate
End if
For each attribute A do
For each split value v do
Compute overall entropy for splitting on (A, v)
End for
End for
(
)
Best attribute-value that reduces the overall entropy
Create a node in the Tree with the best test (
)
Induced sub-datasets from S based on the test (
)
GML_DT( )
GML_DT( )
Add
and
to the corresponding branches of
the Tree
Output: Tree

C. A Toy Example
To demonstrate the process of building a graded multi-label
decision tree, we use a toy example. Table I displays 10
samples of the toy dataset, which originally contains a total of
35 instances described with 3 attributes.
is a categorical
feature,
and
are continuous features. The set of class
labels is constituted by *
+ and the set of degrees is
*
+. This set is equivalent to a set of descriptive nominal
counterpart for each degree {not at all, somewhat, almost,
fully} characterizing the ordinal levels of relevance of the class
labels.
TABLE I.
Instances

The best attribute-value test is selected by considering all
possible split values for each attribute. If the attribute is
categorical, the algorithm constructs a test of the form
,
if it is continuous the test takes the form
. For each
node, the algorithm computes the heuristic values of all the
possible attribute-value tests. The heuristic calculates the
overall entropy induced by splitting the node on an attributevalue test. The overall entropy as defined in equation (2) is the
sum of the weighted entropy of the two partitions created by
the split according to their size.
The algorithm then selects the test that reduces this
heuristic to put in an internal node. It splits the instances based
on the test into two partitions and constructs the subtrees as
explained above.
∑
( )

(

| |
+| |

∑
(

Where

*

)

( )
(

)

(2)
(3)

) is defined as follows:
∑

(

)

(

)

(4)

We modified the formula of the entropy in order to handle
graded multi-label classification tasks. We propose a graded
multi-label entropy that is computed as the averaged sum of the
entropies of class labels. This definition ensures that instances
with similar degrees of relevance to the set of labels go in the
same subset and thus allowing the prediction of a set of
membership degrees for the set of labels in the leaves. We use
the majority vote on each class label, to predict its
corresponding relevance degree.
The algorithm builds the tree until a stopping criterion is
triggered. The stopping conditions are:
 The partition is pure, meaning that all instances have the
same degree of relevance for each class label.
 The number of instances in the node are less than a
predefined threshold.

GRADE MULTI-LABEL TOY DATASET

A

63

7

3

0

0

C

29

5

3

3

1

A

69

13

1

2

3

B

49

11

1

0

2

C

51

7

2

1

0

B

61

5

1

0

2

C

43

17

2

1

0

A

69

9

3

0

0

C

27

13

3

3

1

B

10

14

1

0

2

First, we find the best split by iterating over the attribute
columns to get potential split values. The potential split values
of a continuous attribute column being the middle values
between each consecutive values of the attribute. Then we
calculate the overall entropy induced by splitting on an
attribute and a potential split value .
For example, according the samples in table 1, the potential
), (
) and (
)
splits for the attribute are (
Based on these samples, the overall entropy induced by the
) is calculated as follows:
test (
By applying Equations (2) and (3), we obtain:
( )
( )
( )
(

(

,
)

(

)
)-

Where is the set of instances for which
the set of instances for which
.

, and

By applying Equation (4), the entropy of the subset
the class label is calculated as follows:

 The tree reaches a maximum depth.

(

)

( )
( )

( )
( )

( )
( )

is
for

( )
( )
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AND
,

,

( )

THEN <
>

( )

( )

AND
,

,

( )

THEN <
>

( )

( )

: IF
: IF
(
) and
(
)
After computing
following the same process, we get the entropy of the subset
:

As demonstrated above, the new developed graded multilabel model yields rules that are intelligible and interpretable.

( )

IV. EXPERIMENTAL STUDY

In the same way, we calculate the entropy of the subset
and we obtain:
( )
The overall entropy for splitting on the test (
1.364

) is

The overall entropies for the remaining potential splits of
the attributes ,
and
can be computed following the
same process. The potential tests for the continuous features
are determined by considering the middle values between each
consecutive values.
Fig. 1 displays the decision tree built by GML_DT based
on the toy dataset (35 instances). We can infer the five
following rules from this decision tree:

We conducted an experimental study on real-world
datasets, comparing our approach with binary relevance (BR)
applied with a state of the art decision tree classifier, under the
evaluation metrics from the literature [12] [1]. Cheng et al. [1]
generalized some of the common loss functions used in multilabel classification for the graded multi-label setting and
introduced the benchmark dataset BeLaE. These performance
metrics were then used in the experimental study in [12], which
compares the previous work in [1] and three new implemented
approaches. This study was carried out on the benchmark
dataset BeLaE and two additional real-world graded multilabel datasets curated by the authors, which makes it the most
extensive work on GMLC compared to the rest of the work in
the literature. For the purpose of conformity, we used the same
datasets in our experimental study, along with three of the
evaluation metrics from this previous work.
The experimental study is obtained by carrying out 10-fold
cross validation on each single dataset. The same folds were
used for both experiments on GML_DT and a baseline
decision tree classifier applied with binary relevance approach
(BR_DT).
We developed the GML_DT algorithm proposed in this
paper from scratch using Python. The baseline BR_DT is
implemented using the Scikit-learn library [23].
A. Evaluation Metrics
We evaluated the predictive performance of the algorithm
based on three metrics; the hamming loss, which corresponds
to the mean deviation of the predicted membership degrees to
the true membership grades:
(̂

Fig. 1.

: IF

THEN <
( )
>

( )

,

AND
,

THEN <
( )
>

( )

,

( )
( )

THEN <
>

: IF

*
( )

+ AND
( )
,

( )

,
THEN <
>

)

( )

)

|

|

The vertical 0-1 loss measures the percentage of class
labels with incorrectly predicted degrees of relevance:
(̂
,

( )

(5)

)

(

AND
( )
,

: IF

(̂
(

Where
is the absolute error of the predicted
membership degree and it is defined as:

A Graded Multi-label Decision Tree Constructed by GML_DT.

: IF

∑

)

∑

)

(̂

)

(6)

Where I is the indicator function.
,

The C-index measures the pairwise ranking errors between
the true membership set and the predicted membership set.
∑

In this toy dataset the attribute has three possible values
A, B or C. Hence, the condition
*
+ is equivalent to
. Therefore, the fourth rule becomes:

∑(

∑

Where

(

)

*

|

| |

|

( )

( )

( ))

(7)

|

+
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( ) is a function returning the degree of membership of the
label for an instance .

TABLE III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FOR EACH DATASET ACCORDING TO
THE HAMMING LOSS, THE VERTICAL 0/1 LOSS AND THE C-INDEX

( ) is the predicted degree of membership of the label
an instance .

Datasets

and (

)

(

)

(

for

)

BeLa-E n=5

B. Datasets
The datasets used for the experimental study are the BeLaE which is a benchmark dataset introduced in [1] consisting of
100 variants, 50 datasets predicting 5 labels and 50 datasets
predicting 10 labels. BeLaE was constructed based on a survey
conducted with 1930 students, in order to grade on a finite
ordinal scale the importance of different job properties.
Movies [12] is a dataset collected from 1967 movies where
each movie is graded on its level of membership to five
descriptive categories, e.g. its level of humor, action, suspense.
Medical [12], based on 1953 radiology reports, annotated
with a set of ICD-9-CM disease/diagnosis classification codes.
This dataset was adapted from the multi-label dataset by taking
into account the level of agreement of the annotators.
Table II summarized the different properties of the
aforementioned datasets.
C. Results
Table III displays the experimental results of GML_DT in
comparison to BR_DT. We averaged the evaluations across the
10-fold cross validation for each single dataset. For the
benchmark datasets, BeLaE (n=5) and BeLaE (n=10), we
averaged the performance over the 50 variants of each. We
summarize their predictive measures in terms of the mean and
the standard deviation.
The experimental study conducted reaches the following
conclusions:
GML-DT outperforms the baseline classifier BR_DT in
terms of predictive performance according to all three
evaluation metrics used in this experiment for all four datasets.
The performance metrics used in these experiments
evaluate the results along three dimensions depicting the
disparity, accuracy and pairwise ranking errors between the
true membership set and the predicted membership set. Hence,
GML_DT yields more accurate rules across all these different
dimensions.
TABLE II.
OVERVIEW OF THE GRADED MULTI-LABEL DATASETS, AND
THEIR PROPERTIES: NUMBER OF INSTANCES, NUMBER OF ATTRIBUTES,
NUMBER OF CLASS LABELS AND THE NUMBER OF GRADES
Datasets

Instances

Attributes

Labels

Grades

BeLaE n=5

1930

45

5

5

BeLaE n=10

1930

40

10

5

Movies

1967

27002

5

4

Medical

1953

1602

204

4

BeLa-E n=10

Movies

Medical

Evaluation
Measures

GML_DT

BR_DT

Hamming Loss

0.168 0.018

0.257 0.026

Vertical 0-1 Loss

0.526 0.039

0.689 0.032

C-Index

0.264 0.047

0.374 0.055

Hamming Loss

0.174 0.011

0.259 0.017

Vertical 0-1 Loss

0.540 0.020

0.690 0.023

C-Index

0.263 0.030

0.361 0.040

Hamming Loss

0.172

0.253

Vertical 0-1 Loss

0.424

0.536

C-Index

0.247

0.368

Hamming Loss

0.002

0.010

Vertical 0-1 Loss

0.006

0.017

C-Index

0.135

0.448

Furthermore, GML_DT has a smaller model size compared
to BR_DT. In fact, GML_DT is a single model that predicts the
membership degrees relative to the set of class labels
simultaneously. It builds a single decision tree that identifies
the attribute-value conditions relevant for the prediction of the
complete set of degrees associated to the label set. On the other
hand, BR_DT runs | | times, and results in | | constructed
decision trees, one for each class label, which not only affects
its execution time and complexity but also its interpretability.
The higher the number of labels, the more complicated the
model gets and therefore the less effective it becomes for
retrieving useful and comprehensible rules.
Moreover, if we were to compare GML_DT to the state of
the art approaches solely based on the results reported in [1]
and [12], we can deduce that GML_DT outperforms the model
in [1] across all three metrics. Furthermore, it has better results
for the hamming loss and the vertical 0-1 loss compared to the
full CLR and Joined CLR while it remains very competitive
against the Horizontal CLR [12].
V. CONCLUSION
We present a graded multi-label decision tree classifier,
GML_DT, which generalizes the multi-label setting by
predicting the membership degrees of the target labels instead
of the binary relevance/non relevance. This approach utilizes
the interpretability of decision tree classifiers and produces
readable and comprehensive trees, which can be translated into
useful, homogenous rules. GML_DT is also the first adaptation
algorithm in the literature that fully models label dependencies,
resulting in an increase of the predictive performance and the
quality of the deduced rules.
The proposed algorithm is based on a new adapted graded
multi-label heuristic that allows the algorithm to split based on
the homogeneity of the combined set of labels, and ultimately
retuning a vector containing the majority grade in each class
label. We carried out an experimental study on real-world
graded multi-label datasets, and evaluated our approach against
a state of the art transformation-based decision tree classifier.
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Our model is more interpretable and has the best predictive
quality according to a variety of performance measures from
the GMLC literature.
This paper constitutes a preliminary presentation of
GML_DT, we are currently investigating further adaptations of
the heuristic to the GML setting in order to improve the
predictive performance of the model. Moreover, we are
working on reducing the complexity of the generated tree via
an adapted post pruning method.
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Abstract—Object detection technology aims to detect the
target objects with the theories and methods of image processing
and pattern recognition, determine the semantic categories of
these objects, and mark the specific position of the target object
in the image. This study generally aims to establish a recognition
method for Cassava Phytoplasma Disease (CPD) real-time
detection based on transfer learning neural networks. Several
methods and procedures were conducted, such as the testing of
two methods in transmitting long-distance high definition (HD)
video capture; establishment of a compact setup for a long-range
wireless video transmission system; the development, testing of
the real-time CPD detection and quantification monitoring
system, providing the comparative performance analysis of the
three models used. We have successfully custom-trained three
artificial neural networks using transfer learning: Faster Regions
with Convolutional Neural Networks (R-CNN) Inception v2,
Single Shot Detector (SSD) Mobilenet v2, and You Only Look
Once (YOLO) v4. These deep learning models can detect and
recognize CPD in actual environment settings. Overall, the
developed real-time CPD detection and quantification
monitoring system was successfully integrated into the wireless
video receiver and seamlessly visualized all the incoming data
using the three different CNN models. If the consideration is the
image processing speed, YOLOv4 is better compared to other
models. But, if accuracy is the priority, Faster R-CNN inception
v2 performs better. However, since CPD detection is the main
purpose of this study, the Faster R-CNN model is recommended
for adoption to detect CPD in a real-time environment.
Keywords—Cassava phytoplasma disease; faster regions with
convolutional neural networks (R-CNN) inception v2; you only
look once (YOLO) v4; object detection; precision agriculture

I.

INTRODUCTION

The agricultural industry plays an important role in the
economy. Plant illness is also caused by climatic
circumstances, exacerbated by the exponential trend of
population growth. The major challenges of sustainable
development include reducing pesticide use, the expense of
preserving the environment, and the cost of building quality.
Exact, exact, and timely decisions may reduce pesticide use
[1]. Cassava is a key crop that has been produced in the
Philippines. Nowadays, innovation is commonly used for
plant disease prediction. The concept of image processing
combined with information mining improvements aids in
identifying plant diseases. With the development of intelligent

devices, the data bulk on Internet has grown with high speed.
As an important aspect of image processing [2][3][4], object
detection has become one of the popular international research
fields. In recent years, the powerful ability with feature
learning and transfer learning of Convolutional Neural
Network (CNN) has received growing interest within the
computer vision community, thus making a series of important
breakthroughs in object detection [5][6]. So, it is a significant
application to apply CNN to object detection for better
performance.
Real-time object detection is the task of doing object
detection in real-time with fast inference while maintaining a
base level of accuracy [7]. Object detection technology aims
to detect the target objects with the theories and methods of
image processing and pattern recognition [8][9], determine the
semantic categories of these objects, and mark the specific
position of the target object in the image. It is a very
challenging task in the actual application to use computer
technology to detect objects automatically. Complex
background, noise disturbance, occlusion, low-resolution,
scale, and attitude changes, and other factors will seriously
affect the object detection performance. The conventional
object detection method was based on the hand-crafted
feature. It is not robust to illumination change, lacking good
generalization ability. Using Google's TensorFlow and
YOLOv4 as well as transfer learning, we were able to customtrained three separate artificial neural networks [10]. These
deep learning models can detect and recognize CPD in actual
environment settings.
This study established a recognition method for Cassava
Phytoplasma Disease (CPD) real-time detection based on
transfer learning neural networks. Specifically, this paper is
presented to test the two methods in transmitting long-distance
high definition (HD) video capture. Likewise, it established a
compact setup for a long-range wireless video transmission
system. Furthermore, the project developed a real-time CPD
detection and quantification monitoring system, performed a
wireless video transmission test, and compared the test results
in each model used.
As compared with the recent papers and technologies
related to plant disease detection, this paper presented a
disease detection technology specifically for Cassava
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Phytoplasma Disease. It demonstrated which real-time
detection technology is the most appropriate to use, which is
more practical and can have a great impact on society. This
research provides a visual object identification framework
capable of processing pictures at high detection rates while
processing images at a fast pace.
Hence, the authors conducted a thorough experiment on
what innovative technology will be used. To befittingly
implement the selected technology to our partner agency, the
EDCOR, a cassava development cooperative located in San
Guillermo, Isabela. Their cassava farms are situated in remote
locations where internet connectivity is scarce. We developed
a remote image processing server system utilizing digital
First-Person View (FPV) [11]. This remote server can perform
real-time image processing for CPD detection and recognition
with a dedicated ground station for long-range high-definition
video transmission without using the Internet.
The next sections discussed the related works, methods,
and results that transpired during the conduct of the study. It
explained the details on how the entire project was done and
the results of the undertakings.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
Cassava plants exhibiting characteristic phytoplasma signs,
such as witches' broom, general stunt, chlorosis, distortion,
and decreased size [12], were seen in farms near San
Guillermo, Isabela. CPD is a severe danger to cassava
producers' food security [13].
Object detection is a critical computer vision problem that
involves detecting visual objects in digital photos of a specific
type (such as humans, animals, or autos). Object detection
aims to create computational models and approaches that give
one of the most fundamental bits of data required by computer
vision applications [14]. Object detection is essential in
identifying the disease type in the specific video sequence
performed in agricultural farming. Object detection reduces
computing time while increasing detection accuracy [15].
Several popular deep learning-based object identification
algorithms are available that can accurately identify which
section of a farm field is infected with Cassava Phytoplasma
Disease. Some frameworks will need a lot of computing
power, while some will provide less accuracy. By surveying
several neural network frameworks, the authors identified the
following frameworks with the best performance in object
detecting technology.
Transfer learning is the enhancement of learning in a new
task by transferring knowledge from a previously learned
related activity [16]. While most machine learning algorithms
are designed to solve particular tasks, the development of
algorithms that promote transfer learning is a continuing area
of study in the machine-learning field. The following are the
transfer learning neural networks considered in this paper:
A. Faster Regions with Convolutional Neural Networks

(R-CNN) Inception v2
The Region Proposal Network (RPN) is a fully
convolutional network that predicts object limits and

objectness scores at each place simultaneously. RPNs are
trained from start to finish to create high-quality region
suggestions, which Fast R-CNN uses for detection [17]. RPN
and Fast R-CNN may be taught to share convolutional
features using a simple alternating optimization. RPN was
added to the design of faster R-CNN. It means that it uses a
quick neural network to handle a sluggish search selection
process.
RPN comes after the last convolution layer of a
Convolutional Neural Network. Inception V2 was a module
created to minimize the complexity of a convolution network.
This module causes the convolution network to be broader
rather than deeper. There are three types of modules in
Inception V2 [18].
B. You Only Look Once (YOLO) v4
YOLO is a cutting-edge, real-time object detecting
technology. It is a real-time object identification system that
recognizes several items in a single frame. YOLO takes a
completely new approach to earlier detection methods. It uses
a single neural network to process the entire picture. This
network separates the picture into regions and predicts each
bounding boxes and probabilities. The projected probabilities
are used to weigh these bounding boxes [19]. YOLO offers
excellent real-time performance in multi-scale object
recognition [20].
C. Single Shot Detection (SSD)
Single Shot Detection is a technique for detecting objects
in a single shot. By capturing a single photograph, you can
analyze many items. A single frame is used to recognize and
analyze several items in a picture. Compared to Convoluted
Neural Networks, this is a considerably faster analysis. For p
channel analysis, a feature layer of m*n is obtained. For each
of the k areas, a bounding box is generated. SSD is sometimes
called a Multibox detector since it computes each bounding
box and offsets relative to the initial bounding boxes [21].
III. METHODS
A. Conceptual Framework
The different processes and methodologies in the wireless
video transmission system, its establishment, the development
of a real-time CPD detection monitoring system, the
performance testing were realized based on the conceptual
framework of the study as presented in Fig. 1. The Real-time
CPD detection and quantification Framework Model.
B. Methods in Transmitting Long-distance High

Definition Video Capture using the Long-Range
Wireless Video Transmission System
We have used two methods in transmitting long-distance
high definition (HD) video capture. These methods involve
using 2.4Ghz and 5Ghz frequencies. Both had their
advantages and disadvantages. 2.4GHz offers a wide network
coverage and is superior at bypassing substantial impediments
like trees. However, it has a smaller data rate and is more
susceptible to interference; more devices normally utilize this
frequency. 5Ghz, on the other hand, offers a greater data rate
and is less susceptible to interference; it is typically used by
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fewer devices. However, it has a smaller coverage area and is
not performing well when penetrating solid/thick layered
obstacles.
To implement the 2.4Ghz concept, we adapted the method
called Wi-Fi Broadcast illustrated in Fig. 2. Wi-Fi-broadcast
activates the monitor mode on the Wi-Fi cards. This mode
allows you to transmit and receive arbitrary packets without
having to associate them with anything. Furthermore, it is
possible to get incorrect frames (where the checksum does not
match). In this method, a real unidirectional connection is
produced, simulating the benefits of an analog link. They
comprise the following: the transmitter broadcasts data
regardless of whether or not there are any receivers nearby. As
a result, there's no possibility of video stalling due to a loss of
association; the receiver gets video as long as it's within range
of the transmitter. The video quality declines as it moves out

of range, but it does not stall. Even if frames are incorrect,
they will be shown rather than discarded; the classic "one
broadcaster – numerous receivers" method will function right
out of the box. Bystanders who wish to view the video stream
on their devices only need to "shift to the correct channels";
Wi-Fi-broadcast permits the simultaneous use of numerous
low-cost receivers and the combining of their data to enhance
the likelihood of correct data reception. This so-called
software diversity enables the use of identity and
complementary receivers to increase dependability (imagine
one reception with a 360° omnidirectional antenna and
multiple directional antennas for long distances, all
functioning in tandem). To archive high dependability at
minimal bandwidth needs, Wi-Fi-broadcast employs Forward
Error Correction. It can recover packets that have been lost or
corrupted at the receiver.

Fig. 1. The Structural Framework of Faster R-CNN(a), YOLOv4(b), SSD Mobilenet v2(c).
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Fig. 2. Wi-Fi Broadcast Block Diagram.

Using standard Wi-Fi dongles with Atheros AR9271
802.11 chip for the transmitter and receiver, and a 2.4Ghz
Yagi antenna for our ground station presented in Fig. 3 and 4.
This setup can process camera feed from either USB Video or
through RTSP/TCP URLs.

Fig. 5. Single Board Computer; Raspberry pi 4.

The ground station uses a sturdy tripod with a height of 2.5
meters. The Wi-Fi dongle, Yagi antenna, and a single board
computer are securely installed on it, as shown in Fig. 5 and 6.

Fig. 6. A 2.5 Meters Tripod Stand where the Wi-Fi Dongle, Yagi.

Fig. 3. Atheros AR9271 802.11 Wi-Fi Dongle.

On the other hand, we used a commercially available FPV
high-definition video transmitter using 5Ghz presented in
Fig. 7, which also supports HDMI all format video input up to
1920*1080@60fps, and output is up to 1920*1080@30fps. A
5dB omnidirectional antenna is installed on the ground unit
(standard). According to the manufacturer, the effective
transmission distance is over 2km with an output delay of
80ms/0.08s.

Fig. 4. 2.4Ghz Yagi Antenna.
Fig. 7. Commercially Available full HD Digital Video System.
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The receiver/ground unit is also installed on the tripod, just
beside the 2.4Ghz Yagi antenna. This method takes advantage
of the commercially available HD Video TX/RX and its
dedicated windows application. The commercially available
video TX/RX works perfectly fine using its dedicated
application (Insight.exe) on a windows computer. However,
the downside is that we cannot tap on the video feed from the
transmitter into our developed system. Given that its dedicated
application is not open-source and there is no available
software development kit (SDK) for this device, it is hard to
analyze and reverse engineer. On the other hand, the RTSP
URL that supposedly works based on its documentation turns
out to be incorrect (or, if not, maybe they no longer support
this feature).
The alternative concept uses the “HD Video Capture”
method, as illustrated in Fig. 8, which works by connecting
the NDVI camera through HDMI into the Video TX and
connected to the Video RX wirelessly (5Ghz band). The
Video RX will also act as a Wi-Fi access point using the 5Ghz
band. A lightweight, small single-board computer (SBC)
running Windows 10 Pro x64 with Insight.exe configured will
be linked to the Video RX over Wi-Fi (5Ghz) and display the
live camera feed from the TX side. Then a video capture
device will be used to mirror the preview display on the SBC

and send it to our server computer via wired connection in
digital HD resolution (720P - 1080P) in real-time (or near
real-time).
After which, our developed Demeter’s Eyes Monitoring
System will then be able to adapt to this alternative method
and process each frame from the incoming digital HD
resolution camera pass through our custom-trained CNN
model for CPD detection and quantification. These two
different
videos
transmission
configurations
work
independently of each other, and only one setup can be used at
a time since there is only one camera installed to the
transmitter.
C. Establishment of a Compact Setup for a Long-Range

Wireless Video Transmission System
The long-range wireless video transmission system is
equipped with 16 megapixels NDVI camera, GPS module, a
single-board computer, and a swappable video transmitter
(2.4Ghz and 5Ghz), as shown in Fig. 9. This compact setup
also includes a portable power supply, mini-fan, and LED
light indicators. The LED lights indicate the status of each
component on this embedded system. It is very useful when
conducting pre-flight checkups and during troubleshooting.

Fig. 8. Video Capture System Layout.
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D. Development and Testing of the Real-Time CPD

Detection and Quantification Monitoring System
The real-time CPD detection [22][23] and quantification
system work by switching on the NDVI camera, video
transmitter and receiver (including the single-board computer
from the ground station), GPS logging module (will
automatically start logging time stamps and GPS coordinates
once switched on and successfully linked to a satellite) and,
the drone itself. After which, the video transmitter and
receiver will automatically link each other (the green light
indicator for data on the video receiver must be steady).
Fig. 9. HD Wireless Video Transmitter System with Installed NDVI Camera
and GPS Module.

On the server-side, the CPD real-time monitoring system
should now be able to detect and preview incoming live
camera feed from the video transmitter, as shown in Fig. 10.

Fig. 10. Real-Time CPD Detection and Quantification System Dashboard.
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Once the video link is established, the surveyor can now
start hovering above the cassava field (3-5 meters above the
cassava). While hovering over the cassava field, the CPD realtime monitoring system performs image pre-processing
procedures on each incoming frame. This includes applying a
Fastie color map to visualize the NDVI values in the image.
The pre-processed frame(s) is passed through our CNN model
(custom trained CPD detection model using transfer learning
with Faster RCNN for prototype 2, SSD MobileNet V2 [1]
COCO for prototype 3, and YOLO v4 for prototype 4) for
CPD detection and quantification based on the TensorFlow
object detection API. The real-time CPD detection is
displayed on the system preview window with an overlaid
running count of CPD detected. The system also automatically
records each CPD detected timestamp (the latency between
the transmitter and receiver was considered; thus, an
adjustment with the time delay was done).
After completing the survey and the drone has returned,
the GPS logging module will automatically connect to the
access point located on the operator side. This will allow the
operator to download GPS coordinates and corresponding
timestamp Logs from the drone onboard GPS logging module
through sFTP and upload it into the server computer. The
system will now compare/match the CPD detection
timestamps from the server computer and the timestamps from
the GPS logging module. For each timestamp that matches,
save its corresponding GPS coordinate into a .txt file. This .txt
file will be uploaded into the web-based information system
for visualization. These processes are illustrated in our
conceptual framework shown in Fig. 1.
E. Testing the Long-range Wireless Video Transmission

System

working time per battery charge of the NDVI camera; working
time per battery charge of the video receiver; the actual
working distance of the video TX/RX; actual latency of the
video transmission; actual latency of the video transmission
when adapted into the monitoring system.
We conducted the test at an open field inside the Isabela
State University located at San Fabian, Echague, Isabela, as
shown in Fig. 11 and 12. The test location is ideal since it has
an almost identical topography with the actual cassava farms.
It has a combination of wide-open fields with surrounding
trees in various heights and densities.
F. Portable Handheld Prototype Field Testing
With favorable weather, we conducted the onsite pilot
testing of our prototype at Villa Teresita, San Guillermo
Isabela, on a cassava farm owned by one of the EDCOR
members between 10:00 in the morning up until 3:00 in the
afternoon. The planted cassava was at around three months old
at the time of testing. We used PVC pipes to hold the
prototype steady, facing the camera down at a height of 2-3
meters from the top-most part of the cassava. Thus, mimics
the drone altitude and flight movement.
Fig. 13 shows the actual field testing of the prototype.
This was performed in the cassava farm in Villa Sanchez, San
Guillermo, Isabela. This testing makes sure that the prototype
works well as per its functionalities.
G. Drone and Prototype Payload Field Testing
After the initial test, we embedded the prototype as a
payload into our custom-built drone and went back to the
same site to conduct another series of tests. This milestone is
presented in Fig. 14 and 15.

To verify the actual performance of the video transmission
system, we conducted a stress test to determine the following:

Fig. 11. Testing Site.
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Fig. 12. Actual Wireless Video Transmission Test Conducted.

Fig. 13. Actual Field Testing of the Prototype.

Fig. 14. Installed Prototype as Payload underneath the Drone.
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battery charge of the NDVI camera (while installed in the
video TX/RX) is capable of reaching three hours on preview
mode with a remaining one bar on the battery indicator.
Actual working distance of the Video TX/RX. Both 2.4Ghz
and 5Ghz setups reached 900 meters in the actual ground test
with few trees in between. Also, both setups lose connection
after a total loss of line of sight between the TX and RX. The
actual latency of the video transmission is at 90-100
milliseconds.
Fig. 15. Actual Field Testing using the Drone with the Prototype Payload on
it

H. Comparison of the Test Results in each Model used
The ground-truthing [24] procedure was done on a selected
area from a cassava farm with identified CPD infection. Our
plant pathologist selected two lanes of planted cassava by
which our prototypes camera can cover at one pass at a height
of 2-2.5 meters. The cassava planted on the selected test area
was counted manually. We got a total of 40 cassava stalks,
wherein our plant pathologist identified 18 as CPD infected,
and 22 were healthy/normal/or with a different disease. As the
prototype passes through each cassava plant, our plant
pathologist verifies if it can detect CPD infected or has no
detection.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
For objective one, on testing two methods in transmitting
long-distance high definition (HD) video capture. The wireless
video transmission results show that the working time per

The second aim is to construct a small configuration for a
long-range wireless video transmission system. The tests
conducted between the two wireless configurations showed
promising results with the given environmental condition
during the field testing. However, we opt to use the 5Ghz
setup moving forward simply because it is very
straightforward to deploy both its transmitter and receiver.
Also, given the fact that the end-users are not technically
knowledgeable on setting up the 2.4Ghz configuration, which
may be too complex for non-technical users, using it may pose
problems during the turnover and maintenance of the system.
The creation and testing of a real-time CPD detection and
quantification monitoring system and wireless video
transmission test performance are goals 3 and 4. The
developed real-time CPD detection and quantification
monitoring system was successfully integrated into the
wireless video receiver and seamlessly visualized all the
incoming data using the three different CNN models, as
shown in Fig. 16.

Fig. 16. Deploying the Three Custom Trained CNN Models (Faster R-CNN, SSD Mobilenet v2, and YOLOv4.
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For objective 5, the comparison of the test results in each
model used, the tabulated results using each custom-trained
CNN model at different frame resolutions presented in
Tables I to VI show that the Faster R-CNN model has the
highest detection accuracy across different frame resolutions
with a top detection rate of 13 out of 18 CPD samples.
However, this has the lowest processing frame count among
the three CNN models used. On the other hand, the YOLOv4
model has a top processing speed of 25 frames per second and
a 9 out of 18 detection rate on CPD samples. In contrast, the
SSD Mobilenet v2 model has a top processing frame count of
20 frames per second, which is second to the YOLOv4 model
in terms of processing speed. However, it has the lowest
detection rate, with just 6 out of 18 CPD samples being
detected.
Table I shows the detection results using Faster R-CNN
Inception v2. The video resolution was 1080 x 720 at eight
frames per second (FPS). Negative samples mean that during
the detection process of the system, these are samples that are
not infected with CPD. In contrast, those positive samples are
samples that were infected with CPD. This particular table
showed that from the 25 negative samples, it recognized 20
True Negative (TN) from the samples while only 5 were False
Negative (FN). Furthermore, the Faster R-CNN framework
recognized 13 True Positive (TP) and 2 False Positive (FP)
samples from 20 samples infected with CPD.
Table II is the detection tests using Faster R-CNN
Inception v2 960 x 640 at 11FPS. The 24 negative samples
recognized 17 as TN and seven as FN. From the 16 positive
samples, the result is 11 as TP and five as FP.
Table III shows the result of tests using YOLOv4 1080 x
720 @22FPS. From this table, 18 were detected as TN while
nine were detected as FN from the 27 negative samples. For
the positive samples, the system saw nine as a TP, while 4
were FP.
Table IV also presented the results using YOLOv4 960 x
640 @25FPS. The result is not much desirable since from the
26 negative samples. It only detects 14 as TN, which is close
to detection of FN, which is 12. The same is through with its
detection on positive samples. It detects 8 FP and 7 FP from
15 positive samples.
Table V presents the results using SSD Mobilenet v2 1080
x 720 @18FPS. From this table, the detection accuracy can be
seen as low. It has 13 TN and 12 FN from 25 negative
samples, while 9 FP and 6 TP from 25 positive samples.
Table VI shows the result using SSD Mobilenet v2 960 x
640 @20FPS. Its accuracy is less good than the previous
methods. From the 25 negative samples it detects 11 TN and
14 FN. While from the 15 positive samples, it detects 11 FP
and 4 TP.
Based on these results, if the image processing speed is
considered, YOLOv4 is better than other models. Faster RCNN inception v2 performs better if accuracy is a priority.
Hence, these two models can be used depending on the
purpose of the detection of the CPD. However, the most
important factor to be considered must be its accuracy since
CPD detection is the main objective of this study.

TABLE I.

FASTER R-CNN INCEPTION V2 1080 X 720 @8FPS
Positive

Negative

Negative

FN=5

TN=20

Positive

TP=13

FP=2

TABLE II.

FASTER R-CNN INCEPTION V2 960 X 640 @11FPS
Positive

Negative

Negative

FN=7

TN=17

Positive

TP=11

FP=5

TABLE III.

YOLOV4 1080 X 720 @22FPS

Positive

Negative

Negative

FN=9

TN=18

Positive

TP=9

FP=4

TABLE IV.

YOLOV4 960 X 640 @25FPS

Positive

Negative

Negative

FN=12

TN=14

Positive

TP=7

FP=8

TABLE V.

SSD MOBILENET V2 1080 X 720 @18FPS
Positive

Negative

Negative

FN=12

TN=13

Positive

TP=6

FP=9

TABLE VI.

SSD MOBILENET V2 960 X 640 @20FPS
Positive

Negative

Negative

FN=14

TN=11

Positive

TP=4

FP=11

V. CONCLUSION
During the field testing/actual testing, the 5Ghz set-up was
used because it is straightforward to deploy both its
transmitter and receiver. The developed real-time CPD
detection and quantification monitoring system was
successfully integrated into the wireless video receiver and
seamlessly visualized all the incoming data using the three
different CNN models. If the consideration is the image
processing speed, YOLOv4 is better compared to other
models. Faster R-CNN inception v2 performs better if
accuracy is a top requirement. Hence, these two models can be
used depending on the purpose of the detection of the CPD.
However, the most important factor to be considered must be
its accuracy since CPD detection is the main objective of this
study.
VI. RECOMMENDATION
The test's discussed results using the three methods - SSD
Mobilenet v2, Faster R-CNN Inception v2, and YOLOv4,
shows that Faster R-CNN Inception v2 has the highest
accuracy. However, the accuracy rate needs to be improved to
achieve optimal accuracy. The suggestion is to increase the
training datasets and modify the hyperparameters to achieve
maximum accuracy.
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Abstract—The ubiquity of smartphone use nowadays is
undeniable exponentially growing, replaced cell phones, and a
host of other gadgets replaced personal computers to a certain
degree. Different smartphones specifications and overwhelmed
smartphone advertisements have caused broader choices for the
customer. Many qualitative and quantitative criteria need to
consider, and customers want to select the most suitable
smartphones. They face difficulties deciding the best smartphone
according to their budget and desire. Thus, a new method is
needed to recommend the customer according to their
preferences and budget. This study proposed a method for
optimizing the recommendation system of the smartphone using
the genetic algorithm (GA). Moreover, it is implemented with a
progressive web application (PWA) platform to ensure the
customer can use it on multiple platforms. They can choose the
platform to input any specification of smartphone preferences
besides the budget. Functional testing results showed the
achievement of the study’s objectives, and usability testing using
UEQ managed to receive feedback of 93.64%, with an overall
average mean of 4.682. Therefore, according to the outcome, it
can be concluded that optimizing the smartphone
recommendations through GA enables the customer to ease the
comparison based on the obtained optimum result.
Keywords—Genetic algorithm; progressive web application;
recommendation; smartphone introduction

I.

INTRODUCTION

In this modern era, smartphones are one of today‘s most
necessary and personal technologies [1]. Smartphones can
drastically alter how humans communicate, consume
information consumption, and use their time. Smartphones are
used to make calls, read or send emails, view and upload
images and videos, play games, and listen to music [2].
Besides, it reacts as a personal diary to record reminders or
schedules and contacts, browses the internet, speech searching,

verify the latest news update and the current or predicted
climate. It also uses text chatting applications such as
Facebook, Twitter, and WhatsApp and connects on social
networks [3].
The selection of smartphones compatible with consumers‘
needs has motivated our research topic. Molinera et al. [4]
claimed that whenever it comes to purchasing a new
smartphone model, customers can easily get lost in the midst of
hundreds of advertisements from different companies. We have
surveyed 100 respondents, and it shows that 89% of
respondents have trouble choosing the right smartphone. Also,
94% of respondents of the same survey claimed that it is more
convenient to recommend a list of smartphones within their
budget and preferences. Furthermore, they were having
difficulties comparing the preferences of the smartphone
features within the budget. They have to search manually
through dozens of reviews on the overwhelming information
on the internet. 77% of respondents claimed that they read
reviews or comment on the smartphone before making a
decision. It is time-consuming and puts much effort into
cognitive while manually searching the rating and feedback
based on user preferences [5]. The consequences of relying on
reviews will be a combination of negative and positive
feedback, and consumers feel difficult to seek a cogent
response. Besides, the unauthorized review may be a scam too.
Nonetheless, most comparison approaches use the specific
meaning of the attribute. Sometimes, customers may not
accurately describe the artifacts in which they are interested.
They do not entirely understand the level or degree of specific
attributes and hard to locate a precise analysis for a specific
service feature [6]. The recommendation of the product‘s latest
features in an adaptive manner is not successful due to the
high-end products‘ short life cycles. It has caused inappropriate
reviews and obsolete scores rated by other users [7].
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Cha & Seo [8] claimed an average of 54% estimated that
21 developing and emerging countries such as Malaysia,
Brazil, and China had at least one internet or smartphone by
2015. The ubiquity of smartphone use nowadays is undeniable
exponentially growing. Smartphones have become a host of
other gadgets, replaced cell phones, to a certain degree,
replaced personal computers [9]. In 2017, 5 billion individuals
possessed smartphones, and by 2025, this number is predicted
to rise to 5.9 billion. 95% of the population in the United States
owns a smartphone. Through new features, smartphones are
constantly evolving, becoming cheaper and faster each year at
the same time. Therefore, it is essential to consider the quality
and quantitative requirements to select the most preferred
smartphones. For example, pixel density, the camera
resolution, RAM, battery power, stand-by time, memory builtin, weight, thickening, scaling, type of the processor, processor,
and costs are quantitative parameters. In the meantime,
consistency requirements include longevity, reliability,
aesthetics, and branding. Thus, Chen et al. [10] indicated that
customers‘ purchasing decisions are different because their
perceptions and desires vary. Customers would feel satisfied
with the criteria leading to an informed decision to make onehand purchases and meet their expectations.
Now-a-days, humans have been very dependent on mobile
phones since developing robust mobile applications. Besides,
mobile applications thrived originally aimed for productivity
assistance and information retrievals such as emails, calendars,
and contact databases. Due to the rapid advancement of
technology and public demands, it is essential to implement an
effective development of mobile applications as there is a need
to overcome many challenges [11]. Unfortunately, every
invention comes with limitations where mobile applications
need to be compatible with the platform of the devices to work.
As a solution, in this study, the system will be a progressive
web application (PWA) which is application software that can
cross any platform. This enhancement of PWA does not force
users to download the application to experience the features.
However, the functionality remains the same [12]. Besides, this
recommended system research optimization technique focuses
on adapting a GA. The selection method works by using each
member‘s fitness function according to the fitness value
calculated. Resulting the fittest member is more likely to be
selected based on the selection likelihood. This study outcome,
SRcS, which stands for Smartphone Recommendation System,
helps recommend which smartphone is affordable for the
customer to purchase that follows customer preferences within
the budget. This paper‘s organization begins with a brief
introduction in Section 1. Section 2 explained the literature
review and followed by methodology in Section 3. Section 4
elaborates on results and discussion. Finally, Section 5
concludes the study and briefly mentions future enhancement.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
This section describes the smartphone preferences,
recommendation technique, and progressive web application
on the related issue.

A. Smartphone Preferences
A smartphone merged some electronic devices and became
a miniature of a computer. It supports mobile or portable
computing technology and applications with efficient operating
systems [13]. The opportunities provided by the internet
eventually makes smartphones often provide qualitatively
different service. Smartphone has become a part of human life
basic needs nowadays. Rotondi et al. [14] claimed that the
smartphone‘s advent has significantly changed how
information is accessed, allocated time, and interacted with
others. The consumer‘s decision-making process depends on
the product attributes. Price is the most obvious concerning the
attribute of smartphones [15]. Due to that, a smartphone‘s price
plays a vital role in a company‘s market strategy. Customers
will also compare their needs and want between various
products to buy their products inside their budget fit [16].
Therefore, the product quality must match the price to find that
it is worth investing in a smartphone.
Next, consumers‘ need for multi-function cell phones
drives the smartphone‘s development [17]. There are plenty of
platforms for development, but the two famous and excellent
platforms are iPhone Operating System (iOS) from Apple and
Android from Google. Up until now, Android and iOS remain
to dominate the market share of smartphones worldwide.
Despite that, the Android operating system is considerably
newer than iOS. Android utilizes iOS weaknesses and
promotes a tangible cross-platform development operating
system [18].
Furthermore, [19] agreed that organizations will always
find ways to be different, especially in the smartphone
industry, which continuously changes technology. The brand
name can be an organization‘s brand and exclusivity. The
brand name can be a title, word, logo, and design to
differentiate its rivals such as Acer, Amazon, Apple, Samsung,
BlackBerry, Nokia, Huawei, Lenovo, Microsoft, One Plus,
Oppo, ZTE and Sony, and. Marketers were trying to create
brand equity to improve customer response to win consumer
preference and loyalty. Brand equity represents how the brand
thinks, feels, and behaves. Thus, it becomes the products and
services value-added [20].
Smartphones will only become more and more popular.
Most people depend on their mobile devices to run their lives
nowadays. Thus, smartphone brands need to thoroughly
understand the current use and future adoption. The brand
presence is essential, as it ensures that the business has a
specific role in the markets and has established its reputation in
the consumer‘s view [21]. However, [22] claimed that choice
depends on the consumer‘s different variables, calculated by
the utility. This proposed project focuses on the top five
smartphone model brands in Malaysia: Samsung, Vivo, Oppo,
Huawei, and Xiaomi. Purwanto [23] revealed a study outcome
during the covid 19 pandemic where sales promotion and brand
image influenced smartphone purchasing.
Besides, there are many high technology smartphones
features available in the market today. Therefore, different
individuals can choose a specific smartphone to meet their
needs and desires—the smartphone features, including
software and hardware. Hardware is a system concept that can
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be physically touched; meanwhile, software, for instance,
computer programs, procedures, and documentation are the
general terms. Hardware is the smartphone‘s size, design,
color, body, and weight, whereas software consists of the
documentation and application. Rahman et al. [24] alleged that
many consumer choices could be rational, such as time
management, communication, and emotional, such as camera,
games, music, and application features.
Cost, reliability, battery‘s lifespan, special promotions,
camera resolution, size, storage offered, networking, or
connectivity options affect customers‘ features when
purchasing any smartphone. People believed that the
smartphone‘s size connects with the screen‘s resolution and is
inversely linked, such as the bigger the phone, the higher the
resolution, and the harder it to carry. Therefore, with the
enormous open doors within a short period in the smartphone
showcase, smartphone suppliers need to understand factors that
satisfy the customer decisions on which model to buy [25]. All
of these demands in preferences become the input. Then, the
system processed the algorithm and produced a list of
smartphones that matched the most input preferences.
B. Recommendation Technique
Artificial intelligence (AI) approaches have become more
prevalent in a variety of fields. For instance, recommender
systems provide consumers with recommendations for
selecting different items from a massive pool of items [26].
Consequently, it creates a program that can allow people to
select requirements and remove the dilemma. Numerous
options allow humans to be uncertain about what is best for
them or fulfil their needs. The recommendation helps
customers reduce the time and difficulty of searching for the
information required. The methods promote customers towards
the product by collecting and evaluating feedback from other
buyers, implying reviews from specific establishments and
even the customer [27].
Consequently, many new researchers have embarked on
this study to develop more recommended research and
techniques. Several techniques have been evaluated based on
the accuracy, ability to receive multiple inputs, and
simplicity—for instance, fuzzy logic, content-based filtering,
and genetic algorithm. Table I explains the details of the
comparison.
TABLE I.

FEATURES COMPARISON BETWEEN RECOMMENDATION
TECHNIQUES

Technique
/ Features

Content-Based
Filtering

Fuzzy
Logic

Genetic
Algorithm

Accuracy

Medium

Low

High

Receive many inputs and
run in a single run

Yes

No

Yes

Simplicity

No

No

Yes

individuals with better fitness scores to reproduce than others.
Thus, GA can give the best optimization solution to the
smartphone buyer. No matter what the user may input into the
system, GA will always provide one recommendation instead
of null.
C. Progressive Web Application
PWA is an abbreviation for Progressive Web Application.
It is also a cross-platform with a new approach that modern
web capabilities provide a user experience. PWA uses the most
recent technology to incorporate the best of web and mobile
apps. PWA hence unifies the browsing web experience on
mobile and other devices of various pixel sizes, including
laptops, tablets, and other devices [29]. The web-based
framework is designed using HTML, CSS, and JavaScript
standards. It is compatible with any platform that supports
standards-compliant browsers. Besides, the PWA development
and evolution is not a new framework or technology. It allowed
the mobile expansion externally for cross-platform [30]. With
the advantage of a mobile app‘s features, PWA enhances user
retention and execution without complicating a mobile
application‘s maintenance. Biørn-Hansen et al. [31] declared
that the service worker sits at the heart of a PWA because,
without a service worker, support will cause PWA not to work
correctly. A service worker helps give the consumers of a web
application an offline experience. A service worker is a clientside script that operates on a different JavaScript thread and is
independent of the web application. It helps developers
programmatically store and preload data so that the code can
be loaded from the user cache if the network connection fails.
Furthermore, PWA requires a manifest file. The JSON file
is the manifest file for the web application that applies to the
user-installable home screen. A manifest file configures the
application includes name, short name, icons, background
color, view, width, and theme color. It manages to change the
behavior and design of PWA. The PWA platform adapts in
developing this recommendation system because it is
understandable, reliable, and faster to access. Besides, PWA is
a regular application on a computer. The ability to run it from a
uniform resource locator (URL) makes it easy for users with a
browser to use the program [32]. Therefore, it is unnecessary to
maintain an application programming interface (API) with
backward compatibility. Each user uses the same website
version of the code, unlike the version fragmentation of native
apps, making it easier to deploy and manage the software.
Meanwhile, web-based information systems offer easy and
cost-efficient resources to facilitate usability, effective
delivery, efficient administration, and cross-platform
versatility.
III. METHODS

In conclusion, GA has been chosen because simple
programmability and efficiency features offered. GAs is a
robust optimization system widely applicable since it requires
users to give many inputs to run in a single run [28]. The GAs
maintained the population of an individual‘s chromosomes
along with their fitness scores. It gave more opportunities for

Four subsections describe the flow in implementing the
proposed idea: system use case, system flowchart, the phases
of GA implementation, and PWA implementation.
A. System use case for SRcS
The overall system use case illustrated in Fig. 1
demonstrates using the UML on users‘ interaction. We identify
ten use cases for this system: seven use cases handled by the
admin and three by the user.
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C. Genetic Algorithm Implementation
As mentioned, GA involves five processes that start with
initializing the population, followed by fitness calculation,
crossover, mutation, and convergence. All user information is
stored in the system as input. This sub-section presented a
detailed description of each process involved and how GA
produces the final result. Fig. 3 shows the basic process of GA,
which consists of six main steps: 1) initialize population,
evaluate fitness, 2) create a new population through the
selection of the individuals, 3) process the crossover and
mutation, 4) test the condition and if satisfied, return the best
individual of the current population. Else, repeat the process.
Start

Initialize Population

Evaluate Fitness

Fig. 1.

yes

SRcS use Case Diagram.

B. Flow Chart for SRcS
A visual representation of the series of steps and decisions
or a flowchart requires a system using different symbols
containing information. It is essential in design phases to avoid
any obstacle and clearly describe the system. The flow of the
recommendation process for SRcS shown in Fig. 2. The user
must provide 16 specifications of their preferences into the
system, including the budget. The chosen specification will
then go through the five GA processes to get the smartphone‘s
highest match with the user‘s input. Lastly, resulting in the top
three smartphone recommendation lists.

Satisfy stop
criterion?
no

Selection of the individuals

Crossover and Mutation

Output Result

End

Start

Fig. 3.
Enter ‗Brand‘, ‗Price‘, ‗Color‘,
‗Material‘, ‗Size‘, ‗Screen Type‘,
‗Camera‘, ‗Weight‘, ‗Screen Ratio‘,
‗Chipset‘, ‗Storage‘, ‗Battery‘

no
Click ‗Submit‘
button?
yes
Genetic Algorithm Process

Display list of recommended
smartphones

End

Fig. 2.

Process flow for SRcS.

Process for Genetic algorithm

1) Step 1: Initialize population: GA begins with an initial
population of typically randomly formed phenotypes. The GA
needs to continue to evolve new genotypes from the
population and evaluate each genotype‘s fitness at each
iteration. The population will create chromosomes up to 150
generations as their stopping condition is defined in for loop.
Each chromosome encodes three types of smartphones. Each
smartphone contains information like the brand, price, colour,
material, size, year release, display, camera, weight, chipset,
CPU, GPU, RAM, memory, and battery, as in Fig. 4.
2) Step 2: Evaluate fitness: The next phase is calculating
each chromosome‘s fitness by comparing the user with
database chromosomes. Each smartphone holds an equal
percentage of totalling 100%. The fitness function is the
inverse of the input given, for example, using three variables:
a, b, and c. Fitness means the best result for the input given for
a, b and c, so we can assume the value will be d as in (1).
a+b+c=d

(1)
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channel recovery. There are two caches implemented in this
system, which are dynamic and static. In static stores, every
single asset while in dynamic fetches all previously requested
assets while users online limit to 20 requests to be stored.
Inside service worker also implements install and activate
event code. An event code fires when the service worker is
mounted and occurs once. If the service worker is installed and
activated, the device will use the currently installed service
worker. The caches are deleted whenever there are changes to
cache the latest version of code. Therefore, every declared
asset will be cached automatically.

Fig. 4.

Chromosome Encoding.

The process of fitness function declares as the inverse of | a
+ b + c – d | because of the need to reduce the sum of the three
variables from deviating from d. Thus, the fitness function
identifies as in (2).
Fitness Function = 1/ | a + b + c – d

(2)

3) Step 3: Crossover and mutation: After calculating the
value of fitness, the best fitness value is chosen and arranged
to descend from the highest fitness-to-lowest. The crossover
and mutation operation uses the first three highest fitness
values for chromosomes. Then, it follows by sorting out the
fitness value. Fig. 5 shows the crossover example between
chromosome X and Y. The GA process chooses and displays
the highest fitness value data to the user.
D. Progressive Web Application Implementation
A PWA requires a web manifest and service worker file.
The manifest file allows the system to execute the full-screen
web application as a standalone application. It can assign an
icon to show when finishing the application and assign a theme
and background colour app on the computer. Furthermore, this
application also has implemented an installation banner that
makes it easier to be download on any device.

E. Evaluation and Acceptance
In this study, two types of tests were performed, which are
testing on functionality and usability. Functionality evaluation
is testing to verify the outcome for each use case module.
Every module is evaluating whether it could generate the
predicted result. Usability testing is about bringing actual
people to connect with the system and watch their behavior and
reactions. The key benefit of usability testing is to detect
usability problems with a design as early as possible before the
design is adopted. This step ensures that the program built is
convenient for someone with no computer science experience
to use. Therefore, we do the evaluation using the User
Experience Questionnaire (UEQ). UEQ is a quantitative survey
proposed by [33] [34], and we test it according to the SRcS
functionality. UEQ consists of 26 dimensions, but we chose
five dimensions related to the study as in Table II.
TABLE II.

FIVE UEQ DIMENSION AND DESCRIPTION FOR USABILITY
TEST

Dimension

Description

Attractiveness

Overall impression of the product. Do users like or dislike
the product?

Perspicuity

Is it easy to get familiar with the product? Is it easy to learn
how to use the product?

Efficiency

Can users solve their tasks without unnecessary effort?

Usefulness

Is it useful? Helpful? Beneficial? Rewarding using the
application?

Novelty

Is the product innovative and creative? Does the product
catch the interest of users?

Our research respondents consisted of 30 public
participants who randomly took part in the application testing.
Firstly, we briefed the participants on project details and what
they were required to do with the application. Then they tried
the application until they were satisfied with the
recommendation given by the system. Once they finished it, we
issued the UEQ using the Google Form.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Fig. 5.

Example of Crossover Process.

Next, service workers are the mastermind of PWA, in
which it reacts as middleware by intercepting each request. It
responds instantly to the cached request or performs the

A. Functionality Testing
Functionality evaluation is testing to verify the outcome for
each use case module. Every module is evaluating whether it
could generate the predicted result. Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 indicate
the SRcS snapshot, the user filling up the form with the
questions that began with the brand, price, and specification
preferences question. Then, SRcS shows the user‘s smartphone
recommendation result, as in Fig. 8.
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The evaluation of the functionality test follows according to
the use case of SRcS, and Table III displays the SRcS outcome
on the functionality test to ensure that it works according to the
proposed.
TABLE III.

Fig. 6.

Snapshot of SRcS submenu 1

SRCS FUNCTIONALITY TEST RESULT

Use Case

Description

Remark

Register Button

Allows a new admin to register into the
system

Successful

Log In Button

Allows admin to log in to the profile page

Successful

Profile Button

Allows admin to view their account
information

Successful

Edit Button

Allows admin to update their account
information

Successful

Delete Button

Allows admin to delete smartphone details
system

Successful

Home Button

Allows both user and admin to view all
smartphones available in the database

Successful

Find Button

Allows both users to find a smartphone
that matches with user‘s preferences

Successful

Profile Button

Allows admin to view their account
information

Successful

B. Usability Testing
We evaluate the feedback given by the 30 respondents and
summarize the UEQ results for the five items. Each of the
dimensions has a related and specific questionnaire to get a
quantified value. Table IV shows the overall average value of
the UEQ with the specific result for mean and average mean.

Fig. 7.

Snapshot of SRcS submenu 2

Fig. 8.

SRcS recommendation result

For the first dimension attractiveness, feedback shows that
respondents felt that the SRcS shows the highest average mean
of 4.800 for four questionnaires that asked whether the
application is enjoyable, good, pleasant to use and user
friendly. Item A2 get the highest average mean among the rest
dimension with 4.933, and we get direct feedback that the
application is good. Item A4 get the lowest average mean of
4.667 for the first dimension due to not all specification being
well-known by some respondents. We further analyze the
second dimension, perspicuity, which is related to the ease of
using the application with an average mean score of 4.711. We
guest the same issue for item P2 with A4, where not all users
have deep knowledge about the smartphone specification.
Dimension three is dependability asked on the application‘s
reaction to the user input, whether predictable and meets
expectations. Item D1 gets the lowest mean among the rest
with 4.433, but item D2 shows a contra result that the input and
command meet the user‘s expectations. The fourth dimension
is related to the usefulness of the application. Item U1 until U3
managed to get the result more than 4.500 mean with the
average mean of 4.750. We can assume that the system is
really useful to the respondents. The last dimension is novelty
involved in the idea behind the application into four different
criteria: creative, inventive, leading edge and innovative.
Although we got the lowest mean for item N3, we managed to
get an average mean of 4.533, which is more than 4.500. In
summary, the average overall mean score for SRcS is 4.682 or
93.64% conclude that the system considers received a ‗High‘
level of usability acceptance.
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TABLE IV.
Dimension

MEANS, STANDARD DEVIATION AND CONFIDENCE INTERVALS UEQ FOR SRCS

Item

Question

Mean

A1

In your opinion, the application is enjoyable

4.767

A2

In your opinion, the application is good

4.933

A3

In your opinion, the application is pleasant to use

4.833

A4

In your opinion, the application is user friendly

4.667

P1

In your opinion, the application is easy to understand

4.833

P2

In your opinion, the application is easy to learn

4.533

P3

In your opinion, using the application is easy

4.767

D1

In your opinion, the reactions of the application to your input and command is predictable

4.433

D2

In your opinion, the reactions of the application to your input and command meets expectations

4.800

U1

You consider using the application as useful

4.533

U2

You consider using the application as helpful

4.767

U3

You consider using the application as beneficial

4.867

U4

You consider using the application as rewarding

4.833

N1

In your opinion, the idea behind the application and the designs are creative

4.567

N2

In your opinion, the idea behind the application and the designs are inventive

4.500

N3

In your opinion, the idea behind the application and the designs are leading edge

4.433

N4

In your opinion, the idea behind the application and the designs are innovative

4.633

Attractiveness

Perspicuity

4.800

Dependability

Novelty

Average Overall Mean Score

4.682

Average Percentage of Mean Score

93.64%

V. CONCLUSION

4.750

4.533
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This study aims to develop a smartphone recommendations
system (SRcS) using a GA adaptation with innovative PWA.
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needs, and allocated budget. Tacitly, it helps to ease the timeconsuming manual survey and comparison via websites. The
outcome performed from the functionality testing by assessing
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Abstract—Emergency Vehicles (EVs) play a significant role in
giving timely assistance to the general public by saving lives and
avoiding property damages. The EV preemption models help the
EVs to maintain their speed along their path by pre-clearing the
normal vehicles from the path. However, few preemption models
are designed in literature, and they lack in minimizing the
negative impacts of EV preemption on normal vehicle traffic and
also negative impacts of normal vehicle traffic on EV speed. To
accomplish such goals, the work proposes a Segment-based
Geographic routing and Traffic light Scheduling based EV
preemption (SG-TSE) that incorporates two mechanisms:
Segment based Geographic Routing (SGR) and Dynamic Traffic
Light Scheduling and EV Preemption (DTSE) for efficient EV
preemption. Firstly, the SGR utilized a geographic routing model
through the Segment Heads (SHs) along the selected route and
passed the EV arrival messages to the traffic light controller to
pre-clear the normal traffic. Secondly, the DTSE designs effective
scheduling at traffic lights by dynamically adjusting the green
time phase based on the minimum detection distance of EVs to
the intersections. Thus, the EVs are passed through the
intersections quickly without negatively impacting normal
traffic, even the signal head in the red phase. Moreover, the
proposed SG-TSE activates the green phase time at the correct
time and minimizes the negative impacts on the EV preemption
model. Finally, the performance of SG-TSE is evaluated using
Network Simulator-2 (NS-2) with different performance metrics
and various network traffic scenarios.
Keywords—Emergency vehicle (EV) preemption; Segmentbased Geographic routing and Traffic light Scheduling based EV
preemption (SG-TSE); geographic routing; Segment based
Geographic Routing (SGR); dynamic traffic light scheduling;
Dynamic Traffic light Scheduling and EV preemption (DTSE);
green phase adjustment

I.

INTRODUCTION

The Vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs) enable realtime communication among the roadside vehicles with the
support of roadside infrastructure [1]. The VANETs receive
high popularity among researchers owing to the application
diversity [2]. The VANET applications are mainly categorized
into safety and infotainment. In infotainment applications, the
vehicles exchange messages about parking areas and hotels
and make the journey very comfortable. In contrast to
infotainment applications, the safety applications alert the
drivers about hazardous situations such as crash warning,
accident warning, EV preemption, and others. Hence, the

safety applications require strict delay bounds compared with
comfort applications. The Emergency Vehicle (EV)
preemption is one of the prime VANET applications in which
the emergency vehicles are quickly navigated from the
approaching lane and intersections [3]. The EVs such as
ambulances, fire fighting vehicles, police vehicles, and other
defense fighting vehicles receive high priority on roads, as
they have to reach their destination on time to save human
lives and property losses. The traffic lights integrate various
preemption methods and assure desired speed to EVs along its
selected path to the incident location to benefit such EVs [4].
The Emergency vehicle preemption system (EVP)
interrupts the signal timings of normal traffic at the signalized
intersections and provides a green band to the EVs along its
routes [5]. Thus, the preemption assists the EVs to pass
without stopping or waiting at intersections. It potentially
minimizes the travel time and shrinks conflicts with other
vehicles in the traveling route [6]. However, it may also
negatively impact the general vehicle traffic in the
approaching lane. It suffers the vehicles not only in the
corresponding intersection but also on other neighboring
intersections of coordinated signal control. Hence, it is
essential to activate the traffic light green phase at the correct
time to reduce the negative impact of EV on normal traffic
and also pre-clear the roads in an efficient way to minimize
the negative impacts of normal traffic on EVs. Owing to the
high dynamic nature and frequent link failure, the geographic
routing protocols are highly fit for the VANET environment
[7]. Therefore, this work proposes a novel EV preemption
model in which segment-based geographic routing and
effective traffic light scheduling pass the EVs at intersections
quickly with the desired speed.
By designing efficient EV preemption with timely green
phase activation, the proposed SG-TSE diminishes both
negative impacts, such as the negative impact on normal
traffic due to EV preemption and the negative impact on EV
due to normal traffic. The conventional methods handle only
negative impact issues, resulting in inappropriate EV
preemption and traffic light control. Thus, it leads to losses of
human life and property damages. Hence, crucial green phase
activation is required with optimal routing strategies. The SETSE solves such an issue significantly by splitting the vehicle
density of highly congested scenarios into multiple segments
and organizing the vehicles with accurate green phase
activation. For that the SG-TSE utilizes a geographic routing
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method. Compared to existing preemption methods, the
performance of the proposed model is highly superior in terms
of EV preemption speed, especially under a high vehicle
density scenario. By navigating the emergency vehicles
quickly along its path even the road is congested, the SG-TSE
saves human lives and prevents property losses from a
hazardous situation.
A. Contribution
The main contributions of the proposed work are as
follows.
 To guarantee the desired speed of EVs at intersections
under feasible traffic conditions, this work proposes an
SG-TSE protocol that includes two different
mechanisms, SGR and DTSE, to achieve its objective.
 To announces the EVs arrival to the traffic light
controller, the SGR divides the EV approaching lane
into many segments and elects an SH in each segment
for geographic message routing.
 The DTSE uses an effective traffic light scheduling
model in which the green phase time is adjusted based
on the minimum detection distance of EVs from the
intersection that effectively diminishes the normal
traffic impacts on EV speed and also EV preemption
impact on normal vehicles.
 Finally, the effectiveness of the proposed SG-TSE is
evaluated using NS-2. The performance is analyzed
with various metrics like packet delivery ratio,
overhead, throughput, delay, and EV preemption speed
under different network traffic conditions.
B. Paper Organization
The remaining part of the SG-TSE is organized as follows.
Section 2 survey the paper related to EV preemption models
and analyzes the gaps in the existing works. Section 3
provides an overview and network model of SG-TSE. Further,
it clearly describes the two mechanisms such as SGR and
DTSE. Section 4 describes the performance evaluation by
applying the simulation parameters and performance metrics
for SG-TSE performance analysis. Finally, Section 5
concludes this paper.
II. LITERATURE SURVEY
For a clear view, the survey is categorized into two types
that are geographic routing methods and EV preemption
methods.
A. Geographic Routing Methods
A Predictive Geographic Routing Protocol (PGRP) in [8]
maximizes the connectivity to deal with VANET dynamicity.
The PGRP instructs the vehicles to assign a weight to their
neighboring vehicles based on the direction and the angle of
the corresponding vehicles. The PGRP can predict the position
information of the vehicles at the time with the help of hello
packets according to the acceleration information of vehicles.
The work in [9] proposes a Maxduration-Minangle GPSR
(MM-GPSR) routing protocol that defines a cumulative
communication duration in greedy forwarding to obtain the

node stability of neighbor nodes. Further, it selects the nodes
with maximum cumulative communication duration as nexthop nodes for communication. If the greedy routing is failed,
the MM-GPSR utilizes the perimeter mode with the minimum
angle method. The node location information is used to
estimate the angles. Moreover, the MM-GPSR successfully
transmits the packets to the destination with optimal forwarder
nodes. The work in [10] proposes a novel geographic routing
protocol named Geo-LU to enhance the VANET routing
performance. It elaborates the local view of the network
topology at the current forwarder by incorporating two-hop
neighbor information. It exploits a link utility (LU) measure to
measure the utility of a two-hop neighbor link. Further, it
takes into account the minimum residual bandwidth on that
link and its packet loss rate. Moreover, the Geo-LU effectively
reacts to high network traffic and frequent link disconnections
by including the two-hop neighbor information with LU
measurement. The work in [11] proposes a dissemination
mechanism with reroute planning for exchanging the
emergency vehicle information.
B. EV Preemption Methods
Several research works have been designed for emergency
vehicle route selection and pre-clearing by integrating the realtime traffic and travel time information [12] [13]. An
emergency vehicle pre-emption strategy has been proposed in
[14]. Such a preemption model can reduce the delay of
emergency vehicle arrival caused due to wide network traffic.
It utilizes a connected vehicle infrastructure and efficiently
manages the time delay in emergency vehicle arrival. Further,
the pre-emption model considers the worst-case nonemergency vehicle’s waiting time issues. The work in [15]
utilizes an emergency vehicle signal coordination method to
offer a green wave to the emergency vehicles. The signal
coordination method effectively clears the queue traffic on the
road and creates a green phase for quick navigation of
emergency vehicles. The work in [16] considers daily
emergency vehicle routing issues in a specified network with
high spatial resolution and offers effective decision support for
emergency vehicular systems. The spatial resolution
introduces two advanced technologies that are pre-hospital
screening and lane pre-clearing.
The pre-hospital screening offers injury diagnosis of
patients and lane pre-clearing assures that the ambulance is
moved with desired speed in all lanes. Such a model exploits
three various ambulances which can support first aids based
on the pre-hospital screening. Moreover, it presents mixedinteger linear programming (MIP) strategy to allocate
emergency vehicles to the patient location and navigate the
vehicles promptly by planning the shortest traveling routes.
Thus, it manages the ambulance fleet properly. A Virtual
Traffic Light plus for Emergency Vehicle (VTL+EV) has been
proposed in [17] to prioritize the emergency vehicles in an
intersection. The VTL+EV is a decentralized and selfcoordinated traffic control system in which the movement of
emergency vehicles is expedited, and the normal vehicle
waiting time is also minimized.
The work in [18] proposes a Global Positioning System
(GPS) based traffic light preemption model to diminish the
travel time delay of emergency vehicles. With the GPS data,
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the emergency vehicle can become aware of its position and
destination position. The GPS assists the preemption model by
incorporating software programs with GPS technology and
developing electronic maps to determine the shortest paths.
Thus, the emergency vehicle selects the shortest paths based
on GPS information and arrives on time. Also, the GPS-based
preemption model clears the normal vehicles on the
emergency vehicle path by effectively managing the traffic
lights of intersections using transmitters. An innovative traffic
signal control model in [19] diminishes the response time of
emergency vehicles by utilizing connected vehicle
infrastructure. Based on the beacons received from an
emergency vehicle, such a model instructs the traffic signal to
adjust the green phase earlier to reduce the arrival delay of
emergency vehicles. The work in [20] proposes a priority
signal control algorithm with transit signal priority to improve
the emergency vehicle preemption. The transit signal priority
model is a proven technique to offer an enhanced public
transit operation quality in urban scenarios. The priority model
tunes the traffic signal phases based on transit signal priority
and serves quick preemptions to an emergency vehicle. Thus,
it assists in alleviating the delay in emergency vehicle arrival
and minimizing the impact of preemption on general road
traffic. An emergency vehicle pre-clearing model in [21]
prioritizes the emergency vehicle on the corresponding path
by employing the cooperative driving of connected vehicles in
a particular area. Such a model converts the connected vehicle
cooperative driving issue as a mixed-integer nonlinear
programming (MINP) to guarantee the emergency vehicle
desired speed and to minimize the impact of pre-emption on
connected vehicles. The MINP achieves the objectives by
formulating a bi-level optimization model. Initially, the
connected vehicles proceeding of the emergency vehicle are
divided into various blocks. Further, an emergency vehicle
sorting algorithm is applied in each block to sort vehicle
trajectories. Thus, the MNP is solved based on the sorting
trajectories, and the emergency vehicles are allowed with
desired speed on the corresponding path. A novel traffic lightassisted emergency vehicle preemption method at an
intersection has been introduced in [22]. Such a model
employs wireless vehicles to infrastructure communication
among the emergency vehicle and the traffic lights controller
for preemption. It estimates the vehicle density at the
intersections based on the messages and builds a dynamic
mathematical model to discharge the vehicles in the queue.
The work in [23] utilizes a multi-objective programming
model for emergency vehicle pre-emption at intersections. The
main intention of such a model is to clear the emergency
vehicles quickly at the intersection and increase the passing
rate of normal vehicles by minimizing the emergency vehicle
preemption impact. The work in [24] mainly focuses on
constructing better routes for emergency vehicles by designing
a realistic traffic-based optimization model. It obtains realtime traffic knowledge from the Google Maps Distance Matrix
API. Finally, it finds the best shortest emergency vehicle path
with less congestion. The real-time traffic flow-based dynamic
and efficient traffic light scheduling algorithm in [25] adjusts
the finest green phase time at the signalized road intersection
based on realistic traffic information. It also considers the

emergency vehicle presence in green phase time adjustment
and assists for quick emergency vehicle passing. A multiagent preemptive longest queue first system has been
proposed in [26] to handle the emergency vehicle crossings at
interrupted intersections. Further, an efficient preemption
strategy is selected to diminish the negative impact of
preemption on general traffic in [27]. It utilizes the VANET
communication through the emergency vehicle path. Thus, it
clears the entire route of an emergency vehicle in advance
without disturbing the normal traffic flow. The work in [28]
utilizes the internet of things technology to facilitate
emergency vehicles crossing the intersections quickly. Such a
model gathers the EV data along its route periodically and
intermittently and provides high priority to the EVs, especially
at intersections. A signal priority algorithm in [33] develops a
queue length-based green signal activation model in which the
signal green phase is extended to the specific road that
experiences a high delay. The priority algorithm considers
queue length to solve the arrival time issues of the emergency
vehicle and reduce the impact on normal vehicles along the
emergency vehicle route. The smart emergency vehicle plan
model in [30] designs an efficient EV communication model
by utilizing app monitoring and a centralized network. The
vehicles in the traffic control system have a unique identity
number to establish a connection with a centralized server
around the traffic signal. The centralized network maintains
the vehicular network data, and it plans effective routes to the
emergency vehicles. A novel EV preemption method in [31]
exploits the advantage of the vehicle to infrastructure
communication and vehicle density queue information to
manage the traffic light controller. However, it lacks to
consider the negative impact of EV preemption on normal
traffic.
C. Research Gap and Problem Statement
Numerous emergency vehicle preemption and route
selection methods are designed in the existing literature to
pass the emergency vehicles quickly to the destination. Most
of the emergency vehicle route selection model considers the
traffic congestion and route length in the emergency vehicle
path discovering. However, an emergency vehicle may be
delayed due to the signalized intersections along its selected
shortest path in urban scenarios. A minute of emergency
vehicle delay causes tremendous loss of lives, and hence, it is
crucial to minimize the impact of intersection delay caused
due to inefficient traffic light scheduling. With aiming to solve
such issues, the later researches utilize efficient preemption
methods in which the vehicle and infrastructure
communication are used to clear the emergency vehicle path
or lane in an advanced manner. Such models allow the
emergency vehicles to take high priority at the intersections
even the signal is in the red phase. In such situations, there is a
chance of accidents due to inexperienced and careless driver
behaviors. Therefore, it is crucial to activating the signal
preemption at the right time using appropriate scheduling
methods. The proposed work attempts to design an efficient
emergency vehicle preemption model in which geographic
routing and timely traffic light scheduling are used to quickly
navigate the emergency vehicles and reduce the impact of
normal traffic.
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III. DESIGN OVERVIEW OF SG-TSE
Generally, a less congested route with a short travel time is
suggested for emergency vehicles. However, the suggested
best routes may be suffered by normal vehicle traffic flows
and the hindrances of normal road topology. This work
proposes an emergency vehicle pre-emption method with the
assistance of vehicular geographic routing and traffic light
scheduling to reduce the negative impacts of normal vehicle
traffic on emergency vehicle speed. Fig. 1 shows the block
diagram of the proposed methodology. Initially, the traffic
light and RSU detect the EV on the selected less congested
and shortest traveling route based on the routing messages
disseminated by EV. The disseminated messages include
information about EV presence and speed. Thus, the EV is
detected based on the messages. The pre-emption distance
measurement is applied to compute the distance between the
EV and road intersections in which the normal vehicle traffic
is high. Secondly, the multi-criteria-based preclearance is
utilized to clear the normal vehicles quickly in the
approaching route and minimizes the disturbances associated
with emergency vehicle speed. Further, the normal vehicles
are cleared rapidly from the approaching route based on green
phase adjustment. Moreover, the proposed methodology
minimizes the negative impacts on emergency vehicle speed
and provides timely help to the public.
A. Network Model
The vehicular network is modeled as a communication
graph G (N, E), where N refers to the number of nodes
classified into emergency vehicles, non-emergency vehicles,
RSUs, and traffic light controllers. It is assumed that the
virtual traffic lights are installed at every intersection, referred
to as RSUs. The term N refers to the communication link
between any two entities. The vehicles in SG-TSE move with
the desired speed S. The speed of EV is high than normal
vehicles SEV>SNV. The EV does not change its speed along its
path using geographic routing and traffic light schedulingbased preemption. Every vehicle in the SG-TSE is equipped
with GPS, and it updates its location itself. The other vehicles
knew the location of emergency vehicles based on
dissemination messages. The vehicles are also equipped with
On-Board
Units
(OBUs)
for
enabling
wireless
communication. The emergency vehicles disseminate the
beacons to the others in the corresponding segment by using
OBUs. Each vehicle has a road map for path selection. The
shortest and less congested traveling route of EV is suffered
by normal network traffic in urban scenarios. To reduce the
negative impact of normal vehicles on the EV route, the SGTSE divides the EV approaching lane into multiple segments
S={S1, S2,…..Sn}. In each segment, a Segment Head (SH) is
selected for centric-based geographic routing. Further, the
signal head green phase adjust time tg is computed using the
minimum detection distance metric.

influences the desired speed of emergency vehicles.
Therefore, it is essential to create an alert about the emergency
vehicle arrival to reduce the negative impacts of normal
vehicles. The TG-TSE utilizes the SGR to inform the
emergency vehicle presence and speed to the traffic
controllers along its selected path. The SGR exploits segments
to accomplish information dissemination segment-based
routing. The SGR routing decision depends on vehicle
location information, direction, vehicle density, and link
quality among the two communicating parties. Initially, the
SGR separates the selection path into multiple segments and
inaugurates the geographic routing through the head node
elected in each segment. The SGR routing decision is based
on the segment data with a look ahead of the next segment
data. The message is forwarded through the segment heads
until it reaches the traffic controller.
Segment Formation: The SGR is based on various routing
parameters like location information, direction, link quality,
and traffic density of road networks. The main intention of
SGR is to quickly inform about its presence to the traffic
controller for efficient preemption. The EV routes the
messages in two ways. Firstly, the EV straightly informs the
traffic controller when the EV and traffic controller is in the
same segment. Otherwise, the EV divides the corresponding
path into multiple segments based on the location information
and road map data for multi-hop forwarding. In Fig. 2, the
segment formation of the proposed SGR is depicted. The SGR
forms the segments based on the road trajectory and the
number of intersections of the EV vehicle path [29].
Shortest and Less Congested
EV Route
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B. Segment based Geographic Routing (SGR)
Initially, the emergency vehicle selects the best traveling
route with minimum congestion and short travel time [32].
However, the shortest route includes some normal traffic that
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Fig. 1. Block Diagram of Proposed Methodology.
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Fig. 2. SGR Segment Formation and Routing.

Segment Head Selection: The segment head is a crucial
forwarding node in SGR, as the emergency vehicle arrival is
informed through the head to the traffic light controller for
preemption. The segment head (SH) selection is initiated after
segment formation. Every vehicle announces its position,
speed, direction, and link quality through its beacon messages
in VANETs. The segment centric distance of a node ( ) is
measured using the location information of the node n at t and
t+1 time intervals. It is estimated as follows.
( )

(

)

()

(1)

)
( ) are location coordinates of
The terms (
(x2, y2) and (x1, y1), at t+1 and t time, respectively. Further,
the SGR utilizes the Pythagoras theorem to estimate the
location of the SH node, as depicted in equation (2).
√(

)

(

)

(2)

More than one nodes are presented near the centric
location. Therefore, the SGR considers the link quality and
direction parameters in SH selection to speed up the message
delivery rate without compromising the reliability.
Consequently, the SGR computes a score value for the nodes
that are suitable for SH. The first metric is location
information, in which the node should have to present near or
exactly in the central position of the segments. Further, the
progressive distance towards the destination is an essential
routing metric in which the vehicles are moving in the same
direction of EV is selected as SH. The direction difference
score is estimated using the following equation.
{

(3)

Finally, the SGR computes the overall score value of the
SH nodes using the following equation (4).
(4)

In equation (4), the terms
are the
distance, direction, link quality, and speed values of the
vehicle suitable for SH. The terms
are weighting
factors. The summation of weighting factors is equal to 1.
Finally, the SGR selects the node that has high
value as
SH. This process is performed in all the segments of the EV
traveling path. Further, the EV informs the traffic controller
about the arrival through the selected SH vehicles.
C. Dynamic Traffic Light Scheduling and EV Preemption
(DTSE)
After receiving the EV arrival information, the traffic light
controller in SG-TSE initiates the traffic light scheduling
process DTSE. The traffic light controller has to identify the
EV in advance with a minimum detection time to pre-clear the
approaching lane before the EV arrival and neglect the EV
waiting time at the intersection. Hence, efficient scheduling is
essential to minimize the impact of the normal vehicle on EV
preemption. For traffic light scheduling, the DTSE uses the
minimum detection distance metric, which is a type of
distance measurement applied between the emergency vehicle
location and the traffic light intersection. The controller
receives the location and speed information of EV from the
SH node, and it starts to calculate the minimum detection
distance between the EV from the intersection using equation
(5).
(5)
Where the term
is the switchover time of the
signal head and the term
is the discharge time of the
signal. The term STI is the safety time interval to pre-clear the
vehicles in the approaching lane of EV. The switchover time
is the interval of switching the signal state. The discharge time
is estimated from the average queue length and the queue
discharge speed of the EV approach using historical
information. The STI value is kept at the constant of 2 s. The t
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value and speed information are used to calculate the
minimum detection time. Thus, the TSE preemption method
inaugurates the preemption phase at the correct time using
minimum detection distance. Thus, the TSE avoids the
hindrances of EV traveling path and minimizes the impact of
the preemption on normal vehicular traffic. Further, the TSE
starts the green phase adjustment for quick EV navigation
through the corresponding intersection.
1) Green phase adjustment: Based on the distance
measurement and multiple criteria like congestions and road
conditions, the EV preemption is timely activated in the SGTSE. A significant parameter is the signal head green time
requirement ( ) on the EV preemption, which is computed as
follows.
(

)

(6)

By using the value, the SG-TSE effectively pre-clears
the vehicles in the EV approaching lane and assists the EVs to
maintain their desired speed in the corresponding intersection.
In the coordinated route intersections case, the TSE assumes
that the distance between two successive intersections is
smaller than the detection time of EV detection distance. The
EV detection point suffers the first intersection. To rectify
such an issue, the SG-TSE considers the notification period of
the discharge time of both consecutive intersections. In other
words, the SG-TSE treats the two consecutive intersections as
a single intersection. Otherwise, the distance between the two
consecutive intersections is high than the minimum detection
distance, and the SG-TSE re-estimates the detection distance
for the second intersection by using the TSE model for
preemption. Moreover, the green phase of the traffic light is
scheduled at the correct time according to the emergency
vehicle distance from the intersection. The SG-TSE protocol
process is explained in algorithm 1.
Algorithm. 1. SG-TSE Protocol Process
//SG-TSE Protocol Process//
Input: Selected less congested and shortest EV travelling route
Methods: SGR and DTSE
Output: EV preemption
SG-TSE Do {
Inputs the EV travelling route and initializes the network;
Starts the SGR and DTSE;
SGR Do {
Initiates the segment formation for geographic routing;
Divides the approaching route into multiple segments;
Elects an SH in each segment based on a multi-criteria value;
Passes the EV arrival messages to the traffic light controller
through SHs;
}
DTSE Do {
Measures the minimum detection distance using equation (5);
Initiates green phase adjustment;
Calculates signal head green time requirement ( );
Switchovers the green phase at right time;
Pre-clears the EV route;
EV preemption;
}};

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
The SG-TSE performance is analyzed using NS-2. The
performance of the proposed work is compared with existing
MDRP [11], PGRP [8], MM-GPSR [9], and Geo-LU [10] for
performance evaluation. The simulation parameters are
demonstrated in Table I.
TABLE I.

SIMULATION PARAMETERS

Parameter

Value

Simulation Tool

NS-2

Network Area

1000x1000

Number of Nodes

10 to 30

Number of EVs

1-3

Vehicle Communication Range

50m

RSU Communication Range

250m

Routing Protocol

SG-TSE

Traffic Simulator

SUMO

Transport Protocol

UDP, CTP

Speed of Normal vehicles

45 Km/hr

Speed of EVs

60 Km/hr

Propagation Model

Two Ray Ground

Simulation Time

2 Seconds

Application Type

CBR

Packet Size

128 Bytes

Data Rate

3 Mbps

A. Performance Metrics
The efficacy of SG-TSE is analyzed in terms of packet
delivery ratio, overhead, throughput, delay, and EV
preemption speed.
 Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR): It is the percentage of
successfully delivered packets to the total number of
generated packets.
 Overhead: It is the number of extra packets used to
perform network operations.
 Throughput: It is the rate of data delivery.
 Delay: It is the time taken to deliver a packet from a
source to a destination.
 EV preemption Speed: It is the speed maintained by the
EVs on the approaching lane.
B. Simulation Results
Fig. 3 portrays the comparative PDR results of SG-TSE,
MDRP, PGRP, MM-GPSR, and Geo-LU observed under
different node density scenarios. From the results of Fig. 3, the
SG-TSE increases the PDR from vehicle density 10 to 20,
whereas the PDR is decreased after the point of 20 node
density scenario. It is caused due to the adequate number of
vehicles offer better connectivity to packet forwarding, and
the high number of nodes competes to access similar links,
resulting in some packet loss in the network. For example, the
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SG-TSE accomplishes 99%, 99.6%, and 98% of PDR for 10,
20, and 30 node densities, respectively. However, the PDR of
SG-TSE is higher than the other four geographic routing
protocols from 10 to 25 node densities. For instance, the SGTSE improves the PDR by 1.4%, 3%, 1.9%, and 1.5% than the
existing MDRP, PGRP, MM-GPSR, and Geo-LU protocols,
respectively, when 10 nodes are present in the network. The
figure shows that the SG-TSE and Geo-LU accomplish 98%
and 99.4% of PDR in 30 node scenarios. The link utility aware
geographic router node selection in Geo-LU improves the
PDR than the proposed SG-TSE. However, the SG-TSE
attains better PDR values than the MEDRP, PGRP, and MMGPSR protocols, when 30 numbers of vehicles are presented
in the network.

congested. For instance, the SG-TSE improves the throughput
by 1.3%, 2.3%, 1.1%, and 0.8% than the existing MDRP,
PGRP, MM-GPSR, Geo-LU when 10 numbers of vehicles are
present in the network.
Fig. 5 shows the delay results of SG-TSE, MDRP, PGRP,
MM-GPSR, and Geo-LU obtained with different numbers of
nodes. The SG-TSE escalates the delay by adjusting the
number of nodes from 10 to 30. The main reason is that the
nodes have to retransmit the packets frequently due to high
packet loss under a high vehicle density setting. For example,
the delay of SG-TSE is 0.35 seconds and 1.7 seconds for 10
and 30 nodes scenarios. However, the delay performance of
SG-TSE is better than the other four geographic routing
methods. The segment-based geographic router selection
assists the SG-TSE to diminish the delay even the highly
congested network. Also, the SG-TSE selects the best SH
node by taking into account the position, speed, direction, and
link quality parameters. Thus, it minimizes the delay in packet
delivery and motivates the traffic lights for timely green phase
activation, resulting in minimum EV arrival delay. For
instance, the SG-TSE reduces the delay by 30%, 58.8%,
78.1%, and 63.2% than the MDRP, PGRP, MM-GPSR, and
Geo-LU under 10 nodes scenario. It is varied by 69.6%,
51.4%, 63%, and 57.5% for 30 number of nodes scenario.
Fig. 6 illustrates the overhead comparison results of SGTSE, MDRP, PGRP, MM-GPSR, and Geo-LU by adjusting
the number of nodes from 10 to 30. All protocols increase the
overhead by varying the node density from low to high. This
is caused due to the utilization of a high number of control
packets under the high-density scenario that maximizes the
overhead in the network. For instance, the SG-TSE
accomplishes 110 and 310 packets of overhead for 10 and 30
numbers of nodes, respectively. However, the SG-TSE
diminishes the overhead than the MDRP, PGRP, MM-GPSR,
and Geo-LU, as demonstrated in Fig. 6. The main reason is
that the segment-based geographic routing along the EV route
limits the control packets within the segment, resulting in
minimum overhead. For example, when 30 nodes are present
in the network, the SG-TSE, MDRP, PGRP, MM-GPSR, and
Geo-LU attain 310, 350, 375, 410, and 375 packets of
overhead, respectively.

Fig. 3. Number of Nodes vs. PDR.

Fig. 4. Number of Nodes vs. Throughput.

Fig. 4 demonstrates the throughput comparison results of
SG-TSE, MDRP, PGRP, MM-GPSR, and Geo-LU geographic
routing protocols. All protocols increase the throughput from
the point of 10 node densities to 25 node densities. For
example, the SG-TSE obtains 97.3% and 99.2% of throughput
under 10 and 25 number of nodes scenario, respectively. It is
high in the range of 1.9%. After point 25, the throughput value
of SG-TSE is decreased, as the link may fail due to high
competition nodes. The SG-TSE minimizes the throughput by
0.5% after the point 25 number of nodes. However, the SGTSE attains better throughput performance than the other
existing protocols. The main reason is that the SG-TSE selects
the best SH nodes for data forwarding using multiple
parameters that are position, speed, direction, and link quality.
Thus, it maximizes the throughput even the network is highly

Fig. 5. Number of Nodes vs. Delay.
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0.5 seconds and 2.3 seconds for 20 and 60 Km/Hr of vehicle
speeds, respectively. However, the delay performance of SGTSE is better than the other existing MDRP, PGRP, MMGPSR, and Geo-LU protocols. For instance, the SG-TSE
reduces the delay by 54.5%, 37.5%, 58.3%, and 66.7% than
the MDRP, PGRP, MM-GPSR, and Geo-LU when the
vehicles move with 20 Km/Hr speed. The reason is that the
multi-criteria-based SH router selection assists the SG-TSE to
diminish the delay even the highly congested network. Thus, it
maximizes the green time activation accuracy. Moreover, the
SG-TSE minimizes the negative impact on normal vehicles
owing to EV preemption by activating the green phase at the
right time.

Fig. 6. Number of Nodes vs. Overhead.

The EV preemption speed results of SG-TSE obtained by
varying the Number of Intersections (NoI) are depicted in
Fig. 7. The EV preemption speed is diminished when varying
the vehicle density from 10 to 30. The main reason is that the
traffic controller requires a long time to pre-clear the vehicles
under a high vehicle density scenario, impacting EV
preemption speed. For instance, the speed of EV is 60 and 55
Km/Hr for 10 and 30 node density scenarios under one
intersection. The SG-TSE design considers the NoI into
account, and there is a need to recalculate the minimum
detection distance when more than one intersection is
presented along the EV route. Thus, it creates some impact on
EV speed. For instance, the speed of EV is diminished by
8.3% for 20 nodes with two NoI scenarios. However, the
timely green phase activation with minimum detection
distance measurement in SG-TSE speeds up the EV at
intersections rapidly and minimizes the arrival delay even the
network is congested.
Fig. 8 obtains the PDR comparative results of SG-TSE,
MDRP, PGRP, MM-GPSR, and Geo-LU by varying the
vehicle speed from 20 to 60Km/hr. The results show that the
SG-TSE decreases the PDR by adjusting the vehicle speed
from 20 to 60 Km/Hr. It is caused due to the frequent link
disconnections of high-speed vehicles in the network. For
example, the SG-TSE accomplishes 99% and 97.1% of PDR
when the nodes move with speed 20 Km/Hr and 60 Km/Hr,
respectively. However, the SG-TSE obtain better PDR results
by selecting the SH nodes with multi-criteria information like
position, speed, direction, and link quality than the existing
protocols. Thus, it effectively handles the frequent link
disconnections and boosts the PDR even when vehicles move
at high speed. For instance, the SG-TSE increases the PDR by
0.3%, 1.1%, 4.1%, and 2.6% than the existing MDRP, PGRP,
MM-GPSR, and Geo-LU protocols under a high vehicle speed
scenario of 60 Km/hr.
Fig. 9 shows the delay results of SG-TSE, MDRP, PGRP,
MM-GPSR, and Geo-LU protocols. The results are
accomplished by adjusting the speed values of the vehicles
from 20 to 60 Km/hr. All protocols increase the delay by
varying the vehicle speed from low to high. The main reason
is that the nodes have to retransmit the packets frequently due
to link disconnections. For example, the delay of SG-TSE is

Fig. 7. Number of Nodes vs. EV Preemption Speed.

Fig. 8. Vehicle Speed vs. PDR

Fig. 9. Vehicle Speed vs. Delay.
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V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a novel EV preemption method SG-TSE has
been proposed to reduce the negative impacts of normal
vehicles on EV speed. To achieve the objective, the SG-TSE
includes two mechanisms that are SGR and DTSE. By
dividing the approaching route into multiple segments and
performing segment-based geographic routing, the SGR
instructs the traffic light controller about EV arrival. The
minimum detection distance measurement based green phase
adjustment in DTSE reduces the negative impacts of normal
traffic on EV speed and neglects the EV preemption negative
effects on normal traffic. Moreover, the NS-2 based
simulation depicts the effectiveness of the proposed SG-TSE
with different performance metrics like PDR, overhead, delay,
throughput, and EV preemption speed. From the results, the
EV maintains its speed in the approaching lane without
disturbing the normal traffic conditions.
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Abstract—With the growth in the distributed data processing
and data being the fuel for each of the processes, the query
processes of the data are expected to be significantly lower.
Hence, the distribution of the data is highly expected and during
the distributing of the data, the chances for data leakage
increases to a significant extend. The data leakage problems are
not generally caused by intentional errors, rather this is caused
by the higher visibility of the data over multiple clusters.
Henceforth, the detection process is also very critical. Many of
the parallel research attempts have demonstrated various
methods for the detection and as well as the prevention methods.
The works in the direction of the detection of the data leaks are
highly dependent either on the historical information of the leaks
or depends on the contextual importance of the data. In both the
cases, the outcomes of the detection process accuracy cannot be
ensured. In the other hand, the preventive measures can also
turn into a reactive process for detection by reversing the
principles proposed in these research outcomes, but the
computational complexities are significantly higher. Thus, this
work proposes a novel strategy for detection of the data leakages
after the data distribution during the query processing events.
This work proposes an initial Occurrence Based Rule Set
Extraction method using Adaptive Threshold for generating the
rulesets, further for reducing the time complexity and reducing
the loss of dataset attribute information, this work introduces yet
another algorithm for Dynamic Inference-based Rule Set
Reduction. After the inferences are generated, finally this work
deploys the Attribute Subset Equivalence-based Leak Detection
mechanism for final detection of the clusters with data leaks.
This work demonstrates nearly 89% accuracy for the detection
process.

The empirical study by C. Missaoui et al. [2] have
critically analysed the data leakage situations and formulated
the correct sequence of events, which might lead to the data
breach. The common reason for data leakage, as per this
study, showcased that the use of unused data stored in the
centralized or distributed storage solutions leads to data
leakage. The example also demonstrated that the data, which
is left unattended or not in motion, must be revoked or should
be distributed with a specified life time and expiry to be
restricted for reuse.

Keywords—Distributed query processing; distributed data leak;
data leak detection; attribute subset equivalence; dynamic
inference; adaptive threshold model introduction

I.

Yet another case study presented by IBM showcased that
the cost of recovery of stolen or leaked data can be as high as
3.86 Billion dollars [3].
Thus, the demand for data protection and data leakage
detection is one of the primary demands from the current
research trends and must be addressed. Also, the parallel
research outcomes have demonstrated that the security
concerns are higher in case of the distributed data sources for
the obvious reasons. Thus, this work focuses on the distributed
query processing environments to detect the data leaks.
The rest of the work is furnished such as in Section – II,
the fundamentals of the distributed query processing is
discussed and understood, in Section – III, the outcomes from
the parallel research attempts are analysed, in Section – IV,
the problem is formulated using mathematical model, in
Section – V, the proposed solution is again formulated using
mathematical modelling method, in Section – VI, the proposed
algorithms are furnished and elaborated, in Section – VII, the
obtained results are analysed, in Section – VIII, the
comparative analysis is presented and in Ssection – IX, the
final conclusion of the research is presented.
II. DISTRIBUTED QUERY PROCESSING FUNDAMENTALS

INTRODUCTION

Leakage of the data during centralized or distributed query
processing environment is one of the primary concerns in the
recent cyber security domain. Number of professionals and
researchers have aimed to define the problem of data leakage
in the past decade and aimed to provide solutions considering
the higher number of cases are reported for data leakage,
which leads to data breaches. As per the reports by Breach
Level index [1], a gigantic volume of data, as close to 4.5
Billion, are compromised only in 2018.

In this section of the work, the fundamental of distributed
query processing method is discussed in order to realize the
recent outcomes from the parallel research attempts.
Assuming that, every query Q is the collection of relations
and predicates as R and P respectively. This relation can be
formulated as,

Q   R. P

(1)
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Or for example, the above relation can be re-written as,

Q  [ R1  R2 ]  R3

(2)

Also, assuming that the relation R, is distributed over the
cluster set C[], where each and every cluster can be identified
as CX for “n” number of clusters. Thus, can be represented as,
n

C[]   Cx
x 1

(3)

And,

R[]  C[]

(4)

Further, assuming the data distribution is as follows,

R1 , R2 , R3 ::  C1 , C2 , C3

, C2 , C3 , C3 

(5)

During the query processing for distributed systems, the
primary objective is to find the allocation and minimum
distribution of the relations. As,

R1 , R2 , R3 :: C3

(6)

Further, the optimization possibilities for predicates can
also be identified and performed. Once the optimization task is
completed, the result of the query can be return to the queue
buffer.
Henceforth, this fundamental understanding of the
distributed query processing shall help in realizing the parallel
research outcomes, which are discussed in the next section of
the work.
III. PARALLEL RESEARCH OUTCOMES: SURVEY
After the fundamental understanding of the distributed
query processing and chances for the data leakages, in this
section of the work, the parallel research outcomes are
discussed.
In the recent years, multiple organizations have aimed to
provide the complete solution for the detection and up to some
extend prevention of the data leakages problems. The primary
working principles of these systems are to manual perform
exhaustive search with the previously leaked data on the
existing shared data for finding the leakage. The point to be
mentioned here is that, the data leakage may not be an
intentional issue every time. Many of the times, it is been
observed that, the wrong distribution of the data attributes
leads to the data leakages. Thus, the search option of the
previous information may demonstrate machine learning
characteristics, but eventually leads to failure in case of
insufficient previous or historical data; thus, the other
approaches getting popularity in the practice.
One of the major benchmarks in the domain of data
leakage detection was the research outcome by P.
Papadimitriou et al. [4]. This work demonstrates the data
leakage detection by introducing watermarking methods to
identify the source of leakage. However, this method was

highly criticised by many other researchers due to the higher
complexity of the computational models. Also, the size of the
actual data, which is distributed, increases to a significant
extend because of the replication for each watermarking
information and the second issue was that the digital
watermarking process is fragile as because of the preprocessing methods used by many algorithms can lead to the
loss of watermarks and making the complete process again
vulnerable.
The other parallel research outcome by L. Cheng et al. [5]
has demonstrated another method to data leakage problem
solution. This method demonstrates an approach to classify
the content based on the sensitivity of the information and
manage the distribution of the higher sensitive data with
maximum care. This work is also criticised by the parallel
researchers due to the facts that, firstly, the data sensitivity
also depends on the context of the data, which is highly
variable in all the instances of the query, and secondly, the
higher time complexity and chances of low data visibility is
also a challenge.
Further, in the complete other direction from these
solutions, the work by S. Liu et al. [6] have demonstrated and
listed the principles of data leakage preventions. This
direction, in contract to the detection of the data leakage,
promotes the prevention methods. Elaborating this fact, the
work by B. Hauer et al. [7] have also showcased the functional
rules for making the data leakage preventions. The set of
mentioned rules can also be reversed to identify the leakage
sources. Nevertheless, it is natural to realize that, the
computational time complexity can be very high for this
detection method and also for the distributed environments,
this method is prune to errors. The next method is one of the
extensions, proposed by T. Malderle et al. [8]. This work
elaborates the mechanisms for collecting evidences of the data
leakage and further validates the evidences against the
prevention principles.
The data leakages are not only limited into the scope of
centralized data, rather also extended in higher scale for
distributed data. The work by J. Schütte et al. [9] has
elaborated on the challenges of data leakage for distributed
mobility devices.
The work by S. Trabelsi et al. [10,11,12] provides the
summery of the challenges and failure points of each of the
above-mentioned mechanisms.
Henceforth, in order to provide the solution to data leakage
detection, in the next section of the work, the mathematical
model of the actual problem is furnished for better
identification of the solution possibilities.
IV. PROBLEM FORMULATION
After the fundamental understanding of the query
processing and the review of the parallel research outcomes, in
this section of the work the research problem is formulated.
Assuming that the complete data schema is denoted as
DSC[] and every attribute is denoted as ARX. Thus, for n
number of attributes, the total relationship can be formulated
as,
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n

DSC[]   ARi
i 0

(7)

Also, one of the attributes in the total attribute set must be
identified as the class variable and can be denoted as ARC.
This can be formulated as,
n 1

n

 AR   AR
i 0

i

j 1

j

 ARC
(8)

It is natural to realize that the class variable or the class
attribute can also be retrieved using other attributes as well
and can be denoted as,
n

n 1

x 0

y 1

 ARx   ARy  ARC

i 1

(10)

The data is expected to be distributed over the clusters
from the initial schema sets and can be realized as,
n

k

i 1

j 1

 DSC[i]   C[ j ]

n

n 1

i 0

j 1

 ARi   AR j  ARC
(17)

Further analysing the item set frequency for each data item
sets, the ruleset, R[] can be generated for “d” number rules
and each rule in the ruleset can be considered as RX. Thus, this
relation can be formulated as,

i 1

(18)

Also, assuming that two different rules, RX and RY, implies
the same class variable data instance, ARC, as,

RX  ARC

(19)

(12)

For example, as the attribute sets ARi , ARx and AR j , ARy
can contain similar information, thus these sets if become part
of same clusters during data distribution, then the data leakage
is obvious and cannot be prevented.
(13)

And

AR j , ARy  C

Also, one of the attributes in the total attribute set must be
identified as the class variable and can be denoted as ARC.
This can be formulated as,

(11)

It is often to be realized that during the query processing,
the similar information can be generated from different
attributes and the data leaks can happen.

ARi , ARx  C

(16)

d

 ARi   C[ j ]

And,

RY  ARC

(20)

However, the rules can contain different attribute sets, as,

RX  ARi , ARi 1 , ARi  2 ,.... ARn

(21)

Or,

RX  AR[]

(22)

And,
(14)

Or,

C  C

i 0

R[]   Ri

This can be re-written as,

j 1

Assuming that the complete data schema is denoted as
DSC[] and every attribute is denoted as ARX. Thus, for n
number of attributes, the total relationship can be formulated
as,

(9)

k

i 1

After the fundamental understanding of the parallel
research outcomes and the formulation of the problem, in this
section of the work, the mathematical model for solution is
elaborated.

n

C[]   Ci

k

V. PARALLEL RESEARCH OUTCOMES: SURVEY

DSC[]   ARi

In case of a distributed query processing environment, the
data is expected to be distributed over multiple clusters,
denoted as C[] and each and every cluster can be identified as,
Ci. Thus, this relation for k number of clusters can be
identified as,

n

Henceforth, detection of the data leakage from the
distributed schema is the identified problem to be solved. In
the next section of this work, the proposed mathematical
model for the data leak detection is proposed.

RY  AR j , AR j 1 , AR j  2 ,.... ARm

(23)

Or,
(15)

RY  AR[]

(24)
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Finally, in order to detect the data leak based on the largescale distributed query processing, both the attribute sets, must
not coexist on the same cluster, as formulated as,

( AR[], AR[])  C

(25)

If the above situation is detected, then the data leakage can
occur, and the security challenges can be increased.
Further, in the next section of this work, based on the
problem formulation, the proposed algorithms are furnished
and elaborated.
VI. PROPOSED ALGORITHMS
Furthermore, in this section of the work, based on the
proposed mathematical model of the solution in the previous
section, the proposed algorithms are furnished.
The first algorithm is designed to generate the rulesets
from the given schema and the dataset items. The algorithm is
furnished here:
Algorithm - 1: Occurrence Based Rule Set Extraction using Adaptive
Threshold Model (OBRSE-ATM)
Input: {Read the schema definition for attribute sets, A[] and Class
variable, ARC}
Output: {Rulesets, FR}
Process:
Step - 1. Accept the list of attributes as A[]
Step - 2. Accept the class variable as ARC
Step - 3. For each item sets
a. For each attribute value as A[i]
i. If A[i] and A[i+1] generates ARC[i]
ii. Then, count the number of occurrence as O[i]
and Rule[i] = A[i] and A[i+1]
b. End
Step - 4. For each occurrence as O[i]
a. Calculate the mean as OM = {Sum(O[])}/{Count(O[])}
b. Calculate the position of the OM as O[k]
c. Calculate the adaptive threshold as AT = K/{Count(O[])}
Step - 5. For each occurrence as O[j]
a. If O[j] > OM * AT
b. Then, Accept R[j] as final rule and add to FR[i]
Step - 6. Report FR[]

Algorithm - 2: Dynamic Inference-based Rule Set Reduction (DI-RSR)
Input: {Rulesets, FR}
Output: {Reduced Rulesets, FRR}
Process:
Step - 1. Accept the rule sets as FR
Step - 2. For each FR[i]
a. Generate the attribute set as AR[j]
b. If AR[j] is subset of AR[j]
c. Then, remove the AR[j] and FR[i]
d. Else, Keep FR[i] into FRR[k]
Step - 3. Build the final rule set as FRR[]

The final algorithm is built for detecting the leaks in the
distributed query situations and as furnished here.
Algorithm - 3: Attribute Subset Equivalence-based Leak Detection
(ASLD)
Input: {Final Rulesets, FRR and Cluster Sets, CS}
Output: {Leaked Clusters, LC}
Process:
Step - 1. Accept the final rule sets as FRR[]
Step - 2. Accept the cluster distributions CS[]
Step - 3. For each FRR[i]
a. Identify the attribute sets as AR[j]
b. For each AR[j]
i. If AR[j] infers to ARC[k] and AR[j+1] infers
to ARC[k]
ii. Then, Check AR[j] and AR[j+1] cluster
allocation
1. If AR[j] -> CS[r] and AR[j+1] ->
CS[r]
2. Then, detect data leakage at CS[r]
and CS[r]->LC[]
3. Else, Continue
Step - 4. Report the final leaked clusters as LC[]

Quite a bit of science is grounded in the investigation of
equivalences, and request relations. Cross section hypothesis
catches the scientific structure of request relations. Despite the
fact that equality relations are as omnipresent in arithmetic as
request relations, the mathematical structure of equivalences
isn't too known as that of requests.
The working flow of the proposed algorithms as a
framework is furnished here [Fig. 1].

To instigate the best principles dependent on a given
perception, RULES family start by choosing (isolating) a seed
guide to assemble a standard, condition by condition. The
standard that covers the best models and the least negative
models are picked as the best principle of the present seed
model. It permits the best guideline to cover some negative
guides to deal with the expansion adaptability and lessen the
over fitting issue and uproarious information in the standard
enlistment.
The second algorithm is designed to reduce the redundant
rule sets and build the final reduced rulesets.
This articulation expresses that at whatever point over the
span of some legitimate inference the given premises have
been gotten, the predetermined end can be underestimated too.
The specific conventional language that is utilized to portray
the two premises and ends relies upon the real setting of the
determinations.

Fig. 1. Working Model of the Proposed Algorithms.
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The obtained results from the proposed algorithms are
highly satisfactory and discussed in the next section of the
work.
VII. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
After the detailed discussed on the mathematical model
and the proposed algorithms, in this section of the work, the
obtained output from the algorithms are discussed here.

However, a greater number of rules can lead to higher time
complexity for detection of data leakages. Thus, the reduction
of the rulesets is highly expected here. Also, during the rule
set reduction process, the point of caution is to maintain the
attribute inference properties and relations, which will be
helpful in deep detection of the data leakages. Henceforth, the
rule set reduction results are discussed here [Table II].

Firstly, the rule extraction results are discussed [Table I].

TABLE II.

RULE REDUCTION RESULTS
Number of
Rules after
Reduction
136

Percentage
of Reduction
(%)
58.66

Time
Complexity
(Sec)
0.118

Test Number

Number of Rules Extracted

Time Complexity (Sec)

Test Run - 1

Number of
Rules
Extracted
329

Test Run - 1

329

8.065

Test Run - 2

321

133

58.57

0.120

Test Run - 2

321

8.301

Test Run - 3

303

126

58.42

0.121

Test Run - 3

303

8.199

Test Run - 4

326

135

58.59

0.164

Test Run - 4

326

8.802

The results are analysed graphically here [Fig. 4, Fig. 5,
Fig. 6].

TABLE I.

Test
Number

RULE EXTRACTION RESULTS

The number of extracted rules is the indications of the
detailed understanding and deep consideration of all the
attribute sets from the dataset. The greater number of rules in
this phase of the result defines that most of the attributes are
considered and further detection of the leaks can be performed
more efficiently.
The results are analysed graphically here [Fig. 2, Fig. 3].

Fig. 4. Rule Reduction Analysis.

Fig. 2. Rule Extraction Analysis.

Fig. 5. Rule Reduction Percentage Analysis.

Fig. 3. Rule Extraction Time Complexity Analysis.
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Henceforth, with the detailed analysis of the obtained
results, in the next section of this work, the results are
compared with the parallel research outcomes.

Fig. 6. Rule Reduction Time Complexity Analysis.
Fig. 7. Data Leakage Accuracy Analysis.

Once the rulesets are reduced and the inference properties
are extracted, the actual distribution of the data must be
analysed as the number of attributes distributed over the test
clusters are the key points for detection of the leakages.
Hence, the data distribution is analysed here [Table III].
TABLE III.

DATA DISTRIBUTION ANALYSIS RESULTS

Test Run - 1

Number of
Clusters
Detected
5

Number of
Attributes (Mean)
stored
4

Test Run - 2

4

7

0.022

Test Run - 3

4

7

0.022

Test Run - 4

5

6

0.023

Test
Number

Time Complexity
(Sec)
0.023

Further after the analysis of the data sets, which are
distributed over multiple clusters, finally the data leakages are
detected, and the result is furnished here [Table IV].

Fig. 8. Data Leakage Time Complexity Analysis.

VIII. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS
TABLE IV.

DATA LEAKAGE DETECTION ANALYSIS RESULTS

Test Run - 1

Number of
Clusters
Detected
5

Number of
Clusters with
Leakage
2

Time
Complexity
(Sec)
0.010

Detection
Accuracy
(%)
89.55

Test Run - 2

4

3

0.012

89.55

Test Run - 3

4

3

0.009

89.55

Test Run - 4

5

4

0.018

89.32

Test
Number

It is natural to realize that, the higher accuracy of the
detection process leads to higher security of the data
distribution during the distributed query processing.
The results are analysed graphically here [Fig. 7, Fig. 8].

In order to establish the believe that the proposed model is
better performing than the other parallel research outcomes,
the comparative analysis is most important. Thus, in this
section of the work, the proposed algorithms are compared
with the parallel research outcomes [Table V].
Hence it is natural to realize that, the proposed algorithms
have outperformed the other parallel research attempts. The
detailed reason for this achieved benefits are discussed in the
previous sections of this work.
Further, with the analysis of the results and comparative
analysis, in the next section of the work, the research
conclusion is presented.
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TABLE V.

COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS

Proposed Methods

Year

Fundamental Mechanism

Detection Accuracy
(%) [Mean]

Time Complexity (Sec)
[Mean]

Appcaulk by J. Schütte et al. [9]

2014

Distributed Data & Taint Tracking

80

0.37

Proactive Warning by T. Malderle et al. [8]

2018

Centralized Data & Historical Data Analysis

88

0.40

Monitoring Methods by S. Trabelsi et al. [10]

2019

Centralized Data & Cost-Based Analysis

85

0.24

2020

Distributed Data, Adaptive Threshold Model,
Dynamic Inference & Subset Equivalence
Analysis

89.49

0.01

OBRSE-ATM, DI-RSR & ASLD Method [12]

[2]

IX. CONCLUSION
The distributed query processing is an essential part of
today computing and the challenges of the distributed query
processing is the leakage of the data. The data leakage can
lead to critical security issues. Thus, this work identifies the
solutions to detect the data leaks, which can further be used to
ensure data distribution carefully. As mentioned in the
previous sections of this work, the detection of the data
leakages is highly difficult and demands a deep machine
learning based approach. Thus, in order to solve the data
leakage detection this work demonstrates a step by step
process as initially the data relation between the data set
attributes are extracted in form of rulesets. During the further
processing, it is been observed that, due to higher number of
rulesets in the system, the computational complexity is
increasing to a greater extend, thus, this work again deploys a
novel mechanism for reduction of rulesets. The deployed
algorithm for rule reduction is designed carefully not to lose
any inference properties. The rule reduction algorithm
demonstrates a nearly 50% reduction in rulesets. Further, the
data distribution is analysed, and the number of clusters are
detected. Finally, this work deploys yet another novel machine
learning based algorithm for detection of the data leakages
based on data information equivalence and demonstrates a
nearly 89% accuracy. The algorithms designed in this case are
highly generic and can be applied for any data distribution
scenarios and can be considered as a benchmark in this field
of research for making the distributed query processing
domain safer and faster.
[1]
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Abstract—Reusing knowledge expertise of different domains
in e-learning is an ideal approach to sustain knowledge and
disseminate it throughout the different organizations’ processes.
This approach generates a valuable source for instruction which
can enrich significantly the quality of teaching and training as it
uses effortlessly expertise from its original sources. It is also very
useful for teaching activities since it connects learners with reallife scenarios involving field experts and reliefs instructors from
the tedious task of authoring teaching material. In this paper we
propose a framework that allows gathering automatically
expertise from domain experts while doing their activities and
then represents it in a form that can be shared and reused in elearning by different types of learners. The framework relies on
knowledge graphs that are knowledge representation structures
which facilitate mapping expertise to e-learning objects. A case
study is presented showing how inspector reports are handled to
generate on-demand e-courses specifically adapted to learners’
needs.
Keywords—Knowledge graph; domain expertise; e-learning;
knowledge elicitation; learning web

I.

INTRODUCTION

Expertise is a valuable asset in today’s competitive world.
Organizations are striving to safeguard and make the most of
their expertise to sustain development and maintain an
advantage with competitors. Expertise is retained by human
experts; it is the set of know-how and skills developed through
practicing and experiencing their knowledge in a specific
domain [1]. Identifying, representing and sharing expertise
requires the development of knowledge management systems
that are able to sustain knowledge and disseminate it through
the different organizations’ processes. These two requirements
represent a twofold challenge facing the development of
knowledge management systems. First, acquisition of expertise
is not a straightforward task; it requires specific settings and
work context to obtain it from experts. Most of the
methodologies that have been proposed to acquire expertise
relied mainly on eliciting expertise manually or by using
elicitation systems that rely on the availability of experts where
meetings are organized to acquire their expertise [2]. This ends
up generally with additional load for experts which is not
always in line with their daily commitments and duties
resulting in less involvement and motivation. Second,
transferring and reusing expertise requires that the
representations of knowledge have the articulacy and flexibility
to smoothly transfer it from an initial domain to another
domain and to adapt it to different contexts and users. The
ability to reuse expertise remains the ultimate goal of

organizations. e-Learning systems can contribute a great deal
to reuse expertise by mapping it to e-courses for on demand
learning and training [3]. In order to provide such e-learning
environment for organizations, these systems should be able to
handle expertise in a mechanistic way so that to not add a
burden on experts while transferring their expertise and also on
instructors while preparing e-courses for learners.
In this research we propose a framework that is designed to
transfer domain expertise through e-learning systems which
can generate and adapt the learning material to different target
learners. The framework maps conceptual representations of
expertise acquired during normal experts’ activities while on
duty into learning material that can be used by different types
of learners. Expertise is represented as knowledge graphs that
are knowledge representation structures which facilitate
mapping expertise to e-learning courses. Knowledge graphs
capture the expertise concepts and their relationships offering a
semantic organization of concepts which allow a fluent
mapping into an e-learning course where concepts are
prerequisite of other concepts. Also, accessing concepts over
the web is facilitated by available technologies that allow
querying remotely knowledge graphs which opens the
possibility to share and reuse all knowledge graphs on the web.
The transition from knowledge graph representation to a ecourse is made possible by the learning web constructor
algorithm, proposed in this research, which is used to structure
e-learning material as a tree of concepts that are adapted to fit
the learner’s context and profile. A case study is presented to
illustrate a real life application of the proposed framework. It
shows a company that employs experts who write inspection
reports that are automatically represented as knowledge graphs
during the report elaboration phase. Domain knowledge and
reports are stored into a knowledge graph base that is used to
generate on-demand e-courses specifically adapted to learners’
needs. The knowledge graph base is then queried to retrieve the
necessary concepts which are used to generate a e-course for
two types of learners: inspection trainees and new recruits.
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides a
background on knowledge engineering and knowledge graphs.
Section 3 presents research works in relation to the present
research. The following section presents the knowledge
management framework and explains the different stages to
handle expertise. Section 5 details the inspector report case
study that illustrates how expertise is acquired and reused.
Finally, we conclude this research and provide future potential
research paths to investigate.
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II. BACKGROUND
A. Knowledge Engineering
Knowledge engineering is a critical task and a bottleneck
facing any knowledge management system aiming to handle
human expertise. During this task expertise is acquired from
domain experts by specialized knowledge engineers. Many
methodologies have been suggested and used to perform this
task and the majority relies on the availability and willingness
of experts to transmit their tacit knowledge to the knowledge
engineer who encodes it into the knowledge base of a
knowledge management system [4], [5]. Unfortunately, experts
are not always available and experience has shown that
classical knowledge engineering could not be applied at large
scale. Indeed domain dependence of the developed systems
was not easy to bypass towards flexible and domain
independent systems. In order to circumvent this difficulty and
make this phase at large scale, knowledge engineering should
be transparent to experts relieving them from the burden of
eliciting knowledge for every domain from scratch [6], [7].
Also knowledge engineers should focus more on the
development of knowledge management systems which serve
the daily tasks of experts and at the same time can detect,
acquire and represent knowledge into knowledge bases that can
be reused and shared effortlessly. Such systems can be
developed with the widespread of mobile technologies and
context-aware mobile systems which are able to adapt to
complex context situations and recommend sophisticated
solutions to users. This has been the target of many research
such as in the medical, engineering and manufacturing fields
[8]. In these domains experts have mobile applications that
facilitate their work and at the same time perform a great
management work on the background such as efficient storage
and retrieval of information, efficient context management to
adapt information to users and recommendation systems to
guide them through the best and optimal solution [9].
B. Knowledge Graphs
Knowledge graphs are graphs of data intended to
accumulate and convey knowledge of the real world [10].
Knowledge Graphs involve interlinked descriptions of entities
– objects, events or concepts. These are semantic graphs which
can capture subtle meanings that can enhance inference in
knowledge management systems. The implementation of
knowledge graphs and their use in different applications can
also foster the development of intelligent systems able to
reason and recommend knowledge. Knowledge graphs can use
ontologies to provide an abstract representation of a domain
where graph concepts and relationships are concisely defined.
Besides, available technologies allow accessing concepts over
the web which facilitates sharing and reusing remotely
knowledge graphs. Also, query languages, such as SPARQL,
have been defined to query knowledge graphs which opens the
possibility to search and retrieve knowledge graphs easily [11].
A knowledge graph is defined as a graph G = {E, R, F},
where E is a set of entities, R a set of relations and F a set of
facts that have the form of a triple (e, r, e’) [12]. For instance,
(Tom, FriendOf, Jerry) is a triple denoting a relationship
FriendOf between two objects Tom and Jerry. This simple fact
can be represented in predicate calculus as: FriendOf(Tom,

Jerry). Predicate calculus is a language which handles
knowledge graph representations in the form of facts, rules for
inferring new knowledge and allows expressing queries for
retrieving knowledge. For instance, the query FriendOf(Tom,
X) retrieves all friends of Tom by instantiating X with all
objects that match similar predicates and hence knowledge
graphs.
III. RELATED WORK
Sharing and reusing expertise is a broad research field
which involves many disciplines such as knowledge
management to elicit knowledge of experts, artificial
intelligence to represent knowledge and use it in reasoning,
computer information systems to develop applications able to
diffuse knowledge to the right user in the right context. eLearning is an ideal application domain that can contribute to
reuse expertise as it transfers tacit knowledge to explicit
knowledge through learning, training, coaching, or mentoring
[2]. e-Learning systems developed for education or training
implement
instructional
material
into
user-friendly
sophisticated systems that have the ability to adapt to learners
in need of domain expertise in a specific context [9].
Knowledge representations are naturally used in teaching and
learning in the form of concept maps and taxonomies to
categorize concepts and to illustrate them through concept
visualization. In this section we present research works that
have used concept graphs in education from different
perspectives.
Shi et al. in [13] propose a learning path recommendation
model which uses specific semantic relationships and
knowledge graphs to propose learning objects to learners. The
objective of the proposed framework is to increase learning
efficiency and recommend personalized learning paths. This
framework has been applied to learn machine learning
algorithms. Learning objects are categorized into three classes
namely: basic knowledge, algorithm, and task. A
recommendation algorithm is then used to recommend the
optimal learning path for learners based on scores of learning
algorithms features such as publication time, citation count,
search frequency and impacts of the publisher and author.
While this approach seems to work well in the specific domain
of machine learning algorithms, it has two major limitations: i)
it needs a manual elicitation of the domain knowledge to
identify and categorize learning objects for every domain, and
ii) some of the semantic relationships defined to link learning
objects such as: Ori-algorithm (current LO was improved from
an original algorithm), ApplyToAlgorithm and ApplyToTask,
are local to this particular domain and can hardly applied to
another domain. In [14] a system is developed based on
knowledge graphs to provide personalized learning content to
learners that are categorized by their learning abilities skill set.
Knowledge graphs are constructed based on the concepts
extracted from learning objects and relationships are set
between concepts. Based on the core concepts and the
relationships semantic of the knowledge graph, graphs are
generated automatically to the three categories of learners.
Accordingly, slow learners are given only the core concepts,
then additional graph relationships are considered to generate
learning content for moderate learners, and finally highly
skilled learners are offered more learning objects based on an
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extended knowledge graph. In [15] authors developed a
learning path generator based on knowledge graphs to provide
guidance for learners. The method uses a topological ranking
algorithm to generate a topological structure of the learning
path and then learning objects are serialized using ant colony
optimization. Evaluation of the method shows that the
generated learning path is comparable to expert learning path
in terms of learning outcomes. Authors in [16] propose
KnowEdu, a system that construct educational knowledge
graphs that can be used for online learning in school. The
system uses pedagogical data and learning assessment data to
extract instructional concepts of courses and then identifies
significant relations holding between these concepts. Concepts
and relations are extracted using respectively neural sequence
labeling algorithm on pedagogical data such as textbooks and
course tutorials, and association rule mining on learning
assessment data to identify the relations such as prerequisite
and inclusion. The authors present a case study where the
system was used to build a knowledge graph for mathematics
course.
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Representation
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Context
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Learning Content
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The framework depicted in Fig. 1 shows the different
stages that allow handling knowledge from its source till its
utilization in e-learning systems. The framework exhibits four
main phases namely: Elicitation, Management, Reuse and
Sharing, for converting knowledge expertise as it is acquired
from experts till it is shared by learners in various learning
systems.

B. Knowledge Management
Knowledge Management step handles mainly the storage of
knowledge in the knowledge graph base and provides a
reasoning engine to infer new knowledge or to adapt
knowledge according to the user’s context. For this purpose,
context is constantly gathered and updated to allow adaptation
of learning content. Knowledge is also scored which is
necessary in order to retrieve quality knowledge in response to
requests of learners.

Web
Services

Mentoring
Expert Activities

IV. KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT FRAMEWORK

A. Knowledge Elicitation
Knowledge is sought through daily expert activities such as
coaching, auditing, brainstorming, training, consultation and
mentoring. Knowledge undergoes a four step process: Identify,
Extract, Validate, and Represent. Knowledge identification is
done from resources such as videos, audios, manuals, reports,
regulations, procedures, etc. produced by the expert and made
available for performing the activities. These resources are
either available internally within the organization and are
queried from databases or are retrieved using web services for
activities that are posted on the web or online social networks.
Knowledge is then extracted automatically from these
resources and then validated to make sure that it fits with the
objectives set for reusing and sharing learning content. In the
last process step knowledge is represented into the knowledge
base for further use. This process is supported by the
Elicitation Model which specifies what knowledge is sought,
from where to get it and how to extract it and validate it. It is
also supported by the knowledge representation language
which allows representing knowledge into the knowledge
graph base.

Brainstorming

Learning Content Adaptation

Learning
Resources
Learner
Context

On-demand
Learning

Corporate
T raining

M-learning

Learner
Profiles

E-learning

Knowledge Sharing

Fig. 1. Knowledge Management Architecture.

C. Knowledge Reuse
This step provides the necessary modules for retrieving
knowledge and generating the learning material. Reusing
knowledge for learning relies on two components: the Learning
Web (LW) and the Learning Object Template. LW is the main
learning structure which organizes the learning material. LW is
generated by the Learning Content Generation module. It is
similar to a tree of nodes where the root is the first learning
object and the other nodes represent LOs available for the
learner to visit to complete the learning requirements. LOs are
learning units including a set of resources that are organized
into specific templates. Algorithm ConstructLW in Fig. 2 takes
three parameters Le, KG and LW. Le is an input list of ordered
concepts in the knowledge graph base selected by an instructor
to deliver a particular e-course. This list should be ordered
according to the pre-requisite teaching precedence. KG is the
input knowledge graph base as described in Section 2; it is
defined as {E, R, F}. LW is the learning web which is initially
set to an empty list and which will include a list of ordered
concepts in relation with the concepts in Le. ConstructLW
retrieves all direct concepts e’ in relation with concepts e in Le
and adds them to LW. It is noted that the union set operation
(Line 9) prevents the duplication of concepts already in LW.
The complexity of ConstructLW is in O(n2) where n is the
maximum number of concepts e’ that can be in relation with a
concept e in LW.
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1. ConstructLW (Le, KG, LW)
2. input: Le
is a list of concepts in the
knowledge graph KG
3. input: KG = {E, R, F}
is a knowledge graph;
4. output: LW = 
is the Learning Web
5.
for each e ∈ Le do
6.
{
7.
LW = LW  {e}
add e to LW
8.
for each e’ such that (e, r, e’) ∈ KG do
e’ is a concept in relation with e
9.
LW = LW  {e’}
add e’ to LW
10. Le = Le – {e} remove e from Le
11. }
12. return LW
Fig. 2. Learning Web Generator Algorithm.

D. Knowledge Sharing
In this phase learning generated is adapted to fit different
learners according to their context and profiles. Sharing
knowledge is vital for organizations. It should be a daily
integral part of a learning organization which must develop
clear strategies for diffusing knowledge and define the
appropriate use of the transmitted knowledge. In order to be
able to share and adapt knowledge this phase uses three
components namely learning resources, learners’ profile and
context which allow content adaptation to different types of
learners.
V. CASE STUDY
The Inspection Report case study presented in this section
illustrates the knowledge management architecture (Fig. 1) and
shows how expertise is elicited and reused. A petroleum and
gas company has many natural gas processing plants which
includes satellite stations that treat Liquefied Natural Gas
(LNG). These stations have specialized maintenance engineers
who monitor the station’s devices (such as piping systems,
storage tanks, vaporizers, control devices, pressure regulating
valves, etc.) in order to conduct risk assessment, predict
deficiencies and propose corrective maintenance actions. The
objective is to improve operational efficiency, guaranty safety
and protect the environment. Engineers perform regular on-site
visits and write reports about the station devices. In case there
is a deficiency they propose the repairing to be done and the
devices to replace. Reports have a specific template which
include an identification section, a description of the problem
(if any), reference to previous reports about the same device (or
problem), corrective actions proposed and possible
maintenance (replacement, reparation, …) to be done on the
device along with the execution schedule. While on-site
engineers can access all the reports stored in the database to
check the maintenance history and evaluate the progress of
previous defects. They can also communicate with each other
seeking advice or corroboration of their diagnostics. Reports
are recorded using a mobile tablet through a template allowing
the engineer to write text, take pictures and record audios and
videos. Also communication with peers is recorded and added
to the report.
A. Eliciting Knowledge Reports
Reports represent a valuable source of expertise that is
consulted by managers, experts, maintenance engineers. Also
trainees and new recruits can learn and practice their

knowledge from inspector reports. When inspectors do their
inspection task a knowledge graph is created based on the
report attributes such as the inspector ID, the task name, and
the component inspected. Fig. 3 shows part of the knowledge
graph including two types of concepts: domain knowledge
concepts about Refrigeration Piping (green colored circles),
and task related knowledge (blue colored circles) which
captures the inspection tasks done by inspectors to check
pressure of a specific Refrigeration Piping. The figure shows a
superposition of concepts for Inspection Report and Inspector
exhibiting the fact that multiple reports have been done by
many inspectors for the same task that is to check pressure of
component Piping GNL 225-R3674. Knowledge elicitation is
done in a transparent manner without intervention of
inspectors. While performing their tasks, the task related
knowledge is acquired whenever an inspector creates an
inspection report to inspect a component. The report is then
added automatically as a subgraph in the knowledge graph base
as a task related knowledge.
Welding

Piping System

IAW 328.2

Test

Has
Pressure

Is-a
Refrigeration
Piping

Test

ASME B 31.3

Has
Checks

Is-a
Done_for
Piping GNL225-R3674
Domain Knowledge

Done_by
Inspection Report
Task Knowledge

Inspector

Multiple Concepts

Fig. 3. Piping System’s Knowledge Graph.

B. e-Learning Content Generation
Inspection reports expertise represented as knowledge
graphs is used by experts, inspectors, and engineers to plan onsite inspections and to follow up on maintenance. It is also
exploited by the training and development unit to provide
learning content for trainees and new recruits. Training
material is generated, as e-learning courses, by querying the
knowledge graph base for both inspection trainees and new
recruits for the plant. These two types of learners have different
backgrounds and different learning objectives and hence
require different learning material. Inspection trainees are
company employees who need to be trained on inspecting the
site, they are knowledgeable about the plant processes. They
need to be trained on testing the refrigeration piping system by
using the test specification ASME B 31.3. New recruits are
engineers who need to acquire knowledge about the plant
processes and get some practice on the unit piping system. In
order to cover the learning needs of these two types of learners,
two different learning webs are generated as shown in Fig. 4.
1) Learning web generation: The learning web is a
learning structure organized as a tree of units including the
building blocks of learning called Learning Objects (LO) [3].
LW represents the e-course that is traditionally designed by
instructors. In our case LW is automatically generated from the
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knowledge graph base which is queried to retrieve the
knowledge subgraph containing the necessary knowledge
concepts to fulfill the requirement of learning for a specific
learner [17], [18]. These concepts are then ordered to form a
tree of concepts. Each concept is materialized by a LO (or set
of LOs) that includes the necessary learning resources to be
exposed to the learner [9].
Both LWs in Fig. 4 are generated by ConstructLW
algorithm (Fig. 2). They include mandatory and elective LOs.
Mandatory LOs represent the required knowledge that is
essential in any learning course. They correspond to domain
knowledge concepts in the knowledge graph (Fig. 2). Elective
LOs are supporting learning units which are not essential to
achieve the learning outcomes but they can support learners to
understand, practice or have examples about the core concepts.
Elective LOs correspond to task knowledge concepts in the
knowledge graph.
Trainees’ LW (TLW) is focused on a specific task that is to
check and maintain the refrigeration piping system. They need
to learn about this system and also be able to elaborate a report
using the test specification ASME B 31.3. The input list of
concepts Le for generating TLW is Le = {Refrigeration Piping,
Pressure}. Algorithm ConstructLW generates LW by including
the following: i) mandatory LOs: Refrigeration Piping,
Pressure, and ASM B 31.1 representing the necessary domain
knowledge and ii) elective LOs: Piping GNL225-R3674 and all
reports that have been done for this particular component of the
refrigeration piping. The new recruits’ LW (RLW) is generated
to acquire knowledge about the piping system and get some
practice about the regular system maintenance. The input list of
concepts Le is Le = {Piping System, Welding, Refrigeration
Piping, Pressure}. In this case, ConstructLW generates RLW
including the following: i) mandatory LOs: all domain
knowledge concepts to allow engineers to learn about the
piping system and ii) elective LOs: Piping GNL225-R3674 and
the inspection and maintenance reports to allow engineers to
have practical sessions on the piping system.
Refrigeration Piping
Piping
System

Pressure

ASME B 31.3

2) Learning objects generation: Once the LW is built
learning object are generated for each concept. During the
elicitation phase resources are gathered and stored. These
resources are then retrieved and packaged as LOs using
specific templates. An example of a domain concept, the
Piping System LO, is illustrated in Fig. 5. The generated LO
includes a text description about the concept Piping System. It
includes also a video, an image and a list of topics organized
the same way as the LW, i.e. a sequence of domain concepts
and task concepts supporting domain concepts.
Piping System
Within industry, piping is
a system of pipes used to
convey fluids (liquids and
gases) from one location to
another. The engineering
discipline of piping design
studies the efficient
transport of fluid (…)

Piping
System

Refrigeration
Piping
Welding

T rainee Learning Web
Pressure ASME B 31.3

IAW 328.2
…
Inspection Reports
New Recruit Learning Web
Mandatory LO

Elective LO

Image from
Wikipedia

More text to access

Topics
Welding
IAW 328.2
Refrigeration Piping
Piping GNL225-R3674
Pressure
Report AYO-R3674-S180520
Report CTN-R3889-S300820
ASME B 31.3

Domain Concept
Task Related
Concept

Next / Previous
LO

Fig. 5. Piping System Learning Object.

Navigation in the LW can be done in two ways. The first
possible navigation is to use Next and Previous arrows at the
bottom of the LO. This allows a sequential navigation in the
LW moving forward (or backward) to the next (or previous)
domain concept triggering the generation of the corresponding
LO. The second possibility is to navigate freely in the LW by
clicking on any LO listed in the Topics area. This gives more
freedom to the user to focus on the concepts he is more
interested in and do not waste his time with concepts already
known.
VI. DISCUSSION

Inspection Reports

Piping GNL225R3674

Text explaining

Video

…
Piping GNL225R3674

Current learning object

Precedence

Optional

Fig. 4. Generated Learning Webs for Inspector Trainee and New Recruit.

The framework presented in this paper is designed to
safeguard expertise and promotes a smooth transition from
expertise represented as knowledge graphs to e-learning
courses adapted to different learner types. Usually experts
(such as doctors, consultants and auditors) in organizations
perform their daily duties using computer programs or
applications to facilitate their tasks. While these activities are
generally recorded in databases (such as the inspection reports)
rarely this expertise is shared and reused within or outside the
organization. The framework contributes to not only gather
expertise during experts’ activities but explicitly turns expertise
recorded into e-learning material for sharing by learners in the
organization. The representation of expertise using knowledge
graphs offers a clear flexibility to the web learning generation
algorithm which allows to extract a subgraph on-demand. The
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proposed algorithm extracts the target concepts and their
related concepts to generate the learning web used for elearning. Although the algorithm in its actual version is
restricted to the first level related concepts, it can be easily
updated to consider additional levels offering more learning
depth and more adaptation to learners.

Reusing expertise is e-learning opens many opportunities
for organizations to exploit and share efficiently their knowhow and skill set. The framework presented in this paper
supports such fluent transition from expertise elicitation till its
reuse for learning and training. Expertise is represented as
knowledge graphs which provides two advantages: i) concepts
are semantically organized which allows an inherent mapping
in e-learning where concepts are prerequisite of other concepts,
ii) accessing concepts over the web is facilitated by available
technologies that allow querying remotely knowledge graphs
which opens the possibility to reuse all knowledge graphs on
the web. The transition from knowledge graph representation
to a learning web is made possible by the learning web
constructor algorithm which maps concept graphs into a treelike structure of learning objects composing a e-course. This
gives the possibility to adapt knowledge to different learner
types based on their needs and context. The case study
presented illustrates the framework’s feature while the same
knowledge graph has been queried for Inspection Trainee and
New Recruit to generate learning material to both learners
taking into account their context and learning needs. Future
research plans are to develop the scoring function which scores
learning resources according to diverse criteria such as author
profile, resource creation time, resource popularity (such as
number of likes, number of views). This will promote the use
of the most interesting resources to fulfill effectively the
learning requirements.
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Abstract—The rapid advancement of web technologies
coupled with evolving business needs make legacy
transformation a necessity for enterprises around the world.
However, the risks in such a transformation must be mitigated
with an approach that is flexible enough to allow for a gradual
and low risk transformation process. This paper presents a
Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) workflow-based legacy
transformation approach that allows for phased transformation
in which a legacy system is first transformed into self-contained
modular services accessible via a dedicated service layer. These
modular services are managed through an AI-enabled workflow
management layer that interacts with improved UI frontend for
the system’s end users. This paper presents a hypothetical
prototype in which an Oracle 5 legacy system is transformed
using the proposed architecture. ASP .NET Core MVC as well as
Pega business process management platform are utilized to
practically assess the feasibility of the proposed approach.
Keywords—Legacy systems; service oriented architecture;
workflow
management;
legacy
transformation;
digital
transformation; artificial intelligence (AI)

I.

INTRODUCTION

Legacy systems can be defined as applications that were
built with old technology but are still in use in many business
environments [1]. Despite the apparent advantages of
transformation from legacy systems to modern web-based
solutions, government and private enterprises consider the
process risky and challenging and, therefore, show reluctance
in initiating the change. Such reluctance can be attributed in
part to the heavy investments that were associated with
developing legacy applications [2]. Furthermore, enterprises
incur heavy costs to train their employees and tailor their
processes to benefit from legacy systems [3]. On the other
hand, the legacy transformation and modernization process
itself can be lengthy and costly. Major risks include the
inherent complex designs of legacy systems [4], tightly
coupled components, system performance issues, and
difficulties in mapping current systems to target architectures
and platforms [5]. Additionally, the underlying knowledge
about such systems is usually scanty due to limited
documentation and the unavailability of the developers who
originally built these systems [4]. As a result, most legacy
modernization tenures tend to begin with lengthy reverse
engineering periods to document current systems before paving
the way for technology transformation.
It can be argued that legacy transformation is inevitable
with the rapid advancements that technology is witnessing,
especially the digital transformation phenomenon. Digital

transformation places special emphasis on legacy
transformation as one of the cornerstones of successful
transformation strategies [6]. While legacy transformation and
modernization processes can be lengthy and costly as
mentioned earlier, they can offer long term cost savings,
increased efficiency, better resource utilization and the ability
to adapt to the dynamic business needs of any given enterprise
[7]. Therefore, enterprises need an optimal transformation
approach that will enable them to part with legacy systems and
take advantage of the possibilities offered by modern webbased technologies [8].
In this paper, we propose a legacy modernization approach
that aims for gradual technology upgrade from legacy systems
to modern web-based solutions without disturbing business
operations. It is based on a Service Oriented (SO) architectural
approach that wraps exciting legacy applications with an AIenabled workflow management layer. The workflow
management layer acts as a service orchestrater that reduces
the risks of inadequate service mapping when migrating from
legacy systems to target modernized systems. Workflow
management functionality is achieved via Business Process
Management Solutions (BPMS) that can sit on top of the
legacy system services. This approach emphasizes service
orientation where business logic is captured and managed in a
dedicated middle service layer that can potentially integrate
with any future core systems that may replace current legacy
systems. While this approach can be technology agnostic, we
are showcasing a hypothetical case study where Pega BPMS is
utilized to manage the workflows of an Oracle 5 form-based
legacy system while having ASP.Net Core MVC as the main
technology for a dedicated service layer.
The reminder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section II sheds light on some of the research in legacy system
transformation approaches. Section III outlines the overall
architectural approach, its layers, and the integration points
with legacy systems. Section IV introduces the suggested
technology stack related to the proposed architecture.
Section V showcases a practical implementation of the
proposed approach as a hypothetical proof of concept.
Section VI presents the findings of this paper and highlights
possible areas of future work.
II. LEGACY TRANSFORMATION APPROACHES
Due to the importance of legacy system transformation,
several studies have focused on finding the best way for a safe
and fast transformation process. In this context, the work
produced by [9] examines several options for legacy system
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transformation in which replacement is considered the best
option for old systems which are undocumented, outdated, or
not extensible. However, authors in [9] note that the
replacement of such systems is often a resource-intensive and
risky process. On the other hand, [6] present a lightweight agile
approach for effective low-risk legacy transformation as
opposed to waterfall-based transformation approaches. Such an
approach can potentially address the technical and procedural
complexities associated with legacy transformation.
In the work presented by [10], the authors showcased the
process of transforming a legacy social services information
system to a modern digital platform. This platform capitalized
on advanced technologies (Artificial Intelligence [AI] and
Machine Learning) for analyzing and processing big data.
From an architectural perspective, this transformation was
enabled via the utilization of cloud computing, big data
innovations, and the emerging microservices architectural
principles. In a similar manner, [8] proposed a tiered
architectural approach for legacy system transformation. In this
approach, component configuration is specified in Extensible
Markup Language (XML) files to facilitate legacy service
wrapping and integration. The work presented by [11] is in
conformity with the approach presented by [8] as the author
argues that legacy systems can be transformed by exploiting
modern, faster, and cheaper technologies such as Java and
XML. He also indicates that such an approach can shift focus
to functionality not technology, hence allowing for better
response to the evolving business requirements of any given
enterprise. Furthermore, [11] presented a legacy transformation
software tool (RescueWare) that acts to decompose business
knowledge into self-contained e-components tasked with
performing certain business functionalities. These components
are defined within standard Application Programming
Interfaces (APIs) which can be accessed by other systems and
interfaces that can potentially replace the legacy system in
question.
The work done by [1] emphasized a component-based
approach for legacy transformation. Their methodology
includes a reengineering process to transform legacy systems
into new components with upgraded software architecture
design. They adopted a reverse engineering approach that is
based on the extraction of architectural information from the
existing codebases of legacy systems. Based on the extracted
information, in conjunction with business domain knowledge,
modular system components were to be developed to replace
the existing legacy system. Similarly, [12] present an
interactive tool to extract database and business logic
components from legacy systems. The aim is to minimize the
complexity of the migration process by introducing a
decomposition step. This step can help slice the legacy system
into encapsulated components that can be migrated into a
client-server platform.
The work in [13] encompasses a legacy migration approach
based on the conversion of legacy system architecture into
Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) within a systematic
predefined process. The process that they suggest is feature
oriented as it focuses on a reengineering approach to transfer
existing legacy services into web services facilitated by the
Web Services Composition Language (WSCL). The author in

[13] validated their approach with a case study which presented
a prototype based on a layered architecture comprising three
main layers: Interaction Layer, Translation Layer, and
Repository Layer.
Much of the previous research focused on the concepts of
modularity and service orientation for successful
transformation. However, to our knowledge, integration of
workflow management layers as a part of the legacy
transformation process is an area that is not yet fully examined.
For this reason, we propose an AI-enabled workflow-based
approach for legacy system transformation.
III. PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE
To counter the risks and complexities that accompany
legacy transformation tenures, a layered SOA-based
architectural approach is proposed. SOA can play the role of a
transformation and integration enabler for legacy systems [7].
Exposing legacy services in a service-oriented manner will
provide for modular services that can be exploited by a variety
of interfaces. Such interfaces can be frontend systems or other
core systems that benefit from the services of the legacy
system. Furthermore, Service Orientation - as a concept and a
transformation enabler - will allow for greater interoperability
for legacy services. More importantly, business logic
transformation to a service layer will lead to decoupling the
services of the core system to further facilitate legacy
replacement/enhancement.
In addition to the advantage of transformation to serviceoriented components, this model is complemented with a
dedicated workflow management layer which is tasked with
orchestrating the different business services of the legacy
system in transformation. Such a model aims to facilitate the
process of managing the usually complex services and
workflows of a typical legacy system. Additionally, by having
a dedicated workflow management layer, it will be possible to
gradually move the legacy services from the core system to a
service layer. In such a scenario, the workflow management
layer will orchestrate uninterrupted business operations by
managing the right mix of legacy services, external integration
on the one hand and user interactions on the other.
Two main architectural principles will govern and shape
the proposed legacy modernization architecture. Firstly, a
microservices approach will allow for rapid delivery of the
system’s business services [14]. Microservices will also be an
enabler for a robust technology stack that can be enhanced or
modified when and if needed. Enhancement can be achieved
by plugging in more service layers to cover any evolving
business needs. In conjunction with the utilization of
microservices architecture, the proposed solution focuses on
the development of domain-specific services. Hence, the
legacy application's services will be divided into self-contained
modules based on business areas. This approach adheres to the
principles of Domain Driven Design (DDD). Thus, business
context will be divided into individual areas that can be
developed and managed separately. Greater modularity and
manageability can be considered as important advantages of
this approach. Based on the proposed approach, the following
architectural layers will be required as illustrated in Fig. 1.
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C. Workflow Management Layer
One of the important elements of the proposed architecture
is based on wrapping legacy solutions with Business Process
Management (BPM) functionality. BPM functionality will be
managed via a Workflow Management Layer that will act as an
orchestration tool to manage the interactions between the
legacy core system and its related end points. Following the
proposed layered approach, a workflow management software
component will sit on top of a dedicated service middle layer.
Hence, the Workflow Management Layer will comprise three
main components as follows:
Fig. 1.

Proposed Architecture.

A. Core Legacy System Layer
In the initial phases of transformation, the core legacy
system will be considered as a backend system that the other
system layers will be interacting with. As is the case with
typical legacy systems, this layer will comprise application
software and any associated databases.
B. Service Layer (Middle Layer)
To be able to adopt a service-oriented approach, most
business logic should be separated from the core system into a
dedicated API-based Service Layer (middle layer). This layer
will contain the business logic such as all validations and
custom roles related to the core legacy system. The service
layer will be divided into the following sub-layers:
1) Interface Layer (API): This layer will be dedicated to
exposing the services of the core legacy system into
Representational State Transfer (RESTful) APIs that are
consumable by the Workflow Management Layer.
Furthermore, RESTful APIs will be exposed as web services
that can be accessed by either internal or external systems.
2) Domain services layer: Following the principles of
Design Driven Design (DDD), the Domain Services Layer will
contain a number of business-oriented modules. These modules
will correspond to the respective business areas in the core
legacy system. Hence, each module will encapsulate several
microservices that provide business-specific functions. In line
with DDD implementation patterns, each module will have a
service manager to manage its microservices. Moreover, the
service manager will enable collaboration among the business
modules as required. Service calling in this instance is achieved
via the communication between the service managers of the
different system modules.
3) Common layer: The Common Layer will provide
generic services required by the application. For example, user
management and authentication, integration with external
parties, and data access. This layer will also comprise a
dedicated Data Access Layer (DAL) that will provide all the
data connectivity and access functionalities. Having a separate
DAL is vital in the context of legacy transformation as it will
enhance the adopted SOA approach by avoiding native access
to databases.

1) Process workflows: The process workflows capture the
workflows of the legacy system and manage the system
services accordingly. It should be noted that domain driven
workflows will not only capture the business-level models of
the legacy system, but the approach adopted by [15] will be
employed in which IT-level models will also be captured for
effective workflow management. Hence, in addition to
capturing the workflows of business processes, IT-level models
will also be captured to address specific technical requirements
such as infrastructure considerations and user access and
authentication.
2) Workflow and data views: Workflow models constitute
process models (views) that capture the actual sequence of
activities/validations that a typical workflow process contains
[16]. Workflow views will be used to create and manage the
workflows that map the legacy system’s functionality. Another
layer of workflow modelling within the proposed architectural
model is the data models (views). Data views contain the data
objects required to define data fields, data field mapping, and
connections to database. Hence, they bridge the connection
between the backend database systems.
3) Artificial intelligence (AI) Layer: This layer will aim to
streamline the system’s workflows, reduce redundancies by
intelligently handling large amounts of data, reduce user errors
and increase the efficiency of routine tasks. It will offer the
greater advantages of the legacy transformation process.
D. User Interface Layer
The User Interface (UI) Layer will provide users with the
ability to interact with the backend legacy system to achieve
the required business functionality. Frontends can be in the
form of purpose-built desktop applications communicating
with the Workflow Management Layer. They can also be in the
form of web-based applications whether it be a website, web
portal, tablet, or mobile applications.
IV. TECHNOLOGY STACK
There is a variety of technology solutions that can support a
gradual transformation from legacy systems to modern webbased solutions. Based on the proposed workflow-managed
SOA approach, the following software technologies can be
utilized for a prototype implementation:
A. Pega Platform
Since one of the pillars of the proposed approach is the
utilization of a Workflow Management Layer, the use of Pega
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as a Business Process Management (BPM) platform is
suggested. The low-code nature of Pega coupled with its App
Studio that allows for business and IT cooperation in the
design stage makes it a powerful tool for transformation and
modernization projects [17].
Another reason to choose Pega is its wide range of data and
integration capabilities that allows connecting Pega
applications with distributed backend systems. The Pega
platform also supports a wide spectrum of integration standards
and protocols allowing for high connectivity levels with
external systems [18]. Additionally, Pega offers a wide range
of AI and machine learning tools that allow for optimized
workflows and increased efficiency [19]. These capabilities are
particularly important in relation to the proposed architecture
which emphasizes communication with legacy systems via
dedicated integration layers.
B. ASP.Net Core MVC
ASP.Net Core MVC is a modular and cross-platform
development framework for developing web-based
applications [20]. It provides a concrete framework for
developing RESTful web services that can expose data
operations [21]. This development framework was selected for
the prototype implementation due to its ability to expose
backend services as RESTful web services that can be
consumed by other software layers (namely, the Workflow
Management Layer in our proposed architecture).
Developing a middle layer using ASP.Net Core MVC can
provide the required flexibility in terms of transforming a
legacy system to a web-based system. Within this context, the
main advantage of ASP.Net Core MVC is its ability to provide
headless web services [21]. Headless API services do not have
User Interface (UI) as they are meant to be consumed by other
systems that may have their own UI elements. This approach
provides the necessary flexibility to expose system services via
different interfaces such as websites, web portals, and mobile
applications.
C. Devart
Devart is a database connectivity tool that supports a
variety of database platforms. To avoid direct (native) access to
the legacy database, Devart can be a good tool for building
Data Access Layers (DAL) that can provide the necessary
interfaces to the service layer to access legacy databases.
Furthermore, Devart’s developer tools support reverse and
forward engineering which makes it a suitable tool for legacy
modernization implementation [22].

A. Transformation Steps
A piece-by-piece transformation process is followed as
opposed to a risky big bang approach where all system
components are migrated at once to a new system/platform.
Based on this gradual approach, two main transformation
stages can be envisaged:
1) Phase I: Transformation to Service Orientation (SO):
The main goal of this phase is to transform legacy services into
modular services that can be accessed from a service-oriented
middle layer (service layer). To achieve this goal, the legacy
system will be analyzed and documented on an as-is basis.
Then, business logic will be captured in the service layer that
will directly interact with the legacy system and its database
(acting as a backend system in this instance).
2) Phase II: Legacy system replacement: Since Phase I
will separate business logic from the legacy core system, it will
be relatively a lower risk process to replace the backend legacy
system with a new system that will interact with the existing
service layer. In such a scenario, business operations and enduser experience will not be interrupted as they will still be
interacting with the same frontend systems. Such frontend
systems can be either a workflow management interface as
manifest by the proposed architecture, customized desktop
applications or web-based applications.
B. Case Study
The prototype system includes four layers (Core Legacy
System, Service Layer, Workflow Management Layer and UI
Layer). In this context, it is assumed that the Legacy System’s
services were mapped into several clearly defined APIs that
can loosely integrate with other systems. As illustrated in
Fig. 2, the API services act as an entry point and perform the
required services using the business modules’ service
managers. Furthermore, the API service layer will use the
Common Layer for generic functions such as the management
of user authentication, getting database context, etc.
Additionally, API services will share the database context with
all business services allowing the system activities to be
handled in a few database transactions.

V. SOLUTION IMPLEMENTATION
To identify the exact components of the proposed
architectural approach, a hypothetical proof of concept is
presented in this paper. We examine the effectiveness of the
proposed approach through a prototype based on one of the
common legacy transformation scenarios. This scenario is
represented in the transforming of an Oracle forms-based
system (Oracle 5) to a web-based application. In this proof of
concept, the scenario of exposing a legacy HR system to the
web is highlighted through the implementation of the proposed
transformation approach.

Fig. 2.

Modules and Service Managers’ Interactions.
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C. System Services
Table I summarizes the main API Layer services that
require the basic HR system functionality. If we take the
example of a simple service to enter the details of a new
employee, several RESTful API services can be used to
populate the dropdown menus used in the data entry form
within the system’s UI. These services will be called via the
designated service manager to pull the required data for use in
the UI. Furthermore, business validation can be performed
using services from several modules based on the action being
performed by the end user.
D. Workflow Management
The legacy system functionality is decomposed into
service-oriented workflows managed by the Workflow
Management Layer. In our prototype, the Workflow
Management Layer is represented in Pega BPMS, which is a
low code workflow management platform that has the
flexibility to integrate with a variety of backend systems. Fig. 3
illustrates the Pega-designed workflow for the employee
addition process within the prototype HR system. This
workflow contains three main steps: identification of employee
details, employee addition, and closure.
TABLE I.

API LAYER SERVICES

System
Functions

Service APIs
(CommonDBContext =
InfraSrctureManage.GetDatabaseContext )

Search
Function

API. Search Employee
In this service, the user inputs the search attributes and then
calls the following service to fetch the required results:
HRSrvcMngr.GetEmployeeList

Add New
Employee

API.NewEmployee:
A data entry form allows the user to enter the attributes
related to a new employee. The following services are used to
fill the dropdown lists associated with employee attributes.
For example:
RefSrvcMngr.GetEmployeeTypes(CommonDBContext)
RefSrvcMngr.GetContractTypes(CommonDBContext)
RefSrvcMngr.GetContractTypes(CommonDBContext)
RefSrvcMngr.GetDepartmentsList(CommonDBContext)

Update
Employee
Details

There are two steps in this process:
1. Show employee details, attributes are initiated by fetching
the current employee data by using the service:
HRSrvcMngr.GetEmployeeByID
2. Users can update the employee’s details and then either
save the record or cancel the process.

Delete
Employee
Details

API. DeleteEmployee
The API.SearchEmployee can be used to fetch the employee
details. Once an employee record is selected, it can be deleted
by using the following service:
SgnSrvcMngr.DeleteEmployee(CommonDBContext)

Save Details

API. SaveEmployee
Saving an employee’s details can be done through either of
two processes:
1. Adding a new employee:
HRSrvcMngr.CreateEmployee(CommonDBContext)
2. Updating employee details:
HRSrvcMngr.UpdateEmployee(CommonDBContext)

Cancel
Operation

This functionality will be achieved via the UI level by
clearing the data entry form

Fig. 3.

Proposed Architecture.

The first step in the workflow involves the verification of
the employee’s identity before adding his details to the system.
To verify the identity, it is assumed that Pega will integrate
with a third-party provider to validate the employee’s ID. In
our prototype implementation, Pega capabilities are utilized to
create the system’s frontend in the form of a series of
HyperText Markup Language (HTML) pages that correspond
to the designed workflow.
Once the employee’s identity is validated, the “Add
Employee Details” step is invoked which will involve
displaying the employee addition data entry form shown in
Fig. 4. The different drop downs in the entry form will be
populated with dynamic values pulled from the legacy system
database. For example, the following services will be called to
fetch Employee Types, Contract Types and List of
Departments:
RefSrvcMngr.GetEmployeeTypes(CommonDBContext)
RefSrvcMngr.GetContractTypes(CommonDBContext)
RefSrvcMngr.GetDepartmentsList(CommonDBContext)
Once the employee details are added, they can be saved by
invoking another service from the Service Layer:
HRSrvcMngr.CreateEmployee(CommonDBContext)

Fig. 4.

Employee Addition Form.
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E. Integration
Pega integration capabilities with RESTful APIs were
utilized to integrate with the services provided by the Service
Layer. In this scenario, Pega acted as a client application that
uses HTTP protocols to access GET or POST methods to
achieve the required functionality. An example of RESTful
service consumption is the process by which the list of contract
types is fetched to populate the relevant dropdown list in the
employee addition form. HTTP GET requests are passed
through service HTTP query strings that contain the required
operations. In this example, GetContractTypes service is used:
https://www.legacyhr.com/GetContractTypes.php?operatio
n=fetchtypes
The fetched data is formatted into JavaScript Object
Notation (JSON) string that can be easily used in the system’s
frontend as illustrated in Fig. 5. Similarly, when there is a need
to write data to the legacy system’s database, HTTP POST
operations can be used to pass the required data (for example,
new employee’s details) to the core system.

B. Future Work
Future work will involve progressing further with the
transformation approach by examining the process of replacing
the legacy backend system with a new core system. The aim
here will be to validate the success of full transformation by
utilizing the suggested architectural approach and
transformation steps.
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Fig. 5.

Contract Types JSON Sample.
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VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
A. Conclusion
The rapid advancement of web technologies coupled with
evolving business needs make legacy transformation inevitable
for enterprises around the world. However, the risks of such a
transformation should be mitigated with an approach that is
flexible enough to allow for a gradual and low risk
transformation.
The proposed SOA workflow-based transformation
approach offers several benefits in terms of legacy system
transformation into web-based applications. The key advantage
here is the adoption of a microservices architecture where the
legacy system’s functionality is decomposed into selfcontained functional units. On top of that, an AI-enabled
Workflow Management Layer orchestrates the system’s
functionality by calling the required legacy services from a
dedicated Service Layer (middle layer). In our prototype
implementation, we utilized ASP.Net Core MVC for the
Service Layer implementation and Pega BPMS for the
Workflow Management Layer.
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Developing the Mathematical Model of the Bipedal
Walking Robot Executive Mechanism
Zhanibek Issabekov, Nakhypbek Aldiyarov
Satbayev University, Almaty
Kazakhstan

Abstract—The paper considers the accuracy of footstep
control in the vicinity of the application object. The methodology
of forming a simulation of the executive electro-hydraulic
servomechanism is developed. The paper presents control
algorithms in the dynamic walking mode. The issues of
stabilization of the sensors installed in the soles are investigated.
The description of the laboratory model and simulation of the
main links of the exoskeleton, approximated to human
parameters, allowing to insert the studied algorithms of motion
of the executive mechanism into the program of automation of
calculations of the links of motion are given. The authors for the
first time simulated the bipedal walking robot using modern
digital technologies, including the joint use of pneumatic electric
drive. This paper proposes an automated control scheme for
manipulators controlling immobilized human limbs. Considering
the functions of the leg and the phases of movement, the
structure scheme is chosen so that the same actuator performs
several functions. This construction partially reduces the load on
the person, because the drives of the various links due to their
gravity can overturn a person. Using the kinematic structure of
the model and the method of adaptive control of the manipulator,
as well as replacing some movement parts with plastic material,
the authors were successful in reducing the total weight by three
times compared with foreign analogues, which is important for a
sick person.
Keywords—Exoskeleton;
dynamics

I.

manipulator;

model;

kinematics;

INTRODUCTION

In the 21th century, there arise more and more situations
that demand from people with disabilities to perform a wide
variety of works related to daily life. To help people, mobile
robotics tools are being created which can be controlled via
radio or cable. Relating to a person, being near the power
source, he can control his functions by cable. However, as life
shows, in order to expand human capabilities associated with
his movement, control can be carried out by radio channel.
Many scientists work for creation of the motion control
algorithms of bipedal walking robots that move in various
dynamic modes of movement: walking, running, jumping,
etc., in other words, human motion simulation, which formed
the basis for the study of using the theory for creation of
mechanisms for energetically optimal regulation of human
walking [1-2].
For these reasons, scientists develop exoskeletons that
represent a technical device designed for physical relief of a
person who performing different works thanks to load
accommodation by the exoskeleton, provided that it repeats

human biomechanics [1-3]. As one reason for the growing
popularity of these devices, it is necessary to mention the
areas of their possible application:
1) Military sphere.
2) Use by people with disabilities.
3) Elimination of consequences of various emergencies.
4) Use of heavy equipment in conditions of
inapplicability.
5) Use in operations where it is possible to replace heavy
equipment with human labor.
Exoskeletons are classified according to the following [35].
1) According to the power source and the drive operating
principle: passive exoskeletons, active exoskeletons;
2) According to the drive: electric, pneumatic, hydraulic.
Exoskeletons of today are becoming a very powerful tool
to assist soldiers and medical staff of specialized clinics with
rehabilitation of patients who have suffered from limb
diseases. It was found that the most of designed exoskeletons
cannot be used for rehabilitation of patients with limited
functions of the upper and lower limbs due to the large mass
of the structure, dependence on external power sources and
their significant cost. For designing the exoskeleton, it is
necessary to solve a lot of technical problems, among which
are the following: the problem of walking control; designing
the executive mechanism using original design solutions;
designing the system of interconnected drives; designing the
power source with a high specific power; designing the system
of sensitivity, orientation and navigation; designing the control
system and designing its algorithms. As of today, there is a lot
of versions of exoskeletons built using various drives (electric
drive, hydraulic drive, pneumatic drive), but their practical use
is very limited due to difficulties associated with an on-board
energy source that can provide the exoskeleton with
autonomy. However, this fact only serves as the progress
accelerator and leads to the constant appearance of more and
more new versions of exoskeletons [4-6]. The purpose of the
research is the use of exoskeletons in medicine for the
rehabilitation of patients with musculoskeletal direction. This
article describes the mechanisms for controlling the feet and
the center of mass of a human robot.
II. RELEVANCE
The works of many scientists considered the problems of
foot elasticity when modeling human movements [5-6], [5-6],
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dynamic motion of the manipulator based on the closed
kinematic chain with coordinate-parametric control, twoengined electric drives of coordinated rotation based on an
asynchronous-valve cascade, dual-power machines [7-8], etc.,
developments of which facilitated the development of
investigations in the field of the manipulator use for replacing
the human legs. There are many examples in the world of
using the developments of scientists to improve the situation
of persons disabled from childhood and work, to return them
to normal life, their participation in the Paralympic Games,
etc. Fig. 1 shows the development of scientists of Moscow
universities, active and passive exoskeletons, as well as the
exoskeleton appearance on a man simulator.
It is of interest the ReWalk exoskeleton developed in Israel
by ARGO Medical Technologies which allows people with
paralysis of the lower half of the body (lower paraparesis) to
stand on their feet and walk using sticks (Fig. 2).
The design of ReWalk exoskeleton is based on sensors that
detect the body tilt ahead and transmit a signal to devices
supporting the legs [4-7]. The power source is provided by a
battery placed in a special backpack. It has 2 degrees of
mobility. The structure operation is possible only for persons
with preserved functions of the upper limbs.
A special feature of this layout diagram is installing 4
electric motors in the knee and hip joints of the exoskeleton,
the ankle position is regulated by the springs that allow the
foot to naturally stand on the ground (Fig. 3b).
A significant disadvantage of ReWalk exoskeleton is the
complexity of ensuring the mechanism balance and hereto
related safety problems of operator`s motion [9]. In most
cases, these structural versions of exoskeletons are used as
simulators for people undergoing rehabilitation.

Fig. 2. ReWalk Exoskeleton (a) and its Layout Diagram (b).

As far back as 1948, the Russian professor N. A. Bernstein
drew a man with prosthetics copying the leg skeleton but with
electric motors, which was the development of the Prosthetics
Research Institute. It is interesting to note that just after the
war ended, it was a very vital invention which, unfortunately,
had no practical continuation in future. In the 60`s, General
Electric developed this idea but in a version of a full-fledged
skeleton with hydraulic control. The same attempt was made
by the Russian side in Russia (Leningrad, 1970) [5-6]. In
Kazakhstan, such works are under development, so the study
presented in this article is very relevant.
III. METHODOLOGY
A large number of investigations were devoted to the study
of kinematics and dynamics of manipulation robots [7-9]. The
manipulator executive mechanism has the treelike kinematical
structure, a large number of mobility steps, does not properly
secure to the fixed base, and during movement, it is connected
with the supporting surface and ambient objects [10-11]. The
authors for the first time develop a similar model with the use
of modern digital technologies including the joint use of
pneumatic-electric drive. This paper offers the automated
control scheme for manipulators that control the immobilized
human limbs. It is known that human manner of walking just
as a robot determines by trajectories of the pelvis (main but
dependent movement) and feet (auxilliary but forced
movements). The main movement is carried out as a result of
moving the legs [12-13]. The schematic structure of human
musculoskeletal system is similar in many ways to the
movement of bipedal walking robot which contains a system
of solids and is in the form of closed kinematic chains with
rotating and translating kinematic pairs connected to the body.
Fig. 3 shows the model of human foot control in which
relative movements of segments are carried out by drives. The
leg mechanism has several degrees of mobility. Taking into
account the leg functions and movement phases, schematic
structure is chosen so that one and the same drive performs
several functions. This construction partially reduces the load
on the person, because the drives of the various links due to
their gravity can overturn a person.

(a) active exoskeleton; (b) passive exoskeleton; (c) exoskeleton on a man
simulator.
Fig. 1. D-model of Active and Passive Exoskeleton.
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5) ns(і) –defines what number as son segment has i
segment for its father segment (sequence number of і segment
in the cortege. ( ( ))
6) nan(і) — defines the number of ancestors of і segment.
7) an(і,j) — determines the number of the j-th from the
root of the ancestor of the link i.
If і segment is more than 0, it is possible to write:
( (

1- foot; 2-lower leg; 3-upper leg; 7- pelvic bone
Fig. 3. Human Leg Model.

Methods for describing the kinematic structure (KS) were
developed for formation of mathematical models of the
executive mechanism [1, 11].
To set the kinematic structure and write the kinematic
expressions, the designations and indices given below were
used. Kinematic connections of each segment are
characterized by:
 number of one of the previous segment;
 numbers of one or more of subsequent segments;
 its sequential number for the previous segment.
Each segment is associated with as many coordinate
systems as there are subsequent segments but not less than
one. One of them is taken as the main one, which is assigned
the number 1, the rest are auxiliary. All of them are assigned
in accordance with the traditional Denavit-Hartenberg rules
for robotics [1, 9]. Vector values can be set in different
coordinate systems (CS). Its upper left index indicates in
which CS the given vector is specified. If this index is missing
or null, then the vector is set in the base CS. If a nonzero
number is specified, then the vector is specified in the main
coordinate system of the segment, number of which is the
specified number. If two numbers separated by commas are ̅, then the vector is specified in
the auxiliary coordinate
*
+ an unordered set,
system i. Let us denote by
the elements of which are the numbers of the executive
mechanism segments.

))

;

( (

)); k *

( )+

(1)

), we define the vector
As it is for each segment (
connecting the beginning of the father segment with the
beginning of the son segment; the vector of the centre of mass
(CM) position; the coefficient defining the type of articulation
of main segment i with father segment; the type of ancestor of
segments – the rotary joint 1; the type of articulation of
segments - the telescopic joint 0.
This is how the exoskeleton robot segments are described
and defined. However, if you transfer this system to a person,
then you need to note the following: if the robot can turn and
rotate according to the operator's instructions, then the person
is limited in his motions. For example, the human foot
(especially a sick person) cannot turn to 180°, as well as the
knee and other parts of the lower limbs. Therefore, it is
necessary to develop the motion algorithm limiting turns of
feet from zero to 90°.
The method for describing kinematics of the bipedal
walking robot executive mechanism was proposed by Denavit
and Hartenberg with compatible coordinate systems all
parameters of whose are presented in Fig. 4 [11-13].
The calculation system [4] is based on the use of
homogeneous transformations matrices (4 4), which give
unambiguous and clear rules for constructing a mathematical
model of the robot's executive mechanism. At the same time,
the number of parameters included into the matrix relative to
the position of the successive segments of the executive
mechanism is minimal. The matrix form Ai is identical both
for rotational and translational joints.

The following index functions are introduced: [11-13].
1) f(i) - segment number that is the parent segment for
segment i.
2) s(і,k) –segment number that is k-th son segment for
segment і.
3) dg+ (і) – semidegree of segment i that defines the
number of son segments of і segment.
4) D(і) – cortege of numbers-links that are son segments
for
і
( )
( )))})
segment( ( ) {( ( ) ( )
(

Fig. 4. Denavit-Hartenberg Compatible Coordinate Systems.
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The advantage of this method of constructing connected
CS is that you can specify only four parameters that determine
the relative position of two consecutive CS i-1 and i, and,
consequently, the conversion matrix Ai. Two consecutive
coordinate systems of segments, for example,
and , can
be always coincided using a rotation [14], two transfers and
another rotation carried out by the
coordinate system in
the following order:

example of the bipedal walking robot. However, this NO is
considered as a non-stationary dynamic multi-dimensional
multi-loop controlled object with inputs p and outputs q
(Fig. 5) [19-21].

 Rotate by an angle
around the axis
in the
positive direction until the axes
and
become
parallel and equally directed. If the joint is rotational,
then the angle
coincides with the generalized
coordinate.
 Relocation over the distance along the axis
until
the axes
and
will coincide. If the joint is
translational, then the coincides with the generalized
coordinate.
 Relocation over the distance along the axis until
the coordinate origin will coincide. Parameter is the
constructive constant of the mechanism (depends on
geometry of the structure).
 Rotation by the angle
axes coincide.

αi about the axis

until all

Note that angles are positive if they are counted
counterclockwise around the specified axes, and linear
displacements are positive if they coincide with the positive
directions of the corresponding axes.
IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
As a result of these movements the coordinate
system
sequentially take up the
possitions
,
,
, and finally reaches the position
. Moreover, each
subsequent coordinate system is characteristed in the previous
coordinate system by 4x4-coordinate transformation matrices
sequentially.
From the four parameters , , , α (Fig. 4), two
parameters and α are always constant and determined by the
design of the robot executive mechanism. One of two other
parameters ( or ) is a variable parameter. For the rotational
joint, the value characterizes the angle of relative rotation of
i-1 and i segments, and the liner value is constant. Reverse,
for the telescopic connection, is a variable. The variable of
i-th joint ( or ) is usually called the generalized coordinate
of the robot executive mechanism [15-18].
Each limb has three degree of freedom and is derived by
an engine with mechanism (transmission, gearbox, reduction
unit). In the lower part of the limb there are three force sensors
for measuring the leg force response.
Using the methods of describing the kinematic structure
there were made the prerequisites for adaptive control of the
executive mechanism for motion of any part of the human
body. The authors considered the akinetic human limbs as a
non-stationary object (NO). Some scientists propose to use the
adaptive identification of NO with Markov parameters on the

Fig. 5. Scheme of Non-stationary Dynamic Multi-dimensional Multi-loop
Controlled Object.

There are two fundamentally different types of input
channels at the object input. The perturbation channel is
formed from n observed inputs:
( ) ( ( )
( )), multi-loop controlled object
X  where
is a set of alloweble inputs with unobserved
unknown parameters bj (N), j =̅̅̅̅̅.
The control channel is also observed: UT(N) = (u1(N), ...,
ur(N)), U  where
− a set of acceptable controls, but
unlike the perturbation channel, all its parameters are known:
( )… ( ), then Y , where
− a set of acceptable
outputs [13,22].
Using Denavit-Hartenberg method and the adaptive
method of controlling the executive mechanism of human
movement, the authors developed two variants of variables for
the human exoskeleton changing d or Q parameter.
These models were put into Program of calculation and
received (Table I).
The table shows the results of eight from 21 steps.
TABLE I.

VALUES OF SIMULATED PARAMETERS OF EXOSKELETON
SEGMENTS
()

()

1

0

0

0

1

2

0

0

1

1

3

0

0

2

1

4

0

0

3

1

0

0

4

1

0

5

1

6

1

7

1

5
6

0

7
8

0

0

0

It can be concluded from the table that angle Q changes
from
,etc.
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TABLE II.

RESULTS OF ARBITRARY POINTS OBTAINED ON MATLAB
()

[8]

()

6

-π/2

0

0,237

- π/2

5

1

7

0

0,196

0,163

π/2

6

1

8

π/2

-0,109

0

- π/2

7

1

9

π/2

0

0,487

0

8

1

10

0

0

0,669

π/2

9

1

11

π

0,195

-0,097

π/2

6

1

12

π/2

-0109

0

- π/2

11

1

13

π/2

0

0,475

0

12

1

[9]

[10]

[11]

[12]

It can be concluded from the Table II that angle Q changes
from

[13]

The authors developed and applied the Program to the
model in Fig. 3.

[14]

[1]

[2]

[3]

[4]

[5]

[6]
[7]
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Abstract—Over the past several years, the traditional
approaches of managing and utilizing hybrid Wide Area
Network (WAN) connections, between sites across geographical
regions, have posed many challenges to enterprises. SoftwareDefined Wide Area Network (SD-WAN) has emerged as a new
paradigm that can overcome the traditional WAN challenges like
the lack of visibility for WAN bandwidth utilization and the
inefficient usage of expensive WAN resources. The flexibility and
agility brought to WAN by applying the SD-WAN paradigm
helped to improve the efficiency of bandwidth utilization and to
address the surge of bandwidth demands. The SD-WAN
capabilities become essential for meeting the heavy inter-data
center's traffic exchange required for business continuity and
disaster recovery operations. In this paper, a data backup
approach is introduced using SD-WAN that makes the network
centrally programmable. This will leverage the ability to make
fine-grained traffic engineering for different data flows over
WAN to optimize the bandwidth utilization of the expensive
WAN resources by balancing the traffic load across network
links between data centers and to minimize the time required to
transfer backup data to disaster recovery sites. The proposed
approach proved its efficiency according to the bandwidth
utilization if it is compared to the other related works.
Keywords—Wide area networks; software defined network;
software defined wide area network

I.

INTRODUCTION

The Wide Area Network (WAN) is essential nowadays for
large enterprises and businesses. It is a critical component to
connect between data centers and different sites across
geographies [1]. The first public WAN was deployed in early
1980 [2] and designed to connect between different sites using
leased lines that had limited speeds and high cost.
In the previous decades, different WAN technologies have
been developed to provide better service quality in terms of
cost and speed such as VPN (Virtual Private Network), ATM
(Asynchronous Transfer Mode), and MPLS (Multi-Protocol
Label Switching). Despite the improvements in the bandwidth
and speed of WAN networks and internet services, they are
still congested with high traffic loads that cause data loss and
jitters [3] which impact the performance and quality of the
provided services.
During the COVID-19 pandemic, network traffic spikes
have increased obviously and start to impact the services
provided by different internet and cloud companies such as
Amazon, YouTube, and Netflix [4]. To address these

challenges and the surge in bandwidth demand, enterprises
start to use technological innovations such as Software
Defined Networks.
Software-Defined Networks (SDN) has emerged over the
past years as a new promising model that simplifies network
management. SDN aims to provide centralized management
for multiple network devices like routers, switches, and
firewalls by separating the control plane from the data plane
[5]. The SDN framework consists of three layers. The lowest
layer is the data plane layer that contains the network elements
and devices responsible for packet forwarding. One layer
above, the control plane is located where network intelligence
is logically centralized to maintain a global view of the
network.
The SDN controllers communicate with network devices
to guide them in handling data packets and to execute network
policies and rules. The application layer contains the network
applications that introduce new network features and
applications such as load balancing, network statistics
monitoring, and security [6]. The application layer makes use
of the holistic view of the network provided by controllers to
get information about different data flows and give the
appropriate guidance to the control layer for enhancing the
network performance. Currently, there are several SDN
controllers provided such as OpenDaylight [7], POX [8], NOX
[9], and Beacon [10] that can simplify the management of
network devices.
For the southbound interface, the OpenFlow protocol is the
most used open protocol for the interaction between the SDN
controllers in the control plane and SDN OpenFlow compliant
switches in the data plane [6]. The OpenFlow SDN controller
will insert flow entries on the OpenFlow compliant switches
to instruct them for forwarding the incoming data packets. The
OpenFlow switches will follow the basic packet forwarding
mechanism to handle the incoming packets. They will check
the packets header and match it to the entries inserted by the
SDN controller in the flow table. In case no flow entry
matches the incoming packet header, the OpenFlow compliant
switch will notify the controller to identify the correct action
for the packet and install the appropriate flow entries for it.
The SDN controller can also interact with OpenFlow switches
[11] to retrieve statistical information about data flows.
On the other side, the northbound interface is provided by
the SDN controller to the application layer for network
programmability. Applications neither have direct interaction
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with data plane devices nor are aware of network topology
[12]. They interact with controllers to make fine-grained
traffic engineering, based on the data flow statistics controller
can retrieve, and guide them with the path layout of the data
flows [13].
The SDN paradigm is usually used in data centers local
area networks (LAN) but recently it is used in wide area
networks (WAN) to mitigate the challenges mentioned before.
The Software-Defined Wide Area Networks (SD-WAN) is
built on the concepts of SDN. The WAN networks will obtain
many technical advantages by using the SDN concepts [14]
that will help to leverage its performance, utilization, and
efficiency to handle the massive data transmissions.
Multinational technology companies like Microsoft and
Google used SDN concepts to deploy their SD-WAN solution
for inter-data center connections. They have multiple data
centers distributed across the planet that are exchanging data
traffic extensively for communication between subsystems
and data backup activities [5]. Gartner anticipates that by 2024
60% of enterprises will implement SD-WAN [15].
SD-WAN can play a big role in the enhancement of
business continuity strategies. Data backup and disaster
recovery mechanisms focus on what needs to be done to keep
the business running when disasters hit. The long-distance
WAN networks play a key role in disaster recovery operations
that require a large amount of data to be exchanged over the
long distance between primary and secondary sites. They are
restricted by limited bandwidth and the high latency of WAN
networks. SD-WAN can handle these issues [16] and cope
with the increasing network demands to enhance the data
backup and disaster recovery operations.

II. RELATED WORK
SD-WAN shows great potential in improving the
performance and utilization of WAN networks. Currently,
many SD-WAN vendors in the market provide different
mature products for traffic management and real-time
analytics to improve network performance and availability
such as Cisco SD-WAN (Viptela), VMware SD-WAN, and
Silver Peak. In the past several years, many pieces of research
were published showing the benefits of deploying SD-WAN
and how it can improve the performance of businesses’
workflows and services. Some approaches that aim to improve
bandwidth utilization will be reviewed in this section.
Tech giants like Google and Microsoft who have multiple
data centers across the planet deployed their SD-WAN
solutions for interconnection between data centers. B4 is
Google’s software-defined inter-data center WAN solution. It
uses OpenFlow protocol to manage individual network
switches with centralized controllers that run traffic
engineering applications. In [18], the authors discuss their
experience with deploying B4 in production and achieving
better bandwidth utilization for WAN links to perform largescale data copies between sites.
The second deployment is SWAN from Microsoft that
aims to achieve highly efficient and flexible WAN
interconnection between data centers. It also improves the
fairness to meet different traffic demands when WAN links
are utilized with background traffic [19]. It is obvious that
both B4 and SWAN, use the capabilities of SD-WAN like the
controller’s global vision of the network and the easiness to
retrieve network statistics for traffic engineering, to maintain
better utilization for the WAN expensive resources.

In this paper, an approach for data backup and replication
is proposed using the concepts of SD-WAN. The main
objective of the proposed approach is to use SD-WAN
capabilities to increase the efficiency of WAN network
utilization and the adaptation to network demands. This
should help to minimize the time needed for data backup
between sites by shrinking the recovery point objective down
to meet business continuity demands for enterprises.

In [20], the authors introduced a software-defined traffic
load balancing (SD-TLB) module that is embedded into the
ingress nodes at the edge of carrier networks. It is built on the
CPU of the physical ASIC-based (Application Specific
Integrated Circuit) SDN switches. The SD-TLB performs perflow scheduling in a round-robin manner over the optical
paths besides detecting any path outage or failure using a
global network controller based on per-port statistics.

In the proposed approach, SD-WAN centralized
management and programmability are used to run applications
that can check the network statistics of data flows like
throughput across various links in real-time, and based on
these measurements, decisions are taken to meet the demands
of other data flows and guarantee the fair utilization of the
available WAN links. The OpenNetMon open tool [17] is used
in this research to get data flow statistics and to make finegrained traffic engineering. This will be discussed in the
methodology and the results sections.

This research showed by experiment that the SD-TLB
module is better than the link aggregation group (LAG) for
optimizing the bandwidth utilization for optical paths in
carrier networks. However, it doesn’t abstract completely the
control plane and forwarding plane as SD-TLB is still running
on the CPU of the edge network switches.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: In
Section II, related works to this research are discussed. In
Section III, the methodology and algorithm used for balancing
the traffic load across all available WAN links are presented.
Sections IV and V summarizes the results after applying the
proposed approach on the test topology. Finally, Section VI
concludes this paper and presents the future works.

The proposal deploys an experiment test scenario based on
the concept of the living lab which measures the performance
of the network when Voice Over IP (VOIP) services are
provided and verified that an adequate level of QoS of
Bandwidth can be guaranteed by providing traffic priority in
an SD-WAN network between Software-defined data centers
(SDDCs).

In [21], the authors proposed the implementation of a wide
area network defined by software, which guarantees a
predefined quality of service (QoS) and traffic prioritization
between Software-Defined Datacenters.
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However, this approach focuses only on maintaining QOS
by prioritizing traffic based on the source and destination IPs
by a policy/rules introduced by the SD-WAN OpenFlow
controller Floodlight (by using OpenFlow flow tables that help
OpenFlow switches to steer traffic) and it doesn’t introduce
any approach that can balance traffic or steer for flows to
another transport link in case of having poor bandwidth or
high packet loss which can highly impact the quality of VOIP
services.
In [22], the authors proposed a simple implementation for
SD-WAN using open source tools like OpenDaylight SDWAN controller and Open vSwitch as virtual switches. They
developed applications to run on top of a centralized SDWAN controller to manage and improve the quality of service
(QoS) of the interconnecting WAN network between
headquarter and branch offices. The two applications used in
this implementation are for monitoring and path switching.
The monitoring module will collect real-time statistics for
network metrics like packet loss, packet delay, and jitters by
injecting traffic into the network paths to evaluate the network
links and confirm if they will meet the required QoS. After
that, the path switching module will install the path that meets
the enterprise QoS thresholds on network switches.
This implementation helped to guarantee the QoS
requirements for enterprise applications and services while
transferring data between sites. However, the usage of active
monitoring and injecting traffic to measure network statistics
in real-time may introduce additional network load that
impacts the accuracy of measurements.
In this research, fine-grained traffic engineering is enabled
in the proposed approach using the real-time measured
network metrics for each data flow. The per-flow throughput
is measured using an opensource tool OpenNetMon by
querying per-flow counters from source and destination
switches without injecting extra packets through the network
between sites to avoid any overhead that may be introduced.
The measured throughput metric will provide an advanced
bandwidth utilization monitoring for all available links
between sites which will enhance routing decisions for new
data flows in a way that can improve the traffic load balancing
and the efficiency of utilizing the available bandwidth.

programmable to interact with sites’ edge devices to prioritize
and control WAN traffic between different locations.
OpenNetMon software is used in the proposed approach,
an open-source software that runs on SD-WAN controller for
network monitoring. The OpenNetMon monitoring software
will interact with edge OpenFlow switches to monitor TCP
flows in real-time and gather statistical info about them. The
real-time monitored information will leverage the ability to
make fine-grained traffic engineering and hence make more
efficient routing decisions. This will enhance data transfer
operations through WAN between different sites which is
essential for WAN-based backup.
OpenNetMon software is composed of two modules, the
forwarding module, and the monitoring module. The
forwarding module will discover paths between sourcedestination pairs when an un-matched TCP flow connection or
packet arrives and install path on switches instructing them to
route packets for this TCP flow. The monitoring module will
monitor flow metrics (throughput/delay/packet loss) between
source-destination pairs.
In this proposed approach, the per-flow monitored
throughput metric is used for traffic engineering to enhance
the bandwidth utilization and balance the traffic load across
WAN links between sites while transferring data for WANbased data backup operations.
Pox controller eel branch is used on Ubuntu Linux 3.13.024-generic virtual machine with 8 processor cores and 4GB
RAM to run the OpenNetMon software, and mininet version
2.2.1 is used to build testing topology.
The TCP flow throughput metric is periodically measured
by querying flow statistics via OpenFlow protocol. The SDWAN controller will interact with edge Openflow switches to
get individual flow statistics on a timely basis to measure the
TCP flow throughput in real-time. Equation (1) is used to
measure the TCP flow throughput in a given time [24].

III. METHODOLOGY
SDN and SD-WAN are based on the same methodology of
separating the control plane from the data plane. Both are
using controllers and OpenFlow switches, the main difference
is that SDN controllers manage every network device
including switches and core switches in LAN networks while
SD-WAN controllers manage and interact only with edge
devices [23].
In this research, topology in Fig. 1 is suggested to simulate
the WAN connection between two sites using different paths
(simulating WAN links with different speeds/bandwidth).
Edge devices act as gateways that allow data centers to
communicate with other sites through WAN links that can be
served by different WAN providers. SD-WAN controllers
can’t manage or interact with intermediate devices that are
under the control of WAN service providers but still can be

Fig. 1. Test Network Topology.
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Throughput (tp) =

∑𝑡𝑗=1 𝑟𝑗

(1)

𝑡

𝑟𝑗 Number of bytes processed for the TCP flow
𝑡 Time

The measured throughput metric of each TCP flow is used
to find out the bandwidth utilization of each WAN link and
based on this SD-WAN controller will select the least utilized
link to be used by the newly initiated TCP flows for
transferring data.
By calculating the average throughput of all TCP flows, it
can be predicted if the WAN link used by each flow is highly
loaded or has room for a new TCP stream. Equation (2) is
used to measure the average throughput where tp donates to
the measured throughput records for a specific TCP flow and
n donates to the number of readings [24].
Average throughput =

∑𝑛
𝑖=1 𝑡𝑝𝑖

(2)

𝑛

𝑡𝑝𝑖 Represents measured TCP flow throughput at a specific
interval.
𝑛 Represents the number of measured throughput records.

The Flow chart in Fig. 2 explains the proposed approach
algorithm to select the least utilized path when new TCP flow
starts:
In a nutshell, the following is a step-by-step
implementation methodology for the proposed approach:
• Emulate the testing network topology in Fig. 1 on
mininet for two sites with edge OpenFlow switches
that have three WAN links each one has different
Bandwidth (Path#1 600 Mbit – Path#2 800 Mbit –
Path#3 1000 Mbit).

• The monitoring module will keep a record of
throughput for TCP flows on each path and calculate
the average throughput for each link between 2 sites.
• After 30 seconds, a new TCP flow was initiated
between source-destination pair H7-H8 to transfer
5Gig data using iperf.
• After 60 Seconds new TCP flow was initiated between
source-destination pair H9-H10 to transfer 5 Gig of
data using iperf.
• In the proposed approach, the forwarding module will
select the path with the largest average throughput that
will be the least utilized path and will have room to
transfer more data.
In the next section, results for the proposed approach are
highlighted regarding the throughput and the completion time
needed for each TCP flow. Also, a comparison was made
between the proposed approach and the Round-Robin
approach [25].
Round-Robin: TCP flows are distributed among available
paths in a sequential manner. In other words, the chosen path
for the new TCP flows for source-destination pairs H7-H8 and
H9-H10 is always the path of the next round in the available
paths.
Proposed approach: The controller will direct TCP flows
for source-destination pairs H7-H8 and H9-H10 to the least
utilized path the moment a new flow is initiated based on realtime monitoring.

• Start running the OpenNetMon software on Pox
Controller.
• Initiate three TCP flows at the same time using iperf
tool between source-destination pairs H1-H2, H3-H4,
and H5-H6 to transfer 10 Gig of Data.
•

The three TCP flows will utilize the three WAN Links
between the two sites.

• The forwarding module in OpenNetMon software was
modified to discover all available paths between
source-destination pairs.
• When the OpenNetMon software starts running on the
POX controller, all paths between the two sites are in
the ideal state. An index variable (i = 0) is used and
will increment every time a new TCP flow starts.
• If ‘i’ is smaller than the number of available paths
between source-destination pair, the controller will
select one of the ideal paths to the new TCP flow.
• The aim of this is to generate traffic and flow
congestion on all available paths.
Fig. 2. Flow Chart for the Algorithm used in the Proposed Approach.
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After 60 Seconds when a new TCP flow was initiated for
H9-H10, path#2 was selected by the controller for it. The
average throughput for path#2 shows better real-time results
the moment this flow was started compared to path#3 that was
already utilized by 2 TCP flows for H5-H6 and H7-H8 and
path#1 that has the least bandwidth.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The two approaches were tested on the topology in Fig. 1
while transferring data (simulating data backup operations)
between two sites.
The first approach used is Round-Robin. This approach
will use all available paths with different Bandwidth (that
simulates WAN links) in a sequential manner. Data was
transferred between hosts/backup servers from site A to site B
using iperf tool and Table I shows the path used by each
source-destination pair in the Round-Robin approach.

TABLE I.

Fig. 3 shows the throughput of all TCP flows on the 3
paths between source-destination host pairs. As it can be
observed from the Round-Robin approach, the TCP flows
from source-destination pairs H7-H8 and H9-H10 use path#1
and path#2 to transfer data, however, Path#3 has higher
bandwidth, and this can be seen in the high throughput of H5H6 TCP flow that utilizes this path in the graph (c). The usage
of a single path by multiple TCP flows will impact the
throughput share of each flow as shown in graphs (a) and (b).

Src-Dst pair

Data
Transferred

Path

Path
Bandwidth

H1-H2

10 Gig

Path#1 - S1 > S3 > S4 > S2

600 Mbit

H3-H4

10 Gig

Path#2 - S1 > S5 > S6 > S2

800 Mbit

H5-H6

10 Gig

Path#3 - S1 > S7 > S8 > S2

1000 Mbit

H7-H8

5 Gig

Path#1 - S1 > S3 > S4 > S2

600 Mbit

H9-H10

5 Gig

Path#2 - S1 > S5 > S6 > S2

800 Mbit

TABLE II.

The second approach tested is the proposed approach.
Table II shows the path used by each source-destination pair
while testing. In Fig. 4, the TCP flow for source-destination
pair H7-H8 (that starts after 30 Seconds) uses path#3 based on
the average throughput calculation done by the controller for
the three paths that are utilized by TCP flows for sourcedestination pairs H1-H2, H3-H4, and H5-H6.

PATHS USED BY EACH FLOW IN THE ROUND-ROBIN APPROACH

PATHS USED BY EACH FLOW IN THE PROPOSED APPROACH

Src-Dst pair

Data
Transferred

Path

Path
Bandwidth

H1-H2

10 Gig

Path#1 - S1 > S3 > S4 > S2

600 Mbit

H3-H4

10 Gig

Path#2 - S1 > S5 > S6 > S2

800 Mbit

H5-H6

10 Gig

Path#3 - S1 > S7 > S8 > S2

1000 Mbit

H7-H8

5 Gig

Path#3 - S1 > S7 > S8 > S2

1000 Mbit

H9-H10

5 Gig

Path#2 - S1 > S5 > S6 > S2

800 Mbit

(a)

(b)

(c)
Fig. 3. (a) Network throughput for H1-H2 and H7-H8 TCP Flows on Path#1 using the Round-Robin Approach, (b) Network throughput for H3-H4 and H9-H10
TCP Flows on Path#2 using the Round-Robin Approach, and (c) Network throughput for H5-H6 TCP flow on Path#3 using the Round-Robin Approach.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Fig. 4. (a) Network throughput for H1-H2 TCP Flow on Path#1 using the Proposed Approach, (b) Network throughput for H3-H4 and H9-H10 TCP Flows on
Path#2 using the Proposed Approach, and (c) Network throughput for H5-H6 and H7-H8 TCP Flows on Path#3 using the Proposed Approach.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
As it can be observed in the comparison between the 2
approaches in Fig. 5, for the average throughput and time
taken by each TCP flow for completing data transfer, the
proposed approach shows that a fair share and better
utilization of the bandwidth resources can be achieved in
challenging network conditions beside reducing the time
needed to transfer backup data between sites.

pairs to transfer 40Gig of data, has been reduced significantly
using the proposed approach compared to Round-Robin. The
total time required for transferring 40Gig using the RoundRobin approach is 389.3 seconds across the 3 available links
used to connect between the two sites A and B. While in the
proposed approach, using traffic engineering based on SDWAN capabilities to balance the traffic load across network
links, the time required to complete data transfer is reduced to
293 seconds.

In Fig. 5(a) it is clear that the total time required for the 5
data flows that are initiated between the 5 source-destination

(a)

(b)

Fig. 5. Comparison between the Two Approaches for (a) Completion Time and (b) Average throughput of each TCP Flow.
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These numbers reflect the bandwidth utilization
enhancement between the data flows as shown in Fig. 5(b).
The traffic load balancing mechanism introduced in this
research, based on real-time measured network throughput,
helps to improve the fairness in bandwidth utilization between
the different data flows. The focus on background traffic
initiated by the data flows (H1-H2, H3-H4, H5-H6) that
initially utilized the three available network links, helps to
make better routing decisions for newly initiated flows (H7H8 and H9-H10). The average throughput for H7-H8 data
flows while using the proposed approach is 236 Mbit/sec
compared to round-robin 142 Mbit/sec. This enhancement
occurs because of a better routing decision to use network
Path#3 (bandwidth 1000 Mbit) and to share it with data flow
(H5-H6) instead of sharing Path#1 (that has the least
bandwidth 600 Mbit) with data flow (H1-H2). On the other
hand, data flow (H1-H2) average throughput has improved to
be 466 Mbit/sec, instead of 221 Mbit/sec in the round-robin
case, after utilizing the limited bandwidth resources of Path#1
(bandwidth 600 Mbit) without having another competing data
flow that tries to share resources on this network link.
It is obvious that the average throughput of H5-H6 data
flow (transferring 10Gig of data) has been reduced from 587
Mbit/sec to 349 Mbit/sec after using the proposed approach
for balancing data. This reduction is acceptable in the interest
of improving fairness between all data flows and meeting the
traffic bandwidth demands. This flow was using individually
Path#3 (bandwidth 1000 Mbit) to transfer 10Gig of data in the
round-robin approach, leaving the other four data flows to
share the remaining two available network links Path#1
(bandwidth 600 Mbit) and Path#2 (bandwidth 800 Mbit) for
transferring 30 Gig of data. After applying the proposed
approach to balance traffic load, Path#3 is shared between two
data flows (H5-H6 and H7-H8) to transfer 15 Gig of data.
The average throughput results for data flows H9-H10 and
H3-H4 are nearly similar in the two approaches. The reason is
that both data flows have shared the same network link Path#2
(bandwidth 800 Mbit) when applying the round-robin
approach and the proposed approach as shown in Table I and
Table II.
The results show that the aim of this research has been
achieved by deploying fine-grained traffic engineering using
SD-WAN to balance the traffic load across all available WAN
links between data centers in a way that improves the
bandwidth utilization and minimizes the time required for
transferring data. The centralized traffic engineering used in
the proposed approach helps to overcome the poor efficiency
and sharing capabilities of WAN. This was achieved by
considering the current state of the available WAN links
before initiating new flows. The average throughput
measurements are used to identify the reliability of each WAN
link to handle new TCP flow without impacting the current
running flows. From the test results, it is obvious that RoundRobin can cause an unplanned over subscription for some
WAN links which degrades the performance of the competing
TCP flows using them while other links are underutilized. On
the other hand, the proposed approach helps to overcome the
under and over subscription swinging state for available WAN
links by enhancing the routing decisions for new data flows in

a way that improves the fairness in sharing WAN resources
and the utilization of bandwidth.
These enhancements are blessings for data backup and
replication operations that are not a basic one-time function
and they need to overcome many network limitations like
latency for transferring data over long-distance networks. By
minimizing the time required to transfer data through the
network to the disaster recovery sites, the efficiency of data
protection and business continuity will improve, and
enterprises will be able to minimize their downtime.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this work, the Software-Defined Network paradigm has
been applied to achieve traffic load balancing across the
hybrid WAN links available between data centers. The
centralized programmable interface introduced by SD-WAN
leverages the ability to make advanced network measurements
for data flows that are propagating across network WAN links.
An open-source network monitoring tool OpenNetMon is used
to measure network throughput metrics for data flows based
on SD-WAN capabilities. The measured network throughput
metrics were used to balance the traffic load across available
network links and to improve the efficiency of bandwidth
utilization while transferring data between data centers.
The aim of this proposed approach is not to confirm or
confute the performance improvement that can be achieved by
other approaches that are used for traffic load balancing or to
improve the bandwidth utilization, but the primary goal
instead is to develop a new approach based on an open-source
tool that was introduced in previous research to monitor perflow metrics in real-time and provide the network statistical
information essential for traffic engineering purposes.
By testing the proposed approach on a network topology
simulated using mininet and compared it to the round-robin
approach, the results showed that the approach developed in
this research has shown an improvement in utilizing the
bandwidth resources and helped to minimize the time required
for transferring data between two sites. This will improve the
efficiency of business continuity applications and helps the
data backup operations to overcome network latency
limitations that impact the time required to backup data
between production and disaster recovery sites.
In the future work, it is planned to develop the used
algorithm to add other network metrics like packet loss and
latency to measure the reliability of available paths and to
ensure meeting adequate quality of service policies before
making routing decisions for new data flows. It is intended to
extend the proposed approach by integrating algorithms to
apply fault tolerance. The aim of fault tolerance is to failover
data flows to use another WAN link in case of link failure or
severe degradation in the link performance and throughput.
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Abstract—Organization seeking growth and competitive lead
should use Master Data Management (MDM) as a foundation for
efficient decision making. An MDM framework creates a trusted
and reliable continuous record of customers, products, suppliers
and other shared data sets. In master data, the critical data is
consolidated to portray essential business entities into a Unified
version of Truth. To create trusted view of master data
challenges like quality, identity resolution, analytics and
investment are faced. In proposed research, a technique has been
designed to generate Master Data to assist the policy maker to
address the said issues. In this paper, four steps have been taken
for master data creation namely: Data Enrichment, Data
Matching, Data Merging and Data Governance. To achieve
legitimate data quality TALEND open studio has been used for
data pre-processing and enrichment. An algorithm is designed to
match and merge the master records. To validate the designed
approach, results are evaluated using Pandas Data Frame on
Python platform. This paper will assist the policy makers of the
organizations in formulating the business strategies.
Keywords—Master data management (MDM); master record;
TALEND; data matching and merging

I.

INTRODUCTION

Data Management is concerned, with the entire lifecycle of
a data resource from the creation to retirement, with advances
and changes. Data Management comprises the procedures,
practices, ideas and measures for proficient utilization of data
resources. An enlargement of the data size, in many folds,
makes the organizations to adopt the data management
practices to maintain the quality. The transformation,
integration and cleaning of data is needed for efficient
handling of data [1]. The new challenge for maintaining the
quality of most essential assets of business demands Master
Data Management (MDM) program. MDM comprises of
technologies, processes and disciplines to incorporate the
cleaning, administration and controlling all shared data assets.
An MDM arrangement formulates a single accurate set of data
populated across different frameworks by ensuring the
consistency and accuracy of organization’s shared data assets.
[2]. The core benefits of MDM includes informed decision
making, reducing data duplication, better data compliance and
handling change requests.
Master data deals with the critical data entities of a
company such as clients, items and resources that are shared
across value-based applications. It additionally enables the
development of a 'single version of truth' [3]. The technical
operations assisted by MDM activities include Data quality

improvement, Master Data creation and Data engineering [4].
MDM is significant for a wide range of applications to make a
complete beginning to end plan that drives progression and
achieves better business results. A viable MDM execution
enables better usage of basic data present in organization [5].
Relevant to Master data Management, various data
taxonomies used in an enterprise are:
• Transactional Data: The inner or outer exchange or
transaction that happen including sales, orders,
purchase orders, card payment, etc.
• Reference Data: It addresses set of qualities that are
referred by frameworks, applications, information store
just as by transaction and master data, such as status
codes, state contractions, segment fields and so forth
[6].
• Reporting Data: The aggregated data compile for the
purpose of analytic and reporting. For example: order
status (Accept or Reject).
• Meta Data: The data that describe label or characterize
other data. For example: properties of media file: its
size, type, resolution and author, etc.
• Master Data: The persistent, non transactional data that
defines primary business entities such as customer,
product, employees and inventory. Master data is the
unified version of common data that are often
duplicated across the enterprise. The figure below
depicts various categories of Master Data [7].
Master Data of an organization can include all entities
involved in financial structure, transactions done by
organization or locations such as address. If master data
quality does not meet expectations, it can affect the efficiency
of business operations [9]. Thus, there is need to manage this
data. Master Data Management ensures complete, consistent,
and accurate data in different areas of organization’s activities
MDM includes process of data collection, cleansing,
consolidation and distribution in the organization ensuring the
control of use in various analytical and operational
applications [10]. The underlying driver for execution of
MDM is to deal with data quality issue frequently emerges
across data entities and information systems [13]. MDM is
implemented in most of organization with aim to guarantee
that master data includes reference details that reflects the
present state of business [11].
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Fig. 1. Categories of Master Data [9].

Fig. 1 illustrates various categories of Master data. On the
basis of need of an enterprise, Master data can be an employee
data, party data, asset data or ledger data [8].
A Master Data Management program may provide an
option to the industry with new ways to handle the data
quality issues that the industry has struggled for few years and
help prevent the "information rich and data poor" dilemma
[14].
The main activities required for implementing MDM in an
organization consist of following activities:
• Discover the need of master data management in
organization and reference data.
• Categorize the sources and contributors of data.
• Define and maintain data architecture [12].
In light of the examination and investigation, following are
the major contributions of this paper.
• To study the management, categories and related terms
of Master Data.
• Designing of an algorithm for generating Master
Record.
• Estimation and fixing of Data Quality using TALEND
MDM tool.
• Use of Pandas Data Frame for creating Master Record.
The remaining part of the paper is organized as follows:
In Section 2, the related literature is reviewed. Section 3
elaborates the research methodology used for present research
work. Section 4 is about the design of the proposed algorithm
for generating Master records. Section 5 presents the Input
dataset. Section 6 shows implementation and results of the
proposed algorithm. Last section discusses the findings of
implementation of the proposed method for creating
qualitative and accurate master data to assist the organizations
in decision making.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW
Radachirkova [1] et al. analyzed the usability of the
existing data transformation tools for their utilization to
achieve the desired quality characteristics in business
measures. The focus was to enhance the data quality using
existing tools instead of adopting a novel data transformation
procedure for every data analytics task. Tending to this issue;
Data cleaning, migration and transformation tools were
summarized as black box procedure by exposing some
properties such as applicability requirements, portion of data
modified and constraints satisfied by data over applied
procedure. The formal study revealed that these primary
outcomes could be applied for accomplishing desired data
quality outcomes in data analytics.
PanagiotisLepeniotis [2] integrated the MDM platform
with Business Transformation Programme for decision
making. The examination revealed that the Management of the
Master Data and the never-ending confirmation of the Data
Quality are crucial for any organization despite of having a
BTP or not. An MDM impacted BTP decision model has been
presented in the research. On the basis of case study audits and
interviews, the research identified an improved indulgent into
decision making process of a BTP concerning MDM and the
way, these decisions affect the fruitful execution of a BTP.
Fernando Gualo [3] et al. assessed the "Functional
Suitability" of MDM applications by considering useful
necessities from section 100 to 140 of ISO 8000 and proposed
a solution by considering the appraisal and affirmation of
Functional Suitability of MDM applications. In addition to
basic requirements, test cases are also designed required for
the evaluation. In order to infer the prerequisites from ISO
8000, all the parts are covered except of ISO 8000-115, ISO
8000-116 and ISO 8000-150. Application of assessment
method for existing master data based application is also
featured.
Shreya Mrigen [4] et al. proposed a method for singular
data management in pharmaceutical company. Hierarchies and
type of problem faced in managing MDM solution in
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pharmaceutical company has been examined in this research.
The examination revealed that MDM is an essential activity
for creating singularity, improving data consistency and data
processing and market examination in pharmaceutical
companies.
Dilbag Singh [5] et al. provided an MDM solution for
building frameworks. A strategy to pilot the implementation
process of MDM has been provided with a Framework,
Roadmap and a DFD design. This strategy described complete
description of step wise approach to have a better view point
on generating, handling, validating and monitoring master
data. A study on existing work and Gartner’s Hype cycle has
been performed to know the latest technical trends in MDM.
Chun Zhao [6] et al. designed a model for assessing the
viability and rationality of master data network. Set Pair
Analysis (SPA) design of MDM has been presented in the
research. Data network based on master data and data keys are
established using MDM system. In association with master
data, the main concern was to assess the effectiveness and
rationality of the network. Contextual analysis showed
convenient update of information, distribution and active
response are significant elements in cloud fabricating climate.
On the basis of literature review, it can be concluded that
designing of policies and standards are required to evaluate
the functional suitability of MDM based applications. Further,
the identity resolution, business rules and MDM solution is
required for data consistency and security. Data governance
and stewardship is of utmost importance for managing the
data.
III. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Identity resolution technique is significant in MDM as it
integrates two or more data identities into one object. To allow
data citizens to access the right information, a productive
identity resolution technique is required. In MDM, Identity
resolution finally determines the master record. To realize this
need, a methodology has been proposed in the present
research for identity resolution in MDM. Research begins with
exploring, analyzing and enrichment of input data set on
TALEND tool for legitimate quality of data. The
characteristics of relevant attributes of input data sets like
matching score, threshold value and merging condition are
considered. Finally, the experimental study has been
performed to generate Master Table using Pandas data frame.
Hence, an exploratory, descriptive and experimental research
methodologies are used in this research. This concrete
motivation for generating an MDM solution arises from
everyday needs of global identification, linking and
synchronization of master data across heterogeneous data
sources.
IV. PROPOSED ALGORITHM FOR CONSOLIDATING CRITICAL
DATA ENTITIES
In the present research; data is collected from various
sources in different formats, therefore, the consolidation has
been carried out. Consolidation amalgamates all the data,
remove redundancies and inaccuracy before combining it into
single place. Critical data consolidation enables 360-degree-

view of data assets, efficient plan, implementation and
execution of a business process. Data consolidation in MDM
initiates with data collection from the significant sources,
utilizing business rules to build up a unique data source, data
governance and transmission to the concerned departments.
To consolidate critical data entities over collected data set, an
algorithm has been proposed in this research as shown in
Fig. 2.
Input: Data Set collection from relevant sources.
Output: Master Table - Unified version of Truth.
Steps:
1.
Collect data from multiple sources
2.
Build a standardized data model for integration as per data
set requirements.
3.
Evaluates data quality with predefined standards and
polices.
4.
If data quality is not legitimate as per defined rules, do
5.
Apply data cleaning and standardization techniques
6.
End if
7.
Design a model for resultant Master Table
8.
Select the desired attributes to be matched from input data
files.
9.
For each record in input do
10. Apply fuzzy matching technique on corresponding
attributes of input files
11.
Set m = similarity score of attributes
12.
Set k= threshold value
13.
If m>=k
14.
Set the record for best match and automatic
merge.
15.
End if
16.
If m>=0 && m<k
17.
Set the record for manual merge using data
stewardship
18.
Else
19.
If m<0
20.
Set the record as worst match and not pertinent for
merge.
21.
End if
22. End if
23. End for
24. Generate Master Table as T
25. Perform automatic and manual merge of records into T
26. Select a record as Instance I
27. If I is new record
28. Add it to T by following step 3.
29. Else
30. Repeat step 8
31. Apply Data Governance technique on T
32. Deploy T as final master table: Unified version of truth
Fig. 2. Algorithm for Generating Master Data through Consolidation.

The above algorithm is proposed for creating master data.
Initially, data is gathered from heterogeneous sources. On the
basis of the data set requirements, Data Model-1 is created.
The quality of consolidated data is verified by keeping into
account the policies and rules of the organization concerned.
In case the data is adequate, it will be processed further,
failing which quality improvements techniques like Data
Cleaning, Enrichment or scrubbing are applied to ensure the
data consistency, accuracy and timeliness. Once the data is
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enriched, the attributes to be matched are selected from the
input files. For each record, a similarity score (m) is
generated. The corresponding attributes are matched and a
score is generated by using fuzzy matcher. A threshold value
(k) is selected on the basis of matching score for categorizing
the matching and merging process. The attributes of the input
files are compared to find out the match. For each record, a
matching score is calculated by applying fuzzy matcher.
On the basis of matching score, a threshold value is
selected. Matching score of a record, greater than or equal to
threshold value, will lead to the best match and the data is
automatically merged. However, if matching score is greater
than or equals to zero or less than threshold, it is considered as
average match and processed for manual merge using Data
stewardship. For worst match, matching score is negative and
thus the data is not considered for a merge. In the proposed
strategy, master table is generated by applying automatic and
manual merge. In case there is a new record, it will be directly
added to Master table and if a record already exists in the table
then the entire process of matching and merging is again
carried out. Data Governance polices are applied continuously
on master data to ensure the quality of the data.
The resultant Master record should correctly match and
merge using identity Resolution technique. Variation in data
will adversely affect the search process and quality of data.
For example: A Person may use Ritesh as a name at one place
but Ritesh Kumar or Retish K. at another places. The variation
in names may be due to use of nick names sometimes, aliases
or initials. Change in address of roads, areas, billings, mailing
etc may lead to variations. Such variations are overcome while
merging the data using proposed algorithm. Table I describes
range of variations for designed Identity resolution.
Table I explains the range of Variation for identity
Resolution using designed algorithm. Identity matching allows
correct result focusing on standard and quality of key data
elements such as address, phone and email address. It allows
enrichment of customer profiles to improve the accuracy of
matching.
TABLE I.

V. INPUT DATASETS
To implement the proposed work, data set has been
collected from University Computer Science & Engineering
department, Library section and Account section. The
information of student is submitted to department during
admission of a course while a separate form is filled by
student for issuing the books in Library. As for master data,
two or more sources of same information is required The
figure below represents the screenshot of input data files.

Fig. 3. Dataset1- Input_Flow_1 File.

Fig. 3 shows the input dataset1 as Input_flow_1 file
containing the data collected from department. The attributes
D_Reg_no, D_Name, D_Father_Name represents the
Registration No, Name and Father Name of student as
recorded in department and so on.

Fig. 4. Dataset1- Input_Flow_2 File.

Fig. 4 describes second dataset as Input_File_2 taken from
library. The attributes L_Reg_no, L_Name, L_Father_Name
represents the Registration No, Name and Father Name of
student as recorded in Library and so on.

RANGE OF VARIATION FOR DESIGNED IDENTITY RESOLUTION
TECHNIQUE

Type of Data

Potential Variants on a Data Type

Priority

Name Variation

Ashwani, Ashwini, Ash, Aswani

High

Abbreviation

Mohammad, Muhammad, Mohd, Mhd

High

Phonetics /Spelling
Variation

Ritesh, Reetesh, Ritish

High

Date Format

9/01/2020, 09/01/2020, Jan 09, 2020,
09 Jan 2020, 01/09/2020

High

Suffix Variation

Ranjeet Singh, Ranjeet S. , Ranjeet

Medium

Null Values

Not known, Unknown, ?, 000, N/A,
[Blank],NaN

Medium

Organization Name

Chaudhary Devi lal University,
CDLU, Chaudhary devilal University

Medium

Department Name

Department of Computer Science &
Engineering, DCSE, Deptt. of Compt.
Sc. &Engg.

Medium

Titles

Mr. Pawan, Dr. Pawan, Pawan MD

Low

VI. IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS
The schema diagram designed for present work comprises
of four steps: Data Enrichment, Data Matching, Data Merging
and Data Governance as shown below.
Fig. 5 illustrates the schema design for data consolidation
process in MDM. A sequential flow of execution from Data
enrichment to Data Governance has been employed in this
research.
For the implementation, the quality of input data is verified
first. As Fig. 3 addresses the problem of Data redundancy
(Duplicate records for Registration No 130036), domain
integrity constraint violation (‘SC’ value in FEES attribute)
and incompleteness (Null entries in Subject and Category
attribute). Before creating Master data, all these issues must be
resolved to make data clean. Thus, in present research, data
enrichment is performed on TALEND tool. The following
sections describe the modules Data Enrichment, Data
Matching, Data Merging and Data Governance in detail.
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Fig. 5.

Schmea for Methodology used in Research.

A. Module 1: Data Enrichment
Data Enrichment is characterized as enhancing or
appending the collected data by supplementing incomplete,
missing or inaccurate data. The subsequent enriched data
empowers organizations in effectively customizing the data.
To implement Data Enrichment, TALEND open studio for
MDM has been used in present research as shown below.
Fig. 6 illustrates TALEND window with two input data
files as Dept_data and Lib_data taken from University
department and library. The results of TALEND tool are
shown through Python platform for bringing together the
results with further implemented result.
1) Data cleaning: Data cleaning is the process of removing
or fixing inaccurate, corrupt, outdated, and incorrect formatted,
duplicate entries from data sets. Data Cleaning is performed on

input files Dept_data and Lib_data using predefined
components in TALEND. The following figure represents the
screenshot of Clean Data in Output_Flow_1 file.
Fig. 7 signifies that Unique Row and Replacement
components are used for removing redundancy; null values,
inaccurate and domain integrity constrain violation on input
data source. The contents of Output_Flow _1 file shows that
the above said problems are resolved in this step. Similarly,
the same procedure is applied on library data and clan data is
stored in Output_Flow_2 file.
2) Data transformation: The way toward changing over
data from one format or construction into another is known as
Data Transformation. In the present research, Python language
has been used to execute the MDM solution. Python, being
case sensitive language; lower case sentences are required to be
converted into upper case sentences. Hence, data
transformation is performed under mapping section of
TALEND tool.
Fig. 8 indicates the Mapping process performing both Data
Transformation and Integration. A mapping component takes
two input as Main (department) and Lookup (Library) as
shown above. The records are mapped on the basis of
registration number of student. The attributes: Student Name,
Father Name and Email id are converted into upper case under
this section.
3) Data integration: Data Integration refers to the process
of consolidating data from multiple sources into single or
unified view. This technique helps analytic tools to generate
effective and actionable business intelligence.

Fig. 6. Data Enrichment using TALEND.

Fig. 7. Clean Dataset- Output_Flow_1.
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Fig. 8. Data Transformation using Talend Mapping Window

Fig. 9 describes the integrated result of mapping
component as Matched records common to both department
and library. In mapping, department and library records are
mapped to generate a single copy of matched records by
considering “Registration No”. In above table, the attribute:
registration number taken from department, whereas Name,
father Name, Email and contact are taken from library record.
The matched records are common records to library and
department. Rejected records are not taken for analysis in
present study.
Fig. 10 shows the Rejected records. The records of student
which are not present in the library are rejected.
B. Module 2: Data Matching
Matching refers to the method of comparing different data
sets and matching them against each other. The objective is to
find the data that refers to same entity. To implement
matching process, Python Fuzzy Match library is used to

evaluate the matching score of records. A fuzzy match
represents a match that is not exact. This technique identifies
two elements of string, text or entities that are approximately
same but not exact. In order to find a match score, four
attributes: Name, Father Name, Email Id and Contact are
considered for comparison in present research. Following
values are evaluated on the basis of matching score of records.
1) ThresholdValue: Threshold value is considered on the
basis of maximum matching of attributes. The Figure below
illustrates the threshold value taken in the present research for
merging of records in Final master Table.
In Fig. 11, the attribute best_match_score represents the
matching score of the records. Matching score value 0.561963
is taken as threshold value. The records above or on threshold
are considered as best match whereas below threshold and
positive match score are average matched.

Fig. 9. Integrated Matched Records after Mapping.

Fig. 10. Rejected Records after Mapping.
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Fig. 11. Data on the basis of Threshold Value.

2) Best match: The record for which the matching scores
value is greater than or equal to 0.561963 are categorized as
best match records as shown below.
Fig. 12 shows the best matched records. The highest
matching score is 0.947167. All the records above than or
equal to threshold value are categorized as best matched
records.
3) Average match: The record for which the matching
scores value is greater than zero but less than 0.561963 are
categorized as average match records as shown below.
Fig. 13 represents the screenshot of records below
threshold value and greater than zero. There is need to
manually determine which records are to be merged. Hence,
these are categorized as Average matched records.
4) Worst match: The record for which the matching scores
value is less than zero are categorized as worst match records
as shown below.
Fig. 14 describes the worst matched records. All the
records with negative matching score are considered as worst
match records.
C. Module 3: Data Merging
Merging process allows merging the source data record into
destination data record. Two base object records are merged to
form a single consolidated base object. For merge operation,
the attributes: Name, Father Name, Subject, Category, Fees
are taken from department table whereas Email id, Contact are
taken from library table.
Considering, k=Threshold Value, m=Matching score
m>=k
Merge
Condition

=

Best Match

Automatic Merge

m>0&&m<k Average Match

Manual Merge

m<=0

Rejected

Worst Match

1) Automatic merge: The records for which matching
scores is greater than or equal to threshold value are
categorized as best match and considered for Automatic merge.
Automatic merge is simply performed by merging
corresponding attributes from two datasets. The result is Final
Master Table containing Master record or Unified version of
Truth for each record.
2) Manual merge: The records for which matching score is
below than threshold value or greater than zero are categorized

under average match and considered for manual merge. Data
Steward helps to manually determine which records should be
considered for a match. A data steward is accountable for
carrying out data usage and security policies as determined
through organization. The resultant records are stored into
Final Master Table.
Fig. 15 depicts the Master Table after applying data
enrichment, matching and merging. The content of the master
table represents the Golden copy of each record stored in a
single table. The attributes of table D_Name, D_father_Name,
Subject, category, Fees are taken from department and
L_Email_Id, L_Contact are taken from library. Thus, it
represents a unified version of truth consolidated from
multiple sites. It is essential to adopt an MDM strategy as
master data represents the most valuable business objects and
agreed upon the information that is shared among the
organization.
D. Module 4: Data Governance
Data Governance is the set of policies, roles and standards
that guarantees high quality throughout the lifecycle of data. It
is the process of governing how data is used, by whom and
when. Data Governance ensures that data accessibility,
security and management rules are followed consistently,
every working day. Services provide by data governance are:
aligning rules and policies, establishing accountability and
decision rights, specifying data quality requirements and
performing data stewardship. An optimized data governance
program will underpin the business transformation toward
operating on digital platform at many levels. MDM requires
Data governance activities for agreement on business and
technical resources, data to be mastered, business rules and
policies, consolidation rules and data quality. Thus,
implementation of MDM is irrelevant without doing the
significant bit of data governance.
1) Data validation: The purpose of Data Validation is to
envelope accuracy: "The degree of similarity of an action to a
standard or a genuine worth" and validity: “the degree to which
data conforms to defined business rules”. It ensures that
information present in the system is correct. Thus, in this study,
the scope of Data validation is specified to figures out what
data to validate, when to validate data and how to manage data
that fails validation. Thus, Data Validation being an integral
part of governance improves data quality and efficiency of the
system.
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Fig. 12. Best Match Records.

Fig. 13. Average Match Records.

Fig. 14. Worst Match RecordsBest Match Records.

Fig. 15. Master Table.

2) Policies and rules: The significance of Data governance
policy is tied straightforwardly to the significance of a solid
data governance program. A committee or governance team
establishes policies and rules over collection, storage, usage
and security mechanism of organization’s data programs.
Following functions are articulated in this study for making a
governance policy.

• Reliable, proficient and successful administration of
the information resources all through the organization
and over the long run.
• Designing of Laws and regulation specifically designed
for organization’s data program.
• Proper assurance and security levels for various
classifications of information as set up by the
governance team.
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In present paper, an algorithm has been designed to create
Master data, with input data sources containing number of
records: 1940 and 497, respectively. The records of these data
sets are matched to find the similarity score using fuzzy
matcher. On the basis of score and threshold considered, the
input data set is classified into three types as shown.

generate Master Table while worst match records are rejected.
Thus it is concluded that this approach is an optimal fit
solution in small organization which enables users to integrate
and circulate single standard view of master data across the
frameworks like ERP, CRM, Apps, and systems. An effective
MDM technique helps the business over wide variety of
activities like reporting, up-selling and cross-selling of
decision making and observance. The chances of being
business successful, increases with significant implementation
of master data.
[1]

[2]

Fig. 16. Threshold based Classification of Input Data Sets.

The above Fig. 16 categories the input data set as: Best
match, Average match and Worst match records. Matching is
performed using fuzzy matcher to find a similarity score of a
record. On the basis of match score, threshold value is
considered to define the merge condition. The records above
the threshold are taken as best matched records whereas below
threshold and greater than zero are average matched records.
Matching score with negative value are categorized as worst
matched records. It is examined that the records in best,
average and worst matching are: 53.2 %, 16.6% and 29.48%
respectively for above said input. Master Table has been
created using best and average matched records by automatic
and manual merge process. It ultimately helps in improving
data quality, business operation and analytics.
VII. CONCLUSION

[3]

[4]

[5]

[6]

[7]

[8]
[9]

In present study, an algorithm for critical data
consolidation in MDM has been designed for small
organizations. As Small and mid-sized organizations do not
have the required capabilities to support best practices in
MDM. They often underestimate complexity, cost, the
flexibility to easily add attributes, and level of collaboration
required for MDM program. Thus, to realize this target, a
holistic approach for resolving and managing critical data
entities in MDM has been presented in the present paper. In
addition to data consolidation, Identity Resolution technique is
also designed which helps in assessment of records while
making "Unified version of truth". To discover and assess the
quality of the identifying attributes, TALEND tool for MDM
has been used in this research. Data quality over collected
dataset is enriched with TALEND tool. By using fuzzy
matcher, the matching score of corresponding attributes of
input datasets is calculated. On the basis of threshold value,
records are categorized as: Best match, Average match and
Worst match. Best and average matched records are merged to

[10]

[11]

[12]

[13]

[14]
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Abstract—Digital identities, also known as virtual influencers,
are created by humans through the creation of digital tools that
mimic human behavior through the use of creative design. As a
result of this, it has resulted in the creation of a group of people
who are very fond of and trendy called "virtual influencers",
particularly in the modern day. With the rise of virtual
influencers, they must be used as tools in marketing and media,
particularly in the online world. Because such a character is able
to overcome a variety of limitations that humans are unable to
provide, character styles, which do not need to have the same
look or composition as people, are factors that make these
characters popular, but the development of the virtual influencer
depends on the social and cultural factors of the people of that
era, as well as relying on technology to play a role for humans to
be able to apply and use these elements to integrate with the
existing virtual influencer to grow and develop more.

generate characters or simulate people from 3D programs.
Furthermore, simulated people are now easily achievable,
allowing people to create and simulate characters or objects,
as well as create a fictional character. "Avatar" is a term for a
fictional character that is processed by software to make it
more intelligent. Furthermore, this effect contributes to the
creation of a more realistic display for imaginative characters.
Today's technological advances have created worlds, games,
and applications in which people can meet, talk, and socialize
without physically being present. Individuals create virtual
avatars, or representations of themselves, to represent the user
in those environments [2]. Not only can the characters take on
the form of people, but they can also take on the form of
monsters, imaginative characters, and characters created by
the creators.

Keywords—Virtual influencer; online social; virtual character;
media

II. PROBLEMS OF THE STUDY
The purpose of this research paper was to investigate the
popularity of virtual influencers as well as the factors that
contributed to the popularity and support of the technology
trend. This includes factors that will strengthen the current
trend and encourage it to progress and develop further.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Today's technology and creative innovations, such as the
development of multimedia technologies, including visual and
entertainment innovations, have greatly expanded human
imagination and creativity. Today's technology makes it
possible to create realistic images of people. The general
public can create images and video materials using design
software or programs from their personal computers, as well
as the tools used to create them. Humans began to study and
create until humans in today's society encountered and became
accustomed to virtual images and 3D designs in everyday life.
It appears that these computer-generated images or characters
are a part of the social and media lifestyle that we see and
consume daily without feeling alienated.
Human society has advanced in computer technology,
which has resulted in the advancement of computer graphics,
and 3D technology as byproducts of development, as well as
technology in the filmmaking, animation, and game industries.
Beginning the creation of 3D works, and pushing the field of
3D computer graphics to people, with the release of Star Wars
in 1977, a movie that the world recognized as a visual effect
work of the world. The art of creating three-dimensional
works has progressed to the present day since then.
Creating an imaginary world entails much more than
simply building a structure or purchasing an object. Because
technology has progressed to the point where tools can

III. METHOD
The researcher used a method to analyze data from
popular virtual influencers in various forms, such as analyzing
the strengths that are regarded as supporting factors in the
modern era in various aspects related to lifestyle and human
media use. The current technology study has the potential to
help drive the technology of the digital society of virtual
influencers and summarize the issues by using this method.
IV. CHARACTER DEVELOPMENT AND CREATION OF
FICTIONAL CHARACTERS
Humans have long worked together in designing, thinking,
and imagining. We have discovered imaginations of fictional
deities dating back to recorded history, ranging from fictional
paintings on cave walls to oil paintings of imaginary gods on
the walls of famous artists' palaces. Visual stereotypes can
appear in many different media formats: photos, movies,
paintings, drawings, comics, animated movies, etc. Some of
these formats allow different degrees of visual naturalism,
which in the context of stereotypes is a feature of interest [1].
Visual Stereotypes and Virtual Pedagogical Agents Rather
than using narrative, belief bonding, or even communication,
characters are created by imagining gods or characters. The
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attentive presence of a virtual character appears to be effective
in reducing subjective stress responses, especially when the
user believes the virtual other is controlled by a human [9].
This is accomplished by imagining fictional characters and
transforming them into images for public broadcast. For a long
time, humans have been modeling the shape of creating an
ideal appearance, whether it is the nature of the gods and
goddesses who have a beautiful appearance according to the
ideals of each nation. For a long time, stereotypes or fictional
examples have existed in human society to represent the
archetype of strength, beauty, and perfection that is not found
in the average human being. Virtual influencers bring new
scenarios to digital marketing and more; if most analyses point
to more convergence than divergence between real and virtual
and between human and non-human [2].
In today's world, graphic design has become more
straightforward. Creating the ideal character to represent or
communicate the creator's imagination or the need for a
person with the desired characteristics. The use of media
technologies is growing increasingly prevalent around the
world; within these technologies, users are finding ways to
portray themselves. The more frequently our social interaction
occurs via mediation, the more common the use of avatars will
become [3].
CGI (computer-generated imagery) has been a popular tool
in the entertainment industry for many years. Animated
graphics, figures, and characters in films and video games
have changed our perceptions of our surroundings [4]. In
today's world, graphic design has become more
straightforward. Creating the ideal character to represent or
communicate the creator's imagination or the need for a
person with the desired characteristics. CGI has been a
popular tool in the entertainment industry for many years.
Animated graphics, figures, and characters have altered our
perceptions of our surroundings, whether in film or video
games [5]. Character creation, or character design, maybe
another way of reflecting one's identity and the need for a
human appearance can be conveyed and presented through
imagination and innovation in each era.
V. CREATING A DIGITAL IDENTITY TO MEET THE
REQUIREMENTS OF THE DIGITAL MARKET
The media in which humans see animated characters,
monsters, and fictional characters have become the norm in
today's communication and media world with the creation of
human-made characters, thanks to the advancement of digital
multimedia technology. There was a previous love trend when
the trend of characters or cartoons flourished due to the
appearance of anime characters. The following is an example
of a trend that has sparked interest in the animation industry
around the world, particularly in Japan, the East's leader. It is
a mascot created for the Japanese voice-editing software
Vocaloid, also known as Humanoid. The character's name is
Hatsune Miku. A teen girl of 158 cm height and 42 kg weight
appears. Her hair was turquoise, and her outfit was a short
white skirt. She was adorable. This character was born in the
year 2007. The Anime style, which is a technique used to
create two-dimensional characters, was used to create her. The
characters' popularity has spawned a massive industry

phenomenon, including the ability for fans to organize their
concerts utilizing 3D holographic character presentations.
Furthermore, another response was their superior ability to
humans’ in communicating in a frequent way. This enhanced
the level of intimacy with virtual influencers, showing that
there were tendencies into developing bonds with them [6]. It
was a way for the character to interact with her fans in person
in 2014. This is yet another phenomenon in the digital world
that demonstrates and conveys the fandom's affection for
young girls. A large number of people also follow her on
social media. More characters based on Miku's approaches
and prototypes were created to satisfy the growing fan base as
the character's popularity grew. This popularity has also
spread outside of Japan to several other countries. This is
reflected not only in the mashup of musical styles and
aesthetics that underpin Hatsune's image as a performer but
also in the numerous contributors to her live performance as
well as her growing discography, which was created using
synthesizer software [7]. Miku's success was most likely due
to more than just the use of adorable new characters. Other
factors that contribute to this character's popularity include
Japanese culture, technology, sound, performance, release
timing, appropriate publicity, and a variety of other factors.
This phenomenon implies that the characters created are not
always realistic, humanoid, or human representations.
The competition format and digital creations have become
more realistic as we move into a more advanced era of virtual
reality technology. We get to see the film characters, as well
as the setting and fictional characters. In the entertainment
industry, virtual reality graphics are widely used to create a
more realistic appearance layout. Producers and
cinematographers can express their imaginations in films by
using characters created with graphics rather than human
limitations. The images created by using these fictional
characters are no different than those created by using real
stars, people, or by creating and stimulating locations. The
props are more realistic as well. It demonstrates digital
characters' ability to transcend physical limitations or meet
needs that humans are unable to meet. When such tools are
capable of creating or producing people in such a way that it is
difficult to tell them apart, creating fictional identities brings
them to life. A variety of factors support and drive these
factors. It is possible to make friends or form friendships in
the modern era, as well as to make oneself known through a
variety of social media channels. As a result, birth in the
online world is regarded as a channel for presenting or
informing birth. To present these digital characters, the
majority of digital influencer channels currently emphasize the
use of social media. Famous digital influencers were all
discovered on Instagram, which is significant in and of itself.
People consume content quickly on this platform, and the
dimensions of the screen dictate how visual information is
processed. At the start of their careers, digital influencers
frequently use side channels. The online world is the primary
channel for birth notification.
A persona that aligns with the target audience should be
thoughtfully developed and executed. The content creators
should develop an identity for the CGI that would include all
components of a belief system, unique to the CGI. The CGI
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should ultimately mock a human, physically, emotionally,
mentally, and spiritually. Just as the CGI and brand must align
for effective advertising, as in all advertising, the brand and
target audience must align. Therefore, the brand, CGI, and
target audience must align [8]. Furthermore, Virtual
Influencers may emerge from well-known and popular virtual
characters in the digital world, such as characters from
computer games, animated movies, brand characters, mascots,
and so on. "It is clear that the virtual aesthetic of video games
dominates this collection." When we consider heroines, or
what might constitute the nature of a woman whose actions
can be so courageous that she becomes superior and iconic, it
becomes clear that a virtual entity integrates with Maison's
founding principles. Lightning is the ideal avatar for a global,
heroic woman, as well as for a world in which social networks
and communications are now inextricably linked. She is also a
representation of new pictorial processes. How do you create
an image that deviates from traditional photography and
design principles? Lightning signals the beginning of a new
era of expression." Nicolas Ghesquière [9]. It not only brings
popular characters from niche platforms, such as computer
games, such as Final Fantasy's Lightning, but it also brings
this distinct character to the world of fashion. It is also
expected to continue the trend and raise awareness among
other consumer groups, as well as establish a link between the
brand group and the game player. This is a good way to
connect relationships and create marketing channels, such as
when creating the Kumamoto mascot, a black bear with red
cheeks who represents Kumamoto Prefecture in Japan.
Kumanmon is regarded as a pivotal figure in Kumamoto.
Kumamon travels all over the world as the prefecture's sales
manager, introducing people to the wonders of his hometown
and its abundance of nature, seafood, and delectable fruits
[10]. When people are recognized as representatives in the
character, the character is a representative or image of the
place, implying that the character is a representative by
default. Items associated with a particular character are wellreceived and desired by both fans and customers when a fan
base develops for that character. Kumamon's popularity has
had its impact, with merchandise sales reaching approximately
29.3 billion Yen in the first year of its promotion into the local
budget flow. This result was very close to the total income of
Kumamoto Prefecture, which is well-known for its
agricultural products [11].
VI. THE SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT OF DIGITAL INFLUENCER
The number of Virtual Influencers is growing, and the
typical influencer model is to penetrate a specific market
segment, such as being an influencer in one area such as
travel, fashion, gaming, performances, sports, and so on.
Countries or regions that wish to present language-specific
content, however, the content presented retains the concept of
coexistence with the characters' real life by referring to the
current and imitating real life to reach or be closer to the
person, for example, living like a normal person, interest in
the online world like a normal person, expressing feelings or
creating imitation behavior in real life based on people's age
and character. It is likely that many brands will find the use of
CGI as influencers appealing. The benefits are not limited to
the potential of increased sales, more reach, and a reputation

as an innovator. Should this be the new normal, brands may
need to adjust and more CGI influencers may be needed [8]. It
is thought that the character should be presented to get as
close to and reach the person as possible. Although CGI
allows for far more possibilities than photographic or realistic
representation, these accounts attempt to depict scenes that are
somewhat similar to or resemble real-life environments and
scenes (Dovile Dudenaite). Human behavior may be imitated
in the performance or presentation. Virtual Influencers want to
sense the physical presence of the characters in the real world.
After getting to know these characters, even fans and
aficionados realize they are not real. The appreciation style in
personality, stereotypes, or expressions, on the other hand, is
most likely a big part of how people follow or become a fan
base and support. CGI influencers are having an impact on the
influencer marketing landscape and have the potential to
change how brands communicate with their audiences [4].
VII. STRENGTHS OF VIRTUAL INFLUENCER THAT AID IN ITS
GROWTH
A. Physical and Medical Limitations
Creating a virtual influencer is certainly a character
regardless of physical use or physical health, and creators can
accordingly customize the character's physical characteristics,
as well as the content presentation or gestures. Because
computer-generated influencers are not constrained by energy
levels, family commitments, or overtime legislation, they are
essentially available for brand use 24 hours a day, seven days
a week [12]. Clients or employers can then select one of these
influencers to provide an unlimited supply of product work.
These Virtual Influencers have an advantage in being a good
choice for today's entertainment or advertising business due to
rest or physical factors. Characters with a creative streak can
take risks or create images in dangerous or difficult-to-access
environments. Traditionally, brands and advertisers have used
real-life models as influencers to promote their brand or
product. Fashion models were chosen to be slim and beautiful.
These models came with overhead costs such as hair and
makeup, lodging, transportation, their own reputations and
sometimes a troubled past or future. With the advent of
computer-generated images (CGIs), all of those overhead
costs and potential public relations crises can be
eliminated [8].
B. Workplace, Travel, and Time
In today's world, where traveling or moving is difficult due
to the travel health influencers' safety epidemic, visual
influencers are digital information that can be displayed on
modern computers and mobile phones. As a result, the budget
for Virtual Influencer-related expenses has been cut. We can
change the character's position to suit the task or information
to be presented. The presence of software assistance and
computing capabilities allows for a more realistic display,
removing the need for scheduling or job queuing. We could
meet Virtual Influencers on the other side of the world and
then vanish in an instant. These abilities could be one of the
characteristics that make influencers more appealing to their
followers.
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C. Additional Customizations to fit the Content
Creating value or content for an influencer is simpler and
less expensive than it is for the average person, as changing
outfits and adding accessories around the body can change the
composition in a very short time depending on the difficulty of
creating a 3D piece for assembly. As a result, the new
customizing influencer method saves money and time when
creating content. Each image publicity for Influencers or
singers, in general, necessitates a significant investment in
terms of resources, expenses, and personnel. Creating content
for these Virtual Influencers necessitates not only the use of
computers to create images but also the character creators'
skills and abilities.
D. Bypassing Legal Constraints
The media, labor, and the common man at work are all
protected in advertising circles, as is the scope of the
population's legal protection. Each region or country has its
own set of specifications. They are rules that humans use to
control and protect themselves to reduce problems and protect
their rights. Many of these concerns are alleviated by virtual
influencers: because they are not humans, there is no ethical
issue of branding attached; the image can remain consistent;
and the risk of indiscretions is minimized because they do not
exist offline, allowing their "behavior" and image to be
calibrated in the background (J. Tan). The rise of the artificial
intelligence influencer: are they simply easier to work with?
August 27, 2019, Marketing Interactive [13]. However, there
is no specific law that governs Virtual Influencer. Despite
their appearance and elements that are difficult to distinguish
from the real person, the preliminary images are interpreted as
a type of PR medium. The work and the virtual influencer
continue to be fictitious characters, akin to cartoons or
animated characters. Communication or overwork will work
with these characters, so the style of content that appears with
Virtual Influencers is much broader and more flexible than
we've seen before. However, the requirements of different
countries' media laws vary. Virtual Influencer characters are
still regarded as media. Laws governing the public
presentation of media also govern the rating of published
media. Although CGI influencers provide brands with new
ways to express themselves, the newfound power must be
managed [4]. The creation of Virtual Influencer content
necessitates knowledge of the countries and community's laws
and customs. Even if the characters are real people, cartoons,
or made-up. Although CGI influencers provide new avenues
for brands to express themselves, the newfound power must be
managed [12]. It is critical to have a regulatory and review
body, as well as legal content related to Virtual Influencers,
such as the Federal Trade Commission (FTC), whose mission
is to protect consumers and competition by preventing
anticompetitive, deceptive, and unfair business practices
through law enforcement, advocacy, and education while not
unduly burdening legitimate business activity. When receiving
media, including communication from both Virtual
Influencers, it is aware of information presentation and
consumer protection.

VIII. ACCELERATING THE FUTURE VIRTUAL INFLUENCER
Although Virtual Influencers are gaining popularity in
many parts of the world today. The character creates a distinct
identity and persona to gain recognition and love from the
online world as a gateway, as well as people's and brands'
attention. Virtual, or rather artificial, influencers operate
online in the same way that real ones do. Brands want to
collaborate with them to design their fan base. Even if they are
not intended to be brand ambassadors, their popularity will
almost certainly attract companies looking for endorsement
deals [14].
Popularity and trend in the online world are thought to be
another driving factor of influencer identity, but with current
trends and developments in many areas of technology,
especially nowadays, it is evolving quickly. The advancement
of computer graphics, as previously stated, has fueled the
trend of Virtual Influencers. Online media is a factor that
contributes to the trend's popularity. The Virtual Influencer's
form and characteristics can be modified and developed
further through the use and support of technology, which can
be supplemented in the following ways.
A. A.I.(Artificial Intelligence) System Development
It is a type of technology that is vital in today's world and
is used in all industries. It was created to be a simulation of the
human nervous system, which processes information from
learning and optimizes itself. Furthermore, it can analyze and
process on its own in the process of thinking and selfdevelopment by relying on digital tools and computer systems.
A field of study that seeks to explain and emulate intelligent
behavior in terms of computational processes [15]. The
advancement of digital human technology has a positive
impact on the AI system development model. The seemingly
infinite number of technologies, techniques, and applications
that fall under the AI umbrella can be usefully divided into
two categories. The first consists of knowledge-based systems
that are "committed to the notion of generating behavior
through deduction from a set of axioms" [16].
Which AI technology drives innovation in a variety of
areas, including ways to accelerate advancement that can be
combined with Virtual Influencer, a computer graphics
applied science that can bring AI technology to promote this
industry and society? In the future, the project Baby X will be
developed as a clear example of the use of multimedia
technology combined with AI processing. Dr. Mark Sagar
created Baby X, a digital artificial intelligence mixed reality
installation. It is a neuro-behavioral computational model with
emergent behaviors that are actively used for neuroscientific
research and, at times, a public media art installation [17].
Based on the Baby X project's experiments, we can anticipate
the emergence of a new type of virtual influencer in the future
- a framework for interaction that could serve as a model for
the next great relevant project. We can predict and see the
direction of the development of existing virtual influencers or
new virtual influencers from such an intriguing project, which
is likely to be a tool to help foster the ability to create
interactions and allow virtual influencers to meet and greet
fans. Virtual Influencers, on the other hand, do not have this
capability. Bringing these incredible AI systems and
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capabilities to Virtual Influencer could add augmented reality
to the characters, charisma, and senses, bringing the virtual
influencers to life in ways never seen before. AI is now being
used by digital character creation companies to create
characters for businesses, organizations, and even individuals.
It was created by Soul Machines. The company is a pioneer in
the field of character innovation or the simulation of real-life
people.
This is a first step toward bringing Virtual multimedia and
AI into the industry in the future by customers who have
joined the corporate character creation when combined with
the application of AI technology to be able to interact with
people and study the needs of interactions to be the most
similar to human personality. Vodafone ("Kiri"), NAB's
UBank ("Mia"), the Ministry of Primary Industries ("Vai"),
ASB Bank ("Josie"), UBS Bank ("Daniel Kalt"), and, more
recently, BMW, Southern Cross, and BCG are among its
customers (and digital humans) [18] and respond in an
emotionally appropriate manner, providing the embodiment of
the to the brand and developing brand loyalty and advocacy,
bringing "humanness" into digital experiences, increasing
sales conversions and customer advocacy (Monica Collier
Scott Manion). Artificial Intelligence in Action: Digital
Humans [18] as well as creating identity and recognition for
the Brand's personality for customers and visitors. Currently,
more and more such services are being born in other
companies to create these digital characters, increasing the
opportunity for Ai Digital Influencer to expand and widen the
market, which benefits the consumer side. Consumption rises
when competition in these markets rises. Nevertheless – this
portrayal of the ideal can be taken one step further with
interactive computer media. A key difference lies in what is
otherwise seen as a central potential of virtual characters – not
the least in pedagogical terms – namely their interactivity:
Virtual characters may communicate, respond, and answer,
thus establishing a dynamic, mutual social relation [1].
B. Robotics Advancements in Industrial Technology
We are familiar with the visualization and perception of
virtual influencers' presence when viewing a digital display
through a screen, but what if these influencers could transform
into real people? They're just as real as robots or characters
from science fiction movies. The task of perception is another
important application of AI in robotics. Robots can sense their
surroundings using integrated sensors or computer vision [19].
By mentioning the introduction of an AI system to manipulate
and work with characters in the Virtual Character format to
create a fictional character with a system that mimics human
interactions as closely as possible. Virtual influencers who are
unable to meet and interact with real people and followers will
benefit from the adoption of this technology. Furthermore, the
virtual influencer's difficulties in considering the specific
context in real life were identified [6] and when considering
the study and production of robots as another science that
complicates. In fact, the development of these robots entails a
plethora of subtleties and techniques. Humanoid robots should
share the same working space as humans and should respond
in a human-like manner. As a result, they require a lightweight body, high flexibility, a wide range of sensors, and a
high level of intelligence [20].

Structuring is an important part of imitating and simulating
a wide range of structural features, such as muscles, organs,
hair, and skin, all of which necessitate the use of technology,
science, engineering, art, and beauty in the creation of the
humanoid. This is yet another feature that improves the
Virtual Influencer industry while also introducing a new
presentation style. In the future, having a unique digital
identity or simply seeing these characters on screen may not
be enough to meet the needs of fans, so creating a virtual
influencer in the form of a robot that looks like a real person,
known as a humanoid, may be required. A significant amount
of difficulty is also involved, with the key being to create
characters that allow for as natural an interaction and
movement as possible. Robotics is a challenging field, both in
terms of engineering human-like movements and expressions
and the challenges that arise when a robot assumes human
form. With this format, the social and emotional aspects of
interaction take precedence [21]. Realbotic, a technology
company focused on developing interactive and immersive
virtual robots using AI and machine learning processes, as
well as the development of external components, is currently
developing augmented reality robotics in the industry. The
movement and appearance of the characters create a sense of
intimacy and an experience similar to meeting a real person
for those who interact with them. Humanoid’s creation market
has grown since the company's inception. Humanoid robotics
labs around the world are working to develop robots that are
one step closer to the androids of science fiction. Building a
humanoid robot is a difficult engineering task that necessitates
a combination of mechanical, electrical, and software
engineering, computer architecture, and real-time control [22].
Humanoid's growing popularity has aided the industry and
related technologies in improving their capabilities in these
fields. In addition to enhancing and driving the virtual
influencer industry, Humanoid is involved in promoting and
driving other related industries such as entertainment, film,
acting, service, helping, and the puppet industry. In a variety
of situations, these virtual machines can play the roles of real
people.
There are also various factors that support the opportunity
and development of the Virtual Influencer to increase and leap
forward, such as The development of Internet sensitivity is
laying the foundation for today's global systems such as
technology internet 5G, Internet of thing (IoT). The presence
of a new online community Social media that will support the
development and innovation of multimedia technology to
make it more accessible to the way of life such as the world of
Metaverse. Some believe that virtual worlds will comprise a
metaverse, combining immersive VR with physical actors,
objects, interfaces and networks in a future form of Internet
[23] a social, virtual world that parallels – and in some
respects, replaces – the real world [24]. which is regarded as
space and the digital world in a new platform born from the
development and pushing of the future simulation technology.
It also consists of many factors such as the more people have
time to dive into the online world. Everyday activities are
more involved in the virtual world. Creating a wide range of
technological innovations increased research or the price of
technology products is more accessible to each individual, etc.
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IX. DISCUSSION
The study's design demonstrates that the popularity of the
virtual influencer's identity is driven by the trend of online
technology, which provides a means to promote recognition
and popularity. Today, each of the channels is becoming more
widely distributed. Popular social media platforms of choice
for influence are Instagram, Facebook, Snapchat, and
YouTube. An influencer has the power to affect the purchase
decisions of others because of their authority, knowledge,
position, or relationship with their audience. It is important to
note that these individuals are not simple marketing tools, but
rather social relationship assets with which brands can
collaborate to achieve their marketing objectives [25]. It is
regarded as a factor in promoting human beings' closer and
more connected relationships with virtual influencers. As the
number of online media channels grows, so does the number
of people who like them. The more opportunities for
relationships and interactions are better.
The technology is linked to the character's development
style. As processing technology and character creation have
advanced, the creation of such fictional characters, such as
anime, has become more feasible. However, with the
advancement of digital technologies, computer generated
images (CGI) are becoming more and more human-like, and
virtual agents are increasingly capable of simulating human
content [26]. It is thought to be another factor that has
contributed to the increase in popularity and likes, as well as
the broadening of its target audience, possibly including
groups of fans of technology, games, cartoons, sci-fi movies,
and so on. Furthermore, other factors in the creative
technology industry will help promote and create success
through virtual influencers by utilizing technologies
throughout the world. The development of information and
computer technology allows modern man to live a double or
triple life, and therefore, one reality will be superimposed on
another. Perhaps in the future, the virtual world and the real
world will be inseparable, but these are only predictions [27].
X. CONCLUSION
A study of the factors and successes of virtual influencers,
the phenomenon of popularity and emergence, discovered that
what helps virtual influencers create characters is also due to
nature's imitation and the presence of a virtual influencer. A
real person can become the main character of a story or
combine or improve the strengths of a variety of personalities
to create a unique character. It could be a design based on the
character's appearance that matches popular trends and
people's preferences, or it could be designing a character that
isn't necessarily based on anything that is considered personal.
Virtual influencers are created by interested parties, and
followers are drawn to the style and uniqueness of the content
presented. Influencers are the factors that contribute to
people's preferences being met. These virtual influencers are
options for people who like and have an attitude toward a
character's lifestyle, despite the fact that virtual influencers are
not always realistic, humanistic, or display any form of
perfection. That is, it could be a new social group that
addresses the needs and attitudes of people who have ideas or
suggestions in an era when the line between people and the

digital world is almost indistinguishable. Existing influencers
may be unable to replace virtual counterparts. In a
technologically influenced world, it's simply a new subset of
preferences and approaches. Virtual influencers are characters
whose attitudes and imaginations are enriched by the attitudes
or influence of a society that has adopted human-born
attitudes and ideas. According to the study, the factor that
contributes to popularity could be the form of popularity in
appearance and the liking of the ideal character that has been
with humans for a long time, such as what we see in the
visualization of gods, mythological and mythological
characters created to meet the needs and attitudes of
demanding physical traits and desired traits. Overall support in
both technology and infrastructure is an important factor that
will make a difference or drive a virtual influencer's social
group to gain popularity and more likes than before. The use
of computers and creative technology has gained popularity
for the creation of virtual influencer identities, which create
beautiful characters that are similar to real people or can be
conveyed as closer to humans. People's interest in information
technology today coincides with a period in which both social
and technological conditions are becoming increasingly
involved in human daily life through active lifestyles. The
media has changed, and there is still room for growth due to
the rate of growth and the number of internet and electronic
device users. A computing system in the field of AI that will
assist virtual influencers in learning and becoming smarter.
Fast Internet connection systems, IOT (Internet of Things)
applications, or the robotics industry are also becoming
increasingly intelligent. Furthermore, many future academic
and creative innovations will help drive the combination of
development with the creation of Virtual Influencer characters
to grow and progress. The benefits of a virtual influencer to
humans also include a variety of computer tweaks and
corrections, reduced stress, and a number of physical and
mental limitations that real-life celebrities face. At this point, a
virtual influencer may be appropriate for activities or areas
where relevant trends are likely to occur. Although a variety
of factors contribute to the rise in popularity of virtual
influencers, there are still many factors that virtual influencers
cannot replace today. A distinct way of life in which the
naturalness and presentation of content to those who follow is
rather unique and communicated directly to the audience.
Human development and growth continue to be so enticing
that virtual influencers fail to convey these feelings to the
viewers. Although virtual influencers can be customized and
corrected in body proportions to be perfect or according to
societal trends, the charm of change and the development of
human growth is still a strength that virtual influencers cannot
replace and enhance the strengths that are the hallmark of
human evolution. It is an option for those who admire and
sympathize with the character's way of life. That is, it could be
a new social group formed to meet the needs and attitudes of
people with ideas in an era when the line between people and
the digital world has almost vanished. It cannot be separated,
which means that the popularity of virtual influencers is
derived from social behavior, attitudes, technological
processes, social trends, and responses to the needs of people
who are satisfied with their character and will be able to
influence trends and the development of the virtual influencer
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society. In terms of living a way of life, conducting social
sciences, and pushing themselves to be modern and
comfortable, they are consistent and similar to humans.
Because of technological advancements, life has become more
convenient. Existing ones may not be able to be replaced by
virtual influencers. It's simply a new subset of preferences and
approaches added to the audience's options. Virtual
influencers can only exist because of the encouragement and
support of people who value those characteristics. Perhaps the
ideal representation of the individual is where a society of
virtual influencers and a variety of communication sciences
collide to create new forms of self and character that satisfy
and delight humans.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Artificial neural networks (ANN) are one of the most
successful computational approaches. Neural network-based
machine learning algorithms are improving and advancing [1].
In the machine learning sector, neural networks are currently
enjoying remarkable success and have a wide range of
applications, including pattern recognition, video analysis,
medical diagnosis, and robot control. Quantum neural
networks (QNN) appear in parallel with the development of
artificial neural networks (ANNs), with the promise of
overcoming classical computation limits using quantum
computing [2]. The paper shows a quantum feed - forward
neural network made up of genuinely quantum neurons. It has
a remarkable capacity to study an unknown homogeneous and
a high level of robustness when dealing with noisy training
data. Due to a decrease in the number of coherent qubits, this
process is essential for noisy approximate quantum computers.
The adherence among a pure quantum system and an arbitrary
quantum state is selected also as cost function in this study.
However, as the number of network layers grows larger, the
convergence rate of a cost function slows, and the value of

convergence even fails to deliver the highest for clean data is
shown in Fig. 1(a). In the case of noisy data, Fig. 1(b) shows it
as the system gets deeper, the strength for noisy data weakens.
As a result, guess if the cost function's efficiency can be
enhanced both for clean and noisy data. To show the number
of convolution layers in the corresponding layer, use a onedimensional list of real numbers.
3.5

Cost Function

3
2.5
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Abstract—Internet of Things (IoT) is defined as millions of
interconnections between wireless devices to obtain data globally.
The multiple data are targeting to observe the data through a
common platform, and then it becomes essential to investigate
accuracy for realizing the best IoT platform. To address the
growing demand for time-sensitive data analysis and real-time
decision-making, accuracy in IoT data collecting has become
critical. The Res-HQCNN is a hybrid quantum-classical neural
network with deep residual learning. The model is qualified in an
end-to-end analog method in a traditional neural network,
backpropagation is used. To discover the Res-HQCNN efficiency
to perform on the classical computer, there has been a lot of
investigation into quantum data with or without noise. Then
focus on the application of the artificial neural network to
analyze the dangers to these IoT networks. For data recording
purposes, to undertake in-depth analysis on the threat severity,
kind, and source, a model is trained using recurrent and
convolutional neural networks. The intrusion detection system
(IDS) explored in this study has a success rate of 99% based on
the empirical data supplied to the model. Due to irregularly
distributed robust execution, larger affectability for the
introduction of authority dimension, steadiness, and the
extremely large crucial area, a quantum hash function work has
been proposed as an amazing method for secure communication
between the IoT and cloud.
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Fig. 1. QNN Numerical Results for Clean and Noisy Data.

To enhance the novel quantum-classical neural network
with the deep residual learning (Res-HQCNN) to attain a goal,
inspired by the deep residual efficiency learning. This is a
novel concept and no work has been attempted as far as know.
To find the efficiency incorporate a residual scheme into
QNNs. It is not a simple task [3]. The amount of residual
block structures, levels of the network count, and whether or
not to skip the layer all have an impact on the parameter
updating method. Because the informing parameters of the
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matrix are derived from the function of derivative formulation,
the updating parameters matrix for each network is unique.
Res-HQCNN now outperforms previous QNNs on both fresh
and loud quantum data while requiring only a conventional
machine to build. Discuss a different way for incorporating
quantum neural networks with residual block structure so that
they can be executed on quantum computers.
Networks intrusion continues to occur. This is even though
numerous artificial intelligence techniques have been created
throughout time to prevent such incidents [4]. Various
advancements and modifications are made to network
configuration protocols daily to improve them, but in reality,
there is a weakening risk of the protocols with or without
understanding. Malware and other intrusions frequently take
advantage of minute alterations made to the original core
development codes that serve as the foundation for running
and maintaining networks. The changes are vital, but they
come at a high price. It’s time to rethink your threat
management strategy [5]. IoT and Cloud Computing benefit in
the same way and Cloud Computing is constantly encouraged
to improve the introduction to the level of high resource
usage, accumulation, necessity, and processing capability.
However, network intrusions continue to occur. This is
regardless of the fact that multiple artificial intelligence
techniques have been developed over time to prevent such
incidents. Various progressions and modifications are made to
configuration management protocols on a daily basis in an
effort to improve them, but in reality, there is a risk of
decimating the procedures with or without knowledge [6].
Malware and other intrusions frequently take benefit of minute
changes respect to the design foundational development rules
that serve as the foundation for operating and maintaining
networks. The changes are needed, but they come at a high
cost.
Cloud is a ground-breaking platform that can provide
additional features as an information distribution delegate.
When an IoT client has valid requests for specific information
to be acquired, stored, and accessed, he can simply designate
the requests to the cloud whenever with more remarkable
comfort. A couple of incites linked to contraption
disillusionment are addressed by cloud and IoT applications
developed in resource-constrained conditions. A QHF is
proposed to address IoT security concerns. It converts an oldstyle message to a Hilbert space, preventing programmers
from obtaining too much information about the old-style
message. Safety issues are of extreme importance, and they
must be addressed without exacerbating the system's or
devices' dimensions [7]. A few calculations concerning safety
issues have been published in prior studies. The U-2 hash
work is the largest class of hash capacity groups among
known hash capacity groups, assuring good safety.
The number of residual block structures, the number of
network layers, and whether or not to skip layers all have an
impact on the variable propagation algorithm. Because the
updating parameters structure is derived from the description
of the derivative feature, the updating parameters structure for
each network structure is unique. The updating parameters
matrix becomes more complex as the network structure

becomes more varied. As a result, this investigation is both
challenging and intriguing. This hope that our paper will serve
as a useful resource in this field of study. The following are
some of the contributions made as a result of this paper:
• Develop a new residual learning structure that is
focused on QNNs.
• Calculate the current training algorithm using the ResHQCNN model. Examine the performance from the
level of information propagation feedforward and
backward, subset of the training algorithm.
• concentrates on using Artificial Neural Networks to
evaluate the risks to such IoT networks. For data
acquisition reasons, a classifier is constructed using
recurrent and convolutional neural networks to perform
effective analysis on threat intensity, type, and source.
• Res-HQCNN has better performance across both clean
and noisy quantum information than previous QNNs at
the cost of implementation.
The remaining part and the aim of this paper have
explained the RES-HQCNN optimization technique for IoT;
Section 2 defines the highlight of the previous effort that can
be done by the scholars in this domain; Section 3 offering the
methodology architecture model and its mechanism, Section 4
represents the result and discussion and Section 5 represents
the work achieved in conclusion and future work.
II. RELATED WORK
The author in [8] evaluates Quantum Computing (QC) has
grown in popularity as a result of its unique characteristics,
which, in terms of performance and operation methods, differ
from typical computers This research proposes hybrid models
and approaches for large-scale mixed-integer programming
issues that successfully combine the complementary strengths
of deterministic algorithms and quality control techniques to
solve a combinatory difficulty. Large-scale instances of these
application problems across multiple dimensions, ranging
from molecular design to logistics optimization, are
computationally demanding for deterministic optimization
algorithms on classical computers. To address the computing
challenges, hybrid QC-based approaches are suggested, with
comprehensive
computational
experimental
results
demonstrating their pertinence and productivity. The
suggested QC-based solution approaches offer high
computational efficiency in terms of solution quality and
computation time by leveraging the unique properties of both
classical and quantum computers.
The author in [9] introduces a Deep residual network with
adequate depth but bounded width has recently been proven to
be capable of universal approximation in the sense of the
supremum norm. Illustrate to adapt existing deep residual
network training methods to establish approximation bounds
for the test error in the supremum norm based on the training
error using these results. This technique is based on controltheoretic interpretations of these networks in discrete and
continuous time, and they show that constraining the set of
parameters to be learned in a way that is consistent with most
commonly used training procedures is sufficient.
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The author in [10] is proposed to use a combination of
modified deep learning and reinforcement learning in an
incentive-based demand response (DR) algorithm. A modified
deep learning model based on recurrent neural network
(MDL-RNN) was initially suggested to forecast future
environmental uncertainties by projecting day-ahead
wholesale energy price, photovoltaic (PV) power output, and
power load. Then, using reinforcement learning (RL),
researchers looked at the best incentive rates for each hour that
would maximize earnings for both ESPs and EUs. When
compared to other methods, the findings demonstrated that the
proposed upgraded deep learning model can produce more
precise forecasting predictions A short-term DR program was
developed for peak electricity demand periods, and trial
results show that peak electricity demand can be reduced by
17%. This helps to improve power system security by
reducing supply-demand imbalances.
The author in [11] improve the feature mapping process,
introduce a hybrid quantum-classical convolutional neural
network (QCCNN), which is based on convolutional neural
networks (CNNs) but is optimized for quantum computing. In
terms of both the number of qubits and the depths of the
circuits, QCCNN is favorable to existing noisy intermediatescale quantum computers, while keeping crucial aspects of
classical CNN, such as nonlinearity and scalability. Also, offer
a methodology for computing the gradients of hybrid
quantum-classical loss functions automatically, which may be
extended to other hybrid quantum-classical algorithms
directly. By using a Tetris dataset to demonstrate the
architecture's capabilities, show that QCCNN can perform
classification tasks with learning accuracy that exceeds that of
standard CNN.

shows the residual block diagram. In Res-QCNNN, a new
residual block diagram is defined as follows by including a
few assumptions and notations at the start for your
convenience.
The procedure for combining the residual block structure
with the quantum neural network in Res-HQCNN layer k
defines a quantum perceptron as an arbitrary unitary operator
with U k-1 input qubits and one output qubit. For L=1,2,…U k
the quantum perceptron Qk L is a (U k-1 +1) for qubit unit.
Quantum perceptron’s with K hidden layers make up the ResHQCNN. It uses the layer unitary operator Qk in the form of a
matric product of quantum perceptron’s to work on an input
state 𝜌𝑘𝑖𝑛 of input qubits and obtain a mixed state k+1 out for
𝑘
𝑘
𝑄𝑢1−1
… . 𝑄1𝑘 . For 1,2,…Q k, acts
the output qubits: 𝑄 𝑘 = 𝑄𝑢1
on the qubits in layers k-1 and 1, because the unitary operators
are arbitrary and do not always commute, the layer unitary
order is critical. The residual block structure provides the new
input state for layer k+1 by adding the input state with the
output state of layer k for k=1,2, …. During the processing of
information from 1 into K+1 out and K.
In Fig. 3, “Res” denotes the Res-HQCNN residual block
structure. The “Res” can be connected not just layer by layer
continuously, but also by skipping one or more levels [13].
Res-architecture HQXNN propagates data from input to
output, progressively passing through a network of quantum
feeder neurons.

The author in [12] analyze in classical systems, Control
parameter optimization is frequently achieved using
supervised machine learning and reinforcement learning;
however, in quantum systems, parameter optimization is
primarily accomplished using gradient-based greedy methods.
To use differential evolution methods to avoid the non-convex
optimization stagnation problem. To improve quantum control
fidelity for noisy systems by averaging across the objective
function. To reduce processing costs, this paper proposes
methods for early run termination and adaptive search
subspace selection. The implementation is massively parallel
and vectorized to further reduce execution time. Quantum
phase estimation and quantum gate design are two instances
where these methods outperform greedy algorithms in terms
of fidelity and scalability.

Fig. 2. Residual Block Diagram.

III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
In this section, the Res-HQCNN architecture model is
defined based on QNN. According to the mechanism ResHQCNN is defined based on a training algorithm.
A. Architecture Model of Res-HQCNN
In Res-HQCNN describe a residual block structure. The
Res-HQCNN structure with many layers is offered. Thus offer
Res-HQCNN examples with a unit hidden layer to further
understand the mechanism [1]. Finally, examine the difference
between the past QNNs and the Res-HQCNN. Thus, Fig. 2

Fig. 3. Res-HQCNN Architecture.
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highlights the inefficiencies of applying residual block
structure to the last output layer via an experiment.
B. Res-HQCNN Training Algorithm
N number pairs of training statistics, that are possibly
unknown by the quantum states, are randomly generalized in
𝑜𝑢𝑡
the form of (|∅𝑖𝑛
𝑎 �, |∅𝑎 ⟩) with a=1, 2,….., and N. It is also
permissible to employ adequate copies of a training pair
𝑜𝑢𝑡
(|∅𝑖𝑛
𝑎 �, |∅𝑎 ⟩) of a given a to avoid quantum projection noise,
when compared to the cost functions derivative [16]. The
𝑜𝑢𝑡
𝑖𝑛
intended output |∅𝑜𝑢𝑡
𝑎 ⟩ as |∅𝑎 ⟩ = T |∅𝑎 � is choose to
consider with an T as unknown unitary operation.
Fig. 4. Res-HQCNN Architecture with unit Hidden Layer.

The mechanism example for Res-HQCNN with one
hidden layer in Fig. 4 helps with the comprehension. 𝑄1 =
𝑄31 𝑄21 𝑄11 , which is a matrix product of quantum perceptron.
The layer unitary between the input layer and the hidden layer
is defined as 𝑄2 = 𝑄22 𝑄12 . The quantum perceptron’s are
applied layer by layer from top to bottom in the first stage, and
the output state 𝜌1𝑜𝑢𝑡 of the hidden layer is then computed as;
+

𝜌1𝑜𝑢𝑡 = 𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑛 (𝑄1 (𝜌1𝑖𝑛 ⊗ |000⟩ℎ𝑖𝑑 �000|)𝑄1 )

Then, apply the residual block diagram to 𝜌1𝑖𝑛 and 𝜌1𝑜𝑢𝑡 to
get a new input state for the output layer:
𝜌2𝑖𝑛 = 𝜌1𝑜𝑢𝑡 + (𝜌1𝑖𝑛 ⨂|0⟩⟨0|)

In the following step, to obtain the final output state of
Res-HQCNN from Fig. 5:
+

𝜌1𝑜𝑢𝑡 = 𝑖𝑠ℎ𝑖𝑑 (𝑄 2 �𝜌2𝑖𝑛 ⊗ |00⟩𝑜𝑢𝑡 ⟨00|𝑄 2 �

The cost function is used based on the mean fidelity of the
Res output HQCNN and the expected results for all training
data. However, to define the Res-HQCNN cost function to
divide 2v, where v is the residual block number structures in
Res-HQCNN, according to the residual block definition
structure and fidelity linear fidelity:
𝑅(𝑓) =

𝑁

1
𝑜𝑢𝑡
𝑜𝑢𝑡
�( ∅𝑜𝑢𝑡
𝑎 |𝜌𝑎 (𝑓)|∅𝑎 ⟩
2𝑣 𝑁
𝑎=1

To know the near network output state and the desired
output state are, the higher fidelity. If the cost function equals
1 and 0, consider the Res-HQCNN to be the best performer to
be the worst. As a result, the goal in the training process is to
maximize the cost function. For each Res-HQCNN layer, that
𝑙
𝑙
denote 𝜌𝑎𝑖𝑛 as the layer input state l and 𝜌𝑎𝑜𝑢𝑡 as the output
layer state l with l=1,2,….L and a = 1,2,…….N. Consider the
scenario in which each layer is added with a residual block
structure and there is no skipping layer, then v=L. The ResHQCNN training algorithm is explained in the following flow
chart in Fig. 5.

When comparing the previous QNNs to Res-HQCNN, that
notice the trace value of the input state 𝜌𝑘+1𝑖𝑛 for some k
changes as a result of the addition operation in the residual
block
structure
[14].
Indicate
k=2,
and
𝜌3𝑖𝑛 =
𝜌2𝑖𝑛 = �𝜌1𝑖𝑛 ⨂�0⟩𝑢1−𝑢0 ⟨0�� + 𝜌1𝑜𝑢𝑡 ,
�𝜌2𝑖𝑛 ⨂�0⟩𝑢2−𝑢1 ⟨0�� + 𝜌2𝑜𝑢𝑡 , next trace values of the 𝜌2𝑖𝑛
and 𝜌3𝑖𝑛 are the 2 and 4, respectively. In theory, 𝜌2𝑖𝑛 and 𝜌3𝑖𝑛
are not density matrices, hence the training procedure cannot
be used in a quantum computer. Every coin, however, has two
sides. The residual block structure increases the cost function's
performance, especially for deeper networks, as shown in the
experiment section. It’s also worth noting that the residual
block structure can be applied to all concealed layers except
the last output layer. Assumed U k-1 ≤ U k for k = 1,2,….k and
U 0 = U k+1, then the qubits in layer k in general. The final
output of the network will be 𝜌𝑜𝑢𝑡 = 𝜌𝑘+1𝑖𝑛 + 𝜌𝑘+1𝑜𝑢𝑡 if the
residual block structure is applied to the 𝜌𝑘+1𝑜𝑢𝑡 because the
dimension of the 𝜌𝑘+1𝑖𝑛 is the equal to the dimension, that
should use the partial trace on the 𝜌𝑘+1𝑖𝑛 to maintain the
matrix addition rule.

The previously stated, the Res-HQCNN residual block
structure has trouble similar to individuality mapping. But, by
doing it will lose some 𝜌𝑘+1𝑖𝑛 information, which is
incompatible to adopt the residual technique [15]. This also

Fig. 5. Training Algorithm Flowchart.
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Using a quantum hash function secure the data
communication with encryption and decryption. They may
occur some threat intrusion. Some types of threats and
intrusion are following.
C. Types of Threats
By encrypting and decrypting data using the quantum hash
function, data communication can be secured. They may be
subjected to some sort of danger incursion [17]. Threats and
intrusions of all kinds are on the way. Threats come in various
forms:
• Malware.
• Data Loopholes.
• Feeble IoT network outlines.

• Levenberg-Marquardt Algorithm: This approach has
been utilized for neural network optimization and is
highly useful because the threat is measured on a
summation basis [20]. The intrusion is described as a
collection of minor threats that add up to a level that is
regarded as a threat numerically. Because desire a
predefined category of various clusters, the neural
network was trained with an input that specifies a
certain objective.
• Feed Forward Algorithm: The connections employed in
the node do not establish a rotating back dependence,
which is ideal for the study. This algorithm is used to
train the nonlinear optimization model [21]. It is
represented in mathematical as:
𝑓(𝑎) =

• Service Denial.
D. Types of Intruders
The types of intruders are trying to intoxicate the network
are following:
1) Outer intruder: This is an intruder from a different
network from the one they're attempting to intoxicate. They
use other networks, but they come to the network to distribute
threats and recover data, among other things.
2) Inner network: This is an invader from a network other
than the one they're trying to infect. They use other networks,
but they come to the network for a variety of reasons,
including propagating threats and recover data.
The internet connectivity of intruders on both online and
offline:
1) Online Intruder: A danger has been identified as
emanating from an internet source. This is particularly
prevalent because they take advantage of relatively common
IP addresses and can simply steal information from users of
the addresses by messing with the network's coded backdrop.
2) Offline intruder: This is an invader who has gained
access to the network but does not have internet access. There
is virtually little technology available to deal with and counter
this type of intrusion threat, yet this is a highly dangerous
group of people.

1

1+𝑒 −𝑎

𝑓ʹ(𝑎) = 𝑓(𝑎)�1 − 𝑓(𝑎)�

• Backward learning algorithm: Sensitivity to the
impacts of the feed-forward approach for model
training. As a result, the feed-forward is primarily
reliant on derivative functions, resulting in anticipation.
Backward training is a strategy for optimizing a model
that involves integration techniques [22]. It minimizes
J and so optimizes the cost function for the Jacobian
Matrix application.
F. Quantum Hash Function
The hash capacity is presented just in one-way great detail.
Selecting the work verification, all single-direction QW work
is considered [23]. The single path, solid impact opposition,
and fragile crash obstruction are the main characteristics of Hwork. The following are the quantum hash attributes
capacities:

E. Threat Proximity
This information is necessary to demonstrate the degree to
which a network user is close to the threat described in the
studies [18]. Unfortunately, this method can only be accessed
by users of the same network. Due to differences in the
functioning of the network, it would be more difficult to draw
such a conclusion in the case of an external incursion.

1) One-direction: It is possible to process the S regard
S(G) by giving a data G, but it is computationally impossible
to discover the basic data G with a given S regard S(G).
2) Frail crash obstruction: Based on the G data, it is
impossible to find another data by computer G1 so that
S(G)=S(G1).
3) Solid effect opposition: It is computationally
impossible to locate the optional two unmistakably data G and
G1 such that S(G)=S(G1). When grasping an S work, these
three qualities are key models to consider. Quantum hash
work, in comparison to old-style hash work, has more
favorable circumstances, such as simple execution and a
higher degree of security. Our information verification
strategy will become more secure over time. the quantum hash
work’s nitty-gritty technique is depicted in the diagram below.

To carry out the threat analysis, the input threat is exposed
to a combination architecture of RNN and CNN that chucks
the data into bits [19]. The data has a gaussian relationship,
and it is assumed that the eventual output, after categorization
and regrouping, will be a Gaussian distribution in a very
precise manner. The following algorithms were used on the
training model:

Parameter to be selected are [c, 𝜃1, 𝜃2, 𝜏] under the
𝜋
requirements: c is an odd number and {0< 𝜃1, 𝜃2, 𝜏 < } here
2
τ – coin state|0⟩ = cos𝜏|0⟩ + sin𝜏|1⟩, c- number of cycles. In
addition, 𝜃1 and 𝜃2 are the two controllers of C-QW. The
two-coin admin controllers are 𝜑1 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝜑 2 .
cos 𝜃1
sin 𝜃1
�
sin 𝜃1 − cos 𝜃1

𝜑1 = �

cos 𝜃2
sin 𝜃2
𝜑2 = �
�
sin 𝜃2 − cos 𝜃2
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Encryption = S (amount of A/T, S, \open key, A/T)
Decryption = ((mk) | modified A/T (W)\) * open key
Hash efficiently communicates on little information to
produce a string with a known length of G. The IoT sight and
sound data are validated by the quantum value, open keys, and
restricted irregularity has been able to abuse reduced the Sesteem in light of this worth [26]. The quantum value, open
keys, and restricted irregularity have been able to exploit
bargain the H-esteem in light of this worth to certify IoT sight
and sound data.
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Fig. 7. Threat Ranges.
𝑖𝑛
To produce an N better training pairs as (|∅𝑖𝑛
𝑎 �, 𝑇|∅𝑎 �),
then n destroy by changing them with the training noisy pairs.
At each period the changed subgroup is selected arbitrarily.
Then, the cost function is measured for all the better test pairs.
By select the example, Res-HQCNN [4, 5� , 4], with ƞ = 1/1.8
and ɛ = 0.1 is represented on Fig. 8.

Cost function for better test pairs

G. Encryption
The encryption framework works with given data and is a
key to creating a figured data that may be delivered through
insecure channels without risk of being deciphered by anyone
that doesn’t have the interpreting key. The key was initially
subject to two sets of keys, one open and one private, for
security concerns [25]. Initially, to encode, then to untangle,
and finally in a different way; this is achievable due to the
usage of particular mathematical constraints, which have nonreversible features.

which optimize the model that has been trained using learning
algorithms, and the output is a classification of threats with
subfolders indicating the severity of the threats. The level of
threats is shown in Fig. 7.

Intensity

The underlying one-information bit selects "0" as its value
of 𝜑1 chooses 𝜑 2 . The likelihood dispersion is created by
rolling one coin and walking DTQW on a cycle substantially
influenced by information G [24]. To frame a twofold H
computation, multiply all qualities in the following likelihood
circulation by 10i times and maintain only their entire number
component modulo 2j with a ≥ b. The S respect has a bit
length of mj. This is the methodology used in the most recent
QH works conspire, which has a higher level of safety than
previous ones. To deservedly chose this QH capability as the
approval work.
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Fig. 6 demonstrates the general information procedure
confirmation. G is the data that will be transferred from the
sender to the recipient. W is denoted as verification work is
used to scramble the primary information of G. “| |” is a
technique for teaching the underlying knowledge as well as
the figure script. During correspondence, the square edge is
used to symbolize the channel. The key that is utilized to
encrypt the underlying data is R.
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Fig. 6. Hashing Mechanism for Data Authentication.
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IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

0

The result examines the Res-HQCNN robustness to noisy
quantum data. To compare to employ the same rule to test the
robustness. The numerical output from running the two neural
networks, RNN and CNN, is shown in the results. As can be
seen, the entire input is fed into two robust neural platforms,
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Noisy pairs
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Fig. 8. Noisy Training Data Behavior.
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To detect the deeper network as [4,5� ,�6, 4] to noisy data is
shown in Fig. 9. When the amount of training pairs and rounds
are minimum like training rounds as 150 and training pairs as
30 on the figure. To notice a sign of improvement from the
figure. The cost function variances are always positive. With
an increase in the number of noisy pairs, the variation reduces.
There is an amount of training rounds and pairs are large, like
training rounds as 600 and training pairs 100 in Fig. 10. It’s
great to have all cost function variances are always positive
and there are no unstable points. The greatest variance value is
greater than 0.35, but the one in the figure is less than 0.12.
This noisy data is deeper as [4,5� ,�6, 4] it shows great
improvement than [4,5� , 4]. It going via the studies for ResHQCNN with or without noise and found that it outperforms
QNNs in terms of cost function performance. Although this
does not exhibit an outcome for Res-HQCNN with the four or
more hidden layers, believe that due to the mechanism of its
training method, deeper Res-HQCNN would increase cost
function performance more.

Fig. 11 depicts the throughput rate as a function of
database size. For every information base size, the QH work
provides an ideal level of safety. In QH work, the level
throughput is normally excessive, averaging 90%.
Cost Function for better test pairs
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Cost function variation

When the number of noisy pairings hits 60, the cost
variation increases, reaching a maximum when the number of
noisy pairs reaches 70. This contains three unstable points (55,
-0.0115), (90, -0.0161) and (100, -0.0012) then the variation is
negative. There are 21 orange line pairs and blue lines. For
𝑖𝑛
every period, the better training data (|∅𝑖𝑛
𝑎 �, 𝑇|∅𝑎 �), and
𝑖𝑛
𝑜𝑢𝑡 ⟩)
(|∅𝑎 �, |∅𝑎
as noisy training data are produced randomly.
𝑖𝑛
The (|∅𝑎 � 𝑎𝑛𝑑 |∅𝑜𝑢𝑡
𝑎 ⟩) elements are casually chosen out a
normal spreading before regularization. The training data
randomness produces some uneven ideas, it is shown on
comparable results. Then, the Res-HQCNN [4, 5� , 4] it shows
better robustness to the noisy data than [4, 5, 4] QNNs.

various methodologies, secures IoT data in a high-level
manner.
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Fig. 9. Deeper Network Detection to Noisy Data.
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In Fig. 8(a), the orange line is the Res-HQCNN results and
the blue line are the results, respectively. The Fig. 8(b), plots
the cost function variations between the orange lines and blue
lines. The x-axis in Fig. 8 demonstrates the number of better
training pairs is changed by noisy pairs. Assume a small
number of training rounds and pairs, for example, 50 training
rounds and 30 training pairs. The cost value for both [4, 5� , 4]
and [4,5,4] decrease as the amount of noisy pairs raises and
the cost value variation is always positive. This demonstrates
the [4, 5� , 4] superiority for noisy training data with the
minimum training rounds and the minimum training pairs.
Next, assume the amount of training rounds and pairs are
increases as training rounds are 200 and training pairs in 100.
Res-HQCNN and QNNs both offer robust toughness to the
noisy quantum data when the number of noisy pairings is
modest, such as less than 35. The cost values for the orange
and blue lines begin to decrease at the same time as the
number of noisy pair increases.

Fig. 10 and Table I depicts the final results of the
presented parameters in the evaluation. To find the encryption
size, disentangling size, memory, and execution time as a
function of record size. The result shows that as the archive
size grows, so does the encryption and unscrambling size. As
a result, the execution time grows as well. The result shows
that as the archive size grows, so does the encryption and
unscrambling size. As a result, the execution time grows as
well. In any event, the given paradigm, which differs from
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Fig. 10. Amount of Data with Values of Quantum Hash.
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TABLE I.

QUANTUM HASH FUNCTION

Size of files

Encrypted

Decrypted

Memory

Processing
time (ms)

20
40
60
80
100

27
36
45
50
58

20
40
60
80
100

2156432
468769
476545
576653
563523

87231
9423758
10978
113547
115764
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V. CONCLUSION
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In this research, to enhance the routine of the cost function
for the deeper networks, a quantum-conventional hybrid
neural network with deep residual learning was used. Based
on the QNNs, a new structure of residual blocks in the
quantum concept was developed. Then, the Res-HQCNN
training algorithm was also made for different cases. The
residual block structure, from the standpoint of information
propagation, is similar to the ANN mechanism with deep
residual learning in that it permits information to travel from
the input layer to any deeper layer. The replications are
demonstrated by Res-HQCNN's although it can only work on
a regular computer. Due to its non-linear disordered dynamic
execution and large key space, quantum hashing work has
been proposed as a phenomenal tool for secure IoT
communication. The benefits of quantum hashing work have
been presented in this research effort as the latest
breakthroughs in achieving secure data distribution and
information assurance based on Q advancements. For the IDS
system, a solution result was modelized using RNN and CNN.
It consists of all learning models requested by various network
providers. The provided approaches are characterized in terms
of increased precision, safety, throughput, and toughness over
a few well-known assaults, making them suitable for use in a
variety of IoT and cloud applications. In the future, use
simulation to investigate the QCNN model, which is more cost
effective and has best performance. It is necessary to develop
an effective data encoding principle for quantum systems and
real information. Finding a way to evaluate threats authorized
by offline cyber-attacks is a future suggestion. This study was
limited to just online attacks that would be heavily discussed.
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Abstract—The main purpose of this article is to show how to
extend an existing open source database, namely QWAT
(Acronym from Quantum GIS Water Plugin), by using
pgRouting (PostgreSQL routing extension) in order to achieve
the ability to find the water flow in a water network. The water
path in a water network is a key information needed by any
water supplying company for different activities such as
customer identification, meter the water flow or isolating areas of
the water network. In our environment an open source database
was used and that database didn’t have any means to identify the
water path, so our research is intended into that direction. Once
a water path is found, our next goal was to show that identifying
customers for a water supplying company is just a click away (by
using no directional graphs). Another key information needed by
the water supplying companies is to know which valves should be
closed in order to shut off the water for an area of the water
network. As result, the second purpose of the article is to show
how to identify the necessary valves, to be closed or open, in
order to shut off or on the water (within the pipe network).
Keywords—Relational database; graphs; water network; water
path; open source; QWAT

I.

INTRODUCTION

Water supplying companies all over the world needs to
know who their customers are and this task is a very important
one, for reasons like: knowing to whom they will invoice,
knowing how much water was used and if a leak occurs to
identify which valves needs to be closed in order to shut off the
water. In a previous paper we presented a way of predicting
leakage in QWAT 1 databases, but identifying and predicting
leakage is not enough, because, any existing or future leakage
has a negative impact on the water supplying company’s image
[1].
QWAT databases are relational databases [2] that models
water network pipes, by keeping information like: pipe
attributes and geographical position, valve attributes and
geographical position, meters, hydrants, network elements,
subscribers, leaks. Pipes are kept in a table (within a schema
called qwat_od) and have a set of attributes from whom we
will focus on two, first node (fk_node_a) and second node
(fk_node_b).
In the abstract of this paper, we said that we want to show a
way of finding the water path within QWAT databases, but if
the pipe table does have a first and a second node, why QWAT
model doesn’t have a water path function until the final
consumer? Or does it? The answer is given by QWAT
designers, into their documentation, where they presented how
the QWAT model should be used. In that documentation they
recommend that pipes should be broken whenever the pipes
1

QWAT – Acronym for QGIS Water Plugin – http://www.qwat.org

change their material, function, type or diameter. Other
recommendations are:
• Pipes should only be coupled to the right of each
intersection with another pipe (Fig. 1).
• Pipes should only be coupled to the right of each
intersection with a branch (Fig. 1).
• Pipes should not be coupled in any case to the right of a
private branch (Fig. 1).
Those recommendations were put into a picture as in Fig. 1.
If a QWAT database is filled the way described above, the
water path should be available, but not actually to the final
user/consumer, because, usually, water supplying companies
have their own software for customer management and
invoicing. We have to outline that, at the time this article was
written, there wasn’t any function within QWAT database, that
allowed to find the water path or extracts the customers for
some parts/sections of the water network and we came up with
some proposals formulated into a document in 2017. [3].
When it comes to
recommendations (Fig. 2):

valves

they

also

did

some

• Do not cut the pipe on the right of each valve.
• Place the valves on the vertices of the pipe line.

Fig. 1. Example of How to Break Pipes at Intersections in QWAT
Databases.

Fig. 2. Example of How to Place Valves in QWAT Databases.

In our case we begin using the QWAT model and we start
entering data into that model, which uses a PostgreSQL [4]
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database server. After a few months, we found that even if we
somehow link customers, to a water distribution pipe, we can’t
actually differentiate between customers and all of that,
because of the initial recommendations and the way our water
network was drew. In our case, the colleagues from GIS
(Geographic Information Systems) department, responsible
with drawing the water network, were not splitting the pipes
every time a pipe intersects a private branch.
We have to clarify what an intersection means from a GIS
standing point: two or more pipes that actually connect to each
other and not pipes that traverse other pipes (on top or under).
On other hand, getting outside on the field and looking at
an actual private branch connection, we found that private
branches are directly coupled to the distribution pipe (Fig. 3).
Fig. 4. Example of How a Private Branch is Actually Connected to the main
Pipe.
TABLE I.
Pipe
ID

Fig. 3. Example of How a Private Branch is Actually Connected to the
Distribution Pipe.

The current paper will continue with the following
chapters: Database Background, Database Proposed Changes,
Applied Research, Results and Conclusions.
II. DATABASE BACKGROUND

Fig. 4 presents a distribution pipe, on which we placed, one
node of the private branches, on its vertices (distribution pipe’s
vertices). That means that distribution pipe is not fragmented as
in Fig. 1 right section and it means that we can’t have a path
(water flow) from node 38578 (placed on a private branch) to
node 38529 (placed on distribution pipe), for example. In order
to be able to do that a parallel water network should be created
and kept within QWAT database. By having that parallel water
network, we will actually create a graph that will contain nodes
and edges for describing the water flow.

Pipe Table
Function

Material

Node A

Node B

…

16470

Distribution
pipe

Steel

38529

37719

…

18900

Private branch

Polyethylene

38580

38560

…

17898

Private branch

Polyethylene

38579

38557

…

14567

Private branch

Polyethylene

38578

38554

…

….

In the current database model, we can achieve this water
path goal only by fragmenting the distribution pipe every time
it intersects a private branch. Doing so in a real-life scenario is
unrealistic because of the amount of work and can’t be
achieved.

We started to study the QWAT model and see how and if,
can be changed in order to accommodate our needs.
The QWAT model has a table called “pipe” which holds
information for each water pipe. That information refers to
attributes like: pipe id, pipe function, install method, material,
bedding, precision, installation year, node a, node b, parent id,
geometry and a few other that are not relevant to our paper.
Let’s consider a real street, which has a distribution pipe and
each private branch is connected to that distribution pipe the
way presented in Fig. 3. From a QWAT database standing
point, the data is as in Fig. 4 and Table I.

EXAMPLE OF DATA KEPT IN THE PIPE TABLE

III. DATABASE PROPOSED CHANGES
Analyzing the above data, we came with some initial
conclusions and to do list, such as:
1) We need to (somehow) connect private branches to the
distribution pipe without redrawing the water network pipes.
2) We need to know/change the valve state in order to be
able to have a water path to the final consumer.
3) We need to match a private branch to a consumer.
4) We need to be able to show the water path from the
source(s) to any consumer. Knowing that, we will be able to
determine which valves should be closed in order to shut off or
on the water to a specific customer.
We stated above that we need to address at least four
database improvements in order to make it water path friendly.
The first improvement on that list: “connect private branches to
the distribution pipe without redrawing the water network
pipes”, it is the one that will allow us to determine the water
flow within the water network and further to achieve the other
goals on our list.
The first thought we had was to somehow split the
distribution pipe, but in real world those distribution pipes are
not split (Fig. 3) and our next idea was to build a parallel water
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network that will have the desired format. The newly parallel
water network will be fragmented as in Fig. 5. Furthermore,
that parallel network should be created without asking the user
to redraw the network in the format presented in Fig. 1.

We imagined the function to have as input parameter the ID
of the pipe (distribution pipe) that we want to split (ex. 16470 –
Table I, Fig. 5). The function works as follow:
• For the input ID we delete all the records from
“pipe_reference” having the fk_pipe field equal to the
input parameter.
• We select all the pipes (usually private branches) that
have one end placed on or near the vertices of the
inputted pipe. For all the selected pipes we keep only
the nodes placed on the vertices of the inputted pipe.
• Using all the nodes placed on the inputted pipe
(distribution pipe), together with the first and second
node of it (distribution pipe), we insert the missing rows
into “pipe_reference” table (Table II).
TABLE II.

Fig. 5. Example of How we want to Build the Parallel Water Network. We
used different Colors just to show that we will have Different Segments.

The parallel network should be built at the same time the
user draws the water network in it’s usually way, Fig. 4 and 5,
where the user does not split the distribution pipe every time it
intersects a private branch but places one end of a private
branch on the vertices of the distribution pipe. In addition to
this goal we figured out that a refresh button that creates that
parallel water network for the current bounding box is
acceptable and probably necessary.
Once the parallel network will be built we planned to add
an existing PostgreSQL extension, called pgRouting [5] to
QWAT database.
The first change to the QWAT model was to add a new
table, which we called it “pipe_reference” and has the
following fields:
• id, integer – an id for each pipe segment that will be
generated/created,

EXAMPLE OF WHAT THE PIPE_REFERENCE TABLE WILL HOLD

Pipe
Reference
ID

Pipe Reference
Fk_pipe

Node A

Node B

Geometry

1

16470

38529

38577

…

2

16470

38577

38578

…

3

16470

38578

38579

…

4

16470

38579

38580

…

5

16470

38580

38581

…

6

16470

38581

38582

…

7

16470

38582

42086

…

8

16470

40286

37719

…

…

The next envisioned step was to make a union between the
content of the “pipe_reference” table with the records from the
“pipe” table for whom the ids cannot be found in any of
“fk_pipe” values of “pipe_reference” table. By doing so, we
will have the parallel water network (automatically generated),
labeled in green, that will be pgRouting friendly (Fig. 6).

• fk_pipe, integer – a reference to the initial pipe,
• fk_node_a, integer – a reference to the first node of the
new segment,
• fk_node_b, integer – a reference to the second node of
the new segment,
• geometry, geometry – the geometry of the newly
created segment.
The reason behind the “pipe_reference” table is to keep the
parallel water network saved, for a later use. At this point, we
designed the “pipe_reference” table, but that one needed data
and we planned to populate it with the help of a new function,
called “fn_pipe_reference_update”. Further we will present
what that function does.

Fig. 6. Example of How the Parralel Water Network was Overlapped with
the Pipe Table. Observe the Green Labels in between Orange Brackets on Top
of some Pipes.
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IV. APPLIED RESEARCH
After envisioning the parallel water network design, we
moved forward by adding the new “pipe_reference” table into
the QWAT database and
the function named
“fn_pipe_reference_update” that will construct / fill the parallel
network. At the same time, we installed pgRouting in our
database server. The new extension, gave us some new routing
functions, from which we used “pgr_dijkstra”. This function
returns the shortest path using Dijkstra algorithm. In 1956
Edsger Dijkstra created a graph search algorithm (graph with
non-negative edge path costs) for determining the shortest path
[6]. Because the function works on graphs with non-negative
edge path costs and because there are valves on pipes (which
could be open or closed) we also added a function which we
called “fn_element_valve_status”. This function checks, if
there are valves on a pipe and if one valve is closed on that
pipe we consider the cost as being negative.
Fig. 7. Example of the Path between Node 38557 and 38529.

The example of running the function between node 38557
and node 38529 can be viewed in Fig. 7.
To this point, we addressed only the first and second item
on our to do list, but we said that we want have a match
between a private branch and a consumer and thus the path
from the water source to the final user.
On our map (Fig. 7), we have outlined that each private
branch serves a household. At some point the owners can
change and we have to take that into consideration. On other
hand the information about consumers is kept in a different
database that is not by default accessible to QWAT database.
One of the last changes done to our QWAT database was to
link the data about consumers into QWAT by adding a new
table called “qwat_od_subscriber_location” which has two
fields fk_subscriber and fk_location. The first field is a foreign
key to “subscriber” table, which is native to QWAT model.
The second field is a foreign key to “location” view, in a
foreign database that keeps the consumer information and
invoices. Regarding the foreign databases that keeps the
consumer information and could be linked to QWAT, the only
restrictions are related to the fact that those databases should be
addressable by a PostgreSQL feature called Foreign Data
Wrappers. The “location” view should always give us the
information about the current consumer for a specific location.

Fig. 8. Example of Determing/Identifying Clients/Customers.

To solve the last item in our to do list, we created a new
function within QWAT database that we called
“fn_valve_to_close”. The new function takes as input
parameter, the subscriber, which translates as the end node of
consumer’s private branch and determines all the water paths
from the sources, defined for that water network, to that
subscriber/consumer. For all the paths we outline the valves
and we color the closest one with green. The result of running
the function, on subscriber corresponding to the node 38557
can be seen in Fig. 9.

We built that function that displays basic information about
the current consumer at a specific location and the result can be
seen in Fig. 7.
We succeed in solving another point in our to do list, but
one item was still on that list. It is about the ability to find out
if the water flows from one source of the water network to one
final consumer.
Knowing which the clients are will allow the water
supplying company, to send customized information, to its
customers and thus improving its image. Water can flow in
either directions on a pipe and as result, we have a no
directional graph when it comes to water network pipes. We
have implemented the extraction of this graph, in JAVA, on the
server side of our web-based application. The result of this tool
can be seen in Fig. 8.

Fig. 9. Example of the Valves that Needs to be Closed for Node 38557.
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We have to make a note here, related to “pipe_reference”
table. The “pipe_reference” table has to be kept in
synchronization with the “pipe” table, which means, that every
time a user makes changes, to a pipe geometry, the
“pipe_reference” table has also to be updated, to keep up with
the modifications.
Regarding the hydraulic analysis that can be done on the
water network [8] we have to note that are applications that
already do that very well. From those applications we will
mention the one called EPANET 2 (software application used
throughout the world to model water distribution systems)
given freely by the government of USA [9] [10].
V. RESULT
We showed in our article how an existing open source
water network model (QWAT model) can be changed in order
to accommodate new requirements, but it was only one of the
steps we’ve done to improve the QWAT model.
Our way of extending the open source model, namely
QWAT, it’s not the only way, and other persons embraced our
ideas and extended QWAT model in a slightly different way,
which brought us joy to see that our work has been appreciated
[7].
Lately, another idea came to our attention, which is the
possibility to use graph databases for our processes [11] [12].
We know that graph databases are suitable for recommendation
engines and those can be used in our environment, namely
QWAT. Before presenting our envisioned workflow, we have
to outline that our relational database data is already in a
friendly graph format and already uses a graph extension called
pgRouting. All these will probably allow us in the future, to
export our data to graph databases and to extract more
information out of it. At this point and this time, we formulated
the following algorithm to be used to export data to a graph
database [13]:
• choose a graph database – only once.
• define case scenarios.
• specify relations or define new views to be exported.
• export the data to graph databases.
• run case scenarios to find out results.
• import results into the relational database and make use
of them.
By doing the above steps in an automated fashion we will
allow users to focus onto the results and thus maximizing the
amount of information extracted from a relational database. We
plan to test our proposed use of graph databases in the nearest
future and see how much we can benefit out of it.
The work presented in the current paper shows how to find
the water path in a water network, modeled in an open source
database (QWAT), but there are commercial databases that
also do that. One of those commercial databases is proposed by
ESRI (Environmental Systems Research Institute). Regarding
2

the performance of our model compared to ESRI’s model we
can’t tell much because of the costs involved in installing the
ESRI application.
We used our model for identifying the customers in a
Romanian city called Sighetu Marmatiei located in the
northern part of Romania. The city of Sighetu Marmatiei has
about 20000 customers and from those customers only about
9000 are placed on the map and linked to private branches. The
time to extract those city customers using our model is around
2-3 minutes which is a reasonable time.
VI. CONCLUSION
The current paper shows that an open source database
model of a water network can be extended to accommodate
new functions and those are similar to the functions from a
commercial database. We achieved that purpose by adding
tables, functions to an existing relational database, namely
QWAT. The new tables and functions allowed us to identify
the basic water flow of a water network but that flow did not
take in consideration pressure zones or pumps [14]. On other
hand our paper didn’t go into the hydraulic analysis of the
water network.
An improvement that easily can be done by any water
supplying company, is to add electric valve actuators, either to
every consumer or to valves within the water network and to
each actuator add a Wi-Fi circuit breaker. Connecting those
circuit breakers to the Internet and further to QWAT model, the
water supplying companies will be able to shut on or off water
to its clients, remotely [15].
In conclusion our paper presented a way of solving a
problem for a water supplying company by using open source
databases and their features.
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Abstract—In olden days it is difficult to identify the
unsusceptible forces happening in the society but with the
advancement of smart devices, government has started
constructing smart cities with the help of IoT devices, to capture
the susceptible events happening in and around the surroundings
to reduce the crime rate. But, unfortunately hackers or criminals
are accessing these devices to protect themselves by remotely
stopping these devices. So, the society need strong security
environment, this can be achieved with the usage of
reinforcement algorithms, which can detect the anomaly
activities. The main reason for choosing the reinforcement
algorithms is it efficiently handles a sequence of decisions based
on the input captured from the videos. In the proposed system,
the major objective is defined as minimum identification time
from each frame by defining if then decision rules. It is a sort of
autonomous system, where the system tries to learn from the
penalties posed on it during the training phase. The proposed
system has obtained an accuracy of 98.34% and the time to
encrypt the attributes is also less.
Keywords—HybridFly; Advanced Encryption Standard (AES);
reinforcement; anomaly detection; crime rate prediction; security
attacks; RCNN

I.

INTRODUCTION

Anomalies always refer to the abnormalities or deviations
that occur in regular flow. Since, all the devices in the IoT are
arranged in the distributed network manner, the
implementation of anomaly has its impact on the designed
system in terms of root cause analysis detection, cost and
threat reduction. The various kinds of mechanisms that can
identify anomaly are discussed in Fig. 1.
The Visual Discovery is the trending approach for
anomaly detection process, where IoT connected video
surveillances is connected in network. During this process,
huge amount of data are captured and it is difficult to work on
those data streams with high and multi-dimensions. So, an
anomaly marker system is developed, in which threshold is
marked with the help of neighborhood estimation. So, an
anomaly marker system is developed, in which threshold is
marked with the help of neighborhood estimation.
In this existing system, the visualization process helps to
form the segments which are occasional and peculiar and it
also finds the correlation between different entities that are
captured in the data streaming process with in the marked area

of regions. The threshold values in this mechanism are
dynamic in nature, which are automatically adjustable based
on the application data in the marked region. But, the system
suffers with unbalanced noisy data.

Fig. 1.

AD Mechanisms for Crime Predictions.

II. LITERATURE SURVEY
In [1] the primary goal of an abnormality
vulnerable model is to classify the system's characteristics into
usual and untruthful behaviors. To assess the tendency of
occurrences, smart city managers must use anomaly
observation engines to safeguard information from being
compromised by flaws or breaches. This paper focused on
conducting an analogy of various ML methodologies over
DNN by performing a research study to identify the best
method that can work with abnormalities in data. This study
has chosen the issue of attack type by the rarity in IoT. This
study was carried out on various attacks that may occur by the
abnormalities and an entire study was made out. The
researchers have also developed a grid structure that can
determine the various types of interventions and foresee the
possibility of happening an intrusion. This research helps in
choosing the best methodology for others to perform with
their own study from the proposed method depending on their
issue as this study explains each method that was used layer
by layer.
In [2] an innovative and expert motive that was developed
to help in the growth of the resources or for the people using
the advanced technologies that connects various electronic
gadgets like sensors and work on together by generating a
cumulative output is the development of smart cities. This
amazing development was deployed in most of the places
round the globe, but to make the devices derive better precise
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values that helps in yielding best accurate outcomes and to
make the developed machine more reliable, DL concepts were
opted. This paper relies on various DL techniques and derives
a cumulative study depending on the structural enhancement
on the smart city information. Along with the usage of these
preferred technologies, their usage, utilizations, and post
enhancements were also explained.
The standard methodologies used to deploy the values that
usually deviate out from the actual information, but it will be
useful in some conditions, with mathematical strategies [3].
Such type of data also satisfies a few constraints so that
ignoring this information paves data loss. This data can also
be included to make the machine perfect. So, these papers
focused on deploying a method that trains itself given a
condition with all the possibilities available and learn from its
experience. This method has shown better results in gaming,
as stated and to promote it to next level, this model was
applied in real time. This model was deployed and compared
with those outcomes of ML techniques with various
performance calculations and stated that their neural grid has
derived more precise results with less issue and keep tracking
of all the abnormalities.
With the increasing growth of intellectual areas and
connecting the electronic devices the information is gathered
and is shared among the united devices which lead in
misleading of the information and exposure of risks is high
[4]. So, rather than focusing on the raising technologies,
advancing the growth of security devices or systems,
analyzing them continuously and to eradicate the unnecessary
conditions are also critical. For this issue, ML methods were
opted to identify the rate of efficiency of the services provided
within the intelligent city with security problems. The
researchers have developed a self-learning system that learns
from the given constraints or the past experiences from the
information that supervises the overall activities that were
organized. A neural grid examines the incoming activities and
identifies the suspicious activities by breaking down them into
chunks of parts since it reduces the difficulties and enhances
the performance of the grid.
The problems that may rise due to the connectivity of
electronic devices within an intellectual city are as similar as
those that arise in an intelligent home rather on a smaller
scale, but the risks that may occur to the associated
accessories with security and for handling of the information
[5]. The consequences of a security flaw are not restricted to
online; it could also influence or be assisted in spatial context,
for as by speech. Vulnerability assessment in this ecosystem
should not rely only on estimation methods that retain the
same throughout times and for all participants. The
researchers have presented a system that automatically adjusts
to is ecosystem whenever a new commodity is introduced that
also distinguishes the necessary abnormalities. This method
was induced in a reward technique to its attributes under its
related ecosystem of untagged data and finds the anomalies.
With the rise in advanced technologies and their
applications in real life have changed into a smarter life like
form urban areas to intellectual cities [6]. This also helped in
usage of various sources and services in hand to very common

people as well. But even these advancements have challenges,
one of which is power issue. These electronic devices needed
to be associated with the commodities and should always be in
a communication in share but have limited power storage
devices along with the issues in networks and information
protection. This paper deployed a statistical self - learning
model that focuses on avoiding the DDos aggression on IoT
accessories and their networks. These models were deployed
based on the correlations of the various models within the
layers of the network grids that also focuses on the security
uncertainties.
Recently, advancements in connecting the intellectual
accessories have improved with various type of grids and
development [7]. One of such enhanced topologies with a
harmonized structure was implemented in WMN which had
derived several powerful attributes for development of the
intelligent smart grids NAN with the advancing research on
the devices that record the capabilities, working and usage of a
smart system. With the raise of such systems, the uncertainties
that may happen have dragged the scientist’s attention with
are related to ignorance of uncertainties. To find those
abnormalities patterns, a model that finds out them locally on
each site was established throughout the power distinguished
model. A self-learning technology with block chain was
developed to associate the local patterns of the outliers on a
larger image.
The advancements in the connected system under a single
ecosystem model were increased regularly and are in a great
demand in multiple fields to its varied applications [8]. But
increasing technologies also increases that risks with those
related to various modules in between. The recent
advancements in ML with named or tagged data for
distinguishing the objects have helped in reaching out the
problems. Detecting the attacker is one of the major problems
when dealing with protection of devices in association. This
paper has established a methodology focusing on this issue
with a model that learns by itself based on the given attributes,
constraints set and information of past. This method on
working on the same data iteratively develops itself and can
distinguish a risk or suspicious action when it is introduced.
This research was applied to a live data with tagged names
and stated that it has shown a better performance in
contrasting with ML models.
The study of 19 unsupervised anomaly detection
algorithms is with evaluation for multiple domains [9]. These
evaluations focused on strengths and weakness of different
approaches. This research is applied on 10 different datasets
which is focused on global/local anomaly behaviour on realworld applications.
Prevention from cyber-attacks is very much needed for
secure operation [10]. This research paper is about online
anomaly detection problem which mentioned a solution for
this using model free reinforcement learning. The results
generated by this approach show the timely and accurate
prevention by detecting the cyber-attacks which are targetting
on smart grid.
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III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
To reduce the crime rate in the smart cities, the proposed
system has developed an anomaly detector integrated with
reinforcement techniques especially in the remote places
during the mid-night hours. The Fig. 2 represents different
data frames associated with fire crime accident happened at a
business location.

Fig. 2.

In brightness transformation, it implements histogram
equalization to enhance the quality of the pixels it uses
cumulative distributive frequency and produces normalized
histogram. The reason for selecting histogram equalizer is it is
efficient in dealing non-monotonic and non-linear structures.
The crime scene contains more number of dissimilar and
complex structured figures. So histogram equalizer is the apt
brightness technique. In geometric transformations, the
proposed algorithm majorly focuses on interpolation based on
Grey scale factors. The change of direction or enhancements
to the images produce new co-ordinates, these values may not
be accommodated. The system needs interpolation mechanism
to fit these new co-ordinates system. The proposed system
implements linear interpolation technique, in which the
neighboring pixel values are examined and considers the value
with maximum brightness function as output.
Then for the person identified images are fine tuned to
remove the noisy data during the capturing process and extract
the important features. The proposed system uses the concept
of dynamic fly to select the adaptive features and extract the
needed features. The concept of genetic algorithm is opposite
to the correlation because the attractiveness property states
that distance have inverse impact on the attraction. The
extracted features are encoded using Hybrid Fly algorithm to
protect the information for further mishandling by the
attackers or hackers.

Fire Accident Captured in Video Surveillance.

Proposed system works on the dataset known as “UCFCrime Anomaly”, which has multi cases video captured
records of different crime incidents occurred in various
locations in India. The major goal of this system is to identify
the criminals and also sends notification to the nearest police
station about the incident. The reinforcement technique helps
the model in identifying the multiple objects simultaneously
and generates a sequence of actions by generating the dynamic
rules based on the captured entities. The overall experimental
setup is illustrated in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3.

The proposed model, starts processing the objects and
persons captured by the video by finding the facial land marks
for the persons and RCNN for the objects. The proposed
model uses traditional processing techniques like brightness
and geometric transformation.

Object Detection Process in Crime Anomaly Detection.

Algorithm: Pseudocode for Attribute Encryption using
Hybrid Fly Algorithm:
Begin
1. Define an objective function of K-extracted dimensions
2. Set up initial dimensions as firefly population, k
3. Determine the intensity for each firefly group based on the
threshold
4. for each i0 to k
5. for each j0 to i
i. if (F[i]>F[j])
Then update the firefly to next fold
ii. Else
Calculate attractiveness distance based on the threshold
iii. best_feature[i]Update rank value for each feature by
finding the best score
6. new_featureAES(best_feature[i],key=256)
End
In the proposed system, model free Deep Q-Learning
Neural Network(DQNN) technique is implemented by
defining an action value function in terms of current state and
action to be performed on the current state by the agent based
on the rules generated by the AO* algorithm. The major goal
of this NN model is to maximize the rewards in every iteration
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so that the time to detect the object decreases. The reward
function is defined as shown in (1).
DQNN(S_New, A_New)R(S_New,A_New)+α*
max(S_old,A_New)

(1)

In every iteration DQNN, updates the table associated with
state and action. The states are passed as input to the neural
network, which is designed as the auto encoder. All the Qvalues are obtained as continuous output. The “tanh”
activation helps the regressor in predicting the output variable.
The output of the objection is represented in Fig. 4.

TABLE I.
S.No

Input Size in MB

RSA

DES

Proposed

1

25

0.485

0.41

0.334

2

50

0.535

0.443

0.352

3

75

0.563

0.499

0.431

4

100

0.625

0.542

0.46

In Fig. 6, X-axis represents size of the file in MB as
mentioned in Table I and Y-axis represents time in nano
seconds.

Fig. 6.
Fig. 4.

Person Identification in Crime Scene.

For object detection, the CNN creates the feature map
based on the selective search to create new regions of interests
in the network. The visual attention mechanism helps the
system to consider the weighted average mechanism, to obtain
the new vectors.
IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
The proposed system to prove its efficiency, it has
performed a comparative study on the different existing
mechanisms and is illustrated in Fig. 5.
Fig. 5 represents different algorithms compared on the xaxis and accuracy percentages on the y-axis. There is a clear
evidence that proposed model has exhibited best accuracy
among all the others. The model has also obtained recall and
precision values in terms of identifying the true positive and
false negative labels. The model also discusses the comparison
based on the encryption time of different security algorithms
and the proposed algorithm and is illustrated in Table I.

V. CONCLUSION
With the reinforcement technique it is observe that high
precision and accuracy values are obtained with very short
training of the system. One of the advantages of the proposed
system is assigning ranks to the peculiar objects that has been
captured and also reduces the ranking losses that incur due to
the miss-classification of the objects. The background
subtraction process helps the system to improve the quality of
the software and integrated visual attention mechanism can
also works fine in identification of moving objects. The
involvement of the computer vision has enhanced the quality
and training phase automatically without any human
intervention. The proposed system has implemented model
free technique because it consumes less space, since it does
not involve any storage of states and actions but it applies
brute forces techniques. So, the knowledge updation is time
consuming task. In the future work, research can be extended
based on the time lines and historical data that happened
frequently in the span of time which involves model based
techniques.

[2]

Fire Comparative Study on Accuracy in Predicting the Object
Detection.

Encryption Time- Comparative Study.

When compared to RSA and DES algorithms, proposed
algorithm has got less time to encrypt the file and the
encryption time increases when the file size increases. This
description is illustrated in Fig. 6.

[1]

Fig. 5.

FILE ENCRYPTION TIME

[3]
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Abstract—Increasing agricultural productivity such as
tomatoes needs to be increased, considering the consumption
growth reaches 6.34% per year. Efforts to increase productivity
can be made through several methods, such as counting and
predicting the time of fruit to be harvested. This information is a
a visual problem, so computer vision should solve it as an
automation method in the industry world. With this information,
the farmer can monitor the tomato fruit growth. The proposed
method is a framework that has been implemented in real-time
processing. To obtain growth information of tomatoes, the
tomato area can be used as a region of interest (ROI) every week
or another scheduled time. As the challenge of this research, this
ROI can be extracted using segmentation analysis. The
segmentation method used is Mask Region-Convolutional
Network (R-CNN) with ResNet101 architecture. The accuracy of
this method is obtained from the similarity value between the
proposed method and the ground truth used, namely 97.34%
using the Dice Coefficient and 94.83% using the Jaccard
Coefficient. This result indicates that the method can extract the
ROI information with high accuracy. So, the result can be used
as a reference for the farmer to treat each tomato plant.
Keywords—Deep learning; Mask R-CNN;
tomato; growth
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INTRODUCTION

Tomato consumption from 2016 - 2020 increased from
883.23 thousand tons to 1,084.99 thousand tons, or an increase
of 6.34% from 2019 [1]. Despite an increase in production,
tomato fruit has perishable properties and is classified as a
climacteric fruit, where the peak of respiration and ethylene
production occurs at the beginning of fruit ripening [2]. This
can cause tomatoes to be easily damaged, causing a reduced
supply of tomatoes at the consumer level and food insecurity.
In addition, tomato production also faces future challenges in
scarcity of water resources, soil salinization, and other abiotic
stresses. The growth and development of tomato plants are
influenced by several factors, including temperature, humidity,
and altitude. If the environment does not support the growth
and development of tomato plants, it will affect the
productivity of tomato plants.
Increasing agricultural productivity through several
methods, such as fruit counting and prediction of fruit to be
harvested and early detection of environmental diseases and
weeds, can be done at this time. Solutions for utilizing the
latest technologies such as deep learning, the internet of things,
and robotics are very effective and efficient for plant
management [3]. Smart farming systems can reduce waste,

increase productivity, and allow the management of more
resources through remote sensing [4]. Remote monitoring
through intelligent farming systems allows production yields to
increase because farmers need a lot of time to solve pests, soil
conditions, rain, or weeds, which can now be done through
remote sensing and automation. A survey that has been
conducted [5] has analyzed various articles related to deep
learning technologies, and each work is compared with existing
techniques. Deep learning methods have been widely used in
various fields of agriculture, such as plant disease detection,
crop classification, weed identification, fruit counting, land
classification, obstacle detection, image translation, weather
forecasting, yield prediction, and animal behavior classification
[6].
Deep learning technology that has been applied to the
horticultural domain for variety recognition, yield estimation,
quality detection, growth, surveillance, and other detection,
where this review aims to assist researchers and provide
guidance to them in the use of deep learning. This guide is to
understand the strengths and weaknesses that may occur when
implementing deep learning. From the results of a review that
has been carried out [7], there is a deep learning technique for
object detection that is commonly used in horticultural crops,
namely Convolutional Neural Network (CNN). There are three
types of object-based detection with CNN; the first is object
recognition such as LeNet, AlexNet, VGGNet, GoogLeNet,
and ResNet, while the second is a combination of the first
method with two-stage detection to achieve improved and
accelerated detection. This method includes R-CNN, Faster RCNN, and Mask R-CNN. As for the third type, detection is for
one stage, which can immediately give the results of object
boundaries according to their position. Using these models,
fruit yields can be estimated automatically, and plant stress
levels can be detected early. An agriculture science model with
the help of deep learning techniques can be used to detect leaf
diseases with images of corn, peaches, grapes, potatoes,
tomatoes, and strawberries [8][9]. In this case, the image
processing technique used is the CNN model for plant disease
detection. The tests that have been carried out give an accuracy
rate of 94.29%.
The Faster R-CNN method in the classification process of
apple objects can give very accurate results [10]. A citrus fruit
yield mapping system has been developed using a robotics
platform [11]. The results of presenting the Fast R-CNN
method used to detect citrus fruits that have been taken from
different conditions (distance to fruit, camera angle, and slight
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variation) with the implementation of this method give better
results than the human process with an Average Precision score
(AP)=0.76. The blueberry fruit calculation process has been
automatically developed based on ripeness and maturity
classification with deep learning methods. In this case, what is
used for blueberry fruit segmentation is the R-CNN model by
producing an average precision for validation and test datasets
is 78.3% and 71.6% below the 0.5 intersections over union
(IOU) threshold with an accuracy of 90.6% and 90.4%,
respectively [12].
There is another framework, namely the YOLOv3
framework, which has been modified to YOLO-tomato, which
can show better results than other advanced methods so that the
YOLO-tomato method is better for detecting tomatoes in realtime with complex tomato environmental conditions [13]. The
deep learning architecture used in general is a semantic
segmentation architecture such as Deep Neural Network
(DNN) in the field of Computer Vision (CV) [14]. The most
popular DNN architectures are AlexNet, GoogleNet, VGGNet,
and Resnet. Implementation of semantic segmentation
techniques with DNN architecture has several problems, one of
which is caused by the many parameters involved or
overfitting. DNN requires high-quality labeled data and largescale data. So, an effective solution is to build large, highquality data sets that are difficult to achieve. Semantic
detection in real-time is very important because it can be useful
in autonomous systems and robotic interactions. Therefore,
several new methods are adopted to increase computational
efficiency, accuracy, and background noise. The semantic
segmentation architecture is a fully convolutional network
(FCN), ParseNet, deconvolution network, U-Net, feature
pyramid network (FPN), and Mask R-CNN. The survey results
show that there are many scopes of improvement in terms of
accuracy, speed, complexity, and overfitting problems, so that
new methods or combinations of semantic segmentation
architecture are needed to increase efficiency and accuracy. In
one extension of this model, [15] proposed a Mask R-CNN for
object instance segmentation, which beats all previous
benchmarks on many COCO challenges. This model efficiently
detects objects in an image while simultaneously generating a
high-quality segmentation mask for each instance. Mask RCNN is essentially a Faster RCNN with three output branches.
The first computes the bounding box coordinates, the second
computes the associated classes, and the third computes the
binary mask to segment the object. The Mask R-CNN loss
function combines the losses of the bounding box coordinates,
the predicted class, and the segmentation mask and trains
jointly. In this research, Mask R-CNN is used to segment the
tomato area. The segmentation is more challenging than object
detection or classification because all subject areas should be
identified, and the pixel that false detection would have
become an error of the method. Mask R-CNN more
comprehensively detecting the region rather than R-CNN with
masking method.

Mask R-CNN and ending with similarity testing between
segmentation results using the deep learning method with
manual segmentation results. In detail, the stages in the
proposed framework can be seen in Fig. 1.
A. Data Collecting
All images were obtained from the primary data captured
from tomatoes in a greenhouse. The data was collected from
tomatoes is planted in the period from July to September 2021.
The commercial tomato varieties planted and used as the data
are Tora, Servo, and Tatyana. These varieties can live in the
lowlands. The image was taken using a mobile phone camera
and mobile robot camera with resolution 2592×1944 (5MP).
The image contains multiple objects inside. The total dataset
collected is about 600 images (includes 210 images Tora, 185
Servo, and 205 Tatyana). From these images, there are 2476
objects of tomato that can be identified visually. In this study,
no preprocessing stage was applied to the image to be tested.
Only train data needs to be labeled to support the Mask R-CNN
method, and this is related to system development in actual
conditions, where lighting and image transformation obtained
are unavoidable. An example of an image data set can be seen
in Fig. 2.
B. Image Labeling
Image segmentation aims to recognize and understand
what's in the image at the pixel level. Every pixel in an image
belongs to a single class, as opposed to object detection, where
the bounding boxes of objects can overlap.

II. METHODS
This research proposes a framework consisting of several
stages, namely image data collection, image data labeling, data
set separation for training and model validation, then continued
by building a model and implementing segmentation using

Fig. 1. Proposed Framework.
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Fig. 4. Mask R-CNN Architecture.

FPN uses a variety of feature maps to produce higherquality information. FPN is a feature extractor designed using
the pyramid concept but is superior in speed and accuracy.
FPN processes information in two ways, namely bottom-up
(bottom-up) and top-down (top-down).

Fig. 2. Sample of Image Data Sets.

Fig. 3. Image Labeling Process using Maksense.ai.

Therefore, one preprocessing stage is needed in image
segmentation, namely, image labeling. As shown in Fig. 3, an
example image labeling, there are two tomatoes, so the model
should be identifying all the pixels belonging to each tomato.
That's where instance segmentation comes in. With instance
segmentation, multiple disparate regions can belong to a single
instance of a class. Each tomato in the example is annotated as
an instance of the tomato class and is also given an ID such as
"Tomato 1," "Tomato 2," and so forth. Therefore, the model
can identify all the pixels belonging to an individual tomato
even if the instance contains multiple regions.
The labeling process gives a point on the edge of the object.
These points will be connected to form a polygon line. The
coordinates of these points will be stored in a JSON file which
must be called when executing the training model method.
C. Modelling and Testing using Mask R-CNN
Mask R-CNN is a deep learning framework that can detect
objects in an image that generates a segmentation mask for
each instance or commonly called instance segmentation [15].
This method runs on Faster R-CNN [16] (can be seen in
Fig. 4), so that in performing mask detection, the R-CNN can
be divided into three parts, namely: (i) feature extraction
network, (ii) region-proposal network, and (iii) instance
detection and segmentation networks.
1) Feature extraction: Mask R-CNN applies multiple
backbone architecture. Some of the backbones used for Mask
R-CNN are ResNet, ResNet, and FPN. In the Region Proposal
Network (RPN) process, a Region of Interest (RoI) will be
generated through an alignment process which will then be
input for the instance detection and segmentation networks.
Mask R-CNN uses a combination of ResNet101
architecture and FPN (Feature Pyramid Network) to generate
RoI features when feature extraction is performed. FPN is a
basic component in the recognition system to detect objects at
different scales using the same image.

Bottom-up data processing extracts features using ResNet,
in which the spatial dimension of each layer decreases while
the semantic value increases. Top-down processing increases
the resolution of the semantic layer, but the location of objects
is not precise. FPN adds lateral connections between
reconstructed layers and a corresponding feature map to help
detectors better predict locations. Lateral connection is the
convolution and addition operation between the two
corresponding levels of the two pathways. FPN surpasses the
single ConvNet because it retains semantic features at various
resolutions.
From ResNet101 four feature maps were extracted (layer-1,
layer-2, layer-3 and layer-4). An approach called the topbottom pathway is used to produce the final feature map. The
top-bottom pathway approach starts from the top feature map
(x/32, y/32, 256) and starts down to a larger feature map by
applying the up-sample operation. A 1 x 1 convolution was
performed to reduce the number of channels to 256 before
sampling and then added elements to the up-sample output
from the previous iteration. All up-sample outputs were applied
to a 3 x 3 convolution layer to produce the last four feature
maps, while the fifth feature map was generated from the maxpooling operation.
2) Region proposal network: Each feature map generated
in the feature extraction process will go through a 3 x 3
convolution layer. But before that, the feature map is scanned
using anchor boxes with various scales and ratios. The
resulting output is then forwarded to two branches, one
relating to the objectivity or confidence score and the other to
the bounding box regressor. A confidence score can be
obtained by calculating the IoU (intersection over union)
between the bounding box and the ground truth. IoU is
obtained by dividing the overlapping area by the combined
area of the ground truth and bounding box. The confidence
score ranges from 0 to 1. The greater the Confidence score
means, the higher the system confidence that the object
contained in the bounding box is the object to be detected.
3) Instance detection and semantic segmentation: The
segmentation instance process is carried out using a fully
connected network that takes RoI as input to detect the
presence of objects, bounding boxes, class labels, and
confidence values. A fully Convolutional Network (FCN) is
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used to perform semantic segmentation on the image by
predicting the semantic class of each pixel in the bounding
box. This causes each instance to display a different color
according to its bounding box.
D. Manual Segmentation
A manual segmentation process is needed to generate
Ground Truth data. This data is used to compare whether the
segmentation process using the Mask R-CNN method is
successful in approaching expert judgment. Manual
segmentation is carried out using an image processing
application to remove or change the background with black
color or a value of 0 (see Fig. 5.b) and then convert to a binary
image (see Fig. 5.c).
E. Similarity Evaluation using Dice and Jaccard Coefficient
Dice and Jaccard coefficient have been utilized to measure
the segmentation accuracy. Rockefeller used these coefficients
in the segmentation in cucumber seed [17]. The Jaccard
coefficient measures similarity between sample sets. It is
defined as the size of the intersection divided by the size of the
union of the sample sets. Sample sets are obtained by mask
(black, white) image on every region from segmentation result
and ground truth image, to be detailed see Equation 1. Samples
sets contain, i.e., the region of interest from algorithm
segmentation result and manual segmentation by an expert
judgment as ground truth data. The Jaccard coefficient also
called Intersection over Union (IoU), is used in the Mask RCNN evaluation model.
|𝑋∩𝑌|

𝐽(𝑋, 𝑌) = |𝑋∪𝑌|

(1)

Where X is the set of every region from segmentation and
Y is the set of every region from the ground truth image, which
has a true value (1 in binary image).

III. RESULTS
A. Model Evaluation
To conduct training and validation, 530 data sets were used
consisting of various types of age and tomatoes. Of all the data
sets, 70% are used as training data sets and 30% for testing
data sets. The evaluation of the results of the model form can
be seen in Fig. 6. Fig. 6.a shows the training loss, which goes
towards 0 as the epoch value increases, while Fig. 6.b shows
the validation loss, which is 0, although it is not as good as the
training loss. However, these two graphs are convergent,
showing that the model formed is fit, meaning that the model
can predict the data set outside the training data.
B. Segmentation Result
After the model is formed and thorough evaluation, it is
declared fit. Then the model is then used to perform image
testing segmentation. Mask R-CNN can perform segmentation
by providing a mask, and at the same time assigning class
labels as class numbering "Tomato-1" and "Tomato-2" so that
objects can be separated. In addition, this method can also
provide a bounding box accompanied by a confident value
from the results of the class classification. In Fig. 7.a can be
seen the segmentation results, where the confident value can
also be seen. Fig. 7.b and Fig. 7.c are the results of extracting
fruit areas "Tomato-1" and "Tomato-2".
The next process is to calculate the number of pixels from
the area of each tomato. The first process is to convert the
image into a binary image or a value of 0 (black) and 1 (white).
Furthermore, the total number 1 in the image can show the
number of pixels of each object. Fig. 8 shows the result of
converting an image into a binary image.

Then, almost like Jaccard, Dice distance is also utilized to
measure the similarity, but it has different properties, Equation
2. Dice are used as an optimist measurement which gives the
double weighting value on the true positive value (intersection
of two regions).
2|𝑋∩𝑌|

𝐷(𝑋, 𝑌) = |𝑋|+|𝑌|

(2)

(a)

(b)

Fig. 6. Model Evaluation. (a) Training Loss, (b) Validation Loss.

Where 2 |X ∩ Y | is the double weighting of number value
which is intersected on two data sets. While |X| and |Y | are the
number of data sets which are having true value (1).

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 7. Segmentation Result. (a) Image Segmented with Mask, (b) Tomato-1
Area, (c) Tomato-2 Area.
(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 5. Manual Segmentation Process. (a) Original Image, (b) Remove or
Change Backgorund, (c) Convert to Binary Image.

Fig. 8. The Result of Binary Conversion Process.
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C. Segmentation Evaluation
Segmentation results are evaluated using the Dice and
Jaccard coefficient. This method is used to assess the similarity
between the proposed method result and the ground truth
obtained through manual segmentation. In Fig. 9, the
segmentation results using the proposed method do not have
smooth or imperfect edges like manual segmentation results.
Thus, this deviation makes the difference in the number of
pixels between the two. The evaluation results show that the
first image has a similarity value based on the Dice coefficient
of 97.90. This value shows 97.90% of the pixels in the
segmentation area with the proposed method are the same as
the manual segmentation results, likewise, with the Jaccard
coefficient, which shows a value of 95.90. Jaccard always
gives less value than Dice.
In Fig. 10, the graph of the similarity evaluation results on
30 data sets used as testing data can be seen. The graph shows
that the average evaluation result is above 90%. Only one
image can be segmented with a similarity value of about 87%.
The average evaluation results for 30 images with the Dice
coefficient is 97.34% and using the Jaccard Coefficient is
94.83%. These results indicate that the Mask R-CNN can
segment well on the image of tomatoes from various types of
tomatoes and tomato colors. Thus, the calculation results in the
form of some pixels from the tomato area can be declared valid
so that the research can be continued with analyzing the
development of tomatoes.

have characteristics, namely round or oval or other shapes
according to the type of plant. Tomato fruit growth can be seen
from the area of the fruit. Although the picture of the fruit must
be taken from a consistent direction, for example, in the first
week after fruit formation is taken using a camera from an
angle of 180 degree or straight from the top of the tree, then in
the following week, it is taken from above as well. Likewise, if
taken from the side of 90 degree.
In Fig. 11, you can see a graph of the increase in the ten
observed fruits (not all of them are shown due to the clarity of
the graph). Some fruits have different growth patterns.
Knowing each fruit's growth pattern or average can be
recommended regarding environmental engineering and proper
fertigation. Thus, fruit growth can be evenly distributed, and
harvest targets can be achieved.
Tomato fruit development during four weeks of the
observation showed good development and was detected by
increasing the number of pixels area. Tomato fruit develops
every week marked by increasing fruit dimensions and fruit
color that changes from light green to a red tinge and finally
red. The time required by tomatoes from flowering to
harvesting was 5-6 weeks [18]. In Fig. 12 can be seen the
average of tomato fruit growth in a week, which shows how
each tomato grows and require special handling for such fruit
like tomato 5 and 6. According to [19], the weight of small
vegetable tomatoes has an average weight of < 50 g per fruit,
medium size with a weight range per fruit of 50 - 70 g, and
large size with a weight per fruit of > 70 g. This size unit must
be converted in some pixels by volume calibration, so the unit
can match the image processing standard.

Fig. 9. Segmentation Evaluation. Left: Original Image, Center: Proposed
Method Result, Right: Manual Segmentation Result.

Fig. 11. Tomato Fruit Growth in 4 weeks after Fruit Formation

Fig. 10. Similarity Value of Segmentation Result vs Ground Truth.

IV. DISCUSSION
One of the indicators related to the increase in tomato
production is the growth of tomato fruit after flowering. The
camera can capture fruits formed for a week as objects that

Fig. 12. Tomato Fruit Growth in 4 weeks after Fruit Formation.
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V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The Mask R-CNN method can perform properly and has
accuracy as indicated by the similarity value measured by the
Dice Coefficient and Jaccard Coefficient with an average value
of 97.34% and 94.83%, respectively. This similarity value
indicates that this method can be used to find the Region of
Interest area of tomato objects so that it can be used to measure
tomato growth. The entire system has worked in real-time with
various problems such as lighting, morphology, and
transforming fruit shapes and other objects. The real-time
segmentation method is difficult to implement using K-Means,
SVM, or Neural Network methods. For future work, it is
necessary to calibrate the fruit weight unit (kg) into the
volume, while in terms of the proposed method, a volume
estimation process must be added. Thus, higher accuracy will
be obtained regarding the analysis of tomato fruit growth based
on the image.
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Abstract—Reading online news is the most popular way to
read articles from news sources worldwide. Nowadays, we have
observed a mass increase of information that is shared through
social media and specially news. Many researchers have
proposed different techniques that focus on providing
recommendations to news articles, but most of these researches
focused on presenting solution for English text. This research
aimed to develop a personalized news recommender system that
can be used by Arabic newsreaders; to display news articles
based on readers’ interests instead of presenting them only in
order of their occurrence. To develop the system we have created
an Arabic dataset of tweets and a set of Arabic news articles to
serve as the source of recommendations. Then we have used
CAMeL tools for Arabic natural language processing to
preprocess the collected data. After that, we have built a hybrid
recommender system through combining two filtering
approaches: First, using a content-based filtering approach to
consider the user's profile to recommend news articles to the
user. Second, using collaborative filtering approach to consider
the article's popularity with the support of Twitter. The system’s
performance was evaluated using two evaluation metrics. We
have conducted a user experimental study of 25 respondents to
perform an assessment to get the users’ feedbacks. Also, we have
used Mean Absolute Error (MAE) metrics as another way to
evaluate the system accuracy. Based on evaluation results we
found that hybrid recommender systems would recommend
more relevant articles to users compared to the other two types of
recommender system.
Keywords—Hybrid recommender
network; Arabic news recommendation
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INTRODUCTION

The magnitude of data generated on the Internet by
different business communities, administrations, industrial
sectors, scientific research and general data has increased
immeasurably [1]. The research of [2] has reported that the
world produces about 2.5 quintillion bytes of internet data
daily, and almost 90% of this data is unstructured. Similarly,
on social media sites, there is a massive bulk of un-related data
and other non-authentic news which cause the users several
issues related to privacy, psychological problems and many
more. Organizations and some users need different new
methods to process the extensive, massive data, on social
media, into meaningful comprehensions. A report by [3] stated
that more than half of the world's population is presently using
the Internet and more than 250 million population use Arabic.

Understanding Arabic words and their vowels and
consonants is still lacking in machine learning and getting the
proper theme of the words written in Arabic. This situation is
due to the significant number of Arabic languages
subcategories with different accents and meanings, which
cause the listener to misconception the idea [4]. The text
categorization to assign a category to Arabic language content
on the Internet and in social media lags behind the actual
outcomes, since there are no firm rules for Arabic language
understanding by machine learning systems [5]. Part of these
massive Arabic data on social media and other platforms is
news. The relation between journalists and audience is shifting
towards the use of new technologies and algorithms in digital
news. Several platforms display your content in this digital
world as YouTube, Instagram, Facebook and different news
sites and journals. Different other platforms are being used in
news field, but not all of these platforms are authentic and
reliable for the news and data collected.
This research's motivation is the need for a valuable tool or
system to help readers in such information overload situations.
Thus, the news at any site can be displayed in an order based
on the reader's interests, instead of using the same order of
presentation for all readers based on a publisher's opinion. The
motivation for the solution comes from [1], where the
researcher has developed a news recommender system with the
help of micro-blogging services. News articles are sorted based
on the popularity of the article, which is identified using tweets
from the public timeline of Twitter. The researcher has also
built the user profile based on the user's interests, so the news
articles are sorted by matching the user profile's characteristics.
The research of [6] has developed a personalized recommender
system for calculating the closeness between Twitter users in a
social circle. The system suggests topics or interests that users
may have to analyze social information. This solution and
other similar propositions have already been presented English
medium, but not in the Arabic language.
The research aims at developing an Arabic recommender
system to display news or articles to each reader based on their
interests instead of presenting them only in the order of their
occurrence using Twitter.
The research is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a
comprehensive overview of recommender systems and
discusses other researchers' work in this field. Section 3
discusses the process of data gathering and preprocessing to
move to Section 4, where it describes the design and
implementation of our Arabic news recommender system.
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Section 5 discusses the evaluation of the proposed system's
result using one of recommendation systems evaluation
metrics. Finally, Section 6 summarizes the research and
suggests future works.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
A. Recommendation Systems
The rapid increase in the amount of accessible digital data
and the vast numbers of Internet users has generated a possible
knowledge overload problem that sometimes hinders timely
accessibility to online information or needed items. Data
gathering systems, including Google, Altavista and
DevilFinder, have slightly fixed the issue, but the
personalization and prioritization of the information have been
missing. It has generated a much higher demand for
recommendation systems compared to older times. These
systems are considered as knowledge retrieval systems used to
tackle the issue of overloading information [7]. This is done via
filtering essential fragments of information from a substantial
amount of dynamically produced information as per user
interest, actions or preferences noticed regarding specific items
[8]. Using information from user profiles, recommendation
systems possess the potential to predict if a user will choose
something or not [9].
While several strategies have been established in the past,
research is still ongoing as it is mainly used in many apps that
configure suggestions and deal with overloading information
[10]. These systems benefit both service providers and users
[11], they substantially reduce transaction costs for detecting
and choosing products in an online retail environment [12].
These systems have been shown to enhance the reliability of
the decision-making process. When setting up e-commerce, the
recommended systems boost sales since they successfully sell
more products [11]. Throughout libraries science, these
systems assist consumers by encouraging them to step past
index searches. Recommending programs assist consumers of
research libraries by encouraging them to pass beyond
catalogue searches. Consequently, the need to utilize precise
and effective recommendations strategies inside a program that
can offer reliable and relevant advice to consumers could not
be overemphasized [9].
B. Recommendation Systems’ Approaches
Using systems of recommendation that are both reliable
and efficient is necessary for a program that aims to offer
excellent and practical guidance to its user, demonstrating the
value of knowing the characteristics and potential of different
domain approaches. Classifying recommendation system is
usually based on the rating estimation [10]. Generally, there are
three approaches to recommendation systems:
• Collaborative filtering approach.
• Content-Based filtering approach.
• Hybrid Filtering approach.
Collaborative filtering is a domain-independent predictive
strategy where the information cannot be conveniently and
accurately classified via metadata, e.g., music and movies. This
approach operates by constructing a database with user

preferences for specific items. Afterwards, it groups the users
with related preferences and interests to make
recommendations by calculating how similar their profiles are
[13]. Content-based filtering technique uses an algorithm
which is dependent on domain and relies primarily on
evaluating the properties of objects for producing predictions.
It is most suitable where documents such as publications, web
pages and news, have to be recommended. Throughout this
method, recommendations are provided using user identities
formed by using features that have been derived from the
contents of those items that previously have been reviewed by
the particular user, so the system will recommend the user of
items that are so related to the items he/she liked before
[14,15].
To understand the difference, Content-Based filtering
requires information about items’ features, instead of using
user’s interactions and feedback. Good examples are movie
attributes such as actor genre, year, director or textual articles
content. On the other side, Collaborative filtering doesn’t
require anything else except the user’s historical preference on
a set of items to recommend from. So it assumes that user who
has agreed in the past will also tend to agree in the future
[14,15].
Traditional filtering techniques have distinct weaknesses
and strengths. For instance, Collaborative filtering suffers from
cold start and sparsity issues, whereas content-based suffers
from need and narrowness explanation. Nevertheless, hybrid
solution that uses one method to render recommendations
where the other fails lead to a more reliable recommendation
framework [16,17]. Hybrid filtering combines various
recommendation techniques to optimize the system's
optimization to avoid specific difficulties and challenges with
the systems of recommendation [18]. By using more than one
filtering technique, the limitations can be minimized and the
recommendations will be more accurate in a hybrid model
[19].
C. Current Researches in Recommendation Systems
Some
researchers
have
proposed
the
hybrid
recommendation system technique as an excellent solution to
solve or enhance their research issue. The research [20] has
discussed the impact of visual information, i.e., customers'
photos and put on some blogs, to predict favourite restaurants
for any given user. By considering the visual information as an
intermediate, the researcher suggested integrating two common
recommender system approaches, collaborative filtering and
content-based filtering, to show the proposed hybrid system's
effectiveness with considering visual information. Another
research of [21] has described a recommendation system built
on a probabilistic programming language and discussed the
benefits and challenges of explaining the generated
recommendations to users. Using an online user survey, the
research evaluated the explanations for hybrid algorithms in a
set of text, visual and graph formats, which are either new
designs or derived from existing hybrid recommendation
systems. Moreover, the research showed that hybrid systems
demonstrate better accuracy than recommendation strategies
that use a single source.
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A study of [22] had focused on creating an engine for a
product recommendation, which can be accessed by third-party
software to obtain certain product recommendations using
some input data. The study's overall aim was to make novel
contributions on how the user events can be gathered and
processed and how they can be used by the methods of data
mining to make product recommendations. The study has
solved product recommendations appropriate for big data by
investigating methods to process user event data.
D. News Recommendation Systems
The relation between journalists and audiences is shifting
towards new technologies and algorithms in digital news [23].
Several platforms display the digital world's content as
YouTube, Instagram, Facebook and different news sites and
journals. Different approaches are being used in the news field,
but not all platforms are authentic and reliable for the news and
data collected. These news fields serve the expanded eyes of
the viewers or listeners. The study of [24] showed how the
news topics could be used to recommend English news articles.
The researcher used supervised learning methods such as
Naive Bayes, linear regression and logistic regression. All of
these machine learning models have a different nature to
determine the user ratings for an article. The research of [25]
has presented a robust system for providing English real-time
news recommendations to the user based on the user’s history
of the last visits to the website, popularity of stories and current
user’s context.
E. Arabic Language and Recommendation Systems
Arabic language is one of the most widespread languages
globally [26], spoken by more than 422 million people. Its
speakers are distributed in the region known as the Arab world
and many other neighboring regions such as Turkey, Chad,
Mali, Senegal and Eritrea. Arabic language considered as one
of the Semitic languages that are rich in syntax (words
arrangement to make phrases and sentences) and its
morphology (the structure of internal word) [27]. There are
three forms of Arabic language: classical Arabic [28], which is
the language of Islam’s Holy Book (Qur’an) that is not used in
daily life, modern standard Arabic (MSA) as well as dialect
Arabic. MSA is the standard form that is used in official news,
education and media.
Unfortunately, the Arabic language's Recommendation
Systems did not acquire enough attention [29]. It happened due
to the limited number of tools and other challenges related to
the language's nature. According to [30], the Arabic language
became a challenge for researchers and machine learning
developers due to language richness, language complexity,
ambiguous structure of Arabic, and available Arabic types
dialects.
F. The Microblogging Service Twitter
Microblogging is a general term of any web service that
allows the users to broadcast short messages to other users of
the service quickly from mobile devices. One of the first
microblogging services is Twitter.com [31]. Twitter is one of
the digital platforms where users can read news. It is a
microblogging or a social networking service on which users
can post and interact with messages known as tweets [32].

Registered users can like, post and retweet any tweets, while
unregistered users can read them only. Any user can access
Twitter through the website interface, through short message
service SMS or its mobile application.
Now-a-days, Twitter has become one of the most popular
services with students, academics, politicians, policymakers
and the general public. In the past, many users find some
difficult in understanding what Twitter is and how they can use
it. However, now it has becomes the social media platform of
choice for many.
In collaboration with research company DB5, the American
Press Institute with Twitter has created a new study that
explores and examines the relationship between news use and
the Twitter environment [33]. The study involved an online
survey of more than 4,700 active social media users. It found
that Twitter users tend to be heavier newsreaders than other
social media users. The study also found that reading news is
one of the main activities they engage in on the network.
While these users on the service in general, or sometimes
do so just as a way of passing the time, they behave differently
when following breaking news. They participate, comment,
post and share at moments more when events are moving
fastest. These signals can lead news publishers to make more
effective use of social media in general and Twitter in more
particular.
Due to the limitation discussed above, we propose a hybrid
personalized Arabic news recommender system that
recommends interesting articles or news to users using Twitter
service. The proposed tool sorts the news in two ways: Firstly,
using a content-based filtering algorithm to consider the user's
profile to recommend news articles to the user. Secondly, using
collaborative filtering algorithms to consider the article's
popularity with tweets from Twitter's timeline. We propose this
approach to help users find interesting news articles to read by
combining the above two filtering techniques of sorting articles
[34].
III. DATA GATHERING AND PREPROCESSING
A. Data Collection
1) Obtaining news articles: In order to collect Arabic
News articles, we accessed RSS (Really Simple Syndication)
feeds of online Arabic news sites such as Alarabiya
(https://www.alarabiya.net/)
and
CNNArabic
(https://arabic.cnn.com/). RSS is an XML file format created
by news website editors for distributing and sharing web
content, such as news headlines and summaries. Using an RSS
reader, users can view data feeds from many news sources
[35]. Alarabiya and CNNArabic organize their news articles
by categories, e.g., Politics, Economics, Sport, etc. Therefore
we know the associated topic for every article in the
collection. The article collection includes 150 different Arabic
news articles collected from six different main categories
(Sports, Economics, Technology, Entertainment, Health and
Politics).
2) Obtaining tweets dataset: In order to obtain a dataset of
tweets, a streaming API is set up to store incoming tweets as
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soon as they are posted in the Twitter public timeline using
Tweepy Library. The data returned from Twitter streaming
API are formatted using JSON (JavaScript Object Notation).
In this research we only need the text attribute that contains
the actual tweet text, the other attributes in the tweet object
were ignored. The dataset for this research is a collection of
100,000 of last published tweets which are collected along
with the news articles dataset on the same day.

Fig. 1 shows the general dataset cleaning and preprocessing
phases.

B. Data Preprocessing
To create all data preprocessing steps for Arabic text, we
decide to use CAMeL tools [36]. It is an open-source toolkit
for Arabic natural language processing in Python. CAMeL
tools offer utilities for preprocessing, dialect identification,
sentiment analysis, named entity recognition and
morphological modelling. What makes CAMeL the most
suitable tool for our proposed system is that it is implemented
in Python which is our research programming language,
whereas other available tools are only supporting Java. The
tools also provide APIs and command line interfaces in order
to cover CAMeL’s utilities, where others provide only
command-line tools. This can lead to overhead writing glue
code that includes interfaces to different packages. Through
using CAMeL tools, we have followed the steps below in order
to preprocess the obtained data.
1) News articles cleaning: The RSS news articles need to
be preprocessed before making them ready for
implementation. We needed to remove unnecessary content
such as numbers, special characters and HTML tags.
2) Tweets cleaning: On the other side the tweets dataset
need to be cleaned as well to eliminate unwanted noise and
preserve textual content only, this can be done be by
addressing the issues of character replication, abbreviations,
hashtag, URLs, usernames, whitespace and removing repeated
tweets.
3) Tokenization: The first step after data cleaning is
tokenization; this step consists of splitting the text into tokens
or words separated by punctuation characters or whitespaces.
The result of this phase is a set of words.
4) Normalization: It is the process to change all the forms
of a word into a common form. To get texts common forms,
the added normalizer removes the ‘tatweel’ character ‘_’such
as changing the word “ ”واﺳـــــﻊwhich means “wide”to look
like ““ واﺳﻊ,and tashkeel such as “ ”ھُﺪﻧَ ٍﺔwhich means “truce” to
make it as “”ھﺪﻧﺔ. There are also other steps include removing
symbols and special characters such as ! ? (), numbers such as
6which is 6 in English , non-Arabic words such as " طﺒﻌﺎNO”,
and Al “ ”ال اﻟﺘﻌﺮﯾﻒwhich is used as the definite article ‘the’ in
English. We will also replace the letters “ ”أand “ ”إwith the
letter “ ”اand the letter “ ”ةwith the letter “”ه.
5) Stop words removal: Stop words such as prepositions
and pronouns are used frequently in tweets and news articles
dataset. We decided to remove them since they are not
significant in the research. For instance, these words have
been removed: “ ”ﻣﻦof, “ ”ﻋﻠﻰon, “ ”اﻧﺖyou and so on.

Fig. 1. Dataset Cleaning and Preprocessing.

IV. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION
A. High-Level Design
Our proposed system consists of three parts: collaborative
recommender system which is popularity-based, content-based
recommender system which is profile-based and hybrid
recommender system which is the combination of the two
previous systems.
The first recommender selects news articles based on the
popularity of the article. In this research, the article popularity
is identified with the help of the Twitter service. So tweets are
gathered from Twitter public timeline and preprocessed to
identify the articles that users around the world are tweeting.
The tweets are then compared to the news articles based on the
co-occurring terms in the articles and the tweets. Articles that
mentioned frequently in the tweets will be considered popular
or hot.
The second recommender sorts the news articles based on
their similarity to the user’s profile. In this research, the users
build their profiles by providing input about their level of
interest in each of six news categories. The incoming news
articles are classified into same set of categories using K
Nearest Neighbors text classifier. This classifier works by
finding the K nearest matches in the training data and then
using the label of closest matches for predicting [37]. The
articles are then sorted based on the similarity between the
categories the user showed interest in his/her profile and the
categories which the article belongs to.
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Finally the hybrid recommender combines the results from
the two recommenders to recommend news articles to the user.
It sorts the new articles based on the combination of their
popularity ranking and the similarity to the user’s profile.

correspond to the tweet content. The server returns the articles
associated with the tweet content together with a weight that
refers to the similarity between the tweet as query and the
article. So the articles are sorted according to their accumulated
weights across all tweets. The news articles will be ranked
based on their popularity using cosine similarity measures
between articles and tweets as shown in (1) [39].
Popularity Weight = CosineSimilarity(Article, Tweet)

(1)

C. Content-Based News Recommendation
This recommender uses the same news articles collection as
in the collaborative recommender. Although, news articles are
placed in just one category by the website editors, they actually
might belong to more than one category. To allow for that in
the recommender, each news article is classified into seven
potential categories using K Nearest Neighbor classifier. With
this algorithm we can classify the articles into categories based
on the articles similarity to the training documents for each
category.
K-Nearest Neighbors classification algorithm [37]
identifies K most similar training documents to the article and
then uses these similarity scores as a vote for the category that
the training documents belong to. Thus the article similarity to
each category is the sum of the scores of the article’s similarity
to the training documents in that category which placed in
overall top K most similar documents. So then the categories
are sorted through their accumulated score. Then we use
ElasticSearch again to create a second index that maps from
category IDs to documents IDs and weights. So this index
stores news articles based on the category that they belong to
instead of the keywords in the article.
Every user creates his profile based on his interest in
different categories, every user has an interface to build his
profile manually by scoring the categories. Fig. 3 shows the
interface that allows the user to create his unique profile. Each
user will enter scores in the range of (0-10) so that the total at
the end will equal to 10.

Fig. 2. General Architecture of the System Components.

Fig. 2 shows an architectural diagram of the proposed
hybrid recommender system.
B. Collaborative News Recommendation
After the RSS news articles are gathered and preprocessed,
the news articles are then indexed using ElasticSearch.
ElasticSearch is a free open source search engine built on top
of Apache Lucene [38]. It can index many types of content and
can be used for several cases such as website search,
application search, monitoring application performance,
business analytics, etc. It is known for its simple REST APIs
which make it flexible to use from any programming language.
In addition, it supports 34 languages including Arabic and
provides analyzers for every language.
To identify the most popular news articles, the processed
tweets are passed as queries to ElasticSearch server. Every
tweet is queried against the server to return the articles that

Fig. 3. User Profile Interface.
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After that, this user profile is used to identify the
documents which best match his profile. The articles and
profiles can be considered as feature vectors where every
category is a feature. In (2) we have used cosine similarity
measure [39] to get the similarity of each article to the user's
profile as shown below.
Personalized Weight = CosineSimilarity(Article, Profile) (2)
D. Hybrid News Recommendation
This system combines the scores result by each of the
previous two recommenders to generate a new
recommendation that integrates the news articles’ match to the
user’s interest with the news articles popularity everywhere. It
calculates the hybrid weight through multiplying popularity
weight by personalized weight as shown in (3) [40].
HWeight= Popularity Weight* Personalized Weight

(3)

V. EVALUATION
One of the important phases in building any recommender
system is evaluation. There are different metrics to evaluate the
performance; the most common are accuracy and experimental
studies [41]. Accuracy metrics are divided into decision
support and statistical metrics. Decision support metrics show
prediction procedure as a binary operation (0 and 1) to
distinguish good items from the items that are not good while
statistical metrics evaluate the accuracy through comparing the
predicted rankings or ratings directly with actual rating.
Deciding about the suitable metric depends on the dataset
features and the type of tasks that the recommendation system
will do. Based on our research and collected dataset we have
evaluated our system through the two metrics, calculating the
statistical accuracy through using Mean Absolute Error
(MAE). The other metrics is done through performing a user
experimental study to measure user satisfaction.

notice is that hybrid filtering has the best MAE results
compared to the other two approaches.
B. User Experimental Study
We have created a random sample of 25 respondents (n=5)
who are native Arabic Speakers from different educational
levels. The respondents have created their user profiles
manually by providing their interests in the six news categories
to form the user profile. Every respondent has a web page to
enter weights for every category and the weights must be sum
to ten. We also have made three results sets from news
collection for every respondent based on the three filtering
approaches. The presentation order of news articles was
random so the respondent could not realize which system
recommended the articles. The respondent has asked to rate
each article in a 3-point likert scale as it is relevant to his
interest, somehow relevant or not relevant. When the
respondent finishes, all information such as filtering approach,
article’s rank, article’s weight, and respondent’s rating are
logged into a file. Fig. 5 shows a snapshot example of one of
the respondents’ response.
TABLE I.

MAE COMPARISON RESULTS

R=0.1

Content-Based
filtering
0.646

Collaborative
filtering
0.618

Hybrid
filtering
0.520

R=0.2

0.634

0.597

0.502

R=0.3

0.619

0.569

0.497

R=0.4

0.602

0.547

0.471

R=0.5

0.578

0.524

0.454

R=0.6

0.554

0.502

0.422

R=0.7

0.521

0.478

0.387

Training Ration

A. Mean Absolute Error (MAE)
It is the most commonly used metric in recommender
systems [42]. This metric provides measures and illustrates the
difference between the actual and estimated prediction over
many items and users. It is given in (4):
𝑀𝐴𝐸 =

∑𝑑
𝑖=1|𝑎𝑖 −𝑝𝑖 |
𝑑

(4)

Where 𝑎𝑎 is actual observation and 𝑝𝑝 is predicted value
divided by 𝑑 which is the total number of actual ratings or
ranks in an item set, the smaller value of MAE the better
accuracy we get.

Fig. 4. MAE Comparison Result.

To calculate MAE, we have divided the dataset into
training and testing sets. 70% of the data has been used as
training set and the rest 30% of data has been used as test set,
so variable R in Table Ⅰ represents the train/test ratio that
illustrates the percentage of data used in training set. We have
compared MAE results across the three filtering approaches as
shown in Table Ⅰ.
Fig. 4 shows the comparison results of the three filtering
approaches, we can observe that the greater value of R is the
Lower value of MAE. Besides the most important thing we can

Fig. 5. Example of Respondents’ Response.
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In Fig. 5, S1 Rank refer to where the article was ranked by
the collaborative recommender and S1 WT indicate the
normalized weight of that article, the same information is
available for S2 (the content-based recommender) and S3 (the
hybrid recommender). The Resp Rating column shows how the
respondent rated each article, where 2 is for relevant, 1 is for
somehow relevant and 0 for not relevant. To analyze the result
we have calculated the average rank for all respondents over
the three filtering approaches as shown in Table II.
TABLE II.

[1]

AVERAGE RANK

Collaborative

58.3

Somehow
relevant
70.0

Content-Based

75.6

63.5

57.4

Hybrid

56.1

54.2

40.5

Not relevant

be further improved through incorporating other features such
as location. In this case the system can recommend news
articles based on the user’s geographical location. We can
increase the efficiency of the system on a wider range of
Arabic news articles in order to scale the system and enhance
its algorithm so it can apply in different categories of news
articles.

Very
relevant
59.1

The table displays the average ranking of the top ten
articles presented in each approach. For instance, the articles
rated by the respondents as very relevant, the collaborative
system ranked those articles on average as 59th. The contentbased system ranked the very relevant articles 57th while the
hybrid ranked them as 40th. So it is shown clearly the hybrid
system ranked the articles higher than the other systems. This
study supports MAE results where we have seen that hybrid
system get less MAE value than other two systems.

[2]

[3]
[4]

[5]

[6]

[7]

VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
This research aims to develop an Arabic recommender
system to display news or articles to each reader based on their
interests instead of presenting them only in the order of their
occurrence using Twitter. To achieve that, we started with
collecting the news articles and the dataset of tweets from
Twitter and preprocessing them to prepare them to be used in
building the recommender system. Then we explained the
design and implementation of all the components of the
proposed recommender system. Lastly, we have evaluated the
recommender system through the two metrics, calculating the
statistical accuracy through using Mean Absolute Error
(MAE). The other metrics is done through performing a user
experimental study to measure the user satisfaction.
Based on the result of the evaluation we found that the
hybrid system performs better than the collaborative and
content-based recommendations. This means that news articles
recommended by the hybrid recommender system are more
relevant to the user compared to the other two systems.
Although this research has successfully achieved the goal
of developing a personalized Arabic news recommender
system, it has certain limitations that are inherent in most of the
recommender system researches. First, the size of the created
dataset was relatively small, which imposes the need to
evaluate the robustness of proposed system against large
datasets. Second, creating a new application for Twitter
developer account was another challenge. Setting up a Twitter
API wasn’t easy as it used to be, we have tried several times
with Twitter team until we got final application approval.
In future, we have many directions to enhance this research.
The accuracy of the proposed news recommender system can

[8]

[9]

[10]

[11]

[12]

[13]

[14]
[15]
[16]

[17]

[18]

[19]
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Abstract—The objective of this study is to analyze and discuss
the metrics of the Machine Learning model through the
Ensemble Bagged Trees algorithm, which will be applied to data
on satisfaction with teaching performance in the virtual
environment. Initially the classification analysis through the
Matlab R2021a software, identified an Accuracy of 81.3%, for
the Ensemble Bagged Trees algorithm. When performing the
validation of the collected data, and proceeding with the
obtaining of the predictive model, for the 4 classes (satisfaction
levels), total precision values of 82.21%, Sensitivity of 73.40%,
Specificity of 91.02% and of 90.63% Accuracy. In turn, the
highest level of the area under the curve (AUC) by means of the
Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) is 0.93, thus considering
a sensitivity of the predictive model of 93%. The validation of
these results will allow the directors of the higher institution to
have a database, to be used in the process of improving the
quality of the educational service in relation to teaching
performance.
Keywords—Machine learning; ensemble;
predictive analysis; teaching performance
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INTRODUCTION

The information and communication technology (ICT)
sector is currently a leader in the analysis of data from different
media [1], [2], such as virtual platforms, survey administration
software, among other technological tools [3], [4], which
capture or acquire information to be processed and analyzed in
descriptive statistical research or in research on predictive
models applicable to various areas of knowledge [5].
The advantages that the introduction of ICT has generated
in the education sector is based on the importance of
technology to develop research that previously could not be
carried out, [6], [7] as is the case of the identification of
predictive models for the analysis or monitoring of university
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teaching performance, student performance, among other
relevant factors for the education sector [8]-[10].
Worldwide, the education sector has undergone changes
and transformations, due to the virtualization of the teachinglearning mode, [11], [12], [13], as a consequence of this
scenario, universities face new challenges, to safeguard the
quality of education that goes hand in hand with the
advancement of technology [14]-[16].
Given this, in the education sector, an increasing amount of
data has been generated with greater relevance, product of the
iterations of the different actors of the educational process,
these being the teacher, the students and the institution, through
the application of tools technological, such as survey software,
which generate a database [17], [18]. As indicated, the data that
are stored, are used in order to improve the efficiency of the
educational process through predictive models, among the
factors to optimize are academic performance, student dropout,
teaching performance, graduate follow-up [19].
There are various technologies used to obtain predictive
models, which use data from virtual platforms and survey
administration software, applied to students by universities
[20]. Within these technologies is the branch of Artificial
Intelligence that within its fields houses Machine Learning
[21]-[23]. As indicated in [24], Machine Learning is a set of
algorithms capable of learning to perform certain tasks from
the generalization of examples. Machine Learning has been
successfully applied to a variety of areas of human endeavor,
and has recently been applied to the educational sector, whose
purpose is oriented towards the design of algorithms, methods
and models, which will allow the exploration of data from
teaching-learning environments [25], [26].
Among the multiple algorithms of Machine Learning, there
is Ensemble Bagged Trees, which is an algorithm that is used
in joint learning [27]. This can combine training and base
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classifiers to produce ensemble models or use an algorithm
with multiple test data sets as the basis [28]. In this regard, in
[29] it is pointed out that the Bagged Trees algorithm forms
different trees when there is a change in the starting point of
the training data that results in a decrease in stability. This
technique or algorithm is also suitable to be used in the search
for optimal models for large data, since the classification
becomes easier [30], [31].
In this sense, the main objective of this article is to
determine the predictive model using Machine Learning
through the Ensemble Bagged Trees algorithm, for the
predictive analysis of university teaching performance, in order
to use it as part of the procedure to improve the quality of the
educational process. Initially, the methodology used will be
detailed, then the validation of the algorithm will be
determined, by means of the accuracy and the confusion
matrix, to finally analyze the total performance metrics
(Accuracy (A), Precision (P), Sensitivity (S) and Specificity
(R)) of the selected algorithm, from obtaining the receiver
operating characteristic curve (ROC).
The contribution of the research focuses on applying a
novel technique for the higher institution, through machine
learning making use of the data and information collected,
which allows making preventive and corrective decisions based
on reliable results, obtained through a methodology not so
complex.

C. Data Collection Technique and Instrument
The data collection technique is the survey, and the
instrument used to collect data regarding university teaching
performance is the questionnaire, which was carried out
virtually, due to the context of the health emergency declared
by the Covid -19. The virtual platform of the higher institution
was used, which gave access to the data collection instrument
through the code of each student, which guaranteed the
security and reliability of the information. The questionnaire
consisted of responses on a Likert scale ranging in levels from
1 to 4 (from dissatisfied to very satisfied). These levels of
satisfaction in the analysis will be represented as the classes of
the predictive model. In Fig. 1, the indicators considered as
predictive elements in the perception of university teaching
performance are shown.
D. Reliability of the Collected Data
As part of the methodology, the validation of the collected
data is carried out, through Cronbach's Alpha coefficient using
the SPSS software, this analysis carried out, it is observed in
Table I that the consistency coefficient is equal to 0.932. As
indicated in [12], values greater than 0.9 indicate great
consistency that is, high homogeneity and equivalence of the
response of all indicators. Once this result is obtained, the
following section shows the results.

II. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
A. Type and Level of Research
The type of research is applied, since it starts from the
identification of a problem, related to the improvement of
university teaching performance, for which use is made of
methods or tools already defined such as predictive models
through Machine Learning, which employs the Ensemble
Bagged Trees algorithm. Likewise, the research level is
descriptive, since it focuses on analyzing and discussing the
metrics of the predictive model obtained through the Ensemble
Bagged Trees algorithm, applied to the perception data of
engineering university students.
This research also seeks to design a predictive
multidimensional model that can be used to create and store
new data for the higher institution. Based on this technological
tool, it determines patterns and calculates association rules,
providing support and reliability to the results obtained.
Performance metrics such as Accuracy, Precision, Sensitivity
and Specificity show improved performance over the manual
method of the same procedure commonly performed in
research [28].
B. Participants
The participants in this research are made up of students
from the sixth to the tenth cycle of professional engineering
schools, with a total of 581 students, this selection criterion is
part of a regulation established and approved by the higher
institution. It should be noted that it was possible to collect data
from the entire population, for this reason, it can be noted that
the sample coincides with the population.

Fig. 1. Indicators that Measure Student Satisfaction with Teaching
Performance.
TABLE I.

CRONBACH'S ALPHA TEST

Reliability statistics
Cronbach's alpha

No. of elements

0.932

6
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E. Data Processing Design
The data processing design responded to a nonexperimental transactional process, in which data was collected
through a virtual questionnaire. In Fig. 2, the methodology of
the research process is shown, which begins with the collection
of data on the perception of engineering students from a public
university in Peru. These data are related to the 6 indicators
that are visualized in Fig. 1, whose appreciation regarding
teaching performance is of an ordinal qualitative type, thus
establishing 4 classes (very satisfied: 4, satisfied: 3, not very
satisfied: 2 and dissatisfied :1).
Analytical approach to
data

Students group
I1
.
.
.
I6

Collecting the
Data Set

Virtual form

Likewise, the information collected was stored in a
database in Microsoft SQL Server, associated through the
Open Data Base Connectivity (OBDC) driver and the Matlab
R2021a software. Using the Matlab software, we proceeded to
use the “Classification Learner” tool, in order to identify the
best Machine Learning algorithm, through its metrics. This
algorithm allows the classification of students from the results
obtained from the indicators specified in Fig. 1.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Determination of the Predictive Model
Using the Matlab R2021a software, and using the
Classification Learner and Statistics and Machine Learning
Toolbox 12.1 application, the best predictive model determined
by the validation of the accuracy is identified, in Fig. 3, the
results generated by the software are shown. Matlab R2021a.
As shown in Fig. 3, the Machine Learning algorithm that
presents the best accuracy, for classifying the level of
satisfaction with respect to university teaching performance, is
the Ensemble Bagged Trees algorithm with an accuracy of
81.3%.

Data Set
MySql Server

Machine Learning
OBDC

Matlab R2021a

………

Random Forest

Ensemble

K-NN

………
SVM

eXtremeGBoost

Logic
Regression

Neural
Net orks

Classification Learner

Decision model
(Confusion Matrix, ROC Curve)

•
•
•
•

Analysis of performance metrics
Accuracy (A)
Precision (P)
Sensitivity (S)
Specificity (R)

Fig. 3. Validation of the Prediction Algorithms Ordered by their Accuracy.

Fig. 2. Methodology of the Research Process through Machine Learning.
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B. Results of the Predictive Model Metrics
When using the predictive model through Machine
Learning through Ensemble Bagged Trees, to determine
satisfaction with university teaching performance, confusion
matrices are obtained, which represent elements of validation
or performance measurement of the predictive model.
In Fig. 4, the confusion matrix is shown, with respect to the
sensitivity metric, in it you can visualize the number of
observations made by the classification system, and it reports
the number of false negatives (FNR), which is the number of
positive examples wrongly classified as negative and true
positives (TPR) that define the number of positive samples
correctly classified as positive, which shows the closeness
between the levels of satisfaction predicted (Predicted class) by
the model with respect to its true value ( True class).
As can be seen in Fig. 4, of the 4 classes on which the
predictive model acts through Ensemble Bagged Trees, class 3
shows the highest percentage of sensitivity, this means that the
predictive model has the ability to discriminate between a true
positive (TP) of a false negative (FN) in this class (satisfied), in
this case it is 89.9%, as observed in this class the model was
only confused by 10.1%. While the lowest level of sensitivity
of the predictive model is shown in class 1 (satisfaction level:
dissatisfied), whose value is 63.9%.
In Fig. 5, the confusion matrix is shown with respect to the
precision metric, since the values of the main diagonal indicate
the precision of the predictive model for each class.
In Fig. 5, the confusion matrix is shown regarding the
precision metric of the predictive model for each class, in
which it is observed that the predictive model for class 1
(satisfaction level: dissatisfied) shows the highest precision
rate, in this case it is 88.5%. This result indicates that the level
of dispersion of the data for this class is very low.

Fig. 5. Confusion Matrix based on PPV and FDR rates.

Table II shows the metrics of the predictive model through
Ensemble Bagged Trees, for each class, in which it is
evidenced that the total Precision is 82.21%, the total
Sensitivity is 73.40% and the total Specificity is 91.02%, and
the Accuracy presents a total value of 90.63%.
As part of the predictive model through the Ensemble
Bagged Trees algorithm, the response that Matlab provides for
each class under study is evidenced, its corresponding Receiver
operating characteristic (ROC) graph and considering that the
ROC graph describes the Sensitivity and Specificity of the
algorithm classifier, the findings in Fig. 6, allow us to establish
that for class 1 (dissatisfied), a sensitivity of 93% is shown.
In addition, the discrimination threshold is 0.64 for the rate
of true positives and 0.00 for the rate of false positives,
showing an area value on the curve (AUC) of 0.93, this value
being close to 1, it is noted that the model for class 1 is
optimal.
In Fig. 7, the ROC graph for class 2 (not very satisfied) is
shown, where a sensitivity of 91% is displayed. In addition, the
discrimination threshold is 0.70 for the rate of true positives
and 0.08 for the rate of false positives, showing an area value
on the curve (AUC) of 0.91, this value being close to 1, it is
noted that the model for class 2 is optimal.
TABLE II.

CLASSIFICATION PREDICTIVE ALGORITHM METRICS

Metrics
Class

Fig. 4. Confusion Matrix based on TPR and FNR rates.

Sensitivity

Specificity

Accuracy

Precision

1

63.89%

99.56%

97.76%

88.46%

2

69.77%

92.45%

86.99%

74.53%

3

89.93%

74.16%

83.36%

82.96%

4

70.00%

97.92%

94.41%

82.89%
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Fig. 8. ROC Charts for Class 3.

Fig. 6. ROC Charts for Class 1.

Fig. 7. ROC Charts for Class 2.
Fig. 9. ROC Charts for Class 4.

In Fig. 8, the ROC plot for class 3 (satisfied) is shown,
where a sensitivity of 91% is displayed. In addition, the
discrimination threshold is 0.90 for the rate of true positives
and 0.26 for the rate of false positives, showing an area value
on the curve (AUC) of 0.91, this value being close to 1, it is
noted that the model for class 3 is optimal.
Finally, in Fig. 9, the ROC graph for class 4 (very satisfied)
is shown, where a sensitivity of 92% is displayed. In addition,
the discrimination threshold is 0.70 for the rate of true positives
and 0.02 for the rate of false positives, showing an area value
on the curve (AUC) of 0.92, this value being close to 1, it is
noted that the model for class 4 is optimal.

C. Discussion
In relation to the results obtained, it is evidenced that the
predictive model, based on the Ensemble Bagged Trees
algorithm, presents acceptable metrics of precision, sensitivity,
specificity and accuracy, in its 4 classes each of its classes, in
this way the predictive model obtained provides security and
reliability, contributing to decision making to improve the
quality of the course content and the pedagogical methodology.
In this regard, in [16] it is pointed out that preventive and
corrective decision-making in higher education institutions
involves building predictive models based on intelligent
systems.
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As indicated in [6], researchers have been concerned in
recent years to work on the development of models that allow
understanding aspects of the academic life of the student,
teachers and institutions that allow the preparation and making
of correct decisions, for the improvement continuity of
educational quality. Likewise, in [19] it is indicated that the
results obtained and validations show a precision of 82%,
therefore, it can be pointed out that the process describes an
optimal performance of the algorithms, so its incorporation
would be satisfactory to be incorporated to the management of
virtual educational knowledge.
In relation to the metrics of the predictive model, the model
obtained through Matlab R2021a presents a general precision
of 82.21% and an accuracy of 90.63%, being considered an
optimal model, in this regard in [20], the author states that his
predictive model was good since its general precision was
75.42% and an area under the ROC curve of 0.805. Likewise,
in the investigation of [27] it is pointed out that the general
result shows that each of the techniques used shows a good
result in the classification and prediction performance,
obtaining a greater precision of 86.9%.
On the other hand, the results of [26] showed a precision
rate of 89.31% and a specificity rate of 91.25%, these measures
are substantial to select classifiers since the researcher intends
to minimize false negatives.
Regarding the term optimal model, in [4] it is pointed out
that the so-called optimal models are combined with the
dominant sets, which significantly improve the performance of
prediction models and are highly influential in academic
performance factors. Likewise, regarding the area on the curve,
whose highest value in this research was 0.93 or 93%, in [4] it
is indicated that an AUC of 50% of 91% or 99%, which was
obtained in the research represents a better Classifier algorithm
performance, favorable results for research.
The results of this study, from the perspective of
innovation, will make it possible to achieve great changes,
delegating functions, promoting competencies and fostering the
continuous updating of higher institutions, all from the
perspective of visionary leadership. In [10] it is pointed out that
the proposed model accurately predicts the completion of the
course and the performance of students in the university, thus
allowing the organization to provide a better quality of service,
since the satisfaction of the student depends on it student.
IV. CONCLUSION
The use of technological tools such as Machine Learning
and its algorithms are supporting and strengthening decisionmaking from an administrative and academic point of view and
in the educational sector. According to the results obtained, it is
concluded that the metrics of the Machine Learning model
through Ensemble Bagged Trees, applied to the predictive
analysis of university teaching performance, present on
average optimal values in their validation metrics such in their
4 classes, with a precision of 82.21%, a Sensitivity of 73.40%,
a Specificity of 91.02% and an Accuracy of 90.63%. From the
validation of the Machine Learning algorithm metrics, its
implementation is viable and reliable in improving the
performance of university teachers. Finding the 4 classes of the

predictive model with relatively high values, the results allow
establishing the grouping of engineering students who can
achieve a level of satisfaction based on the indicators called
predictors (indicators), through which the authorities of the
higher institution can make timely decisions to improve the
percentage of satisfied students in relation to university
teaching performance.
Once the conclusions are presented, it can be noted that the
present study achieved its purpose of determining the best
performance model for the predictive analysis of university
teaching performance, which is why it can be used as part of
the procedure to improve the quality of the educational
process. Because these results allow to have a relevant, reliable
database that is obtained in less time compared to manual
processes.
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Abstract—The cancer reports of the past few years in India
says that 30% cases have breast cancer and moreover it may
increase in near future. It is added that in every two minutes, one
woman is diagnosed and one expires in every nine minutes. Early
diagnosis of cancer saves the lives of the individuals affected. To
detect breast cancer in early stages, micro calcifications is
considered as one key symptom. Several scientific investigations
were performed to fight against this disease for which machine
learning techniques can be extensively used. Particle swarm
optimization (PSO) is recognized as one among several efficient
and promising approach for diagnosing breast cancer by
assisting medical experts for timely and apt treatment. This
paper uses weighted particle swarm optimization (WPSO)
approach for extracting textural features from the segmented
mammogram image for classifying micro calcifications as
normal, benign or malignant thereby improving the accuracy. In
the breast region, tumour part is extracted using optimization
methods. Here, Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) is
proposed for detecting breast cancer which reduces the manual
overheads. CNN framework is constructed for extracting
features efficiently. This designed model detects the cancer
regions in mammogram (MG) images and rapidly classifies those
regions as normal or abnormal. This model uses MG images
which were obtained from various local hospitals.
Keywords—Breast cancer; microcalcifications; weighted
particle swarm optimization (WPSO); Convolutional Neural
Networks (CNNs) mammogram

I. INTRODUCTION
Breast cancer is the most commonly found in women
which causes deaths who are aged from 20 to 59. According to
the Ministry of Health and Medical Education, it has become
the most common disease in recent years in Iran [1]. Today,
88% of women diagnosed with breast cancer have a life
expectancy of 10 years. In the United States, it has been
reported that about 12% of women were identified during their
lifetime, and were referred to as the second cause of women’s
death [2]. Diagnosing the disease at the earlier stages is
important because in the early stages, cancer masses are
restricted to the breast and the chance of surgical treatment in
a less invasive manner is increased. The mortality rate is also
decreased in the early stage [3]. Also, the use of classifiers
such as artificial neural networks in various fields of
engineering sciences is increasing to analyze the time series
and various issues of classification. Due to the invention of
techniques in the recent era for early diagnosis of breast
cancer, the survival rate of the patients is improved. Now-a-

days, X-ray mammography and MRI (Magnetic Resonant
Imaging) techniques are widely utilized with few implications
and limitations. X-ray is very harm due to the ionizing
radiation and thus its contact with patients has to be only for
very short duration. Conversely, MRI technique is expensive
while mammography is of less cost, but hard to provide
consistency and accuracy in analysing breast cancer [4].
Moreover, errors occur while analysis. To increase the rate of
accuracy and reduce the occurrence of errors, supervised
machine learning approaches like KNN, SVM, LSSVM are
developed. These models efficiently classify the features as
normal or abnormal classes. These methods are complex and
even tedious with low CR. Therefore, to provide a solution for
all the drawbacks of breast cancer, an optimal classification
model is required for which machine learning approaches
based on image processing are developed to classify cancer
and non-cancer images which involved mammogram images.
As the features are essential to discriminate breast cancer as
benign or malignant, feature extraction process is of most
important. Once the features are extracted, properties of the
image like depth, coarseness, smoothness, and regularity are
obtained with the help of segmentation process [5].
Scientifically, with breast cancer, division of tumor cells is
uncontrolled and abnormal tumor cells need more nutrients for
growing continuously and to reproduce. The cancer cells
penetrate into the surrounding for gain in nutrients. There is a
heterogeneous variation in the circulation of blood with
various tumors and hence lesion morphology characteristics
and ambiguity with edges in diagnosing images are significant
in dicators for evaluation. The paramagnetic contrast agent
spreads in blood which enters into the blood vessel and passes
in the intercellular space as well as cells easily via penetrable
capillary wall; hence the sputum concentration is high in the
tumor rich region. This abnormality can be found using TIC
when DCE-MRI is utilized for several imaging of the same
tissue in various stages. Thus, edge, shape, etc. which are
static characteristics and initial increase and change in signal
which are dynamic characteristics of the lesion plays a major
role in identifying the tumor as benign or malignant. MRI
images are usually clear and complete with multi-angle, multifaceted imaging. With the breast, surface coil has been used
for clinical purpose, and MRI technology is improved to be
much clear. However, the true positive rate and the true
negative rate obtained while diagnosing breast cancer are also
improved simultaneously [6].
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Here this paper contributes weighted particle swarm
optimization (WPSO) approach for extracting textural features
from the segmented mammogram image for classifying
microcalcifications as normal, benign or malignant thereby
improving the accuracy. In the breast region, tumor part is
extracted using optimization methods. Here, Convolutional
Neural Networks (CNNs) is proposed for detecting breast
cancer which reduces the manual overheads. CNN framework
is constructed for extracting features efficiently. This designed
model detects the cancer regions in mammogram (MG)
images and rapidly classifies those regions as normal or
abnormal.
The remaining part of this work is presented as follows.
An outline of relating works is discussed in Section 2;
Section 3 elaborates the proposed methodology while
Section 4describes the experiments and discusses the obtained
results. Finally, Section 5 concludes the work with future
improvements.
II. RELATED WORK
This section discusses few related works carried out for
diagnosing breast cancer which involved various optimization
techniques. It is well known that breast cancer is one serious
and dangerous cancers among women and hence diagnosing at
the earlier stages is more effective to provide treatment and
protect the lives of patients. Till now, several approaches are
coined for detecting breast cancer which addresses different
sorts of challenges and few of them are reviewed here. Asri et
al. [7], in 2016, employed machine learning methods for the
prediction and classification of WBC actual dataset. Various
classifiers were used which includes SVM, Naive Bayes,
KNN and decision tree C4. SVM produced an accuracy with
Weka tool. In [8], Chowdhary et al. utilized mammography
images for the detection of breast cancer using intuitive fuzzy
histogram magnification approach there by data was processed
and image quality was improved. Then, probabilistic Fuzzy
Clustering approach was employed for segmenting and
separating the cancer tissues. Hence, this model was suitable
for processing larger cancer datasets with the objective to
offer better accuracy. Next, with the methods like grey area
coefficient and linear binary pattern, textural properties were
extracted. The accuracy obtained was 94% but hard while
dealing with larger datasets and extends the processing time.
Aalaei et al. [9] employed genetic meta-specificity reduction
for classifying breast cancer. Three datasets namely WBC,
WDBC and WPBC were used for evaluating which used
Artificial Neural Network (ANN) cluster. The accuracy
estimated for the method used with WBC, WDBC and WPBC
datasets were 96, 96.1 and 76.3, respectively. Even though
feature set was reduced, accuracy could be improved. Nilashi
et al. [10], in 2017, designed a knowledge-based system which
involved fuzzy logic. The process was carried out in three
steps: initially Wisconsin Breast Cancer data was processed.
Then, data with similar groups was clustered by the use of
Expectation Maximization (EM) clustering technique. Finally,
once the features were reduced by PCA, fuzzy rule set was
categorized as data by means of regression tree. The accuracy
obtained was 93.2%. Sometimes when learning rules are
applied on datasets, the classification task is complicated. In
[11], the use of Bat algorithm selected optimal features for

diagnosing breast cancer. 286 samples were selected from
WDBC dataset for which simple random sampling approach
was involved for feature selection. After selecting the features,
according to the classification similarity which involved
Random Forest (RF), overall ranking was performed and
obtained an accuracy. As samples are selected at random,
selection of features was sometimes difficult. In [12], Dore
swamy et al. improved Bat algorithm to classify breast cancer
images. 569 samples of UCI data were involved in
experimenting this method. The accuracy for training set was
92.61 while that of the testing was 89.95. In [13], an approach
using PSO was utilized for reducing the specificity in
diagnosing breast cancer. The objective was to estimate the
level of breast cancer. 699 pre-processed samples of UCI data
after reducing the specificity were used by PSO algorithm
along with decision tree C4.5 to classify the samples into two
classes namely malignant and benign. The accuracy achieved
was 95.61%. Sahu et al. [14] used a hybrid approach for
classifying and diagnosing breast cancer. With PCA feature
reduction and various clusters, it was found that ANN
classification produced 97% of performance than other
clusters. 699 samples with 9 features were used in the
experiment to label them as benign and malignant. Even
though results achieved are better, every method has few
weaknesses and limitations. In [15], Gao et al. integrated
shallow CNN with deep CNN and formulated SD-CNN.
Shallow CNN was used with the intention to extract “virtual”
recombination of images which has lower energy, while deep
CNN extracted the novel features related to LE. Additionally,
knowledge of nonlinear mapping was gathered from LE for
recombining images; shallow CNN and deep-CNN was
created with 49 CEDM each. The performance was enhanced
in terms of AUC and was accurate than the methods existing.
In [16], Ting et al. developed CNNI-BCC which helped
medical experts in diagnosing breast cancer at the earlier
stage. This model enhanced the classification using CNN and
the breast cancer images were classified as various types like
benign, malignant, and healthy. From the numerous
experiments conducted, this model enhances accuracy,
sensitivity as well as AUC.
Diagnosing and classifying approaches involved for breast
cancer were not tested and evaluated with three various data
sets of breast cancer. In [17], Araujo et al. proposed a method
for the classification of hematoxylin and eosin stained breast
biopsy images using CNNs. High Sensitivity for Carcinoma
cases are obtained from this classification scheme. In [18],
Belsare et al. Classification of image is performed on different
classes using LDA. This proposed approach is helpful for
Pathologist. In [19], Tan et al. Developed a new version of
breast cancer detection by using CNN, tested on mammogram
images. This shows the improved accuracy results. In [20],
Henry et al. Effectiveness of CNN was analyzed based on the
existence of breast abnormalities in mammograms. In [21],
Khan et al. developed a method of cancers classification for
relevant genes using ANNs. In [22], Dhungel et al. introduce a
novel automated CAD system with minimal user. Deep
learning and structured output models are explored, proposed
CAD system results for INbreast data set. In [23], Al-antari et
al. proposed CAD system based deep learning, deep
convolutional network (CNN) is used to recognize the mass
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and classify it as either benign or malignant. In [24], Al-antari
et al. proposed an integrated CAD system of deep learning
detection and classification, develop a Cad system for
practical breast cancer diagnosis. In [25], Fang et al.
constructed CNN to utilize three dimensional spatial
correlations information of breast tumors very effectively. In
[26], Aya et al. introduce a new automatic segmentation
Method (SM) for identifying the ROI from breast
thermograms. In [27], Hu et al. provide an overview on deep
learning and hope on the survey for cancer detection and
diagnosis. The specialties of the present investigation are
reduction is detecting costs, using better classifier with no
adverse effects of aggressive approaches, higher accuracy of
detection than the paper cited, choosing titles appropriate with
the data available and comprehensive comparison with the
researches made so far.
III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
The work flow of the methodology developed is illustrated
in Fig. 1. The phases like pre-processing, segmentation and
feature extraction are discussed below. CNN classifier is
involved to obtain the accuracy of classification.

Step 4.4: The final output of the pre-processing stage is the
pre-processed breast imageOut_3.
Step 5: Out_3.
B. Segmentation Steps
Input: Out_3 Pre-processed Image.
Step 1: Gradient is obtained along X and Y axis in
variables Out X and Out Y.
Step 2: Gradient values are combined to obtain gradient
vector G val which is given by.
G val=[ 1/(1+(Out X+ Out Y))]
Step 3: G val obtained in radians is converted to degrees so
that orientation information of image pixels can be attained.
Step 4: Out_3 image is partitioned to grids GRi.
Step 5: Threshold values are defined for intensity Ti and
orientation To.
Step 6: for every grid GRido.
1) Histogram Hi for every pixel Pjis computed over grid
GRi.
2) 6.2. Most frequent histogram of grid GRiis found
which is represented by Freq H.
3) 6.3. Any arbitrary pixel Pjis selected which is related to
Freq H which is then assigned to pixel information seed point
(SP) with Intensity Ip and Orientation Op.
4) 6.4. Intensity along with orientation constraints for
adjacent pixel is verified.
5) 6.5. When both constraints are fulfilled, then decided
that region is grown, or else.
Next grid is considered for further process.
Step 7: Output: Segmented Image

Step 4: Two filtering techniques are applied for de-noising
as described below:

C. Weighted PSO based Feature Extraction
A heuristic global optimization technique namedWeighted
Particle Swarm Optimization (WPSO) algorithm simulates the
social behaviour of flock in g bird towards a position for
attaining the exact objective in a multidimensional space. This
approach involves a population of particles (called swarm) in
the search space. For every particle, the status is categorized
based on its location 𝑥⃗𝑖 = {𝑥𝑖1 , 𝑥𝑖2 , … . 𝑥𝑖𝑑 }and the velocity of
particle i is given by 𝑣⃗𝑖 = {𝑣𝑖1 , 𝑣𝑖2 , … . 𝑣𝑖𝑑 }.To find the optimal
solution, every particle deviates from its actual searching
direction to a new direction based on two concepts namely the
best location of the given particle (pbest) and the one obtained
so far by swarm (gbest). WPSO identifies the optimal solution
after velocity and position of every particle are updated in
relation with the equations,

Step 4.1: Out_1 = Laplacian filter is applied on the gray
scale image .

𝑣𝑖𝑑

Step 4.2: Out_2 = Then mean filter is applied on the gray
scale image.

𝑥𝑖𝑑

Fig. 1. Architecture of the Proposed Technique.

A. Pre-processing Steps
Step 1: Looking for an input Breast Image.
Step 2: The raw image provided as input raw undergoes
resizing to 256 x 256.
Step 3: When 3-dimensional (3D) images are provided as
input, they are converted to 2D, since mostly image
processing is carried out only with 2D images i.e, RGB image
is converted into gray scale image.

Step 4.3: Out_3 = Out_1 – Out_3.

(𝑡+1)

𝑡
𝑡 )
𝑡
= 𝑤𝑣𝑖𝑑
+ 𝑐1 𝑟1 (𝑝𝑖𝑑 − 𝑥𝑖𝑑
+ 𝑐2 𝑟2 (𝑝𝑔𝑑 − 𝑥𝑖𝑑
)

(𝑡+1)

𝑡
= 𝑥𝑖𝑑
+ 𝑣𝑖𝑑

(𝑡+1)

(1)
(2)

where t and d represent the iteration in the evolutionary
space and dimension in search space respectively. W denotes
the weight of inertia. c1 and c2 represent the personal and
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social learning factors. r1 and r2 are uniformly distributed
random values ranging between 0 to 1. pid and pgd denotes
pbest and gbest in the dimension d.
The basic steps performed in WPSO algorithm are as
described below:
 Initialization: Random positions and velocities are used
to initialize the particles.
 Evaluation: For every particle, value of the objective
function is estimated.

maintained termed as global best particle. The role of this
particle is to act as an attractor and hence pulls every particle
towards it. Ultimately, every particle converges at this position
and thus has to be regularly updated if not swarm converges
prematurely. For every particle in the swarm, fitness value is
computed using the objective function. Then, Pid and Pgd
values are evaluated and updated with the global best position
or better particle best position if obtained.
Steps for WPSO:
Initialize the function.

 Finding pbest: When the value obtained with the
objective function is better than the p best for particle i,
then the current value is assigned as the new p best.

Create objective function.

 Finding gbest: When p best is better than gbest, then
gbest is assigned to the current value.

Set iteration count = 1000.

 Updating the position and velocity: For every particle,
velocity is updated using Equation 1, and the particle is
moved to the next position based on Equation 2.

Optimize the cancer image pixel intensity.

 Terminating Criteria: When the required number of
iterations are reached, the process ends or else repeated
from step 2.
For the search space, exploration and exploitation are
controlled by weight as velocity is adjusted dynamically.
Moreover, weight controls the impact of the previous
velocities on the current one. Thus, the exploration capabilities
are compromised between global and local swarm. Larger
weight simplifies global search for new areas while the
smaller weight simplifies local search. When the weight is
chosen properly, global and local exploration of swarm is
balanced providing better solution. Hence, weight can
basically set to a larger value for better global exploration of
the search space and then decrease it gradually to obtain
refined solution. When the weight decreases linearly,
exploration from global to local change linearly. Search
algorithm are required to have non-linear searching ability.
With few statistical features obtained, PSO search is easily
understood and the suitable weight is calculated for the next
iteration. Here, when there is an increase in total generation,
there is a linear decrease in weight w while optimization in
relation to
𝑊 = 𝑤𝑚𝑎𝑥 − (

𝑤𝑚𝑎𝑥 −𝑤𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥

) ∗ 𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑟

(3)

Where 𝑤𝑚𝑎𝑥 and𝑤𝑚𝑖𝑛 denote the maximum and minimum
inertia weight respectively, 𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑟and 𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥 are the current
iteration and maximum number of iterations respectively. For
particle i, the best position is position that the particle visited
(past value of Xi), which provides highest fitness value. For
minimization, a position with small function value is
considered to have fitness. f(X) denotes the minimized
objective function for which the updated equation is
(𝑡+1)

(𝑡+1)

𝑡
𝑃𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑑 = {𝑥𝑖𝑑 𝑡 𝑖𝑓 𝑓(𝑥𝑖𝑑 (𝑡 + 1) ≥ 𝑃𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑑
or𝑃𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑑 = {𝑥𝑖𝑑 (𝑡 +
𝑡
1) 𝑖𝑓 𝑓(𝑥𝑖𝑑 (𝑡 + 1) ≥ 𝑃𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑑
(4)

A faster rate convergence is provided by the g best with
the expense of robustness and only a single best solution is

Objective function is based on intensity of pixel.

Calculate pixel intensity of images.

Calculate optimal value for input image pixel.
Extract tumor part with maximum pixel intensity.
Calculate accuracy.
D. Classification using Convolution Neural Networks
CNN takes the breast cancer image dataset an input for
classification. Then, deep convolutional kernels are trained
using the introduced CNN architecture. RELU nonlinearity is
used in convolution layers and are defined as:
𝑓(𝑥) = {

𝑥, 𝑖𝑓 𝑥 > 0
𝑎𝑥, 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒

(5)

Generally, convolution layer is stated as:
𝑦 𝑗 = 𝑓𝑏 𝑗 + ∑𝑖 𝑘 𝑖𝑗 + 𝑥 𝑖

(6)
th

Here, xi represents the i input map and yi denotes the jt
output map. bjis the bias parameter of jth map, convolution
process between two functions is given by *, and
convolutional kernel involved between i and j maps is bij.
Max-pooling layer was the next layer following the
convolutional layer. In max-pooling layer, every neuron
provides yi pools in the output map yi pools against s * s nonoverlapping areas of xi. In general, max-pooling layer is
defined as:
h

𝑖
𝑦𝑗𝑖 = 𝑚𝑎𝑥0≤𝑚≤𝑠 {𝑥𝑗.𝑠+𝑚
}

(7)

Convolutional as well as max-pooling layers are fully
connected which is followed by Softmax classifier containing
output classes which equals the number of outputs. In the
architecture introduced, tan h is used as a non-linear protocol
in connecting one layer with another. The function of Softmax
function equals squashing, and dataset with k-dimension is renormalized producing real values ranging from 1 to 2. This is
represented mathematically as:
𝜎(𝑧)𝑗 = ∑𝑘

𝑒 𝑧𝑗

𝑘=1 𝑒

𝑧𝑘

, 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑗 = 1, … 𝑘

(8)

Error obtained while developing ML approaches are
training and generalization errors. The former is observed
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while training the neural network, where the latter is produced
while testing the proposed classifier. In the process of deep
learning, training is frequently affected with the process of
overfit and under-fit. To surpass these issues, after every layer,
batch normalization is applied in the proposed architecture for
BCC. Dropout layer was added next to the first fully
connected layer. The entire architecture developed for breast
cancer classification is illustrated in Fig. 2.

glandular tissues is analysed. It is observed that presence of
numerous glandular tissues worsen the imaging effect later.
Simultaneously, a progressive approach to detect multiple
tumors is also introduced. Imaging is done in three steps:
preliminary examination, refocusing, and image optimization
by which every tumor is detected successfully. Here, WPSOCNN is used for extraction of features and classification of
tumor, and this has obtained enhanced accuracy. Features
were obtained and classified the image of histopathology. The
below Fig. 3 shows extracted feature of histopathology image
using WPSO-CNN. The Fig. 4 shows classified image with
malignancy.
The accuracy, precision, recall and F-1 score graph has
been shown below in Fig. 5,6,7,8. The below graphs show
comparison of parameters between existing and proposed
techniques.
From analysis of results obtained for proposed technique,
it is observed that performance is significantly improved. The
analysis of results expressed that proposed technique exhibits
its significant performance in Classification.

Fig. 2. Proposed CNN Architecture for Breast Cancer Classification.

E. Training of CNN
The proposed CNN architecture has two classes namely
benign and malignant. Weighted loss function was employed
for training the proposed CNN classifier.
1

𝑘
𝜉(𝑤, 𝑥𝑛 , 𝑦𝑛 ) = − 𝑁 ∑𝑁
𝑛=1 𝛼𝑛 ∑𝑘=1 𝑡𝑘𝑛 𝑙𝑛𝑦𝑘𝑛

(9)

Here xn represents input vector, yn the prediction obtained
from classifier for n th clinical input, and tn its actual response.
K and N are the number of classes total clinical samples.
For recognizing, patch results of the entire image are
combined. As the model is trained with image patches,
strategy is necessary for partitioning the actual testing images
into patches, then executing and combining the results
obtained to get optimal result but is computationally too
complex. Rather, grid patches are obtained from the images
which provide the set of non-overlapping patches, and this
was reasonable and balanced the performance of classification
as well as computational cost. By implementing this model,
every patch produced the probability of every possible class
for the given patch of the image. For combining the results
produced by the patches for the test image, three various
fusion rules were involved and found that Sum rule produced
better results.
IV. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
Detection of breast cancer in the earlier stages is critical
for treatment and managing its condition. This study presented
a detailed derivation methods and processes along with way it
is applied in detecting tumor. According to the tissue
segmenting method, the effects of the obtained number of

Fig. 3. Feature Extracted Tumor Image of Histopathological Image.

Fig. 4. Classified Image of Histopathology Detecting Malignancy.
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Fig. 5. Comparison of Accuracy.

In Fig. 5, shows the classification of accuracy analysis for
proposed technique. The accuracy measured for proposed
technique is measured significantly higher than the existing
techniques.
In Fig. 6, shows the classification of precision analysis for
proposed technique. From overall comparison of proposed
technique with existing classifiers is presented. The
measurement of precision provides the analysis is expressed
that the proposed technique provides improved performance
rather than existing techniques.
In Fig. 7, shows the classification of Recall analysis
proposed technique. The Recall measurement provides
analysis and the comparative analysis expressed that
proposed technique provides improved performance than
existing classification techniques.

Fig. 7. Comparison of Recall.

In Fig. 8, shows the classification of F1-Score analysis for
proposed technique. The F1-Score is measured and provides
the analysis and through analysis, it is concluded that the
proposed technique exhibits improved performance rather than
the existing classification technique.

for
the
the
the

Fig. 8. Comparison of F-1 Score.

Limitations of the proposed WPSO-CNN:
 WPSO-CNN is best suitable for image-classification,
dealing with high-dimensional Data (images).
 WPSO-CNN is not best suitable for smaller data sets.
Fig. 6. Comparison of Precision.

 WPSO-CNN becomes slower, if there are more layers.
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V. CONCLUSION
The objective to carry out this research is to improve
accuracy of detection using CAD technique for detecting
breast cancer. With this objective, a framework was
contributed along with its flow and parameters used for
simulation. Publicly available dataset is involved for analysing
the effectiveness of the method for classifying normal and
abnormal breast images of several individuals. Here, weighted
particle swarm optimization (WPSO) with CNN
(Convolutional Neural Networks) is employed named as
WPSO-CNN with the objective to extract the features and
estimate the error between the estimated and true density
using kernel density estimation based classifier for diagnosing
breast cancer. From the results it is observed that the
performance of WPSO-CNN is remarkable than existing
approaches. The future work is to possibly develop an online
breast cancer detection system since the detecting systems
used currently are offline.
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Abstract—Emotion integrates different aspects of a person,
including mood (current emotional state), personality, voice or
speech, color around the eyes, and facial organs' movement. We
are considering the mood because a person’s current emotional
state must always affect upcoming emotions. So behind an
emotion, all these parameters are involved, and a human being
can easily recognize it by seeing that face even if more than one
person is there, so for the robot to make human-like emotion, all
these parameters have to be considered to imitate artificial facial
expression against that emotion. Most researchers working in
this area still find difficulties in determining exact emotion by the
robot because facial information is not always available,
especially when interacting with a group of people and
mimicking exact emotion that the user can effectively recognise.
In our study, the loud most speeches among the people sensed by
the robot and color around eyes are considered to cope with these
issues. Another issue is the rise time and fall time of emotional
intensity. In other words, how long should the robot keep an
emotion here? An experimental approach is applied to get these
values. The proposed method used an emotional speech database
to recognize the human emotion using convunational neural
network (CNN) and RGB patterns to mimic the emotion, which
simulates an improved humanoid robot that can express emotion
like human beings and give real-time responses to the user or
group of users that can make more effective Human-Robot
Interaction (HRI).
Keywords—Artificial facial expression; emotional speech
database; convunational neural network; RGB pattern; humanoid
robot; human-robot interaction

I.

INTRODUCTION

The human face is very special in different aspects; one of
those aspects is expressing emotion. By expressing emotion,
human beings express their feelings, and others can easily
understand the feeling and respond as well [Y. Yang et al.,
(2007)]. However, when we talk about HRI, it becomes
challenging for the humanoid robot to determine the exact
emotion expressed by the person (human) who is interacting at
a particular moment, especially when interacting with a group
of people and when emotion is not evident with the face
because according to psychologist numerous types of
expression can be produced by a human. Moreover, we have
only seven recognized expressions: Natural, Happy, Sad,
Anger, Surprise, Fear and Disgust.
Robotics has become a very emerging area in today’s
world; it plays a significant role in various fields like medical
science, military applications, home appliances, education, and

many more. In recent years, a popular research area in robotics
has been developing intelligent robots that can interact with
people as companions rather than machines. To interact with a
humanoid robot, HRI is very important; studies of human-robot
interaction will be improved by automated emotion
interpretation. A humanoid robot must be able to understand
the person’s actual emotional state at a particular instance.
Here the proposed method used our previous emotion
recognition method that represents the intensities of the
emotions instead of emotion. Once the intensity of the emotion
was known, the main goal was to determine fusion weight for
each primary emotion based on all those parameters, which
include mood, personality, and intensities of the recognized
emotional states employing fuzzy Kohonen clustering network
(FKCN), which give us a smooth variation of facial
expressions. Finally, the control point’s vector is used to mimic
the artificial face simulator [Prince. M. (2017)].
The parameter is determined as; for the mood previous
emotional state has been buffered, for personality Big Five
model of personality has been considered [Power R. A. et al.
(2015)], for Euclidean intensity distances between the feature
vector of standard and user emotion are proposed being used,
for speech the training data set of data statistic and machine
learning based on Ultra-large-scale database of natural
language are used [McGilloway et al. (2000); Greasley (2000);
Mohamad Nezami et al. (2019)], and for the colour around
eyes RGB color patterns for different emotions have been used
[Johnson et al. (2013)].
One of the objectives of most of the research is to improve
the life of human beings. So in this regard studying humanmachine behaviour becomes essential. Moreover, HumanComputer Interaction (HCI) is one of the areas under which
humans and machines should have better communication
skills. Ultimately, when we communicate with the humanoid
robot, we want to communicate as a companion rather than as a
machine closer to human nature.
Here, we are proposing a humanoid robot model that can
emotionally respond and a human being. The robot can
recognize the user emotional state and would respond
accordingly. That could mean that if the user is happy, then the
robot should behave like if it is also happy, which would
improve the interaction between a human and a machine. The
problem arises for the robot to communicate with a user whose
expression is not clear on his face, especially when people are
involved.
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The rest of the paper organized as the related work section
is following this section then the complete methodology is
presented, the result and discussion section is presented
following the methodology and finally the work was
concluded.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
Most research on robotics heads mimicking human facial
expression is done in some universities and research
institutions of the United States, Japan, and the European
Union. A robot called Kismat is one of the examples of it,
developed by Cynthia Breazeal at the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology. Waseda University, Japan, has developed a
series of robots named WE-R since 1996 [Hiroyaus Miwa,
(2001)].
In the recent decade, many researchers have been trying to
recognise human beings' facial expressions automatically.
Various pattern recognition methods have been used in order to
recognize facial expressions. As in our previous works [Master
Prince, (2013a); Master Prince (2013b)], the novel approach
has been introduced to recognize facial expressions. As
discussed in [Young. A. W. et al., (1989); Padgett. C. et al.
(1997)] reported that approaches to emotional robot design
often adopted results from psychology to design robot
behaviours to mimic human beings. Miwa et al. proposed a
mental model to build the robotic emotional state from external
sensory inputs [Miwa. H.et al., (2003), Miwa. H.et al. (2004)].
Duhaut presented a computational model which includes
emotion and personality in robotic behaviours [Duhaut. D.
(2008)]. Moshkina et al. give a model of time-varying effective
response for humanoid robots based on the Traits, Attributes,
Moods and Emotions [Moshkina et al. (2011)]. One of the
most important aspects is the robot mood transition from the
current to the next mood state, which influences the robot's
interaction behaviour and a user’s feeling. Meng-Ju Han et al.
introduced an effective model to make transition among mood
states would become smoother and thus might enable a robot to
respond with more natural emotional expressions [Meng-Ju
Han et al. (2013)]. Imitating emotions with RGB patterns has
previously been proposed with other types of robots. For
example, Kanoh et al. asked 50 people to identify which of
Ekman and Friesen’s six basic emotions the Ifbot was imitating
with its 29 pre-programmed facial expressions [Ekman P. et al.
(1969), Kanoh. M. et al. (2005)]. Angelica Lim and Hiroshi G.
Okuno proposed speech and gait analysis to recognize human
emotion [Angelica Lim et al. (2012)].
Previous researches have shown powerful tools for
designing emotional robots. It is observed that exact emotion
recognition and exact mimicking the artificial emotion plays a
vital role in effective HRI. These representations lack a
theoretical basis to support the assumptions in their emotion
recognition design and simulation of the artificial face. That
motivates me to investigate an effective emotion recognition
system and an excellent artificial face simulator. Emotion
recognition system by recognizing the pattern of the facial
muscles is not enough. The speech recognition and speech
synthesis function modules are embedded as emotion
recognition procedures [Jianfeng et al. (2019); Mehmet et al.
(2020)]. The combination of control point vectors and RGB

patterns is used to imitate the artificial emotion with a smooth
mood transition and get back to its normal intensity state of the
current emotion after showing its actual intensity.
Questionnaire surveys were conducted to evaluate the
effectiveness of the proposed method.
III. PROPOSED WORK
Our previous work proposed a model artificial brain
emotion recognition and generation system (ABERGS)
[Prince. M. (2017)]. This work is an extension of ABERGS,
where facial expression is fused with the voice to simulate
artificial expression. In our proposed work, the loud voice
recognized by the robot were classified as recognized emotion
using the trained CNN model [Jianfeng et al. (2019)] and RGB
patterns were used to enhance artificial expression [Johnson et
al. (2013)]. The purpose of the RGB pattern is to use it around
the robot's eyes to express exact emotion.
In order to find out RGB color patterns against each
specific emotion, an experiment was set up.
A. Speech Emotion Recognition
Fig. 1 illustrates the layers which are substituted to the
CNN (feature learning block (FLB) and LSTM (Long shortterm memory). Four FLBs extract the low-level features of
speech, such as emotional features, and LSTM can learn the
high-level features, which contain both the local information
and the long-term contextual dependencies.
The pretrained model [Jianfeng et al. (2019)] was used as
transfer learning to get trained with emotional speech dataset
[McGilloway et al. (2000)], and the accuracy was outstanding,
as shown through the confusion matrix in Fig. 2. The idea was
to verify the accuracy of the model.

Fig. 1. Block Diagram of the Overall Architecture of the CNN [Jianfeng et
al. (2019)].

Fig. 2. Confusion Matrix Post-Training Model [Jianfeng et al. (2019)] with
98 Samples of [McGilloway et al. (2000)] Emotional Speech Dataset.
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B. RGB Pattern Recognition
A movie clip against each major emotion (Natural, Happy,
Sad, Anger, Surprise, Fear, and Disgust) has been selected. In a
small theatre room, 20 participants are invited to watch the
movies. A video (pointing to eyes) of each participant has been
made against each movie clip. Now we have 7*20 videos (20
videos for each emotion). Now, each video is analyzed as
below:
Measurements of the following attributes of each color (R,
G and B) for each emotion.

TABLE I.

Emotion

RGB COLOR PATTERN’S INTENSITIES, DURATION, RISE TIME
AND FALL TIME
Duration (Sec)

Color(RGB)

Rise time
(%)

Fall time (%)

Normal 0 150, 150, 0 0 0
Anger 1.7 255, 0, 0 83 17
Surprise 4.0 255, 255, 0 83 17
Disgust 2.3 0, 75, 0 83 17
Sadness 4.3 0, 100, 225 20 80
Happiness 2.1 200, 120, 0 80 20
Fear 4.0 0, 20, 80 20 80

• Intensities: An intensity of emotion.
• Duration: How long does emotion exist?
Intensity calculation: Here, the intensity is measured in
terms of the RGB scheme. Each frame of the video is
converted into a grayscale color scheme. Each color’s
intensities (R, G and B) can range between 0-255.
H
H
H

I r = ∑20
𝑓=1 𝑟⁄20

I g = ∑20
𝑓=1 𝑔⁄20
I b = ∑20
𝑓=1 𝑏⁄20

(1)
(2)
(3)

The above equations show the average intensity of each
color pattern (R, G and B) against happy emotion. Here R, G
and B value ranges from 0 to 255. The same intensities of each
color pattern (R, G and B) for all other emotions can be
calculated.
Duration calculation: The time duration between emotions
initiated and coming back to the normal state. The RGB value
for normal emotion has got 150, 150, and 0, respectively. It
consists of two things;
• Rise time: Time is taken to rise from normal to peak
value.
• Fall time: Time is taken to return to the normal from
the peak value.
DH = Dr + Df

(4)

where D H is the total duration of an emotion existing on the
face, D r is the time taken to rise from normal to peak, and D f is
the time taken to return to the normal from the peak value.
Same as intensity, duration is also calculated on average.

Fig. 3. RGB Patterns shown on the Computer Screen to Recognize Emotion
for RGB Pattern Evaluation.

For this, fifty participants were invited, and a survey was
conducted. They were asked to check on the recognized
emotion after seeing the RGB pattern on the computer screen
into robot eyes, and the patterns were shown in random order
to avoid ambiguity.
The responses of the participants are interpreted into a bar
chart, as shown in Fig. 4. The result was significant as all the
emotions were recognized. Moreover, some ambiguity was
witnessed between Natural and Happy, Sad and Angry, and
Fear and Surprise.
Finally, the data has been collected and analyzed.

After analysis, all the videos, follow Table I is obtained.
Which shows duration, color (RGB), rise and fall time for all
recognized emotions. Table I: RGB color pattern’s Intensities,
Duration, Rise time and Fall time.
C. RGB Pattern Evaluation
Table I from the previous experiment determined which
pattern of color intensity and duration of the RGBs that
humans associate with specific emotions. The purpose of this
experiment is to examine whether humans recognize these
RGB patterns as emotions or not. Two RGB patterns for each
emotion are based on Table I and glow through the computer
screen, as shown in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 4. Average Degree of Recognition for RGB Patterns against each
Emotion.

IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
The result shows a moderate degree of recognition against
each emotion. As a result, it was a bit ambiguous, but when it
combined with ABERGS [Prince. M. (2017)], the result was
very effective. Fig. 5 illustrates the simulated image.

Fig. 5. ABERGS [Prince. M. (2017)] and the RGB Pattern used
simultaneously to Mimic Robotic Facial Expression.
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TABLE II.
COMPARATIVE SATISFACTION LEVEL OF ABERGS [PRINCE.
M. (2017)] VS ABERGS [PRINCE. M. (2017)] WITH RGB
Emotions

Satisfaction
Level
(without voice)

Satisfaction
Level (With voice
fusion)

Satisfaction
Level
(With
RGB Pattern)

Natural

96.5%

98%

98.7%

Happiness

97%

98%

99%

Surprise

96.5%

97.5%

98%

Fear

97.5%

99%

99.2%

Sadness

96%

98%

98.3%

Disgust

97.5%

98.5%

99%

Anger

95.0%

98%

99.8%

[9]

[10]

[11]

[12]

[13]

Table II illustrates the effectiveness of the RGB pattern
with ABERGS [15].
[14]

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The proposed model uses facial image, voice and simulate
artificial emotion on a robotic face with an RGB pattern in the
eyes. With the first experiment and RGB patterns were
determined, and with the second experiment, the model's
effectiveness was tested. The results were very effective. For
future work, human gait can also be considered in order to
recognize the emotion of the human being. Second, we will
focus more on processing speed by using GPU with an
efficient algorithm.

[15]

[16]

[17]
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Abstract—Stroke is the second leading cause of death
globally. Computed Tomography plays a significant role in the
initial diagnosis of suspected stroke patients. Currently, stroke is
subjectively interpreted on CT scans by domain experts, and
significant inter- and intra-observer variation has been
documented. Several methods have been proposed to detect
ischemic brain stroke automatically on CT scans using machine
learning and deep learning, but they are not robust and their
performance is not ready for clinical practice. We propose a fully
automatic method for acute ischemic stroke detection on brain
CT scans. The system’s first component is a brain slice
classification module that eliminates the CT scan’s upper and
lower slices, which do not usually include brain tissue. In turn, a
brain tissue segmentation module segments brain tissue from CT
slices, followed by tissue contrast enhancement using the
Extreme-Level Eliminating Histogram Equalization technique.
Finally, the processed brain tissue is classified as either normal
or ischemic stroke using a classification module, to determine
whether the patient is suffering from an ischemic stroke. We
leveraged the use of the pre-trained ResNet50 model for slice
classification and tissue segmentation, while we propose an
efficient lightweight multi-scale CNN model (5S-CNN), which
outperformed state-of-the-art models for brain tissue
classification. Evaluation included the use of more than 130
patient brain CT scans curated from King Fahad Medical City
(KFMC). The proposed method, using 5-fold cross-validation to
validate generalization and susceptibility to overfitting, achieved
accuracies of 99.21% in brain slice classification, 99.70% in brain
tissue segmentation, 87.20% in patient-wise brain tissue
classification, and 90.51% in slice-wise brain tissue classification.
The system can assist both expert and non-expert radiologists in
the early identification of ischemic stroke on brain CT scans.
Keywords—Acute
ischemic
brain
stroke;
deep
learning; convolutional neural network;
CT brain slice
classification; brain tissue segmentation; brain tissue contrast
enhancement; brain tissue classification

I.

INTRODUCTION

Globally, stroke is a leading cause of death, accounting for
around 15 million deaths annually [1], [2]. Even in low-income
and middle-income countries, stroke is a major cause of
mortality, and in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia (KSA), annual
stroke incidence has increased to 29.8 per 100,000 [3].
Notably, 87% of all stroke incidents result from ischemic
stroke, whereas the remaining 13% are hemorrhagic [4].
Andersen et al. [5] investigated 39,484 stroke patients,
reporting that 35,491 (89.9%) suffered from ischemic stroke
and 3,993 (10.1%) experienced hemorrhage stroke. Generally,
stroke arises from the sudden interruption of blood flow to

neuronal tissue; a blockage within blood vessels leads to
ischemic stroke, while blood vessel rapture causes hemorrhagic
stroke [2]. To manage ischemic stroke, anti-thrombolytic
therapy (removing the blockage by clot breaking) and
thrombectomy (removing the clot mechanically) are used,
while decompression and blood pressure reduction are used for
hemorrhagic stroke [2].
Diagnostic imaging is essential in routine clinical practice
to confirm early-stage ischemic stroke. Computed Tomography
(CT) is regarded as the front-line modality to evaluate patients
with suspected stroke due to its accessibility and costeffectiveness, which is not the case with Magnetic Resonance
Imaging (MRI) [6], [7]. Typically, suspected stroke patients are
handled by emergency room physicians, and the condition is
often misdiagnosed or diagnosed late due to difficulties in
arranging urgent assessments with experienced neuroradiologists. This often negatively influences stroke
management [8].
State-of-the-art methods in computer science are assisting
clinicians and neurologists, including for the application of
image processing techniques to digital medical images [9],
[10], [11]. For example, Chung et al. [12] developed a system
to detect hyperacute ischemic stroke in CT images, achieving
an accuracy of 81% in classifying stroke and non-stroke
images. Methodologically, the authors extracted ranklet
features from pre-processed CT images and identified 23
important features for stroke detection, 8 of which were used to
establish the prediction model. Guoqing et al. [13] developed a
system based on asymmetric image patch classification to
detect ischemic stroke signs on non-contrast CT images,
achieving an accuracy of 76.84% on 108 stroke cases that
trained radiologists did not detect.
Chin et al. [14] developed a CNN model for automatic
ischemic stroke diagnosis. Model training and testing involved
256 patch images of size 32×32 extracted manually from CT
images. Their system achieved testing and training accuracies
of 92% and 97%, respectively. Pereira et al. [15] used two
CNNs, one with a 50/50 protocol and another with 75/25, for
training and testing with 300 CT images (100 healthy, 100
ischemic, 100 hemorrhagic). Contrasting architectures were
used, with the most effective results being 97.5%, 100%, and
99.1% classification accuracies for hemorrhagic, ischemic, and
healthy images, respectively, using the 75/25 protocol on their
second model. Anis et al. [16] applied deep transfer learning
for ischemic stroke detection on CT images, using 400 images
with data augmentation (specifically, horizontal flipping) to
compare the results to ResNet50, GoogleNet, and VGG-16 pre-
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trained CNNs. Using 5-fold cross-validation, they reported that
ResNet50, GoogleNet, and VGG-16 achieved 100%, 99.4%,
and 92.2% accuracies, respectively, on their training set, while
accuracies of 100%, 98.8%, and 90% were reported on the
validation set.
Gautam and Raman [17] developed a 13-layer CNN model
to classify ischemic and hemorrhagic stroke. Their CT image
dataset (300 healthy, 300 ischemic, 300 hemorrhagic) was preprocessed using quadtree-based multi-focus image fusion [18].
Two copies were created for each image, after which contrast
adjustment was applied to the first and filtering to the second
using a 3×3 averaging filter. The copies were fused and passed
to the CNN model, which consisted of an input layer
(512×512×1) and two convolutional layers, each followed by a
Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) activation and max-pooling
layer, two fully connected layers with a ReLU activation and
dropout layer after the first fully connected layer, and a
softmax classification layer. Two datasets were established,
one containing stroke images only and another containing both
stroke and healthy images, and an 80/20 data split protocol
with 10-fold cross-validation was applied in each case. They
achieved 98.33% and 98.77% classification accuracies on the
first dataset, respectively, whereas 92.22% and 93.33% were
achieved for the second dataset. The model significantly
outperformed fine-tuned AlexNet and ResNet50.
These results highlight the clinical value of computational
techniques in stroke detection [19], [20]. However, there is
room for improvement, which has caused researchers to
leverage Deep Learning (DL) techniques. DL is a subfield of
artificial intelligence wherein algorithms learn to make
accurate predictions without explicit programming [9], [11],
[19]. Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) is a biologically
inspired DL paradigm that holds promise in diagnostic
medicine due to its ability to outperform humans in image and
speech recognition/translation tasks [21].

CT slices on average (based on the collected dataset). Manual
scanning also includes manual adjustment and enhancement of
the contrast of the scanned slice for better visualization.
𝑛
represent a
To formulate such a process, let 𝐶 = {𝑆𝑖 }𝑖=1
patient’s CT scan, which consists of 𝑛 slices 𝑆𝑖 of size
512×512×1, as shown in Fig. 1.

Ischemic stroke can appear in any slice within a patient’s
CT scan; it can also appear at any location in the brain tissue
within a slice. Ischemic stroke changes the texture of the
affected region of brain tissue, as indicated by comparing the
left panel of Fig. 2, which shows a normal brain CT slice, to
the right panel, which shows an example of acute ischemic
stroke.

Fig. 2 reflects the fact that ischemic stroke can affect any
region of the brain tissue. Additionally, the affected area can
have any regional size. The affected area becomes darker in
texture as the time from its occurrence increases [22].
To determine whether a patient is experiencing an ischemic
stroke, it is necessary for a sign of the ischemic stroke to
appear on at least one slice of the patient’s CT scan. Therefore,
each slice must be processed individually, which can be
categorized as a classification problem. In any given brain CT
slice, there are usually parts that are irrelevant (e.g., scalp,
skull, and unrelated background objects) because they do not
contribute to the diagnosis. Such parts must be removed,
enabling only the brain tissue region to be segmented and
separated, which can be categorized as a segmentation
problem. Additionally, certain slices in the upper and lower
parts of the CT scan do not include brain tissue, and so these
slices must be excluded before any processing occurs. This
also is categorized as a classification problem, the objective of
which is to identify whether a given CT slice contains brain
tissue.

This research proposes a DL system for acute
ischemic stroke classification on brain CT scans. The system
determines whether a brain CT slice contains brain tissue,
segments the brain tissue, enhances the contrast of the
segmented brain tissue, and identifies signs of acute ischemic
to determine stroke incidence. CNN-based techniques are
adopted in the first two tasks, whereas an efficient multi-scale
CNN model – the 5-Scale CNN model (5S-CNN) – is proposed
to resolve difficulties associated with distinguishing between
normal/abnormal brain regions. A dataset from King Fahad
Medical City (KFMC) containing over 130 annotated patient
records is used to design, develop, and validate the system, and
cross-validation is performed to evaluate the CNN models.
II. PROPOSED METHOD
The main technical objective of this research is to develop a
robust and intelligent method for the diagnosis of ischemic
stroke on brain CT scans, which will assist the clinical
decision-making of neurologists. In routine clinical practice,
brain CT scans are manually interpreted by professionals,
expert operators, or both. This process involves the manual
scanning of each slice of the patient’s brain CT scan for the
presence of stroke. Each patient’s CT scan contains 35 to 45

Fig. 1. Brain CT Scan of a Patient.

Fig. 2. Normal Brain CT Slice (Left) and Acute Tschemic Stroke (Right).
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Fig. 3. The Architecture of the Proposed Method.

Given the above discussion, the development of an
intelligent method for the automated diagnosis of a patient’s
brain CT scan involves four main components, which
collectively process each slice of a given brain CT scan and
systematically determine whether the patient is experiencing an
ischemic stroke. As shown in Fig. 3, these components are the
Brain CT Slice Classification Model, Brain Tissue
Segmentation Model, Brain Tissue Contrast Enhancement
Component, and Brain Tissue Classification Model.
The proposed method begins by reading an input CT slice
to determine whether the slice should be considered for
processing. In any brain CT scan, it is common for the first and
last few slices not to contain brain tissue; these slices must be
removed prior to any further processing. Also, since some of
these CT slices do not contain brain tissue, despite having
textural similarities to slices with brain tissue (see Fig. 4), it is
necessary to leverage a classification model to determine
whether a given slice contains brain tissue.
Before developing this model, a dataset was prepared
containing labeled images of CT scan slices with and without
brain tissue. Fine-tuning, training, and evaluation of the pretrained networks were performed. Fine-tuning involves
updating each model’s input layer to match the size of brain
CT slices, which are fixed at 512×512×1. Also, the first
convolutional layer’s kernels, which are 3-dimensional (spatial
× depth) kernels 𝑘(𝑥, 𝑦, 3) , are updated to 2-dimensional
kernels 𝑘 ′ (𝑥, 𝑦) using the mapping 𝐾: 𝑘(𝑥, 𝑦, 3) → 𝑘 ′ (𝑥, 𝑦)
such that
𝑘 ′ (𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝐾(𝑘(𝑥, 𝑦, 3)) =

1
3

∑3𝑑=1 𝑘(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑑)

of K-fold cross-validation, which increased reliability and
generalization and enabled the selection of the model with the
best results.
After confirming the existence of brain tissue within the
input CT slice, the brain tissue segmentation component
detects and segments the brain tissue. In this process, irrelevant
parts are removed and only the brain tissue is retained. It
begins with an original input slice, as shown in Fig. 6(a). A
trained semantic segmentation model is then applied, resulting
in an image segmented by class, as in Fig. 6(b). Finally,
morphological image analysis is implemented by maintaining
the largest segmented group of pixels and filling its holes to
obtain the segmented brain tissue [25], as shown in Fig. 6(c).

Fig. 4. CT Image with No Brain Tissue (Left) and CT Image with Brain
Tissue (Right).

(1)

The final classification layer was also replaced with a new
classification layer consisting of two neurons. This is because
CT slice classification is a two-class problem (i.e., slice
with/without brain tissue). Fig. 5 shows the concept of
updating a pre-trained network to be re-trained for brain CT
image classification. Training and evaluation included the use

Fig. 5. Adopting a Pre-trained CNN Model for CT Slice Classification.
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Fig. 6. Brain Tissue Segmentation: (a) Original Image, (b)
Applying Semantic Segmentation Model, and (c) Maintaining the Largest
Segmented Group of Pixels and Filling its Holes.

Fig. 7. Adjusting a Pre-Trained Network for Brain CT Image Ssegmentation
using FCN-8 Structure.

DL-based segmentation methods have shown promising
results for the segmentation of medical images [26], [27], [28].
The state-of-the-art DL-based framework, namely Fully
Convolutional Networks (FCNs) [29], has been used for brain
tissue segmentation. FCNs implement a pixel-wise
classification process using a CNN model as a classification
backbone, which classifies each pixel within an image and
assigns it to a particular class, thereby resulting in an image
segmented by class. We employed the FCN-8 architecture and
tested the four widely-used state-of-the-art pre-trained CNN
models as a classification backbone: AlexNet, GoogleNet,
ResNet18, and ResNet50. As in brain CT slice classification,
ResNet50 yielded the best segmentation results compared to
the other models.

Due to the low contrast of brain CT slices, multiple image
contrast enhancement techniques have been proposed,
particularly for medical images [31], [32], [33], [34]. These
techniques are used to boost the interior details within brain
tissues for visibility, classification, and ultimately
interpretation. The Extreme-Level-Eliminating Histogram
Equalization (ELEHE) method, proposed by Tan et al. [35],
was developed mainly to improve ischemic stroke detection on
brain CT images. ELEHE ensures that substantial differences
in the distribution of the input CT image histogram are
eliminated, resulting in a stretched histogram containing every
intensity level value other than the unnecessary two extreme
levels that result from regular Histogram Equalization (HE)
[30].

Before developing this model, an annotated dataset was
prepared by manually annotating the pixels of each CT slice.
Each pixel value in every image of this dataset represents a
categorical label (either a brain tissue pixel or not). Fine-tuning
involved updating the backbone model’s input layer to take a
CT slice of size 512×512×1 as input and, in turn, updating the
first layer’s kernels from 3D to 2D, as implemented for slice
classification. In addition to this update, all pre-trained models
were modified according to the FCN-8 up-sampling structure
of the FCNs approach [29]. For training and evaluation, K-fold
cross-validation was also used to select the most reliable and
generalized segmentation model. Fig. 7 illustrates the concept
of updating a pre-trained network according to the FCN-8
architecture to be re-trained for brain tissue segmentation.

Before enhancement, each slice is normalized by stretching
the grey-level values within the range of 0 to 216. To enhance
a CT slice using ELEHE, the first step calculates the
Probability Density Function (PDF) of the slice’s grey-level
values. The next step involves eliminating the two extreme
levels of the resulting PDF, thereby ensuring the
maintainability of those levels while stretching the remaining
grey levels. Following this, the Cumulative Density Function
(CDF) is computed, after which a Transfer Function (TF) is
applied to the values of the resulting CDF. Fig. 8 shows a brain
CT image enhanced with ELEHE contrast enhancement.

Although the optimal segmentation model may lead to high
segmentation accuracy, it is common for certain pixels or
groups of pixels to be misclassified. This is shown in Fig. 6(b),
where some pixels are classified as brain tissue while they are
not, and vice versa. Therefore, post-processing is needed,
which involves removing small connected components of
pixels, and retaining the largest connected group of pixels
(which usually represents brain tissue). This is followed by
filling in the holes [30], [25] if there is a sufficient ischemic
stroke identification area size. Based on recommendations
from a medical team, the final segmented brain tissue must be
sufficiently large in terms of its area to contribute to the
identification of an ischemic stroke. Thus, to make decisions
about whether to include or exclude the segmented brain tissue
for further processing, the area of the segmented brain tissue
(in pixels) is compared to a fixed threshold recommended by
the medical team. This comparison excludes any insufficient
and small, segmented brain tissue that has an area smaller than
the fixed threshold.

Fig. 8. Brain CT Image (Left) and Brain CT Image after applying ELEHE
(Right).

After segmenting the brain region and applying contrast
enhancement, the resulting brain tissue is classified to
determine whether the CT slice is a case of normal or ischemic
stroke, the latter of which indicates that the patient is suffering
from ischemic stroke. If the classification of every processed
slice of the CT scan is normal, then the patient is regarded as
not suffering from ischemic stroke. Since there are two classes
to consider (i.e., ischemic stroke or normal), the dataset
preparation for this classification included labeled CT slices
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indicating an incidence of ischemic stroke or not. All slices
with ischemic stroke incidence were labeled as acute, while
slices with no stroke incidence were labeled as normal.
Ischemic stroke can manifest with any regional size and it
can appear at any location within the brain tissue visualized by
CT. Given this, a multi-scale analysis of brain tissue is needed
to determine whether there is an instance of ischemic stroke.
State-of-the-art pre-trained CNN models such as AlexNet,
GoogleNet, ResNet18, and ResNet50 deal with only one scale,
therefore the performance of these models is unsatisfactory. To
overcome this issue, a lightweight multi-scale CNN model
named the 5-Scale CNN model (5S-CNN) is proposed. After
segmentation and contrast enhancement of the input CT brain
tissue image, 5S-CNN uses a 5-branch architecture wherein
each branch applies a different filter size to learn features at
different scales.
5S-CNN consists of 77 layers, as shown in Fig. 9. Within
this model, a total of 16 convolutional (Conv) blocks are used,
where each block starts with a Conv layer followed by Batch
Normalization (BN) and Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) layers.
The ReLU layers introduce non-linearity into the model in a
very simple way of applying a thresholding operation to the
pixels resulting from the BN layers, in which positive pixels
are retained, and negative ones are assigned to zero. A maxpooling layer is positioned after each Conv block, resulting in a
total of 16 pooling layers in the proposed model. The use of
max-pooling layers enables the selection of only one pixel
whose value is the highest compared to the other pixels within
the pooling receptive field. This leads to the extraction of
relevant features as well as a reduction in image size.
Within the first Conv layer of the proposed model, 16
filters with a size of 4×4 and stride of 2×2 are used, which
down-samples the CT input image from 512×512×1 to
255×255×16. Thereafter, max-pooling with a size of 3×3 and
stride of 2×2 is applied, which reduces the first Conv output
size to 127×127×16. It is then passed to 5 branches having
three consecutive Conv blocks in each branch. The first Conv
blocks in these branches contain 32 filters in each branch with
sizes of 11×11, 9×9, 7×7, 5×5, and 3×3 in order to extract and
learn features at different scales. After the first Conv block of
each branch, two Conv blocks are used with 64 and 128 filters,
respectively, of size 3×3 and stride 1×1; in these Conv blocks,
a 3×3 filter size is used to reduce the number of learnable
parameters as well as the model’s computational cost.
Additionally, each Conv block within each branch is followed
by a max-pooling layer with a receptive field size of either 3×3
or 2×2 depends on whether the previous output feature map is
odd or even in terms of its width and height.
At the end of each branch, a Global Average Pooling (GAP)
layer is used to generate a channel descriptor for that branch.
The resulting 5 GAP descriptors are combined using a
concatenation layer and, in turn, for fusion, the output is used
as an input to a Fully Connected (FC) block that has an FC
layer with 256 filters, followed by a BN layer and ReLU layer,
respectively. In the end, a single FC layer with two neurons
and a softmax are used as a classifier. The number of neurons
in this FC layer is targeted at the number of classes of interest
(i.e., ischemic stroke or normal).

Fig. 9. The Proposed 5-Scale CNN Model (5S-CNN) Architecture for
Ischemic Stroke Classification.

For comparison, the pre-trained models for tissue
classification were fine-tuned using the approach adopted in
the first and second components (i.e., CT slice classification
and brain tissue segmentation). Specifically, the input layer of
each pre-trained model was updated to match the DICOM
brain CT image size of 512×512×1. Additionally, the filters’
weights for the first convolutional layer were updated from 3dimensional kernels to 2-dimensional kernels, which was
achieved by taking the mean of each filter value across the
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depth dimension, as in (1). The final classification layer was
replaced with new classification layers targeted at brain tissue
classification.
The same training and evaluation procedures were
performed on each model, including the 5S-CNN, and each
segmented CT slice was contrast-enhanced using ELEHE
before being passed as an input to any model. As in the first
and second components, K-fold cross-validation was used to
validate the reliability and generalization of each model.
III. DATASET COLLECTION, ANNOTATION, AND
PREPARATION
The dataset used to develop and validate the proposed
method was collected from King Fahad Medical City (KFMC)
under Institutional Review Board (IRB) approval with log
number (17-031). The dataset contains brain CT scans from
more than 130 patients, consisting of proven cases of both
normal and acute ischemic stroke scans. The collection process
involved compiling a shortlist from clinical and radiologic
databases of patients who presented at emergency rooms or
clinics between January 2015 and January 2018 with
symptoms and signs of stroke. Revision for inclusion and
exclusion of the selected patients was performed, in which
scans with artifacts (e.g., motion and metal) and findings of
hemorrhagic stroke were excluded. The remaining scans were
included for analysis and modeling. During the medical team’s
annotation process, records of included patients were annotated
and categorized into either normal or acute based on review
findings. Each scanned record was further annotated by
specifying the slices of the patient’s CT scan that were affected
by the ischemic stroke.
Dataset preparation for the Brain CT Slice Classification
Model included a subset of 1,130 CT images selected
randomly from 100 patients. The dataset contained 570 images
labeled as Brain CT Slice from 50 patients, and 560 images
labeled as Not Brain CT Slice from 50 patients. For the Brain
Tissue Segmentation Model, another subset of the collected
dataset was prepared that included 365 CT images from 18
randomly selected patients. This subset was manually labeled
using MATLAB Image Labeler under the supervision of the
medical team. Pixel-wise labeling was used to label each
selected image, wherein each pixel in every image was labeled
as either Brain Tissue or Not Brain Tissue. In the Brain Tissue
Classification Model, the collected dataset included 63 patients
with an acute diagnosis, having 300 CT images labeled as
Acute. For data balancing and cross-validation, 62 patients
with a normal diagnosis were selected, having 300 CT images
labeled as Normal.
IV. DATA AUGMENTATION
A large number of training images is required to train deep
learning models, especially for image classification tasks.
When only a small number of training images is available,
model overfitting to the training images arises, which weakens
the model’s ability to adapt to new data. Different image
augmentation techniques exist that can be used to improve the
performance and generalization of deep learning models. These
techniques rely on the creation of different forms of the
original images used for training [36].

In our case, five augmentation techniques were used in the
training of all models, including random reflection in both
horizontal and vertical axes. The horizontal reflection applies
the random reflection in the left-right direction of the image,
while the vertical reflection applies the random reflection in the
top-bottom direction. The other two techniques used were
image translation on both directions of the input image,
including the x-axis direction (horizontally) and the y-axis
direction (vertically). It is necessary to specify a pixel range for
this translation technique, which was set at 10 pixels for both
translation directions. The fifth augmentation technique was
random rotation, which was set in the range of 10º image
rotation clockwise and anticlockwise.
V. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
All experiments were performed on a machine running the
64-bit Windows 10 operating system. The machine had an
Intel® Core™ i7-8750H CPU @ 2.20GHz and 32GB of RAM,
and it was equipped with an NVIDIA GeForce 1070 with 8GB
of GPU memory. Model training and testing were implemented
and evaluated using the 64-bit version of MATLAB R2020b.
To increase the generalization and reliability of the results,
as well as due to data limitations, 5-fold cross-validation was
used to validate the trained models. Depending on the type of
model and its dataset, as in Table I, each model was trained
and tested five times; every time, one-fold was used for testing,
while the other four folds were used for training and validation.
The data splitting approach was 70%, 10%, and 20% for
training, validation, and testing, respectively.
TABLE I.

DATASET PREPARATION FOR EACH MODEL

Model

Labeling
Type

Labeling
As

Brain CT Slice
Classification

Image
as a class

Brain CT Slice

570

50

Not Brain CT Slice

560

50

Brain Tissue
Segmentation

Pixel
as a class

Not Brain Tissue

365

18

Brain Tissue
Classification

Image
as a class

Acute

300

63

Normal

300

62

Brain Tissue

No.
Images

No.
Patients

In the Brain CT Slice Classification Model, 5-fold crossvalidation was used to evaluate each of the fine-tuned pretrained models (i.e., AlexNet, GoogleNet, ResNet18, and
ResNet50). In each run of this approach, 226 images were used
as a testing fold, while from the remaining images, 814 and 90
images were used for training and validation, respectively. For
the Brain Tissue Segmentation Model, the adjustments to the
pre-trained models, which included updating their structures to
match the FCN-8 structure, were also evaluated using 5-fold
cross-validation. In this case, each fold included 263, 29, and
73 images for training, validation, and testing, respectively.
Evaluation of the Brain Tissue Classification Model
included evaluating the classification performance of the finetuned pre-trained models as well as the proposed 5S-CNN
model in slice-level and patient-level classifications. Slicelevel evaluation, considering that the same patient’s slices are
in only the training, validation, or testing dataset, demonstrates
the slice-wise classification performance. However, patient-
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level classification analyzes the performance for every slice of
a patient and reports a single resulting class for that patient.
Although patient-wise evaluation is the standard approach in
the medical field [37], slice-level evaluation was also
performed because a patient should be diagnosed with
ischemic stroke if at least one slice of the patient’s CT scan
shows a sign of the ischemic stroke. The slice-level dataset
splitting approach does not strictly comply with the 70%, 10%,
and 20% method, especially when considering the use of crossvalidation. The reason is that every patient will have a different
number of CT slices that are affected by ischemic stroke. The
patient-level acute vs. normal classification included 125
patients, and it was validated using 5-fold cross-validation. In
each run of this approach, 25 patients were used as a testing
fold, while from the remaining 100 patients, 90 were used for
training and 10 for validation. ELEHE contrast enhancement
was applied to each input image prior to Brain Tissue
Classification.
Among the available optimization algorithms, the Adam
optimization algorithm has been shown to outperform its
counterparts. Therefore, all trained models were trained using
the Adam optimization algorithm with a gradient decay factor
of 0.9. The initial learning rate was set to 0.001 while the
regularization factor was set to 0.0001. Each model was trained
for 100 epochs with a minibatch size of 16 due to memory
limitations.
For evaluation, the commonly employed performance
measurements of accuracy, sensitivity, specificity, precision,
and F1 score are used. However, the performance of
segmentation models was evaluated in terms of pixel global
accuracy, mean recall, mean Intersection over Union (IoU),
Weighted Intersection Over Union (wIoU), and mean
Boundary F1 (BF) score. Using 5-fold cross-validation, the
mean and standard deviation of the resulting measurements
over the five testing folds were reported. Performance
measurements of the classification models were derived based
on the concepts of True Positive (TP), True Negative (TN),
False Positive (FP), and False Negative (FN), as in (2–7).
For the evaluation of segmentation models, the pixel global
accuracy measurement indicates the percentage of correctly
identified pixels corresponding to the total number of pixels,
regardless of the class type, as in (2). Mean recall measures the
ratio of accurately classified pixels to the total number of pixels
based on class type, which is averaged across both classes (see
(3)). IoU computes the ratio of accurately classified pixels to
the total number of ground truth and predicted pixels based on
class type, as shown in (7). By averaging the resulting IoU over
classes, the mean IoU can be obtained. In wIoU, the average
IoU of each class is weighted by the total number of pixels in
its corresponding class. The BF score calculates the predicted
boundary of each class relative to its true boundary, as shown
in (6). The mean BF score can then be obtained by averaging
the resulting BF scores over classes.
𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 =

𝑇𝑃+𝑇𝑁

𝑇𝑃+𝑇𝑁+𝐹𝑃+𝐹𝑁

𝑆𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦 =

𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 =

𝐹𝑃+𝐹𝑁

(× 100%)

𝑇𝑃+𝑇𝑁+𝐹𝑃+𝐹𝑁
𝑇𝑃

𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑁

(× 100%)

(× 100%)

(2)
(3)
(4)

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 =
𝐹1 𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 =
IoU =

𝑇𝑁

𝐹𝑃+𝑇𝑁
𝑇𝑃

𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑃

2𝑇𝑃

2𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑃+𝐹𝑁

(× 100%)

(× 100%)

(× 100%)

(5)
(6)
(7)

A. Experimental Results for Brain CT Slice Classification
The experimental results for the brain CT slice
classification task, which is the first step of the proposed
methodology (as shown in Fig. 3), are given in Table II. Each
in Table II presents the evaluation results for each of the finetuned pre-trained CNN models (i.e., AlexNet, GoogleNet,
ResNet18, and ResNet50). For each evaluated model, the mean
and standard deviation of the resulting measurements are
computed using 5-fold cross-validation.
Based on the obtained results (see Table II), the selected
model for the brain CT slice classification task was the finetuned ResNet50. This decision was made because
ResNet50outperformed other models on each metric except
sensitivity which was equal to ResNet18 but better in terms of
standard deviation.
B. Experimental Results for Brain Tissue Segmentation
The brain tissue segmentation results, using FCN-8 with
different fine-tuned backbone models, are shown in Table III.
In this experiment, 365 images were used, in which every pixel
within each image was labeled as either a brain tissue pixel or
not a brain tissue pixel. The results of Table III show that both
ResNet18 and ResNet50 produced similar results, but both
outperformed other models.
FCN-8 with fine-tuned ResNet50 performed excellently in
segmenting brain tissue pixels, achieving 99.70% global
accuracy with a standard deviation of 0.04% (see Table III).
However, certain pixels were misclassified. Therefore, as
explained in section II, post-processing was applied after brain
tissue segmentation; the area of the largest segmented
connected group of pixels in the CT slice (which usually
represents brain tissue) was compared to a threshold fixed at
1,000 pixels to either include or exclude the brain CT slice for
further processing. The threshold was fixed based on the
recommendations of the medical team. This comparison
ensures that the area of the segmented brain tissue is
sufficiently large for the subsequent brain tissue classification
task. After this, it is necessary to fill the holes within the
segmented brain tissue to ensure that misclassified brain tissue
pixels are included in the largest segmented connected group of
pixels. Fig. 10 shows experimental examples of segmented
brain tissues using FCN-8 with fine-tuned ResNet50 followed
by post-processing.
C. Experimental Results for Brain Tissue Classification
After brain tissue segmentation, the final task is to classify
the segmented brain tissue as ischemic stroke or normal.
Patient-wise and slice-wise classification experiments were
performed for validation in this experiment. Each input image
was enhanced using the ELEHE contrast enhancement
technique prior to the training and testing of the fine-tuned pretrained models and the 5S-CNN. As shown in Table IV, the
5S-CNN model with ELEHE contrast enhancement
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outperformed the other models for every scenario, reflecting its
power in terms of multi-scale feature learning. In addition, the
decision made regarding the number of branches used in the
proposed multi-scale CNN model (5S-CNN) was based on
TABLE II.

experimenting with the multi-scales of 2, 3, 4, and 5 branches.
Five branches were found to yield the best results in all
scenarios (patient-wise and slice-wise classification), as shown
in Table V.

BRAIN CT SLICE CLASSIFICATION RESULTS (MEAN ± STANDARD DEVIATION) AVERAGE OVER THE FIVE FOLDS OF EACH MODEL

Model

Accuracy

Sensitivity

Specificity

Precision

F1 Score

AlexNet

98.31 ± 0.63

98.33 ± 0.47

97.01 ± 1.45

97.99 ± 0.67

98.79 ± 0.53

GoogleNet

98.59 ± 0.41

98.80 ± 0.48

98.17 ± 0.74

98.21 ± 0.45

98.95 ± 0.65

ResNet18

99.04 ± 0.38

99.17 ± 0.88

98.92 ± 1.24

98.94 ± 1.20

99.04 ± 0.37

ResNet50

99.21 ± 0.31

99.17 ± 0.42

99.25 ± 0.68

99.25 ± 0.68

99.21 ± 0.31

TABLE III.

BRAIN TISSUE SEGMENTATION RESULTS (MEAN ± STANDARD DEVIATION) AVERAGE OVER THE FIVE FOLDS OF EACH MODEL

Model

Global Accuracy

Mean Sensitivity

Mean IoU

Weighted IoU

Mean F1 Score

AlexNet

97.97 ± 2.60

98.43 ± 1.91

94.41 ± 6.81

96.32 ± 4.43

87.44 ± 13.69

GoogleNet

97.58 ± 3.28

98.23 ± 1.87

93.58 ± 8.04

95.72 ± 5.41

84.44 ± 19.43

ResNet18

99.63 ± 0.08

99.69 ± 0.04

98.85 ± 0.28

99.26 ± 0.15

98.87 ± 0.50

ResNet50

99.70 ± 0.04

99.75 ± 0.04

99.06 ± 0.15

99.40 ± 0.08

98.93 ± 0.18

Fig. 10. Examples of Segmented Brain Tissues using FCN-8 with Fine-Tuned ResNet50 Followed by Post-processing: Original Image (Top), Segmented Image
(Bottom).
TABLE IV.

Scenario

Patient-wise
classification

Slice-wise
classification

PATIENT-WISE AND SLICE-WISE BRAIN TISSUE CLASSIFICATION RESULTS (MEAN ± STANDARD DEVIATION) AVERAGE OVER THE FIVE FOLDS OF
EACH MODEL

Model
AlexNet
GoogleNet
ResNet18
ResNet50
5S-CNN
AlexNet
GoogleNet
ResNet18
ResNet50
5S-CNN

Accuracy
74.40 ± 8.29
75.20 ± 7.16
79.20 ± 6.57
81.60 ± 6.69
87.20 ± 5.93
76.61 ± 6.34
79.30 ± 6.84
82.61 ± 6.27
84.14 ± 4.09
90.51 ± 2.22

Sensitivity
84.57 ± 4.95
81.95 ± 11.07
82.98 ± 6.39
86.79 ± 7.58
88.95 ± 3.67
78.11 ± 7.66
80.37 ± 8.35
80.44 ± 5.79
83.18 ± 6.01
90.72 ± 5.38

Specificity
70.27 ± 9.25
74.36 ± 10.11
77.59 ± 9.10
79.35 ± 8.91
87.44 ± 8.89
76.43 ± 12.17
79.09 ± 10.00
85.50 ± 12.93
85.34 ± 5.39
91.38 ± 5.71

Precision
56.67 ± 17.08
65.00 ± 22.36
71.67 ± 13.94
73.33 ± 14.91
85.00 ± 12.36
70.73 ± 16.52
77.82 ± 9.87
84.35 ± 15.78
85.08 ± 5.04
90.15 ± 7.77

F1 Score
66.95 ± 12.94
69.80 ± 14.03
76.30 ± 8.68
78.68 ± 9.72
86.19 ± 6.65
73.39 ± 9.04
78.57 ± 6.42
81.40 ± 6.68
83.96 ± 3.81
90.11 ± 2.78
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TABLE V.
Scenario

Patient-wise
classification

Slice-wise
classification

IMPACT OF SCALES ON THE PROPOSED MULTI-SCALE CNN FOR PATIENT-WISE AND SLICE-WISE CLASSIFICATIONS (MEAN ± STANDARD
DEVIATION) AVERAGE OVER THE FIVE FOLDS OF EACH MODEL
Model

Accuracy

Sensitivity

Specificity

Precision

F1 Score

2S-CNN

73.60 ± 6.07

80.23 ± 7.71

71.90 ± 8.45

61.67 ± 19.18

67.81 ± 12.31

3S-CNN

71.20 ± 11.10

80.42 ± 5.63

68.82 ± 13.75

51.67 ± 25.95

60.51 ± 19.73

4S-CNN

78.40 ± 6.69

78.36 ± 8.15

79.59 ± 8.68

76.67 ± 13.36

77.05 ± 8.08

5S-CNN

87.20 ± 5.93

88.95 ± 8.67

87.44 ± 8.89

85.00 ± 12.36

86.19 ± 6.65

2S-CNN

83.42 ± 4.73

86.46 ± 3.57

81.45 ± 8.15

78.82 ± 9.60

82.11 ± 5.07

3S-CNN

82.44 ± 5.65

84.47 ± 9.43

82.08 ± 10.49

79.91 ± 13.25

81.19 ± 6.83

4S-CNN

86.34 ± 3.29

88.08 ± 4.24

85.27 ± 7.32

83.48 ± 9.59

85.35 ± 4.55

90.51 ± 2.22

90.72 ± 5.38

91.38 ± 5.71

90.15 ± 7.77

90.11 ± 2.78

5S-CNN

VI. DISCUSSION
The first two tasks (i.e., CT slice classification and brain
region segmentation) are relatively easy problems; ResNet50
and FCN-8 based on ResNet50 work adequately in both cases.
However, the third task (i.e., classification of brain tissue as
normal or ischemic stroke) is comparatively difficult due to the
textural similarity between the normal region and the region
affected by ischemic stroke. For this purpose, the 5S-CNN
model is proposed. In this section, we discuss the classification
results for fine-tuned pre-trained networks as well as the
proposed 5S-CNN regarding the task of classifying ischemic
stroke against normal cases in patient-wise and slice-wise
classifications, the results for which are given in Table IV.
In brain tissue classification, AlexNet and GoogleNet
achieved the lowest performance in both patient-wise and
slice-wise classifications. Mean accuracies of 74.40% and
75.20% and standard deviations of 8.29% and 7.16% resulted
from both fine-tuned models in patient-wise classification,
while slice-wise classification achieved mean accuracies of
76.61% and 79.30% and standard deviations of 6.34% and
6.84%. For patient-wise classification using AlexNet, the
values for average sensitivity, specificity, precision, and F1
score were 84.57%, 70.27%, 56.67%, and 66.95%, respectively,
while GoogleNet achieved 81.95%, 74.36%, 65%, and 69.80%
for these metrics. However, slice-wise classification resulted in
an average sensitivity of 78.11%, specificity of 76.43%,
precision of 70.73%, and F1-score of 73.39%, while
GoogleNet achieved 80.37%, 79.09%, 77.82%, and 78.57% for
these metrics, respectively. The standard deviation of
sensitivity for AlexNet was 4.95% in the patient-wise scenario
and 7.66% in the slice-wise scenario, while for GoogleNet, the
values were 11.07% and 8.35%, respectively. Notably, the
accuracy difference of 2.69% in the patient-wise scenario and
0.8% in the slice-wise scenario indicates the favorable
generalization performance of GoogleNet. Compared to
GoogleNet, ResNet18 and ResNet50 were associated with
better performance, achieving mean accuracies of 79.20% and
81.60% in patient-wise classification and 82.61% and 84.14%
in slice-wise classification, respectively.
For ResNet18, the average values for sensitivity, specificity,
precision, and F1 score were 82.98%, 77.59%, 71.67%, and
76.30%, respectively in the patient-wise scenario, while the
values for the same metrics were 80.44%, 85.50%, 84.35%,
and 81.40% in the slice-wise scenario. ResNet50 yielded better

performance values with an average sensitivity of 86.79%,
specificity of 79.35%, precision of 73.33%, and F1 score of
78.68% in the patient-wise scenario, while the slice-wise
scenario resulted in 83.18%, 85.34%, 85.08%, and 83.69%,
respectively. Only in the slice-wise scenario, ResNet50
outperformed ResNet18 in all performance metrics except
specificity, where the results indicated a specificity difference
of 0.16% for ResNet18.
The proposed model, 5S-CNN, outperformed the other
models on every metric in both patient-level and slice-level
classification. Values of 87.20%, 88.95%, 87.44%, 85.00%,
and 86.19% were achieved in the patient-wise scenario with
respect to sensitivity, specificity, precision, and F1 score, while
values of 90.51%, 90.72%, 91.38%, 91.15%, and 90.11% were
achieved for slice-wise classification. Also, the standard
deviation of the proposed model outperformed the other
models on all metrics except specificity and precision, only in
the slice-wise scenario. In this case, the standard deviation of
5S-CNN was 5.71% and 7.77% in these two metrics, whereas
the specificity and precision of ResNet50 were 5.39% and
5.04%, respectively. Acute stroke is an early sign of ischemic
stroke, and it is very difficult to identify due to the subtle
differences that exist between normal brain regions and those
affected by acute ischemic stroke. However, in this case, 5SCNN yielded an excellent performance overall.
Table VI shows a comparison of model complexity for the
ischemic stroke classification models based on the number of
parameters and Floating-Point Operations (FLOPs). The
number of parameters is the sum of all learnable weights and
biases of all Conv and FC layers within a CNN model. By
contrast, the number of FLOPs reflects the computations
required for a single forward pass within the model. After
adopting the pre-trained networks for brain CT images,
AlexNet had the greatest number of parameters (approximately
57.7 million) and around 7.6 billion FLOPs. GoogleNet
consisted of approximately 5.1 million parameters and 7.7
billion FLOPs. Notably, despite the substantial difference in
the number of parameters, AlexNet and GoogleNet had almost
the same number of FLOPs. This is attributable to the small
kernel sizes and feature maps of GoogleNet, which contributed
to the similar computational cost of AlexNet and GoogleNet.
ResNet18 had approximately 11.2 million parameters and 9.1
billion FLOPs, meaning that its computational cost exceeds
AlexNet and GoogleNet. ResNet50 had the largest number of
FLOPs compared to the other models, amounting to
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approximately 19.8 billion FLOPs, along with 23.2 million
parameters. The significant number of FLOPs means that
ResNet50 is substantially more computationally expensive and
consumes more training time compared to its counterparts. The
proposed model, 5S-CNN, has the lowest number of
parameters (approximately 0.8 million) and FLOPs
(approximately 0.6 billion). Therefore, in addition to
outperforming the other models in terms of classification
results, 5S-CNN is also more computationally efficient.
TABLE VI.

COMPLEXITY OF MODELS USED FOR STROKE CLASSIFICATION

Model

Parameters
(Millions)

FLOPs
(Billions)

AlexNet

57.5

7.6

GoogleNet

5.1

7.7

ResNet18

11.2

9.1

ResNet50

23.5

19.8

5S-CNN

0.8

0.6

It is worth comparing the proposed method to those of
Pereira et al. [15], Anis et al. [16], and Gautam et al. [17]. Each
of these researchers also leveraged DL methods for ischemic
stroke detection using brain CT images. The performance of
these methods, as reported in the introduction, was determined
based on each research group’s private datasets. Therefore, to
facilitate a fair comparison, we implemented these methods
and trained them on the collected dataset based on the authors’
recommendations. Both patient-wise and slice-wise brain tissue
classification experiments were performed. The results and
confusion matrices are shown in Table VII, as well as Fig. 11.
For the classification of acute ischemic stroke against
normal cases, the results in Table VII show that 5S-CNN
outperformed the other three methods on all performance
metrics in both the patient-wise and slice-wise scenarios.
Furthermore, the confusion matrices in Fig. 11(a) show the
decisions that each method made regarding the optimal testing
fold across the five cross-validated folds. In this fold, a total of
25 patients with 136 CT images were used for testing. Among
those, 13 patients with 73 images had acute ischemic stroke,
while 63 images were normal from the remaining normal
patients.
In the patient-wise scenario, 5S-CNN correctly classified
all acute patients as having acute ischemic stroke, whereas the
other methods misclassified at least one acute patient as a
normal patient. In this case, the classifier determines that a
patient has acute ischemic stroke if one of the patient’s CT
slices is classified as having acute stroke. Due to this, the
methods of Pereira et al. [15] and Anis et al. [16] were able to
correctly classify 4 normal patients, while 8 were misclassified
as having acute ischemic stroke. Also, the method proposed by

Gautam et al. [17] misclassified 9 normal patients as having
acute ischemic stroke. In the case of 5S-CNN, only 2 normal
patients were misclassified as having acute ischemic stroke. As
such, 5S-CNN outperformed all other models in this area.
A similar trend is seen in the scenario of slice-wise
classification, as shown in Fig. 11(b). 5S-CNN correctly
classified 69 acute stroke slices out of 73 images, while 21, 11,
and 38 images were misclassified in Pereira et al. [15], Anis et
al. [16], and Gautam et al. [17], respectively. In the
classification of normal images, the compared methods
misclassified more than 14 normal images as acute ischemic
stroke, while 5S-CNN misclassified only 6 images out of the
63 normal tested images. Although our model misclassified 4
images as normal from the acute patients in slice-wise
classification, it correctly classified all patients as suffering
from acute ischemic stroke in the patient-wise scenario. The
encoding of multi-scale information from the CT scans proves
the potential of the 5S-CNN model to improve clinical
decision-making.
Compared to state-of-the-art models, as well as similar
works, the proposed method uses a fully automated approach
to analyze brain CT images and determine whether it includes
brain tissue or not. In turn, through the segmentation of brain
tissue within the CT image, the method enables irrelevant
objects and background to be eliminated, as well as ensuring
the accurate segmentation of all brain tissue pixels using
morphological operations. Following this, the method applies
the ELEHE contrast enhancement technique to boost the
interior details of the segmented brain tissue, thereby
facilitating more effective classification. Finally, classification
of the resulting brain tissue using the proposed model
outperformed state-of-the-art CNN models, as well as models
proposed in similar previous methods. All CT slices in the
collected dataset were used without altering their original 16bit greyscale range, thereby ensuring the stability of the
original pixel values. Additionally, rather than resizing original
images to fit the pre-trained networks, the pre-trained networks
were fine-tuned to fit the original size of CT brain images.
Taken together, the use of 5-fold cross-validation shows the
generalization of the proposed 5S-CNN model, as well as its
low susceptibility to overfitting.
Nevertheless, the 5S-CNN model is limited to deciding
whether a brain tissue shows any signs of ischemic stroke
without any localization of the stroke lesion within the brain
CT slice. Another limitation of the proposed model is the
possibility of misdiagnosing ischemic stroke in slices with
three brain tissue areas separated by bones, which usually
occur at the lower part of a brain CT scan. The developed
segmentation module preserves the largest brain tissue area for
further analysis and removes the rest. This decision was taken
based on the medical team’s recommendation for the current
study, and it is a potential area for investigation in future works.
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TABLE II.

Scenario

Patient-wise
classification

Slice-wise
classification

COMPARISON TO RELATED METHODS APPLIED ON THE COLLECTED DATASET IN PATIENT-WISE AND SLICE-WISE CLASSIFICATIONS (MEAN ±
STANDARD DEVIATION) AVERAGE OVER THE FIVE FOLDS OF EACH MODEL

Model

Accuracy

Sensitivity

Specificity

Precision

F1 Score

Pereira et al. [15]

63.20 ± 7.16

79.89 ± 12.33

60.43 ± 6.36

33.33 ± 21.25

43.16 ± 21.76

Anis et al. [16]

81.60 ± 6.69

86.79 ± 7.58

79.35 ± 8.91

73.33 ± 14.91

78.68 ± 9.72

Gautam et al. [17]

53.60 ± 3.58

63.33 ± 22.31

53.38 ± 2.16

21.67 ± 9.50

29.81 ± 9.81

Proposed (5S-CNN)

87.20 ± 5.93

88.95 ± 3.67

87.44 ± 8.89

85.00 ± 12.36

86.19 ± 6.65

Pereira et al. [15]

67.78 ± 5.60

69.76 ± 12.34

68.00 ± 6.90

65.26 ± 8.25

66.26 ± 4.85

Anis et al. [16]

84.14 ± 4.09

83.18 ± 6.01

85.34 ± 5.39

85.08 ± 5.04

83.96 ± 3.81

Gautam et al. [17]

56.18 ± 3.87

54.02 ± 6.67

59.83 ± 5.31

70.42 ± 12.31

60.51 ± 6.76

Proposed (5S-CNN)

90.51 ± 2.22

90.72 ± 5.38

91.38 ± 5.71

90.15 ± 7.77

90.11 ± 2.78

(a)

(b)

Fig. 11. Confusion Matrices of the Optimal Testing Fold from the Five Cross-Validated Folds: (a) Patient-Wise Confusion Matrices; (b) Slice-Wise Confusion
Matrices.

VII. CONCLUSION
This paper proposed a novel, automated approach for acute
ischemic stroke classification in brain CT images. A preprocessing technique that can be applied to the CT scans of
patients with suspected ischemic stroke was presented,
including the removal of CT slices that do not contain brain
tissue, segmentation of brain tissue within the remaining slices,
ELEHE contrast enhancement of the segmented brain tissue,
and classification of brain tissue as an ischemic stroke or
normal. A lightweight multi-scale CNN model (5S-CNN) was
proposed for brain tissue classification on CT slices, to
determine whether the patient is experiencing an ischemic
stroke. Notably, this novel model outperformed state-of-the-art
models. The model uses a 5-branch architecture, with different
filter sizes for each branch, to learn features at different scales,
which is crucial because ischemic stroke can have any regional
size and appear at any location within brain tissue. A

comparison with similar methods revealed that the proposed
method outperforms the best-known current methods. The
main focus of this research is to identify the presence of acute
ischemic stroke on CT slices automatically. However, stroke
lesion segmentation is essential for treatment decisions and
management. We intend to investigate this area further in the
future, ideally exploiting an expansion in the size of the
existing collected datasets and samples.
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Abstract—The traditional classroom-based teaching and
learning of the History subject are ineffective and less interactive,
influencing the students’ interest and motivation to learn history.
Therefore, museum-based learning was proposed to supplement
classroom-based learning for effective teaching and learning of
the History subject. However, the excursions to the museum are
often hindered by issues caused by the geographical location, the
museum’s policies, and student commitments. The hindrances
motivated the researchers to design and develop a role-playing
game (RPG) in Muzium Negara (National Museum of Malaysia)
known as ‘Waktu Silam’ to enhance students’ interest,
motivation, and knowledge on the cultural and historical heritage
of Malaysia. A survey questionnaire was distributed to assess the
enjoyment level provided by the game. The results showed that
84.8% of participants had experienced the element of enjoyment
in this game. This study anticipated enhancing the student
interest and knowledge in history, enhancing visitors’ experience,
and promoting tourism to Muzium Negara. Additionally, the
project is expected to include multiplayer functionality to add
more interactivity to the game in future works.

as they cannot sense or comprehend the significance of such
historical events [6]. Furthermore, the traditional classroombased learning when teaching history is a teacher-centred
approach that is proven ineffective and less interactive in
enhancing students’ interest, motivation, and knowledge [7].
Traditional storytelling when teaching history can cause
boredom among the students.

Keywords—Muzium Negara; history; role-playing games;
gamification; museum-based learning; enjoyable

Museum-based learning was proposed to supplement
classroom-based learning for effective teaching and learning in
history [2][9]. Students are exposed to the genuine historical
artefacts exhibited in the museum through this approach. They
will gain new learning experiences by seeing, touching, and
interacting with historical materials that are not available in
classroom settings. Hands-on history learning will also be more
fun and interesting. Furthermore, learning history in a museum
setting also enhances the students’ understanding of the
historical concepts taught in the classroom [8][10]. However,
the excursions to the museum are often hindered by several
issues due to the geographical location, the museum’s policies,
and student commitments. Therefore, not every student will
obtain the opportunity to visit the museum to explore and
experience the exhibition.

I.

INTRODUCTION

The History subject was made compulsory and a core
subject for students by the Malaysian Ministry of Education in
1989 [1]. The subject has become a compulsory-pass subject
for secondary school students sitting for the Malaysian
Certificate of Education examination (Sijil Peperiksaan
Malaysia/SPM) since 2013 [2][3][4]. This step proved that the
History subject is vital for several academic reasons. The
History subject’s main objective is to foster patriotism spirit
towards the nation, creating the spirit of unity among people of
different races and embedding a sense of pride to be
Malaysians among students [1][2][3][4]. The content of the
curriculum has undergone rapid changes since the colonial era
until Malaysia achieved independence, and the entire
chronology has been recorded in the syllabus.
The syllabus of the History subject in the textbook
comprises many facts and figures. Students need to memorize
the facts to establish the connection between the chronology
and to understand the concept of history [2][5]. As a result, the
learners feel disinterested and unenjoyable in learning history

Additionally, a study by Jaafar and Mohd Noor [7], and
Napiah, Awang, Ahmad and Che Dahalan [2] stated that
learning history is abstract in nature compared to visiting
museums or historical places that are more realistic [2][8].
Students will find it more meaningful and practical to
understand the history if they gain the experience and engage
with the artefacts in the museum. Napiah et al. [2] showed that
learning history in a real museum setting contributes a positive
effect and helps students understand history better than in the
classroom setting [2]. This scenario is an effective way to assist
students in remembering chronological history without solely
memorizing the facts.

The issue has motivated the current study’s researchers to
develop an RPG known as ‘Waktu Silam’ to give the targeted
users the sense and enjoyment of virtually learning the
historical content in the national museum of Malaysia, Muzium
Negara. ‘Waktu Silam’ is in the Malay language, which means
“the old days”. The researchers implemented game-based
learning through the RPG genre to learn historical contents in

This study is sponsored by the Indonesian Ministry of Research and
Technology and Universitas Pendidikan Indonesia.
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Muzium Negara. Game-based learning is deemed an exciting
and effective way of learning when adequately constructed
using learning principles as a goal. Besides, the proposed
games can enhance students’ motivation, encourage
engagement, and promote learning [11]. The nature of history
as a subject makes it essential for current and emerging
instruments established to support the main delivery of
instruction [5]. Players with or without the intention to learn
history may find history easy and be excited to learn with this
game.
The upcoming sections of this paper begin with Section 2
that outlines the study’s background that focuses on Muzium
Negara’s overview, the introduction of game-based learning
and RPG, and related works. Subsequently, Section 3 presents
the study’s design and development, Section 4 elaborates on
the results and discussions, while Section 5 concludes the
paper.
II. BACKGROUND OF STUDY
A. Muzium Negara
Muzium Negara is the national museum of Malaysia,
strategically situated in the heart of the capital city of Kuala
Lumpur. The museum was built resembling the Malay palacestyle as a symbol of the guardian of the nation’s history. The
structure is three-storeys high with 109.7 metres long, 15.1
metres wide, and 37.6 metres at the central point. The building
was officially opened on 31st August 1963. The galleries in the
museum have been upgraded to represent an exhilarating and
state-of-the-art approach to exploring Malaysia’s history from
the pre-historical era to the present time.
The museum houses four main exhibition galleries, as
shown in Fig. 1, namely, the Prehistoric Era, Malay Kingdoms,
Colonial Era, and Malaysia Today galleries [12][13]. The
Prehistoric Era gallery showcases the evolution of the earth’s
surface until the origin of Malaysia’s earliest inhabitant.
Additionally, the gallery outlines the discovery of the
Palaeolithic age (200000 years ago) stone tools to the HinduBuddhist temple and relics found in Lembah Bujang. The
Malay Kingdom gallery traces the historical timeline of the
first Malay Kingdoms in the archipelago, specifically the
Malay Peninsula. The gallery also highlighted the glorifying
days of the Malacca Malay Kingdom in the 15th century.
Conversely, the exhibition presents the historical chronicles
of the control and administration of foreign powers: the
Portuguese, Dutch, British, and Japanese, and the subsequent
effects on the nation’s political, social, and economic situations
in the Colonial Era gallery. Finally, the Malaysia Today gallery
walks the visitors through the arduous path trodden by the
peoples’ relentless struggle for independence and the formation
of a new nation. The gallery demonstrates the transformation
process and achievement gained since Malaya’s independence
in 1957.
Muzium Negara welcomes many tourists daily, including
foreigners and Malaysian students. The museum inspires a
more comprehensive understanding of Malaysia and its
multiracial composition through collections, exhibitions,

research, publications, educational and public programmes.
Muzium Negara also bears the responsibility of nurturing,
protecting, and publishing information on cultural history and
natural heritage. Thus, Muzium Negara plays a crucial role in
history authentication and preservation.
B. Game-based Learning and Role-Playing Game
Game-based learning (RPG) is considered an effective
approach for teaching and learning purposes. The application
of digital games in education helps to develop interest and
motivate learners [14]. It can motivate students to focus their
attention on education in an enjoyable and engaging way. In
addition, game-based learning also provides an opportunity for
students to experience a new learning method where students
can be more active in learning sessions. Students gain a chance
to experience, take risks, and learn without fear of failure from
real-life consequences [11]. Some studies established that
games could produce positive learning outcomes, efficient in
promoting learning and retention, as well as provide an
engaging experience compared to traditional instructional
methods [15][16]. For example, a study by Wan Fatimah, Afza,
and Mohd Hezri Amir [17] have developed an RPG prototype
named Maths Quest to engage and assist children in learning
mathematics. The heuristic evaluation in terms of learnability,
satisfaction, screen design and performance effectiveness has
been conducted and received positive feedback from the
participants. A different study by Sung and Hwang [18] also
proposed a game-based learning approach to guide students in
science courses. The result from the experiment shows that the
game helps in promoting students’ learning attitudes and
motivation as well as improving their learning achievement
and self-efficacy.
The RPG is among game genres where the player controls a
fictional character (or characters) that embarks on a pursuit in a
fantasy world. The RPGs varied range share a parallel
emphasis by providing the player with a role that advances and
progresses via playing and storytelling experience. However, a
robust variation exists across and within the format. The RPG
also offers a remarkable opportunity to assess most of the
crucial questions in-game studies [14]. Besides, RPGs involve
a good storyline and interactions with other objects or
characters. The storylines and interactions will provide users
with the intended experience made by the developer. RPGs can
also be used to develop educational games with such features.
The RPGs provide learning environments that engage
collaborative problem solving and distribute apprenticeship
when playing and influence digital and print literacy
advancement, besides science, math, and computational
literacy. Hammer, Schrier, Bowman, and Kaufman [19]
highlighted that the RPGs are deeply related to constructivism
and sociocultural learning theory. The learning in
constructivism happens through hands-on experimentation with
a new situation, whereas the learning in sociocultural takes
place through the adoption of new social roles. The underlying
educational theories for each feature makes it appropriate for
learning and explain how it is employed in education [19].
These reasons denote that RPGs can be considered a good
educational platform although underrated.
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Fig. 1. The Four Main Galleries in Muzium Negara – (a) Prehistoric Era, (b) The Entrance view of Malay Kingdom Gallery, (c) The Portuguese Section in the
Colonial Era Gallery, and (d) Multiracial Section in the Malaysia Today Gallery.

III. RELATED WORK
Devising simulated worlds generates an illustrious,
sophisticated approach to the design concepts behind virtual
worlds. A virtual environment is denoted as the most
frequently utilized alternate phrase for platforms otherwise
acknowledged as virtual worlds [20]. An avatar or character
that mimics the user in the virtual environment can facilitate
the user to observe the virtual three-dimensional (3D)
environment and induce immersion towards the user. The use
of avatar is the medium that allows users to manoeuvre objects
in the virtual environment [21]. The virtual environment can be
categorized into two general types: multi-user virtual
environment (MUVE) and Massively Multiplayer Online RolePlaying Game (MMORPG). According to Döpker, Brockmann
and Stieglitz [22], the significant dissimilarity in MUVEs is
that the users do not have a specific goal to attain or a startfinish character as in MMORPGs. Thus, integrating RPG
elements into a virtual museum can generate users’ interest in
learning cultural heritage in engaging ways.
The museum’s virtualization includes tasks mapping that
must be undertaken in a virtual reality museum context for
individual tasks in a 3D game [23]. A study by Prasetyo and
Suyoto [24] found that implementing the gamification methods
at museums can encourage the community to be motivated to
visit the museum. Similarly, a study by Araujo, Koenigschulte,
and Erb [25] also revealed that implementing interactive games
for museum environments can enhance visitor experiences.
Another research from López-Martínez, Carrera, and Iglesias
[26] found that applying game concepts to museums can

contribute to higher levels of cognitive engagement among
users. A study by Cosovi ́c & Brki ́c [27] also shows that
game-based learning is a resolution to transform a traditional
museum into a virtual museum and encourage active learning
where game-based learning can assist in preserving the cultural
heritage. All these approaches integrate game elements into
virtual reality museums.
Lepouras and Vassilakis [23] pointed out that education
through entertainment is crucial to enhancing user engagement
in
learning.
Approaches
utilizing
game-integrated
entertainment aspects can enhance the user’s learning process.
Apart from that, digital games can also be used as a persuasive
tool to persuade people to learn or improve their knowledge
[28]. Therefore, game elements have been applied in various
subjects such as Islamic teaching [28], programming [29], and
history [30]. In term of History subject, a study by Lee, Talib,
Zainon, and Lim [30] have designed and implemented a
framework using RPG on the mobile application. The
implementation is based on the narrative story of Merong
Mahawangsa, a legendary Malaysian warrior. In contrast, our
work allows the player to learn historical knowledge from
Malaysia’s national museum virtually.
IV. METHODOLOGY
The researchers implemented the Agile Development
Methodology for the development of this project. The phases
of the agile development model involved Plan, Design,
Develop, Test, Release, and Feedback. Although relatively
new, the methodology helps create the project based on
thorough evaluation and understanding. The methodology is
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based on implementation over the documentation with
consumer involvement and can solve both problems and agility
adjustments. Besides, the methodology uses and works through
an iterative development framework known as Scrum. Scrum
functions in the game development methodology by breaking
down game development into a series of tasks named “sprints”.
The game developers split the game into clusters of associated
jobs or features to ease the work with sprints. Additionally, the
model stresses small phases with minimal planning and gives
moderate access to frequent change requirements in the
processes.
The following is the brief explanations of each phase on the
Agile Development Methodology Fig. 2:
• Plan: At this stage, the researchers go through the
brainstorming session to idealize the game concept,
scope and goal. The initial user requirements were also
analyzed and documented. The researchers also
identified the software and hardware requirements for
the development of the project.
• Design: The researchers focused on the plot and
storyboard design as defined in the planning stage at the
design stage. The details of the design phase are
discussed in the next sub-section.
• Develop: The project’s development was started once
the plot and storyboard designs were agreed upon and
confirmed.
• Test: In the testing stage, the verification and validation
of the developed project were conducted. The testing
ensured that the project had fulfilled the requirements
and eliminated any errors or bugs. It is to prevent any
undesirable issues from occurring.
• Release: The project was released into production once
the testing phase was cleared.
• Feedback: At this stage, the researcher used the
convenience sampling method to collect the users’
feedback about the developed project. The researchers
have distributed survey questionnaires to young adults
aged between 17 and 25 years old. The questions were
adapted from the eGameFlow model [31]. There are
eight dimensions of scale in this model which are the
Concentration, Clear Goal, Feedback, Challenge,
Autonomy, Immersion, Social Interaction and
Knowledge Improvement. Table I shows the description
of each dimension.

Conclusion. Table II describes the details of each act’s
narrative purpose in Freytag’s pyramid. The researchers
adopted Freytag’s pyramid to design the narrative structure of
the game plot as in Fig. 3.
The game’s overall acts are displayed in Fig. 4. First, the
player can choose to start the game from the main menu. Then,
a cut-scene that introduces the main character and the mission
to be accomplished is shown. Next, the player will be
prompted to begin the journey to Muzium Negara and explore
the exhibition galleries. The player can explore any gallery in
the Muzium Negara and interact with the exhibited artefacts.
Detailed history information is displayed for each artefact. The
game’s climax starts when the player is suddenly knocked out
and enters a new world, the Prehistoric Era. A non-player
character in this new imaginary world will explain the mission
to be accomplished to exit the world. Pop-up details are
available along the mission mentioning the world’s history and
the artefacts found. The players can choose to proceed to the
next level or end the game once the mission is completed. The
following levels include the imaginary world related to the
galleries in Muzium Negara, namely, the Malay Kingdom,
Colonial Era, and Malaysia Today.
TABLE I.
Scale
Dimension
Concentration

Clear Goal
Feedback

Challenge
Autonomy

THE DESCRIPTION OF SCALE DIMENSION IN THE EGAMEFLOW
MODEL
Description
The game must include activities that stimulate the player's
concentration while avoiding the stress associated with
learning overload, which might cause the player to lose
focus on the game.
The game's objectives and tasks should be clearly stated at
the beginning.
Feedback enables a player to evaluate the knowledge gap
between their present level of understanding and the
knowledge required to complete the game's task.
The game should include challenges that are appropriate for
the player's skill level, with the difficulty of these
challenges increasing as the player's skill level improves.
The learner should enjoy taking the lead in game play and
having complete control over his or her decisions.

Immersion

The game should lead the player into a state of immersion.

Social
Interaction
Knowledge
improvement

The game's tasks should become a way for users to
socialise.
The game should improve the player’s level of knowledge
and skills while meeting the goal of the curriculum.

A. Design Phase
The design phase focused on the plot and storyboard
design. The researchers applied the narrative structure
mechanism guided by Freytag’s pyramid to design the game’s
plotline. Freytag’s pyramid was initially identified from a
successful theatrical tragedy and has been widely applied by
game designers [32]. The narratives mechanism is extensively
utilized in RPG and plays a crucial role in developing an
engaging and meaningful game [33]. Based on Freytag’s
pyramid, the stories can be segregated into five acts:
Exposition, Rising Action, Climax, Falling Action, and

Fig. 2. Agile Development Methodology.
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TABLE II.
Act

THE NARRATIVE PURPOSE OF EACH ACT IN FREYTAG’S PYRAMID

Narrative Purpose

Exposition

Describes the setting, protagonist, and primary conflict. Ends with the inciting moment that drives the story forward.

Rising Action

Develops the primary conflict and relates with secondary conflicts. The protagonist overcomes minor obstacles.

Climax

The story’s turning point. The exact nature of the primary conflict crystallizes, the antagonist is revealed, and the path ahead is made clear.

Falling Action

Resolves the primary conflict. Leads to a moment of final suspense, where the outcome is in doubt.

Conclusion

The story returns to a state of normality. Ties up loose ends.

Fig. 3. The Plot Design.

Fig. 4. The Overall Flow of the Game.
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B. Development Phase
The project’s development started with the plot’s
completion and storyboard design. All the project’s models,
including the museum and artefacts, were developed using
Blender, an open-source 3D creation suite. Fig. 5 shows the
museum’s exterior design development and its artefacts

modelled using Blender. Conversely, the environment scene
for the game was developed using Unity, a cross-platform
game engine developed by Unity Technologies. Fig. 6 shows
the glimpses of the scene produced during the design and
development phase.

Fig. 5. The Development of 3D Models using Blender.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 6. The Scene Environment Developed using Unity – (a) The Exterior Design of Muzium Negara, (b) The Interior Lobby of the Museum, (c) The Malay
Kingdom Scene and (d) The Artefacts and Monument.

V. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
The researchers adapted the eGameFlow model to evaluate
the performance of the developed game. eGameFlow model
acts as a scale to measure the respondents’ enjoyment
experience through its enjoyment factors. The factors adapted
incorporate concentration, goal clarity, feedback, challenge,
control, immersion, social interaction, and knowledge
improvement. Nevertheless, social interaction was not included
as the evaluation element because the games were neither
developed nor created for multiplayer.
According to the survey results, 32 respondents took part in
the evaluation. The majority of respondents were aged 21 to 25

years old, whereas 23 out of 32 respondents (71.9%) were
male. Table II presents the average mean for each element
when the descriptive analysis was performed. Next, the
analysis calculated the average mean of each element into a
total average to determine the evaluation’s outcome. The total
mean is 4.24, or 84.8% of the respondent’s enjoyment while
playing the game. The analysis results from the survey
demonstrate that most respondents agreed that the ‘Waktu
Silam’ game is enjoyable to be played. In addition, the ‘Waktu
Silam’ game was identified to efficiently increase the
knowledge on knowing and memorizing history content in the
museum. Furthermore, this game can enhance the player’s
knowledge about Malaysia’s history.
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TABLE III.
Elements

Concentration

Goal Clarity

Feedback

Challenge

Autonomy

Immersion

Knowledge
Improvement

Item
C1

RESULT OF THE AVERAGE MEAN FOR EACH EGAMEFLOW ELEMENTS

Questions
The game grabs my attention

Mean
4.21

C2

The game provides content that stimulates my attention

4.21

C3

Most of the gaming activities are related to the learning task

4.28

C4

No distraction from the task is highlighted

3.93

C5

Generally speaking, I can remain concentrated in the game

4.06

C6

I am not distracted from tasks that the player should concentrate on

4.19

C7

I am not burdened with tasks that seem unrelated

4.09

C8

Workload in the game is adequate

4.06

G1

Overall game goals were presented in the beginning of the game

4.09

G2

Overall game goals were presented clearly

4.16

G3

Intermediate goals were presented in the beginning of each scene

4.03

G4

Intermediate goals were presented clearly

4.28

G5

I understand the learning goals through the game

4.22

F1

I receive feedback on my progress in the game

4.19

F2

I receive immediate feedback on my actions

3.81

F3

I am notified of new tasks immediately

4.09

F4

I am notified of new events immediately

4.06

F5

I receive information on my success (or failure) of intermediate goals immediately

4.25

F6

I receive information on my status, such as score or level

4.19

H1

I enjoy the game without feeling bored or anxious

4.38

H2

The challenge is adequate, neither too difficult nor too easy

4.09

H3

The game provides ‘hints’ in text that help me overcome the challenges

4.06

H4

The game provides ‘online support’ that helps me overcome the challenges

3.67

H5

The game provides video or audio auxiliaries that help me overcome the challenges

4.19

H6

My skill gradually improves through the course of overcoming the challenges

4.19

H7

I am encouraged by the improvement of my skills

4.16

H8

The difficulty of challenges increases as my skills improved

3.94

H9

The game provides new challenges with an appropriate pacing

4.19

H10

The game provides different levels of challenges that tailor to different players

4.28

A1

I feel a sense of control the menu (such as start, stop, save, etc.)

4.84

A2

I feel a sense of control over actions of roles or objects

4.34

A3

I feel a sense of control over interactions between roles or objects

4.69

A4

The game does not allow players to make errors to a degree that they cannot progress in the game

4.59

A5

The game supports my recovery from errors

4.15

A6

I feel that I can use strategies freely

4.69

A7

I feel a sense of control and impact over the game

4.69

A8

I know next step in the game

4.84

A9

I feel a sense of control over the game

4.84

I1

I forget about time passing while playing the game

4.09

I2

I become unaware of my surroundings while playing the game

4.38

I3

I temporarily forget worries about everyday life while playing the game

4.34

I4

I experience an altered sense of time

4.15

I5

I can become involved in the game

4.22

I6

I feel emotionally involved in the game

4.38

I7

I feel viscerally involved in the game

4.06

K1

The game increases my knowledge

4.06

K2

I catch the basic ideas of the knowledge taught

4.06

K3

I try to apply the knowledge in the game

4.38

K4

The game motivates the player to integrate the knowledge taught

4.69

K5

I want to know more about the knowledge taught

4.38

Average Mean

Average Mean

4.13

4.16

4.10

4.12

4.63

4.23

4.31

4.24 (84.8%)
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VI. CONCLUSION
The researchers designed and developed an RPG named
‘Waktu Silam’ as an educational game where the player can
virtually learn the historical content in Muzium Negara. The
main objective for the game’s development is to enhance
students’ interest, motivation, and knowledge of the Malaysian
cultural and historical heritage. Unlike previous research, this
initiative allows the player to virtually engage with the artefact
in the Muzium Negara and immerse themselves in the virtual
world to learn about the past. The evaluation of the game’s
enjoyment by adapting the eGameFlow model has been
conducted. The results showed that the participants
experienced about 84.8% enjoyment while playing the game.
For future work, we plan to include the game’s console
version and add multiplayer functionality to improve the
game’s interactivity. Additionally, the researchers also plan to
collaborate with Muzium Negara to obtain more information
for the game. The collaboration will increase the quality of
details and information on the history and enhance the game’s
quality. The researchers envision that the collaboration will
indirectly help boost tourism to Muzium Negara.
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Abstract—Paddy is one of the largest consumed staple foods
across the globe, especially in Asian countries. With the
population growing larger and the agricultural land shrinking,
there is a need to increase the yield of the crop to meet the evergrowing food demand. The yield of paddy largely depends on the
irrigation of the paddy field, that is maintaining the optimum
water level in the paddy field. The solution to this irrigation
problem has been proposed in this paper, by addressing various
challenges in implementing the Unmanned Ground Vehicle
(UGV) and Internet of Things (IoT) system in paddy cultivation.
A UGV which carries the sensors were used to collect the sensor
data (water level, rainwater, humidity, temperature, light
intensity) from the paddy field, which is controlled by cloudbased solution and by the mobile application-based solution. The
data was then processed and used to control the water valves
which can again be controlled by using cloud and mobile
application. Water level maintained by using the mobile
application-based solution, cloud-based solution and by following
the traditional method of irrigation was compared and the cloudbased solution was found to be more efficient. Thereby providing
a solution which reduces the manpower required for the process
of irrigation when compared to the traditional irrigation method,
also reducing the water wastage, therefore conserving water.
Keywords—Sensor; cloud; mobile application; agriculture;
water valve

I.

INTRODUCTION

The Internet of Things (IoT) has entered almost all the
areas in today’s world. The concept of one thing being
connected to other things. The ability to work with
coordination, by communicating with one another over the
Internet, has found a lot of application in fields like industry
[1], smart city [2], connected building and campuses [3], smart
home [4], health care [5], logistics [6], connected car [7]. Many
research works are being done in various fields and domains
[8], one of the fields where extensive research is being done is
in agriculture [9].
The ever-growing population of the world, the diminishing
natural resources, the depleting water resources has made food
security a global concern. With only 11% of the earth surface
[10] available for feeding 7.7 billion people across the globe
[11], there is a need to implement new technologies in the field
of agriculture. The leading food crops in terms of global
consumption are paddy, wheat, and corn. Paddy is the most

consumed, about an average of 50% of the daily caloric supply
in Asian countries such as India, China, Indonesia, Japan,
Philippines, Thailand etc. [12]. With urbanization, there is a
competition for water sharing between cities, industries, and
agriculture. It is estimated by [13] that the production of paddy
must be increased by 50 to 60 per cent without increasing the
land and water usage for paddy for the next 30 years. With
many of the country economy depending mainly on paddy
production, there is a need to implement innovations in the
field of agriculture to cope up with all these challenges. The
business data platform Statistica [14] estimates that about 3.8
billion people across the globe will have access to mobile
phones and Internet by 2021, the use of Internet of thing can be
the game-changer to boost the paddy production for all the
developing nations.
Robots are machines that perform certain tasks and are
usually controlled by a computer program. There are various
kinds of robots such as autonomous robots (Robots which have
central processing unit and can perform set of tasks on their
own) and remote-controlled robots (Robots which are
instructed by humans using a remote to perform tasks). Robots
can also be classified into Unmanned Ariel Vehicle (UAV) and
Unmanned Ground Vehicle (UGV) based on whether the
unmanned robot moves in the air and moves on land
respectively. Robots have entered agriculture to help farmers in
various repetitive tasks or tasks that are difficult to be
performed by humans. They are already being tested on
applications such as spraying fungicides [15], pesticides [16],
they are also used in mushroom picking [17]. There has been
widespread research across the globe on robotics, with rapid
research and development of robots, the markets will exhibit
rapid growth during the coming decades [18].
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
The major factor influencing the yield of any crop is
irrigation. In the paddy field, to increase the yield it is required
to maintain standing water throughout the growth period, so
the main aspect of irrigation system is maintaining the water
level in the paddy field to the optimal level at all times [19].
Lots of IoT solutions has been developed by researchers across
the globe for smart irrigation systems. One of them being the
Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) used in [20] where several
sensor nodes are placed in various locations of the agricultural
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land and the soil moisture, temperature, humidity, and various
other parameters are being measured. The Same concept of
WSN was used in [21] to obtain temperature, humidity,
phosphorous, nitrogen, calcium, soil temperature, moisture,
and PH data in the sugarcane field. In [22] two different types
of wireless sensor network were used to obtain real-time data
for irrigation in nurseries, the wireless sensor network can be
used in all the above-mentioned field. It can also be used in
paddy cultivation as in [23] where wireless sensor network was
utilized to monitor and irrigate the paddy field. This may lead
to additional work thereby increasing the cost of production as
the wireless sensors have to be removed from its place each
time when heavy machinery is used for various activities in the
paddy field.

problem, the method adopted here is to divide the paddy field
into sections and use a UGV which carries sensors on it, to
move around in the paddy field collecting data. This not only
solves the problem of placing sensor but also reduces the
number of sensors needed, thereby reducing the cost, and
making this method more feasible and reliable. The description
of the sensors used is listed in Table I.

The novelty of this paper is in developing a reliable
solution for paddy cultivation using IoT system by
investigating the problems in placing the sensor to monitor the
paddy field. Due to harsh environmental conditions in the
paddy field, like very loose soil, the constant presence of water
etc. It is very difficult to employ the method of using multiple
sensor nodes to monitor the soil state. Placing multiple sensor
nodes will be very difficult for the sensor to be maintained
properly in the harsh condition of the constantly wet paddy
field. It would also cause a lot of difficulties while harvesting
the paddy field because the sensors must be removed whenever
the crop is harvested by big machinery [24]. This paper also
aims to develop the solution with the help of UGV so that it
reduces the manpower required for irrigation thereby
overcoming the problem of shortage of workforce in the
agricultural sector.
The paper is divided into sections, where Section 3 deals
with the methodology adopted in solving the problem. Later,
the result is discussed in Section 4, followed by conclusions
and future work in Section 5.
III. METHODOLOGY
Maintaining an optimum level of water and irrigating the
paddy field with the right amount is very important to increase
the yield of paddy. To perform this task a smart irrigation
system for paddy field is important. The main challenges in
developing a smart irrigation system for the paddy field are as
follows.
• Collection of sensor data.
• Implementing the irrigation solution in the paddy field.
A. Collection of Sensor Data
Collection of data such as real-time field water level, rain
status, temperature, humidity in the paddy field has many
challenges because of the harsh condition in the paddy field.
The method of placing a network of sensors as done in
nurseries [25] will not work in particular to the paddy field, as
the paddy field is exposed to heavy machinery for ploughing,
transplanting, harvesting etc. Placing a network of a wireless
sensor for measuring water level, rainwater, humidity,
temperature, the light intensity is a big challenge. Instead of
reducing the labour cost, this will lead to more cost of labour
because the sensor nodes must be removed and placed each
time when heavy machinery is used on the field. To solve this

TABLE I.

SENSORS USED IN IOT PADDY IRRIGATION SYSTEM

SN

Name

Description

1

DHT22

This sensor uses thermistor and capacitive
humidity sensor to measure the temperature and
humidity of the surrounding air respectively.

2

LDR

It is a light-sensitive device whose resistivity is a
function of the incident electromagnetic radiation.

3

Water level
sensor

This sensor gives an analogue signal that depends
on the conductance which varies with the water
level. Its outputs value varies between 0 to 1024.

4

Raindrop
sensor

In this sensor, as the raindrops fall on the circuit
board, it creates a path of parallel resistance which
is measured using op-amp.

B. Implementing the Irrigation Solution in the Paddy Field
The method implemented here is developed to reduce the
required manpower in paddy cultivation and thereby reducing
the cost and thus helping the farmer. Paddy irrigation is laborintensive, as it requires the farmer to constantly check the
water level in different sections of the paddy field and maintain
the optimal water level in each section, by operating the valves
in each section. These works can be achieved by adopting a
mobile application-based method and by using an independent
cloud-based method.
1) Mobile application-based method: In this method, a
mobile application acts as one place switch to monitor the
paddy field water level. The mobile application is used to
regulate the water level in the field by remotely operating the
valves in different sections. Thereby, greatly helping the
farmer by reducing the time for operating the valves and
directing the water flow in the paddy field. A flow chart
representing the mobile application- based method is shown in
Fig. 1. In this, the farmer first inputs the login credentials in
the mobile application. After logging in, the farmer will be
given the option of controlling either the UGV or the water
valve. In the UGV control screen, the farmer can control the
UGV to move left, right, forward, backward. The UGV moves
as instructed and sends the sensor data to the mobile
application, where the farmer can see the water level at that
location. In the water valve control screen, the farmer can
switch the valve on or off.
2) Independent cloud-based method: A flow chart
representing the independent cloud-based method is shown in
Fig. 2. In this method, the cloud acts as the central system
coordinating with the local server and pushing notifications to
the mobile application for farmers. The UGV carrying the
sensors will be controlled by a local server, the local server
then collects the data from the UGV, processes the data and
stores it. The local server then updates the variables in the
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cloud database, based on this the cloud platform will switch
the valve on or off. Thereby, maintaining an optimal level of
water at all times. At the end of each day, the local server also
pushes the day’s sensor data to the cloud storage.

IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
To develop an IoT solution for the problems faced by the
farmers in paddy cultivation. It has been identified that the key
to increasing the paddy crop yield, is to closely monitor the
water level in the field and irrigate the land with the correct
amount of water at various stages of the paddy growth. As a
result, the authors have primarily focused on five main
components to achieve this goal and they are listed below:
• Water level monitoring system.
• Water Valve system.
• Unmanned Ground Vehicle.
• Mobile application-based solution.
• Independent cloud-based solution.
On the road to developing a solution, some more hardware
components that were used are listed in Table II. The
description of each component of the solution that was
developed is discussed in the following sub-sections.
TABLE II.
SN

Name

1

Arduino UNO

2
3

Fig. 1. Flowchart of the Mobile Application-based Method.

SOME MORE COMPONENTS USED IN IOT PADDY IRRIGATION
SYSTEM

Raspberry Pi 3
Model B+
Node
Microcontroller
Unit (Node MCU)

4

ESP8266

5

L293d IC motor
driver

6

Relay Module

7

Solenoid valve

Description

It is a microcontroller having 6 analogue input
pins and 14 digital input/output pins.
It is a single-board computer with wireless,
LAN and Bluetooth connectivity.
It is a microcontroller having low-cost opensource firmware and board based on the eLua
project.
It is a low-cost Wi-Fi microchip with
microcontroller capability and a full TCP/IP
stack.
It is a Motor Driver module which can control
the speed and direction of two motors
simultaneously.
It can be controlled with low voltage. It is an
electrically operated switch which allows the
current to pass through when turned on.
It is an electromechanically controlled valve
which consists of a solenoid and a movable
ferromagnetic core in its centre.

A. Water Level Monitoring System
Water is a very important natural resource; water is the
lifeline for any agricultural activity. The scarcity of water
resources in many countries has forced everyone to look for
means of utilizing the water resource with utmost care [26]. To
utilize the water resources fruitfully, it is necessary to provide
the right amount of water for agricultural activity, especially
for the cultivation of water demanding crops like paddy, which
calls for the need of good water management system for paddy
cultivation. The best way to have good water management
system is to have a good water level monitoring system.

Fig. 2. Flowchart of the Independent Cloud-based Method.

In paddy cultivation, water plays a vital role in proper
yield, as water can both be constructive (i.e., more yield) and
destructive (i.e., poor yield). Too less water may lead to dying
of crops and cracking of land. Very high water may lead to a
poor yield of paddy, it may also lead to the soil nutrients being
washed out and causes soil salinity. Therefore, water level
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monitoring is crucial for paddy cultivation. The paddy
cultivation always requires standing water. This standing water
needs to be at different levels in different stages of the paddy
life cycle which is obtained from [27]. Therefore, it is very
important to check the paddy field water level at various stages
of its life cycle.
To monitor the paddy field, the water level sensor is used.
The water level sensor is connected to the Arduino UNO via an
analogue input pin. The sensor measures the water level and
gives output in the form of analogue signals which varies from
0 to 1024, which is mapped to 0 to 5 centimeter of water level
in the Arduino using proportionality relation (1). This
measurement is then taken consecutively for 20 times in one
location and then averaged to get the most accurate value of
water level at that location. In this way, the water can be
monitored most accurately. Fig. 3 gives the pictorial
representation of the water level monitoring system.
𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙(𝑐𝑚) =

𝑎𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑜𝑔 𝑝𝑖𝑛 𝑖𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡∗5
1023

(1)

B. Water Valve System
Valves are very important for the controlled flow of water.
In the agriculture field, valves are vital for controlling,
stopping, and directing the water flow for irrigation. Valves
play the role of end actuator by working as the output device
for the input from a water level monitoring system. The water
level monitoring system acts as the sensing system in the
irrigation of paddy fields.
As paddy fields are very large, it is usually divided into
many small sections by constructing bunds. Water is then
directed to each of the sections by opening a small portion of
the bunds when the required level of water is reached. The
portion of the bunds is closed, and other sections are irrigated
in the same way. This involves a lot of manpower and wastage
of precious time of the farmers. This can otherwise be directed
to other important agricultural activities such as weeding,
fertilizing process etc., it also leads to excess or low water
being irrigated which may lead to a lower yield of paddy.
Hence this loss of time and money the farmer and the poor
yield can be prevented by using a valve system that is remotely
operated either by mobile application or by cloud services.
To develop this valve system a low-cost solenoid valve is
used. This valve is connected to the Relay module which is
controlled by Node MCU as shown in Fig. 4. Node MCU
receives a signal from either the mobile application or cloud
platform to switch on or off the valve, and then the MCU
switches the relay module which then leads to the opening or
closing the valve. In this way, the exact level of water given by
[27] in the paddy field is maintained.

Fig. 3. Pictorial Representation of the Water Level Monitoring System for
Paddy Cultivation.

Fig. 4. Pictorial Representation of the Valve System for Paddy Cultivation.

C. Unmanned Ground Vehicle
Paddy field has harsh conditions that are not suitable for
sensors, hence the sensors must be protected, it also poses the
challenge of placing the sensors in the right locations, to get an
accurate reading. Placing the sensors on the ground at a
different location to monitor water level, temperature, humidity
etc. will not be suitable for paddy field because of various
difficulties involved. Hence, there is a need for a robot to carry
sensors. As our primary objective is to measure the water level,
aerial robots will not serve the purpose, as it is not possible to
measure the water level on the paddy field from air. Hence a
UGV was developed for this purpose.
The UGV was designed to face the challenges in the paddy
field. The design procedure consisted of first identifying the
difficulties the UGV would face such as muddy, slippery soil,
water standing up to a level. Then various sensors that the
UGV must carry was considered, motor’s speed to drive the
UGV, the battery size, the weight of all the components were
considered. The chassis of the UGV was designed considering
all these factors. The material was assigned as aluminum
because of its lightweight property, as the weight was a major
factor in design. As the weight increases, the motor size
increases, and the battery size should have to be increased. The
wheel of the UGV was decided to be a tracked wheel since it
provides a large surface area. Computer-Aided Drawing
(CAD) software ‘Solid Edge’ was used to visualize each part
of the chassis. Later all the parts were assembled in the CAD
software, shown in Fig. 5. Then based on the CAD software
visualization, a model was built.

Fig. 5. Picture of UGV Assembled in CAD Software Solid Edge.
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The UGV is driven by two DC motor, with the help of
L293d IC motor driver which is controlled by Arduino UNO.
The UGV carries sensors DHT22 (Humidity and temperature
sensor), water level sensor, raindrop sensor, LDR. The pictorial
representation of all the sensors carried by the UGV is shown
in Fig. 6 and the model of the UGV after fabrication is shown
in Fig. 7.
D. Mobile Application-based Solution
The smartphone industry is a growing market in the world,
with more and more smartphones penetration into developing
country like India, it is expected to reach a user base of 442
million by 2022 [28]. Hence, it has been identified that mobile
application-based solution to be a feasible solution for the
problem of irrigation [29].
There are lots of work involved in irrigating a paddy field
such as, constantly checking the water level in different
sections of the paddy field, making sure that the water is
maintained at the correct level in each section, opening and
closing the valves and directing the water to all the sections.
This may not be a big problem for a very small field, but for a
very large field, it is very time consuming and may even
require a separate full-time worker just for performing these
tasks. Employing a separate worker just to perform these tasks
incurs additional expenditure to the farmer which can
otherwise be prevented by employing technology. Hence the
use of a smartphone with a mobile application to perform these
tasks will help reduce the unwanted expenditure in employing
workers.

Fig. 6. Pictorial Representation of all the Sensors Carried by the UGV.

The mobile application is a web-based application which is
hosted by Google's Firebase. It has three functionalities they
are,
• Operate the UGV that carries the sensor.
Fig. 7. The Model of the UGV after Fabrication.

• Switching on or off the valves.
• Receive any notifications from the cloud platform.
The mobile application has a login screen which requires an
email id and password to log in. The credentials are
authenticated by the Google firebase's authentication, where it
assigns Unique Identification (UID) for each user hence the
details of the farmers are stored securely. It has a screen for
receiving the notification regarding updates on the field and
other related news such as government schemes, which is
shown in Fig. 8, firebase has the option of pushing a userspecific notification by using UID that is assigned to each user.
The mobile application has a screen for operating the UGV,
where there is information regarding the water level at the
current location of UGV and it has buttons for maneuvering the
UGV left, right and to move forward, backward and stop. It
also has a button for switching the mode of the UGV control to
the mobile application-based method or independent cloudbased method. It has another screen which has buttons for
switching the valves on and off, this is shown in Fig. 9.

Fig. 8. Snapshot of Login Screen towards Left and Notification Screen
towards the Right of Mobile Application.
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Fig. 9. Snapshot of the Screen for UGV Control in the Left and Screen of
Valve Control in the Right in the Mobile Application.

A pictorial representation of a mobile application-based
control system is shown in Fig. 10. In this when the buttons in
the mobile application are pressed, the corresponding variable
of the UGV in Google's Firebase real-time database is updated.
These variables, which is constantly being monitored by the
local server (Raspberry Pi) as well as the Node MCU of the
valve control system receives the command. The local server
then sends this command to the UGV using Wi-Fi as the
channel for communication. The UGV receives this command
with the help of ESP8266 connected to the Arduino Uno.
Based on the command, the Arduino controls the driving
motor, on the other hand, the Node MCU of the valve control
system controls the valve based on the command.
E. Independent Cloud-based Solution
Paddy cultivation is labour intensive, a decrease of workers
available for agricultural activity has become a major problem
in recent years. As more and more agricultural labourers are
migrating to cities in search of better livelihood, financial and
social status [30]. This has risen an alarm in the agricultural
sector, as farmers are not getting sufficient labourers to carry
out agricultural activities. The poor income of farmers and the
rising cost of labourers for agricultural activities, has also
become a concern. Hence this problem can be solved by
bringing in automation in the cultivation of paddy field and
integrating with the cloud to develop an end-to-end IoT
solution.

created by constructing bunds into small pieces virtually, it
then instructs the UGV which carries the water level
monitoring system on it, to move towards each of these
sections and carry out the reading, the water level monitoring
system along with various other sensors attached to the UGV
(as discussed in section IV C) sends the readings to the local
server through Wi-Fi. The local server then processes these
raw sensor data and stores the values in the local variables such
as water level, temperature, humidity, light intensity, rain. The
local server then compares the values for water level with the
predefined values which are recommended by the Tamil Nadu
Agricultural University (TNAU) where the optimal level of
water for different stages of the paddy crop growth can be
obtained for different ecosystems [27]. The value of variable
water level (wat lev) in each section of the paddy field,
temperature (temp), humidity (hum), rain, light intensity
(LDR) of the field as processed and displayed by the local
server is shown in Fig. 12.
The local server then logs all the processed sensor data in a
local file of .CSV format which has columns of time, water
level, LDR, rain, humidity, temperature, for every one-hour.
This .CSV file is then uploaded to Google firebase’s Fire-store
at the end of each day, which can later be used for checking the
health of various sensors.

Fig. 10. Pictorial Representation of the Mobile Application-based Control
System.

The main objective of an independent cloud-based system
is listed below:
• To monitor the water level of the paddy field
• To control the UGV for collecting paddy field data
• To control the water level of the paddy field
• To store the collected sensor data
The pictorial representation of the independent cloud-based
control system is shown in Fig. 11. In this Raspberry Pi is
employed, which is the local server placed in the storeroom
next to the paddy field which is considered as the control room.
The local server further divides the sections of the paddy fields

Fig. 11. Pictorial Representation of the Independent Cloud-based Control
System.
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measure the exact level of water and just go by eye perspective,
whereas when using the mobile application-based solution,
there is means to know the water level, thereby the water level
is fairly close to the recommended level but there are large
deviations a time, as it is still operated by a human.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Fig. 12. Snapshot of the Local Variable Values of Water Level for each
Section of the Paddy Field along with Temperature, Humidity, Rain Status,
Light Intensity (LDR) as Processed and Displayed by the Local Server.

The water level and rain status are updated on the
respective variable in Google’s firebase real-time database.
Based on the water level and rain status the firebase updates
the variable 'valve' in the firebase Realtime database. This
variable ‘valve’ being monitored by the valve system controls
the valves for various sections of the paddy field. Thus, the
independent cloud-based solution can monitor and control the
water level of the paddy field.
As mentioned earlier, to increase the paddy crop yield
monitoring the water level and irrigating the paddy field with
the right amount of water at a different stage of the paddy
growth is important. First, the water level that was maintained
in a paddy field by following the traditional method of
irrigation, where farmers direct the flow of water to different
sections manually and maintain water level by eye judgment
was recorded, for each hour of the day from 06:30 Hrs. to
18:30 Hrs. Then water level that was maintained in the paddy
field by following a mobile application-based solution was
recorded for each hour of the day from 06:30 Hrs. to 18:30
Hrs. Then water level that was maintained in the paddy field by
following independent cloud-based solution was recorded for
each hour of the day from 06:30 Hrs. to 18:30 Hrs. Then the
water level values that were collected by using all three
methods were plotted against time of the day as shown in Fig.
13. The optimum water level is represented by a constant line
in the graph.

Fig. 13. A Plot of Water Level in cm vs Time for various Methods followed
for Paddy Cultivation.

From the graph, the independent cloud-based solution
could maintain the water level in the paddy field at a nearconstant required level when compared to the mobile
application-based solution and traditional method. It was
observed that in the traditional method, farmers tend to use
more water than recommended since they have no means to

A novel solution for irrigation of paddy field was presented
with Unmanned Ground Vehicle (UGV) and Internet of Things
(IoT) by investigating various problems arising in placing
sensors in the paddy field. This solution enables maintaining
the water level in the paddy field in the optimal level which is
an important parameter for a good yield of paddy crop,
throughout the growth cycle in the most cost-effective manner.
The solution presented in this paper is feasible to integrate into
the present paddy field with ease. It also helps in saving the
time and manpower required for paddy cultivation. The
solution presented here can be used in places where water
resources are scarce and stringent monitoring of water is
required. It minimizes the wastage of water and thereby
conserving the precious water resources. The UGV can further
be modified to carry and spray pesticides, fertilizers etc.
making it a multirole UGV for use in paddy field. The path
planning for the UGV can be made more dynamic by
implementing machine learning and artificial intelligence. The
solution developed here can be modified and tested for use in
other type of crops.
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Abstract—This study offers an approach for tackling the issue
of instability on the computed force generated on a joint of a
robotic arm by improving the model of a bilateral master-slave
haptic system with an adaptive technique known as Reaction
Force Observer (RFOB). The purpose of recommended
modelling is to correct unsought signals coming from the
employed standard controller and the surroundings produced
within the moving joint of the articulated robotic arm. RFOB is
employed to adjust the signal interference by modifying its
position response to obtain the desired final location. The
investigation and observation were carried out in two separate
tests to evaluate the outcomes of the recommended integration
technique with the former system that only enforced Disturbance
Observer (DOB). Generated feedbacks produced from the
organised experiments are measured inside a simulation
platform. All numerical records and signal charts illustrate the
durability of the proposed method since the system integrated
with acceleration-based force control is more precise and
quicker.
Keywords—Force and position controller; reaction force
observer; bilateral control robotic arm; sensorless; system response

I.

INTRODUCTION

A bidirectional master-slave industrial robotic arm
manipulator system is a revolutionary technology that was
beyond imagination a century ago. It permits explorers and
adventurers to reach the places unavailable to them. The
places might be inaccessible, harmful or isolated. By the time
this research is studied, there have been many applications in
multiple fields, including surgical operation, exploration in the
deep ocean and outer space operations, and coping with
volatile or high emission activities [1]. Robots are
programmable machines. It can cope in a different
environment with unique features, mobile and easy to
manoeuvre. Therefore, this study utilised a youBot made by
German robots‟ manufacturer, KUKA, as the device to
showcase and operate as a bidirectional haptic system.
According to prior studies conducted by researchers all
around the world, old traditional approaches had technical
limitations. The techniques focus on enhancing the control
system itself through the use of premade and essential
equipment such as a keyboard, joystick, data glove, basic
manipulator connection, and the use of force sensors [2].
Common force sensors appear to have several restrictions and
disadvantages for the system. The system has particular
uncertainty, instability, and delays [2-4]. On an actual

industrial robot arm, not much of the previous study uses
contemporary control techniques to enhance the system
feedback. It is impracticable and wasteful not to use these
strategies, which have been shown to improve responses on
control systems in multiple previous studies [3,5]. The
combination of force control and position control into the
design of bilateral robotic arms should be emphasised to
discover the disparity, uniqueness, and uncommon industrial
task handled by the arm manipulator with other ordinary and
smaller haptic devices [6,9].
Therefore, it is a refreshing attempt to build and model a
bilateral control system on industrial robots. In the past 40
years, haptic technology has evolved across engineering
studies and many other research areas, including arts and
design. Several researchers have studied its control system,
auxiliary, communication and wearable devices, as there is a
diversity of many possibilities, opening doors for incoming
haptic technology [6-7]. For instance, [7,8] discovered that
control action and response inside the said system might
increase as far as 90% accuracy compared to the conventional
approach that did not utilise any adaptive control technique.
The standard system without the adjusted controller
parameters needs to battle around 25% to attain the controller
goal [4]. Following the deployment of DOB and RFOB, it
acquired efficacy and simultaneously avoided any infallibility
on the control process. With the facts, the integration of both
adaptive techniques to the new design of the control system
should be commissioned and emphasised. The benefits of
implementing these stated observers into a system are
projected to boost the feedback of bilateral haptic inside the
system. It is also to eliminate all unwanted signals and
disturbances that occur while operating.
The main objective of this study is to be set and
incorporate a type of sensorless force control into the robotic
arm simulation and observe the most acceptable parameters to
arrange for the robot to operate and work optimally in a
bilateral way. The outcome reported in this article is focused
on employing two versions of robust control tools to increase
the efficacy and discover the capability of the system to adjust
its operation to obtain the optimal potential mode of operation
[6-8]. The second section will delve into the robust
acceleration control and the block diagram of accelerationbased force control, review the series of steps of procedures
and methodologies performed on each experiment. In the
following section later, all recorded data and information
observed from every experiment are tallied and illustrated in
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graph version. Next, Section III will discuss the feedback of
the aforementioned master-slave manipulator control system
recorded from the simulation. Meanwhile, Section IV
summarises the essential findings and conveys the
recommendations to acknowledge the limitations and improve
future work.
II. METHODOLOGY
A. Control Design based on Disturbance Compensation
The fundamental purpose of this project is to employ a
software simulation for constructing a model of a haptic
robotic arm to work in bilateral master-slave interaction. As
being discussed in the introduction part, system response in
normal circumstances carries noise and suffers constraints
during operation. The constraints can be in the bandwidth of
the filter due to the wide frequency range or internal stability.
Hypothetically, there are concerns and limitations to achieving
the robustness as it is generally mediocre and tough to
maintain the system. One of the solutions to handle the
challenge is introducing a control tool into a control system
[8]. This control structure can boost system infallibility by
erasing uncertainties and undesirable information within the
system. The role of this inner-loop output-feedback controller
is to discard outer disturbances and make up the outer-loop
baseline controller resilient against the plant‟s uncertainties
[7].
Employing force sensors in a machine or equipment brings
several significant drawbacks, although it is responsible for
measuring the force acting on a specific object. The
conventional sensors are not exceptionally durable, expensive,
and restricted capability to detect the bandwidth. This
observer can be enforced into a system loop to replace the
traditional instruments for estimating force measurement and
remain sensorless [5]. Moreover, the developed system is
suitable to perform navigation and task manipulation in a
connected teleoperation setup. The dynamic characteristics of
DOB can improve the restrictions and inadequate ability
encountered by standard basic controllers. Compared to the
other two controllers, such as Proportional and Integral
controllers (PI) and Proportional Integral Derivate Controller
(PID), Proportional and Derivative Controller (PD) is well
matched to pair with the observer to construct a new design of
closed-loop control system for the master-slave robotic arm.
Incorporating DOB in the design system can measure
disturbance force, Fdis, and give compensating current, Icmp,
achieving robust motion control in unstable plants. The
proposed tool is another notable technique for measuring
force-producing and estimating disturbances. Consequently,
filtered data by the observer paired with a fed-back input
signal will be utilised to nominalise the inner loop, satisfy
causality, and adjust motion control. Therefore, it will deliver
high precision readings for precise position tracking. Whereas
the equation is equivalently illustrated into block diagrams as
shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2.

Fig. 1. A Block Diagram for a DOB based Open-loop Control System.

Fig. 2. Robust Acceleration Control.

The open-loop sensitivity and the co-sensitivity transfer
function is derived in equation (1) below to denote uncertain
and nominal plant models. The following transfer functions
are the components of Fdis:
Fdis = Fext + Fint + Ffric + (M - Mn) s2Xres + (Ktn – Kt) Iaref

(1)

The force-induced consist of modelling errors of nominal
mass, Mn and nominal thrust coefficient, Ktn in overall is
represented as disturbance force, Fdis equation. Meanwhile,
Interactive force, Fint components are the Coriolis term,
centrifugal term, and also gravity term. A low pass filter (LPF)
and the inverse of a nominal plant model are required to shape
the DOB model. The disturbance force Fdis is approximated as
the following equation:
(2)
The equation for position controller, Cp in differential
mode is derived from summation of both position gain, Kp and
velocity gain, Kv.
Cp = Kp + sKv

(3)

Then, the corresponding position response, xres, is
expanded into:
(

)

(4)

Where xres in (4) has been rearranged and translated into
(5), as seen below:

Systematically, the integrated technique supports the
system to predefined performance criteria and achieves firm
acceleration control. Fig. 2 summarises the schematic of the
acceleration-based position control block diagram.








(5)
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From the above equation, the damping ratio value, ξ, can
be tuned to 1.0 to obtain a critical damping effect, whereas
natural angular frequency, ωn is a substitution of √ or ½ Kv.
B. Control Design based on Reaction Force Estimation
Aside from the original purpose of DOB, it can be
employed with RFOB to estimate the reaction force. Past
studies have shown that the RFOB can estimate a wider band
and excellent range of situations (Mansor et al., 2017).
Consequently, force sensors are replaceable to be employed in
bilateral manipulator‟s systems. The component of estimation
also requires the identification of friction force Ffric and the
interaction force Fint. Furthermore, the design of RFOB is
competent to estimate the exterior force given out by the
disturbance of the components in the type of acting force or
force response [4-5]. To describe the process of this control
loop technique and arrangement within the loop system,
outlined block diagrams is illustrated in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4,
respectively.

(VREP). The software has a built-in KUKA youBot in its
library and is ready to be integrated with various
programmable tasks and coding languages. Furthermore,
simulation scenes, models, and object characteristics are
simple to manage as it has formed a plethora of choices and
functionalities. The first task to be considered to prove
whether the proposed system is ideal must follow the law of
action and reaction in bilateral communication. After the
system works according to the law, the experiment will be
carried out to analyse the system with adaptive techniques. All
starting values for each parameter and setting are presumed to
be related to the real-time experiment. To construct the
bilateral way of communication inside the KUKA youBot, the
controllers, input and output arrangement are shown in Fig. 6.

The cut-off frequency, g for RFOB, is similar to the DOB.
Thus, the computed external force ̂ is equate as follows:
̂

=

(6)

As the value for force controller, Cf is associated with the
force gain, Kf, hence the estimated force response, Fres is
described as follows:
̂

(

)

(

̂ )

(7)

Which can be transformed into (8):
̂
(

Fig. 3. A Block Diagram for RFOB based on an Open-Loop Control
System.

Fig. 4. Acceleration based Force Control System Block Diagram.

(8)

)

C. Design of Bilateral Master-Slave System with Adaptive
Control Technique
Fig. 5 displays the whole close-loop bilateral control
system following the employment of both control loop
techniques into the system. The observers‟ data will merge
and feed back into the input signal for every passing process.
The generated feedback will correct any internal modelling
error or interruption and emerge into one input.
There are two modes in the bilateral control system, which
are Differential Mode, ẍdif and Common Mode, ẍcom. The first
mode is the product of position controller, Cp with the
difference between the position of the master-slave system,
and the latter is the product of force controller, Cf with the
differences between the forces computed in master-slave. The
equation for both modes follows the equation (9) and (10)
below.
̈

( )(

)

(9)

̈

( )(

)

(10)

D. Procedures for Work Simulation
This study‟s analysis and experiment are carried out
through a simulation platform inside a robotic simulation
software called Virtual Robotic Experimentation Platform

Fig. 5. A Simplified Block Diagram of Master-Slave Bilateral Control
System with Proposed Tools.

Fig. 6. General Block Diagram for a Bilateral Robotic Arm with Two
Separate Subsystems.
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The remote Application Programming Interface (API)
function will be used to communicate between both robots
with the programmed environment. To simplify the study
work, only reading in a single joint are monitored even though
the robot has 5 degrees of freedom (DOF) and multiple
operatable joints, as indicated in Fig. 7 below. This joint on
the waist part is labelled as „Joint0‟ (located at the first joint
on the lower robot component).
The reason to focus on a single link of the manipulator is
to reduce the complexity of managing the trajectory control
and operating successive joints and degrees of freedom during
tests. The environment and setup for all experiments are
modelled in VREP. To illustrate the simulation processes, the
steps are outlined in Fig. 8 and shown in the following Fig. 9a
and Fig. 9b.

(a)

In summary, this section explained the methodology to
carry the experiment, general block diagrams for every
proposed design of bilateral control system and introduced
observer, modelling equations and pictorial illustration of the
robot operating in simulated software. Detail procedures and
control setup have been described to explain every test that
has been carried out.

(b)
Fig. 9. (a) and (b). Overall view and Operation Steps for the Bilateral
Control System.

III. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

Fig. 7. Visualisation for Five Degrees of Freedom (DOF) of the YouBot
Arm.
External arm as
operator is swinged
and imposed a
certain force on the
master

As acting force is
subtstantial, it forced
the master to swing
to the left
accordingly

The information
passed to slave,
slave will track the
movement and
position of master

The standing barrier
blocking the slave
from moving

Data bounced to
master part and
make it stop at the
same position as
slave

Both robots
adjusting to settle in
final position and
reaching same
amount of acting
forces

Next set of
experiment starts
with a different setup
in gain values

This section discusses the proposed system‟s outcome, and
output feedback gathered after running separate tests. All
findings from experiments have been acquired and assembled
into table form and constructed into graph form to observe the
disparity between all versions of control systems. Each
experiment has been conducted according to the parameters
and variable setlist. For every refreshed assessment set, all
steps are repeating for three times to compute the mean values
before being illustrated in the graph version. These
independent variables of Kp and Kd values are presented in
Table I below. For RFOB, the priority is to validate the
Differential Mode Law of the bilateral master-slave
telerobotic arm manipulator system. The test is to verify that
the system abiding by the law of subtraction between master
and slave for position reading is equal to zero. The test also
demonstrates that the integration of two types of different
observers is capable of enhancing the system response and
lowering the noise value within the internal system. The
selected gain values are based on the experimental validation
approach. Numerous trials have been performed on an
extensive range of variables to determine appropriate lowest
and highest values that work compatibly with the proposed
system.

Fig. 8. Procedure Undergoes by the Robotic Manipulator.
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TABLE I.

IDENTIFIED SET OF CONTROLLER GAIN VALUES

ωn

Kp (ωn)2

Kd (2ωn)

1

1

2

2

4

4

5

25

10

10

100

20

20

400

40

50

2500

100

100

10000

200

200

40000

400

500

250000

1000

Fig. 10. Generated Force on both Subsystems across Period for ωn = 1.

A. Evaluation on Force Control
The first analysis is performed with RFOB is paired to the
inner loop output feedback of the working system. The
proposed control loop is implemented to monitor the force
reaction happening in the system. The recorded force reading
generated on both subsystems is displayed in Fig. 10 to
Fig. 18, respectively.
Entire graphs from Fig. 10 to Fig. 18 shows the feedback
in forces for master and slave youBot in a different set of
settings, corresponding to every value of ωn as listed in Table
I. There are two types of forces produced in every graph. The
first generated formed in blue colour signifies the torque
reading yield from the master; meanwhile, the second line in
orange represents the torque induced from the joint at slave
robot. It should be noted that the maximum torque for Joint0
for both subsystems is set at 8N.
Referring to graphs in Fig. 10 to Fig. 14, when the force in
the master began to grow into 8Nm after being pushed by the
external manipulator, the reading value in the slave varied and
generated a series of gradual increments in force reading. At
this point, the slave did not move and remained in its original
position at 0˚. This is because the gain values of Kp and Kd are
too small and insufficient to increase the controller‟s
sensitivity in the proposed bilateral control system. Although
the force reading in the master climbed up for a certain period
after being pushed, the feedback and data circulated from the
master subsystem were considered ignored by the slave. This
is because the slave cannot read the exact information passed
through its subsystem. Force generated on the said joint is
collectively unstable and fluctuating.
Nevertheless, as exposed in Fig. 10 to Fig. 12, force
reading on both systems is restored to zero after the external
manipulator returned to its early position, stopping it from
pushing the master youBot arm ahead. There are some
instabilities traced in force reading of master and slave as
shown in Fig. 13 and Fig. 14 after the value of Kp and Kd is
increased up to Kp = 100, Kd = 20 and Kp = 400, Kd = 40. At
this point, force reading became unstable and wavering,
evidently referred to the current scenario in the simulation
workspace. Both robots attempt to identify each other‟s final
pose when the slave robot quakes after being in contact with
the obstruction block.

Fig. 11. Generated Force on both Subsystems across Period for ωn = 2.

Fig. 12. Generated Force on both Subsystems across Period for ωn = 5.

Fig. 13. Generated Force on both Subsystems across Period for ωn = 10.
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Fig. 14. Generated Force on both Subsystems across Period for ωn = 20.

Fig. 15. Generated Force on both Subsystems across Period for ωn = 50.

Fig. 16. Generated Force on both Subsystems across Period for ωn = 100.

Fig. 18. Generated Force on both Subsystems across Period for ωn = 500.

Whereas in Fig. 15 to Fig. 18, force reading at slave‟s joint
shows a finer trend of the desired output and corresponds to
the reading in master‟s joint compared to the prior. The gain
value for each parameter has been more extensive. At t > 3.5s,
the external arm began to press on the surface of the master
youBot. After receiving information from the partner
identified as master youBot, the slave youBot will detect the
same applied force and proceed ahead. When the block
stopped the slave, it instantly applied a counterforce response
and attempted to move forward. The shape of the graph can
describe this condition in Fig. 15 to Fig. 18. Graphs revealed
that the master youBot arm used its maximum torque of +8N
to go further. However, the slave youBot arm attempted to
withstand greater force coming from the block, resulting in 8N of torque reading in the experiment. The greater the gain
values of Kp and Kd were thrust to the system, the greater the
connection between the magnitudes of the input signal and the
magnitude of the output signal in a steady state. In short, force
reading in blue showed that the master youBot arm delivered a
maximum torque valued at +8N to move. In contrast, the slave
youBot arm tried to counter the enormous force from the
block, which resulting -8N of opposing torque value in the
experiment. After t > 12s, the external manipulator returned to
its original position and ceased to exert 8N of torque for
pushing the master youBot arm. At this moment, there is no
outside force acting on the master youBot to propel it forward.
Nonetheless, the force reading can be traced on both sides of
master and slave as these two are swinging back and forth
before settling on their initial position, which is at 0˚. Taking
the force reading from the graph and simulation of the system,
the robots oscillated for a short time as they strive to settle and
eradicate the value of the disturbance before returning to the
position in proceeding.
B. Evaluation of Position Control
The second experiment aimed to recognise position control
for both single links of the youBot arm (at Joint0) when
RFOB is implemented to enhance and operate the system.
Thus, all graphs from Fig. 19 to Fig. 27 display the position
readings of Joint0 for each master and slave robotic arm.

Fig. 17. Generated Force on both Subsystems across Period for ωn = 200.

Every graph from Fig. 19 to Fig. 27 above depicted the
position feedback of the single joint in master and slave
youBot in a separate set of parameters ranging from ωn = 1 to
ωn = 500, associated to a list of ωn determined in Table I. The
blue line indicates the reference angle, also known as step
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input, while the green line in the graphs indicates the joint
position of the master, and lastly, the red line signifies the
joint position of a slave.
Initially, both Joint0‟s master and slave manipulator
positions are set at 0°. Referring to graphs in Fig. 19 to
Fig. 20, the reading for the position of Joint0 in master youBot
reached its peak time at around t > 9.5s, and the situation was
maintained until t = 20s. The position of slave youBot touched
the highest at 15° in Fig. 21, 5° in Fig. 20 and 2° in Fig. 19. In
comparison, the position of a slave has minimally increased
after t > 5s, although it did not have much difference
compared to the original position. The position of the master
reached its peak time values around 70° at 9.5s, as portrayed
in Fig. 19 to Fig. 21, while 10s for Fig. 22 to Fig. 23 and 78°
at 13.5s in Fig. 24.

Fig. 22. Position Tracked on both Subsystems across the Period for ωn = 10.

Fig. 23. Position Tracked on both Subsystems across the Period for ωn = 20.
Fig. 19. Position Tracked on both Subsystems across the Period for ωn = 1.

Fig. 24. Position Tracked on both Subsystems across the Period for ωn = 50.
Fig. 20. Position Tracked on both Subsystems across the Period for ωn = 2.

Fig. 25. Position Tracked on both Subsystems across the Period for ωn = 100.
Fig. 21. Position Tracked on both Subsystems across the Period for ωn = 5.
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form. Table II below shows that control systems using RFOB
have achieved greater accuracy compared to other systems,
while Table III organised the transient response of various
frequencies.
TABLE II.

Fig. 26. Position Tracked on both Subsystems across the Period for ωn = 200.

ACCURACY RECORDED IN EVERY DESIGNED SYSTEM

ωn

Kp (ωn )2

Kd (2ωn)

Accuracy (%)

1

1

2

1.78

2

4

4

6.49

5

25

10

23.09

10

100

20

53.79

20

400

40

91.82

50

2500

100

98.94

100

10000

200

99.54

200

40000

400

92.66

500

250000

1000

95.31

TABLE III.

ωn

Fig. 27. Position Tracked on both Subsystems across the Period for ωn = 500.

While for Fig. 25 to Fig. 27, both master and slave
alternately swing while gradually increasing on its position.
The reading from the graphs kept going up because the master
arm received an external force that made it move forward.
However, the position of the slave according to Fig. 19 until
Fig. 21 changed in minimal value compared to the master arm
robot because the gain value is not adequate, having neither
effects of the percentage of overshoot nor settling time.
Referring to Fig. 24 and Fig. 27, when the value of gain is
increased, the angle of position in the slave robot started to
have changed, moved further and stretched at the top position,
recorded at 80° for stable condition and 178° for unstable
condition. On the other hand, the reading for the master‟s
position began to drop, similar to the slave‟s position reading,
as shown in Fig. 24. Following the graphs in Fig. 25 until Fig.
27, it can be demonstrated that slave youBot was trying to
move further to track the position of master and master
concurrently trying to catch the latest post of the slave.
Nevertheless, delays are noticed during the communication
process of the two subsystems, thus making the position
reading fluctuate until the end of the experiment. The position
value of master and slave surpassed the reference angle when
the value of ωn is 50 until the value of ωn was set at 500.
Graph reading in Fig. 24 also presented that the differences in
the value of error between the position of master and slave
with reference angle are the lowest compared to others which
are noted at -6° to -7°, and the most significant error is
observed from the graph in Fig. 19 with the value of -70°.
Based on the output reading, the percentage of accuracy for
each design control is computed and tabulated into a table

COMPARISON OF TRANSIENT RESPONSE FOR VARY
FREQUENCIES

Peak Position (°)

Peak Time (s)

Delay (s)

Master

Slave

Master

Slave

Master

Slave

1

70

2

9.5

20.0

4.5

6.0

2

70

5

9.5

20.0

4.5

5.0

5

70

15

9.5

20.0

4.5

5.0

10

70

32

10.0

20.0

4.5

5.0

20

70

52

10.0

20.0

4.5

5.0

50

80

80

13.5

13.5

4.5

5.0

100

158

162

20.0

20.0

4.5

5.0

200

190

170

20.0

20.0

4.5

5.0

500

170

178

20.0

17.5

4.5

7.0

From nine designed systems, six of them achieved more
than 90% of accuracy. The system achieved the most accuracy
with ωn = 50, steadily at 99.78%, followed by ωn = 500 and ωn
= 20, with each of them reaching more than 95% accuracy.
Meanwhile, the system with the most negligible accuracy for
differential mode law is recorded at 3.56% when the value of
ωn = 1. Therefore, the best design of the proposed system to
acquire the most satisfactory position control is ωn = 500. This
is because master and slave robots attained the same final
position after 15s, had a minor steady-state error, and achieved
critical damping. For common mode law, the ideal design for
the controller is when ωn = 50. As prove, the summation of
torque reading observed at both joint of master and slave
system revealed to be equal to zero and experienced more
minor disturbance as seen in Fig. 19.
IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
To sum up, the outstanding response derived from all
analyses for both experiments, the results are outlined in Table
IV accordingly. The most satisfactory outcome is highlighted
as the best parameter for each mode law.
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TABLE V.

RESPONSE IN BOTH LAW OF BILATERAL CONTROL SYSTEM
Common Mode

Differential Mode

Compatible

Kp=250000 and Kd=1000

Kp=2500 and Kd=100

Incompatible

Kp=1 and Kd=2

Kp=250000 and Kd=1000

Delay and
overshoot

-0.5s, from 11s to 15s

Accuracy

99.78%

Total
equation

Summation of forces
between master and the
slave is zero

Force pattern

Fewer vibrations, more
stable

Position difference between
master and slave is almost
zero

According to the above summary in Table II, Kp=2500 and
Kd=100 are considered as the best gain for the integrated
system. Once RFOB is employed into the system, six systems
achieved greater than 90% accuracy, compared to only five
systems that reached more than 90% accuracy without the
RFOB. Above all, the form of noise produced at Joint0 in the
second experiment is much more refined than in the first
experiment. This proves RFOB has advantages in improving
the system stability and eliminating periodic oscillation.
Furthermore, the recommended technique is intended to
remove unwanted signals such as Coriolis forces, Fc, viscous
damping friction, and gravity forces produced internally,
especially on the motor located at a specific link. To achieve
an accurate estimation of forces to be delivered to the
operator, the dynamical effects within the force signal must be
adjusted.
The RFOB experiment required around 11s to 15s to attain
an overshoot in terms of the time delay. In RFOB
configuration, the settling time generated by slave youBot is
considerably better and sharper. Furthermore, the amplitude of
the curve formed is relatively constant and persistent until the
target joint reaches its final position. Nevertheless, the system
is underdamped for a moment before it progressively climbs
to reach overshoots and peak times. For the record,
underdamped is a condition in which the system oscillates
slower at a low-frequency rate and takes longer to get a
steady-state. This situation occurred whenever the value of the
PD controller increased. As a result, the stability of the control
system may be derived to be conditional, based on the value of
gain and threshold. In overall, the proposed designs can reach
stability in a certain level of gain levels but can deteriorate
when the gain value is unsuitable.
The main objective to validate a master-slave control
system with DOB and RFOB implementation abiding by the
law of bilateral control system has been successfully
confirmed. The stated target is justified by running several sets
of parameters and collecting the output response for the
analysis. The suggested technique has met the capacity in
enhancing the whole system performance. This study also
demonstrates that a control system can be sensorless to
measure dimension when active reacting forces are in contact
with the system. The proposed technique is also applicable to
multiple applications of industrial robots aside from position
and force tracking. Using the observers to replace old-style
force sensors on a device or equipment increased the system
reaction and improved internal uncertainty across the system.

In conclusion, few analyses are performed to determine
every single type of common controller response, rankings in
the percentage of accuracy, overshoot, settling time and delay.
The best kind of controller was chosen based on its
performance in all three studies. This conclusion is backed by
the fact that both robots oscillated at a reduced angle for a
time in a control system without applying the DOB approach
before they stabilised and came down to remain in a single
spot. Whereas the idea for introducing RFOB into the system
will remove the unwanted disturbances and errors that arrive
before being feed at the DOB loop. Different experiments with
diverse parameters have been conducted to oversee the
system‟s latency after applying DOB and RFOB as part of the
control loop technique. This work also assesses the system
reaction for each suggested design of the bilateral system with
a varied set of controllers. Indirectly, the primary purposes of
this study were successfully attained.
Several analyses were performed to determine each
controller‟s performance, standings in the accuracy, timedelay, and settling time. The best controller was chosen based
on its performance in all three studies. This conclusion is
supported by the fact that both robots oscillated at a smaller
angle for a while in a control system without employing the
DOB technique before they stabilised and came down to
remain in a single place. Whereas the method to add RFOB
into the system will subtract the uncertainties coming on the
input of DOB. To observe the potential and advantage of
applying DOB and RFOB onto the system response, separated
tests with different parameters have been performed to
examine and evaluate the system reaction for each proposed
controller design. Indirectly, the second and third objectives of
this study were successfully achieved.
Several proposals may be offered and studied in the near
future research to enhance the system and make it more
resilient. First, video and visual input and recording might be
implemented by putting a high-speed camera at the tip of the
robot arm as an added sensor for tracking. The extracted data
from raw images and videos will undergo image processing
technique into a type of visual force to suppress the signal
error and remove the unwanted noise [10]. Besides, the
relevant data gained from the pictorial records will be utilised
to increase the coordination of the system‟s trajectory [11].
The visual data feeding into the reaction force estimation loop
system will be used for the soft navigation system. Assuredly,
the research should be undertaken on actual hardware and real
interaction to assess the response and stability in a real-time
experiment.
Additionally, this project can be one of the working mobile
robots dispatched to risky or work in remote regions due to its
versatility. Aside from that, a specific experiment is
recommended to execute by employing image processing
technology on Linux based operating system with a robot
operating system (ROS) connected to the entire robotic arm.
The information processed from visual data can be fed into the
system for more outstanding object tracking and positioning
accuracy. The limitations of executing the current technique
on a simulator and virtual platform would lower the capacity
of the produced feedback and overall system performance.
This control procedure is likely to be more responsive in
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actual ROS communications. It is easy to track any unaligned
output tracking or missteps while executing the robot‟s task.
Not just that, implementing a real-time based system for
subsequent study can boost the time responsiveness on the
machine and actively doing force and position tracking.
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Abstract—The purpose of this research is to build an
application that is used for project evaluation and provide
recommendations on project performance in local government
agencies. In this study, project evaluation was carried out using
the Group Decision Making (GDM) model based on the Group
Decision Support System (GDSM) concept. The project output
and outcome parameters used by the Decision Maker (DM) use a
hybrid of the Multi-Criteria Decision Making (MCDM) and
Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK) methods to
reduce subjectivity in scoring qualitative data and to determine
project ratings from all DMs. Copeland Score voting method.
The results of application computing on the implementation of
Group Decision Support System (GDSS) and MCDM indicate
that the project ranking process will be faster and more accurate.
The results of the sensitivity test show that two criteria have a
great influence on project performance so that they have a very
important role in project evaluation.
Keywords—Group Decision Making (GDM); Group Decision
Support System (GDSS); MULTI-CRITERIA DECISION
MAKING (MCDM); Project Management Body of Knowledge
(PMBOK); local government

I.

INTRODUCTION

Projects in government agencies are part of the program,
and consist of a set of actions to mobilize resources, either in
the form of personnel (HR), capital goods including equipment
and technology, funds, or a hybrid of some or all of these types
of resources as inputs to produce outputs. in the form of
goods/services. Measurement of project performance in
government agencies, including the current project, has a
weakness because it does not reflect the project evaluation that
is generally carried out, which is only based on the percentage
of achievement of the planned level of achievement of each
project performance indicator as determined through the
successful realization of the indicators in question [1].
The calculation of the percentage of achievement of the
planned level of activity achievement used is based on the
absorbed funds and the realization of output between the
realization and the plan, which is stated in the administrative
document of the Government Agency Performance
Accountability Report (LAKIP). There can be no correlation
between the output produced and the expected outcome. In the
current LAKIP measurement method, including project
evaluation, the criteria used to measure organizational
performance are only limited to quantitative criteria, namely
timeliness of implementation and effectiveness in the use of
financial resources. Research conducted [2] developed a

description of how to determine KPIs in ICT projects to get
ideas and solutions in evaluating ICT projects.
Based on the problems an institutional decision-making
system is needed which is an activity that can be carried out by
individuals, groups, or organizations. Also, special steps need
to be taken so that the group's decisions can be agreed upon
and binding on the various parties involved. According to the
viewpoint of software engineering, instances of existing
applications that utilize notoriety as well as trust approaches
incorporate shared, peer to peer (P2P) communications,
internet business, e-advertising, multi-specialist frameworks,
web search tools and Group Decision Making (GDM)
situations [3][4]. The decision is the result of an evaluation of
the selection of the best alternative, which involves the relevant
parties. With the number of considerations and desires that
must be considered, decision-making needs to listen to the
considerations of many people.
One solution that is widely offered in making decisions
using computing is the Group Decision Support System
(GDSS). The model was made with various approaches, one of
which used an approach to GDSS [5]. This model is formulated
regarding social choice theory. The model is structured using a
voting mechanism, in such a way that it allows each decisionmaker to express their choice. Research shows that this model
can accommodate Multi-Criteria Decision Making (MCDM).
In modeling, the choice (vote) of the DM is considered.
MCDM has played a role as an instrument for many
individuals to choose candidates or alternatives. From its
meaning, multi-criteria decision-making (MCDM) is used to
determine the best alternative from several alternatives based
on certain criteria [6].
There have been many previous studies using this method
such as [7][8][9][10][11][12]. One of the popular methods used
for this is the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP). This method
uses human perception input and can process qualitative data,
resulting in a comprehensive decision-making model. This is
because AHP can solve multi-objective and multi-criteria
problems based on the comparison of preferences of each
element in the hierarchy. However, the AHP method has a
weakness because the main input is in the form of perception
so that it involves subjectivity, this will be a problem if the DM
gives a wrong assessment. Another popular method used
within the project scope is the Technique for Order Preference
by Similarity to Ideal Solution (TOPSIS). This method is used
because it is closely related to the benefits (benefits) and costs
(costs) in a project. This method is based on the concept that
the best-chosen alternative not only has the shortest distance
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from the positive ideal solution (benefit) but also has the
longest distance from the negative ideal solution (cost). The
main weakness of the TOPSIS method is that it does not
provide elicitation of weights and check the consistency of the
assessment [13].
This study will create a new model to facilitate the
achievement of consensus among DM while respecting
different preferences, interests, and values. GDSS is expected
to expand DM capabilities, but not to replace DM assessment.
What is to be realized is "a new decision model that is
implemented in a computer-based system that supports a group
of people who are members of the same task or goal and have
one particular tool that functions to interconnect the people in
the group". This is known as the Group Decision Support
System (GDSS) [14].
The purpose of this research is to develop a Group Decision
Support System (GDSS) model for project evaluation, which
not only fulfills administrative or normative needs but also
provides a more objective evaluation. In this study, assessment
criteria will be used that can represent the assessment in the
scope of project evaluation, especially evaluation of projects in
local government agencies. Considering aspects of the
applicable legislation, Decision Makers (DM) are involved,
namely: Government Institution Executives, Project
Management Work Units, Business Process Owners Units, and
the Community represented by DPRD, to provide assessments
and evaluations of project implementation in institutions local
government. Then, in the evaluation process, a GDSS concept
was used. The GDSS concept can overcome inconsistencies
that may occur in decision making because with GDSS
decisions are made based on a mathematical calculation model.
Project evaluation is carried out by DMs on output and
outcome parameters, using a hybrid MCDM method based on
the established criteria. In the weighting of the criteria used
weighting techniques in the AHP method. Furthermore, the
weight of the resulting criteria is used as input for the TOPSIS
method to generate project rankings for each DM. At this
stage, scoring of project qualitative data is carried out based on
the Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK) to
reduce DM subjectivity. As the last step, to determine the
project ranking of all DMs, the Copeland Score voting method
was used.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
The appraisal process is an important step in evaluation
because it underlies the successful evaluation of a project.
Through a systematic literature review, several project
evaluations models have been identified and analyzed. The
results show that the effectiveness and efficiency of evaluation
are increasingly important for a project [15]. In this regard,
several researchers have implemented MCDM methods, both
in the DSS or SPKK [16][8][9][10]. Many organizations
realize the importance of the MCDM method because the use
of the MCDM method increases effectiveness in decisionmaking. As in the research conducted [8], it is stated that the
first step to reducing the risk of project failure is to choose the
optimal project. The effectiveness of the criteria in selecting
the most optimal project was identified and defined by the

MCDM approach, using the AHP and TOPSIS methods. The
use of the proposed model can help companies facilitate a
systematic approach in making the right project selection
decisions.
Effective and efficient project selection has an important
meaning in every organization because the decision-making
process to assess the feasibility of a project is very complex
[16]. The method used in this research is AHP and Moora.
Modeling is based on various types of logic, considering the
existence of various criteria, the objectives of the decisionmaker, and the nature of the complexity of the evaluation
process. According to him, the main advantage of MCDM is
that it provides decision-making by analyzing complex
problems, can aggregate criteria in the evaluation process, and
provide scope for decision-makers to actively participate in the
decision-making process.
Research [9] proposes the application of the MCDM
framework to monitor and measure ongoing project
performance. Linear Programming (LP) and MCDM methods
are used to evaluate decision-making on the selection of project
priorities. An MCDM approach is also proposed [17] to
evaluate Product Development (PD) effectively. After the
criteria hierarchy is built, the weight of the criteria is calculated
using the AHP method. The Vikor method is used to rank the
results at a later stage. The results of the sensitivity analysis
show that the AHP-Vikor integrated model can accommodate
the evaluation of the criteria weights. And the results of
empirical studies show that the proposed evaluation framework
can solve the problems that arise.
The Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK)
was developed by the Project Management Institute (PMI), an
organization in America specializing in project management
development. PMBOK is a guide that contains knowledge in
project management and is always updated within a certain
time. Project management is the application of knowledge,
skills, tools, and techniques in project activities to meet project
needs. PMBOK generally develops 9 (nine) areas that must be
understood in project management, namely: Project Integration
Management, Project Scope Management, Project Time
Management, Project Cost Management, Project Quality
Management, Project Human Resource Management, Project
Communication Management, Project Risk Management,
Project Procurement Management [18]. According to [19],
managing ICT projects is seen as a challenging activity,
because it involves a balanced portion of tangible and
intangible resources. Various studies of independent
institutions in America and Europe say that more than 70% of
ICT projects are considered a failure, in the sense of not
meeting the targets set previously at the planning stage. One of
the causes of this failure is due to the indiscipline of
stakeholders who are directly involved with ICT projects in
complying with the standard project implementation and
control methodologies that have been outlined.
Copeland Score is one of the voting methods whose
technique is based on reducing the frequency of wins with the
frequency of defeats from pairwise comparisons [20]. group
decision-making to determine gene abnormalities in cancer.
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III. METHODOLOGY
This research will use program/activity data in
districts/cities of South Sumatra Province, Indonesia. This
study builds a project evaluation GDSS model in local
government agencies in determining the best project ranking,
using a hybrid method of MCDM and PMBOK. The
framework of this research can be seen in Fig. 1.
A. Proposed Model
The proposed model is a Group Decision Making (GDM)
model based on the GDSS concept, using the methods in
Multi-Attribute Decision Making (MADM) to determine the
best project from several alternatives based on several
predetermined criteria. Then the MADM combination method
in the SPKK will be developed based on the Analytical
Hierarchy Process (AHP) method, Technique for Order
Preference by Similarity to Ideal Solution (TOPSIS), and
Copeland Score, each of which has its role.

Fig. 2. GDM Model for Evaluation of the Proposed Local Government
Information and Communication Technology (ICT) Project.

Based on Fig. 1, to determine the weight of the criteria, the
weighting technique contained in the AHP method is used,
then the results of the weighting of these criteria will be input
in the TOPSIS calculation which is used to determine the
ranking as a result of evaluating the performance of these
activities. At the scoring stage, project qualitative data is based
on the Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK) to
reduce DM subjectivity.
From the TOPSIS calculation, the project ranking for each
DM is generated, and to unify the differences in preferences
between DMs, the Copeland Score method is used as a voting
method to determine the best project ranking from all decisionmakers. Fig. 2. is a GDM model for the evaluation of ICT
projects in government agencies.
In the GDM component, each component plays a role in the
decision-making process as described. Each DM performs a
weighting against the assessment criteria it has. The next stage
is that each DM assigns a score to the alternative (ICT project)
so that the project ranking of each DM is generated. The final
step is to rank projects from all DMs using the voting method
as a result of group decisions. Fig. 3. describes the decisionmaking process carried out individually and in groups in the
GDM model.
PURPOSE

Project
Evaluation
GDSS
modeling
using a hybrid
method of
MCDM and
PMBOK

MODEL ENGINEERING

Government
Project Area

Hybrid Methods
MCDM
+ PMBOK

Copeland Score

Fig. 1.

Framework.

TARGET
Weight Criterion

DM each
project ranking

Project final
ranking
(Voting)

Fig. 3.

Individual and Group Decision Making Process in GDM Model.

B. Calculating Weight Algorithm
In this section, a combination of the AHP and TOPSIS
methods is carried out with the preparation of a pairwise
comparison matrix and weighting the criteria, with the goal of
determining whether matrix A is consistent or not as shown in
Fig. 4.
1) Each Decision Maker (DMi) has its assessment criteria
(Cij).
2) In process two, matrix A is squared, and in-process
three matrix B is calculated. Matrix B is the sum of the
elements in the same row of matrix A. Based on Matrix B, the
eigenvectors are calculated so that Matrix E is obtained,
described in process four.
3) The process of five, six, seven, and eight is to calculate
the consistency of the index by deriving a matrix C, which is
the product of matrix A and matrix E. Based on matrix C, it is
determined whether matrix A is consistent. If it is consistent
then the weight of the matrix A is calculated by calling the
Algorithm for Calculating the Weighted Normalization Value.
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4) The output of this algorithm is the Criteria Weight
(Wk) for each DM.
Calculating Weight Criteria Algorithm
Input:
DMi = {DM i | i = 1,2, 3..., n};
Cij = {Cij | j= 1,2, 3...};
Output: Wk;
Process:
Begin
1. A[i,j] ;
2. A2[i,j] = A[i,j] * A[i,j];
3. for k = 1 to i
( )
B(k,1) = ∑
End
4. for k = 1 to i
E(k,1) = B(K,1)/∑ ( )
End
5. C [k,1] = A[i,j] *E[k,1] ;
6. λ max = 1/k * (∑
)

Fig. 6 is a representation of the login page on the
government project evaluation. On the page, the user and
password fields are displayed, then the submit button. The
home page contains display information regarding login access
for users. In this case the user is an administrator who works in
the government of the Province of South Sumatra. Users can
login with User Name: admin and Password: admin, then press
the login button, if the login is successful, it will go directly to
the main menu.

Calculating Weight Criteria Algorithm.

C. Algorithm for Calculating Normalization Value
This algorithm explains the calculation of the normalized
value of all alternatives for each criterion and calculates the
normalized value of its weight as shown in Fig. 5.
1) The Decision Maker scores all ICT alternatives
(projects) based on the assessment criteria it has so that after
being converted based on the assessment rating, the results are
in the form of a Scoring Matrix (SC).
2) Process 2 calculates the normalized value of all
alternatives for each criterion (Matrix X) and process 3
calculates the weighted normalized value (Matrix Y).
Algorithm for Calculating Normalization Value
Input: Matriks Scoring (SC)
W = weight matrix of each criterion
Output: Normalized Scoring Matrix (R)
Normalized Scoring Matrix_Weight (Y)
Process:
Begin
1.
i = size (SC,1); j=size (SC,2) // i,j is the dimension of the DM
scoring matrix, i is the row representing the number of alternatives
(projects) and j is the column representing the number of criteria
2.
for k = 1 to i
for l = 1to j
R (k,l) = SC (k,l)/(∑ (
))
End
End
3.
for k = 1 to i
for l = 1to j
Y [k,l]= R [k,l] * E[1,l]
End
End
End
Fig. 5.

A. Design
This study continues the research conducted by [21] who
has not yet carried out the process of making web-based
applications, so this study designs a Web-based GDSS Model
Prototype [22] for Project Evaluation in Local Governments.
The prototype is built based on a review of research results as
described in the Literature Review, which relates to MCDM
methods that can be applied in the scope of evaluating a
project.
B. Implementation
This system is designed with several stages of
implementation to produce an assessment that is used as the
basis for making decisions on a project. The results of the
application implementation are shown in Fig. 6 to 12.

7 C1 =
8. if C1 < 10%
W = Bobot (A)
Else
Comparison value evaluation
pairwise comparison on A[i,j]
End
End
Fig. 4.

IV. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION SYSTEM

When the user successfully logs in, they will immediately
go to the main page (Dashboard) of the government project
evaluation application. On the main page of the application,
there are several menus and a comprehensive list of
government projects as shown in the following image.
On the dashboard display from the Fig. 7, there are two
menu sections located on the left side of the dashboard display
and the upper right corner of the dashboard display. In the
menu display on the left side of the dashboard, there are several
menus, namely, Dashboard, Activities, Criteria, SKPD,
Region, DM, Menu and Users.
From the Fig. 8 shown the activity page, all project
activities that are being carried out will be displayed, to add
activities, it can be done by selecting the add menu which is in
the upper right corner of the activity page display. On the Add
Activities page, the Add Activities form will appear, while the
data that must be filled in this form include the name of the
activity, the activity ceiling, volume and budget year.

Fig. 6.

Login Page.

Algorithm for Calculating Normalization Value.
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To fill in the SKPD on the added activity form, choose
according to the list of available SKPD, to save new activities,
select the save menu on the added activity form. On the Add
SKPD page, the Add SKPD form will appear. To add a new
SKPD, you must fill in the names of the SKPD and SKPD
officials on the Add SKPD form. After all data is filled in, it
can be saved by selecting the Save menu on the Add SKPD
form.

Fig. 7.

Dashboard.

Fig. 11. Area Configuration.
Fig. 8.

Activity Setting.

Fig. 9.

Criterion Setting.

In the regional menu, a regional data page will be
displayed, to add regional data, it can be done by selecting the
add menu in the upper right corner of the regional page. The
Add Region menu will display the Add Region form. To add
new area data, you must fill in all the required data on the Add
Region form, including area code, area name and official
name. After all data is filled in correctly, the data can be saved
by selecting the save menu in the Add Region form.

On the criteria page from Fig. 9, all the assessment criteria
used will be displayed, adding criteria can be done by selecting
the add menu which is in the upper right corner of the criteria
display. On the Add Criteria page, the Add Criteria form will
appear, which must be filled in, among others, criteria code,
criteria name, criteria type and criteria rule. To save the newly
added criteria can be done by selecting the save menu on the
added criteria form.

Fig. 12. Decision Maker.

Fig. 12 shows the Decision Maker (DM) page which is the
result of weighting for codes 1, 2, 3, and 4 based on the criteria
page, each weighting being measured is the Business Process
Owner Unit, ICT Management Work Unit, Government
Institution Executive, and Communities Represented By the
Council. The weighting in each of these categories will be
measured based on the criteria that have been determined on
the criteria page.
V. RESULT AND ANALYSIS

Fig. 10. Setting SKPD.

In the implementation, DM1 will evaluate each alternative
(project) based on 3 (three) criteria C= {C1, C2, C3), DM2 will
evaluate each alternative based on 2 (two) criteria C= {C4,
C5}, DM3 and DM4 will evaluate each alternative based on 2
(two) criteria C= {C6, C7}.
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DM1 determines the relative importance between the
criteria of Project Schedule (C1), Project Cost (C2), Project
Scope (C3). The assessment uses the weighting standard with a
scale ranging from 1 to 9 and vice versa, the values of these
criteria, according to a DM1 pairwise comparison matrix, are
as follows:
C1

C2

1

0.5

0.3

C2

2

1

0.5

C3

3

2

1

⌈

⌉

⌈

⌉

⌈

⌉

quotient above by the number of elements present, the
result is called max (λmax)

C3

C1

weighted vector number. The product of the matrix A on the
Eigenvalue (matrix E).

λmax = 1/3 * (0.4972/0.1638) + (0.8943/0.2972) +
(1.6248/0.5390)
(1)

λmax

= 3.0092

(6)

So that the value of t h e Consistency Index
This stage calculates the priority weighting by finding the
eigenvector value of the A matrix through the following
process. Squaring the A matrix.
1

0.5

0.3

2

1

0.5

3

2

X

1

1

0.5

0.3

2

1

0.5

3

2

1

2.9 1.6 0.85
=

5.5 3
10 5.5

1.6
2.9

The next process is to add up the elements of each row of
the A2 matrix so that a matrix is obtained. Then arrange matrix
B, and add up all elements of matrix B with the following
values below.
⌈

⌉

(2)

From the B matrix that has been obtained in the above step,
then normalization is carried out on the B matrix to obtain the
eigenvector value of the B matrix.
⌈

⌉

(CI) = (3.0092-3) / (3-1) = 0.0066

(7)

The matrix has 3 (three) elements, so the IR value is 0.58.
So the value of CR is 0.0066/0.58=.0.0079. Because the CR
value is less than 10%, the data judgment is correct. It can be
concluded that matrix A is quite consistent.
From the values that have been tested in this study,
sensitivity analysis was carried out by changing the weight of
the criteria. Changes in the weight value of each criterion are
carried out by lowering or increasing the weight to see whether
the alternative ranking results (projects) tend to change or not.
The trial weight changes were increased or decreased from the
initial values of 10%, 20%, and 30%. Sensitivity analysis was
performed against all criteria. Sensitivity analysis on criteria
C1 (Project Schedule) Based on the graph of the results of
sensitivity analysis against criteria C1 (Project Schedule) as
shown in Fig. 13, test for changes in the weight of the criteria
there is a change in the value of the alternative (project
schedule).

(3)

e1=5.3500/(5.3500+10.1000+ 18.4000)=0.1581.
e2=10.1000/(5.3500+10.1000+ 18.4000)=0.2983.
e3=18.4000/(5.3500+10.1000+ 18.4000)=0.5436.
⌈

⌉

(4)

The three processes above are repeated and at the end of
each iteration, the difference between the eigenvector matrix E
values obtained and the previous eigenvector matrix E values is
sought until a number close to zero is obtained. The matrix E
obtained in the last step shows the priority of the criteria
indicated by the coefficient of the eigenvector value so that the
eigenvector matrix E obtained is:
⌈

⌉

(5)

To measure the consistency of the matrix, the first thing to
do is to calculate the Consistency Index (CI) by calculating the

Fig. 13. Sensitivity Analysis on Criteria C1 (Project Schedule).
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VI. CONCLUSION
This study resulted in a GDM model for evaluating ICT
activities in local government agencies in Indonesia using the
GDSS concept. DM involved consists of 1) Executive
government institutions, 2) ICT Management Unit, and
3) Business Process Owner Unit, and the community
represented by DPRD. From the values that have been tested in
this study, sensitivity analysis was carried out by changing the
weight of the criteria. Changes in the weight value of each
criterion are carried out by lowering or increasing the weight to
see whether the alternative ranking results (projects) tend to
change or not. The trial weight changes were increased or
decreased from the initial values of 10%, 20%, and 30%.
Sensitivity analysis was performed against all criteria.
Determination of the best ICT project from several
alternatives using several determining qualitative and
quantitative parameters and criteria. In the project output
parameters, the criteria used in the assessment are project
schedule, project cost, project scope, project risk, and project
performance. While the outcome parameters are projected
effectiveness criteria and project user satisfaction. With the
guidance of the Project Management Body of Knowledge
(PMBOK), the provision of qualitative data scoring projects
has an assessment basis to reduce the subjectivity of DM.
Fig. 14. Sensitivity Analysis on Criteria C2 (Project Cost).

Based on Fig. 14, the graph below shows the results of the
sensitivity analysis against the C2 (Project Cost) criteria. The
test to changes in the weight of the criteria results in a change
in the value of the alternative (project cost).
The results of the sensitivity analysis against the C3 criteria
(Scope of the Project) as shown in Fig. 15, the test of changes
in the weight of the criteria changes in the value of the
alternative (project).

At the main stage of this study, we concluded that the
method succeeded in parsing the draw voting process by
developing it by adding a winning gap (distance) between
alternatives during the pairwise contest and then multiplying
the existing gap by the weight or population of DM. the results
of the model trial case study, the voting results of all DMs on
ten (10) ICT projects in the Palembang city government, it was
found that and also the results of the sensitivity test against the
three criteria affected project evaluation. In the future, we will
try a ranking system to get results that can determine
transparent winners in a project in government.
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Abstract— Today, due to their interactive, participatory and
entertaining nature, the Serious Games set themselves apart
from other learning methods used in teaching. Much progress
has been made in the design techniques and methods of Serious
Games, but little in their evaluation. In order to fill this gap, we
had proposed in our previous work an evaluation tool capable of
helping practitioners to evaluate Serious Games in different
training contexts. This evaluation tool for Serious Games is
designed around four dimensions, namely the pedagogical,
technological, ludic and behavioral dimensions, which are
measured by clearly defined criteria. During this process, it was
highlighted that the human factor (evaluator) influences
considerably the result of the weightings through the choice to
weight the evaluation dimensions of the Serious Games. In order
to reduce this influence during the evaluation process and to keep
the correlation between the variables of our evaluation system,
we present in this paper, an improvement of our evaluation tool
by equipping it with an intelligent supervised self-learning
algorithm allowing self-regulation of the weights according to the
context of use of the Serious Game to be evaluated. Thanks to the
experimental verification of the optimization results, the root
mean square error and the coefficient of determination are 0.016
and 98.59 percent respectively, indicating that the model has high
precision which guaranteed better predictive performance. A
comparison was made between this intelligent model and the
models presented in our previous work; the results obtained
indicated the same order of the four dimensions, and this by
reducing the influence of the human factor during the MultiOutput Support Vector Regression weighting process.
Keywords—Serious game; evaluation tool; multi-output support
vector regression

I.

INTRODUCTION

Serious Games are increasingly present in any innovative
educational strategy aimed at effective and motivating learning
[1]. However, before endorsing a serious game in any training,
it is essential to evaluate it in addition to evaluating its impact
[2], [3].
In [4], we have presented a serious game evaluation tool
based on four dimensions, {Pedagogical (P), Technological
(T), Ludic (L) and Behavioural (B)}, that a serious game must
satisfy in order to perform the task for which it was designed.
In addition, given that the importance of one dimension
compared to another depends on the context in which the
serious game is used, the fuzzy multi-criteria decision making

methods fuzzy AHP, fuzzy TOPSIS, and fuzzy ELECTRE
have been used [5], to validate the choice of the weighting of
these dimensions.
In conclusion of this work, it is demonstrated that the
human factor has a significant influence on the result of
weightings when choosing weights for the serious game
evaluation dimensions. This is done by favouring, during the
weighting process, a higher value of one dimension over
another.
Indeed, depending on the context of use of the serious
game to be evaluated, the evaluator favours one or more
dimensions deemed to be more important. For example, in a
Context where the order of the dimensions is as follows
P>T>L>B, the evaluator can assign, to the dimensions, all
possible percentages satisfying the order of the chosen context
of use and this while ensuring that their sum equals 1.
And so, to reduce this human influence in the serious game
evaluation process through the choice of weightings of the
evaluation dimensions, we present in this paper an
improvement of our evaluation system, by endowing it with an
automatic algorithm intelligent supervised learning, allowing
self-regulation of the weightings according to the context of
use of the serious game to be evaluated.
Thus, the Multi-Output Support Vector Regression (MSVR) will analyze the context data of use of the serious game
to allow the evaluation system to build its reasoning system
without having to impose a program beforehand. In this
learning phase, the algorithm is based on several examples of
data to find the existing patterns in the data allowing it to build
a model that will be evaluated subsequently in order to
estimate its general predictive accuracy for future data.
In this paper, we advocate the use of an intelligent
supervised machine learning algorithm to self-regulate weights
according to the serious game context of use, to minimize this
human influence in the serious game evaluation process.
This paper is divided into four sections. In Section 1, the
problem, the formalization and the postulated hypotheses are
presented. The description of the proposed model is illustrated
in Section 2. Section 3 presents the modeling process steps
carried out, together with the obtained results. In Section 4, a
general conclusion is provided.
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II. PROBLEM - FORMULATION AND HYPOTHESES
As mentioned above, this work is based on the findings
made in our previous work that can be summarized in the
following points.
A. Influence of the Human Factor (the Evaluator) in the
Choice of Weightings of the Serious Game Evaluation
Dimensions
As shown in Fig. 1, the evaluator participates in the serious
game evaluation process by choosing the ordering of the
evaluation dimensions according to the context of use of the
serious game to be evaluated.
For example, if the serious game is used in a purely
formative context, the evaluator will consider the pedagogical
dimension as dominant over the other dimensions.
However, if the evaluator errs in his judgment of the
adequacy between these choices of ordering of evaluation
dimensions and the context of use of the serious game, then the
entire evaluation system will be biased.
B. Existence of Correlation between the Variables of our
Evaluation System
By analysing our evaluation system, we note the existence
of dependency relations between its variables. Thus, we note
that there is a relationship between the weighting variables
expressed by their sum, which must be equal to 1. Likewise,
there is a direct relationship between the evaluation
dimensions’ variables (P, T, L, B) and the serious game context
of use. Fig. 2 presents four main cases of serious game context
of use classified according to their main dominant factor:
Pedagogy (Fig. 2(a)), Technology (Fig. 2(b)), Ludic (Fig. 2(c)),
and Behaviour (Fig. 2(d)).
In each major type of the serious game context of use and
according to the ordering of the other dominated factors, we
obtain a finite number of serious game contexts of use
(branches of the tree).
We also note that in each tree branch, we have an infinite
number of possible serious game contexts of use. For example,
take the serious game context of use (P > T> L> B) (Fig. 2(a))
where each branch (P > T) or (T > L) or (L > B) will be
interpreted, as a weighting value ( P) > (T)), ( (T) >
L)) and ( L) > (B)) respectively. With (
)
varying between 0 and 1 that generates an infinite number of
possibilities.

Fig. 1. Serious Game Evaluation Process.

Fig. 2. Possible Serious Game use Contexts.

The Serious Game context of use is represented by the
{
}. It is assumed that the serious
vector
game type to be evaluated corresponds to its context of use.
The number of elements of this vector is deduced from the
pair-to-pair comparison of the four dimensions of the
] ] Table I.
evaluations with
TABLE I.

EXAMPLE OF REPRESENTATION OF CONTEXT OF SERIOUS
GAME USE

Dimensions Pairwise comparison

Vector X

(P, T)

5

(P, B)

7

(P, L)

8

(T, B)

3

(T, L)

4

(L, B)

0.5

Likewise, the weighting vector represented by
{
}, respectively determines the weighting of each
] ] is considered as a
dimension {P, T, L, B}. With (
continuous dependent variable.
III. STATE OF THE ART
In order to minimize the evaluator influence during the
choice of dimension weights in serious game evaluation
process and keep the correlation between the variables of our
evaluation system, we believe that it is wise to use the
supervised machine learning algorithms power to self-regulate
the weightings according to the serious game context of use to
be evaluated. Among the machine learning algorithms that can
meet our need, there are multi-output regression algorithms [6].
These algorithms, using a single model, aim to simultaneously
predict several continuous variables when a common collection
of input variables is given [7]. This takes into account not only
the underlying relationships between the input variables and
the corresponding targets, but also the relationships between
the correlated targets [8]. This guarantees better predictive
performance [16].
This algorithm type has received a lot of attention from the
machine learning science community. It has already proven
itself in a wide variety of real life applications [9] such as
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health [10], [13], wind speed [11], heating load in buildings.
Energy efficiency [12], natural language processing [14] and
bioinformatics [15].
Among the multi-output regression algorithms, we opted
for the multi-output support vector regression (M-SVR)
algorithm proposed by Pérez-Cruz et al. [19]. This choice was
dictated by:
 The infinite number of input vectors of our system,
which represent the evaluation of serious game context
of use and the number of output vectors, which
represent the weighting, values of the dimensions of
evaluation.
 Its ability to predict with high certainty multiple
correlated outputs as shown in [24], [25].
IV. PROPOSED MODEL
The model proposed in this paper is an intelligent evaluator
of serious game that can be adapted to any type of serious
game depending on its context of use. As shown in Fig. 3, our
evaluator system will be endowed with an intelligent
supervised self-learning algorithm.
Therefore, the M-SVR will make it possible to
} of
simultaneously self-regulate the weightings {
each dimension according to the serious game context of use to
{
} by capturing all
be evaluated
existing dependencies and internal relationships, in order to
give better performance (Fig. 4).

A. Algorithm Description
As presented in [19], the M-SVR goal is to find the
regressor
and
(j = 1,…., m) for each output which
minimizes the following function (1):
∑

‖

‖

∑



Where:
‖ ‖
[

√
] : Vector of coefficients of the multiple

outputs,
[
] : The constant vector representing the
bias of each output,
: The regularization parameter that balances the
complexity of the model and the approximation precision,
: Denotes a nonlinear mapping of n-dimensional input
space to m-dimensional feature space,
.
is an ε-insensitive quadratic cost function, defined by
the following equation:
{

(2)

When ε = 0, in equation (2), this problem boils down to an
independent regularized kernel least squares regression for
each component.
For ε ≠ 0, it will take into account all the outputs to build
the regressors for each individual, to then produce a single
support vector for all the dimensions, in order to obtain more
robust predictions. To solve equation (1), an iterative method
called iteratively re-weighted least squares (IRWLS) [21] was
used in [20], [22].
V. STEPS CARRIED OUT IN THE MODELLING PROCESS

Fig. 3. Intelligent System of Weightings of the Serious Game Evaluation
Dimensions.

The machine learning goal, implemented in our evaluation
system, is to allow the multi-output regression algorithm (MSVR) to learn a correspondence between the input vector (X)
(
) and the output vector (Y)
(
) from
the
training
data
set
(D)
{(
)}
for N samples. Therefore,
find a function h, which relates the input vector X to the output
vector Y,
.
And so, for a given new input vector ̂ , the model will be
able to predict an output vector ̂ . ̂ = h ( ̂ ) which best
approximates the real output vector Y.
Fig. 5 shows the process of machine learning algorithm like
M-SVR, which consists of three main steps:

Fig. 4. M-SVR as Intelligent System Implemented in an Evaluator Tool.

In our experiment, we used the implementation of the MSVR algorithm with the programming language Python, using
the machine-learning library Scikit-Learn [23]. The initial
setup was done with the kernel = 'rbf', γ = 0.001, ε = 0.001 and
C = 40.
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B. Model Evaluation
After the training phase, the evaluation data is used to
evaluate the performance of the model based on the statistical
measure .
This statistical measure represents the quality of the
regression model adjustment. The closer the value of
is to 1,
the more accurate the regression model [18].
(3)
Where
the sum of squares is explained by the
regression,
refers to the total sum of squares and
is
the sum of the squared error.
Fig. 5. Steps carried out in the Modelling Process.

A. Model Training
In the training phase of the model, we used the training data
from the set (D).
{(
)}
. With N = 2500
knowing that the complexity of the adjustment time is more
than quadratic, which makes it difficult to adapt the M-SVR to
data sets of more than 10000 samples. Table II shows an
example of the pair of training vectors (X, Y) used in this step.
(
) and the output
) with n = 6 and m = 4.

The input vector (X)
vector (Y)
(

We followed the recommendations mentioned in the
scientific literature of Machines Learning, taking 80% of the
learning data as model training data and 20% of the training
data as model evaluation data.
TABLE II.

TRAINING DATA

Input vectors: serious game contexts of
use's

Output vectors: evaluation
dimensions weightings’

0.5

3

0.2

0.2

0.5

0.5

0.13
5

0.13
3

0.15
4

0.57
8

7

1

7

3

5

3

0.50
8

0.23
4

0.19
6

0.06
2

5

1

3

7

9

5

0.38
7

0.37
1

0.18
2

0.06

3

5

5

7

3

0.12
5

7

0.14
2

7

7

0.51
4

0.13
4

0.30
7

0.04
5

5

3

5

0.30
7

0.29
3

0.18
9

0.21
2

5

7

0.33
3

0.52
7

0.27
9

0.07
6

0.11
8

1

0.13
8

0.21
4

0.10
4

0.54
4

3

3

0.33
3

5

0.12
5

3

0.14
2

0.2

1

0.2

1

0.2

3

0.10
0

0.22
3

0.29
0

0.38
6

|
|
|

|
|
|

|
|
|

|
|
|

|
|
|

|
|
|

|
|
|

|
|
|

|
|
|

|
|
|

0.5

3

0.2

5

0.2

0.5

0.12
8

0.24
7

0.07
6

0.54
9

3

5

7

5

5

7

0.54
0

0.29
3

0.12
4

0.04
3

In addition, the root mean square error (RMSE) [17] is
calculated to have the standard deviation of the errors that
occur when a prediction is made on a data set. The closer the
value is to 0, the less error the model produces.
∑

√

‖
̈

‖

(4)

Where N is the number of data items,
measure, and ̈
is its corresponding prediction.

is the ith

The results in Table III give a value of RMSE = 0.016 and
= 98.59%. From these values, we can deduce that the
accuracy of the prediction model is acceptable and, therefore,
we can proceed to the exploitation of the model.
C. Model Exploitation
Once the model is trained, tested and validated, we were
able to exploit it by introducing new input values
̂ characterizing contexts of use of possible serious games for
the prediction of the weighting values of the weighting
dimensions evaluation of serious game ̂ . Table IV shows an
example of the operating values of the model.
TABLE III.
Test input vectors

5

0.
12
5

3

MODEL TEST

Real output vectors

Model output
vectors
̈

̈

̈

̈

0.
11
7
0.
24
1
0.
35
7

0.
14
7
0.
15
3
0.
06
5

0.
46
5
0.
08
2
0.
08
7

0.
27
0
0.
51
9
0.
44
4

0.
12
6
0.
23
7
0.
40
9

0.
14
0
0.
14
6
0.
07
0

0.
46
2
0.
09
4
0.
07
7

7

3

0.
12
5

7

1

7

3

5

1

3

3

7

7

7

0.
3
3

0.
27
1
0.
52
4
0.
49
2

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

1

1

3

7

9

9

0.
24
2

0.
51
5

0.
19
5

0.
04
9

0.
24
9

0.
49
7

0.
19
0

0.
06
0

9

5

0.
12
5

3

0.
14
2

3

0.
31
7

0.
09
8

0.
14
4

0.
44
1

0.
30
4

0.
10
2

0.
13
8

0.
45
4
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TABLE IV.

PREDICTION OF DIMENSION WEIGHTS

New Input Vectors

Model output vectors

̂

̂

̂

̂

̂

̂

̂

̂

̂

̂

3.3

3

5

3

5

3

0.500

0.283

0.163

0.056

5

3

5

3

2

3

0.543

0.181

0.160

0.119

1

5

3

5

7

3

0.350

0.483

0.107

0.060

5

3

1

3

2

3

0.351

0.180

0.179

0.291

1

3

3

7

7

3

0.295

0.527

0.116

0.060

2

1

2

7

7

6

0.271

0.471

0.192

0.063

5

3

1

3

2

7

0.345

0.198

0.242

0.217

We also tested our evaluator model with the M-SVR model
using the same evaluation context proposed in [4], where the
context of use of the serious game is purely educational, with
an academic and scientific target audience.
The vector X = {3,5,7,3,5,3} represents the context of use
and the corresponding output vector generated by the M-SVR
model is Y = {0.557,0.270,0.123,0.052}. The serious game to
be evaluated is "Leuco'war", Fig. 6 illustrates the results
obtained which confirm those obtained in [4].
According to the results obtained, we note that the use of
the M-SVR algorithm at the centre of the weighting process of
the chosen dimensions has provided our serious game
evaluation tool the ability to self-regulate with an acceptable
precision the weights of the dimensions in different Serious
Game evaluation contexts. This allowed us to respond to the
observations noted during the experimental studies conducted
in [4], [5]. Indeed, M-SVR, using a unique predictive model of
several continuous variables, guaranteed a better predictive
performance confirmed by the values of RMSE and R2
respectively equal to 0.016 and 98.59 per cent. This by taking
into consideration the underlying relationships between the
context variables of use of the Serious Game and the weights
of the corresponding dimensions, and their correlated
relationships. Likewise, the comparison of the results obtained
by this evaluation model confirms, with a notable reduction in
the influence of the human factor in the process of weighting of
dimensions, the same order of its last obtained in [4], [5].
100.00%
90.00%
80.00%
70.00%
60.00%
50.00%
40.00%
30.00%
20.00%
10.00%
0.00%
DP

TD
MSVR

BD

LD

FAHP

Fig. 6. Serious Game "Leuco'war" Evaluation Results.

Finally, we note that the most important added value of the
use of the M-SVR multi-output supervised machine learning
algorithm is its ability to adapt the weightings of the serious
game evaluation dimensions to the very large number of
possible contexts of use.
VI. CONCLUSION
By introducing a smart process such as M-SVR into our
serious game evaluator system, we were able to reduce the
subjective evaluation introduced by the human factor by
having automatic weighting values according to the context of
use of the chosen serious game. In addition, the values of the
test parameters RMSE and
equal to 0.016 and 98.59%
respectively testify to an acceptable performance of the
algorithm used. However, we noticed an instability of the
algorithm when we used a very large dataset volume. Thus, we
plan to compare the results obtained with M-SVR with another
other algorithms of the same type that is more stable with
respect to the volume of the data set of more than 10000
samples, because the complexity of the adjustment time is
more than quadratic. Likewise, we plan to place an intelligent
process in our system linking the serious game context of use
and the corresponding serious game.
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Abstract—This article consider two main local network
topologies. Based on the basic DFS protocol, a mathematical
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I.

INTRODUCTION

The successful operation of the enterprise in a dynamic
market and competition is largely determined by the ability to
make quick decisions. Timely and high-quality decisionmaking is possible only if the reliable and productive operation
of the company's IT infrastructure. In turn, modern IT systems
are evolving dynamically: there are more and more different
business applications and automated workplaces, increasing the
amount of information, requires continuous provision of IT
services.
The basis of building the company's IT infrastructure is the
Data Center (DC). The main task of the DC is to ensure
guaranteed trouble-free operation of the enterprise's IT
infrastructure. In this case, we are talking not only about the
automation of business processes, but also about the most
reliable data storage and guaranteed constant access to them.
Databases can be upgraded by adding computing resources
when implementing new business applications, as well as
increase the amount of data storage, which means the ability to
quickly adapt to changing business requirements.
First of all, data centers are in demand by large
organizations, such as banks, insurance and trading
corporations,
mining
companies,
telecommunications
companies (billing systems, hosting, various Web-services and
social services). They all use complex business applications,
and their activities depend on the reliability of the IT
infrastructure.
The most important advantages of creating a DC are the
consolidation of computing power and storage systems. As
shown in [1], It is known that centralized management of IT
infrastructure and information systems is more efficient than in
the case of a distributed heterogeneous solution. In addition, it
is easier to provide surveillance of a single complex and
protection against possible failures.

At the same time, the growing needs of business must be
met in conditions of limited resources: more data must be
stored in the allocated space, this will prevent consumption or
allocation of too much energy so calculations will be faster, to
transmit more information through existing channels of
communication, to ensure maximum readiness operated IT
systems. And all this with limited funding. In such conditions,
the competent design of the DC is a key link to achieve
efficient operation of the enterprise, and these limitations
determine the choice of technologies and equipment used.
It is known that in the field of high-availability IT systems,
the situation is constantly and rapidly changing. The lack of a
unified approach to the organization of DC, standards for the
design and operation of various processing centers and server
rooms pose the problem of developing a systematic approach
to infrastructure implementation, as well as developing
methods and models of DC to a new level. The emergence of
experience in the form of standards, models and methods will
unify the implementation and simplify changes in its
infrastructure, thereby contributing to the replication and
scalability of solutions.
In the absence of such experience, it is easy to be tempted
and prefer the latest developments. Obviously, it is a rational
choice, justified from the economic and technological point of
view of the infrastructure that would provide long-term
investment protection and allow the company to perform
current tasks and develop. The amount of information in the
future will only grow. Further growth of such sectors of the
Internet related to business applications as e-commerce,
payments,
communications
require
an
appropriate
infrastructure. It is necessary to make sure that in the future
there is an opportunity to ensure cost-effective growth and
expansion of diabetes, because disruptions in electronic
services can have significant economic consequences, both for
individual enterprises and for government agencies and sectors
of the economy.
The above indicates the relevance of the study of ways to
effectively design traffic in networked data centers with a
branched topology, taking into account open standards, which
helps to minimize the problems of interaction when scaling the
DC [2].
Improvement of quality of service (QoS) of traffic and
reduction of it’s design time can be hold by using multipath
routing in SDN for centralized formation of multiple paths [3],
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unlike known methods that have high time complexity. So a
modified method was proposed in which formation of multiple
paths has less complexity compared to known methods.
This paper considers the modeling proposed in article [4]
mathematical model of a modernized method of constructing
traffic in networked data centers with a branched topology,
focused on software configuration of the network. This
method, by taking into account the peculiarities of the
organization of SDN, in particular due to the presence in the
network of a central controller, reduces the time of formation
of many routes of access to network resources [5], [6], [7], [8]
and [9].
II. ALGORITHM MODIFICATION
In terms of routing, we are usually only interested in
optimal routes. This applies to both one-path routing (search
for the shortest route) and multi-path (search for a set of nonordinary, partially ordinary routes). However, applying this
method to this model is ineffective, because the controller
requires a rapid response to changes in the state of
communication channels, which leads to changes in the metric.
Therefore, it is unwise to list the paths to find the shortest path.
For example, consider dynamic routing protocols such as
OSPF and IS-IS [10]. These protocols are similar and designed
for dynamic routing and take into account the state of the
channels when constructing routes. These protocols use the
Dijkstra algorithm to find the shortest route. In time, the
complexity of the algorithm is O(n2). From this we can
conclude that as the number of nodes increases, the time of
finding the shortest path increases quadratically. With frequent
updating of the status of communication channels, this
approach is ineffective.
In the proposed method, the network topology rarely
changes, therefore, it is advisable to consider a one-time
calculation of all possible paths and the calculation of the next
route to form new connections. Therefore, if it is necessary to
find the optimal route, it is not necessary to calculate the route
using the adjacency matrix; it is enough to list metrics and to
choose an optimum line on the basis of the available
information on a condition of knots and channels. This method
can be used for different types of metrics. In the model used,
the speed of information transmission along the route is used as
a metric, so the controller will choose the path at high speed
and send it to the first vertex along the route to the router [11].
Using the algorithm of passage of the graph in width makes
it possible to identify all possible paths between the vertices.
Ideally, this method will be applied once for each pair of
vertices, while lists with calculated routes will be stored in the
controller.
The method of constructing a route is based on the use of
recursive steps. As a result, a set of all possible routes from the
final to the initial vertex is formed. To do this, the extreme
vertex is selected in each path and, starting from it, new routes
are formed, which includes the already formed sub-route from
the final vertex to the current one with the inclusion of one of
the neighboring vertices. The algorithm terminates for this
subroute if a new neighboring vertex is already in the route or

the current vertex is the last. The procedure is complete if all
routes have reached the initial peak.
However, a new route will not be formed if the adjacent
vertex is already on the desired path. As mentioned, this step is
recursively repeated for all routes until the next peak on the
way is final. In the case of the formation of new links in the
network, the already formed routes are supplemented as
follows:
1) Select all paths that include vertices connected by a
formed channel;
2) For each selected path, a sub-route is created from the
vertex that participates in the new connection;
3) The vertex, which is located on the other side of the
new connection, is added to the received sub-routes.
4) Recursive steps described for the formation of all
routes, starting with the corresponding sub-route, are repeated.
Consider forwarding a packet to the next node on the way
to its destination.
In high-load networks, the state of communication lines is
constantly changing. These changes are difficult to predict
because there are a number of reasons that can cause an
unexpected load on a connection that was lightly loaded and
guaranteed data transfer while maintaining a high level of
service quality.
The packet forwarding algorithm used (MPLS VC)
calculates the path during the traffic generation phase and
stores the intermediate node labels in the packet headers. This
algorithm using a virtual data channel does not allow timely
response to changes in the state of communication channels in
the network, because the intermediate nodes on the data route
are stored as labels in the packet. Therefore, it is possible that
the intermediate nodes stored in the packet header will not
create the optimal path for the current time. This situation is
likely to lead to some delays in data transmission for both the
destination node and those nodes along which the routes
intersect with the considered.
The proposed modernized method is based on the
traditional approach to the routing table. These tables are
updated after a certain period of time, each of the paths is
updated independently of the others, just when you want to use
it, or the time until the next update of the current route. After a
request from the router, the controller calculates indicators if
the paths for the destination node are already formed, generates
these paths, and then sends them to the router, which sent a
request to update the path with the number of the next node on
the optimal path now.
Consider an unmodified width search algorithm ( DFS )
[12],[13]. It is based on a recursive stroke of the graph’s
vertices, through the tour, visited and non-visited nodes were
marked. In the start point, some nodes are visited. The visited
node is the one that receives the control packet and analyze
information about neighboring nodes. After that the packet is
transmitted to one of the neighboring unlabeled nodes.
Otherwise, the control packet will pass back, if there is no
unmarked neighboring nodes related to this node.
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The disadvantages of main algorithm come from the
ignorance of:
1) Channels communication capacity.
2) Network features topology.
Strategies for channel selection:
 Worst .Fit: In which the highest available bandwidth
channel is selected.
 First Fit: In which any available bandwidth Chanel fits
the requirements is selected.
 Best Fit: In which the available bandwidth Chanel that
best fit the requirements
Taking in account, when DFS method is used to create
multiple paths in DCN, the most effective strategy is Worst Fit.
Moreover, the efficiency of aeration of many paths using DFS
method is increased in association with the peculiarities of the
DCN hierarchical organization and the communication
channels bandwidth between the nodes of the network [14].

The DFS method is dependent on the centralized routing
method. In this method all the information that are required to
generate routes are found in the central controller, which
contains information about network topology and capacity of
communication channels, which is used to select the
communication channel at a higher level or return to a lower
level in the tree. Following the next path formation the
communication channel with the allowable bandwidth for the
selected path is reduced by a given value.
Based on that the network topology information is found in
the central controller, the first step that is determined by the
algorithm is the sender and recipient topology level where the
nodes are unified. The modes are connected directly, if the path
have many switches to pass through, their number is
determined by the nodes relative location.
If the connection level of nodes is determined, routing will
be facilitated, there for eliminating the unnecessary transitions
between levels.
Fig. 1 shows the sequence of operations for modified DFS
algorithm:

Fig. 1. Modified DFS Algorithm.
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An advantage of SDN is that the network organization and
management at the software level is carried out by virtual
switches [15].
The Open Flow standard, [16], [17] and [18] in which the
SDN concept is based, defines the network traffic management
flow principles. The implementation of multi-threaded traffic
routing in a software - configurable network is proposed due to
the ability to configure the route of each individual traffic at
the level of software-configurable SDN switches.
Streaming algorithms for multibeam routing have a
minimal time complexity with known algorithms [19].
A set of continuous paths can be formed in the presence of
centralized SDN control based on a network controller, by
organizing counter - flows between sender and recipient nodes.
Finding paths task is to find the tree’s points of connections
from the start and end vertices. As in [20], for a route similar to
the modified wave algorithm, as the next for a certain path, a
vertex with a smaller external degree is selected. So, a
divergent paths formation is ensured.
Path trees are built until all the intersecting paths between
the start and end vertices are built. Forming a set of disparate
paths algorithm is illustrated below.
Define nodes set X1 = {Un};
Bi=0;
J=0;
for j = j + 1 step 1, create a nodes set Xj+1 ={Ui| i=1,…n}
adjacent to the set nodes of Yi {Un, Ul, Ni,c, bi}, where n is
the power’s sum of the set of node Xj1 ={Ui| i=1,…n};
if Xj+1 =  then go to 10 do
for i=1 step 1 to n calculate
Yi {Un, Ul, Ni,c, bi}
if bj Bi then Bi= bj
end;
go to 4
end.

In the centralized formation of a set of independent paths,
complete information about the formed paths and the trees that
generated them is found in the central controller SDN. This
gives us the chance to optimize them in the process of forming
paths in accordance with the specified indicators.
III. MODELING
The Mininet environment was used to demonstrate the
operation of the algorithm. Mininet is a computer network
emulator. It allows you to quickly set up a network on a
personal computer. This network will be almost
indistinguishable from the real one, it will just not be able to
send pings to external IP addresses.
To model the proposed method of traffic design, you need
to build and configure the topologies considered in article [4],
namely the double extended star and the double ring.
Two (2) controllers, 6 switches and 12 hosts were used to
build the Double Extended Star topology (Fig. 2).

Before the simulation begins, the controllers form a model
of the constructed topology. To do this, they build an
adjacency matrix and store nodes and connections. As a result
of the correct start of modeling of controllers on the console
the list of all nodes and their connections will be deduced. The
console displays basic information about the nodes and the
connections with other nodes, namely the actual node name,
bandwidth and channel load (delay). In this step, each
connection has a bandwidth of 100Mbit, i.e. it does not contain
any load. This message is displayed only once during the initial
initialization, then when the topology changes, the network
model is updated by the controller without messages of this
type.
To simulate the operation of the algorithm, it is necessary
to initiate traffic between hosts h7 and h14. To demonstrate,
execute the command to compile the dump and start the traffic
between hosts h7 and h14 (Fig. 3).
As you can see from the results, the routing table that was
created at network startup and updated periodically, controllers
immediately know the optimal route for traffic. In our case, we
can see in the logs, which are collected during the transmission
of the packet, a complete description of the route, and the time
of passage of the packet between nodes. We also obtain the IP
and MAC addresses of the sending and receiving nodes, which
simplifies the analysis of the collected data and allows easy
packet routing.
To demonstrate the effective operation of the developed
method of traffic design for this topology, a original DFS
algorithm was simulated.
As you can see in Fig. 4 the execution time of the first
packet transmission takes 0.11 ms, which is 0.058 ms more
than the modified one. This is because before the transmission
begins, complete information is collected about the state of the
nodes and communication channels in the topology, which
takes some time. If the topology was static (nodes are always
working, communication channels have a constant nonvariable load) then a slightly longer time to send the first
packet did not play an important role, but because it is not
possible and the topology is dynamic (nodes fail or topology is
supplemented by new, in communication channels are
constantly changing the load or they break off altogether) then
each time to collect new information about the state of the
topology before sending the packet is quite time-consuming
operation.
To obtain more detailed information about the operation of
the modified method of traffic design, simulations were
performed with different numbers of packets (Graph 1 and
Table I).
Four (4) controllers, 8 switches and 12 hosts were used to
build the Double Ring topology (Fig. 5).
In this simulation, the situation is the same as described
earlier. A topology model is formed due to the adjacency
matrix and information about nodes and connections between
them.
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Fig. 2. Topology Double Extended Star in Mininet.

Fig. 3. Start Dump Collection and Start Traffic.

Fig. 4. DFS Modeling.
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Graph 1. The Dependence of the Average Response Time on the Number of Packets.
TABLE I.
Number of packages
Response
time, ms

SIMULATION RESULT FOR A LARGE NUMBER OF PACKAGES

25

50

75

100

125

150

175

200

225

250

275

300

Original
algorithm

60

165

760

1305

1958

2580

3171

3785

4382

4982

5573

6166

Modified
algorithm

35

131

531

907

1647

1833

2297

2539

2970

3358

4095

4364

Next, consider modeling a double ring topology:

Fig. 5. Topology of a Double Ring in a Mininet.
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The simulation follows the same scenario as in the previous
section. We initiate traffic between nodes h7 and h14 and
collect logs based on simulation results (Fig. 6).

As you can see in Fig. 7 the execution time of the first
packet transmission takes 0.087 ms, which is 0.057 ms more
than the modified one.

To demonstrate the effective operation of the developed
method of traffic design for this topology, an original DFS
algorithm was simulated.

Graph 2 and Table II show the simulation results for the
Double Ring topology of the original and modified method of
constructing traffic for a large number of packets.

Fig. 6. Start Dump Collection and Start Traffic.

Fig. 7. DFS Modeling.
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Graph 2. The Dependence of the Average Response Time on the Number of Packets.
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TABLE II.
Number of packages
Response
time, ms

SIMULATION RESULT FOR A LARGE NUMBER OF PACKAGES

25

50

75

100

125

150

175

200

225

250

275

300

Original
algorithm

76

158

776

1357

1972

2559

3153

3757

4357

4962

5570

6175

Modified
algorithm

51

143

547

974

1663

1901

2289

2547

2989

3346

4107

4401

IV. CONCLUSION
This paper simulates the operation of a modified method of
constructing traffic in networked data centers with a branched
topology, which, given the peculiarities of the organization of
SDN, reduces the time of forming a set of routes to access
network resources and simplify the procedure for changing the
route.
Topology data using this method [6] allow to virtually
eliminate the delay or loss of packets in the process of traffic
reconstruction. At the same time, the more paths formed in the
topologies, the less likely it is that packets will be delayed or
lost.
The results, based on the two most popular topologies for
large businesses, showed a 30-50 percent acceleration of
packet transmission between nodes due to the collection of
information about communication channels by controllers and
the construction of a contiguity matrix. As'ad et al [21], [22],
[23] and [24] enter new concept on networks and computer
science which it bipolar intuitionistic fuzzy sets and he used it
in many of his articles.
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Abstract—The advancement in Information Technology
permits high volume of data to be generated in databases of
institutions, organizations, government, including Law
Enforcement Agencies (LEAs). Technologies have also been
developed to store and manipulate these data to enhance decision
making. Crime remains a severe threat to humanity. Criminals
currently, exploit highly sophisticated technologies to perform
criminal activities. To effectively combat crime, LEAs must be
adequately equipped with technological tools such as data mining
technology to enable useful discoveries from databases. To
achieve this, a Real-time Integrated Crime Information System
(RICIS) was developed and mobile phones were used by
informants (general public) to capture information about crimes
being committed within Southern-East, Nigeria. Each crime
information captured is being sent to the LEA responsible for the
crime type and the information is stored in the agency database
for data analysis. Thus, this study uses data mining algorithms to
analyze crime trends and patterns in Southern-Eastern part of
Nigeria between 2012 and 2013. The algorithms adopted were
Classification and Rule Induction. The data set of 973 were
collected from Eleme Police station, PortHarcourt (2012) and
Nsukka Police station (2013). The analysis enables identifications
of some trends of crimes and criminal activities from various
LEAs databases, enhancing crime control and public safety.
Keywords—Information technology; law enforcement agency;
data mining; crime; classification and rule induction

I.

INTRODUCTION

Technology advancements have made the world a better
place including access and manipulation of huge volume of
dataset in virtually all fields of life [1]. Criminology is an
important area for applying data analysis and it is a practice
aimed at discovering crime characteristics [2]. Crime is of
immense concern in our world today. Crime ranges from
simple violation of civic duties (e.g., illegal parking) to
internationally organized crimes (e.g., the 9/11 attacks) [3].
Crime has negatively impact both developed and developing
nations because of its emotional, economic and social
disruptive tendencies. It threatens the quality of life, human
rights and poses severe challenges to any society [4][5]. The
motivation of this study is to understand the trend, pattern and
the prevalence of each crime type in different parts of the
South-East, Nigeria. This properly advises the Law Enforcers
(LEs) on the most effective approach on crime management.
Criminals today, use sophisticated technological tools [6] not
just to commit crimes but also to avoid being detected.
Unfortunately, most of the Nigeria LEAs are still using paperbased information systems to capture and store crime data,
leading to delay in crime information flow and inefficient

crime data analysis. The work aims to analyze crime data
generated from the implemented RICIS model to assist the
LEAs perform their operations.
Crime control and prevention are fundamental to the
welfare, stability and development of any society. Though,
Government and communities have been making effort to
improve on security standard of the public (through
establishing different LEAs and community policing), more
effort should be done to equip the LEAs with current
technologies (e.g. crime analytic tools) for effective crime
management. Timely access to relevant information is also of
utmost necessity in day-to-day business of LEA, especially in
crime investigation and detection of criminals [7].
Data mining is a tool that enables efficient extraction of
useful information and patterns from complex and large
datasets [6][8][9][10]. It is primarily aimed at uncovering
hidden relationships in data warehouse with the aid of
artificial intelligence method [11][12]. Data mining has been
applied in the areas of crime analysis and prediction to assist
the LEs in crime decision making [13].
Crime analysis is a task that includes exploring and
detecting crimes and their relationships with criminals to assist
security personnel in planning the deployment of available
resources for the prevention and suppression of criminal
activities [14].
A crime analysis should be able to identify crime patterns
quickly in an efficient manner [7]. Some areas of data mining
applications include supermarket, hospitals, banks, insurance
companies, airline, governments and many other fields of life
[15]. Data mining has been used to solve some challenges
such as detection and prevention of fraudulent activities in
telecommunication services, criminal‟s activity, etc.
Some data mining algorithm for knowledge discovery in
databases include Classification, Rule induction, Association
rules, Clustering, Forecasting, and Visualization, etc. Most
times, researchers combine data mining techniques to achieve
more precise and accurate extractions. Some software
packages (built in mining tools) [16] [17] [18] designed for
implementation of these techniques for data analysis include:
Waikato Environment for Knowledge Analysis (WEKA),
KNIME, ORANGE, etc. PHP and other programming tools
were used to implement the algorithms (classification and
Rule induction) for data analysis. The research will help LEAs
and as well the government in improved decision-making and
public safety.
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The remaining sections are organized as follows: Section 2
discusses literature review; Section 3 deals with the analysis,
design and method; Section 4 is on implementation, analysis
and results, and finally Section 5 discusses conclusion.
II. REVIEW OF LITERATURE
This section deals with the data mining basic concepts, the
imperatives for crime analysis and review of some existing
literatures in the related areas.
A. Data Mining and Imperatives for Crime Analysis
Three steps involved in data mining include: exploration,
pattern identification and deployment [1]. Exploration means
to clean and transform data into a new form, then important
variables and nature of data are determined based on the
problem; Pattern Identification means to identify and choose
the patterns which make the best prediction. Deployment
organizes the patterns for desired outcome [1]. According to
[16], [19], [15], crime data analysis provides summary
statistics, general and specific crime trends to LEs in timely
manner to enable understanding on crime and criminal
behaviour. This assists LEAs to be proactive in crime
detection and prevention while managing their limited
resources effectively.
B. Types of Crime Analysis and Data Mining Tasks
The crime analysis types include:
1) Tactical crime analysis generates information on
where, when, and how crimes take place to assist officers and
investigators in identifying and understanding specific and
immediate crime problems.
2) Strategic analysis examines long term changes in crime,
known as “crime trends”. Administrative Crime Analysis
provides summary statistics, and general trend information.
3) Criminal investigative Analysis involves profiling
suspect and victims for investigators based on analysis of
available information. One may analyze to find out the type of
person committing a particular crime series.
4) Intelligence analysis focuses on organized crime,
terrorism, and supporting specific investigations with
information analysis and presentation.
5) Operations analysis examines how LEA is using its
resources. It focuses on such topics as deployment, use of
grant funds, budget issues, etc. [15].

to a predefined class label y [21]. The goal is to build a model
to predict future outcomes. Data classification helps to predict
how new individuals or events will behave based on the
classification criteria [17]. Classification has been used to
detect email spamming and find authors who send out
unsolicited emails [11], [18].
Rule induction is a machine learning technique in which
through observations, rules are extracted from a dataset. These
rules may possibly denote a scientific model of a dataset or
signify a pattern in the dataset. A rule is conveyed with “ifthen statements”. Rule-based algorithm takes training dataset
as input and generates rules by dividing the table with cluster
analysis.
Association rules are generating rules from crime dataset
based on frequent occurrence of patterns [16]. Association
Rule searches for relationship between data that exist together
in a given record to uncover crucial information. In [18],
association rule detected suspicious e-mails by identifying
unusual and deceptive communication in e-mails.
Clustering techniques is used to automatically associate
different objects (such as persons, organizations, vehicles) that
are similar to one another and dissimilar to objects of another
group in crime records. Clustering is based on finding
relationships between different Crime and Criminal attributes
having some previously unknown common characteristics
[15]. In crime analysis, cluster analysis is used to identify
areas with high concentration of a particular crime type. By
identifying these crime "hot spots" i.e. where a similar crime
has happened over a period of time helps to manage law
enforcement resources more effectively [3].
Forecasting deals with discovering patterns and data that
may lead to reasonable predictions. It estimates the future
value based on a record's pattern. It deals with continuously
valued outcome. Visualization enables miners to rapidly and
efficiently locate vital information that is of interest within the
data [17].

a) Data collection phase: The researcher collects the
training dataset from a defined source.
b) Data Pre-processing Phase: Processing the collected
data to get it suitable for analysis through data cleaning,
integration, transformation, reduction and discretization [16].

D. Review of Related Literature
Data mining technology has been adopted by organization
improve on business strategies through performing different
knowledge discoveries [1]. Authors in [11] reviewed data
mining techniques and presented four case studies of their
crime data mining project as follows: entity extraction for
police narrative reports, detecting criminal identity deceptions,
authorship analysis in cybercrime and criminal network
analysis. According to [16], a model was proposed for crime
and criminal data analyzes using clustering and association
rules algorithm. The work tends to help LEs in discovering
crime patterns and trends, making forecasts and as well
identifying possible suspects. The intension was to assist the
Libyan Government on strategic decisions to reduce the high
increase on crime rate.

C. Types of Data Mining Techniques
Classification deals with discovering and sorting crime
data into groups or predefined classes such as type, location,
time, etc. based on certain attributes/criteria discovered from
databases [20][21]. Classification is the process of learning a
function f that maps each attribute of a set X={x1, x2, … , xn}

In [19], k-means clustering algorithm was used to perform
data analysis to assist LEs in crime reduction. The goal was to
extract useful information from crime dataset to enable LEs to
identify and analyze crime patterns for effective crime control
and prevention. WEKA and Microsoft Excel were used for
analysis. Data mining and machine learning tools such as the

Two stages of data mining Tasks include:
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Additive Regression, Linear Regression were used to conduct
a comparative study between the violent crime patterns from
the Communities and Crime Unnormalized Dataset provided
by the University of California-Irvine repository and actual
crime statistical data for the state of Mississippi provided by
neighborhoodscout.com. The researchers implemented the
three selected tools using the same finite set of features on the
Communities and Crime Dataset and found that the linear
regression algorithm performed best in predicting violent
crime patterns [17].
A concise review on Data mining techniques and its
applications on over 100 different areas on crime analysis
were presented in chronological order [18]. In [22], clustering
algorithm was used for crime data analysis to detect crime
patterns and speed up the process of solving crime issues. The
aim was to formulate crime pattern detection as machine
learning task and using data mining to support LEs in crime
struggle. The modeling technique was able to identify the
crime patterns from the crime data. Research on [3], presented
a detailed overview of clustering technique, its types and some
of its application areas.
In [2], data clustering method and artificial neural
networks were adopted to unsupervisely classify crimes and
crime pattern recognition respectively. This research finally
proposed a method for crime matching processes. In [23],
binary clustering and classification techniques were used to
analyze criminal data and was aimed to potentially discover a
criminal based on the witness/clue at the crime spot. An auto
correlation model was used to validate criminals on the
process. Researchers in [24] focused on property crime and
explore the best approach to reliably predict the location, time,
and/or likelihood of future residential burglary. The work
adopted classification model to perform the crime forecasting.
Authors in [13] studied data mining technologies used in
criminal investigation, highlight the approach adopted in
crime data analytics and summarizes some challenges arising
during the analysis process. A machine-learning classification
algorithms, such as boosted decision tree and K-Nearest
Neighbour (KNN) were adopted to create a model that will
perform crime prediction on Vancouver dataset collected for a
period of 15 years (2003-2018). It is recorded that prediction
accuracy between 39% and 44% was achieved [25].

were classification and Rule Induction. The Psuedocode of the
two techniques is presented in section 3.3.
B. Conceptual Framework of the Study
The framework of the proposed research presents the
summary of the research in a block diagram as shown in
Fig. 1. This gives details of the processes of the mining from
data collection to the final report (result). The work aims to
analyze crime data generated from the implemented RICIS
model shown in Fig. 2, to assist the LEAs perform their dayto-day operations, though, data currently used for analysis in
this study was collected from two different Nigerian Police
stations as mentioned in Section 3.1.
C. Analysis of the RICIS System
The RICIS is a crime reporting system developed to
capture crime information from informant as shown in Fig. 2.
The components of the RICIS as shown in Fig. 2 include an
informant who reports crime, a mobile phone for crime report,
an application for directing crime information to the
appropriate agency, a middleware to enable data exchange
among the agencies, individual agency‟s databases for their
data autonomy, a centralized database for data analysis and
backup, internet to enable communication and finally the
bidirectional arrows indicating the direction of information
flow.
This system enables LEA to collaborate by sharing
resources such as one agency searching for the existence of a
criminal‟s information in any of the participating agency or
LEAs redirecting a crime information wrongly sent to any of
them to the appropriate agency for instant responses. The
system also enables LEAs substitute the traditional paperbased crime reports systems with an electronic system. The
system provides instant response to crime and generate huge
amount of crime data for data analysis. The reported crime
provides data such as location codes, crime type, where, when,
and how crimes happens (short crime details), information
about suspect (if identified) and the victim. These information
enables the law enforcement officers to offer a just-in-time
response to crime scene and have quick access to the right
data.

III. DESIGN AND METHODS
A. Methodology
Data collection and the research output adopted
quantitative method. The 973 primary data were collected
from Eleme police station PortHacourt (2012) and Nsukka
police station (2013) in the South-East Nigeria. Subsequently,
data for analysis will be collected from the RICIS developed.
To get the desired outcome, the data collected passed through
three stages of data mining: exploration, pattern identification
and deployment. The data were pre-processed using different
pre-processing techniques (cleaning, missing values and
removing inconsistency). The pre-processed data were used to
find different crimes, criminal trends and behaviour. The
crimes and criminals were grouped into clusters according to
their important attributes. The data mining algorithm adopted

Fig. 1. Conceptual Framework of the Data Mining Process.
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location with highest crime rate, the class of people that
commit most crimes (literate, illiterate, married, single, jobless
etc.), time of the day crime usually occur in a particular place
and which week of a month or month of the year or year with
highest number of crime, etc. The results from this system can
provide statistics of crimes handled in an agency in a specified
time (e.g. number of crime incident investigated and handled
in a year, etc.). This will to a great extent help LEs to manage
their limited resources effectively and improve on the security
standard of the nation.

Fig. 2. The RICIS Model.

Mining the crime data on RICIC extract some crime
pattern and relevant information such as: most prevalent crime
in the country, state with highest number of criminals or
crimes, age range of criminals with highest crime rate,

D. Data Mining Algorithm
This section shows the algorithms (Pseudocode) of the
data mining techniques (Classification and Association rule)
used. The pseudo code shows the sequential steps taken in the
implementation of these techniques. The analysis done is a
modified algorithm that combines both classification and
association rule. Association rule is a learning algorithm based
on rule or adaptation [26][27]. The algorithm must be
provided with TrainingSet already been classified in order to
generate a list of classification rules.

Rule Induction algorithm
1.0
2.0

Input data
1.1
let the ClassificationRuleList be empty
Perform classification
2.1
repeat
2.1.1
let the ConditionalExpressionSet be empty and let the BestConditionExpression be nil
2.1.2
Repeat
2.1.2.1 Let the TrialConditionalExpressionSet be the set of conditional expressions, {x and y where x belongs to the
ConditionalExpressionSet and y belongs to the SimpleConditionSet}.
2.1.2.2 Remove all formulae in the TrialConditionalExpressionSet that are either in the ConditionalExpressionSet (i.e.,
the unspecialized ones) or null (e.g., big = y and big = n)
2.1.2.3 for every expression, F, in the TrialConditionalExpressionSet
2.1.2.3.1 If F is statistically significant and F is better than the BestConditionExpression by user-defined
criteria when tested on the TrainingSet then replace the current value of the BestConditionExpression by F
2.1.2.4 While the number of expressions in the TrialConditionalExpressionSet > user-defined maximum
2.1.2.5 Remove the worst expression from the TrialConditionalExpressionSet
2.1.2.6 Let the ConditionalExpressionSet be the TrialConditionalExpressionSet
2.1.3 until the ConditionalExpressionSet is empty
2.1.4 if the BestConditionExpression is not nil then let the TrainingSubset be the examples covered by the
BestConditionExpression
2.1.5 Remove from the TrainingSet the examples in the TrainingSubset
2.1.6 Let the MostCommonClass be the most common class of examples in the TrainingSubset
2.1.7 Append to the ClassificationRuleList the rule 'if ' the BestConditionExpression ' then the class is ' the MostCommonClass
2.2 Until the TrainingSet is empty or the BestConditionExpression is nil

3.0 return the ClassificationRuleList [28].
The classification algorithm classifies data based on rules. The algorithm goes thus:
1.0 Input data
1.1 Convert continuous values to categorical values.
1.2 Set all classified to false (all classified is a variable that checks if all the data values are totally classified or not)
1.3 Set n = 0
1.4 Initialize classified dataset to empty
2.0 Repeat
2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4
2.5
2.6

pick the value of an attribute
generate rule for the combination (inserting value into a classified dataset)
classify the value of the attribute
set n=n+1
if n = total number of data in raw dataset then set all classified to true, go to 3.0
else repeat from step 2.1 until all classified = true

3.0 return classified data.
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In the combined algorithm, there are key things to note:
1)
2)
3)
field).
4)

Attributes – these are the field names.
Instances – these are the rows(records) in a dataset.
Class – this is the value of attribute (data stored in a
Subclass – this is the node of a class.

The task here is to loop through all the instances, pick the
classes and classify them according to their respective
attributes. In each classification, there is also a sub

classification. Each classification has inner classifications
which are based on the original criteria for mining the data.
These are said to be sub attributes. The algorithm employs
statistical method in forming a rule. Basically, the system used
these techniques to display the crime type that is most
committed, location with highest crime, age group with
highest crime, state/LGA with highest crime, etc. Sorting rule
is used to form this assertion. When an array is sorted in
descending order, those elements at the beginning of the array
are the ones with highest frequency, therefore to form the
rules from the sorted array becomes easier. The data mining
algorithm goes thus:

1.0

Input data
1.1
Input data mining criteria (select attribute)
1.2
read data from the database and store in unclassified dataset
1.3
initialize sub-attributes
2.0
Manipulate data
2.1
convert continuous values to categorical values
2.2
set classified dataset to empty
3.0
LOOP through the unclassified dataset
3.1
Pick a class from an instance based on selected attribute
3.2
Search through the Classified Dataset for the class
3.2.1
If class is not found then add a new node of the class to the classified dataset
3.2.1.1
Loop through the sub attributes
3.2.1.2
Pick a subclass from the instance
3.2.1.3
Add the subclass as a sub node to the class node
3.2.1.4
Repeat from 3.2.1.2 until all the sub attributes are treated
3.2.2
Else update the node where the class is found in the dataset
3.2.2.1
Loop through the sub attributes
3.2.2.2
Pick a subclass from the instance
3.2.2.3
Search for the subclass in the parent class node in the classified dataset
3.2.2.4
If subclass is not found then add the subclass as a sub node to the class node
3.2.2.5
Else update the subclass sub node in the class node
3.2.2.6
Repeat from 3.2.2.2 to 3.2.2.5 until all the sub attributes are treated
3.3
Repeat from step 3.1 to 3.2.2.5 until all data are classified
4.0. Generate Rules for the manipulated data
4.1 Sort the classified dataset in descending order
4.2 Set n = 0
4.3 Loop through the nodes of the classified dataset
4.3.1
Pick a class at node n
4.3.2
If n = 0 and the number of occurrence of class in node n is greater than the class in node n+1 then the rule follows
that the class in node n is the best fit for the test. Go to step 4.4
4.3.3
Else if n > 0 and the number of occurrence of class in node n is greater than the class in node n+1 then the rule
follows that all the classes from node 0 to n are the best fit for the test. Go to step 4.4
4.3.4
Else set n = n + 1
4.3.5
Repeat from step 4.3.1
4.4 Return the results
5.0 Print results
5.1 Display the results node by node
5.2 End

IV. SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION
These sections document the implementation and the
results of the proposed system. Fig. 3 shows list of all reported
cases that are yet to be investigated. To display this, simply
login and select state and the LGA where the crime was
committed.
Fig. 4 displays the investigated crimes (centralized
database) where one can mine data. In mining crime data, the
following 13 different parameters were used: Person, Sex,

Age, Marital Status, Occupation, Educational Status, State,
LGA, Crime Location, Crime Date, Crime Time, Crime Type
and Tribe. If a parameter is selected, the program analyzes the
crime data based on that parameter. Fig. 5 shows mining by
age range. Data mining results on classification based on age
showed that out of 973 crime data collected in 2013, criminals
within the age range of 31-40 committed the highest number
of crimes with 263 cases. In each analysis, there are always
sub-analysis which re-analyzes the crime cases using all other
parameters except the selected one.
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from Fig. 6 shows that Beach Junction Nsukka is a location
with the highest number of crimes.
Table II shows a comprehensive crime statistics of all
crime types committed in 2013 based on the collected. The
result is presented state by state and the total occurrence of
each crime type within the year is given. This crime
distribution is based on the state of origin of the criminals i.e.
citizens of the country that committed crime in Enugu state.
Data mining results on classification showed that out of 973
crime data collected in 2013, Anambra state has the highest
number of criminal cases with 192 crimes. It may also interest
a reader to note that because this research was carried out in
the Eastern part of the country, the concentration of these
criminals‟ states of origin was spread mostly in the South
eastern part of the country.

Fig. 3. List of Crime Cases Yet to be investigated.

TABLE I.

Fig. 4. List of Investigated Crimes.

THE CRIME ANALYSIS RESULT BY AGE RANGE AS SHOWN IN
FIG. 5

#

Age Range

Analysis

1

41 - 50 years

228 Occurences

2

21 - 30 years

229 Occurences

3

31 - 40 years

263 Occurences

4

51 - 64 years

168 Occurences

5

12 - 20 years

83 Occurences

6

65 years and above

2 Occurences

Fig. 5. Crime Analysis by Age Range.

Table I shows a clearer picture of the result in Fig. 5. The
sub-analysis of the result on Fig. 5 is shown on Fig. 6. Result

CRIME STATISTICS FOR 2013 BASED ON THE CRIMINAL‟S STATE
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Fig. 6. The Sub-Analysis of the Result shown in Fig. 6.
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V. CONCLUSION
A Real- Time Integrated Crime Information System was
developed and data analysis performed. It is intended that
when this application is fully deployed, data analysis should
be done on crime data available in the RICIS centralized
database. This work used classification and Association rule
algorithms to identify useful crime trend and patterns. These
machine learning algorithms (Psuedocode) were implemented
using PHP and other programing language tools. The results
of this data mining will support LEAs in effective decision
making, management of their limited resources and will
considerably reduce crime rate and increase the security
standard of the nation.

[5]

[6]

[7]

[8]

A. Limitations of the Study
There was a big challenge during data collection because
most of these Nigerian LEAs do not have electronic crime
data. The data I got was manually picked into a table format
one after the other and this made things difficult. Nigeria
Custom Services, Nigeria Police and NAFDAC offices were
visit by the researcher but data were collected from only two
police stations – Eleme Police station and Nsukka police
station, the major reason being that there was no electronic
database to access.
B. Recommendations
The system is used by virtually every citizen of the country
to fight against crime. Specifically, this application is meant
for Nigerian LEAs to manage societal crime issues. LEAs of
any country, other governmental agencies, private and public
organization can equally use this system with a little
modifications. Government can use this application to
determine the efficiency of LEAs on crime management by
taking the statistics of crime handled within a specified time.
WEKA and other mining software tools may be considered
in the data analysis instead of developing new mining
application, increase in the data size and mining parameters,
and as well data mining techniques such as clustering and
linear regression may be may be adopted for a more improve
analysis.
Comments: The data collected are not sufficient to make
for conclusive evidence. How does this provide for privacy of
persons under investigation? The supposed „criminals‟ are
suspects, or have they been convicted by a court of competent
jurisdiction?
[1]

[2]

[3]

[4]
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Abstract—Most of the current techniques for face recognition
require the presence of a full face of the person to be recognized,
and this situation is difficult to achieve in practice, the required
person may appear with a part of his face, which requires
prediction of the part that did not appear. Most of the current
forecasting processes are done by what is known as image
interpolation, which does not give reliable results, especially if
the missing part is large. In this work, we adopted the process of
stitching the face by completing the missing part with the flipping
of the part shown in the picture, depending on the fact that the
human face is characterized by symmetry in most cases. To
create a complete model, two facial recognition methods were
used to prove the efficiency of the algorithm. The selected face
recognition algorithms that are applied here are Eigenfaces and
geometrical methods. Image stitching is the process during which
distinctive photographic images are combined to make a
complete scene or a high-resolution image. Several images are
integrated to form a wide-angle panoramic image. The quality of
the image stitching is determined by calculating the similarity
among the stitched image and original images and by the
presence of the seam lines through the stitched images. The
Eigenfaces approach utilizes PCA calculation to reduce the
feature vector dimensions. It provides an effective approach for
discovering the lower-dimensional space. In addition, to enable
the proposed algorithm to recognize the face, it also ensures a
fast and effective way of classifying faces. The phase of feature
extraction is followed by the classifier phase. Displacement
classifiers using square Euclidean and City-Block distances are
used. The test results demonstrate that the proposed algorithm
gave a recognition rate of around 95%, to validate the proposed
algorithm; it compared to the existing CNN and Multibatch
estimator method.
Keywords—Face recognition; image stitching; principal
component analysis; Eigenfaces distance classifiers; geometrical
approach

I.

INTRODUCTION

Image stitching is the method used for consolidating
various photographic images with an overlapping manner of
view to get a sectioned display or high-resolution image. Most
regular methodologies of image stitching require correct
covers amongst images and indistinguishable exposures to
create consistent results. Moreover, by using image stitching
in computer vision and PC design applications, some digital
cameras can stitch their photographs together internally [1].
Arrangement of the images may comprise at least two digital
images taken of a solitary scene in various circumstances,
from various sensors, or various perspectives. Image stitching
strategies are classified into two general methodologies:

feature-based techniques and direct techniques [2]. Featurebased techniques expect to identify a connection between the
images through unmistakable features separated from the
prepared images whereas direct techniques were dealing with
all pixels of the parts of the image stitched. The feature-based
strategy has the advantage of being more robust against direct
techniques, and it can naturally find interlinkages between
disorganized arrangements of images. Image stitching
comprises three stages: Image Acquisition, Image Registration,
and Image Blending.
Face recognition has wide applications in security,
validation, surveillance, and distinct forensic evidence.
Regular identification strategies such as ID cards and
passwords are not considered as reliable as previously thought
due to the various methods of hacking secret keys and others.
As an option, biometrics, which is characterized by being a
physical identification mark or belonging to a specific person,
is not the same as others. The distinction between different
individuals in the Known person database is the focal point of
face recognition. In the future, face recognition is expected to
oversee unlimited frameworks, such as access control for
aircraft station security, smart home applications, structures,
and faces, as well as for checking and monitoring buildings
and vehicles and intelligent human-PC collaboration. In recent
years, confrontational recognition has created limitless
application fields from acknowledged assertion and proof to
collaboration and correspondence between human devices and
computers through video applications based on face
recognition. Face recognition algorithms are regularly
classified into three categories, which are comprehensive
methods, feature-based methods, and hybrid methods.
The holistic methods category symbolizes the entire facial
region as a high-dimensional vector that contributes to a
classifier. Principle Component Analysis (PCA) is a
successful agent technique for all-encompassing face
recognition strategies, including Linear Discriminant Analysis
(LDA) and Independent Component Analysis (ICA). Local
methods, on the other hand, extract neighborhood
characteristics from facial territories; for example, the eyes,
mouth, nose, and cheeks. These features are utilized to
characterize faces. Finally, in the hybrid method, both the
holistic and local methods are utilized to perceive and
distinguish a face [3]. The essential challenge confronting any
calculation for facial recognition is the deficit in the
appearance of the face that is expected to perceive. The
motivation behind this work is to construct complete face
images by utilizing the stitching image algorithm.
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II. RELATED WORK
Over the last two decades, numerous analysts have
proposed and executed different display image stitching
frameworks. In the authors have introduced new systems on
image stitching based on the histogram-matching algorithm
[4]. Histogram coordinating is utilized for image adjustment,
so the images stitched have a similar level of brightness. At
this point, the paper embraces the SIFT algorithm to separate
the key features of the images and plays out the harsh
coordinating procedure. This work followed by the RANSAC
algorithm for fine matches finally ascertained the most
suitable scientific mapping model between the two images and
as indicated by the mapping relationship, a straightforward
weighted normal algorithm was utilized for image blending.
Authors in [5] provided a specialized examination for the
fast image stitching calculation based on SIFT. Firstly, the
images are separated into squares. The component sorts these
neighborhood image squares and is resolved. The element
purposes of the nearby image squares are removed utilizing
diverse streamlined techniques adaptively. Secondly, we
utilize coordination to achieve the changed framework and the
RANSAC algorithm connected to expel incorrect coordinating
point sets. Finally, the stitched image can be achieved by
image blending.
Another proposal [6] has provided a new approach for
image stitching techniques using (DTW). This work proposes
a novel technique that uses the Dynamic Time Warping (DTW)
algorithm to coordinate sets of images for image stitching.
They additionally perform a measurement-reducing plan that
shrinks the computational multifaceted nature of the standard
DTW algorithm without influencing its execution. The
viability of their proposed technique is shown in the stitching
of 50 sets of restorative X-beam images and its execution
contrasted with those of standardized cross-relationship
(NCC), minimum average correlation energy (MACE)
channels, total of-square-contrasts (SSD), and the entirety of
absolute-contrasts (SAD). Their technique likewise beats two
generally utilized stitching programs accessible on the web
called Hugin and Auto-stitch.
The work in [7] gives an in-depth review of the current
image mosaicing algorithms by ordering them into a few
classes. For each class, the principal ideas will be clarified,
and afterward, the adjustments made to the fundamental ideas
by various analysts clarified. Moreover, this paper additionally
discusses the focal points and burdens of all the mosaicing
classes. Several previous investigations have led the field of
face detection and recognition in settled images through a
different scheme of frameworks. Shahin and EL-SAYED
proposed a face recognition system based on the Geometrical
Approach. The geometrical approach consists of two phases,
namely, the detection phase and the recognition phase. The
edge of the tested face is detected in the first phase after some
pre-processing operations have occurred on the tested image.
The second phase attempts to identify the angles of the face
outline. After calculating the angle vector of the tested face, it
will compare with the training set angles vectors via a neural
network to identify the face [8].
Recognizing the weaknesses and strengths of machine

learning techniques is critical for real life applications as well
as being a prerequisite for determining extensive research and
development requirements. Papers on intense analysis model
can be found in literature as part of either job that specifically
focuses on the attributes of deep models, or ii) work which
explores the attributes of deep models as component of that
other participation. Papers in the first collective, like ours,
typically investigate different models and current legal
findings that address a variety of deep models as their main
contribution, whereas papers with in second category
introduce a new classification model and then analyze its
attributes.
This work proposed a discriminative feature-learning
approach to recognize the face using convolution neural
networks (CNNs) [9]. The proposed center loss algorithm is
needed for the task of face recognition. In this algorithm, they
train robust CNNs to obtain the deep features with two key
learning objectives, intra-class compactness, and inter-class
dispensation, as much as possible, which are necessary to the
process of face recognition. Kasar et al [10] proposed a
strategy for face recognition using artificial neural networks
(ANN). They examined the face recognition methods
proposed by numerous specialists utilizing ANN, which are
used as a part of the field of pattern recognition and image
processing.
Furthermore in [11] proposed a strategy for face detection
and recognition based on (PCA) – (LDA) and square
Euclidean distance with the Viola-Jones algorithm. Their
proposed strategy is based on the appearance-construct
features that concentrate on the whole face image as opposed
to neighborhood facial features. The initial phase in the face
recognition framework is face location. The Viola-Jones’ face
location technique equipped for handling images to a great
degree while accomplishing high identification rates is utilized.
Feature extraction and measurement-reducing strategy
connected after face recognition. The principal component
analysis (PCA) technique is generally utilized as a part of
pattern recognition. The Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA)
technique, used to overcome the disadvantages of PCA, has
effectively connected to face recognition. It is accomplished
by projecting the image onto the Eigenface space by PCA and
then applying unadulterated LDA over it. Subsequently,
Square Euclidean Distance (SED) was utilized. This distance
classifier is required to identify the similarity between the
tested face images with those located in the training set.
Finally, conducted a comprehensive survey on poseinvariant face recognition [12] (PIFR). They discussed the
intrinsic challenges in PIFR and exhibited a complete audit of
built-up systems. They characterized the current PIFR
strategies into four classes, namely, pose-robust feature
extraction methodologies. They described and assessed the
inspirations, systems, geniuses/cons, and the execution of
agent approaches.
The key contributions of the proposed work are
summarized as,
 Initially, the face images dataset is trained in a system.
 At first, an input testing image is taken from the dataset.
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 Moreover, feature extraction is done through the Eigen
face approach through PCA and geometrical method.
 Finally, the displacement classifier that utilizes Square
Euclidean and City- block distances is used for
categorizing the faces.
III. METHODOLOGY
The proposed system developed in this paper is divided
into two phases. The first phase is stitching the face image for
the face that needs to recognize, while the second phase is face
recognition. Fig. 1 illustrates the scheme of the proposed
system.
Initially, the input face image was taken from the dataset.
The image undergoes a face-stitching operation to find the
missing part of the face. Through this, the complete face
image is obtained, as the human faces are symmetrical on
either side. After the image stitching operation, the features
extraction is accomplished to classify the face image. Using
the selected features, the face image is categorized as either
known or unknown face by a distance classifier, which utilizes
the Eigen-face approach with PCA and geometrical method.
A. Image Stitching
Image stitching is the method utilized for obtaining a more
extensive field of perspective of a scene from a succession of
halfway perspectives. It is an alluring exploration zone given
its extensive variety of applications, including movement
identification, determination upgrade, checking worldwide
land use, and face insertion. These procedures can be
classified into two groups: direct techniques and feature-based
systems as shown in Fig. 2.
In a direct technique, every pixel located in the image is
compared with each other, which is an exceptionally complex
method. The direct way to perform an alignment between two
images is to shift one image that corresponds to another by
Input

Acquisition

comparing pixels of the two images under testing. This
comparison will depend on the rows or columns of each image
and the mean square error (MSE) for each row or column will
be calculated and will take as a reference to compare the given
images. However, MSE is an example of the error metric. The
[13] principal obstacle of direct methods is that they have a
constrained scope of union.
The direct method utilizes data from all pixels. It
iteratively refreshes a gauge of homography with the goal that
a specific cost of work is limited. To speed up the error metric
search process, hierarchical motion estimation is used. In
hierarchical motion, an image pyramid is first [14] created and
a search process over a fewer number of discrete pixels will
perform at coarser levels.
Thirdly, Fourier-based [15] stitching depended on
performing a convolution in the spatial domain resembles the
summation of one signal with its conjugating of the other. In a
parametric motion, a single constant translation vector with a
correspondence map will be used. Finally, due to the feature
points that may not be accurately located, an incremental
motion refinement algorithm can calculate a more accurate
matching score. However, incremental motion refinement
needs more calculations than other algorithms [16], so they
consider time-consuming, which reflects a decrease in its
performance.
In contrast, feature-based systems are progressively more
prominent and broader in mosaicing. This is particularly the
result of the quality of new calculations and types of invariant
features that have evolved over recent years. In Schmid
represent a survey on key points detection and implements an
experimental comparison to determine the repetitive features
of detectors [17] and the information content available at each
detected key point. The feature matching process will occur
after detecting the features and key points. In addition [18] the
feature matching process will determine which feature comes
from locations in different images. The fundamental qualities
of strong locators incorporate invariance to image scale
invariance, interpretation invariance, and turn changes [19].

Stitching Image

Feature
Extractor

Image

Faces Database

Phase 1: Stitching Face Image

Training
Set

Distance
Classifier

Phase 2: Face Recognition

 Consequently, image stitching process operation is
performed to determine the missing part of the face.

Classified as "known" or "unknown"
Fig. 1. Outline of the Typical Face Recognition System.
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Fig. 3 depicted the outline of the image stitching process.
Fig. 3(a) depicts the input test image. To find the symmetric
line of the face, the nose detection technique is used and the
nose-detected image is shown in Fig. 3(b). In addition, the
centroid point of the nose is shown in Fig. 3(c) and the vertical
line through that point is given in Fig. 3(d). The image is
cropped through that vertical line to obtain the cropped image
and it is shown in Fig. 3(e). Now, the image flipped to obtain
the reflected part of the cropped image. It is shown in Fig. 3(f).
The search area of the stitch is shown in Fig. 3(g). After face
stitching is done, the complete face image would be obtained
and it is shown in Fig. 3(h) and Fig. 3(i) is the final face image
after the image blending operation is performed.

Fig. 2. Images Stitching Methodology.

Phase 1: Stitching the Face Image.
In this phase, the process of stitching the face image will
be accomplished and completed according to the steps
summarized in Table I.
TABLE I.

PROPOSED FACE STITCHING APPROACH

1: Tested Image Acquisition: the image of the face to identify is processed.
The facial image in this work assumed an incomplete face, which represents
the main challenge in any face recognition system.
2: Nose Area Detection: the human face is symmetric around a certain line.
To find such a line, the process of the nose detector is required. Here, the
Viola-Jones Nose Detection Algorithm [20] was used. Then the centroid of
the nose region is equivalent to the centroid of the rectangle that surrounds it.
The centroid lies at the intersection point of the rectangle diagonals. The
diagonals intersect at height ( ) from reference y-axis and at width ( ) from
reference x-axis.
3: Vertical Line Drawn: A vertical line is drawn perpendicular to rectangle
width (b) passing through the centroid. The whole face is symmetric around
this vertical line.
4: Cropped Image: The image of the uncompleted tested face image cropped
to obtain a cropped image . The dimension of the cropped image from a
pixel that has coordinate
to width equals
from reference x-axis
and from a pixel that has coordinate
to height equals the height of the
vertical line that drawn in the previous step, which is equal to the height of the
original tested image from reference y-axis. Whereas
represent the
origin, i.e., [21] coordinate of the first pixel in the cropped nose detector
image.
5: Flipped Image: A horizontal reflection of is performed to generate the
missing part of the face, this part will be denoted as .
6: Stitched Image: The first step is to calculate the relative positions of the
obtained images and to produce a vacant set of images in the computer
memory where these images will be assigned. The following stage is
identifying the purpose of best correlation, which is performed by sliding
contiguous image edges in the two headings until the point where the best
match of edge features is found. The normalized cross-correlation coefficient
for the case above is defined as in equation (1):

∑
√∑

∑

∑

̅

̅ (
̅

√∑

∑

(

)

(1)
̅

)

Where
represents a pixel value of the image to place; ̅ is the mean
value of all pixels included in the selected – cropped -box area
represents a pixel value of the composite image inside the box area. However,
̅
are the mean value of all pixels of the composite image within the box
area and parameters
represents the box dimensions in the number of
pixels included [21].
7: Image Blending: After all the input images had aligned with each other, we
will use a multi-band image blending approach to produce seamless
panoramic views by choosing a suitable compositing surface.

B. Face Recognition Techniques
Face Recognition has been an interesting topic for many
computers science engineers who deal with artificial
intelligence. The computer first detects the face and then for
recognition, a step will be performed. Face recognition is
considered a pattern recognition task performed precisely on
human faces [8]. The outcome of this process is to classify
either a face as "known" or "unknown" which compares the
given unknown faces with stored known faces. The face image
must be with a uniform background to avoid problems
concerning the background complexities. However, it may be
affected by the change in facial expressions. For example,
laughter and crying change the mouth and eyes opening size,
and aging also plays an important role as the face detail
changes. Much research in computer recognition of faces has
focused on identifying individual face features such as the
nose, eyes, head outline, and mouth. The closest match
between stored data and face image achieves recognition.
PCA is a standard technique used to distinguish patterns
and signal processing. It is a statistical method employed to
reduce data dimensions and extract features, which is an
essential step in facial recognition. The analysis of basic
compounds involves a mathematical procedure that converts
several interrelated variables into several non-interrelated
variables called basic components. These components are
linked to the original variables by orthogonal transformation
and are defined in such a way that the first primary component
has the highest variance and the second fundamental
component has the second-highest contrast and so on. Go back
to Osama Shahin [8] present a face recognition approaches
that depend on the geometry of the head which is done by
calculating the angles for the head circumference and then
storing these readings in a vector that describe a given face
and will be used for comparison with other vectors that
represents other cases.
Phase 2: Face Recognition Algorithm
The idea of the proposed system is to identify human faces
if they are recorded in the database of the system as well as
categorize individuals whose images are not recorded in the
database as unqualified or as strangers through the process of
automatic identification [22] and identification of persons. In
this phase, Eigenfaces for recognition algorithm and
Geometrical Approach for Face Detection and Recognition [8]
will be used.
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(a) Uncompleted Tested Face
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(e) Cropped Image

(f) Flipped Image

(g) Searching area of Stitching

(h) Stitched Image

(i) Image Blending
Fig. 3. Outline of the Image Stitching Process.

blunders caused by lighting conditions. The normalized face
images as shown in Fig. 4(b).

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The system was tested on database FACES94. The training
dataset contains a total number of 3080 images of 123
individuals grouped and classified into three categories (male,
female, and male staff) taken with a little variation in head
position. The image had a resolution of 180×200 datasets [23].
The training sample of face images is shown in Fig. 4(a).
These training sample images normalized to minimize

Fig. 5 shows the test image that is fed into the proposed
system for classification. The quality of the image stitching
process is located by observing the seam lines between the
stitched images.
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TABLE II.

RECOGNITION RATES FOR THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM

No. of Eigenfaces

Recognition Rate %
Euclidean Distance

Recognition Rate %
City-Block Distance

100

94.2

92.3

150

94.6

93.1

200

92.2

91.8

250

91.7

90.4

300

95.1

93.7

TABLE III.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 4. (a): Initial Training, (b): Normalized Training Image Set.

(a) Tested Image (b) Left Half (c) Flipped Image (d) Stitched Image
Fig. 5. Tested and Stitched Image.

Approach

Error rate % for
glasses

Error rate % for no
glasses

Eigenfaces approach

45.2

20.2

Geometrical approach

25.5

7.7

After the process of the recognition is performed, the
calculation of Image Quality Metrics (IQM) between the
stitched image and the original one is needed. In this work,
MSE and CR [25] were chosen as quality factors. Table IV
shows the advantages and disadvantages of several existing
face detection techniques.
TABLE IV.

As previously mentioned, the experiments were performed
on the FACES94 database with various numbers of training
images. The percentage of discrimination calculated using the
method of analyzing only the basic compounds in the
extraction of properties and neural networks in discrimination
and depending on the mainframe. The percentage of the
recognition rate [24] is dependent on the number of
Eigenfaces with the highest value of Eigenvalues. When 100
Eigenfaces were taken, the recognition rate was 94.2% with
the Euclidean distance classifier and was equal to 92.3% when
the City-Block classifier is used. When taking 150 Eigenfaces,
the recognition rate rose to 94.6% with the Euclidean distance
classifier and 93.1% with the City- Block classifier. This
percentage then dropped to 92.2% and 91.8% respectively and
then to 91.7% and 90.4% with the Euclidean and City-Block
classifiers respectively when 200 and 250 Eigenfaces were
taken. On taking 300 Eigenfaces, the percentage increased
again to 95.1% and 93.7% respectively when Euclidean and
City-Block classifiers were used. Fig. 6 and Table II show the
result of the recognition process using Eigenfaces.
A comparative recognition error rate for glasses-persons is
wearing glasses – and no glasses – persons are not wearing
glasses – recognition using the eigenfaces and geometrical
approaches methods are depicted in Table III.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF VARIOUS EXISTING
FACE DETECTION TECHNIQUES

Methods

Advantages

Disadvantages

Feature face detection

More precise and low
execution time

Maximum learning
time

Geometric face
detection

Effective approach and
easy to implementation

Low precise and more
false alarm

Haar like feature face
detection

Feature extraction has
been improved, and
there are very few false
alarms now.

Maximum execution
time and
implementation
difficulty

A. Mean Square Error (MSE)
MSE is needed to measure image quality. Mean Square
Error must be zero in a perfect case because it is the difference
between the original images and the stitched ones. However,
in a practical case the smaller the value of MSE, the better the
quality of the stitched image.
∑

∑

B. Correlation Coefficient (CR)
CR was used in measuring closeness between the original
image and the stitched one. The correlation Coefficient should
equal 1 in a perfect case. However, in a practical case value of
CR near one is a significant figure.
√ ∑

Input Image

Fig. 6. Correct Face Recognition Result for FACES94 Database.

(2)

Where "OI" is the original image, "SI" is the stitched
image, "M" & "N" is the numbers of rows and columns in
both images respectively.

∑

Recognized Image

A COMPARATIVE RECOGNITION ERROR RATES

∑

̅

∑
̅

∑

̅
∑

(3)
̅

Where "̅" & "̅" is the original image & stitched image
average values respectively, "M" & "N" are the numbers of
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rows and columns in both images respectively. Table V
depicted MSE and Cr, the calculations for a sample of stitched
and original images.
The accuracy and error rate comparison of the existing and
proposed mechanism is shown in Fig. 7(a) and (b).
From the above figure, it is clear that the proposed method
achieves higher accuracy of 99.78% and a reduced error rate
of 0.22% compared to the existing CNN [9] and Multibatch
estimator method approaches [26].
TABLE V.

MSE AND CR ARE CALCULATIONS FOR A SAMPLE OF
STITCHED AND ORIGINAL IMAGES

Accuracy
100.00%
99.50%
99.00%
98.50%
98.00%
97.50%
97.00%

Cases
Stitched Image

MSE

Cr

7.2011

0.9902

CNN

Original Image

Multibatch
estimator
method

Proposed

(a)

13.2465

0.9734

12.3301

0.9855

Error rate
2.00%
1.80%
1.60%
1.40%
1.20%
1.00%
0.80%
0.60%
0.40%
0.20%
0.00%
CNN

Multibatch
estimator
method

Proposed

(b)
9.3312

0.9977

Fig. 7. (a) Accuracy Comparison of Existing and Proposed Methods, (b)
Error rate Comparison of Existing and Proposed Methods.

V. CONCLUSION
8.2135

0.9924

The proposed image stitching approach with Eigen-face
and geometrical approach is compared with the existing CNN
[9], Voting, and Random Subspace with Random Forest
approaches [26]. The comparison of proposed and existing
face recognition mechanisms is framed in Table VI.
TABLE VI.

COMPARISON OF PROPOSED AND EXISTING FACE
RECOGNITION METHODS

Parameter

Accuracy

Error rate

CNN

99.28 %

0.72 %

Multibatch estimator method

98.20 %

1.80 %

Proposed

99.78 %

0.22%

This work proposes an improved algorithm for human face
recognition by using two approaches: Eigenfaces and
geometrical methods from part of a facial image, which is
based on image stitching. The geometrical approach was
accurate especially when the person wears glasses than
Eigenface, but the Eigenface approach is quick and simple for
the face recognition problem. Face recognition from the
perspective of PCA connected on two distance classifier
systems with a certain training dataset. The training dataset
contained a total number of 3080 images of 123 individuals
are grouped and classified into three categories (male, female,
and male staff) and was taken with a little variation in head
position. The test results identified that PCA gave the best
results with the squared Euclidean distance methodology, with
a recognition rate of 95.1%, which was more noteworthy than
the city-Block distance strategy. The recognition rate also
varied with the number of Eigenfaces used in the experiment.
In future development, much improved methods can be ready
for improved performance. With a larger data set, a greater
number of pixels could be learned. Components that are less
expensive can be suggested.
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Abstract—The article presents a demonstrative software
system with included procedures for input, preprocessing and
mathematically based analysis of cardiac data. The created
program has the ability to work with the following signals: ECG,
holter recordings, PPG signals. The presented system uses real
cardiological data from patients and obtained with modern
medical devices - electrocardiography, continuous holter
monitoring, photoplethysmography device and others. The
presented system allows mathematically based study of cardiac
records through the use of linear, nonlinear, fractal and wavelet
based methods. A comparative analysis was made of the results
obtained in the evaluation of the HRV parameters in the three
types of signals used. The difference between HRV time series
(cardiac intervals and HRV analysis) obtained by examination of
individuals diagnosed with heart failure and healthy individuals
is graphically presented. The findings indicate that studies of
heart rate variability on ECG, Holter and PPG records can be
used to support the cardiac practice of physicians.
Keywords—Heart rate variability; cardiovascular diseases;
mathematical analysis; holter records; software system

I.

INTRODUCTION

The research conducted in recent years has unequivocally
shown that heart rate variability (HRV) reflects an individual's
health status. HRV [1] presents the variation in time between
successive heartbeats (time intervals between heart beats),
which variation depends on internal and external conditions.
Internal conditions include the work of the physiological
systems of the human body, their effective interaction and the
general health of man as a result. External conditions include
the impact of external circumstances (temperature, weather,
emotions, stress, etc.) on the body. HRV is the ability of the
human body and in particular of the heart to adapt to constantly
changing external circumstances through compensatory
reactions.
Usually high values of HRV parameters are an indicator of
good health and excellent regulation of the autonomic nervous
system. Low values of HRV parameters are an indicator of
deteriorating health and disorders in the regulation of the body.
The study of many quantitative characteristics of HRV makes
it possible to assess how the variability in the parameters of the
cardiac series [2] reflects the response of the human body to
internal and external factors affecting its physiological and
mental health.
HRV can be used to assess the regulation of the autonomic
balance of the human body, the work of the heart system and
the condition of blood vessels, blood pressure, the work of the
digestive system, the nervous system and others.

Heart rate variability can be measured by various
mathematically based methods: linear and nonlinear methods,
methods based on fractal and wavelet theory, Detrended
fluctuation analysis (DFA), Poincare method, methods for
estimating the Hurst parameter and many others.
The article uses 3 types of cardiac signals: holter recors,
write down from monitoring device for continuous
observation;
photoplethysmographic
(PPG)
and
electrocardiographic (ECG) recorded with PPG device, capable
of simultaneous recording of ECG and PPG signals. When
recording the input data, the holter device works in parallel
with the PPG device.
In ECG and Holter recordings, heart rate variability
parameters are evaluated on RR intervals (determined by the
input values of ECG and Holter recordings, R is the maximum
point in QRS), and in PPG signal evaluations are performed on
PP intervals (P peaks - maximum amplitude deviations of input
signal).
The purpose of this article is to present the results of the
project "Investigation of the application of new mathematical
methods for the analysis of cardiac data", funded by the
Research Fund, obtained with a demonstration software system
for research and mathematical analysis of cardiac signals and
data (obtained by Holter device, and developed demonstration
device for write down of ECG and PPG signals). The paper
presents the results obtained in time analysis, frequency
analysis, DFA and calculation of the Hurst parameter of heart
rate variability on three investigated types of real cardiac
signals: ECG, Holter records and PPG.
The aim of the article is to present research on the
cardiovascular system, made by means of a PPG device
developed by the authors and a software system for processing
and analysis of cardio data. The software system is designed to
work with 3 types of cardio data: PPG, ECG and Holter
records, performing preprocessing in accordance with the
specific type of cardio data.
The article raises and seeks a solution to the following
questions:
 Are the use of the three types of examined cardio (ECG,
PPG and Holter records) equally effective in the
assessment of HRV and in the analysis of the
parameters of HRV data of healthy and sick individuals.
 The problem with the difference of HF parameters in
patients with heart failure from those of the studied
control healthy group was studied.
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 Can PPG, ECG and Holter records be used to
differentiate between healthy and sick individuals (and
in particular patients diagnosed with heart failure)?
The rest of this document is organized as follows:
Section II provides an overview of related research in the
scientific literature on heart rate variability. Section III focuses
on the Methodology, HRV data analysis procedures used in
this paper (performing mathematical analysis in time domain,
frequency domain; fractal analysis and wavelet analysis).
Section IV presents the results of the performed experimental
analyzes in numerical and graphical form. Finally, Section V
presents the conclusions drawn from the results obtained and
Section VI presents the direction of future work and
perspectives.
II. REVIEW OF HRV STUDIES
Healthy individuals are characterized by good heart rate
variability, which results from the body's internal forces to
adapt to environmental challenges (physical and
psychological). The functioning of the cardiovascular system
of a healthy human body can be described by complex
mathematical models based on variability in the action of the
heart.
HRV is a method for determining the work of the heart,
which has been the subject of extensive scientific research over
the last two decades on both healthy and diseased individuals.
Despite numerous publications on this subject, the method for
mathematically based analysis of heart rate variability has not
yet been well studied. New methods for the study of HRV are
emerging, which need extensive research before being adopted
in the daily practice of cardiologists and to be standardized.
Particularly valuable in this regard are the findings made on the
studied real cardiac records of patients with various heart
diseases.
The authors of [3] emphasize the importance of the age and
sex of the subjects and the duration of the records made for the
results of the HRV analysis.
The research, conducted by Murthy et al. [4] by spectral
analysis on PPG records of 5 patients (with atrial fibrillation
and myocardial infarction) and 5 healthy individuals showed
that PPG signals can be used in the analysis of heart disease.
PPG signals were recorded from the earlobes from the earlobes
of the subjects.
In publication [5] the authors record and analyze ECG and
PPG signals, the recording of which (within 5 minutes) is done
simultaneously in time. HRV estimates were performed in the
time and frequency domains, and nonlinear mathematical
analyzes were performed. However, the recording of the
signals is made in ideal conditions (without movement of the
studied individuals).
The study done in [6] proposes to improve the efficiency of
localization of the maximum deviations in the
photoplethysmographic signal through a probabilistic approach
based on Bayesian training.
The authors of [7] propose an algorithm based on
continuous wave transform (CWT) to detect the maximum

deviations of the PPG signal. The algorithm also uses a
combination of functions obtained from the applied wavelet
transform and indicators evaluating the self-similarity of PPG
signals to detect damaged areas of the studied signal.
Studies in [8] compare PPG and ECG signals in terms of
determining the HRV time series and accuracy when working
with both types of signals. The authors propose a modified
algorithm for detecting PP peaks in PPG signals. The obtained
results show low statistical errors in determining the HRV time
series for both types of studied signals.
Fractal methods for HRV analysis are used by the authors
of [9], studying patients with congestive heart failure (CHF)
and healthy subjects. The data used are taken from a public
database (Physiobank).
The effect of artifacts in cardiac signals (obtained with PPG
sensors) caused by movement on HRV and its evaluation using
the statistical parameters SDNN and RMSSD was studied in
[10]. The authors examined cardiac data obtained from devices
worn on the wrist by 22 young and healthy individuals.
A study on 50 healthy young volunteers was presented in
[11]. The HRV study was performed on simultaneously
recorded photoplethysmographic and electrocardiographic
signals using a mobile device. The presented HRV results were
obtained using popular public Kubios software.
III. HRV DATA ANALYSING PROCEDURES
The procedures used in the paper for pre-processing and
mathematical analysis of the input cardiac data are presented in
Fig. 1. The preprocessing includes:
 Reduction of signal interference, noise and so on;
 Determination of maximum deviations (R peaks (QRS
complexes) in ECG and Holter signals, and P peaks in
PPG signals);
 HRV time series obtained;
 Determination of normal to normal (NN) intervals from
RR intervals time series or PP intervals time series.
The detection of the main points in the cardiac signals - the
points with maximum amplitude deviations (R peaks in ECG
signals and P peaks in PPG signals) [12] is the starting point in
the HRV analysis.
Normal NN intervals are obtained by excluding abnormal
strokes such as ectopic strokes from RR/PP intervals (outside
the right atrium’s sinoatrial node).
Each of the three types of signals studied in the paper
(Holter records, ECG, and PPG signals) has its advantages and
disadvantages compared to other ways of recording the activity
of the heart. Therefore, each case of treatment and prevention
of a patient should be considered separately and to determine
which method of HRV testing is most appropriate.
ECG signals are obtained in a non-invasive, popular, and
widespread way. Electrocardiograms (in cases when they are
recorded in an inpatient setting in a polyclinic or hospital)
require the placement of several electrodes on the human body
in specific places and each of them must be firmly fixed. This
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is uncomfortable with frequent use of this method (for
example, for daily measurements or if several measurements
per day are required).
Long-term monitoring of the heart (if you need 24 hours of
records and longer for а continuous monitoring of heart activity
in risk groups of individuals) is appropriate to perform with a
Holter device [13].
Photoplethysmographic signals are an alternative to ECG
signals, they are easier to record, PPG devices [14, 15], through
which these signals are recorded, are light and comfortable for
longer carrying. PPG sensors are small and can be easily
integrated into various lightweight and easily portable devices,
smart phones and smart watches. In the last few years, with the
improvement of the technology for production and
miniaturization of PPG sensors, PPG technology enters the
daily life of more and more people and becomes an integral
part of it. Photoplethysmography determines the time between
heartbeats by continuous monitoring of changes in blood
volume in part of the peripheral microvasculature [16]. This
non-invasive method for measuring pulse waves can also be
the basis for HRV analysis.
Determining the health status of an individual is an issue
that more and more people are interested in today. Advances in
technology have led to an increasing miniaturization of digital
sensors, which has led to an increase in the possibility of more
accurate and easy continuous monitoring of individuals (eg
blood pressure monitoring [17], a parameter that is crucial for
the development of a number of diseases) if necessary with the
help of mobile devices.

One of the disadvantages of PPG signals is their influence
by artifacts [18], which are obtained during the movement of
the studied individual. This may adversely affect the HRV
score if inaccuracies are found in the localization of the peaks
in the PPG signal. In addition, the physiological processes
carried out with the help of the heart and the influence of
human skin (which may have different characteristics in
individual individuals) make it difficult to study HRV in PPG
signals.
In this paper, studies of the three types of signals (ECG,
Holter, PPG) for recording heart activity were made in terms of
assessing heart rate variability.
The article examines HF on short-term cardiac records (2 to
24 hours). Short-term HRV is affected by the cardiovascular
system, central nervous system, respiratory system,
baroreceptors (blood pressure sensors) and others. Nonlinear
estimates of HRV quantify the unpredictability of cardiac time
series.
A. HRV Time Domain Analysing Procedure
The parameters in the time domain give numerical
expression of the quantitative characteristics of HF for time
periods from 2 to 24 hours [19]. The following statistical
parameters in time domain were examined in the present study
[20]:
 Mean RR (Mean PP) - the mean value of RR and PP
intervals;
 SDNN - standard deviation (sd) of normal RR (PP)
intervals;
 SDANN - standard deviation of the average normal RR
(PP) intervals for each 5 min segment of a 24 h record;
 RMSSD - square root of the mean squared differences
between successive RR (PP) intervals;
 SDindex - mean of the standard deviation of all normal
RR (PP) for each 5 min segment of the whole record.
The calculations of the presented parameters are performed
using the HRV time domain analyzing procedure of the
demonstration software system.
B. HRV Frequency Domain Analysing Procedure
The parameters in the frequency domain provide a
quantitative assessment of the complexity of the model and the
low ability to predict the values of the cardiac series.
The signal energy (Power) in the respective frequency band
is determined by the HRV frequency domain procedure.
Measurements in the frequency domain show the distribution
of absolute power (in
) and relative power (in normal units
(nu)) in the studied three frequency bands (Very Low
Frequency, Low Frequency and High Frequency).
Frequency domain parameters are based on spectral
analysis for the following three components (for short-term
records) presented in Table I.

Fig. 1. HRV Analysing Prosedures.

The sum of the three powers (VLF, LF and HF) for shortterm recordings gives the total signal power [21].
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TABLE I.

HRV PARAMETERS IN FREQUENCY DOMAIN
Frequency
range [Hz]

Interaction with the systems of
the human body

Very Low
Frequency (VLF)

0.003-0.04

Sympathetic nervous system

Low
Frequency (LF)

0.04-0.15

Sympathetic and parasympathetic
nervous system

High
Frequency (HF)

0.15-0.4

Parasympathetic nervous system
and respiratory sinus arrhythmia.

LF/HF

-

Gives an assessment of the
sympathetic balance

Power [

]

The ratio (LF/HF) between LF and HF band powers,
known as the sympathetic balance index, assesses the ratio
between the activity of the two parts of the nervous system
(sympathetic and parasympathetic).
C. HRV Fractal Analysing Procedure
The fractal properties of the three types of studied
cardiological data in this paper are determined by analyzing the
fluctuations in the time series through the parameters Alpha1,
Alpha2 and Hurst.
Detrended fluctuation analysis examines the correlations
between RR (PP) interval series in different time scales. DFA
defines two parameters: Alpha1 ( ) – describes short-term
fluctuations, Alpha2
) - provides information on the longterm fluctuations of the studied signal.

The created demonstration software determines the RR
intervals in the ECG signals and the PP intervals in PPG
signals.
In Fig. 2 shows the RR intervals obtained from an ECG
signal recorded using a multifunctional PPG device of an
individual diagnosed with Heart Failure.
In Fig. 3 presents the RR intervals obtained from the Holter
record recorded using the Holter Heart Failure Patient
Monitoring Device.
Fig. 4 shows the PP intervals obtained from a PPG signal
recorded using the portable PPG device of an individual
diagnosed with Heart Failure.
Fig. 5 shows the PP intervals obtained from a PPG signal
(via a PPG device) of a healthy individual. The comparison of
Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 shows greater variability in the determined PP
intervals, which is also proved by the calculated values of the
HRV parameters using the methods used in the study
(presented in Table II).
All made records of the three types of cardiac signals
shown in the figures and participating in the present study were
two hours.

The traditional R/S statistical method, most often used in
the scientific literature, is used to determine the Hurst
parameter in the studied cardiological data [22, 23].
D. HRV Wavelet Analysing Procedure
In the present study, wavelet-based method are used to
determine the Power Spectral Density (PSD) of heart rate
variability. A graphical method was chosen for the study of
global PSD, which allows for visual comparison of the spectral
properties of the analyzed signals.
To account for the differences between the HRV
parameters determined on the time series of the studied three
types of signals, the root mean square error (MSE) is
calculated:
√∑

) ,

Fig. 2. RR Intervals (ECG Signal, Heart Failure).

Fig. 3. RR Intervals (Holter Signal, Heart Failure).

(1)

Where: х – time series of one signal;
y - time series of the second signal;
N- the number of intervals.
Fig. 4. PP Intervals (PPG Signal, Heart Failure).

IV. RESULTS
Twenty-four individuals diagnosed with Heart Failure were
studied (10 men and 14 women aged 52.8 ± 1.6). Records were
also made of 12 healthy volunteers without cardiac disease.
The following recordings were made: ECG, Holter and
PPG signals of the subjects. Holter recordings are made with a
holter monitoring device purchased for the purposes of the
research project. ECG and PPG signals are recorded with a
multisensor device created according to the scientific project.

Fig. 5. РР Intervals (PPG Signal, Healthy Individual).
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TABLE II.

HRV PARAMETERS FOR ECG, HOLTER AND PPG
Group 1
ECG
(mean± sd)

Group 2
Holter
(mean± sd)

Group 3
PPG
(mean± sd)

MeanRR(PP)
[ms]

684.22
±214.68

661.33
±189.13

692.11
±223.83

SDNN [ms]

124.08
±16.88

118.77
±24.32

132.66
±32.09

SDANN [ms]

98.56
±34.21

112.01
±35.43

104.67
±31.08

RMSSD [ms]

28.18±8.65

26.35
±14.15

31.06
±18.98

SDindex [ms]

61.33 ±
26.11

64.07
±22.18

63.88
±26.44

Power VLF
[
]

3098.51
±654.22

3127.06
±487.34

2995.78
±586.39

Power LF
[
]

688.22
±183.06

691.89
±243.99

704.05
±433.01

Power HF
[
]

586.23
±204.55

582.99
±244.13

602.33
±212.03

Power LF [nu]

0.54±0.19

0.54±0.16

0.53±0.87

Power HF
[nu]

0.46±0.23

0.46±0.43

0.47±0.68

LF/HF ratio

1.17±0.78

1.19±0.81

1.17±0.93

Alpha1

1.22±0.24

1.18±0.19

1.23±0.48

Alpha2

1.28±0.27

1.21±0.22

1.17±0.31

Hurst

0.72±0.26

0.74±0.71

0.68±0.14

Parameters

Time
Domain
Analysis

Frequency
Domain
Analysis

correlation alpha2=1.28. Fig. 6 shows that alpha1 and alpha2
have similar values in diseased individuals. This shows that in
heart disease there is a tendency for short-term and long-term
correlations in the HRV series to equalize.
Fig. 7 shows the DFA results for a Healthy Individual. The
obtained values for the short correlations are as follows: alpha1
=0.87 and long correlations alpha2=1.24. Fig. 7 shows higher
values for the alpha2 parameters relative to alpha1.
Fig. 8 presents a global PSD, drawn using a wavelet-based
graphical method of one of the studied Heart Failure Individual
(on a record of cardiac data made with a Holter device). The
graph shows relatively low values of signal power in all three
studied frequency bands (VLF, LF and HF).
Fig. 9 presents a global PSD, drawn by means of a
wavelet-based graphic method of one of the examined
volunteers without disease (the cardiological record was made
with a Holter device). The graph shows high values of signal
power in each of the three frequency bands (VLF, LF and HF).
The comparative analysis of the presented global PSDs,
shown graphically in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 shows a decrease in the
power of the studied cardiac signal in the studied three
frequency bands. This is an indicator of reduced heart rate
variability in individuals with Heart Failure.

DFA
R/S method

Table II presents the obtained results of the HRV analysis
in Time Domain, Frequency Domain, DFA and hurst
parameter (R/S method) obtained from a study of Heart Failure
Individuals (n=20).
The results presented in Table II show lower mean values
for all three types of cardio signals examined on the
frequencies in the Low Frequency band in Power in the
indicators of patients diagnosed with Heart Failure compared
to the values of healthy patients (691.89 ± 243.99
for
Holter records versus 1170 ± 416
normal values (for
healthy people) given in the HRV Standard [20]). The Power
HF values for the three types of cardio signals tested were also
lower than those recommended in the HRV Standard for
Healthy Individuals (582.99 ± 244.13
for Holter records
versus 975 ± 203
normal values given in [20].
The calculated LF/HF ratio, giving information about the
balance between Low Frequency band and High Frequency
band, has a value of 1.19 ± 0.81 (against 1.5-2.0 recommended
value for healthy people [20]).

Fig. 6. DFA for Heart Failure Individual.

Fig. 7. DFA for an Individual without Disease.

In the time domain, the following studied parameters show
lower values than those recommended for healthy individuals
according to [20]: SDNN (max 132.66 ±32.09 ms for PPG
against 141±39 ms in [20]); SDANN (max 112.01 ±35.43 ms
for Holter records against 127±35 ms in[20]).
Fig. 6 shows the DFA results for Heart Failure Individual.
The two studied parameters are alpha1 (shown in cyan color)
and alpha2 (shown in red color). The obtained parameters for
short correlation values are alpha1=1.26 and for long

Fig. 8. PSD for Heart Failure Individual.
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V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Fig. 9. PSD for an Individual without Disease.

Table III shows the mean squared error calculated by
formula (1) for the signals ECG-Holter (
), ECGPPG (
) and Holter-PPG (
). The smaller
the MSE parameter show the closer the two studied time series
have values, from which it follows that the two studied
methods for determining the cardiac interval give similar
results.
TABLE III.

RELATIVE ERROR BETWEEN ECG, HOLTER, PPG RECORDS

Parameters

Time
Domain
Analysis

Frequency
Domain
Analysis

[%]

[%]

[%]

MeanRR(PP)
[ms]

1.34

3.31

0.6

SDNN [ms]

0.64

1.47

0.88

SDANN [ms]

1.49

0.69

0.83

RMSSD [ms]

2.27

3.13

5.27

SDindex [ms]

4.01

3.18

3.58

Power VLF
[
]

2.96

4.92

5.93

Power LF
[
]

3.04

4.07

1.69

Power HF
[
]

4.33

6.71

2.78

Power LF [nu]

0.04

1.65

1.97

Power HF
[nu]

0.1

1.37

2.06

LF/HF ratio

0.49

0.08

1.02

Alpha1

2.44

1.36

3.9

Alpha2

0.88

1.11

0.82

Hurst

0.67

1.03

0.94

DFA
R/S method

From the comparative analysis of the studied data pairs it
follows that the relative errors for all examined parameters are
less than 4.33% for the ECG-Holter pair, less than 6.71% for
the ECG-PPG pair and less than 5.93% for the Holter-PPG
pair. The calculated relative errors are small and we can
assume that the results obtained in the study of heart rate
variability through the three types of signals studied are similar
and reliable.
The presented numerical and graphical results are obtained
through a demonstrative software system created in the
MATLAB software environment.

The article aims to consider the possibility of
interchangeable use of three types of cardio signals in the study
of heart rate variability. To solve this problem, MSE errors
were determined between the evaluation parameters of each of
the three studied types of cardio signals. The results (Table III)
show low values of the calculated MSE errors (maximum
value 6.71 for
Power HF), which
is an indicator of the ability to use for correct research each of
the three types of cardio signals (ECG, PPG, Holter records).
This conclusion is of practical importance, as it proves the
possibility of using PPG signals, which have recently become
more and more common in human everyday life, for correct
analyzes for health purposes.
The other purpose of the article is to examine the
possibility of distinguishing healthy individuals from sick
cardiovascular patients (more specifically, patients diagnosed
with heart failure). The results presented in Table II show that
the indicators Power LF, Power HF and LF/HF differ
significantly from the corresponding indicators given in the
HRV Standard, which is an indicator of the ability to
differentiate between healthy controls and patients with heart
failure.
The graphical representation of the alpha1 and alpha2
indicators obtained from the application of DFA visually show
that these two parameters have similar values in diseased
individuals (Fig. 6). The graphical representation of these
parameters in Individual without disease (Fig. 7) shows higher
values for the alpha2 parameters relative to alpha1. This
finding was confirmed for all 24 individuals in the study
diagnosed with Heart Failure.
The graphical representation of Global PSD shows low
values of global PSD for Heart Failure Individuals (Fig. 8)
compared to the values of this parameter in Individuals without
disease (Fig. 9). Studies have therefore shown the possibility of
graphically distinguishing patients from healthy individuals.
The article presents software procedures for determining
heart rate variability, based on mathematical methods for
studying three types of signals: ECG, Holter records, PPG. The
presented software procedures perform a study of the
parameters of heart rate variability in the time domain,
frequency domain, apply DFA and determine the hurst
parameter of the studied time series.
The parallel analysis of the studied three types of signals
shows similar results in the study of heart rate variability and
therefore the three methods for HRV analysis can be used
equally. The choice of the specific method can be made
according to each specific individual case.
The obtained numerical and graphical results show reduced
variability of heart rate in the studied individuals with Heart
Failure (for example for Holter records Power LF is 691.89
±243.99
, Power HF is 582.99 ±244.13
) compared to
healthy individuals. The coefficient showing the state of
balance between LF and HF (1.19 ± 0.81) also has lower
values in patients with arrhythmia compared to this coefficient
in healthy people (1.5-2.0).
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The studies in this paper were made on real cardiac records
(three types of data were taken: ECG, Holter and PPG) of
patients diagnosed with heart failure by a cardiologist as well
as on several healthy volunteers.
The use of PPG signals to assess HRV and continuous
monitoring of cardiac activity in patients with heart disease in
need of long-term monitoring has the following advantages:
easy, patient-friendly measurement; efficient signal processing
and HRV, use of measuring devices that have increasingly
popular and affordable hardware and software solutions; low
price and convenience in their use.

[9]

[10]

[11]

VI. FUTURE WORK
Procedures for mathematical analysis of the three types of
studied HRV signals are to be created with other nonlinear
methods, as well as with wavelet-based methods for
determining and detailed study of numerical parameters. The
results of this study indicate the possibility of a study of HRV
parameters in patients with other heart diseases (myocardial
infarction, ischemic heart disease, syncope) and creation of an
information database for patients.

[12]

[13]

[14]
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Abstract—This paper describes an information gathering
system comprising multiple mobile robots and a wireless sensor
network. In general, a single robot searches an environment
using a teleoperation system in a multistage relay network while
maintaining communication quality. However, the search range
of a single robot is limited, and it is difficult to gather
comprehensive information in large-scale facilities. This paper
proposes a multistage relay network topology using
IEEE802.11ax for information gathering by multi-robot. In this
multi-robot operation, a mobile robot carries wireless relay
nodes and deploys them into the environment. After a network is
constructed, each robot connects to this network and gathers
information. An operator then controls each robot remotely
while monitoring its end-to-end communication quality with each
mobile robot in the network. This paper proposes a method
assuming the end-to-end throughput with multiple mobile robots.
The validity of the proposed method is then inspected via an
evaluation experiment on multi-robot teleoperation. The
experimental results show that the network constructed with the
proposed topology is capable of maintaining the communication
connectivity of more than three mobile robots.
Keywords—Multi-robot system; IEEE802.11ax; information
gathering; multistage relay network; network topology

I.

INTRODUCTION

After a disaster, disaster reduction activities are performed
in the affected area to prevent the damage from spreading. In
the implementation of disaster reduction activities, information
should be gathered to determine the damage status [1-2].
Helicopter aerial photographs, existing infrastructure (such as
surveillance cameras), and rescue teams can be used to gather
such information [3-6]. However, in enclosed spaces, such as
tunnels and underground malls, it is difficult to gather
information using helicopters. In some cases, existing
infrastructure cannot be used due to malfunction or lack of
power supply. Moreover, there is a risk of injuring humans or
inducing secondary disasters during information gathering by
rescue teams. Therefore, the use of mobile robots is widely
considered to gather information in enclosed spaces after
disasters [7-11].

cables become tangled with obstacles or the wheels of the
mobile robot. Wireless communication offers high runability,
as there is no physical restriction by cables [13-14]. However,
in wireless communication, mobile robots may become
isolated when radio waves are hindered by obstacles.
Therefore, in an enclosed space after a disaster, it is necessary
to use the communication method that best matches the
purpose and the situation of the disaster area [15-16]. This
paper discusses a method for gathering information using
wireless communication in environments where it is difficult to
operate a mobile robot using wired communication.
Robot wireless sensor networks (RWSNs) involve the
teleoperation of mobile robots using wireless communication
[17-19]. In an RWSN system, a mobile robot expands its
search range by deploying a relay node called a sensor node
(SN) in its path (Fig. 1). In a network using a multistage
relaying such as RWSNs, the communication quality decreases
as the number of relays and the distance between nodes
increase. Therefore, it is difficult to maintain the
communication connectivity of mobile robots in a multistage
relay network, and single robots are mainly operated.
Moreover, the search range of a single robot in a large-scale
facility is limited. This paper proposes a multistage relay
network topology for constructing a multi-robot environment.
The experiment in this paper constructed a multistage relay
network with the proposed topology and measured the
communication quality to confirm the validity of the proposed
topology for constructing a multi-robot environment. This
experiment used a bandwidth compression throughput to
measure the communication quality at the packet level.

Two communication methods are adopted for mobile
robots: wired and wireless. Wired communication maintains a
stable communication quality and power supply from cables
[12]. However, cables may be disconnected and
communication with the mobile robots can be interrupted when

Fig. 1. RWSN.
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II. TELEOPERATION METHOD FOR MOBILE ROBOTS USING
MULTISTAGE RELAY NETWORK
In the teleoperation of mobile robots by wireless
communication, the search range is limited due to radio-wave
damping. Therefore, wireless communication is not effective
for gathering information in large-scale facilities. An RWSN
relays SNs to expand the search range of a mobile robot. It also
extends the network construction range by teleoperating the
mobile robot with each node relayed in advance (Fig. 2). This
allows the operator to teleoperate the mobile robot without the
risk of a decrease in communication quality due to the increase
in the number of relays. An RWSN deploys SNs in
consideration of the communication quality between nodes,
thereby constructing the network flexibly according to the
environment. Therefore, RWSNs have scalability and
flexibility, which make them effective for searching in
environments with many obstacles.
However, in a multistage relay network, such as an RWSN,
packets are processed for transfer within the SN. Hence, the
transmission rate decreases and the packet reception interval
become misaligned as the number of relays and the distance
between nodes increase. Consequently, the mobile robot
becomes less operable; it can become isolated due to moving
out of the communication range by mistake or failing to
maintain communication connectivity. Therefore, in an RWSN,
it is common to operate a single robot to maintain the
communication quality required for its teleoperation with the
mobile robot. However, a single robot encounters limitations in
searching and gathering comprehensive information in largescale facilities. Given the importance of multi-robot systems
for solving the problem of using RWSNs in large-scale
facilities, and the paper aims to construct a multi-robot
environment using a multistage relay network. The next section
shows the flow of the multi-robot system using a multistage
relay network and the requirements for the network to
teleoperate multiple robots.

III. REQUIREMENTS OF MULTISTAGE RELAY NETWORK
Let mobile robot <1> be the mobile robot that deploys the
SN. The flow from the construction of the network to the
operation of the mobile robots is shown in Fig. 3.
 The construction range of a multistage relay backbone
network is expanded with the mobile robot <1> as
shown in Fig. 2.
 Multiple mobile robots are connected to the constructed
backbone network.
 Mobile robot <1> and the other mobile robots search
within the network construction range while switching
the nodes to be connected.
The requirements of the multistage relay backbone network
for multi-robot operation are as follows:
1) Remote control of a total of three or more mobile robots
2) A throughput of 20.0 Mbps or higher in the
communication path between each operator PC and each
mobile robot.
About three mobile robots with five cameras each are
needed to search 100 m of an enclosed space. Therefore, in
requirement (1) set the number of teleoperated mobile robots to
three. Moreover, the mobile robot used for searching in the
nuclear power plant damaged by the Great East Japan
Earthquake gathered information based on five camera images
and required a throughput of 20.0 Mbps. Therefore, in
requirement (2), the throughput required for the teleoperation
of a single mobile robot is set to be 20.0 Mbps or higher.
Many wireless teleoperation systems for mobile robots are
based on TCP/IP protocols. TCP/IP is highly suitable for the
communication of mobile robots because most of the control
system of a mobile robot involves a PC. Therefore, socket
communication is often adopted for mobile robot
communication, and information communication by packet
transmission and reception is typical. Therefore, RWSNs adopt
wireless LAN as their communication method. However, the
theoretical value of IEEE802.11b/g used in RWSNs is 54
Mbps, which is an insufficient throughput for multi-robot
operation. This study constructs a network using
IEEE802.11ax, which has a theoretical value of about 1,200
Mbps. The next section describes the proposed multistage relay
network topology, which takes into account the
abovementioned requirements.

Fig. 3. Gathering Information by Multi-robot using Multistage Relay
Network.
Fig. 2. Increasing Distance between Nodes while Maintaining
Communication Connectivity in RWSNs.
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IV. PROPOSED NETWORK TOPOLOGY
A network topology is a form of connection that shows
how devices such as operator PCs are connected to each other.
From the flow of the multi-robot operation in Section 3, the
multistage relay part of the proposed topology should be a
static network and an RWSN to prevent any change in
communication quality due to the dynamic communication
path change. The proposed network topology for a multi-robot
system is shown in Fig. 4. The devices of each node are in
Fig. 5, and Fig. 6 depicts how the nodes are connected. In this
network topology, each node in the multistage relay network is
equipped with an access point (AP) and an adapter device; this
creates a communication path between the operator PC and the
mobile robot <1>. Then, the multi-robots are equipped with
adapter devices, which are connected to the APs installed in
each node of the multistage relay network to construct a
communication path between each operator PC and each
mobile robot. In this topology, a network is constructed for
each node, and each robot can comprehensively search within
the network construction range while switching the AP to
which it is connected.

Fig. 5. Device of a Node Constituting the Multistage Relay Network.

In case of SN failure or battery power insufficiency, it is
necessary to replace the SN and reconstruct the multistage
relay network. In this topology, the communication path
between the operator PC and mobile robot <1> can be
reconstructed with the same topology as that before the
communication interruption by connecting the newly deployed
SN to the AP of the node on the upload side that is still
functioning.

Fig. 6. Multistage Relay Network and Robots.

V. EVALUATION OF COMMUNICATION QUALITY USING
BANDWIDTH COMPRESSION THROUGHPUT MEASUREMENT
This section define the communication quality
characteristics that should be evaluated when teleoperating a
mobile robot and explain how to measure them.
The operator receives packets containing camera and
sensor information acquired by the mobile robots, and
teleoperates the mobile robots (Fig. 7). Therefore, the
transmission speed between the operator PC and the mobile
robots should be monitored to maintain stability of the
teleoperation of the mobile robots. This paper evaluates the
transmission speed in a TCP/IP-compliant communication path
as the throughput at the packet level. Throughput (bps)
indicates the transmission speed received by the receiving PC
per second. This system is expected to send a large amount of
sensed information from the mobile robots. Therefore, this
paper uses a band compression throughput measurement that
can determine the upper limit of the transmission speed.

Fig. 4. Proposed Topology for Constructing a Multi-robot Environment.

Bandwidth compression throughput represents the
maximum number of data receivable per second by
transmitting a large number of measurement packets from the
transmitting side. Additionally, this measurement method send
as many packets as the computer can process to measure the
upper limit of the throughput accurately. The packet size of the
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transmission packet is set to 1,400 bytes, which is the upper
limit. In this system, the bandwidth compression throughput is
calculated assuming that the packet size is B (byte), the total
number of received packets is n, and the time required to
complete the measurement is t (s). Then, the band compression
throughput, Th (bps), can be expressed by the following
equation:

between nodes can be extended, so this experiment constructed
a multi-robot environment with a multistage relay network, as
explained in the next section.

(1)

Fig. 8. Experimental Environment; Increase in Distance between Nodes.

Fig. 7. Evaluation of Communication Quality of Teleoperation of Mobile
Robots.

VI. POSSIBILITY OF CONSTRUCTING A MULTI-ROBOT
ENVIRONMENT WITH PROPOSED MULTISTAGE RELAY
NETWORK
A. Experiment on Increasing Distance between Nodes
This experiment examined the change in throughput with
increasing distance between nodes to confirm whether such
distance can be increased during network construction. This
experiment measured the bandwidth compression throughput
to determine the change in throughput with increasing distance
between nodes. The distance between SN1 and SN2 was
increased from 0 m to 5 m at 5 m intervals until
communication was lost, and the bandwidth compression
throughput was measured 10 times in both directions at each
point. Then, this experiment loaded the network by sending
50,000 packets of 1,400 bytes. The upload direction was from
SN1 to SN2, and the download direction was from SN2 to
SN1, as shown in Fig. 4. A straight, paved 250 m road was
used (Fig. 8). Furthermore, this experiment used a Raspberry
Pi 4 Model B as the PC, ASUS RT-AX3000 as the router, and
a CAT8 LAN cable.
Fig. 9 and 10 show the experimental results in the upload
and download directions, respectively. The figures state the
minimum, average, and maximum throughput values at each
point. After the bandwidth compression throughput
measurement in the download direction at the 230 m point,
SN1 lost connection to the AP of SN2, so the upstream
direction could be measured to the 225 m point and the
download direction to the 230 m point. Thus, the distance

Fig. 9. Throughput of Upload; Increase in Distance between Nodes.

Fig. 10. Throughput of Download; Increase in Distance between Nodes.

B. Construction of Multi-robot Environment using Proposed
Multistage Relay Network.
The purpose of this experiment is to confirm whether it is
possible to construct a multi-robot environment that satisfies
the requirements of the proposed network topology. This
experiment measured the bandwidth compression throughput
to confirm whether the constructed network can maintain the
throughput required for multi-robot teleoperation. First, the
distance between each node between the operator PC and
mobile robot <1> in the proposed topology was increased from
0 m to 90 m at 10 m intervals. Then the bandwidth
compression throughput was measured five times in both
directions between the operator PC and the mobile robot <1> at
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each point. A mobile robot was connected to the constructed
network (the distance between each node was 90 m) and
teleoperated, and bandwidth compression throughput
measurement was performed five times in both directions
between the operator PC and the mobile robot every 10 m. This
experiment used a Raspberry Pi 4 Model B as the PC, ASUS
RT-AX3000 and GT-AX11000 as the router, and a CAT8
LAN cable.
Fig. 11 shows the experimental environment of this section.
This experiment was performed indoors with a straight 90 m
line, so the operator PC and SN2 were deployed at the 0 m
point, and SN1 and mobile robot <1> were moved to increase
the distance between each terminal in the fold. A mobile robot
connected to the constructed network switched the nodes to
which it was connected is the following manner:

Fig. 12. Throughput of Upload between Operator PC and Mobile Robot <1>
in Triple-hop Multistage Relay Network.

 The mobile robot was teleoperated by connecting to the
operator's AP from the 0 m point to the 90 m point
(point where SN1 was deployed).
 The mobile robot was teleoperated by connecting to the
AP of SN1 from the 90 m point to the 180 m point
(point where SN2 was deployed).
 The mobile robot was teleoperated by connecting to the
AP of SN2 from the 180 m point to the 270 m point
(point where mobile robot <1> was deployed).
Fig. 12 and 13 show the throughput values between the
operator PC and mobile robot <1> during the expansion of the
network construction range. Fig. 14 and 15 show the
throughput values between the operator PC and the mobile
robot during the teleoperation of the mobile robot. Fig. 12–14
shows the minimum, average, and maximum throughput values
at each point. As stated in Fig. 11 and 12, the range of the
multistage relay network was expanded to a distance of 90 m
between each node (270 m in total), and the throughput was
maintained at more than 60 Mbps in both directions. Fig. 13
and 14 also show that the throughput between the operator PC
and the mobile robot remained over 60 Mbps.
These results indicate that a multistage relay network
constituted by the proposed topology can maintain the required
throughput for multi-robot teleoperation. Therefore, the robots
connected to the multistage relay network constructed in this
experiment could operate stably.

Fig. 13. Throughput of Download between Operator PC and Mobile Robot
<1> in Triple-hop Multistage Relay Network.

Fig. 14. Throughput of Upload between Operator PC and Mobile Robot
during Mobile Robot Teleoperation.

Fig. 11. Experimental Environment, Construction of Multistage Relay
Network and Teleoperation of Mobile Robot.
Fig. 15. Throughput of Download between Operator PC and Mobile Robot
during Mobile Robot Teleoperation.
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VII. DISCUSSION
As the distance between nodes increased, the throughput
between the operator PC and mobile robot <1> was measured
up to the 225 m point. Fig. 9 and 10 show the throughput
decreased by more than 100 Mbps when the distance between
nodes was about 140 m. This decrease in throughput was
deemed to have been caused by fallback, which decreases
throughput in relation to a decrease in electric field strength. In
the transmission and receiving of data between nodes, a delay
or disconnection occurs if the amount of communicable data is
exceeded. Furthermore, in wireless LANs, communication
connectivity between nodes is maintained by fallback, which
sets an upper limit on the transmission speed according to the
electric field strength [20]. Therefore, the experiment of
Section 6 assumed that the decrease in throughput at 140 m
was due to the decrease in electric field strength caused by the
increase in distance between nodes. This result suggests that it
is necessary to monitor not only the throughput but also the
electric field strength in a multi-robot system.
The multistage relay network was expanded to 270 m,
maintaining a throughput of more than 60 Mbps. Therefore,
more than three mobile robots could be teleoperated at 270 m
in the network constructed in this experiment. A comparison
between Fig. 9 and 10, and Fig. 12 and 13 indicates that the
multistage relay network provided a larger search area.
Moreover, in the teleoperation of the mobile robot, a
throughput of more than 60 Mbps was maintained between the
operator PC and the mobile robot after the construction of the
multistage relay network. Thus, more than three mobile robots
could be teleoperated when connected to any node of the
network constructed in this experiment.
An RWSN cannot maintain the required throughput for
multi-robot teleoperation, but the proposed method can ensure
stable communication connectivity for multi-robot operation.
The proposed topology is also effective in intricate
environments because it can be used to construct a multistage
relay backbone network with a high throughput.

for constructing a multi-robot environment in a large, enclosed
space.
The proposed topology is effective for the teleoperation of
multi-robot systems; however, there is a communication time
loss when a mobile robot switches between connected nodes.
Additionally, the mobile robot may become isolated if it fails
to maintain the communication quality required for
teleoperation in the communication path after changing nodes.
Therefore, the future aim to develop a method of changing the
communication route while maintaining the communication
connectivity of a mobile robot.
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VIII. CONCLUSION
This paper proposes a multistage relay network topology
for constructing an environment with mobile robots for
information gathering in large-scale facilities. Teleoperation of
a mobile robot using a multistage relay network is effective for
exploring in intricate environments and obstacle spaces due to
its flexibility and scalability. However, in a multistage relay
network, the communication quality decreases due to the
increase in the distance between nodes and the number of
relays, so a single robot is typically operated to maintain
communication connectivity. As the search range of a single
robot is limited, this paper considers the importance of
operating a multi-robot system in a large-scale facility. A
multistage relay network consisting of the proposed topology
can connect multiple mobile robots to each node. These robots
change the search range by switching the nodes to which they
are connected. The experiment of Section 7 connected a mobile
robot to a multistage relay network consisting of the proposed
topology and confirmed its effectiveness by measuring the
throughput. Findings indicated that this topology is effective
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Abstract—Implementing a knowledge retention (KR) strategy
is crucial to overcome the loss of expert knowledge due to
employee turnover and retirement. The knowledge loss
phenomenon caused organizations to face enormous risks which
affect performance. KR frameworks and models are made
available beyond research and development (R&D)
organizations, to address knowledge retention strategies for
administrative, operational, and manufacturing organizations.
For research-intensive portfolios within R&D organizations,
using the available KR frameworks requires fitting. The
difficulty to address knowledge loss due to the uniqueness of the
R&D organization’s knowledge artifacts requires an extended
KR framework. Before designing the extended KR framework, it
is crucial to determine the framework’s additional criteria. The
paper reports the use of value chain mapping to determine the
extended criteria of the KR framework fit for R&D
organizations. The value chain mapping method identifies the
knowledge activities in the R&D using Porter Value Chain (PVC)
as the reference model. The output is a Knowledge Chain Model
(KCM) that defines the critical points of knowledge loss in the
R&D value chain. These critical points are project-based expert
critical knowledge focus, project-based tacit knowledge transfer,
and project-based knowledge repository which are nominated
extended criteria of the KR Framework fit for R&D
organizations.
Keywords—Knowledge retention framework; research and
development; porter value chain; knowledge management;
knowledge loss; research intensive portfolio; knowledge chain
model

I.

INTRODUCTION

Knowledge loss is a phenomenon that undeniably brings
risk to organizational sustainability. The knowledge loss is
spurred by either aging experts leaving the organization for
retirement or expert or knowledgeable workers leaving for
better job offers in other organizations. Knowledge loss is
critical drawing much attention from the organizational
knowledge management teams and risk managers to overcome
the phenomenon using solutions pertaining to retention of
critical knowledge loss. Despite having excellent KM practices
in place, organizations still have a slimmer chance of facing
critical knowledge loss [1].
Most of the studies of retention of critical knowledge loss
were conducted on small and medium enterprises (SMEs), oil
and gas, education, and manufacturing sectors [2,3,4]. These

studies were more focused on the operational knowledge of the
organizations. To address the critical knowledge loss in the
organization, this research specificity focused on the critical
knowledge loss in the research and development (R&D)
organizations. Like other organizations, R&D organizations
also face knowledge loss when their expert or knowledgeable
researchers leave the organization. The loss indefinitely affects
the performance of the R&D organization since the absence of
expert researchers’ knowledge hinders the completion of
remaining or future R&D projects. The need to understand
knowledge loss in an R&D organization is important since
R&D is a strategic investment to produce better and newly
featured products of technology either in a business or
government. Overlooking knowledge loss in R&D
organizations may be a strategic loss for the economic growth
of a country. The current literature reported limited studies
conducted for R&D organizations to address the critical
knowledge loss of R&D activities.
The paper reports on a study to determine extended criteria
required to fit the KR framework for an R&D organization.
The use of value chaining mapping is elaborated to define
criteria that are synthesized from the R&D and knowledge
chain analysis. This study used the Porter value chain (PVC)
model as the basis to develop the R&D value chain and
knowledge chain model (KCM) to identify the knowledge
activities in the R&D value chain.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
Knowledge Retention (KR) is one of the important KM and
organizational strategies to minimize critical knowledge loss
[5]. Many KR Frameworks and models were proposed to
overcome the knowledge loss but there is a lack of focus being
given to KR for R&D organizations. The literature review of
this study consists of four parts. The first part discusses
frameworks and models for retention of critical knowledge loss
to help understand the issues and context of the existing setup
of managing critical knowledge loss.
The second part focuses on the R&D organizations to show
the uniqueness of the organizations as compared to the
operational-based organizations. The third part reviews the
Porter Value Chain (PVC) model that is used in this study as
the basis for synthesizing the R&D value chain. The fourth part
reviews the knowledge chain model that is used to map the
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knowledge activities with the R&D value chain. These reviews
are towards the objective of identifying criteria that will be
used as the foundation for the development of the KR
framework for R&D organizations.
A. Frameworks and Models for Retention of Critical
Knowledge in Organization
Several frameworks related to KR were reviewed for this
purpose. This study has reviewed the frameworks and models
proposed by Arif, Egbu, Alom & Khaflan [6], Boyles,
Kirschnick, Kosilov, Yanev & Mazour [7], Doan & Rosenthalsabroux [8], Levy [1] and Wamundila and Ngulube [9]. The
summary of the frameworks is shown in Table I.
Early work on the KR model [6] for the construction
organizations is based on a case study performed at
construction companies in the United Arab Emirates (UAE).
This model proposed a method to assess the KR capabilities of
an organization and suggests opportunities for improvement.
The model emphasizes a four-stage KR process that covers
socialization, codification, knowledge construction, and
knowledge retrieval.
Similarly in the same year, Boyles, Kirschnick, Kosilov,
Yanev & Mazour [7] proposed a comprehensive cycle of
retention processes in the case of retirement implemented in
nuclear industries that emphasized several important stages that
included (1) Conduct of risk assessment, (2) Determination and
Implementation of the plan, (3) Monitoring and evaluation.
Each process has sub-processes that further elaborate the
retention of critical knowledge in detail. In addition, Boyles,
Kirschnick, Kosilov, Yanev & Mazour [7] suggested a
dedicated and separate self-assessment process in the case of
employees who are leaving and transferring to other
organizations or departments.
Continuing work on KR is seen in the work of Levy [1]
who proposed a retention framework that is based on case
studies performed in Israel between 2007 and 2010. The case
studies were performed in seven organizations in banking,
ministerial- level of a government department, national
services, and defense industries. The model consists of three
main stages for retention, which focused on the implementation
stage for vertical knowledge transfer and eliminates assessment
stage. The stages include (1) Scope, (2) Transfer, and (3)
Integration. In the context of the organization, Levy [1] has
underlined three types of organizational response to the
phenomena of knowledge loss which include (1) Avoidance,
(2) Engagement, and (3) Reaction. In this context, Knowledge
retention is in the need for Engagement and Reaction-type of
organizations because of inappropriate KM practice at the
organizational level.
Wamundila and Ngulube ([9] proposed a retention
framework for higher education institutions which the case
study was performed at the University of Zambia (UNZA). The
proposed framework has focused on (1) Identifying KR
challenges at the organizational level, (2) Acknowledge the
need and purpose for KR at the organizational level, (3)
Preparedness of tacit and explicit knowledge integration, (4)
Understanding the dimensions of KR which primarily
encompasses knowledge assessment, acquisition, and transfer.

TABLE I.

SUMMARY OF COMPONENTS IN EXISTING KR FRAMEWORKS

Authors

Components of the Framework

Arif et al.
(2009) [6]

1. Personalization/Socialization (Individual knowledge)
2. Codification/ Externalisation (Conversion - Tacit to
Explicit)
3. Combination (Organizational Memory: knowledge saved in
IT/ Support Systems)
4. Internalisation (Retrieval - Explicit to Tacit: Retrieving
Knowledge for Reuse)

Boyles et
al. (2009)
[7]

1.
2.
3.

Conduct Risk Assessment
Determine and Implement Plan
Monitor and Evaluate

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Top Management Support
ICT Tools
Knowledge Retention Process
Critical knowledge (Initiation,
Implementation and evaluation)
Business Process Focus
Human Resource Practices
Knowledge Retention Strategy
Learning Culture
Initiating the process
Scope
Transfer
Integration
Structured Process
Structured Result

1.
2.

Identify knowledge retention challenges
Acknowledge need and purpose for
knowledge
retention
Integrate tacit and explicit knowledge
Dimensions of knowledge retention (knowledge
assessment, acquisition, and transfer)

Doan et al.
(2011) [8]

Levy
(2011) [1]

Wamundila
and
Ngulube
(2011) [9]

3.
4.

Doan & Rosenthal-Sabroux [8] proposed a reference model
of knowledge retention for Small and Medium-Sized
Enterprises (SMEs). The model consists of several elements
that are believed to be critical for an effective KR
implementation. Doan & Rosenthal-Sabroux [8] suggested the
model can be used as a starting step of the KR initiative and as
a template to assess the KR maturity level.
Based on the summary in Table I, all frameworks and
models have variations of components which some have
similar, and some have their unique components. In addition,
data that have been acquired to propose the frameworks are
mainly from operational-based organizations. Whilst an
analysis by Sulaiman [10] has underlined several issues on the
applicability and completeness of KR frameworks for
knowledge-intensive organizations which found such
limitations in the existing frameworks that lack of technology
used to help the assessment process during the implementation
of KR and lack of study had been done in R&D organization
and remain as recommendations for future exploration. These
limitations have motivated this study to be conducted.
B. Research and Development (R&D) Organizations
Research and development (R&D) organization is an
example of a knowledge-intensive organization where KR is
deemed to be important. Before further discussion it is good to
clarify the definitions of R&D. Research is defined in a few
categories which includes.
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1) Basic research that its objective to gain more complete
knowledge of the studied subject without a specific application
in mind with the advancement of scientific knowledge without
working for long-term economic or social benefits and with no
positive efforts to apply it (pure basic research) and produce a
broad base of knowledge to form the background to the
solution of problems (oriented basic research) without a
specific commercial goal (oriented basic research) [11,12].
2) Applied Research is the acquisition of knowledge to
determine the means to achieve a specific and recognized need
by discovering new scientific knowledge that has specific
commercial objectives concerning products, processes, or
services [11,12].
Development is defined as the systematic use of the
knowledge or understanding gained from research, directed
toward the production of useful materials, devices, systems, or
methods, including the design and development of prototypes
and processes. [11]. It is also called experimental development
which means a systematic work, drawing on existing
knowledge gained from research and practical experience that
is directed to producing new materials, products, and devices;
to installing new processes, systems, and services; or to
improving substantially those already produced or installed
[12].
R&D is found to be the most important component in any
part of modern businesses that creates new, robust, and better
products, processes, and the way people do things. Elements of
R&D in the organizations and firms have a strong influence on
the success rate in their business and help them gain a
competitive advantage over other firms [13].
R&D also plays important role in the economic sector in a
nation, making a profit in business enterprise, effective in
technology-based governmental agencies (e.g., the US
Department of Defence), and the higher investment in R&D
activities by a nation ($355 billion in the United States in
2007), [14]. Korea is one of the many examples, where R&D
spending is on more advanced industries that foster
productivity growth and proven that the productivity impact of
R&D is stronger in more high-tech industries and during
economic downturns [15].

before addressing the KR of R&D organizations. For this
purpose, the Porter value chain (PVC) and knowledge chain
model (KCM) analyses can be used to identify the critical
knowledge loss in R&D organization value chain activities.
PVC and KCM are further elaborated in the following subsections.
C. Porter Value Chain (PVC)
Porter [16] introduced the value chain concept to describe a
set of activities that an organization carries out to add value to
its customer. The concept is now formally known as the Porter
value chain (PVC) and is an established mechanism to
understand the value chain in operational, business, and
manufacturing organizations. Various authors have used the
PVC in their research settings ever since. Relating to the
knowledge value chain, the PVC has been used by Holsapple
and Singh [17] for mapping a proposed knowledge chain
model and Jordan et al. [18] used PVC as the basis for the
product value chain in his framework for evaluating R&D
impact and supply chain.
The PVC model consists of nine value-adding activities
with five primary and four secondary activities toward
competitive advantage as illustrated in Fig. 1.
The primary value-added activities consist of inbound
logistics, operations, outbound logistics, marketing and sales,
and service and are defined as in Table II.
The secondary activities (Table II) involve corporate
infrastructure, human resource management, technology
development, and procurement. In the primary activities, that
PVC shows the important value-added at each stage starting
from input materials until the finished product that can be
marketed. While secondary activities are in support of the
whole range of primary activities.
The mapping of PVC to specific organization activities
highlights the value-added at each phase of the organization’s
primary activities and identifies the organization’s competitive
advantage. The mapping of PVC activities to organizational
value chain was used by Tomasevic and Stojanovic [19] and
Sobotka [20] for educational institutions and Rapcevi [21] for
public sectors.

R&D organizations are different from other organizations
based on four elements 1) People, 2) Ideas, 3) Funds and
4) Culture [14]. Managing an R&D organization is not simple
and good management of research is not only the critical
difference among the organizations, but the research itself is
the most difficult to manage as compared to other functional
activities [14].
The importance of R&D and the uniqueness of R&D
organizations due to their people, ideas, funds, and culture raise
the need to further explore KR in R&D organizations. This
agrees with the findings from Sulaiman [10] who also
suggested the need to further explore KR in the R&D
organization. As a first step, it is necessary to identify where
critical knowledge loss could occur in R&D organizations

Fig. 1. Porter Value Chain (PVC) Model.
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TABLE II.

DEFINITION OF THE PVC ACTIVITIES

Activity

Definition

Primary
1. Inbound Logistics

Receiving, storing, and distributing materials
to manufacturing premises.

2. Operations

Transforming inputs into finished products

3. Outbound Logistics

Storing and distributing products

4. Marketing and Sales

Promotion and sales efforts

5. Service

Maintain or enhance product value through
post-sale services

TABLE III.

DEFINITION OF THE PRIMARY AND SECONDARY KM
ACTIVITIES

Primary Activities

Secondary

1. Corporate Infrastructure

technique to derive the R&D organization value chain
activities as been used in the operational-based organization as
well as another mapping for the organizational value chain.
While KVC is reviewed, to address important knowledge
activities at the organizational level that might lead to critical
knowledge loss.

Support for the entire value chain including
general management, planning, finance,
accounting, legal services, government
affairs, and quality management

2. Human Resource
Management

Recruiting, hiring, training, and development
of employees

3. Technology Development

Improving product and manufacturing
process

4. Procurement

Purchasing input

D. Knowledge Chain Model (KCM)
The KCM was proposed by Holsapple and Singh [17] and
was based on a descriptive KM framework developed via a
Delphi study involving an international panel of prominent KM
practitioners and academicians [22]. The model has five
primary and four secondary KM activities in the KCM as in
Fig. 2 [23].

Secondary Activities

Knowledge Acquisition:
Acquiring knowledge from
external sources and making it
suitable for subsequent use.
Knowledge Selection:
Selecting needed knowledge
from internal sources and making it
suitable for subsequent use.
Knowledge Generation:
Producing knowledge by either
discovery or derivation from existing
knowledge.
Knowledge Internalization:
Altering the state of an
organization's knowledge resources
by distributing and storing acquired,
selected, or generated knowledge.
Knowledge Externalization:
Embedding knowledge into
organizational output for release into
the environment.

Knowledge Leadership:
Establishing conditions that
enable and facilitate fruitful conduct
of KM
Knowledge Coordination:
Managing dependencies among
KM activities to ensure that proper
processes and resources are brought
to bear adequately at appropriate
times
Knowledge Control:
Ensuring that needed
knowledge processors and resources
are available in sufficient quality,
subject to security requirement
Knowledge Measurement:
Assessing values of knowledge
resources, knowledge processors,
and their deployment

III. METHODOLOGY
The research method employed is a two-step procedure that
focused on (1) the PVC mapping on R&D processes to produce
R&D organization value chain activities and (2) the knowledge
chain model mapping on R&D organization knowledge chain
activities to identify possible loss of critical R&D knowledge.

Fig. 2. Knowledge Chain Model (KCM).

Five primary KM activities include Knowledge acquisition,
selection, generation, internalization, and externalization, and
four secondary KM activities include knowledge leadership,
coordination, control, and measurement. The definition of the
primary and secondary KM activities is in Table III.
The reviewed KR frameworks from previous works are
different from one another. The differences have shown the
gaps between the frameworks. A small but important gap has
shown that a lack of data was acquired from R&D
organizations as the basis of producing the existing KR
Framework. Therefore, the importance and unique
characteristics of R&D organizations are reviewed and have
shown some differences between operational-based and R&D
organizations. The reviewed PVC model has shown the useful

The PVC mapping on R&D processes was conducted based
on the R&D processes as described by several kinds of
literature that include the work of [23-29]. An interpretive
analysis based on PVC is then used to map the operationalbased organization with the R&D organization value chain.
This analysis is purposely to identify the differences between
operational-based and R&D organizations and produce the
R&D organization value chain.
In the next step, the knowledge chain model by Holsapple
and Singh [17] is used to map each R&D organization’s value
chain activities with knowledge activities. The result of the
mapping is used to identify knowledge activities at each R&D
value chain activity that might lead to the possible loss of
critical R&D knowledge.
By knowing the critical point of R&D knowledge loss from
the findings of those mappings, several criteria for retention of
critical knowledge loss would be suggested for KR Framework
in R&D organizations.
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IV. DATA AND ANALYSIS

TABLE IV.

The mapping of PVC onto the R&D organizational process
is mainly used in R&D standard processes [26]. The R&D
standard processes are well-structured and similar to the PVC
structure [26].
Standard R&D processes into two levels: the organizational
level and the project level [26]. The organizational level
contains organizational processes such as R&D Planning,
Portfolio Management, Idea Management, Intellectual Property
Management, Infrastructure Management, Human Resource
Management, Organizational Performance Management, and
Quality Management The structure of the standard R&D
processes at the organizational level is shown in Fig. 3.
The project level contains support processes and fulfillment
processes. Support processes consist of Project Planning,
Project Monitoring, Gate Assessment, Collaboration Mgt. and
Risk Mgt. while, fulfillment processes consist of Concept
Modelling, Business Feasibility, Specification Definition,
Design, Development, Prototype, Market Test, and Market
Launch. The standard R&D processes at the project level are
shown in Fig. 4.

R&D Components/
Processes

Authors

/Processes








Yoon,
Lee, Lee
& Yoon.
(2015) [26]

Besides standard process mapping [26], some other R&D
processes are also considered in the mapping includes
[27,28,28] to support the works from Yoon, Lee, Lee & Yoon
[26] and some have additional perspectives [28] Table IV
shows the summary of R&D processes, used in this mapping.

Martin
(2014) [28]













Fig. 3. Standard R&D Processes at the Organizational Level.

SUMMARY OF R&D COMPONENTS AND PROCESSES

Kalyp
so (2018)
[27]


Rouss

elon Saadn

& Erickson

(1991) [29]


Fig. 4. Standard R&D Processes at the Project Level.



Organizational
Process
Support Process
Fulfillment Process
















R&D Planning
Portfolio Mgt.
Idea Mgt.
Intellectual Property Mgt.
Infrastructure Mgt.
Human Resource Mgt.
Organizational Performance
Mgt.
Quality Mgt.
Project Planning
Project Monitoring
Gate Assessment
Collaboration Mgt.
Risk Mgt.
Concept Modeling
Business Feasibility
Spesification Definition
Design
Development
Prototype
Market Test
Market Launch










Portfolio Management
Innovation
Project Management
Ip Management
Sourcing
Talent Management
Regulatory Compliance
R&D Operation















Program Analysis
Portfolio Analysis
Portfolio Adjustment
Portfolio Assignment
Project Planning
Project Budgeting
Manpower/Resource Planning
Scheduling
Active Monitoring
Project Analysis
Technology Forecasting
Strategic Planning
Market Forecasting

Foster Ideas
Focus Ideas
Develop Ideas
Prototype And Trials
Regulatory,
Marketing, And
Product Development
Activities
Launch

R&D\Strategy

Priority Setting
Portfolio
Management
Project Management
Strategic Planning
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Based on some similar structures that exist in secondary
activities on PVC and R&D standard processes [26], this study
focused the analysis on the primary activities (PVC) and R&D
standard processes at the project level. Each R&D process in
Table III is grouped based on the PVC activities. However, the
mapping of the R&D processes into PVC activities is rather
difficult because the definition of inbound logistics, operations,
and outbound logistics is more focused on the product.
Therefore, some adjustments on the terminology of the value
chain activities and definitions are suggested because R&D
standard processes are more focused on the research project
rather than the product itself. For Inbound Logistics,
Operations, Outbound Logistics, and Marketing and Sales, new
terminology of the value chain activities for R&D are R&D
Inputs, R&D Work Processes, R&D Outputs, and Realization
respectively. The result of the mapping is shown in Table IV
and the adjustment on the definition is suggested as follows:
 R&D Inputs: Inputs to the research project that is
needed to conduct Research Activities such as project
team member, planning, and funding.

TABLE V.

Primary Activities (Project Level)
Inbound
logistics (R&D
Input)

Operations
(R&D Work
Processes)

Outbound
logistics
(R&D
Output)

Marketing
& Sales
(Realization)

Business
Feasibility

Project
Monitoring

Innovation

Market
Launch

Specification
Definition

Concept
Modelling

Intellectual
Property

Market Test

Portfolio
Analysis

Design

Market
forecasting

Portfolio
adjustment

Development

Launch

Portfolio
assignment

Prototype

Marketing

Sourcing

Scheduling

Project
Analysis
R&D
Operation
Foster Ideas

 R&D Outputs: The output of the research project such
as patents, Innovations, products, and publications
acquired from research activities.

Focus Ideas
Develop
Ideas

 Realization: Established and tested R&D output such
as products and processes are packaged to be marketed
and applied to targeted industries and commercialize
the application of the Research Output to many
industries.

Table V indicates the mapping of the R&D processes onto
the PVC components and is based on the above definitions.
Mapping Inbound Logistics onto R&D Inputs include business
feasibility, specification definition, portfolio analysis, portfolio
adjustment, portfolio assignment, and sourcing.

Servi
ce

Active
Monitoring

 R&D Work Processes: Activities needed to achieve the
objective of the research project such formulation of
the research project, development of ideas, data
collection, development of concept, model, theories by
utilizing the research input.

 Service: Activities of maintaining the R&D output such
as marketed product and processes or usually called
after-sales service.

MAPPING R&D PROCESSES ONTO PORTER VALUE CHAIN
(PVC)

Prototype and
trials
Product dev.
activities
Gate
Assessment

None of the R&D processes could be mapped onto the
service activities because it is not part of R&D processes and
usually under the technical department after the technology has
been transferred within a period. The result of the mapping is
shown in Fig. 6.

R&D Work Processes include project monitoring and
analysis, concept modeling, design, development, scheduling,
active monitoring, R&D operation, fostering and developing
ideas, prototype and trials, product development activities, and
gate assessment.
R&D Outputs include Innovation and Intellectual Property
and mapping Marketing & Sales onto Realization include
market launch, test, and forecasting, launch, and marketing.
Based on the mapping analysis, it can be understood,
Inbound Logistics can be mapped with Research Inputs,
Operations with R&D Work Processes, and Outbound
Logistics with Research Outputs and Marketing and Sales, with
Research Realization [30].
Fig. 5. Result of the PVC Mapping onto R&D Processes.
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As referred to Fig. 5, four primary value chain activities for
the R&D value chain were identified which include R&D
inputs, R&D work processes, R&D Outputs, and Realization.
Whilst Service is more towards technical support and was not
considered as part of R&D processes. As a result, the proposed
R&D value chain is as in Fig. 6.

V. DISCUSSION
As this study is focusing on the criteria for knowledge
retention framework, further discussion on the context of
knowledge aspects for retention of critical knowledge in R&D
organization which is based on the R&D value chain and
knowledge activities is relevant.
From the analysis of mapping PVC onto R&D Processes, it
is discovered that the R&D organization’s value chain has
different primary activities with similar support activities.
These can be seen in the adjustment of the definitions at the
primary activities as well as the absence of the R&D process at
Service activity. The differences proved that R&D and
operational-based organization is different obviously at the
primary activities which perhaps the existing KR framework is
not fit for R&D organizations.

Fig. 6. The R&D Organization Value Chain.

The primary activities in the R&D organization value chain
as in Fig. 6 are then mapped with the knowledge chain model
to identify the point of critical R&D knowledge loss. The
knowledge chain model (KCM) of Holsapple and Singh [17] is
used in this study to identify knowledge chain activities in each
of the R&D value chain activities. The definition of each
primary knowledge chain activity is suggested by Holsapple
and Singh [17] as in Table III.
From the definition of primary knowledge chain activities,
it is understood, each R&D value chain has at least one
knowledge chain activity. Knowledge acquisition and selection
occur at R&D Inputs, knowledge generation and internalization
occur at R&D Work Processes Activities, knowledge
generation and externalization occur at R&D Outputs and
knowledge externalization occurs at Realization. The result of
the mapping of knowledge value chain activities on R&D value
chain activities is shown in Fig. 7.
At this stage, each R&D value chain activity has
knowledge activities and at some R&D activities, it produces
and generates new knowledge.

Fig. 7. R&D Value Chain and Knowledge Chain Activities.

From the KCM mapping onto primary R&D value chain
activities, it is found that knowledge activities occur in each
R&D value chain activity. It is also believed that each
knowledge activity such as knowledge acquisition, selection,
generation, internalization, and externalization has intensively
and extensively occurred from the beginning until the end of
the R&D projects.
R&D Project team which is considered as R&D knowledge
workers play an important role in each R&D and its knowledge
activities. In addition, an expert in the project team plays a
more significant role in the R&D project. According to Joe,
Yoong & Patel [31], “experts are a powerful source of value
creation within organizations and are people who have deep
specialized knowledge of a subject, who are tested and trained,
especially by experience. Expert demonstrates higher levels of
efficiency, performs tasks with greater accuracy and costeffectiveness and holds subject-specific knowledge, such as on
methods and procedures, including knowledge of how to deal
with problems and new situations”. Expert knowledge is also a
valuable organizational resource [32]. To a certain extent, the
experts often do not realize that they possess unique valuable
knowledge, and for cognitive reasons, they are not able to
express this knowledge [33]. In the situation, if an expert
suddenly leaves the organization during the development of a
prototype, where the knowledge generation is just started to be
implemented and no one has the capability similar or nearly
like the expert, it is critical and affects the project progress as
well the performance of the R&D organization. This implies
that an R&D expert is one of the critical points to be seriously
considered for the criteria of KR in R&D organizations.
By looking into the R&D value chain and its knowledge
activities, the tacit and explicit knowledge of each R&D
project team will possibly accumulate over time and at each
R&D value chain activity. The knowledge of the team
gradually and proportionally increased over time and chain
activities. It means that knowledge accumulated at R&D
Outputs activities is more than knowledge accumulated at
R&D Inputs. The knowledge accumulated over time and value
chain activities is an asset to the organization. Losing experts
or project team members at the final stage of the R&D value
chain activities are more critical than at the earlier R&D stages
because more efforts and resources must be invested to make
the project progress as planned. Therefore, the accumulated
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 For expert knowledge transfer, the minimum
knowledge gap between an expert and a successor and
within the R&D project team would be a possible
chance of easy transfer of critical knowledge.
Therefore, the KR framework for R&D organizations
should consider mapping and binding experts and
successors for tacit knowledge transfer. In the case of
the expert and successor have multiple R&D projects.
The transfer shall be based on the project’s point of
view.

knowledge over time and R&D chain activities is found to be
important to be seriously considered where some strategic
action could be possibly done to capture the knowledge as it
progressed.
From the above arguments, expert knowledge and
accumulated R&D project knowledge are two important factors
to be seriously considered for the criteria setting of KR
Framework for R&D organization based on the following
findings:
 R&D organizations are expertise-oriented and not
solely product-oriented organizations. Therefore, in the
context of retention of critical knowledge loss, more
focus should be given to expert knowledge instead of
knowledge of the product and innovation of the R&D
projects at every R&D value chain activity.

 For accumulated R&D project knowledge, each
knowledge activity in R&D value chain activities
should retain the R&D project as it’s progressed to
minimize critical knowledge loss due to retirement and
employee turnover. Therefore, the KR framework
should consider a mechanism for easy transfer, store
and retrieve R&D project knowledge as the project
progressed. It is also important to consider the use of
technology so that knowledge stored procedure would
be easily reinforced, and the organizational memory
would be easy and well-structured, and organized.

 Each R&D project must have project team members
that manage the accumulated R&D project knowledge
at each R&D value chain activity. The accumulated
knowledge in each R&D value chain is important
starting from the R&D Inputs until Realization
activities and it should be easily stored and transferred.
 Each project team consists of several persons that
might have specific and diversified knowledge of the
working R&D projects and come from different
generations. Transfer and sharing activities of tacit
knowledge between members should be done as early
as at the R&D Inputs to prevent knowledge loss.
 Each R&D value chain activity has its knowledge
activities which might hold the critical point of losing
R&D knowledge due to retirement, aging, and turnover
factors. Therefore, each R&D project shall have
documentation at every R&D value chain activity and
stored in organizational memory to prevent the loss of
explicit knowledge.
VI. PROPOSED CRITERIA FOR KR FRAMEWORK
Based on the previous findings derived from the PVC and
KCM analyses in Section V, this study underlines several
criteria on the perspective of critical R&D knowledge loss to
be used as the basis of developing the KR Framework for R&D
organizations. Details of the criteria are as follows:
 Focused on the KR should be given to the retention of
the R&D expert knowledge and potential project team
that might leave the organization. Therefore, the KR
Framework for R&D organization should have a
thorough assessment component and shall be focusing
on the critical R&D expert knowledge so that the
potential leaving critical experts or members of the
project team and a successor could be easily identified
and risk of losing the critical knowledge of the project
team could be minimized and retained as early as
possible. It is also recommended to use some
technology [34], to assist the preparation of the
assessment process and prevent the waste of
organizational resources [10].

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Most studies on KR frameworks are based on operationalbased organizations and a lack of focus had been given to
R&D-based organizations. As a first step towards KR
frameworks for R&D organizations, the first part of this study
used mapping of PVC onto R&D processes to identify the
differences between both organizations. From the mapping
analysis, the differences were found at primary activities of
both organizations and proposed an R&D organization value
chain. The second part of this study used the mapping of KCM
onto the proposed R&D organization value chain to identify
knowledge chain activities in the R&D value chain. From the
KCM mapping analysis, expert and accumulated R&D
knowledge factors were identified as a critical point of
potential R&D knowledge loss. Several criteria used as a basis
for the development of the KR framework for R&D
organizations were proposed which were based on several
findings from the result of the mapping analyses.
Some empirical study is suggested for future works to
further extend and examine the findings and streamline the
recommended criteria of the KR framework for R&D
organizations.
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Abstract—This paper proposes a deep learning based
predictive model for forecasting and classifying the price of
cryptocurrency and the direction of its movement. These two
tasks are challenging to address since cryptocurrencies prices
fluctuate with extremely high volatile behavior. However, it has
been proven that cryptocurrency trading market doesn’t show a
perfect market property, i.e., price is not totally a random walk
phenomenon. Based upon this, this study proves that the price
value forecast and price movement direction classification is both
predictable. A recurrent neural networks based predictive model
is built to regress and classify prices. With adaptive dynamic
features selection and the use of external dependable factors with
a potential degree of predictability, the proposed model achieves
unprecedented performance in terms of movement classification.
A naïve simulation of a trading scenario is developed and it
shows a 69% profitability score a cross a six months trading
period for bitcoin.
Keywords—Computer intelligence; cryptocurrency; deep
learning; market movement; recurrent neural network; timeseries
forecasting

I.

INTRODUCTION

Cryptocurrency, or digital currency, is a virtual currency
used for the exchange and transfer of assets. When compared
to traditional currencies, which rely on central banking
institutions, cryptocurrencies are built on the idea of
decentralized control. As a result, a cryptocurrency is used to
send money electronically without the involvement of a
central or governmental authority. Within the last few years,
and due to its uncontrollable and untraceable character, there
has been a growing interest in cryptocurrency trading. The
industry has grown tremendously for financial transactions
and trading throughout the world. It also shows a continuing
and growing trend for the near future. The market is expected
to rise from 1.8 billion to 2.2 billion USD by 2026 according
to https://coinmarketcap.com/charts/” (accessed Jul. 18, 2021).
Moreover, when compared to traditional state-issued
currencies, cryptocurrencies are extremely volatile. Their
exchange rates cannot be assumed to be independently and
identically distributed phenomena [1]. In a short period of
time, the cryptocurrency sector has experienced exponential
development and global popularity. Such increase in
popularity received significant media attention, attracting
more investors, researchers, regulators, and speculators to the
field as promising booming business. Such increased

popularity necessitates study into their dynamics and how they
affect the financial sector and economies of countries in
general.
The following sections discuss in short the intrinsic
characteristics of cryptocurrency systems that relate to the
problem statement addressed, and what are challenges, gaps
and research questions of this work.
A. Cryptocurrency Characteristics
The value of each cryptocurrency is determined by its
volume of transactions and price movements. Moreover, each
cryptocurrency has its own ecosystem and operates differently
from the other ones in terms of value variations, transaction
speeds, usages, and volatility. Such independence makes
forecasting cryptocurrencies prices a challenging task.
Another characteristic is that despite the massive bitcoin
meltdown at the start of 2018, with a lot of volatility, people's
interest in it has remained relatively steady. In response, in
recent years, academics have presented a variety of
approaches for predicting and modelling the price of
cryptocurrencies as well as analyzing the volatility of the
crypto market. Also, it is difficult to say exactly what drives
the price of cryptocurrencies over time. However, P
Katsiampa used the asymmetric Diagonal BEKK model to
investigate the volatility dynamics of four main
cryptocurrencies in this extensive analytical work that had
been published in 2019 [2]. The conditional variances (the
variance of a phenomenon given the value(s) of one or more
factors in econometrics) of all four cryptocurrencies are
strongly impacted by both prior squared errors and past
conditional volatility, according to the study. Furthermore, big
news has been proven to affect volatility dynamics. Finally,
the crypto industry as a whole is known for its price
fluctuations and trading volumes. With the growing interest in
cryptocurrencies and their importance in the financial sector,
extensive research and forecasting of cryptocurrencies'
volatility dynamics is needed [3].
Also, because of the exponential growth in speculative
activities, cryptocurrency markets are increasingly vulnerable
to price fluctuations and degradation. It's still unclear if the
biggest price fluctuations in cryptocurrencies are
unpredictable or predictable over time. In other words, is it
follows the Efficient Market Hypothesis (EMH) or not?
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According to [4], markets are regarded as totally effective
when they follow a random (weak-form) model in which
future returns on the basis of prior data cannot be forecasted.
Many recent studies have been conducted to investigate the
efficiency and volatility characteristics of cryptocurrency
prices. According to Palamalai et al. [5] the returns from the
top cryptocurrencies show a persistency impact, indicating
market inefficiency, i.e., not a random-walk process. Their
findings have immediate ramifications for cryptocurrency
market speculation. For example, the idea that bitcoin history
data retains some degree of predictability about future values
is correct. Another approach to figuring out predictability for
the bitcoin problem is to see whether external elements may
be integrated as additional features. Besides these, there are
prediction strategies that are already in-use by traders. Most of
them are based on heuristics and empirical conclusions, such
as “Engulfing Pattern” and “Evening Star”. Furthermore,
some studies have also shown that social media sentiment
analysis, particularly tweets about trading activities, have
considerable prediction potentials, check Fig 1for factors that
may contribute to the cryptocurrency pricing.
Based upon this discussion, prediction of price’s value and
movement direction (whether goes up or down) is a task that
plays a vital role in the cryptocurrency economy. Even though
the efficiency of the forecasting models has been improved in
recent years, most improvements have been achieved by
minimizing the error between predictions and real readings.
However, due to high fluctuations rates, predicting the next

exact value turned to be not that useful for trading purposes
more than predicting whether it will go up or down. However,
a review of relevant studies reveals that the majority of
research activities have exclusively focused on the forecasting
model's accuracy. Nonetheless, it is possible to further address
the actual goal (which is increasing trading profitability) by
setting the focus on the price movement directions rather than,
or with addition to, the price values.
With this goal in hand, this work seeks to address the
following research questions: 1) Are cryptocurrency prices
predictable? And if so, is that due to inherent features of the
pricing data? or, alternatively, because of external influences?
2) Which is more important in terms of profitability:
forecasting the price value or predicting the price movement
direction (increase or drop)? 3) What additions that deep
learning algorithms potentially provide in this regard?
Whether it's forecasting the price or deciding the price
change's direction?
B. Organization of the Paper
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II
outlines various related and recent work in this new field with
emphasis on deep learning models. Section III is devoted to
this work; the dataset involved in the study, the features
engineering, the proposed model architecture. Section IV
shows the experiments setup, findings, and results. Finally,
Section V concludes the study and discusses suggested future
work.

Fig. 1. Factors Affecting Cryptocurrency Prices.
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II. RELATED WORK
Over the last several years, there has been a significant
surge in research interest in the subject of cryptocurrencies.
Since 2015, the number of publications in this field has been
increasing, and this trend is expected to continue in 20201,
attributed to the growing popularity of cryptocurrencies and
their widespread attention as an emerging financial sector. The
field of cryptocurrency price prediction is still relatively new,
with not much papers having been published; however, it is a
very important topic that deserves to be explored because of
the impact it is having on the financial system. Also, research
trends are mostly focused on forecasting price.
A. Statistical and Traditional Techniques
A recent study by Palamalai et.al [5] evaluated the weakform market efficiency of a top ten cryptocurrencies. They
used random-walk testing with parametric and non-parametric
methods which are resistant to “unknown structural
breakdowns” and “asymmetric effects”. The results confirmed
the cryptocurrencies’ weak-form inefficiency, and that it
refuted the random-walk hypothesis. In essence, the results
said that there is potential predictability within the
cryptocurrency trading process. Their findings were consistent
with which earlier research in 2017 (Hayes et al [3]) that
demonstrated the impact of external factors on cryptocurrency
predictability.
Holt-Winters exponential smoothing is a classic linear
method for time-series forecasting that is commonly used. It
splits the input data into several trend components. These
components are used to forecast targets that have seasonal
characteristics. Peng [6] argued that such traditional linear
methods cannot be used to accurately predict cryptocurrency
prices because they lack seasonality.
Chu et.al, [1] developed a GARCH method-based models.
They investigated the log returns of exchange rates. The
maximum likelihood method was used to fit the data. The
models were evaluated based on several criteria, and the bestfitting models with the best forecasting performance were
selected. Recently, Malladi et.al, [7] investigated the
relationships between both Bitcoin and Ripple renderings and
volatility, the authors used the Autoregressive Mobiles
Average Exogenous Input (ARMAX), the Autoregressive
Generalized Conditionally Heteroscedastic (GARCH) model,
the Vector Autoregression (VAR) model, and Granger
causality tests and showed that the Bitcoin crash of 2018
might have been described by these time series approaches.
They also discovered that global stock and gold returns do not
cause Bitcoin's returns, but Ripple's returns have a direct
impact on Bitcoin pricing.
The impact of the three factors on cryptocurrency value
was studied by Hayes et al [3] using cross-sectional data from
66 of the most commonly used cryptocurrencies. The factors
are competition levels in the producers' network, production
rates of the unit, and the algorithm difficulty used to mine
crypto-monetary activity. The authors demonstrated that the
three factors have shown a significant impact on price. Blau
et.al, [8] used the regression to analyze the impact of
the speculative trading, a 5-day bitcoin return, a 5-day volume

sale, excess bitcoins, and a volatility estimate on the price of
bitcoin of a number of other cryptocurrencies. The results
showed that speculative trade has no impact on bitcoin prices.
Speculative trade is the trade in future contracts, without
obtaining the commodity that underlies it in reality. These
traders buy or sell future contracts to re-sell it before their
settlement date.
Another early proposition is described in [9] that applied
autocorrelation and partial autocorrelation functions. The
authors found that the first difference in the Bitcoin exchange
rate is a weak-stationary time-series dataset. They created an
ARIMA model to forecast future prices. They showed that expost forecasting's mean absolute percent error is 5.36 percent.
In this work and in related references [14] it was investigated
multiple variables that affecting the values of four
cryptocurrencies (Bitcoin, Ethereum, Dash, litecoin, and
Monaro). It has been shown that using weekly data and the
enhanced Dickey–Fuller unit-root test and bound testing
technique from 2010 to 2018. Market exchange, trading
volume, and volatility all have an influence on the values of
all four cryptocurrencies in the short and long run. This
research used ARIMA as a forecast model.
Recently, Akcora et al. [10], [11], [12] have introduced a
novel concept of chainlets, or blockchain motifs, to create a
complex network of financial interactions on the blockchain
that can be used to investigate link between bitcoin risk
investing and different blockchain network aspects. Chainlets
allow researchers to examine the influence of the blockchain's
local topological structure on Bitcoin and Litecoin price
development and evolution.
The authors in [13], [14], [15] described a strategy for
forecasting changes in Bitcoin and Ethereum values using
Twitter data and Google Trends [16]. Twitter is rapidly being
utilized as a news source, alerting users about the currency
and its rising popularity, affecting purchasing decisions. They
discovered that tweet volume is a better predictor of price
direction than tweet sentiment, which is always positive
regardless of price direction. They were able to properly
forecast the direction of price fluctuations using a linear model
that takes as input tweets and Google Trends data. Aside from
that, Shen et al. [17] argued that the number of tweets from
Twitter, rather than Google trends, is a better indication of
attention from more knowledgeable investors. They notice that
the quantity of tweets has a substantial impact on the trade
volume the next day.
Mohapatra et.al, [18] developed a novel KryptoOracle, a
unique real-time and adaptable bitcoin price prediction engine
based on Twitter emotions. The platform's integrative and
modular design includes a Spark-based architecture for
durable and fault-tolerant handling of massive amounts of
incoming data, as well as real-time natural language
processing including sentiment analysis, and an online
learning-based prediction approach. Based on the accessible
and ever-increasing volume and diversity of financial data, the
experimental assessment indicated that the suggested platform
may assist in the acceleration of decision-making, the
identification of new possibilities, and the supply of more
timely insights.
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Bhambhwani et al. [19] used the dynamic ordinary leastsquares approach was used to study the underlying
determinants of cryptocurrency prices (Bitcoin, Ethereum,
Monero, Litecoin, and Dash). The values of various currencies
have been revealed to be influenced by their mining computer
power and network connection. In [20], the authors looked
into the correlation between Bitcoin market volatility and
volatility in other traditional markets including gold,
currencies, and stocks. On a daily, weekly, and monthly basis,
they used data. Recent data shows a small but positive
correlation between changes in Bitcoin volatility and changes
in the trade weighted USD currency index volatility,
according to correlations and regressions. Furthermore, a
greater positive link between Bitcoin volatility and search
demands on Bitcoin-related terms on Google has been
observed. Furthermore, a VAR-analysis demonstrated that the
volatility of the USD currency index, which is the lone driver
of future Bitcoin volatility, is to some extent predictive of
future Bitcoin volatility.
Vector autoregression method was investigated by Giudici
et.al, [21]. The authors introduced partial correlations and
correlation networks. The model assisted in determining the
dynamics of cryptocurrency prices in various crypto exchange
markets and allowed one to understand its correlation with
other traditional market prices. The use of VAR correlation
networks also allowed for the development of a model for
predicting bitcoin price that makes use of the information
contained in various correlation patterns among various
exchange prices. Dos Santos et al. [22] investigated the
dynamic behavior and predictability of bitcoin price dynamics
(high and low). They used the fractionally cointegrated vector
autoregressive (FCVAR) model to analyze bitcoin and dollar
price patterns. The empirical analysis was carried out between
January 2012 and February 2018. They compared fractionally
cointegrated VAR to various other algorithms, and the results
showed that fractionally cointegrated VAR performed better.
In [23] The authors utilized a modified Binary Auto
Regressive Tree model to develop a short-term bitcoin price
forecasting model (BART). BART is a hybrid method which
mixes autoregressive models from the classification and
regression trees (C&RTs). A short-term prognosis was made
of the three most important cryptocurrencies, Bitcoin,
Ethereum, and Ripple (from 5 to 30 days). The suggested
technique has been identified in the prediction of cryptocurrency time slower (fall) and transitional dynamics more
accurately than ARIMA-ARFIMA models (change of trend).
In RMSE according to the predicted horizon, the suggested
model obtained 2,5 to 4,9 percent.
As reported by [15], sentiment analysis can be used as a
computational tool to forecast the prices of bitcoin and other
cryptocurrencies over various time intervals. The fact that
currency prices fluctuate based on people's perceptions and
opinions, rather than institutional money regulation, is a key
feature of the cryptocurrency market. As a result, examining
the relationship between web search and social media is
crucial for projecting cryptocurrency prices. Because these
social media platforms are used to influence purchasing
decisions, this study forecasted the short-term prices of the

major cryptocurrencies using Google Trends and Twitter. The
study adopts and interpolates a novel multimodal approach to
investigate the impact of social media on bitcoin pricing. The
findings demonstrate that the psychological and behavioral
views of people have a substantial influence on such highly
speculative cryptocurrency values.
B. Machine Learning Techniques
Cryptocurrency is a highly volatile asset. Researchers were
inspired to apply DL and ML paradigms to cryptocurrency
issues as a result of this. The use of stock market price
prediction techniques can help to improve precision. Because
of its ability to identify the general trend and fluctuation,
machine learning has become one of the most researched
approaches in cryptocurrency price prediction in recent years.
One of the early work using machine learning techniques
showed in [24], the authors used an SVM, an ANN, linear
regression, and logistic regression to predict bitcoin price
using blockchain data. The highest price accuracy was 55%
for a NN classifier with two hidden layers, followed by
logistic regression and SVM. In addition, the study mentions
the use of several tree-based models and K-nearest neighbors
in its analysis. In this study, only blockchain data was used for
training and prediction, which resulted in limited
predictability. According to the findings, using features
directly extracted from bitcoin exchanges, such as financial
flow features, would likely improve the accuracy of bitcoin
price prediction. Hitam et.al, [25] forecasted the
cryptocurrency future price using an optimized Support
Vector Machine (SVM) based on Particle Swarm
Optimization (PSO). The results of forecasting using basic
SVM algorithms were found to be unreliable. Meanwhile,
PSO's optimized version of SVM shows that it can accurately
forecast future cryptocurrency prices, outperforming single
SVM algorithms.
Mohanty et al. [26] used LSTM for bitcoin future price
prediction. and Twitter data was used to predict public mood.
This method selected some key features from the blockchain
that had a significant impact on bitcoin demand and supply,
and then used them to train a model that improved bitcoin
price prediction in the future. The model demonstrated high
precision and accuracy. Mittal et al. [27], identified the
correlation between bitcoin price and Twitter and Google
search patterns using machine learning techniques such as
linear regression, polynomial regression, recurrent NN (RNN),
and long short-term memory (LSTM)-based analysis. Tweet
sentiment analysis performs the worst out of Google Trends,
tweet volumes, and tweet sentiments. When LSTM, RNN, and
polynomial regression were used to analyze Google Trends
and tweet volume, the accuracy of the results improved.
Atsalakis et al, [28] proposed PATSOS, a neuro-fuzzy
controller for predicting bitcoin's daily price change trend. The
scheme outperformed two other computational intelligence
models, the first of which was created using a simpler neurofuzzy approach and the second of which was created using
artificial neural networks (ANNs). They also stated that the
PATSOS system's performance was stable enough to be used
for other cryptocurrencies.
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The results obtained by applying hidden markov models in
[29] to the historical cryptocurrency movements, and using
LSTM to predict future movements suggested that the
proposed approach had the lowest MSE, RMSE, and MAE
when compared to traditional time-series prediction models,
ARIMA, and conventional LSTM, demonstrating its
effectiveness. This hybrid approach's parameters were further
optimized using a genetic algorithm. This model did not
account for the internal details of bitcoin transactions. As a
result, they planned to consider additional features for future
work in order to provide more information about the
blockchain.
Radityo et.al, [30] showed for the next-day prediction, four
variants of ANN were used to use the bitcoin exchange rate
(closing price) on the American dollar. They Studied variety
of ANN methods to predict the market value of one of the
most used cryptocurrencies, Bitcoin. The ANN methods will
be used to develop model to predict the close value of Bitcoin
in the next day (next day prediction). This study compares
four ANN methods, namely backpropagation neural network
(BPNN), genetic algorithm neural network (GANN), genetic
algorithm backpropagation neural network (GABPNN), and
neuro-evolution of augmenting topologies (NEAT). The
methods are evaluated based on accuracy and complexity. The
result of the experiment showed that BPNN is the best method
with MAPE 1.998 ± 0.038 % and training time 347 ± 63
seconds. Maiti et.al, [31] proposed a forecasting approach
based on the chaotic co-movement of seven major
cryptocurrencies, non-linear forecasting models have been
proposed and implemented. For lags 0 and 0-3 the LSTM
outperforms the ANN, while for large lags 0-7 the ANN
outperforms the LSTM. Further research confirms that
forecasting using variables like volume is ineffective in any
case. In [32], As machine learning techniques, the authors
used ARIMA, FBProphet, and XGBoosting for time series
analysis. Root Mean Square Error (RMSE), Mean Absolute
Error (MAE), and R2 are the parameters they used to evaluate
these models. They tested these three techniques, but time
series analysis revealed that ARIMA was the best model for
forecasting Bitcoin price in the crypto market, with an RMSE
score of 322.4 and an MAE score of 227.3.
III. METHODOLOGY
We use a new approach that achieves two convergent
tasks: forecasting the price and classifying the price
movement. The intuition is that the focus is not only on the
next point's prediction value, but also on the price movement
direction whether it’s going up or falling down. The
determination of whether prices will rise, or fall is critical,
particularly for traders. The proposed method focuses on
utilizing LSTM layers' ability to extract useful knowledge by
learning the internal representation of cryptocurrency features
as well as correlation with external factors features. LSTM
layers are used to identify short and long-term dependencies
between time-series data, which are then used to predict the
next point value and answer the question of whether price will
fall or rise. Next sections discuss the underlaying hypothesis,
the data used in the experiments and the proposed model
architecture.

We formulate the price movement direction problem as
follows; let be the time divided into a timestamp
where N is number of observations over . length maybe in
minutes, hours, days, or any interval. Suppose
is the
price change value from
to , where sign indicates the
direction of change. The goal is to build a data-driven model
to achieve two objectives; 1) classify
sign at time , and 2)
predict the cryptocurrency price value at tine
, given
observations of multiple timeseries features within time
}.
interval {
A. Cryptocurrency Performance Metrics
For point forecast, standard RMSE and MAPE are both
used. For price direction detection, standard classification
metrics are used. In this study, we use roc-auc and accuracy
(which could be interpreted on a time range simulation into
profitability measure).
B. Raw Datasets
The top popular cryptocurrencies with the highest market
capitalizations are: Bitcoin ($577.36), Ethereum ($212.79),
Tether ($62.00), and Binance Coin ($47.29) in Billions of
dollars “https://coinmarketcap.com/all/views/all/” at the time
of this writing. Error! Reference source not found. presents
further information about datasets in hand.
TABLE I.
Crypto

TOP-TRADED CRYPTOCURRENCIES
Data date range

Samples

Bitcoin (BTC)

7/18/2010 to 7/7/2021

4000

Ethereum (ETH)

3/10/2016 to 7/7/2021

1947

Tether (USDT)

4/14/2017 to 7/7/2021

1546

Binance Coin (BNB)

11/9/2017 to 7/7/2021

1338

1) Bitcoin (BTC): Market cap: Over $641 billion. Is the
first cryptocurrency, founded in 2009 under the alias Satoshi
Nakamoto [33]. Bitcoin's value has soared as it has grown in
popularity. Five years ago, a Bitcoin could be purchased for
around $500. A single Bitcoin was worth more than $32,000
in June 2021. This equates to a 6,300 percent increase.
Plotting on Fig 2 visualizes Bitcoin data since its inception in
2010. In 2018, the price rose briefly before dropping
dramatically in which is now known as bitcoin bubble (also
known as the Bitcoin crash and the Great crypto crash). And
in 2021, a much increasing tendency emerged.
2) Ethereum (ETH): Market cap: Over $307 billion.
Ethereum, which is both a cryptocurrency and a blockchain
platform, is a favorite among programmers due to the potential
applications it offers, such as smart contracts that execute
automatically when certain conditions are met and nonfungible tokens (NFTs). Ethereum has also exploded in
popularity. Its price increased by more than 22,000 percent in
just five years, from around $11 to over $2,500.
3) Tether (USDT): Market cap: Over $62 billion. Tether,
unlike some other types of cryptocurrency, is a stable coin,
which means it is backed by fiat currencies such as US dollars
and the Euro and theoretically maintains a value equal to one
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of those denominations. In theory, this means that Tether's
value should be more consistent than other cryptocurrencies,
and it is preferred by investors who are wary of the extreme
volatility of other coins.
4) Binance Coin (BNB): Market cap: Over $56 billion.
The Binance Coin is a type of cryptocurrency that can be used
to trade and pay fees on Binance, one of the world's largest
cryptocurrency exchanges. Binance Coin has grown beyond
simply facilitating trades on Binance’s exchange platform
since its inception in 2017. It is now possible to use it for
trading, payment processing, and even booking travel
arrangements. It can also be traded or exchanged for other
cryptocurrencies like Ethereum or Bitcoin. It was only $0.10
in 2017; by June 2021, it had risen to over $350, a gain of
about 350,000 percent.
Each cryptocurrency dataset comprises of 5 indicators:
open, low, high, close and volume. All data are acquired from
https://www.investing.com API webservices via python
library “investpy”. investing.com is a global platform that
delivers financial market analyses and news from across the
world.
Besides historical cryptocurrencies datasets, other external
factors datasets are used as shown in Error! Reference
source not found.. Factors investigated in this study include:
1) Gold and Brent oil daily prices (open and volume
values).

2) NYSE Bitcoin (NYXBT) index; the bitcoin index on
the New York Stock Exchange. NYXBT indicates the US
dollar value of one bitcoin unit based on actual transactions on
selected bitcoin exchanges that have been assessed and meet
NYSE quality criteria. The NYSE Bitcoin Index integrates
data from Coinbase Exchange, the largest bitcoin exchange in
the United States, in which NYSE has a minority investment
[34].
3) The Standard and Poor's 500 or (SPX). SPX is a stock
market index that tracks the performance of 500 big firms that
are listed on US stock exchanges. As of December 31st, 2020,
more than $4.6 trillion has been invested in assets tied to the
index's performance.
4) The Bitcoin and Ethereum Energy Consumption Index
(PWR) is a measure of how much energy is consumed by the
cryptocurrency mining in a certain time period available at
“https://digiconomist.net”. The data found online only
available for Bitcoin and Ethereum.
5) Google Trends, https://trends.google.com/ . The daily
historical data for two specific keywords: ("bitcoin",
"Ethereum", "Tether", "Binance Coin", and "cryptocurrency")
obtained from Google API webservices via the "pytrends"
python module. Google Trends examines the popularity of top
search queries in Google Search across several countries and
languages. The website makes use of graphs to compare the
search volume of various queries over time.

Fig. 2. Bitcoin Dataset Properties.
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TABLE II.

EXTERNAL FACTORS

Features
gold_close

Description
Gold commodity material daily price

oil_close

Brent oil daily price

nyxbt

NYSE Bitcoin index

spx

gtrend_bitcoin

Standard and Poor's 500
Bitcoin Energy Consumption Index (expected estimation
and minimum).
Google Trends for the cryptocurrency name keyword

gtrend_crypto

Google Trends “cryptocurrency” keyword

pwr, pwr_min

C. Features Engineering
In this work, the strategy is to leverage the availability of
various data sources as predictors for cryptocurrency price
fluctuations and forecasting. In terms of which features are
chosen for training, the features selection method is adaptive.
The most important fundamental requirements are to find the
right balance between training time and prediction accuracy.
The proposed work dynamically infers the prediction power
for each feature by using predictive power scoring (PPS) and
correlation coefficient methods. PPS is an asymmetric, datatype agnostic tool for detecting linear and non-linear
correlations between two columns. Values range from 1 (full
predictive power) to zero (complete absence of predictive
power). Asymmetric here in the sense that correlation between
A-to-B is not the same as B-to-A. PPS uses a decision tree
regression algorithm.
1) Features selection (Phase I): We use PPS, as a first
phase filtration, to disregard features that have not much
significance to the target prediction as PPS has the ability to
detect non-linear relations.
2) Data preprocessing: We begin data preprocessing by
normalizing the features. Normalization method is done by

squashing the data from its original numerical scale to [ ]
range. We make use of “MinMaxScaler” found in sklearn
library. Normalization is essential step for neural networks
innerworkings as unscaled data with higher values tend to
wrongly dominate when calculating derivates by the
optimizer. Also, normalization prevents some activation
functions from getting numerically saturated. For detailed
information please check [35]. Second, we devise a set of new
fabricated features as following:
Crossing original features.
Encoding date minutes information.
Time lagging features.
3) Features Selection (Phase II): We continue the feature
selection process by computing the linear statistical
relationship between the target and candidate predictor
variables with measures such as Pearson, Kendall, and
Spearman. Pearson Correlation Coefficient (PCC) is used,
which produces a value between [-1, 1], where an absolute
value of one shows perfect correlation, the sign indicates
whether the correlation is positive or negative, and zero
indicates no linear dependency at all [36]. Fig 3 illustrates PPS
and PCC analysis for bitcoin external features datasets. The
target is the “close” price.
We think that the forecasting possibility may changes over
time in a market as volatile and inefficient as cryptocurrency
trading. To overcome this difficulty, it’s necessary to adopt
flexible features selection approach. We use an adaptive
features selection strategy in where it selects the prospective
features that have the best chance of being a good predictor
throughout time.

Fig. 3. Heat Map shows Correlation Coefficient and Predictive Power Scoring (Bitcoin External Features).
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D. Proposed Model Architecture
The proposed model is built around a deep learning engine
that receives two tensors from a preprocessed multivariate
timeseries datasets as input (
) where
{
} and
{
}, is the number of
training samples. The target variables (
) are the
cryptocurrency closing price value and direction which is
encoded as (1, -1) for up and down respectively. The
prediction output vector
{ ̂ ̂ } where ̂
is
inferred from the learned reference distribution
. ̂ is a
value which when scaled back to its original scale represents
the forecasted closing price. ̂ is further marginalized by a
threshold to label the closing price direction:
{

̂
̂

The proposed model consists of two stacks of layers for
each input tensors
: 1)
stack consists of three

GRU layers with 256 neurons each. Followed by MLP layer
and an MLP output layer. 2)
stack consists of three LSTM
layer with 256 neurons each. Followed by MLP layer, dropout
layer and an MLP output layer. As shown in Fig 4, output of
stack GPU layer concatenates with
stack LSTM layer
and feeds the
MLP layer. Layer counts, number of neurons
per layer, batch sizes, training epochs, and other model hyperparameters are set empirically.
The training algorithm works as the following steps:
1) Step 1: the PPS values are computed for all raw inputs
to identify factors with the largest predictability score. The
target variable here is price “close”.
2) Step 2: preprocessing features by normalizing data in
range [ ] and devising new cross features.
3) Step 3: computing PCC values and further filter
features to the selected features.
4) Step 4: train the neural network model on data.

Fig. 4. System Diagram for the Proposed Cryptocurrency Model.
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IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
A. Experiments Setup
We implemented the proposed model on python 3.8
platform. The deep learning library is Keras on top of
TensorFlow. Hardware consists of nVidia GTX 1660Ti (6GB
dedicated RAM), 16GB RAM and i7 10th generation 2.6GHz
processor. Results shown are the highest of multiple trials with
different combination of configurations. Average training time
within range
seconds with GPU accelerated
computations. We split datasets in training /testing as 80%
ratio.
For regression task, the model forecasts the price value of
the next point. The regression branch of the model consists of
two cascaded GRU layers of 256 neurons. Experiments show
no benefit from applying recurrent dropouts. For the
classification task of price movement direction, we trained the
model with a list of two types of features: original and devised
features.
TABLE III.

B. Results and Findings
Results about bitcoin attained 92% accuracy score. We
define accuracy as the overall proportion of correct predictions
among the entire number of instances investigated. For
regression, the proposed model achieved a score of 2.4 MAPE
for bitcoin data. The overall performance metrics results are
summarized in Error! Reference source not found.. Best
classification achieved occurred with bitcoin data. As shown,
the direction is successfully classified for all cryptocurrencies.
Tether regression metrics are on top.
We can deduce no unique patterns or circumstances that
are connected to the direction classification from the data. Fig
5 compares the classification of price movement direction to
real data. The test data is shown in sub-figure (a) for the time
period 3-2019 to 7-2021, with hits in blue circles and misses
in red crosses. The data in sub-figure (b) is zoomed in to
reveal one-month details. The true pricing data is shown by
the green line.

RESULTS SUMMARY IN TERMS OF MAPE AND PR-AUC
Regression

Classification

Cryptocurrency
Mean ($)

RMSE ($)

MAPE (%)

Accuracy

PR-AUC

Bitcoin (BTC)

6690.87

850.8

2.28

92.1%

0.981

Ethereum (ETH)

425.6

82.03

3.17

90.26%

0.930

Tether (USDT)

0.999

0.0045

0.230

85.3%

0.853%

Binance Coin (BNB)

56.4

26.7

3.100

63.29%

0.743%

Fig. 5. Cryptocurrency Price Movement Classification Test Results (Hits and Misses).
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Regression results shown in Fig 6 are in orange color.
RMSE for bitcoin is 850.8. considering the scale of the bitcoin
price which is extremely volatile from several thousands to
tenth of thousands of dollars. RMSE don’t reveal much about
how good the regression results are. We can claim that MAPE
is better representing the performance. In sub-figure (b), a one
month zoom-in plotting illustrates the proposed model which
performs a good job generalizing on unseen test data. In
addition to forecast the next point, we forecast the 90% and
10% quantiles as a confidence boundaries (in sub-figure (b) as
grey lines enclosing the real and forecasted values).
C. Comparison with Related Work
A Comparison with a three related deep learning work to
the problem of interest reveals that the proposed model
achieves highest accuracy in terms of classifying the next day
price movement. From our perspective, adaptive features
selection is a major contributor the results.
D. Profitability Simulation
We understand that traders must earn a profit at the end of
the day. We use a basic trading algorithmic method to
determine the projected profitability. We also use python code
to implement it. The simulation method is naive since we
simply want to illustrate how to utilize the anticipated results
to prove the suggested model's profitability. Simulation results
are shown as a waterflow chart in Fig 7. The simulation is
based on the results of the tests (895 samples for bitcoin). The
trade epochs were divided into 60 days period. The number of
epochs is 15, with the first one beginning on March 3, 2019,
and ending on July 7, 2021. The simulation resulted in 9
profits and 6 losses. The profit was 199038 dollars, with a
return of 68.24 percent, on a maximum investment of 291690
dollars. Over time, the volume of profit and losses represents
the rising and diminishing volatility of cryptocurrency trading

prices and volumes, with the biggest earnings and losses
accompanying the most spectacular jumps and falls,
respectively.
E. Final Discussion
The predictive power score (PPS) method is used in Phase
I of the feature selection procedure to exclude features that
have little potential for cryptocurrency prediction. When using
PPS, there are two variables to consider: 1) the threshold,
which is the PPS score value used to determine if a feature is
acceptable or not. 2) The effective sample size, which is the
number of samples needed to compute the PPS score, or the
cryptocurrency time period over which we are looking for the
best predictors. The effect of these two factors on MAPE and
accuracy is depicted in Fig 8. When we ignore predictors with
a score of less than 0.3, as shown in sub-figure (a), the least
regression MAPE value happens. In sub-figure (b), a score of
0.5 results in the most accurate price movement direction
classification. When we limit the effective sample size to the
last 500 samples of the training data in (c), we get the lowest
MAPE value, and when we increase the size to 1000 samples,
we get the maximum accuracy as shown in (d).
TABLE IV.

COMPARISON WITH RELATED WORK

Model

Technique

Accuracy

RNN-based ensemble
[37]

RNN-based ensemble with decision
tree classifier

62.91%

CNN-BiLSTM [38]

Convolutional-based bidirectional
LSTM

55.43%

Bayesian optimized
LSTM [39]

Bayesian optimization LSTM

76.83%

The proposed model

RNN-based with adaptive features
selection

93.1%

Fig. 6. Cryptocurrency Price Forecast Results (Next Point Forecast).
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Fig. 7. Profitability Simulation Results.

The model's ability to forecast and classify accurately is
influenced by the values of recurrent timesteps. Formally, the
model needs to learn the probability of a sample
at time
, given the context
of earlier input features
|
samples:
. RNN (LSTM, GRU, and other
recurrent neural network variants) incorporate past data in
addition to the current data point, which is the timestep
parameter passed to the RNN layers. Contextual-based
prediction increases model performance. We may consider
that point inside the problem of interest as follows: we use the
earlier days to properly forecast the price value and direction
of the next day. ̂
), where ̂ is the model
prediction at point ,
input vector of number of samples
prior to time,
is the timesteps parameter. Sub-figures
(a) and (b) shows model behavior with different timesteps
values. Apparently, a timestep value of “7” gives lowest
MAPE and highest accuracy.
The predictors vector is shifted back into the time domain
using time lags.
, where
is the lag value, is
the time point. As an example,
is using the previous day
to predict the coming day .
is using the day before
to predict the coming day . Usually in seasonal data
with high stationarity, autocorrelation function (ACF) analysis
computes which time lag is best to be used as a predictor. In
addition, in timeseries forecasting lags could be looked in as
the forecast horizon. However, in case in hand, the situation is
different since cryptocurrency timeseries data is a random
walk and non-stationary, i.e., no seasonality, no steady
statistical moments values and high variability. Augmented
Dickey Fuller Test (ADF Test) on bitcoin “close” data give a
p-value of “0.738698” which can be interpreted as strong nonstationarity property (
). Fig 9 shows time
lags from “1” to “7”,
gives best performance. also, we
notice accuracy keeps above 60% till
, that means
profitability still possible till forecasting horizon of 5-days (we
limit the scope to daily data, forecasting long-term periods

such as months requires a different data frequencies and
different strategies).
In deep learning, hyper-parameters tuning task requires a
lot of hands on efforts, and sometimes the task is automated
[40]. Fig 10 depicts two model hyper-parameters: neurons per
recurrent layers and dropouts. As we can notice, for regression
layers, a “128” gives least MAPE and for classification, a
“256” neurons give highest accuracy. For both tasks, a
dropout of 0.1 is enough to have a positive impact on the
predictions.
: 1) Are cryptocurrency prices predictable? And if so, is
that due to inherent features of the pricing data? or as a result
of external influences? 2) Which is more important in terms of
profitability: predicting the next price value or predicting the
future price direction (increase or drop) over a forecasting
horizon? 3) Can deep learning algorithms accurately forecast
the price of cryptocurrencies?
We have presented applied research to address both
problems in cryptocurrency prices fluctuations, the next point
forecast and next price movement direction classification. We
have included several features grouped into cryptocurrency
indicators (“open”, “close”, “low”, “high” and “volume”) and
external factors gathered from various sources, including
“SPX”, “NYCE_BT”, “GTrends_CRYPTO”, and others.
The results of the experiments and the profitability
simulation done in this study show that we can develop
predictive model for two tasks using deep learning methods,
particularly, recurrent neural networks algorithms: regression
of the future pricing values and classification of the direction
of price movement. A careful features selection strategy is
mandatory to successfully identify good predictors and how to
include them in learning process. Such results answer the third
research question: “Can deep learning methods accurately
forecast the price of cryptocurrencies and classify its
movement direction?”
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Fig. 8. PPS Settings Effect on Accuracy and MAPE.

Fig. 9. Timesteps and Forecasting Lags Effect on Performance.
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Fig. 10. Units and Dropouts Parameters Effect on Performance.
[4]

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This research presents a deep neural network model for
bitcoin price/movement prediction based on a multi-input
architecture. To determine which variables to include, a twophase adaptive feature selection process is applied. As a result
of this method, the data provided to the neural network has the
maximum predictive power for the price. The results suggest
that using an adaptive feature selection technique to improve
classification performance has a significant influence. Future
study could consider using more advanced deep learning
architectures, such as attention mechanisms, to focus on key
patterns in data. Another idea is to look at generative
adversarial architectures for various speculative scenarios with
varying levels of confidence. In addition, other external
elements that correlate or have a degree of predictability with
the bitcoin price movement should be included.
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Abstract—Human Activity Recognition has been a dynamic
research area in recent years. Various methods of collecting data
and analyzing them to detect activity have been well investigated.
Some machine learning algorithms have shown excellent
performance in activity recognition, based on which many
applications and systems are being developed. Unlike this, the
prediction of the next activity is an emerging field of study. This
work proposes a conceptual model that uses machine learning
algorithms to detect activity from sensor data and predict the
next activity from the previously seen activity sequence. We
created our activity recognition dataset and used six machine
learning algorithms to evaluate the recognition task. We have
proposed a method for the next activity prediction from the
sequence of activities by converting a sequence prediction
problem into a supervised learning problem using the windowing
technique. Three classification algorithms were used to evaluate
the next activity prediction task. Gradient Boosting performs
best for activity recognition, yielding 87.8% accuracy for the next
activity prediction over a 16-day timeframe. We have also
measured the performance of an LSTM sequence prediction
model for predicting the next activity, where the optimum
accuracy is 70.90%.
Keywords—Machine learning algorithms; activity recognition;
gradient boosting; next activity prediction; LSTM sequence
prediction model

I.

INTRODUCTION

Rapid advancement in machine learning addresses a
significant area of research, recognition, and human activity
prediction. Predicting the next activity ahead of time can have
a substantial impact on shaping and designing future
technologies. A system needs to know the daily activities of a
human to predict the next activity, which requires activity
recognition. Recognition of an activity depends on capturing
the movements and gestures made by different body parts. It is
pretty challenging to correctly detect daily activities from a
whole bunch of body movements. Again, the same activity
can be performed in different ways. So, activity recognition
has gained increasing interest in research in the past years.
Activity prediction is the next step into the advancement of
technology. From the recognized activities, a system would be
able to predict what is going to be the next activity. It would
be a massive leap towards reshaping the future, and the
promise of such systems and technologies motivated this work
to contribute to this field.
Activities are parts of Human behavior. An Activity
consists of Actions. Three important terminologies are to be
considered: Action, Activity, and Behavior [1]. Actions are a

more straightforward form of conscious body movements like
moving hands up and down, which form a specific action such
as eating, running, walking, etc. All the actions a human
performs in daily life contribute to creating his behavior, a
complex structure of activities with a hidden pattern. Action
data is needed to be captured by using different sensors for
recognition of Activity. It can also be done from a video feed.
Thus, we have two approaches for activity recognition- visionbased and sensor-based [1]. The vision-based activity
recognition approach often turns into privacy concerns, so
sensors get more attention in research and thus our area of
interest.
In recent years, the consumer electronics industry has
made a considerable investment in wearable technology.
Companies produce many different wearable devices: fitness
trackers, smartwatches, connected headsets, smart glasses,
wrist bands, etc. Despite wearable devices not being new, the
development of mobile technologies and the quantified-self
movement related to fitness and sports activities have led to
their explosion [2], [3]. Among the wide variety of wearable
devices, wrist-wearables such as smartwatches and wrist
bands seem to have become mainstream. Estimations
indicated that by 2019 [4], wrist wearable devices would reach
1 million sold units, while all the other wearable devices
together will achieve just 7.3 million units. In addition to other
features associated with their reduced size and comfortable
use, wrist-wearable devices include many sensors providing
continuous data about vital signs (e.g., heart rate, skin
temperature, acceleration) and environmental variables (e.g.,
movements). Such advancements in wearable technology
create opportunities to study further by analyzing the data and
developing new applications, technologies, and solutions.
Different context-aware systems such as personalized
assistants, home automation, health monitoring, security
management systems, etc., can benefit from activity data. The
anticipation of the following activity will empower such
systems to interact and perform more efficiently with users to
improve context-aware experiences.
Predicting the next activity of a user requires previous
activity data. So, a system that recognizes activity and stores
activity information (e.g., activity name, timestamp, etc.) can
be used for activity prediction. For activity recognition, it
requires data for training a machine learning model. Our work
includes data collection using a wearable device to build a
recognition model to recognize the activity. Then the predictor
model predicts the next activity from the sequence of
recognized activities. We will focus on the following facts:
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1) Collecting sensor data for building a machine learning
model.
2) Deploying a machine learning model that best
recognizes activity from collected data.
3) Storing activity information in a log file for creating an
activity sequence.
4) Build another machine learning model to learn patterns
in the activity sequence for predicting the next activity.
We intend to record sensor data generated from body
movements and use the data to train Machine Learning
Models to recognize activities. Further, the detected activities
will be used for predicting the next activity for a specific user.
There are different sensors available to collect required data,
and these sensors can be positioned in various body parts.
Sensor position is an essential factor in HAR (Human Activity
Recognition) [5]. They can also be attached to home entities
(e.g., bedroom doors, kitchen doors, refrigerators, washing
machines, etc.) in a smart home setting. Some sensors are
integrated into smartphones and smartwatches/fitness trackers.
We propose to record data from a wrist wearable device
because wrists are engaged in most activities in daily life, and
the position is ideal for collecting data for activity recognition
purposes [5]. Choosing the suitable machine learning model
for this task requires effort [6]. In our proposed work, the
prediction of the next activity depends on the recognized
activity sequence. Though activity recognition is a widespread
research interest, activity prediction is still moderately new
and challenging. Several approaches have been adopted to
predict activities which include Hidden Markov Models
(HMM) [7], Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN), Long-Short
Term Memory (LSTM) [5], etc. In this work, we intend to
collect data from sensors positioned at the wrist, recognize
activity and predict the next possible activity of a specific user
in the nearest future by implementing machine learning
models. This paper contributes to the following sectors:
1) We derive three new features from collected data and
build an Activity Recognition Model that performs moderately
well based on a reduced dataset.
2) We propose a novel approach to predict activity by
converting the sequence prediction problem into a supervised
learning problem.
3) We also explore an LSTM sequence prediction
approach for the next activity prediction.
The study schemes to propose a model to recognize human
activity from the data collected by the sensors of a wristwearable device and then predict the next possible activity
from the sequence of previous activities. Section 2 contains a
brief discussion about Activity Recognition and Activity
Prediction and prior works related to these fields. The
Architecture and System Workflow of our proposed model is
described in Section 3. The evaluation of our work and results
are covered in Section 4. Section 5 includes an insightful
discussion of our findings.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
Activity recognition is the process of recognizing an
activity performed by a human. It is a machine learning

approach to detect activity by analyzing data given as input to
a machine learning model built on a machine learning
algorithm. It is a way to teach a machine to recognize an
activity.
It is a fundamental and challenging problem to track and
understand agents' behavior through videos taken by various
cameras—the primary technique employed in computer
vision. Vision-based activity recognition has found many
applications such as human-computer interaction, user
interface design, robot learning, and surveillance. In visionbased activity recognition, a great deal of work has been done.
Researchers have attempted many methods such as optical
flow, Kalman filtering, Hidden Markov models, etc., under
different modalities such as single-camera, stereo, and
infrared. In addition, researchers have considered multiple
aspects of this topic, including single pedestrian tracking,
group tracking, and detecting dropped objects. Recently some
researchers have used RGBD cameras like Microsoft Kinect to
detect human activities. Depth cameras add an extra
dimension, i.e., the depth which a regular 2d camera fails to
provide. Sensory information from these depth cameras has
been used to generate real-time skeleton models of humans
with different body positions. This skeleton information
provides meaningful information that researchers have used to
model human activities, which are trained and later used to
recognize unknown activities.
Despite the remarkable progress of vision-based activity
recognition, its usage for most actual visual surveillance
applications remains a distant aspiration. Conversely, the
human brain seems to have perfected the ability to recognize
human actions. This capability relies not only on acquired
knowledge but also on the aptitude of extracting information
relevant to a given context and logical reasoning. Based on
this observation, it is proposed to enhance vision-based
activity recognition systems by integrating commonsense
reasoning and contextual and commonsense knowledge.
Sensor-based activity recognition integrates the emerging
area of sensor networks with novel data mining and machine
learning techniques to model a wide range of human activities.
Mobile devices (e.g., smartphones) provide sufficient sensor
data and calculation power to enable physical activity
recognition to estimate energy consumption during everyday
life. Sensor-based activity recognition researchers believe that
these computers will be better suited to act on our behalf by
empowering ubiquitous computers and sensors to monitor
agents' behavior (under consent). Sensor-based activity
recognition is a challenging task due to the inherently noisy
nature of the input. Thus, statistical modeling has been the
main thrust in this direction in layers, where the recognition at
several intermediate levels is conducted and connected. At the
lowest level where the sensor data are collected, statistical
learning concerns how to find the precise locations of agents
from the received signal data. At an intermediate level, a
statistical inference may be concerned about recognizing
individuals' activities from the inferred location sequences and
environmental conditions at the lower levels. Furthermore, at
the highest level, a significant concern is to find out the
overall goal or sub-goals of an agent from the activity
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sequences through a mixture of logical and statistical
reasoning.
Activity Recognition can be done in various ways. Some
AR works include only accelerometer data. Fernando G.D
Silva [8] designed a recognition system for simple human
body movements using a tri-axial accelerometer sensor
integrated with a sports watch. Min-Cheol Kwon and
Sunwoong Choi built a system for recognizing activity using
accelerometer and location data generated from a wrist-worn
smartwatch using an Artificial Neural Network. Their
approach is location-specific; a user can only perform certain
actions in a specific location. An activity recognition model
based on a wavelet using one or more accelerometers was
proposed by Mannini and Sabitini [9]. Casale et al. [10] used a
wearable device for collecting accelerometer data for human
activity recognition. Some works include multiple
accelerometers. Chung, Lim, Noh, Kim, and Jeong [11] built a
testbed to collect motion data using a tri-axial accelerometer,
gyroscope, and magnetometer by attaching eight Inertial
Measurement Units (IMU) devices on different parts of the
human body. They trained that dataset using the Long ShortTerm Memory (LSTM) network to recognize a few Activities
of Daily Living (ADLs). Foerster and Fahrenberg [12]
collected data using five accelerometers and proposed a
hierarchical model to classify different body postures and
movements. Beddiar, Nini, Sabokrou and Hadid [13] surveyed
numerous vision-based human activity recognition research
papers to describe the method of HAR. They featured three
essential components of this approach, which are video frame
segmentation for activity recognition, action representation of
the body postures and motions and ML algorithms to
recognise activities by learning process. Bao and Intille [14]
used five biaxial accelerometers worn on other body parts to
monitor 20 types of activities using C4.5 and Naive Bayes
classifiers. Wallace [15] Ugulino proposed another ML-based
recognition classifier to detect five different activities (sitting,
standing, sitting down, standing up, and walking) using bodyworn accelerometer data collected from 4 participants.
Krishnan et al. [16] collected data from ten participants using
three accelerometers to detect lower body motions. Samad
Zabihi [17] used transformation of the accelerometer data (x,
y, z) to a spherical coordinate system (r, Ø, θ) for activity
recognition and extracted features from transformed data.
Zhen-Yu [18] used tri-axial accelerometer data to build an
autoregressive model to detect human activity. Different
activities (run, still, jump, and walk) were classified using AR
coefficients feature extraction. Huawei Wang [19] used
Principal component analysis to reduce the dimensionality and
selected 3 out of the 12 features of a dataset. Magneticinduction based communication system is used for sensing and
transmitting data generated by every movement of the body
part to recognize a physical activity in [20] Acceleration data
of a smartphone is investigated in [21]. Twenty-nine users
participated in data collection, and each of them carried an
Android phone in their pocket. They were asked to perform
six activities: Walking, Standing, Sitting, Jogging, Stairs-Up
and Stairs-Down. They used Logistic Regression, J48, and
Multilayer Perceptron for the model evaluation. The accuracy
was above 90%. They found it a little hard to differentiate
between Stairs-Up versus Stairs-Down. For activity prediction

purposes, the most popular approaches are to use Recurrent
Neural Networks (LSTM) and Hidden Markov Model (HMM)
[1]. This paper [22] shows the importance of prediction in
intelligent environments. Most of the Prediction tasks are
carried out as a sequence prediction.
Activity Prediction is the process of predicting an activity
ahead of time that will be performed in the nearest future. It is
a way to teach a machine to predict an activity by using
machine learning models. Most of the prediction tasks carried
out in the past are either in a Smart Home scenario to identify
the next sensor that would generate the next event or from a
video to infer what will happen next. Personalized activity
prediction is still a new concept and is merely investigated as
a research topic. An activity can be predicted for a specific
user by learning from the pattern of activities performed
previously by that user. So, the activity prediction problem
can be formulated as a sequence prediction problem. Sequence
prediction is a problem that includes using historical sequence
information to predict the next value or values in the
sequence. Various methods are available for sequence
prediction, but Recurrent Neural Networks, especially
LSTMs, have been the best in use.
Predicting future activity empowers different applications
like personal assistants and context-aware systems to interact
more efficiently with the user. The problem of next activity
prediction is often addressed as sequence prediction, which
can be adapted to predict the label of the activity that will
occur next in the sequence. Du, Lim, and Tan [23] performed
activity recognition on some ADLs to generate a series of
activities and then implemented LSTM and Naive Bayes to
find the accuracy of predicting the next activity. The active
LeZi algorithm is implemented in this [24] work to identify
the sensor in a home that would generate the next event. There
have been works on predicting the next location [25] and
user's location-based mobility [26]. Location-based human
behavior is focused in these papers and is subject primarily to
using the Markov models. Markov models lack the flexibility
to explore past activities instead of making a prediction based
on only the most recent previous state. This feature restricts
Markovian models from getting high-level insight into the
data. Another popular method is Sequence mining that can be
used to address such problems [27]. A dataset consisting the
name of activities was generated from a collection of human
actions using mapping and word embedding using LSTM
algorithms to predict the future activity was implemented in
[28]. Some activity prediction works are also found to be
vision-based [7], [29], [2]. Alfaifi and Artoli [30] evaluated
recent improvements in activity prediction and proposed a 3Dconvolutional neural network model that extracted features
and classified them to predict the action by LSTM.
III. ARCHITECTURE OF PROPOSED SOLUTION
In this paper, we intend to propose a conceptual model for
activity recognition and next activity prediction. The model
complements the existing wearable technology architecture
[31]. As illustrated in Fig. 1, the current architecture has three
main components: a wrist-worn device (i.e., fitness
tracker/smartwatch), an intermediate medium (i.e.,
Smartphone, computer), and a server/cloud service. It follows
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a Proprietary system. Wearable vendors use this system for
data collection and analytics and send the analytical result to
the user and the authorized third parties [31]. A wrist-worn
device is used to collect data using the sensors integrated into
it. Theoretically, the device should be capable of sending data
directly to the server for permanent storage, but it is not in use
[31].
It sends data to the server/cloud service via the
intermediate platforms. The server performs analytical
operations to generate insight from data and sends it back to
the middle layer as an interface for the wearable device. Our
work will enhance the analytical capability by adding the
feature to recognize an activity with a machine learning
model. The model will take a chunk of sensor data from the
device as input and generate a label for that movement (i.e.,
activity). After successfully recognizing activities and storing
them as an activity sequence for a certain period, another
machine learning model will take the sequence of activities as
input and predict the next possible activity.
The first task of our proposed work requires data for
building an activity recognition model. A fitness tracker or
smartwatch is the best solution for collecting such data,
integrated with different sensors. Still, we have used a
smartphone for data collection and storage simplicity, tying it
on the participants' hands like a tracker/smartwatch. This
approach has collected the desired data but with more
straightforward storage options as we could save it directly as
CSV files. We have used an android app named
'AndroSensor'1 available on the Google Play Store to collect
data. We have recorded accelerometer, gyroscope, and sound
level data and also kept timestamps. The data recording rate
has been set to: 0.125 s/per data (instance).
Table I shows the value of the day-of-the-week and
corresponding value. One is a weekday, and another is the
weekend. We have considered Sunday, Monday, Tuesday,
Wednesday, Thursday as weekdays while Friday and Saturday
as weekends according to local holidays. Table II illustrates
time-of-the-day data. Furthermore, the datasets have used in
this study can be categorized into two types: recognition
dataset and prediction dataset. We have selected ten activities
(Table III). Here, we have held a common assumption: A user
will not perform multiple activities simultaneously. The
recognition dataset consists of 330993 rows and ten columns.
It has contained acceleration values of x, y, z-axis, orientation
values of x, y, z-axis, sound level (in DB), day-of-the-week
(Weekday/Weekend), time-of-the-day (Morning, Noon,
Evening, Night). The last two features have been generated
from a timestamp—the acceleration data of x, y, and z-axis
have depicted hand movement through the corresponding axis.
We have also considered the orientation data of the x, y, z-axis
because sometimes there were activities that did not generate
insightful acceleration data. Some activities have been
performed in specific places, e.g., we have taken transport in
noisy places rather than a closed room. So, the sound level has
played an essential role in recognizing activities accurately.

In the data pre-processing task, we have converted
timestamp data into day-of-the-week (Table I) and time-ofthe-day (Table II). Sound level, day-of-the-week, and time-ofthe-day are three novel features we have introduced in our
research. A human annotator has labeled the collected data
according to activity labels (Table III). There have been three
participants; two of them were male and one female. Each of
them has collected data for three consecutive days consisting
of two weekdays and one weekend. This dataset has been used
to detect activity.

Fig. 1. Wearable Technology Architecture.
TABLE I.

VALUE OF DAY-OF-THE-WEEK

Day-of-the-week
Weekday (Sunday, Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday)
Weekend (Friday, Saturday)
TABLE II.

Value
1
2

VALUE OF TIME-OF-THE-DAY

Time-of-the-day
Morning (5:00 AM- 11:59 AM)
Noon (12:00 PM- 16:59 PM)
Afternoon (17:00 PM- 19:59 PM)
Night (20:00 PM- 4:59 AM)
TABLE III.

Value
1
2
3
4
ACTIVITY LABELS

Activity

Label

Brushing teeth

1

Drinking tea or coffee

2

Eating

3

Walking

4

Taking Transport

5

Working on PC

6

Using Mobile Phone

7

Reading

8

Cooking

9

Cleaning Utensils

10

*1
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.fivasim.androsensor
&hl=en&gl=US
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Fig. 2. System Workflow.

Fig. 2 depicts the workflow of our approach in this study.
Our proposed model is initiated after data is collected by a
wearable device and sent to the server. Feature engineering
and data pre-processing are performed on the stored data for
efficient modeling.

TRANSFORMED DATA FOR NEXT ACTIVITY PREDICTION
(WINDOW SIZE = 3)

Prev_act2
(Feature 1)

Prev_act1
(Feature 2)

Curr_act
(Feature 3)

Next_act
(Target)

1

1

6

4

5

2

6

4

5

10

3

4

5

10

2

4

5

10

2

6

5

10

2

6

9

We have introduced a novel approach for the next activity
prediction. We have transformed the sequence of activities
into a feature and target-shaped data frame by implementing
the windowing technique. It creates the opportunity to use the
transformed sequential dataset in a supervised learning
problem predicting human activities. Table V shows a sample
of the dataset for the next activity prediction, where the
window size is 3, which features were used as input and the
target as output for the prediction model.
We propose another approach to predict the next activity,
as shown in Fig. 3. An LSTM sequence prediction approach is
adopted to predict the next value in the activity sequence.

In our conceptual system architecture, data is then sent to
the recognition model. In this study, we have investigated six
machine learning algorithms: Artificial Neural Network
(ANN), K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN), Naïve Bayes (NB),
Random Forest (RF), Support Vector Machine (SVM), and
Gradient Boosting (GB) to recognize activities. When the
model has started identifying activities, the labels were sent to
a pipeline to create a sequence of activities. We have
implemented a windowing technique to extract data from the
pipeline to prepare the dataset for the next activity prediction.
Activity prediction is a user-centric process. When the
activity recognition algorithm is implemented in the wearable
technology architecture, it starts detecting the user's activities.
So, we propose that the sequence of activities will be stored in
a log file and used as the dataset for prediction purposes. We
have collected data for some consecutive days to make a
sequence of activities for demonstrating the activity prediction
problem.
The prediction dataset used in this paper has been prepared
by recording activities for eight consecutive days and sixteen
days to evaluate the model performance regarding time. As
prediction of the next activity depends on a specific user's
behavior, data has been collected from one participant. The
prediction model has taken previous activities and the current
activity into consideration for predicting the next activity.
Table IV shows a glimpse of the sequence of activities
performed by the participant. Hence, it has a various number
of attributes depending on the window size we choose.
Depending on different window sizes concerning 8 days and
16 days, the number of rows has differed in the prediction
dataset.
TABLE IV.
1

6

4

5

10

SEQUENCE ACTIVITIES
2

6

3

1

…..

Fig. 3. LSTM Sequence Prediction Workflow.

IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
We have used python with scikit-learn ML packages for
the Machine Learning algorithms implemented in our study
[32]. Keras and Tensorflow are used to implement LSTM.
Some modifications have been made in the default
hyperparameters of the ML algorithms to achieve better
accuracy. The codes run in the Anaconda Jupyter Notebook
(Version3).
Fig. 4 illustrates the accuracy comparison of the six
algorithms for activity recognition. For the Artificial Neural
Network, the number of hidden layers has played an important
role. The accuracy for the 3-layer network was 98.99% and for
the 7-layer network was 99.01%. However, we have
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As mentioned earlier, in this study, we have introduced
three novel features: sound level, day-of-the-week, and timeof-the-day. These trio features help to detect the activity more
accurately. As a comparison, we have run all six algorithms on
the same dataset without these trio features.

Accuracy Comparison without Trio-Features

Rate of Accuracy

considered the outcome of five hidden layer networks, as it
performed the best for this dataset with an accuracy of 99.1%.
On the other hand, the K-Nearest Neighbor yielded an
accuracy of 99.2%. Where the accuracy of the Random Forest
was 99.3%, for the Support Vector Machine, it was 98.7%.
Though the Naïve Bayes performed poorly, having an
accuracy of 61.9%, among all the six ML algorithms, the
Gradient Boosting showed the highest accuracy of 99.7%.

96

54.5
Classification Algorithms
ANN

Fig. 5 clearly describes that all six algorithms' accuracy
had reduced compared to Fig. 4. Yet, Gradient Boosting had
the best accuracy of 98.8%, and Naïve Bayes yielded the
lowest accuracy of 54.4%. In comparison, the accuracy
differed by around 2% for all the algorithms except for Naïve
Bayes. Naïve Bayes accuracy difference was almost 7%.

97.5 98.8

97.2 98.3

100
95
90
85
80
75
70
65
60
55
50

KNN

NB

RF

GB

SVM

Fig. 5. Accuracy Comparison without Trio-Features.

After studying the accuracy score of the six implemented
ML algorithms in the previous section for activity recognition,
we can see that GB gave the best result [99.7%], where the
nearest result was shown by KNN and the bagging algorithm
Random Forest with an accuracy rate of 99.2% and 99.3%
respectively. As we know, both bagging and boosting are
ensemble methods and perform better compared to other ML
algorithms. So, as expected, both of them have the highest
accuracy among all six algorithms.
Fig. 6 explains the confusion matrix of our best model for
detecting human activity, Gradient Boosting. Almost all the
instances of the actual class have been predicted accurately by
the model. Specifically, the activity 'Walking' is labeled as
activity no. 4. Of all the instances of 'Walking,' data has been
predicted correctly as 'Walking' with an accuracy of 99.9%.
Also, the instances of other activities have been predicted
correctly with varying accuracy from 98.8% to 99.8%.
For predicting the next activity, we have used two
timeframes. The first one was a prediction on an 8 days
activity sequence and the second one was on 16 days. We
have used 3 ML algorithms to check the accuracy, e.g., ANN,
KNN, GB. We have experimented with different window sizes
to observe the effect on accuracy.

Fig. 6. Confusion Matrix of the Best Model (Gradient Boosting).

Here we have kept both training and test accuracy in
determining if the models have overfitting or underfitting
issues. For an 8-days timeframe, window size (W) was taken
from 2 to 6 with an interval of 1 to explore the effect of
window size on accuracy comparison. Fig. 7, Fig. 8, Fig. 9
show the accuracy comparison of training and test for 8 days
on ANN, KNN, GB for predicting the next activity,
respectively.
Train (%)

Accuracy Comparison
99.3 99.7 98.6

99.1 99.2

Rate of Accuracy

Rate of Accuracy

100
90
80
70

61.9

100
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

99.1

98.2

91.1

83.2
66.6
53.1

2

60

Test (%)

48.9

3

42.8

4

41.7

37.5

5

6

Window Size

50
ANN

Classification Algorithms
KNN
NB
RF
GB
SVM

Fig. 7. Accuracy Comparison (8 Days) with varied Window Size for ANN.

Fig. 4. Accuracy Comparison for Activity Recognition.
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Fig. 7 illustrates that an increase in window size increases
training accuracy but decreases test accuracy. At W = 2, ANN
yielded the highest test accuracy of 53.1% but kept lowering
with the window size increase.
Similarly, in Fig. 8, training accuracy increases with the
increase of window size, but there is a sudden drop at W = 6.
However, the highest test accuracy for KNN was 46.9% at W
= 2, 3. The test accuracy gradually kept decreasing with the
change of window size. KNN showed similar behavior as
ANN to predict the next activity from the activity sequence of
8 days.

Rate of Accuracy

100
80
60

64.9
46.9

46.9

Train (%)

99.1

40.8

39.6

40

96.4

31.2

20
0
2

3

The accuracy comparison for GB on 16 days dataset is
graphed in Fig. 12. With the increase of window size, training
accuracy kept increasing. GB also yielded the highest
accuracy of 87.8% at W = 6.

Test (%)

89.3

84.1

Similarly, in Fig. 11, for KNN, training accuracy increased
with the change of window size. KNN also varied for test
accuracy, but like the previous one, it performed best at W =
6, 82.7%.

Rate of Accuracy

Train (%)

accuracy varies significantly. The highest test accuracy was
yielded at W = 6, which was 81.6%.

4
Window Size

5

6

92.9 93.8 93.8 95.4
100
86.4
80.7
81.6
90
80
70.4
72.7
71.1 68
64.3
70
60.6
55.5
60
50
40
30
20
10
0
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Fig. 8. Accuracy Comparison (8 Days) with varied Window Size for KNN.

100
80
60

86.7
66.6
55.1

51

Fig. 10. Accuracy Comparison (16 Days) with varied Window Size for ANN.

Test (%)

91.9
61.2

95.5

96.4
Train (%)

58.3
43.2

40
20
0
2

3
4
Window Size

Window Size

5

6

Rate of Accuracy

Rate of Accuracy

Train (%)

Test (%)

Fig. 9. Accuracy Comparison (8 Days) with varied Window Size for GB.

We can sense a trend in training and test accuracy with
varied window sizes. In most cases, for all the algorithms, an
increase in window size increases training accuracy but results
in a gradual decrease in test accuracy. So, there is a hint of
slight overfitting of data here. Now we will be analyzing the
same for a more extended timeframe of 16 days of activity
sequence.
For a 16-days timeframe, the window size varied from 2 to
8. For predicting the next activity, the accuracy comparison of
training and test for 16 days on ANN, KNN, and GB is
illustrated in Fig. 10, Fig. 11, and Fig. 12, accordingly.
Analyzing Fig. 10, it can be said that, while training
accuracy increases with the increase of window size, testing

96.9
96.4
95.6
95.1
100
87.2
83.3
82.7
90
76.5
78.8
75.3
74.2
71.4
80 65.9
70
57.6
60
50
40
30
20
10
0
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
Window Size

Fig. 11. Accuracy Comparison (16 Days) with varied Window Size for KNN.
Train (%)

Test (%)
95.1 96.9 96.4
87.8 81.4
80.4
78.6

95.6

100
Rate of Accuracy

Fig. 9 displays that with the change of window size,
training accuracy kept increasing. In the case of testing
accuracy, there was some fluctuation of performance for
varied window sizes. Notably, for W = 4, GB showed the best
result of 61.2% accuracy.

Test (%)

83.8

80 66.8
58.6
60

89
77.8 81.6

40
20
0
2

3

4
5
Window Size

6

7

8

Fig. 12. Accuracy Comparison (16 Days) with varied Window Size for GB.

After vivid exploration of the above cases, a longer
timeframe of activity sequence yields better performance for
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predicting the next activity. Also, we can say that the
algorithms are prone to overfitting with smaller timeframe
datasets.

71.5

70.5

Observing Table VI, it can be said that increasing the
window size gives a good test accuracy compared to the
training accuracy for a specific limit. The training accuracy
increases with the increase of window size. Just a small
exception in the case of KNN when the window size was
changed from 5 to 6, it decreased instead of increasing. But in
the case of testing, while changing the window size from 4 to
5, the test accuracy started to decline and continued for all the
algorithms. On the other hand, Table VII indicates the
accuracy comparison between the training and testing dataset
for 16 days. Unlike Table VI, after increasing the window size
with an interval of 1, GB's testing accuracy was quite good,
though the accuracy decreased for ANN and KNN on some
points.
For training accuracy, we can say that the accuracy
increased gradually with the change of the window size.
Though after size 5, it decreased for some, at size 7, it rose
again. It can be determined that for ANN and KNN the test
accuracy varied while increasing the window size after
analyzing Table VII. But for GB, the accuracy increased up to
window size 6, and after that, it started to decrease even
though the window size was increasing. This was the purpose
of considering a higher range of window size for16 days
compared to 8 days.
TABLE VI.

Window
Size

TRAINING AND TESTING ACCURACY (8 DAYS) WITH VARIED
WINDOW SIZE
ANN

KNN

GB

Train
(%)

Test
(%)

Train
(%)

Test
(%)

Train
(%)

Test
(%)

2

66.6

53.1

64.9

46.9

66.6

55.1

3

83.2

48.9

84.1

46.9

86.7

51.0

4

91.1

42.8

89.3

40.8

91.9

61.2

5

98.2

37.5

99.1

39.6

95.5

58.3

6

99.1

41.7

96.4

31.2

96.4

43.2

TABLE VII.

Window
Size

TRAINING AND TESTING ACCURACY (16 DAYS) WITH VARIED
WINDOW SIZE
ANN

KNN

GB

Train
(%)

Test
(%)

Train
(%)

Test
(%)

Train
(%)

Test
(%)

2

55.5

60.6

65.9

57.6

66.8

58.6

3

80.7

72.7

83.3

78.8

83.8

77.8

4

86.4

64.3

87.2

71.4

89.0

81.6

5

92.9

70.4

95.6

76.5

95.6

78.6

6

93.8

81.6

95.1

82.7

95.1

87.8

7

93.8

71.1

96.9

74.2

96.9

81.4

8

95.4

68.0

96.4

75.3

96.4

80.4

[VALUE]0

71

70
69.5
69

68.75

68.5
68
67.5
8 Days
8 Days (%)

16 Days
16 Days (%)

Fig. 13. Accuracy Comparison (8 Days vs. 16 Days) LSTM Activity
Prediction.

Fig. 13 shows an accuracy comparison for the LSTM
model used for predicting the next activity. Here we have
assessed the performance of the model in a limited way. The
model is assessed under timeframes of 8 and 16 days but
considered a fixed window size for each timeframe, unlike the
previous method that used varied window sizes. For the 8
days' timeframe, window size 6 was taken, and it was 8 for 16
days. It showed slightly better performance for a longer
sequence of activities of 16 days than 8 days. For the 8 days'
timeframe, the model yielded an accuracy of 68.75% and
70.90% for 16 days. We observe a similar behavior of the
LSTM model performing with better accuracy for a longer
timeframe, just like the previous method.
Both the supervised model and LSTM had performed well
for predicting the next activity for an individual when there
was a long activity sequence. Fig. 14 shows a performance
comparison between LSTM and the supervised model used for
predicting next activity. For 8 days timeframe and window
size 6, LSTM outperforms our best-supervised model. But in
the longer timeframe of 16 days and window size 8, the
supervised model performs better than LSTM.
90
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80.4
70.9

68.75

43.2

8 Days

16 Days

Sequence Prediction (%) [W = 6]
LSTM Activity Prediction (%) [W = 8]
Fig. 14. Accuracy Comparison between Supervised Model and LSTM
Activity Prediction (8 Days vs. 16 Days).
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Hence, we can conclude that both the methods used for
predicting the next activity perform better with an extended
timeframe of activities.
Compared to the current work, our proposed model
includes three new novel features: sound level, day-of-theweek, and time-of-the-day while collecting data. Moreover,
the activities chosen to be recognized shows deviation
quantitatively. Various machine learning algorithms have been
applied, and their accuracy is as good as the current work.
Furthermore, we have converted a sequential dataset into a
supervised learning model, which was not conducted in
previous work. The accuracy rate of the LSTM model for
activity prediction performed better than the existing surveys.
To summarize, our proposed models show a significant
outcome. The Gradient Boosting produced 99.7% accuracy
out of all six algorithms for recognizing activity. In addition, a
longer timeframe with a longer day count performs better than
others for predicting next activity. Sequence and LSTM
activity predictions provide 80.4% and 70.9% accuracy
respectively for a 16-day timeframe with window size 8.
V. CONCLUSION
Due to resource constraints, we could not use a smartwatch
or any wearable device to collect data; instead, we used a
smartphone tying it on the wrist, which worked just like a
wrist wearable. For data collection, we had to depend on only
3 participants. The work can be best understood and explained
by deploying it in real-time. But we had to work with batch
processing due to the lack of high-end machines and
components.
This paper proposes a conceptual model for activity
recognition and prediction, which can be extended with the
existing wearable architecture. We have shown how sound
level, day-of-the-week, and time-of-the-day can improve
activity recognition model accuracy. We adopted a
straightforward but effective approach to convert a sequence
prediction problem into a supervised learning problem to
predict the next activity. The accuracy was moderate,
considering the dataset we have. We have also used a LongShort-Term Memory (LSTM) model to explore the prediction
process. The model we developed has shown good
performance, yet the result is not always accurate.
Our models have shown promise for both activity
recognition and prediction. Wearable technologies and home
automation, security systems, and health monitoring systems
can significantly leverage this concept. By integrating our
model in a smartwatch or a wrist-worn wearable architecture,
this unique technology can be readily available to common
people. Predicting the next human activity can create a
significant impact on existing and future technologies.
The next activity predictor model predicts the next activity
based on previously detected activities. Prediction model
accuracy depends mainly on the timeframe. The comparison
between the 8 days dataset and 16 days dataset clearly shows
the difference. If the dataset is sufficiently large and the
hyperparameters are appropriately tuned, we expect a far
better result. We have noticed that both prediction models
yield better accuracy with a larger window size when the time

frame increases from 8 days to 16 days. Though it is difficult
to say which model can predict the next activity of a person
more accurately, for different timeframes with different
window sizes, both the supervised learning model and LSTM
perform differently. We have a plan to extend our research
with more participants.
Moreover, we want to determine if it is possible to predict
which approach performs more precisely using even more
timeframes with different window sizes. We will also
investigate the fact that if there is any correlation between
timeframe and window size. We intend to further mature this
proposed model by implementing it in real-time with
streaming data. In the future, we will try to make predictive
modeling more efficient by incorporating timestamps in the
model and the activity to create time series forecasting. We
also intend to introduce some more valuable features and
recognize
more
new
activities.
Furthermore,
a
recommendation system can be designed based on the
predicted activity. The recommender system will use the next
activity data indicated by the model to make corresponding
recommendations.
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Abstract—Object detection in general and pedestrians in
particular in images and videos is a very popular research topic
within the computer vision community; it is an issue that is
currently at the heart of much research. The detection of people
is a particularly difficult subject because of the great variability
of appearances and the situations in which a person may find
themselves (a person is not a rigid object; it is articulate and
unpredictable; its shape changes during its movement). The
situations in which a person may find themselves are very varied:
They are alone, near a group of people or in a crowd, obscured
by an object. In addition, the characteristics vary from one
person to another (color of the skin, hair, clothes, etc.), the
background simple, clear or complex, the lighting or weather
conditions, the shadow caused by different light sources, etc.
greatly complicate the problem. In this article, we will present a
comparative study of the performance of the two detectors HaarAdaBoost and HOG-AdaBoost in detecting people in the INRIA
images database of persons. An evaluation of the experiments
will be presented after making certain modifications to the
detection parameters.
Keywords—Pedestrian detection; learned-based methods;
Haar-like features; HOG descriptor; AdaBoost; behavior analysis

I.

INTRODUCTION

The detecting of people in images is a very important
subject in the field of computer vision. The pedestrians‟
detection is therefore a main concern of several researchers in
the field of computer vision. These applications, ranging from
surveillance, retail data mining and automatic pedestrian
detection in the automotive industry, have fueled research over
the past decade, leading to a growing number of approaches on
the subject [1].
Many factors can influence the human figure, such as the
constantly changing appearance, crowds, obscuration by
objects, the type of environment and the unpredictability of
pedestrians [2, 3].
In the literature, we find techniques that require
segmentation or subtraction of the background and others
directly detect the person without such preprocessing. These
techniques use many characteristics to describe human
appearance (shape, color, movement) in order to build shape
models used on explicit or learning-based detection techniques.

Several systems have been developed in this context with
dynamic methods such as Phantom [4] and Pfinder [5]. Other
methods have been conducted [6, 7, 8, 9] for the detection of
people with a measure of their activity in video sequences.
Shooting with a fixed camera allows background subtraction to
reduce search space. Finally, we find the system that performs
fast and accurate human detection by integrating the cascade
approach with histograms of gradient directions [10, 11].
Among these approaches, we find a so-called global one
that has a principle of using the shape of the whole body as a
source of information without taking into account local
characteristics [10, 12, 13]. Viola and Jones [14, 15] [16] also
proposed a detector based on Haar filters and the boosting
algorithm. There are some aspects of this algorithm, based on
infrared vision to detect a human in a room and provide a
history of occupancy of the room.
Another so-called local approach uses local characteristics.
Here we extract the characteristics from the image base and
then we build the discriminating model, for example,
Papageorgiou [17] that proposed a detector based on the Haar
wavelet.
The latest so-called hybrid approach combines local and
global characteristics to improve recognition performance [18].
The research work proposed in this article aims to
contribute to the shapes (or objects) recognition modeling
methods and more particularly of pedestrians by descriptors
classification containing the most relevant information of an
object and applying the models found to the human silhouette
(people or pedestrians) detection in images or multimedia
streams (video).
II. LEARNING METHODS FOR HUMAN DETECTION
The main approaches based on discriminate learning train
different types of classifiers on a large number of samples of
negative and positive images, where humans are well framed.
Each method must extract the appropriate characteristics
and the main information captured from the training data is the
spatial recurrence of local shape events. If the trained classifier
does not detect an object (misses the object) or mistakenly
detects the absent object (false detection), it is easy to make an
adjustment by adding the corresponding positive or negative
samples to the learning set.
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However, due to the complexity of articulated human poses
and variable visualization conditions, training data becomes
very large (especially positive samples) therefore the
generalization ability of the trained classifier may be
compromised.

 TP: True Positive, also called detection, is a correctly
detected person (or object).

The Fig. 1 shows an illustration of the data formation
process that is common basic in all detectors.

 FN: False Negative, denotes a case where a person is
missed.

Image

Extract the
characteristic vector

Classify the
entity vector

Fig. 1. Common Learning Process.

III. STUDY OF HAAR-ADABOOST AND HOG-ADABOOST
DETECTORS FOR THE PEOPLE DETECTION
The study which we carried out in the paper [19] of 14
traditional techniques resulting from the literature and
representing the state of the art allowed us to choose the two
most popular methods in the detection of the objects
Haar-AdaBoost (VJ, Viola and Jones) [14, 15] and
HOG-AdaBoost (PoseInv, Pose-Invariant) [20] which
constitutes a variant of HOG-SVM [12] (SVM design a
Support Vector Machine classifier [21]) to study their
feasibility for detecting people.
Note that the detectors Haar-AdaBoost and HOG-AdaBoost
uses respectively the Haar-like features (or Haar wavelets) [14,
15, 17] and HOG (Histograms of Oriented Gradients)
descriptor [12] to extract the characteristic vector from an
image of person and they are based on the same classifier
AdaBoost [21] to classify this vector. AdaBoost is one of the
most powerful binary classification methods in supervised
learning, its uses an iterative selection of weak classifiers based
on a distribution of learning examples. Each example is
weighted according to its difficulty with the current classifier.
The main motivation for boosting was to form a procedure
which combines the output of several weak binary classifiers to
produce a powerful binary classifier [22].
In this approach we will present the experimental results
carried out in the Computer Science and Systems Engineering
Laboratory of the Faculty of Sciences of Tetouan for evaluing
people detection in images using the two detectors
Haar-AdaBoost and HOG-AdaBoost.
The performance analysis of these two detectors was
carried out on the people images database from INRIA Person
Dataset (http://pascal.inrialpes.fr/data/human/). This database
provides 460 color bitmap (BMP) images of people at 640 ×
480 resolution.
The study thus made is based on the plotting of the TP-IoU,
FP-IoU, FN-IoU, IoU-Recall curves and the evaluation of the
AR (Average Recall) metric. Plotting the Precision-Recall
curve and evaluating the AP (Average Precision) metric cannot
be performed in this study because the Haar-AdaBoost and
HOG-AdaBoost detectors do not return a confidence score, but
rather an indication whether an object detected belongs to the
desired class or not.
Here is the meaning of the TP, FP, FN, Precision, Recall
and IoU metrics:

 FP: False Positive, also called false detection, occurs
when the predicted box provided by the classifier does
not contain any person to be detected.

 Recall: is the number of true positives divided by the
sum of true positives and false negatives, this last sum
is just the number of ground-truths boxes:
. This metric measures the rate of true positives
detected among all positives, so it is a measure of
detector performance in finding positives.
 Precision: is the number of true positives divided by the
sum of true positives and false positives:
. This metric measures the rate that the detection
is correct, so it is used to measure the accuracy of the
detection.
 IoU: Intersection over Union, is the ratio of the area of
the intersection between the predicted bounding box
and the ground-truth bounding box on the area of their
union.
The OpenCV library offers a list of classifiers in XML
format already trained to respectively detect faces, eyes, profile
heads, human bodies, etc. These classifiers are located in the
opencv \data\haarcascades\folder.
Among the classifiers provided by OpenCV, we have
chosen to study the performance of two of them which are
already trained for detecting people in images,
haarcascade_fullbody.xml and hogcascade_pedestrians.xml
which provide two models for detecting people in the images
obtained respectively by the implementations under OpenCV
of the cascade classifier Haar-AdaBoost of Viola and Jones and
HOG-AdaBoost of Lin and Davis (a variant of the Dalal and
Triggs detector [12]).
IV. INRIA PERSON DATASET IMAGE DATABASE AND
MANUAL IMAGES LABELING
Among the 460 images in the INRIA Person Dataset, we
have manually annotated only 187 images from the first images
of this dataset using the objectmarker annotation program,
resulting in a total of 481 ground-truth bounding boxes. But, it
was better to annotate all the images in the database, which
requires more effort and time. Also note that during the
annotation, we ignored some images containing a single person
very close (or on a very large scale) that we did not consider
interesting, the number of this last images was very little.
The Fig. 2 shows four images from the INRIA Person
Dataset labeled using the objectmarker program. Each person
presented in these images is manually framed using a
rectangle, called a ground-truth bounding box. These boxes
give precise positions of the people in the images; they are
presented by the coordinates (x, y) of the upper left point of the
rectangle, its width and its height.
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Fig. 2. People Labeled Manually in the INRIA Person Dataset Images using the Objectmarker Program and they are Framed with a Blue Ground Truth Bounding
Box. The Four Images show Respectively the Labeling of One Person, Two Persons and Four Persons at different Scales and then One Person with a Crowd of
People.

V. COMPARISON OF THE TWO DETECTORS HAARADABOOST AND HOG-ADABOOST USING EXAMPLES OF
PEOPLE DETECTION IN THE INRIA PERSON DATASET
In this paragraph, we will present a preliminary
comparative study of the two detectors Haar-AdaBoost and
HOG-AdaBoost. This comparison will be based on the
application of these two detectors on the first 187 images that
we were precedently annotated in the INRIA Person Dataset
images. We will discuss the strengths of each of these two
detectors as well as their failing.
Table I shows some examples of people detection obtained
respectively by the application of the two detectors
Haar-AdaBoost and HOG-AdaBoost on the 187 images tagged
in the INRIA Person Dataset. The first column corresponds to
the application of the Haar-AdaBoost detector, while the
second column corresponds to the application of the
HOG-AdaBoost detector.
To compare the two detectors and discuss their
performance, we have chosen to show some of the most
significant detection results obtained on a sample of wellselected INRIA Person Dataset images. In the images below,
the blue frame corresponds to the ground truth bounding box
produced by manual labeling using the objectmarker program.
The boxes in green correspond to the boxes predicted
respectively by the two detectors Haar-AdaBoost and
HOG-AdaBoost.
Experimentation with Haar-AdaBoost and HOG-AdaBoost
detectors on images from the INRIA Person Dataset allowed
the following conclusions to be drawn:
 The two detectors generally fail to detect people on a
small scale (or very far away).
 Likewise, on a very large scale or when people are very
close and fill almost the entire image, the two detectors
generally do not succeed in detecting them or
sometimes generate, in particular by the HOGAdaBoost detector, small predicted framing boxes
whose IoU with their associated ground truth boxes is
of small value.
 Sometimes the shape of the clothes (especially if a
person is wearing a coat or a dust jacket) can also cause

a person on a medium scale to not be detected by the
Haar-AdaBoost and HOG-AdaBoost detectors.
 The HOG-AdaBoost detector is overall better than the
Haar-AdaBoost detector for detecting people on a
medium scale (i.e., people who are slightly close) and
large scale (i.e., people who are close), but
unfortunately it generates a lot of false detections (or
false positives) than the Haar-AdaBoost detector.
 On a medium and large scale, the Haar-AdaBoostr
detector sometimes sends two predicted bounding
boxes corresponding to the detection of the same
person. This does not happen with the HOG-AdaBoost
detector which does a good job of eliminating
duplicates and typically returns a single predicted box
for each person detected.
 The choice of the IoU threshold is very important so as
not to miss some correct detections. We have observed
that with the IoU threshold set at 0.5, the HaarAdaBoost detector sometimes returns detections which
are correct, but which have an IoU lower than 0.5, this
leads to an erroneous interpretation of the detections
result obtained. This situation rarely happens with the
HOG-AdaBoost detector where the IoU of detection is
often greater than 0.5.
We have also found that the minimum value of the IoU
threshold that must be set depends on how to label people, in
fact, if the ground-truth bounding boxes are manually drawn
too tight to the person that they frame, the detector can
sometimes generate an IoU with the predicted bounding box
less than 0.5.
Based on the analysis of the detection results obtained by
the Haar-AdaBoost and HOG-AdaBoost detectors, we found
that for the minimum IoU threshold value set at 0.4, almost all
detections that give rise to true positive are correctly
determined. Therefore, to study the performance of the two
detectors, it will be preferable to vary the minimum threshold
of the IoU between 0.4 and 1 instead of 0.5 and 1, this is what
we used in the plotting of the True Positive as a function of the
IoU (TP-IoU), False Positive as a function of the IoU (FPIoU), False Negative as a function of the IoU (FN-IoU) and
Recall as a function of the IoU (Recall-IoU).
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THIS TABLE SHOWS SOME PEOPLE DETECTION RESULTS OBTAINED RESPECTIVELY BY APPLYING THE TWO HAAR-ADABOOST AND
HOG-ADABOOST DETECTORS TO THE IMAGES IN THE INRIA PERSON DATASET

Haar-AdaBoost detector

HOG-AdaBoost detector

The person on a large scale (or at a close distance) is not
detected. This is therefore a false negative.

Here, the same large-scale person is indeed detected with
an IoU equal to 0.755259, this is a true positive. The image
also shows a false detection that matches the green frame
on the side of the display case, so this is a false positive.

The medium-scale child is well detected (IoU equals
0.580247). The large-scale lady goes undetected. There is a
true positive (the child) and a false negative (the lady) here.

Here, the medium-scale child and the large-scale lady are
well detected (the respective IoUs are 0.613888 and
0.482886). Despite the lady being detected, the IoU
between the green and blue frame is 0.482886 which is
less than 0.5. In this case, if the IoU threshold is set to 0.5,
then the lady's blue and green frames will be considered as
a false negative and a false positive respectively, which is
incorrect. There are also two false detections (or false
positives).

The large-scale lady is well detected (IoU is 0.636414),
but the small-scale people are not detected. There is
therefore 1 true positive and 3 false negatives.

The same thing here, the large-scale lady is detected
(IoU equals 0.70401), but the small-scale people are not
detected. There is therefore 1 true positive, 3 false
negatives and 1 false positive (the statue).

The same person is detected twice, the two predicted
bounding boxes in green have respectively for IoU
0.622019 and 0.793165. Only the box with the maximum
IoU, that is 0.793165 should be counted as a true
positive, the other should be removed and it should not
be counted. The small-scale person on a motorcycle is
not detected, so in this example there is 1 true positive
(one of the two predicted boxes is not counted) and one
false negative (the person on the motorcycle).

Both large scale and small-scale motorcycle people are
not detected. There are 2 false negatives here.
Apparently, here is the shape of the jacket worn by the
person who trained it to go undetected by the HOGAdaBoost detector.

Same thing as the previous example, the same person at
medium scale is detected twice with two predicted
bounding boxes having respectively for IoU of 0.623512
and 0.181492. In this case the box having the IoU of 0,
623512 will be considered as a true positive, however
the one with an IoU of 0.181492 will be considered as a
false positive.

The medium scale person is well detected with an IoU
equal to 0.653686. There is 1 true positive and one false
positive here.

The medium scale person is well detected with an IoU equal
to 0.580978. There is therefore 1 true positive here.

The medium-scale person is detected with a predicted bounding
box having an IoU equal to 0.457869. If the IoU threshold is
taken equal to 0.5, then the ground-truth bounding box in blue
will be considered as a false negative and the predicted
bounding box will be considered as a false positive, which is
wrong.

The large-scale person is detected twice with the
predicted bounding boxes in green which have
respectively for IoU 0.7074 and 0.153458.The box with
the IoU of 0.153458 will be rejected and it will be
considered as a false positive. On the other hand, the box
with the IoU of 0.7074 will be accepted and considered
as a true positive. The medium-scale lady is also detected
with the predicted bounding box which has the IoU equal

A large-scale person is detected twice with the green
boxes predicted having respectively IoU equal to
0.48906 and 0.0806955, the box with IoU 0.0806955
will be rejected and considered as a false positive.
Likewise, the box with the IoU equal to 0.48906 will
also be rejected if the IoU threshold is set to 0.5 and it
will also be considered as a false positive.
to 0.612489.
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Both persons are detected, but they have respectively for
IoU 0.437131 (person on the left) and 0.518307 (person
on the right). If the IoU threshold is set to 0.5, then only
the box predicted for the person on the right with the IoU
of 0.518307 will be considered a true positive. On the
other hand, the predicted box and the ground truth
bounding box for the person on the left will be
respectively considered as a false positive and a false
negative. So, for the IoU threshold set at 0.5, there is 1
true positive, 1 false positive and 1 false negative, which is not correct.

Both persons are well detected with respectively IoU of
0.543696 (person on the left) and 0.5461 (person on the
right). There are therefore 2 true positives here.

Two people are detected, the large-scale man and a lady in
the medium-scale crowd. The IoUs obtained are 0.674091
and 0.522472 respectively. Note that the crowd side
predicted bounding box overlaps with multiple ground
truth framing boxes, but only the ground truth framing box
having the highest IoU with predicted box will be taken,
the others will be considered false negatives. In this
example there are 2 true positives, 3 false negatives and 3
false positives.

VI. SIMPLE VERSION OF THE TP, FN AND FP METRICS
EVALUATION ALGORITHM
To evaluate the TP (True Positives), FN (False Negatives)
and FP (False Positives) metrics, we will start by presenting a
first simple version of an algorithm for calculating these
values.
For simplicity's sake, let's assume that each person detected
in an image is located only once with a predicted bounding
box. In other words, there is a single predicted bounding box
associated with the ground-truth bounding box framing a
detected person.
Algorithm: Evaluate the number of True Positives, False
Negatives and False Positives.
Input:
 Database of labeled images.
 For each image in the database, we have the list of
ground truth bounding boxes and the list of predicted
bounding boxes.
 The minimum threshold of the IoU.
Output: TP, FN et FP.
We initialize: TP = 0 and FP = 0.
For each image of the database:
For each detection (or predicted frame box) in the
current image:
Choose from all the ground-truth bounding boxes
labeled in the image, the one that has the highest IoU
with the predicted bounding box.
If all the ground-truth bounding boxes in the current
image have an IoU below the minimum IoU threshold
(typically 0.5), then :
Detection is a false positive and increments FP :
FP = FP + 1
else:
The detection is a true positive and we increment
TP : TP = TP + 1
Since each predicted bounding box corresponds to one and
only one ground-truth bounding box (or a person in the
image), one can easily calculate FN by:
FN = Total number of ground-truth bounding boxes in the
database – TP

Here, three people are detected, the large-scale man and
two ladies in the medium-scale crowd, the obtained IoUs
are 0.650545 and 0.449743 and 0.48198, respectively. If
the IoU threshold is set to 0.5, the two detections in the
crowd will be considered false positives and the
corresponding ground truth framing boxes will be
considered false negatives. With the IoU threshold set at
0.5, the detection in this example gives 1 true positive, 4
false negatives and 2 false positives.

This simple algorithm has the advantage of quickly
calculating TP, FN, and FP metrics, but unfortunately it is only
suitable if the detector effectively returns a single predicted
bounding box for each object detected in an image. In our case,
the considered object is a person labeled manually using a
ground truth framing box.
This algorithm is therefore suitable for the HOG-AdaBoost
detector, but not for the Haar-AdaBoost detector, since this last
one sometimes returns two predicted bounding boxes for the
same person and therefore this box will be counted twice as a
true positive. Whereas normally only one predicted bounding
box should be counted as a true positive and the other should
be ignored.
Subsequently, we will propose a general algorithm making
it possible to correctly calculate the TP, FN and FP metrics.
This second version of the algorithm is unfortunately slower in
computing time than the previous algorithm, but it has the
advantage of working regardless of the number of predicted
bounding boxes returned by a detector for the same object (or
person) labeled in an image using a ground truth-bounding
box.
VII. GENERAL VERSION OF THE TP, FN AND FP METRICS
EVALUATION ALGORITHM
It is assumed that the same person can be detected more
than once, that is, there are several predicted bounding boxes
which may correspond to the ground-truth bounding box
framing that person.
Here are two problems that can arise when it comes to
associate predicted bounding boxes with ground-truth
bounding boxes (or detected person):
 Several predicted bounding boxes can correspond to the
same person if they have, together with the ground-truth
bounding box framing this person, an IoU greater than a
certain minimum threshold of the IoU (typically 0.5). In
this case, only a one predicted bounding box should be
counted as a true positive, others if not associated with
other nearby people should be ignored.
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 For people located side-by-side in an image, the
ground-truth bounding boxes can usually overlap with
each other. In this case, the predicted bounding boxes
may also overlap with each other and with several
ground-truth bounding boxes. These predicted
bounding boxes can therefore have an IoU greater than
the minimum threshold with several ground-truth
bounding boxes (or several labeled people). We must
therefore determine how to correctly associate each
predicted bounding box with the ground-truth bounding
box it represents (or the person detected).
To overcome these two difficulties and correctly evaluate
the TP, FN and FP metrics, that is to say, to avoid repeatedly
counting the same person detected with several predicted
bounding boxes, which will distort the calculation of TP and
FP, we propose a general algorithm whose idea is based on the
principle of Non Maximum Suppression (NMS) [23]. We have
used this late one to associate each ground-truth bounding box
(or detected person) with the predicted bounding box that
maximizes the IoU with it and eliminate other predicted
bounding boxes that do not maximize the IoU provided that
they do not match other people in the vicinity.
Typically on a sliding detection window, the exhaustive
search for a person (or an object in general) in an image carried
out by certain detectors such as Haar-AdaBoost and HOGAdaBoost, for example, test all the possible detection windows
at all scales and locations. For each of these detection
windows, a decision on whether or not it belongs to the desired
class is obtained by the detector.
For a person in the initial image, there is a window framing
it in the most precise way. However, windows that are spatially
close or in scale may also give a positive classification. We
then obtain a constellation of positive detection windows
around the same detected person, see Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. For the Same Person in the Image, a Multitude of Windows are
Detected (the Image on the Left). We must Determine which one Best Frames
the Person (the Image on the Right). The Confidence Score is used by the
non-maximum Elimination Technique to Find the Window that Maximizes it
and to Eliminate the others that do not.

The Non Maximum Suppression technique is one of the
methods used during the object detection phase to eliminate
neighboring windows that do not maximize the confidence
score for a detected object. The confidence score is a value
between 0 and 1 generally predicted by a classifier, it
represents the probability that a detection window contains an
object. The confidence score is used as a comparison value
between neighboring detection windows. The principle consists
in keeping for a detected object only the detection window
which maximizes the confidence score and to eliminate the
others which do not maximize it.

In our case, we use the principle of No Maximum
Suppression after the phase of the people detection, we based it
on the comparison of the IoU between the predicted bounding
boxes and those of ground-truth and not on the confidence
score. This choice to use the NMS with the IoU was made for
the following two reasons:
 The Haar-AdaBoost detector can sometimes generate
for the same person detected two predicted bounding
boxes that correspond to it.
 The Haar-AdaBoost and-HOG-AdaBoost detectors are
respectively based on the binary classifier AdaBoost
which do not return a confidence score, but rather the
values -1 (or a negative value) for non-membership of
the object class to be detected or 1 (or a positive value)
to indicate membership of the object class.
The principle of the general evaluation algorithm for TP,
FN and FP metrics that we have developed is as follows:
Algorithm: Evaluate the number of True Positives, False
Negatives, and False Positives.
Input:
 Database of labeled images.
 For each image in the database, we have the list of field
truth bounding boxes and the list of predicted bounding
boxes.
 The minimum threshold of the IoU.
Output: TP, FN and FP.
We initialize TP = 0, FN = 0 and FP = 0.
For each image of the database perform the following
processing:
 Mark all bounding boxes predicted as not being
assigned to a ground-truth bounding box.
 Associate with each ground-truth bounding box (or a
labeled person) in the current image the list of
predicted bounding boxes that have an IoU with it that
exceeds a certain threshold (typically 0.5). The list of
predicted bounding boxes is sorted in descending order
of IoUs and all predicted bounding boxes in the list are
marked as affected.
If the list of predicted bounding boxes is empty, that is,
there is no predicted bounding box associated with the
ground-truth bounding box, and then this last one is a
false negative or a missed person. In this case, we
increment the FN metric.
The final goal of the algorithm is to determine for a
ground-truth bounding box framing a person detected
in the image one predicted bounding box that
maximizes the IoU with it. In this case, only this
predicted box will be counted as a true positive, the
other predicted bounding boxes on the list if they are
not associated with other people located side by side
will be ignored.
 Evaluate the FP metric: it corresponds to the number of
predicted bounding boxes that are not marked as
assigned to a ground-truth bounding box.
 If several detected bounding boxes correspond to the
same ground-truth bounding box framing a person (or
object in general), the Non Maximum Suppression
principle is applied to keep only the detected bounding
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box having a maximum IoU with the ground-truth
bounding box. This operation is necessary to properly
calculate the TP number, as it avoids counting the
predicted boxes for a detected person several times.
For each ground-truth bounding box b1 in the current
image:
If the list of predicted bounding boxes associated
with box b1 is not empty, then:
The predicted bounding box p1 at the beginning of
the list has the maximum IoU. We then take this
box p1.
For each ground-truth bounding box b2 in the
current image:
If the box p2 at the beginning of the list of
predicted bounding boxes associated with box b2
is the same as p1:
If the IoU of p2 with b2 is greater than that of
p1 with b1 then it can be confirmed that the
predicted bounding box p1 is not associated
with the box b1.
Otherwise (the IoU of p2 is smaller than that of
p1), we remove p2 from the beginning of the
list of the predicted bounding boxes associated
with the box b2.
If in the previous iteration it was determined that the
predicted bounding box p1 was not associated with
b1, then in this case p1 is removed from the
beginning of the predicted bounding boxes list
associated with box b1.
 Evaluate the TP metric: it corresponds to the number of
ground-truth bounding boxes with a list of predicted
bounding boxes associated with them non-empty (these
ground-truth bounding boxes therefore correspond to
detected people).
VIII. ANALYSIS OF THE TWO DETECTORS HAARADABOOST AND HOG-ADABOOST PERFORMANCE ON THE
IMAGES OF THE INRIA PERSON DATASET
After having implemented the general algorithm for
evaluating TP, FN and FP metrics in C ++ language using the
OpenCV library, we used it to evaluate the performance of the
two detectors Haar-AdaBoost and HOG-AdaBoost.
The following two tables show the results of analyzes
obtained by applying respectively the two detectors on 187 first
images taken from the 460 bitmap color images of people in
the INRIA Person Dataset. Manual labeling of the people in the
187 images resulted in a total of 481 ground-truth bounding
boxes framing these people.

TABLE II.
RESULT OBTAINED BY APPLYING THE HAAR ADABOOSTDETECTOR ON 187 IMAGES FROM INRIA PERSON DATASET CONTAINING 481
PEOPLE LABELED WITH GROUND-TRUTH BOUNDING BOXES
Haar-AdaBoost
IoU threshold

TP

FN

FP

Precision

Recall

0,4

179

302

90

0,665428

0,372141

0,5

144

337

127

0,531365

0,299376

0,6

73

408

203

0,264493

0,151767

0,7

18

463

261

0,064516

0,037422

0,8

2

479

277

0,007168

0,004158

0,9

0

481

279

0

0

TABLE III.
RESULT OBTAINED BY APPLYING THE HOG-ADABOOST
DETECTOR ON 187 IMAGES FROM THE INRIA PERSON DATASET CONTAINING
481 PEOPLE LABELED WITH THE GROUND-TRUTH BOUNDING BOXES
HOG-AdaBoost
IoU threshold

TP

FN

FP

Precision

Recall

0,4

258

223

368

0,412141

0,536383

0,5

191

290

441

0,302215

0,397089

0,6

103

378

532

0,162205

0,214137

0,7

31

450

604

0,048819

0,064449

0,8

2

479

633

0,00315

0,004158

0,9

0

481

635

0

0

Since the two detectors are applied to the same images in
the INRIA Person Dataset, we will start by making a simple
comparison by plotting the curves of the True Positives as a
function of the Intersection over Union (TP-IoU), False
Positives as a function of the Intersection on the union (FPIoU) and False Negatives as a function of the Intersection on
the union (FN-IoU) (see these curves in Fig. 4).
It can be seen from the TP-IoU curve in Fig. 4 that the
HOG-AdaBoost detector (curve in red) is more efficient than
the Haar-AdaBoost detector (curve in blue), since it allows to
detect more positives (or the persons labeled) than
Haar-AdaBoost.
Likewise, the FP-IoU curve also shows that there are fewer
false negatives or misses‟ people with HOG-AdaBoost than
with Haar-AdaBoost.
On the other hand, the HOG-AdaBoost detector is less
efficient than Haar-AdaBoost with regard to false detections,
since in return for its efficiency in detecting positives, it has the
disadvantage of generating a lot of false detections or false
positives.

Fig. 4. These Curves show that the HOG-AdaBoost Detector (in Red) is more efficient to Detect People than Haar-AdaBoost (in Blue), but it Generates more
False Detections than the Latter. These Results were Obtained for the Values of the Detection Parameters ScaleFactor and MinNeighbors respectively Equal to 1.1
and 3.
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Since the two detectors are based respectively on the
AdaBoost binary classifier which does not return a confidence
score, but rather a response indicating whether the detected
object is part of the required class or not, it will therefore not
be possible to use the curve Precision-Recall that can be used
to calculate the AP (Average Precision) metric. We will
therefore use in its place the Recall-IoU curve which makes it
possible to calculate the AR (Average Recall) metric.
Subsequently, we will complete the comparisons made by
the curves in Fig. 4 by plotting the Recall-IoU curve (Fig. 5).
This is more general than the previous curves, it is often used
to study the efficiency in detecting true positives; in addition it
allows evaluating the average recall metric AR (Average
Recall) which is used to compare detectors even if they are
applied to different image databases.

the HOG-AdaBoost AR is larger than the Haar-AdaBoost AR.
But unfortunately, according to the FP-IoU curve in Fig. 4, the
HOG-AdaBoost detector has the disadvantage of generating a
lot of false detections than the Haar-AdaBoost detector.
IX. EXPERIMENTING BY CHANGING CERTAIN DETECTION
PARAMETERS
To perform the detection of people, we used the
detectMultiScale method of the CascadeClassifier class. It
admits seven parameters, the most important that can be varied
to study the detection of people or objects in general are the
following two parameters:
 scaleFactor : Allows to define how much the size of the
detection window will be reduced with each iteration.
The default value for this parameter is 1.1.
 minNeighbors : Defines the minimum number of
neighboring detections that a candidate area must have
to be retained. The default value for this parameter is 3.
The other parameters are: the image matrix, the flags (not
used in detection), minSize (minimum size of the object, the
default value is size 0×0) and maxSize (maximum size of the
object, the value by default is the full size of the image) are not
important for detection.

Fig. 5. This Curve shows that the HOG-AdaBoost Detector (in Red) is more
Efficient at Detecting People than the Haar-AdaBoost Detector (in Blue).

Knowing that the AR metric corresponds to the area of the
region below the Recall-IoU curve between the values of IoU
0.5 and 1 and, it is given by equation (1). To evaluate this
metric, we will approximate the integral (1) using the rectangle
method that is given by the equation (2):
∫

(1)

∑

(2)

Here, IoU1 is equal to 0.5 and IoUn is equal to 1. The
interval [0.5, 1] is divided into n intervals of the same length
equal to
, 1 ≤ i ≤ n - 1.
Since in our case, we have taken n = 5 and the IoU variable
between 0.5 and 1, we can deduce that the step of the variation
will be fixed at
, equation (2) will become:
∑

(2)

With IoU1 = 0,5 and IoUi+1 = IoUi + 0,1, 1 ≤ i ≤ n – 1.
Based on the detections results obtained by the
Haar-AdaBoost and HOG-AdaBoost detectors and which are
presented in Tables II and III, respectively, we evaluated the
AR metric for each of the two detectors which made it possible
to obtain the following result:
 Haar-AdaBoost : AR = 0,0985446.
 HOG-AdaBoost : AR = 0,1359666.
From the plot of the Recall-IoU curve and the evaluation of
the AR metric for both detectors, the HOG-AdaBoost detector
is more efficient to detect people than Haar-AdaBoost, because

The results of the analyses presented in paragraph 8 above
were obtained using the values of scaleFactor and
minNeighbors parameters respectively equal to the default
values 1.1 and 3.
We repeated these experiments by assigning to the
scaleFactor parameter the fixed value 1.1 and by varying the
value of the minNeighbors parameter by assigning it the
successive values 2, 3, 4 and 5.
The results of the analyses obtained by the two detectors
Haar-AdaBoost and HOG-AdaBoost are respectively shown in
Fig. 6 and Fig. 7.
The TP-IoU, FN-IoU and Recall-IoU curves show that
when the value of the minNeighbors parameter decrease from 5
to 2, the detection of people (or true positives) improves by
both detectors, but, in return, the number of false detections (or
false positives) increases (see the FP-IoU curve).
It can be seen that the lower the value of the minNeighbors
parameter, the better the detection of people and the higher the
number of false detections. A compromise between good
detection and false detections can be achieved by the
intermediate value of minNeighbors equal to 3 (values 4 and 5
also give a suitable result).
To complete this study, we also assigned other values to the
parameters (scaleFactor,minNeighbors), such as (1.01, 5),
(1.01, 4), (1.01, 3), (1.01, 2), (1.05, 5), (1.05, 4), (1.05, 3),
(1.05, 2), (1.1, 5), (1.1, 4), (1.1, 3), (1.1, 2), (1,15,5),(1.15,
4),(1.15, 3), (1.15, 2), (1.2, 5), (1.2, 4), (1.2, 3),(1.2, 3).
The curves in Fig. 8 (Haar-AdaBoost) and Fig. 9
(HOG-AdaBoost) were obtained for the values of
(scaleFactor,minNeighbors) equal to (1.01, 3), (1.05,3), (1.1,3),
(1.15,3) and (1.2,3), they give an idea for comparing the
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detections that we obtained by varying the values of the
scaleFactor and minNeighbors parameters as shown above.
The analyses we performed for the scaleFactor parameter
value varying from 1.01 to 1.2 and the minNeighbors
parameter value fixed at 3 and which are illustrated by Fig. 8
and 9 allowed us to deduce the following conclusions:
 When the value of the scaleFactor parameter decreases,
there is an overall improvement in the people detection
due to an increase in the number of true positives (see
the TP-IoU, FN-IoU and Sensitivity-IoU curves).

Unfortunately, this improvement is achieved in detriment
of an increase in false detections (or the number of false
positives, see the FP-IoU curve) and also in the time of
detections calculation.
Tables IV and V also confirm the previous results, they
give an overview of the detection rates obtained by the two
detectors when the IoU value is set at 0.5, that of the
minNeighbors parameter is set at 3 and by varying the
scaleFactor parameter value which successively takes the
values 1.01, 1.05, 1.1, 1, 15 and 1.2.

Fig. 6. Haar-AdaBoost Detector.These Curves show the Results of the Detections Analysis Obtained by the Haar-AdaBoost Detector by Setting the Value of the
ScaleFactor Parameter to 1.1 and Varying the Value of the minNeighborsen Parameter Successively Assigning it the Values 2, 3, 4 and 5.

Fig. 7. HOG-AdaBoost Detector. These Curves show the Results of the Detection Analysis Obtained by the HOG-AdaBoost Detector by Setting the Value of the
ScaleFactor Parameter to 1.1 and Varying the Value of the minNeighbors Parameter by Successively Assigning it the Values 2, 3, 4 and 5.

Fig. 8. Haar-AdaBoost Detector. These Curves show the Results of Detections Analysis Obtained by the Haar-AdaBoost Detector by Varying the Value of the
ScaleFactor Parameter Assigning it the Successive Values 1.01, 1.05, 1.1, 1.15 and 1.2 and Setting the Value of the minNeighbors Parameter to 3.

Fig. 9. HOG-AdaBoost Detector. These Curves show the Results of Detections Analysis Obtained by the HOG-AdaBoost Detector by Varying the Value of the
ScaleFactor Parameter Assigning it the Successive Values 1.01, 1.05, 1.1, 1.15 and 1.2 and Setting the Value of the minNeighbors Parameter to 3.
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Knowing that in the first 187 images of the INRIA Person
Dataset, we have labeled 481 people by ground-truth bounding
boxes, in this case, the detection rate (equal to the recall
metric) will therefore be equal to the number of true positives
detected in all 187 images divided by 481, that is, equal to
.
It can be seen from Tables IV and V that the detection rate
obtained by the two detectors is overall less than 50%, it
increases when the scaleFactor parameter decreases from 1.2 to
1.01.
TABLE IV. DETECTION RATES OBTAINED BY THE HAAR-ADABOOST
DETECTOR BY SETTING THE VALUE OF THE IOU TO 0.5, THAT OF THE
MINNEIGHBORS PARAMETER TO 3 AND BY VARYING THE VALUE OF THE
SCALEFACTOR PARAMETER
Haar-AdaBoost detector
scaleFactor

1.01

1.05

1.1

1.15

1.2

TP

210

165

144

125

105

Detection rate in %

43,66

34,30

29,94

25,99

21,83

TABLE V.
DETECTION RATES OBTAINED BY THE HOG-ADABOOST
DETECTOR BY SETTING THE IOU VALUE TO 0.5, THAT OF THE MINNEIGHBORS
PARAMETER TO 3 AND VARYING THE VALUE OF THE SCALEFACTOR
PARAMETER
HOG-AdaBoost detector
scaleFactor

1.01

1.05

1.1

1.15

1.2

TP

215

208

191

186

171

Detction rate in %

44,70

43,24

39,71

38,67

35,55

 The respective default values 1.1 and 3 of the two
parameters scaleFactor and minNeighbors are central;
they allow obtaining a suitable detection result that
provides a compromise between true detections and
false detections and a reasonable calculation time.
 The parameters (scaleFactor,minNeighbors) pairs of
values (1.15,3) and (1.2,3) also provide a suitable
detection result, since the TP-IoU, FN-IoU and FP-IoU
and Recall-IoU curves obtained for these two pairs of
values are very close to those obtained for the pair value
(1.1,3). In addition, these two pairs of values make it
possible to carry out detections with a lower calculation
time than that obtained for (1.1, 3).
X. TRAINING THE HAAR-ADABOOST DETECTOR BY
SUPERVISED LEARNING ON THE INRIA PERSON DATASET
IMAGES
Training a classifier is a long step. It requires gathering and
annotating a large number of images containing the object to
be detected (positive images) and images not containing the
object to be detected (negative images).
In our case, we used the first 187 images taken from 460
images in the INRIA Person Dataset. The manual people
labeling in these 187 images resulted in 481 ground-truth
bounding boxes that we will use to train the Haar-AdaBoost
detector by supervised learning.

The training database therefore consists of 187 positive
images and 273 negative images (also called background
images). All these images are taken from the INRIA Person
Dataset. The positive images are labeled in 481 people who
will be used jointly with the negative images during the
learning process as training examples of the Haar-AdaBoost
detector.
The aim of this experiment is to test whether we can
improve the detection of people on a medium and large scale
by injecting into the learning database examples of people
images on medium and large scales. During the learning phase,
the training of the detector with the opencv_traincascade
program takes a lot of time depending on the number of
positive and negative images and the size w×h. In our case, the
number of positive and negative images was set at 481 and 273
respectively. The training time of the Haar-AdaBoost detector
increases according to the used size w×h.
For example, this time takes 1 hour and 50 minutes for the
size 24×24, 3 days and 21 hours for the size of 32×32 and more
than 5 days for the sizes 64×64, 24×60 and 32×80 on the Intel
(R) Core (TM) microprocessor having the frequency of 1.8
GHz and a RAM memory of 4 GB.
After training the detectors for sizes 24×24, 32×32, 64×64,
24×60 and 32×80, we applied them to the INRIA images for
analyzing the results obtained.
Fig. 10 shows some images of people detections obtained
by Haar-AdaBoost detectors formed with sizes 64×64, 24×60
and 32×80. The frames in blue are the ground-truth bounding
boxes, while the green frames correspond to the predicted
bounding boxes.
These detections were obtained with the values 1.1 and 3
assigned respectively to the scaleFactor and minNeighbors
parameters of the detectMultiScale method defined in
CascadeClassifier class provided by OpenCV.
The detection results obtained by Haar-AdaBoost detectors
formed with sizes 24×24, 32×32 are very bad, there is
practically no detection of people and generate a very high
number of false detections (see the curves in blue and red that
are often confused in Fig. 11).
On the other hand, the results obtained by the detectors
formed with sizes 64×64, 24×60 and 32×80 are suitable, they
resemble practically to the detection results obtained with the
detector provided by OpenCV.
In addition, since the learning examples of these detectors
contained many people on a large scale, they thus made it
possible to slightly exceed the OpenCV detector in terms of
detecting people on a large and medium scale (see Fig. 10 and
11).
In addition, the TP-IoU, FN-IoU and Recall-IoU curves in
Fig. 11 also show that detectors trained for sizes 24×60 and
32×80 provide a better detection result with regard to the
number of true positives that is larger and the number of false
detections that are smaller than those provided by the detector
formed for size 64×64. This result comes from the fact that the
aspect ratio, that is, the ratio of width to height, chosen for the
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detectors 24×60 and 32×80 is equal to 0.4 (
)
which generally corresponds to the aspect ratio of people
standing.
Unfortunately, the disadvantage of these detectors thus
formed is that they generate a very high number of false
detections compared to those generated by the OpenCV
detector (see Fig. 10 and 11), this is most likely due to the

number of negative (273 images) and positive (481 positive
images of persons) examples of learning which is very low.
Normally, to train correctly a detector, it actually takes
thousands of positive and negative examples, which requires
gathering a very large number of positive images containing
people to be labeled and negative images not containing
people. In this case, the training of the detector will require a
very high learning time.

64×64
IoU = 0.43435

IoU = 0.725217

IoU = 0.496905

IoU = 0.694407

IoU = 0.700581

(man) IoU = 0.558974
(lady) IoU = 0.860678

24×60
IoU = 0.737387

(man) IoU = 0.524845
(lady) IoU = 0.79023

32×80
IoU = 0.477611

IoU = 0.711113

IoU = 0.748899

(man) IoU = 0.681874
(lady) IoU = 0.940507

Fig. 10. People Detection Obtained by Haar-AdaBoost Detectors Formed respectively with Sizes 64×64, 24×60 and 32×80.

Fig. 11. These Curves show the Results of Detections Analysis Obtained by the Haar-AdaBoost Detector Formed for Sizes 24×24, 32×32, 24×60 and 32×80.The
ScaleFactor and minNeighbors Parameters have Values of 1.1 and 3, respectively.
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XI. CONCLUSION
In this article, we first studied the two detectors
Haar-AdaBoost (VJ) and HOG-AdaBoost (PoseInv) following
the study that we did before in the paper [19].
After having studied the two methods we made a
comparison of two approaches Haar-AdaBoost and
HOG-Adaboost which constitutes a variant of HOG-SVM [12].
Secondly and after modifying certain detection parameters, we
carried out an evaluation of the experiments found to have
more performance.

will be difficult to expand the capacity of these detectors to
new examples.
Another disadvantage of the Haar and HOG descriptors is
that they only allow to process grayscale images and only take
into account the shape of the objects.
An alternative to the Haar-AdaBoost and HOG-AdaBoost
detectors is to use deep convolutional neural network models.
Indeed, the latter have made it possible to obtain great
performances by their training for the detection of objects [24,
25, 26] and in particular of people [27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32].

The application of these two detectors on the images taken
from the INRIA Person Dataset enabled us to draw the
following conclusions:

In addition, it is very easy to expand the capacity of an
already trained deep convolutional neural network to new
learning examples through the fine-tuning operation.

 The HOG-AdaBoost detector is more efficient at
detecting people on a medium scale (or nearby) than the
Haar-AdaBoost detector, but on the other hand, it
generates much more false detection than the latter.

Deep convolutional neural networks also have the
advantage of being applied to color images, which gives them
the ability to take into account not only the shape of objects,
but their texture and color as well.

 Generally, the two detectors studied do not correctly
detect people on a small scale (or distant) and on a very
large scale (or very close). This is most likely due to the
training examples that were used to train these two
detectors which contained very few examples of people
on a small and on a very large scale.
 Sometimes the shape of the clothing, people close
together, crowds, etc. can prevent these detectors from
properly detecting people in images.
 The detection rate of people obtained by the two
detectors Haar-AdaBoost and HOG-AdaBoost is less
than 50%.
In an attempt to improve the detection of people at medium
and large scale, five Haar-AdaBoost detectors were formed for
the respective image sizes 24×24, 32×32, 64×64, 24×60 and
32×80 on an image database containing many examples of
medium and large scale people.
There are practically no detection results provided by
24×24 and 32×32 detectors. In contrast, 64×64, 24×60 and
32×80 detectors have improved the performance of detecting
people at medium and large scale compared to the detector
provided by OpenCV, but on the other hand, they generate a
very high number of false detections. This disadvantage is
probably due to the reduced number of positive and negative
images that we used to train these detectors.
Unfortunately, it is not possible to apply the finetuning
operation to the Haar-AdaBoost and HOG-AdaBoost detectors.
This operation consists of re-training a detector already trained
on new examples in order to readjust it so that they can adapt
to the recognition of these new examples, such as for example
in our case, the detection of small, medium and large scale
people.
In practice, the fine-tuning operation is preferable to
training a new detector on a new sample database which is a
very computationally expensive operation. The fact that this
operation is not supported by Haar-AdaBoost and
HOG-AdaBoost, this is a disadvantage of these detectors, as it
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Abstract—Now-a-days, digital documents have become the
primary source of information. Therefore, natural language
processing is widely utilized in information retrieval, topic
modeling, document classification, and document clustering.
Preprocessing plays a significant role in all of these applications.
One of the critical steps in preprocessing is removing stopwords.
Many languages have defined their list of stopwords. However, a
publicly available stopwords list isn't available for the Tamil
language since it is under-resourced. This study identified 93
general and some domain-specific stopwords for sports,
entertainment, local and foreign news by analyzing more than 1.7
million Tamil documents with more than 21 million words. Also,
this study shows that removing stopwords improves the accuracy
of a Tamil document clustering system. It showed an
improvement of 2.4%, 0.95% in the F-score for TF-IDF with one
pass algorithm and FastText with the one-pass algorithm,
respectively.

emphasis is given to the semantic of the text. For instance, in
document classification, the corpus size reduction reduced the
time needed to train a model [5].

Keywords—Stopwords;
clustering
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INTRODUCTION

Usage of digital text information is growing exponentially
in today's world, not only in English but also in other regional
languages. Managing this data and extracting the relevant
information has become a challenge. Henceforth, Natural
Language Processing (NLP) has emerged as a new research
field. Yet, the text is more challenging to manipulate and
process than numerical data since it is unstructured,
ambiguous, and difficult to manipulate. Information retrieval,
document clustering, question and answering, document
classification, sentiment analysis, and text summarization are
some trivial applications of NLP. In every such application, the
very first step is data preprocessing. Typically, data
preprocessing includes tokenization, stemming, lemmatization,
and stopwords removal [1]. Preprocessing eliminates the noise
in the data. Further, preprocessing improves the performance
of applications. More than 70% of the total text classification
process comprises of preprocessing of text alone [2].
Stopwords are the frequently occurring words in a language
containing very little or no meaning when used alone. They
influence the syntax of a language rather than the semantics of
a language [3]. "Are, is, be, a, the, an, of" are some examples
of stopwords in English [3]. Therefore, removing stopwords
shrinks the size of the text corpus by nearly 35-45% [4] by
leaving only the semantically significant words. Also, this aids
in improving the accuracy and efficiency of application as the

In the literature, there are several studies conducted for
stopwords identification for many languages such as English,
Hindi, Arabic, Chines [4], [6]. Yet, there is no publicly
available list of stopwords for Tamil as less research has been
done. This paper focuses on identifying stopwords for the
Tamil language. Tamil is one of the highly agglutinative
languages. The language is used in Sri Lanka, India, Canada,
Malaysia, and many other parts of the world. Also, its use in
the online platform has shown a hike in the recent past.
Therefore, there is a notable need for NLP applications to make
use of these available online resources. Therefore, developing
and defining stopword lists will benefit the preprocessing step
for Tamil language NLP applications. In this research, the
authors identify 93 general stopwords for Tamil. Apart from
that, the authors identify some domain-specific stopwords for
the domain of sports, entertainment, international and local
news. Further, by incorporating the preprocessing step of
stopwords removal in Tamil text clustering, an improvement of
2.4 and 0.95 in F-score were noted for TF-IDF with one pass
algorithm and FastText with one pass algorithm accordingly.
The remaining part of the paper is laid out as follows.
Section II elaborates on the related work. Section III details the
methodology of stopwords generation for the Tamil language.
Section IV reports on the evaluation conducted. Section V
analyzes the result and discusses the findings. Section VI
conveys the conclusion of the research.
II. RELATED WORK
Fox[4] created a stopword list for English using Brown
Corpus of 1,014,000 words. Here the author manually added
the words that appeared more than 300 times in the corpus in a
list and finalized it by manually analyzing. The stopword list
contained 421 words. This approach is domain-independent
and is widely used in retrieval systems. Hao et al. [6] generated
a stopword list using the weighted Chi-squared statistic
technique for the Chinese language. Researchers observed that
the suggested methodology effectively improved the F1
classification score by nearly 7%.
Raulji et al. [7] proposed a dictionary-based approach to
remove the stopwords for the Sanskrit Language. They used a
predefined word list, compared it with the targeted text, and
removed the stopwords. The researchers stated that from
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87,000 words corpus, 11,200 words were removed as
stopwords. This reduced the corpus size by 13% and reduced
the feature space and CPU cycle.
Saif et al. [8] generated stopwords for the twitter
sentimental analysis using a semantic approach. The
researchers concentrated on word semantics and contextual
semantics of the words. For this study, six different datasets
were used. It was noticed that using semantically found out
stopwords improved the accuracy by 0.42% and F-score by
0.94% than using a classic stopword list. Further stopwords
removal reduced the classification features by 48.34% and size
by 1.17% compared to traditional approaches. Miretie and
Khedkar[9] generated a stopword list for the Amharic language
by applying aggregated term frequency, entropy and inverse
document frequency. El-Khair [10] conducted a comparative
study to determine the effect of stopwords removal for the
Arabic language. The notion of this study is to combine
statistical and linguistic approaches. This study used three
stopword lists: general list, corpus-based list, and combined
list. Also, they used inverse document frequency, probability
weight, and statistical modeling approaches. It was concluded
that the general stopword list performed better than the latter
two.
Bouzoubaa et al. [11] standardized the Arabic stopword
list. They [12] used a statistical approach to find stopwords in
the Arabic language. They concluded that this approach
increased the performance of the Artificial Neural Network
(ANN) classifier than when the general stopword list was used.
Ghag and Shah [5] studied the consequences of stopwords
elimination in sentiment analysis and reported that the
traditional classifier accuracy improved from 50% to 58.6%
when stopwords were removed. However, when applying for
"Average Relative Term Frequency Sentiment Classifier,"
"Senti-Term Frequency Inverse Document Frequency," and
"Relative Term Frequency Sentiment Classifier," the
improvement was insignificant.
Gunasekara and Haddela [13] created a domain-specific
stopword list for the Sinhala language. Reported improved
precision, recall, F-score, and accuracy when removed the
stopwords in Naïve Bayes and Maximum Entropy-based
classifier to classify the Sinhala news articles.
Ladani and Desai [3] surveyed the available stopwords
removal techniques for Indian and Non-Indian Languages.
They classified stopwords into two main categories as general
and domain-specific. They were reported that removing
stopwords reduces the size and improves the accuracy of text
classification.
Jha et al. [14] proposed a Deterministic Finite Automata
(DFA) based stopwords elimination algorithm for the Hindi
language. Used JSON objects to implement DFA. For this
study total of 200 Hindi documents were used as input,
including a movie review dataset gathered from the internet.
Here the accuracy and efficiency improved for text
preprocessing.

Wijeratne and de Silva [16] collected the data from patent
documents between 2010-2020 and created a corpus with
540,276 words of Sinhala text and listed the stopwords using
term frequency. Sarica and Luo [17] identified the stopwords
in technical language.
Rakholia et al. [18] proposed a rule-based approach to
detect stopwords for the Gujarati language dynamically. They
developed 11 static rules and used them to generate a stopword
list at runtime. They attained 98.10% accuracy for generic
stopwords detection and 94.08% for domain-specific
stopwords detection.
Multiple approaches have been tried in different languages
in the literature to identify the stopwords. Those are mainly: a
manual, dictionary-based, rule-based, statistical approach, term
frequency, weighted term frequency, inverse document
frequency. Most of them are static approaches and datadependent. Further, these approaches require an intense amount
of resources to gain better accuracy. Tamil is a low-resourced
and highly inflected language. Therefore, applying these
techniques directly to the Tamil language will not be feasible.
Hence this study presents a dynamic approach for Tamil
stopwords identification.
III. STOPWORDS IDENTIFICATION FOR THE TAMIL
LANGUAGE
A. Data Collection and Preprocessing
The data collected by Fayaza and Ranatunga [19] is utilized
in this study. Datasets contain more than 1.7 Tamil documents
with more than 21 million words. The datasets contain two
types of data. Namely.
1) Online news data: The online news data was collected
from nine news providers and covered the local, international,
sport, business, and entertainment news. Each news consisted
of title, body, URL, and date published. Every news domain is
identified using a URL, and domain-specific groups were
created as the first step. Using this data following datasets
were created.
Dataset 1: International news.
Dataset 2: Sports news.
Dataset 3: Local news.
Dataset 4: Entertainment news.
The following procedures were carried out as preprocessing
for all the datasets created above. Using <TITLE> and
<BODY> tags, the news title and body were identified. Then
the data was tokenized into distinct terms using the white space
characters like space, tab, newline/carriage return, and
punctuation marks. This was followed by the removal of nonTamil characters and punctuation marks.
2) General data: It contains randomly collected data from
multiple sources. The same preprocessing steps carried out on
the previous data set were carried out.

Jayaweera et al. [15] proposed a dynamic approach to find
Sinhala stopwords. In this study, they argued the cutoff point is
subjective to the dataset. This study used 90,000 documents.
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B. Stopword Identification
Several approaches were implemented to identify the
stopwords in different languages in the literature. However,
most of these approaches are based on the term frequency of
the text. In this study, term frequency (TF), inverse document
frequency (IDF), and term-frequency-inverse-documentfrequency (TF-IDF) are calculated for every term in the
dataset. Authors select this approach since it is independent of
the dataset size and domain, and it has been used in many other
low-resource languages [15]. Further authors conducted
multiple executions with different values to define the
threshold. From that, the generated threshold value is selected
by analyzing the stopword lists.

the manual clusters created in [19], and Pairwise F-scores [19]
were calculated.

This automatic identification process consists of the
following set of procedures:

Four experiments were conducted under this study. They
are:

 Calculate term frequency (TF) for each term in the
document (TFt,d).

1) TF-IDF with one pass algorithm (TFIDF-OPA)
clustering using the dataset with stopwords.
2) FastText with one pass algorithm (FT-OPA) clustering
using the dataset with stopwords.
3) TF-IDF with one pass algorithm (TFIDF-OPA)
clustering using the dataset without stopwords (stopwords
removed).
4) FastText with one pass algorithm (FT-OPA) clustering
with the datasets without stopwords (stopword removed.).

 Calculate the document frequency (DF) for each term.
 Calculate the Inverse document frequency (IDFt) :
log10(N/dft ) (N: total number of documents in the
dataset).
 Calculate the TF*IDF for each term.
 Calculate the average TF*IDF for each term.
 List the TF*IDF in order.
 If TF*IDF is lower than threshold value term, added to
stopword list.
 Identify intersect words in the lists and create a general
stopword list.
It was identified that some stopwords are common among
all the domain-specific stopword lists. Therefore, this study
categorizes those words under general stopwords for the Tamil
language.
IV. EVALUATION
To date, there is no published work or publicly available
stopword list for Tamil. This study created two types of
stopwords lists (One general and four domain-specific). Three
individuals manually evaluated these generated lists. Fleiss'
Kappa statistic [20] was used to assess the agreement between
the evaluators, which was 93.0.
Stopwords removal is one of the basic preprocessing steps
in NLP. To evaluate the impact of stopwords removal on
system performance of the NLP system, the generated lists
were utilized for stopword removal in clustering for Tamil
news, using ten datasets as of [19]. The incorporation was done
over the same two approaches used in [19]. Those are:
1) TF-IDF with one pass algorithm [19].
2) FastText with one pass algorithm [19].
The system without removing stopwords was used as the
baseline for this experiment. Then the stopwords removed
datasets were tested. Generated results are compared against

V. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
This study paved the way to create two types of stopwords
lists, a general one and a domain-specific one. The general
stopword list contains 93 words. Fig. 1 depicts the
effectiveness of the clustering system with and without
stopwords. Fig. 2 list downs the general stopwords. Domainspecific stopwords are listed in Fig. 3, Fig. 4, Fig. 5 and Fig. 6.
Fig. 3 is the list of stopwords for the domain of International
news. Fig. 4 is the same for the domain of Local news. Fig. 5 is
for the Sports news, and Fig. 6 is for the Entertainment news.

Table I describes the results obtained for the above 4
experiment setups. There is a significant improvement in the Fscore when the dataset is used after removing stopwords with
regard to that of the data set with the stopwords TFIDF-OPA
increased by 2.4% and FT-OPA increased by 0.95%. This
shows the impact of stopwords removal is higher in TF-IDF
than that of FastText.
Tamil is a grammar-rich and highly inflected language.
Even though some words are in stopwords, inflections of them
are not included in the list. For example,
(Team – ani) is
a stopword in the sports domain. It has the following inflected
term:
(for teams – Aṇikaḷukku),
(To the
team - Aṇikku),
(Of the team- Aṇiyiṉ),
(for the Team- Aṇikkum). TF-IDF fails to identify all these
forms as stopwords in the clustering process. But Fasttext was
able to handle this in the clustering process. Because Fasttext
include representing sentences with bag-of-words and bag-ofn–grams, as well as using subword information, and sharing
information across classes through a hidden representation.
Further, TF-IDF considers inflected terms as different words.
Also, another challenge is some terms are written in
different styles by different news providers. For example:
(Cricket -Kirikkaṭ),
(Cricket -Kirikkeṭ). TFIDF considers these as two different terms.
All the following news samples reports on different arrests
instances. All these news get grouped into one cluster without
the stopwords removed if the clustering is performed.
However, when the stopwords were removed, the system could
cluster them into three different clusters based on the reason for
the arrest. The first, second, and sixth reference the same
instance about an arrest associated with drugs. The fourth and
fifth are about an arrest related to an accident; they are
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clustered together. The third news is in another cluster, which
is about an arrest related to smuggling. Since the word
(arrested – kaitu) was in the stopword list, the stopword
removal process removes it from the dataset. Therefore, it was
possible to distinguish these news articles, increasing the
clustering accuracy.

(Tamiḻ
tēciya kūṭṭamaippiṉ pārāḷumaṉṟa uṟuppiṉarkaḷukkum
jaṉātipati maittiripāla ciṟicēṉavukkum iṭaiyil iṉṟu
cantippu oṉṟu) - Today a meeting between TNA
parliamentarians and President Maithripala Sirisena.

 12



(12 Ilaṭcam rūpā peṟumatiyāṉa pōtai
māttiraikaḷuṭaṉ mūvar kaitu) –Three arrested with drugs
worth 12 lakh rupees.

(Pas kaṭṭaṇattaik
kuṟaippatu
kuṟitta
iṟutittīrmāṉam
toṭarpilāṉa
kalanturaiyāṭal)- Discussion on the final decision on
reducing bus fares.

 12
(12 Laṭcam peṟumatiyāṉa pōtai māttiraikaḷuṭaṉ
mūvar kaitu) - Three arrested with Rs 12 lakh worth of
drugs.

1
0.9


(Oru tokai taṅkāparaṇaṅkaḷuṭaṉ ciṅkappūr pirajai kaitu)
- Singaporean national arrested with gold jewelry.
(Mūvar kaitu) - Three arrested.

 3

(3 Pēr kaitu) - 3 people arrested.



0.7
Pairwise F-score



0.8

(Herōyiṉ
viyāpārattil īṭupaṭṭa napar kaitu)- The person involved
in the heroin trade was arrested.

0.5
0.4
0.3

Further, the following is a set of news related to the same
day. The first and the third related to a discussion on bus fare
reduction, while the second is regarding a meeting between the
president and the TNA parliamentarians. When they are
clustered without the stopwords removal, all three are placed
into one cluster. However, when classified after the stopword
removal, the first and the third are allocated to the same cluster
while the second is set onto another separate cluster. Since the
word
(today – inru) that was in the stopword list was
removed in the stopword removal process, the documents
similarly between first and third increased while for the second
one reduced..


0.6

0.2
0.1
0

Dataset
TFIDF-OPA with stopwords
TFIDF-OPA without stopwords
FT-OPA with stopwords

?

(Pas kaṭṭaṇam kuṟaikkappaṭumā? Iṉṟu
kalanturaiyāṭal) - Will bus fares be reduced? Discussion
today.

FT-OPA without stopwords
Fig. 1. Effectiveness of Clustering with and without Stopwords.

ஊ
/

Fig. 2. Stopwords for the Tamil Language.
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Fig. 3. International News Stopwords for the Tamil Language.

Fig. 4. Local News Stopwords for Tamil Language.
TABLE I.

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF OBTAINED PAIRWISE F-SCORE WITH STOPWORDS AND WITHOUT STOPWORDS

Document Representation Techniques with
Clustering Algorithms

TFIDF-OPA with
stopwords

FT-OPA with
stopwords

TFIDF-OPA without
stopwords

FT-OPA without
stopwords

Mean (Average)

70.1

81.5

72.5

82.0

Median

68.2

82.5

70.9

83.2

Minimum

58.8

70.9

62.5

71.6

Maximum

83.7

88.3

87.4

89.2

Standard Deviation

7.7

4.7

5.7

4.6

In the following scenario from entertainment deomain, the
first news about Deepika Ranveer Wedding Date
Announcement, the second talks about the second single
released in the movie “Kattrin moli,” third is about “Sarkar,”
movie story released. All these sentences are clustered into one
group before removing the stopword
(Released - veḷiyākiyuḷḷatu). After removing the stopword, all
three news clustered into three different clusters.




! (tīpikā raṉvīr
tirumaṇa tikati aṟivippu!) - Deepika Ranveer Wedding
Date Announcement!
2_

(Kāṟṟiṉ moḻi tiraippaṭattiṉ 2_vatu ciṅkiḷ iṉṟu) - second
single of the “karrin moli” movie today


(carkār paṭattiṉ katai
veḷiyāṉatu) – Sarkar film story released

Fig. 5. Sports News Stopwords for the Tamil Language.

Fig. 6. Entertainment News Stopwords for the Tamil Language.

VI. CONCLUSION
This paper presents an approach to list out the stopwords in
Tamil, which is a low-resource language. So far, there is no
predefined published stopword list for Tamil. The widely used
technique for stopwords identification is based on term
frequency. In this study, TF*IDF with threshold value is used
to identify the stopwords for Tamil. The research resulted in
the generation of stopword lists for general domain and

domain-specific ones for local, international, sport, and
entertainment domains. To evaluate its impact on Tamil NLP,
it was used in document clustering using TF-IDF with one pass
algorithm and FastText with the one-pass algorithm. The
results revealed that the removal of stopwords at the
preprocessing stage improved F-score, mean, median, and
standard deviation in both the approaches.
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Abstract—Hadith is the foundational knowledge in Islam that
must be studied and practiced by Muslims. In the Hadith, several
types of teachings are beneficial to Muslims and all of mankind.
Some Hadith serve as advice, while others contain prohibitions
that Muslims should adhere to. There are yet others that do not
belong to these categories and serve only as information. This
study focuses on increasing the performance of Chi-Square
feature selection to obtain relevant features for multilabel
classification of Indonesian-translated Bukhari Hadith data. This
study proposes a Chi-Square-based Bernoulli model to improve
Chi-Square feature selection which is appropriate for short-text
data such as Hadith. The findings of this study show that the
proposed method can select relevant features based on data
classes; thereby improving Hadith classification performance
with an error value of 9.38% compared to that (9.91%) obtained
using the basic Chi-Square feature selection.
Keywords—Bernoulli model; Chi-Square; feature selection;
hadith classification

I.

In text classification, the features are terms or words
contained in the text. A document or textual data contain a
considerable number of words that can cause high
computational complexity and decrease accuracy as irrelevant
features may be considered during the classification [4]. To
overcome this limitaion, feature reduction must be applied.
One method of feature reduction is feature selection [5]
wherein only relevant features to be used for classification are
selected. An example of a feature selection method that has
been proved to produce good results is the Chi-square [6].
However, one of the limitations of the Chi-Square is that all
measured participants must be independent, i.e., one individual
cannot fit into more than one class or a single label. Further, its
other disadvantage is that the data must have multinomial data
frequency. This is a limitation in our case because the text in
the Hadith is short. The Bernoulli model has been proved to
work effectively with few features [7] and therefore, it is worth
exploring.

INTRODUCTION

II. RELATED WORK

Hadith is an important textual source of law, tradition, and
teachings in the Islamic world [1]. Following the advancement
in technology, several research studies have been conducted on
Hadith including the application of natural language processing
to classify Hadith based on its content. Hadith classification is
a method of categorizing Hadith based on its content [2]; the
structure of an Hadith is different from other textual
representations. A Hadith comprises three components: Matn,
Isnad, and Taraf [1]. Matn is the central text, Isnad is the chain
of narrators, and Taraf is the beginning phrase(s) of the Hadith.
In addition, some Hadith, for example, the Hadith provided in
the book of Sahih Al-Bukhari, belong to more than one label
(i.e., the data is multilabel) [1], and therefore, a multi-label
classification approach is required.
Multilabel classification is a type of supervised learning
where a classification algorithm needs to learn from datasets
and classify data into multiple classes; in single-label
classification, data can only be classified into one class. For
example, a movie is multilabel data as it can simultaneously be
categorized as action, crime, and/or thriller [3]. However, the
generality of multilabel data makes it more difficult to classify
it compared to other data.

A. Hadith Classification
A considerable amount of research has been conducted on
Indonesian-translated Hadith, with Faraby et al. [8] being a
notable work in this area. Their study categorized Sahih AlBukhari Hadith data into three classes: advice, prohibition, and
information. The study compared the classification results
using artificial neural networks (ANNs) and support vector
machine (SVM), and they applied term frequency-inverse
document frequency. The results of the study showed that the
SVM method performed better than the ANN method, with an
F1-Score of 88% to 85%.
Furthermore, Afianto et al. [9] used a dataset similar to
Faraby et al. [8]; however, they used random forest as the
classification method. The study obtained an F1-Score of 90%,
which is better than that of previous study [8]. The most
significant process in this research study was the determination
of the bootstrap method used where the bootstrap sample was
set to 100.
Bakar et al. [10] conducted multi- and single-label Hadith
classification using 1064 data points. The multilabel
classification comprised three classes (advice, prohibition, and
information), while the single-label classification comprised
five (faith, knowledge, ablution, prayer, and prayer times). The
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study used information gain (IG) as the selection feature
technique and the backpropagation neural network (BNN) as
the classifier. The study obtained an F1-score of 65.275% for
single-label classification, while the Hamming Loss value for
multilabel classification was 0.1158. Hence, using IG as the
selection feature technique significantly improved the
classification performance of the model.
B. Multi-Label Classification
Classification of multilabel data can be problem as such
data can be categorized into two or more classes. Research on
multilabel classification is motivated by medical diagnosis and
text categorization problems. Two approaches can be used for
multilabel classification: problem transformation and algorithm
adaptation [3].

Forman [18] presented an extensive comparative study of
feature selection metrics for text classification of highdimensional data focusing on SVM for the two-class problems.
Forman found that the new feature selection metric—Binormal separation—achieved better performance compared to
other feature selection methods. Xu et al. [19] compared DF,
IG, MI, and pointwise MI and found that MI and IG achieved
the same performance. Another study used a Bernoulli model
as the feature selection method [7] and found that it worked
best for documents with short texts, while a multinomial model
was better for handling documents with long texts.
III. DESIGN PROCESS
The steps followed by the proposed method (Fig. 1) are
described in this section.

The problem transformation approach solves multilabel
problems by transforming multilabel data into single-label data,
while the algorithm adaptation approach classifies multilabel
data using algorithms designed for multilabel classification.
Multilabel classification using the problem transformation
approach achieved better performance than that using the
algorithm adaptation approach [3].
Several studies on multilabel classification have been
conducted; however, only a few such as those of Bakar et al.
[10], Mediamer et al. [11], and Kabi et al. [12] focused on the
multilabel classification of Hadith data. Liu et al. [13]
conducted multilabel classification using a correlation function;
this was effective for overfitted and noisy data. However, such
methods are not designed to obtain optimal parameters, and
therefore, this can affect classification performance. Soleimani
et al. [14] used semi-supervised learning methods and latent
Dirichlet allocation for learning topic classes, and used a small
number of labeled training data for multilabel classification.
However, this method also had a limitation; it had a high time
complexity given the large amount of data used in the study.
Huang et al. [15] combined a feature selection technique and a
classifier for multilabel classification thereby providing an
advantage for selecting relevant features of each label and
training the classifier to increase the effectiveness of the model.
However, the drawback of this method was that it requied a
high computational time to obtain optimal parameters.
C. Feature Selection
A problem with text classification is that textual data
contain a considerable number of words that can cause high
computational complexity and decrease the accuracy of
classification results [16], [6], [17]. One approach to tackle this
problem is applying feature selection to the data. Yang et al.
[6] investigated document frequency (DF), IG, Chi-Square,
mutual information (MI), and term strength as feature selection
methods for the Reuters corpus. The experiment found that IG
and Chi-Square were the most effective feature selection
methods as they could remove 98% of irrelevant features
without compromising classification performance. However,
Chi-Square and IG showed a limitation in that they incurred
high computational cost, whereas DF had the lowest
computational cost but strong correlation with Chi-Square and
IG.

Fig. 1.

System Design.

The initial stage involves collecting text-based data from
the Hadith in Bahasa Indonesia from the book of Hadith Sahih
Al-Bukhari; the book consists of 1066 data points and is
divided into three class labels (Advice, Prohibition, and
Information). An example of the data representation is listed in
Table I.
TABLE I.

MULTI-LABEL DATA REPRESENTATION OF INDONESIATRANSLATED HADITH

Data
‘Janganlah kalian berdusta terhadapku (atas
namaku), karena barangsiapa berdusta atas namaku
dia akan masuk neraka.’
‘Kami pernah shalat Maghrib bersama Nabi ketika
matahari sudah tenggelam tidak terlihat.’

Class
Prohibition
Information

Information
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No.

Advice

Prohibition

Information

Count

1

0

0

0

0

2

0

0

1

777

3

0

1

0

6

4

0

1

1

53

Next, the extracted features are selected using Chi square.
In this study, a Bernoulli model was used for Chi square
feature selection. This model checks for the presence or
absence of a word, and therefore, it only has two possible
outcomes: yes or no. The Bernoulli model was used because
every Hadith contains an average of 20 words, and hence, a
small number of features is the type of data that the Bernoulli
model can process effectively [7]. The algorithm of the Chi
square Bernoulli model is presented in Algorithm 1 below.

5

1

0

0

10

Algorithm 1. Chi-Square Bernoulli model algorithm

6

1

0

1

181

7

1

1

0

5

8

1

1

1

34

TABLE II.

COMBINATION OF CLASSES IN THE DATASET

The class combination in the dataset is listed in Table II.
The dataset consisted of 230 Advice, 98 Prohibition, and
1045 Information data points. Based on these data points, it can
be seen that the number of data points in the Advice and
Prohibited classes is very small compared to that in the
Information class; hence, the data is unbalanced. This can be a
problem because unbalanced data can lead to less optimum
classification results.
The first step to handle unbalanced data is preprocessing.
This study used cleaning, case folding, tokenization, stopword
removal, and stemming as the preprocessing steps to eliminate
some sentences that are not used in the classification process.
An Indonesian stopword list from a study conducted by Tala
[20] was used and modified to match the Hadith dataset in this
study. In addition, the Nazief–Andriani stemming algorithm
[21] was also used. Next, the dataset was split into training data
and test data using 5-fold cross-validation to make all
observations in the dataset are nicely distributed in a way that
the data are not biased.
Feature extraction was performed using the bag-of-words
representation. In this study, a term frequency method was
used to extract the feature. This method counts each word in
the vocabulary list obtained from the training dataset for each
data point.
Two general approaches for multi-label classification are
problem transformation and algorithm adaptation. Problem
transformation converts multi-labeled data into single-labeled
data, while the algorithm adaptation uses algorithms
specifically adapted to handle multilabel classification. Based
on the research conducted by Irsan et al. [3], the problem
transformation approach achieved better performance results
compared to algorithm adaptation.
Binary relevance uses problem transformation approach
[22] [23]. Binary relevance creates a number of k datasets (k =
|L|, the total number of classes). Each dataset has the same
instance as the original data; however, each dataset contains
only one class. Using this method, class data representation
must first be changed into one-hot encoding.
The next step involved duplicating the dataset of q, where q
is the number of classes in the training data so that each dataset
only has 2 classes, namely. 0 and 1.

Step 1. function Bernoulli-Chi-Square-FS()
Input: Array of attribute and its class C
Output: Array of Chi value for each class
Step 2. Initialize
Step 3. arrayofchivalue (array)
Step 4. arrayofclasschivalue (array)
Step 5. Begin
Step 6. Change class data representation into one-hot encoding
Step 7. Break the class into k classes
Step 8. for each c in class do
Step 9.
for each a in attributes do
Step 10.
for each row in a do
Step 11.
if row >= 1 then
Step 12.
row  1
Step 13.
else
Step 14.
row  0
Step 15.
end if
Step 16.
end for
Step 17.
Calculate ChiSquare(a, c i ) and append it to arrayofchivalue
Step 18. end for
Step 19. Sort descending arrayofchivalue
Step 20. Get top-n attributes and append it to arrayofclasschivalue
Step 21. end for
Step 22. return arrayofclasschivalue

Based on Algorithm 1, each feature row is transformed into
0 and 1. In this model, words with three occurrences are the
same as words with only one occurrence.
Then, feature selection is performed for each class. Feature
selection is the process of selecting a subset of relevant features
for training a classification model; it is used to select relevant
features that will be included in the classification process,
thereby efficiently and effectively improving the process [16].
Chi square feature selection is used in this study [6]; it is
expressed by
𝑋 2 (𝑡, 𝑐) =

𝑁∗(𝐴𝐷−𝐶𝐵)2

(𝐴+𝐶)∗ (𝐵+𝐷)∗ (𝐴+𝐵)∗ (𝐶+𝐷)

(1)

A Chi square statistic measures the lack of independence
between term t and class c, and it can be compared to Chi
square distributions with one degree of freedom to evaluate
extremeness [6], where A is the number of times t and c occur;
B is the number of times t occurs without c; C is the number of
times c occurs without t; D is the number of times neither t nor
c occurs; and N is the total number of documents.

The output of Chi square is the Chi value, which is between
a feature and a class; the greater the Chi value, the greater is
the relationship between the feature and the class. Each feature
is calculated for each class. Once the Chi values are obtained,
they are sorted in the descending order for each class, where
greater the Chi value, the greater is the effect of a feature on a
class [8]. Finally, the top-n features are obtained and used as
inputs for the classifier.
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TABLE III.
HAMMING LOSS RESULT OF CLASSIFICATION USING CHISQUARE BERNOULLI MODEL AND BACKPROPAGATION NEURAL NETWORK
(BCSBNN)

Fig. 2.

Structure of the Neural Network.

The classifier is trained using the BNN. This algorithm was
selected because it can process a wide variety of features to
obtain a high classification performance [24], [4], [1], [10].
The classifier was trained using a modified BNN with the
binary relevance approach, and therefore, the training process
was conducted three times, which is equal to the number of
classes. The selected features were used to train the classifier.
Each class had different input data because of the different
selected features. Therefore, in this the BNN was modified to
tackle this problem, as shown in Fig. 2.
Fig. 2 shows that two main lines connect the input layer
and the hidden layer, i.e., the bold and dotted lines. The bold
line indicates that input and hidden neurons are connected,
while the dotted line indicates that the input does not pass the
feature selection for the class; however, it can pass the feature
selection for other classes. Finally, the evaluation results of the
classifier are expressed in terms of Hamming Loss. The
Hamming loss is used because this method is appropriate for
multilabel classification and assigns equal weight to each label
[25].
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Number
of
dimension

Fold-1

Fold-2

Fold-3

Fold-4

Fold-5

Average

10%

0.1106

0.1064

0.0955

0.0955

0.0814

0.0979

20%

0.1308

0.1221

0.0955

0.0939

0.0861

0.1057

30%

0.1324

0.1252

0.0970

0.0908

0.0829

0.1057

40%

0.1121

0.1142

0.0970

0.1033

0.0829

0.1019

50%

0.1153

0.1111

0.0939

0.1049

0.0798

0.1010

60%

0.1075

0.0986

0.0892

0.0955

0.0782

0.0938

70%

0.1168

0.1095

0.1033

0.1002

0.0923

0.1044

80%

0.1293

0.1158

0.0939

0.1017

0.0876

0.1057

90%

0.1184

0.1064

0.1064

0.1017

0.0923

0.1051

100%

0.1137

0.1127

0.0923

0.0986

0.0814

0.0997

TABLE IV. HAMMING LOSS RESULT OF CLASSIFICATION USING CHISQUARE AND BACKPROPAGATION NEURAL NETWORK (CSBNN)
Number
of
dimension

Fold-1

Fold-2

Fold-3

Fold-4

Fold-5

Average

10%

0.1106

0.1111

0.0970

0.0986

0.0782

0.0991

20%

0.1231

0.1142

0.1049

0.1017

0.0782

0.1044

30%

0.1075

0.1299

0.1017

0.1002

0.0782

0.1035

40%

0.1199

0.1189

0.0955

0.0955

0.0829

0.1025

50%

0.1184

0.1127

0.0970

0.0845

0.0892

0.1004

60%

0.1168

0.1174

0.0955

0.0892

0.0782

0.0994

70%

0.1215

0.1142

0.0939

0.1033

0.0845

0.1035

80%

0.1199

0.1299

0.0939

0.0986

0.1158

0.1116

90%

0.1246

0.1189

0.1064

0.0970

0.0845

0.1063

100%

0.1153

0.1111

0.0939

0.1049

0.0798

0.1010

A. Effect of the Bernoulli Model on Chi-Square Feature
Selection
The performance of the Bernoulli model was compared by
varying the number of dimensions from 10% to 100%. This
allows determining if the use of feature selection can help
improve the performance of the classifier and to obtain the best
dimensionality for optimal classification performance. The
BNN input nodes are equal to the dimension of the document
vector.
The results of the proposed model are compared with those
of the typical BNN and Chi-square-based BNN feature
selection models. The results are listed in Tables III and IV.
Based on the results listed in Tables III and IV, the
proposed method achieves the best average result of 0.0938,
while the CSBNN produced the best average result of 0.0991.
A comparison chart of the three methods is shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3.

Categorization Performance of BCSBNN and CSBNN according to
the Number of Dimensions
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As shown in Fig. 3, the performance of BCSBNN and
CSBNN are not considerably different; however, on average,
BCSBNN outperformed CSBNN. This is because Bernoulli
distribution can select relevant features as inputs for the BNN
and the Bernoulli distribution only has two possibilities (yes or
no). For example, consider the word “hendak;” in the Bernoulli
distribution, one word is enough to represent the word in the
class to produce the probability p (hendak = 'yes' | class) and p
(hendak = 'no' | class). Meanwhile, by using multinomials, the
number of occurrences of each word has its respective
probabilities such as p (want = 0 | class) and p (want = 1 |
class). Therefore, this decreases the occurrence probability of
each word.
Further, Fig. 3 shows that when using 60% of the data
dimensions, the smallest Hamming Loss value is obtained.
This is because the features used as inputs for the classification
models match the test data. However, this can change
depending on the data used. In addition, using feature selection
produced better results than when the whole data (using 100%
dimension) was used. This is because the feature selection
technique removed irrelevant words/features from the dataset
used in training and testing the classification model. However,
it is necessary to determine the best parameters for choosing
the number of feature dimensions to use.
B. Comparison of the Modified Backpropagation Neural
Network and the Typical Backpropagation Neural Network
Classification Performance
Table V lists the classification performance of the modified
BNN using the binary relevance approach compared to that of
the typical BNN. The performance of the networks was first
compared using the Chi-Square Bernoulli Model (BCS) and
then using the Chi-Square (CS) test.
TABLE V.
PERFORMANCE COMPARISON BETWEEN THE MODIFIED
BACKPROPAGATION NEURAL NETWORK (BINARY RELEVANCE) AND THE
TYPICAL BACKPROPAGATION NEURAL NETWORK

As shown in Table V, the modified BNN outperformed the
typical BNN. This is because, in the typical BNN, the classifier
must remember more patterns in the class, whereas, in the
binary relevance, one classifier is focused on only
remembering one pattern. For example, for the typical BNN,
the classifier must remember eight different class patterns and
a combination of unbalanced data, as listed in Table II.
Meanwhile, the binary relevance method only focuses on each
class, i.e., Advice, Prohibition, or Information.
Further, the BNN following the binary relevance approach
requires less computational complexity than the typical BNN
because the number of neurons connected in the former were
reduced, thereby reducing the matrix computation. However,
using binary relevance slightly increased time complexity
because the classifier had to learn as many class patterns as
possible. This can be a problem if the number of classes to be
trained becomes very large.
C. Model Prediction
Samples of the classification results are listed in Table VI.
The conducted experiments and results listed in Table VI
indicate that there are three types of predictions: correct
prediction, partially correct prediction, and wrong prediction.
Further, in the “correct prediction” row, the predictions and
targets achieved the same results because the words that appear
in the Hadith were relevant, and thus, only correct results were
obtained.
In the “partially correct prediction” row, the system
predicted only the information class, while the target classes
were Advice and Information. This is because the number of
Advice data points was so small that the probability of the
system in retrieving the Advice class was trivial compared to
that in retrieving the Information class, which has a very large
number of data points. In the future, further processing of
unbalanced data must be performed.
TABLE VI.

Original Neural Network

SAMPLE PREDICTION

Number of
dimensions

Modified Neural Network
BCS

CS

BCS

CS

Data

Predicted

Target

10%

0.0979

0.0991

0.1126

0.1129

20%

0.1057

0.1044

0.1135

0.1253

30%

0.1057

0.1035

0.1123

0.1263

Correct
prediction

Advice
Prohibition
Information

Advice
Prohibition
Information

40%

0.1019

0.1025

0.1110

0.1151

50%

0.1010

0.1004

0.1094

0.1119

‘Jika salah seorang dari kalian
meludah maka janganlah ia
membuangnya kearah depan
atau sebelah kanannya, tetapi
hendaklah ia lakukan kearah
kirinya atau di bawah kaki
(kirinya).’

60%

0.0938

0.0994

0.1094

0.1135

70%

0.1044

0.1035

0.1204

0.1126

Partially
correct
prediction

Information

Advice
Information

80%

0.1057

0.1116

0.1088

0.1132

‘Jika salah seorang dari kalian
mengantuk saat salat, hendaklah
tidur (dahulu) hingga ia
mengetahui apa yang ia baca.’

90%

0.1051

0.1063

0.1132

0.1163

0.0997

0.1010

0.1094

0.1132

‘Janganlah salah seorang dari
kalian sengaja salat ketika
matahari sedang terbit atau
ketika saat terbenam..

Advice
Information

Prohibition

100%

Wrong
prediction
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TABLE VII.

network, which works with data sequences or similar methods
and determines their effectiveness in classifying Hadith data.

SAMPLE OF ZERO PREDICTION

Data

Predicted

Target
[1]

‘Luruskanlah shaf, sesungguhnya aku dapat
melihat kalian dari balik punggungku.’

-

Advice
Information
[2]

In the “wrong prediction” row in Table VI, which shows a
sample of data that has been manually labeled before, many of
the datasets used are still ambiguous when viewed in a
meaningful way per word. For example, the data can be
categorized into the Advice class as well. Hence, further
validation of the dataset needs to be performed to achieve
better performance.
A limitation of the binary relevance approach is the
occurrence of zero predictions or data that cannot be
categorized into any category. This happens because by
following the binary relevance approach, each model is
independent and so are the classes. Examples of these
phenomena are summarized in Table VII.
In this research, 16 datasets could not be classified when
adopting the binary relevance approach, while only 7 datasets
from the overall 214 test dataset could not be classified when
adopting the algorithm adaptation approach. This is attributed
to unbalanced data. For example, in this study, there are only
98 data points for the Prohibition class with a total of 1066 data
points, where the ratio of the Prohibition class and nonProhibition class is 1:10, thereby making the classifier classify
data as non-Prohibition class and so on for the other classes. By
adopting the algorithm adaptation approach, a combination of
classes connects the classes to reduce the possibility of zero
predictions. Further, the use of feature selection may have an
effect on the occurrence of zero predictions, as irrelevant words
in documents are not selected, which causes a lack of features
to sufficiently represent data. This is because the binary
relevance approach entails that each model be independent and
that no dependence exists among classes.

[3]

[4]

[5]

[6]

[7]
[8]

[9]

[10]

[11]

[12]

[13]

[14]

V. CONCLUSION
This research proposed a Chi-Square Bernoulli Model and
a BNN model to classify Hadith into specific categories. The
Bernoulli model was used as the feature selection method and
was found to improve the classification performance, achieving
the best average Hamming Loss result of 9.38%. This is
because, in the Bernoulli distribution, one word is sufficient to
represent the total number of occurrences of the word in a
class, and therefore, the Bernoulli distribution can choose the
relevant features as inputs for the BNN.
Furthermore, the binary relevance approach outperformed
the algorithm adaptation approach. This is because when using
algorithm adaptation, the classifier must remember most of the
patterns in a class, whereas, in problem transformation (binary
relevance), the classifier is only focused on remembering one
pattern in a class.
For further research in this regard, more attention should be
given to processing unbalanced data. Further, the future work
should explore other methods such as the recurrent neural

[15]

[16]

[17]

[18]

[19]

[20]

[21]
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Abstract—The main objective of this paper is to propose
transfer learning technique for multiclass multilabel
opthalmological diseases prediction in fundus images by using
the one versus rest strategy. The proposed transfer learningbased techniques to detect eight categories (seven diseases and
one normal class) are Normal, Diabetic retinopathy, Cataract,
Glaucoma, Age-related macular degeneration, Myopia,
Hypertension and Other abnormalities in fundus images
collected and augmented from Ocular Disease Intelligent
Recognition (ODIR) dataset. To increase the data set, no
differentiation between left and right eye images has been done
and these images were used on VGG-16 CNN network to binary
classify each disease separately and trained 8 separate models
using one versus rest strategy to identify these 7 diseases plus
normal eyes. In this paper, various results has been showcased
such as accuracy of each organ and accuracy of the overall model
compared to benchmark papers. Base line accuracy have
increased from 89% to almost 91% and also proposed model has
improved the performance of identifying disease drastically
prediction of glaucoma has increased from 54% to 91%, normal
images prediction has increased from 40% to 85.28% and other
diseases prediction has increased from 44% to 88%. Out of 8
categories prediction, proposed model prediction rate has
improved in 6 diseases by using proposed transfer learning
technique vgg16 and eight different one versus classifier
classification algorithms.
Keywords—Fundus images; one versus rest strategy; transfer
learning; VGG-16; augmentation

I.

INTRODUCTION

The motivation of this article comes from the fact that
According to WHO at present, there are 2.2 billion people
around the globe suffering with visual disability out of 2.2
billion at least a billion people could have been treated from
visual impairment [1]. In the 21st century, eye blindness
became normal because of high exposure towards electronic
gadgets such as television, laptops etc. from early ages, though
most of the eye diseases could be cured if detected in starting
stages of the disease. Eyes are organs of the visual system,
they capture light rays and regulate intensity using diaphragm
and form an image using a lens. Eyes forward the captured
image to the brain via optic nerve by converting them to
electro-chemical impulses, any disturbances in the above
process creates visual impairment or eye disorder. The study

of eye diseases and disorders to diagnose is called
Ophthalmology.
The primary sources for the cause of eye blindness are
1.exposure towards electronic gadgets 2.Lack of accessibility
for medical facilities especially in developing and
undeveloped countries 3. People in rural areas have a higher
rate compared to their counterparts living in city 4. Aging
people [2] and Indigenous people (tribes) 5. Accidents like
facial fractures [3] e.t.c. The most common eye diseases
occurring in day to day life are due to Diabetic Retinopathy,
Glaucoma, Cataract, AMD, Hypertension, and Myopia. Some
of these won't result in vision impairment but cannot be
neglected from detection and treatment.
Diabetic retinopathy, a common disease for blindness in
the age group of 20 to 70, initial days of this disease, diabetes
patients of type -1 and 60 percent of type-2 diabetes suffered
from retinopathy [4]. Glaucoma is a type of eye diseases
having a common feature in cupping and atrophy of optic
nerve head, visual field loss; often increase in intraocular
pressure [5]. In 1990, 37 million people were estimated to be
blind and 40 percent of them suffered from cataract [6] and it
can be corrected with surgery but lack of facilities for treating
cataract is a rising concern in developing countries and
undeveloped countries.
Age related macular and degeneration (AMD) [7] is a
natural thing but the numbers of these cases are increasing day
by day due to the sharp rise in mortality rate because of
development of medical facilities [8] and stable governments.
Hypertension affects the retina significantly and the study of
retaining provides valuable information to treat hypertension
[9]. Myopia (short sightedness) considered as disorder, it can
be corrected with glasses, contact lens and surgery (Lasik
treatment), though it is less threatening but number of people
suffering with this disorder has taken a step curve especially in
children [10].
The state of the art solutions for retinopathy based on the
classifications of these diseases are tedious tasks with the
advancement of computers and computing techniques; various
methods are proposed for the classification of objects. The
most common types of classification are 1. Single labelled
classification generates yes or no situations [11], such as
person is suffering from eye disease enough to understand the
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person is suffering but not to understand the reasons for
suffering. 2. Multi labelled classification though it is
computationally expensive, but it provides better intuitions
and further depth analysis and it identifies more objects.
Machine learning algorithms have significantly done well
in the field of image classifications, segmentation and
enhancement techniques. Machine learning algorithms have
generated better results initially but failed to learn more
features with the increase of the dataset. Neural networks, a
part of machine learning algorithms, have done significantly
well with the data and deep learning algorithms that came into
picture generated more features with increase of data. Deep
learning algorithms became a common norm for any image
classification, segmentation tasks.
The two common ways to represent eyes in the form of
images are Fundus Photography, capturing images at the
fundus. The main areas covered at fundus photography are the
central and peripheral retina, optic disc and macula. The
second way is Optical Coherence tomography (OCT), a
technique to capture 2d, 3d and micrometer resolution images
with low coherence light.
The paper findings as discussed in the upcoming section:
1) This paper focuses on Fundus images to
classifyNormal, Diabetic Retinopathy, Glaucoma, Cataract,
AMD, Hypertension, Myopia and other diseases using multi
labelled dataset ODIR 2019 consisting of 5000 fundus images
of patients of both eyes.
2) The primary reason to work on these datasets is its
multi-disease data sets as most of the datasets encountered are
mainly focused on one ophthalmic disease.
3) The paper carefully analyzes the machine learning, data
variance and generative n probabilistic aspects of retinopathy
and tries to devise a cross entropy modelling system for multi
label classification.
4) It also formulates the utility of transfer learning, into
the diverse and difficult field of retinopathy.
The rest of the paper, structured as: section 2, literature
review briefly describes various research proposed in eye
organ segmentation using both machine learning and deep
learning algorithms, section 3 explains the methodology part
which comprises subsection 1) data collection. 2)
preprocessing and augmentation 3) Training, Section 4
explains the results and analysis which comprise subsection 1)
performance metrics, section 5 describes the discussion and
section 6 concludes the paper.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
Deep learning and Machine Learning became solutions for
computer vision problems such as image enhancement,
segmentation and classification, especially in biomedical
imaging. Many researchers have proposed various approaches
for the classification of ophthalmological diseases.
J. Liu et al. [12], proposed an SVM based classification
approach to classify myopia with an accuracy of 87% on test
data from the Singapore Eye Research Institute. T.V. Phan et
al. [13], proposed an SVM and random forest based method to

classify AMD. V. Gulshan et al. [14], uses a deep
convolutional neural network to identify diabetic retinopathy
and DME in fundus images. H. Pratt et al. [15], proposed a
CNN and data augmentation technique for the classification of
micro-aneurysms, exudate and haemorrhages on the retina.
The proposed architecture achieves sensitivity and accuracy
around 95% and 75% on 5000 validation images.
J. Y. Choi et al. [16], used matConvNet for automatic
detection of multiple retinal diseases on the STARE database,
consisting of nine eye diseases. Optimal results were obtained
by random forest transfer learning based VGG19. P. M.
Burlina et al. [17], proposed a DCNN for the classification of
AMD, this model compared with a pre trained DCNN by
performing transfer learning. Y. Chai et al. [18], proposed a
method to combine deep learning models with domain
knowledge for automatic glaucoma detection on fundus
images. The proposed model outperformed AlexNet, VGG16,
InceptionV3 in accuracy, sensitivity and specificity. F.
Grassmann et al. [19], utilized various convolutional neural
networks to classify nine types of eye disease due to age, three
types of AMD and one ungradable image, to classify these
thirteen classes, ensembling has been done over six different
neural network architectures.
M. N. Bajwa et al. [25], proposed a framework containing
two stages, the first stage uses a CNN to localize and extract
the optical disc from the retinal fundus image and the other
one uses deep convolutional neural network for classifying
disc extracted in the first stage. Due to the lack of original
ground truth images, they proposed rules for generation of
semi automatic ground truth images. They achieved a 2.7%
improvement to the previously produced results on the
ORIGA dataset. S. Keel et al. [26],proposed Inception V3
architecture for classification and severity possibility threshold
on neovascular age-related macular degeneration. V. Das et al.
[27], proposed CNN based classification detection techniques
for DME and AMD up to two stages. The evaluation of the
proposed method is performed on the OCT dataset and
achieves a decent score of sensitivity, specificity and accuracy
around 99.6%, 99.87% and 99.6% on test data. T. Li et al.
[28], provided a new dataset of 13673 fundus images from
9598 patients for diabetic retinopathy and these images were
classified into 6 types based on quality and DR level.
Y. Peng et al. [29], proposed DeepSeeNet architecture to
measure the score of severity in the range 0 to 5 for the age
related eye diseases study. T. Pratap et al. [30], used a pre
trained CNN architecture for transfer learning to extract
features for classifying levels of cataract and these features
were classified using SVM. In this paper [31], M. S.
Alabshihy et al. used direct technique such as problem
transformation, multilabel cad system, segmentation, MSVM
on dataset named as DiaretDB having two classes named as
DR and hypertension and achieved an overall accuracy of
96.1%. Md. T. Islam et al. [32], proposed a classification
model for eight ocular diseases using contrast limited adoptive
histogram equalization as a pre-procesing step and CNN has
used for feature extraction.
T. Nazir et al. [33], proposed a deep learning approach for
segmentation of diabetic retinopathy, diabetic macular edema
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(DME) and glaucoma using a fast region based convolutional
neural network to localize and fuzzy k means to segment. A
multi task loss was used as a loss for CNN. Intersection over
union, mean average precision and dice coefficient as
evaluation metrics and achieved mean average precision of
0.94. X. Pan et al. [34], compared DenseNet, Resnet50 and
VGG16 to automatic classification and detection the four
kinds of lesions of diabetic retinopathy such as non-perfusion
regions, microaneurysms, leakages, and laser scars in fundus
fluorescein angiography images. Sensitivity, specificity and
region of curve were used as evaluation metrics. M. Aamir et
al. [35], proposed a two phased CNN based architecture for
classification, one for glaucoma detection and other for rating
glaucoma in different scales like advanced, moderate, early,
on fundus images, and adaptive thresholding was done before
applying CNN. Sensitivity, specificity, accuracy and precision
were used as metrics for evaluation. C. G. Gonzalo et al. [36],
proposed a CNN ensembling methods to identify AMD and
diabetic retinopathy in color fundus images. Inputs for CNN
are contrast enhanced image and RGB image derived from
original color fundus images.
R. Sarki et al. [37], proposed CNN based architecture for
multi classification of diabetic eye disease in two ways, a low
level multi class diabetic eye disease and another one is a high
level multi class eye diabetic disease. Maximum accuracy for
mild multi-classification and multi-classification are 88.3%
and 85.95% using VGG16. K. Shankar et al. [38], proposed a
synergic deep learning model for classifying the levels of
diabetic retinopathy. The proposed method outperforms
AlexNet, ResNet, GoogleNet and VggNet-19 with respect to
accuracy, sensitivity and specificity. A. Ram et al. [39], used a
CNN for feature extraction for classifying normal, cataract,
myopia and AMD. The objective of this paper is to correlate
the relationship between the number of classes and number of
fully connected layers.
J. Wang et al. [40] used feature extraction based
efficientnet in the first part and custom neural network in the
second part for multilabel classification of fundus images. N.
Gour et al. [41], used transfer learning for classification on
fundus images by two approaches. In the first approach,
images of both eyes were individually given as input for CNN
and the results were concatenated and in the second method,
images of both eyes were concatenated and given as input to
CNN. Various state level architectures have used instead of
CNN to generate better results and VGG16 pretrained
architecture performed significantly. N. Li et al. [42], created
a database of 10,000 fundus images of both eyes from 5000
patients to classify 8 diseases and multi level classification of
images has improved significantly with the increase of
complexity in state of art deep neural networks like AlexNet,
ResNet, GoogleNet. J. He et al. [43], proposed a dense
correlation network (DCN) for classifying multi labelled
diseases. DCN consists of three modules for features
extraction, features correlation and calculating classification
score; a multi label soft margin loss was used as a loss
function and produced way better results than benchmark deep
neural networks.

They also used fivefold cross validation on RFMID multilabel
data containing 3200 images (1920 training data, 640 testing
data and validation data each). This dataset contains twenty
nine multilabel classes. The techniques used are data
augmentation, bagging and stacking, transfer learning and
stacked logistic regression. They achieved 0.95 AUROC for
multilabel disease risk prediction by using ensemble DL
models. In this paper [46], A. C. Garcia et al. used Resnet,
Resnest, EfficientNet, ViT, Deit, NasNet, HRnet, CycleGAN
on RFMID-2021 mainly focussed on the ERM category and
achieved f1score of 86.82. In this paper [47], L. P. Cen et al.
used DCNN on 249,620 images and 275,543 labels collected
from different sources and achieved f1score, sensitivity,
specificity, AUC of 0.923, 0.978, 0.996, 0.9984 resp. for
multi-label classification dataset (Table I).
TABLE I.
Referen
ce No.

LITERATURE SURVEY OF RECENT STUDIES WITH
SHORTCOMINGS

Author
and year

Techniques used

Results

Limitations

[20]

M.
Mateen et
al., 2018

Gaussian mixture
model (GMM),
visual geometry
group network
(VGGNet), singular
value decomposition
(SVD) and principle
component analysis
(PCA)

Accuracy
= 98.34

Does not
consider the
overfitting
problem.

[21]

Q. Meng
et al.,
2019

Deep CNN with
attention map
mechanism

Accuracy
= 94.5

[22]

H. Chen
et al.,
2019

Deep hierarchical
multi-label
classification

AUC =
88.7

Study should
compare
several stateof-art models
with proposed
one.
Results can be
improved with
additional preprocessing
steps.

[23]

L. Faes et
al., 2019

Automated deep
learning model

Sensitivit
y = 73·3–
97·0
Specificit
y = 67–
100%
AUPRC
= 0·87–
1·00

[24]

C. C.
Jordi et
al., 2019

VGG16 and
InceptionV3

AUC =
88.71
F1-score
= 88.76

[32]

Md. T.
Islam et
al., 2019

Shallow CNN
architecture

[44]

E. S.
Kumar et
al., 2021

Multi-Disease
Classification
Framework (MDCF)
using stacking

In this paper [45], D. Muller et al. suggested ensemble
heterogenous DL models for multi eye disease prediction.

F1-score
= 85
Kappa
score =
31
AUC =
80.5
AUC =
97.42
F1-score
= 94.32

Accurate
classification
accuracy can
be checked on
more data.
Results need
to be
evaluated
using other
performance
parameters
also.

Recent neural
models can be
implemented
to evaluate
results.
Different
ensemble
methods can
be used.
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A. Limitation in existing Architectures
The current state of the art methodologies has primarily 5
main limitations to highlight, as is discussed in the literature
review section.
• Lack of a complete autonomous system to provide
multi label classification at a medical acceptable rate.
Majority of the research is done using one or multiclass
eye disease. Applicability and deployment of deep
learning techniques in classifying multilabel data is
still in infancy stage.
• Absence of transfer running bio fueled ventures in
retinopathy.
• The absence of high-volume dataset, diminishing the
choice of deep learning.
• Use of traditional Machine learning techniques to
measure the correlation of dimensional simulation,
although feature extraction is difficult and eluding.
• Multiclass labelling pertains to quasi dimensional
binary loss problem, general in multiclass labelling but
deadly for retinopathy. To overcome this the paper
hypotheses the use of cross-entropy modelling
strategies.
III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
In this section, a pipelined architecture has been proposed
based on deep learning using transfer learning techniques from
Imagenet dataset to multi labelled classification of eye
diseases. ODIR Dataset contains supervised data of 8 eye
categories. They are Normal (N), Glaucoma (G), Diabetic
Retinopathy (D), AMD (A), Hypertension (H), Cataract(C),
Myopia (M) and other abnormalities (O) on fundus images as
shown in Fig. 1. In this section, proposed architecture and
database used has been explained.
A. Data Collection
The paper used Ocular Disease Intelligent Recognition
(ODIR) dataset consisting 5000 images of ophthalmic patients
of left and right eye, age and diagnostic key words of Doctor
collected by Shanggong Medical Technology Co., Ltd. from
different hospitals in China to classify diabetic retinopathy,
glaucoma, cataract, age-related macular degeneration,
hypertension, pathological myopia and other abnormalities.
These multi labelled fundus images are captured by various
cameras to create different resolutions. The Table II describes
the count of each disease in the dataset and the augmentation
details.
B. Pre-Processing and Augmentation
Images are cropped towards the centre to avoid the area
which does not generate much information and various
augmentation techniques were applied on the data sets labelled
as Hypertension (H), Glaucoma (G), Cataract (C), AMD (A),
Myopia (M) to create the balance among the datasets as these
5 diseases are largely outnumbered by other diseases. The
augmented data set has increased from 7473 images to 14072
images as shown in Table II.

Fig. 1. Sample Images of 8 Eye Categories and their Confidence Levels of
Prediction.

Each image of these 5 diseases were used to generate 8
more images using these 8 augmentation techniques, they are
1) Vertical flip, 2) Horizontal flip, 3) Both horizontal and
vertical flip, 4) Clipped center of image and zoom of the
original image, 5) Clipped center of image and zoom of the
vertical flipped image, 6) Image rotation plus brightness
enhancement, 7) Image rotation of the original image and 8)
Image rotation of the vertical flipped image. Since it is a multi
labelled dataset, augmentation of image containing two
diseases creates 16 images in this augmentation approach,
though no diabetic retinopathy images are augmented, its
images are augmented due to multi labelled dataset.
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TABLE II. TABULAR DESCRIPTION OF DATA SAMPLES AND
AUGMENTATION DETAILS OF EACH DISEASE
Total
Samples
(used
for
training
)

Augmente
d

Augmente
d Sample
(on
training
dataset)

929

No

0

2169

1261

540

No

792

2053

326

229

97

Yes

1832

2061

C

313

218

95

Yes

1744

1962

A

277

193

84

Yes

1544

1737

H

193

135

58

Yes

1080

1215

M

268

188

80

Yes

1504

1692

O

1197

847

350

No

336

1183

Tota
l

7473

5240

2233

Yes

8832

14072

Clas
s

Total
Samp
-les

Trainin
g Split
(70%)

Testin
g Split
(30%)

N

3098

2169

D

1801

G

C. Training
In proposed method, one versus rest strategy has used to
classify each disease against all other 8 possibilities. The
workflow of proposed methodology is shown in Fig. 2 and
Fig. 3. Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 represent the flowchart and algorithm
of our proposed methodology respectively. Eight different one
versus rest classifier classification algorithms based on vgg16
were trained to detect N, D, G, C, A, H, M, O categories. Each
eye image was taken separately (didn’t consider left and right
images of eyes as the same image) to double the size of the
data set and implemented preprocessing and various
augmentation methods to increase the data size to avoid overfitting and to add versatility among the data. Images were
cropped to the centre of fundus images and reshaped the size
of image to 224×224 to avoid computational problems and
these reshaped images are suitable to use VGG16 transferred
weights.

Fig. 2. Flowchart of Proposed Methodology.

Fig. 3. Algorithm of Proposed Methodology.

1) Transfer learning: LeCun et al [48], proposed a
convolutional neural network for extracting features in
images, speeches and time series data. The basic layers in any
convolutional neural network include convolution, pooling,
batch normalization, fully connected layers as shown in Fig. 4.
Various architectures are proposed by tweaking these layers
by repeating more layers of one type or by changing the order
of layers using different activation functions. The CNN’s are
great at localization and extracting features. CNNS are utilized
in various fields like object detection, CNN’s generated state
of art results in segmentation, classification and enhancement
on biomedical images and it requires a lot of data and
computational power to perform matrix operations.
Fig. 4. Vgg16 Architecture. [48].
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TABLE III.

FILTERS IN CNN LAYERS

BLOCK ID

Number of
layers

Number
of CNN
layers

1

3

2

2

3

2

3

4

3

4&5

4

3

Filters
dimension

Number
of Pooling
layers

(3× 3 × 64)

1

(3× 3 × 256)

1

(3× 3 × 128)

1

(3× 3 × 512)

1

The SGD equation for each training example t(i) and
label u(i)

CNNs model weights are stored in open domains which
are trained on large databases like ImageNet. Various CNN
architectures have done well on ImageNet databases to detect
and classify objects, the recent architectures are AlexNet[49],
GoogleNet[50], VGGNet[51], MobileNet[52] and ResNet[53].
Collecting a large volume of multi labelled data in the medical
field is a tedious task and very time consuming. Recently
researchers moved to transfer learning where they use pre
trained models on standard datasets and they use these pretrained models on their datasets. There are various benefits in
transfer learning like 1) it saves a lot of time for training the
model and flexible enough to adjust trainable layers and non
trainable layers. 2) It was trained on large dataset and has
more parameters that are useful for learning, on a low sized
datasets if we apply these standard models they mostly end up
overfitting the data.
Proposed model uses VGG16 where its first 10 layers are
not trainable and the rest are fine tuned and the last layer was
adjusted to binary classification. The VGG16 contains 5
blocks, details about filters, number of convolutional layers
and max pooling layers were given in Table III. In pooling
layers kernel size is of 2×2 with a stride movement of 2 and in
CNN layers ReLU used as activation function. Final
parameters after block5 is 102764544 and these are flattened
and forwarded to three sequentially fully connected neural
networks. The last one uses softmax as activation for
classification that outputs a vector of probability R as shown
in equation (1) and the rest uses ReLU as activation function
P that introduces nonlinearity to the network as shown in
equation (2).
The softmax equation is defined by:
� Where R i = ∑n
R = �R1
R2

exi

k=1 e

xk

(1)

The Relu equation is defined by:

P (z)

= max(0, z)

uses parameters θ calculated from momentum term γw t−1
gives approximation term for next parameter value through
θ - γw t−1 that improves the generalisation performance has
applied with stochastic gradient to increase the speed of
convergence. Binary cross entropy as shown in equation (5)
was used for loss function and accuracy used as the measure
of metrics. To train this model, hardware specifications of cpu
with 4 crores of ram size 32 gb and 11 gb GPU of Tesla K80
Architecture have utilized.

(2)

Detailed implementation of these architectures is shown in
Fig. 4, and these architectures were trained 8 times, as shown
in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 i.e. one versus rest strategy to classify 8
diseases individually and their results are amalgamated for
multi diseases classification. The model in Fig. 4 was trained
for 16 epochs and utilized a batch size of 32 to train this
model with a validation split of 0.2. Stochastic gradient
descent [54] as shown in equation (3) was used as an
optimization algorithm and hyper parameters such as learning
rate, momentum, decay are adjusted as 0.0001, 0.9, 0.000006
and Nesterov Accelerated gradient as shown in equation (4)

θ

=

θ

−

η.∇ θ J(θ; t(i) ; u(i) )

(3)

The nesterov accelerated gradient equation is
w t = γw t−1 + η∇ θ J(θ − γw t−1 )
θ =

θ

−

wt

(4)

The Binary cross entropy function is given by
1

BCE =− ∑N
i=0 yi . log(ý ) + (1 − yi ). log(1 − ý )
N

(5)

IV. RESULT

A comparison table was provided on various techniques
used on ODIR dataset along with proposed method to classify
these diseases in Table IV. These proposed models were
evaluated on 2233 testing images of ODIR database as
mentioned in section III (Table II) and results have been
compared on the basis of accuracy of each disease with
proposed method and with the base paper proposed by N.
Gour et al. [41] and these results were shown in Fig. 5,
contains details of training loss, validation loss of each disease
and overall accuracy and individual disease accuracy.
Proposed model detected myopia with more accuracy as its
false positive rate and false negative rate are very less
compared to other diseases as a result it showed significant
improvement in accuracy, f1-score, and precision and recall
whereas classification error became quite negligible.
Identifying normal images became a quite tricky and its
results are mediocre compared to identifying other diseases.
A. Performance Metrics
Various metrics such as Accuracy, Specificity, Precision,
Sensitivity, and Classification error, F1-score, False Positive
Rate, Negative Predictive Value and False Negative Rate of
each disease on testing data have been shown in Table V and
the barcharts for each disease and for the overall model shown
in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7. The equations for performance metrics is
shown in the equations 6 to 14.
1) Accuracy: It is defined as the ratio of sum of true
positives and true negatives to the total number of samples.
𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 =
(True Positives + True Negatives)_ ÷
_Total_Number_of_Samples

(6)
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TABLE IV. COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTS CONDUCTED ON ODIR
DATASETS AND THEIR RESULTS
Reference
No.

Method used

Eyes merging

Results

[32]

Proposed cnn
architecture

No fusion
techniques were
used

F1-score: 0.85, kappa
score: 0.31, AUC
value :0.85

No fusion
techniques were
used

Overall Validation
Accuracy: 0.90, F1score: 0.85 (for image
size 299*299)
Overall Validation
Accuracy:0.92,F1score: 0.89 (for image
size 448*448)

[39]

[40]

[41]

[42]

Model based on
two cases
1)featured
based efficient
net and 2)
custom based
neural network
for multilabel
classification
Transfer
learning
applied on two
cases 1)
transfer
learning on
concatenated
left and right
eye images 2)
transfer
learning
individually on
left images and
right images
and they were
merged before
classification

(7)

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 = (True Positives)_ ÷ _(False Positives +
True Positives)

(8)

3) Precision: Measures the number of true positive
values obtained over the total number of positive values, it
is also called as positive Predictive value.

4) Sensitivity: The ratio of true positives to true
positives and false negatives is called sensitivity; it is
also referred as True Positive Rate and Recall.

𝑆𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦 = (True Positives)_ ÷ _(True Positives +
(9)
False Negatives)
5) Classification error (C.E): It is defined as the
ratio of sum of false positives and false negatives to the
total number of samples.

Uses
concatenation as
fusion technique

Overall Validation
Accuracy 0.89

𝐶. 𝐸 = (True Positives_ + _True Negatives) ÷
Total Number of Samples

(10)

𝐹1 − 𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 = 2 ∗ (Precision × Recall) ÷
(Precision + Recall)

(11)

𝐹𝑃𝑅 = False Positive ÷ (False Positive +
True Negative)

(12)

6) F1- score: It is defined as harmonic mean between
precision and recall.

Both left and
right eyes are
merged using
sum, product and
concatenation

The mean of kappa,
AUC and F1 score.
Better results
achieved for inception
-v4 (0.7516) for
product as fusion
technique

Transfer
learning with
spatial
correlation
module

Uses
concatenation as
fusion technique

Uses average of
kappa, AUC and F1score. Resnet -101
produces better results
around 0.827

Transfer
learning using
VGG-16

No fusion
(considered left
and right
images as
separate images)

Transfer
learning

𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑦 =
(True Negatives)_ ÷ _(False Positives +
True Negatives)

7) False positive rate (FPR): It is measured as the
ratio between false positive to false positive and true
negative.

8) Negative predictive value (NPV): It is measured as
the ratio between true negative to true negative and false
negative.

Validation Accuracy
:90.85
F1-score :0.91

𝑁𝑃𝑉 = True Negative ÷ (True Negative +
False Negative)
(13)

2) Specificity: Measures the accurate identification of
true negative values, it is also called Selectivity and True
Negativity.

𝐹𝑁𝑅 = False Negative ÷ (False Negative +
True Positive)
(14)

proposed
method

9) False negative rate (FNR): It is measured as the ratio
between false negative to false negative and true positive.

Fig. 5. Comparison between Proposed Approach and Approach given by N. Gour et al. [41].
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TABLE V.

METRICS ON TEST DATA

Class

Confusion
Matrix

FPR

NPV

FNR

Specificity

PPV

Sensitivity/
Recall

Classification
Error

F1-Score

Accuracy

N

[[ 776, 386],
[290, 639]]

0.3766

0.6879

0.2720

0.6234

0.6678

0.7279

0.3233

0.6966

0.6767

D

[[ 1545, 6],
[524, 16]]

0.2727

0.0296

0.2533

0.7273

0.9961

0.7467

0.2535

0.8536

0.7465

G

[[ 1886, 108],
[36, 61]]

0.6391

0.6289

0.0187

0.3609

0.9458

0.9813

0.0689

0.9632

0.9311

C

[[ 1955, 41],
[11, 84]]

0.3280

0.8842

0.0056

0.6720

0.9795

0.9944

0.0249

0.9869

0.9751

A

[[ 1921, 86],
[43, 41]]

0.6772

0.4881

0.2189

0.3228

0.9572

0.9781

0.0617

0.9676

0.9383

H

[[ 1887, 146],
[36, 22]]

0.8690

0.3793

0.0187

0.1309

0.9282

0.9813

0.0871

0.9539

0.9129

M

[[ 1991, 20],
[8, 72]]

0.2174

0.9000

0.0040

0.7826

0.9901

0.9959

0.0134

0.9930

0.9866

O

[[ 1741, 0],
[350, 0]]

NaN

0.0000

0.1674

NaN

1.0000

0.8326

0.1674

0.9087

0.8326

0.41

0.49

0.09

0.45

0.93

0.90

0.12

0.91

0.87

Overall

Fig. 6. Metrics in the Form of Barcharts for each and Every Disease.

not able to provide substantially valid results as per the
medical requirement. Because of which most of the
retinopathy algorithms tend to create only theoretical steps to
the earthquake in an autonomous system for multiclass
classification in this field. The paper also takes into account
various transfer learning accomplishments in the depth of
image classification and computer vision. Furthermore, the
paper can showcase the genesis idea of combining transfer
learning into multiclass labelling techniques by using crossentropy loss modelling ideas. A holistic discussion on various
heuristics used is provided in the previous section and would
be concluded in section 6. In the final analysis as per the
literature review, we tend to understand the significance of
machine learning ideas that have only been bubbled up and
not implemented thoroughly. The paper ideation and
implementation successfully answered where the research
question is posted. While analyzing the results, it can be
observed that transfer learning (Vgg16) with one verses rest
classifier technique have produced exceptionally better results
than baseline paper [41].
From the literature review, it is observed that no prediction
is done on odir-19 testing dataset and most of the research is
mainly focused on multiclass or one eye disease prediction.
From the results, it is analyzed that training has produced
reasonably better results (sensitivity, Accuracy, positive
predictive value, F1-score) on overall testing data. Normal
class shows average performance in all cases due to similarity
in the features.

Fig. 7. Overall_Analysis_in_the_Form_of_Barcharts.

V. DISCUSSION
The paper demonstrates the lack of embedded machine
learning techniques to solve the multi-class classification of
retinopathy images. An important aspect of understanding the
problem of the binary loss function is that because of the
persistent 8 different classes, the exponential loss function is

VI. CONCLUSION
The paper proposed a pipeline to identify multiple diseases
on ODIR datasets where the aim was to increase baseline
accuracy from 89% to almost 91% and also proposed model
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has improved the performance of identifying disease
drastically prediction of glaucoma has increased from 54% to
91%, Normal images prediction has increased from 40% to
85.28% and Other diseases prediction has increased from 44%
to 88%. Out of 8 categories (seven diseases plus normal class)
prediction proposed model prediction rate has improved in 6
categories, except in diabetic retinopathy and hypertension
where proposed model accuracy has decreased by 6.44% and
2% respectively. The reason for achieving high accuracy in
other categories is due to augmentation techniques where
more balanced data is created as possible. That has clearly
shown in less annotated diseases like glaucoma. The further
research will be on working to create more data using other
augmentation techniques like generating artificial images and
working various transfer learning algorithms to improve the
accuracy of each disease in multi-labeled classification
problems. As for future work, other DL algorithms need to be
explored for training the model and a study regarding
hyperparameter optimization should be done to find the
optimal model configuration. Moreover, other multi-label
datasets with the latest eye diseases should be explored and
predicted.
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Abstract—Object detection and retrieval is an active area of
research. This paper proposes a collaborative approach that is
based on multi-resolution maximally stable extreme regions
(MRMSER) and faster region-based convolutional neural
network (FRCNN) suitable for efficient object detection and
retrieval of poor resolution images. The proposed method focuses
on improving the retrieval accuracy of object detection and
retrieval. The proposed collaborative model overcomes the
problems in a faster RCNN model by making use of multiresolution MSER. Two different datasets were used on the
proposed system. A vehicle dataset contains three classes of
vehicles and the Oxford building dataset with 11 different
landmarks. The proposed MRMSER-FRCNN method gives a
retrieval accuracy 84.48% on Oxford 5k building dataset and
92.66% on vehicle dataset. Experimental results show that the
proposed collaborative approach outperform the faster RCNN
model for poor-resolution conditioned query images.
Keywords—Faster RCNN; feature representation; multiresolution MSER; object detection; object retrieval

I.

INTRODUCTION

Object detection and recovery is one of the emerging areas
of computer vision. In our daily routine, almost everything is
related to object-based and its retrieval. Object retrieval can be
applied as a solution to various real-time problems. Retrieving
objects present in a given image scene are far more difficult
than content-based image retrieval [1]. In content-based image
retrieval, the image is recovered as a whole, but in object
retrieval, the region of interest (ROI) only retrieved from a
database. Various research studies are being conducted in this
area through traditional and deep learning-based approaches.
On the object retrieval task, the retrieval is mainly based on
object-level features. To identify an object location in an
image, it is pre-marked with a box called the object’s
bounding or anchor box. In the initial stage the bounding
boxes are drawn for the areas of the essential object [2].
Object recovery is the process of searching for an object in
an image from a large image collection or video configuration.
Object recovery occurs in two important steps: first, it
searches for an image in a large database, and then observes
an object with an anchor box. Initially, there were contentbased image recovery structures, which were later improved to
recover a specific object from a scene utilizing some formal
techniques. The fundamental reason for object recognition is
to distinguish and find at least one efficient target from a

given image or video database. It meticulously incorporates a
variety of key technologies, specifically pattern recognition
and digital image processing. It has wide application
possibilities in different areas such as protection of brand
name or logo, detection of defective parts in printed circuit
boards (PCB), accident prevention in road traffics [3], alerts
about hazardous products in manufacturing plants and military
confined region checking [4],[5].
The object recovery process is conventionally settled by
physically extricating feature representations, where the
normal feature-elements are addressed by histogram-oforiented gradients (HoG), scale invariant feature transforms
(SIFT), Haar-like feature representations and other
calculations that depend on grayscale [6]. In addition to the
above-mentioned feature extraction procedures, specific object
recovery can be performed using support vector machines
(SVMs) or AdaBoost algorithms. These conventional feature
extraction models are simply ready to recover low level
feature components of an image data, such as colour, shape,
texture, blobs and edges, and have restrictions in recognizing
numerous objects under complex scenes because of their
deprived generalization performances. Newer object detection
models are mainly depending on deep convolutional neural
network (DCNN / Deep conv-net) features. Their results are
promising when compared with traditional models [7]. Some
of the models based on DCNN are region-based convolutional
neural network and its variants, you only look once (YOLO)
and single shot multi-box detector (SSD) models. DCNN
models are not just concentrating on the detailed surface
features from the previous level convolution layer, but on the
other hand, can get more significant level data from the nextlevel convolution layer [8],[9],[10],[11].
In addition to the conventional CNN process, the RCNN
variants utilize a counter strategy to assume the target object
regions in the feature maps, steadily adjusting the location info
and optimize the object’s location for categorization and
retrieval. Conversely, other object discovery models will
concurrently foresee the anchor boxes and categorize
straightforwardly in the feature maps by applying diverse
convolutional phases. The RCNN model has two activity
stages that consider higher location precision, while SSD and
YOLO can straightforwardly recognize the arrangement and
the position data, which speeds up detection [12]. A faster
RCNN model offers better object retrieval accuracy than its
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predecessors. The limitation of faster RCNN is that it cannot
efficiently recover objects from bad resolution images.
To overcome the limitations of detecting poor / bad
resolution images in faster RCNN, the proposed system uses
an existing algorithm called multi-resolution MRMSER to
formulate a new collaborative MRMSER-FRCNN model that
offers better retrieval accuracy, compared to individual faster
RCNN or multi-resolution MSER. With this integrated
approach, it can achieve better retrieval accuracy on images
with poor resolution conditions. The proposed collaborative
MRMSER-FRCNN model offers better retrieval accuracy,
compared to individual faster RCNN or multi-resolution
MSER.
The rest of this paper is arranged as follows. Section 2
gives a detailed study report on various object retrieval
techniques, their feasibility and the problems in the existing
models. The identification and implementation of
collaborative model based on MRMSER and faster RCNN
explained in Section 3. Section 4 gives a detailed discussion
about the datasets used and the results obtained in the
simulation experiment. Finally, Section 5 concludes the
proposed model.
II. RELATED WORK
This section provides a detailed review on the object
detection and retrieval from images and also explores
accessible strategies to summarize in-depth features nearby for
creating conservative descriptions for image recovery.
Krizhevsky A. et al. [13] achieved better categorization of
images in IMAGENET by DCNN. Their study categorizes a
large number of high-resolution images. They have designed a
neural network consisting of MaxPooling layers and five
convolution layers that are fully integrated with SoftMax
functionality. An object identification strategy was proposed
based on the calculation of a regional proposal by Ren S. et al.
in [14]. A region based network (RPN) that expects object
boundaries and object simultaneously in each pixel area
proposed by Long J. et al. in [15] illustrates a complete CNN,
which is remarkably capable of classifying set of images
semantically. The primary goal of their study is to create a
“fully convolutional network” that receives the variable-sized
image inputs and produces equally-sized outcome with viable
deductions and information. Here, they configured some
recent taxonomic networks, for example, Alex-Net, VGGNet
and GoogLeNet for taxonomic purposes. Their fully CNN
completes the excellent classification of images. Recovered
feature is used as a standard image representation to handle
different image object classifications in [16] by Sharif
Razavian A.
Hossaine D. et al. suggest a deeper belief NN strategy for
object identification. Once the object identification task is
done, a live-path is created. The arrangement holds the object
and keeps it in a pre-defined place. This deep learning method
extracts adequate feature to detect the objects utilizing a
computer vision framework [17]. Experimental inferences
exhibits that, their proposed model performs better than other
strategies. Babenko A and Lempitsky V [18] discussed about
different enhancements demonstrated by the image descriptors
offered by deep CNN, which greatly enhances image

classification and recovery. The convolution layer could be
clarified as nearby feature sets that describe image bounds
explicitly. Amitha I C and N K Narayanan discuss the state of
art about the conventional approaches and their inadequacies
for object retrieval in [19]. Amitha I C and N K Narayanan
suggested a proficient object recovery method in images
utilizing SIFT-RCNN in [20].
Li H. et al. [21] have suggested new recovery method of
image objects from an image database. The suggested model
utilizes the power of CNNs, they utilized the further
developed variant of the faster RCNN. They have tried their
technique with various freely accessible databases. Oh I. et al.
[22] recommended a strategy for segmenting multi-scale
image dependent on maximally stable extremal regions
(MSERs). They extended the essential MSERs usefulness
(blobs recognition in image) to regular image segmentations
[23].
Wang R. et al. [24] have proposed an upgraded, faster
RCNN situated on the MSER inference standard for SAR
image transport discovery in the harbors. The test result
represents excellent recognition, and it distinguishes between
their prospective technique and faster RCNN approach. This
faster RCNN is utilized for recovering similar objects in
various scenes. Faster RCNN is presented to conquer the
issues in the fast RCNN model, the previous variant of CNN.
Dubey A. K et al. [25] have introduced an efficient way to
deal with deformity detecting in a rail route track surfaces
utilizing MSERs stamping. Through this strategy the
imperfections in the railway track can be assessed without
much computation. All the above activities were performed
within CNN family to further develop a recovery cycle or
MRMSER based calculation to work on bad resolution or
improve the lower surface regions in an image. The specific
collective method utilizes the remarkable components of faster
RCNN and MRMSER computations to recover the queried
object with better accuracy from the specified image database.
In this combined model, it inspects the use of the multiresolution maximally stable extremal regions (MRMSER)
estimation to perceive the whole space of an image, regardless
of the surface details. Locating blobs in images can be
performed effectively through MSER and multi-resolution
MSER systems. MSER is generally utilized during edge
discovery, which gives better results with the mix of faster
RCNN [26],[27],[28],[29],[30]. A layer connection strategy is
utilized to perceive objects in low-resolution regions. The
suggested method fuses a strategy for layer connection, to
distinguish object in lower surface areas.
The main focus of the proposed MRMSER-FRCNN model
is to retrieve objects efficiently, even if, the query image is
affected due to poor resolution conditions or lower surface
areas. Here, improve the poor resolution of the query image by
applying specific multi-resolution MSER, and then apply the
enhanced image input to the faster RCNN phase, for further
object detection and retrieval.
III. COLLABORATIVE MRMSER-FRCNN MODEL
Recovery of objects in images can be done by
conventional methods or by deep learning based methods.
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With pre-trained CNNs, a large scope image database of highresolution images can be organized into certain categories
[13],[15],[16],[31],[32]. A common problem of not being able
to distinguish areas beyond a specific region, were found in
both region based CNN (RCNN) [33] and fast region based
CNN. As a solution for this issue, the regions proposals
networks (RPNs) were presented and joined with the final
layer of fast RCNN [34], and the new organization is called as
faster RCNN. Faster RCNN model recovery accuracy is lower
when the image has lower resolution conditions due to varied
features in the image texture [21]. The maximally stable
extremal regions (MSERs) method is used to increase the
feature extraction capability of faster RCNNs in poor
resolution conditions in [35].
Particular object recovery in images is truly challenging in
lower resolution conditions. In faster RCNN, the RoI pooling
layers uses only the feature-maps of the top (best) convoluted
layers, which leads to incorrect movement of feature
extractions at lower resolution. Because of this problem, faster
RCNN cannot retain the local attributes of an object. The
MRMSER algorithm is integrated to solve the problem found
in the faster RCNN model for efficient object recovery of the
bad resolution state of the query image. The working of this
novel collaborative approach is shown in the Fig. 1.
The proposed collaborative model works on the
combination of two procedures, a faster RCNN followed by
MSER/multi-resolution MSER. The query image is directly
applied to the MRMSER or MSER phase. During this phase
the MSER algorithm produces such an output image which
will help faster RCNN phase detect and retrieve image objects
even if, it is from a poor resolution condition or various
textured regions. MSER calculations are done through a series
of tasks such as grayscale conversion, detecting the MSERs

and edge recognition, filtering based on region properties,
determination of bounding box region and then produce a
segmented image output. The image output from our previous
phase is applied as the input to faster RCNN module. The
faster RCNN model used in this work consists of 7
convolutional layers marked as conv1, conv2, up to conv7.
The first five convolutional layers extract the features from the
input image. The last two convolutional layers, conv6 and
conv7 are fixed as fully connected layers. The input image is
convolved with different filter sizes with varying strides.
The stride is the number of pixels shifts over the input
matrix. Apply these convolutional feature map values to
region proposal network (RPN) after conv5 layer. After the
generation of region proposals, perform RoI pooling and then
pass it through the fully connected layer. The output layer
contains the bounding box information and the class score
values.
Finally, to retrieve the queried objects, perform a ranking
by class score generated in the previous stage. The detailed
computation of MRMSER and faster RCNN are explained in
the following subsections.
A. Multi-Rsolution Maximally Stable Extremal Region
(MRMSER) Calculation
MSERs maintain a well-established framework for finding
blobs in images. It is utilized to measure the intelligence
between image parts of two images with alternate
perspectives, providing broader benchmark adjustments.
MSER will be utilized for better edge-detection in the
proposed object detection framework. The in-depth edge
detection ability of MSER overcomes the problems due to
poor resolution conditions.

Fig. 1. Collaborative MRMSER-FRCNN Model.
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MSER gives fundamental elements of an input image like
all other feature detectors. MSER is reliably related fragment
of two position sets of input images. This separates the image
into several co-variant categories known as MSERs. MSER
categories are related with regions describing uniform
intensities surrounded by conflicting surroundings. The MSER
procedure is described in the subsequent sections. In the initial
step perform a grayscale conversion. Two options are there to
perform the gray scale transformation in MSER - the average
technique and the weighted technique or the luminosity
technique. Each technique has its own advantages and
disadvantages. Our system uses the weighted technique or the
luminosity technique, which can be calculated as in Eq. (1)
[24],[36].
I G =0.3R+0.59G+0.11B

(1)

Algorithm 2: MSER extraction steps.
1. Perform the basic brightness of the image and change the intensity
range from black to white.
2. Acquire related regions (“Extremal Regions”).
3. Identify a limit when an extremal region is “Maximally Stable”.
4. Estimate the region by an oval (optional).
5. Save those region descriptors as elements.
_______________________________________________________
Algorithm 3: Mathematical Formulation of MSERs
Input:

where I G is the grayscale transformation and Red, Green
and Blue channels are represented by R, G and B.

Image I

To guarantee the regions are maximally stable, ought to
follow the requirements [35], which shown in Algorithm 1.

Extremal areas are well defined on image if:

I: D⸦Z2 →S
S is completely arranged
A⸦DxD

Algorithm 1: Algorithm for identification of areas utilizing MSER

p, q Є D are adjacent(pAq)

Input:

iff, ∑𝑑𝑖=1 |𝑝𝑖 − 𝑞𝑖 | ≤1

𝛛𝛛Q= {q Є D\ Q: ⁆p Є Q}

Image I
Delta Parameters: To compute the similarities.

𝛛𝛛Q is the (Outer) Region Bounds

Step 1: For every pixel abbreviated by intensity values.
a.

Spot a pixel in an image, when its turn arises.

b.

Modify the pattern of the associated parts.

c.

Update the region for affected related areas.

Step 2: For every single associated part.
a.

Recognize areas with nearby minima concerning
the speed of
progress of the associated part
region with an edge; characterize each such locale
as MSE.

Extremal Region Q ⸦ D
I (p) > I (q)

: Maximum

I (p) < I (q)

: Minimum

Q1,….,Qi-1,….,Qi,….be the set of extremal areas/regions.
Q i ⸦ Q i+1
Q i* is maximally stable
iff q(i)=|Q i+∆ \ Q i-∆ | / |Q i |

Output:

| |: represents the cardinality

List of nested extremal areas.

∆ Є S is a parameter of the process

________________________________________
Regardless, whether or not an extremely area is maximally
consistent, it may be excused if:
• It is excessively large
• It is nearly nothing
• It is extremely shaky.
• It is exorbitantly similar to their parent.

_________________________________________________________

To further develop the recovery exactness of the proposed
procedure, a variation of MSER calculation is utilized named
multi-resolution MSER (MRMSER). An MRMSER can be
determined through the accompanying steps, which is shown
in Algorithm 4.
Algorithm 4: Algorithm for MRMSER

Steps for the execution of MSER extractions are explained
in Algorithm 2. Algorithm 3 gives the mathematical
formulation of MSERs.

Step1: Rather finding feature just from the image, generate a scale
pyramid with an octave among scales.
Step 2: Identify MSERs exclusively at every resolution.
Step 3: Removes copy MSERs by erasing the best scale MSERs with
comparative areas and sizes as MSERs found on the
following rough scale.
______________________________________________________
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Scale pyramid can be constructed through obscure and
resample by a Gaussian filter.
After computing the MRMSERs of a given query image,
generate the output and apply this image as an input to the
faster RCNN phase.
B. Faster Region based CNN (FRCNN)
The second phase of the proposed system is based on
faster RCNN. A common problem of not being able to
distinguish areas beyond a specific region, were found in both
region based CNN (RCNN) [33] and fast region based CNN.
Faster RCNN model recovery accuracy is low when the image
has lower resolution conditions.
FRCNN provides improved detection of analogous objects
with the help of MRMSER. The proposed FRCNN consists of
seven convolutional layers. The overall implementation task
of FRCNN is performed across various convolutional layers.
Initially, it receives an input image and pass it to a region
proposal network (RPN), which initiates the RPN's task using
the anchor boxes. Anchor boxes of different sizes were used
depending on the size of the objects. After the generation of
anchor boxes, compute intersection over union (IoU) on these
bounding blocks / boxes. If IoU≥ 0.5, accept it as the object
bounding box and label it as foreground, else reject that box
and recognize it as background. At the same time, the first five
convolutional layers computes the feature maps and transfer it
to RoI Pooling layer, which reduces the size of the feature
maps created on the previous layers. A regressor refines the
bounding box and classifier categorizes the object.
The real object recovery task is done in the FRCNN stage.
The processed and modified image from MRMSER phase is
applied as the input to FRCNN phase. The requested query
image with poor-resolution condition was corrected by the
MSER or MRMSER computation. The different steps
associated with the FRCNN stage is described in Algorithm 5.
Algorithm 5: Algorithm for object detection using faster RCNN
1.
2.
3.
4.

A queried image is applied as input from MRMSER.
Concatenate conv3 and conv5 layers of the prospective system.
Finely tune the model.
Perform L-2 normalizations, which combines different scales and
Norms in conv3 and conv5.
5. Compare the similarity of regional proposals.
a. Confidence score selections is done by setting up a threshold
value.
b. According to the similarity score, rank the objects.
______________________________________________________

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
To evaluate the efficiency of the proposed MRMSERFRCNN method, the system is being simulated and tested on
freely available Oxford buildings and vehicles database.
• Vehicle Dataset: The total number of images in this
database is 150, which includes three different types of
vehicles: bus, car and motorbike. Each individual
vehicle class contains 50 pictures. Out of 150 images,
80% are utilized for training and the remaining 20%
for testing.
• Oxford Building Dataset [37]: The total number of
images in this dataset is 5062. This dataset provides 11
different landmarks for buildings. Each landmark was
given five query images, so they affixed 55 query
images to the entire dataset. All query images are
marked with bounding boxes of required objects. Here
also 80% images are utilized for training and the
remaining 20% for testing.
Experimental results shows better object retrieval accuracy
than faster RCNN or MSER-FRCNN. To check the retrieval
accuracy of poor resolution, such images are tested and results
are tabulated. The retrieval accuracy of the proposed method
is compared with other similar methods also.
The object retrieval accuracy is calculated as the ratio of
correctly retrieved objects and number of total objects in the
reference dataset. The proposed MRMSER-FRCNN method
gives a retrieval accuracy of 84.48 % in Oxford building
dataset and 92.66 % in vehicle dataset. The previous method
[35] gives 71.4 % in Oxford buildings dataset and 86 % in
vehicle dataset. Faster RCNN shows 63.2 % in Oxford
building dataset and 79 % in vehicle dataset. The sample
object retrieval from Oxford building dataset is shown in the
Fig. 2. The left most image surrounded by red colour box is
the query image object and all other pictures surrounded by
green colour box are the correctly retrieved image objects.
The detailed result analyses of MRMSER-FRCNN in
Oxford building and vehicle dataset are shown in Tables I and
II. The result comparison with various methods and proposed
method is shown in Table III. Fig. 3 gives the bar chart
comparison representation of the newly proposed MRMSERFRCNN with other methods.
The object retrieval overall accuracy in Oxford building
dataset with different methods are listed in Table IV. The
proposed model retrieval accuracy is shown in bold values.
Their performance comparison is shown in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 2. Sample Object Retrieval from Oxford Building Dataset.
TABLE I.

OBJECT RETRIEVAL WITH MRMSER-FRCNN IN OXFORD
BUILDING DATASET

Land Marks in
Oxford dataset

Objects retrieved
correctly

Accuracy (%) Oxford
Building Dataset -5k

All Souls

125

94.69

Ashmolean

146

81.1

Balliol

140

Bodleian

TABLE II.

OBJECT RETRIEVAL WITH MRMSER-FRCNN IN VEHICLE
DATASET

Vehicle Class

Vehicles retrieved
correctly

Vehicle Dataset Accuracy
(%)

Bike

47

94

Bus

46

92

90.9

Car

46

92

174

81.69

Overall Accuracy

Christ Church

450

82.87

Cornmarket

48

81.35

Hertford

55

82.08

Keble

98

80.99

Magdalen

550

80.29

Pitt Rivers

88

81.48

Radcliffe Camera

229

81.20

TABLE III.

Overall Accuracy

92.66 %
COMPARISON WITH PROPOSED AND OTHER METHODS
Datasets

Method

Vehicle

Oxford
Buildings

Faster RCNN

79.00

63.20

MSER-FRCNN

86.00

71.40

MRMSER-FRCNN
(Proposed Method)

92.66

84.48

84.48 %
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Fig. 3. Comparison with Proposed and other Methods.
TABLE IV.

COMPARISON WITH PROPOSED AND OTHER METHODS IN OXFORD BUILDING DATASET

Methods

Object retrieval Accuracy (%)

SIFT and CNN [38]

81.60

SIFT and RCNN [20]

82.10

Faster RCNN [21]

63.20

MSER-FRCNN [35]

71.40

MRMSER-FRCNN (Proposed Method)

84.00

Fig. 4. Comparison with Proposed and other Methods in Oxford Building Dataset.

V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a new collaborative approach to recovering
objects from poor resolution images was proposed. The
proposed MRMSER-FRCCN method can overcome the issue
with the collaboration of MRMSER strategy. This will take
care of smaller objects presented in the image with poor

lighting conditions or poor resolution. Experimental results are
obtained for collaborative method on two different publicly
available datasets. The retrieval accuracies were compared
with other individual as well as combined methods. The
proposed MRMSER-FRCNN method gives a retrieval
accuracy of 84.48% in Oxford building dataset and 92.66% in
vehicle dataset. The previous works reported only a maximum
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of 71.4% in Oxford building dataset and 86% in vehicle
dataset. Hence it is found that the proposed MRMSERFRCCN method outperforms conventional methods reported
in literature.
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Abstract—Companies nowadays are sharing a lot of data on
the web in structured and unstructured format, the data holds
many signals from which we can analyze and detect innovation
using weak signal detection approaches. To gain a competitive
advantage over competitors, the velocity and volume of data
available online must be exploited and processed to extract and
monitor any type of strategic challenge or surprise whether it is
in form of opportunities or threats. To capture early signs of a
change in the environment in a big data context where data is
voluminous and unstructured, we present in this paper a
framework for weak signal detection relying on the crawling of a
variety of web sources and big data based implementation of text
mining techniques for the automatic detection and monitoring of
weak signals using an aggregation approach of semantic
clustering algorithms. The novelty of this paper resides in the
capability of the framework to extend to an unlimited amount of
unstructured data, that needs novel approaches to analyze, and
the aggregation of semantic clustering algorithms for better
automation and higher accuracy of weak signal detection. A
corpus of scientific articles and patents is collected in order to
validate the framework and provide a use case for future
interested researchers in identifying weak signals in a corpus of
data of a specific technological domain.
Keywords—Competitive intelligence; apache spark; big data;
weak signal detection; web mining; semantic clustering

I.

INTRODUCTION

In the era of big data, information flows from different
sources and in huge volumes. Companies and organizations are
under many threats coming from different opponents and
competitors. Strategic decisions must be made in order to
survive the market changes and cultural, technological, or
political shifts that may occur in their environment. Economists
rely on the most popular models for strategies to conduct a
thorough competitive intelligence activity [1][2] for example :
SWOT analysis’s main purpose is to analyze threats and
opportunities and develop plans to react strategically to those
events, this model can be supported by using weak signal
detection and early warning signs techniques [3].While PETS
model analyzes the data concerning the environment of the
company by monitoring political, economic, technological and
social factors in order to prepare strategic responses to any
change so it can maintain a dominant position in the market.
Many organizations invest heavily in developing systems to
automate the process of competitive intelligence [4] [5] and

implement their adopted strategies. One of the main goals and
features of those systems is the detection of weak signals in the
environment surrounding an organization. Environmental
scanning is gaining the attention of many stakeholders due to
the benefits and advantages [6] it brings to the well-being and
the contribution to the sustainability of their companies. The
aim of most environmental analysts is to detect pieces of
valuable information that will give them the strategic
advantage of anticipation and early response planning, this can
be done through weak signal detection. A weak signal is
defined as a temporal change that occurs in a domain or a topic
or in the environment in general [7], and it may have an impact
on the future and become a trend. Therefore, the early detection
and identification of this strategic information is crucial to the
evolution of an organization. Many definitions are given to this
concept, and different techniques and approaches are applied to
detect this kind of information automatically, which is the
subject of the next sections.
Companies must be able to understand and explore their
environment to extract implicit knowledge that cannot be
identified by experts. But it should also be able to predict the
future evolution of a specific domain. The emergence of web
data and the availability of information online pushes the
companies nowadays to exploit these data to extract
meaningful strategic information that allows them to make
optimal and strategic decisions based on a scientific accurate
analysis of the data, and an intelligent approach of web mining
[8] to extract high-quality data.
Competitive intelligence systems are software that groups
together a set of tools and technologies that companies have to
implement in order to keep track of their evolving environment
[9]. Many of these solutions neglect the anticipative
information model that helps predict and monitor trends that
unfold threats and opportunities that must be harnessed and
used to gain a competitive advantage.
Weak signals are pieces of information that will help
companies to identify threats and opportunities in their
environment, which in turn will allow the implementation of an
anticipative strategy rather than a reactive one that responds to
the events as they happen.
With the rapid stream of data available online and the vast
number of documents available on the web every second,
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companies must use the latest big data technologies and
advanced algorithms in order to process and analyze this data
efficiently to identify weak signals [10]. In this paper we
propose a framework for weak signal detection in collected
data from the web, using big data technologies and aggregation
of semantic clustering algorithms based on Apache Spark to
detect weak signals and emerging trends and monitor
opportunities and threats.
This paper is structured as follows: in section 1, we present
the definition of the main concepts of this work: competitive
intelligence, SWOT analysis strategy, weak signals detection,
competitive intelligence systems, big data analytics, semantic
clustering algorithms. Section 2 will present some of the
related works that try to handle and propose novel tools and
methods of weak signal detection and we will highlight some
of their limitations. Section 3 presents the proposed framework
and our approach to detect weak signals. Section 4 presents the
results of a case study in collected articles about “big data”,
and we show the results of our approach, then we finish by a
discussion and conclusion.
II. PROBLEMATIC
In order to monitor competitors and identify early warning
signs that help decision makers identify companies’ key
intelligence needs [11], we need a framework for weak signal
detection that will allow us to listen to and anticipate the
changes in the market [12] by providing an unsupervised
manner of analyzing data and capturing potential weak signals
that evolve through time.
We define the problem and the importance of our
contribution as follows: The main problem is how to process
and analyze large amount of unstructured big data
automatically from various sources to detect weak signals and
unveil some of the strategic information hidden in a large
corpus of textual documents.
We use semantic clustering algorithms with an aggregation
approach to automate the detection of weak signals that share
some characteristics that we defined earlier in the framework
and we propose them to the final user domain expert who will
then judge their usefulness in a strategic decision or action.
Most solutions do not process a variety of sources and big
data, so we will try to propose a framework that is capable of
analyzing data coming from multiple sources, and architecture
to support the evolution of volume and velocity of data while
relying on Apache Spark capabilities and semantic clustering
algorithms like LDA (Latent Dirichlet Allocation), LSA
(Latent Semantic Analysis) and K-Means[13] to give accurate
results and high semantically related clusters of terms that may
represent a weak signal.
III. MAIN CONCEPTS
A. Competitive Intelligence
Competitive intelligence is defined as a process, activity,
service[14] that starts from the definition of a strategic need
problem, passing by the collection of multiple data from
different sources, and through the analysis of this data, analysts
process the data using their set of tools and techniques to

extract strategic information from the data and interpret it to
transform it into a usable and a valuable knowledge to be
disseminated to the stakeholders, every organization has a
different model and strategy to conduct competitive
intelligence, which varies depending on the size, the
environment or the need of an organization, in order to enhance
the decision making process.
The goal of conducting competitive intelligence is to define
the position of an organization in the market and to help it be
aware of the changes and competitive forces around its
environment [15], by providing an organizational tool capable
of generating valuable knowledge from raw data to guarantee
better business performance by taking strategic actions at the
right time [16].
B. SWOT Analyisis and PEST Model
Many models exist to implement competitive intelligence
monitoring strategies. Economists proposed models to establish
an environment scanning tools to prepare for any change in the
market and give an objective perspective of the position of an
organization. SWOT analysis [17] focuses on analyzing the
strengths and weaknesses of a company through processing
internal data, and opportunities and threats coming from
external data. When talking about weak signals, we are more
interested in analyzing the opportunities and threats coming
from the market. The PEST model [18] stands for political,
economic, social, and technological factors of an environment
that could influence the existence of an organization and its
evolution in the market. That external information can be
collected and analyzed easily from external web data and
exploited in technological intelligence to be able to detect
innovation [19], which is present in both structured and
unstructured form. The aim of this paper is to analyze big
unstructured data using big data analytics technologies and
efficient algorithms while respecting and following the main
ideas and concepts of those two models, as in Fig. 1.
C. Weak Signals
According to Igor Ansoff [20], weak signals are defined as
small changes and imprecise early indications that occur over a
period of time on a specific topic that may have an ongoing
impact on the future. Weak signals are temporal changes that
hold important and strategic information that companies and
organizations must detect and collect to stay ahead in the
market [21]. This helps them implement an anticipative
approach of handling the opportunities and threats present in
the market in the form of unstructured data harvested from the
web.
The identification of weak signals relies on some
characteristics and key points. According to Ansoff weak
signals are weakly mentioned in their first appearance, they are
less frequent than the main concepts in the context where they
exist, but they are new and novel and hold a sign of innovation
or a surprise in the market. The interpretation of weak signals
requires domain experts in order to contextualize the findings
and transform data into knowledge, and classify them as
opportunities or threats and disseminate them to stakeholders
to make an appropriate strategic decision.
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qualitative methods, and many data sources were used to prove
the approaches and detect weak signals.
One of the early approaches and attempts to discover weak
signals in data, Yoon [27] used a keyword-based text mining
method to identify opportunities in web news data. He used a
quantitative method in which he performed a time-weighted
analysis by calculating the occurrence and frequency of
keywords during a period of time. But this attempt was limited
to only one source of data, and it lacks an automatic crawling
of data from multiple sources, and fails when it comes to
dealing with large datasets. The result may not be easily
interpreted when visualizing a large space of keywords.

Fig. 1. SWOT Analysis vs PETS Model.

D. Apache Spark
Due to the volume of data available online, data must be
collected from different sources in different formats. A
homogenization step is mandatory to unify the structure of the
data to be collected. Once the data is collected, we end up with
huge volumes of data that cannot be processed by a normal
computing approach, thus the need for big data analytics
technologies that support huge volumes and fast streams of
data. Few weak signal detection researchers have proposed a
technological framework that addresses the issue of big data.
Therefore, we propose in this paper a big data framework for
weak signal detection with the implementation of semantic
clustering algorithms in Apache Spark.
Apache spark [22] is one of the main big data analytics
technologies, and the most well-known platforms for massive
distributed computing, that are popular nowadays. This
framework is gaining a lot of attention in the big data
community and its use in a variety of applications [23] proved
to give efficient results when dealing with large datasets.
Hence we chose this framework in our attempt to develop a
competitive intelligence system [24] to analyze and extract
strategic information from the increasing amounts of data
available in the environment of companies and organizations.
Apache spark has been used in a lot of applications [25]
and it has been used to implement a variety of big data
platforms and solutions. Apache Spark is a part of the Hadoop
ecosystem introduced in 2009. While Hadoop processing is
based on the MapReduce computing paradigm, Spark relies on
the DAG (Directed Acyclic Graph) paradigm, which imposes
sequential processing of RDDs, a distributed unit of data nodes
in the cluster, that optimizes the consumption of resources by
avoiding costly data copies used in iterative algorithms that we
are going to be using in the weak signal detection framework.
IV. RELATED WORK
Many researchers tried to apply variable methods to detect
efficiently weak signals in large volumes of documents [26].
Those methods vary from supervised to unsupervised machine
learning methods, automatic and semi-automatic methods, or
manual methods relying on experts input, quantitative and

El Hadadai.Anass et al [28] proposed a sequence data
mining based method for extracting emerging trends and
highlighting the evolution of domains through crossing terms
with dates and other fields. With the application of
correspondence analysis and multiple correspondence analysis
and a visualization tool, this approach was able to extract
clusters of weak signals from sorting and extracting clusters
from the obtained matrix. The method was evaluated using a
dataset from scientific articles and patents collected from
scientific databases in order to identify technological weak
signals, but this method lacks the possibility to be extended to
support large datasets and its need for an expert to manipulate
the tool to perform the analysis.
D. Thorleuchter et al [29], proposed a methodology based
on idea mining and Latent Semantic Analysis to identify weak
signals, by constructing a matrix based on the vectors and
patterns discovered from the idea mining approach, by
applying a dimensionality reduction on the matrix using SVD
decomposition, which produces a set of semantically related
clusters that may be a weak signal. The method is limited, as
stated by the authors. They observed that the method lacked the
possibility to discover implicitly cited weak signals and
proposed an enhancement using Latent Dirichlet Allocation to
get more accurate results.
Antonio.L.et.al [30] proposed a method to conduct an
anticipative intelligence by analyzing text and identifying weak
signals, using clustering k-medoids and a Jaccard function as a
similarity function between obtained clusters in order to
analyze similar clusters of weak signals, the method claims to
be automatic but the dataset is collected from experts at the
beginning of the process.
Julien Maitre et.al [31], the work that is closely related to
what we are proposing is inspired by this paper, which presents
a novel approach for weak signal detection in weakly
structured data or unstructured data, by combining Latent
Dirichlet Allocation and Word2Vec algorithm to perform
clustering on a corpus of documents collected from the web,
the article proposes also a method to identify the number of
clusters k to be extracted from a corpus using LDA, which in
most cases is hard to define and is crucial to the quality and
robustness of the obtained results especially when it comes to
weak signals, where the use of a small k may eliminate the
identification of important weak signals.
In our approach, we try to group the three algorithms in
order to reduce the mistakes and weakness of those approaches
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by using a clustering aggregation [32] approach supported by
the computational power of Apache Spark and the flexible
nature of RDDs and their reusability in iterative algorithms in
order to perform multiple tasks, and with using the ML
pipeline feature of Apache Spark to facilitate and automate the
process of weak signal identification with a minimum
interaction of experts.
V. PROPOSED FRAMEWORK
In light of the findings of the literature review conducted by
C. Muhlroth et.al [26] and other reviewed approaches
[33] [34] [35] [36], we found a need to propose a big data
analytics framework for automatic weak signal detection. Thus
we propose in this paper a framework that uses Apache Spark
to implement the data analysis from data collection to weak
signal identification using semantic clustering algorithms. The
feature of Apache Spark that allows us to achieve this is the
ML pipeline that aims at automating steps to be applied on a
dataset, in order to extract implicit hidden information that may
present key strategic indications to be processed and analyzed.
Fig. 2 presents the architecture of the proposed framework.
It outlines the steps to be followed in the pipeline implemented
using Apache Spark, starting from data collection to the
identification of weak signals contained in the corpus of
collected documents. In the following section, we provide a
brief explanation of Apache Spark ML pipeline, and we
explain the steps of the pipeline in detail.
A. Apache Spark DAG and ML Pipeline
Apache Spark provides an API to manipulate RDDs,
resilient distributed datasets, which is a good structure for
dealing with big unstructured data. The power of this data
structure remains in the possibility to expand to huge volumes
of data, thus the adoption of this technique in our work. RDDs
will hold the corpus data to perform analysis using ML
pipeline API that represents a set of processes to perform on a
dataset to get the desired results. This makes it easier to
aggregate multiple algorithms into a single pipeline. We will
be using this technique in our work to implement an efficient
big data analytics framework for weak signal detection, by

combining the semantic clustering algorithms presented in Fig.
2.
The technology that allows Apache Spark to execute such
processing is DAGs which is a new enhanced strategy to
perform map-reduce tasks, as shown in Fig. 3, by organizing
the planning of execution in stages and steps that form a
directed acyclic graph of transformations to apply on the
dataset.
All the algorithms used in this framework will be
implemented using the Apache Spark MLlib library that
contains a variety of tools and machine learning algorithms and
clustering to be applied on the data. We combine LDA and
implement LSI and K-means by using ML Pipeline to perform
semantic clustering on the corpus of collected data. At the end,
we communicate the findings to the stakeholders and experts to
identify the clusters that hold potential weak signals.
B. Data Collection
The framework starts with data collection. We collect data
from multiple scientific articles databases and patents and store
them in the Hadoop file system. When we start the execution
of the ML pipeline we load the data from Hadoop onto the
Apache spark cluster in order to execute the outlined pipeline
process depicted in Fig. 2. Scientific databases from
IEEExplorer, ACM Digital, and patents from USPTO, contains
many articles and documents having a lot of fields like text,
date, abstract, publication date, etc. We are interested in the
text and publication date of the document in order to conduct a
temporal analysis of weak signals and the evolution of the
topic in time to perform technological surveillance on a
specific field of interest.
Many scrappers and crawlers are developed to collect data
from those websites using web mining methods and Scrapy
python framework [37], which gives the possibility to create
scraping agents to crawl as many web pages as possible with
the elimination of repeated documents. Our approach helps
decision-makers and analysts to collect data automatically and
conduct environmental scanning with no need for manual
intervention, which could be a hard task for companies in this
era of big data.

Fig. 2. Proposed Framework Architecture.
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that aims at representing the documents as a set of topics, with
the objective of assigning each term to a semantically related
topic. When applying LDA in Fig. 4 to a corpus of documents,
the algorithm tries to cluster the topics and their related terms
according to their semantic relationships. It identifies k topics,
k is a number specified by the analyst, many methods exist to
choose the best k that gives accurate clusters.
LDA algorithm steps are defined as follows, for each
document w in a corpus D:
1. Choose N ∼ Poisson(ξ).
2. Choose θ ∼ Dir(α).

3. For each of the N words wn:
Fig. 3. DAG Excution Method in Spark.

C. Data Preprocessing
Preprocessing is an important step to clean data and format
it to our needs. After choosing the text field we will use in
analysis and the date field that will help us to filter emerging
trends, we clean the text from ambiguous characters, then by
removing StopWords, stemming and lemmatization, which will
help us to get more accurate results and easily interpretable
information from raw data. We create n-grams from the corpus
to add them to the vocabulary of the corpus. This step is
important to enable the clustering algorithms to identify multiterms that may hold an important part of a weak signal,
especially in the scientific field. Due to the nature of weak
signals, which is low frequency and occurrence of words, we
eliminate terms where the count is above a threshold, for
example 200 occurrences, as we are not interested in highly
frequently mentioned words that, in most cases, represent
strong signals or trends, which are not the purpose of our
analysis.
D. Data Exploration
The number of topics to be extracted cannot be determined
previously as the algorithms used are unsupervised algorithms
and the analyst does not have an idea about the number of
clusters to be obtained. Therefore, we choose a rule of thumb
and we define the number of clusters to be extracted as in eq.1
after the extraction of the vocabulary from the corpus:
𝑘 = �𝑛/2

(1)

(a)Choose a topic zn ∼ Multinomial(θ).

(b)Choose a word wn from p(wn |zn,β), a
multinomial probability conditioned on the topic
Those steps are the standard for the LDA model, in order to
cluster a distribution of semantically related words to a set of
specific topics, in our case those topics may represent
innovations, opportunities or threats.
So we will use this algorithm to detect underlying topics in
a corpus of documents. Those topics may include weak signals
that are not easily identified and are not in the scope of the
knowledge of experts, especially in the case of new
innovations in a domain. After removing the most frequent
terms from the documents, we aim at identifying sets of words
that are less frequent and semantically related and belong to the
same topic. That's why a maximal number of k is essential to
the extraction of latent topics that represent a small proportion
of the document, which is the nature of weak signals defined
by Ansoff.
F. LSA
Latent semantic analysis [40] is a text mining technique
that aims to create a semantic space to identify relationships
between words in a corpus of documents. Those relationships
are semantically detected using a linear algebra technique
called SVD decomposition. Its goal is to decompose a
document-term matrix created from the corpus into a lowerdimensional space in order to detect close words and extract
coherent topics and similarities between documents.

where n is the number of words in the vocabulary of the
corpus.

The determination of an approximate k is an important step
in the process of this pipeline. We can specify k based on many
techniques of data exploration or using many methods from the
literature [38], which is outside the scope of our research, or
we can try different values of k and analyze the different
clusters obtained. A small number of k though must be avoided
in order to avoid the elimination of important potential weak
signals that are not heavily cited.
E. LDA
Latent Dirichlet Allocation [39] is a generative probabilistic
model for text classification and a topic modeling algorithm

Fig. 4. Plate Notation Visualizing the LDA Model Parameters, Plate M
Represent The Total Number of Documents, N Represent the Numbers of
Terms in a Document, α the Per-Document Topic Distributions, β the PerTopic Word Distribution, θ the Topic Distribution For Document m, z the
Topic for the n-th Word, w is a Specific Word.
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Fig. 5. LSA Algorithm Matrix Decomposition Process.

By applying this technique in weak signal detection we
want to detect weak clusters that are appearing in the corpus,
those highly coherent and newly emerging clusters may hold
important strategic information, they may represent an
opportunity for investment and collaboration, or a threat that a
company has to plan a strategic response to face it and
overcome its consequences.
After the creation of the matrix from the collected corpus
by crossing the terms with their corresponding documents, we
create an m*n matrix where m is the number of terms and n is
the number of documents, then we apply SVD which will
decompose the matrix into 3 new matrices as depicted in Fig.
5.
M = ⋃∑V ∗

(2)

Where U is an m*k matrix that holds the word assignment
to topics, Σ an k*k matrix which contains singular values that
represent the importance of the topic, V* is an k*n matrix that
contains the topic distribution across documents. In our case,
we are interested in the first two matrices. By crossing the pairs
of vectors of the two matrices, we obtain the clusters of topics
and their corresponding terms. The clusters obtained in this
step will be merged with the previous results to enhance the
semantic understanding of the corpus.
G. K-MEANS
K-means is one the most important algorithms for
clustering data, the power of this approach resides in its ability
to perform unsupervised learning and clustering of data with no
prior knowledge, hence the choice of this algorithm in our
process to enhance the results of our approach and the quality
of the obtained clusters.
As in the previous algorithms, we perform data
preprocessing depicted in the previous section before applying
k-means. To apply k-means we follow those steps in order to
find semantically related terms, relying on the Word2Vec [41]
model, and group them in cluster as depicted in Fig. 6:
• Cleaning and Preprocessing of text.
• Determination of number k.
• Feature extraction using Word2vec to represent each
word semantically as a vector.
• Applying k-means.
• Getting clusters.
In the next step, we will merge the most similar clusters to
unify and expand the clusters that are candidates to be weak
signal clusters, containing information about potential
opportunities or threats that must be noticed.

Fig. 6. K-Means Algorithm Steps.

H. Cluster Aggregation
Cluster aggregation [32] is a method that aims to apply
different clustering algorithms on the dataset and find a
consensus about the optimum cluster groups in order to
eliminate duplicates, and eliminate the noise of each algorithm
if it was applied individually, in order to improve the quality
and robustness of the clustering.
After extracting the clusters from the previous steps,
denoted C1, C2 and C3 from applying LDA, LSA and Kmeans respectively, we move to the merge step which consists
of performing a similarity calculation between all pairs to
identify similar clusters and merge them in order to eliminate
redundancy and enhance the quality of the weak signals
detection process by minimizing the disagreements between
clusters according to Equation 4.
𝐷(𝐶) = ∑𝑚
𝑖=1 𝑑𝑉 (𝐶𝑖 , 𝐶)

(3)

where v is a set of words or multi-terms and m is the
number of all clusters from the applied algorithms.
The implementation of Approximate Similarity Join of
Apache Spark MLLib is used, which is based on the Jaccard
similarity function eq (4). We calculate it for each pair of all
clusters from all algorithms, and if it passes a threshold, we
merge the clusters into one, in order to get the cluster that
minimizes the number of disagreements.
𝐽(𝐴, 𝐵) =

|𝐴∩𝐵|
|𝐴∪𝐵|

(4)

The resulted clusters from Algorithm 1 are shared with
experts and stakeholders to identify potential weak signals
from the corpus.
I. Weak Signal Identification
Extracted clusters will pass by the last step, which aims at
calculating a score that represents the weighted term evolution
inspired by Yoon et.al [27], the evolution rate “er*” of each
term during a period t of the cluster “Ci” is calculated and the
sum “eri” of all terms represent the score of a cluster, based on
that score we can identify the clusters that may hold weak
signals represented by semantically related terms from the
corpus.
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We order the clusters by their score, and based on that
score and the interpretation of an expert in a domain, we can
spot the clusters that are holding information about the weak
signal, which, by interpretation, may be a threat, an opportunity
of investment, or an innovation that needs further investigation
or collaboration.
In the next section we present the results of applying this
flow to the collected corpus, and we discuss the obtained
results, advantages and limitations of our framework and we
conclude with ideas for future researchers.

Fig. 7. IEEEXplorer Document Example.

Algortihm 1: MergeClusters
Input: clusters [C1, C2, C3]
Output: megred clusters [Cm]
BEGIN
For each pair of clusters:
Calculate similarity
If similarity > threshold
Fig. 8. Dataframe Collected from the Scrapping Agents of the Framework.

DO merge_clusters ()
RETURN merged_clusters
VI. RESULT AND DISCCUSION
In order to evaluate the proposed method, we will conduct
an analysis on a dataset of scientific articles about “big data”
topic, we collected a corpus of 5800 documents and scientific
articles about « Big Data » containing multiple fields, from the
fields we are interested in are abstract field and publication
date. We will perform text mining on the text field and perform
growth analysis using the publication date.
The purpose of our analysis is to perform the clustering
aggregation of three algorithms, K-means, LDA, and LSA in
order to combine the results of each algorithm and select from
the obtained clusters the ones that are potential weak signals
and may hold information about opportunities or threats.
A. Data Collection
We collect data from IEEExplorer, ACM Digital Library,
SpringerLink and Sciendirect to show a case study and
illustrate the processes of our approach. We use the search
query “big data” and choose a publication date range from
2000 to 2020, then we collect the documents and articles
published in this range of time. We are interested in the
abstract, title and publication year of a document as in Fig. 7,
the scraper agents extract those fields using the CSS styling of
each database website in order to ease the step of
homogenization of those fields in the next step.

B. LDA Obtained Clusters
After the preprocessing and cleaning step of the articles
obtained about big data, we perform the first clustering
algorithm, LDA, to obtain k clusters from the corpus. The
topics obtained are semantically related and clustered in one
group.
A sample of clusters obtained from the corpus is presented
(Table I):
TABLE I.
Cluster

Topic1

Topic2

Topic3

We create a data frame from the documents containing the
three fields we are interested in, and process them in the
remaining steps of the framework. Fig. 8 shows an extract of
the collected data.
Topic4

LIST OF OBTAINED CLUSTERS FROM LDA

terms
new concept
secure communication
collection data
imbalanced data
method consists
probability distribution
time big
low power
performance overhead
set data
model predict
clustering method
method paper
features paper
traffic data
information extraction
conducted evaluate
key challenges
network operators
computational efficiency
selection strategy
important information
processing techniques
video analysis
word embeddings
enhance performance
deep hashing
physical systems

experiments carried
nir fmt
proposed algorithms
location data
error rmse
minimize total
intermediate pointers
non uniform
information big
learning architectures
cold start
tasks cloud
signal quality
address challenge
characteristics data
secure communication
model based
factors influence
change detection
processing time
human interaction
linear programming
existing work
data intensive
iot networks
control mechanism
stream processing
cover problem
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C. LSA Obtained Clusters
The application of latent semantic analysis is done. After
applying LSA we obtain a different set of k clusters using the
matrix decomposition of singular values (SVD). For each
cluster, we select a set of terms that represent this concept and
that are closely related to it using the singular values in the
sigma matrix.

TABLE III.
Cluster

terms

Topic1

big personal
personal data
hidden transition
process model
industrial internet
open data
redundant tight

data big
results indicate
data processing
attack path
subgraph matching
smart cue
value data

Topic2

health big
data attracted
data frameworks
process big
computing data
processing architecture
analysis big
dimensional big

industrial big
data present
processing analysis
hot research
data techniques
lte network
statistical analysis
data problem

Topic3

network models
network model
networks cnns
based convolutional
recurrent neural
learning based

deep convolutional
compared state
vector machine
networks cnn
outperforms state
network based'

Topic4

data analysis
bda applications
data collected
paper present
smart cities
applications cloud
incomplete information

rare events
wireless networks
public key
things iot
based data
driving range
entropy loss

By applying the LSA on our corpus of data we obtain the
following clusters (Table II):
TABLE II.

LIST OF OBTAINED CLUSTERS FROM LSA

Cluster

terms

Topic1

defect detection
data fusion
sar image
detection method
power supply
tree boosting
digital twin

high performance
smart manufacturing
data digital
key management
parking lot
fabric defects
address problem

Topic2

trajectory data
lane changing
social networks
data driven
data processing
deep neural
reinforcement learning

changing model
spatial temporal
uav bss
onset date
modis derived
brain health
health quality

Topic3

proposed model
extensive experiments
multiplicative linguistic
uncertain multiplicative
location privacy
decision making
city brain

cloud computing
compared state
massive datasets
data processing
experiments conducted
communication consensus
group decision

Topic4

point cloud
ant colony
time delay
electric power
neutrosophic cubic
point clouds
dense point

security threats
power data
uwan security
power systems
algorithm based
cloud generation
healthcare insurance

LIST OF OBTAINED CLUSTERS FROM LSA

E. Aggregation Algorithm Obtained Clusters
By applying the approximate join similarity, we get the
pairs of similar clusters, by merging similar clusters we get p
clusters p < k*3, which gives an idea about overall clustering
and solve the mistakes that could have been made by using one
individual algorithm, the obtained clusters represent all the
small topics and semantically related terms that may hold an
opportunity or a threat (Table IV).
TABLE IV.

D. K-Means Obtained Clusters
The application of k-means results in a set of k clusters
after the calculation of word2vec of the text to create a feature
of semantically related words. This was used as the measure of
similarity between words or terms to perform semantic
clustering. The following clusters were obtained from applying
this algorithm:
In the next step, we will try to merge similar clusters into
one cluster and build a cluster group that collects the power of
all the algorithms and solves the problems and weaknesses of
the other approaches (Table III).

Cluster id

IDENTIFIED SIMILAR CLUSTERS
Cluster id

Similarity distance

33

30

0.307

36

33

0.307

23

36

0.428

25

6

0.428

23

1

0.428

6

25

0.444

36

23

0.444

23

24

0.461

24

23

0.461

1

23

0.473
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We merge similar clusters into one in order to eliminate
redundant clusters and improve the quality of visualization.
In order to visualize the results of the approach, we create a
graph from the adjacency matrix term-topic and plot the graph
using Gephi to see the clusters and the relationships between
them. The graph obtained contains 670 nodes and 12 006
edges. We show an extract of the graph in Fig. 10, and an
identified weak signal in Fig. 9 containing semantically related
words about the application of big data in health.
F. Interpretation and Discussion
From the interpretation of the results, we can spot the weak
signals and hidden information that are not visible to the
experts, and by combining their expertise with results obtained,
we can identify clusters that are potential strategic information
holders and we should cross the data back to the original
document for further analysis and understanding of the context
of appearance and the identification of the importance of the
discovered piece of information.
In our approach we filtered weakly cited words in a specific
time, year of publication, from the corpus and applied three
semantic clustering algorithms in hope of finding the most
accurate clusters by using an aggregation method. Those
obtained clusters may contain pieces of information that is
crucial to the implementation of an anticipative strategy of an
organization. A weak signal is characterized by the evolution
of its presence or its number of occurrences through time,
which makes it a strong signal in the future, though not all
weak signals are destined to be strong.

In Fig. 9 we present the graph representation of filtered
words from the corpus, those words are related by their coexistence in the same document and their appurtenance to the
same cluster. In Fig. 10, we singled out a cluster so we can
study the semantics of this potential weak signal with the help
of a domain expert.
We see in Fig. 10 that the semantic cluster of topic 32 is
weakly cited and highly rated in the last period of research,
which means that this low visibility cluster may be a trend in
the future, though we can comment on the choice of number k,
which must be chosen wisely and we must experiment with
different values of k, or we have to use a different algorithm to
determine the optimal value of k that will give promising and
accurate results.
Extracted Potential Weak signals must be harnessed to
identify threats and opportunities in the market. Our method
extracts the most promising clusters of weak signal topics.
Using our approach and with expert intervention, we can spot
the key information that will generate value for organizations.
Though the advantage of this method is not to predict which
weak signal will become strong, but to enhance the quality of
extracted clusters from the corpus, so we can keep and analyze
only the semantic clusters holding potential weak signals
through the aggregation of three algorithms: LDA, LSA, and kmeans, this approach will not eventually predict which one will
become strong in the future. In order to predict whether a weak
signal will become strong, we require labeled data, and with
the application of supervised machine learning [42], we can
extract the features of weak signals that are candidates to be
strong and trend in the future.

Fig. 9. Network of Collected Data from the Scrapping Agents of the Framework.
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Fig. 10. Illustration of an Extracted Weak Signal Topic to be Analyzed (Topic 32).

VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a novel framework that uses
semantic clustering aggregation models, made possible with
the use of the computation power of Apache Spark, through the
use of ML pipeline which gives the possibility of automating
the process of weak signal detection in large volumes of data.
The aim of aggregating clustering methods is to combine the
features extracted from each method and hide its weaknesses.
The use of such a tool in business will allow businesses and
stakeholders to remain active and alert in the market. Semantic
clustering methods have proven to be very efficient when it
comes to topic modeling and extraction of variable topics
semantically related from a large corpus of documents. Hence,
we judge this approach to be very pragmatic in nature and it
does contribute to the domain of weak signal detection.
Our framework will help stakeholders identify and prepare
scenarios of intelligence needs. For each potential weak signal,
there must be a strategic response ready to tackle it, which will
help stakeholders implement an anticipative approach to
conduct strategic competitive intelligence in a big data context,
where manual extraction and analyzation of documents is
impossible in this era where new data is available every
millisecond.
Despite our framework contribution in the field we still
think that there is more work to be done for future researchers
in weak signal detection literature, for example the nature of
data to be analyzed in weak signal detection research is
unstructured, thus the need for more advanced clustering
methods to perform unsupervised machine learning to label
data as weak signals from the past data, and apply Text mining
Deep Learning models [43] in order to be able to extract and
identify weak signals in future data once available online,
which will give a competitive advantage for organizations. In
our future work we will apply Graph embedding technique [44]
[45] as a technology that will allow us to reduce the

dimensionality of the corpus and facilitate the semantic
representation of weak signals, through the study of dynamic
graph embedding to monitor the evolution of a domain
terminology through time, in hope of detecting innovation,
opportunity or a threat as early as possible.
In conclusion, we must mention the limitation of methods
and approaches to validate the extracted weak signals in most
of the literature [46]. As a future research project, we can
propose a new direction of research in this field through
adopting novel semantic clustering algorithms that rely on deep
learning like Word2Vec and Glove word embedding [47] for a
more precise semantic analysis of the corpus, and proposing
novel approaches that relies on labeled data.
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Abstract—The occurrence of COVID-19 pandemic has
changed people’s life in every aspect, such as applying social
distancing, the transition from offline to online activity are
applied in order to decrease and stop the spread of the virus.
This sudden change causes a fairly high level of anxiety and
stress in society, especially for children because of activity
restrictions. Various innovations, especially technology have been
carried out to overcome the problems in distance restrictions that
have arisen due to the COVID-19 pandemic. Virtual reality
believes becoming one of the innovations that can be used to
reduced anxiety levels and boredom during activity rectrictions,
because it creates an artificial environment for humans to
socialize. In this research, combine the Unity3D and blender
software to build a virtual reality simulation with the help of
virtual glassed to give a real impression of the virtual room that
has been created. This VR application consists of three
environments that children can use it to explore the virtual room
without need being in crowded atmosphere. Based on the result
of pretest and posttest questionnaire in 30 participants with the
range age from seven to ten, it concludes that this VR
applications can decrease the level of stress and anxiety in
children by one to two levels. Besides that, this application
located in acceptable area based on SUS score system.
Keywords—Blender; COVID-19; Unity3D; virtual reality

I.

INTRODUCTION

In the last decade, it can be seen that the development of
information technology has grown rapidly, and has
contributed to advancing world civilization, including the
creation of borderless world especially for the access of
information. One of the hot topic in tehcnological
development field is Virtual Reality ( VR ), which is the
creation of a technological simulation resulting from a threedimensional ( 3D ) environment [1][2]. Along with the
development of increasingly advanced technology, there are
many changes that occur in the world, one of the remarkable
changes is the transfer from all offline activities to online due
to the coronavirus disesase 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic.
The COVID-19 pandemic began to emerge at the end of
2019 in the city of Wuhan, Hubei Province, China and began
to attract a lot of world attention [3]. Recently, COVID-19 has
infected more than 89 million people in 218 countries [4], due
to massive transmission cause many countries implementing

new regulations to stop the spread of COVID-19. One of the
effective way to minimalize the spread of COVID-19 to
implement a lockdown which has an impact on restrictions
and the closure of public access that has the potential to cause
crowds, including : school closures, restrictions on shopping
places and tourist attractions. This has a fairly serious impact
in all aspects of life [5].
Based on research [6],[7] there are many psychological
impacts that have arisen due to the COVID-19 pandemic,
including increased levels of anxiety and stress and even more
severe effects if people have to undergo self-quarantine. In
this era of social restrictions, technological advances are
considered to be able to help reduce the negative effects
caused by COVID-19, as well as become a solution in the
current massive social restrictions. This argument also pointed
out in [21] which highligted that digital approaches, such as
AR and VR should be optimised in order to help children
mental and behaviour during this pandemic era. In line with
research [5] that utilizes technological advances to conduct
distance learning, or the use of augmented reality (AR)
applications as tutorials related to effective hand washing in
order to prevent COVID-19 infection [8]. Another research on
AR [20] has a conclusion that the use of AR application
improve the effectivenes of training while conduct on stressful
environment.
In addition, one of the technological advances that can be
utilized in overcoming the COVID-19 crisis is the use of VR
technology that can help overcome current health problems
[9]. In the study [10] discussed the relationship between the
use of VR technology that can help reduce pain in children
during burn replacement. Several research [19][22] has been
conducted, and gain conclusion that VR, and AR have a
significant effect to reduce or prevent stress during COVID-19
Pandemic. It is happen because using the virtual tour can
generate sense of belonging and affective emotion which lead
people able to reduce their stress level. Furthermore, in [12]
conclude that VR have a possibility to becoming one of the
tools that used in stress-related treatment especially during this
pandemic era. However in those research papers which has
been published there are very few area which explore to
implement VR to reducing strees during Covid-19 for children
from seven to ten years.
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Based on this background, to fill the missing link on this
research area, author create a VR simulation that focuses on
helping children minimize stress and boredom levels during
social movement restrictions, which offers four different
outdor area. This research is deemed necessary so that
children can stay at home and feel comfortable doing activities
at home using this application in order to prevent the
transmission of COVID-19, whose movement is still very
massive and fast. This research is also a form of contribution
in technology field which help childrens psychological issues
especially during COVID-19.
II. RELATED WORK
One of the literatures in this research is related to making
learning applications regarding proper hand washing during a
pandemic [8]. In this study, the use of AR uses hand
movements as a marker and divides the learning process into
three stages. The results of this study were 69% of
respondents felt they better understand how to wash their
hands properly after seeing this AR application. Another study
[11] is a study that focuses on research on the use of VR for
children with special needs (ABK) when they have to do
rehabilitation at home during the COVID-19 pandemic. This
study found that VR technology can be used in children with
special needs to maintain and improve their motor function
levels during home care. Another study [13] measured the
accuracy and effectiveness of using VR as a companion tool
for physical exercise in the elderly during the COVID-19
pandemic. The results of this study state that by using VR
during the implementation of social restrictions, the elderly
can improve motor skills, and can reduce the level of obesity
in their body.
Research related to literature studies [14], conducting a
review of the role of AR in handling the post-COVID-19
tourism sector, concluded that the role of ICT (Information
and communication technology) such as AR, or VR is an
innovative application that can be utilized by the tourism
sector because it minimizes contact directly and can ensure
tourist satisfaction and safety during the COVID-19 pandemic
or after the pandemic is over. Another research related to the
use of VR was carried out by [12] regarding the development
of a VR-based project called MIND-VR which focuses on
developing virtual psychoeducational experiences that provide
basic information about stress and anxiety disorders in health
workers. The results of related studies state that the
therapeutic process using VR is more effective than using
video. This study also states that further studies related to the
implementation of VR to deal with stress and psychological
trauma due to the impact of COVID-19 are needed, especially
in the use of VR at home, or in the hospitals.
The study in [19] build a VR called “the secret garden”
which provide refreshing scenery and calm voice to help
people overcome their stress issue related to COVID-19. It
took 7 days measurement to reach the conclusion. This
research has an objective to reducing stress by improve
people’s positive emotions using VR application. The result of
the research already published in [23] which stated that, even
in prelliminary stages, it shows positive impact that VR
application can reduces participant stress during COVID-19

especially after two months lockdown. Another study
regarding reduce stress during COVID-19 has been
implemented in [22] that utilise 360° virtual tour. The study
use VR application to allow participant explore place in 360°
view. This research involves 235 participants and reach
conclusion that using virtual tour have a high degree of
satisfaction which lead to decreasing their stress level. This
research also stated that VR have a contribution to improve
people psychological well-being. Beside that, VR also
becoming one of the technologies that becoming
recommendation to use for people who want to reduce their
stress level especially during or after this pandemic era.
Based on several studies that have been discusses, it can be
concluded that technology, especially VR have many positive
contributions for people live especially during lockdown era.
One of the benefits that appeared by using VR can be used to
reducing stress level, because sudden change in people daily
life. However, there are very few studies about stress levels
during this pandemic era which involves children. In fact,
children becoming one of the most affected subjects this time,
because they cannot play outside and study freely anymore.
Based on several studies that have been discussed, to
complement previous studies, and complete the missing link,
this research has objective to builds a VR application that
focuses on reducing and preventing stress in children during
the COVID-19 pandemic. In addition to building VR
applications, this study also measures the effectiveness of
using VR, as well as the usefullnes of this application.
III. THE PROPOSED METHOD
In this research, agile methodology has been choosed to
develop the application. Even though according to [24]
waterfall model still become the most commonly used in
software development. It has lack of flexibility when major
changes are happened [25]. Therefore, this research decides to
use agile methodology which offer much flexibility of design
changes in the future and offers faster release compare to the
traditional one [25]. In addition, based on Fig. 1 before
implementation process done, the whitebox and blackbox
testing are carried out to make sure that VR application
already meet the requirement.
The whole process of build a VR application can be seen
in Fig. 1 and 2. In Fig. 1 showed the flow of VR application
development, while Fig. 2 shows the overall research flow.
In Fig. 1, the research begins by analyzing the needs
needed in the software and hardware sections including
Unity3D, Oculus, and VR glasses. The application design
stage consists of making storyboards, interface designs as well
as terrain and environment assets that are created using
blender and unity3D software. The programming process for
building this VR application uses the default language of the
Unity 3D software, namely C# which is assisted by visual
programming on Playmaker assets. After the coding process is
complete, it will be combined with various assets and 3D
designs that have been built, then the rendering process is
carried out. This process using the target API level 30 on the
android system, and it is necessary to install the VR Google
SDK for unity, as well as the VR headset that will be used.
Before implementing the application, a testing process is
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carried out using blackbox and whitebox tests [16] to ensure
the application runs well. The next process is to do a demo to
participants using the help of goggle glass to run VR
applications. The overall research flow in the implementation
process can be seen in Fig. 2.
In this study, as shown in Fig. 2, prior to do VR app
implementations, participants were pretested first to determine
the level of depression experienced using a "nine-symptom
checklist" questionnaire [15] which divided the severity into 5
parts, namely:
• Minimal

: scor 1 – 4

• Mild

: scor 5 – 9

• Moderate

: scor 10 – 14

• Moderately Severe : scor 15 – 19
• Severe

: Scor 20 - 27
Fig. 2. VR Research Flow.
TABLE I.

Fig. 1. VR Application Development Flow.

NINE SYMPTOM CHECKLISTS

Severa
l Days

More
than
half
the
days

Nearly
every
day

0

1

2

3

Feeling down, depressed,
or hopeless?

0

1

2

3

3

Trouble falling or staying
asleep, or sleeping too
much?

0

1

2

3

4

Feeling tired or having
little energy?

0

1

2

3

5

Poor appetite or
overeating?

0

1

2

3

6

Feeling bad about yourself
- or that you are a failure or
have let yourself or your
family down?

0

1

2

3

7

Trouble concentrating on
things, such as reading the
newspaper or watching
television?

0

1

2

3

8

Moving or speaking so
slowly that other people
could have noticed? Or the
opposite - being so fidgety
or restless that you have
been moving around a lot
more than usual?

0

1

2

3

9

Thoughts that you would
be better off dead, or of
hurting yourself in some
way?

0

1

2

3

No

Over the last 2 weeks,
how often have you been
bothered by any of the
following problems?

Not
all

1

Little interest or pleasure in
doing things?

2
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The details of the "nine symptom checklists" questionnaire
can be seen in Table I. This patient health questionnaire-9
(PHQ-9) is a recommendation to use as a self-measurement
test to detect the rate of depression that consists from 0 to 3
level [26]. The primary reason this screening questionnaire
has been chosed because it offers the ease of use the nine set
of question. The ease of use the tools become the primary
concern in this research because the subject that will be tested
are children with has range of age from seven to ten. Beside
the easiness, previous study which already used this PHQ-9
showed the accuracy screening using the nine set questions
and the test also falled in acceptable area which obtain
sensitifity around 0.84 and specifity about 0.77 [27]. Another
reasearch that conducted in [28] showed a good sensitivy and
specificity which fall below 0.83, and 0.72 respectively, using
this PHQ-9 questionnaire does not necessary to divide the
participants based on their gender. According to several
reaseraches that already done which showed acceptable
examination, it makes author believe that using this tools lead
to the accurate results.

In addition, another test called System Usablitiy Scale
(SUS) also carried out in order to measure the usefullnes of
the application [17]. According to [29] SUS is one of the most
tests that used to measure the perceive ussability and still
remain relevant in the future. Based on those two researchers
explain in the beginning, this SUS test is necessary to be done
to meet the objectives in this research as written in Section 2.
The details questioned of SUS can be seen in Table II, which
have five scale, from the highest point (strongly agree) to the
lowest point (strongly disagree).
IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
Based on the research flow in Section 3, the VR simulation
application was built by adding the required assets, including
Google Cardboard, Asset Image and Google VR SDK in
Unity. One of the processes of making VR in unity3D can be
seen in set collection of workspaces in Fig. 3a, 3b, 3c, and 3d.

During the posttest stage, the same questionnaire table was
used as already done in the pretest conditions, which aims to
measure whether there is a positive impact obtained by
respondents after using the VR application.
TABLE II.

No

SUS LIST OF QUESTIONS

Questions

Strongly
Disagree
1

1

I think that I would like to
use this system frequently.

2

I found the system
unnecessarily complex.

3

I thought the system was
easy to use.

4

I think that I would need the
support of a technical
person to be able to use this
system.

5

I found the various
functions in this system
were well integrated.

6

I thought there was too
much inconsistency in this
system

7

I would imagine that most
people would learn to use
this system very quickly.

8

I found the system very
cumbersome to use

9

I felt very confident using
the system

10

I needed to learn a lot of
things before I could get
going with this system

Strongly
Agree
2

3

4

5
(a)

(b)
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Fig. 4. Snipped Code C# for Switching Each Scene.

The final results of the VR application in this study are
presented in Fig. 5, and 6 which are images based on the
participants point of view when viewed using VR glasses.

(c)
Fig. 5. Sample Application VR Views 1.

Fig. 6. Sample Application VR Views 2.
(d)
Fig. 3. (a) Whole Sample Image Process VR Development in Unity3D, (b)
Hierarchy Page in Unity3D, (c) Inspector Page in Unity3D, (d) Project
Struct.Ure in Unity3D.

In this VR application consists of four different scenes,
namely: houses, beaches, Egypt and museums. The scene
switching process is made using C# code, the snipped code of
it process can be seen in Fig. 4.

Before the application is used, as described in Section 3,
blackbox and whitebox tests are carried out. The whitebox test
is done by testing the program code of this application to
make sure that no flaws appeared and the code written clearly.
Afterwards, the blackbox testing perform to make sure all of
the functionalities perform well. The overall results of
blackbox testing can be seen in Table III.
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TABLE III.

RESULT OF BLACKBOX TEST

TABLE IV.

No

Test Class

Scenario
Testing

Expected

Resul
ts

1

Start Menu

Pressing the
Star Button

Displays a selection of
VR mode and Mobile
Mode

Valid

2

About
Menu

Pressing about
button

Displays about page

Valid

3

Exit Menu

Pressing the exit
button

Exit the VR application

Valid

4

5

6

Mobile
Mode
Menu

Map Menu

Egypt,
Beach, and
Museum
Menu

Pointing the
joystick right
and left
Pressing the
Settings button
Pressing Map
button
Pressing Egypt
choice
Pressing Beach
choice
Pressing
museum choice
Pressing the
Back Button
Pressing setting
button
Pressing Map
btton
Pointing the
joystick right
and left

Respond
en

RESULT OF SUS QUESTIONNAIRE

Result of SUS Score

Tota
l

Final
Score

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

1
0

1

3

3

3

2

3

3

3

3

3

2

28

70

2

4

4

4

4

4

4

3

3

4

2

36

90

3

4

4

3

3

4

3

2

4

4

2

33

82.5

4

4

2

3

2

4

3

3

2

4

2

29

72.5

5

4

3

4

3

4

4

2

3

4

4

35

87.5

Displays the appropriate
direction with the
joystick

Valid

6

4

4

3

3

4

3

4

4

4

2

35

87.5

Displays the setting page

Valid

7

4

3

3

4

3

2

2

2

4

2

29

72.5

Valid

8

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

2

4

2

29

72.5

9

4

3

3

4

4

3

3

4

3

2

33

82.5

10

4

3

3

3

4

2

3

3

4

3

32

80

11

3

3

4

3

3

2

4

3

3

2

30

75

12

4

3

3

2

4

3

3

2

3

3

30

75

13

4

4

3

3

3

2

3

3

4

4

33

82.5

14

4

3

3

3

4

4

3

2

4

2

32

80

15

4

3

3

4

2

4

3

3

3

2

31

77.5

16

3

3

3

3

4

4

4

4

4

3

35

87.5

17

4

3

3

4

3

4

4

4

3

3

35

87.5

18

4

3

3

2

4

3

3

2

4

3

31

77.5

19

4

3

3

3

3

2

3

2

4

2

29

72.5

20

3

3

3

3

3

2

3

3

3

2

28

70

21

4

4

3

2

3

3

3

2

4

4

32

80

22

4

4

3

3

3

3

4

3

4

2

33

82.5

23

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

3

3

3

37

92.5

24

3

3

3

2

4

3

3

2

4

3

30

75

25

4

4

3

3

3

3

2

4

4

3

33

82.5

26

3

3

4

4

4

3

3

2

4

2

32

80

27

4

4

3

3

2

3

2

3

4

4

32

80

28

3

4

4

3

4

4

3

2

4

3

34

85

29

4

4

3

2

4

4

3

2

4

3

33

82.5

30

3

3

3

2

4

3

3

2

4

3

30

75

Display various maps
option
Display Egypt
Environment
Display Beach
Environment
Display Museum
Environment

Valid
Valid
Valid

Displays two choices
menus are VR and
mobile mode

Valid

Display setting page

Valid

Display various map
choices

Valid

Displays the appropriate
direction with the
joystick

Valid

After passing the two functionality tests, the application
was tested on 30 child respondents with an age range of 7-10
years which held with parental assistance using strict covid-19
protocol. In the process of testing the level of anxiety and
SUS, parental assistance is necessary to obtain valid test
results. The results of the comparison of pretest and posttest
can be seen in Fig. 7. It can be seen that most of the children
has obtain lower level of stress after used VR application.

average

Fig. 7. Pretest and Posttest Results after Application Testing.

79.91

Based on the results of the pretest and posttest, it can be
seen that before implementing VR application, most of
respondents experienced depression in the mild and moderate
ranges, there was only one respondent who was in moderately
severe condition. However, after the respondent was given a
VR application to get a new atmosphere of exploring several
virtual places, it can be seen that there was a significant
decrease in stress and anxiety levels, which can be seen in the
survey results listed in Fig. 7. Based on Fig. 7, it can be seen
that most of the respondents experienced decrease in anxiety
level, about one level lower compare to pretest result.
According on the results of the posttest respondents
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experienced anxiety at a minimal and mild level. In order to
measure the usability of the application, SUS questionaire in
Table II already performed which use 30 respondents as
subjects. The result of SUS testing can be seen in Table IV.

[8]

Based on the result shown in Table IV, it can be concluded
that the average SUS score obtainend in this VR application
around 79.91. It is located in acceptable area, between good
and excellent adjective rating in SUS scoring system [18] and
can be conclude that this application considered to be useful
enough in order to show VR application.

[9]

[10]

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Based on the results obtained in Section 4, it can be
concluded that this VR application has a contribution in
reducing the level of anxiety and stress in children during the
Covid-19 pandemic as evidenced by the results of the pretest
and posttest presented in Fig. 7. Beside that, this VR
application has a good adjective ratings SUS based on
Table IV. Those two results that achieved in Section four
already answer the objective which already discussed in
Section two in this research, are to build VR application which
allow reduce stress for children and measure the usefulness
and effectiveness this application using SUS measurement.
However, many future works are needed to do in order to
increase the usefullnes of this applicaion in society. One of
challenges that need to tackle in this application are the
addition of features to interacts in every scene so children can
explore many things while enjoying the virtual environment.
Beside that, the education about Covid-19 knowledge also
relevant to be added in the future.
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Abstract—The Arabic Sign Language has endorsed
outstanding research achievements for identifying gestures and
hand signs using the deep learning methodology. The term
"forms of communication" refers to the actions used by hearingimpaired people to communicate. These actions are difficult for
ordinary people to comprehend. The recognition of Arabic Sign
Language (ArSL) has become a difficult study subject due to
variations in Arabic Sign Language (ArSL) from one territory to
another and then within states. The Convolution Neural Network
has been encapsulated in the proposed system which is based on
the machine learning technique. For the recognition of the
Arabic Sign Language, the wearable sensor is utilized. This
approach has been used a different system that could suit all
Arabic gestures. This could be used by the impaired people of the
local Arabic community. The research method has been used
with reasonable and moderate accuracy. A deep Convolutional
network is initially developed for feature extraction from the
data gathered by the sensing devices. These sensors can reliably
recognize the Arabic sign language's 30 hand sign letters. The
hand movements in the dataset were captured using DG5-V hand
gloves with wearable sensors. For categorization purposes, the
CNN technique is used. The suggested system takes Arabic sign
language hand gestures as input and outputs vocalized speech as
output. The results were recognized by 90% of the people.
Keywords—Arabic sign language; convolution neural network;
hand movements; sensing device

I.

INTRODUCTION

Around 60 million people use body language around the
world, and an automated tool for interpreting it might have a
big effect on communication between those who use it and
those who don't. Sign language is a means of wordless
communication that includes the use of body parts. In sign
speaking and listening, face features, as well as eye, hand, and
lip gestures, are used to transmit information. People who are
deaf or hard of hearing rely heavily on sign language as a form
of communication in their daily lives [1]. Nevertheless, the
lack of consistency in shape, size, and posture of the hands or
fingers in an image made computer interpretation of hand
signals exceedingly difficult. SLR can be approached in two
aspects: image-based and sensor-based. The main advantage
of expression frameworks is that users do not need to use
complicated gadgets. In any scenario, extensive operations are
required during the pre-processing stage. The importance of
language in growth cannot be overstated. It facilitates the

internalization of social norms and the development of
communication control in addition to serving as a channel for
interpersonal communication. Even though they can hear the
language spoken across them, deaf children do not learn a
language to express themselves in the same way that hearing
impairment children do.
SLR research has recently been divided into two
categories: vision and contact-based approaches. This between
sensing users and devices is part of the interaction technique.
It usually employs an interferometric glove that collects finger
motion, bending, movement, and angle information of the
produced sign via EMG signals, inertial estimate, or
electromagnetism. As the platform's input, the vision-based
technique uses data obtained from video streams or photos
captured with the camera. It's also divided into two categories:
presence and 3D model-based techniques [2]. The majority of
3D model-based strategies begin to gather the position of the
hand and joint angle of the hand in 3D spatial into a 2D image.
Whereas demeanor identification relies on features extracted
from the image's PowerPoint display, recognition is completed
by matching the characteristics [3]. Although many hearingimpaired people have mastered sign language, few "regular"
people understand or can use it. This has an impact on
impaired people's communication and creates a sense of
separation among them and the "regular" society. This chasm
can be bridged by deploying a technology that constantly
converts sign language to textual and vice versa. Numerous
paradigm advancements in many scientific and technological
fields have now aided academics in proposing and
implementing systems that recognize sign languages.
Disabilities people interact through hand signals, which is
a gesture-based communication strategy rather than written or
spoken language. Arabic is the official language of 25
different countries. In certain nations, Arabic is spoken by
only a small percentage of the population [4]. According to
some accounts, the total number of countries is between 22
and 26. Although the Arabic language is deontological, the
Arabic gesture is not. Arabic is spoken by Jordanians,
Libyans, Moroccans, Egyptians, Palestinians, and Iraqis, to
name a few. Each country, though, has its unique dialect. To
put it another way, there seem to be two forms of Arabic:
standard and colloquial. As they all employ the same
alphabets, the Arabic sign language (ArSL) is also the same.
This function is quite beneficial to research studies. The Arab
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deaf communities are a close-knit group. Interaction between
the deaf and hearing communities is low, focusing primarily
on communities with deaf people, relations of the deaf, and
occasionally play companions and professionals.
The recognition of Arabic Sign Language includes a
continuous identification program based on the K-nearest
neighbor classifier and a feature extraction method for the
Arabic sign language. However, the fundamental flaw with
Tubaiz's method would be that patients must wear
interferometric hand gloves to gather information on specific
gestures, which can be extremely distressing again for users
[5]. For the construction of an Arabic sign language
recognition, an interferometric glove was created. Using
hidden Markov model (HMM) and temporal characteristics,
continual identification of Arabic sign language is possible
[6]. A study was performed on the translation of Arabic sign
language to text for usage on portable devices. While the
above papers cover a wide range of sign languages, Arabic
Sign Language was also the subject of research in a few
instances. Using a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) quantifier,
the researchers achieve 93% accuracy for a sample of 300
words. In comparison to HMM, they use KNN and Bayesian
classifications [7], which produce equivalent results. This
presents a network matching method for continual detection of
Arabic Sign Language sentences. Decision trees and the
breakdown of motions into stationary poses are used in the
model. Using a polynomial runtime technique, they attain at
least 63% accuracy when interpreting multi-word phrases.
This paper deals with the Gesture Based Arabic Sign
Language Recognition for Impaired People and this uses the
Convolution Neural Network process as the research system.
There is different section that deals with the process of Arab
Sign Language and the Convolution Neural Network. Section
1 organizes the Introduction of the gesture sign Arab language
and the Machine Learning system. Different methods and
research involved in Arab language recognition were
expressed in detail in Section 2; the proposed methodology is
presented in Section 3. The result and Discussion are
investigated in Section 4 and finally, the paper gets concluded.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
The most comfortable and creative way for the hard of
hearing to communicate is through hand signals. With
improvements in multimedia tools and networks, academics
have long been drawn to innovation. Sign language
communications systems as a way to increase network
technology for the hearing and speech impaired, offering
increased social possibilities and integration. This study
introduces a framework for leveraging the Microsoft Kinect
device to communicate in Arabic sign language. The proposed
method is based on the gesture recognition architecture for
Arabic signs proposed by [8] for language communication
systems. The suggested Language for Arab sign technique has
a sign identification rate of 96 %, according to experimental
data. In addition, the typical mission completion time for an
Arabic sign was roughly 2.2 seconds. As a result, the
suggested technology can be used to develop a real-time
Arabic sign languages communications network. Finally,
survey respondents stated that the projected procedure is

consumer and simple to use and that it may be utilized to
recognize and show Arabic signs at a minimal cost.
Researchers attempt to be using ICT to improve the Deaf
community at large life quality by building solutions that can
help them improve communication with the rest of the world
and among themselves. Designers describe work on the
construction of an Avatar-based translation for Deaf
individuals from Arabic Speech to Arabic Sign Language in
this paper. The study begins with an overview of the Deaf
community's situation in the Arabic-speaking population, as
well as a brief assessment related to particular research. [9] a
translation system based on the avatar of Arabic speech and
Arabic sign language for deaf people is recognized. The study
begins with an overview of the Deaf community's situation in
the Arabic-speaking population, as well as a short assessment
of various related research. The next section describes the
research system's design considerations. The technology will
be built around a dataset of captured 3D Arabic sign language
movements. Data gloves will be used to capture the gesture
recognition motion.
The use of an automatic speech recognition method for
Arab sign language (ArSL) has significant societal and
humanitarian implications. With the growing deaf culture,
such technology will aid in integrating such individuals and
allowing them to live a regular life. Arab sign language, like
other languages, has many subtleties and distinct qualities that
necessitate the use of a useful weapon to treat it. The author in
[10] propose a novel system based on deep learning that will
automatically recognize words and numbers in Arab sign
language when fed with a genuine dataset. Research
conducted comparison research to demonstrate the
effectiveness and robustness of suggested method vs
established approaches based on k-nearest neighbors (KNN)
and Support Vector Machines (SVM). Hearing is essential for
normal language and speech development, and hearing
impairment occurs whenever the acuity to normally heard
noises is reduced [11]. Many studies show that one out of once
each three to four educated citizens with any degree of hearing
loss faces educational, social, and impede learning. The goal
of this study was to assess the hearing impairment in hearingimpaired child's psychological traits (communication, social,
emotional, and cognitive), and then connect this pattern to a
linguistic scale.
The author in [12] proposed the Arab sign Language
recognition and for those with hearing impairments, sign
language entails the movement of the arms and hands as a
channel of understanding. The identification of certain
characteristics and the classification of specific input data are
the two key steps in an automatic sign identification system.
Many methods for categorizing and identifying sign languages
have been proposed in the past to improve reliability.
However, recent advances in the field of machine learning
have prompted us to pursue more research into the
identification of hand signs and gestures using deep neural
networks. The Arabic gesture has seen significant research on
hand gestures and gesture recognition. This research proposes
a vision-based system that uses CNN to recognize Arabic
hand sign-based letters and translate them into Arabic speech.
With a deep learning model, the suggested system
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automatically recognizes hand sign symbols and shouts out
another output in Arabic. This system recognizes Arabic hand
sign-based letters with 90% accuracy, indicating that it is a
very reliable technology. Using more powerful hand gesture
recognition technologies like Motion Sensors or Xbox Kinect
can enhance accuracy even more. The result will be given to
the text into the voice engine, which will create the sounds of
the Arabic hand sign-based characters.
Hearing-impaired people can be found throughout the
world, so developing good local level sign language
recognition (SLR) systems is critical. This did a thorough
assessment of computerized sign language identification based
on supervised learning strategies and processes published
between 2014 and 2021 and found that existing systems
require theoretical categorization to accurately interpret all
available data. As a result, focus on aspects that are included
in practically all basic sign detection methods. The author in
[13] present a comprehensive framework for investigators that
analyzes their advantages and weaknesses. This study also
demonstrates the importance of types of sensors in this sector;
it appears that acknowledgment based on the integration of
datasets, such as vision-based and webcam channels,
outclasses unimodal analysis. Furthermore, recent advances in
research facilities have enabled them to advance from the
official press of sign language protagonists and turns of
phrases to the capacity to change ongoing gesture
conversations with minimal latency. Many of the models
available are adequate for a range of tasks, but neither of them
currently has the requisite generalization potential.
III. METHODOLOGY
A. Arabic Sign Language Architecture
The
Architecture
for
Arabic
Sign
Language
Communication System is a proposed solution that serves as a
low-cost multiple languages translation. A sign languagebased communications network, all while retaining high
precision and economical usability [7]. The following Fig. 1
Architecture of Arabic Sign Language is shown. Hardware,
software, and the network are the three elements that make up
the system architecture. A gesture authentication method and a
video representation are included in the hardware device [14].
The Gesture recognition digital storage repository, the Sign
recognition center, and the Sign media center are all part of a
software component. The network device is responsible for
sending and receiving Arabic sign language data across a
network connection.

1) Hardware: The transmitter and receiver channels via
which the user controls the system are provided by the
hardware components of the system. The Gesture input unit is
a Microsoft Kinect from the first generations, which collects
data and delivers it to the Sign recognition center [15]. The
output data from the Sign media center is shown via the
Display devices (audio system and digital display). In its
current state, the stability supports visual data.
2) Software: The program's software is in charge of
extracting features and movement translation, as well as
offering a simple Graphical User Interface (GUI). Based on
the existing and established lexicon, the Sign Identification
Center turns the raw input into a collection of predefined signs
[16]. The Sign language datastore is being used to obtain
information about signs. The Sign media center translates the
signs obtained from the Sign recognition center into the
desired medium and speech, which it then sends to the Display
technologies or engaging in dialogue.
The gesture recognition data store includes both gesture
dictionaries and translating dictionaries from one vernacular to
another. The size of something like the information storage is
limited due to the project's concept stage.
Source: ArSLAT:
Translator [17].

Arab

Sign

Language

Alphabets

3) Network: The Signs media player sends media to the
Communication center, which then transmits this through the
system to its intended destination [18]. This section is
presently unimplemented because it is unrelated to usability
testing. The above Fig. 2 shows the Arab Sign Language
Alphabets and this image could be used for the further
processing system.

Fig. 2. Arab Hand Sign.
Fig. 1. Architecture of Arabic Sign Language.
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B. Preprocessing of Data
The first stage in creating a working deep learning model
is data preprocessing. This is used to convert raw data into a
format that is both usable and efficient. The flowchart of data
preprocessing is shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Data Preprocessing.

1) Raw data: The image captured using the camera is
termed the raw data in this section the raw image suits the
hand sign image of the Arabic language and this is
implemented in the proposed method [19]. The following
environment is considered for image representation:

 Different angles.
 Lighting condition changing.
 Focus and good quality.
 Object size and distance adjustment.
The purpose of making raw photographs is to create a
dataset that can be used for training and testing. the Arabic
Alphabet from the dataset of the suggested program.
2) Classified image: The presented method categorizes the
Arabic Alphabet's pictures. To understand the system, one
subfolder is utilized to store photographs from one
classification. In the developed framework, all subfolders that
describe categories are maintained together in one primary
special folder "dataset."
3) Number of epochs: The number of epochs represents
how many times the complete dataset is processed into the
neural network during training. There is no perfect number for
it though, and it is determined by the facts.
4) Formatting image: The graphics of hand signs are
usually uneven and have a varied background. To obtain the
hand component, it is important to remove the unneeded
elements from the photos. Images are referred to as digital
data that has been rasterized for usage on a display device or
printing in some of those types [20]. The extract was subjected
is the process of converting visual data into a set of pixels.
5) Classification of training and testing dataset: The
image taken for the formatting could be classified based on the
training or testing image. A controlled learning method for
classiﬁcation examines the training data set to find, or learn,
the best relationships between two variables that will produce

a strong forecasting model. The goal is to create a trained
(fitted) model that does a good job of generalizing to new,
unknown data.
6) Augmentation: Real-time data is always incomplete and
unusual due to several modifications (rotating, moving, and so
on). Image augmentation is a technique used to improve the
achievement of deep neural networks. It purposefully tries to
manipulate images with methods such as shear, shifts, flips,
and rotation. Using this image enhance raw images [21], the
suggested system's images are rotated dynamically from 0 to
360 degrees. A small number of photographs were also ripped
at random with a 0.2-degree range, and a small number of
images were inverted horizontally.
C. Frame Work
The design of the Arabic sign language recognition
utilizing CNN is shown in Fig. 4, Convolution Layer. CNN is
a machine learning (ML) system that uses perceptron
algorithms in the implementation of its operations for data
gathering. These systems are categorized as artificial neural
networks (ANN). The discipline of machine learning is where
CNN is most useful. It mostly aids in the recognition and
classification of images [22]. CNN is made up of two parts:
feature extraction and classification. Each element has its own
set of features that must be investigated. These elements will
be explained in detail in the following sections. A
convolutional neural network (CNN, or ConvNet) is a type of
neural network that is used to analyze visual information [23].
One of the main reasons that researchers have realized the
efficacy of deep learning is the vitality of convolution layers
nets in image processing. They are in charge of significant
advancements in computer vision (CV), which has significant
application in self-driving cars, mechatronics, unmanned
aerial vehicles, safety, medical advances, and treatment
options for the visual impairments.
Convolutional neural networks employ an architecture that
lends itself especially well to image classification. These
systems allow neural nets to learn quickly. This enables us to
approach enhanced deep multi-layer systems for image
classification. CNN continues to learn from data using the
Backpropagation algorithm and its derived products. Modern
implementations make use of specialized GPUs to improve
results even further.

Fig. 4. Convolution Layer.
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1) Input blocks: Squeeze Net requires an input block that
would be at least 224 X 224 (With 3 channels for RGB). CNN
is made up of numerous components. The Convolution
operation, on the other hand, is CNN's most important
component. The statistical combining of two roles to create a
third function is referred to as a convolution layer. To create a
feature map, the combination of the inputs using filtering or
kernel is necessary. Convolution is performed by dragging
each filtering over a specific input [24]. A matrix combination
is performed at each location, and the outcome is added to a
different feature map. Every image is turned into a 3D matrix
with a defined width, height, and depth. Because the image
(RGB) has color channels, the thickness is shown as a
measurement.
Various convolutions can be conducted on raw data with
various filters [25], resulting in various feature extraction. The
output of the convolution layer is created by combining the
multiple feature images. The output is then passed via an input
layer, resulting in complex output. The length of a given step
that the Fourier filter performs each time is referred to as the
stride. The size of a step is typically 1; this indicates that the
convolution filter is moving image pixel. When increasing the
size of a step, the filters will slide across the input with a
larger frequency, resulting in less overlap between the cells.
Researchers should do something to stop extracted features
from decreasing because it is always less than the input size.
These are going to apply to cushion here.

2) Max pooling layer: In between Convolution layers, a
pooling layer is naturally added. However, its primary goal is
to reduce dimensionality and reduce calculation time by using
fewer parameters. It also prevents overtraining and cuts down
on training time. Pooling can take numerous forms, the most
frequent of which is max pooling. It employs the maximum
value in all windows, resulting in a smaller feature map with
the same amount of information. To estimate the size of the
pooling layer's output produced, the panel sizes must be
specified ahead of time; the following equations can be used.

The pooling layer provides some high accuracy in all
cases, indicating that a certain component will be recognizable
regardless of where it appears on the panel.
The categorization component of CNN is the second most
critical component. The objects are classified up of a few tiers
that are all interconnected (FC). An FC layer's neurons have a
strong relationship between the two to every one of the
preceding layer's activations. The FC layer aids in the
mapping of representations between inputs and outputs. The
layer's functions are carried out using the same concepts as a
conventional Neural Network [4]. One Dimensional data, on
the other hand, can only be accepted by an FC layer. The

flatten function of Python is utilized to create the new method
for converting three-dimensional data to just one data.
3) Dropout regularization techniques: Overfitting is a
significant and serious issue in deep neural networks. Dropout
is a method of dealing with this difficult challenge. It is
accomplished by randomly discarding some neural units in the
neural network with an artificially designed ratio throughout
training. The degree of co-adaptation between neuronal units
has been greatly reduced. Using dropout on a neural network
is equivalent to extracting a thinned network from the original
entire network. During the training process, a series of
thinning networks are collected using dropout at a specific
dropout ratio. During the testing phase, it is not possible to
directly help determine by combining the forecasts from
exponentially thinning models. This should employ a whole
untinned network with fewer weights to forecast outcomes by
implicitly aggregating the results of all those thinned systems.
Dropout greatly lowers overfitting and outperforms other
regularization methods. The convolutional neural network
using dropout would be discussed.
4) Activation function: The activation function is a node
placed at the end of or between Neural Networks. This has
various sorts of activation functions, but this discussion will
concentrate on Rectified Linear Units (ReLU). The ReLU
function is the most often used objective function in neural
networks. ReLU has a significant benefit over other training
algorithms in that it does not stimulate all neurons at the same
time. The picture for the ReLU algorithm above shows that it
turns all negative input to zero but does not stimulate the
neuron. Because just a few neurons are stimulated at a time, it
is incredibly computationally efficient. It does not reach
saturation in the positive area. In reality, the ReLU activation
function converges six times quicker than the
and
sigmoid activation functions.
5) Features extraction: The Convolutional Neural
Network is made up of several basic parts. The convolution
layer is a critical component of the CNN network. This layer
denotes the mathematical description of functions that result in
a third function. To generate a feature map, convolution must
be performed within the input using a kernel or a filter. The
convolution implementation consists of sliding each filter with
sufficient input. At each location, matrix multiplying is
conducted, and the outcome is placed on a feature map. Each
image is converted to a 3D matrix with depth, height, and
width. Because the image is made up of color channels, the
depth has been deemed a dimension. Multiple convolutions
are performed on the input dataset using appropriate criteria,
resulting in distinct feature maps. The result of the
convolution layer is obtained by combining the multiple
feature maps. The kernel is a two-dimensional (2D) array of
elements that would be used as weights generally. As
demonstrated in Fig. 5, the convolution procedure is
conducted by dragging the kernel across the picture. The result
of the convolution layer is a feature mapping. Every section
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that is subjected to the dragging and convolution processes is
referred to as an interesting region (IR). The accompanying
equation is used to carry out the convolutional procedure.
∑ ∑
Where K is the kernel and I is the input image. Every
layer's output in Convolution Neural Network can be stated as
follows:

To recognize fingers and hands, computer vision
architecture was created. Within its area of view, it separates
and monitors them. The architecture collects movement
monitoring data in the form of a series of pixels. The
measured positions, sign orientations, and other information
about every object recognized in the current frames are stored
in the monitored data frames. A unique pixel is used to
illustrate the identified fingers and hands. The flow chart for
CNN proposed model is shown in Fig. 6. On still photos,
summarize a technique using the methods below.

 Gesture frames are captured.
Then,

∑

Where y represents the outputs of the layer, z represents
the activation function, i represents a layer l neuron, w
represents the weight, and x represents the input information.
{
{

}
}

The pooling layer is the CCN's second layer. The primary
goal of this layer is to make the feature mapping from the
convolution layer easier to understand. It emphasizes the
characteristic by using the maximum, summation, or
averaging operations. The fully connected layer is the third
layer. This layer's primary function is to transform a twodimensional (2D) feature map into a one-dimensional
(1D) one. This style is appropriate for deciding on feature
categorization based on pre-defined features.

 Image denoising is a technique for improving the
appearance of images.
 Employing
Convolution
Neural
(CNN) to separate the face of a signer.

Network

 Using Convolutional Neural Network to segment
hand and finger gestures.
 Utilizing Convolution Neural Network to detect
motions.
 By evaluating motions to elements in a pre-built
database, motions can be recognized.
 Getting the translations for the motion that was
recorded.

This employed an Arabic sign languages dictionary in this
research. In the training phase of hand symbol identification,
employed certain motions from a lexicon as a ground truth.
The lexicon is distributed in the form of graphic groups of
motions. Every set of images symbolizes a different type of
social setting. This chooses over 40 motions performed with
one hand and over 10 motions performed with both hands.
This database is used to train Convolutional Neural networks.
The technology was put to the test with real-life motions
performed by coworkers.

Fig. 5. Feature Extraction.

Fig. 6. Flow Chart for CNN Proposed Model.
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IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

TABLE II.

Two convolution layers are used to test the suggested
system. After that, each fully connected layer is followed by
two max-pooling layers. The first layer of the convolution
operation has a different pattern; there are 30 kernels in the
first layer, while the second level has 64 kernels; nonetheless,
the kernel size in both layers is
layer. Each pair of
convolution and max-pooling was examined using two
alternative dropout regularization values of 25% and 50%,
respectively. As a result, this option allows for the elimination
of one input out of every four inputs (25%) and two inputs out
of every four inputs (50%) from each combination of
convolutional and pooling layers.
The various sizes of training sets, as can be seen in Fig. 7,
when training the network using 80 % of the images from the
dataset, the accuracy reaches its highest point of 90.03%.
Table I shows the Percentage Training Set.

THE CNN CONFIGURATION'S CATEGORIZATION RESULTS

Input depth

CNN layer

Accuracy

Kernel
Configuration 1

91.5%
Subsampling
Kernel

Configuration 2

90.6%
Subsampling
Kernel

Configuration 3

94%
Subsampling
Kernel

Configuration 4

92%
Subsampling
Kernel

Configuration 5

89%
Subsampling
Kernel

Researchers compared the suggested system's outcomes
with KNN (k-nearest neighbor) with Euclidean distance and
SVM (support vector machines) with various kernels
processors typically shown in this field to demonstrate its
effectiveness.

Configuration 6

Other factors that influence identification, including such
facial movements, have been explored in prior studies.
Various input detectors, like the jump action controllers, are
also employed, as well as integrating multiple input detectors
to handle the various characteristics described above. In
addition, a novel learning approach was applied in this study,
which yielded encouraging outcomes.

The scheme then exhibits an optimistic accuracy rate with
reduced loss rates in the following phase (testing phase). The
accuracy rate was reduced even further when augmented
graphics were used while maintaining nearly the same
precision. Each digital image in the testing stage was
processed before being used in this model. The proposed
system generates a vector of 10 values, with 1/10 of these
values being 1 and all other values being 0 to represent the
predicted class value of the given data. The system is then
linked with its signature step, in which a hand sign is
converted to Arabic speech, Table II.

TABLE I.

PERCENTAGE TRAINING SET

Training Image

Detection Rate

60%

85.65%

50%

83.28%

80%

90.03%

70%

88.45%

89.8%
Subsampling
Kernel

Configuration 7

86%
Subsampling

The Fig. 8 Detection Rate Comparison is shown based on
Table III Comparison of Detection Rate. In this, the
comparison is done between the proposed system and the
other method such as SVM with RBF kernel and linear kernel
and KNN. Among those methods, a higher rate of accuracy is
found in the proposed method. So, by implying this method
the impaired people could easily recognize the sign.

Accuracy on Training Set (%)
100%

TABLE III.

50%
0%
1

2

Training Image

3

COMPARISON OF DETECTION RATE

Classifier

Detection Rate

Support Vector Machine with linear Kernel

86%

Support Vector Machine with RBF kernel

85%

KNN

68%

Proposed system

90.03%

4

Detection Rate

Fig. 7. Accuracy on Training Set.
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[2]

Detection Rate
100%

[3]

80%
60%
40%

[4]

20%
0%
Detection Rate

[5]

Support Vector Machine with linear Kernel
[6]

Support Vector Machine with RBF kernel
KNN
Proposed system

[7]

Fig. 8. Detection Rate Comparison.
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V. CONCLUSION
The Identification of sign languages and Arabic Sign
Language (ArSL), as well as several types of classifications
and their outputs, were studied using various symbols and
signs and ArSL. This suggested survey is carried out to take
the best classifier for hand gesture recognition systems that
depend on several sign languages. Some of the developed
models were shown to be quite efficient, however only on
limited applications. The studies originate from all across the
world and include a wide range of sign language variances,
which is critical for assuring worldwide coverage. The entire
operation and performance of sign language recognition are
represented using neural networks, machine learning, and
deep learning classifiers, among others. In terms of accuracy,
the Deep learning-based classifier CNN produced the results
in research. Thus, the gesture Based Arabic Sign Language
Recognition for Impaired People is based on Convolution
Neural Network System. In addition, the size of the data
collection could be enhanced further in future study projects.
The suggested system's result is Arabic-language speech
obtained through the detection of Arabic sign language.
Furthermore, the solution presented here would be excellent
for impaired people.
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Micro Expression Recognition: Multi-scale Approach
to Automatic Emotion Recognition by using Spatial
Pyramid Pooling Module
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Abstract—Facial expression is one of the obvious cues that
humans used to express their emotions. It is a necessary aspect of
social communication between humans in their daily lives.
However, humans do hide their real emotions in certain
circumstances. Therefore, facial micro-expression has been
observed and analyzed to reveal the true human emotions.
However, micro-expression is a complicated type of signal that
manifests only briefly. Hence, machine learning techniques have
been used to perform micro-expression recognition. This paper
introduces a compact deep learning architecture to classify and
recognize human emotions of three categories, which are positive,
negative, and surprise. This study utilizes the deep learning
approach so that optimal features of interest can be extracted
even with a limited number of training samples. To further
improve the recognition performance, a multi-scale module
through the spatial pyramid pooling network is embedded into
the compact network to capture facial expressions of various
sizes. The base model is derived from the VGG-M model, which
is then validated by using combined datasets of CASMEII,
SMIC, and SAMM. Moreover, various configurations of the
spatial pyramid pooling layer were analyzed to find out the most
optimal network setting for the micro-expression recognition
task. The experimental results show that the addition of a multiscale module has managed to increase the recognition
performance. The best network configuration from the
experiment is composed of five parallel network branches that
are placed after the second layer of the base model with pooling
kernel sizes of two, three, four, five, and six.
Keywords—Micro expression recognition; facial expression;
spatial pyramid pooling module; multi-scale approach; deep
learning

I.

INTRODUCTION

According to the research from [1], [2], faces are the main
human “tools” to express information in terms of emotion.
Facial expression is an important means that enable humans to
undergo social interaction with each other. This is because
55% of human feelings are manifested by their facial
expression. For example, an observer can deduce that someone
is feeling disgusting if his/her upper lip is rising upward.
Facial expression can be broken down into two categories,
which are macro-expression and micro-expression. A macro-

expression is an intentional facial expression, while a microexpression is an unintentional facial expression. Benjamin et al.
[3] investigated that the major differences between them are
the intensity and time taken to manifest the expression. Deng et
al. [4] reported both expressions are widely used as an input to
various applications and the most obvious application is to
estimate the hidden emotions.
On the other hand, Micro-expression (ME) is an
unintentional, quick facial movement that is primarily used to
express the emotions of happiness, sadness, and surprise [5]. A
ME happened in a short time, usually happened in the range of
0.04s until 0.2s. Hence, it is a hard task for a human to use their
bare eyes to detect the occurrence of ME. Even if a human is
undergoing training to detect an ME, their average
performance is only slightly better than other people who do
not undergo the training process. Hence, Zhao and Li [6]
showed that machine learning is proposed to aid humans in
analyzing the ME to understand human’s true emotions.
Machine learning (ML) can be broadly classified into
traditional machine learning and deep learning. Researchers in
pattern recognition tasks have frequently applied both
techniques to the applications of facial expression recognition
[7], human activity recognition [8], recycling system [9], and
image recognition [10]. Traditional machine learning relies on
a set of handcrafted features, which is then passed to a
decision-making module algorithm such as decision tree,
neural network, and Support Vector Machine (SVM) [11],
[12]. However, it is a time-consuming task for a computer
vision engineer to judge which features are the best to describe
the emotions.
The deep learning methodology is different compared to
the traditional machine learning approach, whereby the
features of interest are obtained through iterative optimal
training such as through the convolution process [10], [13].
Usually, after the feature maps have passed through a
convolution process, they will undergo a pooling process.
Fig. 1 shows the generalized framework of traditional machine
learning and deep learning algorithms for human emotion
recognition tasks.
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Fig. 1. Generalized Framework of Traditional Machine Learning (above) and Deep Learning (below).

Spatial Pyramid Pooling (SPP) originates from spatial
pyramid matching that utilizes spatial statistical properties to
represent global information for recognition purposes. Ke et al.
[14] discussed the main benefit of the SPP module is it can
produce constantly desired outputs without considering the
input size requirement to the deep learning model. The training
process of a deep learning model with multiple sizes of the
image can also prevent over-fitting problems [15]. In this work,
several configurations of SPP have been explored that include
different numbers of layers and kernel sizes, as well as
placement of the module. Besides that, the base model that has
been used in this work is also compact in nature, whereby it is
commonly used in tracking application, which requires fast
computational model [16]. In Oh et al. [17] have surveyed
different algorithms from different researchers, and their
respective accuracy is summarized in Table I.
TABLE I.
Papers

By referring to Table I, the previous works' accuracy using
CASME II dataset is within the range of 40% to 60%, while for
the SMIC dataset, the accuracy range is between 50% and
70%. In general, these accuracies are not satisfactory enough
for real-life application. By referring to Table I, the previous
works' accuracy using CASME II dataset is within the range of
40% to 60%, while for the SMIC dataset, the accuracy range is
between 50% and 70%. In general, these accuracies are not
satisfactory enough for real-life application. Micro-expression
is a crucial set of facial cues that are extensively employed in
all parts of human society. However, simple facial macro
expression cues are not enough to effectively relay the real
emotions. In order to resolve the issues, this study presents
several variants of SPP to improve the recognition accuracy of
the automated micro-expression recognition applications.

ACCURACY OF MICRO-EXPRESSION RECOGNITION FROM DIFFERENT PAPERS

Features

Classifier

Accuracy (%)
CASME II

SMIC

Huang et al. [18]

SpatioTemporal Completed Local Quantiza-tion Patterns (STCLQP)

SVM

58.39

64.02

He et al. [19]

Multi-task mid-level feature learning
(MMFL)

SVM

59.81

63.15

Huang et al. [20]

Discriminative Spatiotemporal Local Radon-based Binary Pattern
(STLPB-IP)

SVM

64.37

60.98

Li et al. [21]

Histograms of Image Gradient Orientation (HIGO)

SVM

67.21

68.29

Liong et al. [22]

Local Binary Pattern histograms from Three Orthogonal Planes (LBPTOP)

SVM

46.00

54.00

Happy et al.[23]

Fuzzy Histogram of Optical Flow Orientations (HFOFO)

SVM

56.64

51.83

Le Ngo et al. [24]

LBP-TOP

SVM

49.00

58.00

Xu et al. [25]

Facial Dynamics Map

SVM

45.93

54.88

Ping et al. [26]

LBP-TOP

Group Sparse Spation-Temporal
Reature Learning (GSLSR)

67.89

70.12

Zong et al. [27]

Hierarchical STLBP-IP

Kernelized Group Sparse Learning
(KGSL)

63.83

60.78
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Continuing from this introduction section will be Section II
that presents a comprehensive overview of the basic
architecture, hyperparameter function, and related layers used
in modeling the CNN model. In Section III, the new improved
CNN model is introduced by embedding spatial pyramid
pooling into the basic model. Then, the experimental results
were discussed in Section IV. Finally, the last section
concludes the paper with some suggestions for future works.
II. RELATED WORK
A. Basic Architecture of CNN
The structure of a neural network is very much similar to a
human being’s brain neuron. When the neuron is excited, it
will deliver a chemical substance to its neighboring neuron,
which will alter the state potential. If the next neuron’s
potential is higher than the threshold, the state will be activated
and vice versa [28]. A compact deep learning structure of a
convolutional neural network (CNN) mainly comprises three
convolutional layers, pooling layers, and full-connected layers.
The convolution process happened in convolutional layers to
extract features from the input image through a sliding window
operation. Then, the resultant feature maps will be passed to
the pooling layers to reduce the map dimension. Fullyconnected layers will be used to segregate the data into
different classes [29], [30]. Fig. 2 shows the basic architecture
of a CNN.

B. Convolutional Layer
A convolution operator performs a linear operation to a
spatial map through a sliding window process. The process
starts by applying a small number array (kernel) on the input
data (tensor) to compute the product of each element of kernel
and tensor for all tensor data. After that, each of the computed
outputs will be summed up to form a new value in the
respective position of the tensor (feature map). The whole steps
will be repeated by applying multiple kernels into the tensor
[31]. Based on Ma et al. [32], one kernel can extract one
pattern characteristic of the input image. Fig. 3 shows the
summary of a convolution process.
C. Padding
According to Rikiya et al. [31], the overlapping between
the center element of the kernel with the outermost element of
the input tensor should be avoided. Hence, a padding operator
was introduced to enlarge the feature map dimension. There
are two popular types of padding operations which are zero
padding (or called the same padding) and valid padding. The
process of zero padding is to make the convolution image
larger by adding the zeros to its borders. The size of the output
from the zero padding will be the same as the size before
undergoing the convolution process [33], [34]. Fig. 4 shows the
summary of a zero-padding process.

Fig. 2. Basic Architecture of CNN.

Fig. 3. Summary of Convolution Process.

Fig. 4. Summary of Zero Padding Process.
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Fig. 5. Summary of VALID Padding Process.

If a Keras-Tensorflow library is used, a valid padding
option means that no padding will be applied. The size of the
image going through a valid padding option will be the same as
the size of the convolution image as shown in Fig. 5.
D. Pooling Layer
There are two advantages of applying a pooling layer to the
deep network. Firstly, it helps to decrease the size of the
feature map and hence reduces the complexity of the network.
Secondly, Guo et al. [35] shows it also helps to extract the
important feature optimally. Based on Victor and Isabel [36],
there are three types of pooling operators, which are maximum
pooling, average pooling, and attentive pooling. For the
maximum pooling operator, the maximum element in each
overlapping area between the kernel and the feature map will

be chosen as the resultant output. Shallu and Rajesh [37]
identify the only disadvantage of maximum pooling operation
is if most of the values on the feature map are high values, the
significant features may be discarded. Fig. 6 shows the
operational flow of the maximum pooling process with a 4 x 4
feature map, 2 x 2 kernel size with a step size of two pixels.
According to Sharma et al. [37], the average pooling
operation process differs from the maximum pooling process.
The new value in the respective position of the feature map is
obtained by calculating the average pixels of each overlapping
area between the kernel and the feature map. Fig. 7 shows the
summary of an average pooling process with a 4 x 4 feature
map, 2 x 2 kernel size with a step size of two pixels.

Fig. 6. Operational Flow of a Maximum Pooling Process (4 x 4 Feature Map, 2 x 2 Kernel Size with Step Size of Two Pixels).

Fig. 7. Operational Flow of an Average Pooling Process (4 x 4 Feature Map, 2 x 2 Kernel Size with Step Size of Two Pixels).
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E. Activation Function
The activation function, which is also known as the transfer
function, is used to determine the neurons that will be excited
and passed as the high state to the next neurons. According to
Chigozie et al. [38] and Feng et al. [39], an ordinary neural
network without an activation function, the output of each
layer of the network will consist of a linear combination of its
last layer, which is shown in (1). Let y = output, x = input, n =
number of nth layers, b = bias.
𝑦 = 𝑤1 𝑥1 + 𝑤2 𝑥2 + … + 𝑤𝑛 𝑥𝑛 + 𝑏

(1)

According to the formula above, the range of the output
will start from the negative infinity until positive infinity. This
shows that the neurons in the network are not limited to a
certain finite range. Conversely, with the presence of an
activation function, the linear output will be converted to a
non-linear result and the output range will fall within a finite
value. According to Chigozie et al. [38] and Feng et al. [39],
the non-linear result is shown in (2).

𝑦 = 𝑎(𝑤1 𝑥1 + 𝑤2 𝑥2 + … + 𝑤𝑛 𝑥𝑛 + 𝑏)

(2)

In this study, two types of activation functions, which are
ReLu and Softmax function will be utilized. Wang et al. [40]
stated that ReLu is an activation function that is based on a
piece-wise function. ReLu function is known to be good in
handling gradient-vanishing problems. This is the main
advantage of a ReLu function compared to other activation
functions such as Sigmoid and Tanh functions [41]. Another
advantage of a ReLu function is it can be computed at a faster
speed compared to the other functions. A positive gradient with
a value equal to one will be produced for positive input, while
a negative gradient is produced when the input is negative. Fig.
8 shows the graphical representation of the ReLu function.

According to Martin et al. [42], the Softmax function is a
useful function that converts the weight vector to the
probability distribution. Such a function will make sure that the
output is in the range between zero until one and the sum of the
outputs will be unity [43]. The softmax function is commonly
used in models with multiple classes. Chigozie et al. [38]
showed that the probability of each class will be provided and
the class with the highest probability is considered as the target
class. The only disadvantage of the Softmax function is the
output value of zero cannot be produced and hence, a sparse
probability distribution cannot be produced through this
function. This is because any small output value in the sparse
probability distribution will be treated as a negligible value
which is zero.
F. Fully Connected Layer
A fully connected layer means each neuron is connected to
every neuron to its next layer. The major function of the fully
connected layer is to classify the input image into a variety of
classes. The Softmax function is used in its output layer [44].
G. Local Response Normalisation
Local Response Normalisation (LNR) is a non-trainable
layer based on the lateral inhibition process. It decreases the
neighboring pixels activation state, which deems to be too huge
in order to form a big contrast in a feature map. This
normalization process involves a decreasing operator by
squaring and normalizing the pixel values of the feature map in
a local neighborhood [45]. From Alex et al. [46], the (3)
representation for LNR operation is shown as below, where
𝑖
𝑖
= output neuron, 𝑎𝑥,𝑦
= input neuron, N = total kernel in
𝑏𝑥,𝑦
the layer, x, y = position of it kernel, others = constant value.
𝑏𝑖𝑥,𝑦

=

𝑎𝑖𝑥,𝑦 /(𝑘

+ 𝑎∑

𝐵
2
𝑗
(𝑎𝑥,𝑦 ) )
𝑗=max(0,𝑖− )
𝑛

min(𝑁−1,𝑖+ )
2
𝑛

(3)

2

Fig. 8. Graphical Representation of ReLu Function.
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III. METHODOLOGY
A. CNN Model
In this study, a compact CNN model [47] derived from the
VGG-M model, which was introduced by Chatfield et al. [48].
A compact model is utilized because of the small number of
available training data will lead to the problem of over-fitting
according to the study by Nicholas et al. [49]. By having a
compact property, a deep learning model can be optimized well
even with a small number of data. In this study, the combined
datasets have only 441 micro-expression videos, which is
considered as a small training set. This is the primary reason
deeper and newer models, such as Resnet [50] and DenseNetSPP [51] are not used as the base model.
VGG-M has a good balance between computational speed
and accuracy. Hence, it has excellent average performance and
has been widely used in tasks involving the fields of vision
such as multi-biometric recognition. The original VGG-M
consists of nine layers network with five convolutional layers,
three fully-connected layers and one flatten layer. The five
convolutional layers have the kernel number of 96 for the first
convolutional layer, 256 for the second convolutional layer,
and 512 for the third, fourth, and fifth convolutional layer.
Jiang et al. [52] proposed the fully-connected layers have a
kernel size of 128 for the first and second layers, while three
TABLE II.

nodes for the third fully-connected layer to reduce the
complexity of the training process. Each convolutional and
full-connected layer is coupled with the ReLu activation
function except for the last fully-connected layer, which is
coupled with the Softmax activation function. In [53], LNR is
applied after the first and second convolutional layers only. A
maximum pooling layer is applied after each LNR layer and
also after the fifth convolutional layer to make the model more
robust and have a better generalization capability [54]. Table II
shows the summary of the modified VGG-M architecture used
in this study.
According to Table II, the primacy change that can be
observed is the reduction in stride size for the first and second
maximum pooling (Pool1 and Pool2) from two to one. This is
because a larger feature map size is needed to insert the Spatial
Pyramid Pooling (SPP) layer. Note that the size of the input
image used in this study is 75 x 75. If the original stride size of
the first and second maximum pooling layer is used, the feature
map size after going through the second layer will become 3 x
3 only, which is not enough to embed the multiple average
pooling processes in the SPP layers. Conversely, if the stride
size is changed to one, the feature map size will be 13 x 13,
which is enough to implement the multi-scale average pooling
in the SPP layer.

SUMMARY OF THE MODIFIED VGG-M ARCHITECTURE

Table
Head

Type of Layer

Kernel
Number

Kernel Size

Stride

Padding

Activation Function

Conv1

Convolution

96

7x7

2x2

Valid

ReLu

Norm1

LRN

-

-

-

-

-

Pool1

Maximum Pooling

-

3x3

1x1

-

-

Conv2

Convolution

256

5x5

2x2

Valid

ReLu

Norm2

LRN

-

-

-

-

-

Pool2

Maximum Pooling

-

3x3

1x1

-

-

Conv3

Convolution

512

3x3

1x1

Same

ReLu

Conv4

Convolution

512

3x3

1x1

Same

ReLu

Conv5

Maximum Pooling

512

3x3

1x1

Same

ReLu

Pool5

Flatten Layer

3x3

2x2

-

-

Flat1

Full-connected Layer

-

-

-

-

FC1

Full-connected Layer

128

-

-

-

ReLu

FC2

Full-connected Layer

128

-

-

-

ReLu

FC3

Convolution

3

-

-

-

Softmax
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B. Spatial Pyramid Pooling
For general SPP, the input will undergo three downsampling operations separately which are average pooling,
batch normalization, and rectified linear unit activation
function (ReLu). The kernel sizes of average pooling are
different between the parallel layers. After that, the size of the
down-sampling output will be adjusted (resized process)
according to the skip-connection layer size. Then, these outputs
are combined using a concatenation operator [55] as shown in
Fig. 9.

learning algorithm towards the new and unseen data. Several
hyperparameters that will be optimized in this work are
learning rate, batch size, epochs, and type of optimizer. The
type of optimizer determines how the weights are renewed by
decreasing the loss or error [58]. In this study, Adamax
optimizer is used as the sole optimization algorithm. This is
because according to the research from [59], [60], Adamax
produces a stable calculation method to renew the weights that
ensure the stability of the CNN model.
Batch size is the number of data used for training of CNN
model before the weights are updated. Smaller batch size can
lead to slower convergence, while a larger batch size enables
the CNN model to reach optimum minima. After performing
several tests, a batch size of 64 is used throughout the
experiment which achieves better stability and convergence
compared to other batch sizes. Learning rate determines the
rate of updating the weights. We are using 0.0001 as our
learning rate for the CNN model. Jaya et al. [61] stated that the
learning rate is not very high because a high value will cause
the CNN architecture to become very unstable.
Epoch is defined as the number of iterations for a CNN
model being trained by the whole datasets. Colab has a
limitation that requires the user to interact with the system
without idling by more than 90 minutes, after which it will stop
the session automatically. Therefore, in [62] states that the
number of epoch and learning rate need to be selected carefully
so that the number of epoch can be minimized. This study has
set the maximum number of epoch to be 120 iterations. Table
III shows the summary of the other hyper-parameters that have
been set in this study.

Fig. 9. General SPP Layer.

IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
A. Basic Settings
Google Colaboratory (Colab) was used as the platform to
conduct the training and training process of the CNN model for
micro-expression recognition for detecting a human’s true
emotion. Colab is a free cloud service developed by Google
Research that enables the researcher to write and run Python
code through the internet browser. It is a platform that is well
suited for machine learning-based research. Another advantage
of using Colab is it provides free GPU for the user that can be
used for deep learning training. In this study, the programming
language used is Python with Tensorflow library 2.4.1 through
“Python three Google compute Engine Backend (GPU)” with
Ram size of 12.72 GB and disk size of 68.40 GB. The virtual
GPU used is Tesla P100-PCIE-16GB.
B. Hyperparameter
According to Lisha et al. [56] and Kandel et al. [57],
hyperparameters can be considered as an input to a CNN
algorithm which determines the performance of the deep

C. Dataset
Three ME datasets have been selected for this study, which
are CASMEII [63], SMIC [64], and SAMM [65]. The first
dataset, CASME II consists of 247 ME video clips from 26
subjects. The resolution of all videos is initially set to 640 x
480 pixels while the cropped image resolution is 340 x 280
pixels. Only five types of emotions are being considered,
which are happiness, surprise, disgust, regression, and others
[66]. The second dataset, SAMM involving 159 ME video
clips from 29 subjects. The initial resolution of the videos is
2040 x 1080 pixels, while the cropped video resolution is 400 x
400 pixels. Rather than five emotion categories, SAMM
consists of eight emotion classes, which are angry, contempt,
disgust, fear, happiness, sadness, surprise, and others [67],[68].
The last dataset, SMIC comprises of 164 ME video clips from
16 subjects. The size of every image is 640 x 480 pixels. This
dataset has three categories of emotion only that include
positive, negative, and surprise [64], [66].
TABLE III.

HYPERPARAMETER SETTING

Hyperparameter

Value

Learning Rate

0.0001

Batch Size

64

Epochs

120

Optimizer

ADAMAX
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Fig. 10. Samples of Optical Flow between Two Consecutive Frames.

In this study, all images from all three datasets will be
resized to 300 x 300 pixels, which will result in the same
resolution for the respective vertical and horizontal
components of the optical flow image. After that, the optical
images will be down-scale again to the CNN input
requirement, which is 75 x 75 pixels. According to Song and
Zengfu [69], optical flow is the apparent motion between the
video frame or image frame. It has a high-level feature in
analyzing the visual motion information compared to the
original image sequences, which allows it to have a better and
more efficient data representation for ME [70]. Fig. 10 shows
some examples of the calculated optical flow images, whereby
the black and white color shows the presence of motion
between the frames, while the grey color indicates that there is
no motion for that respective pixels

SAMM, and SMIC datasets. There is no validation dataset used
during the training phase. For the training and testing process,
the dataset is divided according to leave-one-subject-out for
testing, while the rest subjects will be used as training. This
means that the model is trained using 70 subjects and 1 subject
is used for testing. The output of this study will be labeled and
classified into three classes: positive, negative, and surprise
emotions. Positive emotion involves happy micro-expression
which is considered as a “good” human emotion, while
negative emotion is considered as a “bad” human emotion that
can be further broken down into disgust, sadness, and fear. The
third class of emotion, surprise is the emotion that a human
expresses when he senses any difference between the
expectation and the reality. Fig. 11, Fig. 12, and Fig. 13 portray
an example of each type of emotion from different datasets.

The proposed system performance was verified by using
570 videos from 71 subjects that comprise of CASME II,

Fig. 11. Example of each Emotion from CASMEII.

Fig. 12. Example of each Emotion from SAMM.
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Fig. 13. Example of each Emotion from SMIC.

D. Evaluation Metric
The evaluation metric used in this study is the accuracy of
micro-expression recognition for detecting a human’s true
emotion. According to Duygu [71], accuracy is defined as the
ratio of true classification to total classification (true and false
classification), which is formulated as in (4), whereby TP is
defined as true positive, TN is true negative, FP is false
positive, and FN is false negative.
𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 =

𝑇𝑃+𝑇𝑁

𝑇𝑃+𝑇𝑁+𝐹𝑃+𝐹𝑁

(4)

E. Experimental Setting
Several training processes were performed based on the
modified VGG-M architecture for micro-expression
recognition to detect human’s authentic emotions. For every
experiment, the values of other hyperparameters are set to
constant to make sure that the experiments are conducted in
fair conditions. After that, the Spatial Pyramid Pooling (SPP)
layer of various configurations (in terms of the number of
layers, kernel size of average pooling, and position where SPP
layers are added) will be embedded into the modified VGG-M
architecture. The performances for each configuration will be
compared and evaluated by computing their recognition
accuracy by using combined datasets of CASMEII, SMIC, and
SAMM. Fig. 14 shows the summary of the major procedures
that were performed to extract the performance accuracy.
There will be eight variants of SPP architectures that will
be tested as detailed out below:

• First Variant = two parallel layers, Kernel size: two,
four, Position: After first Layer of VGG-M.
• Second Variant = two parallel layers, Kernel size: two,
four, Position: After second Layer of VGG-M.
• Third Variant = three parallel layers, Kernel size: two,
four, six, Position: After first Layer of VGG-M.
• Fourth Variant = three parallel layers, Kernel size: two,
four, six, Position: After second Layer of VGG-M.
• Fifth Variant = four parallel layers, Kernel size: two,
four, six, Position: After first Layer of VGG-M.
• Sixth Variant = four parallel layers, Kernel size: two,
four, six, eight, Position: After second Layer of VGGM.
• Seventh Variant = five parallel layers, Kernel size: two,
four six, eight, ten, Position: After first Layer of VGGM.
• Eighth Variant = five parallel layers, Kernel size: two,
four, six, eight, ten, Position: After second Layer of
VGG-M.
The SPP layers with the different number of SPP layers and
kernel size of average pooling will be added in two ways, one
of the ways is added after the first layer and another way is
inserted after the second layer of the VGG-M module as shown
in Fig. 15.

Fig. 14. Summary of the Experimental Procedures.
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Fig. 15. Placement of the SPP Module.

F. Dataset Analysis
Table IV shows the results of modified VGG-M with
several settings of parallel branches and placement of the SPP
modules. Besides that, the results of combining both hyperTABLE IV.

parameters are also reported in the same table. Fig. 16 shows
the graph for training process of the original VGG-M and Fig.
17 shows the graph of the training results of VGG-M with SPP
inserted after the second CNN layer.

PERFORMANCE RESULTS OF VARIOUS SPP CONFIGURATIONS

Accuracy (%)
Original (without
SPP)

After first layer
2 SPP

3 SPP

4 SPP

5 SPP

2 SPP

3 SPP

4 SPP

5 SPP

Combined

75.96

74.75

75.21

75.96

75.06

76.42

75.36

76.87

76.27

CASME II

86.21

84.37

86.67

83.45

86.67

88.05

83.91

86.67

86.67

SAMM

71.21

70.2

68.18

69.19

69.7

70.02

71.21

69.7

69.7

SMIC

70.73

69.92

70.73

74.8

69.11

71.14

71.14

73.98

72.36

Types of datasets

After second layer

Fig. 16. The Original VGG-M Training Process.
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Fig. 17. VGG-M Training Process using SPP after the Second VGG-M Layer.

By optimizing the network configurations (different SPP
parallel branches and module placement), the recognition
accuracy of the proposed deep model has improved the
recognition performance by four percent to seven percent when
compared to the original network for the SAMM dataset.
Meanwhile, for the SMIC dataset, the recognition accuracy of
the model using the combined dataset has improved from 1%
to 5%.
G. SPP Configuration and Placement
From Table IV, the results show that the recognition
accuracy of the model using the combined dataset, CASME II
and SMIC after the addition of the SPP module has improved
the performance, except for the case of the SAMM dataset, in
which the performance has become worst. Firstly, based on the
combined dataset results, the best recognition accuracy is
obtained with four SPP parallel layers, added after the second
layer with an accuracy of 76.87%, which is an improvement of
0.91% compared to the base model.
For the CASME II dataset analysis, the best recognition
accuracy is obtained by using two SPP parallel layers inserted
after the second layer with 88.05% accuracies, which is an
improvement of 1.84% compared to the base model. Among
many datasets and configurations, this is the highest
recognition accuracy obtained. While, for the case of the
SAMM dataset, the addition of more SPP parallel layers into
the base model does not increase the recognition accuracy,
whereby the best number of SPP layers is three that is added
after the second layer with a recognition accuracy of 71.21%.
TABLE V.
Types of datasets

On the other hand, for the SMIC dataset, four SPP parallel
layers that are embedded after the first layer produced the
highest recognition accuracy of 74.80% with an improvement
of 4.07% compared to the base model. This is the greatest
improvement in terms of recognition accuracy among many
configurations that have been tested. Hence, the best setup for
each dataset and the combined datasets are shown in Table V.
However, among all the configurations, SPP with four
parallel branches produces the best general performance where
it produces the best recognition accuracies for the combined
datasets and SMIC dataset. Besides that, the best overall
placement of the SPP module is if it is added after the second
layer of the base model. On average, it produces results with
higher recognition accuracy. In addition, most of the highest
recognition accuracy is obtained after adding the SPP right
after the second layer to the base model.
H. Improvement of the SPP Configuration
To further improve the base model performance, a few new
variants of the SPP is introduced as follow:
• Ninth Variant = five parallel layers, Kernel size: two,
three, four, five, six, Position: After first Layer of
VGG-M
• Tenth Variant = five parallel layers, Kernel size: two,
three, four, five, six, Position: After second Layer of
VGG-M

SUMMARY OF THE BEST SETUP IN TERMS OF SPP CONFIGURATION AND PLACEMENT
Best configuration of SPP
SPP number

Position

combined

Four

After second layer

CASME II

Two

After second layer

SMIC

Three

After second layer

SAMM

Four

After first layer
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TABLE VI.

PERFORMANCE BETWEEN DIFFERENT SETS OF KERNEL SIZE

Accuracy (%)
Types of datasets

After first layer

After second layer

first set Kernel

second set Kernel

first set Kernel

second set Kernel

Combined

75.06

74.91

76.27

76.42

CASME II

86.67

84.37

86.67

86.21

SAMM

69.70

71.21

69.70

70.20

SMIC

69.11

69.51

72.36

72.76

TABLE VII.

SUMMARY OF THE BEST CONFIGURATION IN TERMS OF THE AVERAGE POOLING KERNEL SIZE FOR DIFFERENT DATASET SETUP

Table Head

Table Column Head

Combined

two, three, four, five and six

CASME II

two, four, six, eight and ten

SMIC

two, three, four, five and six

SAMM

two, three, four, five and six

The performance difference between the new variants of
SPP with the earlier variants is due to the kernel sizes of
average pooling, where the sizes are smaller for the latter
variants. In short, the ninth and the tenth variants have bigger
kernel sizes compared to the seventh and the eighth variants.
Table VI shows the recognition accuracy of the modified
model with different kernel sizes.
According to Table V, when adding the SPP layer after the
first layer to the base model, the first set of kernel sizes
produce better recognition accuracy compared to the second set
for the combined datasets and CASME II dataset. On the other
hand, it is the opposite trend for the SAMM and SMIC
datasets. Besides that, if the SPP is added after the second
layer, the second set of kernel sizes produces better accuracy
compared to the first set for the combined, SAMM and SMIC
datasets, except for the CASMEII dataset.
By comparing the overall results, the second set of kernel
sizes result in higher average recognition accuracy for the test
done on the combined, SAMM and SMIC dataset (76.42%,
71.21%, and 72.76% respectively). However, the first set of
kernel sizes return the best recognition accuracy for the test
done on the CASME II dataset (86.67 % accuracy). Hence, it
can be concluded that the second set of average pooling kernel
sizes is the better alternative compared to the first set as shown
in Table VII.
V. CONCLUSION
This study has managed to improve the recognition
accuracy of the CNN-based deep learning model by embedding
SPP to the base model. Various configurations have been
tested to find the optimal setup. For the combined dataset, the
best SPP configuration is obtained by adding four parallel
branches of the SPP after the second layer of the base model.
This configuration has produced a recognition accuracy of
76.87%, which is an improvement of 0.91% over the base
model. For the CASME II dataset, two parallel branches of the
SPP layers added after the second layer of the base model have

produced 88.05% recognition accuracy, which is an
improvement of 1.84%. Meanwhile, the best SPP configuration
for the SMIC dataset is four parallel branches added after the
first layer with an improvement of 4.07%. There is not much
performance improvement that can be observed with the
addition of the SPP module when the test is done on the
SAMM dataset. Generally, the overall best SPP configuration
is by embedding four parallel branches of SPP with average
pooling kernel sizes of two, three, four, five, and six, added
after the second layer of the base model. For future works,
more datasets can be combined to produce a more robust
micro-expression-based automated emotion recognition
system. Other than that, the dataset will be resampled using
data augmentation methods to balance the class distribution
between the emotion class. Besides that, synthetic data
augmentation through the generative adversarial method can be
employed to further increase the training samples.
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Abstract—Machine printed or handwritten character
recognition becomes a major research topic in several real time
applications. The recent advancements of deep learning and
image processing techniques can be employed for printed and
handwritten character recognition. Telugu character Recognition
(TCR) remains a difficult task in optical character recognition
(OCR), which transforms the printed and handwritten
characters into respective text formats. In this aspect, this study
introduces an effective deep learning based TCR model for
printed and handwritten characters (DLTCR-PHWC). The
proposed DLTCR-PHWC technique aims to detect and recognize
the printed as well as handwritten characters that exist in the
same image. Primarily, image pre-processing is performed using
the adaptive fuzzy filtering technique. Next, line and character
segmentation processes are performed to derive useful regions.
In addition, the fusion of EfficientNet and CapsuleNet models is
used for feature extraction. Finally, the Aquila optimizer (AO)
with bi-directional long short-term memory (BiLSTM) model is
utilized for recognition process. A detailed experimentation of
the proposed DLTCR-PHWC technique is investigated using
Telugu character dataset and the simulation outcome portrayed
the supremacy of the proposed DLTCR-PHWC technique over
the recent state of art approaches.
Keywords—Optical character recognition; Telugu; deep
learning; Aquila optimizer; BiLSTM; handwritten characters;
printed characters

I.

INTRODUCTION

Recognition of hand printed or machine printed documents
plays a significant role in applications such as text-speech
converter, automated language-language translator, and
intelligent scanning machines [1]. The aim of document image
analyses is to identify the graphics and text modules in the
paper documents and for extracting the proposed data, as
human beings do. The two modules of document image
analyses are textual and graphical processing. The former
textual processing handles the text element of the document
images and the graphical processing handles symbol and nontextual line elements which form line diagrams, delimit
straight lines among company logos and text sections, and so
on [2]. The image processing method is utilized for
recognizing the handwritten Telugu character. Telugu is
widely speaking in Telangana and Andhra Pradesh in India.

Optical character recognition (OCR) is a procedure which
transforms the handwritten or printed files to their equivalent
text format [3]. The OCR can be separated into two classes:
online and offline character identification. Offline character
identification is additionally separated into two components
i.e., machine and handwritten printed character identification.
In hand-written character recognition, there is a large number
of problems in comparison with machine printed documents
[4]. It is a challenging and fascinating field of pattern
detection using many real-time applications. Many
commercial OCR systems are accessible for printed Arabic
characters however they have a lot of technological issues,
particularly in the segmentation phase the result isn’t enviable
[5]. During the past years, OCR has become increasingly
important since the need for translating the scanned image into
computer identifiable forms like text documents has improved
application. The OCR challenging problems such as
distortion, lighting variations, variance in font size, and
blurring of the printed character images, have improved the
demands for OCR in the study work. The significant
disadvantage witnessed in OCR is that the infra-class variation
is larger because of the huge amount of images accessibility
for the processing [6]. The OCR system is currently under
development for most of the common languages and Telugu is
no exemption for it. The OCR process has become really hard
for Telugu and possess its individual challenges to the
developer of Telugu character recognition (TCR) system. In
recent times, significant studies have been made toward the
development of an effective TCR scheme [7].
This study focuses on the design of effective deep learning
based TCR technique for printed and handwritten characters
(DLTCR-PHWC) in the same image. The DLTCR-PHWC
involves adaptive fuzzy filtering (AFF) technique for image
pre-processing. Besides, line and character segmentation
processes are performed to derive useful regions. Moreover,
the fusion of EfficientNet and CapsuleNet models is used for
feature extraction. Furthermore, the Aquila optimizer (AO).
With bidirectional long short-term memory (BiLSTM) model
is applied for recognition process. A comprehensive
experimental analysis takes place using Telugu character
dataset a detailed comparative analysis is carried out in terms
of different evaluation parameters.
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The rest of the paper in Section 2 discusses literature
review, Section 3 briefs proposed model and Section 4
discusses results and discussion and Section 5 ends up with
conclusion.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
Prameela et al. [8] proposed an OCR method for Telugu
documents that consists of 2 steps, i.e. classification,
preprocessing, and feature extraction. In preprocessing phase,
they used median filtering on the input character and
employed skeletonization and normalization methods over
character for extracting boundary edge pixel points. In feature
extraction phase, first, all the characters are separated into 3×3
grids and the equivalent centroid for every 9 regions is
calculated. Cheekati and Rajeti [9] deal in emerging a reliable,
fast Telugu hand-written ResNet for offline and online
character identification and improve classification accuracy.
The method is estimated by IIITS-Telugu Handwriting
Dataset; HP Lab databases (Telugu) India and attained a
remarkable result. The presented residual net (ResNet-50)
attains 2.37% error on ResNet-18 & 34 test set.
Lakshmi and Babu [10] perform a new Telugu script
identification and retrieval method named HCH model. Hash
coding would be utilized as a feature extractor and the
hamming distance would be used as a replacement for
traditional Euclidean distance for measuring the similarity
among database and query images. Experimental analyses
exhibit that the presented model has outstanding performances
to the traditional methods proposed in the survey. Burra et al.
[11] proposed 2 methods for improving the glyph/symbol
segmentations in a Telugu OCR scheme. The main features
having an effect on the entire performance of a Telugu OCR
scheme can be able to divide/segment scanned document
images into identifiable units. In Telugu, this unit is generally
interconnected component and is known as glyphs. Once a
document is removed, interconnected components-based
algorithm for segmentation fails. They provide malformed
glyphs (a) partial and results of break in the character because
of uneven dispersal of ink on the noise /page, and (b) are an
integration of more than two glyphs due to smudging in
noise/print. The previous one is labeled broken and the last
one is merged character. Hebbi et al. [12] introduce a cross
language environment for recognizing the words and
characters of lower resources script that is script which
doesn’t have typical database and the dataset isn’t accessible
for public access. Indic script comes from a popular origin and
few scripts have a standard 3 regional structures. Identification
of this script could be performed using another script having
same structures. In order to identify this character, the models
are trained using source language Kannada with zone wise
testing and training is made by Kannada and the targeting
language Telugu.

the class for different character templates and the class
representation is given by new class structures depending on
XML tags. In Sarika and Sirisala [14], OCR methods like
preprocessing, digitization, feature extraction, recognition, and
segmentation were discussed. HWCR with distinct ML
methods like Bayesian decision theory, SVM, and Bayesian
classifier was discussed. The current technique of HWCR is
examined for native language and related their features and
functionality.
Madhavi et al. [15] proposed an effective model named TR
for correcting and detecting slant angles of MTW. Telugu
language is India’s common language speaking around 80
million people. The difficult character is attached with further
marks called “vatthus” and “maatras” it is stimulating for
detecting a slant angle. The presented TR model performs preprocessing and identifies interconnected components within
the provided MTW. Later, estimate the slant angle of every
interconnected component by acquiring interconnected slant
lines on the boundary of every interconnected component. BJ
et al. [16] handle classification and recognition of confusing
Kannada characters. The RF and SVM as classifiers to
categorize the confusing character. The presented method
attained 78% of classifiers accuracy. Lastly, this method
identifies the confusing characters with template matching and
feature value outcomes-based classifier.
III. THE PROPOSED TCR MODEL
In this study, a new DLTCR-PHWC technique is derived
to detect and recognize the printed as well as handwritten
characters that exist in the same image. The DLTCR-PHWC
technique encompasses different operations such as AFF
based pre-processing, line/paragraph segmentation, fusionbased feature extraction, BiLSTM based recognition, and AO
based hyperparameter optimization. Fig. 1 showcases the
overall block diagram of proposed DLTCR-PHWC model.
The detailed working of every module is offered in the
following subsections.

Rani et al. [13] proposed a method for feature
classification and extraction of Telugu hand-written script
based personalized template matching method through
caching method for achieving better results. The method of
caching is executed by main databases with a cache database
maintain the frequently employed character template for a set
of each character template. The XML databases are utilized in

Fig. 1. Overall Process of DLTCR-PHWC Model.
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A. Pre-Processing
In this model, the input receives image as input for
removing the presence of noise. Once the image is reduced by
high noise and the whole pixels in filter window are similar to
the maximum values, it increases the window size up to a
predefined maximal size 𝑊max , it changes 𝐼(𝑥, 𝑦) by the
median values i.e., estimated from filter window. In the
process of finding a median value, each pixel value is similar
to the maximum values in filter window, through evaluated
pixel value in filter window except the maximum values to
obtain median values.
B. Segmentation Process
Segmentation is a major phase in detection method since it
extracts significant fields for additional analyses. Typically, it
is employed for verifying the boundary and objects such as
lines, curves, and so on, in an image. The scanned images are
segmented to the paragraph via spatial space recognition
method, paragraph to lines through vertical histogram, lines to
words through horizontal histogram [17]. Accurateness of
character identification is based largely on segmentation
performance. Mainly, this procedure has the subsequent steps:

capsule captures each unit in the 1st convolution layer that
receptive field overlaps with the center of capsules. Therefore,
the set of initial capsules output an overall of 32 × 6 × 6 eight
dimensional vectors, and the capsule of the similar grid share
their weight with one another. The final layer of the CapsNet
is an FC layer of 2 sixteen dimensional units which is
interconnected to each capsule in the prior layer [18]. As the
output of 1st convolution layer is 1D, it doesn’t transfer the
similar quality of data as capsule in the abovementioned layers
(viz., the output of 1st layer doesn’t offer orientation attribute
to agree on), no routing is proposed with the initial capsule. It
is notable that each logit Bij are initiated as zero that indicates
the primary capsule output is transmitted to each possible
parent capsule with equivalent probabilities Cij. In another
word, previous to knowledge optimization, the initial capsule
assumes an equivalent agreement with parent capsule (for
example each entity tied with initial capsule is related to the
entity tied to above parent capsule). Fig. 2 illustrates the
framework of CapsNet model.

• Recognize the text line on the page.
• Recognize single character in all the words.
The widely employed technique for line segment of the
grayscale images is the projection profile model. By adding it
to the horizontal course of the documents, gaps among the text
line could be recognized through detecting the projection
value. They employ horizontal projection profiles analyses
since the text in most document images is arranged with the
horizontal line. This method determines horizontal projection
histogram, the amount of black pixel for every column of the
raster images. Once these profiles are employed on M × N
images, a column vector of M × 1 sizes were attained.
Element of these column vectors is the amount of pixel value
in every row of the document images. Afterward, the line
segmentation the resulting outputs are fed into the character
segments. Finally, the extracted line is segmented to the
character. In order to detect the boundaries among the
characters, they employ threshold values on the length of the
space amongst the characters. Afterward detecting the position
of the space among the characters they remove the part of the
line segmentation. As per the abovementioned procedure, the
character and lines are segmented from the pre-processed
documents. Afterward the segmentation procedure the
resulting outputs are fed into the feature extraction.
C. Fusion based Feature Extraction Technique
At this stage, the segmented images undergo feature
extraction process using CapsNet and EfficientNet models.
The underlying framework of the CapsNet, adapted in this
study, is made up of 1 fully connected layer and two
convolution layers. The 1st convolution layer is generated
with 256 9 × 9 kernels using a stride of one and ReLU
activation, deliver feature map which is additionally fed into
the initial set of capsules in the abovementioned layers. The
2nd layers represent the initial capsule and accommodate
thirty-two channels, therefore eight-dimensional convolution
capsules of 9 × 9 kernels and a stride of two, in which every

Fig. 2. Structure of CapsNet.

With respect to the loss function for the networks to learn,
it consists in extending the length of instantiation vectors
𝑉𝑘 for an entity class (car and solar panel in these cases) given
that certain entity is witnessed in an image. This could be
expanded for several entities through a single margin loss 𝐿𝑘
for all entities 𝑘 capsule :
𝐿𝑘 = 𝑇𝑘 max(0, 𝑚+ − ‖𝑉𝑘 ‖)2 + 𝜆(1 − 𝑇𝑘 ) max(0, ‖𝑉𝑘 ‖ −
2
𝑚− )
(1)
Whereas 𝑇𝑘 is fixed to 1 when the entity is existing.

In recent years, the rapid growth of DL method has
spawned many excellent CNN models. From the initial simple
network to the current complex network, the performance of
the model is getting better and better in every aspect.
EfficientNet combines the advantage of previous network,
which summarize the development of network performances
into 3D: (1) Deepen the network, i.e., use the skip connection
to increase the depth of the neural networks, and attain feature
extraction via deeper layer; (2) Widen the network, i.e.,
increase the amount of convolution layers to attain more
functions and features; (3) By increasing the input image
resolution, the network could express and learn more things,
which is beneficial to improve accuracy. Then, use a
compound coefficient ϕ to uniformly balance and scale the
resolution, depth, and width of the networks, as well maximize
the network performance on limited resources. Estimation of
the compound coefficient is given in Eq. (1):
𝑑𝑒𝑝𝑡ℎ: 𝑑 = 𝛼 𝜙

𝑠. 𝑡. 𝛼 ∙ 𝛽2 ∙ 𝛾 2 ≈ 2

𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ: 𝑤 = 𝛽𝜙

𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛: 𝑟 = 𝛾 𝜙

(2)
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𝛼 ≥ 1, 𝛽 ≥ 1, 𝛾 ≥ 1

Whereas d, w, and r represent the coefficient used to scale
the resolution, depth, and width of the networks [19]. The α, β,
& γ denotes resource allocation for network depth, width, and
resolution. EfficientNet largely consists of Stem, 16 Blocks,
Conv2D, GlobalAveragePooling2D, and Dense layer. The
design of Block is based mainly on the attention mechanism
and residual structure, also other structures are similar to
traditional CNN model.
The extracted features from both DL models are fused
together. During the fusion process, it is needed to decide the
value of λ, which calls the R feature fusion. The fusion of
features can be defined as follows.
𝑁𝐹 = 𝜆 · 𝐿𝐹 + (1 − 𝜆) · 𝐻𝐹,

(3)

where NF is the fusion feature, and LF and HF indicate the
features derived by the CapsNet and EfficientNet models.

D. Design of AO based BiLSTM Model for Recognition
Process
Finally, the BiLSTM model receives the feature vectors as
input and carried out the recognition process. The LSTM
refers to a special RNN model that resolves the problems of
gradient vanishing of the RNN by presenting a threshold
mechanism and memory unit [20]. But 𝑥 represent the
network input at distinct times, 𝑦 indicates the network output,
ℎ represents the hidden layer, 𝑢 signifies the weight from
input to the hidden layers, 𝑤 denote the weights of prior node
hidden layer to the present node hidden layer, and 𝑣 represents
the weight from hidden to the output layers.

LSTM case. This procedure could employ the succeeding data
of the sequence. Finally, the reverse and forward evaluations
were implemented. The value is output to the output layer
concurrently; as a result, each data of a sequence is attained by
two directions that is used for multiplying type of natural
language processing task.
Followed by, the hyperparameter tuning of the BiLSTM
model take place using AO technique. The Aquila is most
famous bird of prey. Young Aquila generally attains entire
assurance during the fall, subsequent that it can be moved
extremely for building territory to themselves. Because of
their hunting bravery, Aquila is a most considered bird
globally. The Male Aquila become considerably further prey
if the solo‐hunting. An essential stimulus to the presented AO
technique has been resultant in the techniques stated above.
The subsequent subsections that define these procedures are
modeled in AO. In AO, it can be population-oriented
technique, the optimized rules start with population of
candidate solution (X) as projected in Eq. (9) that has been
created stochastically amongst the upper boundary (𝑈𝐵) and
lower boundary (𝐿𝐵) of the provided issues. An optimum
solution obtained during all iterations can be defined as
follows.
𝑥1,1
⋯
𝑥1,𝑗
𝑥1,𝐷𝑖𝑚−1
𝑥1,𝐷𝑖𝑚
⎡ 𝑥2,1
⋯
𝑥2,𝑗
⋯
𝑥2,𝐷𝑖𝑚 ⎤
⎢ ⋯
⋯
𝑥𝑖,𝑗
⋯
⋯ ⎥
⎥
𝑥=⎢ ⋮
(10)
⋮
⋮
⋮
⋮
⎢
⎥
⋯
𝑥𝑁−1,𝐷𝑖𝑚 ⎥
⎢𝑥𝑁−1,1 ⋯ 𝑥𝑁−1,𝑗
𝑥
⋯
𝑥
𝑥
𝑥𝑁,𝐷𝑖𝑚 ⎦
⎣ 𝑁,1
𝑁,𝑗
𝑁,𝐷𝑖𝑚−1

𝑖𝑡 = 𝜎(𝑤𝑖 ℎ𝑡−1 + 𝑈𝑖 𝑥𝑡 + 𝑏𝑡 )

(4)

(5)

where 𝑋 refers the group of present candidate solutions
that are created arbitrarily with utilizing Eq. (10), 𝑋𝑖 indicates
the decision values (places) of 𝑖 𝑡ℎ solutions, 𝑁 represents the
entire amount of candidate solution (population), and 𝐷𝑖𝑚
signifies the dimensional of the issue.

𝑐̃ = 𝑡𝑎𝑛ℎ(𝑊𝑐 ℎ𝑡−1 + 𝑈𝑐 𝑥𝑡 + 𝑏𝑐 )

(6)

(11)

𝑜𝑡 = 𝜎(𝑤𝑜 ℎ𝑡−1 + 𝑈𝑜 𝑥𝑡 + 𝑏𝑜 )

(8)

In the actual execution of the LSTM, the LSTM units are
upgraded at time 𝑡 as follows:

𝑓𝑡 = 𝜎�𝑤𝑗 ℎ𝑡−1 + 𝑈𝑓 𝑥𝑡 + 𝑏𝑓 �
𝑐𝑡 = 𝑓𝑡 ⊙ 𝑐𝑡−1 + 𝑖𝑡 ⊙ 𝑐̃𝑡
ℎ𝑡 = 𝑜𝑡−1 ⊙ 𝑡𝑎𝑛ℎ(𝑐𝑡 )

(7)

(9)

Now, 𝜎 represents the sigmoid function and ⊙ indicates
the equivalent product of the element. 𝑥𝑡 denotes the input
vector at time 𝑡. ℎ𝑡 signifies the hidden state vector, that is
called output vector, and store each data at time 𝑡 and the
preceding time. 𝑈𝑖 , 𝑈𝑓 , 𝑈𝑐 , 𝑈𝑜 represent the weight of input
vector xt for the input, forgotten, unit, and output gates,
correspondingly. 𝑊𝑖 , 𝑊𝑓 , 𝑊𝑐 , 𝑊𝑜 denote the weight of
dissimilar gates to the hidden state vector ℎ𝑡 . 𝑏𝑡 , 𝑏𝑓 , 𝑏𝑐 , 𝑏𝑜
denotes the off-set vector. Using the 3 gates structure, the
LSTM allows the recurrent network to maintain the beneficial
data for the task in the memory unit at the time of the training
model, thus evading the problems of the RNN disappearing
while obtaining long range data.
While processing sequence data, the BLSTM introduces
further backward estimation processes, i.e., unlike normal

𝑋𝑖𝑗 = 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑 × �𝑈𝐵𝑗 − 𝐿𝐵𝑗 � + 𝐿𝐵𝑗 , 𝑖 = 1,2, … . . , 𝑁𝑗 =
1,2, … , 𝐷𝑖𝑚

where 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑 denotes the arbitrary number, 𝐿𝐵𝑗
demonstrates the 𝑗 𝑡ℎ lower bound, and 𝑈𝐵𝑗 implies the 𝑗𝑡ℎ
upper bound of provided issue [21]. The AO technique is
transmission in exploration to exploitation stages utilizing
2
distinct performance dependent upon this form if 𝑡 ≤ � � ∗ 𝑇
3
the exploration stages were excited; else, the exploitation
stages are implemented. The mathematical process of the AO
has been presented. During the primary technique (𝑋1 ), the
Aquila distinguishes the prey region and elects an optimum
hunting region by great soar with vertical stoop. At this point,
the AO extremely explorers in great soar for determining the
region of search space in which the prey is. This performance
has been mathematically projected as in Eq. (12)
𝑡

𝑋1 (𝑡 + 1) = 𝑋𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡 (𝑡) × �1 − � + (𝑋𝑀 (𝑡) − 𝑋𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡 (𝑡) ∗
𝑇
𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑),
(12)

where, 𝑋1 (𝑡 + 1) refers the solution of subsequent round
of 𝑡 that is created by initial searching technique (𝑋1 ) .
𝑋𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡 (𝑡) signifies the optimum attained solution until 𝑡 𝑡ℎ
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iteration, this reproduces the estimated prey’s position. The
1−𝑡
formula � � has been utilized for controlling the extended
𝑇
search (exploration) with the amount of iterations. 𝑋𝑀 (𝑡)
defines the places mean value of present solutions associated
at 𝑡 𝑡ℎ iteration that is computed utilizing in Eq. (12). 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑
indicates the arbitrary value amongst [0, 1]. 𝑟 and 𝑇
demonstrate the present round and the maximal rounds,
correspondingly.
1

𝑋𝑀 (𝑡) = ∑𝑁
𝑖=1 𝑋𝑗 (𝑡), ∀𝑗 = 1,2, … , 𝐷𝑖𝑚
𝑁

(13)

where 𝐷𝑖𝑚 implies the dimensional size of issue and 𝑁
represents the population size.

During the second technique (𝑋2 ), if the prey area has
been initiated in a great soar, the Aquila circle on the target,
arranges the land, and next attack. This performance was
mathematically processed as in Eq. (14).

𝑋2 (𝑡 + 1) = 𝑋𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡 (𝑡) × 𝐿𝑒𝑣𝑦(𝐷) + 𝑋𝑅 (𝑡) + (𝑦 − 𝑥)∗ 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑,
(14)

where 𝑋2 (𝑡 + 1) signifies the solution of next iteration of
𝑟 that has been created by the next searching technique (𝑋2 ).
𝐷 implies the dimensional space, and 𝐿𝑒𝑣𝑦(𝐷) demonstrates
the levy flight distribution function that was computed
utilizing in Eq. (15). 𝑋𝑅 (𝑡) represents the arbitrary solution
obtained from the range of [1𝑁] at 𝑖 𝑡ℎ iteration.
𝐿𝑒𝑣𝑦(𝐷) = 𝑠 ×

𝑢×𝜎

(15)

1

|𝑣|𝛽

where 𝑠 indicates the constant values set to 0.01, 𝑢 and 𝑣
denotes the arbitrary numbers amongst [0, 1]. 𝜎 signifies the
computed utilizing in Eq. (16).

𝜎=�

𝜋𝛽
�
2
1+𝛽
𝛽−1
𝛤�
�×𝛽×2� 2 �
2

𝛤(1+𝛽)×𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑒�

�

(16)

In Eq. (14), 𝑦 and 𝑥 are utilized for presenting the spiral
shape during the searching process that is computed below:

𝑦 = 𝑟 × 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃)

(17)

𝑥 = 𝑟 × 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜃)

(18)

𝑟 = 𝑟1 + 𝑈 × 𝐷1

(19)

where,

𝜃 = −𝜔 × 𝐷1 + 𝜃1

𝜃1 =

3×𝜋
2

(20)
(21)

𝑟1 gets the value amongst [1, 20] to set the amount of
search cycles, and 𝑈 refers the lesser value set to 0.00565. 𝐷1
defines the integer number in 1 to the length of search spaces
(𝐷𝑖𝑚), and 𝜔 indicates the lesser value set to 0.005. During
the third approach (𝑋3 ), if the prey area has been identified
perfectly, and the Aquila has been prepared to land and
attacks, the Aquila inclines vertically with initial attack for
discovering the prey reaction. This technique is named
minimum flight. At this point, the AO utilizes the chosen
region of the target for getting nearby prey as well as attack.

This performance has been mathematically processed in Eq.
(22).
𝑋3 (𝑡 + 1) = �𝑋𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡 (𝑡) − 𝑋𝑀 (𝑡)� × 𝛼 − 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑 +
�(𝑈𝐵 − 𝐿𝐵) × 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑 + 𝐿𝐵� × 𝛿,

(22)

where 𝑋3 (𝑟 + 1) implies the solution of succeeding round
of 𝑟 that is created by 3rd searching manner (𝑋3 ). 𝑋𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡 (𝑡)
signifies the estimated place of prey till 𝑖 𝑡ℎ iteration (the
optimum attained solution), and 𝑋𝑀 (𝑡) represents the mean
value of present solution at 𝑟 𝑡ℎ iteration that has been
computed utilizing in Eq. (12). 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑 stands for the arbitrary
value amongst [0, 1]. During the fourth technique (𝑋4 ), if the
Aquila became nearby the prey, the Aquila attack the prey on
the land based on its stochastic movement. This process was
mathematically projected as in Eq. (23).
𝑋4 (𝑡 + 1) = 𝑄𝐹 × 𝑋𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡 (𝑡) − (𝐺1 × 𝑋(𝑡) × 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑) − 𝐺2 ×
(22)
𝐿𝑒𝑣𝑦(𝐷) + 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑 × 𝐺1 ,

where 𝑋4 (𝑡 + 1) implies the solution of next iteration of 𝑡
that has been created by the fourth search technique (𝑋4 ). 𝑄𝐹
demonstrates the quality function utilized for equilibrium the
search approaches that are computed.
IV. PERFORMANCE VALIDATION
The performance validation of the DLTCR-PHWC
technique is tested using benchmark Telugu character dataset.
The results are investigated under different folds and a
comprehensive comparative analysis is also performed. Fig. 1
shows the sample segmented output of the image comprising
handwritten and printed characters. The figure stated that the
DLTCR-PHWC technique has offered effective identification
of characters exist in the applied image shown in Fig. 3.
Table I and Fig. 4 offers the detailed recognition
performance of the DLTCR-PHWC technique under ten folds.
The results stated that the DLTCR-PHWC technique has
gained effectual outcomes on all the applied folds. For
example, with F_1, the DLTCR-PHWC approach has obtained
a precision of 98.53%, recall of 98.37%, accuracy of 98.24%,
F1-measure of 98.43%, and kappa of 97%. Also, with F_2, the
DLTCR-PHWC approach has gained a precision of 99.14%,
recall of 97.81%, accuracy of 99.30%, F1-measure of 99.24%,
and kappa of 96.10%. Moreover, with F_4, the DLTCRPHWC approach has attained a precision of 98.48%, recall of
98.68%, accuracy of 99.14%, F1-measure of 97.54%, and
kappa of 97.29%. Furthermore, with F_6, the DLTCR-PHWC
approach has achieved a precision of 99.05%, recall of
99.42%, accuracy of 98.91%, F1-measure of 98.70%, and
kappa of 97.89%. Concurrently, with F_8, the DLTCR-PHWC
approach has gained a precision of 99.31%, recall of 98.16%,
accuracy of 99.57%, F1-measure of 97.97%, and kappa of
98.30%. Lastly, with F_1, the DLTCR-PHWC algorithm has
provided a precision of 99.58%, recall of 99.82%, accuracy of
99.78%, F1-measure of 98.03%, and kappa of 99.34%.
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TABLE I.

Fig. 3. Sample Segmentation Results (a) Original Handwritten & Printed
Characters, (b) Segmented Handwritten & Printed Characters.

Finally, a detailed comparative results analysis of the
DLTCR-PHWC technique takes place in Table II [22-26].
Fig. 5 provides a brief precision analysis of the DLTCRPHWC technique with existing techniques. The figure
reported that the MLP-HMM and DNN techniques have
obtained worse outcomes with the least precision of 0.8467
and 0.9089 respectively. In addition, the CNN, KNN, MLP,
and NN techniques have obtained moderately closer precision
of 0.9567, 0.9415, 0.9572, and 0.9634 respectively. However,
the DLTCR-PHWC technique has resulted in a higher
precision of 0.9889.

Fig. 4. Result Analysis of DLTCR-PHWC Model under Different Folds.

RESULT ANALYSIS OF PROPOSED MODEL IN TERMS OF
DIFFERENT MEASURES

No. of Folds

Precision

Recall

Accuracy

F-score

Kappa

Fold 1

98.53

98.37

98.24

98.43

97.00

Fold 2

99.14

97.81

99.30

99.24

96.10

Fold 3

99.46

99.35

99.19

99.00

96.26

Fold 4

98.48

98.68

99.14

97.54

97.29

Fold 5

97.47

99.33

99.35

98.09

99.38

Fold 6

99.05

99.42

98.91

98.70

97.89

Fold 7

99.33

99.96

99.36

99.60

98.83

Fold 8

99.31

98.16

99.57

97.97

98.30

Fold 9

98.59

99.54

99.37

99.44

98.99

Fold 10

99.58

99.82

99.78

98.03

99.34

Average

98.89

99.04

99.22

98.60

97.94

TABLE II.

RESULT ANALYSIS OF EXISTING WITH PROPOSED METHOD IN
TERMS OF DIFFERENT MEASURES

Methods

Precision

Recall

F-score

Accuracy

DLTCR-PHWC

0.9889

0.9904

0.9860

0.9922

MLP-HMM

0.8467

0.8689

0.8512

0.8500

CNN

0.9567

0.9582

0.9572

0.9632

KNN

0.9415

0.9543

0.9512

0.9585

MLP

0.9572

0.9590

0.9578

0.9645

NN

0.9634

0.9685

0.9680

0.9750

DNN

0.9089

0.9144

0.9132

0.9210

CNN-RF

-

-

-

0.7140

CNN-MLP

-

-

-

0.7750

CNN-KNN

-

-

-

0.8160

Fig. 5. Comparative Analysis of DLTCR-PHWC Model with respect to
Precision.
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Fig. 6 offers a detailed recall analysis of the DLTCRPHWC algorithm with recent algorithms. The figure
outperformed that the MLP-HMM and DNN manners have
attained least outcome with the minimum recall of 0.8689 and
0.9144 correspondingly. Besides, the CNN, KNN, MLP, and
NN approaches have gained moderately closer recall of
0.9582, 0.9543, 0.9590, and 0.9685 correspondingly. Finally,
the DLTCR-PHWC methodology has resulted in an increased
recall of 0.9904.
Fig. 7 showcases a brief F-score analysis of the DLTCRPHWC manner with existing algorithms. The figure described
that the MLP-HMM and DNN methods have reached
minimum results with the reduced F-score of 0.8512 and
0.9132 correspondingly. Followed by, the CNN, KNN, MLP,
and NN manners have achieved moderately closer F-score of
0.9572, 0.9512, 0.9578, and 0.9680 correspondingly.
Eventually, the DLTCR-PHWC method has resulted in a
superior F-score of 0.9860.

Fig. 8 demonstrates a brief accuracy analysis of the
DLTCR-PHWC method with existing approaches. The figure
stated that the CNN-RF, CNN-MLP, and CNN-KNN
algorithms have gained worst outcome with the minimum
accuracy of 0.7140, 0.7750, and 0.8160 respectively. At the
same time, MLP-HMM and DNN techniques demonstrated a
somewhat higher accuracy of 0.8500 and 0.9210
correspondingly. Along with that, the CNN, KNN, MLP, and
NN techniques have obtained moderately closer accuracy of
0.9632, 0.9585, 0.9645, and 0.9750 respectively. At last, the
DLTCR-PHWC methodology has resulted in a maximal
accuracy of 0.9922.
After examining the above results and discussion, it is
apparent that the DLTCR-PHWC technique has been found to
be a proficient tool for effective TCR.

Fig. 8. Comparative Analysis of DLTCR-PHWC Model with respect to
Accuracy.

Fig. 6. Comparative Analysis of DLTCR-PHWC Model with respect to
Recall.

V. CONCLUSION
In this study, a new DLTCR-PHWC technique is derived
to detect and recognize the printed as well as handwritten
characters that exist in the same image. The DLTCR-PHWC
technique encompasses different operations such as AFF
based preprocessing, line/paragraph segmentation, fusion
based feature extraction, BiLSTM based recognition, and AO
based hyperparameter optimization. The design of AO
technique to fine tune the hyperparameters involved in the
BiSLTM model helps to accomplish enhanced TCR outcomes.
In order to showcase the supremacy of the DLTCR-PHWC
technique, a wide range of simulations were performed against
Telugu character dataset and the results have ensured the
betterment of the DLTCR-PHWC technique. Therefore, the
DLTCR-PHWC technique finds it useful to recognize both the
handwritten and Telugu characters present in same image. In
future, advanced DL models can be utilized for recognition
process with hybrid metaheuristic-based parameter tuning
process.
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Abstract—IR 4.0 emphasizes the interconnection of machines
and systems to achieve optimal performance and productivity
gains. IR 5.0 is said to take it a step further by fine-tuning the
human-machine connection. IR 5.0 is more collaboration
between the two: automated technology's ultra-fast accuracy
combines with a human's intelligence and creativity. The driving
force behind IR 5.0 is customer demand for customization and
personalization, necessitating a greater human involvement in
the production process. As IR 5.0 evolves, we may expect to see a
slew of breakthroughs across various industries. However, just
automating jobs or digitizing processes will not be enough; the
finest and most successful businesses will be those that can
combine the dual powers of technology and human ingenuity. IR
5.0 focuses on the use of modern cutting-edge technologies,
namely, AI, IoT, big data, cloud computing, Blockchain, Digital
twins, edge computing, collaborative robots, and 6G along with
leveraging human creativity and intelligence. Wherever possible,
IR 5.0 will change industrial processes worldwide by removing
mundane, filthy, and repetitive activities from human workers.
Intelligent robotics and systems will have unparalleled access to
industrial supply networks and production floors. However, to
understand and leverage the benefits of IR 5.0 better, there is a
need to understand the role of modern CET in industrial
revolution 5.0. To fill this gap, this article will examine IR 5.0
prospective, uses, supporting technologies, opportunities, and
issues involved that need to be understood for leveraging the
potentials of IR 5.0.
Keywords—Industry 5.0; cutting-edge technologies; Internet of
Things; Aartificial intelligence; big data

I.

emphasizes the utilization of cloud technologies and the
relevance of BGD. Although IR 4.0 has greatly improved the
manufacturing industry by enabling security, scalability,
control and visibility, customer happiness, and customization,
the human drive for creativity still exists, and researchers are
already predicting the next revolution that is IR 5.0 [4-6]. In
short, if the current revolution focuses on converting factories
into IoT-enabled smart facilities, IR 5.0 is expected to place a
greater emphasis on the return of human skills and intelligence
to the industrial framework. Fig. 1 illustrates all the IRs so far
diagrammatically.
According to [7-9]; in IR 5.0, man and machine work
together to optimize manufacturing process performance.
Surprisingly, the fifth IR may already be underway among
firms that are only starting to use IR 4.0 concepts. The reason
for this is that when businesses adopt contemporary
technology, they do not suddenly eliminate huge segments of
their employees and shift to a fully automated operation. Thus,
by delegating repetitive and boring activities to
robots/machines and critical thinking tasks to people, IR 5.0
improves manufacturing quality. IR 5.0 supports more skilled
occupations than IR 4.0 because experts handle the machines.
Further, it focuses on improving consumer happiness by
forming a collaborative relationship between humans and
robots. Another advantage of IR 5.0 as mentioned by [10, 11]
is that it provides greener solutions than traditional industrial
transformations, which do not prioritize environmental
protection.

INTRODUCTION

From the industrial revolution to the digital transformation
and beyond [1-3], the history of the IR traces the progress of
the manufacturing industry. Each stage indicates a shift in the
production process that has altered how we think about and
operate in the business. When the major method of
manufacturing shifted from people to machine power, the first
IR began. The second IR, known as the Technological
Revolution or IR 2.0, continued where the first left off, with
improved electrical technology allowing for even more
manufacturing and more complex machinery. The third IR,
known as the digital revolution or IR 3.0, began with the
invention of the first computers, which created the foundation
for a society that is difficult to envision today without
computer technology. We are currently in IR 4.0, which is
defined by the amount of automation that has been
accomplished. Machines can frequently govern themselves in
many ways utilizing internet technology or the IoT. IR 4.0 also

Fig. 1. Industrial Revolution.
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Several current studies examine the enabling technologies
(ETs), applications, and problems of prior industrial standards
and supporting industrial technologies such as articles [10-15].
The authors of [14], for example, investigate the ETs of the IR
4.0 standard as well as the rationale for their inclusion in the
standard. Simultaneously, [15] examines the ETs in the Web of
Science database for IR 4.0, as well as the contributions of
several forerunners in the development of this database. The
authors of [16] have published a comprehensive review of the
ETs and uses of virtual reality in IoT systems.
Industries can play an important role in addressing societal
challenges such as resource preservation, climate change, and
social stability. Businesses, employees, and society all benefit
from IR 5.0. In addition to giving workers more control, it
meets the ever-changing needs of employees in terms of skills
and training. Competitiveness is boosted, and top talent can be
attracted more easily. It is beneficial to our world since it
encourages circular production models and supports
technologies that increase the efficiency of natural resource
utilization. Even though IR 5.0 is becoming more popular, we
are unaware of any study that analyzes the role of modern CET
in the revolution of IR 5.0. As a result of this observation, we
intend to present the role of modern CET in the IR in the
context of IR 5.0. In a nutshell, our work's contributions may
be stated as follows:
1) Define IR 5.0 to have a comprehensive knowledge of
the concept from several angles.
2) Comparing and contrasting IR 5.0 to earlier IR.
3) Discuss the most promising IR 5.0 applications
4) Discuss the role of modern CET in IR 5.0
5) Issues and challenges involved in IR 5.0
TABLE I.

LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS USED

Abbreviations

Used for

CET

Cutting Edge Technologies

IoT

Internet of Things

AI

Artificial intelligence

BGD

Big Data

DT

Digital Twins

IR

Industrial Revolution

SCM

Supply Chain Management

BCT

Blockchain Technology

CPPS

Cyber Physical Production Systems

CAGR

Compound Annual Growth Rate

ITU

International Telecommunication Union

ZB

Zettabytes

CC

Cloud Computing

COBOTS

Collaboration Robots

ETs

Enabling Technologies

EC

Edge Computing

SME

Small and Medium size Organizations

The remaining paper is structured as: Section 2 will define
IR 5.0 from various perspectives. Section 3 will summarize
existing knowledge to compare and contrast IR 5.0 to the
earlier IR. Section 4 will discuss the key applications of IR 5.0.
Section 5 will highlight the role of modern CET in the fifth IR.
Section 6 will discuss the associated issues and challenges.
Section 7 will discuss the findings of the study. Finally,
Section 7 will wrap up the paper by providing the conclusion
of the paper and insights into future work.
Table I shows the list of abbreviations used in this research
for better understanding.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
This section will provide a general overview of IR 5.0 to
provide a better understanding of the phenomenon. Further, it
will also discuss the key pillars of IR 5.0.
A. IR 5.0 and State-of-the-Art
Since IR 5.0 is still evolving, several researchers and
practitioners have presented varied definitions. Here are some
of the definitions that are considered.
Definition1: By integrating work processes and intelligent
systems, IR 5.0 brings the human workforce back to the
factory, where humans and machines are partnered to boost
process efficiency by harnessing human intelligence and
creativity [4].
Definition2: IR 5.0 blends the inherent strengths of human
intelligence and CPPS to build synergetic factories. In addition,
authorities are searching for creative, ethical, and humancentered design to overcome the personnel shortages caused by
IR 4.0 [17].
Definition3: IR 5.0 is a paradigm for the next phase of
industrialization, which incorporates the return of labor to
factories, distributed production, intelligent SCM, and hyper
customization, all of which work together to create a tailored
customer experience over time [18].
B. Pillars of IR 5.0
IR 5.0 focuses on stakeholder value rather than shareholder
value, reinforcing the industry's role and contribution to
society. Below are the key pillars of IR 5.0 (as shown in
Fig. 2).
1) Human-centric: Human ingenuity and craftsmanship are
combined with the speed, efficiency, and consistency of robots
in IR 5.0. Thus it promotes human empowerment, talent, and
diversity [4].
2) Sustainability: Additive manufacturing, often known as
3D printing, is one of the most notable elements of IR 5.0, and
it is used to make manufacturing items more sustainable. In IR
5.0, additive manufacturing aimed to improve customer
happiness by incorporating benefits into goods and services
[19].
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develop new goods and services related to IR 5.0, as long as
enough money and infrastructure are available.
7) Human-machine interaction: IR 5.0 places a greater
emphasis on human-machine interaction and gives a bigger
platform for research and development in this industry.
8) Quality Service: With the support of IR 5.0, quality
services may be offered in faraway regions, particularly in the
healthcare business, such as surgical procedures performed by
robots in rural areas.
9) Frequent follow-up: IR 5.0 will assist the customer
digitally in handling frequent follow-up assignments by
making machines adaptable according to employee demands.
10) Higher-value job: Because individuals are given the
freedom to be responsible for building again, IR 5.0 provides
higher-value jobs than before.
11) Better planning: In IR 5.0, the production cell operator
is more involved in the planning approach than the more or less
automated manufacturing method.
12) Creative freedom: It enables more custom-made and
personalized items, as well as creative freedom.
13) Automation: With IR 5.0, it is easier to automate
production processes.

Fig. 2. Pillars of IR 5.0.

3) Resilient: The term "resilience" refers to the necessity to
improve industrial production's robustness, equipping it better
against interruptions and ensuring that it can offer and sustain
key infrastructure during the crisis. High resilience can be
attained when humans and robots operate together [20, 21].
4) Reduced cost and environmental control: Climate,
humidity, temperature, and energy usage are all monitored in
real-time and predicted using smart, networked sensors and
specialized algorithms. This is especially beneficial in farms
that are highly dependent on the weather. Knowing what to
expect and where to act might help to avoid costly mistakes
and boost the output [22].
C. Opportunities of IR 5.0
The prospects presented by IR 5.0 are as follows, these
opportunities are discussed in the articles [8,23-26].
1) Better employment: Through the implementation of
next-generation technologies, greater automation will have a
favorable influence on employment in several areas.
2) Customization: Customers have more customization
options with highly automated production methods.
3) Improved human efficiency: IR 5.0 opens up more
options for creative individuals to come and work, allowing for
improved human efficiency.
4) Employee safety: Employee safety on the work floor has
improved since COBOTs can do hazardous tasks.
5) Customer satisfaction: More personalized products and
services boost consumer happiness, loyalty, and attract new
customers, resulting in higher profits and market share for
businesses.
6) Better opportunities: It gives start-ups and entrepreneurs
in creative and inventive fields, enormous opportunities to

In comparison to IR 4.0, the preceding discussion
demonstrates that IR 5.0 is the next industrial revolution, in
which human specialists and efficient, intelligent, and precise
machines will work together to develop efficient and userfriendly manufacturing solutions. It will enhance the sector by
bringing in human talents and competencies, as well as
opening up new opportunities. We will further explore the
strengths of IR 5.0 and the role of modern CET in IR 5.0 in the
upcoming sections.
III. COMPARISON OF IR 4.0 AND 5.0
To better understand and visualize the benefits of IR 5.0,
it’s important to comprehend and see the differences between
IR 4.0 and 5.0. This section will compare both of these IRs.
Today, we live in IR 4.0, which is rapidly evolving towards
IR 5.0. The fourth IR, often known as IR 4.0, was constructed
on top of the third to allow improved technology. Everything
became "Smarter" during this period. IoT, CC, CPPS, and
cognitive computing were among the most essential
technologies discussed. IR 4.0 connects systems, components,
and humans over a network as discussed in [27-30], making the
production process more efficient and automated. Humans
collaborating with these technologies to improve efficiency is
the goal of the fifth Revolution, often known as IR 5.0. For
optimal advantages, it is vital to strategize techniques of
human-robot integration since it will seek to match the rising
demand for individuals with unique customization and
modifications. Improved human engagement with intelligent
machines will lead to increased efficiency. Not to mention that,
as a result of this shift, more high-paying positions will be
created. Table II summarizes the comparison between IR 4.0
and 5.0 so that organizations could leverage the benefits of IR
5.0.
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TABLE II.

COMPARISON BETWEEN IR 4.0 AND 5.0

Industry 4.0

Industry 5.0

The goal is to automate processes.

The goal is to strike a balance
between machine and human
engagement.

The most crucial factor was
technology

The most crucial collaboration is
between people and robots.

The entire environment is virtual.

The shift back to the real world.

As new smart technologies were
adopted, the number of personnel
was reduced.

An increase in the number of people
who come into contact with machines.

Machines that are smarter and
more linked to the workplace.

Cognitive computers and human
intelligence are being combined.

There is no way to personalize or
customize the product.

Personalization and customization are
available, allowing each product to be
improved and tailored to the needs of
the person.

It's still tossing back and forth
between renewable and
nonrenewable energy sources.

It is more environmentally friendly
since renewable energy sources will
be used more often.

IV. IR 5.0 APPLICATIONS
IR 5.0 is already in use in various areas, including
healthcare, manufacturing, CPPS, SCM, education, disaster
management, and so on, as mentioned in studies [23, 26, 31].
In addition to merging many CET with machines, such as AI,
edge computing (EC), IoT, DT, COBOTS, 6G and beyond,
BGD analytics, and so on, the intellect of people is also utilized
when making judgments in IR 5.0. As a result, the personal
human touch is added to the IR 4.0 pillars of efficiency and
automation. Below we provide some core applications of
IR 5.0.
A. IR 5.0 in Healthcare
IR 5.0 has the potential to revolutionize the healthcare
industry [33], allowing for the production of individualized
gadgets, implants, and other medical products. Routine
occupations, such as routine checkups conducted by doctors,
can be handled by COBOTS under IR 5.0. Similarly, humanrobot collaboration can enhance the diagnosis and treatment
process. Intelligent wearable gadgets, such as smartwatches
and intelligent sensors, can, for example, continuously capture
a patient's healthcare data in real-time and store it in the cloud
[32]. The patients' medical condition may then be diagnosed
using machine learning methods. These intelligent gadgets can
interact with one another, and if a doctor's attention is
necessary, these devices can feed the present state of the
patient to the physicians and notify them to treat the patient.
Doctors can use COBOTS to get assistance from robots that
can interact with one another to perform surgery on patients.

Fig. 3. Canadians' Predictions on the Influence of AI in Healthcare over the
Next Ten Years, as of 2019[34].

In a poll conducted in Canada to assess the role of AI and
robots in healthcare, approximately 70% of respondents said
that AI programs or robots delivering genuine health care
services, such as robot-aided surgery, early diagnosis, and so
on, will make life better. As of August 2019, the data in Fig. 3
depicts Canadians' projections for AI-related health
developments in the next ten years and their influence on life.
Statista was used to compile the data for this research.
B. IR 5.0 in Manufacturing/Production
According to the co-founder of universal robots chief
technology [35], IR 5.0 will transform the factory into a place
where creative individuals can come and work, resulting in a
more customized and human experience for both workers and
consumers. The fifth IR will see substantially more
complicated collaborative interactions between intellectuals,
machinery, processes, and overall system for optimal
performance optimization.

Fig. 4. Revenue of Global Manufacturing Industry.
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According to the TrendForce investigation [36], as shown
in Fig. 4, the manufacturing industry's income is predicted to
improve in the near future owing to human and robot
collaboration. This shows that the fifth IR might lead to
paradigm shifts and profound changes in how we think about
industry and production.
C. IR 5.0 and Supply Chain Management
IR 5.0 is expected to optimize the SCM by combining
smart, linked digital environments with the human intelligence
required to maximize their value. According to KBV research
statistics [37], as shown in Fig. 5, the global SCM software
market is estimated to reach $22.7 billion by 2024, growing at
a 12.1 percent CAGR. SCM Software is a real-time analytical
tool for managing the movement of products and other types of
data throughout the SCM network. The software improves an
organization's supply chain operations.

Fig. 6. Education Technology Market (Asia Pacific).

The worldwide education technology industry is expected
to be worth USD 89.49 billion in 2020 [41], with a CAGR of
19.9% predicted between 2021 and 2028 as shown in Fig. 6.
This shows that a blend of digital technology and human
intelligence has the potential to expand educational
opportunities.
V. ROLE OF CET IN THE REVOLUTION OF IR 5.0

Fig. 5. Global SCM Software Market.

IR 5.0 will improve SCM in the following way [38]
• Increasing supply chain customization improves not just
customer happiness but also efficiency and profits.
• Using more up-to-date data, reducing supply chain risks
and waste.
• allowing supply chain and logistics units to spend more
time on strategic innovation rather than putting out fires
or dealing with fundamental execution issues.
• Improving supply chain integration to form more
strategic alliances.

Edge computing, IoT, DT, Blockchain, BGD analytics,
COBOTS, and 6G are just a few of the CET that, when
combined with cognitive abilities and creativity, may help
enterprises enhance output and offer customized goods more
rapidly. IR 5.0 is an improved manufacturing model that
focuses on the collaboration between humans and robots, and
this collaboration makes human talents more productive and
easier to automate for individuals and enterprises than they
have ever been. According to the statistics provided by Statista
in [42], as of 2020, new CET are projected to have the largest
influence on businesses all around the world as shown in
Fig. 7. The data of Fig. 7 shows that IoT is widely considered
as one of the most crucial areas of current and future
technology, the second CET that highly impacted organizations
worldwide is AI robots, nearly used in every field to increase
efficiency and complement our human skills [22]. Fig. 7
depicts the other CET that have had a significant influence on
the global organization. Now we'll talk about how
contemporary CET will play a part in the fifth IR.

• Increasing the value of an organization's human capital
by assisting in retaining and transferring knowledge
about the features of a certain supply chain.
D. IR 5.0 and Education
IR 5.0 will also transform education [39, 40], the current
education is fueled by information, and if it can be trained and
equipped with digitally smart machines, or COBOTS, that are
further supplemented with the human touch, it will take society
along the path of personalized education. As a result, COBOTS
will help to develop a human-centric society, which will be
strengthened by human wisdom, enabling education 5.0,
tailored education for everybody. Humans will be aided by
many functioning COBOTS to assist them with day-to-day
tasks and support their personal and professional development.

Fig. 7. CET Impact on Organizations Globally as of 2020.
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A. IoT and IR 5.0
Humans define the strategy, give supervision, and
contribute creative input in IR 5.0, while technology does the
dull, repetitive, and error-prone activities. Businesses will
benefit from this new division of labor not only in terms of cost
savings but also in terms of tapping into new value streams
provided by the human touch. The IoT is defined by two
characteristics: automation and connection [43]. Given these
characteristics, the IoT will need to leverage a variety of
technologies to guarantee that data is sent, analyzed, and
responded automatically across different devices. The IoT has
changed the modern world and is a primary driver of the fifth
IR [44]. The following are some of the most important
advantages of IoT in terms of industrial advancement [45].

B. Cloud Computing and IR 5.0
CC is a concept that allows for the instantaneous leasing of
computer resources with little or no communication with the
provider. Cloud simplifies operations in this sense since it
eliminates the need for rigorous resource dimensioning and
planning, allowing for flexible usage without the user's
previous commitment [47, 48]. Cloud users benefit from
almost all the resources they need, and they may either utilize
or supply everything as a service.

• Increased employee productivity and decreased human
labor
• Effective management of operations
• Optimum utilization of resources and assets
• Cost-effective operation
• Workplace safety has improved.
• Marketing and business growth that is thorough
• Customer retention and service have improved.
• Better business prospects
Fig. 9. Global Public Cloud Market Size Worldwide.

• The company's image will be more trustworthy.
Because of IoT's widespread use and benefits, the number
of IoT-connected devices is fast growing and is projected to
continue to grow in the near future, as shown in Fig. 8. The
data of Fig. 8 is taken from [46].

Fig. 8. Expected IoT Connected Devices Worldwide.

Cloud, in particular, is required to reap the benefits of IR
5.0 since it provides user mobility, distributed data analytics,
resources’ heterogeneity, and meets the needs of diverse
applications with low latency. It also makes managing and
developing computation, storage, and networking services
easier between data centers and end devices. It's also a strong
tool for processing BGD generated through IoT sensors,
allowing IR 5.0 to realize its full potential [20, 47, 49]. Due to
these potential benefits, the cloud market has grown at a
tremendous pace as shown in Fig. 9. The statistics of Fig. 9 are
taken from [50].
C. BGD and IR 5.0
In the realm of IR 5.0, BGD Analytics is expected to play a
significant role. Some firms in IR 5.0 can utilize BGD
Analytics to better understand customer behavior to optimize
product pricing, improve manufacturing efficiency, and lower
overhead expenses [51]. IR 5.0 apps can leverage BGD
Analytics to make real-time choices to improve their
competitive edge, with an emphasis on offering suggestions on
predictive findings for significant events and customization
[52]. Manufacturers can create and handle large amounts of
data with the support of real-time analytical data. Another
important problem in IR 5.0 is continuous process
improvement, which frequently necessitates the collection of
extensive data on the whole production cycle. To enhance
predictability and explore new possibilities, BGD analytics
approaches are utilized to identify and eliminate non-essentials.
According to [53], the revenue from the BGD industry is
growing and is likely to continue to grow in the future as
shown in Fig. 10.
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As illustrated in Fig. 11 based on the statistics collected
from [56], the global DT market is expected to reach USD 36.6
billion by 2025, rising at a CAGR of 38.5 percent from 2020 to
2026. Increased acceptance of new technologies such as IoT
and cloud, increased demand for connected devices in the
automotive and transportation industries, and expanding
predictive maintenance usage are all driving market expansion.

Fig. 10. Revenue Prediction for the Global BGD Market from 2011 to 2027.

D. Digital Twins and IR 5.0
DT can provide significant value to the creation of
customized items on the market, improve business operations,
fewer faults, and fast increase creative business models to
make profits in IR 5.0. The DT may help IR 5.0 address
technical challenges by finding them earlier, identifying
configurable components, generating more accurate
projections, forecasting future failures, and preventing
enormous financial losses [54]. This form of smart
architectural design enables businesses to get economic
benefits more rapidly and sequentially than ever before. DT
can be used for the access of real-time data and creating
simulation models in IR 5.0, allowing organizations to edit and
update physical things remotely. DT is also used in IR 5.0 for
customization that allows clients to build virtual environments
to realize the findings [55].

Fig. 11. DT Market 2015-2026.

E. COBOTS and IR 5.0
Robots are far superior to humans in the creation of highvolume items and are far more compatible. Robots are
inefficient in critical thinking when compared to humans.
When robots need to be guided, customizing or personalizing
things may be a huge difficulty. As a result, managing human
connections within manufacturing processes is critical.
COBOTS have a lot of potential in IR 5.0. Robots can achieve
their intended aim by collaborating with humans, allowing for
the rapid and accurate delivery of mass customized and
personalized items to clients [57]. Throughout IR 5.0,
personalizing COBOTS may take various forms, including
medical treatments. COBOTS aid with the improvement of
safety and performance in IR 5.0 applications, while also
providing more engaging tasks for human workers and
enhancing product development. In highly competitive
marketplaces, industries must recognize that COBOTS have
the potential to increase corporate performance and minimize
rising labor expenses [58]. According to the interact analysis
report, material handling, assembly, and pick-and-place are
expected to be the three most common uses of collaborative
robots in the future [59]. In 2024, these three tasks will account
for 62.7 percent of collaborative robot revenues, up from 71.9
percent in 2019 as depicted in Fig. 12. Pick and place is
expected to remain the third most popular use for collaborative
robots by 2024, according to Interact Analysis, but note the bar
on the far right of each graph that denotes "other applications."
Innovative COBOTS technologies are positioned to enter a
variety of new products and non-manufacturing contexts
settings for which industrial robots are unsuitable.

Fig. 12. Prediction of COBOTS Shipment by Application.
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F. 6G & Beyond and IR 5.0
Due to the rapid rise of smart infrastructure and prospective
applications, it will be impossible to quickly expand bandwidth
requirements with present networks. The usage of 6G and
beyond in the IR 5.0 revolution allows for lower latency, highquality services, and vast IoT infrastructure, as well as
integrated AI capabilities. 6G networks aid in the efficient and
successful execution of IR 5.0 applications by enabling smart
spectrum management and smart mobility. 6G networks are
intended to satisfy the needs of future society by
interconnecting the overall society [60]. IR 5.0 apps have a
major challenge in terms of energy management due to a large
number of connected smart devices and the significant quantity
of energy they use. The employment of advanced energy
efficiency algorithms and energy harvesting technology will
make 6G networks more energy-efficient [61]. According to
the ITU, the exponential growth trend will continue, and global
mobile data traffic will reach a staggering 5ZB per month by
2030 [60], as seen in Fig. 13.

Fig. 13. Global Mobile Data Traffic Forecasting by ITU.

G. Blockchain Technology (BCT) and IR 5.0
BCT has the potential to provide significant value to IR 5.0
in the future. In IR 5.0, centralized administration of a high
number of heterogeneous linked devices is a major difficulty.
By enabling distributed trust, BCT may be utilized to construct
decentralized and distributed management solutions. For
effective subscriber management in IR 5.0, BCT may be
utilized to generate digital identities for various persons and
businesses. It's required for access management and
authentication of stakeholders in any industrial activity that
takes place via the internet [62].
Additionally, these digital identities may be used to manage
properties, belongings, items, and services. BCT may also be
used to catalog and save original work and register IP rights.
By automating the agreement procedures between diverse
parties, BCT can also assist to automate the contractual process
[63]. According to [60], by 2028, the worldwide BCT industry
is anticipated to be worth USD 394.60 billion. At the same
time, financial institutions' increased interest in BCT is
propelling industry expansion. According to [64], the market
size of Blockchain is increasing with time as shown in Fig. 14,
it shows that BCT is a widely used technology of the current
time.

Fig. 14. Blockchain Market Size Worldwide.

H. Other Enabling Technologies
In addition to the above-discussed technologies, other CET
such as EC, network slicing, augmented reality, and 3D
printing also plays a vital role in IR 5.0. EC reduces
communication costs and ensures that programs run smoothly
even at faraway locations. Additionally, EC can process data
without sending it to the public cloud, reducing security
concerns for IR 5.0's major events [65]. Because IR 5.0
supports a broad collection of applications, a single physical
infrastructure will be unable to meet the needs of
heterogeneous networks. In this situation, network slicing can
provide several virtualized networks at a low cost [66]. The
way information is accessed, used, and transferred is changing
because of augmented reality. In truth, augmented reality is
data that broadens people's perceptions. This technology
enhances our sensory perception by allowing us to engage with
data. Because augmented reality can actively contribute to the
success and transformation of industrial production processes,
it will be useful as IR 5.0 focuses on human-machine
collaboration [67]. The usage of 3D technology is increasing in
a variety of industries, from food printing to the construction of
Mars settlements. Innovations in the healthcare, automotive,
construction, and manufacturing sectors are among the more
practical applications for 3D printing. The 3D printer is being
dubbed the forerunner of the 5th IR by scholars and
practitioners for these reasons [68].
VI. CHALLENGES OF IR 5.0
Despite the benefits offered by IR 5.0, it also faces several
challenges. Some of the most significant challenges of IR 5.0,
as taken from available research [23-26, 69], are as follows:
1) Initial cost: IR 5.0 necessitates a significant amount of
expenditure to completely execute all of its pillars, which is
challenging for the industry, particularly SMEs, to accomplish.
2) Lack of precision and accuracy: For example, IR 5.0
has a lot of potential in the healthcare business, but it requires a
lot of precision and accuracy. The research in this area is still
in its infancy, and it necessitates a significant amount of
investment and infrastructure.
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3) Technology requirements: This presents a challenge for
startups and entrepreneurs, as IR 5.0 necessitates a significant
amount of investment and infrastructure, as well as CET
requirements.
4) Skill-gap: This tendency exacerbates job polarization, as
middle-skill employment declines and the workforce is divided
into two groups: highly trained and qualified personnel and
low-paid and unqualified workers. This may help to bridge the
gap between the skilled and unskilled in society.
5) Need training: Due to highly automated manufacturing
systems, skill development is a massive task that includes
training employees to adopt advanced CET as well as inducing
behavioral changes to interact with them.
6) Risk: Collaborative robotics is a type of technology that,
along with human coworkers, poses a significant risk on the
factory floor.
7) Data integration: It is difficult to obtain high quality
and integrity data from industrial systems, and it is also
challenging to accommodate several data sources.
8) Regulatory system: Due to the high level of automation
in IR 5.0, it is difficult to develop regulatory systems. For
example, who should be held accountable and to what extent in
the event of a failure.
9) Process tailoring: The old company strategy and
business models must be adjusted and tailored to match the
requirements of IR 5.0 due to a greater degree of automation in
the industries.
10) Mass personalization: As a result of mass
personalization, company strategy will become more customercentric. Customer subjectivity shifts throughout time, making it
tough to adapt corporate strategies and models regularly.
VII. DISCUSSION
Humans have recognized the possibility of using
technology as a tool of advancement since the first IR. Steam
machines, assembly lines, and computers are just a few of the
technological developments that have occurred over the
previous several centuries, all with the goal of producing more
powerful technology and enhancing productivity and
effectiveness. IR 5.0 shifts the paradigm and ushers in a
revolution by putting less emphasis on technology and
assuming that the ultimate potential for advancement resides in
human-machine cooperation. IR 5.0 is not a passing trend, but
rather it's a manufacturing paradigm change with ramifications
for productivity, economics, and commerce. Due to the
competitive benefits that the IR 5.0 model offers, organizations
that do not adapt their production to this model will quickly
become outdated.
IR 5.0 acknowledges that industry can fulfill social
objectives beyond employment and development, such as
becoming a dependable source of wealth, by making sure that
production takes into account the limitations of our planet and
places a premium on the well-being of industry employees.
Keeping in view the benefits of IR 5.0, this study provides a
full description of IR 5.0, as well as the functions of CET, so
that scholars and practitioners may appreciate the significance

of this revolution and recommend ways for maximizing its
benefits.
VIII. CONCLUSION
IR 5.0 expands on the established IR 4.0 paradigm by
placing a premium on research and innovation as critical
drivers of the transition to a better industry. It refocuses
attention on stakeholder value, which helps everyone. It places
a premium on worker well-being throughout the manufacturing
process and leverages new technologies to create wealth
beyond employment and development, all while keeping
conscious of the planet's production restrictions. In the
upcoming days, the industries which will not follow IR 5.0 will
obsolete from the market. Keeping in view the importance of
IR 5.0, this conceptual paper provides a detailed overview of
IR 5.0. The key topics covered in this research article include:
providing a comprehensive knowledge of the IR 5.0 concept
from several angles, promising applications of IR 5.0, the role
of modern CET in the fifth IR, and opportunities and
challenges faced by IR 5.0. This paper will help researchers
and industry practitioners to better understand the role of IR
5.0 in the upcoming era.
CET's involvement in real-time IR 5.0 settings will be
further examined in the future. Additionally, we'll combine
human expertise with CET to study the real-world effects of IR
5.0.
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Abstract—The Software Defined Networking (SDN) is a vital
technology which includes decoupling the control and data planes
in the network. The advantages of the separation of the control
and data planes including: a dynamic, manageable, flexible, and
powerful platform. In addition, a centralized network platform
offers situations that challenge security, for instance the
Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attack on the centralized
controller. DDoS attack is a well-known malicious attack
attempts to disrupt the normal traffic of targeted server,
network, or service, by overwhelming the target’s infrastructure
with a flood of Internet traffic. This paper involves investigating
several machine learning models and employ them with the
DDoS detection system. This paper investigates the issue of
enhancing the DDoS attacks detection accuracy using a wellknown DDoS named as CICDDoS2019 dataset. In addition, the
DDoS dataset has been preprocessed using two main approaches
to obtain the most relevant features. Four different machine
learning models have been selected to work with the DDoS
dataset. According to the results obtained from real experiments,
the Random Forest machine learning model offered the best
detection accuracy with (99.9974%), with an enhancement over
the recent developed DDoS detection systems.
Keywords—Cybersecurity; distributed denial of service (DDoS);
machine learning (ML); Canadian institute cybersecurity distributed denial of service (CICDDoS2019) dataset

I.

INTRODUCTION

SDN stands for Software Defined Network Technology, a
new technology in the network world, in which the network
management and control function is separated from the data
routing function, through which engineers attempt to rearrange
the parts and roles of all network infrastructure components
that have not been modified since the 1980s. It is the transition
from NCP to TCP / IP and since then no change has occurred.
A change in the level of the network infrastructure to keep pace
with the great development that takes place in the field of
information technology, especially in virtual computing, which
made virtualization of all layers, and the infrastructure is still
intractable to this technology, so SDN technology is a
successful attempt to separate the data layer from the control
layer [1].
Denial of Service (DOS) It is one of the types of electronic
attacks, and it is a very powerful technology that has been
launched to attack network devices and services, and this type
can separate different services from the Internet. Distributed
Denial of Service (DDOS) is a more powerful type of DOS and
uses multiple distributed attack points [2].

DoS was originally appeared by Gligor in an operating
system context [3, 4], where DoS became widely employed. In
general, DoS attack tries to reach more than one computer to
reach a victim in a coordinated manner is called a DDoS
attack.
Software Defined Network (SDN) infrastructure is
vulnerable to several security threats. Among the DDoS attacks
are the most dominant one. The DDoS attacks are considered
as one of the most destructive attacks in the Internet. In
general, most website hacking are probably a DDoS attack.
The DDoS attack aims to disrupting the normal operation of
the system through making services and resources unavailable
to legitimate users by overloading the system with unnecessary
superfluous traffic from distributed source. In addition, DDoS
attack aims to increase in strength and frequency day-by-day.
Therefore, the new systems which have been developed should
be able to enhance the performance requirements and improve
scalability of modern data centers, and provide maximum
protection against the DDoS attacks.
This paper aims to mitigate denial of service attacks in
software-defined networks through developing an efficient
DDoS detection system based on machine learning models.
The main contributions of this paper includes the following:
1) Research and analyze the recent developed DDoS
detection systems.
2) Adopt several feature selection methods before
processing the training stage.
3) Employ various machine learning models in the
training process in order to enhance the efficiency of the
DDoS detection system.
4) Test the developed machine learning model using real
datasets, and real experiments, in order to assess the efficiency
of the DDoS detection system.
II. RELATED WORK
This section discusses the recent developed DDoS
detection systems employed using the CICDDoS2019 dataset.
Authors of [5] proposed a hybrid machine learning-based
system to detect DDoS attacks. The proposed system involves
combining the Extreme Learning Machine (ELM) algorithm
and the black-hole optimization algorithm. Authors conducted
several experiments through adopting various datasets to assess
the performance of the proposed hybrid machine learning
system. The proposed hybrid system has been employed in
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detecting the DDoS attacks in cloud computing, and achieves
99.80% detection accuracy using the CICDDoS2019 dataset.
On the other hand, authors of [6] proposed an Intrusion
Detection System against DDoS attacks (DDoSNet) in SDN
environments. The proposed system is based on the Deep
Learning (DL) technique, integrating the Recurrent Neural
Network (RNN) with autoencoders. The developed system has
been evaluated using the CICDDoS2019 dataset. Authors
obtained a significant enhancement in attack detection
compared to the existing methods. Therefore, the proposed
system offers great confidence in securing SDN environments.
The work presented in [7] includes examining the impact of
data balancing algorithm in the network traffic classification
problem on several types of DDoS attacks using the
CICDDoS2019 dataset, which consists of various information
about the reflection-based and exploitation-based attacks. The
obtained results showed that the effectiveness of data balancing
algorithms such as synthetic minority sampling, naïve random,
and adaptive synthetic sampling in classifying network attacks.
Authors of [8] proposed a detection system which was able
to detect the different types of DDoS attacks based on several
classification algorithms using the CICDDoS 2019 dataset. In
addition, authors captured packets from SDK environment,
apply preprocessing function for the dataset, and then apply
classification algorithm to detect the DDoS attacks. Authors
revealed that the decision tree offers the better performance
compared to SVM and Naïve Bayes machine learning models.
The work presented in [9] involves analyzing the success
rate in the intrusion detection system through adopting several
machine learning methods. The CICDDoS2019 dataset was
employed, where several machine learning models were
investigated, including: the ANN, Support Vector Machine
(SVM), Gaussian Naïve Bayes, Multinomial Naïve Bayes,
Bernouli aïve Bayes, Logistic Regression, K-nearest neighbor
(KNN), Decision Tree, and Random Forest algorithms.
Authors showed that the K-nearest neighbor, logistic
regression, and Naïve Bayes offers the best prediction
accuracy.
Authors of [10] employed the Deep Neural Network
(DNN) as a deep learning method to detect the DDoS attacks
on the sample of packets captured from network traffic. The
DNN model can work rapidly and with high detection accuracy
even with small samples, since it contains feature extraction
and classification methods. Authors preformed their
experiments using the CICDDoS2019 dataset which contains
several DDoS attack types created in 2019. The proposed
system achieves 94.57% accuracy rate using the deep learning
model.
The work presented in [11] surveys the recent developed
DDoS detection approaches using the machine learning
models. Authors of [12, 13, 14] proposed a DDoS detection
system using Naïve Bayes model. On the other hand, the
support vector machine model has been adopted in this works
[15, 16, 17] to detect the present of DDoS attacks. In addition,
Decision Tree algorithm has also been adopted to detect the
DDoS attacks, as presented in [18, 19].

TABLE I.

A COMPARISION BETWEEN THE EXISTING SYSTEMS THAT
EMPLOYED THE CICDDOS2019 DATASET

Research
work

Algorithm

Detection
Accuracy

[5]

Extreme Learning Machine & blackhole
algorithms

99.80%

[6]

Recurrent Neural Network with
autoencoders

92.54%

[7]

SMOTE

93.51%

[8]

Decision Tree

92.15%

[9]

Artificial Neural Network, Support Vector
Machine, Guassian Naïve Bayes, Random
Forest Algorithm & K-Nearest Neighbor

Naïve Bayes
offers the best
detection
accuracy

[10]

Deep Neural Network

94.57%

As presented above, several DDoS detection systems have
been developed recently based on the employment of the
CICDDoS2019 dataset. Table І presents a comparison between
the existing developed systems based on the algorithm used
and the detection accuracy.
III. SYSTEM DESIGN
The Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attacks include
transmitting multiple requests to the attacked web resource,
with the goal of exceeding the website’s capacity to handle
multiple requests, and hence prevent the website from
functioning correctly. Several researchers have discussed the
DDoS attacks and analyzed the major security threats and the
corresponding solutions. This section discusses the main
methods which have been employed in order to develop the
DDoS system. In addition, this section presents the
experimental setup including: the development environment,
the selected DoS datasets, and the experimental setup.
A. System Methodology
Fig. 1 shows the development process of the DDoS
detection system. As presented below, the first stage includes
searching an efficient DDoS dataset, that are being developed
recently by several research works. The second stage involves
cleaning up the dataset and apply feature extracting methods,
in order to pick the most significant features. Next, several
machine learning models will be implemented to test the
performance of the developed machine learning system, and
then obtain the model’s accuracy after conducting the training
and testing processes.
B. DDoS Dataset
For each single machine learning model, a training and
testing processes are needed to be implemented in order to
assess the performance of the developed machine learning
model. An extensive research has been carried out in order to
identify the best DDoS datasets, which will be employed later
in the training and testing process. Several datasets are
available online such as the CIC-DDoS2019 dataset, where it
contains benign and the most up-to-date common DDoS
attacks, which resembles the true real-world data.
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Table Ⅱ shows the general statistics for the CICDDoS2019
dataset. CICDDoS2019 dataset is a large dataset in size and
records, it consists of (12,794,627) records with a total memory
size (6.3 gigabyte). The CICDDoS2019 is a balanced dataset,
where the total number of normal records is (6,398,925) with
the percentage of (50.02%), and the total number of fraud
records is (6,395,702) with the percentage of (49.89%).

Select appropriate
DDoS dataset

DDoS dataset

Remove missing
data

Perform data cleaning

Remove
incompelete data

Employ RF feature
selection

Apply feature
extraction methods

Extract heat map

Divide the features into
three main sets

Employ a machine
learning classifier on
each feature set

No

Perform training using
the selected DDoS
dataset

Satisfied
accuracy?

Yes

Recommend the
selected ML model
along with the feature
set

Fig. 1. The Development Process for the DDoS System.

Authors of [20] generated the CICDDoS2019 dataset that
remedies several shortcomings and limitation which are
presented in the existing datasets. CICDDoS2019 is labeled
with 80 network traffic features that were extracted and
calculated for all benign and denial of service flows. CICDDoS2019 dataset contains the results of the network traffic
analysis with labeled flows based on the time stamp, source
and destination IPs, source and destination ports, protocols and
attack.
Therefore, the CICDDoS2019 dataset will be divided into
two subsets: the training subset, and the testing subset. The
training subset contains samples of data used to fit the machine
learning models, whereas the testing subset is a gold standard
employed to assess the performance of the trained machine
learning model.
TABLE II.

CICDDOS2019 DATASET GENERAL STATISTICS

Parameter name

Total #

Total number of records

12,794,627

Total number of features

82

Total number of labels

1

Total number of normal records

6,398,925

Total number of attack records

6,395,702

% of normal records

50.02%

% of attack records

49.98%

C. Data Preparation
In general, data preparation is considered as the most
difficult stage in machine learning, and includes: data cleaning,
data pre-processing, data wrangling, and feature engineering.
Data preparation involves transforming raw data into a format
where the machine learning algorithms can deal with, in order
to uncover insights or make predictions. The data preparation
process may consist of several steps, however, the most
significant one involves processing the missing or incomplete
data in the CICDDoS2019 dataset.
Data cleaning includes identifying and correcting errors or
mistakes in the CICDDoS2019 dataset. Dropping columns that
include missing or incomplete data, since missing and
incomplete data affect the efficiency of the machine learning
model. Therefore, it is important to process the missing and
incomplete data in the dataset. For the CICDDoS2019 dataset,
we noticed several attributes (columns) that contain zero
values, and this will affect the machine learning model in
negative way. For instance, Fwd Byts/b Avg, Fwd Pkts/b Avg,
Fwd Blk Rate Avg, Bwd Byts/b Avg, Bwd Pkts/b Avg, and Bwd
Blk Rate Avg attributes contain zero values in most of the
records. Therefore, an important stage is required to remove
these attributes from the CICDDoS2019 dataset.
The CICDDoS2019 dataset consists of several categorical
data which are unsuitable for machine learning model.
Therefore, there is a significant demand to remove these
attributes from the CICDDoS2019 dataset in order to be able to
train the machine learning model in a proper way. Moreover,
the columns (attributes) that contain missing values more than
50% will be dropped from the CICDDoS2019 dataset. In
addition, the rows where their columns contain more than 5%
missing values are dropped. And finally, the faulty data in the
CICDDoS2019 dataset are required to be considered. For
instance, all records that contain negative values will be
removed from the dataset.
The new shape for the dataset is presented in Fig. 2 after
considering several data preparation methods. As noticed, the
19 attributes (columns) have been removed from the dataset,
and 48,187 records have been removed from the
CICDDoS2019 dataset.
On the other hand, the feature selection methods are
considered next. According to [21], there are more than 2.5
quintillion bytes of data is produced every day. However, most
of the generated data is required first to be pre-processed
before starting any statistically analysis with the selected data,
moreover, the produced data needs to be analysed using
machine learning techniques in order to provide insights and to
create predictions.
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Fig. 2. Distribution of Records in the CICDDoS2019 Dataset.

As presented earlier in Table II, there are 82 features in the
CICDDoS2019 dataset, and this makes the training and
prediction tasks are very difficult. Therefore, it is important to
minimize the number of features in CICDDoS2019 dataset
through adopting several feature extraction models. This
section discusses several methods which are used in order to
extract the most significant features in the CICDDoS2019
dataset.
Minimizing the number of features may lead to several
benefits, including: accuracy improvement, speed up in the
training process, reducing the overfitting, and improve data
visualization. Therefore, there are several different feature
selection methods which can be applied to select the most
significant feature in a given dataset, some of the most
significant methods are: Filter method, and embedded method.
The first feature selection method is the filter method. Filter
method involves filtering the dataset and take only a subset
containing the most relevant features. This can be done using
correlation matrix using Pearson Correlation. In general, the
heat map (correlation matrix) is a graphical representation
where individual values of matrix are represented as colours in
order to display the correlation between attributes in a certain
dataset and hence perform better prediction. The heat map for
several features are shown below. For instance, Fig. 3 presents
the heat map for 16 features, in order to show the relation
among them. As seen in below, there is a high correlation
between BWD IAT Std feature and FWD IAT Tot feature, and
Bwd IAT Tot and FwdIAT Tot.

Fig. 3. The Heat Map for 36 Features.

In the Decision Tree, the CICDDoS2019 dataset was
divided into two subsets: training subset, and testing subset,
with 80% for training and 20% for testing. After completing
the training process of the Random Forest Classifier, a set of
feature importance plot is established according to the results
obtained from the training stage. Fig. 4 shows the most 30
significant features in the CICDDoS2019 dataset.

An embedded method is adopted next in order to enhance
the prediction results. Embedded method includes examining
the different training iterations of the machine learning model
and then ranks the importance of the input features on how
much each of the features contributed to the machine learning
model through the training process.
For this stage, the Decision Tree model has been selected to
rank the importance of CICDDoS2019’s features. The
Decision Trees models that are based on ensembles, can be
used to rank the significance of the input features in the dataset.
Since, extruding the most significant features offer vital
importance on training the machine learning model, and hence
obtaining efficient prediction accuracy. In addition, the features
which will not offer any benefits to the machine learning
model will be removed from the selected dataset.

Fig. 4. The Feature Importance Plot for the 30 Most Significant Features.
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In this paper, we investigate the efficiency of different
features sets (10, 20, and 30), where each set is employed with
every machine learning model and then assess and analyze the
system’s performance. The next section discusses the machine
learning models which will be employed for the detection
purposes.
D. DDoS Detection Models
In this project, several supervised machine learning models
will be investigated, implemented, and tested, including:
random forest, Light Gradient Boosting, CatBoost, and
Convolutional Neural Networks.
• Random Forest (RF): it is also known as random
decision forests that are ensemble learning method for
classification and regression. RF operates through
constructing multitude of decision trees at the training
time, and producing the class which is the mode of the
classes (classification) or average prediction
(regression) of the individual trees.
• Light Gradient Boosting: is a light, fast, distributed, and
high-performance gradient boosting framework, which
is based on the decision tree algorithm, used for
classification, ranking, and several machine learning
tasks. It works by splitting up the tree leaf wise with the
best fit, however, other boosting algorithms split the
tree depth wise rather than the leaf-wise.
• CatBoost: CatBoost is an algorithm for gradient
boosting on decision trees. CatBoost can be easily
integrated with deep learning architectures. In addition,
it can work with several data types to help solving a
wide range of problem. CatBoost provides the best-inclass accuracy.
• Convolutional Neural Network (CNN): CNN is a deep
neural networks, and is multilayer perceptron, which
means that the CNN network is a fully connected. In
any layer, each neuron is connected to all neurons in the
next layer. CNN employs a mathematical operation
named as convolution, where convolution is a
specialized kind of linear operation.
IV. EXPREIMENTAL RESULTS
This section discusses the results obtained from several
experiments conducted to assess the efficiency of different
machine learning models. Several experiments have been
conducted using the developed environment discussed earlier,
in order to assess the DDoS systems’ efficiency. Moreover, this
section includes analyzing the obtained results and compares
the system’s efficiency with the recent developed systems.

• Precision: this indicates the total number of cases that
were correctly classified among that class. Precision is
the percentage of correctly predicted cases over the total
predicted.
• Recall: is the ability of the classifier to correctly find all
the positive instances. Recall is the ratio of true
positives to the sum (total) of true positives and false
negatives.
• Misclassification rate (error rate): this refers to how
often the classifier is wrong.
B. Results of Average Training Time
The average training time is estimated for each machine
learning model. As shown in Fig. 5, the RF model requires the
largest training time (19,078 seconds), this is because the RF
builds multiple decision trees and combines them together to
obtain more accurate and stable prediction, and this makes the
RF is a slow algorithm compares to others. Next, the average
training time for the CNN model is (13,785 seconds), since the
CNN training time depends on the training subset, batch size,
and number of epochs.
On the other hand, the Light GB offers the minimum
training time (150 seconds), since the Light GB is considered
as a fast machine learning model for three main reasons: First,
it splits the data based on their histogram, Second, it is
gradient-based one-side sampling, and Third, the Light GB is
used to deal with sparse features. Therefore, the Light GB
machine learning model is best in terms of training time.
C. Evaluation of Essential ML Metrics
According to [22], there are three main metrics used to
assess the machine learning classification model which are:
accuracy, precision, and recall. As discussed earlier in the
previous section, four different machine learning models were
evaluated, where each machine learning model was evaluated
through employing three sets of features. The best RF model
was with 20-features set which offers (99.99740%) accuracy.
On the other hand, the best LGB machine learning model was
with the 20-features set which offers (99.99146%). The best
accuracy result for the CatBoost model was with the 30features set with accuracy (99.98592%). And finally, the best
accuracy results for the CNN model was with 20-features set.
Table Ⅲ shows the detection accuracy for the best 4 machine
learning models.

A. Perforamcne Analysis
Several parameters are considered in order to assess the
performance of the implemented DoS detection system; the
parameters include:
• Average Training Time: this refers to the total time
required to train the machine learning model.
• Accuracy: is the total of transactions that were correctly
predicted over the total number of transactions.

Fig. 5. Average Training Time (in Seconds) for 4 Machine Learning
Models.
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TABLE III.

EVALUATION OF ACCURACY METRIC FOR 4 MACHINE
LEARNING MODELS
Accuracy

RF 20-features set

99.99740%

Light GB 20-features set

99.99146%

CatBoost 30-featues set

99.98592%

CNN 30-features set

98.29388%

TABLE IV.

EVALUATION OF PRECISION METRIC FOR 4 MACHINE
LEARNING MODELS
Precision

RF 20-features set

99.99681%

Light GB 20-features set

99.98889%

CatBoost 30-featues set

99.97837%

CNN 20-features set

98.38997%

TABLE V.

EVALUATION OF RRECALL METRIC FOR 4 MACHINE LEARNING
MODELS
Recall

RF 30-features set

99.99816%

Light GB 20-features set

99.99430%

CatBoost 30-featues set

99.99391%

CNN 20-features set

99.52368%

TABLE VI.

EVALUATION THE FALSE NEGATIVE RATE FOR 4 MACHINE
LEARNING MODELS
False Negative Rate

RF 30-features set

19

Light GB 20-features set

59

CatBoost 30-featues set

63

CNN 30-features set

4,932

The Precision metric is discussed next, where the precision
metric was assessed for every machine learning model.
Precision refers to how often the machine learning model is
able to predict the correct answer. The RF model with 20feature set offers the best precision result (99.99681%).
However, the best precision result using the Light GB model
was through adopting 20-feature set with (99.9889%) result,
whereas the CatBoost model achieves the best precision result
with 30-feature set (99.97837%), and finally, the CNN model
offers the best precision result with 20-feature set with
(98.3899%) result. Consequently, as presented in Table Ⅳ, the
machine learning model with best precision result was the
Random Forest with 20-feature set.
Finally, the Recall metric is studied in this section. As
discussed earlier in the previous section, the RF model with 30feature set offers the best recall accuracy (99.99816%) among
all the RF models (the three trained RF models using different
number of features), whereas the Light GB model with 20features set achieves the best recall accuracy (99.99430%)
between all the LGB models. The CatBoost 30-features set
offers the best recall result (99.99391%) amongst all the
CatBoost models. And finally, the CNN 20-features set offers
the best recall results among all the trained models with various

number of features. Table Ⅴ shows the recall results for 4
different machine learning models, and presents that the RF
model with 30-features set offers the best recall results
(99.99816%).
D. Results of False Negative Rates
This section evaluates the False Negative Rate (FNR) for
each machine learning model employed above. FNR is a
significant factor and refers to incorrectly predict the absence
of DDoS attack when it is actually present, and this is the most
significant metric in DDoS attack detection systems. Therefore,
it is important to deal with machine learning model with the
minimum FNR.
In this section, 14-different experiments were conducted to
assess the efficiency of various machine learning models using
3 different DDoS subsets. Table Ⅵ presents the best FNR for 4
machine learning models. As presented in the Table below, the
Random Forest classifier with 30-features set offers the best
FNR with only 19 DDoS records which were misclassified and
predicted as normal DDoS packets, whereas a large difference
arises when adopting the CNN model. Fig. 4 depicts the false
negative records for each machine learning model.
V. DISCUSSION
This section discusses the results obtained in this report
with the results obtained from the previous research works,
considering the CICDDoS2019 dataset. Most of the existing
works evaluated the efficiency of the DDoS prediction model
using the accuracy metric. Therefore, this section compares the
accuracy metric obtained in this paper, with the existing works
developed recently.
In this work, the detection accuracy that was achieved
equal to 99.99740% using the random forest machine learning
model with 20-features set. The high detection accuracy refers
to the pre-processing methods which have been employed on
the CICDDoS2019 dataset before applying the machine
learning model. Two different feature selection methods
were employed in this paper: filter method and feature
extraction methods, in order to extract the most important
feature which affect the machine learning model.
Therefore, in this paper, as shown in the previous section,
the obtained detection accuracy results are greater than the
results obtained from the recent developed works. Table Ⅶ
presents the overall detection accuracy for various machine
learning models used to detect the DDoS attacks. Fig. 6 shows
the detection accuracy for several machine learning models,
with different classification accuracy.
TABLE VII.

DETECTION ACCURACY FOR SEVERAL MACHINE LEARNING
MODELS
Detection Accuracy

[5]

99.80

[6]

92.54

[7]

93.51

[8]

92.15

[10]

94.57

This system

99.99
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[7]

[8]

[9]
[10]

[11]
Fig. 6. The Detection Accuracy for Several Machine Learning Models.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

[12]

Recently, the DDoS attack is considered as one of the most
significant attack, which is a very powerful technology that has
been launched to attack network devices and services.
Therefore, in this paper, we consider the DDoS attack to be
studied, analysed, and develop a machine learning model to
detect such attacks. In this paper, we employed several feature
selection methods in order to select the most significant
features that can be used to predict the DDoS attacks in an
efficient way. Three sets of features have been chosen from the
selected dataset, and employed with four machine learning
models. According to the obtained results, the RF-machine
learning model with 20-features set offers the best precision,
accuracy, recall, and false negative rate. For future work, we
aim to work with real-time DDoS detection systems which will
be able to detect the DDoS attack in real-time situations.
Therefore, in this paper, we offered significant improvement in
the detection of DDoS attacks using the CICDDoS2019
dataset.

[2]

[3]

[4]
[5]

[6]

[14]

[15]

[16]

[17]
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Abstract—Medical treatments and operations in hospitals are
divided into in-patient and out-patient procedures. It is critical
for patients to know and understand the differentiation between
these two forms of treatment since it will affect the time of a
patient's stay in a hospital or a medical institution as well as the
cost of a treatment. In today's era of information, a person's
talents and expertise may be put to good use by automating
activities wherever possible. A medical service will be termed
inpatient care if a doctor issues an order and the patient is
admitted to the hospital on that order whereas a patient seeking
outpatient care do not need to spend the night in a hospital.
Choosing between in-patient and out-patient care is usually a
matter of how involved the doctor wants to be with the patient's
treatment. With the aid of numerous data points regarding the
patients, their illnesses, and lab tests, our main objective is to
develop a system as part of the hospital automation system that
predicts and estimates whether the patient should be given an inpatient care or an out-patient care. The main idea of the paper is
to understand and develop a logistic regression model to predict
whether a patient needs to be treated as an in-patient or an outpatient depending on the results of laboratory tests.
Furthermore, this study also focuses on how logistic regression
performs for this dataset. In addition, research on how logistic
regression performs for this dataset was also not done. From the
study, the results show that logistic regression gives an accuracy
of 75%, F1-score of 73%, precision of 74% and recall of 74%.
Keywords—Health-care; inpatient care; logistic regression;
machine learning model; outpatient care; stacking classifier

I.

night under supervision if there are no significant problems. In
addition, the out-patient treatment is much more cost-effective
in comparison to in-patient treatment [12].
To categorise patients' medical requirements into an inpatient or an out-patient treatment, doctors rely heavily on the
results of lab tests. This time-consuming approach requires
doctors to exert considerable effort in order to determine if the
patient is required to be in the hospital and closely watched or
not. Also, the patient's life may be in risk if the wrong decision
is made [1]. Clinical machine learning research is largely
restricted to proof-of-concept studies. Machine learning
applications in clinical medicine are currently hindered by a
number of obstacles. A major shift in medical practise may
result from overcoming obstacles to potential deployment, with
the use of specialised technologies helping the healthcare team
provide better, more customised patient care [2].
Machine learning algorithms, it is widely accepted, find
and extract information based on the data available. Yet a vast
quantity of information is available in machine-readable
format, ready to be incorporated into machine learning
algorithms and models [4]. For this study, Logistic Regression,
a supervised machine learning algorithm, is used. The main
objective of this paper is to see how logistic regression works
on such a problem. Furthermore, we will check the
performance metrics, precision, recall and accuracy to get an
idea of how useful logistic regression is for such problems.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW

INTRODUCTION

Inpatient and outpatient procedures can be used to classify
medical treatments and operations. A patient should be aware
of this distinction since it affects how long he or she stays in a
hospital and how much the operation costs. The difference
between an in-patient and an out-patient treatment is the
duration of time a patient must spend time in a medical
institution where the operation or treatment is performed. Inpatient treatment compulsorily requires an overnight stay in the
hospital or the medical institution.
Patients must spend time or stay at least for one night in the
medical facility that is provided to them where their operation
or treatment was performed, typically a hospital. During this
period, kids are normally under the care of a nurse or a doctor.
Patients seeking out-patient care need not have to spend the
night in a hospital. These patients are allowed to depart the
hospital once their treatment is completed. In certain situations,
they must wait while the anesthetic wears off or to ensure that
there are no problems. Patients are not required to spend the

Melhem et al. [1] built four models depending on the
patient's circumstances and lab test results: support vector
machine model, decision tree model, random forest model and
k-nearest neighbours model. The major aim of their study was
to make use of ML algorithms to categorize the patient
treatment as an in-patient or out-patient, in order to lessen the
time and effort expended by the healthcare experts, which
reflects the kind of services provided to the patient.
Furthermore, this research assists in the reduction of human
errors, which can result in hazards to the patient's life as well as
an increase in the overall bill amount. The best model out of
four was picked based on its accuracy, sensitivity, specificity,
and precision scores, as well as its low false-negative & falsepositive rates. To construct and evaluate these models, the
EHR dataset was utilised, which comprises of patients'
laboratory test results from a private hospital that is in
Indonesia. The outcomes of their study say that random forest
algorithm had the best accuracy (77 %), precision-rate (72%)
& sensitivity (65%) as well as the model had the lowest false-
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negative rate (35%) and almost the lowest false-positive rate
(16%).
Ben-Israel et al. [2] conducted a review in keeping with the
prisma criteria and concentrating on human studies which
utilised machine learning to directly treat a hard-headed
scenario. The studies were performed between 1st Jan, 2000 &
1st May, 2018 and offered data on the performance of the used
machine learning technique. Reviewers looked over 1909
distinct publications and found 378 retrospective papers and 8
prospective ones that met eligibility requirements. 61% of
papers published in the past four years were retrospective. Few
articles met our inclusion criteria, with just 2% of them being
prospection articles. When it comes to clinical medicine, a
majority of the literature is retrospective and focuses on proofof-concept ways to improving patient care. A major
transformation in medical practise will be enabled by
recognizing the key translational hurdles, including
instantaneous access to hard-headed data, data reliability,
medical practitioner approval of "black box" generated
findings and performance evaluation.
Beaulieu-Jones et al. [3] have talked about the applications
of ML in health-care which is increasing quickly and might
have a major effect on the profession. Using ML for healthcare research, the study was aimed to provide quantitative and
qualitative assessments of the current status. In order to assess
the present status of research in ML for health-care, including
areas of methodological and medical focus and limits, as well
as areas that are underexplored, they analysed contributions.
Results showed that the clinical collaborators were involved in
58 (34.9%) of the 166 accepted entries, and in 83 (50.0%) of
the submissions that focused on clinical practise. On average,
(97 datasets) 58% of the data sets utilised were publicly
available or needed registration. (70 articles (42.2%)) of them
were in clinical practise, with brain & mental health
(25(15.1%)), cancer (21 (12.7%)) and cardiovascular (19
(11.4%)) being the most prevalent specialities. Data that is
well-annotated and freely accessible is critical to the
development of translational implementations in ML for
health-care research, according to current trends.
Radovanović et al. [4] proposed an approach to logistic
regression that incorporates domain information in the form of
ontologies/hierarchies via layered generalisation. Because
ontology/hierarchy relations are stacked, they may be
combined to create higher, abstract ideas. In this case, they
were able to tackle the problem of unexpected 30-day hospital
readmissions. The proposed framework outperforms ridge,
lasso and tree lasso logistic regression in terms of accuracy.
This framework increases AUC by up to 9.5% for children and
up to 4% for severely over-weight patients. Also, it increases
the AUPRC up to 5.7% for children and up to 2.6% for ghastly
over-weight patients, the researchers found.
Mu-Yen Chen [5], when using Decision Tree (DT)
classification, the accuracy decreased the more PCA was
applied, according to this paper's findings. According to his
findings in the study of financial hardship, the accuracy of their
DT classification technique increased as time passed, with an
accuracy rate of 97.01% for two seasons previous to financial
difficulty. They found that PCA increases the error while

attempting to identify firms in a financial crisis as "normal"
enterprises, and that DT classification has a higher short-term
prediction accuracy than the Logistic Regression (LR)
classification technique (less one year). Instead, the LR method
improves long-term prediction accuracy (above one and half
year). A short-term financial distress prediction model using
AI, rather than standard statistical methods, is proposed in this
study as a possible alternative to traditional statistical methods.
El-Rashidy et al. [6] have come up with a new way to
forecast ICU patient death using stacking ensemble. Compared
to the literature study, their method is more accurate and
intuitive from a medical point of view in collaboration with an
ICU domain specialist, data were produced and features
selected. On the basis of the expert's judgments, six categories
of data were created. When it came to the prediction procedure,
each modality was assigned a distinct classifier depending on
its performance. Our classifiers included linear discriminant
analysis, decision tree algorithm, multilayer perceptron, knearest neighbour (knn) and logistic regression, among others.
A stacking ensemble classifier was then created and tuned
using the five classifier decisions. The system was validated
with the help of a benchmark dataset of over ten thousand
patients from MIMIC III. Patients' time series data of varied
durations was used to undertake extensive studies in order to
predict death. The first six, twelve, and twenty-four hours of a
patient's initial stay were tested. On the basis of the results,
their model surpassed the current techniques in terms of
accuracy i.e. 94.4%, f1-score i.e. 93.7%, precision i.e. 96.4%,
recall i.e. 91.1% & ROC curve i.e. 93.3%. As a result of these
findings, it's clear that their technique of predicting ICU
mortality works.
Polikar [7] studied situations where ensemble-based
systems are superior to single-classifier systems, techniques for
producing separate parts of ensemble systems and methods for
combining separate classifiers. Many ensemble-based
algorithms like bagging and boosting have been discussed as
well as generalisation and hierarchical mixtures of experts.
They have also discussed typically used combination rules
such as algebraic blend of outputs, voting-based approaches
and behaviour knowledge space as well as decision templates.
A last look at future exploration prospects for ensemble
systems was conducted. In addition, ensemble systems have
showed significant promise in a variety of other fields like as
feature selection and learning with lost features, confidence
estimation and fault-correcting output codes. It has been
demonstrated that ensemble-based systems generate better
outcomes than expert systems for a broad range of
implementations and circumstances. In their paper, they have
talked about how to design, build, and use such systems.
Saini et al. [8] in their study seek to present the importance
of artificial intelligence in magnetic learning algorithm and
examines their function in different sectors of health, such as
bioinformatics, cancer gene identification, epileptic seizure,
brain computer interface. It also examines the medical imaging
of illnesses, including diabetic retinopathy, gastro-intestinal
disease, and tumour via extensive learning. Finally, this essay
highlights the real barriers to AI approaches which need to be
addressed. They examined the reason why ML was used in
healthcare in this work. The main category of ML, is also
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discussed. They concentrated on deep learning, its architecture
and explore various health data analysing and examining deep
learning. However, ML technologies draw considerable
attention in the field of medical research. There are still
difficulties with real-time implementation. Regulations are one
such difficulty. Recent rules lack safety, evaluation and
efficiency criteria for the ML system. The US FDA provides
advice for the evaluation of ML systems to preserve security
and efficiency in order to solve this challenge. The existing
health care environment does not encourage the exchange of
information on the system. It is also a limitation. The ML
training was therefore compromised before implementation. In
many nations, the Health Care Revolution encourages data
exchange.
Kirasich et al. [13] addresses the challenge of model
selection by assessing the overall classification performance
for datasets with diverse underlying structures between the
random forest and logistic regression by increasing the
variance in the explanatory as well as the noise variables,
number of explanatory variables, noise variables and
observations. They created a model evaluation tool which can
simulate classification models for such data and performance
indicators as real positive rates, false positives and accuracy in
certain circumstances. They observed that logistic regression
has continuously exercised a better overall precision than
random forests by increasing the variance not only in the
explanatory but also the noise factors. The true positive-rate for
random forest algorithm was, however, greater than the logistic
regression algorithm & the data set with rising noise factors
showed higher false-positive rates. Each and every case study
included thousand simulations and the model executions in it
consistently demonstrated that the false positive-rate for
random forest with hundred trees was scientifically different
from logistic regression. Under varied simulated dataset
circumstances, logistic regression algorithm & random forest
algorithm produced variable corresponding classification
scores in all four situations.
Maroof [14] says that based on the continuous predictor,
logistic regression seeks to classify or predict a discrete,
categorical variable from among continuous or discrete
predictors. Clinical neuropsychology's preference for using this
paradigm in research is connected to the discipline's
fundamental structure, which includes the use of scientific
terminology to explain cognition and behaviour, as well as the
compartmentalization of syndromes into diagnostic entities.
Goldarag et al. [15] developed, tested and compared forest
fire risk prediction models based on logistic regression and
neural networks. The findings show that the neural network
model is more accurate at categorising fire points than logistic
regression, which is sensitive to fire point samples. The
percentage of fire and non-fire samples must be matched to
obtain high accuracy in logistic regression. A neural network
with two hidden layers, twenty-eight neurons, and a
logarithmic-sigmoid transfer function in both hidden layers
was also tested and the best architecture was found to be a
neural network with two hidden layers, 28 neurons, and a
logarithmic-sigmoid transfer function in both hidden layers.

Pepe & Thompson [16] developed strategies for
maximising the accuracy of routinely used diagnostic measures
by discovering linear combinations of markers. The approaches
were non-distributional, appeared to have strong statistical
features, and could account for heterogeneity defined by
variables.
Sadikin and Mujiono [17] created an electronic health
record predicting dataset obtained from a private hospital in
Indonesia. It comprises the findings of the patient's laboratory
tests, which are used to determine the next patient treatment,
whether the patient is in or out of the hospital.
In order to determine the allocation of staff care in
community-acquired pneumonia, España et al. [18] created a
new prediction algorithm based on the 5 risk classifications
described by the Pneumonia Severity Index. There was no
question about the decision to hospitalise low risk (I-III)
classes, when one or more of the following was evident,
namely: tension in arterial oxygen < 8.0 kPa (60 mm Hg),
shock, coexisting decompensating diseases, plural effusion,
unable to maintain oral intake, a social problem and a lack of
reaction to prior empirical antibiotic therapy. The findings are
presented in a number of 616 patients after 18 months
following application of this new prediction criteria. In 221
patients treated as ambulatory patients, the death rate was 0.5%
vs 8.9% in 395 patients treated as hospitals. Of the 178 low
risk individuals treated as hospital patients, 106 were given the
specific extra requirements for hospitalisation, while the other
72 evidently did not justify the decision to admit
hospitalisation under the predictive criterion. These 72 patients
had better results than high-risk patient and low-risk patient
who fulfilled the extra particular criteria for admitting to
hospital (substantially shorter admission, antibiotic days, death
and complex course) their results were better. Therefore,
rigorous adherence to the new prediction criteria might have
prevented admission in these low-risk individuals. Another
significant finding was that not all patients admitted to the
hospital had been identified in the Pneumonia Severity Index
alone.
Blais et al. [19], in their study identified factors related with
length of stay (LOS) and included measurement of these
variables into their normal preadmission evaluation. A
retrospective research of 80 discharged patients looked at the
relationship between LOS and 25 factors representing a
combination of patient/demographic characteristics, disease
variables, and therapy variables. According to multivariate
analysis, ten factors independently accounted for 62% of the
variance in LOS. The information utilised was largely gathered
during the pre-admission screening. In the prospective
research, the factors' predictive ability decreased. However,
fewer individual factors were substantially related to LOS; the
total of the variables' scores predicted 17% of the LOS
variation. The findings showed that significant criteria for
predicting LOS are accessible at the time of admission, and
these variables may be systematically examined and
incorporated into clinical decision making.
Cuffel et al. [20] examined the correctness of different
models for projecting a rehospitalization in a maintained
mental health organisation, as well as the efficacy of various
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care or treatment management methods for improving outpatient treatment follow-up. In a randomised controlled trial,
patients that had in-patient mental health or substance use
admissions were assigned to one out of 3 types of treatment
supervision based on the level of involvement of treatment
executives in the release planning & post-release outreach i.e.
usual (N=31), enhanced (N=94) or intensive (N=74). Here, the
classes that were formed were compared to each other and to a
cohort hospitalised the year before the research and given usual
treatment (N=192) to see if there were any changes in time to
out-patient check out, quantity of post-release care and
rehospitalization at 30, 60 & 180 days. There weren’t any
differences between the classes found. The larger part of
number of patients i.e. 69% got out-patient treatment within 30
days of being released. The number of hard-headed and sociodemographic risk variables reported by care executives was
associated to the probability of rehospitalization at 60 and 180
days, according to logistic regression prediction models.
Patients who were approved to receive intermediate treatment
i.e. partial hospitalisation and those who did not attend the
intermediate treatment, if it was authorised were more suitable
to be re-hospitalized at 30, 60 & 180 days than other patients.
With increasingly extensive release planning and outreach,
outpatient follow-up following mental hospitalisation did not
improve. Improved prediction of re-hospitalization risk may
improve possibilities to deliver intensive treatments to
difficult-to-engage patients.
III. METHODOLOGY
Most of the data science implementations depend heavily
on ML models. Other expert knowledge exists outside of the
given data, which may theoretically assist the ML algorithms
better recognize the conditions and circumstances of the data
that is provided [4].
Machine Learning employs three types of learning:
supervised, unsupervised and semi-supervised learning.
Supervised learning is a type of training in which we
educate or train the machine using well-labelled data, i.e. data
that already has the correct answer. Following that, the
machine is given a fresh collection of instances, i.e. the test
data, so that the supervised learning algorithm may analyse the
training data and generate a proper result from labelled data.
Further, supervised learning approaches include regression and
classification, which are further classified. Regression is a
helpful statistical prediction approach that aims to establish a
meaningful link between dependent and independent variables
by attempting to find correlations between them. To forecast a
continuous output, the regression technique is employed in
machine learning (ML). The predicted result is a real number.
The output of classification is discrete, but the output of
categorization is continuous [8].
Unsupervised learning, on the other hand, is the training of
a computer utilising input that has not been categorised or
labelled and enabling the algorithm to operate on that
information without supervision. Clustering and principal
component analysis (PCA) are two of the most important
techniques in unsupervised learning. PCA is typically used to
reduce the size of an object. With numerous dimensions, PCA
reduces the data to a few principle component directions

without losing much of the data. PCA is often used before
clustering to minimise the number of dimensions of the data
before it is clustered. Instead of using output information, the
clustering approach is used to create a collection of variables
that exhibit similarities or commonalities. As a result of these
algorithms, the cluster labels for the variable with the highest
degree of similarity within and between the clusters are
generated and displayed on a graph [8].
Semi-supervised learning, on the other hand, includes
function estimation on both labelled and unlabelled data. This
method is driven by the fact that labelled data is frequently
expensive to create, but unlabelled data is cheap.
Here, we have used Logistic Regression as it a binary
classification task i.e. 0 or 1. A discrete, categorical variable is
classified or predicted using logistic regression using
continuous or discrete predictor, such as yes/no depending on
the continuous predictor [14]. In order to achieve high accuracy
in logistic regression, the percentage of in-patient and outpatient care samples must be balanced [15]. It produces a linear
score that clearly distinguishes between two outcomes [16].
Moreover, the research on how logistic regression model
performs on such scenario was also not done. General
approaches such as ensemble learning can be used to improve
the accuracy of prediction or classification models such as
decision trees and artificial neural networks [11]. Hence,
Stacking Classifier is used for improving the accuracy of
prediction.
A. Dataset and Experimental Discussion
The dataset comprises predictions from an Electronic
Health Record gathered from a private hospital which in
Indonesia. It comprises the laboratory test results of different
patients, which are used to decide the next patient's treatment,
whether in or out of the hospital. The dataset contains 4412
rows and 11 columns. The total number of features are 10,
where number of numerical features are 9 and number of
categorical feature is 1 [17].
B. Attribute Information
• HAEMATOCRIT: It is the patient’s laboratory test
result of haematocrit.
• HAEMOGLOBINS: It is the patient’s laboratory test
result of haemoglobins.
• ERYTHROCYTE: It is the patient’s laboratory test
result of erythrocyte.
• LEUCOCYTE: It is the patient’s laboratory test result
of leucocyte.
• THROMBOCYTE: It is the patient’s laboratory test
result of thrombocyte.
• MCH: It is the patient’s laboratory test result of MCH.
• MCHC: It is the patient’s laboratory test result of
MCHC.
• MCV: It is the patient’s laboratory test result of MCV.
• AGE: It is the patient’s age.
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• SEX: It is the patient’s gender.
• SOURCE: Target i.e. Binary: in-patient/out-patient –
0/1.

Fig. 1. Percentage of Males (M) and Females (F) in the Dataset.

Fig. 2. Percentage of Inpatient (0) and Outpatient (1) in the Dataset.

Fig. 3. Pearson’s Correlation of Features with respect to each other.
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The pie chart in Fig. 1 shows that there are 52.67% Males
(M) and 47.33% Females (F) in the dataset. While the pie chart
in Fig. 2 shows that 40.44% people were treated as inpatient
(0) and 59.56% people were treated as outpatient (1) in the
dataset. Fig. 3 shows the Pearson’s Correlation of features with
respect to each other whereas Fig. 4 shows the Pearson's
Correlation of features with respect to the target i.e. SOURCE.
In the dataset, the 80% data was taken as training data and
20% data was taken as test data. The Tables I, II and III show
the first few records of the dataset, percentage of missing
values in each column and number of unique values in each
column respectively. During the feature engineering part, we
replaced the labels of sex column with binary numbers i.e. F =
0 and M = 1. Thereafter, MinMaxScaler was used to scale the
features to a range of [0, 1]. At the end, we removed the least
correlated features i.e. [MCH, MCHC, MCV] from the dataset.
After performing feature engineering, my dataset was ready for
the next step i.e. training the model. The exploratory data
analysis and feature engineering was performed in order to
increase the accuracy and precision of the model. Efficient and
effective feature selection techniques allow better
generalization of predictive models and improved
interpretability, which is a very important property for
applications in health care [10]. Furthermore, Hyperparameter
tuning was performed for obtaining best case scenario.

Fig. 4. Pearson’s Correlation of Features with respect to Target.
TABLE I.

FIRST FEW RECORDS OF THE DATASET

HAE
MAT
OCR
IT

HAE
MOG
LOBI
NS

ERY
THR
OCY
TE

LEU
CO
CY
TE

THR
OMB
OCY
TE

35.1

11.8

4.65

6.3

310

43.5

14.8

5.39

12.7

334

33.5

11.3

4.74

13.2

305

TABLE II.

M
C
H
2
5.
4
2
7.
5
2
3.
8

M
C
H
C
33
.6
34
.0
33
.7

M
C
V
7
5.
5
8
0.
7
7
0.
7

A
G
E

S
E
X

S
O
U
R
C
E

1

F

1

1

F

1

1

F

1

PERCENTAGE OF MISSING VALUES IN EACH FEATURE

Attribute

Missing %

HAEMATOCRIT

0.0

HAEMOGLOBINS

0.0

ERYTHROCYTE

Solving issues with a decision boundary which extends
outside of the space of the function that is implemented by the
specified classifier model is exceedingly difficult for a single
classifier to do it successfully. This non-linear boundary may
be learned by combining ensemble classifiers in the right way.
To avoid bad selection of a single classifier that cannot
generalise performance, combine many classifiers and average
their output to lower the chance of poor performance of the
single classifier that is picked. As a result, the chance of
making a bad choice is reduced as well [6]. Thus, we have used
Stacking Classifier in order to combine the skills of the models
on the regression problem to produce predictions that
outperform any single model in the ensemble.
It has been demonstrated that ensemble-based systems
generate better outcomes than single-expert systems for a wide
range of applications and circumstances [7].
TABLE III.
Attribute

NUMBER OF UNIQUE VALUES IN EACH FEATURE

HAEMATOCRIT

Number of unique values
326

0.0

HAEMOGLOBINS

128

LEUCOCYTE

0.0

ERYTHROCYTE

433

THROMBOCYTE

0.0

LEUCOCYTE

276

MCH

0.0

THROMBOCYTE

554

MCHC

0.0

MCH

189

MCV

0.0

MCHC

105

AGE

0.0

MCV

406

AGE

95

SEX

2

SOURCE

2

SEX

0.0

SOURCE

0.0
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IV. RESULT ANALYSIS
After using Logistic Regression, we got the train accuracy
as 70.9% and test accuracy as 71.5%. For increasing the
accuracy, we performed hyperparameter tuning using
RandomizedSearchCV and got best parameters for logistic
regression i.e. {'penalty': 'none', 'max_iter': 300, 'fit_intercept':
True, 'class_weight': {0: 1, 1: 1}, 'C': 0.01}.
After retraining the model, we got the train accuracy as
71.6% and test accuracy as 73%. The Table IV shows the
classification report of the model.
Stacking is one of the most efficient methods for solving
classification and regression issues. The concept of stacking is
using the predictions of machine learning models from the
previous level as the input variables in the following level's
machine learning models [9].
And hence, we have used Stacking classifier. We got the
train accuracy as 72% and test accuracy as 75%. It could be
seen that there was a minor increase in the accuracy.
Furthermore, I have used cross-validation but stacking
classifier gave a better accuracy and so, we went for stacking
classifier. The Table V shows the classification report of the
model.
TABLE IV.

0 (In-patient
Care)
1 (Out-patient
Care)

CLASSIFICATION REPORT OF THE LOGISTIC REGRESSION
MODEL
Precision

Recall

F1-score

Support

0.75

0.52

0.61

357

0.73

0.88

0.80

526

0.73

883

Accuracy
Macro
Average

0.74

0.70

0.70

883

Weighted
Average

0.74

0.73

0.72

883

The findings of Melhem et al. [1] reveal that out of four
models i.e. Support Vector Machine (SVM) model, Decision
Tree model, Random Forest model and K-Nearest Neighbors
(KNN) model, Random Forest model had the best accuracy
(77%), precision (72%) and sensitivity (65%). So comparing
with that model, our model gave nearly a similar accuracy
(75%) but gave better precision (74%). Moreover, Kirasich et
al. [13] observed that logistic regression has continuously
exercised a better overall precision than random forest model
by increasing the variance in the explanatory factors as well as
noise factors. Under varied simulated dataset circumstances,
logistic regression model and random forest model had
produced variable relative classification scores in all the four
situations they observed.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The results show that the logistic regression gives nearly
75% accuracy, 73% recall, 73% f1-score on the test data. It
gives a decent result on the dataset. Furthermore, the main
objective and idea behind the research was fulfilled.
Moreover, for logistic regression model, independent
characteristics may be used to predict accurate probabilistic
outcomes based on statistical analysis. The model may over-fit
on the training set if the dataset has a high number of
dimensions, and hence may not be able to predict correct
outcomes on the test set if the dataset has a large number of
dimensions. Sometimes this happens if a little amount of data
is used to train the model, but the data has a large number of
features. Regularization strategies should be explored for highdimensional datasets in order to avoid over-fitting but this
makes the model complex.
Using Stacking classifier, there was a slight increase in the
accuracy. Moreover, using multiple machine learning
algorithms with stacking classifier or using regularization
techniques on logistic regression with stacking classifier on a
huge dataset could be thought of.
[1]

TABLE V.

0 (In-patient
Care)
1 (Out-patient
Care)

CLASSIFICATION REPORT OF LOGISTIC REGRESSION USING
STACKING CLASSIFIER
Precision

Recall

F1-score

Support

0.74

0.53

0.62

357

0.73

0.88

0.80

526

0.75

883

Accuracy
Macro
Average
Weighted
Average

0.74

0.70

0.72

883

0.74

0.73

0.73

883
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Abstract—3D gesture recognition and tracking based
augmented reality and virtual reality have become a big interest
of research because of advanced technology in smartphones. By
interacting with 3D objects in augmented reality and virtual
reality, users get better understanding of the subject matter
where there have been requirements of customized hardware
support and overall experimental performance needs to be
satisfactory. This research investigates currently various vision
based 3D gestural architectures for augmented reality and
virtual reality. The core goal of this research is to present
analysis on methods, frameworks followed by experimental
performance on recognition and tracking of hand gestures and
interaction with virtual objects in smartphones. This research
categorized experimental evaluation for existing methods in three
categories, i.e. hardware requirement, documentation before
actual experiment and datasets. These categories are expected to
ensure robust validation for practical usage of 3D gesture
tracking based on augmented reality and virtual reality.
Hardware set up includes types of gloves, fingerprint and types
of sensors. Documentation includes classroom setup manuals,
questionaries, recordings for improvement and stress test
application. Last part of experimental section includes usage of
various datasets by existing research. The overall comprehensive
illustration of various methods, frameworks and experimental
aspects can significantly contribute to 3D gesture recognition and
tracking based augmented reality and virtual reality.
Keywords—Augmented reality; virtual reality; 3D gesture
tracking

I.

INTRODUCTION

Dexterity is one of the most important driving forces of
human intelligence. Our hands have enabled us to create arts
and crafts as well as build massive constructions alike. In this
age of technology, human use their hands to interact with
electronic devices everyday. Touch and gesture input have
become part of common life. Nowadays, people interact with
digital devices by using touch screen displays or trackpads.
Two dimensional (2D) touch screens are basically offered by
the latest technology. However, mobile phone touch screens
constrain us within a small space of the device. In this context,
virtual reality refers convincing visual rendering of the
simulated objects in lieu with manipulating them in a fast,
precise, and natural way [1], augmented reality indicates
machine generated image on user's view of the real world to
enable composite view [56] and hand gesture refers movement
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of the hand to enable meaningful interpretation [60]. To
extend the interaction space from 2D surface to real 3dimensional (3D) space, this research investigates currently
existing vision based 3D gestural architectures for augmented
reality and virtual reality. The core goal of this research is to
present comprehensive investigation on tracking and
predicting hand gestures from RGB camera images and
interact with virtual objects in mobile phones. Huge
investments of the big technology companies on augmented
reality and virtual reality has broadened the applications of
this case where a relatively new branch has been introduced
towards the direction of gesture tracking and recognition in
the domain of computer vision and pattern recognition.
Tracking the hands of an user makes it a difficult task
when the tracking camera is also moving, which is the case for
augmented reality and virtual reality. While there have been
numerous previous research works for tracking hands, the
problem still remains as a research interest. Because of the
progress in the area of computer vision and machine learning,
computers are now capable of tracking hand gestures and pose
through various techniques. This research analyzed those
previous works to track hand gestures and interact with
objects with hands in augmented reality and virtual reality. In
the early days of this field, there were numerous approaches
made with traditional image processing techniques to detect
and track hands. But in the recent days, most of the research
has been performed with respect to machine learning
approaches. This research presents the benefits and
shortcomings of these approaches in lieu with presenting
existing experimental analysis with different approaches.
II. CORE BACKGROUND STUDY
Augmented reality and virtual reality have been a research
interest for a long time. Researchers have been trying to do
camera tracking based augmented reality and virtual reality for
a long time. Recently these two domains have become a big
interest of research because of advanced technology in mobile
phones and smartphones. In recent years, there have been a lot
of progress in the processing capability of smart phones.
Because of this, handheld mobile phones can compute the
necessary amount of data to perform camera tracking as well
as rendering on corresponding display. In recent years, there
has been a lot of progress in recognition and tracking of the
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human face and we have seen a rise in user interest in such
kinds of applications.
This research also relies on the research that has been done
to track plane surfaces as well as wall or vertical objects and
render digital objects on them to deliver the experience of
augmented reality and virtual reality. There has been
enormous research on this area and there have been massive
breakthroughs in the area [56][60]. There have been games
based on augmented reality and virtual reality where a planar
surface such as floor or road is tracked and on the tracked
surface a game object is drawn and players use their camera
feed to see the object augmented on the video feed of that
planar surface. There have also been a lot of applications to
visualize shopping products in augmented reality and virtual
reality. Big technology companies like Google and Apple
have their own libraries to implement augmented reality and
virtual reality. Furniture vendors such as IKEA has launched
their app in which users are able to place a virtual 3d object in
their living room and judge which product will look good in
their room as well as the environment. These usages and
demands of such applications have turned lots of active
research interest in the area of augmented reality and virtual
reality.
In the past, there has been research on recognizing human
hands and tracking them. In the early days of the research,
recognizing the hand and tracking the hand in an image was
done by offline image processing as this was a
computationally heavy task. After some successful research, it
has also been possible to track human hands in real time using
a web camera and a desktop pc as technology progressed.
Now with the advancement in neural networks, feature
tracking and modeling the network has been done by neural
networks, and because of the easiness of modeling a human
hand as an object for tracking has been easier. Now, there has
been active ongoing research for tracking human hands via
mobile phone camera as well as recognizing the pose of the
hands in a camera frame. Research interest of this proposed
investigation relies within the research of tracking and
recognizing human hand pose and tracking it in continuous
frames.
III. QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS ON METHODS
Early researchers used augmented reality and interaction
with personal interaction panels which includes creating menu
system and 3D interface [17] [39]. The Positive side of these
researches were that there was instant feedback from users.
However, in accuracy and unreliability were the main area of
concern in these researches. Collaborative geometry learning
based object constructions shown in Fig. 1 is an active area for
the researchers which includes augmented reality by hybrid
hardware and software setup [18][47]. However, requirement
of comprehensive evaluation of the practical value such as
development of substantial educational content demands for
further investigation for real use in the classroom for teachers
or students. Hand gesture recognition and AR marker
recognition were designed previously for geometry learning
[19][46]. However, applications for learning 3D geometry by
these researches could also be expanded for multi-device
environments. Observation on classes and assignments for the

students by letting them work with augmented reality is an
interesting broad domain which mostly depends on
educational design research [20] [43] [44] [46] [48]. However,
existing curriculums in the schools at junior level, more
passiveness, less constructive contents in the context of
teaching media used by researchers, limited understanding of
the roles by teachers, lack of ability to create interesting
teaching contents demand of extensive investigation in this
area of research. Marker based positional tracking as well as
picture based positional tracking is another common method
among previous researchers due to easiness of implementation
for these systems [21][22]. However, due to the limited
validation inside classroom environments instead of real world
scenarios, these researches could not provide expected
satisfactory results. Some augmented reality researchers took
gamification a step further in the gaming industry [23].
However, gamification hugely depends on users and
participants feedback due to new technology.
For virtual reality based education systems are more
reliable to design and construct geometries [24]. Unity3D
engine and Vuforia plugin made the tasks easier using camera
tracking [25] although previously tested to a small group of
students demands further investigation. QR code based
tracking method was an old method in this context still attracts
researchers since these are quick and easy to implement [26].
However, with the aspects of language, contents, and design
QR based tracking requires further validation. Surface
tracking, geometry modification and structure from motion
pipeline (SFM) has been considered as another potential
subsets of augmented reality and virtual reality [27] [28] [29]
[30]. Among these methods, structure from motion has been
holding higher research interest among researchers. However,
due to recent advanced computing systems and user friendly
process to construct and visualize point clouds make these
research challenging for practical usage although there have
been significant improvements in visual quality which still
needs deep focus in terms with reducing computational
complexity [28]. Perspective geometry [29] is another option
by the researchers which has been suffering significantly from
complexity and dependency on external hardware. In addition,
there are significant errors observed in these kinds of systems
and video rendering through augmentation takes a lot of
computational cost [29]. Planar surface tracking with the
inclusion of background and foreground subtraction is one of
the successful method in the area of surface tracking [30].
However, planar surface tracking method did not attain good
frame rate although later occlusion management has been
improved significantly by the recent advancement in machine
learning technology. In the design industry, AR and VR has
the most usage observed in the previous research. Some
degree of success were found for spatial skill learning where
specialized applications were designed and developed in order
to put them into training purposes [31]. Existing technology
as in research by [32] and [41] were used to build 3D models
for visualizing augmented reality which was developed for
improving students understanding capability. However, users
for these applications requires some degree of geometry and
3D modeling skills. User experience on the existing
applications is also another area for improvement observed by
the researchers during implementation of gesture control [33].
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In this context, hand pose estimation and shape recognition
from single hand image or video stream were focused most by
the researchers of such gestures and has many applications in
augmented reality and virtual reality. Convolutional neural
network and 3D hand meshing using LBS were used to
recognize hand shape and pose estimation from depth images
[34] and initially from RGB images. As part of hybrid
approach, hand pose estimation was done from RGB images
by adopting multiview RGB images and depth data [49].
However, reliable size of the dataset in lieu
multidimensionality, hand to objects and hand to hand
interactions were not considered in these researches in order to
make the hand shape and pose estimation more robust. Deep
learning [40] and monocular RGB cameras advances
estimation of hand shape from RGB images [34]. In terms
with datasets, researchers put effort to make hand gesture
datasets for acceptable validation, however, models trained on
one dataset did not perform well on other datasets due to lack
of generalization in the training data [35] because researchers
found significantly improved results in indoor and outdoor by
exploring validation in generalized datasets. In this context,

vision based Deep Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs)
attributes the success for hand pose estimation [36] [54] using
depth cameras, depth map data with the analysis of
effectiveness based on detection based method versus
regression based methods. From different viewpoint
perspectives, neural network was deployed to model human
hands and pose in virtual reality, i.e. MEgATrack:
Monochrome Egocentric Articulated Hand-Tracking [38]. In
MEgATrack, depth based approaches was used and generated
training data from model based tracking system. Research by
[38] used DetNet to track hands KeyNet to predict 21 keypoints in hand from the cropped image based on the bounding
box provided by DetNet in the previous step. However, hand
scale and distance recognition were their main challenge to
achieve accuracy. MediaPipe pipeline shows prominent
progress for handheld mobile phone based hand tracking and
hand gestures recognition [37]. Research by [37] used single
RGB camera consists of palm detector to provide bounding
box of the hand and hand landmark model to predict hand
skeleton. However, for multidimensional data, performance of
MediaPipe is still not resolved.

Fig. 1. Methods and Challenges for Augmented and Virtual Reality based Learning Applications.
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IV. STEP WISE FRAMEWORKS ANALYSIS
Majority of the research done in the earlier days of
augmented reality and virtual reality consisted of using
specialized hardware. Frameworks using Construct3D
involves creating user interface and then tracking user hand
movement and giving input using pen-like tools [17]. Other
similar methods also consist of similar frameworks.
Researcher’s implemented 3D layer based interaction systems
[18]. These methods also require extensive hardware setups
and screen projection. For Marker based augmented reality
tracking, initial step is to acquire the markers and recognize
them and track them in the scene. When combined with
software design methodologies, applications become easier to
develop and get feedback from users and participants. In these
cases, first step is to choose the target participants, users or
students, then making prototypes and improving it further [20]
[21] [23] [25] [45]. Testing into small groups first and then to
a broader range of participants also brings out better results for
research [26].
Tracking surfaces for augmented reality was adopted for
similar approaches by the second group of researchers. For 3D
reconstruction, steps are to acquire a large number of images
of the target object and then reconstruct it using different
structures-from-motion pipelines [27] followed by rending
these objects in 3D and shown on top of video camera feed
[28]. In this context, most of the pipelines use offline
processing step followed by real time camera tracking and
rendering. In the same focus, foreground and background
separation techniques provide better results for occlusion
management [30]. Applying virtual reality and augmented
reality for practical purposes have seen significant increase in
recent times. By interacting with 3D objects in virtual reality,
users get a better understanding of the subject matter. The
primary requirement for these projects is expertise in 3D
geometry modeling and then designing operational procedures
for users or participants and observing user activity and
documentation of feedback [32] [33] [47]. Investigating
students understanding of the topic before going into
development of the project is suggested by researchers, since
that allows researchers to get to know their participants
perspective better. Then allowing students to learn and
practice by themselves is another good way to get feedback
[31]. Researchers have also tried developing abstract and
critical perception of space before putting students to use the
applications [32].
Preparation of robust datasets and annotation for hand
tracking were core research focus for one subset of researchers
which not an easy tasks where most researchers prefer training
models on synthesized hand gesture data. Straightforward
solutions like human pose tracking and applying them to track
hand and estimate pose were preferred by some researchers
[34] where usage of multiview geometry was a popular
approach to attain hand images [35] [41] required heavy
hardware set up and accurate annotation manually [50]. Single
shot detection is a preferred for image based tracking [58]
whereas multicamera tracking in virtual reality is another
favorable approach where computational complexity was a big
concern.

V. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS
Several works were done in the past for 3D gesture
tracking and recognition. A robust gesture detection system by
using a single camera is a challenging issue in the area of
computer vision [58]. The camera quality is also a challenging
part in this context. Most of the researchers that are based on
augmented reality uses marked gloves shown for accurate and
reliable fingertip tracking [1] [2]. Few methods depend on the
object segmentation for the shape or temperature [3] [4] [5]. In
most devices, thermal based approaches and expensive
infrared cameras are needed but not given in the previous
research work. Most of the gesture tracking devices like
Kinect are based on depth sensors. These gesture tracking
devices are only available for stationary systems because of
size and power limitations [6]. In few of the systems, colorbased techniques were used but color-based techniques are
sensitive for the lights and degrade the quality of gesture
recognition and tracking process. Template matching and
contour-based techniques suits well for these types of specific
hand gesture recognition and tracking [7]. Few systems were
designed based on the syntactic analysis of hand gestures by
using syntactic pattern recognition paradigm [8]. Few
approaches that were designed for smartphones and tablets use
accelerometer-based methods with the device's acceleration
sensor [9] [10]. For detecting the fingertips, in some gesture
based interaction, visual color markers are used [11]. Several
researches were proposed for recognition and tracking system
of hand gesture which was based on low level edge orientation
features and can be implemented by using the hierarchical
scoring of the similarity between the query and database
images. In these researches, fingertips and all the hand joints
that consist of the finger joints are marked from the database.
Then, overall system saves the exact position of the marked
points with the help of the image coordinates and finds out the
relation between the joints in the form [12]. Some researches
were conducted to track 3D photos of the human body by
using sensor-fusion algorithms [13] [14]. A sensor-fusion
method that can track the articulation of the hand in the
presence of excessive motion blur was proposed using HPF
framework [15]. Gyroscopes are very popularly used when it
comes to human body pose estimation but the investigation for
the use of gyroscope for hand pose estimation is not
completed yet. IMU sensor was used to assist model-based
tracking to get more robust performance [16].
Research that was performed in the education domain
requires multiple accounts of user questionnaire and feedback.
Researchers let their participants use the application and later
ask questions to acquire feedback from participants [17] [18]
[19]. Researchers made attempts by giving primary knowledge
about the subject before exposing them to the real application
and later tested again their knowledge level to measure the
improvement after using their applications [20] [43].
Extensive data documentation was required for these
experiments. In classroom setups, researchers observed
students using their application and later asking questions to
get feedback. Making a prototype before the final application
testing was used by some researchers [23] [45]. In every case,
user questionnaires and recording student improvement in
learning is the mandatory step for these researches.
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Researches also included expert assessment to validate their
research [26].
Surface tracking was experimented by researchers for a
long time. Researchers experimented with different methods
and choose suitable approaches for their research where it is
common to experiment with multiple methods [27] [29]. In
addition, it is also emphasized to stress test the application
under different kinds of motions [39]. A subset of researchers
utilizes a preprocessing stage for achieving better performance
[30].
In recent years, augmented and virtual reality have been a
subject of major experimentation to explore possibilities of
different use cases. Researchers investigated students
understanding before and after using the applications. Also,
letting the participants find how to use the application is one
more approach that returns good results [31]. One more
investigation was done that lets users acquire little knowledge
about a topic beforehand and then let them, use the application
and quiz on how much they have improved [32]. Putting
augmented reality as well as virtual reality into practical

training purposes have brought out better results among
technicians. Researchers verified their research by evaluating
the participants knowledge and skill after each subsequent
phase [33].
Usage of multiple datasets is common for researchers
using different parameters and including or excluding
different levels of details while annotating the data [34,5153,59-63]. or FreiHAND, researchers performed cross-dataset
generalization to achieve improved results [35]. Evaluating
different levels of details and annotation was performed to
optimize research effort. Numerous datasets are currently
available for hand gesture recognition training [36, 55-57, 6468] mentioned in Fig. 2. Availability of datasets is a major
reason for the increase of research interest for augmented
reality and virtual reality domain. For Google MediaPipe,
researchers created their own annotated dataset of hand
images in the wild, in-house hand images and synthetic hand
gesture dataset [37]. By utilizing different datasets for their
specific purposes, MediaPipe achieves greater efficiency in
terms of performance.

Fig. 2. Experimental Requirements.
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VI. OBSERVATION AND DISCUSSION
This research observes that in recent years there has been a
significant amount of research was done in computer vision in
the context of 3D gesture tracking based on augmented reality
and virtual reality. With the advancement of computer
processing power, it is possible to compute and find solution
quickly and more accurately. In the earlier days of research on
augmented reality and virtual reality there have been
requirements of customized hardware support and even so the
performance and quality was not satisfactory. At a later stage
there has been significant research on tracking planar surfaces
as well as tracking objects. By tracking a surface camera
position, efficient detection was proposed. On top of those
technology, occlusion handling was performed. With greater
computer processing power tracking have been more stable in
recent times. While there were requirements for heavy
hardwares and sensors, after a decade, now it can be
performed on a handheld mobile device.
By introducing augmented reality and virtual reality into
media, their popularity and research interest have been
increased. Comprehensive investigation by this research has
observed significant amounts of research as well as practical
usage of augmented reality and virtual reality. In the early
stage of research for these domains, there was requirement for
specialized input pens as well as specialized input panels for
interacting with the system. Naturally humans are used to use
hands for performing day to day tasks, for this reason tracking
hands has been a great interest in recent times. While the
technology is not perfect, yet there has been a significant
amount of improvement and technological advancement in the
past few years.
This research also observed that big technology companies
like Microsoft have been working with HoloLens technology
which is a high-end mixed reality platform [42]. Google and
Apple have their own augmented reality platforms named
ARCore and ARKit respectively and there has been a rise in
augmented reality applications ever since. Facebook has
shown interest in Virtual Reality and with Oculus Virtual
Reality systems they have been outperforming themselves
every year.
While there have been significant hardware improvements,
there has not been improvement in user experience as per with
time. Human computer interaction research domain has been
working on improving user experience for a few decades now
a days and result is improving day by day. There have been
touch input display for mobile phones and gesture tracked
hand controller for gaming console systems. However, it is
high time to investigate more on making the interactions more
meaningful for human beings by making interaction between
humans and computer more natural.
VII. CONCLUSION
Hand gesture detection based on augmented reality and
virtual reality is an active and ongoing research field which
are attracting a lot of research towards the topic. The vastness
of both topics makes it interesting to pursue research problems
further. In this research, investigation of different usages and
implementations of augmented reality and virtual reality based

systems was elaborated and discussed in detail. Besides,
possibility of neural network based hand palm tracking and
hand gesture tracking was illustrated comprehensively. This
research found that hand interaction in augmented reality and
virtual reality can be achieved with acceptable accuracy based
on improved user experience. In addition, this research also
emphasizes to focus on usages of augmented reality and
virtual reality, tracking surfaces as well as tracking and 3D
reconstruction of real life objects in the context of hand palm
detection, hand tracking and detecting symbolic gestures from
finger shapes. With the keypoint from hand landmark points,
3D mesh can be rendered and that 3D mesh can also be used
to interact with augmented and virtual objects in future.
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Abstract—In the current era of smart cities and smart homes,
the patient’s data like name, personal details and disease
description are highly insecure and violated most often. These
details are stored digitally in a network called Electronic Health
Record (EHR). The EHR can be useful for future medical
researches to enhance patients’ healthcare and the performance
of clinical practices. These data cannot be accessible for the
patients and their caretakers, but they are readily available for
unauthorized external agencies and are easily breached by
hackers. This creates an imbalance in data accessibility and
security. This can be resolved by using blockchain technology.
The blockchain creates an immutable ledger and makes the
transaction to be decentralized. The blockchain has three key
features namely Security, Transparency, and Decentralization.
These key features make the system to be highly secured, prevent
data manipulation, and can only be accessible by authorized
persons. In this paper, a blockchain-based security framework
has been proposed to secure the EHR and provide a safe way of
accessing the clinical data of the patients for the patients and
their caretakers, doctors, and insurance agents using
cryptography and decentralization. The proposed system also
maintains the balance between data accessibility and security.
This paper also establishes how the proposed framework helps
doctors, patients, caretakers, and external authorities to securely
store and access patients’ medical data in EHR.
Keywords—Blockchain; electronic health record (EHR);
storage; security; accessibility; cryptography; decentralization

I.

INTRODUCTION

In the modern world, medical data sharing leads to the
discovery of new techniques and treatments for curing several
diseases. This can be done by storing the medical data
digitally and by facilitating remote accessibility. The data
stored in the electronic record is from the patients after
visiting the hospital and making them the only owner of such
records. The number of data stored in the electronic records is
going on the increase and forms big data which can be used
for several purposes in the healthcare domain. The vitality of
data storage and sharing gives rise to several business entities
for collecting, processing, analyzing, and storing the data to
share them with other authorized sectors. This process
increases several business organizations to focus on cloud
storage and processing, data analytics, and provenance that
renders existing organizations depending on the availability of
data to operate and for their existence. To achieve the high
demand in big data storage, several stakeholders invested in
cloud computing and storage. This storage attracted the
interests of several users including the patients, healthcare
sectors, and research sectors for data storage in cloud
repositories and provides controlled, cross-domain and

flexible sharing of data to the beneficiaries. The major
challenge in cloud data storage and sharing is the risk of the
data being exposed to unauthorized third parties [1].
With the fundamental development of information and
telecommunication technology, health-related services have
been brought to the patient’s doorstep with the help of the
Telecare Medicine Information System (TMIS). The TMIS
can help doctors to provide medical support from any remote
location by discussing with patients about their illness and
also by sharing critical information with other medical experts.
In this way, the TMIS can reduce the treatment cost drastically.
This system facilitates accurate decision-making in disease
diagnosis by accessing up-to-date medical history. But the
limitation here is the decision-making for new patients whose
medical history and other related data are not available in
health records. This can be overcome by using the EHR which
holds all the data such as patient’s details, scan reports,
clinical notes, sensor data, billing details, medications,
medical history, insurance details, and other related
information. This type of record would suffer privacy and
security issues in data-sharing [2]. Recently, wearable device
technologies and the Internet of Things (IoT) have been
evolving in the healthcare sector. Data from each wearable
device were stored in the cloud which can provide big health
data and valuable visions. This data is linked with the EHR to
improve monitoring the heath, diagnosing the disease, and in
the treatment of diseases [3].
The Electronic Medical Record (EMR) is a systematized
digital record that holds the healthcare details of patients and
populations. The initial perspective of EMR is to replace the
traditional paper-based medical records and to enhance
hospital data management in healthcare sectors. After that, the
increase in the self-health concern, the general population also
needed to access health records of their own. Hence, a novel
personalized data management of healthcare information has
been introduced, which is named Electronic Health Record
(EHR) [4].
The EHR and EMR are offering improved security and
user experience along with other healthcare-related aspects.
Still, some security concerns have been believed to be
resolved using Blockchain technology. The blockchain in the
healthcare sector provides a secure and temper-proof system
for recording medical data. This technology can also prevent
inefficiency, insecurity, non-temper-proof, unorganized nature,
duplication, and redundancy of data that occurs from the
paper-based medical record [5]. State of transactions must not
be easily detectable back to the relevant patient populations,
according to advocates for transaction privacy on the
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blockchain. To do so suggests using tokenization, which is a
method of making only a representation to the sensitive
material public while keeping the raw, confidential data
private. Furthermore, it designates the need for health records
to be securely stored off the blockchain. Since this blockchain
is frequently used to store references to records stored in an
access database, the database should be protected in and of
itself. Our architecture protects the information both on
blockchain as well as in the database by encoding information
in the database.
An EHR is an electronic version of the patient’s medical
history which includes the patient’s clinical data obtained
from demographics, progress reports, problems, symptoms,
immunization reports, medications, radiology reports,
laboratory reports, and immunization reports. Recording the
patient details in a paper-based report leads to an extensive
paper trail in many healthcare organizations and hence, they
are moved to EHR. The EHR should satisfy the requirements
like accomplishing whole data, flexibility to failure, being
available at any time, and beinging reliable to security
guidelines [6]. In the current decade, various technologies
have been used to secure patients’ private data from healthcare
sectors. The healthcare data of a patient includes the patient’s
details, their height, weight, symptoms of disease-affected,
and previous medical history. This medical data grows with
time. The data recorded in electronic health records are simple
data points but difficult to manage. This record has been
generated, stored, and manipulated by several stakeholders for
proper patient care and the effective use of such medical
records. These stakeholders get authorization whenever they
need the data. The EHR is made of the parameters as shown in
Fig. 1 [7].

Block Header
Block
Version
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Root
Hash

nBits

Parent
Block
Hash
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Fig. 2. Structure of Block Header.

Block version - Set of rules for block validation.
Merkle tree root hash - hash value of all records in a block.
Timestamp - Current time in seconds. Universal time since
1-Jan. 1970.
nBits - Target threshold value.
Nonce - 4-byte field starting from 0 and incremented while
calculating each hash.
Parent block hash - Hash value with 256-bit pointing to the
previous block.
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Blockchain Network

Blockchain
Distributed Computed Layer
Security
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Blockchain consists of a continuous sequence of blocks
that stores all the records like a conventional public ledger. A
block consists of only one parent block with a block header
that holds the previous block hash value. The Ethereum
blockchain also stores the uncle block hash values. The first
block is called the genesis block. The genesis block has no
parent blocks. The block header is given in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 3. Architecture of Blockchain Network in Healthcare Data Management.
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While blockchain technology has many benefits for an
EHR management system, it also has some drawbacks. The
primary limitation of blockchain technology is that if % of the
system's processing elements collide, the chain structure could
be rewritten. To realize the benefits of a decentralized system,
group members would have some confidence that at least
mining nodes would not like to compromise the blockchain's
immutability. Second, while using a permissioned blockchain
undermines the incentive of external forces to connect PHI, it
cannot hide transaction records. This gives nodes the ability to
perform unfavorable network analysis. An adversary may
indeed be able to identify the frequency through which a
particular node attends a physician or the providers or third
parties with whom a focus of previous associates by analyzing
blocks of transactions. Finally, because cryptographic
algorithms are distributed systems, their operation has a high
memory usage. As a result, large amounts of data cannot be
retained efficiently on the blockchain. As a result, while
blockchains could be used for access management and data
integrity, the information itself will be stored somewhere else
and may be open to attack unrelated to the blockchain.
In a trustless environment, an asymmetric cryptographybased digital signature has been used throughout the network.
Each user has a pair of private and public keys. The digital
signature includes the signing and verification phase. The
signing phase involves sharing the encrypted data with the
private key and the original data. The verification phase
involves validation of the data with a public key, whether it
has been tampered with or not. The key characteristics of the
blockchain are decentralization, persistency, anonymity, and
suitability [8]. Fig. 3 shows the architecture of a blockchain
network in healthcare data management.
Here, API – Application Programming Interface
RPC – Remote Procedure Calls
REST – REpresentational State Transfer
The traditional method is a Client-Server architecture or
Singleton approach. The client is the end-user. The server gets
the requests from the client which are then processed and the
result will be forwarded to the client. A single authority
(Server) will control the whole process. Whenever there is an
attack on the server, the whole system will be collapsed. The
modern Blockchain technology consists of data split over
several systems. Each system is called a node. All the data are
stored in a block that is connected via links formed by hash
values. To calculate the hash value, the transaction in a block
and the hash value of the previous block have been used [9].
The currently using healthcare data management involves
centralized servers which seek permission to access multiple
entities of medical data in a network which leads to delayed
services and can be suspected to leakage of such information.
Most of the patients are unaware of which entity stores and
uses their medical data in such healthcare systems. The major
challenge in this system is the security while accessing the
data with various entities within the network. In such cases,
Blockchain technology can be used to secure the accessibility
and integrity of healthcare-related information [10].

The remaining sections in this paper cover the Related
Works which describes the existing approaches that use
blockchain in the management of healthcare data in Section 2,
followed by the Proposed Methodology in Section 3, then
Result and Discussion part in Section 4, and finally, the paper
concludes in Section 5.
II. RELATED WORK
A secure cloud-based EHR system has been implemented
to accomplish confidentiality, authenticity, and integrity of
healthcare data and to facilitate data sharing with the help of
the C-AB/IB-ES scheme and blockchain. This system uses 5
entities namely key generation center, hospital, patient, cloud,
and users who access the data. At first, the patients sign the
health-related data and authorize the hospitals to access their
data. This authorization letter will be submitted to the
blockchain data pool and wait for consensus node processing.
The hospital then encrypts the data and submits it to the data
pool with the hospital's signature. The consensus node
monitors the data pool and captures the matched authorization
letter and the encrypted data. The signature is verified to make
sure that the data is completed and with the patient’s
authorization. Then a consensus protocol would be performed
to select a bookkeeping node that submits the encrypted data
to the cloud along and the data description and its address
were also written to the blockchain [11]. A prototype has been
developed and implemented in a mobile platform for data
sharing using Amazon cloud computing. This application uses
the combination of blockchain and the decentralized
Interplanetary File System (IPFS). The Ethereum blockchain
has been used to demonstrate the performance of the
developed Android mobile application. An Ethereum
blockchain has been employed to build the e-healthcare
system. Ethereum is a new distributed blockchain network like
Bitcoin. The most significant merit of Ethereum is its
adaptability and flexible nature which can be used to build an
application using blockchain [12].
A permission blockchain network has been implemented
for healthcare data management to overcome the issues
associated with the permission-less blockchain network. This
is because the permissioned blockchain network can overcome
the problems like unauthorized network participation which
causes impersonation of members, clear transaction data
which includes the sensitive and confidential data of the
patients that can be accessed by all the members in that
network, network throughput is slow which hinders the
treatment for patients, limited usability due to the payment for
transaction and mining rewards. Also, the permissioned
network prevents the demerits of permission-less networks
such as high energy consumption, limited scalability, and low
transaction throughput [13]. A survey on the investigation of
the privacy and security issues while using wearable devices
in the healthcare domain is given in [14]. For this survey,
wearable healthcare devices have been designed and
developed to collect the health-related data of the patients. By
analyzing this data, the health status of a patient can be
retrieved. The approach followed in this survey is the crosssectional approach. This survey collected data from 106
respondents. Among them, 50% of respondents don’t know
the privacy concern in the healthcare data. The respondents
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are also unaware of the security issues in the data collected
using wearable devices. This survey finally suggests that the
patients who are using the wearable devices should be
educated about the privacy and security concerns in using
them.
A new personal healthcare record sharing system with
blockchain-based data integrity verifiable has been
implemented in [15]. This scheme aims in resolving the issues
that persisted in sharing the healthcare records like privacy
disclosure, ability to search using limited keywords, loss in
access control rights to share the personal health record. These
issues have been overcome by using the techniques like
searchable symmetric encryption and encryption based on
attributes. This scheme varies from the existing methods in the
way, that it uses an attribute private key to be distributed by
the patients which avoids several problems that cause security
issues in the existing systems. Also, this scheme uses
blockchain to manage the keys which prevent the single-point
failure issue in the management of centralized key. The
efficiency of the data integrity verification has been improved
by storing the hash value of the encrypted health data in the
blockchain and storing the index set in the smart contract.
A blockchain-based access control manager for managing
healthcare-related data has been described in [16]. This system
is believed to overcome the challenges faced in
interoperability by the industries stated by National
Coordinator for Health Information Technology’s (ONC)
Shared Nationwide Interoperability Roadmap. Interoperability
is one of the vital constituents for any structures that support
Precision Medicine Initiative (PMI) and Patient-Centered
Outcomes Research (PCOR). For access control management,
this system uses a public blockchain for the data stored offblockchain. Published research from the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology has been borrowed to analyze the
management and access control of personal data in a public
blockchain. An implementation of a framework called
Decentralized Application (DApp) in a private blockchain
network platform using backend Distributed File System (DFS)
has been given in [17]. The DApp is now using Proof-ofWork (PoW) consensus algorithm and is later suggested to use
Delegated Proof-of-Stack (DPoS) consensus algorithm or
Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance (PBFT) consensus
algorithm. This system uses Ethereum for implementing the
smart contract-based healthcare blockchain. This application
can easily detect anomalies, missing data, and the insertion of
unauthorized data. The major elements used in the smart
contracts are the events, functions, modifiers, and state
variables which were inscribed via a high-level programming
language called Solidity. To deploy the smart contract in testnet and test-net ethers, Remix and Kovan test network was
applied to pay the fee for the transaction. There are three
stages in creating a smart contract using Solidity, namely the
writing, compiling, and then announcing. The real-time
solidity compiler generates the bytecode and Ethereum Wallet
is used in announcing the smart contracts to the blockchain.
The framework proposes prioritizes secure communication
and contains several contributions aimed at improving privacy
and interoperability. To begin, unlike other blockchain EHR
systems that have been proposed, the blockchain stores

hashing algorithms of data references while sending the real
request network information in a private exchange over the
framework. Our framework uses proxy re-encryption to
simplify the secure transmission of EHRs, but it lacks
techniques like private transactions for privacy. Furthermore,
we can store keys and small encoded records straight on the
blockchain using proxy re-encryption, making it easier to
transfer records like prescribing to dispensaries or even other
third parties. This eliminates the need for users to store keys
locally, allowing patients to eliminate access permissions if
preferred.
A review of Healthcare Information Management Systems
(HIMS) based socio-technical issues has been performed and
found the problems such as low privacy and security, lack of
data transparency, data integrity and accessibility, errors in the
prescription of medication and supply chain, and lack of
knowledge interpretation. This review also provides the
possible solutions in identity and risk management, auditing
functions, and solutions for privacy and security issues using
blockchain
technology.
Also,
it
provides
some
recommendations for future research and development of
HIMS [18]. Model Chain, a healthcare predictive modeling
framework for decentralized privacy-preserving in private
blockchain network has been demonstrated which uses
privacy-preserving online machine learning algorithm
adopting blockchain technology, in which the transaction
metadata has been applied for distributing the partial model
and also designed a proof-of-information system for finding
the order of online learning process. This approach aims to
improve the interoperability among the organizations to
support Nationwide Interoperability Roadmap and national
healthcare delivery priorities such as Patient-Centered
Outcomes Research (PCOR) and to find the solution for
privacy-preserving healthcare predictive modeling by using a
peer-to-peer network like blockchain [19].
The health information that is monitored and transmitted
by the remote health monitoring devices through IoT has been
protected by applying the smart contract mechanism based on
blockchain technology to enable secure managing and
analyzing the data obtained from medical sensors. Ethereum
protocol is applied to a private blockchain network to make
the medical sensors communicate with smart devices which
call the smart contract and record the events completely into
the blockchain network. The use of such a smart contract
system facilitates real-time monitoring of patients and their
medical data by transmitting them as notifications to the
hospitals and patients in a highly secured platform. This
approach can solve several security issues occurring in remote
health monitoring of patients and automatically notifies the
parties involved in the process in a HIPAA-compliant manner
[20].
III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
The EHR has been managed by the healthcare institutions
instead of the respective patients. This leads to difficulty for
other health centers to access the patient details to provide
perfect medical advice to the patients. Hence, the patients
need to retain their health information for future access. The
blockchain allows to store the healthcare data and provides
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free access to the EHR via corresponding data providers and
websites [21]. The proposed system develops a security
framework for EHR which provides access to multiple
authorities in a shared system using blockchain. Fig. 4
demonstrates the process flow of the proposed framework for
healthcare data storage and access.
Verifier

8

9

5

1
Patient

EHR
Server

Doctor
2

7

3

4

6

also the doctor who gives treatment to them. This can be done
only with the permission of that patient.
6) This data when claimed for insurance purposes, then it
will be shared by the doctor who treated that patient to the
insurance agent.
7) The insurance agent can refer the EHR of the patients,
only who claimed from them and can approve the insurance
payment to the patient.
8) The patient then sends the request for the verification
of their data to the data verifier.
9) The verifier finally verifies and approves whether the
data provided are safe and secured or not and delivers a
verification result to the patients.
This framework allows only the patients to view their data
in EHR. When a patient permits the doctor who treats them,
then that doctor can also view the data. Likewise, the
insurance agent can view only the data of the patient who
claims insurance amount from them.
Algorithm-1: Formation and addition of Patient Blockchain
Input: Details of Patient for EHR

Insurance Agent

Output: Forming Patient blockchain and adding blocks to it
Fig. 4. Proposed Blockchain Framework for Healthcare Data Storage and
Access.

The proposed blockchain framework enables the patients
to directly access their data from EHR and can able to
download and share them. There are 5 parties involved in the
multi-user system. They are the Patient, Doctor, EHR Server,
Insurance Agent, and the Verifier. The steps involved in the
storage and sharing of patient’s medical and personal data are
given as follows:
1) The patient consults the doctor.
2) Treatment has been given to the patient by the doctor.
3) The EHR Server is a node present in the blockchain
network which serves as a miner who collect the transaction
data and store them as blocks. After creating the EHR, they
are verified by all the nodes in the blockchain network
whether it is a valid one or not. These transactions are stored
in a memory pool which acts as a waiting area for all the
transactions performed on each node and maintains those
details within their node. The miner node collects this
transaction information and forms it into blocks. The
verification of such data can be done by using the hash, which
is a 256-bit number that represents unique data. Once the
verification got completed, the miner picks it from the
memory pool and inserts them into a new block which will
then be submitted to the blockchain.
4) Once the block is created, it will be distributed by the
miner to all the nodes available in that blockchain network.
5) Access control has been provided to each of the nodes
within the network. The proposed framework works in a way
that the information of each patient will be secured by them. It
means, the patient’s details can be accessed by patients and

−

Provide the medical data of the patient to the EHR

−

Generate private and public keys using RSA cryptography
technique

−

The public key is used by the patients for encryption and
the private key is for decrypting the encrypted data, by the
doctor and insurance agent

−

Generate the Hash for Encrypted EHR based on HMACSHA1 Algorithm

−

With the help of the patient’s ID, generate a Bilinear Map
for the Encrypted EHR

−

With the help of the Patient’s name, ID and password,
create a genesis block for the Patient

−

Add the Encrypted EHR and Hash with Bilinear Map to
the Block

−

Add this block to the patient blockchain.

Algorithm-1 gives the formation and addition of Patient
Blockchain. A Bilinear Map is used to enhance the security of
the proposed framework. A function that combines 2 vectors
to get a new vector is called the bilinear map which can be
mathematically represented as:
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Algorithm-2: Formation and addition of Doctor and
Insurance Agent Blockchain

Encrypted EHR

Here,

Input: Patient block which is referred from the patient

Patient ID

blockchain. Forming Doctor blockchain and adding blocks to
Bilinear Map

it

This bilinear map is generated using the concept of
identity-based encryption. Fig. 5 shows the Patient blockchain
which consists of a genesis block with the patient’s name, ID,
and Password. The treatment taken by the patients has been
added as a new block one by one. Only the patient can view
the data stored in the patient blockchain, other than that no one
can view it.

Output: Forming Insurance Agent blockchain and adding
blocks to it
−

The doctor and the Insurance Agent downloads the data
of the referred patient block to their block with the help of
a private key

Block 0
Genesis Block

Block 1

Name: P1
Password:
xxx
0

−

Disease: Malaria
Doctor: D1
Encrypted EHR
Insurance Agent: IA1

Previous
Hash

Hash

Encrypted EHR and Hash with Bilinear Map is retrieved
from the block

…

Hash

−

Using a private key, decrypt the Encrypted EHR

−

The EHR is accessed by the Doctor and the Insurance
Agent

−

Fig. 5. Patient Blockchain.

With the help of the Doctor’s name, ID and password,
create a genesis block for the Doctor similarly create for

Block 0
Genesis Block

Name: D1
Password: yyy
ID: Doctor1

Block 1

the Insurance Agent also

Patient: P1
Disease: Malaria
Download EHR

−

Add the Encrypted EHR and Hash with Bilinear Map to
the block

…

−

Add this block to the Doctor blockchain and Insurance
Agent blockchain

0

Hash

Previous
Hash

Hash

−

The insurance amount for the treatment is transferred to
the Patient block.

Fig. 6. Doctor Blockchain.

Block 0
Genesis Block

Name: INSA1
Password: zzz
ID: IA1

0

Hash

Block 1
Patient: P1
Disease: Malaria
View EHR
Provides insurance
amount

Previous
Hash

Hash

…

Algorithm-2 gives the formation and addition of Doctor
and Insurance Agent Blockchain. Fig. 6 shows the Doctor
Blockchain which consists of a genesis block with the
Doctor’s name, ID, and password. The information related to
the treatment of the diseases was added as a new block one by
one. Only the blocks with the patient’s permission can be
viewed by the doctors. Fig. 7 shows the Insurance Agent
Blockchain which consists of a genesis block with the
Insurance Agent’s name, ID, and password. The information
related to the treatment of the diseases was added as a new
block one by one. Only the blocks with the patient’s
permission can be viewed by the insurance agents.

Fig. 7. Insurance Agent Blockchain.
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The time consumed for the access of EHR in a blockchain
using the proposed approach is compared with existing
centralized storage systems and the result has been graphically
represented in Fig. 8. Data has been requested to the EHR for
accessing and the time is taken to receive the requested data
has been noted.

Algorithm-3: Blockchain Validation
Input: Patient Blockchain
Output: Validation Result (Safe or Not Safe)
−

Download Patient blockchain

−

Status is Safe

−

for each Block from Blockchain
−

From Block, Encrypted EHR and Hash with Bilinear

In centralized storage, the EHR will be stored in a
centralized server. The patient who needs access to those
records should raise an EHR request to the centralized server
and this time is noted as . The centralized server, after
receiving the EHR request, search for the availability of the
particular data and then transmit them to the patient and this
time will be noted as . Hence, the time consumed for data
retrieval will be calculated using the following formula:

Map were retrieved
−

Generate new Hash for Encrypted EHR based on
HMAC-SHA1 Algorithm

−
−

Generate new Bilinear Map for Encrypted EHR
if ((Hash == new Hash) & (Bilinear Map == new Bilinear
Map)

−
−

Moreover, the time consumed for searching and accessing
the data would be directly dependent on the size of the EHR.
It means the time consumption varies with the size of the EHR,
i.e. if the EHR size is small, the time consumed will be less
and if the EHR size is large, the time consumed will also be
high. The comparison result proves that in centralized storage,
the time consumption is higher than that of the proposed
blockchain method which has been shown in Fig. 8.

Block = Safe
else

−

Block = Not safe

−

break

−

end for

All the data in the EHR were encrypted within the
blockchain and cannot be accessed by anyone. The Data
Verifier finally verifies the Patient Blockchain, whether it is
safe or not. Algorithm 3 gives the steps involved in
Blockchain Validation. The block which has to be verified by
the data verifier will be searched in the blockchain. Then the
Encrypted EHR and the Hash with Bilinear Map will be
retrieved based on the HMAC-SHA1 Algorithm, a new Hash
for the Encrypted EHR will be generated. Then, if the Hash
value is equal to the new Hash value along with the Bilinear
Map equal to the new Bilinear Map, the corresponding Block
will be considered as Safe Block and if not, then the
corresponding Block will be considered as not Safe Block.
IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
The access control of the proposed system has been
designed in such a way, that the parties like insurance agents
and doctors, who were granted permission from the patient
can only have the access to the EHR of the patient blockchain
so that preventing the access of unauthorized parties to the
EHR.

Fig. 8. Comparison of Time Consumption between Centralized Storage and
Proposed Framework.

Table I gives the comparison of the features associated
with the proposed approach with some existing approaches.
The result of the comparison clearly shows that the proposed
framework outperforms the existing works and can provide a
safe and secure storing and sharing of patient details in EHR
using blockchain technology.
TABLE I.

COMPARISON OF PROPOSED FRAMEWORK WITH SOME
EXISTING APPROACHES

Feature
Authentication
Identity Management
Decentralized Access
Privacy
Integrity
Availability
Flexibility

[3]





[8]

[9]












[10]







Proposed
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V. CONCLUSION
The proposed framework described the various features of
blockchain in the field of healthcare for data storage in EHR
and sharing them between the users. This framework
overcame the limitations of current data models and supply
chains. The access control, time consumption for requesting
and searching data in EHR in a blockchain, and the feature
comparison were also discussed in this paper and the results
show that the proposed system outperforms the existing
approaches in all possible ways. From the proposed approach,
it is clear that the use of blockchain in healthcare data
management prevents data breaches and fraudulent billing and
enhances privacy, security, and transparency. Also, data
sharing via blockchain facilitates safe and secure sharing
among authorized third parties. This approach guarantees
secure healthcare management among all the levels which
include patients, doctors, hospitals, insurance companies,
Pharmaceuticals, etc.

[7]
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Abstract—The elderly population is increasing in many
countries, often with health and incapacity challenges, largely
disengaged them from the world of digital tools like Internet
usage. They browse the Internet daily for obtaining needed
information through various search engines through the search
UI. Earlier technologies were fabricated for improving daily life,
but the specific needs of the elderly are neglected often.
Currently, available online search UIs are well-developed, but
they did not consider usability in their design specifically for the
elderly. This research aims to evaluate web search UIs based on
the elderly perspectives to identify existing search UIs usability
issues and recommend improvements to web search UI designs.
The observation technique evaluated two web search UIs (Google
interface and Bing interface) with fifteen participants aged 60
years and above. System Usability Scale (SUS) questionnaire was
applied to measure the user satisfaction of the current two
interfaces. The data collected from the observations were
analyzed using content analysis, while the data acquired from the
questionnaires were analyzed using the t-test. The results
revealed a statistically significant difference in SUS ratings, with
Google scoring 73.5 and Bing scoring 66.5, indicating that users
prefer the Google interface over the Bing interface. Besides that,
the usability issues were identified, and recommendations to
improve the design of the search UI were suggested. These
findings contribute to a better understanding of the issues that
prevent elderly users from using web search UI and valuable
feedback to designers on improving the UI to suit the elderly
better.
Keywords—Usability; Google interface; Bing interface; SUS
questionnaire; web search user interfaces; observation method

I.

INTRODUCTION

The number of elderly people is increasing rapidly in most
of the countries in the world as well as their use of the Internet
is also increasing [1, 2]. They use the Internet daily for
searching various information, mostly via search engines. Due
to the growth and impact of information technology in our dayto-day life, one should need to gather more information from
the websites. So, searching on the Internet is an important
cognitive process to find out the needs of different kinds of
resources to achieve their aim [3]. The search UI is the way to
communicate and interact the users with search engines to
acquire the desired information [4]. Although research on
estimation models based on web search logs aims to improve
our daily lives, the needs of the elderly are frequently
overlooked [5]. Those designs may be challenging to learn and
use for elderly people. Researchers are looking at the web
search activity for the usage of elders in professional and
business domains as a result of this trend.

Furthermore, the user interface (UI) is considered to be an
important component of any interactive software system from
the users' perspective because it is the most visible front-end
component through which the users could see and work with
and perform primary evaluation while utilizing the system [6,
7]. As a result, the needs of users in system development would
lead to effective user interfaces and useable collaborative
systems. Alternatively, the bad user interface design would
cause a greater challenge for the users. Yet, there is no clear
evidence that poor user interface design is very much
challenging.
The exposure to web search for the elderly user is less
because of the cognitive functions that reduce due to age [8].
Both elderly and younger ones have some search strategies to
use their knowledge and skills. The elderly person searches very
little but attains more appropriate information and performs
well by acquiring better results [8, 9]. However, elderly users
cannot adapt to a newer searching strategy and change their
search pattern or style even for highly challenging search tasks
[9, 10]. Also, elderly users have physical problems like visual
impairment, colour identification etc., cognitive impairment,
knowledge about computers and technologies [10].
Usability is an essential key factor for the software
developers or users, as it ensures the successiveness of the
system and its further development by focusing on the needs
and requirements of the users [11, 12]. Usability, according to
ISO 9241 [13], is defined as the absence of usability difficulties
or the measuring of efficiency, effectiveness and satisfaction.
Usability is contingent on the absence of usability issues. The
main concern of users is the usability of the software and the
consequences of utilizing it without the knowledge of the
systems core components, it is working, or its production [14].
While developing software, the needs of the users must be
considered and given careful consideration.
Various usability evaluation methods were developed,
which comprises a set of techniques for evaluating the usability
of the systems user interface and identifying specific issues [15,
12]. In general, usability evaluation methods can be categorized
into expert-based and user-based [8, 9].
Expert-based techniques, often called inspection methods,
involve experts evaluating the user interface and identifying
potential issues that users might encounter while interacting
[16]. Such studies can result in a formal report highlighting
problems or making suggestions for improvements [17]. The
heuristic evaluation method and cognitive walkthrough
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method are the two most commonly utilized expert-based
usability approaches in the area of human interaction [18].
User-based techniques, as well known as test methods, are
useful evaluation methods for obtaining information about real
users' behaviours as well as finding and identifying usability
issues by noticing people that represent users be using on the
system interface [9, 10]. User-based techniques are used to see
how well a system assists the end-user with their tasks [8].
Empirical or experimental techniques, methods used in this
study, query methods, and physiological monitoring methods,
such as gaze and heart rate and skin conductance measurements,
are all extensively used in the field of human-computer
interaction among the various approaches that are based on the
users [18].
Several earlier studies evaluated the usability of search UIs
based on user-based methods for elderly people [19, 20, 21, 22].
Furthermore, there seems to be a scarcity of research that
assesses the usability of search engine UIs and offers particular
changes to their design to make them easier to use by the
elderly.
This research aims to evaluate the usability of web search
UIs from elderly users' perspectives to uncover the usability
issues on these UIs, and based on the results to suggest specific
recommendations for usable web search UIs for elderly people.
The specific objectives of this research are:

employed usability testing to evaluate the usability of websites
and smartphone user interfaces for elderly users using
representative user groups [19 - 23]. Specifically, Patsoule and
Koutsabasis conducted a comparative usability evaluation of
two websites where the participants with 12 older adults aged
65 years and over [24]. Controlled usability testing, as well as
post hoc interviews and questionnaires, were employed to
assess their performance on six standardized activities. The
rebuilt website was far more functional and acceptable than the
previous version [24].
In addition, Haesner et al. (2018) conducted a usability test
with older users to analyze the usability and acceptance of
Google Glass [25]. The participants were 30 elders aged 65 and
up who were requested to complete a set of standardized tasks
and evaluate usability using a system usability scale
questionnaire in order to acquire valuable information into
specific usability difficulties. The final findings revealed that
usability should be considered while developing mobile
applications for elderly people by using Google Glass [25].
Alternatively, there have been a number of user evaluation
studies of web search UIs based on user-based methods [19,
20.21,22]. Sanchiz et al. (2019) used eye-tracking metrics to test
9 search issues using standard web browsers and/or empirical
search interfaces. The final empirical findings showed that older
adults spend significantly more time on search engines than
younger adults [4].

1) To use observational techniques to identify usability
issues on two common web search user interfaces; Google and
Bing.
2) To use the System Usability Scale (SUS) questionnaire
to measure the user satisfaction of the two web search user
interfaces (Google interface and Bing interface).
3) To identify additional user requirements that could aid
in creating a proposed design for the newly designed UI for
the elderly group.
4) To recommend specific improvements to design usable
web search user interfaces for elderly users.

More specifically, Aula et al. [19, 26] have conducted two
usability tests to compare the usability of Etsin, a friendly
search engine for the elderly, and Google by giving search tasks
to elderly users. The observation method was used to monitor
the elderly's interacting behavior during the search tasks,
followed by an interview to find all usability problems of web
user interface engines. The results identified age-related issues
in the search UIs that should be taken into account, which are
beneficial to elderly users. For example, the search engine
interface should be a simple one that is easy to use and
understand.

The results of this research will uncover challenges on the
search UIs from the perspectives of elderly users and would
reflect the requirements to conduct the improvements process to
meet users' needs and requirements. This will enhance the ease
of use of web searching by the elderly community and provide
information to web search interface designers about possible
improvements for designing a user-friendly search user
interface for elderly users.

This study is conducted in three phases: usability testing,
evaluation, and analyzing and interpreting data, as shown in
Fig. 1. To achieve the objectives of this research, two usability
testing methods were employed: observation and System
Usability Scale (SUS) questionnaire. This section consists of
five sub-sections which describes: the methods employed in this
research, participants, apparatus, the procedure of the testing,
and the analysis of the collected data.

III. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

This research is divided into six sections. Section II presents
earlier studies that evaluated the usability of web search user
interfaces for elderly users. The methodology is presented in
Section III. Section IV presents the results, while Section V
presents the discussion. Finally, in Section VI, the conclusion is
outlined.
II. USABILITY EVALUATION FOR THE ELDERLY
The literature showed that research had been done to
evaluate the usability of desktop or laptop user interfaces for
elderly people. Many studies have been published that

Fig. 1. Three Main Phases of the Methodology.
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A. Methods
1) Observation and note-taking: Observing how
users interact with a system is a common technique to learn
more about its use. This technique tries to monitor participants
while they utilize the web search user interface to conduct
their searches. Taking notes during the usability test, these
participants' reactions to the challenges they encounter while
engaging with the system are also recorded [19, 22, 26].
Conducting a usability test is the most effective way to obtain
high-quality qualitative data by observing the interface and
users' reactions to the task, which allows the practitioner to
quickly identify system design flaws [27, 28]. As a result, the
practitioner observed the participants throughout the sessions
and took notes. As a result, users are encouraged to "think
aloud" about their actions [29].
In this research, observers were employed to take notes and
observe the participation behaviors while interacting with the
interfaces during the usability test.
2) System usability scale (SUS): The system usability
scale (SUS) is a popular tool among HCI researchers for
assessing perceived usability in both usability and survey
research [30, 31, 32]. According to reports, the SUS was used
in 43% of usability studies [33, 34]. Furthermore, a study that
evaluated SUS discovered a valid and reliable tool for
evaluating usability [34, 35]. The SUS is a ten items
questionnaire with alternating positive and negative statements
and a five-point Likert scale spanning from strongly disagree
to strongly agree in ascending order designed to avoid answer
biases. These ten items will be assessed, and a final score (0–
100) will be determined by grading them from A to F or using
adjective ratings. Bangor Different SUS grade rankings are
presented by Kortum and Miller [36]. Before 2009, the SUS
study was only focused on perceived usability
(unidimensional). However, Lewis and Sauro [34, 37]
suggested that the SUS is a bi-dimensional measure (usability
and learnability sub-scales) in 2017. If the research situation is
convenient and the participants are experienced, the SUS was
advised in employing bi-dimensional analyses [37, 38].
Furthermore, according to Tullis and Stetson [34, 39], SUS
allows researchers to test perceived usability with a small
sample size of 8–12.
In this study, bi-dimensional and unidimensional analyses of
the SUS scale were undertaken due to the diverse backgrounds
of the participants.
B. Participates
The participants were recruited from elderly homes and
through personal contacts. The participants in the study were
given a feedback form with demographic information and
questions regarding their computer and Internet search
experience.
C. Apparatus
Windows operating system ten was utilized by all of the
participants in the search sessions. Only nine users used

Chrome to access the Google interface, while six used Mozilla
Firefox to access the Bing interface. The monitors were
identical in size and resolution (1024 x 768 on a 15-inch panel).
D. Procedure
At the start of the usability evaluation, all of the participants
were told that the study was all about finding facts on the
Internet and gathering data on how useful the interface is. They
were also told that throughout the test session, they might run
into some difficulties with a specific test task in which they
don't have to worry, and if they feel difficult to finish it, then
they can just say that it is difficult to continue and would like to
stop, and can move on to the next task. They were also
promised that if they typed text into the text field, the search
engine would return any publications that contained the text or
all the text they had entered. Before the test began, the
participants signed a document indicating their consent to
participate in the testing as well as the recording and reporting
of their responses for the study.
All of the participants were given a sequence of seven
search tasks containing a variety of interests. They were also
instructed to conduct relevant searches on those topics using the
Google and Bing search engines. They were then invited to ask
the first question for the job of their choice and then proceed
with the activity normally. The participants utilized the
computer on their own during the search phase. They were,
however, able to ask questions and receive assistance if needed
during the search.
The search session was for 20-30 minutes. During the
session, observers were present to take note of the participants'
reactions while using the search engine. After the participants
searched in the search engine, all the participants were given a
questionnaire having a set of questions about the interface they
have worked on to detect usability issues and additional users'
requirements. The questions were intended in such a way that it
uses the SUS questionnaire for UI satisfaction [18, 40]. The
satisfaction of the participants is measured on a scale of 5points. The questions include the overall reaction to the web
search interface. Two open-ended questions allowed the
participants to write down the positive and the negative
feedback about the interface in their point of view. These
questions provide valuable information about the interface
design in addition to the statistical data. Finally, to make it
easier to relate the interfaces, they were shown both of them
simultaneously with the different questions with the same
meaning.
E. Analyzing and Interpreting Data
Following the sessions, the observers went through their
notes and the questionnaires to flesh out the usability issues,
mostly experienced by more than eight of the fifteen
participants for each search UI. During the search, the
participants' verbalizations and behaviours were recorded.
Following that, a list of usability issues for each interface was
developed. Finally, the common usability issues and participant
behaviour observations found in both the Google engine
interface and the Bing engine interface were assembled.
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IV. RESULTS
A. Participants' Characteristics
A total of 15 people volunteered in this study, eight male
(53%) and seven female (47%). All of the participants were
above 60 years old, with an average age of 62.5 years for males
and 61.5 years for females. The age ranges from 60 to 67 years
for males and from 60 to 65 years for females. The
demographic information of the participants is summarized in
Table I. All of the participants used computers in their daily
lives when it came to searching the Internet, with an average
experience of 9 years (3 to 10 years). The majority of male
participants utilized the Internet to search on a regular basis,
while female participants had an average experience of 4 years
(2 to 7 years). Most of the participants had previous experience
with search engines like Bing, Google, and MSN Search, where
the others are rookie searchers who are mostly directed to facts
from well-known URLs, if at all.
TABLE I.

THE PARTICIPANTS' INFORMATION

Participates sample characterization
Gender

Male, 8 (53%)

Female, 7 (47%)

Mean Age

62.5

61.57

Mean Experience

6 years

4 years

B. Qualitative Results
This sub-section presents the qualitative results obtained
from the content analysis of the observation and note-taking
methods and the questionnaire's open-ended questions. It shows
the major problems that the elderly users faced while interacting
with both interfaces, which provide important information about
their perspectives and experiences. The collected data were
transcribed as clear data, as shown in Table II.
TABLE II.

USABILITY PROBLEMS IDENTIFIED FROM THE QUALITATIVE
RESULTS
Google
Interface

Bing
Interface

The default font size is small. Also, the font size
varies from one browser to another.
The voice search button, the image search button
and the text search button are small and close to
each other.









Difficult to go back to bookmark and history in
different browsers





Usability Problems



A large number of results
Misunderstanding suggested results such as People
Also Search For and Related Searches






The home page is long
Scrolling a page is a difficult task





Unclear to go back to the home page





Lots of different colours in the default page
background
The main and result page view is slightly
unstructured
The setting menu is complex.










Despite some participants being less experienced Internet
users, all participants could successfully complete at least five
out of seven search tasks during the search sessions. Also, it
was noticed that the number of tasks performed by the more
experienced participants differed significantly from those done
by less experienced in this field.
The majority of issues stemmed from a lack of
understanding of the basic web structure (using the back button
to go to the main page) and using standard interaction styles
(typing a query into the search box without concentrating and
expecting the request to be completed without clicking on the
search button). These issues appeared to perplex new users;
they were more annoying. The expectation that these issues will
arise due to a lack of practice with standard interaction elements
and the expectation that the problems will be less with the
experience. These issues can also be alleviated by interface
design solutions, which will be discussed later.
The results of the usability tests were analyzed to create a
list of the issues discovered through the observational technique
and open-ended questions. Then, a new solution for the
prototype was proposed. The following go over the problems
that were discovered:
1) Button size: For a user-friendly interface, bigger button
sizes have greater significance. The button size of the main
navigation links and the home page is intended to be an
important standard because the on-screen button size has a
greater effect on interacting speed and communication
accuracy. The clicking accuracy with a target diameter of 64pixels was significantly better than on 32-pixel targets for
elders.
2) Font size: Also, font size is another major problem
needed to be considered. Fancy font types with font sizes
below 14 cause loss of clarity for the elderly people in
accessing, and these findings are in line with previous research
[41]. Therefore, the utility will be more effective if the font
size chosen is at the size of 18 pts.
3) Searching ways: There are common ways of searching
in use: searching by text, searching by voice, and searching by
image. There is a misunderstanding between searching by
voice, text, and image by elderly users. They should be
separated from each other with enough space and recognized
with the button. Also, the button should be having a
recognized name or logo to show the differences between
them.
4) Home page length: Page scrolling is a complex task for
aged people as they require using drag-and-drop or mouse
scrolling. Also, they have reduced memory capability than the
younger. So, while scrolling the lengthy home page, the
contents on the first screen couldn't be recalled, and they got
confused. Hence, for older people, if the page length is within
one screen, it would be better than having 2 to 3 screens. For
aged ones, it would be easier if the average quantity of
associated results exposed on the screen was around 5 to 7.
5) Backtracking support: The use of the back button to
return to the home page or previous results page after seeing
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the result document generates a lot of confusion among
elderly users since they don't grasp the web's structure and
can't tell the difference between the back and forward and
home buttons. Elderly users frequently misunderstand the
back button on a browser or a webpage, resulting in returning
to the same page. These conditions cause elderly users to be
unable to distinguish between the functions of each button.
Every time an elderly user clicked on the forward, back, or
home buttons, they needed some assistance from their
moderators to confidently click on them and avoid being lost.
These findings are consistent with Cioara et al.'s study [42].
For elderly users, it would be preferable if the search result
were displayed in a separate tab or window, allowing them to
go to the webpage they desired quickly. It is also
quite beneficial if the pop-up window is smaller than the
existing window since it allows them to return to the original
window by simply clicking on it.
6) Colour contrast of foreground and background objects:
Because of aging, elderly users cannot precisely distinguish
colour variations like pink, magenta, and purple. Suppose the
scenario rises for clicking the particular colour button to move
on to the next. In that case, the aged people could not perform
well, as their retina could not clearly support the vision to
differentiate the color variations. This may lead to mistakes
and errors while browsing, and this reduces the search
accuracy. Also, the color contrasting of the foreground and the
background objects is a major problem, i.e., if the texts in the
light background are dim, then it would be hard for the older
user to read and proceed further because their vision would
not support with age. The web page layout with an off-white
background and a high contrast text over a pale background is
easy for the older to read.
7) Menu: The observation results found that elderly users
are confused by the Hamburger menu and Dropdown menu.
Pull-right menus are also challenging for elderly people to
navigate, and they frequently have to make multiple attempts
before even being able to choose their preferred option. Thus,
simpler menus are healthier choices, such as the Classic
navigation menu and Sidebar menu.
8) Search results: Search results refer to the list created by
search engines in response to a query. Today's search results
also include sponsored search results. In addition, the search
results also show Related Searches, People Also Search For,
People Also Ask, and Top Stories etc. Because of that, elderly
people misunderstand these suggested results. For the elders,
the view of less is more, so natural search results returned by
the search engine's internal evaluation algorithm based on
relevancy are better suited and do not include any other
results.
9) Result page view: Because users do not often process
search results in a logical order, today's search-results pages
could have a wide range of layouts. They use the pin-ball
pattern to distribute their attention more evenly across the
page than in the past. Images, video, embedded text content,
and even interactive features are frequently included in today's

search engine results pages. Any given search can yield a wide
variety of visual elements. The variety of information and
presentation is crucial in shifting user attention throughout the
SERP [43]. To make it easier for the elderly to find the
information, they need a simple list of less than ten blue links,
each neatly packaged with a URL, blue link, and text snippet.
C. Results of System Usability Scale (SUS)
In a test between two web search interfaces, randomly 15
users worked with two web search user interfaces (Google and
Bing). They conducted seven different tasks on both interfaces
before completing the ten-item SUS questionnaire [44], with the
findings provided in Table III. (The difference score is
calculated by subtracting the Bing interfaces score from the
Google interfaces score) [45].
TABLE III.

PAIRS OF SYSTEM USABILITY SCALE SCORES AND THEIR
DIFFERENCES

Participant

Google interface

Bing Interface

Differences

1
2
3

77.5
67.5
70

72.5
65
65

5
2.5
5

4
5
6
7
8
9

65
65
80
70
77.5
70

57.5
32.5
72.5
67.5
65
70

7.5
32.5
7.5
2.5
12.5
0

10
11
12
13
14
15

77.5
80
77.5
75
70
80

67.5
70
75
75
67.5
75

10
10
2.5
0
2.5
5

Mean

73.5

66.5

7

To measure aspects related to interface usability, by using
the SUS questionnaire [46], created by John Brooke in 1996
[47] with the minor modifications by Finstad [46] in 2006. It is
a versatile and quick method that is extensively used to assess
the system's usability.

Fig. 2. Percentile Rankings of SUS Scores from between Bing Interface and
Google Interface.
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The SUS mark in Google Interface was estimated as 73.5,
which is more than the average of 68, and the SUS mark in
Bing Interface was 66.5, which is less than the average of 68.
The results of the SUS are presented in Table III. In addition,
the percentile rank recommended by Sauro in 2012 [40] was
mapped to the measured SUS score, and the percentage was
determined, as shown in Fig. 2. The SUS score of Bing is
equivalent to 45% or grade C+, and the SUS score of Google
Interface is equivalent to 69% or grade B+.
Following the score analysis recommended by Bangor et al.
in 2009 [48], the usability of the Google Interface is valued as
"Good", and the usability of the Bing Interface is valued as
"Ok" (see Fig. 3). As a result, the usability level of the UI is
considered to be difficult. However, it may not be said that the
usability of the interface is poor.

Fig. 3. Mapping the SUS Score on the Bangor & AL (2009) Interpretation
Diagram.

According to Lewis and Sauro in 2009 [49], the learnability
score of a system can be calculated individually from usability
as the second aspect of SUS, as presented in Fig. 4.
Learnability = (item 10 + item 4) * 12.5
Usability = sum of Item (1,2,3,5,6,7,8,9) *3.125

78
76
74
72
70
68
66
64
62
60
SUS score

Usability

Learnability

Fig. 5. Google Interface and Bing Interface and their Usability and
Learnability Differences.

According to the collected data, the Google UI has a
learnability score of 75.83, whereas the Bing UI has 68.33.
They are remarkably low than the usability score in both
interfaces, which was 72.91 and 66.04, as shown in Fig. 4. As a
result, the usability level for the Bing interface is lower than the
learnability level. It is rated as OK, whereas the usability level
for the Google interface is virtually Good. Clearly, greater
thought should be given to the factors that influence usability
during the design process.
From Fig. 5, it is observed that the usability score of the
Google interface is greater than that of the Bing interface, with
the mean value of 72.91 and 66.04, respectively. This shows
that the Google interface is more user friendly for elderly people
compared with the Bing interface.
The paired t-test (often called the paired-samples t-test)
compares the average of two related groups to see if they differ
statistically significantly [45]. The results of the paired-samples
t-test obtained using SPSS software are shown in Tables IV,
Table V, and Table VI.
TABLE IV.
Pair 1

GOOGLE AND BING SUS PAIRED SAMPLES STATISTIC

Mean

N

Std. Deviation

Std. Error Mean

Google_SUS 73.5000

15

5.49350

1.41842

Bing_SUS

15

10.55597

2.72554

TABLE V.

66.5000

GOOGLE AND BING SUS PAIRED SAMPLES CORRELATION

Pair 1

N

Correlation

Sig.

Google_SUS & Bing_SUS

15

.696

.004

TABLE VI.

GOOGLE AND BING SUS PAIRED SAMPLES TEST

Paired Differences

Pair 1 Mean
Fig. 4. Illustrate Usability, SUS Score and Learnability.
SUS of
Google
7.0
&
Bing

95% Confidence
Interval of
Std.
t
Std. Deviation Error the Difference
Mean
Lower Upper

7.80339

df

Sig.
(2-tailed)

2.01483 2.67863 11.32137 3.474 14 .004
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A test statistic (t) is equal to 3.474. The p-value is used to
determine whether this is significant or not. Because this is a
two-sided test, the result is significant at p < .05.

new tabs might remedy the issues stated above. This technique
keeps the main results page of the web search, allowing users to
view back the results from there.

In this study, the p-value is = 0.004 and the p-value is <0
.05. This value is too small, which mean that there is less than
one in a billion chances that the means SUS scores are equal to
each other. We can also conclude that it can be over 99.6% sure
that the Google and Bing interfaces have different SUS scores.
Google interface's SUS score of 73.5 is statistically higher than
Bing interfaces of 66.50. Also, the Google interface shows a
reduced standard mean error rate of 1.41842 compared to the
Bing interface (2.72554). So, it can be concluded that elderly
users perceived the Google interface as easier to use than the
Bing interface.

Apart from this, the many advanced functionalities of
Google and Bing, like advanced search, search tools, language
setting etc., confused the participants. Thus, aiming to provide
older adults with a simple, easy–to–use interface would be more
beneficial. Advanced searching can be thought of as an option
for experienced users. Some participants accidentally clicked it
and were confused with its working and couldn't get back to the
basic search page without assistance. Thus, it's better to
altogether avoid the advanced search option. However, the
language option seems more important for those users who are
not well acquainted with English, and so it's recommended to
have the language option.

V. DISCUSSION
In both Google and Bing, the least experienced users had
significantly more usability issues when using the search
engines. This shows that practice with search engines is
advantageous, if not essential, for efficient search (the same is
true for young; see Pollock and Hockley) [50].
In Google, the most frequent ease of use issue was with the
usage of smaller fonts for buttons and explanation as the
participants were not able to focus and understand the text
written to bring the mouse over and click them properly. The
user can change the size of the text on well-designed websites
on their own. However, without resizing the entire page, which
can be done using the browser's zoom, the text boxes and the
font used inside the boxes cannot be resized well. As a result, to
make searching easier for people with low vision, text boxes
and fonts should be larger or, at the very least, resized as the
text size is increased. It would be easier for elderly users to
modify their queries if the font was larger and the gaps between
letters were wider.
Another reason for the smaller font size concerns in Google
and Bing is unquestionably the participants' lack of knowledge
with the keyboard (e.g., both the Backspace button and Delete
button confused participants) and the mouse (e.g., keeping the
mouse still while clicking). Nonetheless, age-related
psychomotor issues additionally added to this issue by making it
harder to perform fine motor movements, particularly when the
target text or button is small (e.g., when attempting to situate the
cursor between two letters). Bigger textual style, bigger letter
spacing and "clear content-box" buttons may help the elderly
participants better as these would help focus them on the target
with the cursor easily. Besides that, adding a clear button to
clear the text box query with one click may help them to reduce
using Backspace and Delete buttons.
Similar to Aula and kaki, many participants often had
problems due to a lack of knowledge of the web's structure [19,
26]. Even though the participants understood the basic working
of the back button, they could not get back to the first search
page after following the result pages one after another. This
outcome demonstrates that the Internet browser interfaces may
not be as natural as Kubeck et al. [51] introduced. Some preplanning may be necessary to make the initial browsing
experience less perplexing. Opening the results in a new web
browser or in browsers that allow tabbed browsers to open in

Participants in both Google and Bing frequently neglect to
focus and click into the search text box before typing in the
search text box, which is a widespread problem. The only
visible difference between having the cursor on top of the
search text box and really having the focus on the text box is
whether or not the cursor blinks. You can type text into the
search text box if it blinks. This indication is clearly insufficient
for people with reduced vision as the elderly are more
concentrated on the keyboard while typing than on the screen.
To alleviate this problem when the search text box is off–focus,
Aula et al. made the focused feedback increasingly via greying
the search text box and the text and provided a thick border and
black highlighted text whenever the focus was in the search text
box [26]. When the user types without focusing on the
search text box, an attention sound is recommended.
Furthermore, some volunteers placed the mouse cursor on top
of the search text box before attempting to edit the search query
but then failed to press the click to move the focus to the
search text box. Thus, the suggestion is similar to Aula et al.
[26], which to grey the search text box and the button when the
cursor is not in the text box and also to have a tooltip with the
text "Click the mouse button to insert text" when the mouse
pointer is above the text box.
In many cases, it was seen that the users started searching
their queries within the resultant websites without even realizing
that they had left the search engine. As an outcome, they came
up with better new queries inside the site search but received no
results. After being indicated to attempt the inquiry again
utilizing a search engine, they could find the results. Thus, with
better training regarding the web search engine, the participants
would probably be more at ease in using the search engine.
In Google and Bing, information related to the previously
visited search results is saved at the history menu and also
bookmarked results are saved in the browser. Thus, participants
faced difficulties going back to previously visited results and
bookmarked results in different browsers. Because each
browser has its way to bookmark results and save the history
browsing, it would be better to design Bookmark and History
menus in the main page interface as part of interface elements to
solve this confusion. So whatever browser was used, all UI
elements is still the same, and the bookmark and history menus
will be loaded with when opened by any browser.
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Occasionally, information from a previous search was
mixed with information from a recent Google and Bing engine
search. Thus, after typing in a new query and noticing a wrong
result list, participants wanted to get back to the original search
page, but they did not know how to. It would be better to
provide users with a clear starting point for new searches to
alleviate this confusion. Thus, a separate "Begin new search"
button is recommended to clear all the information about the
previous searches [19, 26] and provide a natural starting point
for new search tasks.

history section menu, a theme mode button, the main search
results section. The search input consists of elements: text,
voice, image with a larger button size and label. Besides adding
a clear button to clean text search "query" and begin a new
search. A bookmarked menu and history menu provide direct
links for the elderly to access certain saved results for ease of
use and navigation. A menus support the elderly to save time
and effort instead of researching again for the same results and
reduce the memory load of the elderly.
TABLE VII.

VI. SUGGESTED SOLUTION
This study discovered that a simple design tends to make the
search experience for elderly people less troublesome and more
manageable. Many participants also expressed that search
interfaces with all their different colours seemed messy and
complex. It's recommended that the improved search engine for
elders use colours sparingly.
The goal of the improved search engine interface is not to
displace more complicated systems, but to provide elderly
people with the option of using a basic search engine,
personalized and adaptable interface and easy–to–use interface
for using the web for their daily Internet searching to
overcoming their weak intellectual and physical abilities, as
well as their cognitive abilities.
Table VII presents suggested improvements to design a
usable web search user interface for elderly users based on the
elderly users' major problems during interacting with both
interfaces.
The suggested elderly web search interface for the elderly
community is based on the finding from the experimental
results of Both Google and Being interface from the elderly
perspective and previous studies. In addition to the original
features of existing search interfaces, the new web search user
interface for elderly users allows customization towards the
users' wishes. According to Peter Brusilovsky and Maybury
[52, 53], the adaptation of user interface for web applications
could be in the areas given below:
Content selection: The presentation of contents in the user
interface to users.
1) Information presentation: Visual presentation of every
piece of information is in the interface.
2) Concepts of navigation: Navigation through the user
interface by the users for gathering their desired information
given in the webpage.
In order to achieve a coherent design between different
variations, we suggest fixing the positions of different SUI
parts. Fig. 6 depicts the general structure of the suggested search
UI for the elderly. It consists of eight groups of elements: a
setting section, a help section, login and logout, profile image, a
menu for saved bookmarked results with different categories, a

SUGGESTED DESIGN SOLUTIONS BASED ON THE IDENTIFIED
USABILITY PROBLEMS

Usability Problems

Design Solutions

The default font size is still
small.

The default font size is large, and it is constant
in the interface without any change, even if
using a different browser with ease of
modification.

They should be separated from each other with
The voice search button, the
enough space and recognized with a button.
image search button and the
Also, the button should be having a recognized
text search button are small
name or logo to show the differences between
and close to each other.
them.
The home page is long

Reduce the length of the home page

Scrolling a page is a difficult Reduce the length of the home page at most one
task
screen and half
Unclear to go back to the
home page

Make the results open in a new window and that
can be clear to go back to the main home page.

Lots of different colours are The background is unchangeable and to be
on the page background.
white or with clear color with font dark.
The main and result page
Restructure it to show all UI elements on the
view is slightly unstructured main page

The setting menu is complex.

Reduce the elements of the setting that do not
affect the main job of the interface. Thus, the
simpler menus are healthier choices, such as the
Classic navigation menu and Sidebar menu.

Difficult to go back to
previous open results and
bookmarked results in
different browsers. That is
because each browser has its
way to bookmark results and
save the history browsing.

Bookmark and result History should be put in
the main home interface. So whatever browser
was used, all UI elements is still the same, and
the bookmark and history will be loaded with
when opened by any browser.

A large number of results

Reduce the view search results on the screen to
be 5 to 7 on each screen.

Misunderstanding suggested
results such as People Also
Remove it
Search For and Related
Searches.
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Fig. 6. The General Structure of the Suggested Search user Interface for Elderly.

VII. CONCLUSION
This research conducted usability evaluations of Google and
Bing interfaces from the perspectives of elderly users and
suggested how developers can better improve search engine
interfaces to make them more usable to elderly users. Applying
an observational evaluation technique and SUS questionnaire in
this research was shown to be effective in identifying a large
proportion of usability problems elderly users faced while
interacting with web search UIs. The results show that the
Google interface is much better than the Bing interface because
it is more user-friendly and simplified to use. It has a larger
button size and font size, reduced home page length, larger
letter spacing, and visible content-box buttons that would assist
the elderly better since it helps them easily focus on the target
through the cursor. Also, the Google interface is more suitable
for the intellectual ability of the elderly that includes their
memory and learning capacity, technical knowledge and
experience in using the computers. Moreover, it shows good
usability and learnability with a higher SUS score than the Bing
user interface. Therefore, the usability level is lower than the
learnability level for the Google Interface and the Bing
interface, and it is obvious that it should be paid more attention
to the elements influencing usability during the design process.
Simple interfaces and simple result pages benefit elderly
users by reducing issues produced by not understanding what is
happening, reducing the total number of features to be learned,
and, most importantly, making the users feel in control of the
situation. Aside from that, it is recommended that a "clear text
box query" button be added to avoid misunderstandings in using
the Backspace and Delete buttons. Furthermore, the needs of
senior users varied. Therefore interfaces should be adaptive and

personalized for each user to match their individual
requirements.
In light of the findings of this study, specifically the design
solutions, a prototype of a web search user interface will be
designed as future work. The prototype will be put through its
paces with elderly volunteers. The elderly volunteers'
interactions with the prototype while executing various tasks
and their feedback from a think-aloud helped develop the
prototype. The improved prototype can then be used to create a
commercially viable web search user interfaces launcher.
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Abstract—The increased growth in the cloud-based
application development and hosting, the demand for higher
application and data security is also increasing. The cloud-based
applications are hosted on virtual machines and the data
generated or used by these applications are also hosted inside the
virtual machines. Hence, the security of the applications and the
data can be achieved only by securing the virtual machines.
There are number of challenges to achieve the security of the
virtual machines. Firstly, the size of the virtual machines is large,
and the generic cryptographic methods are primarily designed to
handle smaller size of the data. Thus, the applicability of these
methods for virtual machine are subjected to analysis. Secondly,
the additional time required for applying the cryptographic
algorithms on the virtual machines impact the response time of
the applications, which again impacts the service level
agreements. Finally, the virtual machines during the migration
are highly vulnerable as the virtual machines are migrated inside
the data center networks as simple text data. A good number of
research attempts have tried to solve these challenges.
Nonetheless, most of the parallel research works have either
compromised on the strength of the security protocols or have
compromised on the time taken to apply the cryptographic
methods. However, the need of the research is to identify the
attacks based on the characteristics of connection requests and
reduce the time for the encryption and decryption of the virtual
machines. This work proposes a novel framework for detection of
the attacks based on a machine learning driven algorithm by
analyzing the connection properties and prevent the attacks by
selective encryption of the virtual machines using another
machine learning driven algorithm. This work demonstrates
nearly 98% accuracy in detection of the newer and existing
attack types.
Keywords—DevOps; deep clustering; VM security; cloud
security; VM versioning; progression cryptography

I.

INTRODUCTION

The security for the cloud infrastructure has always been a
persistent issue as most of the consumers and practitioners do
not have clear understanding about the security factors and
implementation details. To some extent, the service providers
have made a closed loop about the knowledge of cloud security
inside the organizations and sometimes only to the selective
groups. This makes the deployment of the cloud-based security
protocols even harder for the researchers. Nonetheless, the
recent research outcomes by various research attempts are
opening the closed loops of the knowledge and exploring the
possibilities of the deployment of novel and higher performing
security protocols. One such work presented by P. Mishra et al.
[1]. Nevertheless, the challenges of cloud securities are not

only restricted to the data stored on the cloud. Rather, the
security challenges can be observed in all the layers of cloud
implementations as on the infrastructure layer, platform layer
and the services layer. Another work by P. Mishra et al. [2]
have confirms this claim. Thus, deploying the security protocol
for all the layers of cloud implementation is highly complex
due to various aspects such as model complexity or
compatibility or interoperability between the layers.
Henceforth, the implementation of the cloud security
protocols can be best implemented using the virtual machine
architectures. As the virtual machines holds the applications
core and the data, generated or consumed by these applications,
hence protecting the virtual machines must be the primary
concern, which is implemented in this work. This work
identifies the challenges of cloud security, internally which is
virtual machine security and proposes a machine learning
driven framework to protect the VMs.
II. PARALLEL RESEARCH OUTCOMES
The security of the cloud-based applications is critical as
mentioned earlier. The applications and the data on the cloud
are visible to authenticated and unauthenticated parties at the
same time. Though, the access and identity management
aspects of the online access can restrict the privileges on the
applications and the data. Nonetheless, the visibility of data
cannot be restricted. Hence, the possibilities of the attacks also
increase on such data. The work by M. R. Watson et al. [3]
have clearly listed the vulnerabilities on the cloud systems and
also produced a clear guideline for managing the security.
Considering the similar directions, to produce a framework for
detection of the attacks based on characteristics, yet another
work by V. Varadharajan et al. [4] can be highlighted. These
parallel research outcomes are primarily focused on an old
framework called Rekall [5] and the produced recent outcomes
are the attempts to reduce the complexity and at the same time
increasing the responsiveness of the same outlined
characteristics. These outcomes have mainly concentrated on
the prevention of the attacks.
In the other hand, the domains for attack detections are also
very popular among researchers. The work by T. K. Lengyel et
al. [6] have clearly listed the possibilities of the attack analysis
frameworks to detect the attacks. Nonetheless, these detection
processes can be highly complex for the distributed
architectures such as cloud or fog or edge-based computing.
The application, the data and the userbases are always
distributed and most of the times, the execution is parallel.
Hence, the protective framework must also comply with the
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distributed nature of the architecture. The work by S. Gupta et
al. [7] have confirmed to this believe.
The attacks are not only restricted to platform and the
service layers. Multiple attacks are also reported on the
physical hardware devices. The immediate but costly solution
is to provide the hardware security modules or the HSM
devices. Nonetheless, as mentioned these solutions are costly
and for a cloud-based architecture, the applicability of the
HSMs is very limited due to the limited physical access to the
infrastructure. The work by D. Kirat et al. [8] have spoken in
favor of this statement and confirms the claim. Although, the
analysis of the intrusion or attack detections must take place at
all the layers of cloud computing and infrastructure layer is not
an exception. The work by C. Spensky et al. [9] have
elaborated on the possibilities and feasibilities of monitoring
for the attack detections on the physical infrastructure layer.
This work has been criticized for not considering the
possibilities for remote monitoring, which can be achieved
using the access to the virtual machines. In the recent times, a
good number of virtual machine managers have incorporated
the monitoring layers in the VMM structure.
Reciting back to the monitoring of the virtual machines for
attack detection and prevention methods have improved a lot
using the virtual machine monitoring possibilities. The survey
done by F. Cai et al. [10] confirms few claims directly and
indirectly as firstly, the deployment of the security features can
be best adopted on the virtual machines. Secondly, the existing
cryptographic methods can easily be outperformed in the
recent higher demand for best response times and finally, the
newer types of the attacks are increasing day by day and a
method for detecting the attacks based on the behavior must be
adopted. Thus, the demand for the automated framework with
these features is the demand of the current research as also
demonstrated in the work by A. Almtrf et al. [11].
The primary features of the expected framework must
comply with few additional characteristics. The first
characteristics is the close association with the software and the
hardware modules to track the flow of the application
processing characteristics as rightly stated in the work by A.
Khurshid et al. [12]. The second characteristics of the proposed
framework is to track the changing nature of the data as
mentioned in the work by N. E. Moussaid et al. [13]. The final
characteristics must comply with the deployed virtual machinebased applications hosted on the cloud platforms as suggested
by X. Lu et al. [14]. Thus, this work considers all the
recommendations from the parallel research outcomes and
further produces the proposed framework for detection and
prevention of the attacks on the cloud application, in tern the
virtual machine security.
Further, this work realizes the characteristic based detection
of the attacks. This not only identifies the known attack types,
but also identifies the newer attack types. The work by B.
Sudhakar et al. [15] has clearly listed the attack types and the
mapping to the connection properties. The conclusive mapping
from this work is furnished here [Table I].

TABLE I.

ATTACK TYPES AND CONNECTION PROPERTIES MAPPING [15]

Attack Type

Connection Properties

Browser Based Attacks

1.
2.

Count of the connection requests
Access Type Requests

Brute Force Based Attacks

1.
2.

Count of the connection requests
Ratio between the request and responses

1.
2.
3.

Access Type Requests
Service Request Types
The rate of change in the service request
types

SSL Based Attacks

1.
2.

Service Request Types
The rate of change in the service request
types

Scan Based Attacks

1.

Ratio between the request and responses

DNS Based Attacks

1.

Service Request Types

DoS Based Attacks

It is worth the mention, that these all characteristics or
connection properties are available in the KDD dataset [16].
Thus, in the next section of this work, the problem
identified in this section in the parallel research outcomes is
formulated using mathematical models.
III. PROBLEM FORMULATION & PROPOSED SOLUTIONS
After the fundamental understanding of the research
problems in the previous section of this work, this section
focuses and elaborates the core problems and proposes
solutions to these problems using the mathematical modeling
techniques.
The first problem elaborates on the responsiveness of the
cloud-based applications due to the adaptation of the attack
detection methods. The parallel research outcomes, as seen in
the previous sections, shows higher time complexity. The
increased time complexity is due to the nature of analysis
deployed by these algorithms, which primarily focus on large
number of characteristics or the connection properties. Hence,
this must be resolved.
Lemma – 1: The reduction of the connection characteristics
using the correlation method can reduce the time complexity of
the detection method.
Proof: The connections characteristics or the properties
extracted from the connection requests can be a very large
dataset because of multiple monitoring system. Many of the
times, these large datasets provide limited and redundant
information, which is again at the cost of higher time
complexity. Thus, a machine learning driven process to reduce
the number of characteristics can certainly reduce the time
complexity.
Assuming that, the set of connection properties, C[], is a
collection of multiple characteristics and each characteristics
can be identified as C i . Thus, for n number of total
characteristics, the relationship can be formulated as:

C[] = C1 , C2 , C3 ...., Cn

(1)
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Also, assuming that, C X is the class variable, which defines
the nature of the connection in terms of attacks or normal from
the historical information sets.
Hence, the characteristics analysis for detection of the
attacks using the standard algorithms can be formulated as,

TH i =Φ (∃Ci ) :

∏

C[]

RowID =Ci

(2)

Here, Φ is the function for extracting the threshold and
further, the threshold for attribute Ci is stored in TH i .
Clearly, the threshold must be calculated relatively as with the
consideration of the other parameters.
Further, the combined information from the thresholds
from all the characteristics can decide the nature of the
connection in terms of the class variable as,
n

C X = ∑ TH i
i =1

(3)

It is natural to realize that due to Eq. 2 and Eq. 3, the time
complexity, T 1 , can be formulated as,

=
T1 n(n − 1)

(4)

Or,

=
T1 n=
* n O(n 2 )

(5)

For a large dataset with 100s of parameters or
characteristics, this time complexity for detection of the attacks
can be very high. Thus, this problem must be solved using
parameter reduction process.
Thus, based on the Eq. 1, the correlation formulation can be
formulated as,

ρ (Cx , Ci ) =

(η (C[ x]) − Cx ).(η (C[i ]) − Ci )
σ Cx .σ Ci

(6)

Here, ρ defines the correlation value or correlation
coefficient, η defines the mean value and σ defines the
standard deviation.
The standard deviation calculation can be formulated as,
i

n

(9)

Thus, in the light of Eq. 4, the new time complexity, T 2 ,
can be formulated as,

=
T2 m(m − 1)

(10)

Or,

=
T2 m=
* m O(m 2 )

(11)

As, m << n , thus it is conclusive to state that

T2 << T1

(12)

Thus, reduction of the time complexity using the attribute
reduction method is highly feasible.
The second problem elaborates on the detection of the
attack types. The attack types can be identified using a cluster
analysis on the connection characteristics or the properties. As
seen in the previous section of the work, the parallel research
outcomes mostly fail to detect the newer attacks, though the
types of the attacks are not very new and have a strong
similarity with the existing and known types of attacks.
This problem can be solved using deep cluster technique.
The clustering method for identification of the attacks is
significant as the identification of attacks direct towards
anomalies in the connection, which is easily identifiable as
outliers using the clustering method.
Lemma – 2: The deep clustering method can identify the
newer types of attacks using the outlier identification method.
Proof: The outliers as a result of clustering process
identifies the anomalies using various characteristics and
similarities of the characteristics domain values. Based on the
nature of the data used in the clustering process, the outliers
can define various meanings. As in this research the data used
are the connection characteristics, hence the outliers will
denote the abnormal connections or the attacks.
Continuing and revising the Eq. 1, for all the
characteristics, there must be domains for each characteristic
as,

C[][] = C1[], C2 [], C3[]...., Cn []

(13)

Further, the clustering process must be performed initially
for each and every characteristic or attribute domains as

∑{C −η (C[i])}

2

σ Ci =

m :→ Corr[]

(7)

CLi [] ← Φ (∃Ci [])

(14)

Further, the total correlation sets can be stored in Corr[] and
the highest values can be taken to identify m number of
characteristics for final analysis as,

Here, the set of clusters for the i attribute will be stored in
CLi [] and Φ denotes the clustering process.

Corr[] =< ∃ρ (Cx , Ci ) >

Henceforth, the number of members in each cluster must be
validated and the cluster with the lowest number of members
are the potential clusters, inside which the outliers will reside.

And,

(8)

th

Thus, the iterative clustering must be performed until the
outliers, in this case the attacks, is not identified as,
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ω ← Φ (∃ CLi [] low )
The terminating condition for Eq. 15 iteration is

(15)

ω →1.

Henceforth, it can be stated conclusively, the minute
deviations can be identified using this proposed method and
further any new attack can also be detected, which has very
little similarity to the existing attack types.
The final problem, which this research aims to solve is the
reduction of the cryptographic algorithm implementation time.
As seen in the previous section of this work, the cryptographic
algorithms are not designed to handle the large data, which is
case of virtual machine files are very large in volume. Also,
due to the higher adaptability of the DevOps processes across
all organizations for application development, the changes
made to the application and indirectly to the virtual machines
are very high. This makes the process of applying
cryptographic algorithms further difficult.
Henceforth, the solution is to track the changes made to the
virtual machines in terms of application code and data and
apply incremental encryption process to reduce the time.
The proposed solutions are converted to algorithms, which
are furnished in the next section of this work.
IV. PROPOSED ALGORITHMS AND FRAMEWORK
After the formulation of the concepts of solutions in the
previous section, in this section of the work, the proposed
algorithms and the proposed frameworks are furnished.
Firstly, the Connection Characteristics Reduction using
Correlation Analysis algorithm is furnished.
Algorithm - I: Connection Characteristics Reduction using
Correlation Analysis (CCR-CA) Algorithm
Input:
Connection Characteristics set as CS[]

The above algorithm is framed to solve the first problem
discussed and based on the proposed Lemma – 1.
Secondly, the Deep Clustering Based Attack Detection
algorithm is furnished.
Algorithm - II: Deep Clustering Based Attack Detection
(DC-AD) Algorithm
Input:
Reduced Characteristics set as RCS[][]
Output:
Detected Attacks as DS[]
Process:
Step - 1. Load the RCS[][] set
Step - 2. For each element in RCS[][] as RCS[i][]
a. Apply K-Means Clustering on RCS[i][] and
store the result in CL[i][] using Eq. 14
Step - 3. For each element in CL[][] as CL[j][]
a. If count(CL[j][]) -> min(count(CL[][])
i. Apply K-Means Clustering on
CL[j][] and store the result in
CL1[i][] using Eq. 15
ii. Repeat
the
process
untill
Count(CL1[i][]) -> 1
iii. Identify the attack characteristics as
DS[k] = RCS[i]
b. Else,
i. Continue
Step - 4. Return DS[]
The above algorithm is framed to solve the second problem
discussed and based on the proposed Lemma – 2.
Thirdly, the Random Crypto Key Generation algorithm is
furnished.
Algorithm - III: Random Crypto Key Generation (RCKG)
Algorithm
Input:
Large Random numbers as P & Q

Output:
Reduced Characteristics set as RCS[]
Process:
Step - 1. Load the CS[] set
Step - 2. Mark the class characteristics as CX from CS[x]
Step - 3. For each attrbiute in CS[] as CS[i]
a. Calculate the standard deviation, as SD[] using
Eq. 7
b. Calculate the correlation of CS[i] with CX as
Corr[i] using Eq. 6
Step - 4. For each element in Corr[] as Corr[j]
a. If Corr[j] Not Equal Corr[j+1] & Corr[j] is Max
i. Store RCS[j] = CS[i]
b. Else,
i. Continue
c. Corr[j] = Null
d. Stop if Count(RCS[]) >= Count(CS[])/2
Step - 5. Return RCS[]

Output:
I.
Public Key as PK
II.
Private Key as PKK
Process:
Step - 1. Calculate the modulus, M as M = P * Q
Step - 2. Select the derived encryption factor, DE as DE>1 and
DE<(P-1).(Q-1)
Step - 3. Generate public key, PK as PK = (M,DE)
Step - 4. Generate private key, PKK as PKK = {1 MOD (P1).(Q-1)}/DE
Step - 5. Return PK and PKK
Fourthly, the Progressive Virtual Machine Encryption
using Change Detection algorithm is furnished.
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Algorithm - IV: Progressive Virtual Machine Encryption
using Change Detection (PVME-CD) Algorithm
Input:
I.
Version Management of VM as VMS[]
II.
Public Key as PK (M, DE)
Output:
Encrypted Virtual Machine as VME
Process:
Step - 1. Load the virtual machine versions as VMS[]
Step - 2. For each element in VMS[] as VMS[i]
a. Configuration Management:
i. Identify the import and include
statements
ii. Store the configuration management
as CM[i]
b. Data Management:
i. Identify the variable in the code
ii. Store the data management as DM[i]
c. Life Cycle Management:
i. Identify the loops and conditional
statements
ii. Store the life cycle management as
LCM[i]
Step - 3. For each element in VMS[] as VMS[i]
a. If CM[i] Not Equals to CM[i+1]
b. Then, Store the changes CMC[j] = CM[i]CM[i+1]
c. If DM[i] Not Equals to DM[i+1]
d. Then, Store the changes DMC[j] = DM[i]DM[i+1]
e. If LCM[i] Not Equals to LCM[i+1]
f. Then, Store the changes LCMC[j] = LCM[i]LCM[i+1]
g. Merge the changed components as CC[i] =
CMC[j] U DMC[j] U LCMC[j]
h. Build the encrypted VMS[i] as VME =
pow(CC[i],DE) mod M
Step - 4. Return VME
Fifthly & finally, the Progressive Virtual Machine
Decryption using Change Detection algorithm is furnished.
Algorithm - V: Progressive Virtual Machine Decryption
using Change Detection (PVMD-CD) Algorithm
Input:
I.
Encrypted Virtual Machine as VME
II.
Private Key as PKK (DE, M)
Output:
Decrypted Virtual Machine as VM
Process:
Step - 1. Load the encrypted virtual machine as VME
Step - 2. Build the decrypted virtual machine, VM as VM =
pow(VME,DE) mod M
Step - 3. Return VM

Fig. 1. A Framework for Cloud based Virtual Machine Security by Change
Management using Machine Learning.

Further, in the next section of this work, the obtained
results from these proposed algorithms are discussed.
V. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
After the detailed understanding on the proposed
algorithms, here the obtained results are furnished.
Firstly, the used dataset [16] is analyzed here [Table II].
Further, the data is visualized graphically here [Fig. 2].
Here this is important to observe that, the many attributes
have higher unique distributions and further demonstrates
unique characteristics to detect large number of attacks.
Secondly, the impact or the correlation analysis results are
furnished here [Table III].
The obtained results are again visualized graphically
[Fig. 3].
Here it is natural to realize that the many of the attributes
have demonstrated higher correlation than the other attributes.
As per the proposed algorithm, the threshold of the correlation
is calculated as 0.223 and based on the correlation theory, the
positive impacted and meaning full attributes correlation must
be above 0.50. Thus, again based on the proposed algorithm,
the median value of the correlation is considered as 0.135.
Henceforth, based on the new correlation threshold, the
following attributes are identified in the reduced set [Table IV].
Further, the reduced set is also analyzed graphically here
[Fig. 4].
Here, it is worth noting that, due to this process the
information loss is minimum as the diversified nature of the
dataset with high distribution is kept intact.
Further, the results from the deep clustering process to
detect the attacks are furnished here [Table V].

The above algorithms are framed to solve the third problem
discussed in the previous section of this work.
Further, the final framework is furnished here [Fig. 1]:
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TABLE II.
SN
O
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42

DATASET ANALYSIS

Attribute Name
“duration”
“protocol_type”
“service”
“flag”
“src_bytes”
“dst_bytes”
“land”
“wrong_fragment”
“urgent”
“hot”
“num_failed_logins”
“logged_in”
“num_compromised”
“root_shell”
“su_attempted”
“num_root”
“num_file_creations”
“num_shells”
“num_access_files”
“num_outbound_cmds”
“is_host_login”
“is_guest_login”
“count”
“srv_count”
“serror_rate”
“srv_serror_rate”
“rerror_rate”
“srv_rerror_rate”
“same_srv_rate”
“diff_srv_rate”
“srv_diff_host_rate”
“dst_host_count”
“dst_host_srv_count”
“dst_host_same_srv_rate”
“dst_host_diff_srv_rate”
“dst_host_same_src_port_ra
”
“dst_host_srv_diff_host_ra”
“dst_host_serror_rate”
“dst_host_srv_serror_rate”
“dst_host_rerror_rate”
“dst_host_srv_rerror_rate”
“class”

Attribut
e Type

Missin
g Value
(%)

Num
Nom
Nom
Nom
Num
Num
Nom
Num
Num
Num
Num
Nom
Num
Num
Num
Num
Num
Num
Num
Num
Nom
Nom
Num
Num
Num
Num
Num
Num
Num
Num
Num
Num
Num
Num
Num

0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

Number of
Unique
Distributio
n
624
3
64
11
1149
3650
2
3
4
16
5
2
23
2
3
20
9
4
5
1
2
2
495
457
88
82
90
93
75
99
84
256
256
101
101

Num

0%

101

Num
Num
Num
Num
Num
Nom

0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

58
99
101
101
100
2

(b)
Fig. 2. (a) and (b) Analysis of the Dataset.
TABLE III.
SNO
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41

CORRELATION ANALYSIS

Correlation with “Class” Variable
0.150
0.112
0.368
0.525
0.016
0.097
0.008
0.039
0.009
0.057
0.135
0.618
0.021
0.018
0.022
0.021
0.016
0.052
0.070
0.000
0.010
0.116
0.353
0.092
0.282
0.280
0.517
0.513
0.550
0.261
0.192
0.399
0.645
0.636
0.276
0.030
0.022
0.312
0.308
0.528
0.506

(a)
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Fig. 4. Reduced Attribute Set Correlation Analysis.
Fig. 3. Correlation Analysis.
TABLE V.
TABLE IV.

ATTACK DETECTION ACCURACY ANALYSIS

REDUCED ATTRIBUTE SET WITH CORRELATION

Attribute Name

Correlation with
“Class” Variable

Analysis Metric

SNO

Number of
Values

Percentage
(%)

1

“dst_host_srv_count”

0.645

“Correctly Classified Instances”

84248

98.2335

2

“dst_host_same_srv_rate”

0.636

“Incorrectly Classified Instances”

1515

1.7665

3

“logged_in”

0.618

“Kappa statistic”

0.9638

-

4

“same_srv_rate”

0.550

“Mean absolute error”

0.032

-

5

“dst_host_rerror_rate”

0.528

“Root mean squared error”

0.12

-

6

“flag”

0.525

7

“rerror_rate”

0.517

“Relative absolute error”

-

6.5494

8

“srv_rerror_rate”

0.513

“Root relative squared error”

-

24.2856

9

“dst_host_srv_rerror_rate”

0.506

“Total Number of Instances”

85763

-

10

“dst_host_count”

0.399

11

“service”

0.368

12

“count”

0.353

13

“dst_host_serror_rate”

0.312

14

“dst_host_srv_serror_rate”

0.308

15

“serror_rate”

0.282

16

“srv_serror_rate”

0.28

17

“dst_host_diff_srv_rate”

0.276

18

“diff_srv_rate”

0.261

19

“srv_diff_host_rate”

0.192

20

“duration”

0.150

21

“num_failed_logins”

0.135

The results are observed visually here [Fig. 5].

Fig. 5. Detection Accuracy Analysis.
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Clearly from the results it is worth noting that the accuracy
of the proposed deep clustering algorithm for attack detection
is 99.23% with the newer types of attacks.
Further, the change detection algorithm for the virtual
machines produces a log of tracked changes. The analysis is
performed over 1000 virtual machines, however, for the
visualization on 10 virtual machine logs are presented here.

Henceforth, it is conclusive that, the change management
algorithm is perfectly justifying the claims made is this work.
Further, the key generation algorithm outputs are analysed
here [Table VI]. During the testing phase, the algorithm is
tested for more than 1000 instances. However, for
representation purposes only 10 examples from the total
outcomes are furnished.

Sample Change Detection Log File

TABLE VI.

Change Tracking for VM #1
Tracking for version #1
VM Size reduced by 126 GB

KEY GENERATION TIME ANALYSIS

Test Sequence #

Key Generation time (ns)

Seq #1

7

Seq #2

9

Seq #3

14

Seq #4

7

Change Tracking for VM #3
Tracking for version #1
VM Size reduced by 94 GB
Tracking for version #2
VM Size reduced by 42 GB

Seq #5

10

Seq #6

20

Change Tracking for VM #4
Tracking for version #1
VM Size increased by 138 GB

Change Tracking for VM #2
Tracking for version #1
VM Size reduced by 95 GB

Seq #7

15

Seq #8

25

Seq #9

10

Seq #10

14

The results are visualized graphically here [Fig. 6].

Change Tracking for VM #5
Tracking for version #1
VM Size reduced by 183 GB
Tracking for version #2
VM Size increased by 28 GB
Change Tracking for VM #6
Tracking for version #1
VM Size increased by 236 GB
Tracking for version #2
VM Size reduced by 28 GB
Change Tracking for VM #7
Tracking for version #1
VM Size increased by 208 GB
Change Tracking for VM #8
Tracking for version #1
VM Size increased by 275 GB

Fig. 6. Key Generation Time Analysis.

Change Tracking for VM #9
Tracking for version #1
VM Size reduced by 32 GB
Tracking for version #2
VM Size reduced by 42 GB
Tracking for version #3
VM Size increased by 79 GB

It is evident from the above results, that the time taken for
the key generation demonstrates fairly liner characteristics,
which is always expected for any best key generation
algorithms.

Change Tracking for VM #10
No Changes Detected

Test Sequence #

Encryption Time (ns)

Decryption Time (ns)

Seq #1

19

22

From the above sample log file, the following aspects are
conclusive regarding the virtual machine change detection
algorithm:

Seq #2

6

16

Seq #3

4

19

Seq #4

10

7

1) The changes for any virtual machine can be detected
over multiple versions of the same VM.
2) The changes are reflected in terms of size; however, the
actual change management is tracked based on characteristics
of the virtual machines.
3) The detection algorithm also ensures no changes if the
version of the same virtual machine is not updated.

Seq #5

17

1

Seq #6

11

20

TABLE VII.

CRYPTOGRAPHIC ALGORITHMS TIME ANALYSIS

Seq #7

18

14

Seq #8

14

20

Seq #9

8

15

Seq #10

12

16
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Further, the encryption and decryption time analysis is
furnished here [Table VII]. During the testing phase, the
algorithm is tested for more than 1000 instances. However, for
representation purposes only 10 examples from the total
outcomes are furnished.
The results are also visualized graphically here [Fig. 7].

VII. CONCLUSION
This research establishes benchmark in many aspects. In
any of the parallel research outcomes, the reduction of time for
applying the cryptographic aspects is ignored, which as per this
work is most evident to increase the responsiveness of the
cloud security. Also, this work elaborates the possibilities of
detection of the attacks with the simplest model with least
complexity. The proposed mathematical models and
algorithms are strong evidence of the claim that, this
framework is not only capable of detection of existing or
known attacks, rather, this framework can also detect newer or
unknown types of attacks based on the connection
characteristics analysis. The detection rate on the benchmarked
dataset is over 98%, which is again a benchmark for these
types of framework.
[1]
[2]

Fig. 7. Encryption and Decryption Time Analysis.
[3]

The results obtained in terms of time taken to perform the
encryption and decryption operations on the detected changes
on the virtual machines clearly showcase a trend of reduced
time. This reduction is achieved due to the change management
algorithm deployed for the virtual machine versions.
Further, in the next section of this work, the obtained
results are compared with the other parallel research outcomes.

[4]

[5]
[6]

VI. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS
The obtained result from the proposed framework is highly
satisfactory. Nonetheless, without a comparative analysis, no
work can be concluded as benchmarked outcome. Thus, in this
section of the work, the proposed framework using various
parameters is compared with the parallel popular research
outcomes [Table VIII].
Henceforth, it is conclusive to state that, the proposed
framework has outperformed the parallel popular research
works in terms of capabilities and as well as in terms of model
complexity.
Finally, in the next section of the work, the research
conclusion is presented.

[7]

[8]
[9]

[10]

[11]

[12]

TABLE VIII. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS
Author, Year

Methodology

Capabilities

Model
Complexity

X. Lu et al. [14],
2020

Machine
Learning

Reactive Security

O(n2)

N. E. Moussaid et
al. [13], 2020

Machine
Learning

Reactive Security

O(n2)

F. Cai et al. [10],
2019

Machine
Learning

Reactive Security

O(n2)

B. Sudhakar et al.
[15], 2019

Machine
Learning

Reactive Security

O(n*m)

Proposed
Framework

Machine
Learning

Reactive &
Proactive Security

O(n)

[13]

[14]

[15]

[16]
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Abstract—In 2020 World Health Organization (WHO) has
declared that the Coronaviruses (COVID-19) pandemic is
causing a worldwide health disaster. One of the most effective
protections for reducing the spread of COVID-19 is by wearing a
face mask in densely and close populated areas. In various
countries, it has become mandatory to wear a face mask in public
areas. The process of monitoring large numbers of individuals to
comply with the new rule can be a challenging task. A costeffective method to monitor a large number of individuals to
comply with this new law is through computer vision and
Convolution Neural Network (CNN). This paper demonstrates
the application of transfer learning on pre-trained CNN
architectures namely; AlexNet, GoogleNet ResNet-18, ResNet-50,
ResNet-101, to classify whether or not a person in the image is
wearing a facemask. The number of training images are varied in
order to compare the performance of these networks. It is found
that AlexNet performed the worst and requires 400 training
images to achieve Specificity, Accuracy, Precision, and F-score of
more than 95%. Whereas, GoogleNet and Resnet can achieve the
same level of performance with 10 times fewer number of
training images.
Keywords—Convolution neural network; deep learning;
transfer learning; computer vision; facemask detection; COVID-19

I.

INTRODUCTION

Wearing face masks in public area is becoming more
common due to the prevalence of COVID-19 outbreak all over
the world [1]. Before the pandemic, small minority of the
population especially in east Asian countries have been
wearing face masks as a prevention against common flu.
COVID-19 is the most recent pandemic virus to make a huge
impact on human health in the past century. The exponential
rate of COVID-19 transmission has forced the World Health
Organization (WHO) to declare COVID-19 a worldwide
pandemic in 2020. 150,047,341 have been infected by COVID-

19 as of April 2021 across 188 countries. The virus is
spreading through close contact, as well as in overcrowded
publica areas. In multiple countries, individuals are constrained
by the law to wear face mask in public areas. The rule was
implemented as a reaction to a sudden spike in cases and
fatalities in a various country. To enforce the public to comply
with this rules, governmental agencies such police and health
agency have to allocate significant number of their workforce
to continuously public areas.
This paper demonstrates the application of Convolution
Neural Network CNN to automate the classification of images
of an individual wearing facemask and those without facemask.
The ability to automate facemask detection can significantly
reduce man power requirement and governmental expenditure.
This paper also presents the performance comparison of
popular CNN architectures for images classifications namely
AlexNet, GoogleNet, ResNet-18, ResNet-50, and ResNet-101.
The results presented in this research can be used by other
researchers and machine learning engineers to identify suitable
CNN architectures given the number of training data set,
hardware capabilities and required accuracy to automate the
images classification of a person wearing face mask.
This paper is organized as follows. Section II, provides
discussion on the findings by other researchers on facemask
detection and classification. Section III, describes the
methodology on how the five different CNN architectures;
AlexNet, GoogleNet, ResNet-18, ResNet-50 and ResNet-101
are being trained. Section IV, discussed the performance
evaluation metrics that were used to compare the 5 different
CNN architectures. The results of the study are presented and
discussed in Section V. Finally, conclusions are drawn.
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A. Deep Learning
Deep Learning is a subset of Machine Learning, which in
turn is a subset of Artificial Intelligence. The term "Artificial
Intelligence" (AI) refers to techniques that enable computers to
mimic human behavior. Machine Learning is an algorithm that
has been trained using data to emulate human like decision
making. Deep Learning and Artificial Neural Network are a
subset of Machine Learning that are inspired by human brain
structure. [2] Deep learning methods take the opportunity to
achieve the same findings as humans by consistently assessing
data using a specified structured methodology. Deep learning
does this through the use of a multi-layered structure of
algorithms known as neural networks.
As shown in Fig. 1, the design of the Artificial Neural
Network is based on the anatomy of the human brain. Artificial
Neural Network can be trained to detect objects and categorize
various sorts of data in the same way that humans do. Singular
layers of neural organizations might be considered as a type of
filter that capacities from coarse to fine, expanding the
likelihood of recognizing and creating the right outcome. The
human brain works in a similar way. While going up against
with new data, the brain endeavors to contrast it with recently
known objects. Deep neural networks employ the same
principle. It may be use neural networks to accomplish a
variety of tasks such as grouping, classification, and regression.
Can be use neural networks to categorize or classify unlabeled
data based on similarities between samples. In the
classification process, it might prepare the network on a labeled
dataset to characterize the examples in the dataset into discrete
classifications.
B. Convolution Neural Networks (CNN)
As illustrated in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, a CNN contains three
layers as a convolutional layer, a pooling layer, and a fully
connected layer [3]. The 'input layer' of each CNN utilized
receives pictures and recompress them before passing data on
to following layers for extracting features. The next layers are
referred to as 'Convolution layers,' and they serve as image
filters, extracting features from pictures and generating match
local features during testing. Activation function 'Rectified
Linear Unit' (ReLU) is employed to replace every negative
integer in the pooling layer with zero. ReLU also helps the
CNN maintain mathematical stability by avoiding learnt values
from being stuck at zero or blowing up toward infinity. Then
the data is transferred to the 'pooling layer' [4]. This layer
decreases the size of large pictures yet retaining the most
important information. It maintains the most value from each
frame by retaining the best fits of every feature within the
frame. Flatten is the way toward changing over information
into a one-dimensional cluster for contribution to the next
layer. The yield of the convolutional layers is flattened to make
a solitary extensive component vector. It is also connected to
the final classification algorithm, forming a fully connected
layer. The next-to-last layer is a fully connected layer that turns
the greater filtered pictures into labeled with probability for
every class of every picture being categorized. To give
classification output, the last layer of the CNN architecture
employs a classification layer such as softmax [5].

C. AlexNet
AlexNet was created by Alex Krizhevsky and is a
convolutional neural network model that has made huge
contributions to Artificial Intelligence (AI), particularly the use
of deep learning to machine vision [6]. The CNN model won
the ImageNet Large Scale Visual Detection (ILSVRC)
competition in 2012, which evaluates methods for huge object
recognizing and picture classifications. AlexNet consists of 60
million parameters, three fully connected layers, 650,000
neurons and five convolutional layers [7]. Convolutions of
11x11, 5x5, and 3x3 dimensions were used, as well as max
pooling, dropout, data augmentation, ReLU activations, and
SGD with momentum. The initial two convolutional layers are
normalization and a maximum pooling layer. Plus, the third
and fourth are directly connected while the fifth is joined by a
maximum pooling layer. [6] The input is given it into softmax
classifier, the second of which feeds into a softmax classifier.
The authors used a regularisation approach termed "dropout"
with a ratio of 0.5 to avoid overfitting in the fully-connected
layers. The use of Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) on each of the
first seven layers is another AlexNet model feature.
D. GoogleNet
Szegedy proposed GoogleNet, which was the champion of
the ImageNet Large Scale Visual Recognition Challenge
(ILSVRC) in 2014 [6]. For the major auxiliary classifiers in the
network, GoogleNet features four convolutional layers, three
softmax layers, seven million parameters, five fully connected
layers, nine inception modules, three average pooling layers
and four max-pooling layers. In the fully connected layer,
dropout regularization is used, and ReLU activation is used in
all of the convolutional layers. GoogleNet has 22 total layers
and is significantly deeper and wider than AlexNet, but it has a
much smaller number of network parameters. The DistBelief
distributed machine learning system was used to train
GoogLeNet architecture with a small amount of model and
data parallelism. In the RGB color space, the size of the
receptive field in this network is 224x224 with a zero mean.
GoogleNet was developed with the intent of being able to
function on a variety of devices, including those with limited
computational resources, such as those with a low memory
footprint [6]. GoogleNet is 22 layers deep if just layers with
parameters are counted, or 27 levels if pooling is counted, and
has 7 million parameters. This network has a 27MB file size
and a 224-by-224 image input size. The GoogLeNet was
intended to be a computational force and reckoned with higher
computational proficiency than a portion of its archetypes or
equivalent organizations created at that point. The main
convolution layer utilizes a filter patch that is altogether huge
in contrast with other patch sizes in the network. The
significant objective of this layer is to quickly limit the input
image while holding spatial data by utilizing enormous filter
sizes. The size of the input image is diminished by a factor of
four at the subsequent convolution layer and another factor of
eight preceding arriving at the primary initiation module,
however a more noteworthy number of highlight maps are
produced. The GoogLeNet architecture is comprised of nine
inception modules. Furthermore, some inception modules
include two max-pooling layers.
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Fig. 1. Artificial Neural Network Connection [8].

Fig. 2. Convolutional Neural Networks [8].

Fig. 3. Representation of a Convolutional Neural Network's Architecture [6].

Just before the linear layer, a dropout layer is being
utilized. The dropout layer is a regularization procedure
utilized during preparing to keep the network from overfitting.
The linear layer is comprised of 1000 hidden units that
compare to the 1000 classes in the Imagenet dataset. The last
layer is the softmax layer, which utilizes the softmax function,

an actuation function used to assess the likelihood circulation
of an assortment of the number contained inside an information
vector. A softmax actuation function is a vector wherein the
assortment of qualities addresses the likelihood of a class or
occasion event. The vector's qualities all amount to one.
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E. ResNet (Residual Network)
The ResNet feature is based on deep architectures that have
demonstrated good convergence and accuracy, were created by
He et al. [6] They won the ImageNet Large Scale Visual
Recognition Challenge classification competitions in 2015. A
residual neural network (ResNet) is a form of Artificial Neural
Network (ANN) that is based on pyramidal cell frameworks in
the cerebral cortex. Skip connections, or shortcuts, are used by
residual neural networks to skip over some layers. ResNet was
created using numerous stacked residual units and a variety of
layer counts such as 18, 34, 50, 101, 152, and 1202. The
number of operations, on the other hand, might vary depending
on the architecture. The residual units for all of the preceding
are made up of convolutional, pooling, and layering operations.
The ResNet 18 network provides an excellent balance of depth
and performance, and it is made up of a fully connected layer
with a softmax, five convolutional layers, and one average
pooling layer. ResNet-18 comprises 11.7 million parameters
and an 18 depth layer with a size of 44MB.
Resnet-50 has 49 convolutional layers, 25.6 million
parameters, 50 depth layer with a size of 96MB and a fully
connected layer at the end of the network. [9] ResNet-101 is a
deep convolutional neural network with 101 layers. This
architecture has 44.6 million parameters and 101 depth layers,
and it is 167MB in size. It will load a pre-trained rendition of
the network that has been trained on over 1,000,000 images
from the ImageNet information base. The network was pretrained to recognize images into 1000 distinctive item classes.
ResNet is a reliable architecture for identifying a wide range of
classes, having won the 2016 ImageNet competition.
A deep residual network (ResNet) is made up of modules,
which are entities with identical loops layered on top of each
other. Each module is made up of multiple convolutional layers
that are used to become familiar with the features of the input
space. After the second convolutional layer, a dropout layer
was added. Each module delivers more generalized output with
greater regularization with the inclusion of the Dropout layer.
Many architectures in the literature use dropout, and it is often
used on layers with a large number of parameters to minimize
feature adaptation and overfitting. Dropouts outperform in
generalization. As a default, Softmax is utilized after fully
connected layers.
II. RELATED WORK
This section discusses similar research that has been
conducted relating to face mask detection.
A. Facial Mask Detection using Semantic Segmentation
The objective of the paper presented by Meenpal et al.,
2019 [10] was to develop a binary face classifier that can
identify each face in the frame regardless of alignments,
including a strategy for generating accurate face segmentation
masks of any arbitrary size input image. The approach begins
with an RGB image of any size and utilizes Predefined
Training Weights of VGG – 16 Architecture for feature
extraction. For segmented face masks, experiments on the
Multi Parsing Human Dataset revealed a mean pixel-level
efficiency of 93.884%.

B. Real-Time Face Mask Identification using Facemasknet
Deep Learning Network
Inamdar & Mehendale, 2020 develop a deep learning
architecture called Facemasknet [11] COVID-19 face mask
classification. The proposed architecture provides three
characterizations which are people wearing a mask,
erroneously worn masks, and no mask detected. Utilizing a
deep learning technique called Facemasknet, they got a
precision of 98.6%.
C. Covid-19 Facemask Detection with Deep Learning and
Computer Vision
Vinitha & Velantina, 2020 developed a real-time face
detection from a live feed via their webcam [12]. The research
was conducted using OpenCV framework and A.I framework
such as Python, Tensor Flow and Keras. Their aim is to employ
deep learning and computer vision to determine if the person in
the picture or video feed is wearing a mask.
D. Deep Learning based Safe Social Distancing and Face
Mask Detection in Public Areas for COVID-19 Safety
Guidelines Adherence
Yadav, 2020 presents a technique for forestalling the
transmission of the virus by observing individuals
progressively to check whether they are utilizing safe social
distance and wearing face mask in public area [13]. The
method used for this research includes Raspberry pi4, OpenCV
framework, MobileNetV2 and TensorFlow. The detection of
face mask wearing achieves an accuracy of 91.2%.
E. A Hybrid Deep Transfer Learning Model with Machine
Learning Methods for Face Mask Detection in the Era of
the COVID-19 Pandemic
Loey et al., 2021 presents a hybrid model for face mask
identification based on deep and conventional machine
learning. There are two elements to the technique that follows
[1]. The first element will use Resnet-50 to extract features.
The ensemble method, decision trees, and Support Vector
Machine (SVM) are used in the second element to categorise
face masks.
F. Validating the Correct Wearing of Protection Mask by
Taking a Selfie: Design of a Mobile Application
‘CheckYourMask’ to Limit the Spread of COVID-19
The COVID-19 contagiousness is considered to be high in
comparison to the flu. Hammoudi et al., 2020 presents a mobile
application design that allows anybody with a smartphone the
ability to snap a picture to verify that his or her protective mask
is properly positioned on his or her face [14]. The technique
used in this research included Android, OpenCV, and Haarlike. True Detection (TD) accuracy for the face is 99.92% and
the nose is 100%.
G. Identifying Facemask-Wearing Condition using Image
Super-Resolution with Classification Network to Prevent
COVID-19
Qin & Li, 2020 proposed another facemask wearing
condition identification technique as a cooperation with picture
super-resolution with classification algorithm (SRCNet) to
quantify three different classification issues using
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unconstrained 2D facial image photos [15]. The suggested
technique included four major steps which are pictures preprocessing, image recognition and cropping, picture superresolution and recognition of wearing a face mask
circumstances. The proposed technique reported a 98.7%
accuracy rate.
H. An Application of Mask Detector for Prevent Covid-19 in
Public Services Area
Henderi et al., 2020 created systems for real-time
monitoring of those who do not wear a face masks in public
areas [16]. The authors utilize images and video input from a
camera and connects it to a Speed Maix Bit CPU to process
data and show it onto the LCD display. The materials used to
develop the system are MicroPython, Sipeed Maix Bit, MaixPy
and Python 3.
I. An Automated System to Limit COVID-19 using Facial
Mask Detection in Smart City Network
Rahman et al., 2020 propose a framework that limits
COVID-19 spread in an active city network where all open
spots are monitored by Closed-Circuit Television (CCTV)
cameras by recognizing people who are not wearing any facial
masks [4]. When an individual without a face mask is detected,
the city network alerts the necessary authorities. The materials
used for this system is CCTV and GPS. The system achieved
an accuracy rate of 98.7% of facemask detection.
J. Retinamask: A Face Mask Detector
Jiang & Fan, 2020 presented RetinaFaceMask, a highaccuracy and effective face mask detector [17]. The presented
RetinaFaceMask detector is a one-stage detector comprised of
a feature pyramid network that combines high-level semantic
information with numerous feature vectors and a novel context
attentive modules focused on identifying face masks.
Furthermore, they provide a cross-class object removal
approach for rejecting predictions with low confidence and a
high intersection of a union. The framework used in this
research were MobileNet, ResNet, and PyTorch.

images of an individual wearing and not wearing facemask.
The first stage is to conduct transfer learning on the networks
using image datasets. The most essential criterion for
evaluating the performance is to see if the prediction accuracy
varies among all CNN architectures used in this research. This
study is divided into two phases which are training and testing
of the face mask detector.
In the training phase, the dataset is loaded for the model to
be trained, and the model is serialized. The training datasets
consist of images of faces with and without facemask. Fig. 4, 5,
6, 7 and 8 shows example of training images of faces at various
angles without facemask. To gauge and compare the
performance of ResNet-101, ResNet-50, ResNet-18,
GoogleNet and AlexNet, the dataset were varied as follows:
• 20 datasets (10 images with facemask, 10 without
facemask)
• 40 datasets (20 images with facemask, 20 without
facemask)
• 60 datasets (30 images with facemask, 30 without
facemask)
• 80 datasets (40 images with facemask, 40 without
facemask)
• 100 datasets (50 images with facemask, 50 without
facemask)
• 200 datasets (100 images with facemask, 100 without
facemask)
• 300 datasets (150 images with facemask, 150 without
facemask)
• 400 datasets (200 images with facemask, 200 without
facemask)

K. Performance Evaluation of Intelligent Face Mask
Detection System with Various Deep Learning Classifiers
Keywords
The research by [18] focuses on the use of deep learning
algorithms to identify persons who do and do not wear a face
mask. The framework has been trained to decide if an
individual is wearing a face mask or not. At the point when the
algorithm perceives an individual without a mask, an alarm
will be set off to caution the people around or the relevant
authorities, so that appropriate action may be taken against
such offenders. Like most establishments, associations,
businesses, shopping centers, and hospital must resume normal
operations before the epidemic is removed, to incorporate a
face mask recognition strategy with the current information
system at the passage and leave entryways is emphatically
encouraged.
III. METHODOLOGY
The main objectives of this research are to demonstrates the
application of using existing CNN architectures; ResNet-101,
ResNet-50, ResNet-18, GoogleNet and AlexNet in classifying

Fig. 4. Example on Front Facing Image [19].

Fig. 5. Example on Left Facing Image [19].
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Start

Obtain image data set of
faces with/without mask

Labeling the information of “FacesWithFaceMask” or
“FacesWithoutFaceMask”

Load Pretrained CNN
Fig. 6. Example on Right Facing Image [19].

Split data of training and
testing

Load image data set of
faces with/without mask

Resize images

Convert image colour to
gray scale conversion
Fig. 7. Example on Bottom Facing Image [19].

Get the properties of last
layer CNN

Train CNN to identify
faces with/without mask

Test the face
identification of CNN
with/without mask

Detecting the faces with/
without mask
Fig. 9. Process Flow for the Transfer Learning.

Fig. 8. Example on Top Facing Image [19].
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The limitation of this research each of the training images
used consists of only one face and Matlab programming was
used to perform the transfer learning. For Alexnet, all the
training images were resized to 227 x 227 x 3 pixels. Whilst for
the ResNet-18, ResNet-50, ResNet-101 and GoogleNet the
training images were resized to 224x224x3 pixels. After the
model was trained, the images were stacked as input to
recognize whether an individual was wearing a face mask or
not.

to the possibility that the negative label was correct, and is
presented in (2). True Negatives (TN), also known as negative
cases that are classified as negative, showing that individuals
are not wearing a face mask but are labeled as wearing a face
mask. False Positive (FP) is the individuals who are not
wearing a face mask but are erroneously categorized as
wearing a face mask.

In the testing phase, the dataset consists of a total of 200
images which were not part of the training data set, 100 images
of faces without face masks and 100 images of faces with face
masks. The testing datasets consist of faces at various angles
and were fed into a trained CNN architectures to classify if the
face detected in the image is wearing a face mask or not. After
that detection of face mask takes place, the result will state
either the face on the images uploaded wearing a face mask or
not wearing a face mask and appeared on the screen display.
The screen will mention 'FacesWithFaceMask' for the result of
images of people wearing a face mask and
'FacesWithoutFaceMask' for the images of people not wearing
a face mask.

Accuracy is the most often used parameter for assessing
classification performance. This measure computes the
proportion of properly identified samples and is represented by
(3) [20].

Fig. 9 summarizes the flowchart for the transfer learning of
CNN for face mask classification. First, the data set of human
faces wearing and not wearing a face mask were compiled. The
data sets were labelled with their respective categories,
"FacesWithFaceMask" and "FacesWithoutFaceMask." A
specific CNN architecture is then loaded. The training datasets
are then randomly divided into training and testing with a ratio
of 70:30. All the images are resized according to the
requirements of specific CNN architectures and converted into
a grayscale. The features of the final layer CNN are obtained as
every CNN network has a different final layer. The CNN
network is then train to recognize faces with and without a face
mask using the training dataset. Using an image which are not
part of the training dataset, the performance of the various
trained CNN networks in classifying face with and without
facemask are evaluated.
IV. PERFORMANCE METRICS
Several performance measures are used in this research to
compare the performance of the various CNN networks in
classifying images of a person with and without facemask.
The sensitivity performance, also known as recall, refers to
the accuracy of true positives and how many positive class
samples were appropriately labelled [20]. Sensitivity can be
calculated using (1), where True Positive (TP) is the number of
events that are both positive and accurately identified, which
means the number of images with a person are wearing a face
mask and are correctly identified as such. While, False
Negative FN is defined as the number of positive events that
are incorrectly classified as negative. In this research FN, is the
number of images of a person wearing facemask but has been
incorrectly classified by CNN as not wearing a facemask.
Sensitivity =

TP
TP + FN

(1)

Specificity =

Accuracy =

TN
TN + FP

TP + TN
T P+ TN + FP + FN

(2)

(3)

Precision is calculated by using (4), which divides the total
number of true positives plus false positives by the number of
true positives. This statistic evaluates the algorithm's predicting
capabilities and is concerned with accuracy. Precision refers to
the model's "accuracy" in terms of both the number of positive
predictions and the number of positive predictions that occur.
[20].
Precision =

TP
T P + FP

(4)

The harmonic mean accuracy and recall are used to
generate the F-score, as shown in (5). It is related with the
examination of positive classes. A perfect score for this
parameter means that the model leads the positive class [20].
F-score = 2 *

Precision * Recall
Precision + Recall

(5)

V. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
Fig. 10 and 11 illustrates the correct classification of
trained CNN networks in identifying 'FacesWithFaceMask' and
'FacesWithoutFaceMask'. Results shown to Fig. 12, 13, 14, 15
and 16, all of the networks performed differently in terms of its
statistical significance.
The performance results of AlexNet shows that the
Sensitivity is highest at 20 and 40 training images, as shown in
Fig. 12. However, for Specificity, Accuracy, Precision, and Fscore, the results are its lowest at 20 training images. The
performance of AlexNet to classify images of a person wearing
facemask can be improved by providing it with more training
data set. AlexNet has the lowest accuracy and performed the
worst when compare to other CNN architectures. Similar
findings was also reported by Neha Sharma et al. [21]. To
achieve an acceptable level of performances, AlexNet requires
200 training images to achieve average performance
(sensitivity, accuracy, specificity, precession and F-score) of
more than 95%. More training data can result in longer training
processing time which can undesirable for low powered
machines. AlexNet has relatively poorest performance
compared to other CNN architectures is because the network
has far fewer layers (AlexNet consists of only 8 layers).

Specificity is defined as the probability distribution of true
negatives with a secondary class, which generally corresponds
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Fig. 10. Result will show “FacesWithoutFaceMask’ for the Image of People
Not Wearing a Face Mask.

Fig. 11. Result will Show “FacesWithFaceMask’ for the Image of People
Wearing a Face Mask.

Fig. 12. Performance Results (%) for AlexNet.

Fig. 13. Performance Results (%) for GoogleNet.
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Fig. 14. Performance Results (%) for ResNet-18.

Fig. 15. Performance Results (%) for ResNet-50.

In comparison, GoogleNet which consists of 22 layers only
needs 40 images of training data to achieve Accuracy,
Sensitivity, Specificity, Precision and F-score of more than
95%.

layers compared to the CNN architectures presented in this
paper. As the name implies, ResNet-101 consists of 101 layers.
However, the complexity of the network means it requires
more processing power.

Fig. 14 and 15 shows that the percentage of performance
results for ResNet-18 and ResNet-50 for Sensitivity,
Specificity, Accuracy, Precision, and F-score are unstable at 20
to 40 training images. However, as the number of training
images increases to 60, the results stabilize with an average
performance evaluation of 97%. According to Fig. 16, the best
performed network based on the performance evaluation
metrics is ResNet-101. ResNet-101 only needs 40 images of
training data to achieve Accuracy, Sensitivity, Specificity,
Precision and F-score of more than 98%. ResNet-101 achieved
the highest average performance as the network has far more

The Specificity and Precision performance of GoogleNet,
ResNet-50, and ResNet-101 are consistently more than 98%
from the start. However this is not the case for AlexNet and
ResNet-18 which indicates that these architectures struggle to
classify faces without facemask with low number of training
data. Low Precision value means that the networks made
several incorrectly classification on faces without facemask as
wearing facemask. Overall, as the number of training images
increases for AlexNet, GoogleNet, ResNet-18, ResNet-50 and
ResNet-101, the performance in terms Specificity, Accuracy,
Precision, and F-score also improve.
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Fig. 16. Performance Results (%) for ResNet-101.
[5]

VI. CONCLUSION
This papers successfully demonstrates application of
transfer learning in popular CNN architectures to classify
images of a person wearing or not wearing a facemask. In this
study, five network architectures were compared using
performance metrics; AlexNet, ResNet-18, ResNet-50,
GoogleNet, and ResNet-101. It is found that on average
AlexNet performed the worst and requires far greater training
data to achieve accuracy of more than 95%. ResNet-101
achieved the highest accuracy and requires smallest number of
training data to far more 95% accuracy. However the
complexity of ResNet-101 means that it requires far greater
processing power. GoogleNet strikes the balance of not being
overly complex whilst achieving an acceptable level of
performance with relatively small number of training data
images. Further research can be conducted to gauge the
performance and computational resources requirement of
various CNN architectures to determine whether a person is
wearing a face mask correctly or incorrectly.
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Abstract—In this paper a new approach of unique markers to
detect and track moving objects with the encoding LED marker
is presented. In addition, an LED spotlight system that can shoot
light in the direction of the target is also proposed. The encoding
process is done by making a unique blinking pattern on the LED,
and thus the camera and a servomotor as an object recognition
system would only recognize a unique marker given by an LED.
In this work the camera with OpenCV could capture a unique
marker in all variant of blinking patterns. A unique marker is
important on object recognition system so the camera could
identify the object marked by our unique marker and ignore all
other markers that might captured by the camera. In addition,
analysis of the PWM signal from an LED is carried out here to
determine the characteristics of the LEDs in each color,
determine the accuracy of the duty cycle, and the use of the
bright-dim method on the LEDs. The results show that the
highest accuracy is obtained when a 50% duty cycle is used with
the on and off time are set to be 1 second for all LED colors. The
benefit of the proposed system is confirmed by implementing an
integrated control system as a unique marker. The effectiveness
of the blinking LED against other laser interferences is also
discussed.
Keywords—Encoding LED; PWM signal; target markers;
object recognition system

I.

INTRODUCTION

The optics and optoelectronics have made significant
progress over the years, particularly towards more powerful
and efficient laser devices [1]. Much of these advances are
responsible for making them indispensable in modern warfare.
There has been a large-scale growth of electro-optics devices
and systems for various applications, such as target tracking
and designating, range finding, and target acquisition [2][3].
Moreover, [4] and [5] suggested that the use of lasers for
military purposes continues to grow every year. There are
numerous benefits associated with electro-optics technology,
for example, detecting markers by using a light-emitting diode
(LED) [6][7].
LED has some benefits, such as low power consumption
and more brightness compared to the others [8]. LED
technology also presents an option for information display on
a flat screen, offering a wide viewing angle and a bright and
clear image suitable for outdoor applications. LEDs have
become the necessary option in lighting environmental
renovation. LEDs have many advantages, including high
fidelity, high rendering, and supporting green technology
[9][10]. In [11] it is reported that LED pulse response

behavior, taking into account the junction capacitance and the
spreading resistance distributed over the entire junction area,
this research makes possible to be able to control LED in the
future. LED has recently become a new light source in many
areas due to its efficiency and durability. It has the merits of
being environmentally friendly and low power consumption.
Furthermore, LEDs are used in various sensors and other
technological developments, such as LED markers [12][13].
Recently, LEDs cannot only emit continuously, but also
dim and blinking. The author in [14] reported the dimming is
accomplished by adjusting the average current in the LEDs
through pulse width modulation of a switch in series with the
load. Meanwhile, [15] suggested that a camera with image
processing software is used to recognize the target. The color,
size, and variant of blinking of the LED markers detected by
the camera is the main limiting factor of this method.
In [16] it is reported that the object recognition system by
using single camera. The quality of the camera greatly
influences the object detection limits. Meanwhile, the increase
of interest and need for the camera generates increasingly
complex object tracking algorithms. The object tracking
system is often used for security, surveillance, traffic
monitoring, navigation, and human-computer interactions
[17][18]. Moreover, LED marker is a marker of a particular
light. This marker is usually used just before the bullet is fired.
LED needs the electric current to emit the light. The higher
the current flowing in the LED, the brighter the light produced.
However, it should be noted that the amount of current
allowed is 10mA - 20mA and at a voltage of 1.6V-3.5V
according to the character of the wavelength. If the current is
higher than 20mA, the LED will burn. Changing the electric
current on LED according to a certain pattern at a certain time
can produce LED blinking [19][20]. In this work, the aim to
develop an object recognition system and unique marker by
using a variety of LED blinking. The LED spotlight and object
recognition based on computer vision were studied, resulting
in the fact that the correlation was small.
II. METHOD
A. Scheme of LED Blinking
The diode forward current can control the LED luminance.
The most convenient method for LED dimming without
altering the current is the pulse-width-modulation (PWM).
PWM regulates the output voltage on the LED to get different
average voltages. Meanwhile, PWM adjusts the output voltage
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signal on the led to get different average voltages. Two factors
limiting the shortest PWM pulse duration are driver response
time and LED response time. Typically, driver response time
is clearly stated by a manufacturer. LED manufacturers are not
aware of the need for faster LED response times. Usually, the
manufacturer considers it to be fast enough to satisfy dimming
requirements. However, the LED manufacturers do not
specify the response time. Therefore, the investigation was
needed to evaluate the current state of the response time of
visible light LEDs.
In this work, LED is controlled by a microcontroller,
which can show the continuous or blinking light, as shown in
Fig. 1. Here, the LED is controlled by an Arduino Uno and
will generate a PWM. In addition, the Arduino Uno can adjust
the blinking signal with a variety of frequencies and duty
cycles. For the optimum condition, the maximum speed of the
duty cycle on LED depends on the speed rate of spectrometer
capture led light.
The spectrometer used in this work has a limitation of
speed rate in 10 μs. Therefore, the speed of the duty cycle was
set at over 10 μs. The spectrometer has captured the spectrum
of LED and converted it to the PWM signal. The comparison
between the PWM signal in the input and the output was
analyzed to generate the precision and resolution numbers.
B. Object Recognition System
The detection of objects using markers is one of the easiest
methods of detection. Markers are artificial objects that are
designed to be easily recognized and identified. The marker
usually is at a known position or size, serving as a reference
point or a measure for other objects. In this work, a camera
with image processing software called OpenCV is used to
recognize the target. The motor servo is used to steer the laser
beam. An external camera is used to recognize the target. This
camera can capture pictures with a resolution of 1920 × 1080
pixels for 30 fps and a 76° angle of view. However, the
camera also needs a particular program to recognize the object
intended as the target. There are several methods of OpenCV
that can be used for target recognition. Since the target is
dynamic (moving objects), the shape and size of the target,
which is recognized by the camera, might slightly change
when it moves.

Fig. 2. Object Recognition System consists of the Camera, Image Processing,
LED as a Marker Embedded to the Servo Motor and Microcontroller.

The object recognition system consists of multi-colored
LED that can emit continuous light, external cameras for
capturing an object, and a spectrometer for capturing a PWM
signal. When the LED was on, the camera captured the
visualization of the colored LED, and the spectrometer
captured the PWM signal simultaneously as shown in Fig. 2.
Visually, the light looks on and off with the particular period.
The PWM signal goes up (ton) and down (toff) on a particular
blinking type, and the duty cycle follows the rules as shown in
(1). When the light is on, ton is always straight without
breaking up, and there is no signal at the toff, vice versa. The
blinking system is the combination of both ton and toff that can
produce the PWM signal. Typically, the camera will capture
the visual object when the light is on (ton) and will be lost
when the light is off (toff).
III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
A. Characteristics of LED Blinking
In this work, LEDs of various colors have been
characterized and analyzed for their resolution and precision
values. The colors used in this experiment are red, yellow,
green, and blue. The duty cycle is the fraction of one period
when a signal is active, and its calculation follows (1).
Moreover, the PWM duty cycle's accuracy is related to the
duty cycle's correction. The precision analysis of Duty Cycle
(DC) follows (2).
(1)
[

Fig. 1. Encoding LED Blinking Mechanism. A Camera Captured the
Display of LED, and a Spectrometer Captured the PWM Signal.

(

)]

(2)

Here, the duty cycle is the ratio of time a load, and the ton
and toff are the conditions when the light is on and off. The
duty cycle correction for the color LED can be calculated by
comparing the input duty cycle and the output duty cycle. The
four colors have different wavelengths, resulting in different
accuracies. It can be seen on the ton and toff, where the time
variations are carried out to see the maximum speed captured
by the photo detector and spectrum processing software. The
concept of tdim was proposed to capture all the time on
Computer Vision as shown in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3. The Mechanism of PWM Signal, separately by the Various Color.

Initially, the LED has a 50% duty cycle. It means that in
the blinking system, the length of time when it turns on is the
same as the length of time it turns off. Following this, the
PWM signal was analyzed. In this work, the duty cycle is
calculated by ton = 1s and toff = 1s. Furthermore, the variety of
duty cycles and range of time were analyzed as well.
When the duty cycle is gradually decreased, the accuracy
of the duty cycle decreases, as shown in Fig. 4a. The smaller
the duty cycle, the toff is higher than a ton, the duty cycle's
accuracy drops significantly. Due to the photo detector’s
response, these phenomena are also affected by the speed ratio
(ton and toff). Meanwhile, the duty cycle data after 50% show
no significant accuracy shift, as shown in Fig. 4b. Therefore,
50% duty cycle is a simpler form of PWM signal and gives the
higher accuracy of the duty cycle. The result indicates that
when the LED switched from on to off, the spectrometer still
receives the LED beam signal in a short time. The increasing
value of the duty cycle correlates with the decrease’s
correction value. The result shows that at a longer ton, the
photo detector will capture the object better. The combination
of ton and toff, correction values, and accuracy of duty cycle
describes the encoding system for object recognition systems.

Fig. 5. The ton and toff Dependency of Accuracy on the Red LED under 1 s.

Fig. 6. The ton and toff Dependency of Accuracy on the Red LED after 1 s.

On the data of the 50% duty cycle, the time dependencies
of accuracy were analyzed. When the ton and toff are getting
smaller, the blinking speed increases, and the accuracy of the
duty cycle drops significantly, as shown in Fig. 5. Meanwhile,
the variant ton and toff data after one second with the periodic
time indicates no significant accuracy shift, as shown in Fig. 6.
Therefore, one second of ton and toff is the cut-off point of
time signal and gives the higher accuracy of the duty cycle.
Here, all the measurement is on the operating range of the
spectrometer. The transformation of the accuracy of the duty
cycle due to the variant of ton and toff describes the blinking
system. Due to the photo detector’s response, these
phenomena are also affected by the speed ratio (ton and toff).

(a)

(b)

Fig. 7. The Various Wavelength on the Red, Blue, Green and Yellow LED.

Fig. 4. Duty Cycle Dependency of Accuracy on the Red LED.
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Duty cycle = 50%

Duty cycle < 50%

Fig. 9. The ton Condition, the Marker Captured Well by the Camera.

Fig. 8. Time Dependency of Precision Value on the Several Wavelengths
LED.

The enhanced measurement was also analyzed with the
same method based on the experimental result of duty cycle
and variant of ton and toff. Fig. 7 shows that the red LED has
624.67 nm in wavelength. Meanwhile, blue, green, and yellow
have 453.09 nm, 573.21, and 592.05, respectively.
On the 50% duty cycle data, the time dependencies of
accuracy were analyzed on the various color of the LED, as
shown in Fig. 8 (upper side). When the ton and toff are getting
shorter, almost the color of LED has lower accuracy,
especially at the ton = toff = 0.05 s and 0.1 s. When the variant
of ton and toff is higher, all the colors of LED get closer to
similar accuracy. This result shows LEDs with the various
wavelengths has similar accuracy at the highest duty cycle.
Moreover, the shortest time range produces the smallest
accuracy when the duty cycle is lower than 50%, as shown in
Fig. 8 (lower side). Meanwhile, the duty cycle after 50%
shows the similar accuracy of duty cycle. The time
dependencies accuracy increases significantly when the time
range increases periodically. On the ton and toff equal 1 s,
almost the variant of LED has a similar accuracy. Note that
the red and blue LED has the lowest accuracy in almost all
conditions.

The display in Fig. 9 consists of the original frame and
masking the frame. The original frame shows the object and
the bounding of object contour for the object recognition
system. Then the masking frame display is the original frame
with the reducer noise filter. The masking frame is presented
in the black and white mode. The object is represented in the
white color, and all the background will show in black color
area. In this condition, the PWM signal is always in upper
position (ton). However, ton condition of LED in range of
camera was captured continuously as sown in Fig. 9.
Meanwhile, Fig. 10 shows the original and the masking
frame cannot recognize the object contour for toff condition. In
this case, the PWM signal is always in under position (ton).
However, toff condition of LED in range of camera was not
captured continuously. Here, the dotted circle is the
representative of the LED position.

B. Object Recognition of LED Blinking
LED with continuous light always keeps and locks on the
computer vision as shown in Fig. 8. However, when the LED
blinking is on, the LED is on toff, and the camera cannot
recognize the object as shown in Fig. 9. In this work, the
report evidence that the combination of ton and toff and the
value of the duty cycle can lead computer vision always to
capture objects and lock them in the visual display.
Fig. 10. In the toff Condition, the Marker is not Captured All the Time by the
Camera.
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IV. CONCLUSION
A new object recognition approach with the unique LED
marker is studied rapidly to propose an encoding marker.
Camera and image processing would only recognize the
unique marker. Characterization LED blinking has been
successfully analyzed by controlling the PWM signal with a
variety of duty cycles. The accuracy of the duty cycle is one of
the parameters to describe the characteristics of LED blinking.
The experiment results show that the highest accuracy is
obtained on a 50% duty cycle with the range of time 1 s on
any LED color. The object recognition system captured all
variant LED blinking with the bright-dim method.
This method potentially applied for the future work to the
smart weapon in the military system, especially the movement
of three-dimensional objects that can applied to air-ground
smart missiles.
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Abstract—Crop productivity and disaster management can be
enhanced by employing hyperspectral images. Hyperspectral
imaging is widely utilized in identifying and classifying objects on
the ground surface for various agriculture application uses such
as crop mapping, flood management, identifying crops damaged
due to flood/drought, etc. Hyperspectral imaging-based crop
classification is a very challenging task because of spectral
dimensions and poor spatial feature representation. Designing
efficient feature extraction and dimension reduction techniques
can address high dimensionality problems. Nonetheless,
achieving good classification accuracies with minimal
computation overhead is a challenging task in Hyperspectral
imaging-based crop classification. In meeting research
challenges, this work presents Hyperspectral imaging-based crop
classification using soft-margin decision boundary optimization
(SMDBO) based Support Vector Machine (SVM) along with
Image Fusion-Recursive Filter (IFRF) and Inherent Feature
Extraction (IFE). In this work, IFRF is used for reducing
spectral features with meaningful representation. Then, IFE is
used for differentiating physical properties and shading elements
of different objects spatially. Both spectral and spatial features
extracted are trained using SMDBO-SVM for performing
hyperspectral object classification. Using SMDBO-SVM for
Hyperspectral object classification aid in addressing class
imbalance issues; thus, the proposed IFE-SMDBO-SVM model
achieves better accuracies and with minimal misclassification in
comparison with state-of-art statistical and Deep Learning (DL)
based Hyperspectral object classification model using standard
dataset Indian Pines and Pavia University.
Keywords—Crop classification; decision boundary; deep
learning; dimensionality; feature selection; hyperspectral image;
support vector machines

I.

INTRODUCTION

Agriculture plays a very important role in improving major
developing country economy. High productivity of food yield
will aid in meeting food security. However, with global
warming, it is hard to achieve a very high yield. A significant
amount of crops is lost worldwide due to natural disasters such
as drought, cyclones, and floods; leading to loss of life of
farmers/people. A farmer requires timely relief of funds for
disaster management. Allocating the right kind of funds is
challenging, as farmer grows multiple crops within the same
region. Thus, efficient crop identification methodologies are
needed. Hyperspectral Imaging (HSI) is an efficient method

used for crop identification. Extensive work has been done in
recent times for crop recognition in agriculture environment
such as Locally Adaptive Dictionary (LAD) through Multiscale
Joint Collaborative Feature (MJCF) [1], spatial-spectral feature
extraction through end-to-end deep learning framework [2],
neural network learning framework for extracting adaptive
Spatial-Spectral Features [3], Improved CNN framework
combining Markov random fields for extracting spatial-spectral
feature [4], Conditional Random Field and Deep Metric
Learning for HSI classification [5]. However, following
challenges such as high dimension size, presence of noise, and
high similarity among spectral features, shapes, textures of
different crops must be addressed in building an effective
hyperspectral imaging-based crop classification method.
Hyperspectral imaging consists of hundreds of Narrow Bands
that are continuous with high spectral correlation. Thus, results
in Hughes phenomenon, space, and computation complexity as
shown in following work such as band selection through Endto-End deep learning architecture [7], hierarchical spatialspectral feature maps through CNN [8], spectral-spatial feature
extraction using CNN and information measure [9], and Active
learning-based CNN model [10], a hybrid model combining
Inception and Deep Residual Network [11] for HSI crop
classification.
The crop classification accuracies can be improved by the
utilization of feature extraction and feature selection methods.
Existing methodologies predominantly used Principal
Component Analysis (PCA) and Independent Component
Analysis (ICA) for reducing the feature size of hyperspectral
images [12]. The ICA-based hyperspectral crop classification
methodologies assure the extracted feature is independent;
nonetheless, ICA induces high computation overhead and
doesn't guarantee to retain spatial information. On the other
side,
PCA-based
hyperspectral
crop
classification
methodologies realize good classification accuracy when
compared with ICA- based methodologies. The PCA- based
methodologies aid in assuring stabilizing features with a
limited size of high meaningful representation. Nonetheless,
PCA-based HSI crop classification methodologies are not
efficient in retaining useful spectral features. Thus, for
retaining spectral features more efficiently Image fusion (IF)
methodologies are used in recent work. However, IF-based
methodologies achieve poor classification performance; this is
because they are affected due to the presence of noise and
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mixed pixel due to different illumination and climatic
conditions [13], [14].

IFE-SMDBO is discussed and the future direction of work is
discussed.

Recently, Deep Learning (DL) methodologies [15], [16]
have been adopted for HSI crop classification [17], [18] with
good accuracies [19], [20] which is studied in literature survey
section. However, these DL-based methodologies induce high
computation overhead and require a higher number of training
parameters [21]. Further, induces high misclassification when
data is imbalanced. For overcoming research problems it is
important to extract meaningful features both spectrally as well
as spatially; further, it is important to eliminate shading
features from crop inherent features to classification
accuracies. Here we used image fusion and recursive filter
(IFRF) [22], [23] for obtaining semantic features across
different bands i.e., spectrally. The usage of IFRF aided in
reducing feature size with meaningful representation. Then we
present an inherent feature extraction (IFE) method for
distinguishing physical properties and shading elements of
different crops. Existing models are trained using a Support
vector machine (SVM) [18] for performing crop classification;
the classification accuracies using SVM are affected due to
misclassification [19]; especially when data is imbalanced and
two objects exhibit similar physical features [20]. Thus, to
address data imbalance issues and reduce misclassification in
this we introduced a soft-margin decision boundary
optimization model for SVM. The SMDBO-SVM based crop
classification model aided in achieving high classification with
less misclassification in comparison with the deep learningbased classification model.

II. LITERATURE SURVEY
This section presents some of the recent methodologies
presented for performing crop classification using the
hyperspectral image. In [2] presented HS-CNN (Hybrid
Spectral Convolutional Neural Network) based HSI
classification model. They first employed 3D-CNN for
extracting spectral-spatial information followed by 2D-CNN.
The classification performance of the HSCNN model heavily
relies on both spectral and spatial information of HSI. The HSCNN model can joint retain spatial-spectral feature sets from
different brands. The hybrid CNN model aids in learning more
abstract level spatial features with minimal overhead in
comparison with the 3D-CNN model. In [6], presented
recurrent neural network (RNN)-based HSI classification. Here
the spectral information is considered as a sequence; however,
they showed standard RNN models are difficult to train and are
not efficient as spatial features are not used. Thus, they
presented Shorten Spatial-spectral RNN Parallel-GRU (St-SSpGRU) by combining convolution layers to achieve better HSI
classification performance. In [16] showed that the 2D CNN
just focused on extracting spatial features; however, neglects to
extract spectral features. Similar, to [2], [21] presented a 3D
CNN model that jointly considers extracting both spatial and
spectral features; however, with reduced computational
overhead by distributing spatial and spectral features extraction
across different layers. In [15] showed CNN is widely used for
HSI classification; However, they significantly because of high
misclassification at the pixel level. In particular at the edges of
neighboring crops; this is because the impact of adjacent pixels
crops is different from target pixels. To address this, here they
presented a center attention network (CAN) for HSI
classification. The CAN-HSI can extract spatial and spectral
features of both target pixel and adjacent pixels together in a
simultaneous manner for performing HSI classification. In
CAN major importance is given to highly correlated features
concerning target pixels; thus aiding HSI classification
performance. Further, CAM reduces parameters through a
weighted sum of spatial and spectral features to reduce
computation overhead without compromising on HSI
classification accuracies.

The significance of using IFE-SMDBO-SVM is described
below:
• Presented effective spatial-spectral feature extraction
mechanism namely IFE. The IFE model can extract
semantic features even under different illumination and
climatic conditions.
• Presented soft-margin decision boundary optimization
model for performing classification when HSI data
exhibit data imbalance and also under mixed pixel
environment.
• SMDBO-SVM based HSI achieves high classification
accuracies with less misclassification (i.e., Kappa
coefficient) in comparison with recent deep-learningbased HSI classification models.
• The SMDBO-SVM based HSI classification model
reduces computation overhead in comparison with
deep-learning-based HSI classification models.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
discusses various existing hyperspectral crop classification
models and establishes the benefits and limitations, and
hypotheses of the proposed method. Section III presents
Inherent feature extraction and soft margin decision boundary
optimization for Hyperspectral image-based crop classification
methodology. In section IV, the performance efficiency of IFESMDBO in comparison with the existing HSI classification
methodology is discussed. In the last section, the benefit of

In [14] showed DL-based method generally use patch-wise
learning architecture for HSI classification. In recent times fast
patch-free global learning (FPGA) frameworks have been
modeled for HSI classification considering global spatial
contextual information. Nonetheless, when HSI data is
imbalanced the FPGA-based HSI classification finds it difficult
in extracting discriminative features. To address they presented
"spectral-spatial dependent global learning (SSDGL)
architecture employing global joint attention (GJA) technique
and global convolution LSTM (GCLSTM). In SSDGL for
addressing data imbalance issues employed hierarchical
tradeoffs sampling solution and weighted softmax loss function
are modeled. The GCLSTM model is used for extracting
LSTM dependencies of spectral features and later these
dependencies are used for distinguishing spectral features for
crop types. The GJA model is used for extracting attention
areas for identifying the most discriminating features. In [17],
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for improving the robustness of standard machine learning
models, recent work has emphasized integrating traditional ML
models into DL methodologies. Here they studied modeling
Deep SVM (DSVM) for HSI classification. The DSVM is
modeled by implementing four kernel functions as polynomial,
neural, Gaussian radial basis function, and exponential radial
basis function. The standard SVM model is used for
interconnecting weights of the entire network; the
interconnecting weights act as a regularization parameter.
The research hypothesis the problems that existing SVMbased Hyperspectral object classification [18] are modeled
using hard margin decision boundary [19], [20]; thus, high
induce misclassification for smaller classes. Thus, are not
efficient when data is imbalanced and induce high
computational overheads. Further, the classification outcome is
improved through better representation of spatial and spectral
information; the proposed research work addresses the
aforementioned problems in designing a better hyperspectral
object classification model in the next section.
III. INHERENT FEATURE EXTRACTION AND SOFT MARGIN
DECISION BOUNDARY OPTIMIZATION FOR HYPERSPECTRAL
IMAGE-BASED CROP CLASSIFICATION
This work presents the inherent feature extraction (IFE) and
Soft Margin Decision Boundary Optimization (SMDBO)
Technique for Hyperspectral Crop Classification. Here first the
working model of IFE-SMDBO based hyperspectral crop
classification is presented. Second, present an inherent feature
extraction model to reduce spectral features and exploit
inherent features spatially to distinguish between actual crop
and shadowing elements. Then, it discusses the standard SVM
model used for HSI classification and highlights its limitation.
Finally, present an improved decision boundary mechanism
namely soft-margin decision boundary optimization (SMDBO)
for addressing data imbalance and mixed pixel problems in
HSI classification.

A. Working Model of IFE-SMDBO based Hyperspectral Crop
Classification
The step involved in the proposed hyperspectral crop
classification using the IFE-SMDBO model is shown in Fig. 1.
The first step loads the HSI and reads the entire band
information. Second, the HSI size is reduced spectrally using
Eq. (1). Third, semantic features are extracted in an iterative
manner using Eq. (5). Then, the sematic spatial-spectral feature
bare trained using modified SMDBO and performs
classification. Finally, the image is reconstructed for validating
the accuracy of HSI classification models. The algorithm of the
proposed IFE-SMDBO model is shown in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1. IFE-SMDBO based hyperspectral crop
classification technique.
Input. Hyperspectral image collected from satellite
𝐽 ∈ 𝑆 𝑠∗𝑑∗𝐾 with 𝑠 ∗ 𝑑 pixels by 𝐾 bands.
Output. A classified
Hyperspectral image 𝑍).

outcome

(i.e.,

labeled

Step 1. Start.

Step 2. Dimension reduction of 𝐾 bands to 𝑄 using Eq.
(1).
Step 3. For𝑗 ∈ {1, 𝑄} do

Step 4.
By iterating Eq. (5), the 𝐽𝑗 is decomposed
𝑗
𝑗
into 𝑆 and𝑇 .

Step 5. End for.

Step 6.Vectorise 𝑆 to 𝑌 = {𝑦1 , 𝑦2 , … , 𝑦𝑜 } ∈ 𝑆 𝑄∗𝑜 where
𝑜 = 𝑠 ∗ 𝑑 for assuring each pixel can be represented as a
𝑑 −dimensional data point.

Step 7. For obtaining labels 𝑧 ∈ 𝑆 𝑜 soft-margin decision
boundary optimization-based support vector
machine learning (SMDBO-SVM) algorithm is used.
Step 8. Reconstruct 𝑧 to be a hyperspectral image 𝑍 ∈
𝑆 𝑄∗𝑑 .
Step 9. Stop.

B. Band Selection and Feature Extraction
Effective selection of band plays a very important role in
achieving high accuracies with minimal computation overhead
for performing crop classifications. Existing HSI classification
methodologies used PCA for reducing band size; however,
PCA fails to provide a higher number of useful features. Let
consider hyperspectral data with 𝐾 bands which are reduced to
𝑄 bands. Here we employ IFRF [23] for reducing band size
and assuring eliminating noisy and redundant pixels spectrally
through the following equation.
𝐽𝑙 =
Fig. 1. Block Diagram of IFE-SMDBO based Hyperspectral Crop
Classification Technique.

𝑚
∑𝑙𝑛
𝑚=(𝑙−1)𝑛+1 𝐽

𝑛

𝐾

, 𝑙 = � �,
𝑄

(1)

where 𝑛 defines the sub-group band size considered, 𝑙
defines band indices of reduced spectral bands, 𝑚 defines band
indices of actual spectral bands, and ⌊∙⌋ a value closer to −∞.
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Next, the inherent properties of different crops are extracted
by eliminating shading elements in obtaining high-quality
features spatially using the following equation.
𝐽𝑞 = 𝑆𝑞 𝑇𝑝 ,

(2)

where 𝑞 defines pixel index, 𝑇 ∈ 𝒮 𝑠∗𝑑 describes inherent
features shading component,𝑆 ∈ 𝒮 𝑠∗𝑑 defining inherent feature
component, and 𝐽 ∈ 𝒮 𝑠∗𝑑 defines intensity feature. The
variable 𝑆𝑞 and 𝑇𝑝 in the above equation are unknown;
however, 𝐽𝑞 is a known variable. Generally, the reflectance
value changes rapidly in edges and remains constant otherwise;
similarly, the pixel with the same value will have the same
reflectance value. Keeping the aforementioned context in
consideration the 𝑆𝑞 is computed as follows
𝑆𝑞 = ∑𝑟∈𝒪(𝑞) 𝑏𝑞𝑟 𝑆𝑟 ,

(3)

where𝑟 defines pixel index and 𝑏𝑞𝑟 affinity matrix features
for measuring similarities between 𝐽𝑞 and𝐽𝑟 .the adjacent pixel
obtained through Gaussian window as follows
𝐺𝑊 = exp �−

‖𝑞−𝑟‖2
2
2𝜎 2

�

(4)

and 𝜎 defines the size considered. Further, defining affinity
graph (AG) plays a very essential part in semantically
extracting inherent characteristics. Using Eq. (2) and Eq. (4),
the meaningful feature is extracted through linear properties as
follows

𝑆𝑟 = ∑𝑟∈𝒪(𝑞) 𝑏𝑞𝑟 𝑆𝑟 ,
1
�
𝑇�𝑞 = 𝑆𝑟 ,
𝐽𝑞

where 𝒪(𝑞) defines neighbor pixel 𝑞 , �𝑇𝑞 =

(5)
1

𝐽𝑞

after

obtaining the estimated value of 𝑆𝑟 and 𝑇𝑞 . Thus each pixel
physical properties of different crops are retained, where
shading properties are not related to semantic feature sets
properties and using inherent features the spatially useless
feature can be eliminated.
C. SVM Classification
The feature space is represented as 𝑌 ∈ 𝑆 𝑒 , the index of
different crops are represented as 𝑍 = {−1 + 1} , and
respective crop distribution over 𝑌 ∗ 𝑍 is repressed as 𝐸. Let us
consider that there are 𝑜 feature points in respective
hyperspectral data and 𝑛 training features as described below
𝑇 = {(𝑦1 , 𝑧1 ), (𝑦2 , 𝑧2 ), … , (𝑦𝑛 , 𝑧𝑛 )},

(6)

Here training features selected are identical based on the
distribution of 𝐸 . For predicting the sample considered the
following function is defined
𝑓(𝑦) = 𝑥 𝑈 𝛼(𝑦),

(7)

where 𝑥 represent the forecaster, 𝛼(𝑦) represent
corresponding feature mapping of 𝑦 to kernel 𝐿 as described
below
𝑈

𝐿𝑗𝑘 = 𝛼�𝑦𝑗 � 𝛼(𝑦𝑘 ).

(8)

In precise 𝑌 represent the matrix where its𝑗𝑡ℎ column is
𝛼(𝑦𝑘 ) which is defined as follows

𝑌 = [𝛼(𝑦1 ), 𝛼(𝑦2 ), … , 𝛼(𝑦𝑛 )],

(9)

And 𝑧 is its column vector which is defined as follows
𝑦 = (𝑧1 , 𝑧2 , … , 𝑧𝑛 )𝑈

(10)

𝛽𝑗 = 𝑧𝑗 𝑥 𝑈 𝛼�𝑦𝑗 �, 𝑗 = 1,2,3, … , 𝑛.

(11)

The classification margin for describing a crop feature is
computed using the following equation

The state-of-art SVM based classification model generally
considers that crop features are separable and the hyperplane
has the capability in distinguishing the training crop features 𝑇
with no errors; thus, the SVM classification margin is obtained
using the following equation
1

min𝑥 ‖𝑥‖2 𝑠𝑢𝑐ℎ 𝑡ℎ𝑎𝑡 𝑧𝑗 𝑥 𝑈 𝛼�𝑦𝑗 � ≥ 1, 𝑗 = 1,2,3, … , 𝑛, (12)
2

That maximizes its minimum margin.

D. Soft Margin Decision Boundary Optimization Model
Using above Eq. (12) will lead to high misclassification
when used for classifying crops under a mixed cropping
environment, when crops exhibit similar features, and when
data is imbalanced. Further, there exist scenarios where a very
limited feature is available for some crops and the high number
of features for other crops; leading to concept drift and data
imbalance issues. Using a hard-margin-based SVM
classification model defined in the above equation gives a very
poor result. Thus, for addressing this paper introduce soft
margin decision boundary optimization SVM (SMDBO-SVM)
for classifying crops considering concept drift and data
imbalance issues. The SMDBO-SVM model optimizes the
margin/boundary by minimizing the margin difference and
simultaneously maximizing the margin average. Using Eq.
(11), the margin difference is computed as follows
𝛽̂ =
=

2

𝑛2

𝑛

𝑛

1
2
� ��𝑧𝑗 𝑥 𝑈 𝛼�𝑦𝑗 � − 𝑧𝑗 𝑥 𝑈 𝛼�𝑦𝑗 ��
𝑛2
𝑗=1 𝑘=1

(𝑛𝑥 𝑈 𝑌𝑌 𝑈 𝑥 − 𝑥 𝑈 𝑌𝑥𝑥 𝑈 𝑌 𝑈 𝑥).

(13)

similarly, the margin means is obtained as follows
1
1
𝛽̅ = ∑𝑛𝑗=1 𝑧𝑗 𝑥 𝑈 𝛼�𝑦𝑗 � = (𝑌𝑧)𝑈 𝑥,
𝑛

(14)

𝑛

The Eq. (2) decision boundary can be optimized using the
following equation
1

min𝑥 ‖𝑥‖2 + 𝛿1 𝛽̂ − 𝛿2 𝛽̅such that 𝛼�𝑦𝑗 � ≥ 1, 𝑗 =
2
1,2,3, … , 𝑛

(15)

where 𝛿1 and 𝛿2 are parameters used for bringing good
tradeoffs.

In non-distinguishable scenarios, the training crop features
𝑇can't be distinguished with zero error and ideal hyperplane
can't be obtained by minimizing objective function (tradeoffs
model of error minimization and margin maximization). For
addressing in SMDBO-SVM the error minimization are an
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additional parameter used for penalizing misclassified crop
features, which is described below

weighted strategy is modeled for distinguishing different crops
from one another is described as follows

1
min𝑥,𝜇 ‖𝑥‖2 𝛿1 𝛽̂ − 𝛿2 𝛽̅ + 𝐷 ∑𝑛𝑗=1 𝜇𝑗 such that𝑧𝑗 𝑥 𝑈 𝛼�𝑦𝑗 � ≥
2
1 − 𝜇𝑗 , 𝜇𝑗 ≥ 0, 𝑗 = 1,2,3, … , 𝑛,
(16)

𝑇𝑗 �𝑦𝑞 � = ∑𝑚
𝑘=1 sign�𝑔𝑗𝑘 �𝑦𝑞 ��,

(25)

𝑗 ∗ = arg max𝑗∈𝑍 �𝑇𝑗 �𝑦𝑞 ��.

(26)

where 𝜇 represent the slack parameter for quantitating
feature loss and is computed defined as follows

𝜇 = [𝜇1 , 𝜇2 , … , 𝜇𝑛 ]𝑈

(17)

𝐷 represent the regularization variable that is used for
controlling the penalty given to misclassifications. The higher
the error, the higher penalty is given to it.
Using Eq. (13) and Eq. (14) into Eq. (16) will result in
quadratic programming problem as follows
1

min𝑥,𝜇 𝑥 𝑈 𝑥 +
1

2

(𝑌𝑧)𝑈

2𝛿1
𝑛2

(𝑛𝑥 𝑈 𝑌𝑌 𝑈 𝑥 − 𝑥 𝑈 𝑌𝑧𝑧 𝑈 𝑌 𝑈 𝑥) −

𝐷 ∑𝑛𝑗=1 𝜇𝑗

𝑘≠𝑗

where sign(∙) represents the sign function used for binary
representation of value. The decision of classified crop 𝑦𝑞 is
done based on the highest weighted crops as described below
The semantic feature extracted from HSI data is trained
using the SMDBO-SVM model to aid in attaining better crop
classification performance in comparison with the state-of-art
crop classification model which is experimentally proven
below.
IV. SIMULATION ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

𝑈

𝑥+
such that 𝑧𝑗 𝑥 𝛼�𝑦𝑗 � ≥ 1 − 𝜇𝑗 ,
𝛿2
𝑛
𝜇𝑗 ≥ 0, 𝑗 = 1,2,3, … , 𝑛.
(18)

The ideal forecasting/prediction model 𝑥 ∗ for the
optimization problem of Eq. (18) is defined using the following
equation
𝑊 ∗ = ∑𝑛𝑗=1 𝜑𝑗 𝛼�𝑦𝑗 � = 𝑌𝜑,

(19)

𝜑 = [𝜑1 , 𝜑2 , 𝜑3 , … 𝜑𝑛 ].

(20)

where 𝜑 described its coefficient which is described as
follows

This section evaluated the effectiveness of IFE-SMDBOSVM based hyperspectral crop classification over various
recent state-of-art hyperspectral classification model [1], [4],
[6], [10], [14], [15], and [17]. Total two publically available
benchmarks HSI datasets such as Indian pines and Pavia
University are used for analyzing HSI classification models.
The performance of different classification models is measured
using the most widely used metric in many existing HSI
classification models such as average accuracy, overall
accuracy, Kappa coefficient, and computation time. Attaining a
higher accuracy value of accuracy and higher value of Kappa
coefficient indicated good performance. Alongside, reducing
time indicates the model is suitable for real-time deployment.

Using Eq. (19) into Eq. (18), Eq. (18) is updated as follows
TABLE I.

1

min𝜑,𝜇 𝜑 𝑈 𝑅𝜑 + 𝑞𝑈 + 𝐷 ∑𝑛𝑗=1 𝜇𝑗 such that 𝑧𝑗 𝜑𝑈 𝐿𝑗 ≥ 1 − 𝜇𝑗 ,
2
𝜇𝑗 ≥ 0, 𝑗 = 1,2,3, … , 𝑛,
(21)
where the parameter 𝑅 is computed as follows
𝑅 = 4𝛿1

�𝑛𝐿𝑈 𝐿−(𝐿𝑧)(𝐿𝑧)𝑈 �
𝑛2 +𝐿

,

(22)

𝑝=

𝑛

2

4

,

(23)

The kernel matrix 𝐿 is computed as follows
𝐿 = 𝑌 𝑈 𝑌,

1

3

Then, 𝑞 is computed as follows
−𝛿1 𝐿𝑧

Number

5
6

(24)

and 𝐿𝑗 represents the 𝑗𝑡ℎ column of kernel matrix 𝐿.

In general, the state-of-art SVM model are used for binary
classification purpose; however, in this, we propose SMDBOSVM as a multiclass classifier. Let consider 𝑍 =
{1,2,3, … , 𝑚}as a set of crop classes in hyperspectral data;
then, 𝑚(𝑚 − 1/2) hyperplane is built all probable pairwise
classifier using SMDBO-SVM. Here the SMDBO-SVM model
first performs binary classification among two classes 𝑗 and 𝑘
through discriminant function 𝑓𝑗𝑘 (𝑦) ∈ {−1,1} where 𝑗 ≠ 𝑘
and belongs to 𝑍 . Further, it is important for computing
weighted function 𝑇𝑗 �𝑦𝑞 � for respective individual class 𝑗 ∈ 𝑍,
before making any decision of predicted value 𝑦𝑞 . Thus, a

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

THE GROUND TRUTH DATA OF THE INDIAN PINES DATASET
WITH 16 CLASSES
Classes

Total Samples
Alfalfa

46

Buildings Grass Trees Drives

386

Corn mintill

830

Grass pasture

483

Grass pasture moved

28

Oats

20

Corn notill

1428

Corn

237

Grass trees

730

Hay windrowed

478

Soybean notill

972

Soybean clean

593

wheat

205

Soybean mintill
Stone Steel Towers
woods

2455

93

1265
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A. Dataset Description
The Indian Pines dataset is collected through an AVIRIS
sensor deployed over the northern-west side of Indiana. The
hyperspectral data is collected by setting a wavelength of
0: 4 − 2: 5 × 10−6 meters with 224 bands and 145 × 145
pixels. The reason for using IP is because the majority of the
area covered is the agriculture environment i.e., 2/3 rd and the
remaining 1/3 rd measured areas are forest and other vegetation
that is grown naturally. Further, IP data encompasses small
roads, houses, low-lying buildings, and two-lane highways.
Alongside, there are crops with early stages of growth which is
less than 5% of overall data collected in IP. The ground truth
data is composed of a total of 16 crops (i.e., labels) as shown in
Table I. Similar, to [14]-[17], the water absorption bands are
eliminated and spectral bands size are reduced to 200.

TABLE III. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF IFE-SMDBO-SVM OVER
RECENT HSI CROP CLASSIFICATION METHODOLOGY FOR INDIAN PINES
DATASET

Class
name

CNNAlMNF
(2020)
[10]

CAM
(2021)
[15]

FPGA
(2020)
[14]

SSDGL
(2021)
[14]

DSVM
(2020)
[17]

IFESMDBOSVM

Alfalfa

92.71

87.8

97.22

100

100

100

Corn notill

92.98

98.05

93.07

99.63

100

99.98

Corn
mintill

88.7

97.99

89.46

99.24

100

99.97

Corn

97.7

94.37

100

100

100

100

Grass
pasture

92.9

98.39

95.63

99.56

99.43

99.56

Grass trees

98.89

99.7

97.56

100

98.89

99.88

Grass
pasture
moved

76.74

100

100

100

100

100

97.87

100

100

100

98.72

100

P

P

The Pavia University hyperspectral data is collected
through the ROSIS sensor. The PU dataset is measured with a
spatial resolution of 1: 3 meters, with total 103 spectral bands,
and composed of 610 × 610 pixels. Before analysis some
data are eliminated they don't provide any information similar
to [14]-[17]. The ground truth data is composed of total 9
classes as shown in Table II.
TABLE II.

THE GROUND TRUTH DATA OF PAVIA UNIVERSITY DATASET
WITH 9 CLASSES

Number

Classes

Total Samples

Hay
windrowe
d

1

Asphalt

6631

Oats

38.89

77.78

100

100

100

99.97

92.27

98.17

96.64

99.68

95.75

99.41

Bare − S

5029

Soybean
notill
Soybean
mintill

95.07

98.33

96.74

99.36

100

99.46

Meadows

18649

Soybean
clean

90.51

97.94

91.65

99.11

99.63

100

wheat

96.53

100

100

100

100

99.85

Shadow

947
woods

99.28

98.77

99.91

100

100

100

Self − B − B

3682

Buildings
Grass
Trees
Drives

88.4

92.51

99.72

100

95.45

99.87

Stone
Steel
Towers

97.12

98.81

100

100

100

100

OA (%)

98.79

98.1

96.18

99.63

98.86

99.7

AA (%)

94.28

96.16

97.33

99.79

99.24

99.87

Kappa
(%)

-

97.84

95.64

99.58

-

99.66

Time (s)

8109.3
4

-

-

-

-

12.5

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Bitumen

1330

Gravel

2099

Painted − M − S

1345

Sum

42776

B. Comparative Analysis for IndianPines Dataset
Here experiment is conducted using Indian Pines Dataset
for validating the performance achieved using IFE-SMDBOSVM and other state-of-art HSI crop classification methods
such as CNN-AL-MRF, CAM, FPGA, SSDGL, and DSVM.
The accuracies achieved for different classes of an object by
the individual model are shown in Table III. From the
experiment, it can be seen the proposed IFE-SMDBO-SVM
achieves much better results than other HSI crop classification
methods such as CNN-AL-MRF, CAM, FPGA, SSDGL, and
DSVM in terms of accuracies and Kappa coefficient. Further,
the IFE-SMDBO-SVM induces very little computation
overhead in comparison with CNN-AL-MNF.
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Accuracy performance for different training size
105
100
95
90
Accuracy (%)

C. Comparative Analysis for Pavia University Dataset
Here experiment is conducted using Pavia University
dataset for validating the performance achieved using IFESMDBO-SVM and other state-of-art HSI crop classification
methods such as CNN-AL-MRF, CAM, FPGA, SSDGL, and
DSVM. The accuracies achieved for different classes of an
object by the individual model are shown in Table IV. From
the experiment, it can be seen the proposed IFE-SMDBO-SVM
achieves much better results than other HSI crop classification
methods such as CNN-AL-MRF, CAM, FPGA, SSDGL, and
DSVM in terms of accuracies and Kappa coefficient. Further,
the IFE-SMDBO-SVM induces very little computation
overhead in comparison with CNN-AL-MNF.

85
80
75

TABLE IV. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF IFE-DMDBO-SVM OVER
RECENT HSI CROP CLASSIFICATION METHODOLOGY FOR PAVIA UNIVERSITY
DATASET

70

MLJCRC

CNN-MRF

65

CNN-Al-MNF

BS-Net-Conv

IFE-SMDBO-SVM

Class
name

CNNAlMNF
(2020)
[10]

CAM
(2021)
[15]

FPGA
(2020)
[14]

SSDGL
(2021)
[14]

DSVM
(2020)
[17]

IFESMDBOSVM

Asphalt

82.88

99.54

97.83

100

99.55

99.96

Meadows

100

99.78

99.95

100

99.36

100

Gravels

98.32

93.15

91.28

100

99.43

100

Trees

99.76

98.63

95.85

99.67

99.45

100

Painted
metal
sheets

99.85

100

100

100

95.64

99.97

Bare soil

100

99.78

99.76

100

100

100

Bitumen

98.83

98.08

99.73

100

97.66

100

Selfblocking
bricks

100

96.06

98.05

99.92

98.92

100

Shadows

-

99.89

97.86

100

99.11

99.92

OA (%)

99.15

98.97

98.68

99.97

98.17

99.98

AA (%)

97.45

98.32

97.82

99.95

98.79

99.98

Kappa
(%)

-

98.64

98.25

99.96

-

99.98

Time (s)

1378.57

-

-

-

-

8.5

60
5

10

15

20

Training sample (%)
Fig. 2. The Classification Outcome was attained using IFE-SMDBO-SVM
and Various Existing Classification Methods.

D. Effect of Varying Training Sample size
This section presents a comparative analysis of the
proposed IFE-SMDBO-SVM classification over state-of-art
HSI classification methodologies considering the effect
training sample size. Here the training sample size is varied
from 5 to 20% and the experiment is conducted as shown in
Fig. 2. The existing HSI classification methods are MLJRC
(Yang et al., 2018) [1], BS-Net-Conv (Cai et al., 2020) [7], and
CNN-MBF (Cao et al., 2018) [4], and CNN-Al-MNF (Cao et
al., 2020) [10]. From the result achieved it can be seen that
among deep learning methodologies CNN-Al-MNF achieves
very good performance with accuracies of 96.12% and 99.41%
considering the training sample size of 5% and 20%,
respectively. On the other, BS-Net-Conv achieves very poor
performance with accuracies of 70.58% and 90.45%
considering the training sample size of 5% and 20%,
respectively. The IFE-SMDBO-SVM achieves very good
performance accuracies with accuracies of 98.7% and 99.97%
considering the training sample size of 5% and 20%,
respectively when compared with other state-of-art HSI
classification algorithms such as MLJRC, BS-Net-FC, BS-NetConv, and CNN-MBF. From the result, the SFR-HSI is very
efficient when there is a very limited training sample available.
E. Effect of Inherent Feature Extraction Method
This section evaluates the effect of using IFE in a
classification task. The classification accuracies obtained by
IFE-HSI and other existing HSI crop classification
methodologies are graphically shown in Fig. 3. The effect of
using and not using IFE is shown in Fig. 4. From Figure, it can
be seen how IFE aids the classification accuracies
enhancement. Thus, it can be stated the IFE-SMDBO-SVM
model can learn crop inherent features more efficiently by
eliminating the shadow component.
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V. CONCLUSION

False Color Map

Ground Truth

SVM-3DDWT-GC (94.28%) [6]

St-SS-GRU (86.28%) [6]

CNN-MRF (96.12%) [10]

St-SS-pGRU(89.61%) [6]

Designing hyperspectral crop classification with high
accuracies with minimal computation time is challenging. In
achieving high accuracies existing methodologies used
machine and deep learning models; however, induces high
training and computation overhead. In addressing computation
overhead, dimension reduction technique has been emphasized;
however, these model does not attain good accuracies due to
poor spatial-spectral feature representation. This paper
presented a hybrid design namely IFE-SMDBO-SVM using
dimension reduction and machine learning model together for
bringing tradeoffs among achieving higher accuracies with
minimal time. The IFE-SMDBO-SVM works significantly
well even with a fewer number of training samples; further,
modeling of soft margin decision boundary aid in addressing
feature imbalance issues during classification. The IFESMDBO-SVM much better result accuracies, Kappa
coefficient, and computation time in comparison with recent
HSI classification models such as SS-pGRU, CNN-Al-MNF,
CAM, FPGA, SSDGL, and DSVM. The proposed model
attains a much superior OA performance of 98.89% which is
better than and slightly better than CNN-Al-MNF 2020.
However, the accuracies of existing HSI methodologies are
highly dependent on a higher number of samples and induce
high computation overhead. However, IFE-SMDBO-SVM can
work efficiently even with a small number of training samples
with high speed. Thus, the proposed IFE-SMDBO-SVM model
is much efficient when compared with existing hyperspectral
image classification. In the future would consider introducing
artificial noise into the hyperspectral image to meet the realtime requirement of the agriculture environment and see how
the proposed HSI classification model can perform.
[1]

[2]

IFE-SMDBO-SVM (99.89%)
Fig. 3. Classification Maps were Obtained by All Methods on the Indian
Pines Dataset (Overall Accuracies are reported in Parentheses).

[3]
120

Effect of Inherent Feature Extraction
without IFE (SMDBO-SVM)
With IFE (SMDBO-SVM)

[4]

100
80
(%)

[5]
60
40

[6]

20

[7]

0
OA

AA

Kappa
[8]

Performance metrics
Fig. 4. Effect of IFE on Hyperspectral Object Classification Performance.
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Abstract—Social media networks facilitated the availability
and accessibility of a wide range of information and data. It
allows the users to share and express their opinions. In addition,
it presents the appraisals of the top news and the evaluation of
movies, products, and services. This headway has been controlled
by a well-known field called Sentiment Analysis (SA). Compared
to the research studies conducted in English Sentiment Analysis
(ESA), little effort is exerted in Arabic Sentiment Analysis (ASA).
The Arabic language is a morphologically rich language that
poses significant challenges to Natural Language Processing
(NLP) systems. The purpose of the paper is to enrich the Arabic
Sentiment Analysis via proposing a sentiment analysis model for
analyzing an Arabic multi-dialect text using machine learning
algorithms. The proposed model is applied to two datasets:
ASTD Egyptian-Dialect tweets and RES Multi-Dialect restaurant
reviews. Different evaluation measures were used to evaluate the
proposed model to identify the best performing classifiers. The
findings of this research revealed that the developed model
outperformed the other two research works in terms of accuracy,
precision, and recall. In addition, the Bernoulli Naive Bayes (BNB) classifier achieved the best results with 82% for the ASTD
Egyptian-Dialect tweets dataset, while the SVM classifier scored
the best accuracy result for the RES Multi-Dialect reviews
dataset with 87.7%.
Keywords—Arabic sentiment analysis (ASA); arabic tweets;
sentiment analysis (SA); natural language processing (NLP);
machine learning (ML)

I.

INTRODUCTION

Most Internet users tend to shift from traditional
communication tools (e.g., traditional blogs or mailing lists) to
Micro-blogging services. It has a free format of messages and
is easy to use. Micro-blogging today has become a top-rated
communication tool between Internet users, reflecting users'
opinions [1]. These opinions represent any kind of information
(political, sport, technology, etc.) that comes from different
sources. Sentiment analysis (SA) aims to extract or predict the
polarity of users' opinions in a specific area which is a
challenging task [2], [3]. SA is considered an important area in
Natural Language Processing and Artificial Intelligence to
identify emotions and trends about a specific topic. Two main
approaches are adopted for SA: machine-learning and Lexiconbased approaches [3]–[5]. The machine learning approach uses
a supervised learning approach where a classifier is trained on
a human-annotated dataset [6], [7]. Many sentiment analysis
researches have been done, especially in the English language.
However, there are a huge number of Arabic users on social
media posting and sharing their opinions in the Arabic

language, expressing feelings and opinions, which can affect
many businesses and domains.
Simultaneously, there are many Arabic dialectal variants
such as classical Arabic, the language of the Quran, and
modern standard Arabic (MSA). The standardized official
language is written in the news and taught in schools. In
addition, dialectal Arabic (DA) is used in daily life and
communications. The Arabic dialects are divided into
(1) Egyptian-Dialect Arabic for Egypt and Sudan (EA),
(2) Levantine Arabic for Lebanon, Syria, Palestine, and Jordan
(LA), (3) Gulf Arabic for Gulf area (GA), and (4) Maghrebi
Arabic for Morocco, Algeria, Tunisia, Mauritania, and Libya
(MA). Furthermore, Arabic used in social media is usually a
mixture of MSA and one or more Arabic dialects [8]–[10].
Arabic sentiment analysis has challenging issues based on
two main vectors: Arabic-specific and general linguistic
problems. Arabic morphological complexity, limited resources
cause the Arabic-specific, and dialects, while the general
linguistic issues include polarity fuzziness and strength,
implicit sentiment, sarcasm, spam, reviews quality, and domain
dependence [9], [11], [12].
The importance of this research is that a sentiment analysis
model for analyzing and extracting Arabic text multi-dialect
opinions is proposed based on machine learning algorithms and
gets high accuracy results. The proposed model experimented
using two different datasets (Egyptian and Multi-Dialects
datasets). First, the Arabic text is preprocessed to enhance the
classifier's performance, such as de-nosing, removing stop
words, and applying the lemmatization technique. Then,
feature weight and feature selection methods are used. Finally,
several machine learning classifiers are applied to extract the
text polarity.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2
reviews the previous studies and related work, while Section 3
introduces the proposed model. The experimental results are
presented in Section 4.
II. RELATED LITERATURE
Numerous investigations on sentiment analysis approaches
have been conducted. The English language has the largest
number of research works, while the research efforts exerted
for the other languages, including Arabic, are more restricted.
This section examines the research work conducted in the field
of Arabic Sentiment Analysis (ASA).
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Most of the research efforts on ASA studies focused on text
processing in a public domain or in news articles, while few
efforts were developed in specific domains such as [1], [2],
[13]–[18].
Some of the research studies achieved low accuracy results
with ML classifiers, as in [1]. On the other hand, some of the
research studies used two balanced classes to avoid bias and to
achieve better results, such as [15] and [19].
Nabil, Aly, and Atiya [13] used an automatic approach to
construct their sentiment dataset in a public domain. They
collected 84000 Arabic tweets, and then they determined the
most active Egyptian twitters to get the list of the top 30 users.
Finally, they filtered the top recent Hashtags to get a list of
2500, and they called it ASTD; it consists of 10,006 Arabic
Hashtags classified into machine learning algorithms "SVM,
LR, M-NB, B-NB, KNN, SGD, Passive Aggressive, and
Linear perceptron" into Subjective "positive 793, negative
1684, neutral 832" and Objective 6691 which has no opinion.
Moreover, the objective class doesn't have any effect on
sentiment, and its size is too big compared to subjective,
positive, and negative classes. The used TF-IDF and CBOW as
Text feature and accuracy results showed the best value with
B-NB classifier with accuracy 74, 9%.
Abdellaoui, and Zrigui [14] used an automatic approach to
construct their sentiment dataset. They collected 5,615,943
Arabic tweets, and then they determined the top 20 most used
emojis on Twitter. After that, a list of the ten most used Emojis
on Twitter is selected. They dealt with four different dialects,
"Egyptian, Levan, Maghrebi, and Gulf," they also used various
lexicons to translate dialects to modern standard Arabic MSA.
After filtering, they called it TEAD; classifying it with machine
learning algorithms "SVM, LR, M-NB, B-NB, DT and RF"
into three classes "positive 3,122,615, negative 2,115,325,
neutral 378,003 by using TF-IDF and CBOW as text feature
and accuracy results showed the best value with SVM classifier
with accuracy 84,8%. In this study, they translated dialects to
MSA before preprocessing to facilitate the classification
process. Further, the number of neutral classes is too small
compared to others.
ElSahar and El-Beltagy [20] used an automatic approach to
the annotated dataset. They collected four domains as follows
"Hotel Reviews, Restaurant Reviews, Movie Reviews, and
Product Reviews (PROD)." The dataset was divided into "15K,
8.6K, 1.5K and 15K Arabic reviews for each domain". They
dealt with different dialects, "Egyptian, Gulf, and MSA." After
filtering, they called each one as (HTL, RES, MOV, and
PROD); it classified into two classes "positive, negative," using
different machine learning algorithms as "Linear SVM, B- NB,
LREG, SGD and KNN" and SVM showed the best accuracy as
82.4%. In this study, they tested the model for each domain
separately, so they achieved good results.
Al Mukhaiti, Siddiqui, and Shaalany [1] utilized a new
dataset by gathering data from different resources, such as

Twitter, Facebook, and Instagram. Thus, overall, 58% of the
reviews collected are from YouTube, 37% from Facebook, and
5% from Instagram. They manually annotated the filtered data
as negative and positive and segregated them. The best result
was 77.7% for accuracy. The study was in the general domain;
also, the accuracy results are low despite using two classes.
El-Masri, Altrabsheh, Mansour, and Ramsay [2] utilized a
new tool that applies sentiment analysis to Arabic text tweets
using a combination of parameters. They tested their work in
8000 tweets with lexicon and machine learning results, and
accuracy showed 66.5% with dictionary-based and 34% for
SVM.
Oussous, Benjelloun, Lahcen, and Belfkih [15] decided to
extract 2000 Moroccan reviews: 1000 positive and 1000
negative, and manually annotated them. They tested their
system with machine learning and deep learning techniques.
The best experimental results showed 80% with SVM and
95.5% for CNN.
Refaee and Rieser [8] made an Arabic dataset for
conclusion investigation, which contains 2000 tweets;
categorized into positive, the main half, and negative, the
subsequent half. Two techniques were applied to the dataset:
corpus-based "Administered Learning" and dictionary-based
"Unaided Learning." Four regulated AI calculations were used,
i.e., SVM, NB, D-Tree, and K-Nearest Neighbor. The SVM
and NB got better outcomes, around 80%. Then again, the
vocabulary-based methodology demonstrates that with a huge
dictionary, the exactness results were improving. There ElBeltagy, Kalamawy, and Soliman [16] also developed an
Arabic sentiment analysis task. The authors were ranked first
in the SemEval 2017 task for Arabic SA. They used a set of
hand-engineered and lexicon-based features, the classifier of
choice was a complement NB classifier, and the accuracy
result showed 77%.
Gamal, Alfonse, El-Horbaty, and Salem [17] used a dataset
that included more than 151,000 different opinions in variant
Arabic dialects, which are labeled into two balanced classes,
namely, positive and negative. Various machine learning
algorithms are applied to this dataset, including the ridge
regression, which gives the highest accuracy of 99.90% with
ridge Regression (RR) classifier and 98.95% with SVM. The
study showed good results as they used two balanced classes.".
III. PROPOSED MODEL
The proposed model aims to extract the people's opinions
in Arabic text. The opinions can be classified into three classes:
positive, negative, and neutral. The proposed model is based on
machine learning algorithms, where six different machine
learning algorithms are exploited: Naïve Bayes (NB), Support
Vector Machines (SVMs), Decision Tree (DT), Stochastic
Gradient Descent (SGD), Logistic Regression (LR), and
Random Forest (RF) [21], [22].
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Fig. 1. The Proposed Model.

As shown in Fig. 1, the model consists of three modules,
namely the preprocessing, feature reduction, and classification
modules. In the preprocessing module, the data should be
cleaned and transformed into a format that could be fit into the
feature reduction phase. It consists of de-noising, stop-words
removal, normalization, lemmatization, and tokenization steps.
The feature reduction module is divided into feature weighting
and feature selection, which are responsible for scoring each
feature and for selecting the most effective features to build the
features vector, respectively. Both Sections 3.1 and 3.2
describe the preprocessing and the feature reduction modules
in detail, respectively.
Finally, the classification module is applied by using six
different machine learning algorithms to classify tweets into
three classes (positive, negative, and neutral), as will be
explained in detail in Section 3.3. As shown in Fig. 1, the
classification process is achieved in two phases: the training
and the testing phases, which are represented as solid and
dashed arrows, respectively.
A. The Preproccessing Module
The preprocessing process is typically conducted to convert
the text into textual features that fit into the SA methods. The
preprocessing was applied in a set of sequential steps on two
different datasets: Egyptian-Dialect tweets and social media
reviews datasets. These steps are tokenization, de-noising,
normalization, stop-words removal, and lemmatization.
The preprocessing algorithm is illustrated in Algorithm (1),
where the tokenization is the task of chopping a sequence of
characters in a document up into pieces, called tokens, perhaps
at the same time throwing away certain characters, such as
punctuation, space, and punctuation marks [19], [23]. Then, it
applies the de-noising step that simply involves using a neural
sequence transaction model to back translate the noised text to
the original clean text [24]. The de-noising text includes
removing URLs, which began by (http ://) until the following
space, hash-labels subjects, mentions, punctuations, and special

characters. In addition, the symbols for emotions are removed
[25].
Algorithm 1 Pre-processing
//Tokenization
Input:
tweets_table
Output:
token_table
While (more tweets exit in tweet table) do
{ T=next tweet; P=1;
While not end of T
{ I= next_space (T); // determine the position of next
space in T
Token = tirm_substring (T,P,I,string);
Insert into token_table (tweet number, token);
T=rest_string;}
//De-noising and normalization
Input:
tokens_table
Output:
Updated tokens_table
Arabic_punctuations = {''‘, `, ÷, ×, <,>, _, (,), *, &, ^,], [, ,+ ,¦ ,~ ,{,} ,‘ ,“ ,/ ,ـ
ًٍ,ٌ,ُ,ِ,ّ,ۤ,۪,ۖ,‘,‘,‘,ـ,–,“,…,”,!,|}
Emotions = {⌨, ↪, •,
⃣,⏱,
………..}
⏳, #
S=a set of Arabic vowels
While (more token exist in tokens_table) do
{T=next token;
F= the first letter of T;
While (F in Emotions or Arabic_punctuations or Emotions or S) do // remove
symbols from the beginnig of token
{trimleft (T.F.T):
F= the first letter in T:}
E= the last letter of T;
While (E in symbols) do //remove symbols from the end of token
{trimright (T.F.T):
E= the last letter of T;}
Concatenation (T, E, T);
If (T starts with # or @ or the length of T<=2) then
Delete T from tokens_table}
//Stop word removing
While (more token exist in tokens_table) do
{T=next token;
If (T in stop_words_table then
Delete the entry of T from token_table}
//Lematization
While (more token exist in tokens_table) do
{T=next token;
If (T=3) then
Lemma=T
Root=T
If (T>t) then
Remove suffixes from T
Lemma=T}
}
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While the normalization is responsible for transforming text
into a single canonical form [19], for example:

Where fd (t) is the frequency of the term “t” in
tweet/review “d”.

• Removing Arabic short vowels (diacritics) [26] such as
" َ ، ِ ، ً◌".

The Inverse Document Frequency (IDF) is used to estimate
the importance of a given term. It measures how rare a given
term in the whole tweet/ review document, using Eq (2):

• Removing the duplicate characters that doesn't
influence the significance of the word such as
" "ﺟﻤﯿﯿﯿﯿﯿﯿﯿﯿﯿﯿﻞis converted to "" "ﺟﻤﯿﻞBeautiful" [26].
• Replacing the letter " "ةto the letter "" ه, replacing the
letters " آ،  إ،  "أto the letter ""ا.

IDF (t) ⁼ log (N/dft)

(2)

Where dft is the number of tweets /reviews with the term
“t”, and “N” is the total number of tweets / reviews per
document.

• Normalizing the words that can be written in different
forms to one form. For example, the "emergency" word
can be written in Arabic language as " "اﻟﻄﻮارىor
""اﻟﻄﻮارئ. It should be mapped into ""اﻟﻄﻮارئ.

Finally, the TF-IDF is calculated as the result of the
multiplication of TF and IDF as shown in Eq(3):

• Normalizing compound words by going along with
them by the character "_ "; for example, ""ﻓﻲ ﻋﺎﻟﻢ ﻣﻮازي,
which will be standardized to "ﻓﻰ_ﻋﺎﻟﻢ_ﻣﻮازى
""in_aparallel_world".

2) Feature weighting: After feature weighting, the feature
selection process is applied to select the most important and
relevant features. The used techniques are classified into two
categories are supervised and unsupervised techniques. The
supervised technique is used for labeled data to identify the
relevant features for increasing the efficiency of supervised
models like classification and regression. In unsupervised
technique, it can be used for unlabeled data.

• Furthermore, in removing stop words, there are some
words which don't have any effect on sentiment
analysis, such as " ﻋﻦ،  ﻓﻲ، ”"ﻣﻦfrom, in, about”. These
stop words are removed using a pre-defined list of stop
words [15]. Here an example for removing stop words
form a tweet “ ﻣﻮﻗﻌﮫ ﻣﻨﺎﺳﺐ ﻣﻤﻜﻦ اﻟﻮﺻﻮل اﻟﯿﮫ ﺑﺴﮭﻮﻟﺔ ﻋﻦ طﺮﯾﻖ
“ ”اﻟﺘﺎﻛﺴﻲConvenient location, easily accessible by a
taxi” comes to “ ﻣﻮﻗﻌﮫ ﻣﻨﺎﺳﺐ ﻣﻤﻜﻦ اﻟﻮﺻﻮل ﺑﺴﮭﻮﻟﺔ طﺮﯾﻖ
”اﻟﺘﺎﻛﺴﻲ, which minimized data size.

TF-IDF ⁼ tf (t,d) IDF (t)

(3)

In addition, threshold-based approach is applied to identify
the least number of features as shown in Table I.
TABLE I.

TWEETS-BASED EXPERIMENT ACCURACY RESULTS USING
DIFFERENT NUMBER OF FEATURES

The last step is lemmatization, which converts inflected
words to their root form; It helps to minimize the dataset size,
which improved the accuracy and performance. For example,
“" ”ﻣﻌﺎك ﻟﻮ ﺗﻌﯿﺪھﺎ اﻟﻒ ﻣﺮهWith you if you repeat it a thousand of
times" begins to “”ﻣﻊ ﻟﻮ أﻋﺎد أﻟﻒ ﻣﺮ.

NUMBER

After the tweets/reviews data are preprocessed, a list of
features is generated and can be represented as ([f1], [f2] …
[fn]).

10000

B. The Feature Reduction Module
The Feature reduction module aims to reduce the extracted
features. It consists of two processes, which are feature
weighting and feature selection. In feature weighting, the
extracted features are weighted using the Term FrequencyInverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF).

Cross-validation is used to tune the soft margin parameter
C (ʎ ⁼ 1/2C). Higher values of C add a higher penalty for the
misclassified points rather than maximizing the separation
margin. Therefore, the optimization problem will lead to a
larger number of selected features to reduce the misclassified
errors then the threshold value is determined for each
experiment to get the results for accuracy.

Finally, feature selection is applied to select the most
candidate features. Then, the selected features will be used as
an input for the classification modules.
1) Feature selection: Term frequency-inverse document
frequency (TF–IDF) [27] was applied to find strongly affected
words for sentiment by evaluating the weight of the feature,
where each term ‘t’ is weighted by a weight ‘w’ using TF-IDF
[28]. The Term frequency computes the number of instances
of “t” term that appears in the tweets/reviews document, as
shown in Eq. (1).
Tf (t,d) ⁼ (fd(t))/ (max [fd(t)])

(1)
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C. The Classification Module
The most important advantage of ML algorithms is that
they deal with a complex problem and gets closer results than
humans. In Arabic text processing, complex problems exist and
need efficient solutions to solve these problems [6], [29], [30].
In the proposed model, six supervised machine-learning
(ML) classifiers were exploited: NB, LR, SVM, DT, SGD, and
RF. The used NB algorithms are Multinomial Naive Bayes (MNB) and Bernoulli Naive Bayes (B-NB). These classifiers have
been chosen since they are the most commonly used in the
literature of SA [7], [31], [32]. These algorithms are applied to
the training set to build the classification model.
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SVM is one of the most robust prediction methods based on
statistical learning frameworks [33]–[35]. While the NB
assumption of attribute independence works well for text
categorization at the word feature level [35], [36]. On the other
hand, DT is a decision support tool that uses a tree-like model
of decisions and their possible consequences, including chance
event outcomes, resource costs, and utility [37], [38].

three precisions and recalls value for each class to be calculated
[40], [41]by the following Eq. (4):

Furthermore, the SGD is an iterative method for optimizing
an objective function with suitable smoothness properties. RF
is an ensemble learning method for classification, regression,
andother tasks. It is operated by constructing many decision
trees at training time and outputting the class that is the mode
of the classes (classification) or mean/average prediction
(regression) of the individual trees [37]–[39].

The B-NB scored the best accuracy with 82 %, followed by
SVM, LR, M-NB, and SGD with 78% accuracy, as shown in
Fig. 2.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL
This section presents the experiments conducted in this
research and a discussion of the results. The Two experiments
have been conducted using two different data sets: Arabic
Sentiment Tweets Dataset (ASTD) [13] and Restaurant
Reviews dataset (RES) [20].
A. Tweets-based Experiment
In this experiment, the ASTD [13] dataset is used, which
contains 10,006 Egyptian-Dialect tweets that are divided as
follows: 793 positive sentiment, 1684 negative sentiment, 832
neutral sentiments, and 6691 objective tweets. An example for
a positive labeled tweet statement is ""ﻣﺤﺒﯿﻦ اﻟﺒﺮﻧﺎﻣﺞ ﺑﯿﺰﯾﺪوا,
which is equivalent in English to “fans of El-Bernameg are
increasing”. Further, ASTD data were used in different ASA
research because it is completely available. In the first
experiment, as the objective class isnot effective in SA, only
three classes were considered: positive, negative, and neutral
with a total data size of 3,316 Egyptian-Dialect tweets.
Six different classifiers were applied in the tweets-based
experiment: DT, SVM, RF, LR, M-NB, B-NB, and SGD. It has
been applied to the ASTD Egyptian-Dialect tweets dataset with
all the preprocessed steps described above, and hence a feature
vector, which consists of 10000 top selected features has been
created.
Table II illustrates the evaluation measures of the proposed
model using the precision, recall, and accuracy measures. Since
tweets in our model are divided into three classes, we have
TABLE III.

Precision I Or
Recall i

Tweets correctly assigned to class i

=

(4)

Tweets attributed to class i

Further, the tweets-based experiment results are compared
with the related works that used the ASTD Egyptian-Dialect
tweets dataset, as shown in Table III. The results show the
different machine learning algorithms used by the proposed
model and the related work with their evaluation measures.
TABLE II.

TWEETS-BASED EXPERIMENT CLASSIFIERS RESULTS USING
ASTD EGYPTIAN-DIALECT TWEETS DATASET
SGD

DT

MNB

B-NB
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78
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Fig. 2. Proposed Model Accuracy Results for Tweets-based Experiment.

TWEETS-BASED EVALUATION RESULTS: THE PROPOSED MODEL VERSUS THE RELATED WORK USING ASTD EGYPTIAN-DIALECT TWEETS
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It is noticed that the proposed model has better values with
all classifiers compared with Nabil and Atiya [13] who
classified the ASTD Egyptian-Dialect tweets dataset into four
classes (positive, negative, neutral, and objective); while the
proposed model classified the ASTD Egyptian-Dialect tweets
dataset into three classes (positive, negative, and neutral),
which are the most popular classes. Further, Nabil and Atiya
didn’t apply DT and RF classifiers; on the other hand, they are
applied by the proposed model.

80

Both Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 show the precision and the recall for
the proposed classifiers model versus two related works.

0

In Abdellaoui and Zrigui [14] research, SGD is not applied
to the ASTD Egyptian-Dialect Tweets dataset, but the
proposed model applies it. Moreover, the proposed model
achieved better values with all classifiers compared with the
above study.
On the other hand, Kaseb, and Ahmed [42] filtered and
cleaned ASTD Egyptian-Dialect tweets to 1652 records.
Unfortunately, they applied only one SVM classifier and
achieved a lower accuracy of 64% compared with the proposed
model with 78%.
As shown in Fig. 5, the proposed model with B-NB, SVM,
LR, M-NB, and SGD achieved a better accuracy compared to
the related work. B-NB achieved 82% versus 66.9% and 74.9%
for the related works [13]&[14]. While SVM achieved 78 %
versus 68.9%, 75.5%, and 64 % for the related works. Further,
LR has higher accuracy with 78% compared to related works
with 67.6% and 74.9%. M-NB achieved 78% with higher
accuracy than the related works.

ElSahar and El-Beltagy[20]
The proposed model

Kaseb and Ahmed [42]

Fig. 4. Recall Value Results for Proposed Model Compared with Related
Works for the Tweets-based Experiment.

Fig. 3. Precision Value Results for Proposed Model Compared with Related
Works for the Tweets-based Experiment.

TABLE IV.
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Fig. 5. Accuracy Value Results for Proposed Model Compared with Related
Works for the Tweets-based Experiment.

In DT classifier, our module has higher accuracy rating
than [14], but without knowing its recall, we cannot
comfortably trust the results. Interestingly, recall and accuracy
are often at odds with each other, as attempts to boost recall
often negatively impact accuracy and vice versa.
B. Review-based Experiment
The Restaurant Review dataset RES [20] is used in the
review-based experiment, which was collected from the trip
advisor site with a total number of 10,871 reviews. The RES is
divided as follows 8021 positive sentiments, 2625 negative
sentiment, and 225 neutral reviews. An example of a positive
sentiment tweet is “ "ﻣﻄﻌﻢ ﻣﻤﺘﺎز و ﺧﺪﻣﺔ ﺣﻠﻮى أوى و ﻣﻜﺎن ﻣﺘﻤﯿﺰ و
 ﻣﻌﺎﻣﻠﺔ راﻗﯿﺔwhich is equivalent in English to “Excellent
restaurant, great service, excellent place and classy treatment”
[20].
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results revealed that the proposed model outperformed the
related works in the two conducted experiments.
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Further, the experiments showed that de-noising, stop
words removal, lemmatization, and normalization slightly
improved the classification's performance. The proposed model
will use different techniques in future work, such as deep
learning or lexicon-based approaches.
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Fig. 6. Accuracy Value Results for Proposed Model Compared with Related
Works for the Review-based Experiment.

[5]

The review-based experiment is applied using different
classifiers DT, SVM, RF, LR, M-NB, B- NB, and SGD with a
feature vector that consists of 15000 top selected features. The
review-based experiment evaluation results are shown in
Table III. It has been revealed that SVM scored the best
accuracy with 87.2%, followed by LR with 85.9%, and SGD
with 85.6% accuracy. On the other hand, the tweets-based
experiment results are compared with the related works that
use the RES dataset, as shown in Table IV. The table presents
the different machine learning algorithms used by the proposed
model and the related work with their evaluation measures. It is
noticed that the proposed model has better values with most
classifiers compared with ElSahar and El-Beltagy[20]. Also,
ElSahar and El-Beltagy did not apply DT and M-NB
classifiers, while the proposed model applies them.

[6]

Moreover, Fig. 6 Shows the accuracy of the proposed
classifier model versus the previous works. The proposed
model with SVM, LR, and SGD achieves better accuracy than
the previous works. SVM achieved 87.2% versus 81.4% for the
previous work while LR achieved 85.9 % versus 70.4% for the
related work.
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[14]

V. CONCLUSION
The paper has introduced a new model for Arabic
sentiment analysis and the effect of different text preprocessing
techniques on classification accuracy. The proposed model was
evaluated using recall, precision, and accuracy measures. Two
different types of Arabic datasets are used: (1) ASTD is an
Egyptian-Dialect tweets, and (2) RES, which is Multi-Dialect
reviews. Two main experiments have been conducted using
machine learning algorithms (DT, SVM, RF, LR, M-NB, and
B-NB). The first experiment was applied to the ASTD dataset
with 3,316 Egyptian-Dialect tweets. It is noticed that B-NB
scored the best accuracy with 82%, followed by SVM, LR, MNB, and SGD with 78% accuracy. The second experiment was
applied to the RES dataset with 10K Multi-Dialect Arabic
reviews. In addition, SVM achieved accuracy with 87.2%,
followed by LR with 85.9%, and SGD with 85.6%. These
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Abstract—The electronic devices that are targeted to the end
users have become day to day essential parts. Traditional
methodologies have changed drastically resulting in efficient
mode of communication and fast information retrieval. As the
demand and the production are exponentially growing, patterns
of sales, storage and their destruction and then again, their
collection have also been changed. This paper analyses many
such behaviors of (electronic) waste management and
recommends solutions like recycling management, different
directives and policies required to be followed. Authors have
emphasized on providing substantial information that can be
useful to the regulating authorities responsible for waste
management or the manufacturers of various electronic products
and then the policy makers. With an extensive review of
electronic wastages, authors have emphasized three variables
(sales, stock and lifespan) for replacing/upgrading the older
products with advanced versions. The root causes of electronic
wastages are found in industrializing countries like India, China,
Vietnam, Pakistan, the Philippines, Ghana and Nigeria whereas
industrialized countries also play equally important role for its
generation. This paper signifies the importance of e-waste
management practice to reduce the emerging electronic waste
hazards. Authors focus on today’s demand of electronic devices,
importance of e-waste management and management practices.
The paper recommends key findings based on surveying data
regarding the lack of regulation to manage the e-waste. The
review concludes that the lack of regulation and improper
awareness are the basic factors responsible for e-wastage and
requires major focus to manage the e-waste.
Keywords—e-Wastage; e-Wastage management; barriers;
policy; findings; e-Wastage regulations; industrializing countries;
industrialized countries

I.

INTRODUCTION

E-wastage or E-waste is a phrase, widely used to cover
items of all types of electrical and electronic equipment (EEE)
and its parts that have been discarded by the owner as waste
without the intention of reuse. In addition, used electronics
which are meant for refurbishment, reuse, recycling through
material recovery, or disposal are also considered e-waste. Ewaste includes almost any household or business item
containing circuitry or electrical components with either power
or battery supply. To name a few, Microwaves, Fans,
Refrigerators, washing machines, dryers, home entertainment
devices, computers, laptops, tablets, mobile phones, Medical
equipments like Dialysis Machines, Imaging Equipment,
Autoclave, Defibrillator, Office and Information technology

equipments like Copiers/Printers, IT Servers, Cords and
Cables, WiFi dongles, switches, hubs, routers, Uninterrupted
Power Supplies (UPS Systems) and other electronic utilities
like Heating Pads, Remote Controls, Electrical Cords, Smart
Lights, Treadmills, Smart Watches and many more.
[www.ewaste1.com/what-is-e-waste/]
Few decades from now, the major proportion of e-waste
was generated from the equipments that were discarded as they
were no longer workable but it has been found in recent years
that the current advancements in innovations in electronics and
electrical technology has resulted into increasing demand for
upgraded/faster/new
electronic
products
for
replacing/upgrading the older products with advanced versions.
Although the exponential growth in electronics and electrical
industry has benefited consumers to a great extent with
massive technological advancements by making routine tasks
easier and time-efficient but has also highly contributed in
‘declaring’ many workable electronic devices to be considered
as obsolete. Thus, contributing to a great extent in generation
of global electronic wastage. For instance, Video Cassette
Recorder (VCR) players got replaced with Digital Versatile
Disc (DVD) players and recently DVDs are being replaced by
Blu-ray players. Although DVD players are working fine for
normal videos but cannot showcase High-Definition (HD)
videos with high quality like Blu-ray players. So, DVDs are
now becoming a part of e-waste.
As there has been a sky-rocketing surge in the amount of ewaste due to dumping of electronic products by owners just
because new models arrive every day especially for computers,
laptops, smart phones and other electronic devices, the e-waste
management has become a daunting task for both
industrialized and industrializing countries. The Global Ewaste Monitor 2020 report has presented statistics related to ewaste generation from 2014 onwards. In 2014, 44.4 MT of ewaste was reported to be generated globally which has risen to
53.6 MT in 2019. The report has predicted e-waste generation
to gain manifold increase by the year 2030 and estimated a
shocking figure of 74.7 MT.
A. Sources of e-Wastage
Generally, the sources of e-waste comprises of almost all
types of electronics and electrical equipments. But due to
advancements in technology, new electronic and electrical
devices are being introduced that are added up accordingly to
the list of sources. So, from time to time authors have given
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different categories of devices to be considered for as sources
for e-waste.
B. e-Waste Management: A Global Challenge
E-waste management refers to the disposal of electrical and
electronic devices in a secured and environment friendly way.
Unlike, municipal waste, e-waste requires more sophisticated
techniques to be followed for management and disposal due to
crucial nature of components being used in electronic and
electrical devices.
Most of the electrical and electronic devices especially IT
hardware contain toxic, non-biodegradable and hazardous
materials including mercury, lead, cadmium, beryllium,
chromium, and chemical flame retardants, or or
polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) which have the potential to
leach into soil and water as well as could be hazardous if
exposed to air.
C. Impact of E-Waste
The outrageous increase in the amount of e-waste being
generated every year across the world has put forth many
challenges for industrialized and industrializing countries and
has created intense pressure for the execution of sustainable
practices to redesign and recycle the products.
In developed countries, several conventions, directives and
laws to regulate the e-waste disposal have been formulated for
efficient e-waste management which includes Basel
Convention, StEP initiative, 3Rs(Reduce, Reuse and Recycle)
etc. Product manufacturing industries are taking back items
which are collected by retailers and local governments for safe
destruction, redesign, recycle and recovery of materials.
Undoubtedly, industrialized countries have gone to great
lengths to formulate efficient high-cost systems to handle ewaste which includes elaborated collection systems,
deployment of clean recovery technologies, carefully
engineered disassembly stations, plasma furnaces to prevent
release of dioxins. But, despite following various conventions,
directives to protect environment from the hazardous
implications of e-waste, the majority of e-waste across Europe
and North America still remains unrecycled (Barba-Gutierrez
et al., 2008). Therefore, to ensure proper disposal of e-waste,
developed countries are shipping e-waste to developing
countries like China, India, Pakistan, and Nigeria due to
availability of cheap labour for recycling.
II. LITERATURE SURVEY AND BACKGROUND STUDY
In order to develop a conceptual framework, a systematic
review of e-waste management research reported by various
authors has been presented in this section. An extensive
review is conducted comprising of research papers published
between 2005 to 2021. A comparative analysis has been
presented in the tabular form.

Both valuable metals and extraordinary materials, like Pb,
Hg, As, Cd, Se, Cr, etc. are major factors in creating electronic
wastages [1]. These non-ferrous and uncommon metals can be
recuperated for additionally reuse and reuse, while the
strengthened sap and epoxy sap (with generally bring down
financial esteems) can be recouped for their warmth esteems
through burning or reused as coatings, clearing and building
materials subsequent to being powdered[2,3]. The yearly total
entirety of overall EW age ranges from 20 to 50 million tons in
created nations [4]. On the off chance that we allude to paper
referenced at [5], the total residential electronic and electric
waste is required to ascend to around 400 million units by
2015.
In 2010 Yu et.al [6] studied the existing framework for EW
management in China counting regulatory policies and pilot
projects. In 2012, Chibunna et. al [7], identified and talked
about EW management challenges among establishments
through a case study at UniversitiKebangsaan Malaysia
(UKM).In 2012 Sthiannopkao and Wong [8] provided deeper
knowledge about the different directives and policies needed to
be followed while handling with EW. In 2013 Wang et. al [9],
tried to address how to enhance EW estimates by giving
techniques to increase information quality and proposed an
advanced IOA method including each of the three variables
(sales, stock and lifespan) and best available information
focuses to prepare better datasets for modeling. In 2015 Reddy
[10], concentrated upon informal EW recyclers who subsidize
the environmental costs of Bangalore's IT blast. In 2016 Tansel
[11], reviewed the challenges associated with increasing
EWquantities. In 2016 Awasthi et. al. [12], explored the
environmental contamination from EW recycling at numerous
little formal and informal workshops in India. In 2017 Resmi
and Fasila [13], proposed a novel calculation for establishing a
standard methodology to manage and refurbish EW called EW
Management and Refurbishment Prediction (EMARP), which
can be adapted by refurbishing industries in order to improve
their performance. Here Table I indicated the comparative
analysis with advantage and disadvantages of different authors.
Both valuable metals and extraordinary materials, like Pb,
Hg, As, Cd, Se, Cr etc. are major factors in creating electronic
wastages [14]. These non-ferrous and uncommon metals can be
recuperated for additionally reuse and reuse, while the
strengthened sap and epoxy sap (with generally bring down
financial esteems) can be recouped for their warmth esteems
through burning or reused as coatings, clearing and building
materials subsequent to being powdered. The yearly total
entirety of overall EW age ranges from 20 to 50 million tons in
created nations [15]. On the off chance that the total residential
electronic and electric waste is required to ascend to around
400 million units by 2015.
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TABLE I.
SN

Authors

Advantages

Limitations

Tetiana
Shevchenko et. al
[16]

Proposed a smart reverse system for e-waste management
based on intelligent information technology (IT) tools
with an aim to minimize collection costs and ultimately,
carbon dioxide emissions.

-

2020

Yigit Kazancoglu
et.al [17]

3

4

1

2

Year

COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS

2021

The proposed smart e-waste reverse system has not
been tested in real life scenario.

-

Lacks real life cost – benefit analysis.

Proposed a collection and classification framework for
efficient electronic wastage management by incorporating
data-driven technologies that would certainly ensure
social, environmental and economical sustainability in
industrializing and less industrialized nations.

-

The initial cost of investment is high.

2020

Piotr
Nowakowski and
Teresa Pamuła
[18]

Deep learning techniques have been used for categorizing
and measuring the size of e-waste that would aid e-waste
collection companies to prepare an effective collection
plan.

The research is confined to Large home appliances.
Small appliances and other categories of e-waste are
not considered.

2020

Sudan Jha et. al
[19]

Almost all aspects of smart cities have been implemented
with IT enabled services.

Despite inclusion of smart technologies in smart
cities still they lack in efficient e-waste management.

Absence of adequate knowledge related to datadriven technologies for formulating sustainable solutions.

5

2019

Charu Gangwara
et.al [20]

The significant spread of cardiovascular morbidity,
namely hypertension, among local residents and on site
workers engaged in e-waste processing is explored.
The significant correlations between the inhabitants’
heavy metal concentration in the blood and corresponding
metal concentrations in atmosphere are identified.

6

2018

Abhishek Kumar
et.al [21]

Detailed analysis of e-waste management status,
legislation formulated, and technology being used for ewaste recycling in India.

Ashwani Kumar
and Gaurav
Dixit[22]

Identified ‘10 barriers’ that restrict efficient e-waste
management and used
interpretive structural modeling (ISM) and Decision
Making Trail and Evaluation Laboratory (DEMATEL) for
understanding the hierarchal and contextual relationship
among the barriers of e-waste management to aid in policy
and decision making.

The proposed model is highly susceptible to
judgment and expertise of experts involved for framing the
barriers.
Even more barriers could be explored and validated
according using different statistical techniques.

2017

Stefan Salhofer
[23]

Discussed different challenges being faced in e-waste
management regarding collection and treatment of e-waste
with an overview of technologies applied for the removal
of hazardous materials for the recovery of valuable
materials. The study focuses on three global areas,
namely; Europe, China and Vietnam.

Deals with hypothetical proposal which are yet to be
implemented.

9

2016

Borthakur and
Govind[24]

Studied on consumers' EW transfer behavior and
awareness with respect to the case of India.
Provides a detailed view on the current worldwide EW
scenarios.

-

10

2017

Rahman[25]

Investigated into the responsibilities of peoples played in
the EW management in Bangladesh and also examined the
existing policy gap and environmental management issues
in terms of EW.

Many issues have been highlighted which is not
enough but need to provide solution for the issues.

11

2016

Debnath et. al.
[26]

Tried to establish EW management as a parameter for
green computing.

Various questions have been raised but did not provide any
solution.

12

2013

Dwivedy and
Mittal[27]

Attempted to understand the critical elements related with
EW

Recycling program in the context of India

13

2013

Pariatamby and
Victor[28]

Examined the strategically trends of EW management in
Asia

Various questions have been raised but did not provide any
solution.

14

2015

Jaiswal et. al. [29]

Individual awareness is addressedregarding EW handling.

Proposes a green framework for EW.

7

8

2018

No specific guidelines and safeguard plans have
been suggested.

No specific guidelines and safeguard plans have
been suggested.

Research is primary
Adequate detail.
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15

2015

Kumar and
Rawat[30]

Analytical presentation for managing information for
efficient management of EW.

It gives theoretical reasoning only. No realization on the theries
proposed.

16

2015

Davis and
Garb[31]

Endeavored to give broad field employments and optional
written works to offer a logical order of administration
positions towards casual EW hones.

The proposed method tackles a noteworthy however not
overwhelming portion of the puzzle
No other critical issues were addressed

17

2015

Dwivedy et. al.
[32]

Discusses on the “takeback” policies
The paper was based on reasonableness for the
Indian conditions.

division

18

2016

Garlapati[33]

Presented an idea of worldwide EW details, health
concerns of EW components alongside the waste
management, recycling.

Various regulatory, regulatory bodies and their problems, and
corresponding suggestions, recommendations related to EW are
not addressed

19

2016

Singh et. al. [34]

Given a review of world's present CRTs squander
situation, to be specific extent of the request and
preparing, current exchange and reusing operations.

Various questions have been raised but did not provide any
solution.

20

2017

Ikhlayel[35]

Attempted to evaluate the environmental effects and

Given a review of world's present CRTs squander situation, to
be specific greatness of the request and preparing, current
exchange and reusing operations.

Focused on copper links in the EW stream
Discusses upstream and downstream changes
limits and business components of a formalizing

Fig. 1. Comparative Analysis of Electronic Wastages w.r.t. the Electronic Product.
TABLE II.

POLLUTANTS AND THEIR RESPECTIVE COMMON SOURCES

Pollutants

Sources of pollutants

As

Electric diodes, Light Emitting Diodes, Semiconductors, μ-waves, Solar panels

Cu

Printed circuit boards, conductors, etc.

Ba

Filters, insulators

Cd

Cathode Ray Tubes, Cell-batteries, soldering alloys

Pb

Almost all kind of transistors and batteries

Cr

Hubs, Routing devices, switches, etc.

As – Arsenic, Ba – Barium, Cd – Cadmium, Cr – Chromium, Co – Cobalt, Cu – Cuprum/Copper, Pb - Lead

In an existing framework for EW management in China
counting regulatory policies are discussed along with the pilot
projects. It also identified EW management challenges in
Malaysia (UKM) and provided deeper knowledge about the
different directives and policies needed to be followed while
handling with EW and addressed how to enhance EW
estimates by giving techniques to increase information quality
and proposed an advanced IOA method including each of the
three variables (sales, stock and lifespan) and best available
information focuses to prepare better datasets for modeling.
The Global E-waste Monitor 2020 concentrated upon informal

EW recyclers who subsidize the environmental costs of
Bangalore's IT blast. The challenges associated with increasing
EW quantities were of big concern that explored the
environmental contamination from EW recycling at numerous
little formal and informal workshops in India. It proposed a
novel calculation for establishing a standard methodology to
manage and refurbish EW called EW Management and
Refurbishment Prediction (EMARP), which can be adapted by
refurbishing industries in order to improve their performance.
Table I indicates the comparative analysis with advantage
and disadvantages of different authors. Fig. 1 shows
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Comparative analysis of electronic wastages w.r.t. the
electronic products.
The toxic substances contained in Waste Electric and
Electronic Equipment (WEEE) are mostly non-degradable
plastics [36]. The sources are as shown in Table II.
Apart from these, casings, PCBs, cables etc. are inevitably
the most common toxics among assembled electronic devices.
Firing, igniting the electronic waste materials are most
commonly used today. In developing nations, these practices
are done around human inhabitants or residential areas of
cities. This lead to the formation of unsafe gasses which
seriously damage the respiratory systems of each and every
surrounding living being.
In some cases, we observe dumping these materials and
landfilling which is less harmful than the preceding one.
However, these may sometime become poisonous due to
cyanide, lead, arsenic and mercury composition that
contaminates at the out scale. Table II features the significant
contaminations that cause serious health dangers when
recycled improperly [37]. Separated of the few mentioned here,
numerous elements pose as health risks.
III. CHALLENGES AND OPEN ISSUES
In this section, different challenges and issues related to ewaste management have been highlighted to seek attention of
stakeholders and general public. Different initiatives and
agreements have been established between post industrialized,
industrialized, less industrialized and industrializing countries
to save our environment and human health from the dangerous
effects of e-waste. Various eco-friendly tools and techniques
are being formulated for efficient disposal of e-waste with
minimal environmental consequences.
Moreover, various
governmental and non-governmental organizations around the
globe have joined hands to spread awareness among
communities about e-waste management and related
consequences to make them understand its need and criticality.
Despite the active participation of Governmental
organizations, non-governmental organizations, industries,
other stakeholders, the e-waste management is an ‘open
challenge’ for both developed and developing countries. There
are various issues that pose hindrance in the execution of
systematic e-waste management strategies. Furthermore, the
alarming increase in the amount of e-waste being generated
around the years which is expected to reach a limit of 55
million tons in the year 2030 is really ‘jaw-dropping’.
It has been observed by author in that with advancement in
technologies paved way for change in composition of
electronic and electric devices. So, the traditional recycling and
disposal e-waste techniques are no longer applicable for the
extraction of constituent elements. In Fig. 2 below, change in
composition of Personal computers (PCs) over the time has
been depicted. In earlier PCs, mainly three constituent
elements were present like glass, plastic and metals but in
recent PCs, we could varied elements like Zinc, Lead, Iron,
Aluminium, Copper, etc.

Fig. 2. Change in Composition of Personal Computers.

Therefore, it is evident that e-waste recycling and disposal
methodologies need to revised and reformulated for the
inclusion of changing composition of e-waste.
A. Switching to Transboundary Shipment
The management of e-waste in developing and transition
countries is getting worse day by day. The major factors
responsible for this are.
1) Illegal trafficking of waste materials
2) Unauthorized recycling of e-waste
3) Lack of skilled man power
4) No regulatory rules and regulations / protocols
flourished for stakeholders and institutions that are involved in
e-waste management.
It has become a normal trend that (a) the large amount of ewaste generated from developed countries are exported to
developing countries or (b) those discarded by developing
countries, are rapidly taken up by transition countries; and this
has resulted into a very high impact on emerging economies of
these countries.
B. International Treaties
One such example is Basel Convention in which it has been
reported that.
• Only 20% of the global electronic wastage are recycled
every year; i.e. 40 Mt electronic wastages are burned or
destroyed or illegally traded. Further, 50% of these
wastages consist of handheld devices and TVs along
with household appliances.
• The rate of e-waste generated in emerging economies
like India and China is increasing from 5% to 10%
annually. These data do not include the imported
electronic wastages whether they are legal or illegal.
• The first country in the world where e-waste
management system was formally established is
Switzerland where 11 kg/capita of e-waste are recycled.
Their policy targets 4 kg/capita as regulated by the
European Union (EU).
IV. INTEROPERABILITY OF ELECTRONIC WASTAGES
In this section, we characterize e-waste by investigating its
criticality. The reuse of EW, state enactment, and the issue of
the worldwide shipment of risky e-wastages are also adhered.
Various hazardous development in the hardware business has
prompted a quick raising issue of end-of-life (EOL) gadgets or
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e-squander. Squandering of electronic is growing thus resulting
in a high surge for the requirement of powerful hardware
reusing programs.
It is assessed that 75% of electronic things are secured in
view of defenselessness of how to supervise it. These
electronic hurls out lie unattended in houses, work
environments, dissemination focuses et cetera and regularly
mixed with family wastes, which are at last orchestrated off at
landfills. This requires implementable organization measures.
In wanders organization of EW should begin at the explanation
behind age. This should be possible by waste minimization
methodologies and by supportable thing design. Waste
minimization in endeavors incorporates getting a handle on:
1)
2)
3)
4)

Inventory organization.
Changing the production-process.
Volume reduction.
Recovery and reuse.

Firing, igniting the electronic waste materials are most
commonly used today. In developing nations, these practices
are done around human inhabitants or residential areas of
cities. This lead to the formation of unsafe gasses which
seriously damage the respiratory systems of each and every
surrounding living being.

Descriptive analysis of our review work includes central
tendency, mean and variation of variables of the study (See
Fig. 1). Each of the variables are segregated into 24 aptitude
questions.

Sources of pollutants

Cu

Electric diodes, Light Emitting Diodes,
Semiconductors, μ-waves, Solar panels
Printed circuit boards, conductors, etc.

Ba

Filters, insulators

Cd

Cathode Ray Tubes, Cell-batteries, soldering alloys

Pb

Almost all kind of transistors and batteries

Cr

Hubs, Routing devices, switches, etc.

As

As – Arsenic, Ba – Barium, Cd – Cadmium, Cr –
Chromium, Co – Cobalt, Cu – Cuprum/Copper, Pb - Lead

Pollutants

MAJOR POLLUTANTS AND THEIR EFFECTS OF HEALTH
Major organic attack

Lead

-

Psychological degradation

Plastics

-

Respiratory organs damage

Cadmium

Acid
Leachates

The electronic wastage has been practiced in a smaller note
in most of the countries. Table III justifies this statement. The
countries adhering to their policies also aren’t able to
implement the same as per the expectation. Fig. 3 is a
schematic (conceptual) framework carried out based on the
rigorous survey and relevant literature done by the authors.
This clearly indicates that there are some of the unorganized
sectors seem to be active in many regions. Due to the lack of
proper policy, the authorities are not in a position to give the
proper regulatory actions to be taken in care of these wastages.
Even it is very disappointing to note that there is no reliable
source available that can state about (a) the total number of
organizations involved in such activities and (b) amount of ewaste that is recycled by the concerned dominants.

POLLUTANTS AND THEIR RESPECTIVE COMMON SOURCES

Pollutants

TABLE IV.

Waste Electric and Electronic Equipment (WEEE) or EW
joins a wide and growing collection of electronic devices going
from tremendous family unit contraptions, for example,
coolers, ventilation systems, PDAs, singular stereos, and buyer
equipment to PCs disposed by the customers. These equipment
needs to be well treated, mostly mercury, chromium, arsenic,
lead, cadmium, and plastics responsible for various toxics.
V. SCHEMATIC FRAMEWORKS FOR E-WASTAGES
PRACTICED TILL DATE

Challenges of EW Recycling: The toxic substances
contained in Waste Electric and Electronic Equipment (WEEE)
are mostly non-degradable plastics. The sources are as shown
in Table III. Apart from these, casings, PCBs, cables etc. are
inevitably the most common toxics among assembled
electronic devices.

TABLE III.

In some cases, we observe dumping these materials and
landfilling which is less harmful than the preceding one.
However, these may sometime become poisonous due to
cyanide, lead, arsenic and mercury composition that
contaminates at the out scale. Table IV features the significant
contaminations that cause serious health dangers when
recycled improperly. Separated of the few mentioned here,
numerous elements pose as health risks.

Affecting
bones and joints
digestive systems
-

A. Political or Regulating Factors (PRF)
The PRFs are analyzed based on four measuring
questionnaires.
PRF1 – The degree of governments’ initiation in managing
EW
PRF2 – Properness of policy for EW Management.
PRF3 – Consciousness among of international community
in EW management, and
PRF4 – Degree of following the international practices to
handle the E-Waste
Fig. 4 depicts the bar diagrammatic view of PRF1, PRF2,
PRF3 and PRF4. This clearly indicates the lack of significant
policies for EW management. Proper policy helps to manage
the e-waste in effective ways that is generating every year.

Respiratory issues
Eye infection
Skin erosion
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Fig. 5. Waste Production/Disposal.

Fig. 3. Theoretical Framework of E-Waste.

C. E-Waste Management (EWM)
The four different questionnaires
management were as below:

polled

for

EW

EWM1 - awareness about EW management,
EWM2 – necessity of EW collector
EWM3 – convenience of the existing method for EW, and
EWM4 – accessibility of information regarding EW
management.
Based on above queries, Fig. 5 is schematized. Fig. 5
depicts electronic wastage collector is the need of the hour
which will ease the process of disposal. It will also reduce /
resolve the confusion regarding purpose of e-waste.
Fig. 4. Political/Regular Factor.

VI. FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

B. Waste Production/Disposal (WPD)
Four different questionnaires were been floored to analyze
the effect of waste Production and Disposal.
WPD1 – referred to the scale at which the EW are
generated on daily basis,
WPD2 – referred to the rate at which the electric or
electronic equipment were discarded or donated per person,
WPD3 - referred to the status of discarded electric or
electronic equipment – whether they are thrown away
cumulating other waste, and
WPD4 - if those discarded or disposed electric and
electronic equipment had any hazardous parts and that if any
special method for safety disposal were applied.
Fig. 5 can be concluded with respondents’ response that a
special procedure is required utmost for disposal of electronic
wastages. Due to the advanced technology, every year many
electronics items are being produced and side by side every
year electronics items are getting damaged and e-waste are
produced. In developing countries, there is no advanced
technology to manage this e-waste; i.e. damaged items are not
disposed properly.

We have performed a rigorous review on electronic
wastages. The reviews were based on five main factors. They
are (a) Political / Regulating, (b) Social-Economic,
(c) Technical / Institutional, (d) Waste Production / Disposal
and (e) EW Management factors were examined. Based on
analysis and various literature survey, the findings are listed as
below:
1) Lack of regulatory body in tracing and handling EW
2) Lack of Solid governmental policies to tackle EW
3) Managing electronic wastes
a) from house hold, and
b) work-places
4) Reusability and finding out the possibility of reusable
of these components or EW for future use without affecting
any of the other factors
5) Regular updates regarding the current (and past) status
of EW of various EEE
6) Finding out the correct sources that are responsible for
EW
7) Assessing the barriers of EW management.
The survey was conducted among 151 individuals who
were “understood as aware of EW” and data were collected in
physical form. These individuals were categorized as
individual working in technology related companies; electrical
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or electronic (or both) shops; the individual working in
handling the e-waste management. Out of 151 individuals, 61
females and 90 males comprising the percentage of 40.4% and
59.6%, respectively.
In addition to age, there are 37.7% of respondents who fall
under the age group below 25 years, 56.3% respondents are
aged 26-35 years, 2.6% respondents are of age group 36-45
years and 3.4% of respondents are of age group of 46 and 55
above year. 23.1% of respondent are student, 42% of
respondents are Service holders, 11.9% of respondent are selfemployed (Business) and, 22 % of respondent are engaged in
other professions.
Based on the survey, data and findings indicated above,
authors propose the recommendations as below:
1) Awareness / consciousness regarding managing EW is
mandatory. There is a very less human resource working for
EW, their efforts and activities need to be maximized one of
which may be done through promotional activity.
2) It is well understood that the growth of generation of
EW is exponential. Advanced technology as perturbed by UN
(2014) should be availed specially to developing countries.
3) EW collector needs to avail to each sector for the EWaste Management.
4) Technical manpower to be produced by the authorized
body by providing related technical knowledge and thus
generating skilled manpower in EW management.
5) The rapid advancement in ICT has result in improve
capacity in computing devices but simultaneously decreases in
the product lifetime as a result the generation of EEE
components are growing rapidly. A concrete policy and
budget in e-waste management should be allotted.
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Electric and electronic wastages can result into an
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Abstract—The objective of this article is to show the
application of a supervision, control and acquisition system of an
industrial network of chemical products, for which the design of
the control logic and the architecture of the industrial network
on Profibus-DP protocols is described and Ethernet, with a
peripheral terminal station ET-200, through the Siemens CP433
programmable logic controller and level sensor sensors, coupled
to radar-type transmitters with an accuracy of ± 0.5 mm. As
findings of the implementation of the control system, it was
possible to demonstrate the optimal regulation of the filling
system of the 3-compartment trucks with a capacity of 300 Kilos
each, generating the elimination of spills of the chemical product,
as well as the reduction of polluting particles in the work
environment. Finally, as a direct consequence, the productivity of
the company was improved, which is a relevant aspect at the level
of planning, management and direction.
Keywords—Distributed control; supervision;
chemical products; dispatch of chemical supplies

I.

acquisition;

INTRODUCTION

Organizations dedicated to the distribution and dispatch of
chemical products are susceptible to generating negative
environmental impacts due to the lack of technological
strategies that minimize risks of spillage [1], [2]. And it is
necessary to be aware of and highlight the risks and
consequences of not supervising or monitoring the correct
process of transporting or transferring the chemical input for its
storage and dispatch [3]. When these processes lack or are not
linked to technological tools, but on the contrary respond to
strictly manual processes, in which the personnel or operator is
exposed to these chemical inputs, effects are totally adverse to
health, since they are less likely intrinsic generates toxicity and
pollutes the environment [4]. The maneuvers in the dispatch
processes of chemical inputs when they are manual or executed
by some personnel, increase the risk of spills, which, as already
stated, affects the human being and the environment, but also
affects production, due to actions corrective measures that must
be generated at that moment [5]. It is clear that these
organizations must get involved with technologies that reduce
all types of spill risk, since the negative consequences are
derived from there [6].
Industrial automation is currently used as a tool that
contributes to improving various stages immersed in
production processes, thus improving aspects related to

César León-Velarde6
Universidad Tecnológica del Perú
(UTP)
Lima-Perú

precision in component dosing, accuracy in the sequencing of
events, self-regulation and improvement of the location of the
final product [7]. Automating a process guarantees the logical
control relationship between sensors and actuators of a process,
however through communication protocols it is necessary to
seek to implement supervision, control and data acquisition
systems [8]. These communications protocols guarantee the
adequate interface in the sensors and actuators of a process,
interrelating it through an industrial network, which allows the
supervision and monitoring in real time of the variability of the
indicators during the execution of the production process [9,
10].
Distributed control systems (DCS) allow an industrial plant
to integrate its different production processes, linking the
various programmable logic controllers (PLC), which are
associated from a logical point of view to sensors and
actuators, thus guaranteeing a fluid communication of data,
which allows making decisions from the generation and
processing of information [11, 12]. Referring to a distributed
control system implies the generation of relevant data, which
goes beyond operational aspects, becoming linked to very
useful and important information systems at a strategic level in
an organization [13]. With the purpose of supervising,
monitoring and acquiring data for decision-making on aspects
related to the operation or operation of an industrial process,
SCADA systems (Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition)
are used [14-17]. The application of SCADA systems is
diverse, however among the processes that use it the most are
electricity generation, natural gas, mining deposits, thermal
systems, oil pipelines and chemical products dispatch [18-20].
One aspect to highlight in SCADA systems is that they allow
in a friendly way to show the behavior of the critical variables
in a process, becoming a strategic element at the industrial
level, integrally linking geographically dispersed subsystems
arranged in a plant [21-23].
It is then justifiable from the point of view of the
monitoring, supervision and control capacity, the integration of
DCS systems and SCADA systems [24-26]. As its application
is diverse and by using different communication protocols as
interface elements, its contribution is relevant, even more it is
linked to the improvement of the operating and working
conditions of the operators and their environment with the
environment [27-29].
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Under the above, the purpose of this article is to contribute
through the description of the application of distributed control
systems (DCS) under their integration to the SCADA system in
a chemical products distribution company; seeking to reduce
the remnants or spills of these inputs during their dispatch or
filling in distribution trucks; guaranteeing the reduction of
pollutants in the work environment and consequently
eliminating any adverse effect on the personnel working in the
plant.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
In relation to relevant studies on this topic, we have in [30],
which highlights the importance of the use of the SCADA
system and its integration in the architecture of industrial
processes, in which the performance and safety of processes
related to oil industry or chemical inputs. In the same line of
research in [31], a proposed solution is described for a process
related to oil as a chemical input in which the SCADA system
guarantees safety from the detection of abnormal events or
events, thus avoiding any effect adverse on staff and work
environment.

is adequate, a sensor will establish that the valves should be
closed and proceed to fill the next container; It is necessary to
indicate that the number of compartments to fill in a truck
storing the chemical product is three.
In Fig. 2, the location and disposition of the three sources
that contain the chemical product (Acetic acid) are
schematized, and that from displacement pumps, valves
controlled by electric actuator, overfill sensors, the same ones
that were mentioned in the flow chart above; and making use
of Siemens CP443 programmable logic controllers, I will
proceed with the programming logic that establishes the link
between the input and output elements of the process.

It should also be noted that this scientific article is
supported by two studies already published in [32–34] which
detail the composition of the industrial network that allows
automating the chemical products dispatch process, as a
solution to the reduction of pollutants due to spillage of the
input due to a bad maneuver by the operators; These studies
also highlight that as an effect of supervising, controlling and
monitoring the dispatch system, from the perspective of
improving the filling precision of the transport truck tanks,
another positive effect, quite apart from the reduction of
pollutants, is productivity improvement, a very relevant
contribution to the organization, and which gives sustainability
to a large-scale solution proposal such as the implementation of
a distributed control system integrated into a SCADA system.
The implementation of intelligent systems through
hardware and software, allow to guarantee the control of the
operating parameters and variables of the industrial processes
[35, 36].
III. CONTROL PHILOSOPHY AND ARCHITECTURE OF THE
DISTRIBUTED CONTROL NETWORK
In order to understand the control logic that allows
automating the chemical products dispatch process, in a
simplified way the control philosophy represented in the flow
diagram is shown in Fig. 1.
In the flow chart, two sensors are established that will
determine the correct location of the containers for the filling
process; if his position is not adequate, he will not proceed to
execution; furthermore, only if the filling level of the container

Fig. 1. Control Philosophy of the Chemical Product Dispatch Process.
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Fig. 2. Layout of Chemical Storage Tanks.

In Fig. 3, the connection between the sensors, actuators,
scale zone and displacement pumps for filling with respect to
the chemical product packaging trucks is shown; It should be
noted that the pumps in operation operate in remote mode and
in automatic sequence; in such a way that the valves also
respond to a similar operating logic, that is, in remote mode
and automatic sequence, which indicates that it is open; The
displacement pump as well as the valves will always be
monitored through the supervision and data acquisition system,

the same as from the WinCC runtime Project system will allow
the activation and shutdown of the mentioned elements and
start the dispatch process. It should be noted that the valve is a
3” butterfly type that is located on the second level of the truck
station between the 45 ° elbow and the start of the stainless
steel hose. This system developed through the WinCC Runtime
Project system will trigger an alarm 300 kilos before reaching
the indicated weight for that compartment.

Fig. 3. Connection between Sensors, Actuators, Scale Zone and Displacement Pumps with respect to Packaging Trucks.
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Fig. 4. Connection of Automated Industrial Network System Components.

The data server of the industrial network will be located in
the server room and will be interconnected through a fiber
optic network with the instrumentation equipment and located
in the industrial instrumentation cabinets. The communication
switch of the control system will allow the interconnection and
exchange of information between the programmable logic
controller and the data server, for this reason they must be
installed in the same cabinet mentioned above, in accordance
with the Control architecture, shown in the Fig. 4. For the
monitoring of electrical variables, it is considered that all the
data received from the multifunction meters will be sent to the
data server for its proper use; in such a way that the
displacement pumps must be composed of local control
pushbuttons (located in the field, for starting and stopping the
engine), selectors and status indicators. All remote start and
stop signals coming from each programmable logic controller
will be using the control logic and sent to the control center
through Profibus DP communication.

In Fig. 6, it is shown that to confirm that there is no
blockage enabled in the field, this due to the incorrect location
of the chemical product packaging trucks, it is necessary that
the state of the switches that do not have the insurance be
verified in the field placed. When the safety lock is in stop
mode, it will prevent the transfer pump from being controlled
from the control room in automatic mode.

IV. CONTROL BOARD AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE SCADA
SYSTEM CONFIGURATION
A. Control Panel
In Fig. 5, the electrical control cubicle is shown in which
the main switch that energizes the entire control system of the
previously selected transfer pump is enabled.

Fig. 6. Safety Switch Status.

Fig. 5. Control Cube where the Central Switch is Located.

Fig. 7. Automatic Remote Actuation Switch and Scale Platform.
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In Fig. 7, the scale platform is shown, in which it will be
verified that the selector is in the remote mode position, as
shown in the figure. It should be noted that remote and
automatic operation is achieved in the control mode shown.
B. SCADA System Configuration
A first relevant aspect for the configuration of the SCADA
system is related to access security, the criteria of which has
been considered at the time of making the configuration, for
which the operation of the equipment has been restricted only
to authorized users; in such a way as to avoid that personnel
outside the operation of the plant can mainly start up
equipment without prior permission; that is, only by entering
the username and password can they be enabled. Fig. 8 shows
the configuration window in which the enabling of the key is
highlighted.
Once your user has been entered, the system will enable the
access screens or menus, which are located in the upper part of
the supervision system, it is available throughout the project.
Through these menus we can enter any screen according to the
user's requirement. These menus display a collection of screens
classified by function; as evidence of the above, Fig. 9 is
shown.

Fig. 11. Configuration of the Tank Selection and Start of the Dispatch
Process, in the SCADA System.

Once the scale is entered from where the chemical product
will be dispensed, the selected scale will be indicated by the
background color of the selected tab. Once located on the
balance, the following distribution will be available as shown
in Fig. 10.
This is also configured to make the selection of the tank,
which must be correctly located to start the dispatch process.
Immediately, the actuator and the displacement pump will be
enabled in automatic operating mode, with which the tanker
truck or also called container truck will enter the scale platform
recording the initial weight, so that next the sensor will be
connected overfill and sensor ground, as shown in Fig. 11.
V. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

Fig. 8. Configuration of Restricted Access to the SCADA System.

A. Results
As a result of the integration of the distributed control
system and the SCADA system of the chemical product filling
process in Fig. 12, the monitoring and supervision obtained in
real time from the SCADA system is already shown, in which
the valve is located at a 50% opening restricting the access of
the chemical product, for when the missing weight is less than
300 kg. The displacement pump motor will keep its nominal
speed, while in the field the beacon and siren will be active for
3 seconds, with the objective to notify the scale operator of the
completion of the chemical product dispatch.

Fig. 9. SCADA System Supervision Menus Configuration.

Fig. 10. Setting the Balance Selection in the SCADA System.

Fig. 12. SCADA System Commissioning: Filling System Control, Valve
Restriction to 50%.
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Fig. 13. SCADA System Commissioning: Filling System Control, Valve
Restriction to 75%.

In Fig. 13, it is shown that when the missing weight is less
than 150kg, the electric actuator will proceed to close to 75%.
In Fig. 14, it is shown that when the missing weight is less
than 75kg, the electric actuator will proceed to close to 85%.

Fig. 14. SCADA System Start-Up: Filling System Control, Valve Restriction
to 85%.

Upon reaching the missing weight, the electric actuator will
fully close and the displacement pump will stop. The
“SenCont_full” button will flash, showing that the dispatch in
container 1 has ended, moving on to the next container. As
evidence of the above, it is evidenced in Fig. 15.

Fig. 15. Commissioning of the SCADA System: Complete Filling of
Container 1.

Fig. 16. Commissioning of the SCADA System: Filling Process of Container
2 of the Tank Truck.

In Fig. 16, it is shown that the tank truck tank 2 is
automatically filled; for which precision and total elimination
of spillage of the chemical product is guaranteed.
B. Discussion
According to the results evidenced in the screenshots of the
SCADA system, it shows correct operability and optimal
performance in the chemical product dispatch process, from the
integration with the distributed control system developed under
the Siemens CP443 controller and structured under an
industrial network with Profibus DP protocol and remote
station simenes ET 200, in this regard in [8] the author also
obtains as a finding an optimal functioning in the integration of
the distributed control system of a plant in which the flow of
energy is monitored and regulated. raw material; highlighting
that his proposed solution is developed using the Profibus DP
and Ethernet protocol; however, he used as part of his solution
a CP-343 controller also from Siemens and an ET200
peripheral junction terminal. The difference between the
controllers used is due to the fact that in my solution proposal,
I control a greater number of actuators, sensors and that I seek
that the industrial rd has scaling capacity due to terminals
projected to be implemented in the future.
Another aspect to highlight is the improvement in filling
precision and eliminated any possibility of loss of the chemical
product due to spillage, it has significant relevance at the
management level because it generates an impact on
productivity. In this regard, in [10] the author applies a
SCADA system for dosing the entry of basic reagents to three
tanks, for which he used, as in the proposed solution, a
Siemens 400 controller, in which he evidenced in his research
that the Automated system will contribute to the improvement
of productivity in the organization. Also in [23] it is
highlighted that from the implementation of a SCADA system
to a process linked to the improvement of the dosage of
components in the stage of crushing and pulverization of
inputs, it contributed to the improvement of results in the
productivity of the company.
A third point to highlight as part of the development of this
article is the contribution to reducing environmental pollution
in the work environment; The fact is that when the process of
dispatch of inputs or chemical products is automated, there will
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no longer be any spillage, so its impact is on the generation of
polluting particles in the environment; In this regard, in [30]
the author points out that in his study the distributed control
system and the SCADA system showed an optimal functioning
of the supervision and control process in liquid petroleum
plants, guaranteeing the safety of the work environment and
minimizing the conditions abnormal operation of the process.
VI. CONCLUSION
It is concluded that the distributed control system (DCS),
implemented from a Siemens CP443 unit, the same that was
structured under the philosophy of an industrial network with
Profibus DP protocol, remote station Siemens ET-200, and
integrated into a SCADA (developed through the WinCC
Runtime Project system) in a chemical product dispatch plant
(acetic acid), showed to work optimally and efficiently,
guaranteeing a regulation of the container filling or dispatch
system composed of 3 compartments of 300 Kilos, the same
that regulates from the gradual opening of valves the filling
level of acetic acid. The most significant contributions that are
generated as an effect of this control are the elimination of the
spillage of chemical product as well as the reduction of
polluting particles in the work environment and finally
improvement of productivity, a relevant aspect at the level of
planning, management and direction of the company.
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Abstract—In this competitive scenario of the educational
system, higher education institutions use intelligent learning tools
and techniques to predict the factors of student academic
performance. Given this, the article aims to determine the
supervised learning model for the predictive system of personal
and social attitudes of university students of professional
engineering careers. For this, the Machine Learning
Classification Learner technique is used by means of the Matlab
R2021a software. The results reflect a predictive system capable
of classifying the four satisfaction classes (1: dissatisfied, 2: not
very satisfied, 3: satisfied and 4: very satisfied) with an accuracy
of 91.96%, a precision of 79.09%, a Sensitivity of 75.66% and a
Specificity of 92.09%, regarding the students' perception of their
personal and social attitudes. As a result, the higher institution
will be able to take measures to monitor and correct the
strengths and weaknesses of each variable related to satisfaction
with the quality of the educational service.
Keywords—Supervised learning; classification learner;
predictive system; personal and social attitudes; engineering
students

I.

INTRODUCTION

At present, the permanent search for educational quality is
one of the main objectives of this sector [1], which is why
strategies and methodologies designed to optimize student
satisfaction factors [2], [3] have been implemented.
Specifically, in the field of university higher education, the
need to comply with quality standards in the educational
service offered is evident [4].
Therefore, continuous self-evaluation of the dimensions
related to student satisfaction is necessary, in order for this to
improve institutional processes by identifying their strengths
and weaknesses [5]-[8]. Taking into account the various
influencing factors, it is complex to determine the strategic
actions and decisions that correctly optimize these factors [9].

One of the factors that are related to student satisfaction is
the self-perception of personal and social attitudes of university
students. As indicated in [10] there is a need to evaluate the
self-perception of personal and social attitudes in students,
since this will generate the obligation to reflect on how the
university community is contributing to social development.
The importance of identifying the self-perception of the
university's personal and social attitude lies in identifying what
aspects need to be improved, in such a way that this leads to a
significant contribution to higher education in the social
context, allowing the student to meet their professional goals
and personal [11], [12].
As indicated in [13], the higher educational level, has the
duty to instill in university students the sense of social
responsibility proper to the performance of professional
activity. In this sense, the consequence of the acquisition of
personal and social attitudes is a process that encompasses a
significant portion in the lives of students in their passage
through different organizations. Now if we develop this
analysis in the context of educational virtualization, it leads us
all to wonder to what extent this scenario has altered aspects
related to personal and social attitudes of university students
[14], [15] taking into account. As indicated in [16] that
engineering students have perceived a greater change in the
teaching process, due to the theoretical and practical nature of
the subjects of the curriculum.
Given this, over time, information technology systems have
been designed for different organizational sectors, from
transactional to decision-making [17]. Within these
information technology systems is the data mining tool. Data
mining is conducive to the treatment of large amounts of
information, and its purpose is to generate knowledge [18],
[19]. Data mining uses databases, from which information is
extracted in an automated way and through mathematical and
statistical analysis deduces patterns and trends [20]. Data
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mining makes data analysis easier, compared to traditional
exploration, which, due to the large amount of data, makes this
process much more complex [21].
Regarding the education sector, Educational Data Mining
(EDM) is an emerging discipline that seeks to develop methods
to explore data generated in the education sector, in order to
achieve a better understanding of the characteristics of students
and the way they learn [22]. Its development uses statistical
techniques and artificial intelligence to detect patterns and
anomalies in large amounts of data [23].
Within the field of artificial intelligence is Machine
Learning, this learning is an automated process that extracts
patterns from the data for the construction of models that allow
prediction using supervised algorithms [24], [25]. One of the
learning modalities that Machine Learning has is supervised
learning, whose function is based on training the algorithm by
granting it the questions, called characteristics, and the
answers, called classes, in order that the algorithm combines
them and can make predictions [26].
Within the two supervised learning techniques, is the
classification, the classification algorithms look for patterns
that will then allow them to classify the elements and
determine which groups or classes they belong to. It should be
mentioned that the values for these algorithms must be discrete
values [27]. Among the classification algorithms is Kernel,
which extends the regular logistic regression, used for binary
classification, to deal with data that are not linearly separable
[28].
Given what has been described, the need arises to design a
predictive model of the personal and social attitudes of
university students, which allow optimizing the services
offered by the higher institution. Taking into account even
more that the personal and social factors of the students are
related to their academic performance [29], [30]. The research
takes on even more relevance, due to the fact that, as indicated
in [31], most predictive analysis research is related to primary
and secondary education, so there is a small number of
applications in higher education that serve the institutions as a
base source for the improvement of educational quality.

the collected data and the design of the supervised learning
methodology through the technique classification. Next, the
results and the discussion of them are presented, to finally
make the conclusions of the investigation.
II. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
A. Research Level
The research is descriptive in nature, since it focuses on
determining the most optimal model of supervised learning
using the Classification Learner technique for the predictive
system of personal and social attitudes of university students of
professional engineering careers, through the analysis of the
performance metrics of the obtained algorithm (Accuracy (A),
Precision (P), Sensitivity (S) and Specificity (R)).
The research starts from the identification of a problem,
related to the improvement of the quality of the educational
service, which is reflected in the satisfaction of the university
students. Student satisfaction encompasses different
dimensions, this study focuses on the self-perception of
engineering students from a public university in Peru with
personal and social attitudes. To do this, use of methods or
tools already defined such as predictive systems through the
modality of supervised learning.
This research also seeks to design a predictive
multidimensional model that can be used to create and store
new data for the higher institution. Based on this technological
tool, it determines patterns and calculates association rules,
providing support and reliability to the results obtained.
B. Participants
The participants in this research are made up of students
from the sixth to the tenth cycle of professional engineering
schools, with a total of 715 students. This selection criterion is
part of a regulation established and approved by the public
university of Peru. Due to the mandatory nature of the survey,
it was possible to collect data from all participants.
TABLE I.

INDICATORS THAT MEASURE THE SELF-PERCEPTION OF
PERSONAL AND SOCIAL ATTITUDES

In this sense, the main objective of this article is to
determine the supervised learning model using the
Classification Learner technique for the predictive system of
personal and social attitudes of university students of
professional engineering careers. To do this, it will analyze the
performance metrics such as Accuracy (A), Precision (P),
Sensitivity (S) and Specificity (R), to determine the most
appropriate algorithm for the predictive model, also, the
confusion matrix and the curve will be identified receiver
operating characteristic (ROC) of the model.

Item

Indicators

1

Take on your studies with responsibility, seriousness and
dedication

2

With the pride of belonging to the university

3

With the commitment of raising the name of the university

4

With the respect you show for the authorities, teachers and
administrative staff

The purpose of the research is to generate a significant
contribution, for the taking of preventive and corrective actions
that allow to comply with the quality standards of the
educational service, whose improvement will be reflected in
the satisfaction of the students and the academic performance.

5

With the respect that you treat your colleagues

6

With the treatment you receive from your colleagues

7

With your interest to be better every day

8

With your commitment to the surrounding society

The structure of the research development is divided into
the methodology where the level of research is detailed, the
participants, the data collection techniques, the validation of
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C. Data Collection Technique and Instrument
The data collection technique is the survey, and the
instrument used to collect data regarding the self-perception of
engineering students about personal and social attitudes is the
questionnaire, which was carried out online, at through the
university's virtual platform, due to the implementation of the
online teaching-learning process in the context of the health
emergency. In addition, access to the online questionnaire was
given through the student code of each participant.
It is necessary to indicate that the questionnaire was made
up of 8 indicators (characteristics), which are detailed in
Table I. Likewise, the responses to the questionnaire for the
present study were transformed into a 4-level Likert scale (1:
dissatisfied, 2: not very satisfied, 3: satisfied and 4: very
satisfied), these levels of satisfaction, in the present analysis
represent the classes of the supervised learning predictive
model.
D. Reliability of the Collected Data
The validation of the collected data is carried out by means
of the Cronbach's alpha coefficient through the SPSS statistical
software. Table II shows the reliability result, whose value is
0.962.

E. Data Processing Design
The methodology of the research process begins with the
collection of data through the online questionnaire of the selfperception of engineering students about personal and social
attitudes. The responses are stored in a database, the
information of which is processed by the Open Data Base
Connectivity (OBDC) driver and the Matlab R2021a software.
In this way, the supervised learning process begins, through the
Classification Learner technique, the best Machine Learning
algorithm is identified, through the evaluation of performance
metrics, after which the prediction is made, which will allow
the analysis of the results. In Fig. 1, the scheme of the
supervisory learning methodology used is shown.
TABLE II.

CRONBACH'S ALPHA TEST

Reliability statistics
Cronbach's alpha

No. of elements

0.962

8

I1

Online
Questionnaire

Data
collection

.
.
I8

Supervised learning
Driver Open Data Base Connectivity (OBDC)
Classification
Learner

Data
processing

Create model
the predictive

Data Set
Evaluate model
(Analysis of performance metrics)
Matlab
R2021a

Make prediction

Analysis of the results
Error Analysis

Model integrated in a System

Fig. 1. Supervised Learning Methodology.
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III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
A. Determination of the Predictive Model
By means of the Matlab R2021a software, and through the
Classification Learner technique of Machine Learning Toolbox
12.1, the best predictive model determined by the validation of
the accuracy is identified, in statistical terms it is related to the
bias of an estimate and is represented as the proportion of true
results (true positives and true negatives) divided by the total
number of cases examined (true positives, false positives, true
negatives, false negatives).
In Fig. 2, the generated results are shown, which show that
the Kernel algorithm: Logistic Regression Kernel, is the one
that presents a better accuracy of 86.9% for the predictive
system of the personal and social attitudes of engineering
students This is followed by the algorithms Tree: Coarse Tree
with an accuracy of 86.6%, SVM: Coarse Gaussian SVM with
an accuracy of 86.4% and SVM: Linear SVM with an accuracy
of 86.2%.

Likewise, Fig. 3 shows the four algorithms with the highest
accuracy, which identified the classification technique, where
the Logistic Regression Kernel algorithm is observed as the
best.
Being precision, the parameter that measures the
percentage of cases that the model has hit, according to Fig. 3,
it can be said that the predictive model through the Logistic
Regression Kernel algorithm offers a total of 86.9% of the
number of positive predictions which will be correct, that is,
the value refers to how close the result of a measurement is to
the true value.
B. Results of the Predictive Model Metrics
As part of the analysis of the performance metrics, we will
visualize the confusion matrix of the Logistic Regression
Kernel algorithm, the confusion matrix allows us to visualize
the performance of a supervised learning algorithm and each
column of the matrix will represent the number of predictions
of each class (1: dissatisfied, 2: not very satisfied, 3: satisfied
and 4: very satisfied), while each row represents the instances
in the real class, in other words this analysis allows us to see
what types of successes and errors our predictive system has .
In Fig. 4, the confusion matrix is shown, where the
percentage of false negatives test (FNR) is displayed, also
called the error rate, it is the probability that a true positive will
miss it, the rate is also displayed of true positives (TPR), which
measures the sensitivity metric, this metric comes to make the
probability that a real positive result will be positive.
As can be seen in Fig. 4, of the 4 classes on which the
predictive model acts, class 3 (satisfied) shows 89.9%
sensitivity and 10.2% false negatives, this means that the
predictive model has the ability to discriminate between a true
positive (TP) from a false negative (FN), that is to say, there is
an 89.9% capacity to be able to correctly detect satisfied
students among dissatisfied students. On the other hand, class 2
(not very satisfied) shows a lower percentage of sensitivity
equal to 64.4% with a percentage of false negatives of 35.6%,
that is, it has the ability to detect only 35.6% of satisfied
students among dissatisfied students.

Fig. 2. Determination of the Classification Algorithm.

SVM: Coarse Gaussian SVM

SVM: Linear SVM

Tree: Coarse Tree

Kernel: Logistic Regression
Kernel

86.20%

86.40%

86.60%

86.90%
Fig. 4. Confusion Matrix based on TPR and FNR Rates.

Fig. 3. Comparative Analysis of Accuracy Results.
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In Fig. 5, the confusion matrix is shown, where the positive
predictive value (PPV) and the false discovery rate (FDR) are
displayed. It should be noted that the precision metric measures
the quality of the machine learning model in classification
tasks, it should be taken into account that the lower the
dispersion value, the higher the precision of the model.

In Fig. 6, the metrics of the predictive model of the four
classes (1: dissatisfied, 2: not very satisfied, 3: satisfied and 4:
very satisfied) are shown through the Logistic Regression
Kernel algorithm, with this it can be said, in general, the
Precision is 79.09%, the Sensitivity is 75.66%, the Specificity
is 92.09% and the Accuracy is 91.96%.

As can be seen in Fig. 5, the predictive model for class 3
(satisfied) shows the highest precision value, in this case it is
87.3% and a FDR percentage of 12.7%, that is, only 87.3% of
students will be really satisfied with perceived personal and
social attitudes, while 12.7% of examples will be wrong in the
prediction.

Next, the analysis of the Receiver operating characteristic
(ROC) curves of the Logistic Regression Kernel algorithm will
be carried out, which constitutes a statistical method to
determine the accuracy of the model, this test is carried out for
three purposes, to determine the cut-off point of a continuous
scale in the that the highest sensitivity and specificity is
reached, evaluate the ability to differentiate satisfied and
dissatisfied students, and compare the discriminative ability of
two or more diagnoses that express their results as continuous
scales. It is necessary to specify the more the value of the area
on the curve (AUC), approaches 1, and the model will have a
better performance and greater precision.
In that sense, in Fig. 7, the ROC graph for class 1
(dissatisfied) is shown.

Fig. 5. Confusion Matrix based on PPV and FDR Rates.

95.58%
91.47%
84.91%

Precision

Fig. 7. ROC Charts for Class 1.

61.84%

89.78%
77.74%
85.31%
87.26%

92.48%
92.31%
64.38%

82.35%

70.00%

CLASS 1

Accuracy

78.49%

Specificity

99.57%
98.74%

Sensitivity

CLASS 2

CLASS 3

CLASS 4

Fig. 6. Metrics of the Four Classes of the Predictive System.

Fig. 8. ROC Charts for Class 2.
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In Fig. 9, it is evident that for class 3, there is a sensitivity
of 95%. In addition, the discrimination threshold is 0.95 for the
true positive rate and 0.27 for the false positive rate, showing
an optimal area value on the curve (AUC) of 0.95.
In that sense, in Fig. 10, the ROC graph for class 4 (very
satisfied) is shown. For class 4, a sensitivity of 97% is
evidenced. In addition, the discrimination threshold is 0.78 for
the true positive rate and 0.03 for the false positive rate,
showing an optimal area value on the curve (AUC) of 0.97.
Finally, it is shown in Fig. 11, the graph of parallel
coordinates, used to plot multivariate data, this graph shows the
relationship between the indicators of self-perception of
engineering students on personal and social attitudes among
the four classes of the predictive model (1: dissatisfied, 2: not
very satisfied, 3: satisfied and 4: very satisfied).

Fig. 9. ROC Charts for Class 3.

In Fig. 7, it is evident that for class 1, there is a sensitivity
of 94%. In addition, the discrimination threshold is 0.70 for the
true positive rate and 0.00 for the false positive rate, showing
an optimal area value on the curve (AUC) of 0.93.
In Fig. 8, the ROC chart for class 2 (not very satisfied) is
shown.
In Fig. 7, it is evident that for class 1, there is a sensitivity
of 94%. In addition, the discrimination threshold is 0.70 for the
true positive rate and 0.00 for the false positive rate, showing
an optimal area value on the curve (AUC) of 0.93.
In Fig. 8, the ROC chart for class 2 (not very satisfied) is
shown.
Fig. 10. ROC Charts for Class 4.

Fig. 11. Parallel Coordinates Graph.
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It should be noted that the data are linked to 8 descriptors
related to the levels of satisfaction of the self-perception of
engineering students about personal and social attitudes, during
the virtual teaching-learning process, said data are ordinal
qualitative types, thus defining the four classes, likewise, as
part of the determination of the predictive model using the
Matlab R2021a software, the data collected was used based on
the first 7 indicators, which are called predictors, and the
indicator of the variable under analysis (which represents the
satisfaction of the self-perception of engineering students on
personal and social attitudes), is defined by the final indicator
(I8), because it is the one that generally encompasses the
variable under analysis, for this reason in Fig. 11 only
displayed from indicator I1 to indicator I7.
C. Discussion
The results of the prediction model metrics through the
Logistic Regression Kernel algorithm, in relation to satisfaction
with personal and social attitudes, generally present, in its 4
classes, a precision of 79.09%, a Sensitivity of 75.66%, a
Specificity of 92.09% and an Accuracy of 91.96%.
Also the ROC chart for class 4 (very satisfied) shows a
sensitivity of 97%, a discrimination threshold is 0.78 for the
rate of true positives and 0.03 for the rate of false positives,
showing an optimal area value on the curve (AUC) of 0.97.

In the study carried out by [19] a data from 914 students
was used to predict their final classification (passed or failed),
with a predictive model of supervised learning and the
Classification Learner technique and thus obtain a model to
predict the results of the students, showing that with the
network algorithm (Naive de Bayes) which showed optimal
precision with 71.0%, compared to four analyzed techniques
(neural networks, logistic regression, decision tree and
Bayesian network) with a higher percentage for the class
passed and minor for failed.
IV. CONCLUSION
With the results obtained, it is evident that it is possible to
apply the supervised learning methodology uses Classification
Learner techniques for the predictive system of the personal
and social attitudes of the students, through the graph of
parallel coordinates the association and / or relationship of the
indicators of the variable under analysis with the four classes of
the predictive model through the Logistic Regression Kernel
algorithm. The results of the prediction model metrics in
relation to satisfaction with personal and social attitudes are
concluded, it generally presents an optimal performance of its
validation metrics in its 4 classes, with a precision of 79.09%, a
Sensitivity of 75.66%, a Specificity of 92.09% and an
Accuracy of 91.96%.

Regarding the optimal value of the performance metrics, it
is sustained that they are optimal values, based on the research
of [18] where it is stated that a model is made to predict the
academic performance of incoming students through machine
learning, the Results showed that it is feasible to predict
performance, since the model has 69% accuracy. Similarly, in
[26] it is indicated that the results show a precision of 82%,
therefore, it can be pointed out that the predictive model will
have optimal performance when implemented.

It is recommended to extend the line of research to others
with other indicators related to student satisfaction with the
educational service, because not only does it allow the higher
institution to have a database or reference through a rapid and
reliable classification technique for take preventive and
corrective actions, to improve the quality of education, but also
the predictive system influences the reduction of dropout rates
and improve the academic performance of students.

Regarding the ROC obtained of 97% in the present
investigation, in [20], the author points out that his predictive
model was good since its general precision was 75.42% and an
area under the ROC curve of 0.805. This is based on the
established theory that the closer this value is to 1, the better
the model will perform and the more accurate it is. In the same
way in [23], the author points out that an AUC of 60% of 91%
or 99%, represents a better performance of the classifier
algorithm, these results being favorable for the investigation.

Thanks to the researchers who have contributed their
knowledge in the development of this paper.

In [29] it is pointed out that in relation to the accuracy of
the model for the academic performance class, the value
obtained was 62.45% lower than the value obtained in the
research carried out by [24] who, in their prediction model,
obtained the value 73%, very close to the result obtained by
[25] which was 69%.
Comparing the results with the research carried out by [31]
where a lower accuracy value of 80% was obtained in the
predictive system for the training data and 76% for the validity
data, this study presents higher performance results. In turn, in
the investigation of [27], 82.87% accuracy was obtained using
the decision tree algorithm, representing a lower value than the
result of our investigation.
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Abstract—Fog and edge computing has emerged as an
important paradigm to address many challenges related to timesensitive and real-time applications, high network loads, user
privacy, security, and others. While these developments offer
huge potential, many efforts are needed to study and design
applications and systems for these emerging computing
paradigms. This paper provides a detailed study of workflow
scheduling and offloading of service-based applications. We
develop different models of cloud, fog and edge systems and
study the scheduling of workflows (such as scientific and machine
learning workflows) using a range of system sizes and application
intensities. Firstly, we develop several Markov models of cloud,
fog, and edge systems and compute the steady-state probabilities
for system utilization and stability. Secondly, using steady-state
probabilities, we define a range of system metrics to study the
performance of workflow scheduling and offloading including,
network load, response delay, energy consumption, and energy
costs. An extensive investigation of application intensities and
cloud, fog, and edge system sizes reveals that significant benefits
can be accrued from the use of fog and edge computing in terms
of low network loads, response times, energy consumption and
costs.
Keywords—Workflow scheduling; workflow offloading; cloud
computing; fog computing; edge computing; scientific workflows

I.

INTRODUCTION

In recent years, new computing paradigms, named fog
computing [1]–[5] and edge computing [6]–[11] have emerged
as an extension of cloud architecture to the edge of the
network to support the computational demands of real-time,
latency-sensitive,
and
location-aware
service-based
applications (SBA) of largely distributed Internet-of-Things
(IoT) devices/sensors. Fog and edge computing are considered
among the most important archetypes in the current world.
While some communities differ in the precise definitions of
and differences between fog and edge computing or nodes, we
prefer the following definitions. Edge computing refers to the
computing at the edge of the networks, near the device and
IoT layers. Fog computing refers to the computing at the
intermediate layers between cloud data centers and IoT
devices (many works have considered such definitions, see
[3], for example). Edge and Fog layers have been proposed to
bridge the gap between the cloud and IoT devices by enabling
data management, computing, networking, storage, and
application services at the intermediate layers and edge of the
network while offering the possibility to interact with the
cloud. Many applications have been proposed to benefit from
fog and edge computing such as smart districts [9], SMS

(Short Message Service) spam detection [12], networked
healthcare [3], smart societies [2], QoS management in
networks [8], Smart airport [9], Distributed Artificial
Intelligence (AI) as-a-service (DAIaaS) [9], and many others
applications [13]–[18]. However, the development and
management of fog-based and edge-based systems for SBA
face many challenges that need to be tackled. These include
investigating and designing applications and systems for these
emerging computing paradigms. One of the core challenging
issues is workflow scheduling and offloading in such a
dynamic, geo-distributed, heterogeneous environment where
the set of computing nodes contains edge nodes, fog nodes,
and cloud datacenters such as discussed in many works in the
literature [19]–[23].
Further research is needed, for instance, for investigating
dynamic scheduling of multiple workflows executions, i.e.,
invocations of multiple sets of linked elementary IT-enabled
services, in hybrid edge-fog-cloud computing environments
while ensuring the individual Quality-of-Service (QoS)
requirements of all the workflows and their services and
reducing services latency, energy consumption, and costs.
This paper provides a detailed study of workflow
scheduling and offloading of service-based applications. We
abstracted high-level challenges and requirements of cloud,
fog and edge systems and developed different models of
cloud, fog and edge systems, and study the scheduling of
workflows (such as scientific and machine learning
workflows) using a range of system sizes and applications
intensities. Firstly, we develop several Markov models of
cloud, fog, and edge systems and compute the steady-state
probabilities for system utilization and stability. Secondly,
using steady-state probabilities, we define a range of system
metrics to study the performance of workflow scheduling and
offloading including, network load, response delay, energy
consumption, and energy costs. An extensive investigation of
application intensities and cloud, fog, and edge system sizes
reveals that significant benefits can be accrued from the use of
fog and edge computing in terms of low network loads,
response times, energy consumption, and costs.
The proposed workflow scheduling and offloading models
can be utilized in practice to study a range of applications and
derive several benefits. Firstly, different well-known
standardized workflow can be plugged in our proposed
workflow scheduling models to study their various
performance behaviors including network load, average
response delay, energy consumption, and energy cost, and this
can be done for a range of cloud-only, cloud-fog, and cloud-
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fog-edge systems. Some examples of standardized workflows
include Montage workflow, SIPHIT workflow, epigenomics
workflow, LIGO workflow, Cyber-Shake workflow, and
more; see [23], for explanations and use cases of these
workflows, and [19]–[22] for additional examples for practical
utilization of our work. We elaborate this further in the
methodology, results, and the discussion sections.

minimize the delay while saving the battery lifetime of user’s
device. To do so, the optimization problem has been divided
into two sub-problems, i.e., task placement and resource
allocation sub-problems. Based on the solution of the two subproblems, the authors proposed an offloading scheme which
considers the battery lifetime of user’s device while reducing
the task duration.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
reviews related work. Section III details the methodology and
design. Section IV provides an analysis of the results.
Section V discusses the practical utilization of the proposed
models and concludes the paper. Section VI provides future
research directions.

In [36], Huang et al. focused on providing a solution to the
problem of computational offloading for multimedia
workflows in mobile cloud computing. They proposed an
energy-efficient offloading method using Differential
Evolution (DE) algorithm to optimize the energy consumption
of the mobile devices with time constraints.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW
The focus of this paper is on combining the use of edge,
fog and cloud computing for executing service-based
applications. Fog computing has been attracting a lot of
attentions in the last few years from researchers all over the
world to bring out its potential. It has been seen as a
complement of cloud computing to allow satisfying the
increasingly sophisticated applications demanded by users that
combine the use of time-sensitive services and intensiveprocessing services, such as big data analysis which can be
performed only in the cloud. The coupling of fog and cloud
computing requires providing scheduling and offloading
mechanisms that allows to manage the execution of multiple
workflows of interconnected services in fog and cloud
resources.
The problem of scheduling and offloading in fog
computing environments has been an active research topic for
the last few years. Many researchers have been extensively
focusing on providing solutions to this problem [24]–[32].
However, the research on fog computing, in general, and on
workflow/task scheduling and offloading, in particular, is still
in its early stages and the problem is not completely solved
and there is still a lot of challenges that need to be addressed
[33].
In [34], Zeng et al. tackled the problem of minimizing the
maximum task completion time in Fog computing supported
software-defined embedded system (FC-SDES) by jointly
considering task scheduling and task image placement. The
authors considered a scenario where tasks (requests) can be
processed either on the client node or a fog (edge) node and
task images can be saved on storage servers. Based on that
scenario, they formulated their optimization problem as a
mixed-integer non-linear programming (MINLP) problem.
Then, in order to tackle its computational complexity, the
authors proposed a heuristic algorithm for task completion
time minimization based on the concept of “partition and
join”. The main consideration in the proposed algorithm is
that, by balancing the load between client nodes and fog
nodes, the overall computation and transmission latency of all
requests, therefore, their completion time, can be significantly
minimized.
Similarly, Chen et al. [35], formulated the task offloading
problem in ultra-dense network as a mixed-integer non-linear
programming problem. Their aim, in this work, was to

Targeting the problem of task scheduling in smart factory,
Wan et al. [37], introduced a method for energy-aware load
balancing and scheduling (ELBS) based on Fog computing.
They first formulated a load balancing optimization function
by taking into account the energy consumption of the
equipment in the smart factory. Then, they introduced a multiagent system for achieve the dynamic scheduling of
equipment workload with the task scheduling mechanism.
Considering a scenario where both edge/fog and cloud
computing are used to serve mobile users, Zhao et al. [31],
proposed to maximize the probability of tasks satisfying the
delay requirement by jointly scheduling them either to the
edge/fog network or to the cloud and allocating computational
resources in the edge/fog network. So, they proposed to
offload tasks with stringent delay bounds to resources in the
edge level while the ones with loose delay bounds to resources
in the cloud level. The proposed solution has been introduced
to allow users with different delay requirement to be
simultaneously served.
In [38], the authors presented a ranking-based method for
task scheduling in fog-cloud computing networks. The aim of
the proposal is to schedule user’s requests based on their
different preferences and fog nodes’ constraints. To do so, the
authors proposed to use linguistic quantifiers and fuzzy
quantified propositions to rank fog nodes from the most to the
least satisfactory one based on their requirements, then, the
one that satisfies more user task preferences will be selected as
a destination fog node.
Another work for task scheduling in hybrid fog-cloud
computing has been proposed in [39]. In their work, Aburukba
et al. modeled the problem of scheduling IoT service requests
as an optimization problem using integer linear programming
to minimize latency. They proposed a heuristic optimization
approach in order to find feasible solutions with a good quality
in a reasonable computational time. The genetic algorithm
(GA) has been chosen and customized to schedule the IoT
service requests to achieve the objective of minimizing the
overall latency.
Even though there is many research works for scheduling
and offloading in fog computing and hybrid fog-cloud
computing, most of them fail to meet the scalability and
mobility of nodes criterion. Also, they consider the scheduling
of a single task which is not applicable for workflows
composed of a set of linked tasks. The dependency between
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tasks in workflows adds more challenge to the scheduling and
offloading problem. More importantly, many efforts are
needed to develop high-level understanding of cloud-fog-edge
systems.
III. METHODOLOGY AND DESIGN
A. Workflow Scheduling Cloud-Fog-Edge Model
Consider a workflow scheduling system that is
programmed to manage its capacity periodically -- such as
monthly, weekly, daily, or hourly -- by scrutinizing the
quantitative variations in the workload. A possible method
that can be used for planning is building Markov models and
solving these models for their steady-state probabilities.
Let us represent the demand of a workflow scheduling
system in terms of the aggregate computational nodes by 𝜆𝐴 ,
where the subscript ‘A’ represents the ‘aggregate’ demand per
hour. The demand 𝜆 represents the inter-arrival times that are
exponentially distributed. The aggregate demand includes the
demand for cloud, fog, and edge servers that are represented
by 𝜆𝐶 , 𝜆𝐹 , and 𝜆𝐸 , respectively. We can write the aggregate
demand in a mathematical form as in the following equation.
𝜆𝐴 = 𝜆𝐶 + 𝜆𝐹 + 𝜆𝐸 .

(1)

𝜇𝐴 = 𝜇𝐶 + 𝜇 𝐹 + 𝜇 𝐸 .

(2)

𝑁𝐴 = 𝑁𝐶 + 𝑁𝐹 + 𝑁𝐸 .

(3)

Now consider that the aggregate hourly capacity of the
collective cloud, fog, and edge system is 𝜇𝐴 , where, as for the
arrival rate 𝜆 , the subscript ‘A’ represents the ‘aggregate’
hourly capacity in terms of the number of nodes. These nodes
can be the physical nodes in the system or virtual machines.
Similar to Equation (1), the following equation gives the
breakdown of the aggregate capacity, which is the sum of the
cloud, fog, and edge capacities, respectively.

The total number of physical or virtual nodes in the system
are represented by 𝑁𝐴 , which is the sum of the total number of
cloud, fog, and edge nodes, represented by 𝑁𝐶 , 𝑁𝐹 , and 𝑁𝐸 , as
formulated in Equation (3) below. Note that the capacities
defined in Equation (2) are the hourly service capacities of the
system while Equation (3) defines the number of cloud, fog,
and edge nodes in the system.

Note that “capacity” in this paper implies to be the server
capacity in terms of the physical nodes or virtual machines the
cloud, fog, and edge are able to provide in terms of their
hourly rates. Note also that the three arrival rates or demands
and capacities in the two equations given above can assume
any reasonable values and their quantities do not affect our
model. Indeed, not only that the model is independent of the
values 𝜆 and 𝜇 can assume, the number of sub-arrival rates
and capacities can also be extended to any number of clouds,
fogs and edges. That is, using the model described above, we
can model any number of clouds, fogs and edges by
embedding in Equations (1) and (2) their individual arrival
rates and server node capacities.
Fig. 1 depicts the CTMC (Continuous Time Markov
Chain) transition diagram of our proposed cloud-fog-edge
workflow scheduling model. There are three parts of the

transition diagram, one part each for cloud, fog, and edge. The
symbols used in the figure have already been defined in the
earlier paragraphs and equations. The cloud layer model is
depicted in the top row, as is evident by the use of “C”
subscript in all the variables and parameters (arrival and
departure rates, and node capacities), followed by the fog
layer (use of the subscript “F”) and edge layer (use of the
subscript “E”) in the second and third rows, respectively.
Inside the cloud layer, we have the system moving from
the zero or idle state with no task in the system to be executed
to one task, two tasks, until “c” tasks, where “c” could be any
state between zero and 𝑁𝐶 . Once the maximum number of
tasks allocated to the cloud(s) have reached, the fog can start
receiving tasks, moving from state one, to two, to “f” where
“f” could be any state between one and 𝑁𝐹 . Once the
maximum number of tasks allocated to the fog(s) have
reached, the edge can start receiving tasks, moving from state
one, to two, to “e” where “e” could be any state between one
and 𝑁𝐸 . Note that any reasonable values can be assigned to the
quantities in Equations (1), (2), and (3), with the exception
that arrival rate cannot exceed the capacity otherwise the
system will not be stable. Note also that the system can be
equally modelled as first receiving the tasks in the edge layer
followed by the fog and cloud. Similarly, we can conveniently
place another set of parameters -- let us call them 𝑛𝐶 , 𝑛𝑓 , and
𝑛𝑒 , to replace 𝑁𝐶 , 𝑁𝐹 , 𝑁𝐸 , respectively – such that they can be
any number between zero and 𝑁𝑥 (𝑥 ∈ {𝐶, 𝐹, 𝐸}. This would
enable the model to allocate any maximum number of nodes
in cloud, fog, and edge layers up to the maximum capacities of
the three layers. That is, we can model such that any or all of
the three layers do not have to work to their full capacities to
avoid instability and provide higher reliability. Finally, note
that the arrival and departure rates are dependent on the
specific state the system is in but in the figure (Fig. 1) these
are shown the same for simplicity (e.g., 𝜆𝐶 and 𝜇𝐶 ).

Fig. 1. The Cloud-Fog-Edge Workflow Scheduling Model – CTMC
Transition Diagram.

Fig. 2. The Cloud-Fog-Edge Workflow Scheduling Model: CTMC
Generator Matrix Q.
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Fig. 2 depicts the CTMC generator matrix of our proposed
cloud-fog-edge workflow scheduling model. The model itself
is depicted in Fig. 1 and has been explained. This generator
matrix, represented by 𝐴, can be used to calculate the steadystate probabilities vector, 𝑥, using the following equation.

𝐴𝑥 = 0.

(4)

The vector 𝑥 is a probability vector and therefore the sum
of the vector is normalised to the value of 1. The details about
the numerical solution of Markov chains can be found in the
nominal book [40], or our earlier works such as [41], and
other works such as [42].
We define a range of cloud, fog and edge system sizes in
terms of the computational nodes and task arrival and
departure rates and solve them for the steady-state
probabilities. We use these steady-state probabilities to
compute the system utilization and stability as formulated in
Equations (5) and (6). The system utilisation (𝑈) is defined as
the maximum relative state that has the highest probability for
the system to be in, in terms of the number of computational
nodes.

𝑈=

𝑖

𝑁

| 𝑥[𝑖] = max(𝑥).

(5)

The relative state in the equation above is computed by
dividing the state number that has the highest probability in
the vector (indicating that the system will be in this state with
the highest probability) by the total capacity of the system (the
hourly capacity in terms of the number of nodes); higher this
number, higher will be the utilisation of the system in terms of
the number of busy computational nodes. A higher utilisation
is desired to make the best use of the available computational
resources. However, a higher utilisation could reduce the
stability of the system.
The system stability defines inverse of the maximum
relative state that has the highest probability and can be
computed by dividing 1 by the system utilization.

𝑆=

1

(6)

𝑈

The average network workload in bytes per second is
represented by 𝑁𝑊𝐿 and its computation is formulated by the
following equation.

NWL =

𝜅

𝜓∗�𝑖=1(𝜂𝑖 ∗ 𝑡𝑖 )
𝜅

,

𝜂𝑖 𝜖 𝜂, 𝑡𝑖 𝜖 {𝜅}.

(7)

In the equation above, 𝜂𝑖 is the network load of the task
number 𝑖, given in bytes, 𝑡𝑖 is the time the task number 𝑖 takes
to be transferred over the network, and 𝜂 is the set of all tasks
in a given state. There are 𝜅 tasks in a given state, and {𝜅} is
the set of all 𝜅 time durations required to complete all tasks. In
our experiments, we have used a fixed size of 5MB for the
network load for all tasks. The times for each task are also
fixed according to the latency of different networks (cloud-fog
latency is 100ms, fog-edge latency is 2ms, and edge latency is
0.1ms). Not that this is not a limitation of our approach; a
distribution of task sizes and task network transfer time can
easily be used in these equations. Finally, ψ is a factor that
depends on the state the system is in and this is computed
using the following equation.

𝜓 = 1 + 𝜔 ∗ 𝑈𝜎 ,

∀ 𝜓, 𝜓 ≤ 1 + 𝜔.

(8)

The equation stats that ψ can be computed using system
utilization U, 𝜔, and σ, but its value cannot exceed 1 + 𝜔,
means that the value of 𝑈𝜎 cannot exceed 1. The parameter ω
is a regulation weight given to the network workload
calculation that regulates the factor ψ. We set it to 1.0. A
lower value for this parameter will have a lower effect on the
network load computation and vice versa. This can be set by
the user based on their knowledge of the system or focus of
the study. The parameter σ is set to 5 in our calculations. It is a
dampening factor over utilization so that the effect of
utilization is balanced over the various operational states of
the workflow scheduling system. A higher value of the
dampening fact σ will create higher dampening implying that
the values of ψ will increase slowly for the earlier states
towards the higher-numbered states (see Fig. 1 and Fig. 2).
The average response delay (RD) of the system can be
computed by the following equation. The parameter ψ is the
same factor that depends on the state the system is in and this
was computed using Equation (8). The variable 𝑑𝑖 is the delay
of job “i” (the time it takes to complete the job) and there are 𝜏
jobs in the system, each with its own delay.
RD =

𝜏

𝜓∗�𝑖=1 𝑑𝑖
𝜏

,

𝑑𝑖 𝜖 {𝜏}.

(9)

The network energy consumption per hour (NE) is
calculated by the following equation. The network energy
consumption depends on the network load, NWL, and the
estimated energy ζ. Several studies have reported the network
energy consumption. We use the values reported in [9], [43],
which is 0.54 kWh/GB. NWL has already been computed
earlier. Since it was computed in MBps, we have added in the
equation a denominator of 1000 to convert the network load
into GBps. The value is multiplied by ͳ which is the time
factor, in this case it is 3600 (the number of seconds in an
hour).

NE =

ͳ∗𝜁∗𝑁𝑊𝐿
1000

.

(10)

Finally, we compute the network energy cost (EC) per
hour as given in the following equation. The cost depends on
the network energy consumption, NE, calculated earlier, and
the unit price of energy (γ), which we have taken from [44] as
GBP 0.174 per kilowatt-hour (kWh).
EC = γ ∗ 𝑁𝐸.

(11)
IV. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

A. Workflow Scheduling System (Cloud)
We use the CTMC model described in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2
and model a cloud-only workflow scheduling system. We set
the number of cloud nodes to 16,000, and the number of fog
and edge nodes to zero each. This gives according to Equation
(3), 𝑵𝑨 = 16,000 + 0 + 0 = 16,000. We study different
CTMC system with varying aggregate arrival rates, 𝜆𝐴 ,
beginning from one task per hour (𝜆𝐴 = 1) to 500 tasks per
hour (𝜆𝐴 = 500), up to 16,000 tasks per hour (𝜆𝐴 = 16,000).
The service rate or departure rate or hourly capacity of this
system is kept at constant, which is 16,000 tasks per hour
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(𝜇𝐴 = 16,000). These settings result in 33 different CTMC
models that we solve using iterative methods and compute the
steady-state probabilities for each model. These are plotted in
Fig. 3. The figures shows that the x-axis that plots the number
of states varies between 0 and 16,000, and the y-axis provides
probability values ranging from 1E-19 to 1.0 on a logarithmic
base 10 scale. The system is idle in the zeroth state. Initially,
with lower arrival rates, the probabilities of the lowernumbered states are higher compared to the higher-numbered
states, and in these cases the maximum probabilities fall to a
certain low, near-zero values (manifested in the vertically
dropping lines before the state number 16,000). As we move
towards higher arrival rates, the probabilities for the lowernumbered states start decreasing and the probabilities for the
higher-numbered states start increasing. This trend continues
until the probabilities rise towards the high-numbered states
and do not fall vertically even after reaching the states nearer
the state number 16,000. This shows that these cloud
scheduling systems will be operating with high computational
node utilization but with low stability and the risk for the
system to drop the tasks off the system or its waiting queues.

steady-state probabilities of 23 workflow scheduling systems
with different configurations. Some execute on cloud only (the
top nine systems represented by Cloud-1, Cloud-1000, …
Cloud-8000). While others run on fog (Fog-333 to Fog-333)
and edge (Edge-166 to Edg-3166) layers. The numbers
alongside Cloud-, Fog-, and Edge- represent the arrival rates
for those nodes types. The strange numbering is used to avoid
lines coming on top of each other and causing difficulty in
reading and differentiating the plots. Note that since the fog
and edge layers add to the capacity of the cloud, the
probabilities for the higher-numbered states near the state
number 16,000 are zero, indicating that those systems will not
be unstable.
C. Network Load
The network workload (NWL) computations were
explained earlier in Section III along with its Equation (7). In
this section, we will study the network workload related
performance of various cloud, cloud-fog, and cloud-fog-edge
systems.

Fig. 3. Steady State Probabilities: Cloud Only System (16000 Nodes).

Fig. 6 depicts the network workload in GBps for a cloudonly workflow scheduling system containing 16,000 nodes.
There are a total of 31 different systems that have been
modelled and their network load has been computed. These 31
systems relate to different workloads on the systems in terms
of the tasks being received by the system, beginning from 1
task, to 500 tasks, up to 15000 tasks per hour. The capacity in
all of these 31 systems has been kept constant. The minimum
network load is for the system with one task; it is actually 0.51
GBps but is rounded off to 1GBps in the figure. Note that the
network load consistently rises to reach 15,315 GBps for the
busiest workflow scheduling system. Note that the increase in
the network load is due to the equal load of each job as have
been explained in Section III. However, this increase can be
varied by using a distribution of network loads related to
different tasks, and these network loads and tasks can even be
varied based on different system states. Moreover, note that
the increase in the network load is not linear. This is due to the
factor ψ, which is dependent on the steady-state probabilities
and system utilisation.

Fig. 4. Cloud (16000 Nodes): Utilization and Stability.

Fig. 5. Steady-State Probabilities: Cloud-Fog-Edge System (8000-40004000 Nodes).

Fig. 4 plots the utilization and stability of the 33 cloud
workflow systems that we have described in the previous
paragraph. Note that the utilization (y-axis, blue line) rises
with the increasing arrival rates (x-axis), while the stability of
the system (orange line) decreases with the increasing arrival
rates. This is an expected behaviour from such systems.

B. Workflow Scheduling System (Cloud-Fog-Edge)
We now model cloud-fog-edge systems where the
workflows are scheduled to all three layers. Fig. 5 plots the
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Fig. 6. Network Load in GBps (Cloud with 15,000 Nodes).

10 different systems for cloud and fog each, which have been
modelled. These 10 x 3 systems relate to the different
workloads on the systems in terms of the tasks being received
by the system, beginning from 500 tasks, up to 5000 tasks per
hour while the capacity all the systems is constant. The
network load is depicted using blue, orange, and grey bars for
cloud, fog and edge respectively. The edge values are
relatively small and therefore their bars are not visible but the
labels can be seen on the right of the orange bars. The fourth
set of bars in the yellow colour represents the aggregate
network load of the cloud-fog-edge systems. The minimum
network load is for the system with 500 tasks; 255 GBps
(cloud), 58 GBps (fog), 5 GBps (edge), and 106 (aggregate).
Note that the network load for the fog system with 500 nodes
was 84 in the cloud-fog system depicted in Fig. 7; the higher
value in that case is due to the cloud system that had 7500
maximum nodes. Since we modelled systems with cloud
scheduling first, the fog is scheduled after the 7500 cloud
nodes and this increase the overall load of system and in turn
the factor ψ, which is dependent on the steady-state
probabilities and system utilisation. The network load
consistently rises to a maximum of 4,118 GBps (cloud) and
1433 GBps (aggregate) for the busiest workflow scheduling
system with 5000 nodes each in the cloud, fog, and edge. The
reason for relatively smaller values for fog (and edge) systems
has been explained in the previous paragraph.

Fig. 7. Network Load in GBps (Cloud-Fog System with 7,500 Nodes Each).

Fig. 7 shows the network workload in GBps for a cloudfog workflow scheduling system containing 7,500 nodes each
in the cloud and fog. As mentioned earlier, an equal number of
nodes are used for simplicity of explanation and it does not
pose any limitations on the design of the systems. There are a
total of 15 different systems for cloud and fog each that have
been modelled and their network loads have been computed.
These 15 x 2 systems relate to different workloads on the
systems in terms of the tasks being received by the system,
beginning from 500 tasks, up to 7,500 tasks. The capacity in
all of these 30 systems has been kept constant. The cloud
network load is depicted using blue bars and the fog network
load is depicted using orange bars. The third set of bars in the
grey colour represents the aggregate network load of the
cloud-fog systems. The minimum network load is for the
system with 500 tasks; it is 255 GBps for cloud and 84 GBps
for the fog system, with ~170 GBps the aggregate network
load. The network load consistently rises to reach 6,459 GBps
(cloud), ~266 (fog), and 3362 GBps (aggregate) for the busiest
workflow scheduling system. Note that the consistent increase
in the network load is due to the equal load of each job as has
been explained earlier. The relatively smaller values for fog
systems is due to the smaller network latencies, implying a
much lower time period for the fog tasks to travel over the
fog-edge networks compared to the fog-cloud networks.
Fig. 8 plots the network workload in GBps for a cloud-fogedge workflow scheduling system containing 5000 nodes each
in the cloud, fog, and edge layers. An equal number of nodes
are used for simplicity of explanation and it does not pose any
limitations on the design of the systems. There are a total of

Fig. 8. Network Load in GBps (Cloud-Fog-Edge System with 5,000 Nodes
Each).

D. Average Response Delay
The calculations of average Response Delay (RD) were
explained earlier in Section III and Equation (9). We now in
this section will analyse the system performance related to
response delay of various cloud-fog, and cloud-fog-edge
systems. We have modelled cloud-only and several other
different configuration systems but we will limit our analysis
to the cloud-fog and cloud-fog-edge systems for the sake of
brevity.
Fig. 9 depicts the average response delay in milliseconds
(ms) for a cloud-fog workflow scheduling system containing
7,500 nodes each in the cloud and fog. This system is similar
to the one depicted in Fig. 7. There are a total of 15 different
systems for cloud and fog each that have been modelled and
their average response delays have been computed according
to Equation (9). The cloud response delay is depicted using
blue bars and the fog delay is depicted using orange bars. The
third set of bars in the grey colour represents the aggregate
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response delay of the cloud-fog systems. The minimum delay
is for the system with 500 tasks; 404ms, 102ms, and 253ms
for cloud, fog, and aggregate delays, respectively. The
increase in the delay is consistent and non-linear, however,
minimal. The minimal increase is because the system serves
the jobs in parallel. Also, this minimal value and consistent
increase is due to the equal load of each job as has been
explained earlier. This increase in the delay depends on the
system and task characteristics that can be tuned using the
factor ψ and using tasks with some low or high-variance
distributions.
Fig. 10 depicts the average response delay in milliseconds
(ms) for a cloud-fog-edge workflow scheduling system
containing 5000 nodes each in the cloud, fog, and edge. This
system is similar to the one depicted in Fig. 8. There are a
total of 10 different systems for cloud, fog, and edge, each,
which have been modelled and their average response delays
have been computed according to Equation (9). The cloud,
fog, edge, and aggregate response delays are depicted using
blue, orange, grey, and yellow bars. The minimum delay is for
the system with 500 tasks; 404ms, 102ms, 100ms, and 202ms
for cloud, fog, edge, and aggregate delays, respectively. The
increase in the delay is consistent and non-linear, however,
minimal. We have explained the reasons for this while
explaining Fig. 9. Note that using a cloud-fog-edge system as
opposed to cloud-only or cloud-fog system significantly
decreases the aggregate delay bringing to half of it (from 652
to 326 ms). Obviously, increasing the relative number of edge
nodes compared to cloud and fog can significantly bring down
the aggregate delays.

E. Energy Consumption
The network energy consumption per hour (NE) was
defined and explained in Section III and calculated using
Equation (10). We, in this section, analyse the system
performance related to network energy consumption of
various cloud-fog-edge systems. We have modelled cloudonly and cloud-fog, and several other different configuration
systems, however, for the sake of brevity, we will limit our
analysis in this section to the cloud-fog-edge systems.
Fig. 11 depicts the network energy consumption in MWh
for a cloud-fog-edge workflow scheduling system containing
5000 nodes each in the cloud, fog, and edge. This system is
similar to the one depicted in Fig. 10, however, it provides
network energy consumption data. There are a total of 10
different systems for cloud, fog, and edge, each, which have
been modelled and their energy consumption have been
computed according to Equation (10). The cloud, fog, edge,
and aggregate network energy consumption are depicted using
blue, orange, grey, and yellow bars. The minimum energy
consumption is for the system with 500 tasks; 496, 112, 10,
and 206 MWh for cloud, fog, edge, and aggregate energy
consumption, respectively. The increase in the consumption is
consistent, non-linear, and reaches roughly 16 times (496 to
8006) as opposed to the 10 times increase in the number of
nodes (500 to 5000). We have explained the reasons for this
while explaining Fig. 9. Note that using a cloud-fog-edge
system as opposed to cloud-only or cloud-fog system
significantly decreases the aggregate energy consumption
(from 8006 to 2786 MWh).
F. Energy Cost
The energy cost (EC) per hour was defined and explained
in Section III and calculated using Equation (11). We here
analyze the system performance related to network energy
cost of various cloud-fog-edge systems. We have modelled
cloud-only and cloud-fog, and several other different
configuration systems; however, for the sake of brevity, we
will limit our analysis in this section to the cloud-fog-edge
systems.

Fig. 9. Response Delay -- Milliseconds -- Cloud-Fog System with 7,500
Nodes Each.

Fig. 12 depicts the energy cost in GBP (x million) for a
cloud-fog-edge workflow scheduling system containing 5000
nodes each in the cloud, fog, and edge. There are a total of 10
different systems for cloud, fog, and edge, each, which have
been modelled and their energy cost have been computed
according to Equation (11). The cloud, fog, edge, and
aggregate monthly network energy consumption are depicted
using blue, orange, grey, and yellow bars. The minimum
monthly energy cost is for the system with 500 tasks; 62, 14,
1, and 26 million GBP for cloud, fog, edge, and aggregate
monthly cost respectively. The increase in the cost is
consistent, non-linear, and reaches roughly 16 times (62 to
1003) as opposed to the 10 times increase in the number of
nodes (500 to 5000). Note that using a cloud-fog-edge system
as opposed to cloud-only or cloud-fog system significantly
decreases the aggregate energy consumption (from 1003 to
349 million GBP).

Fig. 10. Response Delay -- Milliseconds -- Cloud-Fog-Edge System with
5000 Nodes Each.
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Fig. 11. Network Energy Consumption -- MWh -- Cloud-Fog-Edge System
with 5000 Nodes Each.

Fig. 12. Monthly Energy Cost – GBP x million -- Cloud-Fog-Edge System
with 5000 Nodes Each.

V. DISCUSSION, UTILIZATION AND CONCLUSION
Fog and edge computing has emerged as an important
paradigm to address many challenges related to time-sensitive
and real-time applications, high network loads, user privacy,
security, and others. These developments offer huge potential;
however, many efforts are needed to study and design
applications and systems for these emerging computing
paradigms.
This paper provided a detailed study of workflow
scheduling and offloading of service-based applications. We
developed different models of cloud, fog and edge systems
and studied the scheduling of workflows using a range of
system sizes and application intensities. Firstly, we developed
several Markov models of cloud, fog, and edge systems and
computed the steady-state probabilities for system utilization
and stability. Secondly, using steady-state probabilities, we
defined a range of system metrics to study the performance of
workflow scheduling and offloading including, network load,
response delay, energy consumption, and energy costs. An
extensive investigation of application intensities and cloud,
fog, and edge system sizes revealed that significant benefits
can be accrued from the use of fog and edge computing in
terms of low network loads, response times, energy
consumption and costs.
The proposed workflow scheduling and offloading models
can be utilized in practice to study a range of applications and
derive several benefits. Firstly, different well-known
standardized workflow can be plugged in our proposed
workflow scheduling models to study their various
performance behaviors including network load, average

response delay, energy consumption, and energy cost, and this
can be done for a range of cloud only, cloud-fog, and cloudfog-edge systems. Some examples of standardized workflows
include Montage workflow, SIPHIT workflow, epigenomics
workflow, LIGO workflow, Cyber-Shake workflow, and
more; see [23], for explanations and use cases of these
workflows, and [19]–[22] for additional examples for practical
utilization of our work. Let us take the epigenomics workflow
as an example that captures the execution workflows related to
the operations involved in genome sequences. Such a
workflow can be embedded in our proposed Markov model by
defining the execution workflows within the Markov chain
and thereby we can study how that workflow will behave for
cloud-only, cloud-fog, and cloud-fog-edge systems in terms of
the network load, average response delay, energy
consumption, and energy cost of the system.
The computational loads used by the different tasks
modeled in this paper are the same. Similarly, the network
loads in terms of the bytes sent around the network are also
the same. However, this is not the limitation of the model. The
equations developed in the models do use different
computational and network loads and other parameters. The
proposed models can capture the additional network load due
to the task offloading or the different execution times of tasks
in nodes due to the differences in their computational
performance such as device speed and power that may also
lead to higher energy consumption by the devices and
networks. This is because the models define separately each of
the tasks’ computational and network loads, as well as
computational and network characteristics of the devices and
networks in the cloud, fog and edge layers. These could be
easily changed based on various workflows to study their
performance. However, the developed system is a Markov
chain and therefore it does use exponential distribution to
capture the arrival and departure rates.
VI. FUTURE WORK
The future work will focus on investigating variations in
the cloud, fog, and edge system configurations, variations in
application intensities, and variations in task sizes. Moreover,
we plan to investigate system utilization and stability models
and their effects on the computations of system characteristics
including energy consumption and costs, response times, and
network throughput.
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Abstract—House price is affected significantly by several
factors and determining a reasonable house price involves a
calculative process. This paper proposes advanced machine
learning (ML) approaches for house price prediction. Two recent
advanced ML algorithms, namely LightGBM and XGBoost were
compared with two traditional approaches: multiple regression
analysis and ridge regression. This study utilizes a secondary
dataset called ‘Property Listing in Kuala Lumpur’, gathered
from Kaggle and Google Map, containing 21984 observations
with 11 variables, including a target variable. The performance
of the ML models was evaluated using mean absolute error
(MAE), root mean square error (RMSE), and adjusted r-squared
value. The findings revealed that the house price prediction
model based on XGBoost showed the highest performance by
generating the lowest MAE and RMSE, and the closest adjusted
r-squared value to one, consistently outperformed other ML
models. A new dataset which consists of 1300 samples was
deployed at the model deployment stage. It was found that the
percentage of the variance between the actual and predicted
price was relatively small, which indicated that this model is
reliable and acceptable. This study can greatly assist in
predicting future house prices and the establishment of real
estate policies.
Keywords—House price; house price prediction; machine
learning; property; regression analysis

I.

INTRODUCTION

House is one of the most essential basic needs in human
life, along with other basic needs such as food and water.
Demand for houses has rapidly increased through the years as
people’s standard of living has improved. Even though there
are people who make their house as an investment and asset,
yet most people around the world buy a house to live in.
Undoubtedly, the housing sector has a positive impact on a
country’s currency, which is an important scale for the
national economy [1]. Homeowners will buy goods such as
furniture and house appliances for their house and home
builders or contractors will buy raw material to make houses
to fulfil the demand for houses, which is an example of the
economic wave effect created from new house supply.

Meanwhile, consumers have the capital to make a large
investment, and the construction industry is vibrant or
otherwise can be seen through the high level of house supply
or demand in a country. Nevertheless, house has become
unaffordable as there is a significant price expansion in the
housing market sector in many countries [2].
In Malaysia, buying a house is never an easy experience
because this decision can cost a lot of money. According to
the Department of Statistics Malaysia, the average price of a
house in the 2nd quarter of 2018 was RM 408,774 compared
to ten years ago which was RM 199,431 [3]. The average
house price in Malaysia was obviously two times higher in
2018 compared to 2009. A wide variety of factors may affect
house prices such as the facilities provided, type of houses,
number of bedrooms and size of a house. These factors also
vary depending on the location of the house, for example,
there will be an obvious difference in house prices, in
Singapore compared to Malaysia. Yet, we cannot simply say
that the price of each house is similar throughout Malaysia as
the prices of houses in Kuala Lumpur (urban area) is not the
same as the price of houses in Perlis (rural area). Yop [3] in
his report mentioned that the average house price in Kuala
Lumpur in 2018 was RM 772,398, while the average house
price in Perlis for the same year was just RM 177,945. It is
suggested that the prediction of house prices could be more
accurate if the prediction is considered based primarily on a
specific region.
House prices can be predicted using machine (ML)
algorithms including support vector regression, artificial
neural network, and linear regression. The ML model that
provides the best prediction results will be beneficial for
researchers, home buyers, property investors, and house
builders in terms of gaining a lot of knowledge and
information of the house price values in the present sector.
Additionally, this model can facilitate potential buyers to
determine the characteristics of a house they prefer that adhere
to their budget [4]. Prediction of house prices in Kuala
Lumpur would be a significant research as Kuala Lumpur is
the capital city of Malaysia that offers a range of facilities
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including efficient public transportation, shopping malls, and
many more compared to states in a rural area such as Perlis
has yet to provide. All the facilities provided can encourage
many home buyers, investors, and house builders to supply
more houses in this area, at the same time the demand for
houses in this specific region would increase. Nonetheless, the
suitable model in predicting house prices in Kuala Lumpur
remains unclear as there is limited study conducted in this
region.
Research showed that ML algorithms have proven
extremely useful for addressing many predictions and
classification problems with broad application scope,
including customer classification and segmentation [5],
market analysis [6], [7], and education [8]. Unfortunately, ML
is relatively limited and very far from being used in real estate
applications mainly in the Malaysian sense. Evaluation of
property prices and values is extremely critical for the real
estate sector, the stock market, the economics and tax sector,
as well as the scale of buyers' and sellers' wallets [9].
Although researchers are relatively aware of the existing
current prediction model, consideration should be given to the
current methodologies constrained by the scope of data of the
current system in the real estate industry. Therefore, it is
important to examine the correlation between house prices and
housing attributes and identify significant variables that are
essential to the use of the ML techniques in the real estate
industry, involving pre-processing and exploration of the
datasets obtained.
As various factors such as location and property demand
could affect house prices, most parties involved including
buyers and investors, housebuilders, and real estate market
may want to know the exact attributes or the main factors
affecting house prices to assist investors in making decision
and to facilitate house builders in setting house prices [2],
[10], [11]. Nevertheless, other characteristics including
distance from local facilities and the physicality of a house
might be overlooked. This may contribute to the creation of a
house price model that does not reflect the actual condition of
the housing sector. In comparison, houses with identical
attributes may be priced at varying rates, while houses with
different type of attributes can be priced at the same amount.
Besides that, real-estate industry in Malaysia is far behind
compared to that in the United States and United Kingdom in
valuation [2], [12] as Malaysia is still using the traditional
method to valuate a house. Developers or real-estate agencies
will send valuers to each house, to appraise the house price
resulting in wastage of time and cost, also the fluctuation of
house prices. However, this issue and many other pressing
industrial problems can be effectively addressed using bigdata technologies that includes ML in this age of Industry 4.0.
This paper presents an exploration of ML algorithms for
house price prediction by focusing on Kuala Lumpur housing
data. The study aims to propose an advanced ML algorithm
that can generate a promising model for house price
prediction. To achieve this aim, four models namely multiple
regression analysis, ridge regression, light gradient boosting
machine (LightGBM), and XGBoost are used to learn about
the relationship between the house attributes and house prices
as well as to predict the house price. The remainder of this

paper is organized as follows: Section II describes related
works on prediction of house price in Malaysia and followed
by housing price prediction models. Subsequently, in
Section III and Section IV, the experimental designs and the
data modeling are presented consecutively. Section V presents
the model deployment while Section VI discusses the results
and findings of the study. Finally in Section VII, the study is
concluded.
II. RELATED WORK
A. Prediction of House Price in Malaysia
Prior to 2019, there were several studies regarding the
prediction of house prices in Malaysia. In 2018, a study has
been conducted by Yap and Ng [13] to determine house
affordability in Malaysia. This study found out that key factors
affecting affordability of houses were income, price of a
property, land cost, policy of supply and demand, and changes
in the economy. Their study [13] offered detailed insights into
exploring housing market in Malaysia; however, they only
provided a descriptive analysis, which lacked in the predictive
analysis towards the housing market in Malaysia. The study
by [2] found out that there were several attributes that play a
significant role in determining house prices in Petaling
District. Another significant finding from this study was
Puchong and Petaling Jaya was classified as less volatile
housing markets compared to Sungai Buloh. A similar study
conducted by Abdullahi et al. [14] using Multiple Regression
Analysis and Hedonic Regression Analysis in explaining price
variations in Malaysia found that one of the most influential
attributes was the location of a house.
Apart from that, building area and building age were
significant in variations of prices of houses in Malaysia. The
locations mentioned in the study were based on states in
Malaysia; hence location is the most dominant attribute
compared to others (attributes). Meanwhile, this study focused
on the location of a small region of Kuala Lumpur to predict
the house price. Thus, location cannot be generalized as the
main significant attribute in predicting house prices. Another
similar study conducted examined the prediction of house
prices in Petaling District Malaysia. The study by Chang et al.
[9] used a different method called the Functional Relationship
Model. The model was used to identify the impact of
residential property attributes on house price in Petaling
District. Several attributes were identified such as building
size and bedroom numbers which had a significant effect in
predicting the house prices. The study successfully developed
a new predictive model and then applied on the Petaling
District terrace-houses only, even though, there existed
various types of houses in the area such as bungalows,
condominiums, or apartments. Taking everything into
account, the model was unable to reflect the whole housing
market in Petaling District.
B. Housing Price Prediction Models
ML algorithms to develop house price prediction models
have been actively researched and models are constructed by
using algorithms such as random forest, decision tree, lasso,
and linear regression [12], [15]. A study by Wu et al. [12]
categorized models in analyzing the real-estate market into the
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conventional valuation system and the advanced valuation
system. The traditional valuation system includes the multiple
regression method and stepwise regression method, while the
advanced valuation is the hedonic pricing method, artificial
neural network (ANN), and spatial analysis method. The
choice of a model that needs to be used to predict house prices
is quite critical as there is a variety of models available. One
of the most widely used models in the real-estate field is the
regression analysis namely the multiple linear regression,
support vector regression, and hedonic regression analysis,
which is used by several researchers including [9], [16]–[20].
In addition, several other machine learning models such as the
gradient boosting model including Catboost, XGBoost and
LightGBM, random forest, decision and artificial neural
network have been used frequently in the study of real- estate
[10], [11], [21]–[23]. In this study, four models namely
multiple regression analysis, ridge regression, LightGBM, and
XGBoost are used to learn about the relationship between
house attributes and house prices as well as to predict house
prices. The next subsections explain further these four models.
• Multiple Regression Analysis
Multiple Regression analysis is an extension of simple
linear regression to predict the value of a variable based on the
value of two or more other variables. It can determine the
strength of the relationship between an outcome (the
dependent variable) and several predictor variables as well as
the importance of each of the predictors to the relationship
[24] [25]. Four basic assumptions need to be fulfilled to use
the multiple regression analysis model [26] as cited in [27].
The first assumption is the variable used in the model must be
normally distributed. Multivariate data cleaning is also an
important consideration in multiple regression.
The second assumption that needs to be met is the
relationship between the dependent and independent variables
which must be linear to estimate the variables accurately.
Next, the assumption to use this model is no perfect
multicollinearity between variables. The last assumption to be
fulfilled is little or no auto correlation. There are various other
assumptions for this model; however, these assumptions are
among the easiest to deal with if needed. The prediction of
house prices using multiple regression model is conducted by
assigning the price of a house as a target variable or dependent
variable, while other attributes are set as independent variables
to determine the most significant variables by identifying the
correlation coefficient of each attribute.
• Ridge Regression
Ridge regression is a technique used to assess the presence
of collinearity in multiple regression data [28]. As
multicollinearity happens, the estimates of the least-squares
are unbiased, but their variances are large enough such that
they can be far from the real value. Ridge regression provides
a more credible performance by reducing the standard errors.
There were several industries that have deployed ridge
regression model as their solution. For example, in medical
industry, this model was deployed in healthcare analysis
system and blood-base tissue gene expression as well as in
wind speed forecasting [29]–[31]. According to Manasa et al.
[10], the ridge regression model is a regularization model that

incorporates and optimizes an additional variable (tuning
parameter) to resolve the effect of multiple variables in linear
regression, typically referred to as ‘noise’ in a statistical sense.
This model has been used by a lot of researchers in the realestate previous studies including [10], [32]–[34]. In their
study, [33] found that ridge regression is able to provide the
lowest MSE value for the house prediction model compared to
other models in that study including lasso and gradient
boosting.
• Light Gradient Boosting Machine (LightGBM)
Initially launched in late 2017, the Light Gradient
Boosting Machine or LightGBM has a stable release in
November 2020. This model has been used by many
researchers in their fields such as medical fields [35], and
biochemistry [36], [37]. This model, however, is still rarely
used in the real estate market, since there is only one academic
study that has utilized this model [22]. In their research related
to prediction of house prices, [22] combined this model with
another prediction model, which were CatBoost and XGBoost
model to forecast house rentals in China. This joint model
managed to provide the smallest RMSE value of the house
price prediction model.
• Extreme Gradient Boosting (XGBoost)
XGBoost is the most powerful algorithm for any
regression or classification problem which stands for ‘extreme
gradient booster’. The developers [38] of this model in their
article describe XGBoost as a scalable tree boosting machine
learning system. The framework of this model can be seen as
an open-source kit. In a range of machine learning and data
mining problems, the influence of this model has been widely
recognized. In fact, many successful machine learning
competitions utilize these styles of model. Besides, this model
is often used in real-world development networks, including
internet ads. According to [34], XGBoost algorithm addresses
issues of the linear regression model. The XGBoost model can
handle numerical as well as categorical variables very well.
This model can automate different loss functions and offers
many tuning choices for machine learning engineers to modify
the model. This model had been used in many fields including
the real estate and housing market sector [10], [32], [34], [39].
Most studies in the real estate industry that use the XGBoost
model found out that this model is able to provide the lowest
RMSE value for the prediction of house prices compared to
other models [23], [34]. Table I summarizes past studies that
work on similar domains from 2011 until 2020. As can be
seen, the first four ML models appear to be the most
commonly used by past researchers. The list of variables that
associate with this domain can be referred in our paper [40].
As stated in the paper, the factors influencing house prices can
be classified into three categories: location, structural and
neighborhood condition.
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TABLE I.

SSUMMARY OF LITERATURES ON HOUSE PRICE PREDICTION
USING ML MODELS

Previous study

MRA

[23]

✔

RR

LGBM

✔

[34], [39]

✔

[16], [20]

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

[22]

NN

✔

✔

✔

[15]

RF

✔

[21]
[10]

XGB

✔
✔

[41], [42], [19]
✔

[43]

✔

[32], [33]
✔

[14],[17], [44]
a.

✔

MRA: Multiple Regression Analysis; RR: Ridge Regression; LGBM: Light Extreme Gradient
Boosting; XGB: Extreme Gradient Boosting; RF: Random Forest; NN: Neural Networks

TABLE II.

III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
A. Data Preparation
This study is based on a secondary dataset and retrieved
from
the
Kaggle
website
(https://www.kaggle.com/dragonduck/property-listings-inkuala-lumpur) and Google Maps. The dataset has originally
scrapped from property listings in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia in
2019. The original dataset contains only 8 variables including
location, price, rooms, bathrooms, property type, size, and
furnishing. Other than that, there were other four variables that
also showed a significant impact to house price prediction
derived from Geocoder and Googleplaces Python package
used to retrieve locations through Google Maps. The variables
were distance to shopping mall, distance to hospital, access of
public transport, and distance to nearest school. Thus, the final
dataset contains 53883 observations with 12 variables
including one target variable. In this study, the target variable
was the price (which is a continuous variable) in Ringgit
Malaysia (MYR). Meanwhile, the independent variables were
location (location of a house), bedroom (number of bedrooms
available), bathroom (number of bathrooms available), car
park, size (house lot size), furnishing status, property type,
shopping mall (the nearest shopping mall to the house in KM),
school (the nearest school to the house in KM), hospital (the
nearest hospital to the house in KM) and public transport (the
nearest LRT and MRT station to the house in KM). Table II
shows the description of these variables.

DESCRIPTION OF VARIABLES

No.

Variable Name

Role

VariableType

Description

1.

Price

Target

Continuous

Price of house sold in the market

2.

Location

Input

Nominal

The location of a house for example:
1.
Mont Kiara
2.
City Centre
3.
Bangsar
4.
Desa Park City
5.
Bukit Tunku (KennyHills)

3.

Room

Input

Discrete

Number of rooms in a house

4.

Bathroom

Input

Discrete

Number of bathrooms in a house

5.

Car Park

Input

Discrete

Number of car parks provided for a
house

6.

Size

Input

Continuous

The built-up area of a house or the land area of a house

7.

Furnishing

Input

Nominal

Furnishing status of a house:
1.
Fully furnished
2.
Semi-furnished
3.
Unfurnished

8.

Property Type

Input

Nominal

The type of condominium:
1.
Corner
2.
Duplex
3.
End Lot
4.
Intermediate

9.

Shopping Mall

Input

Continuous

The nearest shopping mall to the house in kilometer (KM)

10.

School

Input

Continuous

The nearest school to the house in kilometer (KM)

11.

Hospital

Input

Continuous

The nearest hospital to the house in kilometer (KM)

12.

LRT/MRT

Input

Continuous

The nearest LRT or MRT station to the house in kilometer (KM)

5.
6.
7.
8.

Penthouse
SOHO
Studio
Triplex
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The data preparation stage included several tasks to create
the final dataset. Tasks for data preparation were likely
performed several times, and not in any specified order. Tasks
included selection of table, record, and attribute, data cleaning,
new attribute building, and data transformation for modeling
tools were performed at this stage. For this study, the original
dataset of a property listing was reduced through the data
cleaning process stages and data transformation. Data cleaning
can be referred to as a process of identifying and correcting
errors in a dataset, for example removing missing values, and
data transformation refers to a process of transforming a data
to be more valuable towards a study. The invalid data
including missing values and inconsistent data observed in this
stage. A total of 21,995 rows containing missing values in
which the majority of the missing values existed in more than
two columns (good if we know the variables). All 21,955 rows
with missing values were removed using Python. There were
31,899 rows left after removing missing values from the
dataset.

Fig. 2. Distribution of Price after Transformation.

B. Data Transformation
To examine whether the dataset is normally distributed or
not, the study used three graphical methods such as
histograms, QQ-plot, and boxplot. On the other hand,
skewness and kurtosis were also used to assess normality of
each variable. According to [45], a standard normal dataset
has a kurtosis value between -3 to 3. If the kurtosis value is
higher or lower than this value, it will be considered as a thin
bell shape. Meanwhile, [46], [47] suggested that if the
skewness value is between -2 to 2, the dataset can be roughly
considered as normal. Based on Fig. 1, the skewness value is
5.03 and the kurtosis value is 62.75. It means that the dataset
is not normally distributed. Hence, data transformation needs
to be done to make the dataset conform to normality. The
transformation of the dataset was executed by using logtransformation to normalize the dataset. The transformed data
showed better value of skewness and kurtosis which were
0.7699 and 0.3670, respectively. These two values are
depicted in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2. The skewness value (0.77)
between -2 and 2 can be considered as normally distributed.

C. Identification of Importance Features using Correlation
Score
Pearson correlation matrix was utilized to check for the
correlation value between independent and dependent
variable. This test helped this study determine which attributes
played an important role in valuating house prices. On the
other hand, the correlation value was also used to detect
whether there is multicollinearity in this dataset. According to
Ratner (2009), multicollinearity values between 0 and 0.3 (0
and-0.3) imply a weak positive (negative) linear relationship
via a shaky linear law, while values between 0.3 and 0.7 (0.3
and−0.7) via a fuzzy-firm linear rule suggest a moderate
positive (negative) linear relationship and the values between
0.7 and 1.0 (-0.7 and -1) suggest a strong positive (negative)
linear relationship. Fig. 3 illustrates the heatmap of the
Pearson correlation coefficient matrix based on each variable.
As depicted in Fig. 3, variable hospital which is the distance to
the nearest hospital has a weak negative correlation which is 0.19. Meanwhile, other attributes show a moderate and strong
correlation value. However, there are no attributes being
dropped from this study, as this study utilizes machine
learning model that can detect itself which attributes is good
or not.

Fig. 1. Distribution of Price before Transformation.

Fig. 3. Heatmap of Pearson Correlation Coefficient Matrix.
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D. Data Representation using One Hot Encoding
One hot encoding is a technique used to express
categorical features as numerical variables with more
interpretable outcome values that will be easier to be
understood by a machine learning model. For instance, the
furnishing status is conveyed by a name that characterizes
how furnished the space is (fully furnished, semi-furnished,
and unfurnished). This technique transformed the input into 3
columns. Each column denotes a condition or status of
furnishing. The column of a specific status of furnishing is 1,
and those in the same row are set to 0.
IV. DATA MODELING
In this study, predictive modeling was carried out using
multiple regression analysis, ridge regression, LightGBM, and
XGBoost. The dataset then was partitioned into two groups,
training and testing sample. The training sample partition
which consists of 70% of the dataset and 30% of the dataset
was used in the testing sample. These four models were then
compared in order to select the best model. This study utilized
the hyper-parameter automated search module-GridSearchCV
to search for the optimal parameter values to enhance the
efficiency of each model [48]. Without losing generality, the
RMSE value with optimal parameters can be generated in this
module.
A. Implementation of Multiple Regression Analysis
The assumption of linear regression such as linear
relationship, normal distribution of all variables, no perfect
multicollinearity and little or no autocorrelation was checked
before the model was used. Supposed that y represents the
dependent variable, which is the prediction of house price, 𝛽𝛽𝑘𝑘
is the coefficient value of the linear function, and 𝑥𝑥𝑘𝑘 denotes
each of the attributes used in this model such as the size of
house and furnishing status. According to Manasa et al. [10],
this model can be represented in a mathematical model as in
equation (1):
𝑘𝑘

𝑦𝑦 = ∑ 𝛽𝛽 𝑘𝑘 𝑥𝑥 𝑘𝑘

0

(1)

where;
x k , k = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 and 11 denote eleven
attributes for each house, y = the predicted price of a house in
Kuala Lumpur. Several assumptions regarding linear
regression were checked prior to the usage of this model. The
first assumption of linear regression model is linearity. This
model assumes that there is a linear relationship between the
independent and dependent variables. Fig. 4 shows the graph
of newsize_log against price_log. As can be seen, the graph
shows a non-perfect linear relationship. However, it can still
be said that the independent variables have a linear
relationship towards dependent variable (price of house). The
second assumption of linear regression is regarding the
distribution of variables. This model assumes that all variables
are normally distributed. This assumption has been checked
by using the Q-Q plot as illustrated in Fig. 5.

Fig. 4. Graph of Actual Price against Predicted Price.

Fig. 5. The Q-Q Plot of All Variables.

Fig. 5 shows that not all the points lie perfectly on the red
line which indicates that, all variables used in this study are
not perfectly normal distributed. The third assumption for
linear regression model is that there is no perfect
multicollinearity from the variables. The multicollinearity can
be examined by using the Pearson correlation score, as shown
in Fig. 6.
As can be seen in Fig. 6, that there is no perfectly
multicollinearity between each variable. Thus, all variables
were used in this study. The last assumption for linear
regression model is that there is little or no autocorrelation.

Fig. 6. The Correlation Score of Each Continuous Variable.
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This last assumption was tested by using Durbin-Watson
test. According to [49], there is no autocorrelation in the
dataset if the Durbin-Watson test is in the range of 1.5 to 2.5.
This indicates that there is no autocorrelation in this dataset.
The multiple regression analysis model is being used as all the
assumptions of the model have been fulfilled. The most
important predictor variable analyzed by multiple regression
analysis model was NewSize_Log followed by Rooms and
Bathrooms which indicated the size of a house, the number of
bedrooms and bathrooms. Analysis of the feature importance
with Multiple Linear Regression model shows the rank of
features (in sequence, highest to lowest): size of the house,
number of rooms, number of bedrooms, public transport,
shopping mall, carparks, school, and hospital.
B. Implementation of Ridge Regression
Equation (2) presents the equation of simple linear
regression.
y = xb + e

(2)

where y represents the dependent variable, which is the
prediction of house price, while x is the features of the matrix
(number of bedrooms, location, etc.), b is the regression
coefficients, and e is the residual errors. Ridge regression is a
model tuning method that is used to analyse any data that
suffers from multicollinearity that performs L2 regularization.
On this basis, the variables were standardized by subtracting
and dividing the respective factors by their standard deviations
[10]. The rank of these five features is similar to the earlier
model (i.e., Multiple Linear Regression). The first three
features are NewSize_Log which is the size of a house
followed by the number of bathrooms and the number of
rooms. Next in the list are the nearest distance to public
transport, the nearest distance to shopping mall, number of car
parks, the nearest school to the house and the hospital.
C. Implementation of LightGBM
LightGBM is a Microsoft GBDT open-source algorithm.
The histogram-based algorithm is used to accelerate the
training process, reduces memory usage, and incorporates
advanced network communication to optimize parallel
learning known as the algorithm for the parallel voting tree.
The leaf-wise method is used by LightGBM to find a leaf with
the greatest gain in splitters. For the LightGBM algorithm, the
Python LightGBM module was used to evaluate the house
price dataset. The house price dataset, containing 12 attributes,
was allocated randomly for 70% training and 30% testing.
D. Implementation of XGBoost
Extreme Gradient Boosting (XGBoost) is an enhanced
gradient boosting machine using the tree ensemble boosting
process. This process ends in the sum of the outputs from all
the trees. The XGBoost algorithm used the XGBoost package
in Python to evaluate house prices. The sample data allocation
scheme used in this model is the same as the previous model
which is LightGBM algorithm. Analysis of the feature
importance with XGBoost model shows the rank of features
(in sequence, highest to lowest): size of the house, the number
of parking lots provided for a house, and the nearest distance
to the public transport feature. The selection of the features is

quite different compared to the previous two models (Multiple
Linear Regression and Ridge Regression).
V. MODEL DEPLOYMENT
Based on the analysis results, it was recommended to
deploy the XGBoost model for the prediction of Kuala
Lumpur house prices using new data. This model was being
executed by removing the actual house price to generate the
predicted house price. To perform this task, a new dataset
consists of 1300 samples of Kuala Lumpur house price was
collected and our data audit results show that there are no
missing values in the sample. The predicted house price was
then compared with the actual house price, and the percentage
difference between these two values was calculated. Fig. 7
shows the sample of the dataset which had been executed
using this model. As illustrated in Fig. 7, the percentage
difference for actual and predicted log price is relatively small,
which indicated that this model could provide very accurate
results. The percentage difference is a bit high when the log
price is being inversed to get the real price.
Fig. 8 shows a few rows that contain very high values in
percentage difference between predicted and actual house
prices. Based on these figures, a high value in percentage
difference, which is above 60%, is coming from high-end
locations, for example, KLCC and KL City. It can be
concluded that a house in a high-end location is difficult to be
priced as it might be below or above market value. A group of
highest percentage difference value which is above 80% is
usually because the price of a house is under market value and
is located at KLCC which is a high-end location.

Fig. 7. Sample of Dataset Executed using XGBoost Model.

Fig. 8. Sample of Dataset with High Value of Percentage Difference.
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adjusted R-squared closest to one which indicated a good fit
model compared to multiple linear regression, ridge
regression, and LightGBM model. The XGBoost model was
chosen as the best predictive model.

Fig. 9. Sample of Dataset with High Value of Negative Percentage
Difference.

Fig. 10. Sample of Dataset with High Value of Positive Percentage
Difference.

Fig. 9 and 10 illustrate that the highest negative and
positive difference in predicted and actual price is also coming
from a high-end location in Kuala Lumpur, which is KLCC. A
group of high positive difference which is colored in darker
green and a group of high negative difference which is colored
in darker red is also coming from similar locations which are
KLCC, Bangsar, Ampang Hilir, and Bukit Tunku. These
locations are considered as high-end locations in Kuala
Lumpur, thus the process of pricing a house might be difficult,
resulting in the pricing of below or above market value.
VI. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
A comparison of all four models was conducted to
determine which model delivers the most accurate results. The
performance metrics used were mean absolute error (MAE),
root mean squared error (RMSE) value, and adjusted R
squared. The model that recorded the smallest MAE, RMSE
value and adjusted R squared value closest to 1 was chosen
and then used in the model deployment phase. Model
comparison and evaluation results are shown in Table III. The
model evaluation results comparing four models which are
multiple linear regression, ridge regression, LightGBM, and
XGBoost show that the XGBoost model has slightly better
performance with the lowest MAE and RMSE values and has

The aim of this study is to provide an accurate machine
learning model for forecasting condominium house prices in
Kuala Lumpur. A machine learning model has been proposed
to evaluate the relationship between a dependent variable
(housing price) and a series of independent variables
(attributes). Multiple linear regression, ridge regression,
LightGBM, and XGBoost were used and measured against
each other. To evaluate the performance of the model,
statistical measures such as mean absolute error and root mean
square error was also established. The coefficient of
determination (R-squared) was also derived to determine how
accurately the model predicted the outcome. The XGBoost
model was used in the deployment phase as this model was
able to accurately predict house prices in Kuala Lumpur, with
the highest coefficient of determination (R-squared), which
means this model is best-fitted to the dataset. Even though this
model was able to predict house prices with the best
coefficient of determination value, however, there were still a
high percentage difference in predicted house prices and
actual house prices in several rows which is less than 5% of
entire dataset. Based on these findings, it can be concluded
that several locations which can be categorized as high-end
locations such as Mont Kiara and KLCC were difficult to be
priced. The price of the house might be below or above market
value.
The proposed XGBoost model is the first application of
XGBoost to the study of the Kuala Lumpur housing market.
The model used in this analysis was able to tackle the
problems of the housing market in Kuala Lumpur as the
XGBoost model has a better fitting and predictive abilities.
The XGBoost model was able to generate results that were
more consistent and justifiable than other models used for
housing market data. The XGBoost model achieved better
predictive ability, with the lowest mean absolute error (MAE)
and root mean squared error (RMSE), and adjusted R-squared
value closest to 1, which indicates the most accurate model. In
addition, consistent model performance was found in the
XGBoost model as XGBoost outperformed other models in
the training and testing R-squared value. The proposed
XGBoost model is, therefore, effective in predicting housing
prices, which favor not only future house buyers but also
investors and policymakers in the real estate industry. In other
words, the proposed model will be used to estimate the selling
price of the house and then equate it with the currently offered
price to know the actual market conditions.
TABLE III.

MODEL COMPARISON AND EVALUATION RESULT

0.197

RSq*
0.921

RSq**
0.912

0.210

0.902

0.899

0.898

0.057

0.238

0.872

0.871

0.869

0.064

0.252

0.855

0.855

0.853

Model

MAE

MSE

RMSE

XGBoost*

0.148

0.039

LightGBM

0.161

0.044

MLR

0.181

RR

0.195

AdjR*
0.911

R-Sq* for Training Data; R-Sq** for Testing Data;
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VII. CONCLUSION
This paper demonstrated the use of the advanced ML
models on house price prediction based on the Kuala Lumpur
housing data. The two most recent ML models, namely
LightGBM and XGBoost were implemented and compared
with the traditional models, namely Multiple Linear
Regression and Ridge Regression. The results showed that the
XGBoost model was the most promising with 0.0387 for the
MSE and was used in the deployment phase. This model
accurately predicts house prices in Kuala Lumpur, with the
highest coefficient of determination (R-squared). Future works
can include more attributes such as the size of the house and
proximity to amenities, which can significantly affect the
accuracy of the predicted outputs. In addition, future research
might consider other locations in their study as this study is
only focused on locations in the Kuala Lumpur region. Future
research might expand the area of this research, whether to
conduct and include the whole nation in Malaysia. This study
can significantly assist in predicting of future house prices and
the establishment of real estate policies.
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Abstract—Tourism is among the significant source of income
to Malaysia and Taman Negara Pahang is one of the Malaysia's
tourism spots and the heritage of Malaysia in achieving the
Sustainable Development Goals (SDG). It has attracted many
international and local tourists for its richness in flora and fauna.
Currently, the information of tourists’ visits is not properly
analyzed. This study integrates the internal and public
information to analyze the visits. The regression models used are
multiple linear regression, support vector regression, and
decision tree regression to predict the tourism demand for
Taman Negara, Malaysia and the best model was deployed.
Predictive analytics can support the decision-making process for
tourism destinations management. When the management gets a
head-up of the demand in the future, they can choose a strategic
planning and be more aware about the factors influencing
tourism demand, such as the tourists’ web search engine
behaviors for accommodation, facilities, and attractions. The
factors affecting the tourism demand are determined as the first
objective. The role of independent variable was set to the total
number of visitors, subsequently being set as the target variable
in the modeling process. A total of 30 models were generated by
tuning the cross-validation parameters. This study concluded
that the best model is the multiple linear regression due to lower
root mean square error (RSME) value.
Keywords—Regression models; SDG; Taman Negara Pahang;
tourist analytics

I.

INTRODUCTION

Attractions of tourism destinations produce economic
values as it impacts the number of tourist arrivals in Malaysia.
As a result, tourism has become one of the highest revenue
industries after automobiles and oil (REF). Today, one of the
largest service sectors is the tourism industry where the
industry became one of the highest in terms of revenue after
automobiles and oil. This significant growth is a result of the
efforts undertaken by the Ministry of Tourism where the
planning and execution policy underlined by the government
spearhead the success of the tourism industry. It is the longterm aim of the government to make Malaysia as one of the
most popular tourism destinations. The success of the tourism
industry is defined by the demand and supply which can be
measured by tourists arrivals and receipts [1].
One of the famous tourism destinations is Taman Negara
Malaysia, also known as Taman Negara National Park. This
natural park protects a diverse flora and fauna, renowned for its
nature trails, and adventure activities hence making it a
valuable tourism source [2]. Encompassing an area of 4,343

km2, Taman Negara National Park straddles three states of
Malaysia; Taman Negara Pahang, Taman Negara Kelantan,
and Taman Negara Terengganu; in which Taman Negara
Pahang takes up around 57% of the total national park area [3].
There are two different main entrances for Taman Negara
Pahang namely, Kuala Tahan and Sungai Relau. There are
many activities to do in Taman Negara such as jungle trekking,
hiking, and fishing. Panoramic scene and captivating places
such as waterfall cascades and canopy walkway attract many
people to visit the Taman Negara National Park. Therefore, the
service industry needs to be concerned about visitors’
management of the tourism destination. In 2013, a research
study was made about Ecotourism in Taman Negara National
Park: the issues and challenges [4]. One of the issues that they
found is the lack of visitor management especially on
overcrowding problem and excess visitors during certain
period of time. Moreover, based on the news [5], it was pointed
out early on those statistics shows of slightly higher number of
visitors to Taman Negara in January to February. The lack of
proper service management on popular places at the park lead
to overcrowding problem, mainly due to the inability to
optimize staff’s workload/working hours. In addition,
overcrowding of tourists lead to the loss of authenticity and
implies a significant risk to the destination's future
attractiveness, especially towards vulnerable destinations such
as the Taman Negara National Park.
The attractiveness of Taman Negara Malaysia as a tourism
destination has been studied by Universiti Putra Malaysia [6].
The study evaluated that there are total of thirteen attractions in
Taman Negara, namely oral history, local culture and lifestyle,
flora, fauna, building architecture, nature trails, shopping
opportunity, canopy walkway, caves, stream, fishing,
mountain, and adventure activities [6]. The attractions of
tourism destinations produce economic values as it also gives
an impact to the number of tourist arrivals in Malaysia. These
attractions have been characterized as demand structures. Thus,
demand studies are needed for decision making support of
tourism destination management.
Therefore, tourism demand forecasting is vital and will
benefit the nation’s tourism industry greatly. The study of
regression techniques helps to forecast future and seasonal
demands for tourism growth, management, and planning
purposes. Regression analysis is a collection of statistical
methods for estimating relationships between a dependent
variable and one or more independent variables which can be
used to determine the strength of a relationship between
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variables and to predict how they will interact in the future [7].
This study was made to determine the factors affecting the
tourism demand, to make a comparison study of regression
techniques, and develop an analytical dashboard based on the
best regression model that helps in forecasting tourism
demands components, incorporating the applicable criteria in
the following sub-sections.
A. Factors Affecting Tourism Visit
In demand studies, factors affecting tourism demand was
determined as the independent variables that might affect the
target variable, where the target variable is the total number of
visitors. The comparison study was made to find the best
model in predicting the target variable. Tourism industry has
been a huge contribution factor to the economy, even though
there exist many factors affecting tourism demand in Malaysia.
Several studies have shown that the economic variables play an
important role as the key economic factors. Based on [8] and
[9], the key economic factors are exchange rate, income,
consumer price index (CPI), and population of the country. The
studies found a strong relationship between these key
economic factors and the volume of tourists. However, the
study also showed that there is a negative correlation between
the exchange rate and the number of tourists, the higher the
exchange rate, the lower the volume of tourists’ arrivals. The
exchange rate is related to the depreciation of Ringgit Malaysia
(RM) that affects the cost of living in Malaysia.

the study revealed that tourists had sufficient knowledge of
climate change, which influence their travel decisions [13].
B. Prediction in Tourist Domain
Many past research studies have been conducted in order to
predict the tourism demand. A comparative study made by [14]
to forecast the tourism demand in Turkey using data mining
techniques based on regression modelling. The techniques used
include multiple linear regression (MLR), multilayer
perceptron (MLP) regression, and support vector regression
(SVR). The author in [14] used monthly data points for their
study, unlike previous studies which usually uses yearly or
quarterly data. The author in [14] decided to choose these
regression models because of the nonlinear mapping
capabilities. In addition, the conventional methods like these
models are more efficient to use for data that are likely to
pattern the trends, seasonality, and cyclicality. SVR originated
from a machine learning model hence a support-vector
machine (SVM) can work for regression tasks and is suggested
in order to forecast tourism demand. Unlike most conventional
neural network model, SVR applies the theory of structural risk
minimization which based on the idea of empirical risk
minimization, to minimize the upper limit of the generalization
error, instead of minimizing the error in training [15-17].

As many researchers used economic factors as the
contribution to the demands, some researchers [10-12]
observed the tourist’s web search behavior by using Google
Trends data. Specific keywords were identified for web
scraping related to tourism activities, such as “skiing”, “skiing
in sweden” or “sweden skiing” or “ski sweden” [10].
Meanwhile, [12] made use of these keywords: “destination”,
“destination + guide”, “destination + travel guides”,
“destination + tickets”, “destination + weather”, depending on
the tourism destination, strategy, ticket price, scenic spots,
weather, and accommodation, among many other factors. At
the end, 50 initial keywords related to the decision-making
process were selected [11]. Due to the time gaps between web
search activity and tourist arrivals, this new approach is truly
relevant. Web‑based data sources, such as search engine traffic,
often have a natural relationship with tourism demand. Because
of strong interest in certain tourism destinations, potential
tourists for instance, browse websites extensively before
visiting these destinations.

A research on tourists visit in the province of West Sumatra
was done using MLR and Artificial Neural Network (ANN)
[25] with inflation rates and Rupiah exchange rates. The results
show an impressive accuracy within 96 to 99 percent. Other
researchers from Indonesia made use of seven independent
variables including the characteristics of foreign tourists (sex,
age, occupation/profession, length of stay, nationality, purpose
of visit, and accommodation) to identify the effect on total
expenditure [26]. They also found that American and European
tourists contributed to the largest average of the total
expenditure for vacation purpose. Regression tree was used by
[27] to segment the tourist length of stay in Barbados, with
socio-demographic profile of the tourist, trip-related
characteristics, distance, and economic conditions in the source
country. Another study on tourism to model the revenue from
international tourism using the foreign trade balance of the
country shows the positive correlation in Azerbaijan example
[28]. The result also showed that tourism will increase the
country’s foreign trade turnover. More advanced methods were
explored in tourism domain in China [29] with social
evaluation index as the attributes and hybrid methods of back
propagation and fuzzy as the model.

In other study, climate change is an additional factor to
know the relationship with tourism demand. Research by [13]
was conducted regarding the dimension of climate change in
Malaysia based on tourists’ perception. Generally, Malaysia
has an equatorial climate. Extreme weather and seasonality are
commonly related with climate change in Malaysia.
Temperature, rainfall, and, to a smaller extent, wind are all
examples of extreme weather factors. Seasonality, on the other
hand, is always linked to the dry and wet (monsoon) seasons.
The main variables for this factor are the average temperature
and the average precipitation. The weather in Malaysia is hot
and humid all year with Malaysia's average daily temperature
ranges from 21°C to 32°C. Precipitation is the measure of the
falling water from the sky which is the rainfall. The findings of

Another angle on predicting tourism trend is by looking at
the flow of tourists’ movement in a specified area, as studied
by [30-31]. Usage of user-generated content assisted in
narrowing down specific criteria to forecast tourism demand
apart from projecting possible point-of-interest for tourists
[30]. By creating trajectory graphs on past data, the study by
[30] yield a better result than traditional machine-learning
based algorithms for forecasting the next tourist movement,
which is useful for predicting tourism demand in certain areas.
While the study by [31] focuses more on statistical-based
techniques, they applied statistical method with BPNN model
(SMBPNN) on variously collected data such as historical
tourism flow, weather, and temperature. Their hybrid model
which combines statistical technique with neural network
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suggested an improvement of forecast as compared to standalone neural network models [31].
The methodology used by other researcher suggested using
various techniques and at the same time, incorporating a multidimensional dataset. Hence for this study, an integrated dataset
were created from various sources that will be described later
in this paper. The suitability of the techniques with the
available real-world dataset was also considered; hence this
study will be focusing on application of regression techniques.
In the rest of the paper, we first provide some necessary
background of proposed modelling methods in Section II, and
the data source and evaluation are discussed in Section III. The
experimental results are demonstrated and discussed in
Section IV. Finally, the conclusion and future works are
explained in Section V.
II. MODELLING METHODS FOR REGRESSION
Regression analysis is used for predicting real values, for
instance, to forecast the daily sales of the business which
makes the number of sales as the target or dependent variable.
To determine the relationship between the variables of interest,
the data collected will be trained using a regression model. In
order to determine the optimal model, Goodness-of-fit
measurements, such as the square of the correlation coefficient
(r² or squared correlation), was used to examine the scatter of
data points around the fitted value. The number denoted the
percentage of variance in one variable that can be explained by
the other. The higher the r² score, the more precise the
prediction. However, the number does not tell how precise the
forecasts were in the dependent variable's units.
A. Multiple Linear Regression
Multiple Linear Regression (MLR) aims to model the linear
relationship between the independent (explanatory) variables
and dependent (response) variables, whereas simple linear
regression only has a single input to estimate the value of the
coefficients used in data representation. MLR model helps to
predict an outcome based on multiple explanatory variables
provided with details [18]. The representation of multiple
linear regression will be like the following:
𝑌 = 𝑎0 + 𝑎1 𝑥1 + . . . + 𝑎𝑛 𝑥𝑛

(1)

In which Y refers to the dependent variables, x 1 , …, x n
represent independent variables, a 1 , …, a n as regression
coefficients, and a 0 is y-intercept (a constant term).

By measuring slope and regression coefficients, it can be
represented in the form of mathematical equations in multiple
linear regression. Using the regression coefficient formula, the
intensity and direction of the relationship between the two
variables can be calculated [19]. Hence when comparing with
simple linear regression, MLR perform better with less error
rate. Moreover, multiple regression can be implemented in
linear and non-linear modelling. Multiple regression is based
on the statement that there is a linear relationship between both
dependent and independent variables, where no assumption
was made for major correlation between the independent
variables [18-20].

B. Support Vector Regression
Support-vector regression (SVR) comes from a machine
learning model namely the support-vector machine (SVM).
SVM can work for regression tasks and is suggested in order to
forecast tourism demand. SVM is a class of linear algorithms
that can be used for classification, regression, density
estimation, novelty detection, and other applications. SVM
uses classification techniques to build a predictive model
where its algorithm’s main purpose is to find a hyperplane in
an N-dimensional space that distinctly classify the data points.
Separating two classes of data points may lead to many
possible hyperplanes. The hyperplane equation is reflected in
(2) and in Fig. 1:
𝑤
��⃗ ∙ 𝑥⃗ + 𝑏 = 0

(2)

where w is a weight vector, x is input vector and b is bias.
SVM searches for the hyperplane with the largest margin in
separating the circle objects and square objects with minimum
classification error.

An optimal network structure can be achieved by SVR on
the basis of the theory of structural risk minimization which the
margin of the hyperplane will be maximized [15, 21]. The
main differences between Least Square Support Vector
Machine (LSSVM) and SVM is that LSSVM includes the
equality of constraints instead of the inequalities, and it is
based on the least squares cost function [22]. SVR has been
successfully implemented to solve forecasting problems in
many fields, such as financial time series (stock index and
exchange rate) forecasting, engineering and software
(production values and reliability) forecasting, atmospheric
science forecasting, electric load forecasting and commodity
demand forecasting [16].
The SVR model has been successfully applied to forecast
tourist arrivals too. Empirical research has shown that the
choice of the parameters in an SVR model significantly
influences the accuracy of forecasting. SVR solves the
problems of estimation, classification, and nonlinearity via its
loss function [17]. Tourism data often exhibit nonlinear
characteristics, with SVR widely used in the tourism demand
forecast. Low speed, however, is the key drawback of SVR in
the training process [23], due to various hyperparameters
setting in the model. Some inappropriate SVR parameters
allow for the occurrences of overfitting or underfitting
problem.
B1

b11
b12

Fig. 1. The Hyperplanes for Two Classes of Objects [21].
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C. Decision Tree Regression
Decision tree algorithm that has been used for classification
or regression predictive modelling problems is called
Classification and Regression Trees (CART). Decision Tree is
one of the classifiers in supervised learning algorithm with a
tree-like structure. It consists of root, interior, and leaf nodes in
which the outcomes are represented at leaf node. CART is
relatively straight-forward for prediction making. The
algorithm works through multiple iterations until the tree is
able to predict a proper value for the data point. Among the
benefits of using CART algorithm is that it is easy to
understand, less data cleaning process, non-linearity does not
affect the output of the model, and the number of hyperparameters to be tuned is almost null [21, 24]. The drawback is
that it may have an overfitting problem, but which can be
solved using the Random Forest algorithm.
The split attribute in the tree is chosen based on the
standard deviation for the independent variable and dependent
variable (outcome), and the formula for the standard deviation
based on an attribute x as shown in equation (3):
����)2
∑(𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥

𝑆(𝑥) = �

(3)

𝑛

where, S is standard deviation, x i is the value of the
attribute, x ̅ is the mean value of x and n is the record of x.

The standard deviation reduction is based on the decrease
in standard deviation after a dataset is split on an attribute.
Construction of a decision tree is basically finding an attribute
that have the highest standard deviation reduction (SDR),
where according to the calculation in equation (3) as the most
homogeneous branch. In other words, the standard deviation of
the target will be compared to different standard deviation of
each independent variables in the dataset.
III. DATA SOURCE AND MODEL EVALUATION
A. Data Preparation
The data collection is obtained from different sources
which are opened to both public and private use. This research
study used monthly data points with observation period from
year 2012 until 2018. The first dataset collected was from
Google Trends, which is a search trends feature that displays
the frequency with which a certain search term is entered into
Google's search engine in relation to the site's total search
volume over time. There are six keywords or search term used
for this study: 1) “Taman Negara”, 2) “taman negara
accommodation”, 3) “taman negara resort”, 4) “taman negara
canopy walkway”, 5) “Cuti Cuti Malaysia”, and 6) “visit
Malaysia”.
The second dataset was retrieved from the Federal Reserve
Bank of St. Louis (FRED) where the dataset recorded monthly
currency exchange rate with units of Malaysian Ringgit to One
U.S. Dollar. The third dataset was extracted from Visual
Crossing website that provides historical weather public data.
To generate the worldwide weather observation database, the
website processes millions of hourly weather observations
from thousands of observation stations. However, the dataset
extracted from the website is in weekly frequency. Hence, the
need to calculate the monthly frequency of average attributes

were done using the formula of average in Microsoft Excel.
The attributes extracted from the source are Location, Date and
Time, Maximum Temperature (degC), Minimum Temperature
(degC), Temperature (degC), Heat Index (degC), Chance
Precipitation (%), Precipitation (mm), Wind Speed (kph),
Wind Direction, Wind Gust (kph), Visibility (km), Cloud
Cover, Relative Humidity, and Conditions. However, for this
research process, only two attributes were selected:
1) Temperature (degC); 2) Precipitation (mm).
The last and most important dataset is the total visitors’
arrival to Taman Negara Pahang, Malaysia. This public dataset
was found in a Malaysia Open Data Portal at data.gov.my.
However, the data is in a yearly term basis and only covers
data from the year 2012 until 2018. Thus, an additional data
obtained from Jabatan Perlindungan Hidupan Liar dan Taman
Negara (PERHILITAN) Pahang was used to identify the
monthly number of visitors to Taman Negara Pahang. Since
the data collected for this research were huge and obtained
from different sources hence making it unstructured, data
transformation process needed to be done. Data preprocessing
is the process of changing the variety of raw dataset into one
dataset suitable to be used in software such as RapidMiner. For
this study, the regression modelling was done with the help of
data analytics software tool, RapidMiner. Fig. 2 shows the
conceptual framework for the regression modelling that
illustrated the source of data, independent variables, and
dependent variables. The variables for the observation period
(year 2012-2018) were Date, Currency Exchange, Visit
Malaysia, Cuti Cuti Malaysia, Taman Negara, Taman Negara
accommodation, Taman Negara Resort, Taman Negara canopy
walkway, Average Temperature, Average Precipitation and
Total of visitors.
B. Model Evaluation
For this study, a comparison was made between three
predictive models, namely Multiple Linear Regression (MLR),
Support-Vector Regression (SVR), and Decision Tree
Regression (DTR), as shown in Fig. 3. Among the important
tasks conducted were data preparation from four data sources:
data preprocessing, training and testing data split, modeling
with three algorithms, and finally evaluation and deployment.
The model development in this research study used
RapidMiner’s default values. The comparison was measured
based on the models’ performances by manipulating the
sampling type and number of folds in cross validation.
The RMSE (Root Mean Squared Error) is the square root of
the variance of the residuals. It indicates the absolute fit of the
model to the data–how close the observed data points are to the
model’s predicted values. While squared_correlation is a
relative measure of fit, RMSE is an absolute measure of fit.
Thus, the lower the values of RMSE, the better it is. The
formula for Root Mean Square Error (RSME) is as in (4),
�∑𝑛𝑖=𝑏(𝑋𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 − 𝑋𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙 )2

(4)

where, x actual is an observed value and x model is the
predicted value.
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Source

Independent Variables

FRED

Currency Exchange

Dependent
Variables

Google
Trends

Visit Malaysia, Cuti Cuti
Malaysia, Taman Negara,
Taman Negara accommodation,
Taman Negara Resort, Taman
Negara canopy walkway,

Regression
Model

Keywords:

Total of
visitors

Weather:
Visual
Crossing

Fig. 4. Google Trend Hits.

Average Temperature, Average
Precipitation
a.
b.

FRED: https://fred.stlouisfed.org/categories/15

Visual Crossing: https://www.visualcrossing.com/

Fig. 2. Conceptual Framework of Tourist Visit Regression Model.

• Second dataset, retrieved from FRED (Federal Reserve
bank of St. Louis) - the dataset recorded monthly
currency exchange rate with units of Malaysian Ringgit
to One U.S. Dollar, for each month from 2012, as in
Fig. 5.

Fig. 5. Daily Currency Exchange.

Fig. 3. The Overview of Processes Involved in the Study.

Another useful measure to determine the optimal model is
goodness-of-fit measurements, such as the square of the
correlation coefficient (r² or squared_correlation). This
measure is used to examine the scattered-locations of data
points around the fitted value. The number denotes the
percentage of variance in one variable that can be explained by
the other. The higher the r² score, the more precise the
prediction. It does not, however, tell how precise the forecasts
are in the dependent variable's units.
IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
This section presents the results and provides a discussion
based on the outlined framework given in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3.
A. Data Description
The final dataset was constructed based on the following
data sources:
• The Google Trends dataset, in Fig. 4 recorded 504 data
which were generated from monthly frequency of year
2012 until year 2018 for six related keywords, as
mentioned in section 3 (12 months/year × 7 years × 6
keywords = 504 data).

• Third dataset, extracted from Visual Crossing website
which provides historical weather public data. To
generate the worldwide weather observation database,
the website processes millions of hourly weather
observations from thousands of observation stations.
However, the dataset extracted from the website is in
weekly frequency.
• Fourth dataset consists of the number of visitors in
Taman Negara National Park, including nearby places
and Gunung Tahan from Malaysia Open Data Portal by
yearly and PERHILITAN Pahang, by monthly, starting
from January till December, as in Table I. The highest
number of visitors found was in March.
Based on the gathered information, the final dataset
consists of 11 variables or attributes with 84 rows of monthly
data points for the observation period (year 2012-2018). The
variables/columns are observation date (month), Currency
exchange, the six keywords: Visit Malaysia, Cuti Cuti
Malaysia, Taman Negara, Taman Negara accommodation,
Taman Negara Resort and Taman Negara canopy walkway,
Average Temperature, Average Precipitation and Total
Visitors. The Fig. 6 shows the snippets of 10 rows from 2012
as the sample of the real dataset used in the study.
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TABLE I.

THE VISITORS OF TAMAN NEGARA

No

Month

Nearby places

Gunung Tahan

Total

1

January

991

3

58

-

1052

2

February

1347

6

50

-

1403

3

Mac

1850

46

55

18

1969

4

April

823

28

119

-

970

5

May

1260

7

106

12

1385

6

June

1296

23

157

35

1511

7

July

855

19

12

2

888

8

August

1479

40

112

-

1631

9

September

1387

20

125

-

1532

10

October

1361

13

188

-

1562

11

November

1080

-

5

-

1085

12

December

574

-

-

-

Total

574
15562

Open Data: https://www.data.gov.my/

Fig. 8. The Graph for Average Temperature and Average Precipitation from
2012 Till 2018.

In Fig. 8, the average temperature and average precipitation
are presented from 2012 till 2018, with gathered information
from Visual Crossing. The average temperature is between 25
and 30 degrees Celsius. Here, the precipitation shows the
highest value in 2015 and the lowest are shown to be present in
every year, due to the dry season that occurs in the respective
years.
Fig. 9 illustrates the graph of total visitors in every month
to the Taman Negara from 2012 till 2018. The total number of
visitors continuously changed over time.

Fig. 6. Sample of Merged Dataset.

Meanwhile Fig. 7 to 10 show statistical measures of
selected attribute. In Fig. 6, the currency exchange is
represented in real value, while for the six keywords (Visit
Malaysia, Cuti Cuti Malaysia, Taman Negara, Taman Negara
accommodation, Taman Negara Resort and Taman Negara
canopy walkway) are represented as the count of the words
mentioned every month. The count of word “Taman Negara
accommodation” being mentioned were found to be more as
compared to other words. The total number of word count in
the dataset is as shown in Fig. 10, with “Visit Malaysia” being
the highest count and “Taman Negara canopy walkway” as the
lowest count.

Fig. 9. The Graph for Monthly Total Visitors from 2012 Till 2018.

Fig. 10. Count of Words related to Taman Negara.

A total of 30 experiments were performed by tuning five
different numbers of folds with two types of sampling in three
predictive models (5×2×3 = 30). The comparison table shows
the overall performance recorded during the experiment for the
modelling.
B. Multiple Linear Regression Results
The best model, multiple linear regression, resulted with
the RMSE values of 2545.977 and the values of r² is 0.276
which is the highest value with linear sampling among four
models, as shown in Table II. Thus, linear regression equation
for the best model is as the following:
Fig. 7. Statistical Measures for Currency Exchange Rate and Count of the
Keywords Searched in Google.
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Predicted (Total Visitors) = - 631.866 * Currency
exchange
+ 7.229 * visit malaysia: (Worldwide)
- 9.240 * Cuti Cuti Malaysia (Worldwide)
+ 113.991 * Taman Negara: (Malaysia)
- 7.465 * taman negara accommodation: (Malaysia)
- 2.319 * taman negara resort: (Malaysia)
+ 5.474 * taman negara canopy walkway: (Malaysia)
+ 1062.211 * Average Temperature
- 20.455 * Average Precipitation
TABLE II.

LINEAR REGRESSION MODELLING

Sampling method

RMSE

r2

Linear Sampling (k = 10)

2624.972

0.301

Linear Sampling (k = 8)

2545.977

0.276

Shuffled Sampling (k = 10)

2570.164

0.227

Shuffled Sampling (k = 4)

2591.315

0.162

Based on the lowest RSME, the best SVR is when linear
sampling done with k = 4, at 3278.578, though the r2 is the
lowest among the other experiments.

D. Support Vector Regression Results
The Support Vector Regression produces an average result
between Multiple Linear Regression and Decision Tree
Regression. Table IV displays the best result for linear
sampling and shuffled sampling. Based on the lowest RSME,
the best SVR is at linear sampling with k = 9, at 2727.532 and
the r2 is the second best among the experiments conducted.
TABLE IV.

C. Decision Tree Regression Results and Rules
Modeling of decision tree resulted in a set of rules
represented in a tree-like structure. Each node corresponds to a
splitting rule for a single attribute. Fig. 11 shows the extracted
tree and the conditions of each predicted total of tourist visit.
Table III shows the result of RMSE and r² for the decision tree
regression, in which the RMSE is higher as compared to
multiple linear regression. As can be seen, average temperature
and the count of the keywords appeared to be among the
important variables.

SUPPORT VECTOR REGRESSION MODELLING RESULTS

Sampling Method

RMSE

r2

Linear Sampling
(k = 9)

2727.532

0.286

Linear Sampling
(k = 10)

2749.607

0.306

Shuffled Sampling
(k = 9)

2741.599

0.234

Shuffled Sampling
(k = 10)

2741.599

0.234

E. Best Model Deployment
Selection of best model is measured by the lowest RMSE
value and the highest value of the squared correlation between
the predicted and the actual values. The experiment proved that
the decision tree model displayed a weak performance for this
research study as it produced a greater error as compared to
other model at any parameters tuning. Between MLR and
SVR, the error produced in MLR is almost the lowest, but the
squared correlation value is lesser than the SVR model.
Additionally, the cross-validation with number of folds, k = 8
for the linear sampling type indicated the best model is MLR
which outperforms SVR and Decision Tree. The assumption is
made that the number of folds is depending on the number of
instances in the dataset and the sampling type is based on the
problem model, which in this study the input is the linear
problem to find the relationship between these variables.

Fig. 11. Rules Extracted from the Decision Tree Regression.
TABLE III.

DECISION TREE REGRESSION MODELLING RESULTS

Sampling Method

RMSE

r2

Linear Sampling
(k = 4)

3278.578

0.07

Linear Sampling
(k = 9)

3474.772

0.104

Shuffled Sampling
(k = 4)

3424.049

0.096

Shuffled Sampling
(k = 9)

3570.849

0.058
Fig. 12. The Graph of Real (Actual) Value and Predicted Value of Total
Visitors.
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park. Other study can also be performed such as the length of
stay and recommended activities based on the tourists’ profiles.
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Fig. 13. The Graph of Prediction until 2030.

[1]

Fig. 12 represents the real (actual) value of visitors and the
predicted value of visitors by using multiple linear regression.
The advantage of using multiple linear regressions is that when
given values in decimal point, the results can be easily
interpreted by the decision maker. The graph also visualizes
clearly the gap between actual and predicted value of the
visitors. Subsequently, Fig. 13 shows the predicted total
number of visitors until 2030 with some simulated values for
each variable in the best MLR model. In future, this research
can be extended by providing the estimated values for each
relevant variable, and the predicted total number of visitors can
then be stipulated to the tourist management.

[2]
[3]

[4]
[5]

[6]

V. CONCLUSION
This paper presented the implementation of regression
models, namely Multiple Linear Regression (MLR), Support
Vector Regression (SVR) and Decision Tree Regression
(DTR). A set of variables were constructed based on the
selected keywords, the currency exchange and the weather
variables for predicting the number of total visitors. The
experiments conducted had indicated that these regression
algorithms were able to predict the total number of visitors to
Taman Negara National Park. The results for the experiments
after tuning of parameters demonstrated an improved accuracy
of the models since it can control the complexity, which
indirectly prevented from overfitting of the model. In this
study, the linear problem (input) discovered was to find the
relationship between the factors affecting the demand for the
total number of visitors to Taman Negara National Park.
Multiple Linear Regression model with linear sampling
type and 8-fold cross validation approach appeared to be the
best model. The experiments showed that the best parameters
setting was based on the instances of the dataset itself.
Consequently, some suggestions for future works to improve
the quality of the research study were identified. Firstly, the use
of advanced visualization tools to work with real-time data to
the dashboard can be applied. Next, more data ought to be
collected to produce a better performance of predictive models,
such as different keywords and any other related campaigns.
Lastly, the use of hybrid machine learning and optimization
algorithms can be considered to optimize the parameter tuning
for better accuracy. The developed model is useful to the
tourism management, for predicting the number of visitors to
Taman Negara National Park, Malaysia. The tourism
management as the user can improve their operations by
making a strategic decision making based on the predicted
outcomes. If the tourism destination can operate more
smoothly, the visitors can reap the benefits from the
meaningful experience they received when visiting the national
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Abstract—The researches show that software quality depends
on Functional Requirements (FR) and Non-Functional
Requirements (NFR). The developers identify NFR attributes by
interviewing stakeholders. The difficulty in identifying NFR
attributes makes quality requirements often ignored. The basic
concept of software quality measurements is the quality
measuring of the software product. During product-based quality
measurement, the potential of software development process
repetition will occur. Factors measuring software product
quality are not suitable for NFR identification. These differences
result in the software development process repeating itself and
additional costs. This research proposes easy NFR attributes
identification using FR characters. The NFR and FR tightly
relations are obtained by extending the NFR measurement at
ISO/IEC25023 to programming coding level, then generalizing to
get the FR character. The generalization uses the Grounded
Theory method. The result is the NFR attributes identification
method using FR character based on ISO/IEC 25023. The analyst
or programmer can identify the NFR attributes from the FR
using the FR character in the requirements stage. This research
produces an NFR Identification Method that has been validated
by experimenting with several programmers and experts. Tests
on programmers identify NFR using the FR character method.
The test is to see the level of similarity of the resulting NFR. The
result of the test shows level similarity upper 75%.
Keywords—Non functional requirements;
ISO/IEC 25023; NFR identification

I.

FR

character;

INTRODUCTION

Software development success requires quality
measurement results of the software product. The Software
quality measurements base ISO/IEC 25023 is a complete
software product quality measurements [1]. The quality
classification of the software in ISO/IEC 9126 [2] updated
ISO/IEC 25023 [1] is the NFR attributes classification. NFR
attributes identification awareness determines the quality of
software products. NFR Identification affects the resulting
software product [3], [4]. Failure of NFR attributes
identification may be repeatable in the software development
process [5], [6]. The results of the NFR attributes
identification determine the success of the software product
[7], [8]. This paper shows that awareness for the NFR
attributes identification is essential. The problem of improper
NFR identification causes dissatisfaction with product quality,

resulting in repetition of the software development process
and increasing costs.
The broad meaning of quality towards software products
has prompted several studies to classify NFR. Several
researchers have solved the problem of NFR identification
using the NFR Classification [5] [9]. Problems arise again in
determining an unambiguous NFR classification
[10].
Developers based on the Agile method need NFR
identification quickly and precisely. The problem software
developments are NFR attributes identification suitable with
software quality measurements. This research uses ISO/IEC
25023 as a basis so that the process of quality identification
and measurement has the same reference. How to NFR
attributes identification use ISO/IEC 25023?.
This research aims to develop ISO/IEC 25023 for NFR
attributes identification. This Research in ISO/IEC 25023
extended the measurement function to the programming
coding level. The generalization programming code to get FR
character use grounded theory. The research is NFR attributes
and FR character tightly relations. The result of this research
is the NFR attributes identification method using FR
character. This research on the NFR identification process
uses FR characters based on ISO/IEC 25023. NFR attributes
identification testing uses the FR character on several
programmers. The result of the test is to determine the level of
similarity of the NFR attributes obtained above 75%. This
research method is open coding stage, axial data stage,
selective coding stage, forming theory stage, and memoing.
Writing systematic of this paper is abstract, introduction,
related works, research method (the generalization use
grounded theory), discuss, conclusion, acknowledgments, and
reference. The grounded theory method consists of stages
open coding, axial coding, selective coding, and forming
theory.
Forming of theory determines NFR attributes
identification formulation method and NFR attributes method
testing.
II. RELATED WORK
Yusop identifies NFR attributes used resulting qualitative
research with an interview from 5 developers. So, the
qualitative research result is NFR attribute classification [11].
Sharma, problem-solving the NFR attributes identification
uses automatization detection. The Algoritma automation
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detection uses NFR attributes categorization and classification
based on semantic patterns [6]. Singh use ISO/IEC 9126
standard for NFR attributes categorization dan classification
[12]. Li uses the quality specification of domain and
subdomain for NFR attributes classification [13]. Chung
classifies NFR attributes from several studies literature such as
RADC (Rome Air Development Center), Sommerville, Mac
Calls, Matsumoto, Grady, and others. Some studies classify
NFR based on software products [5]. Kaur develops
integration of the NFR attributes and formal reference model
for the NFR classification [14]. NFR attributes classification
uses quantitative NFR with questioners for minimizing
ambiguity [15].

characteristics (Table II). The third stage is selective coding.
The stage is the selecting and comparing of data programming
code characteristics, it is the generalization process. The
process of generalization results NFR attributes and FR
characters relationship (Table III). The fourth is forming
theory. This stage is the formation theory to NFR attributes
and FR characters relation. The forming theory stage is
formulation to NFR identification method (Fig. 2) and testing
result (Fig. 3). The Fifth stage is memoing. The memoing
stage record of this research to a paper journal.

Chung presents a goal-object pattern framework. That
framework uses a model-driven by way of UML metamodel
extension. The framework is capturing and reusing FR and
NFR knowledge of the small-scale application [16]. Singh
identifies NFR attributes using NFR attributes classification
with different thematic roles based on ISO 9126 quality
factors [12]. Kassab makes metamodel by tracing NFR
attributes and FR relation based on strong interdependencies
[17]. Farid identifies NFR attributes, its using risk-driven
algorithms to the prioritization scheme [18]. Liu develops
automatization to detect conflict of the NFR attributes
evaluation.
NFR classification approach uses ontology
realizing with metamodel based on cause-effect and inferences
knowledge [19].
The determination of the NFR classification so as not to be
confused needs to be standardized. ISO/IEC issued standards
for the quality classification and measurement of product
quality in ISO/IEC9126 [2]. ISO/IEC9126 updated by
ISO/IEC 25023 [1]. The NFR classification according to ISO /
IEC 25023 is functionality suitability, performance efficiency,
compatibility, usability, reliability, security, maintenance, and
portability [1].
Several researchers made improvements to the method
stages of the Agile Method to be able to identify NFR.
Lawrence Chung uses approaches of modeling and techniques
to explain software requirements.[20]. Farid, Agile processes
use a risk priority approach with the Non-functional
Requirements Planning (NORPLAN) method [18]. Domah
uses the NERV methodology to obtain NFR artifacts on the
User Story Card, the NAI (NERV Agility Index) score, and so
on [21].
III. RESEARCH METHOD
This research generalization process of NFR attributes
classification uses the Delon-style Grounded Theory method
(Fig. 1) [22]. The first stage is open coding. The open coding
stage is collecting and identifying data. The data is from the
results of the SLR [23], updating papers, and ISO/IEC 25023
files. The results in this stage are NFR attributes measurement
identification and classification (Table I) based on ISO / IEC
25023 standards. The Second stage is axial data. This stage is
marking or tagging the measurement functions with
programming codes. The result axial coding stage is the
classification of NFR attribute measurements and the
extension of the measurement function to code programming

Fig. 1. Delon-style Grounded Theory [22].

IV. RESULTS
A. Open Coding
Referring to SLA takes the condition of the established
attributes NFR. That refers standard of software quality. This
research uses ISO/IEC 25023 as an international standard
product quality software. The measuring factors for software
product quality in ISO/IEC 25023 are NFR attributes [24].
ISO/IEC 25023 is a software product quality standard. The
elements of quality measures determine measurement
functions. Software quality measurement in this way can
determine the quantification, characteristics, and subcharacteristics of quality. System and software product quality
programs explain that quality measures follow quality
characteristics in evaluating internally or externally.
The result of quality measurement identification has eight
NFR attributes. The eight NFR attributes in ISO/IEC 25023
are
functional
suitability,
performance
efficiency,
compatibility, usability, reliability, security, maintainability,
portability. Each attribute is classified and specified into
several measurement functions. The ISO/IEC 25023 file on
page 10 is an example of measuring performance on Time
behavior with specifications for measuring mean response
time, response time adequacy, mean turnaround time, and
turnaround time. The measurement function has measures the
quality of the software product and characteristics of quality.
The result of quality measurement identification is the
example in Table I.
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TABLE I.

Specifications

NFR ATTRIBUTE MEASUREMENT FUNCTION BASED ON ISO/IEC25023 (EXAMPLE: FUNCTIONAL SUITABILITY AND PART OF PERFORMANCE
EFFICIENCY)
Subspecifications

Measurement Function
Measurements

Measurement Characteristics

NFR1. Functional Suitability
NFR1.1.
F. Completeness

NFR1.1.1.
F. Completeness

What proportion of the specified functions
has been implemented?

NFR1.2.
F. Correctness

NFR1.2.1.
F. Correctness

What proportion of functions provides the
correct results?

NFR1.3.1.
FA of usage
objective

What proportion of the functions required by
the user provides appropriate outcomes to
achieve a specific usage objective?

NFR1.3.2.
FA of system

What proportion of the functions required by
the user to achieve their objectives provides
appropriate outcomes?

NFR1.3. F.
Appropriateness
(FA)

1) All FR has boolean value (yes/no=1/0)
2) The Unit of Number FR
3) Number of FR codes that have been made
4) Number of FR encodings that work
5) The number of FR accordance with the function of the actor
6) The number of FR has conformity to the system (average for
point (5))

NFR2. Performance Efficiency

NFR2.1.
Time Behaviour

NFR2.2. Resource
Utilization

NFR2.1.1.
Mean response
time

How long is the mean time taken by the
system to respond to a user task or system
task?

NFR2.1.2.
Response Time
Adequate

How well does the system response time
meet the specified target?

NFR2.1.3.
Mean turnaround
time

What is the meantime taken for the
completion of a job or an asynchronous
process?

NFR2.1.4.
Turnaround Time

How well does the turnaround time meet the
specified targets?

NFR2.1.5.
Mean Throughput
Time

What is the mean number of jobs completed
per unit time?

1) This unit is the number of data transfers per time (number of
data every ms)
2) Throughput time is the time needed to start transferring some
data to completion to the destination
3) Average throughput time

NFR2.2.1.
Mean processor
utilization

How much processor time is used to execute
a given set of tasks compared to the operation
time?

1) The unit of time, ms (millisecond)
2) Processor time is time used to execute a given set of tasks
3) Operation time to perform the tasks
4) Time required for 1 task to perform arithmetic OR logic
functions
5) Mean processor time

NFR2.2.2.
Mean memory
utilization

How much memory is used to execute a
given set of tasks compared to the available
memory?

1) Unit size of memory (byte)
2) Size of memory used to perform series of task
3) Average for point (2)
4) Size of memory available

NFR2.2.3.
Mean I/O device
utilization

How much of the I/O device's busy time is
used to perform a given set of tasks
compared to the I/O operation time?

1) Unit of time (ms)
2) The time of I/O device used to perform a series of task
3) Time of I/O operation

NFR2.2.4.
Bandwidth
utilization
NFR2.3.1.
Transaction
processing
capacity
NFR2.3.
Capacity

What proportion of the available bandwidth
is utilized to perform a given set of tasks?
How many transactions can be processed per
unit time?

1) Unit of time is ms (millisecond)
2) Response time is the time of the page to page
3) Average of response time

1)Unit of Time is ms (millisecond)
2) Turnaround time is the time of process to one task or process to
asynchronous until the finish
3) Average of turnaround time

1) Unit of bandwidth (bps/bits per second)
2) Size of data (byte) carried to perform a series of tasks per time
(second)
1) Unit number of transaction processes for per time (second)
2) Average of point (1)
3) Transactions related to record in the database (Create, Read,
Update, Delete)

NFR2.3.2.
User access
capacity

How many users can access the system
simultaneously at a certain time?

1) Maximum number of users at the same time
2) Unit number of user

NFR2.3.3.
User access
increase adequacy

How many users can be added successfully
per unit time?

1) Unit number of users per time
2) Acceleration of user growth
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TABLE II.

ID_NFR

EXTENDING FROM MEASUREMENT FUNCTION TO PROGRAMMING CODE (EXAMPLE: PERFORMANCE EFFICIENCY OF THE TIME BEHAVIOR
SPECIFICATION)

Measurement Function
Measurements

Measurement Characteristics

Programming Code

1) Unit of time is ms (millisecond)
2) Response time is the time of the page to page
3) Average of response time

Link, submit, download, upload, back, next

1)Unit of Time is ms (millisecond)
2) Turnaround time is a time of process to one task or
process to asynchronous until the finish
3) Average of turnaround time

Proses CRUD in the database (Create, Read,
Update, Delete)

NFR2. Performance Efficiency
NFR2.1.1.

How long the meantime took by the
system to respond to a user task or
system task is?

NFR2.1.2.

How well does the system response
time meet the specified target?

NFR2.1.3.

What is the meantime taken for the
completion of a job or an
asynchronous process?

NFR2.1.4.

How well does the turnaround time
meet the specified targets?

NFR2.1.5.

What is the mean number of jobs
completed per unit time?

1) This unit is the number of data transfers per time
(number of data every ms)
2) Throughput time is the time needed to start
transferring some data to completion to the destination
3) Average throughput time

Sum of data per unit time for the transfer
process to or from the database (CRUD)

NFR2.2.1.

How much processor time is used to
execute a given set of tasks
compared to the operation time?

1) The unit of time, ms (millisecond)
2) Processor time is time used to execute a given set of
tasks
3) Operation time to perform the tasks
4) Time required for 1 task to perform arithmetic OR
logic functions
5) Mean processor time

1) Process of logic and arithmetic functions
2) Process of mathematics operation (+, -, /, *)
3) Process of logic (<, >, = =, <=, >=)
4) Process of condition functions (IF, FOR,
While, Switch - Case, Do – While)

NFR2.2.2.

How much memory is used to
execute a given set of tasks
compared to the available memory?

1) Unit size of memory (byte)
2) Size of memory used to perform series of task
3) Average for point (2)
4) Size of memory available

Functions of variable OR declaration

NFR2.2.3.

How much of the I/O device's busy
time is used to perform a given set of
tasks compared to the I/O operation
time?

1) Unit of time (ms)
2) The time of I/O device used to perform a series of
task
3) Time of I/O operation

Time used to I/O operation (example, process
to print, download(curl_setopt), upload(fungsi;
input type="file") and scan functional view to
report, tranfering data network)

NFR2.2.4.

What proportion of the available
bandwidth is utilized to perform a
given set of tasks?

1) Unit of bandwidth (bps/bits per second)
2) Size of data (byte) carried to perform a series of
tasks per time (second)

Transmission (variable array)

How many transactions can be
processed per unit time?

1) Unit number of transaction processes for per time
(second)
2) Average of point (1)
3) Transactions related to record in the database
(Create, Read, Update, Delete)

The Number of CRUD function process in the
database

NFR2.3.1.

NFR2.3.2.
NFR2.3.3.

How many users can access the
system simultaneously at a certain
time?
How many users can be added
successfully per unit time?

1) Maximum number of users at the same time
2) Unit number of user

The active user name function

1) Unit number of users per time
2) Acceleration of user growth

B. Axial Coding
This stage performs the preparation of NFR measurements
and decreases from measurement function to programming
coding. The composition of the software quality measurement
is the arrangement of the NFR attributes in Table I. This
research extends from measurement functions to programming
code. This measurement results in a more precise
measurement. That NFR measurement determines FR and
NFR relations. The fragment of an ISO / IEC 25023 file of
Time Behavior Measures in the Measurement Function
column contains the measurement algorithm for that quality.
For example, the measurement algorithm for response time

adequacy on the performance efficiency attribute says Ai = the
time it takes the system to respond. The time needed by the
system to respond has the meaning of time when the user
clicks on a function until the function appears. Simplifies, it is
the span of the time from one page to the next page. The time
has a unit of time in ms (millisecond). The time-span from one
page to another on the measurement translates in the code
programming, namely link, submit, download, upload, back,
next in the code programming column with the id number
NFR2.1.1 in Table II. The result of this stage extends from the
measurement function to the programming code, as shown in
Table II.
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TABLE III.

FUNCTION CHARACTER OF NFR ATTRIBUTE BASED ON
ISO/IEC 25023

No

NFR Attributes

Function Characters

1

Functional Suitability

The function runs according to the actor

2

Performance Efficiency

CRUD (Create, Read, Update, Delete)/
database Process

3

Compatibility

Files Transfer

4

Usability

Make it easier for users and reduce human
error

5

Reliability Measures

Failure/error detection in the system

6

Security

Security at the time of transfer, data,
access rights, and control

7

Maintainability

Module-related functions (reusability, log,
analysis, modification, testability)

8

Portability

Configuring apps; Functions to adapt to
other environments/applications/software
(installations, products)

C. Selecting Coding
The research takes as an example the NFR attributes of
performance efficiency (Table II) with the behavior of time,
resource utilization, and capacity specifications. The table
contains the ID_NFR, measurements, measurement
characteristics, and programming code columns.
Comparison of 2 is the process of CRUD with the process
of arithmetic and logic in line 4 on ID_NFR 2.1.4. The CRUD
process follows some arithmetic and logical process more than
others. The arithmetic and logic processes for measuring
processor speed followed by the CRUD process significantly
affect processes that are not followed by the CRUD process
because there is a process for bringing extensive data from the
database. The arithmetic and logic processes that need to be
measured are those that the CRUD process follows.
Comparison of 3 is the process of CRUD with rows 5,6,7
and 9, on ID_NFR 2.2.1, ID_NFR 2.2.2, ID_NFR 2.2.3,
ID_NFR 2.2.5. These rows have a profound effect on the
process the CRUD process follows. That it can ignore another
process because the process represents that the CRUD process
follows. Performance efficiency measurement for FR
concludes that all FRs have a function for the CRUD process.
The data comparison results show in Table III, namely that
FR's characters have NFR attributes.
D. Forming Theory
The generalization results in Table III show that each FR
character has an NFR attribute. NFR is highly dependent on
the FR. The determination of the NFR attribute is from the
character content in the FR. NFR has a relationship with FR.
Research shows that NFR has tightly coupled with FR. FR has
more than one character means it has more than one NFR
attribute. Each NFR attribute can be on multiple FRs. The
relationship between FR and NFR has cardinality, many to
many, meaning that FR has more than one NFR, and
conversely, NFR has more than one FR. Identification of
quality can be known early based on the FR obtained.
The FR character is the result of the generalization from
the measurement function, as shown in Table III. NFR
attributes can be detected quickly and accurately against FR
by an analyst at the requirements stage. Early identification of
NFR attributes can monitor the quality of functions during the
development process.

Fig. 2. Pseudo Code NFR Identification use FR Character Method.

1) NFR attributes identification method formulation: The
requirements stage is the identification process of FR and
NFR. The determination of the NFR attribute at that stage is
after the FR determination. Determination of NFR attributes
using the FR character (Table III) against the FR. Each FR
will derive NFR attributes based on the characters it contains.
Further research formulates a method for the identification of
NFR attributes using the FR character. The FR from Use Case
Specification (UC Spec) or the FR table is the input. Each FR
determines the content of FR characters in Table III to obtain
NFR attributes. The result is that FR is related to NFR
attributes. Fig. 2 is the NFR identification method algorithm
using the FR character.
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develops NFR attributes categorization and classification to
get NFR attributes and FR characters integration.

Fig. 3. The Result of the Similarity Level of NFR Attributes Identification.

2) NFR attributes identification method testing: Testing
the NFR attribute identification method to determine the level
of similarity of the programmers to determine the NFR
attributes to their FR. The testing used the samples of 3 web
applications based on PHP and MySQL, namely e-HRM,
electronic Tax Dispute Power of Attorney (e_TDPA),
Electronic DSS Renovation of Indonesian Mosques (e-DSS
Mosques Renovation). The study identified FR in all three
applications according to its SRS. The research identified the
FR of the SRS documents in each application, then arranged
them in the FR table. The programmer uses the FR character
table guide to fill in the NFR attributes contained in each FR.
The research uses the samples of 5 programmers. The test
results show the similarity level of NFR attributes above 75%
(Fig. 3). These results indicate that the programmers have a
high common perception of NFR attributes.
V. DISCUSSION
Pratama determined software quality using ISO/IEC
25010. He assessed software quality of 8 attributes using
Black-Box testing, stress testing, and questioner of the 100
respondents. And then leveling of the 8 attributes used AHP
[25]. This research for software quality using ISO/IEC 25023
standard of software quality product. That standard measure to
suitable between software product quality with requirements.
ISO/IEC 25010 is the family of 250n standards. ISO/IEC
25010 is measurements to software quality model and
ISO/IEC 25023 is measurements to software product quality.
Yusop classified NFR attributes based on qualitative research
results [11]. Sharma classified NFR attributes only
performance, availability, and security is not using an
international standard, Li used quality specifications into
domain and subdomain [13], and Singh used ISO/IEC 9126
[6], [26]. Kaur classified NFR attributes with NFR attributes
and formal reference relations. The Formal References are
domain knowledge, customer requirements, specification,
programming platform, and machine [14]. This research NFR
attributes categorization and classification use ISO/IEC 25023
that is updating from ISO/IEC 9126. Then, the research

Chung identified the requirements to use the objectiveobject pattern of FR and NFR relations. The knowledge
patterns have format from the experience of several
applications samples [16]. Farid used a risk-driven algorithm
for NFR attributes identification [18]. Liu detected NFR
attribute conflict using ontology realization. This research
NFR attributes identification used the FR characters approach.
Kassab used an understanding of NFR attributes and FR
relationships for the detection of NFR attributes [17]. This
research uses NFR attributes and FR relation with FR
characters approach. Research identifies NFR attributes based
on the character from FR. Each FR has characters. FR
character comes from NFR attributes categorization and
classification based on ISO/IEC 25023 extend. NFR attribute
identification and software quality measurements have the
same based on ISO/IEC 25023. The result of software quality
measurements suite requirements.
VI. CONCLUSION
ISO/IEC 25023 is a standard for measuring software
product quality. This research succeeded in constructing the
FR character from ISO/IEC25023 for the NFR Identification
Method. The FR character to identify the NFR attribute of
each FR that has the characters. FR character and
measurement of quality software products have the same
basis, namely ISO/IEC 25023. Identification of NFR attributes
using FR character will produce NFR attributes following the
desired quality software product.
FR character is a bridge that connects FR with NFR
quality or attributes. NFR and FR are relations that both have
tightly coupled. Stakeholders are very helpful in determining
NFR attributes without having to interpret the type of software
quality. Programmers can control the quality of built-in
functions while coding these functions. Product software
quality is in line with the same NFR attributes based on
ISO/IEC 25023. Quality control of software before it becomes
a product avoids repeating the software development process
and adding costs. Identifying the right NFR attributes
determines a quality software product. The future research
monitors software quality using FR characters in the Scrum
software development method.
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Abstract—Collaborative business activities have aroused
great interest from organizations because of the benefits they
offer. However, sharing data, services, and resources and
exposing them to external use can prevent organizations involved
in collaboration from being engaged. Therefore, the need for
advanced mechanisms to ensure trust between the different
parties involved is paramount. In this context, blockchain and
smart contracts are promising solutions for performing
choreography processes. However, the seamless integration of
these technologies as non-functional requirements in the design
and implementation phases of inter-organizational collaborative
activities is a challenging task, as reported in the literature.
Consequently, we aim in the proposed approach to extend the
modeling and implementation of the choreography lifecycle
based on service-oriented processes. This is fulfilled by
integrating blockchain transactions and smart contract calls, to
allow collaboration and interoperability between different
entities while guaranteeing trust and auditability. Moreover, to
conduct this extension efficiently we use a BPMN choreography
diagram combined with Finite State Automata to ensure a
meticulous modeling which targets the processes’ internal
interactions. Hyperledger Fabric is used as a permissioned
blockchain for proof-of-concept implementation. A use case of
COVID-19 collaborative processes is used to experiment our
approach, which aims to guarantee a fluid collaboration between
healthcare providers and epidemiological entities at a national
scale in Morocco.
Keywords—Blockchain; inter-organizational collaboration;
choreography; permissioned blockchain; business process
management; COVID-19

I.

INTRODUCTION

Collaborative business activities have aroused great interest
from organizations because of the benefits they offer. This
success is due to the technological advances that the
interconnected digital world has known. However, sharing data,
services, and resources, and exposing them for external use can
prevent organizations involved in the collaboration from being
engaged. Therefore, the need for advanced mechanisms to
ensure trust between the different parties involved is paramount.
In this context, blockchain and smart contracts are promising
solutions for performing choreography processes. They aim to
create effective and secure infrastructures to ease coordination
between interacting organizations, ensuring greater achievement

of common goals, and avoiding data redundancy caused by the
multitude of exchanged messages in conventional schemes.
However, the seamless integration of these technologies as
non-functional requirements (NFRs) [1] in the design and
implementation phases of inter-organizational collaborative
activities is a challenging task, as reported in the literature. This
is the case for the inter-organizational healthcare domain, as an
example, which is characterized by its complexity both in terms
of the management of sensitive data and the heterogeneity of
the activities involved in the collaboration process. Blockchain
can be introduced to overcome the problem of lack of secure
links connecting healthcare organizations including and not
limited to public healthcare centers, private clinical centers,
ministry regulation entities, specialized centers (dental,
laboratory, imagery) and insurance organisms. Moreover, the
privacy property characterizing the blockchain provides
protection either for exchanged data through security policies or
for healthcare professionals‟ identities as participants in the
network.
Blockchain technology has gained attention over the last
few years. It has extended its foundation to cover, in addition to
the commonly known implementations of digital currencies, the
integration of decentralized applications (DApps) [2] in a broad
range of industries. This technology aims to overcome the
reliance on a centralized authority to certify information‟s
integrity and ownership, and provides a platform for
decentralized business logic ensuring transparency and
immutability of exchanged data between the distributed
interacting parties. Advances in this technology have
encouraged organizations to gain confidence in sharing
information with other entities without requiring an
intermediate trust third party [3]. In order to support the control
and exchange of digital assets in the distributed ledger, for
common blockchain infrastructures, smart contracts [4] are
introduced for this purpose. These contracts are defined as
executable programs that allow manipulation of data and
functions within the blockchain. They aim to facilitate, verify,
or negotiate a contract agreement under a set of conditions to
which users agree. When these conditions are met, the
agreement terms are automatically carried out.
In collaborative business processes [5][6], the integration of
smart contracts aims to create an effective and secure
infrastructure dedicated to facilitate collaboration between
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interacting organizations and achieve common goals.
Furthermore, the tamper-proof property and the exhaustivity
provided by the logging characteristic of the blockchain allow
the interacting organizations to track who, what, and when
transactions are performed and shared to the ledger, according
to the agreed security policies. This property guarantees
auditability and thus, develops trust between participants
without the need for an intermediate trust authority.
In previous contributions, we proposed approaches to tackle
the modeling of both functional requirements (FRs) and NFRs
[7] and their integration as part of composite services in order to
produce an optimal composition, while guaranteeing a prior
validation of user properties using model checking verification.
Currently, we aim to enhance this approach by providing the
ability to handle collaborative processes, ensuring that each
process can be executed independently unlike one-time
execution in the context of orchestrated service composition.
The second important contribution of the proposed approach is
the integration of blockchain transactions and smart contract
execution as a potential implementation to support the
collaboration of business processes based on a service-oriented
architecture (SOA). The proposed solution is supported by a
proof-of-concept applied to the healthcare domain to meet the
emerging collaboration requirements raised by the coronavirus
disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic.
Our current contribution aims to propose an approach that
has the advantages of extending the modeling and
implementation phases of the choreography lifecycle by
integrating blockchain transactions and smart contract
executions, to allow collaboration and interoperability between
different entities while guaranteeing trust and auditability. As a
case study, this approach was applied to COVID-19
collaborative processes integrating healthcare providers and
epidemiological entities at a national scale in Morocco. The
proposed solution has the following advantages:
 Proposing a modeling process based on two phases: first
using the Business Process Modeling Notation (BPMN)
choreography diagram to design the interactions
between collaborative business processes, then using
Finite State Automata (FSA) to design the internal
interactions of the corresponding service compositions.
 Integrating the blockchain technology to tackle common
challenges of collaborative business processes such as
trust and auditing.
 Providing a support for transactions and smart contract
executions, adapted to the context of collaborative
business process as service compositions.
 Taking advantage of the security properties and policies
granted by the integrated blockchain solution in order to
enhance inter-organizational collaboration.
 Proposing a proof-of-concept based on a real-world
problematic of inter-organizational collaboration among
healthcare entities during the COVID-19 pandemic.
As stated, the proposed approach is based on SOA,
consequently, it supports a service-based integration that can be
adapted to different blockchain platforms. In this contribution,

we implemented a proof-of-concept based on the Hyperledger
Fabric architecture [8]. This technology improves the security
measures by integrating identity management, access control
over assets and resources, and offering the ability to create and
use special sub-networks restricted to users with granted
permissions. Although we highlight some security
improvements offered by the selected technology, our research
scope does not focus on vulnerabilities and blockchain-related
security threats. The focus is preliminarily oriented to the
aspects of modeling and integrating the blockchain as a NFR, to
tackle the challenges of inter-organizational business process
collaboration.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 presents a brief overview of the blockchain
technology concepts. In Section 3 we expose some interesting
contributions tackling business process collaboration challenges
using blockchain and SOA. In Section 4, we present a novel
approach for handling the integration of permissioned
blockchain technology to manage decentralized business
processes. Section 5 presents a COVID-19 related case study to
demonstrate the behavior of this approach. Finally, in Section 6,
we summarize the suggested approach and highlight future
works and upcoming perspectives.
II. A BRIEF BLOCKCHAIN OVERVIEW
Blockchain is a decentralized ledger that records the
provenance of digital assets, using a set of protocols and
cryptography technologies to securely store data on the network
[9]. It can be defined as a sequence of blocks that store all
exchanged transactions in a peer-to-peer network [10]. Each
block contains, in addition to the stored data, the hash of the
previous block and the timestamp of its production. Thus, all
the peers store a complete and exact copy of the database,
ensuring immutability, decentralization, anonymity and
auditability, which promotes trust between participants without
the need for a central authority. These cited characteristics,
among other remarkable features, have opened the opportunity
for diverse research fields around the blockchain, and provided
the foundations for a number of application domains, beyond
cryptocurrency, such as non-fungible tokens (NFTs) [11],
Internet-of-Things (IoT) implementations [12-14], decentralized
finance platforms (DeFi) [15], blockchain gaming, and DApps
[2].
According to the literature and recent advances in
blockchain-oriented technologies, different architectures have
been proposed that vary according to the implementation
purpose. The most popular architecture is the public blockchain,
also known as permissionless blockchain [16], it is a publicly
accessible network that does not require special roles for
connecting or sending transactions. Thus, any person can access
the ledger and interact with it (i.e., read and write data). A
public blockchain ensures full transparency of the ledger while
maintaining user anonymity. Additionally, no particular
participant has total control over the data, as block validation is
achieved through consensus mechanisms implying all mining
nodes. In contrast, private blockchains are restrictive blockchain
architectures that operate in closed networks [17]. They are
mostly adopted in enterprises, organizations, and applications
that require handling sensitive data, with the aim of using this
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technology for internal usage. Moreover, private blockchain is
often considered a more centralized architecture than public
blockchain because the maintainability of the network is
commonly ensured by a single authority. Hyperledger Fabric
[18], Sawtooth [19], and Corda [20] are examples of private
blockchains. Finally, the permissioned blockchain constitutes a
mixed architecture that combines both public and private
blockchains. They support numerous customization options,
such as identity management, allowing only certain activities to
be performed on the network.
Each blockchain platform uses a specific consensus
mechanism to achieve the necessary agreement for storing data
on a distributed ledger. A consensus mechanism is a procedure
through which all the peers of the blockchain network reach
a common agreement about the present state of the distributed
ledger [21]. A large variety of consensus protocols have been
described in the survey [22], such as Proof-of-Work (PoW)
[23], Proof-of-Stake (PoS) [24], Proof-of-Authority (PoA) [25],
and practical Byzantine fault tolerance (PBFT) [26]. PoW is the
most popular consensus mechanism allowing miners to compete
to solve the puzzle in order to validate a block and append it to
the ledger. Bitcoin [27] and Ethereum [28] are the most popular
implementations of public blockchains that use PoW consensus.
Provided that the robustness of the consensus protocols is
guaranteed, smart contracts are deployed on the distributed
ledger to manipulate data and functions using an analogy
similar to classes/objects in object-oriented programming
(OOP). Smart contracts can then be composed of attributes and
methods, allowing better code structuration and businessoriented modeling of assets and their relationships. This allows
the design and development of DApps in a fine-grained manner
[4]. They can be used to automate the execution of an
agreement so that all participants can be certain of the outcome,
without involving any third party. They are also used to
automate a workflow or trigger an action when specific
conditions are met.
To support business process management (BPM) using
blockchain technology, Mendling et al. proposed an interesting
survey describing the main challenges and opportunities for this
emerging technology [29]. They concluded by presenting seven
future research directions based on the conducted research.
Among these research directions, two are linked to our
proposed approach: (1) the investigation of methods for
analyzing and engineering business processes based on
blockchain technology, and (2) the definition of appropriate
methods for blockchain evolution and adaptation. Another
interesting systematic literature review was presented by
Garcia-Garcia et al., which aimed to identify opportunities and
gaps in the area of collaborative business processes using
blockchain technology [30]. They provided different
comparative tables to illustrate the contribution scope of each
research study. Among the 34 research papers studied, most of
the contributions are oriented to public blockchain architecture
using Ethereum, while only 15% use Hyperledger blockchain
solutions. On the other hand, only 37% integrated process
modeling and 45% used or extended BPMN, against 3% using
languages based on state machines. The authors concluded that
there is a rapid and growing interest in scientific communities
and software industries to explore opportunities provided by

blockchain technology to improve the management of
collaborative business processes in a decentralized manner.
Similarly, Xu et al. conducted a comparative analysis of
consensus mechanisms [31], and presented an approach
incorporating smart contracts and PBFT consensus to address
challenges regarding time, prejudice, and trust of process
executions in the context of collaborative business processes
and IoT. They concluded by highlighting the advantages of the
voting mechanism designed to decrease the delay caused by
prominence consensuses such as PoW.
III. RELATED WORK
We previously stated that our current approach consists of
modeling collaborative processes, building appropriate serviceoriented systems, and integrating the blockchain as a service to
guarantee decentralization for desired interactions through
transactions or smart contract executions. Therefore, in this
section, we present some interesting approaches and
implementations that address the modeling and integration of
blockchain technology for collaborative business processes.
Modeling blockchain-oriented collaborative processes
constitutes an open challenge because of the variety of
blockchain platforms offering multiple possibilities and usages
according to the desired blockchain architectures and consensus
mechanisms. Most of the proposed approaches tackling the
process choreography using blockchain technology are
implementing
permissionless
blockchains,
particularly
Ethereum, which represents the first Bitcoin‟s alternative for
public blockchains. Weber et. al proposed one of the first
approaches to address the lack-of-trust problem in collaborative
business processes based on the blockchain [X]. They aim to
map the business processes, designed using BPMN
choreography modeling, onto a peer-to-peer execution
infrastructure that stores transactions in the blockchain. Smart
contracts can then be used as a direct implementation of the
mediator process control logic. Authors presented the built
modules such as the translator allowing to parse and convert
BPMN choreography diagrams files to Solidity scripts, and the
Triggers that connect the participants‟ internal processes with
the blockchain. The authors highlighted some of the limitation
of their approach based on the presented permissionless
platform, which consists on the lack of privacy once the
organizations public keys are known, which constitutes
opportunities for competitors to inspect and track the data on the
ledger. Another approach presented by Garcia-Bañuelos et al.
consists on presenting another aspect surrounding the use of
blockchain in business process executions, which is the
optimization [Y]. They introduced a two-phase modeling based
on BPMN processes translated into Petri Net models, then
reduced to be converted into Solidity smart contracts. The
purpose consists on optimizing costs by reducing gas
consumption for overall collaborative business processes. On
the other hand, a model-driven methodology for choreographybased systems adapted to the Ethereum blockchain was
proposed by Corradini et al. [34]. They implemented all process
phases from modeling to execution using a framework that
takes BPMN choreography models as input and provides the
appropriate Solidity smart contracts [35] adapted to Ethereum.
To provide more specifications and capabilities associated with
blockchain technologies while dealing with choreography
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processes, the authors in [36] assessed the capabilities and
limitations of current choreography modeling approaches, and
then proposed new language concepts adapted to BPMN
choreography processes with their appropriate operational
semantics. Di Ciccio et al. proposed another interesting study
[37] that presented a comparison between two model-driven
approaches, „Lorikeet‟ [38] and „Caterpillar‟ [39], to deal with
the design and implementation of blockchain-based
collaborative process execution. Both approaches are focused
on BPMN-style process models and implement the Ethereum
blockchain.
On the other hand, Pourheidari et al. proposed a study
investigating the applicability of the execution of a real-world
untrusted business process on a permissioned blockchain [40].
They highlighted the advantages of using the permissioned
blockchain for collaborative business processes, and then
proposed an order processing model based on the BPMN
standard, considering the particularities of Hyperledger Fabric
as a blockchain platform and Hyperledger Composer as a
framework. This study focused on implementing blockchain to
support an existing business process, taking advantage of the
modeling capabilities offered by Hyperledger Fabric in addition
to the use of identity management to handle permissions.
According to the cited contribution, each process is executed
independently and cannot be automated. In contrast, our
proposed approach is based on a service-oriented architecture
that automates the execution of interacting services through a
service composition, by integrating blockchain transactions as
services. Authors Autili et al. presented an approach to address
the problem of trust in service choreography [41]. They
proposed blockchain technologies to support decentralized and
peer-to-peer collaboration in a trustworthy manner. A model
using a BPMN2 choreography diagram is presented to illustrate
the peer-to-peer communication between interacting parties.
The proposed solution allows trust-based coordination between
participants and the verification of the correctness of exchanged
messages by providing the ability to validate transactions and
manage permissions. The interactions with the blockchain are
however weakly expressed during the modeling phase. In
comparison, we use in our approach a second phase of
modeling based on automata to define, in a fine-grained
manner, each interaction with the blockchain to fulfill
decentralization requirements.
The following contributions highlight approaches of
tackling the interactions with blockchain technology based on
SOAs. An interesting contribution [42] proposed a taxonomy
based on an analysis of the Blockchain-as-a-Service (BaaS)
market, according to service characteristics, the support of

different distributed ledger technology (DLT) protocols and
consensus mechanisms, and related pricing models for service
provisioning. This study highlights the predominance of large
IT service providers in the BaaS market, offering a variety of
services to match the requirements of corporate customers, who
prefer permissioned distributed ledger solutions, and prioritize
quality characteristics such as performance, ease of use, and
availability. In the same context, Daming et al. proposed a
systematic review of recent research studies covering BaaS
models [43]. They aimed to categorize the applied scenarios,
trends, evaluated quality of service (QoS) factors, new
challenges, and open directions on BaaS models in IoT
management. According to the conducted study, the BaaS
models are mainly applied to the network layer to manage the
IoT environment more than other layers. In addition, security
and privacy are two important factors for evaluating existing
BaaS models in cloud-edge IoT environments. In accordance
with these results, Zheng et al. proposed a platform for BaaS
called NutBaaS [44]. This platform is based on a four-layer
model and provides blockchain services over cloud computing
environments, such as network deployment and system
monitoring, smart contract analysis, and testing. It also provides
some key built-in features, such as identity-chain profile
management and smart contracts‟ security-related vulnerability
detection. The proposed solution is technically complementary
and based on Hyperledger Fabric. Comparably, our proposed
approach uses specific services to interact with the ledger
through simple transactions or smart contract execution.
However, prior to this integration, we provide a fine-grained
modeling process to describe the overall interactions of these
blockchain-oriented services, to meet the existing service
composition scheme and accomplish the associated business
process. Another contribution presents a unified blockchain as a
service platform (uBaaS) [45] to support both the design and
deployment of blockchain-based applications. This solution
combines a deployment as a service, aiming to avoid lock-in to
specific cloud platforms, with a design pattern-as-a-service that
aims to apply design patterns for data management and smart
contract design to address the common scalability and security
issues.
Finally, Table I presents a summary of the common aspects
of the cited contributions. The covered compared characteristics
are as follows: (1) the modeling used, (2) the type of blockchain
architecture, (3) the platform used, (4) the implemented
consensus mechanism, (5) the adaptation ability to more
complex use cases, (6) the approach evolution to cover other
blockchain architectures and platforms, and (7) the security
attributes and additional behavioral NFRs covered when
applicable.
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A COMPARATIVE TABLE DESCRIBING CHARACTERISTICS OF CITED CONTRIBUTIONS

[32]

[33]

[34]

[40]

[41]

[43]

[45]

Our proposed approach

Modeling

BPMN2
Choreography
Diagram

BPMN
Process
Petri Net

BPMN2
Choreography
Diagram

BPMN

BPMN2
Choreography
Diagram

N/A

BPMN

- BPMN2 Choreography
Diagram
- Finite State Automata

Architecture

Public
Permissionless

Public
Permissionless

Public
Permissionless

Permissioned

Permissioned

Permissioned

Public
Permissionless

Permissioned

Platform

Ethereum

Ethereum

Ethereum

Hyperledger

Hyperledger

Hyperledger

Ethereum

Hyperledger

Consensus

Proof-ofWork

Proof-ofWork

Proof-ofWork

N/A

N/A

Kafka

Proof-ofWork

RAFT

Adaptation

Yes

Yes

Yes

N/A

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Evolution

Yes

No

N/A

N/A

N/A

Yes

N/A

Yes

- Role
Management

- Privacy
- Access
Control

- Transaction
Validation
- Permission
Management

- Profile
Management
- Smart
Contract
vulnerability
detection

- Permission
Management

- Identity & Role
Management
- Permission Management
- Privacy
- Custom Security NFRs

Security
&
Behavioral
NFRs

N/A

N/A

We notice in the comparative table that most of the
presented works used either BPMN process diagram or BPMN2
choreography diagram to model the case study workflow.
However, the designed modeling lacks expressiveness
regarding the interaction between the current system and the
blockchain. In contrast, we introduce automata-based modeling
to describe in a fine-grained manner each interaction between
the existing services fulfilling the business requirements and the
desired blockchain transactions. Additionally, most of the
presented contributions are oriented into a unique blockchain
platform, which constitutes a strength when considering the
advanced features characterizing the platform, but also a
limitation when dealing with the implementation of
heterogeneous blockchain architectures that might be implied in
the collaborative inter-organizational business processes. Our
proposed approach tackles this challenge by adopting a serviceoriented architecture in which blockchain interactions are
considered as services executed to fulfill predefined behavioral
NFRs. Another concern that most cited papers has pointed to is
security. Privacy and identity management are key security
attributes that are integrated differently, depending on the
adopted blockchain platform. For instance, Hyperledger Fabric
integrates a built-in permission management system that aims to
manage participant roles in accordance to business
requirements. However, in Ethereum-based implementations,
the permission module can be developed and integrated
separately to control access permissions through smart
contracts. In our approach, we have a limitless choice of
security attributes to integrate. We can either use the built-in
security policies provided by the chosen blockchain platform,
such as access control lists and channels, and on the other hand,
our service-based approach also allows us to define any desired
security process as a behavioral NFR during the modeling
phase, which, consequently, calls appropriate concrete services
and inject them into the generated service composition.
According to the parameters listed in Table I, our
contribution covers the overall phases allowing the production

of a reliable business process collaboration with the integration
of blockchain interactions. The proposed approach combines
the benefits of two powerful technologies: SOA and blockchain,
and provides an advanced modeling process that combines them
with an exhaustive definition of their interactions.
IV. PROPOSED APPROACH
Inter-organizational collaboration implies interactions
between heterogeneous components to achieve external
processes controlled by foreign entities. This raises numerous
challenges depending on (1) the number of interacting
organizations, (2) the complexity of published processes, and
(3) the agreed policies to secure access and manage
permissions. To overcome these challenges, model-driven
methods can be helpful to rigorously describe the overall
interactions using modeling languages, propose a fine-grained
overview abstracted from any technical implementation, and
allow reliable interoperability with the ability to customize code
execution according to the runtime environment.
In this study, we propose an approach for designing and
implementing collaborative business processes based on SOA.
Additionally, we aim to introduce the ability to integrate
blockchain transactions as a way to guarantee a higher level of
decentralization while ensuring reliable collaboration. The
proposed approach is supported by a proof-of-concept proposed
to fulfill the emerging need raised by the COVID-19 pandemic,
which consists of ensuring a wide collaboration between
healthcare organizations. The proposed solution will allow
healthcare actors to interact and exchange key medical
information in accordance with the Moroccan governmental
information systems and policies.
In previous contributions, we focused our research on
modeling
and
generating
business-oriented
service
compositions capable of fulfilling both FRs and NFRs [46]. The
proposed solution integrates a modeling module that allows the
design of interactions between desired services with the ability
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to inject behavioral and quality-oriented NFRs, and then
generates the optimal appropriate service composition. In the
current approach, we aim to extend the scope of handling
orchestrated composite services to allow their interactions with
external business processes and, therefore, promote interorganizational collaboration. Thus, we describe a business
process as a complex business workflow that can be achieved
by executing a service composition to fulfill certain predefined
functional and non-functional requirements. A comprehensive
modeling of these complex business processes is performed
using the FSA. BPMN choreography diagram modeling is used
from a wider perspective to define the interactions between
multiple inter-organizational business processes. Moreover, we
enhance our approach by introducing the ability to inject
specific services, allowing interactions with the blockchain
through transactions or smart contract executions. These
blockchain interactions are covered from the modeling to the
execution phases.
A. Modeling Collaborative Business Processes based on
Automata
We previously stated that, in our preceding contributions [7,
46], we proposed approaches tackling the service composition
challenges and integrating a modeling module based on FSA,
allowing a graphical description of the desired FRs and NFRs.
The generated composition is an orchestration of concrete
services that fulfill the requirements of abstract services
designed in the modeling phase. The context of collaborative
business processes is slightly different, as it consists of a
choreography of different processes achieved on the need,
discontinued over time, and not reliant on an orchestrator. For
instance, a patient can perform the investigation operation on
day d, and two days after he completes the PCR laboratory test
on d+2. In the service composition context, the process is
completely executed on the fly to fulfill all the desired
requirements at once. In this contribution, we combine both
concepts, allowing an initial modeling of the desired
collaborative system using the BPMN choreography diagram.
Subsequently, we design each process in a fine-grained manner
using FSA modeling. Fig. 1 illustrates the proposed modeling
approach with a graphical description of each phase.
The first phase, surrounded by orange color, illustrates a
BPMN choreography diagram, which defines the interactions
between different organizations‟ processes to fulfill interorganizational collaboration. As the choreography diagram
lacks modeling expressiveness adapted to a more fine-grained
level to address internal interactions, we complement it using
the automata-based modeling. The automata formalization used
was introduced in our previous contributions [7, 46]. It allows a
service-oriented modeling of all business processes, and then
offers the ability to integrate behavioral NFRs, when needed, to
concisely express complex requirements. We used this
modeling formalization to design (1) the desired FRs and (2)
both measurable and behavioral NFRs. We take advantage of
the automata expressiveness to implement complex security
NFRs into the desired service composition. An example of
implementing complex security attributes into automata
modeling is the integration of the Shamir multi-cloud sharing

algorithm in a previous study [47]. In our current approach, we
adopt this modeling method to address the challenges of
designing blockchain interactions. Thus, a blockchain
interaction is integrated as a service injected into an
automatically orchestrated service composition. The Abstract
Functional Automaton (AFA) is introduced to design the
desired FRs of a specific business process, in order to allow its
translation to a ready-to-use service composition that fulfills
these requirements. These FRs are designed in the form of
abstract services that constitute automata states, while
transitions define the desired interactions between these abstract
services. The formalization is inherited from the
inputs/outputs/pre-conditions/results scheme (IOPR), allowing
fine-grained modeling capabilities to describe complex case
studies. From our perspective, the NFRs integrated into the
service composition can either be measurable, such as qualityof-service attributes, or behavioral (e.g., security attributes). In
this study, we aim to integrate blockchain transactions as
behavioral NFRs. This integration can be introduced into AFAs
to grant decentralization and immutability properties to any
business process. The formalization used provides the ability to
use behavioral scopes to graphically design the desired
blockchain interactions. Behavioral scopes are graphical
automata scopes that specify the subset of states associated with
the integrated behavioral NFR. These are illustrated using
dashed lines surrounding the target abstract service states. The
arrow direction in the scope defines whether the concrete
services fulfilling the behavioral NFRs should be implemented
before or after scoped abstract services. In the illustrated
example, we use a post-execution scope associated with the
abstract service (AS2), aiming to integrate a blockchain
transaction as a service. The concrete representation of this
integration is illustrated in the third phase, which defines the
interactions between the concrete services and the integrated
blockchain service.
B. The Proposed Blockchain based Service-Oriented
Architecture
In our contribution, we aim to implement a service-oriented
architecture that allows fluid interaction with the blockchain to
ensure process collaboration using smart contracts. For the
implementation, we opted for a permissioned blockchain
because of the specificities of the introduced case study. It
allows us to restrict interactions to only authorized participants
due to the criticality of exchanged information in the context of
healthcare business process collaboration. In this perception,
despite the heterogeneity of the internal information systems
used by collaborating organizations, we are able to provide onthe-fly invocation of blockchain transactions or smart contract
execution to meet the requirements described in the initial
modeling.
On a large scale, the diversity of providers‟ roles and the
variety of functionally similar services published make business
process collaboration a challenging task. The integration of API
gateways allows the unification of service calls by using
common URI suffixes for functionally similar services. This
facilitates service lookup and consumption, especially when the
number of organizations is important.
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Fig. 1. Graphical Illustration of the Two Phases Modeling Process based on Choreography Diagram and Finite State Automata.

In our opinion, in addition to fulfillment of the primary
requirements for a reliable business process collaboration, the
privacy, identity management, and consensus mechanisms are
crucial factors to consider when choosing a blockchain
platform. In the proposed contribution, and to align with the
context of the introduced case study, we integrate the
Hyperledger blockchain as part of the proposed SOA, aspiring
to improve collaboration between healthcare organizations,
especially during the pandemic and post-pandemic periods.
Hyperledger Fabric is a pillar platform for distributed ledger
solutions that aims for democratization and standardization of
blockchain for the business landscape, by allowing
organizations to build custom blockchain apps to address their
business requirements in a secure decentralized way [48]. It
ensures a high level of confidentiality, resiliency, flexibility, and
scalability. Hyperledger Fabric gained popularity through its
plug-and-play approach, using the container technology to run
its components to meet the desired business requirements and
level of complexity. One of the essential components is the
chaincode, which constitutes Hyperledger‟s native smart
contract, defining the rules and operations for specific business
processes. Additionally, Hyperledger comes with the ability to
choose a consensus or even use a custom consensus
implementation to define relations between members of the
chain. Another significant improvement provided by
Hyperledger Fabric is the support for channel creation [49].
This feature constitutes an additional security layer that allows a
group of participants to create separate ledgers of transactions,
especially for networks where some participants might be
competitors and not want every transaction they make to be
known to every participant. These previously cited features
constitute the basis of our choice, which makes Hyperledger
Fabric the most appropriate for the proposed blockchain proofof-concept, especially when applied to a healthcare project.
The main components defining business logic in a
blockchain solution are assets and transactions. The assets
provide the ability to model business network logic in an objectoriented similar way. This feature allows designers to define
business logic exhaustively using abstraction, inheritance,
dependencies, and relationships. On the other hand, transactions
constitute a structured and behavioral business-related
description that allows the manipulation of assets through
functions. These two components are explored to describe the
business logic behind the implementation of collaborative
processes.
The illustrated example presented in Fig. 2 describes a
workflow showing the benefits of combining SOAs with

blockchain technology. The blockchain is integrated as a service
to constitute a complementary ledger while maintaining the
organization‟s internal information system functioning and
updated continuously. The API gateway intercepts the user
requests and executes the appropriate services. The first service
endpoint called allows updating the internal database to keep
the local information system up-to-date. The second endpoint
executes the appropriate blockchain transaction. The ledger is
then updated, and events are triggered when applicable. The
end-user receives a response describing whether all the steps
were successfully performed. On the other hand, Fig. 3
illustrates the interactions of the integrated blockchain service
with the modeled service composition. We graphically describe
a simplified workflow that represents the interactions with the
adopted Hyperledger platform. It shows the usage of the
provided software development kit (SDK) to automatically
launch the endorsement process, and then to validate the
transactions by the orderer once the consensus is reached.
Hyperledger Fabric achieves consensus through its ordering
service. This service establishes the total order of transactions
submitted to the network. In previous versions, Hyperledger
Fabric used Kafka to achieve consensus while guaranteeing
crash fault tolerance (CFT). As Kafka is commonly used to
manage messaging queues, it is known to not provide a
Byzantine fault-tolerant (BFT) consensus. Thus, the system
cannot be prevented from reaching an agreement in the case of
malicious or faulty nodes. In the latest versions, Hyperledger
Fabric relies on RAFT [50], which is a distributed consensus
algorithm for managing replicated logs, following a “leader and
follower” model, where a leader node is elected for each
channel. Leaders‟ decisions are then replicated by followers.
This allows different organizations to provide nodes that
contribute to the formation of a distributed ordering service.
In the proposed approach, we provide a model based on a
choreography diagram with FSA to design the desired business
processes, including the ability to perform blockchain
transactions. The automata-based modeling of each process is
translated into a composite service handled by the orchestrator
to fulfill the business process requirements. A blockchain
transaction is wrapped into an atomic service that is injected
into the generated composition according to the NFR scope
defined in the abstract automaton. As presented in our previous
study [7], the orchestrator performs a lookup into the NFR
registry to select the matching service fulfilling the behavioral
NFR defined in the scope. In the current contribution, the
behavioral NFR consists of a smart contract execution, which
constitutes a blockchain transaction in the Hyperledger context.
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Fig. 2. The Workflow of a Blockchain as a Service Integration into the Service Composition.

Fig. 3. The Blockchain Service Interactions with the Service Composition and the Ledger according on the Integrated Behavioral NFR Scope.

Finally, the advantage of using a service-oriented
architecture is that it provides interoperability with the used
blockchain platforms. The provided blockchain-as-a-service
concept is not limited to Hyperledger technology, which is used
in our proof-of-concept to meet the requirements of the
considered case study. Subsequently, the approach is viable as
long as the implemented blockchain platforms allow the
automation of executed transactions using services, such as the
Solidity-based smart contracts implemented by Ethereum
blockchain.
V. THE PROPOSED IMPLEMENTATION
In this contribution, we aim to introduce a prototype to
overcome the collaboration issues between healthcare entities
during the hospitalization process for affected patients, with the
ability to extend the current model to cover vaccination
processes in an upcoming phase of the project. Our proposed
proof-of-concept is based on previously highlighted
technologies by combining the composition of services with the

blockchain. To fulfill this implementation, we opt for
Hyperledger Composer, which is an open-source development
toolset based on Hyperledger Fabric. Hyperledger Composer
provides advanced abilities for modeling business networks and
ensures the easy integration of blockchain applications with
existing systems [51]. The main components of blockchainrelated business network applications are the chaincode, assets,
transactions, participants, events, and access-control rules.
Chaincode is a program installed and instantiated onto a
blockchain network to enable interactions with the ledger. It
runs in a separate process from peers and is responsible for the
initialization and management of the ledger state through
transactions submitted by applications [52]. It provides also the
ability of creating real-world decentralized applications,
modeling business processes using assets and relationships,
updating and exchanging information in the ledger through
transactions, managing participants and their associated roles,
and triggering specific business functions or services through
events. The next subsections briefly define each of these
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components with real-world examples inspired by the COVID19 case study.
A. Case Study Overview
The world has experienced a remarkable health crisis, which
has damaged the economy and negatively impacted healthcare
systems. Most healthcare organizations are not logistically and
structurally ready to deal with unpredictable large-scale
healthcare-related challenges, which require urgent mobilization
of resources to prevent additional losses. In the context of the
Moroccan government, the healthcare ministry was very
vigilant by publishing a new web-based platform allowing
epidemiological centers to follow-up the cases of suspected and
affected COVID-19 patients. In addition, they deployed a new
mobile application allowing to notify users of any suspected
physical interaction with affected patients using a geolocation
tracking history. For both cited platforms, we noticed a lack of
collaboration between healthcare providers, constituting the first
and main destination for suspected and affected patients during
the pandemic. These providers are required to maintain a
continuous coordination with their respective regional
epidemiological centers in order to process and investigate daily
collected data, and then forward them to the national
epidemiological organization within the healthcare ministry.
The collaboration between healthcare organizations in the
cited context implies a good understanding of their interactions
and their common processes. Briefly, the central
epidemiological organization within the healthcare ministry
collaborates closely with the regional epidemiological centers in
each of the 12 regions of the kingdom. Similarly, each of these
regional centers collaborates with all healthcare providers in
their respective regions. Thus, in order to support the
heterogeneity of methods and optimize interactions
guaranteeing an exhaustive exchange of information, we
introduce a complete process that allows the modeling and
integration of collaborative business processes, with the
extended ability to integrate the blockchain on demand. To
present a realistic prototype, we aim to cover the overall
healthcare processes and dependencies related to COVID-19,
such as investigation, laboratory tests, and hospitalization, etc.
Additionally, to allow an exhaustive collaboration and enhance
inter-organizational interactions, we involve specialized
healthcare entities, such as medical imagery centers and medical
analysis laboratories. Each entity might contribute to one or
multiple phases of the overall COVID-19 process, depending on
the policies defined through our modeling process.
Among many interesting contributions integrating
blockchain solutions to tackle collaborative challenges in the
healthcare domain, especially during the COVID-19 pandemic,
J. Xu et al. proposed a privacy-preserving scheme for finegrained access control adapted to large-scale health data based
on blockchain [53]. This platform, named Healthchain, is based
on two blockchains to allow the users to upload IoT data and
read doctors‟ diagnoses; on the other hand, it allows doctors to
read users‟ uploaded data and upload appropriate diagnoses.
The proposed blockchain-based platform prevents data from
being tampered or denied; however, at any time, users can
revoke doctors to preserve data privacy when needed. In
contrast to the cited solution, and in the first phase of the

project, our contribution focuses on business-oriented interorganizational collaboration, and thus does not integrate patient
interactions with the ledger. We are currently exploring the
combination of heterogeneous blockchain architectures in order
to connect a permissionless ledger for patients‟ interactions with
the permissioned architecture presented in our current approach.
Another solution was proposed by Alsamhi et al., aiming to
integrate blockchain and multi-robot collaboration to combat
the COVID-19 pandemic [54]. The proposed conceptual
framework can increase the intelligence, decentralization, and
autonomous operations of connected multi-robot collaboration
in a blockchain network. The proposed architecture integrates
Ethereum as a permissionless blockchain platform. The
proposed solution presents the scope of use of each consensus
algorithm in addition to shard techniques to maintain
connectivity between collaborating robots, avoid collisions, and
thus improve real-time. In the same direction, the authors in
[55] proposed a blockchain-based system using Ethereum smart
contracts to generate statistical information based on reported
data related to the number of new cases, deaths, and recovered
cases obtained from trusted sources. They presented a
comparative analysis of the security and cost incurred by the
stakeholders to prove the feasibility of integrating the proposed
solution to ensure data integrity, security, transparency, and data
traceability among stakeholders. Finally, the authors in [56]
conducted a scoping review to identify relevant studies by
searching 11 bibliographic databases. They conducted
backward and forward reference list checking of the included
studies and relevant reviews. According to their study based on
10 use cases of blockchain to tackle COVID-19 challenges, the
most prominent use cases were contact tracing and immunity
passports. Public blockchain technology was the most
commonly used type in the included studies. Out of these 10
studies that identified the platform used, nine studies used
Ethereum to run the blockchain, and Solidity was the most
prominent programming language used to develop smart
contracts. Although Ethereum continues to be the most popular
and used blockchain platform in various industries and research
fields, it is still susceptible to privacy leakage as public keys are
made transparent to members of the network. This constitutes a
key factor impacting the choice of blockchain solution and
migration to permissioned blockchains, especially for
addressing business process collaboration.
In the proposed implementation, we aim to tackle the
business process collaboration challenge by implementing
comprehensive well-designed composite services, fulfilling all
business process requirements, and providing the ability to
perform transactions over the blockchain. As illustrated in
Fig. 4, we allow healthcare organizations to collaborate through
well-defined processes, described using exhaustive modeling.
The validated automata models are translated into composite
services, integrating blockchain interactions and further
behavioral NFRs when necessary. The concrete business
services in blue color describe the services executed to perform
a specific business need, whereas the concrete blockchain
services in purple specify the services executed to perform an
action on the blockchain, such as obtaining data from the
ledger, or executing transactions to update the ledger‟s world
state.
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Fig. 4. The Proposed Implementation of Regional and National Inter-Organizational Collaborations based on the Blockchain.

To align the proposed architecture with the policies and
hierarchical specificities of the healthcare case study, we
integrate the channel feature, allowing the creation of subnetworks to ensure data privacy in accordance with each
regional perimeter. This segmentation allows each regional
epidemiological center (REC) to play a key role in federating
and managing all organizations and participants falling under its
regional administrative perimeter. Thus, coordinators of RECs
will be in charge of managing the roles and permissions, and
supervising the continuous conformance to healthcare ministry
policies. Consequently, each REC coordinator interacts with
two different ledgers: (1) the main ledger through the national
channel, and (2) the regional ledger associated with the regional
channel he manages. Examples of regional channels are
depicted using blue, yellow, and green circles, whereas the pink
circle defines the national channel.

region, forwarding all epidemiological-related decisions to
healthcare providers, and supervising their execution. The
illustrated modeling depicts all phases of a COVID-19 patient,
taking into account all cases, depending on the PCR results for
both diagnosis and control laboratory tests. The main phases in
the choreographic scheme can be shared by different actors; for
example, a hospitalization can either be processed by a
healthcare public provider or private provider. Similarly,
laboratory tests can be performed by either a healthcare
provider or a private laboratory center. These processes are
examples reproducing real scenarios, summarized and
abstracted into one choreography diagram. This diagram is
shared by the 12 regions, all replicating the same unified
process with the same common roles. The organization‟s roles
participating in the process example are briefly described
below, and defined more in deep in the following subsections.

B. COVID-19 Workflow Modeling
The initial phase in the proposed modeling process consists
of defining the collaboration workflow through a choreography
diagram. In Fig. 5, we present an illustrative model covering the
main processes related to the COVID-19 workflow. The
participant roles in this example continuously collaborate with
RECs. These centers constitute, for each region in the kingdom,
the main entities responsible for processing and analyzing
collected data, before forwarding the daily COVID-19 key
performance indicators (KPIs) to the national epidemiological
center (NEC). Additionally, these RECs constitute the
decentralized representatives of the healthcare ministry in the

 The regional epidemiological center, which is the focal
organizational authority in the region, is responsible for
collecting, processing and analyzing epidemiological
data from all healthcare providers within its region.
 The healthcare provider, which can be any healthcare
entity among of the previously cited organizations. Its
main role is to provide healthcare services to patients.
 The medical analysis laboratories, which are the medical
laboratories authorized by the RECs to issue PCR tests
to patients.
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Fig. 5. A Proposed Choreography Diagram for the Adopted COVID-19 Business Processes.

Fig. 6. A Proposed Modeling for the Investigation Process using the AFA.

In the same modeling perspective, we illustrate in Fig. 6 a
simple modeling example of interacting services that describes
the investigation process. The service composition described in
the automaton allows the creation of a new investigation for a
patient. In this AFA modeling, we design the desired FRs using
state interactions, in addition to the new scope defining the
blockchain-oriented behavioral NFR. Thus, the concrete service
composition integrates a service invocation that sends a
transaction to the blockchain. Consequently, in addition to the
usual persistence of the investigation data in the provider‟s
internal information system, a new transaction will be executed
in the blockchain, and propagated to local copies of all
contributing participants.
The provided automata formalization uses descriptive
names or regular expressions to index behavioral NFR [7]. In
the context of blockchain, we integrate the possibility of
performing the NFR-lookup operation taking as a parameter the
label used to index the transaction or the smart contract to
execute. In the provided example, a forward-direction arrow is
used in the InvestigationContract, which means that the
transaction service fulfilling the behavioral NFR should be
executed after the scoped service. This integration implies a
lookup operation performed in the behavioral registry, returning
the concrete service metadata that matches the specified query.

C. The Asset Modeling
Recall that assets constitute the main resources in
Hyperledger technology; they can range from tangible to
intangible entities. Hyperledger Fabric provides the ability to
modify assets using chaincode transactions. They are
represented in Hyperledger Fabric as a collection of key-value
pairs and can be represented in binary and/or JSON forms. In
Composer, assets are defined in .cto files using a structure
similar to the class structuration in object-oriented
programming. In our case study, we used assets to model all
phases of the COVID-19 healthcare processes.
Our case study modeling based on the presented
choreography diagram can be defined in a fine-grained manner
using appropriate assets. This allows us to design the desired
information system exhaustively, and consequently, improve
inter-organizational collaboration. Fig. 7 presents some asset
definitions
extracted
from
the
modeling
file
ma.gov.ehealthcare.assets.cto. In the same figure we also
provide the class diagram illustrating the relationships between
the presented assets. In the current phase of implementation, the
patient is integrated as an asset, which constitutes a subject and
not an interacting participant.
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namespace ma.gov.ehealthcare.assets
import ma.gov.ehealthcare.concepts.*
import ma.gov.ehealthcare.organizations.*
import ma.gov.ehealthcare.participants.*
asset Patient identified by govId {
o String govId
o String EHRId
o PersonalInformation personalInformation
}
asset Investigation identified by investigationId {
o String investigationId
o DateTime investigationDate
--> HealthcareOrganization healthcareOrganization
--> Doctor investigator
}
asset PCRTest identified by PCRId {
o String PCRId
o DateTime sampleDate
o DateTime resultDate optional
o PCRResult PCRResult optional
o PCRPhase PCRPhase
--> HealthcareOrganization healthcareOrganization
}
asset Hospitalization identified by hospitalizationId {
o String hospitalizationId
o DateTime hospitalizationStartDate
o DateTime hospitalizationEndDate
o HealthState entryHealthState
--> HealthcareProvider healthcareProvider
--> Doctor authorizer
}
asset ICUAdmission identified by ICUAdmissionId {
o String ICUAdmissionId
o DateTime ICUAdmissionStartDate
o DateTime ICUAdmissionEndDate
o HealthState entryHealthState
--> HealthcareProvider healthcareProvider
--> Doctor authorizer
}

asset Covid19Process identified by covid19ProcessId {
o String covid19ProcessId
--> Patient patient
--> Investigation investigation
--> PCRTest[] laboratoryTests optional
--> Hospitalization[] hospitalizations optional
--> ICUAdmission[] ICUAdmissions optional
--> HomeHospitalization[] homeHospitalizations optional
-->
HealthcareProviderTransfert[]
healthcareProviderTransferts
optional
--> ProcessEnd processEnd
}
asset HealthcareProviderTransfert identified by healthcareProviderTransfertId {
o String healthcareProviderTransfertId
o Boolean acknowledgement
o DateTime transfertDate
o HealthState currentHealthState
--> HealthcareOrganization healthcareRequester
--> HealthcareOrganization healthcareReceiver
--> Doctor transfertRequester
}
asset DailyPCRTestStatistics identified by dailyPCRTestStatisticsId {
o String dailyPCRTestStatisticsId
o DateTime endDate
o Integer dailyPCRTestNumber
--> Region region
}
asset HomeHospitalizationidentified …
asset ImagingExam …
asset MedicalSupervision …
asset ProcessEnd …
asset DailyPositiveCaseStatistics …
asset DailyNegativeCaseStatistics …
asset DailyRecoveryCaseStatistics …
asset DailyDeathCaseStatistics …
asset DailyICUAdmissionsStatistics …

Fig. 7. A Proposed Example of Asset Definitions of COVID-19 Processes and their Appropriate Class Diagram Modeling.
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The main assets constituting the COVID-19 healthcare
processes are the following:
1) The investigation asset usually constitutes the first
point of contact between the patient and the healthcare
provider, allowing a doctor to investigate the patient‟s health
state, symptoms and medical history for the recent period
before his/her admission by the healthcare organization.
2) The PCR test asset gathers all PCR-related information
and constitutes the key element in defining the consequent
phases according to the test results. In other words, in addition
to other factors, a positive result may imply a patient
hospitalization, whereas a negative result implies a nonaffection for diagnosis tests or a patient recovery for control
tests.
3) The hospitalization asset describes the process of
taking care of a patient in a healthcare organization during a
period of time according to medical instructions related to
his/her health state.
4) The home hospitalization asset defines the newly
introduced process of taking care of a patient remotely in
his/her home through continuous supervision based on
telecommunication and regularly filled reports.
5) The ICU admission asset defines the process of
transferring a patient internally to the intensive care unit
(ICU). This transfer depends on the health status of the patient
and the availability of the ICU room.
6) The medical supervision asset describes the operation
of performing regular medical checks in order to follow up
and update the patient‟s health state.
On the other hand, in order to keep track of all participating
organizations in each phase of the workflow, we adopt a model
that considers collaborating organizations as assets. This allows
us to identify the healthcare providers responsible for any
performed action, thereby improving supervision and
auditability. In each region, these healthcare organizations
communicate with the REC, which constitutes their higher focal
authority. In their turn, RECs are continuously reporting to the
NEC. The collaborating organizations defined using assets in
the studied scenario are the following:
1) The healthcare organization asset is the parent of the
overall organizational assets, containing common attributes
such as the identifier, name, address, and region.
2) The healthcare provider asset inherits from the
healthcare organization asset and gathers all key information
regarding the provider‟s capacities in terms of hospitalization,
laboratory tests, and imaging examinations.
3) The public healthcare center asset inherits from the
healthcare provider and unites both university healthcare
centers and regional healthcare centers.
4) The private clinical center asset inherits from the
healthcare provider asset, and defines the external private
healthcare entities collaborating with the public healthcare
organizations during the pandemic.
5) The private imaging center asset inherits from the
healthcare organization and defines the key capacity

information for the main imaging examinations related to
COVID19 affections.
6) The private laboratory asset inherits from the
healthcare organization and defines the laboratory daily PCR
exam capacity supported during the pandemic.
7) The regional epidemiological center asset inherits from
the healthcare organization and defines the administrative
entity responsible for collecting, processing, analyzing and
reporting all epidemiological-related information through the
built collaborative system.
8) The national epidemiological center asset inherits from
the healthcare organization and defines the head entity
responsible for collecting, processing, analyzing and reporting
all epidemiological-related information gathered from RECs
through the built collaborative system.
D. The Participants
Participants are the members of a business network. They
constitute the main actors of the blockchain, managing assets
and submitting transactions. For each participant, one or more
identities can be assigned, allowing him/her, depending on the
attributed rules, to perform actions and interact with the ledger.
In the first phase of this project, we omit adding the patient as a
participant, as in this initial phase of the project, we consider
only inter-organizational collaborative processes, which
excludes patient interactions. In other words, all patient data are
updated by coordinators of healthcare organizations that they
interact with, such as doctors, healthcare provider coordinators,
etc.
We introduce different role definitions, which all inherit
from the healthcare participant role. They are listed below:
1) The healthcare provider coordinator role defines the
main actor representing his/her healthcare organization. It
allows to manage internal data and also to update the ledger.
We link this role to the healthcare provider’s asset to easily
identify the organization of each coordinator.
2) The regional epidemiological center coordinator plays
a key role in our case study. On the one hand, this participant
is responsible for managing and supervising all blockchain
information related to his/her attributed region. On the other
hand, it allows interaction with the NEC through the main
national channel.
3) The national epidemiological center coordinator role
allows users of the healthcare ministry to investigate and
follow the daily summaries received through the national
channel. It has higher administrative privileges allowing to
manage participants, organizations, and entities on a national
scale.
4) The laboratory coordinator role allows interaction with
the ledger as a coordinator of a private laboratory, in order to
update the patients‟ COVID-19 processes by integrating
information related to PCR tests and their respective results.
5) The imaging center coordinator defines the role
assigned to the participants responsible for coordinating the
private imaging centers. Their main contribution consists of
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integrating all affected patients‟ imaging data in the
blockchain, such as chest X-ray, CT scan, or MRI results.
In Fig. 8, we present some examples of collaborating
organizations and their associated participants supported by the
appropriate class diagram.

E. The Transactions
Transactions are the mechanisms by which participants
interact with assets. They define the core business logic of the
process. Once executed, the state of the associated assets
changes. Consequently, the world state can be recreated by
replaying all transactions with respect to their accurate order,
which constitutes one of the strengths of blockchain technology.

namespace ma.gov.ehealthcare.organizations
import ma.gov.ehealthcare.concepts.*
import ma.gov.ehealthcare.assets.*

namespace ma.gov.ehealthcare.participants
import ma.gov.ehealthcare.concepts.*
import ma.gov.ehealthcare.organizations.*

asset HealthcareOrganization identified by
healthcareOrganizationId{
o String healthcareOrganizationId
o String healthcareOrganizationName
o Address healthcareOrganizationAddress
--> Region region optional
}

abstract participant HealthcareParticipant identified by
participantId {
o String participantId
o PersonalInformation personalInformation
}

asset
o
o
o
o
o
}

HealthcareProvider extends HealthcareOrganization{
Integer capacity
Integer dailyPCRSampleCapacity optional
Integer dailyChestXRayCapacity optional
Integer dailyCTScanCapacity optional
Integer dailyMRICapacity optional

asset PublicHealthcareCenter extends HealthcareProvider{
o HealthcareCenterType type
}
asset
o
o
o
}

PrivateImagingCenter extends HealthCareOrganization{
Integer dailyChestXRayCapacity
Integer dailyCTScanCapacity
Integer dailyMRICapacity

asset PrivateLaboratory extends HealthCareOrganization{
o Integer dailyPCRSampleCapacity
}
asset PrivateClinicalCenter extends HealthcareProvider …
asset PrivateLaboratory extends HealthcareOrganization …
asset RegionalEpidemiologicalCenter extends
HealthcareOrganization …
asset NationalEpidemiologicalCenter extends
HealthcareOrganization …

participant HealthcareProviderCoordinator extends
HealthcareParticipant {
--> HealthcareProvider healthcareProvider
}
participant RegionalEpidemiologicalCenterCoordinator extends
Healthcare-Participant {
--> RegionalEpidemiologicalCenter
regionalEpidemiologicalCenter
}
participant NationalEpidemiologicalCenterCoordinator extends
Healthcare-Participant {
--> NationalEpidemiologicalCenter
nationalEpidemiologicalCenter
}
participant LaboratoryCoordinator extends
HealthcareParticipant {
--> PrivateLaboratory laboratory
}
participant ImagingCenterCoordinator extends
HealthcareParticipant {
--> PrivateLaboratory laboratory
participant Doctor extends HealthcareParticipant {
o Boolean isSpecialist
o Speciality speciality optional
--> HealthcareProvider healthcareProvider
}

Fig. 8. A Proposed Example of Organizations and Participants Assets and their Appropriate Class Diagram Modeling.
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We use transactions to populate blockchain assets using
organizational and healthcare data. First, we use our proposed
automata-based approach to illustrate the modeling of each
business process to produce a valid abstract service
composition. Then, we integrate the appropriate blockchain
transactions using behavioral scopes associated to the abstract
services. In Fig. 9, we present a model of the patient
investigation phase, which consists of collecting patient data,
such as health state, symptoms, and comorbidities, etc.
According to patient collected data, the investigating doctor
estimates if there is a risk that patient might be affected, and
consequently redirects him to the appropriate service for a PCR
test or for an imaging examination. On the other hand, the
healthcare provider coordinator performs a lookup to verify
whether the patient already has an EHR, and creates a new
patient profile otherwise. The second step consists of creating a
specific COVID-19 process blockchain asset to assign to the
patient if he/she interacts for the first time with the healthcare
organization. All these scenarios are modeled as part of the
investigation process, where states identify the abstract services
described as follows: The states outlined with a black color
define the abstract services denoted AS. Each of these abstract
services will be associated with a pool of concrete services
fulfilling the desired FRs defined in the AFA. The states
outlined in blue are abstract services fulfilling behavioral
blockchain NFRs of requesting data from the ledger on a readonly basis. Thus, their associated concrete services will interact
with the blockchain, but will not impact the world state of the
ledger. Finally, the states outlined in green constitute the
abstract services defining blockchain transactions, and whose
concrete services have the ability to update the world state of
the ledger.

Fig. 9. The Proposed Automata Modeling of the Investigation Process
Including Blockchain-Oriented Abstract Services.

Fig. 10. Simplified Representation of the Process Choreography and
Associated Internal Service-Oriented Automata.

We provide below a brief description of the provided
Automata modeling example:

Similarly, we extend the same modeling to design the
remaining processes. In Fig. 10, we describe a simplified
example representing how collaborating business processes can
be seen from a wider and closer perspective, combining both
FSA modeling and choreography diagrams.

 The concrete service CS1 associated with the first
abstract service AS1 (Patient Finder) allows to return,
from the internal information system, the unique
electronic health record (EHR) for a given patient, using
a set of personal information as input parameters.

Thus, in practice once a busines process is required, the
system executes the appropriate service composition, which
includes regular business-oriented services and blockchainoriented services injected as behavioral NFRs in the designed
AFA.

 The concrete services CS2/CS2‟ associated with the
abstract services AS2 and AS2‟ respectively, are
conditioned by the result of execution of the first
concrete service CS1 during the runtime. Thus, if CS1
returns a valid patient, the concrete service CS2 will be
executed to fulfill the query “Covid Process Finder”. In
this case, CS2 will only interact with the blockchain on a
read-only basis to obtain the requested data. However, in
the second case, the concrete service CS2‟ will be
executed to fulfill the query “New Covid Process and
Patient Assignment”. In this case, CS2‟ will call a
blockchain transaction to create a Covid Process asset
with a nested patient asset filled with the patient
information.

Finally, in the context of our proposed case study, we
present in Table II a comparative table describing the
implementation and collaboration aspects of some of the main
COVID-19 operations. It specifies how these operations are
implemented, and whether (1) they allow an automatic
collaboration with external organizations or (2) are limited to
the internal information systems and are shared manually with
external organizations through messaging or data transfers.
Most public healthcare providers are using local web
applications, handling common operations regarding
hospitalizations, medical consultations and exams. This
application is exhaustive for handling medical data, however,
does not cover the specificities of some important COVID-19
operations, such as investigation which comes with a long
questionary storing meticulous information about patient‟s
heath state, laboratory and imaging exams data which are
handled using complementary applications connected to
automates, etc. Accordingly, the healthcare ministry deployed
urgently a new COVID19-oriented web application to gather
investigation information and daily statistics. These applications

 The concrete service CS3 fulfills the requirements of the
AS3 associated with the query “Investigation
Assignment”. This service will perform a blockchain
transaction to create a new investigation asset and assign
it to the previously returned Covid Process asset.
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are not connected to each other, and do not provide web
services or APIs to allow their interoperability. Thus, an
automatic collaboration is only available using the web
application that can be accessed by multiple participants and
roles to handle investigation, patient health state, recovery/death
and statistic data. For other daily operations not covered by any
of implemented applications, manual registration is used then to
ensure follow-ups and data transfers to higher organizations.
The proposed contribution based on service-oriented
collaboration and using decentralized ledgers to parallelly store
and update information overcomes all these collaboration
limitations, and provides accessible operations through
blockchain transactions, with respect to the implemented
access-control policies and regional channel configuration.
F. The Events
Events in Hyperledger Fabric, as for their common use in
software engineering, provide a way to interact with external
TABLE II.

components or systems. In Hyperledger Composer, they are
defined in the same way as assets or participants, and can be
emitted by transactions to indicate to external systems that
something of importance has happened to the ledger.
Applications can then subscribe to events through
the composer-client API [57]. In our context, events are mainly
associated with the blockchain services updating the ledger,
outlined in green in the described automata model. In the
present case study, events allow the notification of the higher
authority of updates regarding the overall healthcare status
related to COVID-19. For instance, transactions launched by
healthcare organizations trigger events to update statistics and
notify the REC. Similarly, at a higher level, transactions
launched by the RECs trigger events notifying the NEC of
updates regarding the epidemiological status in their respective
regions.

A RECAPITULATIVE TABLE CLASSIFYING COLLABORATION LIMITATIONS FOR SOME OF COVID-19 PROCESS ACTIONS
Initial Collaborative Environment

Action

Organization

COVID19
Investigation

Healthcare
Provider
Healthcare
Provider
Private
Laboratory
Healthcare
Provider
Private
Laboratory
Healthcare
Provider

Laboratory
PCR Data

Laboratory
PCR Results
Hospitalization

Current Implementation
Decentralized
ServiceAutomatic
oriented
Collaboration
Solution

Local
Application

Complementary
Documents/Apps

COVID-19
Web
Application

On demand
Collaboration
(Messaging,
Data Transfers)

X

✓

✓

X

✓

✓

✓

Partial

✓

X

✓

X

✓

✓

✓

X

X

✓

X

✓

✓

X

✓

✓

X

✓

✓

✓

✓

X

On
approval

X

On approval

✓

✓

✓

X

X

✓

X

✓

✓

Automatic
Collaboration

Medical
Supervision
History

Healthcare
Provider

X

✓

X

✓

X

✓

✓

Imaging Exam

Private
Imaging
Center

✓

X

✓

X

✓

✓

✓

Health Status
History

Healthcare
Provider

X

✓

X

✓

X

✓

✓

Home
Hospitalization

REC

X

✓

X

✓

X

✓

✓

Healthcare
Provider
Healthcare
External
Provider
Transfer
Healthcare
Process End
Provider
(Recovery)
Healthcare
Process End
Provider
(Death)
Data Anonymization Process
Access Control – Application
Level
Access Control – Module Level

✓

X

X

✓

X

✓

✓

Partial

✓

X

✓

X

✓

✓

✓

X

✓

X

✓

✓

✓

Partial

✓

✓

X

✓

✓

✓

Access Control – Action Level
Access Control – Resource/Data
Level
Channel Restrictions

ICU Admission

X

X

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

Partial

-

✓

X

-

✓

X

-

✓
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To make our proposed implementation more exhaustive, we
implement some statistic-oriented assets allowing the COVID19 statistics to be updated daily for each region. These assets are
automatically updated when appropriate events are triggered. In
our case study, we use events to notify REC coordinators about
updates regarding COVID-19 daily status in their respective
regions. Another concrete example consists of using events to
notify a target healthcare provider about a transfer request for a
patient in a critical health state, where the requesting participant
receives an acknowledgement as soon as the target provider
validates the transfer.
Finally, in a service-oriented approach ensuring a
choreography between different organizations, events constitute
an essential pillar allowing an efficient collaboration, and
facilitating the implementation of real-time notification systems
to increase reactivity towards critical scenarios. In Fig. 11, we
provide a definition of the investigation transaction associated
with an event emission to subscribed components.
G. Access Control and Security Implementation
Hyperledger proposes a high-end permissioned system that
allows to manage and control participants‟ permissions for each
action. This constitutes the backbone and main purpose behind
using an identity-based permissioned blockchain. Hyperledger
provides an access control language based on declarative
permissions over each element of the domain model. Access
control rules are defined in specific files and are described using
two different methods. The first definition type, which is the
simplest, allows to control the access to a namespace, an asset,
or an asset‟s property for a participant type or participant
instance. The second type is a more advanced conditional rules
system, based on JavaScript Boolean expressions. These
expressions are evaluated in runtime to allow or deny access to
a resource for a participant. Participants can have their access to
transactions restricted based on their role‟s permissions defined
in the access control files. In our perception, collaborating
organizations and their attributed participants are dynamically
managed. Identities and business network cards can be managed
under administrative privileges through the Hyperledger API.
The roles of coordinators for both regional and national
epidemiological centers are given the ability to manage
participants, identities and network cards, for their regional and
national organizations, respectively.
In the present case study, we notice that none of the essential
assets constituting the main COVID-19 process contain or point
to the patient‟s assets. The aim behind omitting this relationship
is to enhance confidentiality and ensure data anonymization,
which constitutes an essential feature implemented in our
contribution, as highlighted in Table II. Accordingly,
participants with restricted permissions can only access and
handle the data of assets associated to their scope. For example,
they can handle COVID-19 hospitalization information, PCR
results information or statistics information without accessing
the corresponding patients‟ data (e.g., personal information).
This modeling-based separation of assets, combined with the
fine-grained layers of access-control management provided by
the Hyperledger Fabric blockchain, constitute the backbone of
security attributes implemented in this contribution, in order to
provide a meticulous management of roles and permissions for

overall participants,
attributions.

according

to

their

administrative

On the other hand, and in order to meet the ambitions and
efforts of the Moroccan government to deploy the advanced
regional decentralization, we aimed in the proposed case study
to use an exclusive channel for each individual region to
promote data privacy. From our perspective, these channels
allow to concentrate the efforts of regional epidemiological
centers coordinators to securely manage the permissions of
collaborating organizations falling under their administrative
perimeters. Similarly, a national channel is implemented,
allowing communication between all RECs with the ministry
entities (e.g., National Epidemiological Center, Ministry
Secretary). The aim of this channel is to ensure continuous data
forwarding and reporting based on the daily statistics generated
for each region.
/**
* Create Investigation Transaction
* @param
{ma.gov.ehealthcare.assets.CreateInvestigation}
investigationData
* @transaction
*/
function

createInvestigation(investigationData) {

// 1. Get the asset registry
return
getAssetRegistry('ma.gov.ehealthcare.assets.Investigation')
.then(function(investigationRegistry){
// 2. Get resource factory
var factory = getFactory();
var NS = 'ma.gov.ehealthcare.assets';
// 3. Create the Resource instance
var investigationId = generateTxId();
var investigation = factory.newResource(
NS, 'Investigation', investigationId);
// 4. Set the data and relationships
investigation.investigationDate = new Date(
investigationData.investigationDate);
var doctorRelationship = factory.newRelationship(
'ma.gov.ehealthcare.participants','Doctor',
investigationData.investigator.participantId);
investigation.investigator = doctorRelationship;
var healthcareOrganizationRelationship =
factory.newRelationship(
'ma.gov.ehealthcare.organizations',
'HealthcareOrganization',
investigationData.healthcareOrganization.healthcar
eOrganizationId);
// 5. Emit the event InvestigationCreated
var event = factory.newEvent(NS,
'InvestigationCreated');
event.investigationId = investigationId;
emit(event);
return
investigationRegistry.addAll([investigation]);
});
}

Fig. 11. A Definition Example of the Investigation Transaction and the
Associated Emitted Event.
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VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this study, we aimed to provide a complete solution for
the design and implementation of inter-organizational
collaborative processes based on a two-phase modeling using
BPMN‟s choreography diagram and FSA. We provided the
ability to integrate blockchain transactions as services to
promote decentralization, immutability, integrity, and trustless
interactions between collaborating organizations. To illustrate
our approach, we presented a proof-of-concept implementation
adapted to the healthcare domain, and handling COVID19related collaborative processes. Although we opted for
Hyperledger Fabric as a permissioned blockchain platform to
meet the collaboration requirements of the studied scenario, the
introduced blockchain as a service concept can be adapted to
any blockchain platform as long as it supports the automation of
transaction calls. Our proposed proof-of-concept modeling is
based on real business processes aiming to promote
collaboration between healthcare organizations in Morocco.
Using an architecture based on a specific blockchain
topology will always rely on its limitations in term of
performance, scalability, security, and other key aspects
characterizing the chosen blockchain platforms. On the other
hand, the misuse of permissioned blockchains can cause
colossal damage, especially in the context of interorganizational collaboration, as the reliability of the ledger relies
on the integrity of its members. Thus, identity and role
management are key features implemented to ensure healthy
collaborations. In this contribution, the proposed serviceoriented approach does not rely on any specific blockchain
topology and can integrate both permissioned and
permissionless blockchain platforms, since the execution of a
transaction or a smart contract is wrapped into a concrete
service.
In future work, we will focus on two principal aspects:
(1) Covering intra-organizational collaboration by encouraging
progressive migration of internal information systems toward
the blockchain, requiring the deployment of new blockchain
transactions as concrete services and an exhaustive definition of
interacting assets using the proposed modeling process.
(2) Integrating end-users (e.g., patients) as participants in the
collaborative ledger by experimenting the integration of a
hybrid topology, pairing permissionless and permissioned
blockchains. To achieve this objective, numerous challenges
arise and are associated, for example, to the correlation of
performance with the scalability, shared identity management,
and the implementation of unified security requirements while
merging the heterogeneous platforms.
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Abstract—A language tutoring tool (LTT) helps learning
a language through casual human-like conversations. Natural
language understanding (NLU) and natural language generation
(NLG) are two key components of an LTT. In this paper, we
propose a paraphrase detection algorithm that is used as the
building block of the NLU. Our proposed tree-LSTM with a selfattention method for paraphrase detection shows accuracy of
87% with a lower parameter of 6.5m, which is much robust and
lighter than the other existing paraphrase detection algorithms.
Furthermore, we discuss an LTT prototype using the proposed
algorithm with having some featured components like- message
analysis, grammar detection, dialogue management, and response
generation component. Each component is discussed in detail in
the methodology section of this paper.
Keywords—LTT; NLG; NLU; paraphrase detection; LSTM

I.

I NTRODUCTION

The conversation is an effective technique for learning a
second language [1]. When people try to learn a new language, they learn it through verbal and written communication,
including reading, writing, listening, and speaking skills. The
former includes listening and speaking, and the latter includes
reading and writing. A partner is mandatory for whatever
conversation a learner wants to make. It is easy these days
to make friends from different countries, cultures, and tribes
with the rise of the internet and social media. People can easily
share their cultures and values and can teach their languages to
others. However, learning a second language requires regular
practice for a long time. It isn’t easy to find someone available
for live conversation every day for a long time because of
different time-zone, work schedules, and many other reasons.
Although movies, prerecorded videos, or online courses that
provide video lessons can be useful equipment to some extent
for understanding a language but not adequate for making
conversations.
In recent times, smartphones and computers with internet
connection are available to everyone from developed to emerging countries. What if someone develops an LTT that can act
as a language expert and help the learner with grammar errors,
spelling or syntax errors, dictionary and sentence corrections.
People can speak and chat with it at their convenient time
to learn a new language. For example, if a traveler visits a
country without knowing its languages, it becomes difficult to
communicate with the local people. This LTT can help the traveler in such a case. Many researchers have already researched
on various conversation applications for both pedagogical and
industrial purpose [2], [3], [4] but the idea of language specific

LTTs (language other than English) is relatively new in this
domain.
The concept of an LTT comes from the chatbots providing 24-hours customer support or technical support on
online platforms [2]. Chatbots are widely used to serve as
a customer service agent in many web-platforms. However,
an AI-based LTT is different in functionality comparing to a
chatbot. A chatbot is only capable of conversation related
to customer service management whether an AI-based LTT
performs conversation related to language tutoring. The LTT
consistently learns through conversations with the user. It is a
game changer as a language tutor and impacts significantly in
learning a second language effectively.
Generally, human agents provide service to the customers
in online platforms, but recently they are getting replaced by
chatbots. Because a chatbot saves time, money, energy, and
physical costs for the company. Besides, it generates responses
with fewer grammatical errors and typos. Since the text-based
conversation part is also a feature of the conversation agent,
it is important to adapt the mechanism of a chatbot in the
development of a conversation agent. However, it is never easy
to develop such a chatbot system to continue a meaningful
conversation with customers and solve their problems. The
critical issue here is to detect different sentences with the
same meaning, i.e., paraphrase detection. Naturally, people use
different expressions and structures of sentences to express
the same thing when they make conversation in different
circumstances. For exampleSentence-1: “I have to learn this language very quickly.”
Sentence-2: “I need to pick up this language as soon as
possible.”
Clearly, ‘Sentence-1’ and ‘Sentence-2’ have two distinct structures but express the same meaning. Paraphrase detection and
its natural language understanding (NLU) component play an
essential role in detecting these sentences. Therefore, paraphrase detection is considered a vital element of a conversation
agent or a dialogue system. The next important step is natural
language generation (NLG), as the system has to respond
to customers after understanding their problems. This paper
follows these NLU and NLG steps for making a conversation
agent that acts as a language learning tool to the user.
We develop an AI-based human-like interactive system
that can understand the context of natural language sentences
and help learn a new language. When the system is trained
on a massive dataset of semantic relatedness, it retains the
relative behavior of words and vocabulary in the sentence.
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The developed application is efficient for people learning or
exploring a second language. A novel tree-LSTM with selfattention is proposed that is implemented as the system core of
the developed application. The proposed tree-LSTM with selfattention shows moderate accuracy than the existing models
but offers the best efficacy as a lightweight and robust model.
Performance comparison of the proposed and existing methods
are demonstrated in Section III.
The remaining part of the paper is structured as follows.
The methodology of our proposed LTT with its demonstration,
components, architecture, and workflow is discussed in Section II. The performance of the proposed method is analyzed
and compared in section III. Previous research works on
language learning agent and paraphrase detection are studied
in Section IV, and finally, the paper is concluded in Section V.
II.

M ETHODOLOGY

This section describes the components, architecture, and
workflow of the LTT. In learning, tourism, visiting, hosteling,
and exposing to new places, LTTs are very efficient as the
way of interaction is human-like. Additionally, the mapping of
sentences to intent makes it more flexible for users to interact
by using any phrases. Contextual conversation makes the user
or learner feel more active and realistic. A user-LTT sample
communication is depicted in Fig. 1. Fig. 1 illustrates how the
grammar detection component of an LTT corrects grammatical
errors and helps with dictionary.
The primary goal is to create a task-oriented AI-based contextually aware LTT which can interact with humans naturally.
This research proposes and trains the system to learn a second
language through chat or voice LTT.
Instead of traditional language learning platforms or apps,
the LTT will communicate with the learner. It is inspired by
the natural phenomenon that humans can learn a new language
better when he visits a new place and communicates with
natives. In this situation, the primary concern of the visitor
is to convey his intention through a message. This case study
motivates to create a contextually aware platform that can
talk, understand and reply to the user more personally and
intelligently. Unlike Google assistant or Alexa, the system does
not need to be a knowledge-based assistant; it will be solely
trained for language practicing. User will share his feeling:
e.g., ”how was the day, what he took in the lunch, what he
observed today” in second language, and the bot would extract
the context, understand the user and reply appropriately. The
proposed system can recognize the same sentence in multiple
ways as it is trained to paraphrase detection. The language
learning contextual system would teach the language to the
learner by analyzing the input sentence and informing the user
about sentence accuracy.
Fig. 2 represents the machine learning-based architecture of
the LTT. The message analysis component (as NLU) extracts
entities and classifies intents. This module recognizes the
intention of the user and the semantic of the sentence. The
grammar detection component checks grammar and punctuation errors, correct sentences, and acts as a dictionary.
The dialogue management module tracks the text, implements
relevant policy, and triggers the appropriate action based on the
database. Finally, the Response generation component provides

the corresponding response of the query based on the context.
This system communicates with user training on the proposed
architecture based on tree-LSTM and attention.
RvNNs are efficient for natural language tasks but require
structural input, which is hard for data preparation and implementation. This paper proposes a natural language task-specific
model that can compose a tree structure of a plain text. The
architecture of the system consists of Tree Long-Short term
memory and Attention mechanism. Tree-LSTM is a refined
version of RvNN and LSTM that manages the information
flow from child to parent more structurally than LSTM. In
tree-LSTM, the cell state computes parent representation by
utilizing cell dependencies at a vertical distance.
Tree-LSTM extracts information from unstructured sentences by creating a structure of input dynamically. The
information about the structure of the input is not provided to
the Tree-LSTM model. Therefore, an extra process is required
to compose task-specific tree structures of the input sentence.
In the equation, q.h̃ express the score of representation validity
r = [h; c].
The trainable composition query vector is required to measure the representation validity for building the tree structure
from the unstructured sentence. At the first layer, the candidacy
for the parent representation is computed using equations 1 to
3. Query vector calculates the validity score for each candidate.
Then, the validity of each candidate is prioritized based on
their score. During training, the softmax estimator samples the
parent node among candidates weighted by the query vectors,
and for the testing, the model itself selects the candidate with
the highest validity.
  

i
σ
 

 fl   σ  
hl
  

fr  =  σ  wcomp h + bcomp
r
o  σ 
g
tanh

(1)

cp = fl ⊙ cl + fr ⊙ cr + i ⊙ g

(2)

hp = o ⊙ tanh(cp )

(3)

exp(q.h̃t+1
)
i
vi = PMt+1
t+1
j=1 exp(q.h̃j )

(4)

Additional components are also added to encode the input
sentences into vectors dynamically using the bottom-up tree
structure technique. We focused on a type-specific attention
mechanism that aims to encourage the model to focus on
salient latent information of the composition or constituency
tree relevant to the classification decision. We denoted the
output of the intermediate nodes and leaf nodes in the layers
of the tree-LSTM as →, →, ..., → where ’n’ is the sentence
h1 h2

h2n−1

length. The information of the architecture is as follows:
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Hello!
Hi! How are you doing today?
I are good.

Grammar detection,
dialogue management,
and response
generation component

Hey, your sentence is
grammatically incorrect.

You could say: I’m fine or I’m going
good or I am ok.
Thanks, I am ok.
What did you have for lunch
today?
Language Learning Tool
(LLT)

End User

I ate a salad bowl.
Great!
Do you like to play a guitar?
What is a guitar?
A guitar is a musical instrument.
It is used for playing music.

Dictionary checker
under grammar
detection component

I have never played one.

Thanks for asking.

Fig. 1. A Sample Chat Window of End user with the LTT.

ã
ai = P2n−1
i=1

⃗c =
H

(ã)

2n−1
X

(ai h⃗i )

(6)

(7)

i=1

In our architecture, the context vector Hc is learned using
attention-weighted contextual representation by passing Node
vectors to the fully connected layer with Da hidden units in
a hidden layer. For each such hidden state vector ei , a scalar
unit ai is learnt with the weight matrix Wa ϵR1Da . These scalar
units are then normalized to 1, and the whole formulation of
the context word vector is defined in equation 7. The process
is visually summarized in the diagram of the architecture in
Fig. 3.
III.

E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS

The section describes a complete experimental setup, hyperparameters, and dataset to analyze and evaluate the proposed model for paraphrasing and contextual similarity in
conversation agents. The natural language inference (NLI) task
is conducted to investigate the semantic relationship between
two sentences. The proposed model is trained on the standard
SNLI dataset that contains 570K pairs of English sentences.
The SNLI dataset* and Glove embedding* are available at
resources. The model is trained on a large dataset containing
sentences and learns from vector representation considering
grammar and language constraints. The GPU Geforce RTX

2080 ti with 11GB memory and Cuda version 10.1 was used
to train the model. Experimental results are evaluated in the
table. The accuracy matrix in the table is employed to assess
the model’s efficiency and compare the results. The proposed
model is reached based on pre-trained vectors’ dimensions and
several parameters used in training.
The presented table shows that Bi-LSTM with inner Attention is one of the stable models that use fewer parameters, 2.8m
trained on 600D word vectors. The model achieved 84.2%
testing accuracy, which is reasonably comparable with other
models. The DiSAN uses 300D word vectors and achieves
85.6% accuracy with 2.4m parameters. This model is time
efficient and consumes fewer parameters, but the proposed
approach would only work for context-aware representations
with temporal information encoded. Gumble tree-LSTM consists of tree-LSTM based on 600D word vectors and attains
86% inadequacy, but the deficiency is that it utilizes 10M
parameters. BERT base model is proficient at reaching 90%
testing accuracy. However, it stands among the list of large
models as it utilizes 335m parameters.
TABLE I. D IFFERENT M ODEL R ESULTS
Model
Bi-LSTM with inner Attention
DiSAN
Gumbel Tree-LSTM
Tree-LSTM with attention
BERT BASE

Emb Dim
600D
300D
600D
300D

Params
2.8m
2.4m
10m
6.5m
335m

Testing Accuracy
84.20%
85.6%
86%
87%
90.7%

The above discussed models can be utilized for the same
task, but they are not entirely appropriate in terms of task,
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Machine Learning based architecture
of Language Tutoring Tool
Message Analysis Component
Intent
Classification

Entity
Extraction

User Input
Voice/Text
Grammar Detection Component
-Grammar Error and punctuations
-Sentence Correction
-Dictionary Checker

Dialogue Management Component
-Tracking Text
-Dialogue Policy
-Next Action

Database /
Backend
Action

Response Generation Component
-Based on predefined templates

System
Output
Voice/Text

Fig. 2. Primary Components of the LTT based on the Proposed Architecture.

Fig. 3. Proposed Architecture for the LTT.

resources, and parameters. The proposed model is more robust,
lightweight, and remembers the hidden states that help it in the
question answering system. Therefore, our proposed model is
efficient to be used in an LTT.
IV.

R ELATED W ORK

AI-based LTTs have the potential for human-like conversation. They work well for companies that have a lot of data.
Despite the fact they need colossal time to train, they do save
many in the long run. Based on previous information, they
gather the information that learns new patterns from the input

and improves the system after iterative training. Assistants
understand patterns and behavior, and have a broader range
of decision-making than any person, and over time they get to
be very sophisticated. Many researchers investigated foreign
language learning using a chatbot, where the chatbot mainly
helps to learn english as a foriegn language [5], [6], [7], [8],
[9], [10]. Our proposed model is generic and can be used for
learning any language if the model is trained with respective
languages’ data set.
Our proposed platform comes under the task-oriented dialogue system in which end users will learn second language
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through conversation. The proposed platform is initially trained
on English language which will be extended further using
datasets of other languages. However, the NLU and NLG
are two must-have components that we needed to develop in
the LTT. In the past decades, these modules are implemented
individually and optimized using statistical models[11], [12].
Due to rapid and growing advancements in technology and
algorithms, deep learning and reinforcement learning have
reached the stage of producing human-like conversation agents.
The trend to talk with a machine is not as new as more than
50 years ago; an agent is released that tries to maintain a
conversation as mentioned in [13]. In recent years, messaging
platforms offer developers to custom their chats and develop
AI-based LTTs. The integration of AI modules to task oriented
chatbot can be complicated.
After the vector representation to evaluate the semantics
of natural language text, sentence representation came into
the ground to perform NLP tasks. The LSTM and its variants (RNN) sequentially process sentences to extract sentence
meaning where the output depends on all previous hidden
states. Recursive NN is the generalized version of RNN based
on the structured input for sentence encoding as it extracts
semantics through a hierarchical structure. The number of
rvNNs were proposed in Socher et al. [14] which consider
phrases instead of the complete sentence.
Matrix-Vector RvNN was reported as the best model that
represents the word as vector and matrix at the same time.
After that, Tai et al. [15] proposed two variants of standard
LSTM (Child sum and N-ary tree-LSTM) that perform better
for hierarchical and structural data. Additionally, hidden and
cell states do not depend on the entire previous sequences in
these variants as only the children’s hidden and cell conditions
contribute to the parent’s states.
The Tree RNNs were extended by Zhou et al. [16] into
attention-based tree RNN for semantic relatedness. In this
model, semantic similarity is extracted by encoding attention
in the tree structure of one sentence with vector representation
of other sentences. Attention is used in machine translation by
aligning the source or target sentence. It can focus on the most
concerning sentences. The pioneers of the machine translation
[4], [17] developed a model based on RNN variants that use
attention for source words to generate target words.
A task-specific conversational agent is a kind of chatbot
that tries to imitate a human-like response bypassing the
Turing test. Unlike pattern matching and simple algorithmbased chatbot, AI-based conversation agents contain complex
algorithms and structures. Whether, we present a system in
which an AI-based voice bot as a tutor provides services to
learn a second language. A person or a student or a learner
can speak a sentence multiple-way regardless of the vocabulary’s dimension, as the system would efficiently detect the
paraphrased sentences. At the beginning stage, when a person
is learning the second language, it demands freedom to speak
sentences and require hint to improve himself. This system
considers the language constraints, grammar knowledge, and
contextually aware algorithms trained on paraphrase detection.

V.

C ONCLUSION

This paper proposed an AI-based system that can perform
casual conversation with a user in the second language for
teaching and training purposes. The system based on the treeLSTM with self-attention efficiently extracts contextual information from unstructured sentences and long conversations.
The system is trained on a standard SNLI dataset that has been
used widely for contextual understanding and paraphrasing
detection systems. The experimental results expressed that the
proposed model has achieved efficient results compared with
state-of-the-art models.
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Abstract—Today, the traditional username and password systems are becoming less popular on the internet due to their
vulnerabilities. These systems are prone to replay attacks and
eavesdropping. During the Coronavirus pandemic, most of the
important transactions take place online. Hence we require a
more secure method like one-time password generation to avoid
any online frauds. one-time password generation has multiple
techniques. With one-time password generation it has become
possible to overcome the drawbacks posed by the traditional
username and password systems. The one-time password is a
two-way authentication technique and hence secure one-time
password generation is very important. The current method of
one-time password generation is time-consuming and consumes a
lot of memory on backend servers. The 4-digit one-time password
system limits its uses to 9999 users and with advance deep
learning approaches and faster computing it is possible to break
through the existing one-time password generation method. Hence
we need a system that is not vulnerable to predictive learning
algorithms. We propose a 6-digit one-time password generation
technique based on a B-exponential chaotic map. The proposed
24-bit (6-digit) long one-time password system offers 120 times
higher security as compared traditional 4-digit systems, with a
faster backend computing system that selects 24-bits out of 10 8
bits in 89 seconds at 1.09 Kilo-bits per milliseconds. The proposed
method can be used for online transactions, online banking, and
even automated teller machines.
Keywords—One-time password generation; B-exponential
chaotic map; 6-digit one-time password; online transactions; security

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Our manuscript introduces a 6-digit OTP generation system
using the B-exponential chaotic map. The methods that are
currently used to generate OTPs such as time-based OTP
and hash-based OTP are prone to brute force attacks, forging
attacks, etc. This leads to the research question, ”Whether there
was another method that could be used to generate a highly
secure OTP system that was less prone to such threats?”.
Chaotic maps that are widely used for their highly random
behavior were chosen to check whether they can be used to
produce highly random OTPs. Also, instead of 4-digit OTPs,
our objective is to make a system that generates 6-digit OTPs
with a limited validity time makes it extremely difficult for a
general computer to crack the OTP with brute force.
To prevent unauthorized access, access restriction methodologies are used [1]. The unauthorized attacker should be
prohibited from making any changes to the system, at the same
time the authorized user should not face any difficulties in
accessing or updating the system [2]. Traditional identification

control used badges and passwords to control the access
authentication and provided a security safeguard [3]. Money
transfers, mobile merchanting, account checks, and payment
of different types of expenses (school fees, medical bills, and
residential maintenance) are some of the examples of rapidly
expanding mobile banking operations. Because an attacker can
perceive some part of the key, conventional passwords are
vulnerable to replay attacks and type scheme assaults [4]. Although ID/password methods are vulnerable to eavesdropping
and replay attacks they are still better than only password
systems because of the added unknown factor of the user
name [5]. Most of the users tend to forget their passwords
and hence they write them down or store them on a PC. This
poses a greater threat to the traditional security system. To
overcome the weaknesses of the traditional method, the OneTime Password (OTP) solution has been proposed [6]. OTP is
an additive system that requires a new key to be entered by the
user every time along with the user name and password. OTP
was initially called a One Time Authorization Code (OTAC)
[7]. It is a dynamic password that remains valid for a certain
amount of time or till the successful login within a session.
In earlier days, the OTPs were sent to a keyring fobe device
or pager. The OTP generation algorithm is typically a pseudorandom algorithm that is difficult to be guessed by the attacker.
The additive cryptographic hash functions make it very difficult
to derive or guess the OTP. Some of the recent literature [8]
has shown time-dependent OTPs, thus making it hard for the
attacker to guess them.
An OTP is suitable for signing in to sessions or financial
deals on any digital device like a computer, mobile. OTPs avoid
several flaws associated with traditional (static) passwordbased authentication; some implementations also include twofactor authentication by ensuring that the one-time password
requires access to both something a person has (such as a
device with the OTP calculator built-in, or a smartcard or
specific cell phone) and something (such as a PIN).
This manuscript proposes a mechanism for generating an
OTP using a bit file generated by a pseudo-random sequence
generator. This pseudo-random sequence generator uses the
B-exponential chaotic map. Each session generates a 6-digit
random OTP that will provide more security than the 4-digit
OTP systems.
Fig. 1 shows the conceptual diagram for 6-digit (24-bit)
OTP generation using B-exponential chaotic map. As per this
concept, after inserting an ATM card into the machine, the user
enters the correct user name and password. After validating the
username and password, the bank server generates a 6-digit
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Fig. 1. Concept Diagram of 6-digit (24 bit) OTP Generation using B-exponential Chaotic Map. A user Enters the Correct User Name and Password after
Inserting an ATM Card into the Machine. Upon Validation of Correct User Name and Password, Bank Server Generates 24-bit OTP using B-exponential
Chaotic Map. This 6-digit OTP is sent on a Registered Mobile Number where the User will Enter the same in the ATM Machine.

(24-bit) OTP using a B-exponential chaotic map. This 6-digit
OTP is sent to the user’s registered mobile number, which the
user enters into the ATM machine. This ensures a transfer to be
secured on four levels. The first level is the user must have an
ATM card. The second level is the user should know his or her
personal username and password. Third, the mobile on which
the OTP is sent should be in the network and in the same cell
as the ATM machine. Finally, the B-exponential chaotic map
is used to generate the time dependant OTP that makes the
system more secured.
In this proposed methodology, we have shown how a
6-digit OTP can be generated using a novel B-exponential
chaotic map method. Although this method was reported
earlier in 2006, no one has ever used it generates a 6-digit
OTP and validated using the NIST SP800-22.
We have proposed this system as with the increasing
demand for online transactions, there is a need to develop a
system that offered higher accuracy and security. The existing
systems are more susceptible to brute force attacks. Also, as
compared to 4-digit OTP systems 6-digit OTPs provide higher
security. There are many ways that OTPs can be created but by
using chaotic maps we provide a fast and simple method for
OTP generation. Chaotic maps are simple to implement and
also produce thousands of bits in a few milliseconds providing
more security. They also have a special feature where they

create a unique key that allows us to decode the OTP.
The manuscript has been organized into five distinct sections. The first section is the ’Introduction’ section. It introduces the need to develop secure OTP systems and also
highlights how chaotic maps can be used in them. The ’Literature review’ section summarizes the most recent literature
available on OTP generation systems. The ’Methodology’
section explains in detail the steps we followed to implement
our proposed OTP generation system. The ’Results and discussions’ section mentions all the results that were obtained while
implementing the system and also discusses these results and
the future scope of the system. The final ’Conclusion’ section
briefly summarizes the entire manuscript.
II.

L ITERATURE R EVIEW

Many efforts have been taken by different research groups
in order to develop robust OTPs.
Most of the OTP generation techniques suggest timebased OTP [9], [8] and others have used Hash-based Message
Authentication Code (HMAC) [10]. Recently, a captcha based
OTP [11], real-time eye-tracking based OTP [12] where also
proposed. Some of the researchers have also tried a combination of hashed and time-based OTP [9], [13]. RSA SecureID
time-bas generates a safe OTP after specific seconds based on
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Fig. 2. Flow Diagram of OTP Generation using B-exponential Chaotic Map. The User Enters the User Name and Passwords and its Credentials are Checked.
If the Credentials are False then the user is asked to Enter User Name and Password again. If the Credentials are Correct then the OTP Generation Algorithm
is called on the Server-side. Once the OTP is Generated, User is asked to Enter that OTP and its Validation is Done. If the User Enters a Valid OTP then the
OTP System allows him to Log in, else User Name if prompted for User Name and Password again. During the OTP Generation, User-defined Inputs are
Passed through Three B-exponential Chaotic Maps. A Closed-loop Output of the B-exponential Chaotic Map Loop is Weighted and then Added to the
Non-loop Output. This Summation is Modulo Operated and then Generated Bit is Evaluated against User Input and B-exponential Chaotic Map Output. The
Final Evaluation is One Random Bit and this Process is Repeated 24 Times to Get the Final OTP.

arithmetic functions using the internal clock and stored seed.
Each token carries its own initial value or conditions. However,
these codes can be hacked because there is no reciprocal authentication. Time-based OTPs suffer from man-in-the-middle
attacks. There were some attempts made to generate soft-token
systems having unrivaled tamper resistance. Hardware tokens
or keyring fobe devices or USB-based tokens with embedded
chips were also implemented.
Lamport’s technique [14] is the most common algorithm
to generate hash chain-based OTPs (HOTP). These techniques
are either OTP mechanism based on time to produce the OTP,
like the algorithms suggested by El et al. [15] and Nugroho et
al. [16], or hardware-based HOTP algorithm, like Lamport’s
[14] or S/Key [17].

Akgul et al. [20] have proposed a random number generator
using chaotic order systems.They test the algorithm with NIST
800-22, Federal Information Processing Standards (FIPS) 1401, and ENT. Flores et al. [21] implemented a chaotic cryptosystem using a multi-precision algorithm. They had used
four chaotic maps Rossler, TinkerBell, logistic, and Henon.
Saber et al. [22] have developed a PRNG using a Lemniscate
Chaotic Map (LCM). Deng et al. [23] have used chaotic maps
to encrypt digital images using a scrambling algorithm.

Despite the widespread use of HOTPs in protocols like
Secure Socket Layer (SSL), IPsec, and others. Algorithms used
in HOTPs are typically vulnerable to attacks like collision,
forging, and birthday attacks [18]. In comparison to time dependant OTPs, HOTP systems have additional flaws like more
hashing steps and complicated computations, thus increasing
resource utilization. Nontraditional bilinear map-based OTP
developed by Lee et al. [19] was found to be vulnerable to
insider attacks.

Chaotic maps are not the only mechanisms for OTP generation. There are many recently reported works that generate
OTP in a novel manner. Kumar et al. [24] have built an OTP
generation system that uses the Vigenère cipher algorithm.
They use this algorithm as it is not complex and still provides
very high randomness which is required for OTP generation.
Goel et al. [25] have proposed a system that uses cryptography
and cloud computing to create a secured connection for Internet of Things (IoT) systems. They implemented the algorithm
on MATLAB software and compared it with other methods.
Kadum et al. [26] developed a novel OTP generation algorithm
by generating an unsystematic key. They have created a
random number and then ciphered plaintext. The random key
created can make different ciphering texts.

Chaotic maps can also be used for implementing other
applications. There are many chaotic maps that are available.

The OTP generation is not only useful for secure banking
and transactions but can also be used in encryption as a key.
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Fig. 3. Flowchart of the Proposed Methodology. A Random Bit Sequence is Generated Anticipatorily to Save Time during the Real-time Execution of the
Proposed Method. A Database is Created to Store all the User Names and Passwords. All the Valid User Names and Passwords were Entered into the
Database during Registration. A Login Session is Created for the User. The User is Prompted for the User Name and Password. If the Details are Entered
Correctly then a 24-bit OTP is Generated else three more Attempts are given to the User before the Access is Denied. Once the OTP Generation is Completed,
the User is Prompted for the OTP. If the OTP is Matched, the Access is Granted else two more Attempts are given to the User before the Access is Denied.

Thus a secure OTP generation algorithm will help in other applications as well. Recently, Shakir et al. [27] have developed
an image encryption system. Using the Haar transform, OneTime Pad, and Playfair algorithms they have created an image
encryption algorithm and then applied the Inverse Fourier
Transform to get a ciphered image. The decryption is done
by reversing the encryption method.
A. Challenges and Limitations of Existing Systems
A hash-based OTP suffers from an attacker who can
position himself in front of hash and can access clear private
information. A time-based OTP system relies on seed sequence
and right counter. Such systems can be vulnerable if an attacker
knows the right time and seed sequence. Although, it is very
difficult to predict the time in advance as well as seed-sequence
determination is still a challenge. physical token have concerns
like being stolen, destroyed, running out of batteries, and clock
drifting that takes hours to correct. There have been attacks
reported using malware and sheet-based phishing.
From the survey done it was seen that the existing methods
suffer from various attacks that can put private information at
risk. Man-in-the-middle attacks and seed determination attacks
are some of the major flaws of these OTP generation systems.
Even tokens generated for OTP creation can be hacked into. To

work on these drawbacks we have proposed a B-exponential
chaotic map-based 6-digit OTP generation technique.

III.

M ETHODOLOGY

Fig. 2 shows the flow diagram for OTP generation using
a B-exponential chaotic map. According to the concept, when
a user enters the username and password, the credentials are
checked; if the credentials are incorrect, the user is prompted
to enter the username and password again. If the credentials are
correct, the server-side OTP generation algorithm is invoked.
Once the OTP is generated, the user is prompted to enter it,
and the OTP is validated. The OTP system allows the user
to log in if he enters a valid OTP. If the OTP entered is
incorrect then the user is prompted to enter the username
and password again. User-defined inputs are passed through
three B-exponential chaotic maps during the OTP generation
process. The B-exponential chaotic map loop’s closed-loop
output is weighted and then added to the non-loop output.
This summation is modulo-operated, and the generated bit is
compared to the user input and the output of the B-exponential
chaotic map. The final evaluation is one random bit, and the
process is repeated 24 times to produce the final OTP.
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Fig. 4. Different Output Cases. Case (a): In the First Attempt, the User Enters the Wrong Password after which the User is Prompted to Enter the Login
Details again. In the Second Attempt, the User Enters the Correct Credentials and is then Prompted to Enter the Generated OTP. Once the Correct OTP is
Entered by the User in the First Attempt, they are Granted Access. Case (b): The User Enters the Wrong Credentials in the First Attempt. The User is then
Prompted to Enter the Login Details for the Second Time. The Details Entered by the User are Invalid in this Attempt as Well and the User is then Offered a
Third Chance. Since the Details Entered in the Third Attempt are also Incorrect, the User is Denied Access. Case (c): Initially the User Enters the Correct
Credentials. The User is then Prompted to Enter the Generated OTP. The OTP Entered by the User is Wrong in the First and Second Attempts. Hence, the
User is Diverted Back to the Login Page. This Time the User Enters the Correct Login Credentials and OTP and is given Access. Case (d): The User Enters
the Incorrect Credentials in the First Two Attempts and is given a Third Chance to Enter the Right Details. Once the User Enters the Right Login Details in
the Third Attempt they are Prompted to Enter the OTP. As the OTP Entered by, the OTP Matches the Randomly Generated OTP, the User is Granted Access.

A. OTP Generation using B-exponential Chaotic Map
During the OTP generation, user-defined inputs (X, Z, B,
K1, K2, K3, µ) are passed through three B-exponential chaotic
maps. The B-exponential chaotic map closed-loop output (A)
is weighted (multiplied by K3) and then added to the nonloop output (Z). This summation (O) is modulo-operated by
1, and the generated bit (G) is compared to the user input (X)
and the output of the B-exponential chaotic map (Z). The final
evaluation is one random bit, and the process is repeated 24
times to produce the final OTP.

real-time execution, a random bit sequence is generated ahead
of time. A database is created to store all of the usernames
and passwords. During registration, all valid usernames and
passwords were entered into this database. For the user, a login
session is created. The user is prompted to enter his or her
username and password. If the details are entered correctly, a
24-bit OTP is generated; otherwise, the user is given three more
attempts before access is denied. When the OTP generation is
finished, the user is prompted to enter the OTP. If the OTP is
matched, access is granted; otherwise, the user is given two
more attempts before access is denied.

B. OTP Generation Process Flow
Fig. 3 shows the flowchart of the proposed methodology.
As per this concept, to save time during the proposed method’s
www.ijacsa.thesai.org
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Fig. 5. (a) Console Output shows User has Entered the Right Password, one Wrong OTP and still gets Access Granted since the User has Entered Correct OTP
on the Second Attempt. (b) Final Front-end UI showing User Name, Password and Pin. The Password is Masked and the Pin is Deactivated. (c) Different
Experiments Carried with User Input Versus Percentage Change in Bits. In the First and Second Attempts, almost 40 % bits were Changed and in the Third
Attempt, almost 46 % Bits Changed showing the Time Dependency on the OTP Generation for the same Set of Inputs.

TABLE I. VALIDATION OF B IT- STREAM G ENERATED USING NIST SP800-22 T ESTING PARAMETERS

IV.

Statistical case

P-Value

ApproximateEntropy
BlockFrequency
CumulativeSums (Forward)
CumulativeSums (Backword)
(Fast Fourier Transform) FFT
Frequency
LinearComplexity
LongestRun
NonOverlappingTemplate
OverlappingTemplate
RandomExcursions
RandomExcursionsVariant
Rank
Runs
Serial
Universal

0.437274
0.153763
0.699313
0.595549
0.304126
0.032923
0.987896
0.275709
0.5125662466
0.191687
0.439636625
0.645271
0.678686
0.401199
0.1782745
0.383827

R ESULT AND D ISCUSSION

Fig. 4 shows the various output scenarios obtained. Initially, the users are given the option to enter the number of
login IDs they want to create. They are then asked to enter
the login ID and password. This information is stored in a
database. Fig. 4(a) shows the first case where the user enters
the incorrect password on the first attempt. The user is now left
with two more attempts to enter the right credentials. In the
second attempt, the user enters the correct credentials. After
this, he/she is prompted to enter the OTP generated by the
proposed B-exponential chaotic map. The duration of the OTP
generation process is 00:01:29 and the entire process takes
00:1:53. Once the OTP is generated by the system and received
by the user, he/she is then prompted to enter the OTP. Since the
OTP entered by the user matches the generated OTP, the user is

Proportion
of passing
0.98
0.99
0.97
0.98
0.99
0.98
0.98
0.98
0.98
0.98
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.98
0.975
0.97

Result
Success
Success
Success
Success
Success
Success
Success
Success
Success
Success
Success
Success
Success
Success
Success
Success

granted access. Fig. 4(b) shows the second case where the user
enters the incorrect credentials on the first try and is then left
with two more attempts to enter the right credentials. On the
second attempt, the user enters incorrect details again and is
left with only one more try. Here on the third attempt, the user
enters the wrong details again and is denied access. Fig. 4(c)
shows the third case where the user initially enters the correct
credentials. After that, the user is prompted to enter the OTP
generated by the proposed B-exponential chaotic map. In the
first attempt, the user’s OTP is incorrect. This leaves the user
with one more attempt to enter the OTP. As the OTP entered by
the user does not match the generated OTP, he/she is redirected
to the login page. The user is then prompted to enter the login
credentials once again. Upon entering the correct credentials
in the first attempt the user is prompted to enter the generated
OTP. Once the OTP entered by the user matches the generated
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TABLE II. C OMPARISON BETWEEN THE E XISTING S TUDIES R EPORTED IN L ITERATURE AND THE P ROPOSED M ETHOD . T HE ACCURACY IS O BTAINED
FROM THE NIST T EST S UITE . O UR P ROPOSED M ETHOD D EMONSTRATED BETTER C ORRELATION C OEFFICIENT AND E NTROPY THAN THE O NES
R EPORTED
Method
De et al. [28]
Flores et al. [21]
Saber et al. [22]
Akgul et al. [20]
Tang et al. [29]
Deng et al. [23]
Proposed method

Accuracy
(%)
99
98.39
94
98.45

OTP, he/she is granted access. This entire process takes a total
time of 00:02:45 for completion. Here, the duration of the OTP
generation process where the login details and OTP entered
by the user are both entered correctly in the first attempt is
00:01:45. Fig. 4(d) shows the fourth case where the user enters
the wrong credentials in the first attempt and is left with two
more attempts to enter the correct details. As the details entered
in the second try are incorrect the user is asked one last time to
enter the right details. When the user enters the correct login
information on the third try, they are prompted to enter the
OTP. the entire process takes 00:1:53. Since the OTP entered
by the user matches the OTP generated by the proposed Bexponential chaotic map the user is granted access.
Fig. 5 (a) shows the console output demonstrating the entries made by the user. The user entered the correct password,
then entered one incorrect OTP but was still granted access
because the correct OTP was entered on the second attempt.
Fig. 5(b) shows the final front-end UI, displaying the username,
password, and pin. The password has been masked, and the
pin has been disabled. Fig. 5(c) shows the graph of user input
versus percentage change in bits acquired from performing
various experiments. In the first and second attempts, nearly
40 % of the bits were changed, and in the third attempt,
nearly 46 % of the bits were changed, demonstrating the time
dependency on OTP generation for the same set of inputs.
The proposed system was able to select 24-bits out of 10
bits in 89 seconds at 1.09 Kbits/ms. We have also checked
the 4-digit password generation using the same B-exponential
chaotic map and found that the probability of hacking 4-digital
systems is 0.00012 using brute force attack. Whereas, the
probability of hacking a 6-digit OTP generation system created
using the B-exponential chaotic map was 0.000000991. This
shows that the 6-digit OTP system provides 120 times higher
security than a 4-digit OTP system. The maximum time-out
period observed for the 6-digit OTP generation system was
15 minutes i.e. the OTP has to be reset within 15 minutes
before it can become susceptible to brute force attack. The Bexponential chaotic map was also able to obtain a correlation
coefficient of 0.00076 and an entropy of 7.9999. This proves
that the chaotic map algorithm we have proposed is highly
random and can produce secure output.
8

Correlation
coefficient
0.0014
0.0857
0.0032
0.00076

Entropy
7.9980
7.990
7.9931
7.9999

statistical case. For the block frequency test, the system
achieved a 99 % accuracy with 198 successful tests out of 200
with a p-value of 0.15. For the forward cumulative sums test,
the system showed 97 % accuracy with 194 successful tests
out of 200 with a p-value of 0.69. For the backward cumulative
sums test, the system achieved a 98 % accuracy with 196
successful tests out of 200 with a p-value of 0.59. In the Fast
Fourier Transform (FFT) test, the system successfully passed
196 attempts out of 200 with a 98 % accuracy and a p-value of
0.3. The system achieved 196 successful attempts out of 200
with a 98 % accuracy and p-value of 0.03 for the frequency
test. For the linear complexity test, the system achieved a 98
% accuracy with 196 successful tests out of 200 with a p-value
of 0.98. In the longest run test, the system successfully passed
196 attempts out of 200 with a 98 % accuracy and a p-value
of 0.27. The system achieved 196 successful attempts out of
200 with a 98 % accuracy and p-value of 0.51 for the nonoverlapping template test and also achieved 98 % accuracy for
the overlapping template test with a p-value of 0.19. In the
random excursions test, the system successfully passed 198
attempts out of 200 with a 99 % accuracy with a p-value of
0.43 and in the random excursions variant test it achieved
a 99 % accuracy with a p-value of 0.64. The system also
achieved a 99 % accuracy in rank parameter test with 198
successful attempts out of 200 and a p-value of 0.67. In the
runs test the system was able to achieve a 98 % accuracy with
196 successful attempts out of 200 and a p-value of 0.4. The
serial test showed an accuracy of 97.5 % with 195 successful
attempts out of 200 with a p-value of 0.17 and the universal
test achieved a p-value of 0.38 with a 97 % accuracy with 194
successful attempts out of 200. All the tests were passed with
a successful result.
Table II provides a comparison between some of the works
reported in the literature that use chaotic maps for different
applications and our proposed method. The accuracy of 98.45
% which is obtained as a result of the NIST test suite
indicates that our proposed system is one of the best. The
correlation coefficient and entropy indicate the randomness of
the proposed algorithm. It can be seen that with a 0.00076
correlation coefficient and 7.9999 entropy our system has
outperformed the exiting works reported.

A. NIST Test Suite Result and Comparison

B. Data Science and OTP Generation

Table I shows the accuracy obtained for the bit-streams
generated. The NIST SP800-22 testing parameters were used
for validation purposes. The results obtained were, the system
achieved a 98 % accuracy with a p-value of 0.43 and 196
successful attempts out of 200 for the approximate entropy

Chaotic maps are used in applications in which creating
confusion in the initial data to encrypt it is required. They are
dynamic systems. But due to their chaotic behavior, chaotic
maps on their own are generators of huge amounts of random
data. These maps lead to the generation of millions of unique
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bits before repeating themselves due to their large periodicity.
The huge amounts of data and random trajectory that the maps
produce make it difficult for hackers to decipher them. Another
application of chaotic maps relating to data science is that
these maps are capable of encrypting the data available. A
vast amount of data is available on the internet today and it
is crucial to encrypt it to provide security and avoid hacking
attacks. Chaotic maps are also valuable in encrypting images
and audio files.
Due to the frequent usage of online websites and online
transactions it has become important to secure data. OTP generation using chaotic maps plays a big role in this application.
We have seen that OTP generated using chaotic maps is highly
unpredictable and secure. This will allow users on the internet
to continue secure browsing, protect their data and be safe
from hackers.
V.

C ONCLUSION

Due to the vulnerabilities in traditional username and
password systems, there was a need to develop a more secure
system, especially due to the increased use of online transactions during the COVID-19 pandemic. We have developed a 6digit OTP generation method over traditional 4-digit OTP using
a novel B-exponential chaotic map. As the current methods of
generating OTPs are time-consuming and uses a large amount
of memory on backend servers, we developed a fast and less
memory-consuming system. The 4-digit OTP system is limited
to 9999 users, but with our 6-digit we could expand this
database to 100 times more users which will be suitable for the
upcoming 5G technology. The proposed 24-bit (6-digit) long
OTP system was able to achieve 120 times more security than
traditional 4-digit systems with a faster backend computing
system that selected 24-bits out of 10 8 bits in 89 seconds
at 1.09 Kbits/ms. The proposed method is applicable to any
online transactions or banking applications.
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Abstract—The research work focuses on people with dementia
of the Alzheimer’s type, since, among the types of dementia,
this is the most common worldwide. In Peru, more than 200
thousand adults over 60 years of age suffer from this disease
and many others who still do not know it or are in its initial
stage. Therefore, it was decided to create a prototype of a mobile
application with memory games, riddles, reminders and different
types of physical activities to perform during the day. The scrum
methodology was implemented to promote good practices for
team and collaborative work, in terms of us phases from inception
to launch of the product which is the mobile application. In
addition, balsamiq was used as a prototype design tool. And so
the objective of creating the prototype for its development was
achieved. The goal of creating the prototype for the application
was achieved. Positive results were obtained in terms of user and
customer satisfaction. This will allow the benefit of adults for
the improvement of cognitive ability, being able to perform their
daily activities in the best way and socializing with family and
friends.
Keywords—Alzheimer’s; balsamiq; mobile; prototype; scrum

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Dementia prevents us from performing the activities of
daily living properly, as it is a syndrome that affects memory,
understanding and behavior. Worldwide, dementia has become
a major public health problem. Risk factors for dementia vary
from country to country. It is estimated that the number of new
cases of dementia each year worldwide is close to 7.7 million,
with one new case every four seconds. Each year, there are 3.6
million new cases (46%) in Asia, 2.3 million (31%) in Europe,
1.2 million (16%) in the Americas and 500,000 (7%) in Africa
[1].
Epidemiologists around the world have conducted research
on the prevalence of dementia, with predicted estimates coming from a variety of sources, including epidemiological surveys, hospital records and electronic medical record databases.
A meta-analysis included 157 epidemiological studies conducted worldwide between 1980 and 2009. The report showed
that the prevalence of dementia among people over 60 years
of age was 5.8% to 8.0%, showing an exponential increase
with age, doubling every five years. A different global metaanalysis study reported similar results, with a prevalence rate
of 4.8% for people over 60 and a period prevalence rate of
6.9%.
Although dementia affects the world, it represents a unique
danger for Latin American and Caribbean countries compared
to the lower, stable and declining prevalence rates in Europe

and the United States, the prevalence of dementia in people
over 65 years of age in this region of the continent is high,
and increasing, between 7.1% and 11.5%. In addition, there
are several related risk factors, including significant genetic
heterogeneity and social determinants of health [2]. In Peru,
according to the Ministry of Health (Minsa) indicated that
in 2019 more than 200 thousand people over 60 years of
age suffer from dementia. This report was presented by the
psychiatrist Manuel Escalante.
Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, the government of Peru,
through the former president Martı́n Alberto Vizcarra Cornejo,
has been taking preventive measures since the first wave of
this disease, such as the use of masks, face shields, social
distancing, etc. One of these provisional measures was social
isolation, a strict but necessary posture. In this situation, there
was a statistically significant increase in the population in
the levels of agitation, depression, appetite, eating disorders,
nocturnal behavioral disturbances and aberrant motor activities
[1]. It is not yet known what cognitive damage these measures
may have caused in the population, according to experts the
results of these new routines may be chaotic.
Among the types of dementia, Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is
the most common, accounting for 60-70% of dementia cases.
In the initial stage of AD, cognitive impairment progresses
progressively, showing orientation difficulties, language alterations and cognitive dysfunctions. During the course of
the disease many psychological symptoms occur in behavior,
affecting activities of daily living [3].
According to the author [4], there is an inverse relationship
between sedentary time and cognitive ability, although studies
on this topic are inconsistent. However, not all sedentary challenges are equal. Passive sedentary behaviors, such as watching
television, appear to be harmful; whereas more cognitively
stimulating activities, such as reading, using a computer or
solving puzzles, are shown to be associated with improved
cognitive ability and recognition.
By means of the analysis carried out research work is to
develop a mobile application model using basic principles of
mental health experts. Enabling the improvement of FE and
delaying future Alzheimer’s problems in older adults.
The article is made up of sections. In Section II for
literature review, in Section III, the methodology was applied
to, In Section IV a case study was conducted, in Section V
result and discussion, and finally in Section VI the conclusion
and future work.
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II.

L ITERATURE R EVIEW

The research topic of this article is cognitive ability in
older adults, likewise, of the various applications created on
the basis of cognitive enhancement, based on this I design an
application to enhance the cognitive capacity of older adults
through interactive games.
The author [5], reviewed the studies of the last decade
in the field of cognitive training using communication and
information technologies, also recorded those cognitive improvement strategies and thus evaluated the effectiveness of
these programs, that is why I come to the following conclusion,
entertainment applications, video games among others could
be used in intervention studies for cognitive improvement of
healthy or cognitively impaired individuals.
On the other hand, the author [6], It is recognized that there
is limited understanding of how older adults use smartphones
and how their use changes compared to younger users, in
addition, mentions that based on data collected from the
telephones of 84 healthy adults during the last three months,
the most common characteristic is that they open fewer applications, take longer to perform daily tasks and send fewer
text messages, then a cognitive analysis was performed on
each respondent and it turns out that 79% had cognitive
impairment, This is why their study suggests that researchers
and developers should take cognitive impairment into account
when developing any type of project.
On the other hand, according to the author [7], tells us
that taking into account the illnesses of people due to their
age, an application consisting of four modules was developed:
news, reasoning games, reasoning questions and a calendar.
The app was put to the test and the results show that there is
an increased interest in memory games and entertaining brain
games.
According to the author [8], modern cell phones have
generated new interactive scenarios that require complex interfaces. The major operating system developers of these devices
provide APIs for developers to implement their own apps,
including different solutions for graphical interfaces, sensor
control and voice interaction. While these resources are useful,
there is no clear strategy to combine the multimodal interface
with the possibilities offered by the device to identify and adapt
to user needs, which is particularly important in areas such as
environmentally assisted living.
In addition, the author [9], argues that digital apps for
seniors should be evaluated to support senior independence
and home care. Apps provide increasing opportunities for
older adults and their family caregivers to educate, participate
and share health information through digital platforms. Few
applications have recorded evidence of availability for the
elderly and their caregivers. By conducting a survey, the
author concluded that technology use among older adults and
caregivers was high. Usability and engagement of the mobile
application was average. Additional training is needed for older
adults and their caregivers, including that on specific behaviors
for digital maintenance.
In conclusion, the good contributions of the authors mentioned for the development of this topic were analyzed, also,
certain shortcomings were observed in the interactivity with the

application, so a new contribution will be added by applying
what was analyzed and incorporating new knowledge.
III.

M ETHODOLOGY

In order to carry out the research, the agile Scrum methodology was used, is considered agile because it uses incremental
and iterative process approaches. On the other hand, has proven
to be more useful than the traditional waterfall model because
it improves the productivity of the processes and helps to
reduce the time consumed for their realization. In a traditional
waterfall model, planning is performed prior to testing, in
addition, the process is managed in phases and once it has
been completed, it is not possible to return to the previous
phase. On the other hand, Scrum at any stage changes can be
made to improve the outcome. In Fig. 1, the Scrum flow is
shown [10].

Fig. 1. Scrum Flow.

A. Scrum
The use of scrum involves integrating roles between work
teams, an advantage of using scrum is that it allows teams to
adapt quickly to manage and plan their work, since, each step
of scrum allows you to plan, design, develop and test the code,
all these activities are divided between roles [10], Fig. 2 shows
the roles proposed by Scrum [11].
Scrum has three roles: Product Owner, Scrum Master and
the Team:
1) The Product Owner: For this role, the manager is
responsible for the definition and prioritization of the client’s
needs, in addition to communicating all the information of
the client’s requirements to the entire team and in this way
maximize the value of the product.
2) The Scrum Master: Who assumes the role is the
”Servant Leader” of the team, also known as moderator, is
responsible for solving problems of the team, also motivates
the same to develop its activities.
3) The Team: For this role, the person in charge is the
entire team in charge of the development of the project, usually
made up of 3 or 9 members. It is responsible for making the
deliverables established in the Product Backlog, on the other
hand, a characteristic of the team is its proactivity, ability to
multitask and have the necessary knowledge to help in the
activities of its colleagues [12].
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effort for each task are established. During the Sprint process,
assigned tasks are movable depending on the Product Owner’s
requirements [15].
7) Sprint Presentation: The Sprint is presented according
to the requirements and the determined times, in this phase,
the scrum team performs tests on what is presented and it is
either accepted or rejected, this is repeated according to the
number of sprints a project contains [16].
8) Feedback: At the end of the project or each sprint, the
scrum team holds a feedback meeting where they analyze
everything developed in order to know their successes and
failures in all aspects, para poder mejorar en un próximo
proyecto o Sprint.

Fig. 2. Roles in Scrum.

B. Scrum Practices
Scrum has practices also called Scrum formalities: Daily
Meeting, Sprint Review, Sprint Planning and Sprint Retrospective Meetings:
1) Daily Meeting: The meeting is held every day, the team
discusses the problems and the process of the project.
2) Sprint Review: A meeting is held in which the team
presents the results at the end of each Sprint to the owner.
3) Sprint Planning Meetings: A meeting is held to define
the activities to be carried out during a Sprint.
4) Sprint Retrospective: The entire Scrum team meets with
the objective of evaluating the team’s performance during the
Sprint and the practices to be carried out to improve team
productivity [12].
C. Structure of Scrum Development
1) Requirements Stage: It is established to obtain the
project planning requirements.
2) Definition of User Stories: It is the description of the
functionality of the system, for which the requirements are
analyzed in collaboration between the client and the team, the
user stories will be improved throughout the life of the project.
3) User Stories Prioritization: The priority of each of the
user stories is established and the order in which they will
be developed is determined, taking into account which one
is the most fundamental for the project and thus following a
hierarchy [13].
4) Analogous Estimation: When the user stories are obtained, they go through an examination where the use of a
tool or estimation method is required, this consists of a study
of each of the user stories concerning the time that the scrum
team believes it can develop it, this phase involves both time
and the resources and expenses that may be required.
5) Definition of Sprint Speed: The speed and time of
development of each Sprint is performed through an analysis
that varies according to the experience of the Scrum team [14].
6) Creation of the Product Backlog: User stories, priorities
and required tasks are included in a Product Backlog. t includes
the features or short term requirements and long term functionalities that have been defined jointly by the development
team and Product Owner, moreover, the points or level of

D. Development Tools
1) Kotlin Programming Language: Kotlin is a programming language with 100% interoperability with Java that
combines functionality and object oriented features so that
developers can use it. Write a new file in an existing Java
project or write a new file Use Kotlin applications from scratch.
In addition, the official IDE is used for android development
[17].
2) Android Studio: The Android operating system is a
linux-based open source software, this means that it can be
used by anyone for free and free of charge. It was developed primarily for portable devices, including tablets and
smartphones. Its architecture allows compatibility with the
Java language. Ever since the first version of Android 1.0
was released in 2008, have been developing it up to version
11. Android studio is being powered by IntelliJ IDEA, what
is integrated development Environment (IDE) [18]. IntelliJ
IDEA’s contribution makes it even simpler to create Android
applications.
3) FireBase: Firebase is a web application platform. Helping developers create quality applications. The data are stored
as objects using the JSON format. Firebase does not depend
on the most common queries, how to add, insert, delete or
update. This tool is basically a backend for your system, used
to store data used to store the data and use it according to your
needs [19].
4) Balsamiq: It is software used to create diagrams of a
web page, which is widely used by application designers [20].
Balsamiq encourages us to focus on the structure and content
of a website, avoiding position and detail errors, at the same
time it allows us to create prototypes quickly, recreating the
experience of a computer board [21].
IV.

C ASE S TUDY

A. Start-up Stage
1) Requirements Identification: Table II lists the functional
requirements of the system., based on the survey and results
shown in Table I.
2) User Stories: Table II shows the list of User Stories
created based on the functional requirements shown in Table
II.
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TABLE I. R EQUIREMENTS L IST
N°
R-1
R-2
R-3
R-4
R-5
R-6
R-7
R-8

Requirements
The application must have a section that allows me to register or
log in with an alternative account, Gmail, Facebook, etc.
The application should perform a test where I evaluate the phase in which
I am in encounter, early stage, middle stage or final stage.
The application allows me to select the preferred activities
depending on the phase I’m in.
The application must show my progress during its use, in order to be able to
evaluate my improvement during the use of the application.
The application should show me recommendations, advice or
information based on my results or the phase I am in.
The application must have activities that include logic and
mathematics.
The application should have a game customization stage
to improve my user experience.
The application must show my results at the end of each section or
activity.

story to determine those that are most relevant to the operation
of the mobile application, that is, is sorted according to priority,
as shown in Table IV in the first column all the user stories
are ordered, then the second column contains the information
obtained in Table III, and each estimate is added according to
the corresponding history and finally, in the last column, the
prioritization is carried out, for this it is considered that user
stories are important to develop first for the correct functioning
of the application.
TABLE IV. U SER S TORIES P RIORITIZATION
User Stories
H-U
Priority
H1
1
H2
2
H3
3
H4
4
H5
5
H6
6
H7
7
H8
8

TABLE II. U SER S TORIES
N°
H1
H2
H3
H4
H5
H6
H7
H8

User Stories
As a user, I want the application to allow me to login
or register to have access to all functionalities..
As a user, I want the application to have a test or
entry game to know what stage I am in.
As a user, I would like to have different sections where
I can evaluate my knowledge according to the stage I am in to perform
the activities your preferences.
I as a user, I want the application to show my progress as
I use the application to see my progress over time.
As a user, I want the application to suggest activities, information and
recommendations based on my results to improve my current state.
I, as a user, want the application to include mental reasoning
games to improve my cognitive memory.
I as a user, I want the application to allow me to customize
the games to enhance my user experience.
As a user, I want the application to show me the results at the
end of each section to observe my performance in each activity.

B. Planning Phase

3) Definition of Sprint Speed and History Points: In order
to carry out the following chart it was decided together with the
development team to divide the Sprint into three deliverables,
also details which user stories belong to each Sprint, for
example, H1 and H2 belong to Sprint 1. As shown in Fig.
3, Sprint 1 has 14 points, this result was obtained thanks to
the information in Table IV, the effort points obtained by the
stories were added up there, H1 only obtained 1 point and H2
13 points, Adding both values together gives the result. The
sprint speed refers to the estimated time for the completion
of a sprint, speed is determined by the development team, the
equipment is new, is why at the beginning the speed is high,
however, Sprint 3 the speed slows down as the team is already
more consolidated.

1) Analog Estimation: At this stage, the complexity estimate is made with respect to the development of each story,
for this purpose, the rating range is from 1 to 13, 1 is the
lowest level of complexity and 13 is the highest. he estimation
is based on H1, since this is where the ”Login” is developed,
then by way of example, H5 is located in column 5, which
indicates that H5 is 5 times more complex to develop than H1,
the same logic applies to the other stories. Thanks to the analog
estimation, an idea of the functional development of each story
for a future project was presented. To arrive at the following
result, the work team held a discussion on the estimation of
each story, were also classified according to personal criteria.
As shown in Table III.
TABLE III. A NALOG E STIMATION
Fig. 3. History and Speed Points.
H1
H2
H3
H4
H5
H6
H7
H8

1
1-Login

2

3

5

8

13
13-Login
13-Login

2-Login
5-Login
8-Login
5-Login
3-Login

2) User Stories Prioritization: In order to arrive at the
following result, the work team performed an analysis of each

The Sprint Backlog table shows the three Sprint with their
respective functionality to be developed, also, the estimated
time for its development is defined. Estimated project development time is 3 months and 2 weeks. also, deliverables are
completed in a shorter time. All this is shown in Table V:
4) Creation of the Product Backlog: For the creation of
the complete backlog, ordered according to their history and
priority, likewise, in the ”Sprint” column, each story is sorted
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TABLE V. S PRINT BACKLOG
Interface
Cognitive memory enhancement application
Sprint 1: Login Interface
Sprint1: Registration Interface
Sprint 1: Home Interface
Sprint 1: Input evaluation
Sprint 2: Creation of activities
sprint 2: Creation of interactive games
Sprint 3: Activity customization functionalities
Sprint 3: Results reports

Duration
3
months
and 2 weeks
1 week
1 week
2 week
2 weeks
2 weeks
2 weeks
2 weeks
2 weeks

according to which Sprint it belongs to, is why it has been
numbered from 1 to 4. Finally, the Estimate is listed from 1 to
13, and this information is obtained from the analog estimating
Table. The Product Backlog is shown in Table VI.
Fig. 4. Login Screen.
TABLE VI. P RODUCT BACKLOG
User Stories
H1: As a user, I want the application
to allow me to login or register to have
access to all functionalities.
H2: As a user, I want the application to
have a test or entry game to know what
stage I am in.
H3: As a user, I would like to have
different sections where I can evaluate
my knowledge according to the stage I
am in to perform the activities I prefer.
H4: As a user, I want the application
to show my progress depending on how
long I have been using the application
to see how much progress I have made.
H5: As a user, I want the application
to suggest activities, information and
recommendations based on my results
to improve my current state.
H6: As a user, I want the application
to include mental reasoning games to
improve my cognitive memory.
H7: As a user, I want the application
to allow me to customize the games to
improve my user experience.
H8: As a user, I want the application to
show me the results at the end of each
section to observe my performance in
each activity.

V.

Priority
1

Sprint
1

Estimation
1

2

1

5

3

2

13

4

2

2

5

2

5

6

3

8

7

3

5

8

3

3

Fig. 5. Registration Screen.

R ESULT AND D ISCUSSION

A. Presentation of Prototypes by user Stories
This stage presents the design of the prototypes created
based on the requirements and user stories, in order to graphically represent the functionalities of the application.
First Sprint: As shown in Fig. 3, the first sprint has a total
of 14 story points, the estimated time is one month and two
weeks.
H1: I as a user, I want the application to allow me to login
or register to have access to all functionalities. As shown in
Fig. 4, the option to log in via Facebook and Gmail has been
implemented, also, in Fig. 5, in case you do not have any of
the accounts you have the option to register to start using the
application.
H2: I as a user, I want the application to have a test
or entry game to know what stage I am in. After logging

in, the application automatically directs you to a 10-activity
entry test to assess your current status (see Fig. 6), the app
presents you with several interactive games, among them the
following stand out: 4 pictures one word, crossword puzzles,
mathematical problems, sound recognition (sounds of animals,
things, instruments, etc.). in addition, each test has a time limit
for answering. These are shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5.
At the end of the test, the results are shown, in the initial
part it shows you where you are based on your results, Fig. 8
shows that at the end of the 10 activities, at the top shows you
the result, in this case the status is ”Initial”, which indicates
that the tests were performed in the estimated optimal time.
Second sprint:
H3: As a user, I would like to have different sections where
I can evaluate my knowledge according to the phase I am in to
perform the activities I prefer. As shown in Fig. 9, 6 interactive
games have been developed for this story, which are intended
to stimulate the mental agility of our users.
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Fig. 9. Games Section.

Fig. 6. Question 1 of the Test.

H4: As a user, I want the application to show my progress
depending on how long I have been using the application
to see how much I have progressed, this functionality was
implemented through general and game levels. When you
select a game the app directs you to an interface where you find
all the levels, this stage was designed for the user to progress
over time, to pass to the next level you must necessarily finish
the previous level. As you progress through the games your
overall level will increase. this section is shown in Fig. 10.
H5: I, as a user, want the application to suggest activities,
information and recommendations based on my results to
improve my current state. As shown in Fig. 9, this can be
seen in the initial part, where it is shown that ”Complete the
word” and ”General culture” are the recommended games, this
recommendation depends on your initial test result and your
current condition.
Fig. 7. Test Questions 2 and 3.

Fig. 10. Game Levels Section.

Fig. 8. Entry Test Results.

Third Sprint:
H6: I as a user, I want the application to include mental
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reasoning games to improve my cognitive memory. As shown
in Fig. 7, n this section, mathematical reasoning problems
are developed, since the team considers that it is essential to
maintain an active mind.
H7: I as a user, I want the application to allow me to
customize the games to improve my user experience. As shown
in Fig. 11, this section allows the user to customize all games,
you can change the background of each image, this function
was implemented in order to make the user more familiar with
the app by including images of their choice, also, has the option
to include custom music for each game, since music is an
active stimulant of the mind and influences the mood generally
in a positive way.

Fig. 12. Result of the use of the Games.

1) Assessment between Methodologies: Table VIII shows
the evaluation of the methodologies studied and the scores
obtained. The criteria are scored 1, 3, and 5, with 1 = low, 3
= medium, and 5 = high. The criteria have allowed a score to
be made according to the methodology under study, where the
scrum methodology obtained the highest score. In addition,
Table IX shows the 11 questions asked in the survey; this
allowed for an exhaustive analysis.

C. Analysis of the Survey Carried out for user Stories
Fig. 11. Customize Games.

H8: I, as a user, want the application to show me the
results at the end of each section to observe my performance
in each activity. As shown in Fig. 12, this section shows the
user’s progress in each game, depending on the time of use,
this information varies depending on the time of use. The
information presented is updated daily and shows the results of
the last month, order to allow users to graphically observe their
progress and thus motivate them to continue making progress.

For the creation of the requirements, a survey of 35 people
between 35 and 60 years of age was conducted, using the
GoogleForms tool, the survey was conducted directly from
their cell phones. The following questions were created by
the development team in order to know the user’s preferences.
Table I shows the questions asked to the 35 respondents.
In Fig. 13, the results and user presence can be seen,
thanks to this information, the functional requirements of the
application were created, the following are the most relevant
results for the system.

All the prototypes shown in the research were validated by
testing the functionality.

Of the 35 people surveyed, 31 prefer that the application
allows you to log in through an alternative account: Gmail
or Facebook, this is why it is necessary to implement this
functionality in the system.

B. Comparison between Methodologies

Of the 35 people surveyed, 32 agree with the creation of an
initial test, which should be developed in order to determine
the user’s level: ”Beginner”, ”Intermediate” or ”Moderate”.

The following are a series of methodologies, which have
different standards, covering all aspects of requirements, development, design and quality. Table VII shows a comparison
of the requirements considered for each method studied. In
this table, agile methodologies are compared, as well as
with traditional methodology; This allows us to know the
importance of the use of scrum in research.

D. Analysis of Each Sprint using Burndown Chart
At this stage, each Sprint was analyzed with the help of a
graph, the X-axis shows the time range, which has a duration
of 1 month and 2 weeks (42 days). The Y-axis shows the
score for Sprint 1, the analogous estimate seen in Table VI
indicates that it has a total of 14 history points. The Blue line
is the expected result and the Orange line is the actual result.
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TABLE VII. C OMPARISON OF M ETHODOLOGIES
CRITERIA

SCRUM

Description

A model that
is strengthened
by the active
participation
of all project
members.

Type of Review

A daily review is
needed, analyzing
the following:
1. Work done the
day before.
2. Work to be performed.
3. Tasks with impairments or that
can be performed.

Objectives

Suitable
for
projects
in
complex
environments:
Innovation and
competitiveness.
Get fast results.
Changing
requirements.

Stages

Planning.
Mounting.
Development.
Release.

Characteristics of
the model

Increased
active customer
collaboration.

TABLE IX. Q UESTIONS A SKED OF R ESPONDENTS

METHODOLOGIES
RUP
XP
Extreme
programming
Characterized
model, allowing
by the iterative
for
the
and incremental
incorporation
model.
of
new
functionalities.
In
this
methodology,
the phases are
It must be indeveloped
one
tegrated at least
after the other,
once a day, and
thus
perfecting
tests must be perthe objectives. If
formed on the ena phase is not
tire process.
completed,
the
next phase is not
continued.
Defined
by
Object-oriented
giving priority to
that establishes
work with direct
the
basis,
results.
templates
and
Customer
examples
for
satisfaction.
all
aspects
Group work.
and
phases
Acting
on
of
software
variables: Cost,
development.
time, quality and
scope.
Define roles
Estimate the efHome.
fort
Prepared by.
Choosing what to
Construction.
build
Transition.
Program
Repeat.
Focuses on using
Emphasis on Prouse cases with
gramming.
an
incremental
model.

No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Survey Questions
Have you played games that are based on strategy to win?
Would you like the application to allow you to enter through your Gmail
account?
Would you like the application to take an entrance test to know if you are
in the ”initial”, ”medium” or ”moderate” stage?
Would you like the application to include basic math operations?
Have you solved solving puzzles and riddles?
health?
Would you like an application that allows you to play your favorite songs?
for the diagnosis?
Would you like to have several games within the application?
Would you like to see your progress after a certain time of use of the
application
Would you like the application to show you the results of your progress
in a graph?
Would you like to include levels of difficulty for each game?
Do you think an application can improve your cognitive memory?

Fig. 13. Results of the Survey.

TABLE VIII. E VALUATION BY P ROCESSING C RITERIA
CRITERIA
KNOWLEDGE
TIME
ADAPTABLE
APPLICABLE
TOTALS

METHODOLOGIES
SCRUM
RUP
XP
5
5
3
5
1
5
5
5
5
5
3
5
20

14

18

This leads to the conclusion that the team at the time was
not consistent in its work, since the actual line is not lines,
has inconsistent variations, also, the Sprint was successfully
completed, this is shown in Fig. 14.

Fig. 14. Result of the First Sprint.

For Sprint 2, has a total of 20 story points, with a duration
of 1 month (28 days). As shown in Fig. 15, the development
of the project was carried out with a higher consistency, the
first two weeks progress was slow and from the second week
onwards the activity intensified until the Sprint was finally
completed.
Finally, in Sprint 3, has a total of 16 history points, in
addition, has a duration of 1 month (28 days). At this stage
of the project, the team is already consolidated, since, as can
be seen the expected time and the actual time does not vary
much compared to the first Sprint, which indicates a greater
commitment of the team to the project, the activities were
developed gradually until the end. As can be seen in Fig. 16.
www.ijacsa.thesai.org
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VI.

C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK

The research work concludes that a mobile application prototype has been developed to improve cognitive ability in older
adults. The research contribution will allow the improvement
of the health of these citizens. Using the Scrum methodology
and applying the Balsamiq design tool, the functionalities
required by the respondents were successfully represented.
In terms of methodology, the Scrum framework was of
vital importance, since it allows a high-value sequential development, thus improving the quality of the application. In
addition, the variety of tables and graphs provided by Scrum
are the key to presenting information clearly and accurately.

Fig. 16. Third Sprint Result.

E. Analysis of Electronic Glasses to Improve Vision
In the research, the design of glasses is presented whose
objective is to improve the vision of the elderly, applying
various technologies [22], including the use of augmented
reality, real-time motion sensors and the use of GPS, among
others, as seen in Fig. 17 and Fig. 18. The development of
this research [23], will be of great help to those older adults
who consume applications from their Smartphone, including
our application, since it would be a pity if due to visual
problems it is not possible to use our application, that is why
the development of electronic glasses is a complement to take
into account when thinking about the scope and comfort of
the user.

In the future, it is expected that this research will be
complemented with the development of a mobile application
implementing the use of Artificial Intelligence to improve
the initial diagnosis, also, it is suggested to apply all the
steps presented above and in this way make the application
a reality, as it will be very useful for people in the early
stages of Alzheimer’s disease, thus preventing the disease from
progressing. It is expected that this mobile application will
soon contribute to the health sector and be of great help to
people.
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Abstract—The human being has a fragile life, and is attacked
by different diseases throughout his life, neglecting or ignoring
some of them because it is considered minimal, can be fatal,
but many do not want to attend a health center, so they seek
your symptoms on the Internet and finding pages with false
information, that is the problem that we will address in this
investigation. The objective of the research is to implement an
expert system, creating a web page that provides real information
when a user enters their symptoms. This was achieved based
on the logic of rules developed in Prolog, so when a user fills
out the created questionnaire, the expert system will follow. the
rules to conclude with the desired diagnosis; all these steps were
carried out using the buchanan methodology. The result was an
improvement in the accessibility of truthful information through
the Internet, facilitating the management of appointments of users
if they have a serious illness, or the treatment in case of a minor
illness. The beneficiaries of the research were the population that
required the use of the automated query application.
Keywords—Automated query; buchanan; expert system; prolog;
symptoms

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Since the end of 2019, there is no person who has not been
affected by the pandemic experienced, every area of life itself
was changed in many ways, the general population is in a state
of constant alarm and concern as to whether they are sick from
COVID-19 or not [1].
Globally, there were waves of excessive contagions, which
brought high peaks of death, in addition, very few people
considered that the COVID-19 is not the only disease in
recent years, even in the midst of the pandemic, people were
struggling with other diseases, from the simplest [2] , such as
the common flu, to the strongest and deadliest, such as cancer.
It is for all this that millions of individuals in Peru and
the world resort to the use of the Internet to learn about their
illness, by entering their symptoms in the search engine of
their choice, in order to get immediate help, and in most
cases, proceed to self-medication to avoid the cost of medical
appointments or time spent in the hospital [3].
Many times when resorting to unreliable sites, people are
exposed to receive information that can be harmful to them,
since many of these diagnoses are written by bloggers or
people who did not have a higher education and who do not
have the appropriate knowledge to derive a clinical solution
[4].
The main objective is the creation and implementation of
a system through a web page with accurate information, this

would be achieved by affiliating doctors as editors, in addition
to having a relationship with a nearby medical center for
prompt attention [5] [6]. The aim is to classify the patient’s
level of need for care, whether he/she can be treated using
telemedicine or referred to a face-to-face appointment .
To achieve the best selection for the benefit of the user,
at the time of putting their symptoms, is through an expert
system, which is a branch of artificial intelligence [7], that
allows decision making based on a set of rules, so when
a patient indicates their ailment, the system will select the
diagnosis with more matches [8].
The resulting benefits are the clearest, both for the person
himself, because at last, he will have a place where he can
have a solution to his health problem and that it is also reliable
and, on the other hand, it is very beneficial for the network of
hospitals and clinics affiliated to the website [9], because they
will have a greater number of patients .
On the other hand, another of the great benefits that we
obtain by applying directly on a web page, is the direct
interaction with the user. Peru is a country with a large
sector of poverty, not everyone can buy expensive devices
for downloading mobile applications, but websites are more
accessible to all Peruvian citizens [10]. At a general level,
there is a need to modernize the prompt care of the population,
especially in a health crisis, such as a pandemic.
The paper is structured as follows: in Section II, the
literature review; in Section III, the methodology, where the
steps to be carried out are indicated; in Section IV the results
and discussions; finally in Section V the conclusion and future
work.
II.

L ITERATURE R EVIEW

The research principle allows the visualization in a global
way, how expanded and well executed the digital format related
to the health area is, speaking specifically about the search
for symptoms and treatments for non-lethal situations, in the
current context of the pandemic. The number of searches on
websites has multiplied, to know for sure if the symptoms
suffered by a person could be a serious illness, but when doing
this search for symptoms on the Internet we are faced with a
main problem, of finding a sea of pages with erroneous or
unverified content.
With respect the subject of study, research shows the great
growth of internet searches on health issues, being this way
that [11] Jozsef in its research on Health Information on the
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Internet, tells us that research has revealed that more and more
Internet users are accessing health-related websites to search
for health information and are relying on it to answer their
health questions. Therefore, in the following study [12] it
is confirmed that Internet searches can help people find not
only the symptoms of the disease, but also various treatment
options, this information is largely hosted in social media
communities such as blogs, social networks, e-mails, among
others [13].
Based on this, it is known that there is a need for the
population to understand the medical situation they are going
through, Macrohon in a study on real-time COVID-19 data
visualization and information [3] reveals that studies have
shown that people of all age groups search the Internet for
information about their health, illnesses, care and treatment,
in addition, a great variety of texts, images, graphics, files and
audio and video applications that are uploaded on different
websites, supported by the poor knowledge of people on
health issues, affects people’s search for information, since
this information is of low quality and from not very credible
sources.
Knowing that most of the health information found on
the internet is not very reliable [12] Waltters in a study on
virtual clinic care in these pandemic times, I affirm that the
websites and health-related information on the internet show
inconsistent quality with incorrect data and unreliable sources,
the medical community has therefore begun to question the
reliability of using websites to search for information.

system as soon as possible, which would make more people
literate in the area of health and personal care.
Finally, must be clear that the population is looking for a
lot of information on health food care, [18] this recent study
revealed that websites in Europe do not have good information
quality despite having unique criteria patterns. It should be
noted that only half of the websites had correct information.
In addition, the following research on the digital inclusion
of health information websites [18] tells us that none of the
websites found in this study had nutritional advice that met the
quality criteria 100%. In conclusion, several works have been
analyzed, including scientific articles and theses. Objective to
implement an expert system for automatic symptom queries.
Applying an expert system in the healthcare area is an
important step in obtaining reliable medical diagnoses. At this
time, people are putting their physical and mental health at
risk by consulting symptoms of any kind on the Internet.
What intend with this research is to establish a reliable source
for anyone who wants quick help. Any person would only
have to go online, enter their symptoms and the system would
automatically determine what these people suffer from, helping
a lot to make decisions, to go to a medical center or buy basic
medicines that do not require a prescription.
III.

M ETHODOLOGY

For this reason [11] indicates that professionals who are in
charge of developing websites to provide health services with
respect to people’s health, focusing on the needs of the users,
this help is necessary to eliminate any health ignorance.
On the other hand, in the following study on the adaptation
of an expert system for medical diagnosis [14] it was found that
at present most websites are not properly prepared to provide
health information. Many of the sites studied violated the basic
guidelines for remote access, whether mobile or web, and nongovernmental sites have proven to be in a better position to
adapt to the new needs of patients. This is, a limitation of
cyber resources for the population, so the state or government
web pages related to health must adapt to the new changes
quickly in order to meet the needs of the population.
To put the situation of the websites in order, author
Muhammand in his research on web-based clinic management
system compared by scores the level of information of the
websites [15] These showed us that the level of help provided
is directly referential to the type of search, which means
that there are searches that will be helpful and useful, such
as searching for beneficial help on websites, but a lower
percentage of useful information and help on personal help
sites [16].
Reviewing other research can see that in addition to being
able to score the various health sites, they were also rated by
percentage of truthfulness, as in the following study on user
participation in health websites, [17] shows a worrying result,
87.2% of the pages that have been examined are not verified
and do not have official code certificates, which could result in
false information about the current health crisis in the world.
Entities should improve their satellite education dissemination

Fig. 1. Methodology Buchanan.

A. Stages of the Methodology
For the development of the expert system was used
the BUCHANAN methodology shown in Fig.1. Which is a
methodology based on the cascade life cycle that was used in
the beginnings of software engineering, with this it is deduced
that the process of construction or development of the expert
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system will be carried out with a process of almost constant
revision since this methodology follows the software (expert
system) in its different phases [19] , which make a hierarchical
life cycle; these are defined in 6 modules.
1) Identification: In this step the participants, roles, actors
to build the system and their functions in the construction are
identified. At this stage, the available resources and sources
of knowledge are also identified, as well as the objectives or
goals of the expert system.
2) Conceptualization: The knowledge of the field expert
is described, knowledge obtained for the project, in order
to delimit the system, this to identify and characterize the
problem, the scope of the expert system is defined, this means
that the specific problems to be solved by the expert system
must be specified.

Fig. 2. Patient Registration Module.

3) Formalization: The structure of the expert system is
obtained, and with the problem well defined, was begin to
identify what is required to be done in the different functions or
tasks to be solved by the expert system, relevant and important
concepts are identified, as well as the result of formalizing the
conceptual information diagram the Bayesian network, which
will be used to identify the rules of the expert system, at this
stage of the methodology, the specifications are defined to first
build the prototype of the knowledge base.
4) Implementation: This step begins with the development
of the expert system, based on the data previously obtained,
such as the identification of the study variables, the tasks of
the expert system, the use cases, the Bayesian Network, the
rules, among others, then the programming language will be
chosen,the programming environment, which is the choice of
the set of programs for the realization of the project and finally
the general organization of the development, all this allows an
adequate creation of the knowledge base of the expert system
and of the prototype to be tested in the following step [20].
5) Test: Having the prototype, observe the behavior it has
during its execution, and the key points that analyze are, the
operation of the knowledge base, that is, how it reacts to the
information it processes within the system and the second point
is the structure of inferences, which is the response it has in
the interaction.
B. Methodology Development
1) Identification:
•

Problem:
Currently, there is no website adequate to the needs of
people who search for their symptoms on the Internet,
and even less, an expert system that can provide a
reliable basic diagnosis for the user to make health
care decisions.

•

Solution:
Propose the creation of a rule-based expert system
with the utility to provide basic diagnostics for a virtual triage process, thus streamlining existing medical
consultations.

•

Familiarization with the Domain:
In order to carry out the familiarization and mastery,
the face-to-face triage process was studied with all

Fig. 3. Triage Module.

the corresponding procedures. Once the problems and
domains have been identified, continue with the development of the expert system tasks.
•

Expert System Tasks
◦ Enable to register patients to the system, this
module is shown in the Fig. 2.
◦ Allows triage from home, a module shown on
the Fig. 3.
◦ To allow through a module the learning of the
expert system, in order to continue expanding
the knowledge base.
◦ Allow the system to diagnose possible disease
based on the patient’s symptoms, diagnosis
module.
◦ Enable the system to display the results of the
diagnostic, as shown in the Fig. 4.

2) Conceptualization: In this stage of the methodology,
proceeded to obtain the knowledge of the expert system,
qualitative information was needed for the research, this to
be able to apply it in the rule-based model to be used, from
the different models that can be applied for decision-based
structures, the Bayesian network was chosen, to be able to
use this model and implement it in the expert system for
the creation of the knowledge base, the target variable was
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knowledge base presentation created, for this we identify the
rules of inference that will be used for the construction of
the knowledge base through logic programming, it should
be noted that this stage of the methodology is important
because it establishes the rules of inference that are used
for the solution of the problem posed, the criteria for the
development of the rules of inference is observed in Table
III and to culminate in this stage is the one that establishes
everything necessary for the implementation stage of the
expert system in prolog.

Fig. 4. Result Module.

identified as shown in Table I, as well as the observation
variables that are specified in Table II, once these 2 variables
were identified, the knowledge base will be created.
•

Target Variable: As shown in Table I.
TABLE I. I DENTIFICATION OF THE TARGET VARIABLE

Description
Symptom consultation

•

Variable
Triage Priority(PT)

Range
Triage I, Triage
II,Triage III, Triage
IV, Triage V

Observation Variables: As shown in Table II.
TABLE II. I DENTIFICATION OF O BSERVATION VARIABLES

Nro
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Description
Age
Can walk
Over Weight
Allergy
Smoke Cigarettes
Cholesterol
Can Speak
Fever
Muscle pains
Hypertension
You can obey simple orders
Diabetes
Prevalent Diseases
High pressure
Can Breathe
Dizziness
Nausea
Loss of Memory
Blurred Vision
Vital Signs

Variable
ED
CA
SP
AL
FU
CO
HA
FI
DM
HI
OB
DI
EP
PA
RE
MA
NA
PM
VB
VB

Range
Under Age, Adult
Yes, No
Yes, No
Yes, No
Yes, No
Yes, No
Yes, No
Yes, No
Yes, No
Yes, No
Yes, No
Yes, No
Yes, No
Yes, No
Yes, No
Yes, No
Yes, No
Yes, No
Yes, No
Yes, No

3) Formalization: For this stage of the methodology,
having already identified the target variable and the
observation variable in the previous step, was proceed
to build the chosen graphical model, which is the ”Bayesian
network” as shown in Fig. 5. this model is developed
according to the symptoms identified in the previous section.
At this stage, by using the Bayesian network graphical model,

Rules of inference
• Ruler 1 YES (Walk and YES SP1 and No AL and No FU
and No CO) THEN TN-V
• Ruler 2 YES (Walk and YES SP1 and YES AL and No FU
and No CO) THEN TN-V
• Ruler 3 YES (Walk and YES SP1 and No AL and YES FU
and No CO) THEN TN-V
• Ruler 4 YES (Walk and YES SP1 and No AL and no FU
and YES CO) THEN TN-V
• Ruler 5 YES (Walk and YES SP1 and YES AL and YES
FU and No CO) THEN TN-V
• Ruler 6 YES (Walk and YES SP1 and YES AL and No FU
and YES CO) THEN TN-V
• Ruler 7 YES (Walk and YES SP1 and No AL and YES FU
and YES CO) THEN TN-V
• Ruler 8 YES (Walk and YES SP1 and YES AL and YES
FU and YES CO) THEN TN-V
• Ruler 9 YES (Walk and No SP1 and No AL and No FU
and No CO) THEN TN-V
• Ruler 10 YES (Walk and No SP1 and YES AL and No FU
and No CO) THEN TN-V
• Ruler 11 YES (Walk and No SP1 and No AL and YES FU
and No CO) THEN TN-V
• Ruler 12 YES (Walk and No SP1 and No AL and no FU
and SI CO) THEN TN-V
• Ruler 13 YES (Walk and No SP1 and YES AL and YES
FU and No CO) THEN TN-V
• Ruler 14 YES (Walk and No SP1 and YES AL and No FU
and YES CO) THEN TN-V
• Ruler 15 YES (Walk and No SP1 and No AL and YES FU
and YES CO) THEN TN-V
• Ruler 16 YES (Walk and No SP1 and YES AL and YES
FU and YES CO) THEN TN-V
• Ruler 17 No (Walk and YES HA and YES SP1 and No FI
and No DM and No HI) THEN TN-IV
• Ruler 18 No (Walk and YES HA and YES SP1 and YES
FI and No DM and No HI) THEN TN-IV
• Ruler 19 No (Walk and YES HA and YES SP1 and No FI
and YES DM and No HI) THEN TN-IV
• Ruler 20 No (Walk and YES HA and YES SP1 and No FI
and No DM and YES HI) THEN TN-IV
IV.

R ESULT AND D ISCUSSION

1) Implementation: In this step of the methodology chose
to develop the Prolog expert system that gives us the tools
for logic programming, this system was connected to a web
environment interface that will be implemented in netbeans
and will be supported by a SQL database. As step I the
specifications of the use case of the system were defined.
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Fig. 5. Knowledge base: Graphical Model Bayesian Network.

TABLE III. RULES OF I NFERENCE
Rule
Rule1
Rule2
Rule3
Rule4
Rule5
Rule6
Rule7
Rule8
Rule9
Rule10
Rule11
Rule12
Rule13
Rule14
Rule15
Rule16
Rule17
Rule18
Rule19
Rule20

Age Weight
MA
ME
ME
MA
ME
MA
ME
MA
MA
ME
MA
ME
MA
ME
MA
ME
MA
ME
MA
ME

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

Commom
diseases
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

Cholesterol Hypertension
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No

No
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
No

TABLE IV. U SE C ASE M ODULE R EGISTER PATIENT
Memory
loss
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No

Diagnosis
TN-I
TN-I
TN-I
TN-I
TN-I
TN-II
TN-II
TN-II
TN-II
TN-III
TN-III
TN-III
TN-III
TN-IV
TN-IV
TN-IV
TN-IV
TN-V
TN-V
TN-V

•

Patient registration use case: This use case is going to
allow registering patients in the database, a procedure
that was performed to obtain a better diagnosis from
the expert system, this can be seen in Table IV.

•

Search patient use case: This use case allows the user
to be able to search for patients registered in the
system, as shown in Table V.

•

Add triage variable use case: Use case that allows the
user to add new variables for the triage process, as
shown in Table VI.

•

Register symptom use case: Use case that allows the
user to register new symptoms that are the knowledge
base for the expert system, as shown in Table VII.

•

Search symptom use case: Use case that allows the

Use Case
Code
Target
Preconditions
Post conditions
Actors
Main Flow

Performance
Frequency
Priority

Register Patient
CU01
Allow to register new patients in the database, in order
to obtain a better diagnosis from the expert system.
The user must be logged in.The user must have permission to access this module.
The patient’s data is recorded.
User
1.
User logs in to the system.
2.
The user accesses the patient module.
3.
The user presses the add button of the patient module.
4.
The system displays the form to register the patient.
5.
The user enters the patient’s DNI, surname and first
name, sex, age, date of birth and then clicks on the
add button.
6.
The system stores the patient.
High.
Infrequent.
High.

user to search and list the symptoms registered in the
system, with their respective characteristics, as shown
in Table VIII.
•

Use case obtain diagnosis: Use case that allows the
user to carry out the process of diagnosing the patient,
this is done by selecting the symptoms presented by
the patient, as shown in Table IX.

•

Consult diagnosis use case: Use case that allows the
user to consult the patient’s diagnosis together with a
possible treatment, as shown in Table X.

This database was created in order to store the data
obtained from the patient’s admission as well as the results
obtained from each patient’s consultation to the expert system,
thus expanding the knowledge base, it contains the following
tables with which the database diagram shown in Fig. 6 was
generated.
•

Patient Table.
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Fig. 6. Expert System Database.

Fig. 7. Statement of Facts.
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TABLE IX. U SE C ASE G ET D IAGNOSTIC

TABLE V. U SE C ASE S EARCH FOR PATIENT
Use Case
Code
Target
Preconditions
Post conditions
Actors
Main Flow

Performance
Frequency
Priority

Patient Search
CU02
Allow the user to search, consult patients registered in
the system.
The user must be logged in.The user must have permission to access this module.
Patient data is displayed.
User
1.
User logs in to the system.
2.
The user accesses the patient module.
3.
The user clicks on the search button and enters the
DNI of the patient to search for.
4.
The system displays the form to register the patient.
High.
Infrequent.
High.

Post conditions
Actors
Main Flow

Performance
Frequency
Priority

Add triage variables
CU03
Allow user to add variables for the triage process.
The user must be logged in.The user must have permission to access this module.
Data was saved correctly.
User
1.
User logs in to the system.
2.
The user accesses the triage module and presses the
add button.
3.
The system displays a form to add more triage
variables.
4.
The user fills in the data and clicks on save.
5.
The system stores the information.
High.
Infrequent.
High.

TABLE VII. U SE C ASE R EGISTER S YMPTOM
Use Case
Code
Target
Preconditions
Post conditions
Actors
Main Flow

Performance
Frequency
Priority

Preconditions
Post conditions
Actors
Main Flow

Performance
Frequency
Priority

Post conditions
Actors
Main Flow

Obtain diagnosis
CU06
Allow the user to make the diagnosis to the patient, by
means of the choices of the symptoms presented by the
patient.
The user must be logged in.The user must have permission to access this module.
Not applicable.
User, system.
1.
The user enters the diagnostic module.
2.
The user clicks on the test button.
3.
The system redirects to a page where the patient
triage process is performed first.
4.
The system initiates the diagnostic process by means
of a test.
5.
The user enters the patient’s symptoms.
6.
The system displays the results of the diagnosis.
High.
Infrequent.
High.

TABLE X. U SE C ASE C ONSULT D IAGNOSTICS
Use Case
Code
Target
Preconditions
Post conditions
Actors
Main Flow

Performance
Frequency
Priority

Consult diagnosis
CU07
Allow the user to query the patient’s diagnosis by
displaying a treatment.
Perform CU10.
Not applicable.
User
1.
The user enters the diagnostic module.
2.
The user clicks on the search button and enters the
patient’s ID number.
3.
The system displays the results of the diagnosis
performed, providing a possible treatment.
High.
Infrequent.
High.

•

Triage table.

•

Table Triage detail.

•

Symptom table.

•

Diagnostic table.

•

Test Table.

•

Table DetailsTest.

•

Disease table.

Record symptom
CU04
Allow user to register new symptoms (knowledge base).
The user must be logged in.The user must have permission to access this module.
The symptom is recorded.
User
1.
The user accesses the symptoms module.
2.
The user clicks on the add new symptom button.
3.
The user enters the symptom code, name, description,
then clicks the add button.
4.
The symptom is saved in the system.
High.
Infrequent.
High.

TABLE VIII. U SE C ASE S EARCH FOR S YMPTOM
Use Case
Code
Target

Preconditions

Performance
Frequency
Priority

TABLE VI. U SE C ASE A DD T RIAGE VARIABLE
Use Case
Code
Target
Preconditions

Use Case
Code
Target

Record symptom
CU05
Allow the user to search for the symptoms registered
in the system.
The user must be logged in.The user must have permission to access this module.
The searched symptom is displayed in a table.
User
1.
The user accesses the symptoms module.
2.
The user clicks on the search symptom button and
enters the symptom to search for.
3.
The system displays a table with the searched
symptom and its respective characteristics.
High.
Infrequent.
High.

2) Test: In this stage of the methodology the expert system
developed in prolog was tested based on the rules established
in the Bayesian network, starting with the statement of facts as
shown in Fig. 7 where the first step was to enter the possible
symptoms that a patient may have for the triage process, as
well as the symptoms that the expert system will handle for this
stage of the development process, this part is very important
because they are the statements regarding the knowledge base,
then the rules were typed as shown in Fig. 8. The rules
are the knowledge representation of the expert system that
is expressed in natural language and through a conditional,
in this case to determine a diagnosis the rules evaluate the
symptoms of the knowledge base together with the symptoms
that the patient is going to perform and compares them with a
priority of attention, which allowed to obtain a good diagnosis.
Subsequently, the web application interface was developed,
which can be seen in Fig. 9. In order to make the system
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Fig. 10. Comparative Symptom Search.

sources and successfully benefits all types of users, both those
who want to search for diagnoses and appointments on the
web, as well as those who want to offer their health services,
both hospitals and clinics.

Fig. 8. Expert System Rules.

For future work, we recommend analyzing well the sequence pattern that needs to be regulated, the logical aspect is
one of the most representative parts of the expert system, the
rules must comply with a specific and well-structured order.
It is recommended to continue with the investigation applying
other types of machine learning algorithms.
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Abstract—Now-a-days, anemia is considered a worldwide
problem that not only seriously affects our health, but also has
economic and social consequences. Therefore, seeks to provide
a solution to the problem to detect anemia with a non-invasive
method quickly, simple and low-cost way. In this research work,
a web system was designed applying the scrum methodology to
detect anemia and simplify the detection process of anemia in
Peruvian children. In addition, this study shows as a result a
technological prototype that helped in the diagnosis of anemia ;
at the same time it provides food recommendations to patients
to combat anemia efficiently, with a variety of recipes and
ingredients that are available in any home, helping in the recovery
process. In addition, the analysis carried out on children with
anemia in Peru is shown, where it is known that Puno is the
most affected department. With respect to the capital Lima, the
most affected district is Callao. However, this amount is expected
to drop considerably in the coming years.
Keywords—Anemia; diagnosis; health; scrum; web system

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Anemia is considered today a global problem, which not
only seriously affects health, but also has economic and social
consequences. Anemia is characterized by a decrease in the
level of red blood cells or by an abnormal reduction in
hemoglobin of less than 11 g/dl for children under 6 years of
age and 12 g/dl for children over 6 years of age [1]. Therefore,
it is currently known that 2 billion people suffer from this
disease worldwide [2].
A review of studies, conducted in 19 European countries,
found that between 2 and 25 percent of children aged 6
to 12 months were iron deficient. In addition [3], preschool
children in low- and middle-income countries are estimated to
be anemia.
On the other hand, a diagnosis carried out on 112714
children, indicated that the low consumption of iron in food is
one of the main causes of infant anemia in India. Since 80%
of children between 12 and 23 months had anemia and 69.5%
of children under 5 years of age were anemics [4].
Peru, is no exception [5], since anemia in the country
is mostly found in the low-income Andean regions, since
several studies affirm that the population of approximately
463 districts has this disease, which is a major problem that
threatens public health.
The Ministry of Health [6], published a report, indicating
that 6 out of 10 children between 6 and 12 months of age have
anemia, a worrying situation that requires further follow-up.

As we know, children are more prone to anemia, and this is
due to iron deficiency, the same happens with children under 12
months, in premature infants anemia occurs in the first months
of life [7]. In addition, it was identified that Puno, Pasco,
Cusco, Loreto, Ucayali and Madre de Dios are the places
most affected by anemia [8]. For this reason, this research
work offers a viable solution to the problem of anemia, using
a web system, in order to contribute to the reduction of the
high percentage of anemia in Peru.
The proposed research, seeks to provide a solution to
the problem, to detect anemia with a non-invasive method,
in a fast, simple and low-cost way. It allows us to reduce
the process of blood analysis, leaving aside the conventional
invasive methods to measure hemoglobin levels and identify
anemia. Thanks to the use of technology, anemic children
under 8 years of age are easily recognized in Peru, thus
reducing the impact of that disease on society and treating
it at the earliest possible stage.
The objective of the research, is to design and develop a
web-based system, applying the scrum methodology, to noninvasively detect and simplify the process of detecting anemia
in children in Peru.
This research work is conformed as follows: Section II
presents the Literature Review. Section III defines the methodology to be applied to the project and defines each stage in a
theoretical way. Section IV describes the case study, Section V
describes and shows the result and discussion obtained. Finally,
Section VI defines the conclusion and future work.
II.

L ITERATURE R EVIEW

The problem of anemia in children is common today, both
in Lima and in the province for different reasons. The different
results, methodologies and limitations found in the different
articles on anemia in children are analyzed below.
The application of expert systems is applied in different
fields, such as the following article [9]. In it applied expert
systems oriented to deep learning. Applying artificial intelligence and taking into account the best known models such as
the neural network in the short and long term. They carried
out the prediction by collecting information to perform the
training of the model, in addition, this information helped
them to discover more accurate patterns. To demonstrate
the effectiveness of the predictive model, they applied this
knowledge in the field of air pollution and power generation.
In both cases the prediction had a high success rate when
comparing the results with real data.
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On the other hand, according to research [10], indicates that
the development of a non-invasive mobile application based
on the pulse oximetry method and the use of a sensor, based
on oxygen saturation values and hemoglobin concentration,
can detect anemia in children, facilitating and benefiting the
low-income population, since parents who suspect that their
children may have anemia, have to submit them to clinical
examinations, which are usually expensive and require specialized equipment. Adding to this, the vast majority of children
with this disease are in rural areas with few resources, which
makes it a bit complicated to have enough money to carry out
the corresponding tests.

processes and helps to reduce the time consumed for its
realization. In a traditional waterfall model, planning is done
before testing, and the process is managed in phases and once
it is done, it is not possible to go back to the previous phase.
On the other hand, scrum can make changes at any stage to
improve results [15]. The scrum flow is shown in Fig. 1.

In other words [11], the creation of a mobile application
and the use of additional tools would help to simplify the process of diagnosing anemia in an easy, simple and non-invasive
way, making it accessible to anyone with no prior medical
knowledge and low resources. However, in another research,
another method is described to detect anemia in a non-invasive
way by incorporating an algorithm based on neural networks in
the mobile application, to detect hemoglobin levels by simply
taking pictures of the fingertips.
Similarly, in the following thesis [12], presented an app,
that provides recommendations to reduce poor nutrition, in
case of anemia, in children in the school ”Apostle of Punchauca”, the mobile application was developed in order to
reduce cases of anemia, source of information for parents, in
addition, to prevent future cases of anemia in children, which
is why thanks to its application they were made aware of the
risks of anemia, how to combat it and know how to identify
it.
In the same way, another research, details that used a
similar methodology as the previous author, highlighting that
the development of the application, with an image analysis
algorithm, that analyzes the color data and image metadata
allows quantitative and non-invasive self-mea,surement of
hemoglobin levels in the patient’s blood with high accuracy
without the need for any accessories or calibration equipment
[13].
On the other hand, [14] also implements a server-side
algorithm to process the collected data, employing machine
learning algorithms, that are trained using deep learning
concepts to enable it to publish accurate results by simply
analyzing fingertip color. The author [2] considers that anemia
is originated when the concentration of hemoglobin within the
red blood cells it is below normal.
In conclusion, different research works have been studied
with similar methods that have successfully achieved the
proposed objectives. Thanks to this, can highlight that the
use of algorithms allows a more accurate diagnosis to detect
anemia with a non-invasive method, achieved with the help of
technology allowing access to any person.
III.

M ETHODOLOGY

The agile scrum methodology, was used for the elaboration
of this research work. It is considered agile because it uses
incremental and iterative process approaches. On the other
hand, it has proven to be more useful than the traditional
waterfall model, because it improves the productivity of the

Fig. 1. Scrum Flow.

A. Scrum
The use of scrum involves integrating roles between teams,
an advantage of using scrum is that it allows teams to adapt
quickly to manage and plan their work, since each step of
scrum allows you to plan, design, develop and test the code,
all these activities are divided between the following roles [15]
B. Scrum Practices
Scrum has practices, also called Scrum formalities: Daily
Meeting, Sprint Review, Sprint Planning Meetings and Sprint
Retrospective [16]:
1) Daily Meeting: The meeting is held every day, where
the team discusses the problems and the process of the project
2) Sprint Review: A meeting is held in which the team
presents the results at the end of each Sprint to the owner.
3) Sprint Planning Meetings: A meeting is held to define
the activities to be carried out during a Sprint.
4) Sprint Retrospective: A meeting is held to evaluate the
team’s unemployment during the Sprint and the practices to
be carried out in order to improve team productivity.
C. Scrum Development Structure
1) Requirements Stage: It is established to obtain the
planning requirements of the project.
2) Definition of User Stories: It is the description of the
functionality of the system, for this the requirements are
analyzed, in collaboration between the client and the team,
the user stories will be improved throughout the life of the
project.
3) User Stories Prioritization: The priority of each of the
user stories [17], is established and the order in which they be
developed is determined, taking into account which is the most
fundamental for the project and thus following a hierarchy.
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4) Analogous Estimation: When the user stories are obtained, they go through an examination, where the use of a
tool or an estimation method is required [18], this consists of
a study of each of the user stories, referring to the time that the
scrum team believes can develop it, in this phase involves both
the time and the resources and expenses that may be needed.
5) Creation of the Product Backlog: User stories, priorities
and required tasks are included in a Product Backlog. It
includes the features or short and long term requirements
and functionalities, that have been defined jointly by the
development team and Product Owner, and also establishes
the points or level of effort for each task. During the sprint
process [19], the assigned tasks are movable depending on the
requirements of the Product Owner.
6) Definition of Sprint Speed and History Points: The speed
and time of development of each Sprint, is analyzed through an
analysis that varies according to the experience of the Scrum
team [20].
7) Sprint Presentation: The established Sprint is presented
according to the requirements and the determined times, in this
phase tests are performed on what is presented by the scrum
team, being accepted or denied, this is repeated according to
the number of sprint that contains a project.
8) Feedback: At the end of the project or each sprint, the
scrum team, holds a feedback meeting, where they analyze
everything developed in order to know their successes and
failures in all aspects, in order to improve in the next project
or sprint.
D. Development Tools
1) C (Sharp) programming language: C is a modern programming language, based on the c++ language and taking
functions from other languages such as Java. The programming
is mainly used object oriented. Currently it is still a language
that is eating in the computer world and is mainly used for web
development, software development and mobile applications
[21].

TABLE I. U SER S TORIES
N°
H1
H2
H3
H4
H5

H6

H7

H8
H9
H10

4) Balsamiq: Balsamiq mockup,is one of the software
tools used for design or prototyping, also to develop the user
interface of an application. Balsamiq Mockup [24],[25], makes
it easy to create the user interface, by providing you with
the necessary tools to facilitate the creation of the application
design. That is why Balsamiq was used, for the creation of the
research prototypes.
5) Development architecture: For the development of the
application, both front-end and back-end tools are needed, that
is why in Fig. 2, the development architecture is shown, in each
section the tools to be used are listed.

2) ASP.NET Technology: ASP.NET technology, is a program architecture created on the basis of several programming
languages, developed by Microsoft Corporation. In comparison
with other developed models [22], ASP.NET stands out for
having tools that help the programmer. In addition, has a
high-level interactive graphical interface, a large customization
layer, easy operation and high efficiency, when executing development processes, such as: creation of dynamic web pages.
In addition ASP.NET incorporates servers, request, responsive
pages, etc. In this way, it facilitates the development of a web.
That is why, in the present research work ASP.NET was used
for the development of a web site.
3) Microsoft Visual Studio: It is a modern development
environment, which can be used to create programs, applications and software components for Microsoft Windows. Using
object-oriented promotion, the program text consists of a set
of descriptions of components when certain events occur. It
uses the principles of component inheritance, which allows the
creation of properties, events and methods [23]. The concept
of Visual programming is implemented in the Visual Studio
environment with the help of Windows.

User Stories
I as a user want the Web System to allow me to log in with my
Gmail, Outlook or other alternatives to have a more convenient
access.
As a user, I want the Web System to allow me to register my
personal data to have access to all the functionalities.
As a user, I want the Web System to inform me how to perform
the test in order to have an assertive diagnosis.
I as a user want the Web System to allow me to perform a test
to diagnose my status.
As a user, I want the Web System to allow me to perform the
diagnosis through my own photos in order to obtain a more
efficient result.
As a user I want the Web System to provide me with the
statistics and results according to my diagnosis to know why the
diagnosis has been positive or negative.
As a user, I want the Web System to provide me with dietary
recommendations, diets and information based on my diagnosis
to improve my current condition.
I as a user want the Web System to have a selective food section
according to my preferences in order to get personalized
recommendations.
I as a user want the Web System to show a section of recipes
with high nutritional level to strengthen my hemoglobin level.
I as a user would like the Web System to allow me to provide
feedback and comments on the recipes to inform the
effectiveness of each recipe.

Fig. 2. Development Architecture Diagram.

IV.

C ASE S TUDY

A. Start-up Stage
1) User Stories: After knowing the functional requirements, user stories were created, which were defined based
on the requirements, as shown in Table I.
B. PLanning Stage
1) Analogous Estimation: In this stage, the complexity
estimation was made with respect to the development of each
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story, for this, the qualification range goes from 1 to 13, 1 is
the lowest complexity level and 13 is the highest. To make
the estimation, H1 and H2 are taken as a base, since this
is where the ”Login” is developed, so as an example, H3 is
located in column 2, which indicates that H3 is 2 times more
complex to develop than H1 and H2, the same logic applies
to the other stories. Thanks to the Analogous Estimation, it is
possible to present an idea about the functional development of
each story for a future project. To arrive at the following result,
the team discusses the estimation of each story and classifies
them according to criteria. As shown in Table II.

TABLE III. P RODUCT BACKLOG
User Stories
H1: As a user, I want the Web System
to allow me to log in with my Gmail,
Outlook or other alternative accounts to
have a more convenient access..
H2: As a user, I want the Web System
to allow me to register my personal data
to have access to all the functionalities.
H3: As a user, I want the Web System
to inform me how to perform the test in
order to have an assertive diagnosis.
H4: I, as a user, want the Web System to
allow me to perform a test to diagnose
my status.
H5: As a user, I want the Web System
to allow me to perform the diagnosis
through my own photos in order to
obtain a more efficient result.
H6: As a user, I want the Web System
to provide me with statistics and results
according to my diagnosis to know why
the diagnosis has been positive or negative.
H7: As a user, I want the Web System
to provide me with dietary recommendations, diets and information based on
my diagnosis to improve my current
condition.
H8: I, as a user, want the Web System to
have a selective food section according
to my preferences in order to get personalized recommendations.
H9: I, as a user, want the Web System to show a section of recipes with
high nutritional level to strengthen my
hemoglobin level.
H10: I, as a user, want the Web System
to allow me to provide feedback and
comments on the recipes to inform the
effectiveness of each recipe.

TABLE II. A NALOGOUS E STIMATE
H1
H2
H3
H4
H5
H6
H7
H8
H9
H10

1
Login
Login

2

3

5

8

13

2 Login
8 Login
13 Login
5 Login
3 Login
5 Login
5 Login
2 Login

2) Creation of the Product Backlog: For the creation of
the complete backlog, it was ordered according to its history,
priority and estimation. This information is obtained from
the analog estimation table and the prioritization of the user
stories. Table III, shows the Product Backlog.
3) Sprint Speed Definition and History Points: o carry
out the following chart, it was decided together with the
development team, to divide the sprint into four, in addition to
detailing which user stories belong to each sprint. For example,
H1, H2 and H3 belong to sprint 1. As shown in Fig. 3, sprint 1
has 4 points, this result was obtained thanks to the information
of the analog estimation table, where the effort points obtained
by the stories were added, H1 and H2 obtained 1 point each
and H3 obtained 2 points, the sums of these stories belonging
to the first sprint gives us as a result 4 points. sprint velocity
refers to the estimated time for the completion of a sprint, the
velocity is determined by the development team. In total, there
are 45 points of history and an average of 30 points of speed.

Priority
1

Estimation
1

2

1

3

2

4

8

5

13

6

5

7

3

8

5

9

5

10

2

IV shows the duration of each Sprint, as well as the estimated
time to develop each functionality.
TABLE IV. S PRINT BACKLOG
Interface
Web system to detect anemia
Sprint 1: Login Interface
Sprint1: Registration Interface
Sprint 1: Home Interface
Sprint 2: Input evaluation
Sprint 2: Creation of activities
sprint 2: Creation of interactive games
Sprint 3: Activity customization features
Sprint 3: Interactive game
customization features
Sprint 4: Results reports

V.

Duration
4 months
1 week
1 week
2 week
2 weeks
2 weeks
2 weeks
2 weeks
2 weeks
2 weeks

R ESULT AND D ISCUSSION

A. Development of Prototypes by user Stories
1) Sprint Presentation: In this stage of development, the
prototypes of the web page are shown, ordered according to
the sprint and its estimation. Each image specifies which story
it belongs to and the criteria they have had for the creation of
the design.

Fig. 3. History and Speed Points.

The estimated duration of the project is 4 months, Table

•

First Sprint: As shown in Fig. 3, the first sprint has a
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total of 4 points, which include H1, H2 and H3, the
design of each of them will be shown below.
H1: As a user, I want the Web System to allow me
to log in with my Gmail account, Outlook or other
alternatives to have a more convenient access.
For Story 1 we show the page where the user can
log in, plus you have the option to register using your
Gmail or Facebook account. It was decided to split
the structure of the page in order to focus the user’s
attention to the form. this is shown in Fig. 4.
Fig. 6. Home Page.

Fig. 4. Start of Session.

H2: As a user, I want the Web System to allow me
to register my personal data to have access to all
functionalities. Fig. 5 shows the user registration form
in case you do not have a user name and password.
The data requested are basic but necessary to access
the system’s functionalities.

Fig. 7. Informative Guide.

more complex indication for system development and
prototyping. The design of each story is shown below.
H4: I, as a user, want the Web System to allow me to
perform a test to diagnose my status. The test design
is shown in Fig. 8. The test is developed in two stages,
the first stage consists of answering various questions
necessary for the diagnosis.

Fig. 5. Registration.

Fig. 6 shows, the main page, in the menu there is a
button that takes you to the diagnostic test. Continuing
with the content of the page, it has a section where it
includes the ”Informative Guide”, this button will take
you to the previous guide to perform the diagnosis.
H3: As a user, I want the Web System to inform me
how to take the test in order to have an assertive
diagnosis. A guide is shown in Fig. 7, which was
designed for the user to follow and take into account
the recommendations before performing the test, in
order to avoid errors during the test.
Second Sprint:
It consists of a total of 26 story points, which is a

Fig. 8. Diagnostic Test.

H5: As a user, I want the Web System to allow me to
perform the diagnosis through my own photos in order
to obtain a more efficient result. After having carried
out a previous questionnaire, the next section allows
us to upload a photo of the patient’s nails. upload a
photo of the patient’s nails, in this way with the help of
artificial intelligence the application will detect, based
on the color of the nails, whether anemia is present,
this analysis directly influences the final diagnosis. All
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this is shown in Fig. 9.

Fig. 11. Selective Food Section.
Fig. 9. Photo Diagnostic Test

12, the web system has a recipe section, where the
patient has the possibility of choosing the recipes of
preference, and also where the recipes are displayed
with the foods chosen in Fig. 11.

H6: As a user, I want the Web System to provide me
with statistics and results according to my diagnosis to
know why the diagnosis has been positive or negative.
As shown in Fig. 10, the results of the diagnosis are
shown in the following bar graph: on the x-axis is
the result of the questions and on the y-axis is the
maximum score. It should be added that it shows
the result ”Negative” or ”Positive”, this result varies
depending on the patient’s diagnosis. The Recommendations section will be discussed later.

H10: I, as a user, want the Web System to allow me to
give feedback and comments on the recipes to inform
about the effectiveness of each recipe. Finally, in Fig.
12, the patient can rate the recipe using star points
ranging from 1 to 5, as well as make a comment on
the recipe in order to help or motivate future patients
to try the recipes.

Fig. 10. Diagnostic Results Table.

Fig. 12. List of Recipes to Combat Anemia.

Third Sprint:
H7: As a user, I want the Web System to provide me
with dietary recommendations, diets and information
based on my diagnosis to improve my current condition. The recommendations section is shown in Fig.
10, however this section is shown in Fig. 11.
H8: As a user, I want the Web System to have a
selective food section according to my preferences
to obtain personalized recommendations. As shown in
Fig. 11, in the recommendations section, the patient
has the possibility to select the foods of his or her
preference, this information will later be displayed in
a section of recipes, which include these previously
selected foods in order to personalize the patient’s
food in a certain way.
Fourth Sprint:
H9: I, as a user, want the Web System to show
a section of recipes with high nutritional level to
strengthen my hemoglobin level. As shown in Fig.

B. Survey Conducted for the Creation of user Stories
For the development of the requirements, a survey was
conducted among 40 people, including fathers and mothers
in Lima-Peru. The survey was conducted with the help of
the Google Forms tool. The questions were formulated with
the purpose of knowing the user’s preferences. Likewise, the
answers were limited to the conditional ”true” and ”false”.
Table V, below shows the questions asked to the respondents.
1) Survey Analysis: According to the survey, it was obtained, the following results, which helped us to define the list
of requirements, for the development of the web system, that
will allow us to detect anemia and include some additional
options that will help in the improvement of the patient as
shown in Fig. 13.
•

Of the 40 people surveyed, 32 opted to register before,
accessing the website because it would give them a
personalized profile and access to additional functions.
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TABLE V. Q UESTIONS A SKED TO R ESPONDENTS
N°
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Survey Questions
Have you suffered from anemia?
Have you ever used a website that detects anemia?
Would you like to enter directly to the website or do you want to
register?
Would you like the page to allow login with your account from
Gmail?
Would you like to carry out a previous survey related to your
current state of health?
Do you consider the implementation of AI (Artificial Intelligence)
necessary for the diagnosis?
Would you like to show the results with graphs and tables?
Would you like the website to give you advice and recommendation
at the end of the diagnosis?
Do you know foods that avoid suffering from iron deficiency?
Do you know recipes to combat anemia?
Would you like recipes to fight anemia included?

•

On the other, hand 36 people would like to log
in quickly, using their Gmail account for immediate
access.

•

30 of them want to carry out a previous survey
regarding, their current health status in order to have
a more assertive diagnosis.

•

In addition, 28 respondents who were aware of artificial intelligence, considered it necessary to incorporate
it for a better diagnosis, offering them greater reliability of the results.

•

35 of the participants would like to be able to graphically, display the results for better understanding.

•

On the other hand, respondents were asked if they
would like to see the incorporation of advice and
recommendations after a diagnosis, with the result that
all respondents were in favor of incorporating those
functionalities. Likewise, 38 of them would like to
include recipes to combat anemia according to the
results obtained in their diagnosis.

further away from the blue line the less incremental value has
been added. In other words, user stories are not completed or
advanced.
1) First Sprint: According to the results obtained, the first
sprint is made up of 4 story points with a set time of 4 weeks.
As can be seen in Fig. 14, during the first few days, the points
were successfully advanced, but between the end of August
and the beginning of September, this changed, delaying the
proposed advances.

Fig. 14. Analysis of the First Sprint.

2) Second Sprint: It is made up of 26 story points, with a
time frame of 6 weeks. During the development of the sprint
we can observe that the advances in some days were completed
on time and there were even early story deliverables as shown
in Fig. 15.

Fig. 15. Second Sprint Analysis.

3) Third Sprint: Composed of 8 story points, with a set
time of 4 weeks, the development of the sprint was very
good with all story points being completed starting with an
early delivery and then with minimal delay with progress, but
manageable as shown in Fig. 16.
Fig. 13. Survey Results

C. Analysis of each Sprint by Burndown Chart
The use of Burndown chart, also called burndown diagram,
represents graphically the effort and the follow-up of the tasks,
during the established time of each sprint [26]. Generating the
data graphically, the x-axis of the Burndown chart shows the
time set per sprint and the y-axis shows the history points.
Moreover, the blue line represents the expected values and
the orange line reflects the progress of the history points, the

4) Fourth Sprint: It has 7 story points, with a planned
time of 2 weeks. Likewise, as in Sprint 3 the results were
very parallel to the expected values demonstrating, a great
development and performance of the sprint, culminating with
the development of the web page for anemia diagnosis as
shown in Fig. 17.
D. Analysis of Children with Anemia in Peru
1) Analysis in Peruvian Children: As shown in Fig. 18,
the departments with the highest prevalence of anemia in
children are the following: Puno, Loreto, Pasco, Huancavelica
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2) Analysis of Children in Callao: The district of Callao,
has a high prevalence rate of anemia in children under 3 years
of age. children under 3 years of age, which is why an in-depth
analysis was carried out. As Fig. 19, the blue line represents
the infection rate in Peru and the orange line represents Callao.
and the orange line represents Callao. Thanks to the following
analysis, it is known that, in 2021, only 2 out of every 10
children under 3 years of age will be affected by anemia, which
is great news, given that years of This is great news, since years
ago this result was alarmingly higher.
Fig. 16. Third Sprint Analysis.

Fig. 19. Situation of Children with Anemia in Callao [27].

Fig. 17. Fourth Sprint Analysis.

VI.

and Ucayali. Thanks to this information, it was concluded that
the first test carried out by the web system, be performed
in these departments, since they are the most affected by
this disease, and therefore, they should be attended as soon
as possible. On the other hand, the departments with the
lowest prevalence are: Lambayeque, Moquegua, La Libertad,
Tacna, Lima and Cajamarca. Similarly, the Web System will
be beneficial. However, it will not have the same impact as
in the most affected departments. In Peru, practically 50% of
the child population does not have a good control of their diet
and this is reflected in the following graph. In short, our web
system will present a solution to this problem and reduce these
results to improve the quality of life of our Peruvian brothers
and sisters.

C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK

In conclusion, in this research work it was possible to
design a web system to detect anemia in children, with the
help of the design tool Balsamiq and applying the Scrum
methodology. Thanks to Balsamiq it was possible to present
the creative idea and the functionalities requested by the users
through eye-catching and intuitive graphics.
With respect to the methodology, the Scrum framework was
of vital importance, since it allowed a sequential development
with high value, thus improving the quality of the product. In
addition, the various charts and graphs that Scrum presents are
key to presenting information clearly and accurately.
In the future, it is expected to complement this research
by developing the web system, applying all the steps of this
article to make this web system a reality. The development
of the tool will be useful for people who do not have an
adequate diet or feel they need an anemic diagnosis. This is
why the implementation of the web system is expected as soon
as possible, in order to contribute to the health sector and help
people who require a diagnosis.
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Abstract—This research work analyzes the relationship between stress and academic performance of engineering students
at the University of Sciences and Humanities, in Peru, in the
context of the pandemic. During this period, classes at the
university were held virtually; and the difficulties that students
present to carry out their classes were identified, such as lack
of connectivity, family and financial problems and anxiety. The
objective of the research is to analyze the relationship between
stress and academic performance of engineering students. The
work is part of a mixed approach, and data collection was carried
out through interviews and surveys of engineering students based
on the two variables identified: stress and academic performance.
It began with a descriptive analysis, then moving on to inferential
analysis to perform the hypothesis test. The SPSS was used for
the reliability analysis using Cronbach’s alpha with 0.84 as a
result and validation by expert judgment with 84.5% acceptance.
It was obtained as a result that between the Stress variable
based on its three dimensions and academic performance there is
not relationship since it was obtained that its P-value is greater
than 0,05; it is concluded that stress is not only academic but
also should consider others as labor, social. In addition, the
positive stress that drives academic performance emerged. The
beneficiaries with the research are students, and the university.
It is concluded that there is no relationship between stress and
academic performance.
Keywords—Academic performance; anxiety; stress; teachinglearning; virtual mode

I.

I NTRODUCTION

The health crisis that is being experienced around the
world, due to the COVID-19 pandemic, has led various states
to partially or totally close schools and universities to prevent
the spread of the virus. In this context, the new educational
challenge of virtual or distance education is imposed in almost
all the countries of the world, bringing with it effects that
not only represent a massive impact on productivity; but
also, for social life and student learning [1]. Worldwide, it
can be seen that the effects of social isolation and virtual
education affect all students emotionally. According to the
various studies carried out on this subject, it is evident that
the majority of students have shown an increase in their
levels of anxiety and stress, due to the drastic change around
learning and future demands in the professional field [2]; to

concern for their academic progress, performance, and their
adaptation to distance learning. That is why the need for
greater psychological counseling of students is emphasized [3].
In the new context of virtual education, the University
of Sciences and Humanities (UCH) has implemented sundry
measures that guarantee the achievement of the objectives
proposed in the study plan. For this, it has implemented
divers pedagogical resources available to teachers and students
through the virtual platform that show good results; However,
it has been shown that many of our students have expressed
feelings of anxiety and stress that, in some cases, have led them
to the determination to abandon their studies. This has been
evidenced in the increase in the number of students who drop
out; and although the university does not have reliable studies
on this subject, teachers perceive this problem every day. The
research work has as a unit of analysis, a student of the Faculty
of Science and Engineering. In this Faculty, students manifest
difficulties with connectivity, the internet, family problems due
to the pandemic, as well as psychological problems. In this
sense, it investigates the different manifestations of stress that
may be affecting students in their academic performance.
Besides, the importance of the study is to be able to analyze
the relationship between stress and academic performance, of
our students from the Faculty of Sciences and Engineering,
determining the levels of stress experienced by students and
academic performance, in the virtual modality. For this, support mechanisms can be established for our students with comprehensive work with teachers and the educational community
in general, based on the comprehensive training proposal. In
this way, students will benefit, to improve their academic
performance, and cope with stress through proposals that will
come out of the research. Also, the university can avoid
dropping out, which can be one of the causes of stress.
Faced with the problem, formulate the following research
question: What is the relationship between stress and academic
performance of the students of the Faculty of Sciences and
Engineering in times of pandemic?
The objective of the research is to analyze the relationship
between stress and academic performance, of students of the
Faculty of Sciences and Engineering of the UCH, in the virtual
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modality, in times of pandemic. For this, the degree of stress
of university students is described in the virtual mode in times
of pandemic; in addition, academic performance and its effects
related to stress are analyzed.
The investigation is made up of six sections. In Section II,
In the literature review; in Section III, the methodology was
carried out; also in Section IV are the results; in Section V,
the discussion, ending in Section VI with the conclusions and
future work.
II.

L ITERATURE R EVIEW

A. Theoretical Basis
1) Stress: As for the definition of stress, it is quite diverse
and, until now, it has focused on a psychological approach,
conceiving it as a disease that is associated with certain
alterations of the organism [4]. However, stress can also be
positive to face certain difficulties. The author [5] distinguished
between pleasant stress, which he called stress; and stress or
distress, when it comes to unpleasant stress. When it comes
to stress, in general, it refers to anguish, but not everyone
can relate to pleasant situations or events that have caused us
stress: weddings, births, promotions, receiving awards, meeting
old friends and many more. In that sense, any change, positive
or negative, requires a response from our bodies to adapt and
bring us back to our relatively peaceful state.
Stress is also seen as a state of imbalance between demands, be they from within or from external sources, and
our perceived capacities to meet those demands. This is most
acutely experienced when the expectation of meeting demands
is not met, which will have consequences for the person.
In the academic field, the study of stress focuses mainly
on a positivist stance, which leaves aside a phenomenological
and qualitative look; that is, a holistic pedagogical approach
that provides a comprehensive view of the phenomenon is not
assumed. In order [4] to conceive the definition of stress in the
academic field, it is necessary to take into account: both the
psychobiological and the psychosocial components. According
to what was stated by [6], academic stress is the process
of change in the components of the teaching and learning
process, through a set of individual and institutional adaptive
mechanisms, a product of the overwhelming and demanded
demand in the teaching and learning experiences that are
developed in higher education institutions, with the purpose
of maintaining a steady state in the educational process.
2) Academic Performance: Academic performance is a
value associated with the quality of higher education institutions; since, it allows to have a better panorama of the
educational reality; however, there are various criteria when
measuring it. The concept of academic performance [7], must
consider the diverse and complex factors that are revealed in
learning; in this sense, academic performance is considered
when there is a contribution in the achievement of student
results, through evaluation. Likewise, it is pointed out that
it is a multicausal phenomenon, which makes its assessment
complex. Among the factors that intervene, they point to the
components of internal and external order to the individual,
which can be of a social, cognitive and emotional order.

In the case of stress and its relationship with academic
development, studies indicate stress rates in university students, which are observed with greater preponderance in
the first years of the degree and in evaluation periods. In
addition, it has been shown that university students can present
various stressful situations that affect their performance [8].
Regarding the relationship between stress levels and academic
performance, there are numerous studies, such as those of [9]
who carried out a study with 162 university students from the
University of Balarias Islands (UIB), for which They used the
Systemic Cognitive Inventory (SISCO) of academic stress as
a measurement instrument. Among the main findings, it was
reported that teacher evaluations and the jobs that teachers
ask for are the main cause of stress in students; however,
no direct relationship was found between stress and academic
performance.
B. Related Work
This research work seeks to establish the relationship
between stress and academic performance. For this, a search
of the works related to this topic has been carried out, based
on divers methodologies and results, which allows a broader
overview of the problem studied.
In recent years, numerous studies have been conducted with
various methodologies. For example [10], they identified the
causes of stress and its effects on the academic performance
of Malaysian Higher Education students. In this study, it is
determined that life and interactions on campus are related
to stress and academic performance. It is for this reason that
the researchers suggest that university authorities guarantee
suitable environments for learning and advisory centers [11].
The study carried out by [12] on stress in Astana Medical
University, satisfaction and academic performance and online
learning during the pandemic, carried out in a nursing school,
reveals that for students learning during this period, in virtual
mode, was stressful; and the perception of satisfaction was
low and moderate. Regarding the academic performance of
the students, they indicate that they were affected by the
pandemic. Likewise, a significant and inverse correlation is
shown between academic performance and stress during online
learning [13].
On the other hand, the study carried out with students
from the University of Nairobi, revealed that stress was related
to academic performance; therefore, the majority of students
stated that they had moderate to high levels of stress [14]. In
the study carried out on the relationship between stress and
academic performance, a high percentage of stressed students
was obtained: about 65%. Performance was statistically significant at ages ranging from 19 to 23 years. Besides, the
linear regression was inverse; that is, the higher the stress, the
lower the academic performance. To reduce this problem, it is
recommended to carry out programs with academic workshops
[15].
Although it has been proven in various studies, to establish
the relationship between stress and academic achievement,
there are other factors to take into account: physical and
psychological aspects. In the study carried out by [16], on
the effects of COVID-19 on the mental health of university
students in the United States, an increase in stress and anxiety
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levels was reported. This increase was associated with multiple
factors, such as fear and concern for their health, difficulty
concentrating, disorders with sleep patterns, decreased social
interactions and greater concern about their grades.
In the study carried out at the University of Pakistan, it
is observed that the body mass index, stress and academic
performance in students had a negative correlation of stress.
Likewise, in order to calculate the process, the global system
for data analysis (SPSS) was used [17]. According to the
study carried out with Albanian students, on the averages of
the students and their relationship with stress, the direct relationship between optimal academic performance and student
tranquility was evidenced. Also, they used already elaborated
questionnaires based on the stress scale and on attachment. The
authors suggest that more in-depth research should be carried
out, since the study was exploratory in its first phase [11].
The effects of the pandemic may increase dropout rates
in educational institutions. Distance education, although not
new, has been introduced on a large scale by trial and error
to alleviate these effects; however, it has evidenced problems
in learning and levels of understanding of students. In this
sense, the recovery of this sector is essential to avoid a major
generational catastrophe [18]; that is why higher education
institutions have been forced to implement alternative methods
to guarantee the continuity of studies and minimize the gap in
this new context. For this purpose, the use of virtual platforms
has been arranged with the objective that the actors of the
educational process interact with each other, mainly teachers
and students, and achieve the established curricular learning
outcomes. This has meant a challenge to become familiar
with the new teaching-learning methods; unfortunately many
students state that they are not satisfied with this type of
learning, increasing the rate of anxiety and depression [3].
It should be noted that the stress experienced by students
is generated by academic and non-academic aspects such as:
environmental, sociocultural and psychological factors. This
means that students feel the pressure to perform well in order to
meet the expectations of their parents and thus obtain benefits
at work level in the future [19]. Specialists point out that
academic stress can be decreased over time, and only a small
portion of students will develop chronic disorders, if they do
not receive medical help on time; this implies that the severity
of the initial reactions to stress can predict their continuity and
treatment [20].
It cannot be denied that stress influences academic performance; however, this can be reduced. On the one hand,
through the decisions made by teachers and institutions, to
facilitate the transition to the virtual modality, influencing the
reduction of class hours, qualification requirements and support
in evaluations. On the other hand, students also put in place
various mechanisms to deal with it. They can be adaptive
behaviors: acceptance and adaptive coping, or maladaptive
ones like denial and disengagement [21]. On the other hand,
students also put in place various mechanisms to deal with
it. They can be adaptive behaviors: acceptance and adaptive
coping, or maladaptive ones like denial and disengagement
[2].
Likewise, students in this period have been forced, in many
cases, to work to pay for their studies, which means a higher

level of concern that affects their academic performance. In
recent years, stress has been increasing moderately every year.
According to the research between stress and performance,
can observe that those who are exposed to work and academic
hours their stress level increases considerably. Likewise, it has
been shown that students who do not work their stress level
is moderate. In summary, the authors found in the research
that stress has different forms of manifestations; as well as
the presence of positive stress is evidenced; the relationship
between stress and academic performance was also found;
however, more innovation is lacking in the uses of instruments
to measure stress. In addition, positive stress must be related
to academic performance, with an in-depth study to know the
consequences of it.
III.

M ETHODOLOGY

A. Methodological Design
The research work has a qualitative-quantitative approach,
that is, mixed. This approach is often presented as two
paradigms that complement each other to carry out a deeper
investigation, with the perception and interpretation of the
research data [22]. The research design is non-experimental,
which is characterized by not manipulating the variable in the
research [23]. Likewise, the research is descriptive, correlational, causal and cross-sectional in scope.
B. Development of the Methodology
The following steps were performed:
1) Modeling: A hypothetical model was carried out, between the variable stress and academic performance. According to Fig. 1, the relationships between them are observed,
as an assumption, where the positive sign means that there is
a direct relationship between the variables; and the negative
sign, that there is an inverse relationship. That allows to be
able to contrast, if there really is a correlation and if there is,
what type it is, inverse or direct.

Fig. 1. Hypothetical Model.

2) Interview: 8 students from the 1st to 4th cycle of
the Faculty of Engineering were interviewed. For this, the
following steps were taken into account (see Fig. 2).
•

Elaboration of the questions.
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•

Selection of students.

•

Recording the interview.

•

Analysis of the interview.

the value must range between 0 and 1 [27] [28]. The
reliability of the instrument was determined with 10%
of the population. For this, the data were collected
and processed with the SPSS program. The result was
0.84. The analysis of questions 1 to 17 of Table IV
shows that if a question is deleted from the survey, the
Cronbach’s alpha varies between 0.82 and 0.85. That
is, it is within the mean of Cronbach’s alpha, which
is 0.84. From the penultimate column of Table IV,
its values must be greater than 0.200. It is observed
that questions 2 and 5 do not comply; for this the
modification was made.

A semi-structured interview with 6 questions was conducted,
as shown in Table I.
TABLE I. I NTERVIEW Q UESTIONS G UIDE
Questions
1

2

3

4

5
6

During your academic preparation at the university,
have you felt stress? If you have felt stress,
how do you think it affects your studies?
When you are stressed for academic reasons, do you have
health problems such as pain, insomnia, indigestion or others?
If yes, can you specify which ones and how they are
manifested?
In periods of stress, do you usually have problems on
an emotional level, that is, in your mood, your feelings,
lack of concentration or others? If yes,
can you specify which ones and how they are manifested?
During the last semester, you were seized with feelings of depression
and / or sadness In what newspapers specifically?
How are you coping?
How do you perceive stress affects your participation in class?
Do you have problems of aggressiveness, conflicts and
of social relationships with your colleagues? Why?

TABLE III. I NTERVAL FOR R ELIABILITY
Reliability
assessment
Unacceptable
Poor
Weak
Acceptable
Well
Excellent

Interval
[0 ; 0,5[
[0,5 ; 0,6[
[0,6 ; 0,7[
[0,7 ; 0,8[
[0,8 ; 0,9[
[0,9 ; 1]

TABLE IV. A LFA DE CRONBACH

3) Survey: For this study, a survey has been prepared, based
on the SISCO questionnaire on stress. In Peru, in recent years,
several studies have been carried out on stress in students based
on the SISCO SV-21 inventory. Among these works, have
[24] who analyzed the psychometric evidence of the SISCO
SV-21 inventory in 560 students from public and private
universities in Metropolitan Lima; reaching the conclusion that
said inventory gathers the evidence of validity and reliability
for its use [25].

Questions

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

In the present work, the survey was applied using the
Google form questionnaire as an instrument. The student
population under study is 150 students from the first to the
fourth cycle. Through a simple random sample, 109 students
were obtained from the morning and night shift.
In addition, the academic performance variable was analyzed by placing intervals to the average grades from 0 to 20,
considering the levels very low, low, regular, and high and very
high. This information was obtained from academic records;
This consists of their average grades from the first stage of the
2021-2 semester (see Table II).
TABLE II. AVERAGE N OTE R ANGE
Scale
1
2
3
4
5

Academic performance
Very low
Low
Regular
High
Very high

IV.

Average note range
[0;5[
[5;11[
[11;15[
[15;18[
[18;20]

R ESULTS

A. Instrument Reliability and Validation
•

•

Mean
scale
if
item
has been
suppressed
32,00
33,40
31,75
32,15
33,15
32,25
33,35
32,75
32,50
32,15
32,65
32,65
33,30
33,55
32,80
33,60
32,80

Scale
variance
if
item
has been
suppressed
57,78
61,52
56,30
53,61
61,61
51,67
56,13
57,57
53,32
53,50
55,82
55,29
57,38
58,37
53,75
58,67
52,91

Total
correlation
of
corrected
elements
0,31
0,09
0,45
0,50
0,04
0,75
0,54
0,30
0,60
0,73
0,48
0,33
0,42
0,62
0,61
0,63
0,48

Cronbach’s
alpha if
the item
has been
suppressed
0,83
0,84
0,83
0,83
0,85
0,81
0,83
0,84
0,82
0,82
0,83
0,84
0,83
0,83
0,82
0,83
0,83

Validation by Expert Judgment
Expert judgment was carried out to validate the contents of the instrument [29], (see Table V). The profile
of the experts that was considered for the validation
was: specialists in psychology and education who
work at the university. The validation by expert judgment was taken as a reference for approval, greater
than 75%. As a result, 84.7% acceptance was obtained
as the average of all the questions evaluated. For this,
the following criteria were taken into account: clarity,
updating, coherence, consistency, objectivity, content
and sufficiency.

B. Qualitative Analysis

Reliability with Cronbach’s Alpha
The instrument’s reliability result must be greater than
0.70 for it to be approved (see Table III) [26]; since

According to the interviews carried out with the students
from the first to the fourth cycle of the Faculty of Sciences and
Engineering, the following categories could be constructed.
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Fig. 2. Steps of an Interview.

Fig. 3. Dimensions of the Stress Variable.
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E4: Some anxiety. There comes the issue of anxiety sometimes there are days that I have to stay up late to be able
to review or the same issue of knowing what I am going to
do the next day as I am going to leave to be able to do
the different activities generates stress, generates anxiety more
than anything, well it is linked to stress ... and my mind is going
elsewhere.

TABLE V. E XPERT J UDGMENT
Question
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Expert1
80%
75%
70%
90%
80%
90%
70%
90%
80%
75%
70%
90%
80%
90%
70%
90%
90%

Expert2
85%
80%
90%
90%
80%
90%
90%
90%
85%
80%
90%
90%
80%
90%
90%
90%
90%

Expert3
90%
85%
80%
90%
80%
90%
80%
90%
90%
85%
80%
90%
80%
90%
80%
90%
90%

Percent
85%
80%
80%
90%
80%
90%
80%
90%
85%
80%
80%
90%
80%
90%
80%
90%
90%

1) Stress and Academic Performance Relation: All students report feeling stress during their academic preparation;
but they point out that this occurs in specific periods when
they approach the date of the evaluations; or in some courses
they don’t understand. At this point they coincide in cases of
students who work and study, they more accurately recognize
the symptoms of stress. Likewise, students recognize that stress
affects their studies, as it causes them to lack concentration
and lack of motivation. As stated by [30], academic stress
can reduce academic performance, decrease motivation and
increase the risk of dropping out of school.
E1: Yes, definitely especially in these times of the pandemic
was when I decided to study and the moments of greatest stress
ehh I think are the evaluations and when jobs are put together
... duties that I have to perform at work sometimes I am short
on the time ... I think that in part yes because ... I am very
stressed or ... I am not sometimes like I lose motivation.
2) Physical Manifestations: In the student’s discourse, it
stands out that most have presented physical symptoms due
to stress. The main physical manifestations are headache,
insomnia, palpitation of the eyes and digestive problems. These
findings coincide with that reported by Silva et al. [31], where
it was found that the physical manifestations of stress are
headaches or migraines and an increase or decrease in food
consumption. These symptoms occur in short intervals and can
usually be managed without the need for medical treatment.
E3: Yes, when I am under stress I have headaches, not
always ... headaches or insomnia. The headache lasts for
hours, not long, but regular. I mostly control it when I start to
calm down
3) Psychological Manifestations: All students present emotional manifestations as a consequence of stress. They usually
present anxiety, reluctance, lack of motivation, sadness and
anger [32]. These symptoms appear in short periods and
may be associated with comprehension problems; or to the
development of various activities at an economic and academic
level. It should be noted that anxiety at the academic level may
be due to the courses that they consider more difficult or the
expectation of their grades, since they consider that they are
assigned a low grade and that it is not related to the effort
made.

4) Behavioral Manifestations : Most students participate
in various classroom activities, depending on the courses.
While some interviewees indicate that they prefer not to
participate, as they consider that it is not necessary because
they know the issues. Given this, can indicate that there is not
direct relationship between stress and participation in activities
developed in class. These results are complemented by those
presented by Encina Meza et.al. [33] who points out that in
stressful situations, the most frequent behavioral symptoms are
lack of concentration, decay, isolation and the tendency to feel
more conflictive and with a tendency to argue. In this sense,
can point out that in terms of aggressiveness, conflict and social
relationship problems between students, a direct relationship
with stress is not observed. However, some students emphasize
that group work can generate stress, due to the fact that not
all participate actively and certain communication problems.
E4: ...perhaps that out there there are not all cases of a
student who perhaps are the ones who want to do everything
according to their interpretation and maybe out there they are
a little susceptible to changes, but after I have crashed, I have
felt rather like Many of them are also young, as they look for
some support from people who are of age, I see that sometimes
they lean on me in some things.
C. Emerging Categories
1) Stressors: It was identified that the most frequent stimuli
that generate stress are evaluations, overload of activities and
work; added to this is the limited time to perform them. On the
other hand, it is observed that students present greater stress in
the periods close to the evaluations; since they feel pressured
to pass the courses, and their expectations may be offset by
their results. These results correspond to those presented by
Cordova et al. [34]. Who point out that within the demands of
the academic environment, the ones that generate the most
stress for the student are overload of tasks, type of work
and evaluations. Besides, several of the students indicate that
they are not organized properly; therefore, they are joined by
various jobs and evaluations that they feel they will not be able
to fulfill.
E1: but the previous cycle if from the midterm exam and
until the final exam I had these symptoms.
Likewise, we observe that the courses that generate the
greatest stress are those related to formal sciences: mathematics, physics and those of the specialty of engineering.
E6: mostly because of the area that was mathematics and
that was systems. Then it got a bit complicated and I kind of
left your mind blank.
2) Coping Strategies: Within the interviews, it has been observed that students test various stress coping strategies. These
strategies focus on direct actions after personal evaluation
and analysis, before seeking support from external elements.
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This coincides with the findings obtained by Boullosa [35],
who points out that the techniques most used by students
to overcome stress are to strive to achieve their academic
goals by concentrating on solving the problem and looking for
spaces for relaxation. Most of them indicate that they handle
the situation personally, without resorting to external help,
since they consider that they are prepared to cope with this
situation. Some techniques they use are trying to calm down
or think about positive aspects of their preparation, doing an
activity that they like or resorting to a metacognitive strategy
to evaluate their learning process.
E1: First I try to calm down, I try to see the positive side
of that of the situation and for another opportunity to do it
much better.
However, a small number of students indicate that they
have resorted to interpersonal relationships as a coping strategy; that is, to family or some belief. These findings are related
to the study conducted by Barraza [36], who points out that the
strategies most used by students are the elaboration of a plan,
execution of tasks or activities, and assuming these stressful
situations with humor; while the least used are praising their
progress or religiosity.
E3: Not the other way around, they try to support me (my
family) but at the moment I am with all the stress ... and I get
defensive but it can be controlled.
E7: ehhh, I do it by myself; bone also raised a small prayer
also as it is called, I say to God give me strength, please ...
3) Positive Stress: According to Dı́az & Fierro [37],
positive stress or eustress is a positive physiological and
emotional response to academic stressors, which are perceived
by the student as a challenge or challenge and not as a threat.
In this sense, it is pointed out that the resources available to
the student allow them to respond to academic demands and
strengthen their skills. Besides, some students point out that
stress can be positive for the development of their academic
activities, since it motivates them and provides them with that
“pressure” necessary to achieve their academic goals.
E6: no, because of ... with this pressure I feel that I have
to study more and about going out so that next week I have
good results.
D. Descriptive Analysis
The survey is made up of two sections: in the first, the
sociodemographic data, such as age, sex, cycle, shift; and in
the second section, the questions of the stress variable that
have 3 dimensions with 17 questions (see Fig. 3). These were
built with the Lickert scale, where 1 is never; 2 hardly ever;
3 sometimes; 4 usually; y 5 always. It is observed in Fig. 4,
the gender and age of the student with its frequency, being
the male gender the one that predominates over the female;
likewise, the most frequent age is 21 years and 1 student over
50 years of age. Regarding the female students surveyed, 9
are 20 years old more frequently and one student is 40 years
old. An asymmetric bell with accumulation between 17 and
21 years old is evidenced in both graphs, both for male and
female, with greater frequency and the others are scattered.
Likewise, in Fig. 6 it is observed that the average of the male
and female gender are close to 2,10. The one with the greatest

amplitude of length of the stress average is in females, with
a range of 1.90 to 2,28 and in the male gender, the length of
their stress averages is 2 to 2,15.
In Fig. 5 the dimensions of the stress variable were
analyzed, where the three obtained a median close to 2, with
respect to the average stress score. Además en la Fig. 7, it is
observed that 16,85% have high stress; analyzing the moderate
percentage, it is wide with 57,30% where the majority of
students remain neither very high nor very low. Relating to the
percentage of academic performance, 45,96% is high and what
is shown in Table VI the percentages of the stress dimensions
is moderate, concluding that stress and performance in both
is on the moderate average. Besides, the analysis of academic
performance was carried out by means of the average grades
of the students from the first to the fourth cycle of the students
of the Faculty of Engineering. The mean of 3,90 indicates that
it is above the average, it means that the students have a high
average close to 46%, the low average is little significance,
since it is approximately 5% (ver Fig. 8).
TABLE VI. P ERCENTAGE OF S TRESS
Dimensions
Physical manifestations
Psychological manifestations
Behavioral manifestations

Low
30,34%
25,84%
25,84%

Moderate
50,56%
55,06%
51,69%

High
19,10%
19,10%
22,47%

E. Comparison Analysis of Gender Means by Dimensions
Through statistical analysis, the Mann-Whitney U test was
performed for sample variables, which corresponds to the male
and female gender, with respect to the dimensions of the
investigation, (see Table VII). It is observed that the P-value is
0,140 of the first dimension. By theory it is known that if the Pvalue is less than 0,05 there is a difference of the means in the
comparison and if it is greater than 0,05 there is no difference
between the averages.In this sense, in the 3 dimensions, the
P-value is greater than 0,05; therefore, it is concluded that in
the three dimensions the means are not different since their
P-value for the 3 is greater than 0,05, with a margin of error
above 5%.
F. Relationship between Variables
The relationship between all the variables of the Stress
dimensions was made, using Spearman since it is nonparametric. From Table VIII it is observed ** means that the
correlation is significant at the 0,01 level (bilateral); where
is interpreted as 1% margin of error. In the Table IX, the
scale of the correlation coefficient is observed; comparing
with the results obtained, the dimension of psychological
manifestations and with physical manifestations is 0,512 **;
that is, moderate positive correlation. Likewise, the dimension
behavioral manifestations with physical manifestations is obtained 0,647 ** which is in the range of correlation, moderate
positive and finally the dimension behavioral manifestations
with psychological manifestations is 0,816 **, being in the
range of high positive correlation. It is observed in the Table
IX highlighted in blue, the range where the results obtained
are found. On the other hand, the relationship between the
academic performance variable and the 3 dimensions of stress
is observed where the result is very low. In Table VIII it is
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Fig. 4. Analysis of Gender and Age.

Fig. 5. Analysis by Dimensions.

Fig. 6. Confidence Interval Analysis.

TABLE VIII. R ELATIONSHIP BETWEEN VARIABLES

observed that the psychological and behavioral manifestations
are inverse but very low, that is, the greater the stress, the less
academic performance, but it is very low; this can be verified
with Fig. 8 where 45,96 % academic performance is high and
in Fig. 5 where the 3 dimensions of stress are not higher than
the average.

Variables
1.Academic performance
2. Physical manifestations
3. Psychological manifestations
4. Behavioral manifestations

www.ijacsa.thesai.org

1
1
0,076
-0,106
-0,108

2

3

4

1
0,512**
0,647**

1
0,816**

1
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TABLE VII. C OMPARISON OF M EANS OF 2 I NDEPENDENT S AMPLES
Dimensions
Physical manifestations
Psychological
manifestations
Behavioral manifestations

Gender
Male

Z
-1,475

P
0,140

Femenine
Male

-0,341

0,733

Femenine
Male

-0,906

0,365

Femenine

TABLE IX. S CALE OF VALUES OF THE C ORRELATION C OEFFICIENT

Value
-1
-0,9 a -0,99
-0,7 a -0,89
-0,4 a -0,69
-0,2 a -0,39
-0,01 a -0,19
0
0,01 a 0.19
0,2 a 0,39
0,4 a 0,69
0,7 a 0,89
0,9 a 0,99
1

Fig. 7. Student Stress.

Meaning
Large and perfect negative correlation.
Very high negative correlation.
High negative correlation.
Moderate negative correlation.
Low negative correlation.
Very low negative correlation.
Null correlation.
Very low positive correlation.
Low positive correlation.
Moderate positive correlation.
High positive correlation.
Very high positive correlation.
Large and perfect positive correlation.

TABLE X. M ULTIPLE L INEAR R EGRESSION
Predictor variable:
The 3 dimensions of the
stress variable

Physical manifestations
Psychological manifestations
Behavioral manifestations

Dependent variable:
Academic perfomance
R2 = 0, 040
Beta
0,235
0,012
-0,249

t
1,686
0,067
-1,199

Sig.
0,095
0,947
0,234

Fig. 8. Academic Performance of Students.

V.

G. Multiple Linear Regression

It is observed in the Table X the predictor variables that are
the dimensions of the stress variable and where academic performance is the dependent; it is observed that the significance
is greater than 0.05 in the three dimensions of stress. It is stated
then that none of the three dimensions of the stress variable
is related to academic performance. Besides, R2 = 0, 040
indicates that 4% of the academic performance variable is
explained by the variables of the Stress dimensions. Analyzing
the value of Beta for the prediction of the variables under study,
it was found that the beta of the physical and psychological
manifestations are positive, that is, but very low, observing
the significance greater than 0,05, concluding that there is not
relationship; that of psychological manifestations is close to
one its significance value, that is, there is not relationship in
a determining way.

D ISCUSSION

In the research it was obtained that the relationship between
stress and academic performance is very low. This may have
an explanation, that stress is not unique to academics; in other
words, there are other forms of stress, such as work stress,
psychosocial stress and others, product of the pandemic.The
academic performance in times of pandemic, with distance
classes, in the students of the Faculty of Engineering is high
and very high with a percentage of 45,92% and the stress
dimensioned in the physical, psychological and behavioral
aspects has an average result regular. If compare with the
study carried out by [38] on stress and academic performance,
they found that if there is an inverse relationship between
these 2 variables under study. However, his study was in
another context, where there was no presence of the COVID19 pandemic. They obtained a moderate stress, approximately
72% of students; on the other hand, the research carried out
in the article is approximately 50%. In the research, students
from the morning shift but also the night shift were surveyed
where almost all students work, and may also have work stress,
since they do it remotely. This last variable was not considered
in the research.
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VI.

C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK

According to the quantitative study, it is observed that there
is not relationship between stress and academic performance;
where the average of the students is high and very high with
45,96% and the stress of the 3 grouped dimensions is moderate
with 57,30%. However, students report feeling stress in their
academic preparation. Stress manifests itself on a physical
level, mainly with headaches and insomnia, with 50,56% of
the moderate form; psychologically, with anxiety, demotivation
and sadness; but this does not directly affect their interpersonal
relationships; obtaining a 55,06% in the moderate way and in
the behavioral manifestations a 51,69%. The students indicate
that the periods close to the evaluations generate more stress
at the academic level; as well as the pressure to pass the
subjects, mainly those of science that are considered the most
complex. To cope with stress and anxiety, they resort to direct
strategies, based on a personal analysis without resorting to
external elements. On the other hand, it should be noted that
stress is positive to the extent that it allows us to respond
correctly to demands or difficulties. In addition, it is observed
in students that stress is used as a kind of fuel to achieve
their academic goals. There is a relationship between the three
dimensions of the stress variable.

[11]
[12]

[13]

[14]
[15]

[16]

[17]

The methodology carried out with the techniques of surveys and interviews, allowed to have a holistic panorama of
being able to analyze and cross information in the investigation. New studies are suggested in relation to positive stress
and academic performance in university students. Also, delve
into the situation generated in the teacher as part of teaching in
the virtual mode. On the other hand, analyze the subject from a
qualitative methodology that allows us to know the perception
of those involved in this process.

[18]
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Abstract—In Peru and the world, millions of students saw
their education interrupted caused by the problems brought by
the COVID-19 virus, due to this many educational entities began
to adopt learning platforms and web systems so that the teaching
process is not affected, having to comply with all the guidelines
and requirements of the institution to solve any academic difficulty. That is why in the present work the implementation
of a web system was proposed for the improvement of the
qualification and evaluation processes of an institution using the
scrum methodology since it is an agile framework that is based on
empiricism and offers adaptation and flexibility in the projects.
For the software development, the open source language PHP was
used since it is more adapted to these web systems, Mysql was
also used, which is a database manager for relational databases.
The results of this research was the correct implementation of
this system to the educational institution, verifying the absence
of errors and the improvement of the processes involved so that
the institution can provide students with an adequate learning
process.

platforms have certain limitations that prevent covering all the
needs of the institutions, these institutions, by not having the
required modules and by not satisfying all the needs of the
different areas involved, are not able to provide the information
necessary for decision-making in an academic setting. This
affects students because the student, guided by the teacher,
makes use of the different tools and resources offered by
these web systems to access important information and develop
activities that help the student consolidate knowledge and
develop skills.

Keywords—COVID-19; evaluation; learning platform; scrum;
web system

Due to the lack of adherence of some processes with the
requirements of the institution, this can harm its decisionmaking, affecting the learning and teaching process. This work
offers a proposal, solution to the problems of the educational
institution through the web system that will optimize resources
by improving the level of satisfaction of those involved as
teachers and students, in addition, the web system will accelerate the evaluation and qualification processes of the institution
making them more efficient and with fewer errors.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Today the percentage of educational institutions that adopt
a virtual teaching platform is increasing, this due in large part
to confinement due to pandemic, creating a change in the
global teaching process, Currently, virtual teaching is defined
as the development of the learning process through the use of
digital and information tools, where the student and the teacher
are not physically present in the same room. Nowadays, many
students went from the face-to-face to the virtual, bringing
with them new problems to solve. This new reality brought new
methods and ways to have a better understanding of the educational process in universities and institutions [1]. The change
in the way of teaching in institutions due to the COVID-19
pandemic forced many educational entities to adopt virtual
teaching systems since, due to the circumstances, classes and
online interaction are considered the best option that can be
adapted to this new form of teaching and that complies with the
confinement regulations issued by the governments of different
parts of the planet. These web systems provide all kinds of
tools so that students can learn from home without having to
return to face-to-face classes or be in contact with other people
[2]. Although most institutions have some type or form of
software to process, retrieve, store information, today these
systems need to be increasingly accurate with a minimum
error percentage because these systems must provide students
and teachers tools and resources quickly and safely [3]. Some

For all the aforementioned and with the purpose of solving
these academic difficulties of the Institute of Sciences and Humanities (ICH), through technology, specifically in the design
and development of a web system, the following question was
asked: What measure will a web system of qualification and
evaluation improve the process of monitoring and control of
information in the Institution of Sciences and Humanities?

The objective of this project is to seek to improve through
a web system the qualification process and results of mock
admission exams managed by the directorate of systems and
communications of the ICH.
In Section II, a review of the literature was carried out; in
Section III the methodology; as well as in Section IV the case
study; in Section V the result and discussion; and finally in
Section VI Conclusion and future work.
II.

L ITERATURE R EVIEW

The project consists of designing and implementing a web
system for the improvement of the qualification process and
results of the mock admission exam of an educational institution to provide a better experience for students in addition
to processing and analyzing the grades of students to obtain
information performance and progress. A large percentage of
educational institutions in Peru use learning platforms for
virtual teaching and with the presence of COVID-19 and
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quarantine this percentage is increasing even more, so knowing
these tools today is essential for institutions educational.

in an educational process generated by communication and
information.

Regarding virtual education due to pandemic, there are
different positions such as that of the author Eduardo Norman
Acevedo [4] which says that due to the current situation referring to the health situation caused by COVID-19, educational
institutions had to change the teaching processes to adapt to
this new way of teaching and learning, being mainly evaluative,
ethical, sociological, pedagogical changes. On the other hand,
Marı́a Laura Picón [5] indicates that millions of students were
affected by this problem, having to adapt to these new tools in
order to receive online classes, however, how prepared were
not only the institutions but also the students? This change
in teaching brought with it new problems for students such
as lack of technological resources, lack of internet in rural
areas, students with disabilities, etc. This need to apply virtual
teaching revealed the inequality of training for the use of these
technologies and the lack of knowledge by both teachers and
students. Based on the above, Javier Arturo Hall López [6]
mentions that virtual teaching also brought problems on the
physical health of students, due to sedentary lifestyle and lack
of exercise make students more likely to suffer from weight
problems, this is a challenge pedagogical in teaching and
in the way of teaching classes, which has to propose better
teaching methodologies so that the student can be guided
in the development of their motor skills. At the same time,
these education platforms are increasingly being adopted by
more education centers, as explained by D. Benta [7] in his
report, where he mentions that tools such as Moodle help
motivate students and those involved in solving collaborative
and individual tasks.

The advantages of a virtual educational environment include: flexibility, economic efficiency, interactivity, mobility. In
this context, M’Balia Thomas [12] indicates that the change to
virtual classes due to the pandemic forced teacher educators to
rethink them, they do not normally teach or design the content
of online courses. Thus, as the global pandemic grows and
accelerates a continued rise in e-learning, teacher educators
must reexamine what it means to be equitable, responsive and
inclusive to the individual needs of a diverse set of pre-service
teachers and take into account consideration of collective
professional needs. With regard to systems related to virtual
education, there are various authors such as Cristian Enrique
Mejı́a and Mariano Enrique Álava [13] who developed a grade
registration system for a school with 60 years of service that
lacked a virtual education environment, it is for this reason that
there was a deficient management of the file with important
content such as qualifications, enrollment, etc., and that they
were solved by this software that optimized said processes.
It also allows to reduce the response time of processes and
improve the teaching process and thus increase the satisfaction
of the students. It is clear that these web systems helped
learning from home, institutions such as those mentioned had
to adapt to these new platforms so that this training process
is not interrupted and although not all have the means to take
this type of non-face-to-face classes, a large percentage were
able to continue with their training process.

About traditional teaching, Jacinto Joaquı́n Vertı́z Osores
[8] indicates, that the traditional form of evaluation used in
universities has been attributed almost entirely to the criteria
of the professors, who guided the process towards the quantification of the indicators expressed in their links and that they
are supposed to reflect the level of progress of the students.
In retrospect, this traditional way of evaluating students to
measure learning and level of knowledge has remained frozen
in time and does not appear to have changed in the last 50
years [9]. However, at the current stage, where the educational
scheme is not the same, with means of remote interaction,
in this new scheme, teachers ask university authorities about
evaluation methods, consult strategies and propose methods,
being fully aware of the shortcomings of the new interaction
scenario. On the other hand, Olga V. Bondarenko [10] points
out that, in a virtual educational environment, the nature of the
interaction of those involved in learning (a student, a group of
students or a teacher) changes fundamentally. The term study
is not used because it is interpreted as a cognitive activity of
students who, under the guidance of a teacher, master skills,
knowledge. The involvement of students in a virtual education
environment means that the teacher must change his role from
mentor and director to tutor, facilitator and moderator [11]. The
teacher strives to help students find an individual educational
path. Currently and due to the pandemic, there are more and
more modern students living in a media environment where
the use of computers, internet resources and the use of mobile
devices is part of their day to day. It is for this point that virtual
educational environments are now a reality that basically deals
with an information space for the interaction of students

In summary, the authors analyzed in their research show
that there is still a need to carry out digital transformation in
institutions to make the implementation of the evaluation system more effective and efficient. The investigation that will be
carried out is to see how to optimize with the implementation
of the web page in an effective way in its processes.
III.

M ETHODOLOGY

A. Methodology SCRUM:
The Scrum methodology is a framework that addresses
complex problems (ver Fig. 1), where a lot of ambiguity can
be observed; in addition, it helps to promote creativity and
productivity of teams because events tend to generate creative
tension in the team [14]. In addition to this always tends to seek
to deliver products of the highest value. both scrum and other
methodologies allow the team to make the most of resources
and time, however this does not mean that this framework does
not have disadvantages. Scrum is based on empiricism, rather,
learning as you go, it is for this reason that the incremental
interactive life cycle is usually perfect for this framework [15].
In Scrum there are roles which are the Scrum Master, the
Scrum team and the Product Owner [16]. This agile framework
or framework created in the 90’s by Schwaber and Sutherland.
It follows an approach that is based on evidence, starting from
the premise that problems can never be defined or understood
in their entirety, which is why organizations and companies
have to focus on getting trained teams to respond to change.
The characteristics that most identify this framework [17],
are the following:
•

Flexibility and adaptation.
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•

Return on investment.

•

Risk mitigation.

•

An always motivated team.

•

An alignment between the client and the team Productivity and quality.

•

This intensified work entails a high prediction of times
since the speed and performance of the equipment is
known.

•

The method of work and continuous review produces
a higher quality of the software.

6) Team Roles: This methodology is made up of three main
roles. Each of these roles has different responsibilities and must
act differently [18].

B. Scrum Activities
1) Sprint Planning: This is a meeting that has to be held
at the beginning of a sprint and it is necessary for the entire
team to participate [15]. This task planning is divided into two
main parts:
First part of the meeting. This has a Timebox of 4 hours.
•

This is where the client shows the list of requirements
to the manager, and specifies the priority requirements.

•

Then the list is analyzed, doubts are resolved and it is
agreed which requirements will be a priority in each
iteration.

Second part of the meeting: As in the first part, here a timebox
is made that can last a maximum of 4 hours. Here the iteration
is analyzed and planned, and proceeds to create tactics that will
help you meet the objective.
•

Team members can assign themselves tasks to perform.

•

The effort to perform each task will be calculated.

2) Sprint: In Scrum we have iterations, these iterations in
Scrum are called sprint, each one of the sprint delivers value to
the end users or to those who are solving a particular problem,
this value grows with each iteration.
3) Scrum Daily Meeting: In these meetings, what is sought
is the transfer of relevant value together with the collaboration
of team members to improve productivity. Here each member
reviews everyone’s work to be able to make the necessary
changes to finish and comply with the sprint.
4) Sprint Retrospective: This is the event where all members of the Team evaluate and inspect themselves, this in order
to improve during the next Sprint. Here we analyze how they
are working, why they achieve or not the objective in which
they are failing.
5) Sprint Review: This event takes place at the end of each
sprint. During this informal meeting the increase is reviewed,
rather, what was done during the sprint and if there were
changes, the Product Backlog is analyzed.

•

Scrum Master: He is an expert in scrum, he is a facilitator coach, he trains and removes the impediments
that can be seen in daily meetings.

•

Product Owner: It is the empowered person, who
establishes the product backlog, is responsible for the
return on investment, is represented by a single person
and works on the product vision.

•

Development team: All the members are called developments and they are full time in what they are doing,
it is a multidisciplinary team that is self-managed and
estimates its own time, it is a small team and it is
recommended that it be from 3 to 9 people.

7) Product Backlog: This is a list with elements, these
elements are called PBI (Product backlog item), this artifact
is not only composed of user stories, in the scrum guide they
mention that other values such as needs, requirements, cases
of uses, defects etc. This stack is ordered, being the first in the
stack the ones that generate the greatest value to the business
or the highest value to the end users and therefore the last
in the stack is what generates the least value or little value
compared to the first pbi. Scrum, being iterative and agile,
allows new PBIs to be entered into the backlog that may arise
as we advance in the project, that is why it is said that the
product backlog is emergent, which means that we can be
adding new things according to the product or according to
the project I need it.
8) Burndown Chart: This is a graph that shows over
time the speed and the time in which the objectives and
requirements are being completed. Provides a better overview
of the team’s pace of progress in order to predict whether the
team will complete the work in the estimated times.
9) ScrumTaskboard: This is a board with the tasks to be
done. And be organized in such a way that the objectives are
assigned the necessary tasks to finish it, usually post-its are
used, and they change position according to their status. To
differentiate the tasks that each member is performing, smaller
colored stickers are used.
10) Disadvantages of Scrum: Scrum is not perfect. Therefore, we can mention some of the most important disadvantages of Scrum:
At the time of starting with Scrum, the whole team must
know very well its principles and theoretical framework, also
that there be knowledge of the Scrum roles or this could
alter the functions and tasks. To a large extent, much of the
success of the project will depend on the level of knowledge
of the scrum master (rather than on the innovation, creativity
or quality of the inputs). If for some reason some task is
not completed, other tasks may be compromised due to that
sometimes these can be related, this can generate delays in the
sprints or the delivery of an unsatisfactory value.
The following figure shows the stages of this methodology
graphically, showing the order of the activities [14].
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Fig. 1. The Phases of the Scrum Methodology.

IV.

C ASE S TUDY

TABLE I. U SER S TORY

A. Initiation Phase
1) User Story: In Table I, was create user stories, that are
general and informal explanations of the characteristics of the
software, these are from the point of view of the end user, in
our case we identified 22.
2) Product Backlog: In the product backlog basically organize the list of tasks was carried out for the project. In Table
II, we show the priority or rather the degree of importance
and to which module it belongs, in this work we were able to
identify 4 modules.

ID
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

B. Planning and Estimation Phase
1) Sprint Backlog: In Table III, Table IV, Table V are
the objectives, the elements chosen in the product backlog to
be completed in each sprint, in our project we identify three
sprints.
In Table VI, the weighting that was used is detailed in the
following.

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

21
22

2) User Story Sprint 1:

USER STORY
As an administrator I need to view the windows to configure the exams.
As Administrator I need to register an answer for each question.
As Administrator I need to register the sections to place the questions.
As Administrator I need to record the time for each area.
As Administrator I need to register the number of questions for each
area.
As Administrator I need to record the total time for all sections.
As Administrator I need to register the total number of questions to
set limits.
As Administrator I need to register the courses for each section.
As Administrator I need to have reports by dates to indicate the day
the exam was taken.
As Administrator I need a merit report by specialty to see your
information.
As Administrator I need a general merit report to see your information.
As an administrator I need to edit the number of questions per area
to update the data.
As Administrator list the sections to view the existing information.
As Administrator I need to have a course report to see your information
As Administrator I need to view the exam model to see the changes
made.
As a student, I need to take the exam for the evaluation.
As a Student I need to visualize the windows for taking exams.
As a Student I need a report card to see my results.
As a Student I need to finish the test to choose a new section.
As a Student I need to see the detailed result, showing which ones
were incorrect, which ones were correct and which ones I did not
answer.
As a Student I need to finish the exam even if time is not over yet.
As a Student I need to be able to enter an exam to view their schedules.

a) Exam management module 1: In this module 7 user
stories were created for the creation, deletion, modification and
list of exams, likewise a time can be assigned for taking the
test, also for greater convenience the exam can be copied.Table
VII and Table VIII show the windows of this module.
b) Exam management module 2: In this module 4
user stories were created for the management of sections,
questions and courses, this window can only be used by
administrator type users.In the part of the questions because
they are associated with an exam, the questions cannot be
eliminated directly, what is done is a logical elimination. Table
IX and Table X show the windows of this module.

3) User Story Sprint 2: In this module the administrators
will be able to observe the progress of the students in the
courses as well as view the reports of the students by date,
year, course and type of exam. These data can later be analyzed
to obtain statistical tables as a result. Table XI and Table XII
show the windows of this module.
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TABLE II. P RODUCT BACKLOG
ID
1

2

3

4
5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12
13

14
15

16

USER STORY
As an administrator I need to
view the windows to configure the exams.
As Administrator I need to
register an answer for each
question.
As Administrator I need to
register the sections to place
the questions.
As Administrator I need to
record the time for each area.
As Administrator I need to
register the number of questions for each area.
As Administrator I need to
record the total time for all
sections.
As Administrator I need to
register the total number of
questions to set limits.
As Administrator I need to
register the courses for each
section.
As Administrator I need to
have reports by dates to indicate the day the exam was
taken.
As Administrator I need a
merit report by specialty to
see your information.
As Administrator I need a
general merit report to see
your information.
As a Student I need to take the
exam for the evaluation.
As a Student I need to visualize the windows for taking
exams.
As a Student I need a report
card to see my results.
As a Student I need to finish
the test to choose a new section.
As a Student I need to be able
to enter an exam to view their
schedules.

Priority
High

Sprint

TABLE IV. S PRINT BACKLOG FROM S PRINT 2
MODULE

PRIORITY
1

High

Exam management 1

2

High

3
4

High

1
5

Half

High

Exam management 2
PRIORITY
1

High
2
Low
3
4
2

Results
5

High

High

3

Student

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

4

3

3

2

3

1

2

1

CHORES
SPRINT 3
As an administrator I need to edit the
number of questions per area to update
the data.
As Administrator list the sections to
view the existing information.
As Administrator I need to have a course
report to see your information.
As Administrator I need to view the
exam model to see the changes made.
As Administrator I need to manage the
scores by section.

DIFFICULTY
3

HOURS
12
3

3

3

3

2

3

1

4

3

5) Design Pattern MVC: The model view controller pattern
(mvc) is a pattern that separates the data into three different
modules, each fulfilling a function different. This software
architecture pattern applies code reuse, facilitating software
development and maintenance as shown in Fig. 2 [14]. In Fig.
3, we can see the order of the folders following this pattern.
This model can be used to develop desktop applications or
mobile applications in this way creating the mobile version of
the system will be much easier.

High

High

TABLE III. S PRINT BACKLOG FROM S PRINT 1
PRIORITY

4

HOURS
10
3

is modified, in addition the student’s information is saved and
processed for future reports Table XIII and Table XIV show
the windows of this module.

High

Half

DIFFICULTY

TABLE V. S PRINT BACKLOG FROM S PRINT 3

Half

High

CHORES
SPRINT 2
As Administrator I need to register the
courses for each section.
As Administrator I need to have reports
by dates to indicate the day the exam
was taken.
As Administrator I need a merit report
by specialty to see your information.
As Administrator I need a general merit
report to see your information.
As Administrator I need to register the
number of questions for each area.

CHORES
SPRINT 1
As an administrator I need to view the
windows to configure the exams.
As Administrator I need to register an
answer for each question.
As Administrator I need to register the
sections to place the questions.
As Administrator I need to record the
time for each area.
As Administrator I need to register the
number of questions for each area.
As Administrator I need to record the
total time for all sections.
As Administrator I need to register the
total number of questions to set limits.

DIFFICULTY
5

HOURS
11
3

3

2

3

1

2

1

2

2

2

1

2

1

4) User Story Sprint 3: In this module, students will be
able to take the exams and see their results.To take an exam,
the date and time have to be appropriate in addition to having
previously chosen an exam.After the student completes the
test, the scores and the exam are calculated It ends without
the option of taking it again. To enter this module the student
must be previously registered in the system.Students who did
not solve the test are scheduled another date and their score
www.ijacsa.thesai.org
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TABLE VI. W EIGHTING C RITERION
DIFFICULTY
Easy
Little Easy
Regular
Little difficult
Hard

TABLE VIII. U SER S TORY- SECTION M ANAGEMENT

WEIGHT
1
2
3
4
5

USER STORY
User: Administrator
Story name: section management
Business priority: High
Developing
risk:
Low
Estimated points:5
Assigned Iteration:1
Responsible developer: Manrique jaime franco
Description: In this window the administrator will be able to manage the sections for later
use in exams.
Observation: The user must be previously logged in.The user must be an administrator.
CRITERIA OF ACCEPTANCE
The system generates sections
The system displays registered sections
PROTOTYPE
Number: 2

TABLE VII. U SER S TORY- EXAM M ANAGEMENT
USER STORY
User: Administrator
Story name: Exam Settings
Business priority: High
Developing
risk:
Low
Estimated points:5
Assigned Iteration:1
Responsible developer: Manrique jaime franco
Description: In this window the administrator will be able to manage the exams for later
activation.
Observation: The user must be previously logged in.the user must be an administrator.
CRITERIA OF ACCEPTANCE
The system generates exams
The system displays recorded exams
PROTOTYPE
Number 1

TABLE IX. U SER S TORY- COURSE M ANAGEMENT
USER STORY
User: Administrator
Story name: course management
Business priority: High
Developing risk: Low
Estimated points:5
Assigned Iteration:1
Responsible developer: Manrique jaime franco
Description: In this window the administrator will be able to manage the courses for later
use in exams.
Observation: The user must be previously logged in.The user must be of administrator.
CRITERIA OF ACCEPTANCE
The system generates courses
The system displays the registered courses
PROTOTYPE
Number: 3

6) Database Model: Fig. 4 shows the diagram of the
database.The diagram has 15 tables; the main ones being the
exam table where the exams with the corresponding questions
are recorded and the configuration table which relates the
students with the grades.
The DB was developed in MYSQL since it is a database
manager that best adapts to web systems as well as being free
and easy to use. This manager is compatible with Windows
and Linux operating systems.
The database was developed using Navicat which is a tool for
the development of BDs and that allows managing multiple
databases.This tool was chosen for its compatibility with the
manager and for its easy handling.
V.

R ESULT AND D ISCUSSION

A. Sprint 1 Testing and Review
1) Exam: In Fig. 5, the exam window is shown where the
exams will be shown, registered, deleted and modified, also
it will be possible to create schedules and register questions.
For the administrator’s convenience, it will also be possible to
duplicate the exam including the questions.
2) Section: Fig. 6 shows the section window where sections
will be displayed, registered, deleted and modified. To register
a section it is necessary to specify its name.

3) Course: Fig. 7 shows the course window where the
courses will be displayed, registered, deleted and modified.To
register a course it is necessary to specify the section to which
it belongs.
4) Area: In Fig. 8, the window of areas is shown which
for security reasons cannot be modified, for now the only way
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TABLE X. U SER S TORY- QUESTION M ANAGEMENT

TABLE XII. U SER S TORY-R EPORT OF M ERITS

USER STORY
Number: 4
User: Administrator
Story name: question management
Business priority: High
Developing risk: Low
Estimated points:5
Assigned Iteration:1
Responsible developer: Manrique jaime franco
Description: In this window the administrator can manage the questions for later
use in exams.
Observation: The user must be previously logged in.The user must be of type administrator.
CRITERIA OF ACCEPTANCE
The system generates questions
The system displays the registered questions
PROTOTYPE

USER STORY
User: Administrator
Story name: report of merits
Business priority: High
Developing risk: Low
Estimated points:5
Assigned Iteration:2
Responsible developer: Manrique jaime franco
Description: In this window the administrator can view the merits of the students
in order of specialty and merit.
Observation: The user must be previously logged in as administrator type.
CRITERIA OF ACCEPTANCE
The system generates reports by merit
The system filters according to the data
PROTOTYPE
Number: 6

TABLE XI. U SER S TORY-S TUDENT R EPORT

TABLE XIII. U SER S TORY-E XAM T IME TABLES

USER STORY
User: Administrator
Story name: question management
Business priority: High
Developing risk: Low
Estimated points:5
Assigned Iteration:2
Responsible developer: Manrique jaime franco
Description: In this window the administrator will be able to see the reports for later
use in the analyzes.
Observation: The user must be previously logged in.
CRITERIA OF ACCEPTANCE
The system generates the reports
The system filters by data
PROTOTYPE
Number: 5

USER STORY
Uer: Administrator
Story name: exam schedules
Business priority: High
Developing risk: Low
Estimated points:5
Assigned Iteration:3
Responsible developer: Manrique jaime franco
Description: In this window the student will be able to view the times of the selected
exam.
Observation: The user must be previously logged in as an administrator.
CRITERIA OF ACCEPTANCE
The system lists the schedules
The system displays the available schedules
PROTOTYPE
Number: 7

to add or delete areas is through the database.

B. Sprint 2 Testing and Review

5) Question: Fig. 9 shows the question window where the
entered questions will be displayed, registered, deleted and
modified.

1) Exam Results: Fig. 11 shows the results exam window
where the list of exams taken will be shown, clicking on one
will show the students who took said exam.

6) Alternatives: Fig. 10 shows the alternatives window
where the alternatives entered per question will be shown,
registered, eliminated and modified.

2) Student results: Fig. 12 shows the results window by
exam where the list of students who took the selected exam
will be shown, showing their grade and date, also as the
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TABLE XIV. U SER S TORY-V IEW T EST
USER STORY
User: Administrator
Story name: view test
Business priority: High
Developing risk: Low
Estimated points:5
Assigned Iteration:3
Responsible developer: Manrique jaime franco
Description: In this window the student will be able to view the respective test
and do it.
Observation: The user must be previously logged in as an administrator.
CRITERIA OF ACCEPTANCE
The system displays the exam
The system calculates the scores
PROTOTYPE
Number: 8

limit and by section, if the student finishes before they can
press the button finish exam to finish it, once finished a
message will be displayed thanking you for your participation
and will redirect you to the schedule list window.
3) Student results: Fig. 15 shows the results window where
the student will view the scores obtained from the test in
addition to the position by general merit and by specialty, he
will also be able to view all the test questions along with the
correct answer and the alternative marked by the student.If the
student does not take the test, a new date is scheduled, however
the merits will not be shown.
The notes are calculated from time to time through files
called CRON which are responsible for executing the code
every 40 minutes, modifying the time in which the CRON
will be executed is done manually. It is due to this file that if
a student takes the exam after the scheduled date, it will have
no merit and only their score will be recorded.
According to the author [2], his studies were based on the
use of web systems by students remotely, where the advantages
of using the platform in times of pandemic stand out, which is
consistent with our research since it was also carried out in the
same pandemic context where the Authorities show support for
the investigation as there is satisfaction on their part.
VI.

C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK

According to the requirements and needs of the Institution
of Sciences and Humanities, a web system was implemented
for the improvement of evaluation and qualification processes,
which consists of three modules which are the exam, results
and student management module. The response time of the
system was also reduced when displaying the exam and
scoring the tests, in the same way it was possible to create
a friendly interface for both students and administrative staff,
thus improving the creation and taking of virtual evaluations.It
is suggested that future work be implemented a mobile application that allows complementing the institute’s evaluation
system.
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Abstract—Automobiles have become one of the most soughtafter targets for criminals due to their worldwide popularity.
Crime is reflected in the statistics, which show that over the
years, the crime rate of vehicle theft has been on the rise. As
part of the fight against this crime, the vehicles come with
certain systems incorporated to avoid this type of situations;
obtaining many outstanding results. In this research project,
a system was developed that allows through the application
of the Internet of Things (IoT), the management of software
and hardware technologies that allow the user to have access
to various actions, such as vehicle location through the global
positioning system (GPS), and identification of the offender,
through radio frequency identification (RFID), as well as the
global system of mobile communications (GSM). The objective
of the research is to design a mobile and IoT application to
reduce robberies in the department of Lima-Peru, using the
scrum methodology. The result obtained is the design of the
mobile application, with its anti-theft system, vehicle blocking
and notification of unauthorized ignition.
Keywords—Global mobile communications system; global positioning system; internet of things; radio frequency identification;
scrum

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Since its inception, the automobile has played a very important role in the industrial field, which has been demonstrated by
a steady increase in its production and sales. Thus, in India, it
is observed that the number of vehicles purchased has reached
100 million units, and it is expected that this figure could reach
450 million by 2021. Likewise, in the United States (US) [1],
the picture is not much different as the number of people with
driver’s licenses is much lower than the number of cars.
However, this boom in the production of motor vehicles has
brought with it the appearance of people who seek to obtain
them illegally, regardless of the fact that some of them have
protection systems, which so far have not been sufficient to
stop this type of behavior [2]. Now, this increase can be seen
reflected in the country of Mexico, where the percentage of
vehicle theft has increased by 27.5% during the first half of
2020 [3]. Similarly, in our country the situation does not vary
[4], since in the department of Lima the increase in vehicle
theft complaints has been increasing from 3% to 27% in the
period of time between 2017 and 2019 according to figures
provided by the National Institute of Statistics and Informatics
(INEI).
Likewise, this type of activity has intensified in the search
for ways to avoid the systems with which the vehicles are

equipped, since most of them only have GPS location systems
[5], so these criminal gangs have implemented a system
whereby they block these signals in certain strategic locations,
thus gaining an advantage in their actions.
Now, the systems that use IoT technologies provide us with
a series of options such as being able to visualize the status of
the peripherals that the vehicles have, in this sense,According
to the author [6] can know when the headlights are turned
on or that the vehicle’s engine has been started; all this
through notifications to mobile device. Likewise, it is possible
to implement systems that, after the vehicle is started, initiate
a monitoring process by means of GPS signals, which allow
the owner to know the location of the vehicle in real time.
Similarly [7], the IoT allows the owner to interact with this
system by remotely turning off the engine.
Indeed, the IoT allows systems to provide many more
options to suit the needs that users have, for example, the
implementation of vehicle security systems that have the ability
to monitor by silent video surveillance unauthorized persons
inside the vehicle, which not only prevents the theft of the
vehicle, but can also identify the person who did it [8]. On the
other hand, there are vehicle security systems with complex
identification methods that raise the cost of their development
and acquisition. However, the IoT allows different devices,
such as RFID tags that are low cost [9], can be used in the
identification and operation of these systems with which it
becomes a viable option for those who have the need to create
such systems and have low economic resources.
This research has been developed taking into account the
various factors that IoT technology has, in this sense, an antivehicle theft system that manages the different actions of
identification and action within a vehicle by means of IoT
was carried out.
The objective of the research is to design, through a mobile
application, an innovative vehicle security system through
which it is expected to reduce the percentage of cases of people
who suffer the theft of their vehicles in the department of
Lima-Peru.
Then, the following points was developed in the paper:
in Section II the literature review where analyze those works
that served as a basis for the development of the research, in
Section III on the methodology used during the development
of the project and the steps that were performed, followed by
Section IV the results that have been obtained at the end of the
development of the project, then in Section V we develop the
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theme of discussions where we analyze the similarities with
other projects, finally in Section VI the conclusions and future
work.
II.

L ITERATURE R EVIEW

In this research a vehicle anti-theft system has been developed by applying IoT technology to control the different
actions of the system, in order to reduce the rate of vehicle
theft in the area of the department of Lima - Peru. In this
sense, it has been taken into account other research works that
have implemented technologies, which have been used in this
work.
Thus, we see how [6] implements light and sound sensors
inside a vehicle in order to know the state in which it is; this
information is centralized in an Arduino Mega 2560 device.
Then, by means of a 3G-Shield, this information is transmitted
to the user for its respective visualization. As a result, the user
can remotely visualize the status of the headlights (on, off),
the doors (open, closed), the saloon light (on, off) and the
vehicle’s engine (on, off). In short, the user can become aware
of his habits with respect to the state in which he leaves his
vehicle after use.
However, [7] addresses the problem of vehicle theft through
the implementation of GSM and GPS technologies. Consequently, IoT is used to communicate with the user by notifying
him that his vehicle has been forcibly started and also initiates
a constant report of the vehicle’s location. Then, the user can
interact with the system allowing him to turn off the vehicle by
sending a text message which will be received by the system
and will trigger the vehicle to stop. In conclusion, the user
can access this way to a low-cost anti-theft system that allows
him to locate his vehicle in real time, without the need to have
specialized knowledge in the field of smartphones.
In addition, the author [8] implements a vehicle security
system with video surveillance of the driver. Consequently,
IoT is applied together with a biometric driver identification
system, which aims to prevent unauthorized persons from operating the vehicle. However, the system adds the functionality
to identify the person who tries to perform such action by
means of real-time video surveillance of the driver’s cabin.
In short, the vehicle owner can identify through silent video
surveillance any person driving his vehicle, all this through a
low-cost system.
However, in [9] the author’s problem is that security systems are expensive and cannot be implemented in two-wheeled
vehicles. For this reason, a low-cost system is developed that
implements the recognition of the driver by means of an RFID
tag, which allows the system to turn on the vehicle. A GPS
location system is also used, which is visualized by means of
an application installed in the owner’s cell phone. As a result,
the system performs the identification of the RFID tag which
allows the ignition of the vehicle by means of the key, then the
vehicle can be monitored by means of GPS signals sent by the
GSM device connected to the system’s Arduino. In summary,
it is possible to protect two-wheeled vehicles (motorcycles)
with a low-cost security system that gives the location and the
ability to identify the driver through RFID tags.
On the other hand, [10] mentions that in recent years with

the growth of the global and national economy, vehicles have
become a necessity for people and at the same time a great
loss of money because of theft, criminals use the method of
hot wiring to disable the anti-theft system that comes as part of
the vehicle, so they designed a system that turns off the engine
when the thief starts the vehicle and can capture the image
of the offender when starting the vehicle, so they had to use
Arduino, relay, GPS and a camera, to develop the system. As
part of the results, all the tests were 100% effective. Finally the
results showed that the system worked correctly and efficiently.
Finally, the authors provided very interesting research,
helping to complement the research conducted, however, in
the research implemented a more innovative system, which is
helping drivers of vehicles in Lima.
III.

M ETHODOLOGY

For the development of this research project, made use of
an agile methodology in conjunction with various tools both
in the field of software and hardware. In this sense, the project
was developed based on the Scrum methodology, which was
detailed later, and also mention which are the technological
tools that allowed to implement the system in conjunction with
the various electronic devices.
A. Scrum
This is known as one of the best methodologies, but it
is actually an agile project development framework [11], as
shown in Fig. 1 presents each of the stages and the order they
take during the application of the same in a project. In addition,
it has principles which allow satisfying customer needs, being
accessible to changes in requirements, having a collaborative
environment between the development team and customers,
regular delivery of progress, reflection on how to improve
the errors that can be found [12]. The following is a brief
description of each of the stages that make up this framework:

Fig. 1. Scrum Methodology Process [13].

1) Determination of Roles: This is the first stage in which
the team as a whole must assign roles within the project
development, such as the Product Owner, the Scrum Master
and those who was part of the Development Team [14].
2) Planning: At this stage, the team must determine which
are the tasks to be developed, in this sense, several meetings
are held to discuss each one of them [15]. In this way, a list of
the tasks to be performed is obtained, which allows to estimate
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each one of them and therefore to have knowledge of the period
of completion of the project [16]. At this stage, each of the
sprints to be developed is determined, which are considered as
mini-projects within the overall project [11].
3) Development: Also, known as the implementation stage,
its purpose is to develop each of the Sprints established
according to their order of prioritization [14]. It must be taken
into account that each of these Sprints must be carried out
within the time frame that has been previously established [15].
4) Review and Retrospective: Upon completion of each
Sprint, the project development team conducts an analysis
to determine whether the project meets the requirements for
approval [14]. Then, the team should determine which were
the highlights and also those in which difficulties or failures
were found, in order to help the team to improve.
B. Software Tools
As part of the development of the research project, the
software technologies necessary for its correct development
were taken into account.
1) Kotlin: To perform the programming of the application
we make use of this system that is compatible with Android, in
addition [17], this technology since it was created by JetBrains
and Kotlin in 2010 has been characterized by its compatibility,
performance and its learning curve.
2) Firebase: It is a service provided by Google through the
cloud through which you can perform instant messaging, user
authentication, real-time database, and many other functions
[18]. However, it must be taken into account that the initial
configuration of this service must be carefully carried out,
so that all its functions can be used normally [18]. Fig. 2
shows how this medium allows data to be centralized and then
distributed to different devices, as well as allowing several
actions to be performed simultaneously [16].
3) Moqups: In order to obtain high quality prototypes that
are understandable to the naked eye, the Moqups tool is used,
which uses some of the services provided by Firebase, which
is extremely convenient for compatibility in the development
of the project.
C. Hardware Tools

which can range from a few centimeters to 25 meters using
microwave or UHF antennas.
3) Arduino: The Arduino is an electronic device in which
various modules (GSM, GPS, RFID reader) and sensors (light,
sound) can be connected to collect information and send on/off
signals as needed [6].
4) GPS Module: This is a module whose main functionality is to provide the coordinates in which it is located, this
can be sent to a system with Arduino device with which you
can track it.
5) GSM Module: This GSM module has the characteristic
of providing a means by which communication can be established with it, so, as this GSM technology has evolved, it
has a greater coverage which allows a better availability in
communication [1].
6) Camera Module: The camera module used for this
project is the ESP-32 model, since it has features that fit the
needs of the project such as: low acquisition cost, live video
transmission, and ease of adaptation to the use of android
applications for video transmission via the Internet.
D. Methodology Development
1) Determination of Roles: In this first meeting the roles
were determined according to the capabilities of each of the
members, Table I shows the different roles and the persons
responsible for them.
TABLE I. D ETERMINATION OF ROLES

2) RFID Tag: It is one of the emblematic elements of RFID
technology due to its production characteristics, which include
low production cost, compatibility in manufacturing materials
and electromagnetic resistance to the environment in which
it is located. In addition [18], there are different types and
sizes, which are chosen primarily for their detection capability,

Responsibility

Scrum Master

Laberiano Andrade Arenas

Product Owner

Laberiano Andrade Arenas

Development Team

Jorge
Arellano
Zubiate
Jheyson Izquierdo Calongos

2) Planning: Now, at this stage, the project development
team determined which Sprints are required according to the
project needs:
•

Sprint 1: Implementation of the GSM system that
allows the connection between the device and the
mobile application. Table II shows the user stories that
was developed in this Sprint.

•

Sprint 2: Implementation of the RFID system that
allows the detection and notification of forced starts in
the mobile application. Table III shows the user stories
that was developed in this Sprint.

•

Sprint 3: Implementation of the GPS system that
allows the location of the vehicle through the mobile
application. Table IV shows the user stories that was
developed in this Sprint.

•

Sprint 4: Implementation of the camera system in
the vehicle cabin for driver identification through the
mobile application. Table V shows the user stories that
was developed in this Sprint.

In this section we mention which devices and hardware
technologies have been used in the development of this research project.
1) RFID Reader: Within the concept of communication
that is established in RFID technology we find the tag reader
which fulfills the functions of transmitter and receiver, in such
a way [18], the transmitter radiates electromagnetic waves
which allow to feed the tags at the time of wanting to detect
them and emits the information that was required.

Role
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Fig. 2. Diagram of Firebase Operation.

TABLE IV. S PRINT 3 U SER S TORIES

TABLE II. S PRINT 1 U SER S TORIES

User Stories
User Stories
I as an administrator want to integrate a GSM device to obtain remote vehicle
information.
I as administrator want to implement a server for remote connection to the
vehicle.
I as an administrator want a status notification in the app to know the status of
the vehicle.
I as an administrator want a registration module for the user to register within
the system.

I as the administrator want to integrate a GPS device to detect the location of
the vehicle.
I as the administrator want to implement Google Maps to facilitate the location
of the vehicle.
I as an administrator want a record of the locations so that the user can know
the last location of the vehicle.
I as an administrator want a location module in the application to display the
vehicle location information.

I as an administrator want a login module for the user to validate his login to
the system.

TABLE V. S PRINT 4 U SER S TORIES

I as an administrator want a linking module for the user to get the vehicle
information.

User Stories
I as an administrator want to implement a camera module to visualize the vehicle
cabin.

TABLE III. S PRINT 2 U SER S TORIES

I as the administrator want a video log so that the user can view who entered
the vehicle.

User Stories
I as the administrator want to integrate an RFID tag reader to identify the tags.
I as an administrator want an electrical fluid blocking system to block the ignition
of the vehicle.

I as an administrator want a usage acceptance module for the user to grant
permission to use the vehicle.
I as an administrator want a video module in the application so that the user
can view the video in real time.

I as the administrator want to register the owner’s RFID tag to unlock the
vehicle’s ignition system.
I as the administrator want an RFID notification to let the user know when the
vehicle was forced started.
I as an administrator want a main module for the user to have access to the
main options.

3) Development:
•

Sprint 1: As shown in Fig. 3, the different electronic
devices that are part of the circuit of the research
project were connected. Each of these devices fulfills
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a function . as it allows the IoT concept to be applied.
In addition, in this Sprint priority is given to obtaining
information through the GSM module, which allowed
us to make the remote connection between the Arduino and the mobile application. In this Sprint, the

Fig. 4. Diagram of GSM Module Operation.
Fig. 3. Physical Diagram of the Anti-theft System.

remote connection between the Arduino circuit and the
mobile application was implemented by means of a
server that serves as an intermediary between the two.
In this sense, the GSM implementation was carried out
achieving the remote connection as shown in Fig. 4,
where you can see the communication between both
points through the server, which allowed us to obtain
information on the status of the vehicle and perform
the respective actions remotely through the cell phone.
In order for the user to communicate with the system,
he/she must be previously registered with a user name
and password. Fig. 5 shows the prototype of the form
by which the user registers in the application. After
registration, the user can use the login form, as shown
in Fig. 6, which with the appropriate credentials allows
the user to enter the system. Also, Fig. 7 shows the
prototype of the main menu through which the user
can access the different functions of the system.
•

•

Sprint 2: In this Sprint, the implementation of the
RFID tag reading module within the system was
carried out. By means of this implementation, the
RFID tags will be read and identified in order to
unblock or block the electric fluid that allows the
ignition and operation of the vehicle’s engine. In Fig.
8 the system allows the user to appreciate which is
the state (On - Off) in which the vehicle is.
Sprint 3: In this Sprint, the implementation of the GPS
module was carried out, which allows the location of
the vehicle. In this sense, as shown in Fig. 9, this
module provides the necessary information so that
the system can graphically display the location of the

Fig. 5. Registration Prototype.

vehicle in real time, so that the user can know exactly
where to locate the vehicle, since it has the coordinates
of its location.
•

Sprint 4: In this Sprint the implementation and connection of the video camera module is performed, as
shown in Fig. 10 it allows the user to visualize the
people inside the vehicle in real time. In addition,
the options to allow and deny the use of the vehicle
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Fig. 8. Vehicle Condition Prototype.

Fig. 6. Login Prototype.

Fig. 9. Vehicle Location Prototype.

Fig. 7. Prototype of the Main Menu.

according to the user’s criteria were implemented in
this sprint.

IV.

R ESULTS

In this section, the analysis of each of the results obtained
after the development of each of the Sprints, which are part
of the functional structure of this research project, was carried
out.

A. System Analysis
Among the results obtained with the development of this
research project, we find the flowchart, which is a guide that
allows us to know which are the actions taken by the project
in various situations.
In this sense, Fig. 11 shows that the system is activated after
the vehicle ignition action is performed, then the identification
of the RFID tag is performed, which when not identified
launches a forced ignition alert. Then, the location of the
vehicle is visualized through the use of the GPS device that has
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Fig. 10. Prototype of the Visualization of People Inside the Vehicle.

been implemented. In addition, it starts with the transmission
of video images, which can be viewed by the user in the
application. Finally, there is the option to authorize the user,
in case the use of the vehicle is necessary. If the user is
not authorized, the vehicle operation is blocked, which is
confirmed with a notification.
Fig. 11. System Flow Diagram.

B. Anti-theft System
1) Notification of Ignition Attempt: As part of the implemented system, RFID tags are used to detect when someone
tries to start the vehicle in a forced way. Thus, when someone
makes an attempt to start the vehicle without the RFID tag, the
system immediately detects the non-existence of the RFID tag
reading so it launches a notification which will be displayed
on the vehicle owner’s computer.
Therefore, after the non-existence of the tag has been
detected at the time of the vehicle ignition attempt, an alert is
launched in Fig. 12 shows the notification that is displayed
by the user from the start menu of the application, which
provides access to the functions of GPS location or access
to the vehicle’s camera module.
2) Notification of Unauthorized Ignition: Now, when the
vehicle is started by force or unauthorized by a person who
does not have the RFID tag, the system detects that the engine
is running and sends an alert to the user in Fig.13 shows
the respective notification from the start menu giving the user
access to the GPS and Camera module options.
3) Vehicle Locking: When the vehicle has been forcibly
started, the user can, as shown in Fig. 14, access the vehicle’s
camera module and view the real-time video feed from the
vehicle’s cabin. In addition, it is possible to visualize the
person who started the vehicle, so the user has access to
the options to allow the use of the vehicle in the case of an
authorized person or to block the use of the vehicle.
www.ijacsa.thesai.org
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Fig. 13. Vehicle Status Alert.

Fig. 15. Locking of the Vehicle.

Fig. 16. Heat Map of the Crime Rate in the Department of Lima - Peru.

Fig. 14. Alert from the Camera Module.

In fact, when the user determines that the person inside
the vehicle is not authorized, he has an option in the system
that allows him to block the vehicle. Thus, Fig. 15 shows that
when the user blocks the vehicle correctly, he will be notified
with a message on the device.
C. Analysis of Robberies in Lima

The purpose of this research project is to progressively reduce the rate of vehicle theft in the department of Metropolitan
Lima. In Fig. 17 we can see that this rate is reduced over time
because users have access to the location of their vehicle in
real time, the means to visualize who is inside their vehicle, an
RFID tag identification system, and the possibility of remotely
blocking the vehicle through the IoT application.

This research was developed in response to the problem of
vehicle theft in the department of Lima, Peru. As shown in Fig.
16, the department of Lima has a vehicle theft rate of no more
than 3% in its different provinces; however, the department of
Metropolitan Lima has the highest rate, reaching 90%.

This project, being implemented with IoT, allows the user
to access the information of those devices with which it has,
in addition, it offers the option of interacting with them by
giving remote indications, which greatly facilitates the remote
control of the vehicle.
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be developed within our system, it is suggested to develop a
history of the locations where the vehicle has been the victim
of attacks to obtain data from the places with the highest rate
of vehicle theft attacks. There were certain limitations to the
analysis that were beyond the scope of systems engineering.
In this sense, it is suggested to carry out research in an interdisciplinary, multidisciplinary way, that is, with sociologists,
electronic engineers, among others.
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Fig. 17. Crime Projection in Lima - Peru.

V.

D ISCUSSION

R EFERENCES

The present research has certain differences in comparison
with other research papers dealing with the same technologies.
In fact, he took the trouble to [6] as a reference to the
management of the information provided by the sensors to the
Arduino device and then transmitted to a mobile application.
On the other hand, in our research project the same principle
was used to detect the information from the different devices
that are connected to the Arduino and to be able to perform
actions with them remotely.
In this regard, in comparison with the system developed
by [7] which uses the vehicle’s coordinates to be displayed
by means of text messages on the owner’s mobile device, in
our system we use these coordinates through an API which
allows the visualization by means of a map, allowing a better
visualization of the vehicle’s location by the user.
Likewise, in the work developed by [1] the system displays
the location of the vehicle in the same way with the possibility
of sending messages as a response and that these provoke
an action in the system. However, in our system the same
actions are shown with the difference that they are not a text
message, but are commands that are executed after triggering
them through the interface which is safer and easier for the
user because it can not always have in mind the commands
to send them by a text message. It is suggested to carry out
research on the topic of RFID implant application such as [19]
indicates that this technology can be used for the identification
and subsequent operation of devices, thus avoiding the use of
tags that can be easily stolen or lost by the user. It is also
recommended to study the work of [20] which explains in
detail how RFID implant technology works and the different
applications that can be performed with it. Therefore, it is
recommended to involve a Systems Engineer, an Electronic Engineer, an Automotive Technician and a General Practitioner,
in order to carry out a multidisciplinary research.
VI.

C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK

In conclusion, this research allows, through the fusion of
different technologies together with the IoT, the reduction
of crime levels in vehicle theft, which favors all those who
need an innovative system that offers various options in the
management of this type of situations. The agile methodology
with its scrum framework, allowed to have a more holistic
outlook for the design of the prototypes. As a future stage to
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Abstract—Rapid urbanisation and infrastructure shortcomings leading to heavy traffic, heavy construction activities are major contributors to emission of particulate matter into the ambient
atmosphere. This is especially true in developing countries, such
as India and China. There have been numerous attempts from
government authorities and civic agencies to curtail pollution,
but these efforts have been in vain. Cities like Beijing, New
Delhi suffer from extremely unhealthy air quality during multiple
months of the year. Hence, the onus of keeping oneself safe
from extreme affects of air pollution falls on the individual. The
following study presents a method and framework to measure
particulate matter (PM2.5) concentration using low cost sensors,
and infer patterns from the data collected. The study uses a
SDS011 high precision laser PM2.5 detector module combined
with a raspberry pi, which communicates the measurements
through message queueing telemetry transport (MQTT) protocol
to a ponte server which inturn persists the data into a MongoDB,
which can be consumed by algorithms for further analysis.
For example, the data obtained from the sensors can be fused
with data from measurement stations and geographical land use
information to estimate dense spatio-temporal pollution maps
which is the basis for computing individual exposure to pollutants.
Keywords—Air pollution; low cost sensor; optical dust sensors;
particulate matter; MQTT; ponte

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Particulate matter is a major source of air pollution across
the world. Exposure to particulate matter can cause a multitude
of problems to individuals including higher risk of hypertension Prabhakaran et al. [1], lung cancer Ciabattini et al.
[2], cardio-vascular disease Jaafari et al. [3]. The affects of
pollution are more prominent in the most vulnerable subset of
population such as pregnant women Tapia et al., Zhu et al.
[4, 5], infants Zhou et al., Rivera et al. [6, 7], and the elderly
Wang et al., Han et al. [8, 9].
Recently, there have been major strides in quantifying the
exposure of individuals to pollutants. Government agencies
report air quality in the form of Air Quality Index (AQI), which
signifies short term effects of pollutants in the atmosphere.
Additionally, there have been numerous studies exploring the
use of low cost and mobile sensors to measure individual
exposure in an efficient manner. Karagulian et al. [10] provides
a comprehensive review of various studies for measurement of
different pollutants using low cost sensors.

There have been a few studies where the sensors are
mounted on a moving vehicle, and pollution mapping is done
along the path of the vehicle. DeSouza et al. [11] mounted
Alphasense OPC-N2 sensors on garbage trucks to map out air
quality in Cambridge, MA. The study used the collected data
to identify clusters signifying pollutant hotspots, and explored
techniques to generalise the measurements across the entire
traversed route.
Low cost sensors are an efficient way for measuring
individual exposure to pollutants. Mahajan and Kumar [12]
explored the usage of low cost sensors to quantify individual
exposure. The study used a PMS5003 sensor which published
data using an ESP8255 wifi module. Similar to this study,
calibration of the PMS5003 sensor was performed by the
colocation technique with a GRIMM EDM 107 dust monitor.
Motlagh et al. [13] provide a vision for the use of low cost
sensors for dense air quality monitoring and the study also
documents an example implementation in the city of Helsinki,
Finland.
Chen et al. [14] used a SDL-607 to measure school
students’ exposure to PM2.5. The sensor measures particulate
matter concentration by means of laser scattering using the
principle of nephelometry. The data was stored in internal
memory and manually transferred to a computer. Candia et al.
[15] propose a system and framework for using low cost sensor
networks for air quality monitoring. The study used Nova
SDS011, SDS021, and SHINYEI PPD42 sensors connected
to an Arduino Mega, with an ESP8266 wifi module and a
LoRaWAN module in the absence of a wifi network.
Most of these studies concentrate on the efficacy of the
sensors, but there are not many studies which propose a
comprehensive framework for acquisition and management of
pollution data effectively. There are some platforms available
which have been used, for example Schneider et al. [16] used
AQMesh (AQMesh [17]) platform to map out urban pollution
in Oslo, Norway. AQMesh provides a proprietary solution for
data management which includes web, API and other modes of
access. Lim et al. [18] used AirCasting (HabitatMap [19]), an
opensource data visualisation platform, to map out pollution
in Seoul, South Korea.
In the following sections, a detailed description of the
proposed framework is provided. Firstly, the sensors utilized
and their internal components are described. Section II-B
describes the calibration process for the sensors to avoid drift
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Particle
inflow

and inaccuracies in the reading. Finally, Section II-C describes
the overall data acquisition process, including the edge devices,
protocol and server infrastructure involved.
II.

M EASUREMENT F RAMEWORK

A. Sensors
During the study, two sensors were evaluated viz., a Sharp
GP2Y1010AU0F optical sensor and a SDS011 laser sensor.
Both the GP2Y1010AU0F and the SDS011 sensors use light
scattering principle to count the number of particles in the
air sample. While the Sharp sensor uses infra-red light, the
SDS011 sensor uses laser scattering. Fig. 4 shows the circuit
diagram used to connect the sensor to an Arduino Uno in order
to get the particulate matter concentration. The SDS011 sensor
is easier to use. It has a UART connector that can be directly
connected to raspberry Pi using a USB connection. Another
advantage of the SDS011 sensor is that it has an inbuilt fan,
in order to ensure uniform distribution of the particles in the
measurement air sample.

Laser Diode
Low noise
amplifier

Fan

SDS011 is a dust sensor developed by Nova fitness, which
uses laser diffraction principle to measure the concentration
of particulate matter in the air sample. 1a shows a schematic
diagram of the internal components of the SDS011 sensor. It
has a sensor output frequency of 1Hz, with a sensitivity range
of 0 − 999.9µgm−3 . The sensor has an inbuilt fan and is the
most accurate for the size with a relative error of 10%. The
sensor has a working range in 0-70% humidity and −20 −
500 C.
The SHARP GP2Y1010AU0F is an optical dust sensor
similar to the SDS011. b shows the inner circuit diagram of
the sensor (Fig. 1). It uses an IR LED and phototransistor
to measure the amount of dust in the air sample. One of
the salient features of the sensor is that it can detect dust
from a single pulse, hence works at much higher frequency
of upto 100Hz. The sensor measurements are read as voltage
which is proportional to the density of particulate matter in
the air sample. The sensitivity of the sensor ranges from
0.35 − 0.65V /(0.1µgm−3 ). The main drawback of the sensor
is that it does not have an inbuilt fan, hence it needs to be
housed in a mixing chamber with a fan in order to get reliable
readings. However, when mounted on a moving vehicle, proper
placement can eliminate the need for a mixing chamber.

Particle
outflow
(a) SDS011 Sensor
1. V-LED

3. LED

IRED
Dust through hole
2. LED-GND

6. Vcc
Dust or smoke particle
PD
Amplifier Circuit

Rs for
sensitivity
adjustment

5. Vo

4. S-GND
case

(b) GP2Y1010AU0F Sensor

B. Sensor Calibration
Low cost sensors are very capable of detecting pollutant concentrations effectively. With proper maintenance and
calibration, they are suitable for long term usage too. Liu
et al. [20] studied the performance of a Plantower PMS1003
sensor for PM2.5 measurement at two locations in Australia
and China, over a period of 13 months. Zusman et al. [21]
provide a comprehensive guide to calibrating low cost sensors
using multiple techniques. In this study, sensor calibration was
performed by co-location method.
The calibration for the SHARP GP2Y1010AU0F sensor
was done by colocation technique. The sensor was colocated near Jayanagar air quality monitoring station maintained by Karnataka state pollution control board (KSPCB)
located at 12.920984 LAT, 77.584908 LONG. Simultaneous

Fig. 1. The SDS011 and GP2Y1010AU0F Sensors.

readings were taken for a duration of two weeks. Fig. 2
shows the outputs of the two sensors. Pearson correlation
between the SHARP sensor measurements vs reference sensor
is 0.9121332.
C. Data Acquisition Infrastructure
The data measured from the sensors is published through
MQTT to ponte server which provides a MQTT broker. The
data is persisted in MongoDB, which is used for offline and
realtime data analysis. Fig. 3 shows a Schematic representation
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of the overall data acquisition and persistence framework.
1) Message Queueing Telemetry Transport: MQTT is a
publish-subscribe type messaging protocol which is widely
used in IoT (Internet of Things) applications. One of the
major advantages of MQTT is that the client applications
are very light weight, making it ideal for deployment in
small embedded systems such as low power micro-controllers.
Additionally, the protocol is scalable, potentially capable of
incorporating millions of devices.
Fig. 5 shows an example of an IoT system using MQTT.
There are mainly three types of nodes in a MQTT network,
viz., the publisher, the subscriber and the MQTT broker. A
node can take the role of a subscriber or publisher or both
simultaneously. The broker is part of the infrastructure and
resides in a server machine. The publisher node publishes
data using a specific topic, while subscriber nodes which have
subscribed for the specific topic, will recieve the message with
the data.

OUT

Fig. 4. Circuit Diagram to Connect the Sensors to an Arduino Uno.

MQTT also provides an option for the broker to store
messages when a subscriber is down, so that the messages are
delivered when the client comes up. Another advantage of a
publish/subscriber model over a traditional client servers is that
the publisher does not need to be aware of the nature or number
of subscribers. Although, the subscribers need to be aware
of the message format and the topic of the publisher. MQTT
and publish/subscribe model for communication is an efficient
model for low power sensor networks such as the one used
in the study. It also supports OAUTH based authentication,
so that the data is protected from unauthorised access. It also
provides for TLS/SSL data encryption.
In this study, each edge node containing an Arduino Uno
is assigned a MD5 hash, which acts as an identifier string,
and each node publishes the measured PM2.5 concentration,
temperature and humidity using a topic which includes the
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identifier. For example, 84474b87cafa5f22d8aa2a5b990bfe98
is the identifier for the node which was colocated with
the Jayanagar 5th Block monitoring station, and the
sensor measurements from the node is published using a
topic strings 84474b87cafa5f22d8aa2a5b990bfe98 dht11,
84474b87cafa5f22d8aa2a5b990bfe98 gp2y,
and,
84474b87cafa5f22d8aa2a5b990bfe98 sds011
for
the
temperature and humidity values from the DHT11 sensors,
PM2.5 concentrations from the SHARP GP2Y1010AU0F and
the Nova SDS011 sensors respectively in the form of a JSON
object.
2) Server Infrastructure: The data published by the edge
nodes need a MQTT broker to route the messages to the
subscribers. Also, there is a need for a scalable database where
the data can be persisted for future analysis. Additionally, a
HTTP server interface is helpful for a web based dashboard
with visualization and realtime data showcasing. In this study,
eclipse ponte is used, to accomplish the above requirements.
Ponte provides a seamless integration with MongoDB for
persisting the data as well as sessions. Additionally, it provides
HTTP and CoAP services with REST like APIs.
Fig. 6 shows the schematic architecture of Ponte, with
interfaces for MQTT, HTTP and CoAP (Constrained Application Protocol) protocols. The figure also shows the persistence
module which connects to MongoDB which not only stores the
published data, but also the session information for facilitating
seamless communication even in fickle networks.
On the server, different analysis and visualisation applications can provide good insights into the individuals exposure
to pollutants. Additionally, a cumulative exposure index (C)
can be calculated based on pollutant concentrations exposed
to and the amount of time spent. It can be computed as an
integral over time, or a simplified summation (C ′ ) for discrete
readings as shown in equation 1 and 2.
Z
C = dt dt
(1)
t
X
C′ =
dt
(2)
t

where dt is the pollutant concentration at time t. The measurements, dt can be geographically distributed across the city.
III.

D ISCUSSION

Low cost sensors and their efficacy in measuring pollutant
concentrations is the subject of multiple studies, hence this
study does not go into the details of these factors. However,
there are only a few studies which elaborate on the framework
and infrastructure involved in collecting the measurements in
a database and the interfaces required for analysing the data.
This study provides a comprehensive guide to the processes,
system and framework necessary for measurement, persistence
and analysis of pollution data.
Sensors used in the current study require periodic calibration. Chain calibration technique, where a correctly calibrated
low cost sensor co-located with the deployed sensors can be
used to avoid sensor drift and other errors in the measurements.
Additionally, temperature and humidity play a major role in
the accuracy of the measurements. Hojaiji et al. [23] provide a

way to calibrate the SHARP sensor to compensate the effects
of temperature and humidity. The SDS011 sensor is relatively
robust to temperature and humidity variations. In the current
study, we smooth the variations caused due to temperature and
relative humidity for the SHARP sensor. The study also ignores
readings from both sensors when the humidity level rises
beyond 70%. Spatial and temporal regression techniques can
be used to interpolate the measurements from the monitoring
stations. In a future work, a combination of long short term
memory (LSTM) networks and land use regression (LUR)
in order to build a dense spatio-temporal pollution map is
evaluated.
MQTT is a robust transmission protocol which supports
the necessary data distribution, encryption and authentication
features. Publish/subscribe model of communication is also
a very efficient mode for medium scale networks which is
necessary for pollutant modeling for a city. However, MQTT
transmit cycles are not well equipped for large networks, CoAP
could be a feasible alternative when designing a network larger
than 250 measurement nodes. Ponte server, used in the study,
supports publishing data through CoAP using a simple REST
API. This would be the focus of a future study to augment the
findings presented in this article.
The framework presented above, is capable of being extendible to different types of sensors, different and more
efficient protocols, more stringent and effective security measures, and different persistence technologies. The framework
presented above serves as an outline for a more complex and
feature rich system implementation.
A. Conclusion and Future Scope
In this paper, a system and framework for measurement,
persistence and analysis of pollution data using low cost sensors was proposed. A SHARP GP2Y1010AU0F and a SDS011
dust sensors were used to measure the PM2.5 concentration in
ambient atmosphere and the data was sent to a server running
ponte using MQTT. The data was persisted in MongoDB which
is used for further analysis on the server. Additionally, in
order to compensate for the effect of temperature and relative
humidity, a DHT11 sensor provided the necessary readings.
The above work is the first step towards a comprehensive
estimation and prediction of individual exposure to pollutants
and it’s deposition in the human lungs. In the future, as
a progression of this work, the authors intend to estimate
dense spatio-temporal pollution maps with the fusion of data
measured using these low cost sensors, and from measurement
stations and provide a predictive methodology to quantify lung
deposition of these pollutants for an individual.
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Abstract—The immense popularity of smartphones has led to
the constant use of these devices for productive and entertainment
purposes in daily life. Among the different operating systems, the
Android system plays a very important role in the development
of mobile technology as it is the most popular operating system.
This makes it a target for cyberattack, with severe negative
effects in terms of monetary and privacy costs. Thus, this study
implements a detection scheme using effective deep learning
algorithms (LSTM and MLP). Also, it tests their ability to detect
malware by employing private and public datasets, with accuracy
of over than 99%.
Keywords—Smartphone security; machine learning; mobile
malware; classification; big data

I.

I NTRODUCTION

The current century has witnessed various inventions such
as smartphone devices. These devices are characterized by
advanced features in terms of sophisticated operating systems
and gigabytes of memory. They are equipped with advanced
sensors such as accelerometer, magnetometer, global positioning system (GPS), and biometric sensors. Due to these
developed features, the owner of smartphones can perform
various activities, such as sending/ receiving electronic emails,
performing financial transactions, contacting with others, taking photos and recording videos, etc. [1]. Statistics show
the number of smartphone users surpassed 6.4 billion users
globally in 2021, and it is expected to reach 7 billion in 2026
[2].
Mobile applications (apps) are implemented to perform
one or more tasks. They are available in official markets and
third parties. As of 2021, the popular mobile market apps
are: Google Play (3,482,452 apps), Apple app store (2,226,823
apps), Windows store (669,000 apps), and Amazon App store
(460619 apps) [2]. Smartphones and mobile market apps are
targets for attackers in terms of privacy and security. According
to [3], the instances of mobile cybercrime surpassed 14.4
million attacks in the second quarter of 2021, 95% of Android
devices can be hacked using a simple text message, and 87%
are exposed to serious vulnerability. In September of 2020, the
Apple store has pulled 40 apps infected by the XcodeGhost
botnet attack [4], which indicates that the malware apps
might be found in official apps. Therefore, several approaches
from academic and industrial fields have been proposed using
machine learning algorithms.
Machine learning is an effective method for intelligent
detection of malware on smartphones. Malware detection on
smartphones is based on feature analysis by static, dynamic,

and hybrid methods [2]. The detection and prediction effectiveness of any machine learning algorithm relies on selecting
suitable data and understanding malware behavior.
Problems and Motivation
Previous studies have been proposed to detect known and
unknown malware samples using public and private datasets.
However, most of utilized public datasets are collected between
2010 and 2017, which raise an important question about
how they can detect recent implemented malware while the
behavior of mobile malware is changeable. Therefore, there
is need to collect updated apps . Besides that , understanding
the malware patterns and classifying them into families is an
effective way to detect unknown malware.
This study proposed a sustainable and cost-effective malware detection scheme with respect to collecting an updated
dataset, classifying malware families , and observing malware
behavior .
Contributions
This work address the above-mentioned issues related to
detecting Android malware. Its contributions are listed below.
1)
2)

A dataset is build with 30,000 samples at the present
time, plan to expand to be larger and make it publicly
available
An Android malware detection approach is proposed
using machine and deep learning algorithms with
respect to sustainability metrics.

The remaining part of this article is organized as follows:
Section II summarizes recent studies in this field. Sections III
and IV introduce the proposed methodology and describes the
dataset used. Finally, the conclusion of this research work is
presented in Section V.
II.

P RIOR R ESEARCH

Detecting Android malware has gained attention last two
decades. There are several proposed approaches employed
machine and deep learning. Alzubaidi [2] provides a comprehensive survey in terms of static, dynamic and hybrid feature
analysis methods using machine learning algorithms, while Qiu
et al. [5] review recent deep learning approaches and addressed
challenges like the architecture of deep learning. This sections
discusses sustainable Android malware detection approaches
then summarizes common public datasets.
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A. Sustainable Detection Malware Approaches
Onwuzurike et al. [6] introduced a static approach to
detect Android malware, which is known as MaMaDroid.
This approach is comprised of three phases. The authors first
acquired a dataset with size of 43,940 apps (35,493 malware
apps from Drebin and 8,447 normal apps from the Google
Play store). Second, they extracted the API calls for each
feature, then used principal component analysis (PCA) [7]
to rank them. Third, they employed random forest (rf) [8],
1-Nearest Neighbor (1-NN), 3-Nearest Neighbor (3-NN) [9],
and support vector machine (SVM) [10] to construct their
approach. The authors performed two experiments on detecting
unknown malware samples and examined the sustainability
of their approach. For the first experiment, they achieved
accuracy of 0.99. For the second experiment, they examined
the sustainability of the samples in terms of one-year and
two-year periods and obtained accuracies of 0.87 and 0.75,
respectively.
Zhang et al. [11] developed a method to detect Android
malware employing sustainability analysis, which they called
APIGRAPH. To construct APIGRAPH, a private dataset was
collected consisting of 322,594 samples (290,505 normal
apps and 32,089 malware apps). The authors extracted API
calls, exceptions, and permissions features and employed RF
[8], Model Pool, SVM [10], and deep learning neural networks (DNNs) [12] classifiers. They evaluated their developed
method using MamaDroid [13], DroidEvolver [14], DrebinDL [15] and Drebin [16], based on sustainability, and found
that the average enhancement for [13], [14], [15] and [16] was
19.2%, 19.6%, 15.6% and 8%, respectively.
Cai and Jenkins [17] investigated how Android app behavior might change over time. For this purpose, the authors
used 155 predefined metrics from [18], which are based on
general, ICC and security perspectives. They added the extent,
frequency, and distribution for the source and sink invocations
of sensitive API calls. A dataset was built including 6432
apps (3431 normal apps and 3001 malware apps). In order
to evaluate their approach, they constructed two groups of
datasets, based on the year, then performed a comparison using
the predefined metrics to rank the most informative metrics
and found 52 features to be most informative, which were
used for further evaluations. They employed RF and obtained
an accuracy of 93% while achieving an accuracy of 82% for
their sustainability metric.
Cai et al. [19] implemented a scheme called Droidcat
to detect Android malware in terms of systemic app-level
profiling. The authors created a private dataset consisting of
34343 apps (17,365 normal apps, 16,978 malware apps). Then,
they reduced the samples to 271 apps (136 normal apps,
135 malware apps) meeting their requirements. A total of
122 metrics were defined based on structure (method calls,
declaring classes, callback), ICC (Intent, carrying data through
URI only), and security (distributions of sources, sinks). The
authors utilized RF to detect unknown malware samples, and
obtained Precision, Recall and F1 of 97.96%, 97.91%, and
97.84%, respectively. Another experiment was carried out to
evaluate the sustainability and obtained results with small
standard deviations of 1.34-2.38% in terms of F1.
An approach was introduced by Cai [20] called DroidSpan

based on behavioral profiling features. The author collected
a total of 26382 samples (13,627 normal apps and 12,755
malware apps), then extracted 52 features based on the extent of sensitive access, categorization of sensitive data and
operations accessed, and sensitive method-level control flows.
Then, the approach employed RF [8], k-NN [9], SVM with
both linear and radial basis function kernels [21] , decision
trees [22], naı̈ve Bayes [23] with three models (Gaussian,
Multinomial, and Bernoulli), AdaBoost [24], Gradient Tree
Boosting [25], Extra Trees, and the Bagging classifier, and
evaluated DroidSpan in terms of F1-measure, recall and precision. Among all classifiers, RF obtained the best results.
Then, another experiment was performed to examine the
sustainability based on same-period detection and obtained
92.88%, 92.68% and 92.61% for precision, recall and F1score.
B. Common Public Datasets
Current approaches rely on two types of data: private
and public datasets. This section summarizes common public
datasets.
1) Drebin: Arp et al. [16] built a dataset called Drebin
between 2010 and 2012 and comprised of 123, 453 samples
for normal applications and 5560 abnormal samples from 179
different families. It is available on https://www.sec.cs.tu-bs.
de/∼danarp/drebin/.
2) AndroZoo: Allix et al. [27] began building a public
dataset in the latter part of 2011, called AndroZoo. The authors
implemented a crawling tool to examine the application if it
had not been downloaded previously. Then, they installed the
application, calculated the s SHA256 checksum, and stored
the sample. These samples were submitted to VirusTotal, a
portal that allows users to analyze potential malware using various antivirus scanners, including several commercial
products, such as McAfee, Symantec, and Avast. The total
instances of AndroZoo is 10,774,100 samples and available
on https://androzoo.uni.lu/.
3) Malgenome: Malgenome was introduced by Yajin and
Xuxian [28] with total of 1260 malware samples covering 49 Android malware families between 2010 and 2011.
Malgenome is available on http://malgenomeproject.org/.
4) Contagio Mobile Mini-dump: Contagio Mobile Minidump was developed by Mila [29]. Data collection involved a
blog published in 2008 that allowed researchers to upload and
download malware. As of April 2020, 370 malware samples
had been collected. We tested this dataset and found some
samples cannot be installed. Contagio can be found on http:
//contagiodump.blogspot.com/?m=1.
5) PRAGuard: PRAGuard is a publicly available dataset
introduced by Maiorca et al. [30]. The dataset contains 10479 malware samples from on 50 malware families. PRAGuard is available on http://pralab.diee.unica.it/en/
AndroidPRAGuardDataset.
6) Android Malware Dataset (AMD): The AMD was compiled by Wei et al. [31], and consisted of 24,650 samples
collected between 2010 and 2016. The dataset includes various
types of malware, such as Trojan, backdoor, and ransomware.
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TABLE I. S UMMARY OF U TILIZED P UBLIC DATASET
Dataset

# of samples

Years of collection

Drebin [16]

5560

2011 - 2012

CICAndMal2017 [26]

10854

2015 - 20017

AndroZoo [27]

16,487,972

Late 2011- 2016

The authors employed antivirus scan results as well as automation methods to classify these samples based on behavioral
semantics (135 varieties), and 71 malware families. It is
available on http://amd.arguslab.org/ .
III.

P ROPOSED S CHEME

The proposed scheme categorizes into two parts: first part
relies on examining how feature engineering might affect on
obtained results. The machine learning classifier extracts static
and dynamic features, finds most informative features and
employs state of the art machine classifiers, while the deep
learning scheme studies how deep learning might enhance the
gained performance. We performed several scenarios to present
the effectiveness of developed scheme.
A. Machine Learning Classifiers
The Machine Learning classifiers scheme consisted of four
parts. First, we build a dataset comprised of public and private
datasets. Then, two types of features are extracted: permissionbased and network traffic features. Once the features are
extracted, the most informative features are ranked for further
analysis in the third phase. Finally, the developed scheme is
evaluated among four scenarios: detecting malware in terms
of binary classification, classifying the samples based on their
packages and families, and finally considering sustainability
metrics in our scheme. Fig. 1 depicts the structure of the
proposed scheme.

2) Pre-processing the Data: Once the data was collected,
we performed a pre-processing step for the data which aims to
observe any possible noise, remove duplicate apps and keep
the updated version of the app, as well as to find missing,
redundant and invalid data. For normalization, we used MinMax scaling [32], and One Hot Encoding [33] to transform
non-numeric data into numeric values. After performing this
process, we had a total dataset of 15,000 malware apps, and
16500 normal apps. For balance, we constructed an updated
dataset with a total of 30,000 samples (15,000 normal apps
and 15,000 malware apps) and continued working to make the
dataset larger.
3) Extracting Features: To extract the features from our
dataset, we developed a tool called AndroAPKF Analyzer,
installed it on our devices, ran each app, then extracted
permission-based and network traffic features. We extracted
two types of features: permission-based (280 extracted features) and network traffic (80 extracted features).
Once the features are extracted, they are stored temporarily
in the phone, then sent to the local database for further process.
The final stored data had a CSV file extension.
4) Selecting Features: Finding the most informative features is a subsequent phase during construction of the scheme.
Using selected features will help to reduce evaluation time and
over-fitting and improve the obtained results. There are several
approaches that can be used to find most informative features
such as mutual information (MI), which is a method to measure
the mutual independence of the amount of information that a
variable contains about the occurrence of another variable [34].
M I(X; Y ) =

XX

P (x, y)logp

y∈Y x∈X

x, y
p(x)p(y)

(1)

where X, Y are discrete or continuous random variables,
p(x)p(y) is the product of marginal distributions. For our approach, we adopted the implemented ranking scheme proposed
by Alzubaidi et. al [35] to find the most informative features.
We ranked permission features and network traffic individually
in terms of the top 10, top 50, and all features. Tables II and III
present highest informative extracted permission and network
traffic features, respectively.
TABLE II. T OP 10 P ERMISSION - BASED F EATURE R ANKING USING [35]

Fig. 1. Architecture of the Implemented Scheme.

1) Acquiring Data: Since the commonly used public
datasets were collected between 2008 and 2017 [2], we started
to construct a public dataset to be available in the near future
for academic research purposes. For this purpose, we picked
three public datasets: Drebin [16], CICAndMal2017 [26] and
AndroZoo [27], which are summarized in Table I. We, then,
targeted the official market for Android devices: the Google
Play store to download up to 500 popular apps for 30 different
categories using 15 different smartphone devices. Finally, we
analyzed and stored downloaded apps in a local database. The
process of collecting apps started November 2020 and we are
continuing to build our dataset.

Feature set

Rank

Android.permission.INTERNET

0.937

Android.permission.READ PHONE STATE

0.925

Android.permission.ACCESS NETWORK STATE

0.909

Android.permission.SEND SMS

0.886

Android.permission.WRITE EXTERNAL STORAGE

0.881

Android.permission.RECEIVE BOOT COMPLETED

0.867

Android.permission.ACCESS WIFI STATE

0.852

com.Android.launcher.permission.INSTALL SHORTCUT 0.834
Android.permission.INSTALL PACKAGES

0.785

com.android.alarm.permission.SET ALARM

0.748

B. Experimental Setup
We ran experiments using Microsoft Windows 10 on a 2.11
GHz Intel Core i7 178 processor with 16 GB RAM dGPU
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TABLE III. T OP 10 N ETWORK T RAFFIC F EATURE R ANKING USING [35]
Feature set

Rank

Source IP address

0.913

Source Port

0.906

Destination IP address

0.883

Destination Port

0.876

Flow Duration

0.833

Total Foward Packets

0.795

Total Length of Forward Packets

0.792

Total Backward Packets

0.748

Total Length of Bakward Packets

0.741

Maximum Forward Packet

0.705

device. We also used a virtual machine p2.xlarge EC2 instances
to perform further experiments and a local database for storing
the data.
C. Performance Evaluation Metrices
Common evaluation metrics that can be used to examine
the performance of the implemented methods for detecting
malware such as true positive, false positive, accuracy, recall,
precision and sustainability are summarized in Table IV. In our
implemented scheme, the data are evaluated using accuracy,
precision, recall and f1-score.
TABLE IV. C OMMON E VALUATION M ETRICS
Metric

TABLE V. C HARACTERISTICS OF THE C LASSIFIERS E MPLOYED
Classifier

Definition

Availability

J48 [36]

Implemented classifier of C4.5 decision
tree

Weka 3.8.5

Rotation Forest [37]

Ensemble classifier, categorizes features
into subsets, then run Principal Component Analysis on each subset

Weka 3.8.5

AdaBoostM1 [38]

An ensemble classifier used for boosting
a nominal-class

Weka 3.8.5

XGBoost [39]

A boosted decision tree, which associates objective functions based on the
gradient of the loss optimized function

R 4.0.0

TABLE VI. M ALWARE D ETECTION BASED ON P ERMISSION F EATURE S ET
( TOP 10 F EATURES )
Classifier

Accuracy

Precision

Recall

F1-score

J48

91.8

91.8

91.7

91.7

Rotation Forest

94.4

94.5

94.3

94.5

AdaBoostM1

89.6

88.6

89.7

89.5

XGBoost

93.7

93.6

93.5

93.7

1) Using Network Traffic Feature: We also evaluated the
proposed approach using network traffic with respect to top
10,50 and all features. Among employed aforementioned classifiers,XGBoost is able to gain the best results with accuracies
of 89.8%, 94.2% and 91.6%. The rest results are illustrated in
Tables IX, X, and XI.

Definition

True positive

A sample is a true positive if the sample is labelled positive
as well as prediction being positive

False positive

A sample is a false positive if the sample is labelled negative
while it is predicted as a positive

False negative

A sample is called false negative when the sample is labelled
positive and is predicted as a negative class

Precision

It is the proportion of correctly classified instances to the
instances predicted as positive

Recall

It is the proportion of instances predicted to be positive to
the total positive instances

Sustainability

Indicates how the model is adopted for new samples with
retraining (re-usability) and without retraining (stability)
over times

D. Experimental Evaluation
We initially utilized four machine learning classifiers to
examine the effectiveness of the ranking features: J48 [36],
rotation forest [37], AdaboostM1 [38], and XGBoost [39].
Table V outlines these classifiers with respect to their definition
and platform.
We evaluated the machine learning classifiers using ranking
features with the top 10, 50 and all features for the detection
of unknown malware (binary classification) using permission
and network traffic features.

IV.

D EEP L EARNING S CHEME

Deep learning algorithms are a subset of machine learning
algorithms based on artificial neural networks, which can be
applied to various fields such as computer vision, speech
recognition, natural language processing, and lately malware
detection. We employed two deep learning classifiers: long
short-term memory (LSTM) [40] and multilayer perceptions
(MLPs) [41] to enhance the obtained results.
A. Long-Short Term Memory
A brief definition Long short-term memory (LSTM) considers recurrent structures having the ability to learn a sequence of data. Generally, the sequence of features for the
Android apps are x = (x1 , x2 , x3 , .....xt ), which represent
the input values to the LSTM. Then, the calculated output
will be denoted as ot = (ot1 , ot2 , ot3 , ......ott ) with respect to
continuous calculation of the forget state vector, input/update
gate activation vector, output vector, and cell state vector for
time T = 1, 2, 3, .......t . The calculation of the hidden layer
can be calculated as listed below.

Using Permission based Feature: We compare the utilized
classifiers using top 10,50 and all features in terms of accuracy, precision, recall and f1-score. Among all three feature
sets, rotation forest achieved better results with accuracies of
94.4%,98.6% and 96.5%. The rest results are illustrated in
Tables VI, VII, and VIII.
www.ijacsa.thesai.org
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TABLE VII. M ALWARE D ETECTION BASED ON P ERMISSION F EATURE
S ET ( TOP 50 F EATURES )

TABLE IX. M ALWARE D ETECTION BASED ON N ETWORK T RAFFIC
F EATURE S ET ( TOP 10 F EATURES )

Classifier

Accuracy

Precision

Recall

F1-score

Classifier

Accuracy

Precision

Recall

F1-score

J48

97.3

97.2

97.3

97.3

J48

87.7

87.6

87.6

87.7

Rotation Forest

98.6

98.5

98.4

98.5

Rotation Forest

88.6

88.5

88.6

88.5

AdaBoostM1

95.4

95.5

95.4

95.4

AdaBoostM1

83.3

83.2

83.2

83.3

XGBoost

98.5

98.5

98.6

98.5

XGBoost

89.8

89.6

89.7

89.6

TABLE VIII. M ALWARE D ETECTION BASED ON P ERMISSION F EATURE
S ET ( ALL 280 F EATURES )

TABLE X. M ALWARE D ETECTION BASED ON N ETWORK T RAFFIC
F EATURE S ET ( TOP 50 F EATURES )

Classifier

Accuracy

Precision

Recall

F1-score

Classifier

Accuracy

Precision

Recall

F1-score

J48

95.4

95.3

95.2

95.4

J48

90.4

90.4

90.3

90.3

Rotation Forest

96.5

96.6

96.4

96.5

Rotation Forest

92.6

92.5

92.4

92.5

AdaBoostM1

91.2

91.1

91.2

91.3

AdaBoostM1

86.5

86.5

86.4

86.5

XGBoost

96.4

96.3

96.3

96.4

XGBoost

94.2

94.1

94.2

94.1

4) Examining the Sustainability Performance: Third evaluated of our scheme is examined how our scheme is sustained.
We divided the datasets into normal and malware apps based
on implemented year with a span of nine years (2010 to 2019)
. Then, we trained and tested apps that developed in the same
year. The average obtained accuracy is 92.21%. Table XII
presents the obtained results in terms of accuracy, precision
and recall metrics.

c˜t = σc (Wc xt + Uc ht−1 + bc )
ct = ft oct−1 + it oc˜t
ht = ot oσh (ct )
where ft, it, ot,ct, ht, and xt denote the forget state vector,
input/update gate activation vector, output vector, cell state
vector, hidden state vector, and input vector, respectively.

C. Discussion
Although previous studies have obtained promising results
in terms of sustainable detecting malware, there are some
limitations, which are:

B. Experimental Result
We evaluated the deep learning scheme in three scenarios,
as listed below.
1) Detecting unknown Malware using Binary Class Classification: We initially performed a comparison among: LSTM,
MLP and XGBoost in terms of detecting unknown malware
using accuracy, precision, recall and f1-score using permissionbased features. The obtained results show the superiority
of LSTM compared to MLP and XGBoost, which achieved
accuracy, precision, recall and f1-score higher than 99%. Fig.
2 depicts the results.
2) Detecting Categories of Malware : Another comparison
was performed to examine how these classifiers are able to
detect malware based on malware categories. Our malware
samples belong to four categories: Adware, Ransomware,
Scareware and SMS Malware. We performed four multiclass classifications to examine to which malware family each
malware belong to. Comparing LSTM, MLP and XGBoost,
LSTM is achieved the better results with accuracy of 97.5%.
Fig. 3 outlines the comparison among these classifiers in terms
of accuracy, precision, recall and F1-score.
3) Detecting Malware Families: A third comparison was
performed to detect which package the malware belongs to. In
our evaluation, we defined 45 malware families; therefore, we
performed 45 class- classification procedures to examine the
samples. We compared LSTM, MLP, and XGBoost and found
LSTM achieved best accuracy of 99.5%. Fig. 4 illustrates the
obtained results.

1)

2)

Choosing an updated dataset and selecting informative features are vital methods to detect unknown
malware and improve obtained results. For example,
Onwuzurike et al. [6] utilized a dataset collected
between 2010 and 2017, neglected feature selection
during building their scheme, and obtained accuracy
between 75- 87% .
Studying mobile malware in terms of detecting unknown malware families, and categories using multiclass classifications has not covered from Onwuzurike
et al. [6], Zhang et al. [11], Cai and Jenkins [17], Cai
et al. [19], and Cai [20]

Table XIII presents a comparison between the proposed
approach and prior studies. The introduced approach achieved
accuracies of 99.2%,99.5%, 97.5%, and 92.2% for detecting
unknown malware, detecting malware families, detecting malware categories, and sustainable malware detection, respectively.
V.

C ONCLUSION

Since the amount of mobile malware increases annually,
it is important to implement malware detection that is able to
detect possible threats to smartphone devices. This study leveraged machine and deep learning to detect unknown malware
apps with accuracy over 99%. We also employed multi-class
classification to detect the packages and families of mobile
malware, and finally we examined the sustainability of our
implemented scheme.
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TABLE XI. M ALWARE D ETECTION BASED ON N ETWORK T RAFFIC
F EATURE S ET ( ALL 80 F EATURES )

TABLE XII. DATASET E VALUATION BASED ON S AME P ERIOD OF
D EVELOPED Y EAR

Classifier

Accuracy

Precision

Recall

F1-score

Dataset

Accuracy

Recall

Precision

J48

88.7

88.6

88.5

88.5

DS1

92.2

92.1

92.2

Rotation Forest

90.5

90.4

90.5

90.3

DS2

93.5

92.4

92.5

AdaBoostM1

82.3

82.2

82.3

82.4

DS3

91.6

91.6

91.6

XGBoost

91.6

91.4

91.5

91.5

DS4

89.7

89.6

89.5

DS5

92.3

92.4

92.2

DS6

90.3

90.2

90.4

DS7

94.8

94.7

94.8

DS8

91.6

91.6

91.6

DS9

93.9

93.8

93.9

Average

92.21

92.04

92.08

Fig. 2. Performance Evaluation Metrics based on Detecting unknown
Malware.

For future work, we aim to extend our dataset to download
more apps, then make it available for academic use. We also
plan to use various deep learning classifiers with different
dynamic and static features to detect unknown malware, as
well as assess datasets over a period of years for sustainability
purposes.

Fig. 3. Performance Evaluation Metrics based on Classifying Malware in
Terms of Categories.
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Solving the Steel Continuous Casting Problem using
an Artificial Intelligence Model
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Abstract—Over the past decade, the steel continuous casting
problem has revolutionized in important and remarkable ways.
In this paper, we consider a multiple parallel device for the
steel continuous casting problem (SCC) known as one of the
hardest scheduling problem. The SCC problem is an important
NP-hard combinatorial optimization problem and can be seen
as three stages hybrid flowshop problem. We have proposed to
solve it a recurrent neural network (RNN) with LSTM cells that
we will executed in the cloud. For our problem, we consider
several machines at each stage that are the converter stage, the
refining stage and the continuous casting stage. We formulate the
mathematical model and implemented a RNN with LSTM cells to
approximately solve the problem. The proposed neural network
has been trained on a big dataSet, which contains 10 000 real use
cases and others generated randomly. The performances of the
proposed model are very interesting such that the success rate
is 93% and able to resolve large instances while the traditional
approaches are limited and fail to resolve very large instances.
We analyzed the results taking into account the quality of the
solution and the prediction time to highlight the performance of
the approach.
Keywords—Artificial intelligence; SCC Program; RNN; LSTM;
big data

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Iron and steel industry is the cornerstone of an
industrialized economy. Since it is capital and energy
intensive, companies have constantly laid great emphasis on
technological advances to be employed in the production
process in order both to increase productivity and to save
energy. Due to the complex production process and potential
constraints, the latter faces difficult planning and scheduling
problems. For example, in the scheduling problem, we
usually define a set of n resources, a set of m tasks and
a specific optimization goal, called makespan Solmax . The
classic flowshop (FS) considers scheduling a set of tasks
on one machine at each stage, while the hybrid flowshop
(HFS) aims to schedule a flow shop with multiple parallel
machines at each stage [1]. In the steelmaking industry,
we have three main stages principals for the production
that are the converters (CV), the refining stands (RS) and
the continuous castings (CC) stages. Each one can include
one or more devices, and each product is processed on
only one device in each stage. Fig. 1 summarized this
configuration, the SCC problem can be seen as a hybrid
flow shop. More generally, the goal of SCC is to determine
the sequence, timing, and system of equipment involved in
the entire production process. This problem is a NP-hard
combinatorial optimization and it is considered to be one
of the more difficult scheduling problems in the literature [30].

Fig. 1. The Principle Stage of the SCC.

The principal stages and constraints are as follows :
1)
2)
3)

The length of stay is minimized,
The deadline must be met,
The continuity constraint must be satisfied.

We propose in this research, a system with three stage
Mi machines at each stage i(i = 1, . . . , 3), such that M1
identical parallel CV machines are available in the first stage
(denoted as CVM1 ), M2 unify the parallel RS machines at
stage two (denoted as RSM2 ) and M3 unrelated parallel CC
machines at stage three (denoted as CCM3 ). In addition, we
consider the inter-sequence correlation setting time between
every two consecutive sequences λ to be processed on the same
CC machine with non-preemptive scheduling. Similarly to the
notation by [8], we write our system as a hybrid flowshop
(HFS) : CVM1 , RSM2 , CCM3 | λ k Solmax . The first modeling
of the problem was considered as a special case of m-stages
HFS, which has irrelevant machines and related setup time,
which proved to be NP-Hard [14]. For example, [22] has
proven the NP hardness of a single machine with a set time.
Some recent research work have been developed to study
the steel making continuous casting problem. Most of the
developed models deal with high complexity, so solving them
as optimal is not always effective, especially for the large
instances problems. The most of the methods proposed for
the HFS problems are approximation methods, most of which
are meta-heuristics. The SCC problem is a special set time
scheduling problem, which is difficult to solve due to the high
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computational complexity [22]. The SCC problem is based on
a chronological step chain (the three stages: CV, RS, and CC),
where CV, RS, and CC devices are considered to be single,
and only one sequence of loads is processed on the machine
Mi according to the rules. Among the key rules of the SCC
problem, the charging will not start processing on the device
until the previous charge is completed. This architecture can be
represented by a neural network (forward propagation principle
[11]) which allows the automation of the problem SCC. To the
best of our knowledge, this is the first work that proposes a
model of artificial intelligence to solve the problem of SCC,
in particular a Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) with Long
Short-Term Memory (LSTM) cells.
In the remainder, the article is organized as follows:
Section 2, presents a literature review on the works related
to the steelmaking industry in general and the continuous
casting in particular. Sections 3 and 4 detail the structure,
the sequences and charges, the constraints and formulate the
objective function and the mathematical model for the SCC.
Section 5 we present the construction of learning big data and
we describe our recurrent neural network with LSTM cells
for SCC. Section 6 is devoted to the numerical experiments.
We also discuss and comment the obtained results and show
the efficiency of the method. Finally, Section 7, presents a
conclusion that summarizes the study and gives some potential
perspectives for the developed approach to improve the current
results for the SCC.
II.

R ELATED W ORK AND P ROBLEM S TATEMENT

Continuous casting is one of the most commonly used
processes in steel production and has received special attention
in the past ten years [31]. Several research works have been
developed, both exact and heuristic algorithms have been
elaborated to solve several SCC problem variants. The authors
in [28] reviewed several SCC models used in steelmaking
production, and other works considered mathematical and nonmathematical techniques [3] to solve these variants. Optimization methods such as genetic algorithm (GA) [33], taboo search
(TS) [14], mathematical model [32] or swarm intelligence
optimization [10] have been developed to optimize production.
The hybrid method [27] is also tailored for a continuous steel
plant.
Also exact MILP methods are proposed to unravel the
SCC. Usually, these methods can only solve small problem
instances with commercial solvers, but the real challenge is
to use smart and optimized methods to solve large instances.
The author in [29] proposed a MILP model for the production
order scheduling problem. This model describes a system with
more than two machines in each stage, and also more than two
sequences must be processed in the final stage, in addition
there is an inter-sequence setting time. This model is solved
by commercial solvers for relatively small instances. In [9]
a mathematical model of the process and a state-of-the-art
industrial control system are presented, and they mentioned
the importance of using a real-time computational model. In
[6], a method has been developed for a steelmaking plant with
2 converters, 2 refining stands, and 2 continuous casters. The
authors in [12] develop a discrete-time mixed-integer linear
programming (MILP) formulation for a new SCC scheduling
problem where different processing routes are used to produce

diversified and personalized slab products. The authors in [23]
developed a method to minimize the total delay and waste of
scheduling problems for different product types by minimizing
batches.
Scheduling problems are mainly NP-Hard optimization
problems ([5]). In order to overcome their complexity, heuristics and approximation methods may proposed a solution for
this types of problems. In the literature approximation methods
were developed for SCC. In [18], heuristic-based combinatorial
auction technology is also used to solve the SCC containing 4
production orders and a 10-hour planning range. The authors
in [16] have developed approximate techniques to solve some
planning and scheduling problems of downstream production
lines. In [13], the authors have developed a soft-decision
based two-layered approach for strong uncertain scheduling.
The paper [26] presents an Improved Artificial Bee Colony
(IABC) algorithm for the SCC scheduling. Other uncertainty
optimizations have been developed for SCC, such as a novel
efficient solution algorithm using Augmented Lagrange multiplier method (e-ALM) through relaxation of the coupling
constraints and incorporation of penalty components [12].
Several evolutionary algorithms have also been developed
for SCC. In [20], we find the description several approaches for
computerized scheduling solutions. They include application
of techniques in operations research, artificial intelligence, and
a hybrid of these two. Nature-inspired optimization methods
have also been used in SCC. For example, in [7] the steel
industry has been modeled through a combination of a steadystate heat transfer approach and a pareto-converging genetic
algorithm (PCGA). In [2], the authors developed a algorithm,
that is based on a combination of ant colony optimization
and non-linear optimization methods. The authors in [17]
have implemented a multi-objective GA to minimize penalties
for completion and lateness. In [24], the authors developed
a swarm heuristic method for SCC. In the paper of [25],
the authors develop a discrete-time mixed-integer linear programming (MILP) formulation for a new SCC scheduling
problem where different processing routes are used to produce
diversified and personalized slab products. A multi-objective
hybrid genetic algorithm combined with local search was presented in [32], in which the enhanced evolutionary mechanisms
combined with the improved genetic operators and the local
search were also designed. Regarding this work, our approach
is based on an artificial neural network, where artificial neural
network, is a system whose design is originally schematically
inspired by the functioning of biological neurons. The idea has
no relation to the way a human being reacts, but to the way
of designing the data. It adapts and gives good results when
there is a lot of sample information (Features). To the best of
our knowledge, this is the first work that proposes a model of
artificial intelligence to solve the problem of SCC, in particular
a recurrent neural network with long short-term memory cells.
A. Problem Statement
The system processes the costs of different stages under the
continuity constraint (i = 1, . . . , 3). These sequences are preordered costs on the continuous castings machine, and their
costs are allocated to any converter machine. Since handling
and transportation operations occur in the entire process, the
transfer time between stages τi,i+1 (i = 1, 2) is considered.
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We also believe that all converters devices have the earliest
and latest start time for the first charge of a sequence with a
usable date. The working principle of the system is as follows:
•

A sequence represent a set of charges dedicated to
one continuous casting machine, and has priority
constraints on fees;

•

The processing time is limited for any converter, who
can be used in the first stage;

•

There is a limited residence time (transmission) between the termination of charging in converter and the
start of continuous casting to comply with the required
temperature;

•

Due to continuous constraints, there is no idle time
for the charges on the continuous casting;

•

The processing time of the continuous casting stage
is a decision variable belonging to a given interval;

•

The sequence start time at continuous casting is
bounded, and the delay between two consecutive sequences is the setup time we define.

The sorted total batch represents the industrial order book
so that the sequence can be assigned to the continuous casting.
1) Concept of Sequence and Continuity Constraints: The
sequence Seql3 is defined as a set of nSeql3 charges to be
used in the M3 casters CCl3 (l3 = 1, . . . , M3 ). The relevant
constraints are summarized as follows:
1)
2)
3)

4)
5)

The converter can be used in the first stage, there is
no specification, and it has a constant processing time
and availability date;
There is a transition time τi,i+1 between all stages i
(i = 1, 2);
The stay (transit) time of the charge j (the time
between the termination of the first stage i = 1 and
the start of the final stage) must not exceed a certain
value Tl3 ,j ;
No idle time is allowed between two consecutive
charges in the same sequence in the third stage
(continuous constraint);
The setting time depends on the sequence time;
III.

PSl3
nl3 =
Seql3 =1 nSeql3 : the total number of the charges to
process
on
PM3 CCl3 (l3 = 1, . . . , M3 );
nl3 : the total number of the charges;
n = l3 =1
j : the charge index dedicated to the sequence Seql3 of CCl3 ,
j = 1, . . . , nl3 ;
l1 : the index of the first stage machine CVl1 , with
(l1 = 1, . . . , M1 );
The consider assumptions :
ωl1 : position of a charge on CVl1 , ωl1 = 1, . . . , Πl1 ;
l1 = 1, P
. . . , M1 − 1
M3

M3

ΠM1 =

l3 =1

Collections, constants, and indexes :
i : the index of the stage, i = 1, . . . , 3;
Mi : the number of the machines li at stage i (li = 1, . . . , Mi );
Sl3 : the number of the sequences Seql3 to be processed on
the machine CCl3 ;
Seql3 : a sequence to process on CCl3 (Seql3 = 1, . . . , Sl3 );
nSeql3 = |Seql3 |: the number of charges (jobs) j of the
sequence Seql3 ;

nl 3

M1

;

Settings and parameters
pro1 : processing time (constant) for a charge j on any one
of the CVl1 at the 1st stage;
pro2l2 : processing time for a charge j on the RSl2 ;
[Plmin
, Plmax
] : the interval of pro3l3 ,j is dedicated to the
3 ,j
3 ,j
processing time of the cost j of CCl3 ;
max
[λmin
Seql3 , λSeql3 ] : the interval between sequences depends on
the setup time λSeql3 .
datel1 : available date of CVl1 ;
Tl3 ,j : maximum allowed sojourn time for a charge j between
the termination of any processing in CVl3 and the start of
processing in CCl3 (j = 1, . . . , nl3 , li = 1, . . . , Mi , i = 1, 3);
τ12 (resp. τ23 ) : transfer time required between CVl1 (stage 1)
and RSl2 (stage 2) (resp. RSl2 (stage 2) and CCl2 (stage 3)).
Decision variables
The model considers continuous and binary decision variables.
For any l3 = 1, . . . , M3 :
xil3 ,j : start time of the charge j dedicated to CCl3 at stage i
(i = 1, 2, 3) for j = 1, . . . , nl3 ,
pro3l3 ,j : processing time dedicated to the charge j of CCl3
at the 3rd stage for j = 1, . . . , nl3 ,
λSeql3 : setup time between two consecutive sequences,
(Seq − 1)l3 and Seql3 to process at CCl3 , that occurs between
the charge n(Seq−1)l3 and the charge lSeql3 .

C ONTINUOUS C ASTING OF THE O RDERED
S EQUENCES

This section describes all the data (sets, indexes, etc.),
parameters, and decision variables that describe the problem
being studied. For a given CCl3 , a pre-ordered dedicated
sequence Seql3 (Seql3 = 1, . . . , Sl3 ) is a list of nSeql3 charges
to continuously process on CCl3 with setup times.

nl3 +1

Πl1 = l3 =1
;
M1
ωM1 : position of a charge on the last machine CVM1 ,
ωM1 = 1,
P. . . , ΠM1 ;

(
l3
yj,ω
l1

1

=
0

if charge j dedicated to CCl3
is assigned to a position ωl1 in CVl1
otherwise

j = 1, . . . , nl3 , ωl1 = 1, . . . , Πl1 , l1 = 1, . . . , M1 .
IV.

T HE M ATHEMATICAL M ODEL FOR THE SCC

In the research problem, we intend to maximize productivity, that is, minimize the manufacturing span (Solmax ) and the
sequence-dependent setup time, which represents the required
duration between two consecutive sequences.
Our modeling method uses the position of the sequence
charge and the priority defined by the processing start time of
stage 1 (CV). We are also considering pre-orders for charging
CC machines in the third stage.
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zl33 ,j − (zl13 ,j + pro1 ) ≤ Tl3 ,j ; j = 1, . . . , nl1

A. The Constraints
We may remember that due to the high complexity of
its structure and function, this problem is subject to several
constraints that we detailed below:
M1
X

Πl1

X

l3
yj,ω
= 1; j = 1, . . . , nl3 , l3 = 1, . . . , M3 (1)
l
1

l1 =1 ωl1 =1

nl3
M3 X
X

l3
yj,ω
= 1; ωl1 = 1, . . . , Πl1 , l3 = 1, . . . , M3
l
1

l3 =1 j=1

and

(2)

M3
X

1
y1,1

=1

l3 =1

l3
yj+1,t
(l1 =1) +1

≤

tl1
X

M
1 −1
X

l3
yj,ω
; j = 1, . . . , nl3 ,
l
1

l1 =1 ωl1 =1

(3)

tl1 = 1, . . . , Πl1 − 1

l3
yj+1,t
lM

≤
1

tl 1
M1 X
X

l3
l3
yj,ω
− yj,t
l
l
1

M1

l1 =1 ωl1 =1

; j = 1, . . . , nl3 − 1,

tl1 = 1, . . . , Πl1 ;

zl13 ,j =

Πl1
M1 X
X

(4)

l3
(datel1 +pro1 (ωl1 −1))yj,ω
; j = 1, . . . , nl3 ;
l
1

l1 =1 ωl1 =1

(5)
zl23 ,j ≥ zl13 ,j + pro1 + τ12 ; j = 1, . . . , nl3 ;

(6)

λmin
Seql3

≤ λSeql3 ≤

λmax
Seql3 ; Seql3

= 1, . . . , Sl3 − 1

(12)
(13)

The constraint (1) represents that the charge j is allocated
to only one converter machine and is located in only one
position ωl1 . The constraint (2) represents that the converter
CVl1 must process the charge j once and only once at a
specific position ωl1 (l1 = 1, .., M1 ). In addition, must assign
the charge j = 1 to the first position of the converter CV1
(l1 = 1). The constraint (3) demand that the charge (j+1) must
be affected on the CV1 converter where (l1 = 1) at the position
(t1 = 1) only if the charge j is to process at any of the positions
in 1, . . . , tl1 , on one of the M1 − 1 first converters CVl1 . The
same way, for two consecutive charges j and j + 1, for the
last converter CVM1 , constraint (4) has the same meaning. The
constraint (5) is set for the start time to process the charges in
the converter stage (CVl1 ; l1 = 1, . . . , M1 ). Constraints (6)(7) represent the sequencing in the same charge, exactly for
two consecutive operations. The last operation can be started
after the first operation reaches its end time and the charge
has been brought to the next stage. In addition, constraint (6)
(resp. (7)) represents the priority rules between CVl1 and RSl2
(between RSl2 and CCl3 (respectively)). The constraint (8)
means that for two consecutive charges to process on the same
refining stand (RSl2 ), the second charge can only be processed
when the first one has reached its end time. The constraint (9)
represents the continuity constraints for all the sequences. The
constraint (10) defines the inter-sequence correlation setting
time between two consecutive sequences to be processed on
the same continuous casting machine (CCl3 ). Constraint (11)
defines the limit of the third stage charging processing time
on the machine CCl3 . The constraint (12) means that the stay
time (transport) of the charge is finite, and (13) defines the
boundary of the set time between the sequence of the third
stage. They set the necessary preparation time before the first
charging of the sequence after the last charging end time of
the previous sequence on the same machine in the third stage.
B. The Objective Function

zl33 ,j ≥ zl23 ,j +pro2l2 +τ23 ; j = 1, . . . , nl3 ; l2 = 1, . . . , M2 ; (7)

zl23 ,j+1 ≥ zl23 ,j + pro2l2 ; j = 1, . . . , nl3 − 1; l2 = 1, . . . , M2 ;
(8)

The objective function we consider for the problem has the
following mathematical form:
Solmax =

zl33 ,j+1 = zl33 ,j + pro3l3 ,j ;
Sl3

∀j ∈
/ {n1 , n1 + n2 , . . . ,

We define makespan (Solmax ) as a function representing
the time required to completely process all sequence sets (from
the start time of the first charge in the first stage to the
termination time of the last charge at the third stage with their
inter-sequence dependent setup times.

X

nSeql3 }, ∀ l3 = 1, . . . , M3 ;

Seql3 =1

(9)

max {λSl3 + zl33 ,Sl + pro3l3 ,Sl }

1≤l3 ≤M3

3

3

In order to maximize productivity and the goal is to
minimize completion time, we have defined the following
goals:
M inimize Solmax = min max {λSl3 +zl33 ,Sl +pro3l3 ,Sl }

zl33 ,j+1

zl33 ,j

≥
r
X

+

pro3l3 ,j

1≤l3 ≤M3

+ λr ;

nSeql3 , r = 1, . . . , Sl3 − 1;

(10)

Plmin
≤ pro3l3 ,j ≤ Plmax
; j = 1, . . . , nl3
3 ,j
3 ,j

(11)

∀j =

Seql3 =1

3

3

In this form, the problem is non-linear. Therefore, in order
to avoid this situation, we define a new non-negative decision
variable z so that we can obtain a new objective (linear) equal
to minimizing z and add new constraints:
λSl3 + zl33 ,Sl + pro3l3 ,Sl ≤ z ∀l3 = 1, . . . , M3
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V.

T HE P ROPOSED C ONTRIBUTION TO S OLVE THE SCC

Several evolutionary algorithms are developed to solve
complex optimization problems, among them we cite [21]. But
the real challenge for the SCC problem is to solve instances
with an approach intelligent and optimal. Here we develop
an adapted neural networks to the SCC with inter-sequence
setup times at the last stage using LSTM cells. The adapted
neural network trained on a large database of 10 000 use cases
solved with CPLEX based on the mathematical model that we
presented in the first part of this article.

was developed to deal with the explosion and disappearance
of gradients that may be encountered when training traditional
RNNs. Fig. 2 shows the internal architecture of a LSTM cell.

In the following we detail the evolutionary strategy that we
have adopted for this problem but before that we will explain
what deep learning is and why exactly the use of the recurrent
neural network (RNN) in particular LSTM.
A. Deep Learning
Machine learning is a field of study of artificial intelligence
that gives computers the ability to learn from data, that is,
to improve their performance at solving tasks without being
explicitly programmed. In several areas of machine learning
research, it is about creating neural networks.
Deep learning can be defined as special kind of neural
networks composed of multiple layers. These networks are
better than traditional neural network in persisting the information from previous event. Recurrent neural network is one
such machine that has a combination of networks in loop.
The networks in loop allow the information to persist. Each
network in the loop takes input and information from previous
network performs the specified operation and produces output
along with passing the information to next network. Some
applications require only recent information while others may
ask for more from past, exactly the case of the SCC problem.
The common recurrent neural networks lag in learning as the
gap between required previous information and the point of
requirement increases to a large extent. But fortunately Long
Short Term Memory Networks [15], a special form of RNN
are capable in learning such scenarios.
B. LSTM Neural Networks
Long-term memory (LSTM) is an alternative solution proposed in [15]: the traditional architecture of a Recurrent Neural
Network (RNN) that is based on a simple activation function
is modified in such a way that the vanishing gradient problem is explicitly avoided, while the learning method remains
unchangeable. For more information on this architecture ([4]).
But what are the strengths of LSTM ? why the LSTM will be
effective to solve the steel continuous casting problem ?
A LSTM neuron network is made up of several cell that
have not just one activation function but rather three that are
represented as an input gate, a forget gate and an output
gate. Each cell remembers the state of the problem treat in
several time intervals, and the three gates regulate the flow
of information in and out of the cell. The LSTM network is
very suitable for classification, processing and prediction based
on time series data, because there may be lags of unknown
duration between important events in the time series. This is
what is needed to schedule tasks between the three stages (CV,
RS and CC) of the SCC problem. Also as we explained, LSTM

Fig. 2. The Internal Architecture of a LSTM Cell [4].

- Forget gate: It is the power of forgetting information.
Unlike the classic neural network where it must to memorize
all the information in a long sequence, a LSTM has the power
to forget unnecessary information that will probably not be
used in the prediction. In the LSTM the power to forget nonuseful information is represented by the function ft = α(Wf ∗
[ht−1 , xt ] + bf ), where α is a sigmoid function, Wf is the
weights and [ht−1 , xt ] is the concatenation of the two vectors
ht−1 and xt .
- Input gate: is responsible for adding relevant information
and providing new information. The function that allows this
is Ct = Ct−1 ∗ ft + it ∗ At where it = α(Wi ∗ [ht−1 , xt ] + bi
and At = tanh(Wc ∗ [ht−1 , xt ] + bc ).
- Output gate: This last operation allows to define the
current state of the unit. So far, we have forgotten informations,
and we have added new informations to the memory. We still
need to define the state of the current cell, which represents
the output of this cell and which will be the input of the next
cell. This is summarized by the following functions: ht =
α(Wo ∗ [ht−1 , xt ] + bo ) ∗ tanh(Ct ).
C. The Evolutionary Strategy: Training Data, Network Architecture and Choice of Parameters
The proposed neural network will be used as a heuristic
to solve the SCC with smart solutions. For this a LSTM is
applied to approach the objective function. The proposal to
solve the SCC problem is explained in Fig. 3. The system
generates a data set in the domain of variables to train a
neural network. The objective function of the optimization
problem is redefined with the multilayer neural network that
transforms the function, allowing to generate a polynomial
equation to solve the optimization problem. To define a neural
network, it is necessary to establish parameters, such as the
training data, the type of neural network, connections, number
of layers, activation functions, propagation rules, etc.
Various methods exist to train these networks to produce
a specific output for a specific input. Among the current
training methods, we have error propagation, which consists
of adjusting the network by adapting the weights of each
neuron. The use of the partial derivative makes it possible to
know in which direction we must modify the weights of our
neural network to have the requested output. Also a genetic
algorithms are used to train a neural network [19]. By training
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Fig. 3. The Evolutionary Strategy for the SCC.

these networks on a set of data for which the correct output
is known, the network will return the appropriate results for
similar data. We trained our LSTM on data from 10 000 use
cases (instances), where the correct output was generated by
the CPLEX based on the mathematical model that we proposed
above.
Regarding the architecture, there are several architectures
in the literature, but just some differences between them in
the neural network language model. The architecture that we
propose to solve the steel continuous casting problem was
obtained after several tests and it is the one that which gave
best results. It can be summarized as follows:
Input sequence represents the input of our LSTM, in our
implementation it is encoded by an encoding from 1 to Sl3
where Sl3 is number of the sequences Seql3 to process on
the machine CCl3 . Note that the sequenes are generated in
128 batches with 5% diversity, where the purpose of adding
diversity in the learning stage is to give flexibility to the model
and to avoid overfitting. The model predicts the assignment of
sequence loads from different stages (CV, RS and CC) with
continuity constraints.
The network topology, an architecture with three hidden
layers has been applied, each with 256 LSTM units. Each
cell LSTM use the ”relu” activation function (to have faster
convergence compared to other activation functions as tanh or
sigmoid). However the output layer, the ”softmax” activation
function is used to generate the correct normalized probability
value in order to select sequential charges in different stages
(CV, RS and CC).
As a learning criterion, Adam optimizers is used with a
precision of 0,001.

Algorithm 1 : The proposed LSTM model.
- According to the unified law on [0;1], the weights are
initialized by random drawing.
- Codage : list all sequence charges, represent each one by
a number from 1 to Sl3 .
- Creating a LSTM network : create four layers, where the
three hidden layers have 256 LSTM units for each one. The
output layer uses the ”softmax” activation function to predict
the sequence charges of different stages (CV, RS, and CC)
with continuity constraints.
while counter ≤ iterMax do
1. Generate 128 batches with 5% noise.
2. Train the model.
3. The learning rate of the Adam optimizer is 0.001.
4. Update each weight
end while

solutions for the SCC instances in order to prepare the training
data and also to compare with the results of the LSTM.
A. The Learning and Test Rate:
The learning rate gives an idea of the quality of the model.
In Fig. 4, we present a graph that represents the learning rate
(93%) and the test rate (91%) per epoch.
As can be seen from the convergence of the cost function
(Fig. 5), our model performed well and the fact that there is
not a large discrepancy between the loss of the training and
the loss of the test allows us to conclude that we do not have
an overfitting. We have also to mention that the learning rate
is 93% and the test rate is 91%.

The following algorithm summarizes the main steps :
B. Test Instances
VI.

E XPERIMENTAL T ESTS

All experiments were performed on the Google colab under
GPU, namely CPLEX 12.6 was used to determine the optimal

For the instances taken form the literature, we compare
our LSTM with the CPLEX solutions, the proposed RNN with
LSTM cells has improved the total makespan Solmax and was
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TABLE I. R ESULTS FOR D IFFERENT S EQUENCES S IZES WITH 3 CC AND
max
FOR S EVERAL I NTERVALS [λmin
Seq , λSeq ]
l3

Fig. 4. The Learning and Test Rate per Epoch.

Order: [.][.][.][.]

Solmax
CPLEX

[15, 10, 12][5, 5, 5]
[15, 14, 30][5, 5, 5]
[10, 13, 17, 8][5, 5, 5, 5, 5]
[18, 11, 23, 15, 27]
[5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5]
[5][5][5]
[10, 10][10, 10][10, 10]
[5, 15, 5, 10][10, 10, 10, 5]
[5, 5, 5, 5]
[5, 10, 5, 10, 5][10, 10, 10, 5, 5]
[5, 5, 5, 5, 5]
[10, 20, 5, 30][20, 5, 10, 5]
[15, 5, 10, 10]
[20, 10, 5, 40][30, 20, 15][20, 15]
[35, 15, 25][10, 19, 15, 4, 5]
[8, 35, 17]
[15, 15, 25][20, 14, 25, 11, 5]
[15, 35, 17, 10, 30]

l3

Solmax
LSTM

Time
LSTM(s)

1559.00
1807.01
1756.72

Time
CPU
(s)
5.75
16.55
540.99

1133.23
1721.10
1440.67

1.0
1.3
1.5

2506,04
427.58
706.07

2105.31
1.09
21.45

2420
281.39
651.26

1.7
0.17
1.1

1239.34
1678.23

790.23
3367.86

1075.37
1210.16

1.68
1.69

-

-

2910.54

1.57

-

-

3372.58
3375.44

1.63
1.93

-

-

4841.10

2.32

TABLE II. R ESULTS ON S EQUENCES S IZES U NTIL 10 CC
Number
of CC
4
4
4
4
4
5
5
5
5
5
6
6
6
8
8
8
10
10
10

Fig. 5. Convergence of the Cost Function per Epoch.

up to 1000 times faster than the CPLEX on CPU as shown in
Table I.
Table II shows our tests on randomly generated large
instances for which no solution is known. These instances
span a large number of charges until 10 CC machines at the
last stage. As an example, for the following batches size of
a 4 CC system [30,25,20,25][25,30,15,25,15] [30,35,30,20,30
[40,20,55] (number of charges per each sequence) with difmax
ferent [λmin
Seql3 , λSeql3 ] ranges of setup times, the CPLEX fails
to solve it. However, the LSTM runs it on 1.42 seconds and
gave a solution with Solmax = 6330,13. This allows us to say
that the obtained numerical results show the efficiency of the
proposed recurrent neural network with LSTM cells with a
total success of solving all the instances.
VII.

C ONCLUSION

In this paper, we have implemented a recurrent neural
network with LSTM cells in order to solve the SCC with
intersequence dependent setup times and dedicated machines
at the last stage known as one of the harder problem in

Total number
of charges
280
340
470
520
600
235
315
400
625
865
366
515
700
450
635
965
368
823
1256

Solmax
(LSTM)
4320.28
4550.91
6330,13
6955.39
7615.39
3872.15
4226.28
4712.15
6980.50
10101.45
4821.67
6316.53
7005.22
5924.67
6473.31
8567.92
2365.86
8391.50
10341.19

Time (s)
1.21
2.30
2.42
3.26
3.62
1.12
3.15
3.91
5.76
6.74
3.12
4.75
5.36
3.48
6.85
7.83
2.10
6.34
8.90

scheduling. Especially, we have shown that with RNN with
LSTM cells, one can tackle very large instances arising in
complex industrial systems where the number of sequences,
of charges or of any devices type (CV, RS or CC) is bigger
than 10. Better solutions are obtained with better quality and
execution time. The performances of the proposed model are
very interesting such that the success rate is 93% and able
to resolve large instances while the traditional approaches are
limited and fail to resolve very large instances.
One of the future works that we intend to develop is to
generalize the approach on a cluster of GPUs in order to deal
with more complex and robust cases and to enable solving
very large size instances in order to improve the quality of
the up to day known solutions. Also, we intend to generalize
our approach to similar SCC problems in particular or to solve
very complex hybrid flowshops in general. Another feature that
could also be envisaged is the lagrangean relaxation for typical
hard constraints that we could relax.
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Abstract—Deep learning has transformed many fields including computer vision, self-driving cars, product recommendations,
behaviour analysis, natural language processing (NLP), and
medicine, to name a few. The financial sector is no surprise
where the use of deep learning has produced one of the most
lucrative applications. This research proposes a novel fintech
machine learning method that uses Transformer neural networks
for stock price predictions. Transformers are relatively new and
while have been applied for NLP and computer vision, they have
not been explored much with time-series data. In our method,
self-attention mechanisms are utilized to learn nonlinear patterns
and dynamics from time-series data with high volatility and
nonlinearity. The model makes predictions about closing prices
for the next trading day by taking into account various stock price
inputs. We used pricing data from the Saudi Stock Exchange
(Tadawul) to develop this model. We validated our model using
four error evaluation metrics. The applicability and usefulness of
our model to fintech are demonstrated by its ability to predict
closing prices with a probability above 90%. To the best of our
knowledge, this is the first work where transformer networks are
used for stock price prediction. Our work is expected to make
significant advancements in fintech and other fields depending on
time-series forecasting.
Keywords—Stock price prediction; time-series forecasting;
transformer deep neural networks; Saudi Stock Exchange
(Tadawul); financial markets

I.

I NTRODUCTION

We have come a long way in developing our societies,
improving and optimising every task and thing we do, and artificial intelligence (AI) is at the heart of these endeavours [1],
[2]. Machine and deep learning-based AI has revolutionised
many aspects of our daily activities, be it healthcare [3], [4],
transportations [5], [6], big data [7], distance learning [8], disaster management [9], risk prediction in aviation systems [10],
DNA profiling [11], smart cities [12], [13], and more. The use
of machine and deep learning in the financial sector is one
of the most lucrative tasks. Forecasting time-series data is an
important topic that plays a key role in analysis, decisionmaking, and resource management in many industrial sectors.
For example, in the financial sector, forecasting based on
historical data can be helpful for investors in maximizing
return and reducing risk on investments [14], [15]. Many works
have been reported on the use of AI for the financial sector,
such as the use of multilayer perceptrons (MLP) for NSADA
stock index [16], the use of stacked autoencoders for US
stock forecasting [17], and the use of Long short-term memory

network (LSTM) to predict the closing prices of iShares MSCI
United Kingdom index [18] (for further motivation on the
subject, see Section II).
A time-series forecast is a way of determining future values
based on historical experience. Correlational data is used for
this process, either time-based correlations (years, months,
weeks, etc.) or sequential correlations, for gaining insights
that inform decisions. A range of methods has been developed
to predict, ranging from traditional to machine-learning approaches. Despite their wide usage, traditional time-series prediction methods such as auto-regression (AR), Seasonal Naı̈ve,
ETS, and integrated moving average ARIMA are designed to
fit each time-series separately [19]. Moreover, practitioners
should learn how to select specific trends, seasonal components, and other data components manually, especially for
financial data series with highly nonlinear and fluctuating data.
These drawbacks have limited their applications in advanced
large-scale time-series prediction tasks.
The challenges mentioned above can be overcome by
algorithms that can capture the patterns in the data and
the dynamics underlying them. In deep neural networks,
continuous developments have led to breakthroughs that are
proposed as another alternative. An array of deep neural
network architectures has been applied to time-series models to
understand trends and patterns by learning from ground truth
data. However, many challenges remain. For example, while
a Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) can model and process
sequential and time-series data, its gradient vanishing and
exploding properties prevent them from detecting long-term
dependencies (relationship between entities that are several
steps apart). In real-world forecasting, there are long-term and
short-term repeating patterns [20], which means that complex
RNN models are required to analyze long-term time series and
study long-term effects. Therefore, long short-term memory
(LSTM) models have been proposed to improve the standard
RNN model for time series analysis. Theoretically, they are
explicitly geared towards minimizing long-term dependency
problems. However, according to [21], LSTM has an adequate
context size of 200 tokens on average, but they are only able to
distinguish 50 tokens within a context, suggesting that even it
is incapable of capturing long-term trends. Furthermore, RNNs
and all their variants use mostly sequential operations, thus
cannot benefit from the performance advantages offered by
modern GPUs.
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Rather than RNNs, the next big step was a completely new
architecture – Transformer [22] utilizes attention mechanisms
that leverage self-attention mechanisms to process the entire
sequence of data. The transformer architecture is the most
prevalent model for natural language modelling and has proven
quite successful in several other applications. The complexity of the space corresponding to self-attention can grow
quadratically as sequence length increases; for this reason, selfattention cannot be extended to extremely long sequences [20].
The quadratic complexity of computing poses a significant
challenge when forecasting time series with long-term solid
dependence and fine granularity. Researchers had the same
challenges adapting transformers from language to computer
vision applications due to pictures containing more significant
amounts of information than sentences. However, they are
able to replace this quadratic computational complexity with
a linear computational complexity to image size.
In this work, we specifically delve into adapting the computer vision transformer model [23] to time series forecasting.
We propose a novel fintech machine learning method that uses
Transformer neural networks for stock price predictions. In
our method, self-attention mechanisms are utilized to learn
nonlinear patterns and dynamics from time-series data with
high volatility and nonlinearity. Our Contributions follow.
•

We propose a novel predictive Transformer based
model with divided time series data into patches for
predicating future value. Regardless of how complex
a situation is, our proposed method can discover the
broad conditional probability distribution of the future
values.

•

The model makes predictions about closing prices
for the next trading day by taking into account various inputs, Open, High, Low, Volume, and Closing
Prices. We used pricing data from the Saudi Stock
Exchange (Tadawul) to develop this model. We validated our model using a range of metrics; Mean
Absolute (MAE), Square (MSE), Root MSE (RMSE),
and Percentage (MAPE) Error.

•

The applicability and usefulness of our model to fintech are demonstrated by its ability to predict closing
prices with a probability above 90%.

Novelty: As mentioned earlier, transformers are relatively
new and while these have been applied for NLP and computer
vision, they have not been explored much with time-series data.
Our work is expected to make significant advancements in
fintech and other fields depending on time-series forecasting.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work where
transformer networks are used for stock price prediction.
The structure of this paper is as follows. We discuss related
research in Section II as well as past innovations using deep
learning for stock forecasts. The methodology for this study,
the dataset, and the transformer model with divided space are
described in Section III. This section also provides details of
data prepossessing, and hyperparameters selection. Section IV
provides the results and analysis. Section V concludes and
provides directions for the future work.

II.

R ELATED W ORK

In the not-so-distant past, Neural Networks (NN) were
criticized by many forecasting practitioners as not suitable and
not being competitive in forecasting fields [24]. Consequently,
practitioners have usually selected statistical methods that were
considered more straight forward to apply [19]. However, with
the ever-increasing availability of data, neural networks (NNs)
and deep learning have revolutionized and achieved remarkable
success in many research fields and practical scenarios, including medical predictions, NLP, image recognition, etc. Because
of their capabilities to identify complex nonlinear patterns and
explore unstructured relationships without hypothesizing them
a priori. These technological breakthroughs have attracted significant attention from the enthusiasts’ researcher community
presenting many complex novel NN architectures on time
series forecasting. Over recent decades, plenty of works and
research exist where deep learning is used for forecasting.
There is a possibility to predict stock price changes and foreign
exchange rates according to [14]. As a result, AI applications
are becoming increasingly popular among investors to increase
returns and reduce the risk [15].
Selvin et al. [25] illustrated how deep neural network
architectures can capture hidden dynamics and can be used
to forecast. Guresen, Kayakutlu, and Daim [16] predicts the
NASDA stock index by using multilayer perceptrons (MLP),
dynamic, and hybrid artificial neural networks. Using a stacked
autoencoder and deep neural network, Takeuchi and Lee [17]
obtains an accuracy of 53.36 % when predicting the US stock
direction.
Since their inception in 2014 by Hochreiter and Schmidhuber [26], the Long short-term memory network (LSTM)
introduced is a variation of the Recurrent neural network model
(RNN), which is the most commonly used architecture for
sequence prediction problems [8]. In contrast to RNN, LSTM
networks are capable of detecting long-term dependency and
can prevent gradient vanishing. It utilizes historical information
via the input, forget and output gates. In their study, Nikou,
Mansourfar, and Bagherzadeh [18] predict the closing prices of
iShares MSCI United Kingdom index using an LSTM model.
The model performed significantly better than the ANN, Support Vector Regression (SVR), and RF models. LSTMs are
utilized in another study by [27] in order to forecast future
stock returns. Also, an Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA) and an LSTM model were utilized to improve
forecast accuracy [28]. According to Nelson, Pereira, and De
Oliveira [29], the average accuracy for predicting the direction
of some stocks traded on the Brazilian stock exchange could
reach up to 55.9% with the LSTM model.
Because of its powerful pattern recognition ability, the
convolutional neural network (CNN) is a variation of the
multilayer perceptron (MLP). Its use has extended increasingly
for time-series forecasting. The work by [30], [31], and [32]
used CNN to predict stock trends. Ugur Gudelek, Arda Boluk,
and Murat Ozbayoglu [32] have also experimented with 2D
CNN for trend detection. The model performance evaluation
has 72% accuracy values and looks promising.
A comparison study of differences between Multi-layer
Perceptron (MLP), Convolutional Neural Network, and Long
Short-Term Memory (LSTM) was performed by [33]. They
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TABLE I. S UMMARY OF R ELATED W ORKS

Research
Selvin et al. [25]
Guresen et al. [16]
Nikou et al. [18]
Naik et al. [27]
Nelson et al. [29]
Gudelek et al. [32]
Persio et al. [33]
Our Study

ANN

MLP

✓
✓

✓

RF

✓

Model Architecture
SVR
RNN
CNN
✓
✓

LSTM
✓

✓

✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓

✓

Transformer

✓
✓

adopted a sliding window approach, using 30 previous days
to predict the value of the 31st day using historical data of
the S&P500 index from 1950 to 2016. CNN’s results are
exceptional even without the use of additional features such
as technical analysis.
Recently, the well-known self-attention-based Transformer
[22] was proposed for sequence modeling is the most prevalent
model for natural language modeling and has proven quite
successful in several other applications such as as translation,
speech, image generation, and music [22], [34], [35]. The
extension of self-attention to extremely long sequences would,
however, be computationally prohibitive since space complexity increases quadratically with the sequence length [20].
However, Vision Transformer (ViT) [23] and TimeSformer
(Time-Space Transformer) [36] offer entirely new architectures for image classification, and video understanding based
solely on Transformers eliminating the problems associated
with long sequences. In particular, ViT divides an image into
patches (also called tokens) with fixed length; then following
the practice of using transformers to model language, ViT
then uses transformer layers to model the relationship among
tokens for classification. The TimeSformer, on the other hand,
translates the input video into a sequence of image patches
derived from the individual frames. The model then captures
the semantic information about each patch through comparison
with those of the other patches. This allows TimeSformer to
capture the space-time dependency based on the whole video.
Transformers’ recent success in natural language processing
(NLP) has motivated researchers to implement this model in
computer vision applications and tasks.
Table I summarises the related works discussed in this
section. It lists the various ML models that the researchers
have used for stock price prediction along with the respective datasets used and the model accuracies reported in the
respective works. The most commonly used architecture for
problems involving stock price prediction is the LSTM. It can
detect long-term dependency and prevent gradient vanishing
to some extent. However, LSTM accuracy is much less than
the convolutional neural network (CNN) because of CNN’s
powerful pattern recognition ability. The accuracy metrics are
reported in the table if these are provided by the researchers,
otherwise, we reported the numeric value from the article
without the accuracy metric name. As shown in the table, the
best result achieved is 72% accuracy. Our transformer model
with its attention features has provided 90% or higher accuracy.
We have kept the content in the table to the minimum due to

Dataset
1721 NSE
NASDAQ
iShares MSCI
Indian NSE
BMF Bovespa
ETF
SP500
Tadawul

Accuracy
2.36
MSE: 1472
MSE: 0.09396
RMSE: 23.78
55.9%
72%
MSE: 0.2491
90%

the space issue, please refer to the listed works for details.
III.

M ETHODOLOGY, DATASETS AND M ODEL D ESIGN

The objective of our study is to predict the subsequent
and future closing of the trades in the Saudi Stock Exchange
(Tadawul). We use a transformer-based temporal model architecture. In this section, we describe our methodology, Transformer neural network model design, datasets, preprocessing,
and validation metrics.
We first present an overview of our methodology in Section III-A. The transformer-based temporal model architecture
is described in Section III-B. The the Saudi Stock Exchange
(Tadawul) datasets are explored in Section III-C. The data
modelling methodology using transformer neural networks is
summarised in Section III-D. In Section III-E, we describe
the preparation of the dataset, including data splitting, normalization, and feature selection. We discuss the hyperparameter
configuration for the model. Section III-F describes the concept
of sliding window for framing the dataset. Section III discusses
hyperparameter configuration of our model.
A. Methodology Overview
The overall methodology we have adopted is depicted in
Fig. 1. It consists of seven main phases as highlighted in
the figure. The first process involved extracting Saudi Stock
Exchange (Tadawul) data, followed by data cleaning and
normalization. As a result of this procedure, we only get data
that is appropriate for machine learning algorithms. We then
select the four features (open, low, high, previous closing)
that the model will use. Thereafter, the data are sorted into
non-overlapping batches, which are then fed into the model
until performance measures are optimized. Ultimately, the
optimized model is used to forecast future closing prices for
unseen stock data.
B. Transformer Neural Network Architecture
A significant influence on our architecture is a vision transformer (ViT) [36] using divided space. The vision transformer
(ViT) is among the first attempts to apply the outstanding
performance of Transformers [22] to image classification tasks
rather than natural language processing. The vision transformer
(ViT) model, which comprises three main elements: a linear
layer for patch embedding, a stack of transformer blocks with
multi-head self-attention and feed-forward layers, and a linear
layer classification score prediction.
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Fig. 1. An Overview of Our Methodology.

Fig. 2. Proposed Transformer Encoder Model Overview (Illustration Inspired by [22]).

An overview of our suggested model is depicted in Fig. 2.
The Vision Transformer (ViT) model serves as the basis for
our predictive model. Our suggested model added one more
component to ViT architecture. Its primary purpose is to
create sliding windows from historical data. Since daily trading
volumes on the stock market are substantial, historical data on
the market can be challenging to manipulate, and manipulating
it can cause a computational burden. Furthermore, the effect
of more recent data on a training model is greater than that
of older data [37]. Braverman et al. [38] developed a slidingwindow method that utilizes recent data while disregarding
older observations to solve this problem.
The range of data of interest is selected using a window.
The sliding window represents a period that stretches backward
in time from the present to the past. The sliding window is
held steady (the number of data stays constant), and only
the window is moved. Resulting, the training data volume is
reduced while maintaining the model’s efficiency and general
usability [37].
In summary, Fig. 2 depicts our proposed model as follows.
The historical data is split into windows and then those
windows are divided into fixed-size patches. Linear embeddings are then applied to the patches, followed by position
embeddings. Then we feed the resulting sequence of vectors
to the Transformer encoder. As a standard approach, we add

an extra token to the sequence of learnable tokens to perform
prediction. The Transformer encoder diagram in Fig. 2 was
inspired by [22].
C. Datasets
The Saudi Stock Exchange (Tadawul) database contains
stock trading information for more than 200 Saudi Arabian
listed companies. The companies are grouped into sectors with
different indices for each industry. The data we downloaded
spans the period from 1993-01-02 through 2021-06-17 and
consists of 772,189 trading days. Listed companies’ and indices trading information includes their Open, High, Low,
Volume, and Closing Price for each trading day. From the
dataset, we extracted four indices to illustrate model capabilities and performance. These are Tadawul All Share Index
(TASI), the Banks Index (TBNI), Materials Index (TMTI), and
Telecommunication Services Index (TTSI).
Table II lists a small selection of the dataset. Specifically, it
shows the trading information in the dataset for the TASI index
for the period 1994-01-26 to 2021-07-01, which corresponds
to 7311 trading days. The rows correspond to one trading
day and contain the following features: the index column,
the transaction date, the ticker code, High, Low, Volume, and
Closing Price. Fig. 3 depicts the histograms of the closing price
feature of the four datasets. There are four panels in the figure,
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TABLE II. TASI S AMPLE DATA
date

ticker

open

low

high

vol

close

0

1994-01-26

TASI

1751.71

1751.71

1751.71

312907

1751.71

1

1994-01-29

TASI

1751.71

1750.91

1751.71

204831

1750.91

—-

—-

—

—-

—-

—-

——

——

7310

2021-06-30

TASI

11002.74

10940.44

11009.70

374658538

10984.15

7311

2021-07-01

TASI

10987.13

10968.11

11006.66

352200486

10979.05

of the four indices in our dataset as a boxplot. A boxplot is
an in-depth statistical data analysis tool for gaining a broad
perspective on the center and spread of the data distribution,
which can assist with checking for errors and protecting other
analyses. The median, interquartile range box, and whiskers
are the primary elements of the boxplot to help understand the
center and spread of the sample data. You’ll see the green line
representing the median in each box, which is the center of
each feature. The interquartile range (the range between the
third quartile and the first quartile) box, on the other hand,
represents the middle 50% of the data and reflects how the
data is distributed. The whiskers extend from both sides of
the box (the bottom line is called lower whiskers, whereas the
upper one is called higher whiskers). The whiskers denote the
ranges for the bottom 25% and the top 25% of the data values,
excluding outliers. Graphs that are skewed have the majority
of data on the high or low side. Skewed graphs indicate that
the data isn’t normally distributed.

Fig. 3. The Histograms of the Closing Price for the Four Datasets.

each showing the histogram of its respective index. A display
of the closing price is shown on the x-axis for each panel,
grouped into 25 bins of equal width. Each bin is plotted as a
bar whose height (the y-axis) indicates the number of closing
prices (frequencies) occurrences in that bin.

Fig. 6. TMTI Boxplot.

Fig. 7. TBNI Boxplot.

Fig. 4. TASI Boxplot.

The data distribution for the TTSI, TMTI, and TBNI in
the figures (Fig. 5 to 7) is almost normally distributed while
it is positively skewed for the TASI index (Fig. 4). Moreover,
any value greater than higher whiskers and less than lower
whiskers values is an outlier and is represented in the figure
as circles beyond the minimum and maximum values. Fig. 4,
shows reasonable outliers points for TASI, which is expected
as the closing of TASI is directly impacted by each and every
listed company.
Fig. 5. TTSI Boxplot.

Fig. 4 to 7 depict the four features (open, low, high, close)

Fig. 8 highlights the correlation between the features (High,
Low, Volume, and Closing Price), which is considered an
essential step in the feature selection phase of data pre-
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Using learnable 1D position embeddings, we embed positional
information into the patch embeddings so that all patches
within a given window w are given the same temporal position.
This allows the model to determine the temporal positions of
patches.
E. Data Prepossessing
It is imperative to preprocess data in order to achieve
good predictions. The indexes data were checked to determine
whether the Tadawul Dataset contained inconsistencies. All
the numerical data were normalized, and the missing values
were removed. The open, high, low, volume and close prices
were used to calculate the features, but information such as
the stock code and stock name was omitted since they do not
make sense. The following sections describe how the various
preprocessing steps are implemented.

Fig. 8. TASI Correlation Matrix.

processing, especially if the data types of the features are
continuous. As you can see in the figure, there is a high
correlation between volume and the other features.

1) Splitting the Dataset: The training and test datasets are
separated, similar to the ideas presented by [39]. We reserve
apart from the end the training for validation from each time
series. This approach is illustrated in the Fig. 10.

Fig. 10. Training, Validation and Testing Dataset Allocation.

Fig. 9. TASI Closing Price and Volume.

Tadawul All Share Index (TASI) volume and closing figures are shown in Fig. 9.
D. Data Modelling Methodology
At first, the historical stock data of earlier days X ∈ RM ×F
consisting of M periods with F features (previous closing,
opening, high ,low and volume) is split into a sequence of flattened 2D Windows xw ∈ RL×F of size M −L, where L is look
back time interverls. Then the input window is divided into
non-overlapping temporal patches of size xp ∈ W × (F × 2).
Finally, following the protocol in ViT ,the patches xp ∈
RW ×(F ×2) are flattened forming a sequence of embeddings.

2) Data Normalization: Normalization refers to the process
of changing the range of values in a set of data. As we use
prices and volume data, all the stock data must be within a
typical value range. In general, machine learning algorithms
converge faster or perform better when they are close to
normally distributed and/or on a similar scale. Also, in a
machine learning algorithm, the activation function, such as
a sigmoid function, has a saturation point after which the
outputs are constant [40]. As a result, when using model
cells, the inputs should be normalized before being used. This
process was done using MinMaxScaler methods of the scikitlearn library. When MinMaxScaler is applied to a feature, it
subtracts the minimum value from each value in the feature
and divides the range by the result. Thus, the range of a
feature is the difference between the maximum and minimum
values. In this way, MinMaxScaler preserves the shape of the
original distribution. MinMaxScaler normalizes input values to
be between [0,1].
3) Feature Selection: The downloaded data contains several features, including stock code, stock name, opening price,
high price, low price, volume and closing price. Aside from
some features that may not make any sense, these initial data
have a lot of noise. For this reason, the data should be neglected
when it is being trained. Based on [41] using open price, high
price, low price, volume and close price, the input features will
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yield a satisfactory result. Therefore, we have selected the first
five features as our input and have neglected irrelevant data like
stock names and stock codes.
F. Divided Space
At this stage, we apply the concept of the sliding window
for framing the dataset. With a window size of 2, we use the
data before two days to predict the subsequent day closing.
The process is repeated until all data are segmented. Then, the
framing dataset is further split into patches.

MAPE shows how much error was in the forecast. It
measures how accurate the forecast is. A value of accuracy is
calculated by subtracting the actual values from the average
values of the previous period. The concept of MAPE is
separated from the measurement level by data conversion.
MAPE has minimal deviation in practice and cannot tell which
direction the error is coming from. Ideally, MAPE should be
close to zero. MAPE can be calculated using the following
equation:
m
100 X |Yt+i − Ft+i |
(3)
m i=1
Yt+i

G. Hyperparameter Selection
A number of parameters, called hyperparameters, are usually included in all deep learning models (apart from Naı̈ve
Bayes) that need to be adjusted to optimize results [42]. The
various hyperparameters used during training are summarized
in Table III. The AdamW optimizer is used during training
with a learning rate of 0.001 and a weight decay of 0.0001.
We train the model for 500 epochs with early stopping and
dropout to prevent overfitting using TensorFlow [43] library.
TABLE III. VARIOUS H YPERPARAMETERS USED IN THIS M ODEL WITH
THEIR VALUES
Hyperparameter
Learning Rate
Optimizer
Batch size
Epochs
Early stopping
Loss Function

Value
0.001
AdamW
256
500
Patience = 70 epochs Monitoring parameter =
validation loss
MSE

H. Evaluation Metrics
Deep learning evaluation is categorized into accuracy
index, financial index, and error-index [44]. Accuracy and
financial index are widely used for prediction by classifying
data (e.g., price direction prediction) and stock trading and
portfolio management. On the other hand, error terms are
frequently used in the evaluation for predicting numeric dependent variables (for instance, exchange rates or stock market
predictions). The error terms evaluation rules compare the Real
Data Yt+1 and the prediction data Ft+1 using performance
metrics: MAE, MSE, MAPE, and RMSE. Detailed information
about the measures is provided below:
MSE is used to assess model performance based on the
average error of forecasting. The formula of the MSE is given
below:
m
2
X
(Yt+i − Ft+i )
(1)
m
i=1
RMSE is one of the most commonly used error metrics in
regression. It is equal to the square root of the MSE. RMSE
is a measure of how spread out the residuals are. Based on
the RMSE formula, it is possible to determine how well the
data was focused around the optimal line. The optimal RMSE
value is close to zero.
v
um
uX (Yt+i − Ft+i )2
t
(2)
m
i=1

IV.

R ESULT AND D ISCUSSION

We now discuss the results beginning with results on
model optimisation in Section IV-A, model validation in
Section IV-B, and future stock closing price prediction in
Section IV-C.
A. Model Optimisation
For this study, we experimented with different batch sizes
and kept all the other hyper-parameters unchanged. Our predictive transformer model is implemented using TensorFlow
written in Python. The study found that training smaller
batches yielded better estimates but had a long training process.
Our findings indicate that models perform better for all the four
indices until the batch sizes reach around 4, with other batches
not delivering significant performance improvements worth the
time and effort devoted to estimating them. Fig. 11 depicts the
four prediction performance measures MAE, MAPE, MSE,
and RMSE results, respectively, for the Tadawul All Share
Index (TASI), the Banks Index (TBNI), the Materials Index
(TMTI), and the Telecommunication Services Index (TTSI).
Fig. 11a Mean Absolute Error (MAE) measure. It shows
the batch size of the Tadawul All Share Index(TASI) is
increased, and we find that forecast measures enhance until it
reaches its best results at a batch size of 8 at a value of 0.0001,
while it gets fluctuated for the other indices. Taking the MSE
for Banks (TBNI) Index as an example, the optimal value for
the TBNI index at batch size 2 is 0.0013, and it increases to
0.1114 at batch size 32. Thereafter, the index decreases with
batch size. Similarly, when batch size over batch size exceeds
eight, the Materials Index (TMTI) and Telecommunication
Services Index (TTSI) also apply. Fig. 11b illustrates the mean
square error (MSE) measure. It shows the batch size of the
Tadawul All Share Index(TASI) is increased, and we find that
forecast measures enhance until it reaches its best results at a
batch size of 8 at a value of 0.0001, while it gets fluctuated
for the other indices. Taking the MSE for Banks (TBNI) Index
as an example, the optimal value for the TBNI index at batch
size 2 is 0.0013, and it increases to 0.1114 at batch size 32.
Thereafter, the index decreases with batch size. Similarly, when
batch size over batch size exceeds eight, the Materials Index
(TMTI) and Telecommunication Services Index (TTSI) also
apply.
Fig. 11c, however, presents the root means square error
(RMSE) of each batch size determined by the indices. For each
batch size, each experiment was repeated 500 times(number of
Epochs). As indicated in the figure, the RMSE is substantially
higher for the Banks Index (TBNI), the Materials Index
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an evident dependence on the number of trading days. The
RMSE ranges from 0.1697 to .5409 obtained for the Banks
Index (TBNI), from 0.1885 to 0.7638 for Telecommunication
Services (TTSI), from 0.2361 to 0.5323 for Materials Index
(TMTI). Fig. 11d shows the Mean Absolute Percentage Error
(MAPE) for each batch size for the four indices. Despite
outperforming practically all other indices with a MAPE value
of 1.681 for batch size 8, there is another batch size where
TASI does just as well on this accuracy measure. Considering
the effects of sampling (trading days) on results, it makes sense
that the result would differ.
(a) MAE

B. Model Validation
Fig. 12 to 15 depict the predicted versus actual closing
price for the four datasets: Tadawul All Share Index (TASI),
Banks (TBNI), Telecommunication Services (TTSI), and Materials Index (TMTI) indices. These graphs show the best results
based on a comparison between the actual and forecasted stock
prices (close prices). On each chart, orange and blue lines
depict the actual values and predicted values, respectively.
The plots provide the timelines of the whole dataset. Fig. 12
plots the closing prices for the TASI dataset for the period
from early 1990s to 2021. Note in the figure that there is a
relatively bigger difference between the actual and predicted
values of the stock closing prices in the earlier period of the
data. However, the differences get smaller for the later time
periods. Overall, all the four figures show a reasonably small
differences between the actual and predicted values, indicating
a good model performance. The results of our study indicate
that the proposed model is very effective in analyzing and
capturing trends, as well as forecasting them accurately.

(b) MSE

(c) RMSE

Fig. 12. TASI-Predicted vs Actual Closing Price for the whole dataset.

(d) MAPE

Fig. 11. Model Performance Versus Varying Batch Sizes.

(TMTI), and the Telecommunication Services Index (TTSI)
mainly because of the number of trading days for these indices
compared to the Tadawul All Share Index(TASI). Results show

Fig. 13. TBNI-Predicted vs Actual Closing Price.

C. Predicting Future Stock Closing Prices
The next day’s closing price of the selected stock is derived
from the model prediction. Fig. 16 depicts the predicted and
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(a) TASI

Fig. 14. TTSI-Predicted vs Actual Closing Price.

(b) TBNI

Fig. 15. TMTI-Predicted vs Actual Closing Price.

actual closing for eight trading days starting from 6/17/2021
till 6/28/2021 by using the model for the four indices TASI,
TBNI, TTSI, and TMTI. The figure illustrates that the range
of relative error fluctuation within the eight working days is
between 0.19 and 0.58 for Tadawul All Share Index (TASI) and
between 4.43 and 6.15 for the Banks index. As a result, the
model accurately predicted the closing price of TASI and Bank
with more than 99 and 94 percent, respectively. According to
the model, TASI’s closing price, for example, on 2021/06/17,
will be 10807.94, while it was actually 10853.12 at the time.
45.18 points is a relatively small difference. In contrast, the
relative error of Telecommunication Services (TTSI) fluctuated
between 0.2, and 2.12, while Materials Index (TMTI) fluctuated between 5.25, and 7.33. Consequently, TMTI and TTSI
closing prices were correctly predicted with more than 92,
and 97 percent, respectively. The proposed model predicts the
market closing price with a better than 90% accuracy, making
it an exceptionally effective and practical model.
V.

(c) TMTI

C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK

We propose a transformer-based formalization model for
stock price prediction. A significant influence on our architecture is a vision transformer (ViT) [36] using divided space.
The vision transformer (ViT) is among the first attempts to
apply the outstanding performance of Transformers. Using
transformer network architectures with split time series into
patches shows that hidden dynamics can be captured and
predictions made reasonably. The model was trained using data
from the Saudi Stock Exchange (Tadawul). As a result, we
were able to predict the stock price of the TadawulAll Share Index (TASI), Telecommunication services Index (TTSI), Banks
Index (TBNI), and Materials Index (TMTI) with accuracy that
exceeds 90%.
We evaluated the proposed transformer model using four
accuracy metrics, MAE, MSE, MAPE, and RMSE. We described the experimental results related to model optimisation

(d) TTSI

Fig. 16. Prediction of Unseen Future Stock Closing Price.

and model validation for all the four datasets. Subsequently,
we presented results for the prediction of future stock closing
prices. We were able to achieve over 90% accuracy compared
to the best 72% reported in the literature (see Table I).
Furthermore, the experiments showed that the proposed model
architectures that split time series into patches were able to
identify the dynamics and complex patterns from irregularities
in financial time series. Transformer architecture has also been
shown to identify sudden changes in stock markets, as reflected
in the results. However, the changes occurring may not always
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appear regularly or follow the same cycles each time.
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Abstract—Computer Vision has set a new trend in image
resolution, object detection, object tracking, and more by incorporating advanced techniques from Artificial Intelligence (AI).
Object detection and tracking have many use cases such as
driverless cars, security systems, patient monitoring, and so on.
Various methods have been proposed to overcome the challenges
such as long-term occlusion, identity switching, and fragmentation in real-time multi-object detection and tracking. However,
reducing the number of identity switches and fragmentation
remains unclear in multi-object detection and tracking. Hence,
in this paper, we proposed a multi-object detection and tracking
technique that involves two stages. The first stage helps to detect
the multiple objects with high uniqueness using Faster RCNN and
the second stage, Improved Sqrt cosine similarity, helps to track
the multiple objects by using appearance and motion features.
Finally, we evaluated our proposed technique using the MultiObject Tracking (MOT) benchmark dataset with current stateof-the-art methods. The proposed technique resulted in enhanced
accuracy and reduces identity switching and fragmentation.

useful because of a specific reason as follows. In the video
frame, multiple objects are detected, then establish the identity of the targeted objects in the frame while tracking the
objects. Suppose object detection fails, it may be possible to
track the object using appearance features and stored location
of the previous frame. Local search is initiated instead of
global search during tracking. Whenever the movements of the
targeted objects are high, the tracking algorithm loses track
of the target objects. Hence, the proposed system integrates
the detection and tracking methods. The proposed hybrid
system has two stages. In the first stage, multi-object detection
performs every nth frame of the input. The second stage, multiobject tracking, will take the target objects of nth to (n + 1)th
frame based on the appearance features and object position in
the different frames. Some applications of the proposed work
are Alzheimer’s patient tracking, monitoring the activities like
cooking, hand washing, dressing and others, as shown in Fig.
2.

Keywords—Multi-object detection; tracking; faster RCNN; convolution neural network; data association

I.

I NTRODUCTION

MOT tracks moving objects with the regular time interval
via camera as the input device. In 1998, Zenon Pylyshyn
[1] was first developed multi-object tracking. Each detected
object is assigned a unique identification number. This identity
number retains its association with the object when changing
the object’s appearance or object moving and draw the motion
trajectories of the object based on the unique identities. Fig. 1
shows the basic steps of object detection and tracking. Multiobject detection finds the objects under a unique frame and
MOT is integrated with the detected objects in the sequence
of frames.

Fig. 1. Basic Steps of Object Detection and Tracking.

A wide range of real-time applications is implemented
using MOT, with which it is having extraordinary significance
nowadays [2]. Some real-time applications are Human tracking, monitoring Alzheimer’s activities, monitoring security,
autonomous driving, robotic vision, traffic control, medical
images, and others. Gulraiz et al. [3] say that tracking is

Fig. 2. Applications of MOT.

In recent years MOT has had many scopes. By the incorporation of AI techniques, the present object detection and
tracking techniques are giving better performance than the
traditional methods. Most of the traditional methods track the
objects from frame to frame. It gives good tracking performance. However, traditional methods are facing computational
problems in complex scenarios. They also face difficulty in
handling noise and occlusion problems.
Most of the traditional methods are not suitable to adopt
in real-time applications. Batch-based movement tracking [4]
and probability-based systems [5] must complete batch video
processing to track the targeted object. These methods take
more time to convert a batch to a performance tracking process.
Hence, it is not suitable for real-time scenarios.
Currently, researchers are concentrating on tracking performance by reducing the missing detection rate with the
combination of detection and tracking methods. However, we
are facing some challenges in tracking moving objects. The
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challenges are occlusion, identity switching, time efficiency,
motion blurring, viewpoint variations, Background changing,
low resolutions, etc. In this work we concentrate mainly
occlusion in the long term, time efficiency, identity switching
and fragmentation. The objective of this research work is given
below.
1)
2)
3)

Multiple object detection.
Develop a technique to reduce identity switching and
fragmentation.
Compare the performance of the proposed technique
with existing techniques.

The batch and probability-based tracking algorithms have
some limitations in time efficiency to apply the real-time
application. Much work has been done to overcome the above
challenge.
Identity switch problem means detected object changing
the identity number in the frame to frame. Identity switching
problems mainly occur in two situations: failure of object
detection and long-term occlusion occurs. To overcome the
failure of object detection, we used the deep learning-based
multi-object detection method to detect the person, Bread,
Jam, Coffee Maker, Coffee cup and Spoon. To avoid the
occlusion problem, we mainly focused on the localization
features of the object’s appearance. Every object has a different
appearance and different locations of the frame. Hence we are
implementing the tracking based on the appearance features.
Fragmentation of trajectories may fail when the identity
switches have not occurred or object detection fails. With the
help of motion and appearance features, a complete trajectory
path of one fragmented frame to another fragmented frame can
be obtained.
To overcome the above challenges, we proposed the novel
multi-object detection and tracking technique. This work has
two stages: the first stage detects multiple objects using Faster
RCNN, and the second stage is tracking the multiple objects
using unique appearance and motion features. The proposed
method improves the tracking performance by making robustness in the occlusion.
Paper is organization is as followed: Related methodologies
for object detection and object tracking are discussed under
Section 2. Section 3 provides the architecture of the proposed
system. Section 4 describes the evaluations and results. Finally,
Section 5 gives the conclusions of the proposed work.
II.

L ITERATURE S URVEY

Recent researchers have concentrated on tracking an individual object in various contexts with multi-object detection
and tracking progress. The proposed multiple object tracking
method is mainly focused on the association problem. The
association problem is used to associate the detected object of
one frame to another frame. Hence object detection is carried
out before object tracking. The following section primarily
focuses on the existing methods and methodologies for object
detection and object tracking.
A. Object Detection Algorithms
In the 1990’s Anil et al. [6] proposed object detection by
object matching using deformable templates. These templates

have prior knowledge of the object shape like edges and set
of edge information. In the late 1990s, object detection was
based on the associated geometric appearance feature [7].
The geometric appearance methods involve some geometric
properties such as height, width, angle and so on.
Object recognition was moved to the low-level characteristics of the image in the 2000s, based on statistical classifiers.
Ojala et al. [8] developed rotation invariant classification for
grayscale images using the binary patterns locally. Dalal et al.
[9] proposed Histogram oriented gradients method of object
detection in static images. Lowe et al. [10] present a method
to extract the invariant features of the images. The features
are the uniform image scale and rotation, 3D viewpoint and
addition of noise. Tuzel et al. [11] describe the covariancebased computation method on the internal images. Compared
to other statistical methods, a covariance matrix is better to
handle large rotations and illumination changes.
Handcrafted conventional features were adopted for object
detection in the computer vision sector for many years. In 2012
the deep learning method gave terrific results for the image
classification challenge [12]. After successful classification,
the researcher concentrated on object detection using deep
learning. A Convolution Neural Network (CNN) acts as a
backbone network for object detection in deep learning. The
CNN is used to extract the local and global feature maps of
the input image. Researchers use different backbone networks
such as VGG16, AlexaNet, MobileNet, ResNet, and others to
achieve the best accuracy.
Now-a-days, research community has moved to regionbased networks for object detection. Gulrciz et al. [13] proposed a video-based variety of object interaction and spatial
relations of the objects. However, to solve a more complex object detection problem, we need to find the object’s coordinates
in the input image. Girshick et al. [14] developed a region
Convolution neural network (RCNN) for object detection to
overcome the above problem. Here instead of running the classification of many regions. Firstly, they use selective search to
extract the region from the image. Then classification will run
on the extracted regions. The RCNN has four steps as follows.
The selective search algorithm passes on images to generate a
region proposal network. Once the region of interest for each
image is determined, then resize all proposed regions to match
the predefined size of the classes. SVM classifier is used to
classify the object and background of the image. Finally, train
a linear regression model to generate the bounding boxes of
the detected objects. The RCNN has some drawbacks that
are as follows. RCNN consumes more time in the training
process because the selective search generates the Region of
interest. For classification purposes, they used a separate SVM
classifier. It is expensive to extract the convolution feature
maps for individual regions.
Spatial Pyramid Pooling (SPP-net) method [15] takes any
size of the input image. In the SPP-net method, there is no
need to compute the convolution feature maps of every region
repeatedly. SPP-net generates the entire image features map at
a time.
Girshick et al. [16] proposed the Fast RCNN to address
the above problem. Fast RCNN is similar to RCNN, and Fast
RCNN feeds full input images to CNN to generate the feature
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map. Then identify the different region proposals from the
convolution feature map. The region proposals are different in
size. Hence they add these region proposals to the Region
of Interest (ROI). Pooling Layer to generate the fixed-size
feature maps of the individual regions. The ROI feature vector
is further split into two divisions that are classification and
regression. Using softmax layer the image is classified into a
predicted object and background object and regression is used
to generate the bounding boxes. Compared to RCNN, the Fast
RCNN has better performance.
Ren et al. [17] proposed the Faster RCNN object detection algorithm similar to Fast RCNN. To predict the region
proposal, they used a separate network instead of a selective
search algorithm. Redom et al. [18] proposed the YOLO object
detection method. YOLO does not use the region proposal step.
It simultaneously detects all bounding boxes of all classes in
the input image. Hence YOLO can be an optimized, end-toend training model. YOLO describes the image into S*S grids.
Each grid has probabilities of B (Bounding boxes), C (classes).
Yolo can predict the object at 45fps while running the real-time
images. However, missed detection raises to identity switch
and fragmentation issues.
B. Object Tracking
Some Researchers have investigated spatial features for
multiple object tracking [19] and appearance-based approach
to capture the association between previous and currently
detected frames [20]. Motion-based multiple object target
tracking with similar appearance features was proposed in [19].
This method recovers missing data efficiently during the longterm occlusion and also reduces misidentification. However,
this method fails to maintain the association between different
frames. JuHog et al. [21] constructed a Relative Motion
Network (RMN) method to track a relative movement between
the camera and objects resulting in better data association
between different frames and accurate tracking during the
camera movement.

Recently researchers worked on deep learning-based online
multi-object tracking of live videos. Alex et al. [27] proposed
the Simple Online and Real-time Tracking (SORT) method.
SORT mainly focused on the association of the objects from
one frame to another in online tracking. Firstly, identify the
quality of the object detection. Then the Kalman filter is
used to estimate the different positions like center, height,
aspect ratio and linear velocity of one frame to another. The
Kalman filter eliminates the duplicate track of the frame using
the Hungarian algorithm. Finally, detect and create the track
identities of the object. But, SORT is unable to handle the
object re-identification and long-term occlusion problem.
To avoid problems with the SORT method, Nicolai et
al. [28] integrate the SORT with the in-depth appearance
information. In a deep sort, they change the association matrix
with the integration of motion and appearance information.
Then apply CNN for the target appearance to a large-scale
object re-identification dataset. It reduces the loss track of the
long-term occlusion. However, this system misses the track
during the poster changes in real-time and detects the large
frames.
Gulraiz et al. [3] proposed multi-person detection and
tracking using state-of-art methods. Faster RCNN is used for
accurate detection and the deep SORT method is used for
tracking. It gives better accuracy in real-time human detection.
In tracking, it misses re-identification of objects from one
frame to another.
In this paper we propose a system to reduce the number
of objects being missed from detection in multiple objects
using Faster RCNN. Improved sqrt Cosine similarity method
is applied to overcome the object re-identification problem. It
uses to find the association matric between two consecutive
frames.
III.

P ROPOSED M ETHOD

Donald et al. [22] developed an algorithm for multiple
target tracking and Fortmannet al. [23] introduced the Joint
Probabilistic Data Association (JPDA) algorithm. Rezatofighi
et al. [4] revisited the JPDA method that has better performance. They utilized some current methods to discover the
m-best solution for linear programming. However, there is a
delay in decision making. Hence these methods are not suitable
for real-time scenarios.

The Deep learning methods are the better choice for
multiple object tracking. Object detection is the foundation of
multiple object tracking. To solve object detection problems
with greater accuracy in real-time, deep learning algorithms
are preferable for detection. We have solved the multiple
object tracking problems using state-of-the-art techniques. The
projected method gives critical components of multiple object
position prediction in the future frames, and tracking the
association of the different frames and managing the lifespan
of the tracked multiple objects.

Gabin et al. [24] proposed a method to track the multiple
football player trajectories from the multiple cameras using a
distributed scene algorithm. Improve the performance of online
tracking of multiple objects using existing trajectories. Some
researchers are using the correlated association for online
detection purposes. Yang et al. [25] prepared the multi-person
online tracking of dynamic appearance features. The temporal
dynamic approach incorporates the spatial structure appearance
features. This method gives an accurate approach using the
data association technique. It also improves the affinity management between the detection and trajectories of the frames.
However, it faces the difficulty of online tracking for complex
scenes. Xiang et al. [26] used the Markow Decision Process
(MDP) method to track multiple online objects.

The CNN methods are commonly used in object detection,
such as Region-Based Convolutional Neural networks (RCNN), Fast CNN, Faster R-CNN, etc. The CNN method
divides the image into various regions and then classifies
every region into different objects, but it needs many regions
to predict the object. R-CNN method selectively searches
together with the region, but it requires high computation time
and prediction is carried using three different models. Fast RCNN involves a single model that takes features from regions,
classifies them, and delivers the border boxes for each class
simultaneously. However, it is a slow and time-consuming
process to find the Region of Interest. So we conducted a
survey to choose the best detection algorithm that is Faster RCNN. We have divided the proposed work into three models
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are shown in Fig. 3. The first one is object detection, the second
one is tracking handling, and the third is an association.

When the input and output are different dimensions. Then
identity mapping is preferred by padding extra 0 to make
dimensions suitable.
z = F (x, wi ) + wj x

(2)

In equations 1 and 2, where x is the feature map value of
the previous layer, F is the convolution function and w is the
weighted matrix.

Fig. 3. Block Diagram of Proposed System.

A. Multi-Object Detection using Faster RCNN
The Faster R-CNN involves two stages: Region Proposed
Network (RPN) and object detection network. The region
proposed network is further divided into three steps. Initially, to
extract features map by using a convolutional neural network.
After it generates anchor Boxes for using the sliding window
approach. Finally, generated anchor boxes are reanalyzed using
a tiny network that computes the loss function to select the
containing object. The CNN is the backbone of the RPN and
object detection network. It requires a step for extracting the
convolution feature map.
1) Residual Network-101: The Object detection problem
mainly depends upon the feature extraction process. So, we
used the ResNet-101 Network model in our method to produce
a feature map. ResNet-101 is a convolutional neural network
that contains 101 layers between the residential connections.
The main advantage of the ResNet-101 is to train the module
efficiently without increasing the training error. It also helps
to solve the vanishing gradient problem by adding a shortcut
connection technique. The shortcut connection is skipped one
or more layers to perform the identity mapping. The shortcut
connection takes the input x to the output after a few weighted
layers. This x is added to the output of the sketch layer. The
pictorial representation of the residential network shows in Fig.
4.
In different scenarios, the two types of shortcut

2) Anchor Box Generation: The RPN takes the convolution feature map that the ResNet-101 generates as an input, and
the output is anchor boxes generated by RPN using the Sliding
window approach. This Sliding window approach adopts a 3 *
3 window size upon the future map. Sliding window traverse
across the future map to generate the anchors. The sliding
window generates a set of 9 anchors for each pixel, each
pixel center point is (x,y). All 9 anchors are three different
vertical scales such as 128 * 128, 256 * 256 and 512 * 512
and three different aspect ratios of 1:1, 1:2 and 2:1 as shown
in Fig. 5.
Then, determine the number of anchor boxes

Fig. 5. Nine Anchor are Generted in Each Pixel.

that is overloaded with Background Classes (Bc) using the
intersection of union approaches. We set the threshold value
to the intersection of the union approach. If the threshold value
is greater than 0.8 then consider the object is present in the
region. Suppose the threshold value is less than 0.2 then no
object is present in the region.
IOU =

(3)

3) Loss Function:
The loss function is used to finetuning the selected anchor boxes. The loss function mainly
contains two tasks: regression and classification. We use binary
classification to predict whether the concerned anchor boxes
contain the object or background. The regression determines
the position of the predicted anchor box. The loss function
calculates for both the classification and regression to finetuning the anchor box. The loss function is shown in equation
4.
λ
1
P
P ∗
L(pi , ti ) =
+
∗
Ncls ( i Lcls (pi , pi )) Nreg ( i pi ∗ Lreg (ti , t∗i ))
(4)

Fig. 4. Building Block of Residual Learning.

connections are used in ResNet. When the input and output
are the same dimensions then shortcut(x) is used directly.
z = F (x, wi ) + x

anchor ∩ Bc > 0.8 = ObjectP resent
anchor ∩ Bc > 0.2 = N oObjectP resent

(1)

In equation 4, Where pi means the predicted probability
of anchors containing objects, p∗i means the ground-truth
value of anchors contains an object, ti coordinates of predicted
anchors, t∗i is ground truth coordinates associated with anchors,
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Lcls classification loss, Nreg is normalization parameter of
regression, Lreg regression loss and λ is a constant value.
4) Region of Interest (ROI):
The output generated from
the RPN is the input of the ROI Pool layer. The output of RPN
anchor boxes are different sizes, so the task of the ROI is to
reduce the different size anchor boxes to the same or fixed
size anchor boxes. For this purpose, we use classification and
regression methods. The classification method identifies the
object or background class of the image. Then regression gives
the bounding box values (dx,dy,dh,dw) to cover the complete
object. Where (dx,dy) is the center point of the bounding box,
dh is the height of the bounding box and dw is the bounding
box width. The performance and accuracy of the Faster RCNN is good enough than all of the available traditional object
detection algorithms. The framework of the Faster R-CNN is
shown in Fig. 6.
We have trained Faster R-CNN and

Fig. 7. Modified Deep Sort.

is h and the respective velocity coordinator are (a,b,c,d). The
entire count of each track frame since the last successful
measurement association of Tn is given by n for each track.
The Kalman channel predictions occurred, the counter is
incremented, or when the track has been assigned with the
previous list, the counter is reset to 0. Suppose a new track
prediction is started for each detection that cannot be assigned
to any of the current lists. The first three frames of the new
track are classified as tentative. These frames are kept for
further processing when the association measurement is found
at every timestamp, otherwise deleted.
1) Association of the Current Frame and Predicted Frame:
The Hungarian algorithm solves the measurement to track
the association between the predicted Kalman state and the
next frame. By creating two relevant measures, we were able to
combine motion and appearance data. We utilized Mahalanobis
Distance between the predicted frame and the next frame to
get motion information.
d(1) (p, q) = (dp − yp )T Si−1 (dq − yp )

Fig. 6. Faster RCNN Complete Framework.

5000 annotated images like a person, coffee cup, coffee maker,
bread, jam and spoon. The Faster R-CNN gives the improved
detection accuracy effectively.

Equation 5 denotes the projection of the pth track
distribution into measurement space (yp, Sp), and the
detection of the qth bounding box by dq. The Mahalanobis
Distance removes the state estimation uncertainty between
the protected and newly arrived state mean track location.
Further, it is possible to provide false Association by the
threshold value at 95% confidence interval computed from
the inverse distribution we denote

B. Multiple Object Track Handling of Feature Frames
We proposed a multi-object tracking method using the
modified deep sort technique. The modified method takes the
input as detected bounding boxes from Faster R-CNN. We
are using the Kalman filter to extract the spatial and tracking
information of the bounding boxes. The deep CNN model
helps to extract the appearance feature of the frame. To find a
track association between current and next frame of appearance
feature using Mahabolish distance and improved sqrt-cosine
similarity measures. If the track association’s threshold value
is equal to 1, the track is confirmed and updated; otherwise,
delete the frame immediately. The modified deep sort is shown
in Fig. 7.
The frame-by-frame data association method
and the Kalman filter are the essential components of the
modified deep sort. The trackers scenario is based on the
multidimensional state space( u,v,Y,h,a,b,c,d) that contains the
center of bounding box is (u,v), expectation ratio is Y, height

(5)

(1)

b(p,q) = 1[d(1) (p, q) ≤ t(1) ]

(6)

Mahalanobis Distance is suitable only when motion uncertainty is less for the association metric. Our image space
Kalman filtering framework provides the approximate value of
the predicted object location. The Mahalanobis Distance is an
uninformed metric for tracking in occlusion when the rapid
displacement of the image plane. Therefore we integrated
the second metric for tracking each bounding box. With the
help of a protected CNN to extract the appearance feature
of the bounding boxes, the architecture of the appearance
feature network is shown in Fig. 8.
To detect the
space of the pth and qth track proposes most of the authors
used cosine similarity. The cosine similarity is derived from
the Euclidean distance. However, the Euclidean distance is
not good for dealing with the probability-based approach.
Zhu et al. [29] proposed the Sqrt cosine similarity. It is
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Fig. 8. Architecture of Appearance Feature Extractor Network.

derived from Hillinger distance, but there is conflict to define
the similarity measures in some cases. Hence we adopted
improved sqrt cosine similarity [30] to find the pth and qth
track detection in appearance space.
PT √
pi qi
(2)
d (p, q) = qP i=1 qP
(7)
T
T
p
q
i
i
i=1
i=1

different lighting of day and nights, blurring of images,
crowded places and malls. Some images are collected from
surveillance cameras and the internet. After collecting the
images, we annotated images in different classes using the
Labelimg tool. We classify images into 6 different classes:
person, jam, bread, spoon, coffee cup, and coffee maker shown
in Table I. The LabelImg tool after annotating it generates the
XML files after we convert them into JSON format.

The binary variable is used to indicate if the association
is good according to this metric.

TABLE I. P ROPOSED DATASET C LASSES

(2)
b(p,q)

(2)(p,q)

= 1[d

≤t

(2)

]

(8)

Classes

Number of Instances

Number of Images

By addressing different aspects of the association method in
a combination of both matrices. Mahalanobis Distance gives
the information of the object position based on the motion
for short-term prediction. The improved sqrt cosine distance
is used to recover identities after long-term occlusion. Based
on the Association problem, we combine what the metric is
using a weighted sum.

Person

2100

1000

Bread

878

700

Jam

900

750

Spoon

1212

800

Coffee Maker

1278

900

Coffee Cup

1211

850

C(p,q) = λd(1) (p, q) + (1 − λ)d(2) (p, q)

(9)

Where we call the association appearance if it is within the
range of both metrics.
b(p, q) =

2
Y

(i)

b(p,q)

(10)

B. MOT Benchmark Dataset
We have evaluated our proposed system in the MOT
benchmark dataset [35]. This dataset contains a combination
of 21 different datasets. The dataset has contained 645 second
video and it is the combination of 21 different sequences with
proper annotation.

i=1

In the equation 10, value is 1 it indicates both the metrics are
equal, if zero metrics are not equal. It also indicates (p,q) is a
true match between appearance and spatial Information. video
sequence the next new frame detection is effectively associated
with the present track OK then the track is continued as long
as It is successfully associated and that track is confirmed and
tracking update else deleted immediately.
IV.

E VALUATIONS AND R ESULTS

The proposed system used a self-generated dataset to perform the multi-object detection and tracking. We use Google
collaboratory for evaluation and python programming language
and Detectron 2 for the experimental setup.
A. Dataset
To train the detection algorithm, we used a self-generated
dataset containing 5000 pictures of people, jam, bread, spoons,
coffee cups, and coffee makers. The dataset images are collected from different weather conditions, different viewpoints,

C. Results
The proposed system has two stages: stage 1, Multiobject detection and stage 2, Multi-object tracking. Multiobject detection purpose we compared different Deep learning
based object detection methods based on the accuracy and
loss. After evaluating, we discovered that ResNet-101 based
Faster RCNN is giving better performance. The evaluating
different detection algorithm results are shown in Fig. 9. In
Fig. 9(a) shows the multiple object detection output. (b) Gives
an accuracy comparison of the Faster RCNN, Mask RCNN and
Retinanet detection methods. Compared to all Faster RCNN
gives better accuracy. (c) Shows the False negative results of
Faster RCNN, Mask RCNN and Retinanet detection methods.
Mask RCNN gives less False negative but Faster RCNN also
gives better Results. (d) Shows the regression time box loss of
Retinanet and Faster RCNN, (e) Gives the class name loss and
(f) Gives a comparison of the total loss of Retinanet and Faster
RCNN. Faster RCNN gives less detection loss compared to
Retinanet and Faster RCNN. Compared to different detection
methods, Faster RCNN gives good Accuracy and less detection
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TABLE II. E VALUATED T RACKING R ESULTS OF MOT B EHCHMARK DATASET

Batch

Online

MOTA

MOTP

MT

ML

ID

FM

FP

FN

RunTime

KBNT [31]
LMPp [2]
MCMOT HDM [32]
NOMTwSDP16 [33]

68.2
71
62.4
62.2

79.4
80.2
78.3
79.6

41.00%
46.90%
31.50%
32.50%

19.00%
21.90%
24.20%
31.10%

933
434
1394
406

1093
587
1318
642

11479
7880
9855
5119

45605
44564
57257
63352

0.7Hz
0.5Hz
35Hz
3Hz

EAMITT [34]
POI [31]
SORT[27]
DEEP SORT[28]
Proposed System

52.5
66.1
59.8
61.4
71.2

78.8
72.5
79.6
79.1
80.1

19.00%
34.00%
25.40%
32.80%
33.40%

34.90%
20.80%
22.70%
18.20%
17.90%

910
805
1423
781
825

1321
3093
1835
2008
1225

4407
5065
8698
12853
4115

81223
55914
63245
56668
54724

12Hz
10Hz
60Hz
40Hz
41Hz

loss. Hence we used Faster RCNN for detection purposes. It
has variable performance on different classes of Self-Generated
Dataset.
We proposed a Multi-object tracking method based

Fig. 10. Tracking with Unique Identity Number.

Multi-Object Tracking Precision (MOTP) - Provides the
tracking precision for bounding boxes average dissimilarity
between ground-truth value and predicted location.
Mostly Tracked (MT) - The percentage of ground-truth
tracks has had the same label for at least 80% of their life
span.

Fig. 9. Object Detection Output and Comparision Graphs of Different Deep
Learning Detection Methods.

on the appearance and motion features. Firstly we trained the
dataset using the Faster RCNN and then we run modified deep
sort on the same evaluation dataset. Fig. 10 shows the tracking
of the different frames with identity numbers.
In Table II shows the results of our proposed system’s
assessment on the MOT dataset. We used an object detection
threshold of 0.8and further fine-tuned it with the different
parameters to produce an efficient model. The following parameters are used for evaluation.
Multi-Object Tracking Accuracy (MOTA) - Summarizes
the tracking accuracy terms of identity switches, false negative
and false positive.

Mostly Lost (ML) - The proportion of ground-truth tracks
that are tracked for at minimum 20% of their lifespan.
Identity Switches (ID) - It gives the number of times
identity number changes the ground truth track.
Fragmentation (FM)- Identifies the number of times tracks
have been interrupted due to missed detection.
Table II shows the results of our proposed work. It increases accuracy from 61.4 to 71.2 and also reduces the
fragmentation problem. At the same time, identity switches
increase slightly due to occlusion. We have seen a significant
increase in the mostly tracked object. Hence our proposed
model is suitable for online tracking.
Existing techniques were not efficient in reducing identity
switching, fragmentation, and accuracy. However, using the
modified deep sort technique it is possible to reduce identity
switching and fragmentation reasonably better. Proposed research work contribute in reducing false identification due to
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the presence of frequent identity switching and fragmentation.
It helps to track the multi objects in real time environment
with better accuracy.
V.

[16]

C ONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented an improved multi-object
detection and tracking technique that will reduce identity
switches and fragmentation in the presence of occlusions. The
proposed technique employed the Faster RCNN method to
detect multiple objects and to overcome occlusion challenges.
We also presented a modified deep sorting technique for multiobject tracking to reduce identity switch and fragmentation
issues. The technique is simulated on a series of experiments
using real and synthetic datasets has yielded better accuracy,
reduced identity switching, and fragmentation compared to
existing techniques. The specified objectives are achieved in
this work. Improvement of performance in dark environmental
conditions is yet to be investigated.
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Abstract—Gaining traction in modern higher education,
outcome-based education (OBE) focuses on strategizing pedagogical approaches to help the student achieve specified learning
outcomes. In the context of Malaysia, OBE is oriented towards
holistic development of graduates to ensure readiness towards the
working sector. To empower OBE implementation, standardized
measuring instrument iCGPA was introduced to higher education
institutions nationwide. With lower dependency on provided
curriculum, graduate abilities and values development are also
attainable via extracurricular activities. However, analyzing the
curriculum results in hand with extracurricular activities can
be a daunting task, albeit the potential enriched performance
assessment. In addition, the current iCGPA instrument employs
radar map that restricts data exploration despite its capability in
visualizing multivariate information. This study aims to enable
predictive knowledge generation on understanding the relationship between learning activities and performance in OBE. Therefore, a predictive visual analytics system namely OBEInsights
is proposed to facilitate education analysts in assessing OBE.
The system development started with the identification of crucial
design and analytic requirements via a domain expert case study.
The system is then built with deliberate considerations of guiding
factors of a design framework conceptualized from the case
study. Subsequently, the system was then evaluated in usability
testing with 10 domain experts that consist of usability rating and
expert validation. The evaluation and expert validation results
demonstrated the effectiveness and usability of OBEInsights in
facilitating OBE predictive assessment. Several design insights
on constructing visual analytics for OBE assessment were also
discovered in terms of effective visualization, predictive modeling,
and knowledge generation. Analytic designers and builders can
leverage the reported design insights to enhance knowledge
generation tools for OBE assessment.
Keywords—Visual analytics; visualization; learning analytics;
outcome-based education (OBE)

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Outcome-based education (OBE) has become a prominent
higher education strategy and pedagogical approach around the
globe. OBE focuses on organizing teaching and assessment
that help students achieve specified outcomes or goals [1].
Many countries have adopted the OBE approach in their
higher education structures and initiatives along with additional unique goals. In Malaysia, OBE in higher education
is oriented towards the development of holistic graduates and
readiness towards the working sector. To achieve this goal, an
initiative and instrument namely Integrated Cumulative Grade
Point (iCGPA) were introduced to Malaysian higher education
institutions [2]. iCGPA helps the institutions in determining
the graduate’s achievement based on the program learning
outcomes (PLO) set by the faculty.

The instrument also eases the recording of graduates’
ability and values attainment throughout the study program
duration. The recorded data is then visualized in the form of a
radar map, indicating the graduate’s improvement in terms of
abilities and acquisition of values. However, graduate abilities
and values attainments are also attainable via extracurricular
activities with less dependency to the provided curriculum.
Analyzing the curriculum results with extracurricular activities
could provide enriched understandings towards assessing the
student performance.
Despite these potentials, merging curriculum results with
extracurricular activities in an analysis can cause information
overload. In addition, the current radar map representation
of iCGPA restricts data exploration despite its capability in
visualizing multivariate information. Visual analytics is a data
exploration method supported by interactive visualization [3],
allowing the analyst to pursue new inquiry throughout the
exploration [4]. The main motivation of this study is to
facilitate education analysts in performing predictive analysis
on OBE learning activities and performance. Prior studies
on educational visual analytics were observed to primarily
focus on visualization tool creation and system features [5],
[6]. Furthermore, this study found limited visualization work
that discusses OBE-specific domain users, analysis tasks, and
visualization design.
This paper reports our empirical investigation on the visualization design for supporting OBE knowledge generation with
regard to design requirements, development, and evaluation.
To address the gap, this study proposes a predictive visual
analytic namely OBEInsights that enables education analysts
and practitioners to perform predictive OBE assessment. This
study firstly explores the design requirements and analytic
practices by interviewing 5 domain experts in a domain characterization case study. A design framework is conceptualized
based on the identified requirements and analysis tasks from
the case study. Next, the visual analytic OBEInsights was
designed and developed with design consideration guidance
of the framework. Subsequently, this study evaluated and
demonstrated the effectiveness of OBEInsights in usability
testing with 10 domain experts. The major contributions of
this paper are as follows:
1)
2)
3)
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and trends [10]. Parameters like the students’ knowledge
levels, performance, scores, or marks are commonly analyzed
and assessed in higher education [11]. Predictive models are
applied against the dataset to automatically learn and generate
predictions based on recorded historical data. However, there
are limited advances in OBE evaluation platforms and tools,
particularly in integrating student learning performance with
extracurricular activities. In addition, there is limited work
that clearly describes the OBE analytic practices and users
specifically in Malaysia.
B. Visual Learning Analytics

Fig. 1. iCGPA’s Radar Map of Student’s Achievement based on Specified
LOD.

The remaining content of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 introduces the fundamentals of OBE predictive
analysis and visual analytics. Next, Section 3 describes the
methodology in deriving the design framework, visualization
system development, and design evaluation. Section 4 then
presents and discusses the results of empirical design evaluation in a user case study. Finally, the conclusions and future
work are presented in Section 5.
II.

BACKGROUND

This section introduces the background of this study by
summarizing the underlying principles and fundamentals of
outcome-based education (OBE), predictive analytics, and
visual learning analytics. The adoption of OBE in modern
higher education calls for efforts in developing new analytics
to support OBE-oriented analysis.
A. Outcome-Based Education and Predictive Analytics
Outcome-based education (OBE) is an educational approach or pedagogical perspective that emphasizes curriculum
choices based on student performance [7]. Apart from the core
approach, OBE implementations in many countries can be different with additional goals or structures. OBE implementation
in Malaysia’s higher education is oriented towards producing
graduates equipped with relevant expertise, morals, and social
skills.
Malaysia practices top-down approach for organizational
management and decision-making process [8], [9]. To standardize OBE in Malaysian higher education institutions, the
Malaysian Qualifications Agency (MQA) has set 8 specific
Learning Outcome Domains (LOD). In 2015, the Malaysian
Ministry of Higher Education introduces the Integrated Cumulative Grade Point Average (iCGPA), an evaluation instrument
for Malaysian OBE [2]. iCGPA records and reports on the
students’ holistic attainment throughout the study duration
as per specifications of LOD set by the MQA. Currently,
iCGPA report of students’ holistic achievement throughout
each semester is visualized as a radar map as shown in Fig. 1.
Education analysts can analyze the OBE datasets like
iCGPA by using predictive modeling to identify future patterns

Visual analytics combines the prowess of automated analysis with interactive visualization, allowing the user to gain
efficient understanding, reasoning, and decision-making on
large and complex datasets [12]. Applied into the education
domain, visual learning analytics is defined as the use of computational tools and methods for understanding educational
phenomena via interactive visualization [6]. Educators leverage
visual analytics to understand or measure students’ progress for
diagnostic pedagogical decision-making in real-time [13].
Literature indicates many advances of visual analytics
approaches in the educational context especially in enhancing
learning analytics and decision-support tools [6]. In addition,
prior work also explores the educational analytic practices
via design study to characterize analysis scenarios, target
users, and viable visualization. Several design studies have
investigated visualization design for different focus like online
classroom [14], [15] and massive open online courses (MOOC)
[16], [17], [18]. Prior work also reported that the visual
form of graphs, maps, and dashboards have greater potential
to generate effective visualization especially for performance
assessment [19].
Despite many advances in visual learning analytics, there
are limited discussions for facilitating knowledge generation
of specific learning pedagogy like OBE. Therefore, this study
was carried out to investigate and offer insights in constructing
predictive visual analytics for OBE assessment. This study then
designed and developed OBEInsights, a visual analytics system
for supporting OBE assessment as described in the following
section.
III.

V ISUAL A NALYTICS S YSTEM : OBEI NSIGHTS

This section presents OBEInsights, a visual analytics system to support education analysts in performing OBE predictive analysis. Detailed descriptions of requirement analysis
leading towards the conceptualization of its design framework
are also presented. Furthermore, the specifications and features
of OBEInsights including data sources, automated data analysis, and visualization are explained.
A. Domain Characterization and Design Framework
To identify the visualization design requirements for facilitating OBE analysis, this study adopted part of the design
study methodology [20], specifically the problem characterization. Related to requirements analysis in software engineering
[21], problem characterization serves as a discovery stage in
understanding domain-specific analysis tasks. Understanding
the domain analysis helps the designer to translate and fit it
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TABLE II. I NTEGRATED R ELEVANT ATTRIBUTES IN I CGPA DATASET

Fig. 2. Visual Analytics Design Framework for Supporting OBE Predictive
Analysis.

TABLE I. BACKGROUND OF D OMAIN E XPERTS
Expert

Qualification

Exp1
Exp2
Exp3
Exp4
Exp5

PhD
PhD
PhD
PhD
PhD

Teach Experience
30
20
30
35
20

years
years
years
years
years

Attribute

Remarks

student_id
sem
igpa
icgpa
po_value
po_this_sem_course
po_igpa
po_courses
po_grade_pointer
po_achievement

Identifier for student information
Identifier for semester sessions
Grade point average
Cumulative grade point average
Program learning outcomes (PLO)
PLO per semester
Student PLO achievement per semester
No. of courses contribute to PLO
Grade point obtained per PLO
Achievement distribution

education analysts and practitioners possess limited knowledge
and familiarity with visualization. Therefore, the factors of
familiarity and preference need to be considered in generating
appropriate visualization. The presented framework is a refined
iteration of prior work [23], added with additional focus on
design development. Driven by the identified requirements and
factors, a visual analytics system was designed and developed
for facilitating OBE predictive analysis. The following subsection presents detailed descriptions of the visual analytics
system including specifications and development process.

Expertise Area
Natural Science
Tourism, Entrepreneurship
Higher Education
Engineering
Accounting

B. Visual Analytics Design and Development
Guided by the conceptualized framework, this study designed and built OBEInsights, a predictive visual analytic
system for supporting OBE assessment. The system was built
with specifications and considerations as follows.

into generic visualization language and create actionable visual
metaphors. 5 domain experts from the higher education field
with different expertise but have considerable proficiency and
experience in OBE were interviewed as described in Table I.
A semi-structured interview was carried out with the aim to
learn and discover OBE-specific analysis tasks and nature from
the experts. The interview helps the study to understand these
major requirements: domain analytic practices, domain user’s
visualization knowledge, and domain user’s analysis interests.

Data Sources: In this study, two different OBE datasets
generated by iCGPA consisting of the ‘Accounting’ program
of our institution that contains students’ PLO information were
used. These datasets were selected after thorough consideration
of easier access and its uniformity with many OBE datasets.
The dataset consists of students’ PLO results and extracurricular activities in each semester. The datasets were prepared
for automated analysis by integrating key relevant attributes
as shown in Table II.

Based on the identified requirements, a visual analytics
design framework was conceptualized for facilitating OBE
predictive assessment as shown in Fig. 2. The purpose of this
framework is to guide visualization designers in translating
domain analysis tasks and considering appropriate visualization to facilitate OBE analysis. Referring to the visual analytics
model [22], this study mapped the visual analytics components
for the context of predictive OBE assessment. The interview
results reveal interesting insights on OBE analytic practices
in Malaysia, specifically in pedagogical decision-making and
analysis interests. The experts explained the major factors that
need to be considered in determining the faculty’s program
learning outcomes: curriculum revisit, external feedback, and
standard compliance. Based on the interview, 3 major analysis
tasks in OBE predictive analysis were identified:

Automated Data Analysis: Based on identified analysis
requirements, this study designed the automated data analysis
particularly for facilitating student achievement prediction.
Literature recommends the following algorithms for modeling prediction due to model flexibility and customizable
parameters: random forest, gradient boosting, neural network,
and support vector machines [24], [25]. An experiment was
conducted upon these algorithms in terms of lower and upper
intervals to determine the most precise predictive modeling
for OBE assessment. Before the experiment, the variable
correlation within the dataset was firstly identified by using
best subset classification. The classification result shows that
igpa, icpga, po_igpa, po_value, and sem to be the
impacting variables on the prediction modeling. Furthermore,
the classification result indicates linear dependency towards
po_grade_pointer that could lead to poor accuracy measures. Next, the prediction accuracy of the trained models was
measured in an experiment with additional validation by using
misclassification error. The results of the prediction models’
performance are shown in Table III.

1)
2)
3)

Overview on student curriculum results and activities.
Correlation between student performance and extracurricular activities.
Prediction on student progression and achievement
based on activities.

In terms of domain users, the experts stated that most

The experiment result shows that the random forest algorithm to be the best model for predicting student achievement.
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TABLE III. L OWER AND U PPER I NTERVALS OF P REDICTION ACCURACY
Algorithms
Random Forest
Gradient Boosting
Neural Network
Support Vector Machines

Accuracy (Low)

Accuracy (High)

91.0%
88.2%
45.2%
46.4%

94.9%
93.0%
53.2%
54.4%

This study infers that the lower performance by neural network and support vector machine is due to sharpened model
flexibility that overfits prediction. Moreover, random forest and
gradient boosting use sequential model training, simulating and
refining decision tree based on prior accuracy. Therefore, the
random forest prediction technique was incorporated into our
automated data analysis design for OBE prediction assessment.
Interactive Visualization: With the constructed automated
data analysis component, this study needs to assess the appropriate visualizations and interfaces to display it. Upon deliberate consideration of the critical factors of user familiarity and
preference, simple visual metaphors and layouts are selected.
The visual analytics is then deployed in a form of simple
dashboard front-end integrated with predictive modeling backend. The front-end was developed using HTML, CSS, and
Javascript, while the back-end was developed using Phyton.
OBEInsights incorporates the existing radar map iCGPA to
ensure continuous familiarity towards further OBE prediction
analysis. The interfaces of OBEInsights are as shown in Fig.
3.
The user can select students to observe from the student
list on the left sidebar, and the main window updates the
visualization as per students’ information. The main window
can be scrolled down to show more analysis items like student
activities in Fig. 4 and the prediction panel in Fig. 5. The user
can access ‘Predict & Analyze’ tab to open the prediction
assessment panel for specific program outcomes (PO). User
can customize the parameters like student achievements or
extracurricular activities, and the predictive model generates
results. The prediction result for the selected PO then can be
interpreted based on achievement distribution categories.
IV.

D ESIGN E VALUATION WITH D OMAIN E XPERTS

This section presents and discusses the design evaluation of our OBEInsights visual analytics system. This study
demonstrates and evaluates the effectiveness of OBEInsights

Fig. 4. Student Activities and Achievements from Extracurricular Activities.

Fig. 5. Prediction Assessment Panel for Student Achievement and Activities.

in visualization system usability testing with domain experts.
Subsequently, this section discusses the significant findings
from usability testing in terms of effective visualization, modeling, and knowledge generation.
A. Case Study with Domain Experts
To evaluate and demonstrate the effectiveness of the system, this study conducted a usability testing with the domain
experts. This test specifically measures OBEInsights’ usability
effectiveness in visualizing OBE predictive assessment. 10
domain experts from the higher education field with great
proficiency and expertise in OBE participated in the test. The
test was performed in an observation session with each expert
for approximately 1 hour. The session starts with a brief
introduction of the features of OBEInsights with an allocated
15 minutes for the experts to use the system.
After the introduction, the test began with inquiring the
experts to perform several OBE analyses tasks as followings.
1)

Display the overall performance of a student.

TABLE IV. SUS S CORE I NTERPRETATION

Fig. 3. Overview Layout of OBEInsights.
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Grade

Adjective

>80.3
68 - 80.3
68
51 - 68
<51

A
B
C
D
F

Excellent
Good
Okay
Poor
Awful
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TABLE V. U SABILITY S CALE R ATING OF OBEI NSIGHTS
Usability Scale

P1

P2

P3

P5

P6

P7

P9

P10

I will use this system frequently.
The system is unnecessarily complex.
The system is easy to use.
I will need technical support to use this system.
The system functions are well integrated.
The system has too many inconsistencies.
I can learn to use the system quickly.
The system is cumbersome to use.
I feel confident in using the system.
I need to learn many things to use the system.

5
2
4
2
4
3
4
2
4
2

3
2
4
2
3
3
4
1
4
2

5
1
5
1
4
2
5
1
4
1

P4
4
2
4
2
4
3
4
2
4
2

3
2
4
2
4
3
3
2
4
5

5
3
4
3
3
2
4
1
4
3

3
1
4
2
4
2
4
2
4
4

P8
4
1
3
2
3
2
5
1
4
2

4
1
4
2
4
3
3
3
3
1

5
2
4
1
3
1
4
2
4
1

Total Scale (x/50)
SUS Score (%)

32
75

29
70

29
75

31
72.5

32
70

32
75

30
70

27
77.5

28
70

27
82.5

TABLE VI. V ISUALIZATION S CALE R ATING OF OBEI NSIGHTS
Visualization Scale

2)
3)
4)

P1

P2

P3

P4

P5

P6

P7

P8

P9

P10

Featured visualizations offers different perspectives.
Interactivity features helps my ability in data exploration.
Visualizations displays OBE performance data effectively.
Featured visualizations allows me to discover new patterns.
Visualizations enables me to explore and discover insights.

4
4
5
4
4

4
3
4
4
5

5
4
4
5
4

5
4
5
4
3

5
4
5
5
5

5
5
4
3
4

4
4
4
4
4

4
4
3
5
5

4
5
5
4
3

4
3
4
5
5

Total Scale (x/25)
SUS Score (%)

21
84

20
80

22
88

21
84

24
96

21
84

20
80

21
84

21
84

21
84

Find the relationship between the student’s PLO
achievement and extracurricular activities.
Review a student’s iCGPA progression for specific
PLO over the study duration
Predict a student’s future performance for specific
PLO with customized parameters for extracurricular
activities, position, iGPA and iCGPA.

The purpose of inquiring about these tasks is to allow the
users to practically utilize the featured interactive visualization
to perform major OBE analysis. Furthermore, the effectiveness
and limitation of OBEInsights in facilitating the analysis from
the direct perspective of the domain user can be observed.
Upon completing the tasks, the experts were then asked to
answer two sets of questionnaires that were designed based
on the system usability scale (SUS) [26]. The resulting scores
can be interpreted based on rating as shown in Table IV.
The questionnaires inquire the experts’ perception towards the
usability and visualization of OBEInsights by scale rating. The
results of the usability testing are shown in Table V and Table
VI.
B. Discussion
Based on the presented results, this study further discusses
and reflects on the significant findings from the conducted design evaluation. This study found several visualization design
insights that can be explored in three spectrums: visualization,
predictive modeling, and knowledge generation as discussed
as follows.
1) Effective Visualization Design for Student’s Holistic
Development: Referring to earlier domain characterization,
this study identified three major analyses in OBE assessment:
(1) Overview of student results and activities, (2) Student’s
PLO results over the semesters, and (3) Relativity of student extracurricular activities with performance. The domain

characterization helps specify the analysis interests and practices from OBE analyst and practitioners to identify crucial
design requirements. The factors of visualization familiarity
and preferences plays a role in enhancing the learnability of
the system [27]. The evaluation result in Table V and Table
VI indicates that the featured interaction and visualization
encodings applied into OBEInsights are effective in facilitating
OBE predictive analysis. With average SUS score of 84.8%,
the experts’ rating demonstrates and validates the effectiveness
of the design in visualizing OBE predictive assessment. The
inclusion of visualization literacy into the design consideration greatly affects the perceived effectiveness of presented
visualization to the users [28]. Despite the positive results,
the implemented design only employs basic visualization that
can be limited when visualizing advanced or complex analysis
scenario. This study are interested to explore the implementation of advanced visualization into OBEInsights to facilitate
complex OBE analysis. Furthermore, we intend to reiterate
and refine the current design especially on main interfaces and
deployment by incorporating user experience design.
2) Modeling Accuracy on Predicting Student’s Performance: Based on the earlier accuracy experiment, we learn
that the ‘Random Forest’ algorithm yields the highest accuracy
rate on low-prediction (91%) and high-prediction (94%) for
OBE prediction assessment. The prediction results were also
validated with misclassification errors. Our findings correlate with other studies that also found ‘Random Forest’ and
‘Gradient Boosting’ to produce accurate prediction results.
However, the predictive algorithms that were investigated in
this study were typical in handling structured datasets. Future
research can investigate further on predictive machine learning
algorithms with regards to flexibility in handling unstructured
datasets. Despite the positive accuracy result, our study has
not included human-user confidence in its design consideration
and evaluation. Further investigation on human-user confidence
towards the automated OBE analysis output helps curate the
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prediction reliability. In addition, the datasets used in this
study only pertain information limited to one study program
and limited extracurricular activity variables. Analyzing many
different OBE datasets from other institutions using the visual
analytics system may yield different results or reveal interesting insights.
3) Framework Supports on Knowledge Generation:
OBEInsights was built based on deliberate guided consideration towards many factors in the conceptualized design
framework in Fig. 1. Inspired by the visualization mantra
“Overview, zoom and filter, then details-on-demand” [29], the
framework was designed to support analysis tasks in each
step in the top-down decision-making process [30]. Starting
from raw data, the domain user first overviews the entire
OBE information from the dataset with no specific analysis
subject. Next, the user specifies their analysis by selecting
subjects and parameters for the automated data analysis to
process. The automated analysis design needs to facilitate the
user’s potential OBE analysis interest throughout their data
exploration. Finally, the generated output needs to be encoded
into appropriate visualization and interaction features to be displayed to the user. Currently, OBEInsights facilitate knowledge
generation in a linear way, having the user select or customize
specific analysis subjects and parameters. We intend to reiterate
the design framework to support multifaceted analysis that
allows for the inclusion of multiple subjects and parameters.
Enabling multifaceted analysis could enrich the knowledge
generation on pedagogical consideration for attaining learning
outcomes. The presented design framework and system only
cover the OBE assessment scenario that involves standardized
parameters and specific stylized pedagogical decision-making
in Malaysia. Other researchers can pursue further investigation
on designing visual analytics for many different OBE analyses
with regards to unique geographical contexts or variants.
V.

predictive assessment with specific parameters and pedagogical
decision-making. This study recommends further investigation
on visualizing many advanced OBE analysis that handles
different context, variables, or users. Future research can also
explore the potential of incorporating human-confidence design
and unstructured handling capabilities. In our future works,
we intend to reiterate the design and explore its performance
against many different datasets that possess different structures
and complexity. Furthermore, this study intends to enable
multifaceted analyses to augment the knowledge generation
process for OBE predictive assessment.
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Abstract—Evacuation procedures are an integral aspect of the
emergency response strategy of a hospital. Evacuation simulation
models help to properly evaluate and improve evacuation strategies. However, the issue of exit selection during evacuation is
often overlooked and oversimplified in the evacuation simulation
models. Moreover, most of the available evacuation simulation
models lack integration of movement devices and assisted evacuation features. However, finding a solution of these limitations
is a necessity to properly evaluate evacuation strategies. To
tackle this problem, we propose an effective approach to model
exit selection using a fuzzy logic controller (FLC) and simulate
assisted hospital evacuation using Unity3D game engine. Our
research demonstrates that selecting exits based on distance only
is not sufficient for real life situation because it ignores the
unpredictability of human behavior. On the contrary, the use of
the proposed FLC for exit selection makes the simulation more
realistic by addressing the uncertainty and randomness in an
evacuee’s decision-making process. This research can play a vital
role in future developments of evacuation simulation models.
Keywords—Evacuation simulation; exit selection; fuzzy logic;
unity3D

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Hospitals are generally called a safe building and an
emergency care centre for individuals. Planning for disasters
is essential to reduce the number of disaster-related deaths
and injuries. However, Planning a well-timed evacuation of
complex buildings such as hospitals is difficult. Hospitals have
many patients with fractures or injuries. Majority of them face
evacuation difficulties as they must use wheelchairs or crutches
and can’t move normally.
It can be asserted that the behavioural reaction of the
evacuees throughout the movement plays a vital role in the
evacuation process. The modelling of the movement of the
evacuees which is correlated with behavioural reaction has
been given importance while designing evacuation models.
For safe evacuation, the importance of designing evacuation
models to predict the evacuation process is paramount [1]
Some of these models are; SGEM [2], [3], [4], SIMULEX
[5], [6] EXODUS[7] , EGRESS [8], [9]. Behavioural reaction
plays a major impact in the evacuation process and choosing an
exit is a comparatively complex factor while evacuating. The
term exit not only refers to the final exit which leads outside
the structure but also internal exits which lead the evacuees
from one confined area to another. As there are several exit
options available in a multi-exit structure, the evacuees face a

major dilemma while choosing the right exit. In a situation
where evacuation is necessary, everything occurring in the
environment works as stimuli and shapes the reaction of the
evacuees (e.g., the activity of other evacuees [1]).
Today’s evacuation simulation software allows designers to
easily evaluate evacuation performance for various conditions
and designs of the building’s internal structure. Over the
years, a vast number of models have been developed for
general building evacuation simulation. However, it could be
impossible or inappropriate to use most of these models for
simulating hospital evacuation as it is necessary for hospital
environments to include movement devices (e.g., wheelchair
and crutches) and assisted evacuation features (i.e., the ability
to assist wheelchair users to evacuate). Moreover, proper
modelling of exit selection is needed to make the simulation
process smoother. Hence, we propose an effective approach to
select a proper exit for each evacuee agent (doctors, nurses,
patients, or visitors) using a fuzzy logic controller (FLC)
and develop an assisted hospital evacuation simulation model
using Unity3D game engine.This model can be used by the
hospital authorities to calculate the total evacuation time of
the evacuees. In this way, the efficiency of evacuation measures
will also be quantified which will lead to a safer evacuation
planning and designing.
The rest of the paper proceeds as follows: Section II
explores previous research related to our work. Section III
explains the methodology and implementation of this research.
Section IV analyses and discusses the results. Finally, Section
V provides the conclusion of the research.
II.

R ELATED W ORK

There are many evacuation models that can simulate the
evacuation process of a general building. However, most of
these models lack proper integration of movement devices and
assisted evacuation features as these models were developed
to simulate ambulant evacuees. Some of the current evacuation
models which are not explicitly designed to simulate assisted
evacuation but are sufficiently flexible to accomplish this
purpose indirectly. Disabled people were included in certain
models by reducing their speeds. For example, FDS+Evac [10]
model simulates the evacuation of elderly agents at a lower
speed than normal agents. The assisted evacuation of hospitals
and wheelchairs was only investigated by a small range of
studies. For example, Hunt et al. [11], Alonso et al. [12],
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Ursetta et al. [13], and Rahouti et al. [14] simulated assisted
evacuation procedures in a hospital environment. However,
these models lack proper modelling of exit selection.
It is important to take exit selection on a serious note
as the behavior of an individual has considerable impact in
the evacuation process and also has the potential to cause
another emergency [15]. Complications arise when there is an
imbalance in the evacuee crowd. If the structure has uneven
design of exits it will result in an imbalance in the number
of evacuees in the exits [16]. Researchers demonstrated that
some components have direct impact on the evacuees’ decision
making such as, exit distance, the decision of following other
individuals, the exit being in the range of vision, availability
of light in the surrounding, crowd distribution, human psychology, width of the doors, the capacity of a particular exit
, obstacle position, the queue length in the exits, familiarity
with the structure, density of the crowd in particular exits,
exit familiarity, angle made by the exit in respect to current
movement direction, movement direction of other evacuees and
social influence [1], [17], [18], [19], [20], [21], [22], [23], [24]
. A study by Lovreglio et al. [25] demonstrated that in certain
circumstances evacuees crowd up to particular exits avoiding
other available exits. Wang et al. [26] analyzed the behavior
of evacuees during a panic situation by using a combination
of automata and multi-agent based model and demonstrated
that the selection of exit behavior varies based on the crowd
around that exit. These findings were also validated by Xu et
al. [27].
Many models have been developed by researchers in past
decades in order to regulate exit selection during evacuation
[28], [29], [30], [31], [32]. Dynamic background field [33],
[34], bayesian game theory [35], simulated annealing (SA)
and depth-first search (DFS) [36] are some of the proposed
methods to solve this issue. The selection of exit is made
by considering the reciprocity of the group of evacuees in a
game theory based model proposed by Lo et al. [1] which can
be considered as one of the most notable works done in this
research field.
In recent years, researchers have adopted methods like
fuzzy logic, least effort algorithm, game theory, random utility theory, modified multinomial logit model, reinforcement
learning to model exit selection. For example, Yang et al.
utilized fuzzy logic to model exit selection using two input
parameters: Normalized distance and normalized density [37].
Liu et al. followed a similar approach like Yang et al. However,
they combined the output of the fuzzy logic system with exit
width and herding behavior to determine the target exit [38].
Wang et al. utilized game theory to model exit selection.
He considered factors like distance, visual range and choice
firmness [39]. Zhang et al. proposed a multi-exit selection
model considering three factors: distance, density and exit
width [40]. Fu et al. proposed Two multi-exit selection models
based on the social force model to analyze the dynamic change
in exit selection by considering the effect of the exit distance,
exit width, crowd number and crowd distribution [41]. Xu et
al. proposed deep reinforcement learning based exit selection
model named MultiExit-DRL [42]. Cao et al. implemented exit
selection model based on random utility theory [15]. Edrisi et
al. proposed three different exit choice models which are: the
shortest path exit choice, the multinomial logit model, and

the modified multinomial logit model with revising decisions.
Their research demonstrated that the modified multinomial
logit model with revising decisions outperforms the other two
models [43]. Ma et al. modified the social force model and
proposed an integrated exit selection model where evacuees
can observe nearby evacuees and choose the appropriate exit
by calculating the shortest estimated evacuation time [44]. Fu
et al. combined least effort algorithm with a cellular automaton
model to model exit selection while considering the distance
to exits and crowd density around exits [45].
The movement of the evacuees can be distributed in three
levels and among them, exit choice belongs to the highest
strategic level. Mostly it is presumed that the exit selection is done entirely based on shortest distance optimization
[46], [47], [48]. However, considering only distance is not
enough to properly model the exit selection problem as in
real time situations evacuees consider other relevant factors
as well. Moreover, from the above review we can conclude
that most of the existing exit selection models considered
environmental factors (e.g., exit width, crowd density) while
ignoring psychological factors (e.g., exit familiarity). Previous
works/experiments suggest that factors like familiarity [18],
[24] and visibility [22], [23], [24] can play a vital role in
exit selection as human behavior is unpredictable and does
not depend on one single factor. Thus, a simpler method is
necessary for helping the evacuee agents in quick decision
making. This paper proposes a new approach which considers psychological factor (exit familiarity) and environmental
factors (exit distance and exit visibility) of exit selection by
using a Fuzzy Logic Controller (FLC). Hence, it will be able to
address the unpredictability of human behavior to some extent.
These three factors are taken from the available literature
that were discussed previously. This method will be able to
provide a more realistic evacuation simulation compared to
other methods where exit selection is done solely based on
distance or on random.
III.

M ETHODS

Evacuation simulation models are important for investigating various evacuation strategies suitable for different scenarios. Reviews of general evacuation simulation models indicate
that these models were mainly developed for normal building
environments where evacuees can usually move unaided. Only
a few studies are available on assisted evacuation.
In this paper, we propose an assisted evacuation simulation
model to simulate the evacuation process of a hospital where
assistants transfer non-ambulant patients from a risky place to
a safe place using hospital devices such as wheelchairs and
other ambulant evacuees (e.g., Doctors, Nurses, patients, and
visitors) evacuate on their own. The proposed model utilizes
a FLC to regulate the exit selection behavior of the ambulant
evacuees (e.g., Doctors, Nurses, patients, and visitors). This
section describes the details of the proposed system design.
A. Software
The simulation was carried out using Unity3D which is a
game development engine developed by Unity Technologies.
This software is capable of building 3D, 2D, Virtual Reality games, simulations, and other interactions. Fuzzy logic
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modelling was done using MATLAB and later implemented
in Unity3D. Finally, 3DS Max, which is a professional 3D
graphics computer tool designed to create 3D animations,
models, and games was used to design the agents and the
movement devices
B. Types of Agents
Occupants with different levels of dependence will be
expected at health facilities. To better simulate the process of
evacuation in this form of setting, it is important to introduce
two types of agents: ambulant agents such as patients, employees or visitors who can move without help, and non-ambulant
agents such as dependent and highly dependent patients. For
the simulation, six types of agents were considered. These are:
doctors, nurses, visitors, patients with crutches, dependent patients with wheelchairs, independent patients with wheelchairs.
Fig. 1 illustrates the different agents.
C. Movement Devices
Explicit representation of movement devices is a necessary
requirement to simulate the evacuation of health facilities. Two
types of movement devices were considered for this simulation. These are wheelchairs and crutches. The wheelchairs
can be operated in two ways. In the first case the patient is
disabled but independent. Which means the patient can operate
the wheelchair on its own. In the second case the patient is
both disabled and dependent, so assistance is required from
ambulant agents (e.g., staff, nurse) to move the wheelchair. On
the other hand, crutch users can move on their own without
requiring any assistance. The usage of movement devices is
illustrated in Fig. 1.
D. Layout Design
In this paper, the simulated hospital area is a W x H hall
with 40m x 60m dimension. The considered floor has twentyone rooms for patients including beds, one room for nurses,
cafe, one room for dentist, one room for X-ray, one room for

general practitioner and reception. Fig. 2 shows the layout of
the simulation area.
E. Agent’s Navigation System
For this research, we used Unity’s built-in navigation system named NavMesh AI [49] which is divided into two main
components. The first one is NavMesh (Navigation Mesh) area,
which is used to define navigable areas in the environment.
This component specifies areas where agents can walk, as
well as the position of obstacles that the agent needs to
avoid. This system is used for pathfinding and AI-controlled
navigation. The second one is the NavMesh Agent component
which is used to define an object as agent and also to set the
agents’ characteristics and features. This NavMesh AI helps
agents to avoid each other, move around the environment
towards a goal/target (e.g., exit). The agents can only move in
the walkable surfaces while avoiding the obstacles and other
agents. In Fig. 2 the blue area is the NavMesh area which
is the agents’ walkable surface. No agent can navigate in the
remaining area. The walls and the furniture are obstacles for
agents and the agents must avoid them while navigating.
F. Modelling Exit Selection
Most of the classical mapping or classification techniques,
regardless of the number of classes or sets can be normalized
down to two sets or classes namely 0 (false) and 1 (true). When
an element belongs to a set, binary mapping evaluates it as 1
or true. If an element does not belong to a set, it is evaluated
as 0 or false. Because of their objective nature traditional
mapping methods only apply to exact correspondence. But
in real life there are many relationships which are not so
black and white. So, these relationships can’t be described
using the traditional binary mapping techniques. Fuzzy logic
however can be utilized to solve this issue to some extent.
It is a mathematical modelling method based on fuzzy sets
and the related membership functions. In fuzzy logic ”degrees
of truth” is taken into consideration rather than exact true or
false (1 and 0). Unlike crisp sets, a fuzzy set allows partial
belonging to a set, that is defined by a degree of membership,
denoted by µ, that can take any value from 0 (element does not
belong at all in the set) to 1 (element belongs fully to the set).

Fig. 1. Agents and Movement Devices used for Simulation. Doctors(red),
Nurses(blue), Visitors(green), Patients with Crutches, Independent Patients
with Wheelchair, Dependent Patients with Wheelchair.
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Everything in between 0 and 1 denotes the extent to which the
element belongs to one set or the other. A fuzzy system is a
repository of the fuzzy expert knowledge that can interpret data
in subjective terms instead of precise Boolean logic. The expert
knowledge is a collection of fuzzy membership functions and
a set of fuzzy rules, known as the rule-base, having the form:
IF (conditions are fulfilled) THEN (consequences are inferred)
Fuzzy logic is proposed in this paper to deal with human
behavior uncertainty while selecting the proper exit during
evacuation. As these parameters are hard to quantify using
crisp calculation. The integration of fuzzy logic into computer
models produced positive results where perception, feelings
and judgment play a significant role. Therefore, human thinking and environmental adjustments are integrated in the proposed model using fuzzy laws to model the evacuee agent’s
exit selection behavior during the evacuation.
There are four major parts of a typical Fuzzy Logic
Controller, namely fuzzifier, rule-base, inference engine and
defuzzifier.
The fuzzifier performs fuzzification which is the process
of converting crisp input values into fuzzy data points. In this
process fuzzifier obtains the membership degree of the fuzzy
set from the specific input according to the membership function. For this research, we have utilized triangular membership
functions for all the linguistic variables.
After attaining the degree of membership for each input
value from the fuzzifier, a rule-base is needed which contains
the if - then rules/conditions that are required to form the
inference process of the output variable. Generally, the rules
are expressed by the fuzzy natural language. The number of
fuzzy rules needed can be determined by multiplying the number of linguistic variables of all the inputs, for example, our
proposed FLC has 3 input variables: Distance (four linguistic
variables), visibility (three linguistic variables) and familiarity
(three linguistic variables) so a total of (4 x 3 x 3) = 36 if
-then rules are required for the rule base. The rule-base of our
proposed FLC is demonstrated in Table I.
The Inference Engine provides the decision-making logic
of the controller. By applying the fuzzy rules of inference,
it evaluates the fuzzy input values and the provided rules to
deduce the fuzzy output values. For this research, we have
adopted a typical Mamdani fuzzy inference engine [50], [51].
Finally, the defuzzifier converts the fuzzy output into quantifiable and objective crisp output. In this paper the output of
the defuzzifier is the probability of choosing a certain exit. The
centroid defuzzification method is used for the defuzzification
process of our proposed FLC.
Our proposed FLC has three input variables and one output
variable. These are described below:
1) Inputs:
Visibility: Visibility represents the visibility of the exits
which may vary due to different smoke conditions or crowd
density. The visibility of each exit is assigned randomly. The
variable has three linguistic variables: Low Visibility (LV),
Medium Visibility (MV), High Visibility (HV). The range of
visibility is from 0-10.

Distance: This variable provides the distance between an
agent and an exit. The variable has Four linguistic variables:
Very Near (VN), Near (N), Far (F), Very Far (VF). The range
of distance is from 0-45 meter.
Familiarity: Familiarity represents how familiar an agent
is with a specific exit. Same as visibility, familiarity is also
selected randomly. The range is from 0-10. The variable has
three linguistic variables: Not Familiar (NF), Familiar (F), Very
Familiar (VF). Figure 3 visualizes the input variables
2) Output:
Probability of Exit Selection : This variable determines the
selection probability of an exit. The variable has 8 membership
functions: Zero Probability (Z), Very Low (VL), Medium Low
(ML), Low (L), Medium High (MH), High (H), Very High
(VH), One (O). Fig. 4 visualizes the output variable.
IV.

R ESULTS A ND D ISCUSSION

This section describes the result of the simulation and
discusses the findings of this research. At the beginning, the
agents were placed randomly in the simulation area. When the
simulation begins, the unity NavMesh system allows the agents
to move into the target point (e.g., exit). The FLC determines
the exit for each agent. The simulation ends when all the
agents evacuate from the floor. Fig. 5 shows the initial and
the final position of the agents. The simulation was carried
out by considering two cases.
In the first case the proposed FLC was not included. In the
second case the process was again repeated with the inclusion
of the FLC. A total of 44 agents were simulated in the
environment (3 doctors, 15 nurses, 5 patients with crutches,
11 patients with nurses, 5 patients with wheelchairs and 5
visitors).
For simplicity and ease of visualization only the results
of 10 randomly picked agents were included in the tables
(1 doctor, 2 nurses, 2 patients with crutches, 2 patients with
nurses, 2 patients with wheelchair, 1 visitor). The simulation
was conducted 10 times for each case. The details of the
simulations are provided below.
A. Results
1) Case 1 (Without using FLC): The simulation is conducted without the FLC for the first experiment. The speed
of each agent was set to 1.4m/s. The agent will choose the
nearest exit as we have only considered distance in this case.
Table II provides the simulation results of 10 randomly picked
agents for the first experiment. The table shows the evacuation
time (in seconds) of each agent for each simulation run and
the standard deviation of the evacuation time
2) Case 2 (Using FLC): For the second experiment, the
appropriate exit selection was done by the proposed FLC instead of selecting the nearest exit. The FLC takes the distance,
visibility, and familiarity of each of the exits from each agent
to the exits and calculates the probability of selection for each
exit. The exit with the highest probability of selection is chosen
as the target for each agent. Similar to case 1 The speed of
each agent was set to 1.4m/s. Table III provides the simulation
results for the second experiment.
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Fig. 4. Membership Function for Output Variable (Probability of Exit
Selection).

Fig. 5. The Initial Position of Agents (Top), The Final Position (Bottom) of
the Agents During Simulation.
Fig. 3. Membership Function for Input Variables (Visibility, Distance, and
Familiarity).

B. Discussion
When the exit is selected based on only distance the
simulation fails to reflect human uncertainty and randomness.
From Table II, it can be seen that the evacuation time of the
agents remained almost the same for each test run and the
standard deviation of the evacuation time is close to 0. On
the contrary, when the FLC is utilized, the agents selected
the exit based on distance, familiarity and visibility which

impacted their evacuation time. From Table III it can be seen
the standard deviation of the evacuation time of each agent is
higher than experiment 1. This result provides an important
finding. While simulating without using the FLC the exit is
selected solely based on the distance. So, the agents always
select the nearest exit without considering other factors which
is not the case in real life evacuations. From the reviewed literature it can be seen that humans consider many factors (e.g.,
the exit being in the range of vision, availability of light in
the surrounding, familiarity with the structure, exit familiarity)
while choosing an exit for evacuation [1], [17]–[22]. This issue
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is solved when the FLC is used as the FLC considers not only
the distance but also the visibility and the familiarity of the
exits. Our proposed method is able to reflect and demonstrate
human uncertainty and randomness to some extent. Hence,
this research demonstrates that considering only distance is
just not enough to select the exit. Including other factors (e.g.,
visibility, familiarity) help to make the evacuation simulation
more realistic and increase the evacuation performance.
V.

[8]

[9]
[10]
[11]
[12]

C ONCLUSION

The objective of this research is to model and simulate
assisted hospital [15] evacuation by modelling exit selection
for individual agents (doctors, nurses, patients, or visitors)
using FLC. For this research, only three types of transport
devices have been simulated. Our research findings demonstrate that the proposed FLC can reflect human randomness
and uncertainty to some extent.
However, the research has some limitations. For example,
the exit is selected only once for each agent. This approach
is not very feasible as the visibility of the exits are constantly
changing in a practical situation. A more dynamic solution
is needed for the selection procedure to properly reflect the
change in visibility and the effect it causes in exit selection.
Another limitation of the proposed FLC is that it only reflects
the effect of three factors. However, in reality humans consider
many other factors while selecting the proper exit which are
not included in the proposed FLC.
Other movement devices should be considered during simulation to imitate real life situations such as stretchers and
rescue sheets. Moreover, multiple floors and intermediate exits
should be added to the simulation to analyze its effect in
evacuation performance. Finally, the effect of social distancing
should also be considered in the simulation model as social
distancing is a must in the time of pandemic.
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TABLE I. RULE - BASE OF THE P ROPOSED FLC

Familiarity
Distance

NF

F

VF

VND

ND

FD

VFD

VND

ND

FD

VFD

VND

ND

FD

VFD

H
MH
L

MH
L
ML

L
ML
VL

ML
VL
Z

VH
H
MH

H
MH
L

MH
L
ML

L
ML
VL

O
VH
H

VH
H
MH

H
MH
L

MH
L
ML

Visibility
LV
MV
HV

TABLE II. E VACUATION T IME OF THE S ELECTED AGENTS ( IN S ECONDS ) WITHOUT USING THE P ROPOSED FLC

Iteration 1
Iteration 2
Iteration 3
Iteration 4
Iteration 5
Iteration 6
Iteration 7
Iteration 8
Iteration 9
Iteration 10

doctor 2
9.800118
9.716181
9.770281
9.711522
9.894517
9.603971
9.65391
9.61427
9.618695
9.673256

nurse 11
5.635603
5.587833
5.758615
5.607227
5.7282
5.838264
5.683241
5.75701
5.666526
5.837012

nurse 13
10.97213
10.84643
10.89974
10.89141
10.82855
10.90553
10.84098
10.80946
10.93444
10.91276

patient with crutches 1
9.990309
9.989389
10.05894
10.14683
9.894517
9.714827
9.987705
9.976979
10.05021
9.827637

patient with crutches 5
24.4834
24.49657
24.57523
24.72237
24.79922
24.3032
24.38693
24.27111
24.62155
24.40374

Agent Name
patient with nurse 8
10.97213
10.97705
11.02906
11.03564
11.01106
11.01818
10.96639
10.95858
10.93444
11.05625

patient with nurse 9
15.17973
15.10169
15.22316
15.1421
15.20018
15.00109
15.11619
15.07268
15.21281
15.12542

patient with wheelchair 2
17.25896
16.99366
17.1451
17.17188
17.237
16.95982
17.12051
16.99114
17.07364
17.03004

patient with wheelchair 5
28.21373
28.18499
28.33407
28.43073
28.28679
28.04262
28.19271
28.01997
28.23475
28.07324

visitor 3
11.28892
10.97705
11.1489
11.19462
11.49648
10.90553
11.31287
10.95858
11.1718
11.05625

Standard Deviation

0.088822

0.08433

0.048783

0.117239

0.165068

0.037428

0.065905

0.100012

0.123954

0.174194

TABLE III. E VACUATION T IME OF THE S ELECTED AGENTS ( IN S ECONDS ) USING THE P ROPOSED FLC

Iteration 1
Iteration 2
Iteration 3
Iteration 4
Iteration 5
Iteration 6
Iteration 7
Iteration 8
Iteration 9
Iteration 10
Standard
Deviation

[32]

[33]

[34]

[35]

[36]

[37]

[38]

[39]

[40]

[41]

doctor 2
9.599457
14.29306
13.67541
9.539491
9.663138
9.554058
9.626184
9.560124
9.534514
14.40427

nurse 11
5.165013
5.245591
5.218663
5.217213
5.343233
5.295016
5.279238
5.197507
14.91878
5.121847

nurse 13
10.43153
15.24546
10.47915
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14.33399
10.10942
10.14894
10.42999
15.64993
15.47817

patient with crutches 1
16.64089
9.359359
16.58311
16.53998
9.289529
9.554058
9.505378
9.716187
9.717838
9.444882

patient with crutches 5
23.92897
23.90145
29.334
23.81956
29.65339
24.06516
24.01919
24.26485
24.51029
29.55148

Agent Name
patient with nurse 8
19.12175
10.49932
19.2174
10.49263
10.46342
10.382
10.49212
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patient with nurse 9
23.48237
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patient with wheelchair 2
16.52794
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25.05231

patient with wheelchair 5
27.73574
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27.79864
34.72333
34.06012
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34.94345
34.48695
34.71779

visitor 3
10.57593
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Abstract—Swarm robotic systems control multiple robots in
a coordinated manner for using this flexible coordination to
solve complex tasks in various environments. Such systems can
utilize the individual capabilities of robots scattered within the
swarm as well as the collective capabilities of the assembled
robots. By coordinating these capabilities, swarms can solve tasks
with a range of purposes, including carrying out rough sweeps
of the overall environment using scattered robots or detailed
observation of a part of the environment using assembled robots.
This study developed a self-organization method for constructing
regular groups of robots from scattered robots to achieve coordination between individual and collective states. An approach
that integrates elements of self-organization with different input
information requires centralized control to manage them. To
provide this self-organization without centralized control, we
focus on using the phase-field method and cellular automata to
facilitate crystal growth that produces ordered structures from
scattered particles. We formulate a method for arranging robots
in a self-organizing manner based on the geometrical regularities
of tile-able lattices (honeycomb, square, and hexagonal lattices) on
a two-dimensional plane, demonstrate the process undertaken in
carrying out the proposed method, and quantitatively evaluate the
effectiveness of the lattice-based geometrical regularity approach.
The proposed method contributes to carrying out tasks with a
range of purposes by organizing states with either individual or
collective capabilities of robot groups.
Keywords—Multi-robot systems; self-organization; distributed
control; crystal growth

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Swarm robotic systems, which apply swarm intelligence
through the control of multiple homogeneous robots, have the
features of scalability, flexibility, and robustness [1]. In recent
years, researchers have assessed techniques for the practical
application of such systems [2], [3]. Changing the manner
in which the swarm is embodied can enable the robots to
process multiple small tasks using parallel capabilities as well
as medium- to large-scale tasks using collective capabilities.
This gives the robot swarm advantages relative to single
robots in carrying out large-scale/wide-area tasks such as
surveillance and environment exploration and cooperative tasks
such as multi-shape object transportation [4]. In this study,
we examined a robot swarm-based-transporting application
that manages individual and collective capabilities simultaneously to enable parallel transportation of small objects that
depends on the performance of a single robot and cooperative
transportation of heavy or large objects that exceeds their
performances by robot groups.

When a swarm system performs multiple similar tasks, the
swarm divides into multiple robot groups to carry out the
tasks in parallel. However, only this simple group structure
is not suitable for performing some tasks. Considering the
transporting task as an example, groups with scales, shapes,
and structures should be constructed such that they satisfy the
size, shape, and weight of an transported object, and the system
should self-organize its groups based on the given conditions.
The self-organization of a swarm robot system involves
aggregation, pattern formation, and self-assembly [5]. Aggregation is a method for allocating robots to several groups
from a set of scattered robots or dividing a robot swarm into
several groups. Several methods have been proposed for the
allocation of robots based on external factors such as task
value and distance [6], [7] and the division of robot swarms
based on internal factors such as the number of tasks given
by the host system [8], [9]. Allocation approaches allow for
the flocking of scattered robots after information relevant to
the tasks has been gathered from the environment; division
approaches enable robots to work in rough groups to explore
an environment. Pattern formation is a method for arranging
robots in pre-designed shapes. In this approach, the robot
swarm will often construct designed formations from preaggregated arbitrary shapes. The robots to be added will then
search for the edge of the target group or region and converge
to positions suitable for enlarging the pattern designed on a
2D plane [10] or in 3D space [11], or the edge of a designed
region [12]. Recently, a method focusing on reaction-diffusion
systems for morphogenesis through growth was proposed as
a pattern strategy [13], [14]. This approach is expected to
facilitate large-scale distributed patterning because it can adapt
to changing self-healing defects caused by the partial failure
of the robot swarm or changes in the environmental geometry.
Self-assembly is the third method for maintaining either physical or cyber positioning between organized robots. Physical
connections using grippers [15], magnets [16], and welding
[17] as well as virtual connections using networks and noncontact sensors [18], [19] have been proposed to facilitate selfassembly through the fabrication of rigid or elastic body-like
swarms without physical constraints, respectively. In pattern
formation and self-assembly, the environment-adaptive structure [14], [17] produces groups suitable for foundation shapes
and structural loads that self-organize via flexible coupling by
controlling the reinforcement around heavily loaded robots. By
contrast, lattice-based structures [11], [18] produce groups with
geometrical regularities among robots. Depending on the geometrical conditions, dense or sparse groups can be constructed,
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allowing a lattice-based structure to adapt to changes in robot
density, that is, the number of robots required to carry out tasks
such as coordinative transportation or observation. Thus, the
implementation of self-organization requires the integration of
each elemental method. This complicates the configuration of
robots and systems.
In robot groups for transporting—which is the objective
of this study—ordered arrangement enables the robots to
efficiently support heavy or light objects on agerage by changing their density. Self-organization through these elemental
technologies can be used to produce such an arrangement from
scattered robots. However, this approach requires centralized
control management because the information that must be
used differs by task. To solve this self-organization challenge
without centralized control, we focus on crystal growth, a
natural phenomenon that produces lattice-based structures such
as snowflakes, salt, and ores from scattered particles. This
paper proposes a self-organization method for constructing
groups of crystalline (ordered) robot arrangements from scattered robots without the use of centralized control. To this
end, we formulate an autonomous distributed control model
for introducing crystal growth into swarm robotic systems to
induce enlargement.
In the process of crystal growth, particles find the surfaces
of existing crystals through solidification and deposition and
then adhere to positions on those crystals determined by
existing meteorological conditions and molecular properties,
thereby continually increasing the number of crystal layers
and enlarging the crystal structure [20]. In this manner, crystal
growth constitutes a self-organizational process. There are two
existing mathematical tools for predicting and reproducing
crystal growth: the phase-field method and cellular automata.
The phase-field method describes the changes in a crystal
surface during growth by calculating the state transitions of
particles using scalar values that denote the stochastic state
between the solid and liquid phases instead of independent
thermodynamic states. Cellular automata reproduce the complex systems underpinning phenomena such as crystal growth
and the formation of traffic jams. In this approach, rulesets
for updating the states of cells in terms of discrete neighboring states are applied over discrete space-time intervals to
reproduce macroscopic phenomena. By combining the state
transitions of particles under the phase-field method with the
growth rules of cellular automata, we seek to apply crystal
growth to swarm robotic systems. To this end, we propose a
self-organization method (Fig. 1) for constructing groups with
a crystalline structure from scattered robots based on local
information obtained from contact between robots.

Section II defines the configuration of robots and robot swarms
and sets the problem of the self-organizing task. Sections III
and IV describe, respectively, a behavioral model for robots
based on state transition using the phase-field method and a
layer-forming method based on cellular automata under several
lattice conditions and with different coverages. In Section V,
we describe the results of a robot swarm self-organization
simulation based on the proposed method and quantitatively
verify that the robot swarm can construct lattices with layers
at arbitrary scales. Finally, Section VI concludes the paper.
II.

P ROBLEM S TATEMENT

In this study, we considered a swarm comprising N -unit
homogeneous mobile robots. Each robot is equipped with
a ranging sensor and local wireless communicator and can
move in any direction on a two-dimensional plane within an
upper velocity limit of v [m/s]. Each mounted sensor and
communicator interfaces with the sensors and communicators
on other robots and can be used to observe obstacles directly
on lattices tiled on the two-dimensional plane, as shown in
Fig. 2. To prevent errors in measuring the distances between
robots, the robots cluster into groups with circular perimeters
of diameter σ [m]. Under this condition, we define rij as the
relative distance vector between the i-th robot and the j-th
neighboring robot it observes. Each robot updates its velocity
control value and communicable state based on the relative
distance vectors and the exchanged state for a given interval
using asynchronous timing. The robots move according to the
calculated velocity control values.
For constructing a group of robots to navigate various
lattices from randomly arranged states on a two-dimensional
plane, a landmark robot is designated to collect other robots
around an observed target. The other robots find the landmark robot through environment exploration and converge
on positions that enlarge the group uniformly. The resulting
organized group is a regular structure based on the geometrical
regularities of honeycomb, square, or hexagonal lattices that
can tile a two-dimensional plane at equally spaced intervals.
In this process, if the robots are not oriented so that they face
in the same direction, the group cannot construct the lattice
recursively; therefore, the angular references of the robots are
all assumed to be aligned along the same direction.
III.

B EHAVIORAL C ONTROL OF ROBOT

To carry out the proposed self-organization process, the
robots must utilize the following functionalities: environmental
exploration to move individually, surface exploration to find

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows.

Initial scattered state

Self-organization process

Goal configuration

Fig. 1. Self-organizing a Regularly Arranged Group from Scattered Robots.

Honeycomb lattice

Square lattice

Hexagonal lattice

Fig. 2. Structures of Tile-able Lattices on a Two-dimensional Plane.
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fiINT(f → 0)
fiEXP

fiD

Environment exploration

fiEXP

where ∆t is the interval of the algorithm. According to this
order parameter, the controller that decides the priority of
environment and surface explorations is represented as follows:
(
(1 − φ ) fˆEXP + φi fiD ; CSi 6= ∅
fiIN T (φi ) = ˆEXP i i
. (3)
fi
; otherwise

fiINT(f → 1)
fiD

Surface exploration

Fig. 3. Illustration of Output Behavioral Vector According to the Order
Parameter Value when (left) φ is Close to Zero and (right) φ is Close to One.

adherable sites on the organized group, and maintenance of the
lattice. In addition, the magnitudes of these controls must be
altered according to the individual robot’s progress. To achieve
these behavioral transitions, we apply a phase-field method to
represent the state probability between the solid and liquid
phases.
The phase-field method involves the application of a
reaction-diffusion equation that combines diffusion based on
the state difference between a particle and its neighbors with
a reaction based on the particle’s state to formulate the path
of surface movement in crystal growth. The following simple
surface movement model is used:
dφ
= ∇2 φ + 8φ(1 − φ)(φ − 0.5 + β)
dt

(1)

where φ is an order parameter denoting the phase of the
particle, which is a continuum value between zero (liquid
phase) and one (solid phase), and β is the reaction rate, which
is a constant parameter that solidifies under the condition
β > 0.
When a robot exchanges order parameter information with
other organized robots, it updates its internal state as reflected
by this equation to proceed with its solidification and transition, depending on its order parameter value, from environment
exploration via object-reflecting to surface exploration via
edge-following, as shown in Fig. 3. Through this solidification
process, the robots exploring an environment find sites of
adherence on the organized group.

The order parameter transitions from zero to one when
the crystal growth produces a solidified state. This model
prioritizes surface exploration, fiD , when close to the solidification state and environment exploration, fiEXP , otherwise.
Note that a robot that does not yet neighbor an organized
group uses only environment exploration to find a group. These
environment and surface exploration behaviors must involve
interactive reflection to avoid other robots and obstacles and
edge-following drift of the outline of the organized group;
these behaviors are described as follows.
The avoidance behavior used in environmental exploration
is generated by constructing a reflection vector between the
pre-behavioral vector and the point of collision with a target
as follows:
 X


fiIN T − 2 fiIN T · r̂ij r̂ij ; T Si 6= ∅
EXP
fi
= j∈T Si
 IN T
fi
; otherwise
(4)
where T Si is the set of reflected objects, which contains
obstacles that can be contacted by the robot and neighboring
robots within a balanced potential distance, r0 . To compare the
magnitudes of environment and surface exploration behavior,
the calculated reflection vector is normalized and integrated
into the behavioral vector.
The drift behavior for surface exploration used to search
for a position of adherence to an organized group is described
using a vector that rotates around the neighboring robot group
while maintaining the potential, i.e., the distance needed to
construct the lattice. It is calculated as follows:


R + π2 r̂id ; |fiIN T × rid | ≥ 0

fiD = fiP −
(5)
R − π2 r̂id ; |fiIN T × rid | < 0

Each robot recognizes other robots that have been organized based on the construction state of the lattice, sj0 , which
is obtained from the cellular automata produced by the j-th
neighboring robot. If sj0 > 0, the neighboring robots are
recognized as an organized group, with the set of recognized
organized robots defined as CSi , which is used to calculate the
output of the phase-field method (in the next section, we will
explain how the detailed cellular automata states are derived).

where the first and second terms on the right-hand side are
the potential functions used to maintain a constant distance
between robots as an surface and the rotation surrounding the
neighbor closest to the pre-behavioral vector
 among organized
robots, d = ∀ arg max fiIN T · rij |j ∈ CSi , respectively. The
boundary conditions of the model determine the direction of
this rotation along the pre-behavioral vector. By combining
these, the robot can explore around an organized group at a
certain distance.

The order parameter that represents the state between the
solid and liquid phases controls the i-th robot’s behavior. When
this parameter contacts the j-th organized robots, it is updated
according to (1) as follows:

P
φj − φi
+ 8φi (1 − φi )(φi − 0.5 + β) ∆t
φi ← φi +
|CSi |
(2)

The inter-robot potential works not only for drift but
also for positioning. This potential generates attraction and
repulsion forces that maintain the distance between robots
needed to construct a group based on the lattice. As this
approach focuses on a particle system, we incorporate the
Lennard-Jones potential [21] as the distance potential and a
simple sinusoidal potential as an angular potential, which is
represented as follows:
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si3

fiP =

X 1 + cos(L(θij + li π))
f LJ (rij )
2|CSi |

si2

j∈CSi

π

This potential outputs a maximum attraction value of one to
maintain a constant balanced distance r0 (where f LJ (r0 ) = 0)
that depends on the diameter of the robot. In addition to this
potential, the robot is attracted in a direction that satisfies the
geometric regularity of the lattice according to the period of
the angular potential. By these interactions, the robot moves
to the position that places the the neighbors in the direction
according to the regularity of the lattice. If the robot does not
maintain the lattice-based structure, such as during drift, L is
given zero to ensure that the angular potential does not work.
The i-th robot moves according to the movement vector,
vi = vfiIN T , based on the behavioral vector calculated using
these equations.
IV.

E NLARGING A LGORITHM

According to the behavioral model described in the previous section, a robot can find an adherence position suitable
for further construction of the lattice that forms the group. We
propose a ruleset of cellular automata to provide this position
to the robot and a self-organizing potential function to maintain
its tiled position. Fig. 4 shows the neighborhoods of these
lattices, which can exchange information with neighboring
robots in the same layer (unfilled layer), and the neighboring
relations for constructing the lattice. The transition function of
the cellular automata for these neighborhoods is represented
as follows:

δ (si0 , si1 , si2 , si3 , si4 , si5 , si6 ,


; Honeycomb lattice

si0 ←

si7 , si8 , si9 , si10 , si11 , si12 )

δ (si0 , si1 , si2 , si3 , si4 )


δ (s , s , s , s , s , s , s )
i0 i1 i2 i3 i4 i5 i6

; Square lattice
; Hexagonal lattice
(8)

where si0 is the lattice construction state and si1 to siN are
the neighbor states, which depend on the number of neighbors
in the lattice, with N = 12, 4, and 6 denoting a honeycomb,
square, and hexagonal lattice, respectively. Because each lattice
has rotational symmetry around its central robot, the surrounding states can be defined by any neighboring robot [22].
To build a group, a set of transition functions, called a
ruleset, that repeatedly fills and enlarges the layers of the group
by counting the number of filled corners in the outer layers is
applied. The construction states si0 to siN are therefore defined
as continuous natural numbers from zero, indicating that the
liquid phase searches for a position of adherence of to up to
Smax and the solid phase fills the layers. Smax is at least eight,
six, and eight for honeycomb, square, and hexagonal lattices,
respectively, with adhered and layer-filled states included in
the number of corners of the layer formed by each lattice.

si5
si1

(6)

r̂ij
2
where L is the number of neighboring robots depending on
the target lattice. f LJ is the Lennard-Jones potential adjusted
for the attraction, as shown follows:
q
  
 σ 6 
169 6 13
σ 12
7 1
LJ
f (r) =
12
−6
.
(7)
5
r
r
63 · 2 6 r
+ sin (2Lθij )R

si4

si7

si0

si12

si9
si11

si2

si6

si8

si1

si0

si2
si3

si4

si1

si3
si0

si6

si4
si5

si10

Honeycomb lattice

Square lattice

Hexagonal lattice

Fig. 4. Directly Observable Neighbors and Coupling Neighbors in Lattices.

Counting and sharing the values in the outer layers requires
the neighbor values of the left and right neighbors, sil and
sir , respectively, in the layer inhabited by the i-th robot. The
left and right reference directions of a robot can be toward
either the inner or outer layers; therefore, to recognize its
neighbors within its layer, the i-th robot calculates the layer li
at the current position based on the layer lj of the neighboring
robots as li = min(lj |j ∈ LSi ) + 1. For reference, the layer of
the landmark robot is set
√ to zero. LSi , the set of neighboring
robots within the range 2r0 , can be used to observe the robots
in the inner layer from a constructible position in the outer
layer. Consequently, the i-th robot obtains the neighbors from
the layer adjacent to the inner layer as sil and sir , respectively.
The ruleset for synchronously enlarging the layers of a lattice
based on these neighborhoods is then

si0


1




1
←
sir + 1



sir

; si0 = 0, ∃Smax ∈ sin |1 ≤ n ≤ N
; si0 = 0, 0 < sir < Smax or 0 < sil < Smax
.
−0.5
; 0 < si0 , sir , sil < Smax and θril < N2N
π
; 0 < si0 , sir , sil
(9)

This ruleset is constructed from the top two enlarging rules
and the bottom two filling rules that produce the process shown
in Fig. 5. By applying these enlarging rules, robots that are
adjacent to either a filled inner layer or a neighborhood in the
same layer will converge to that position and be organized into
the group. The robots applied this rule complete the exploration
by (3) to construct the group, and apply the potential model
according to the number of neighbors of the organized lattice.
The robots in the outer layer then count the number of corners
in that layer based on the filling rules. If the angle between
sil and sir is less than π rad, the corresponding robot is in
a corner and the adjacent robots are located on the sides.
The robots identified as being in corners then transition to a
state that adds one to sir , whereas the others continue sharing
sir . By repeating this process, the robots in the outer layer
reach their maximum state, Smax , allowing the robot swarm
to synchronously enlarge the layers of the organized group.
V.

E VALUATION OF S YNCHRONISTIC E NLARGEMENT OF
ROBOT AGGREGATION

Using the proposed self-organization method, we confirmed that the self-organization process is integrated and that
scattered robots can synchronously enlarge the layers of a
lattice-based structure to self-organize a group. To this end,
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si0← sir +1

si0←1
1

2
1

si0← sir
2

2
1

1

Filling

Enlarging

si0←1
1

0.00s

0.00s

0.00s

43.49s

38.76s

34.15s

105.37s

88.60s

87.14s

1

si0←1

Fig. 5. Filling Process of the Robots in the Outer Layer by the Proposed
Ruleset. The Robots Construct a New Layer on the Outside of the
Green-colored Robots.

Fig. 6. Example of Field Generated by Simulation, with Green Robots
Self-organizing Around a Red Landmark Robot.

369.16s

323.77s

316.04s

Honeycomb lattice

Square lattice

Hexagonal lattice

Fig. 7. Group Enlargements up to Self-organization of 15-layer Robot
Groups on Different Lattice Types.

we simulated the process of building self-organizing latticebased groups based on honeycomb, square, and hexagonal
lattices. We also evaluated the geometrical regularities of the
organized groups relative to their collective centers. Transportation requires a robot swarm comprising several tens to
several hundred robots, depending on the size, weight, and
shape of a transported object. In our simulation, we confirmed
that the proposed method can be used to direct robots in the
construction of a group to perform transporting tasks for large
objects and that these groups can arrange the robots regularly
to distribute the load for the weight of the transported objects.
We evaluated the dynamics of mobile robots under the
following conditions: the robots were generated at random
positions within a square region based on the average exploring
range of an individual robot, with the landmark robot placed
at the center of the region, as shown in Fig. 6. Note that
this region size affects the search time of the robots. Each
initialized robot had a diameter of 20 pixels, could move
in all directions within an upper-velocity limit of 50 pixel/s,
and was able to begin moving in a random direction. The
robots also updated their behavioral vectors and communicable
information computed using the proposed method with a
reaction coefficient β of 0.1 at intervals of 10 ms. We simulated
the movement of the robots for each lattice and layer condition.

A. Appearance of the Self-organization Process
To verify that a robot swarm could synchronously enlarge
a layer based on the proposed cellular automata ruleset, we
simulated self-organization of 15-layer groups on honeycomb,
square, and hexagonal lattices using the required number of
robots (361, 481, and 721, respectively) for each case and
setting the average exploration area to 40×40 pixel2. The selforganization results obtained under these conditions are shown
in Fig. 7.
From top to bottom, the rows in the figure show the
groups constructed at 0 (initial state), 5, 10, and 15 (completed
state) layers, respectively. In each case, the robots, which had
been initialized with individual behaviors, converged to regular
positions on the applied lattice and enlarged the organized
group in all directions around the landmark robot. The shapes
of the in-progress and completed organized groups were, in
general, similar, and there were no defects in the filled layers
or overgrowth in the outermost layers of the organized groups.
These results indicate that the layer-filling process based on the
proposed cellular automata ruleset worked as designed, with
all robot swarms applying the proposed method achieving the
construction of ordered arrangements from scattered robots.
The robot behavioral paths overlap and increase depending
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B. Convergence Location of Scalable Self-organization
We then confirmed that the self-organization by a scalable
robot swarm can satisfy the geometric regularity of a lattice.
To evaluate this, we compared the differences between the simulated collective centers and the coordination of the landmark
robots. Here, by “collective center” we mean the geometric
condition-dependent coordination of the landmark robot as the
organized robots converge to their ideal positions. Based on
this difference, we could evaluate the geometrical regularity
of the self-coordination process. The evaluation index for an
individual robot is given by
v
!2
!2
u N
100
N
X xi − xc
X
1 X u
yi − yc
t
Oc =
+
100 try=1
N
N
i=1
i=1
(10)
where xc and yc are the coordinates at which the landmark
robot is initially placed, xi and yi are the coordinates of the
i-th robot when self-organization is complete, and N is the
number of robots required under each experimental condition.
To account for the randomness of the sequence of enlargement
and the robot behavioral paths, the index was measured 100
times and the average value and standard deviation were
calculated.
The index was measured for the first- to twentieth-layer
group of each lattice with the average exploring area set to
60×60 pixel2. Fig. 8 shows the measurement results for each
lattice. In each case, the obtained difference was shorter than
the distance at which the potential model converged over time,
indicating that the differences satisfied geometrical regularity.
In addition, the indices for the series of honeycomb lattices
were larger than those for the other lattices because, in the
honeycomb lattice, the supported range of the proposed angular
potential has wider than those of the others, and half of the
robots in the outermost layer only construct with one robot.
The indices also increased and scattered as the number of
robots neighboring only one robot with weak convergence
forces and wide support ranges increased with the number of
layers.
VI.

1

Difference between the landmark
robot and collective center (pixel)

on the random reflection vectors of the other robots, therefore,
this paper cannot compare and discuss their time requirements.
In the enlargement process, a robot exploring its environment
will have to move in the path with little overlap to find
an organized group. We expect to improve by incorporating
behavioral models, such as random walk [23] and Lévy flight
[24], that can effectively explore the overall environment into
the proposed method.

This paper proposed a self-organization method that integrates the self-organization process to utilize the cooperative
capability of swarm robot systems. To achieve this, we focused
on crystal growth and developed a distributed control/algorithm
that combines a phase state transition based on the PhaseField method and a group enlargement based on Cellular
Automata. We demonstrated the self-organization process and
evaluated the geometrical regularity of organized groups based
on honeycomb, square, and hexagonal lattice-based arrangement conditions. From this result, we have achieved to produce

Honeycomb lattice
Square lattice
Hexagonal lattice
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Number of layers constructed by a robot swarm

Fig. 8. Error in Measured Geometric Regularity as a Function of Number of
Layers. The Solid Lines and Error Bars are the Average Values from 100
Trials and the Corresponding Standard Deviations, respectively.

a collective state from a parallel distributed state of a swarm
robot system based on local robot positions and information
exchange between the local robots.
Because the proposed method is a self-organizing approach
based on the use of identical robots to fulfill a given lattice
condition, it is limited by its inability to be used to construct
flexible shapes (e.g., amorphous structures) based on longrange ordered coupling. Nevertheless, under the proposed
method various group shapes can be represented by increasing
the number of robots, i.e., the resolution. This will allow
us to develop an approach for constructing designed group
shapes by controlling the landmark robot and the layer growth
speed. Furthermore, the proposed method has been shown to be
effective at fixed-point observation; for the robots to engage in
dynamic observation or the cooperative transportation of large
objects, they will have to move in organized groups. Therefore,
in the future, we will address the development of a dynamic
approach in which the geometric conditions of the lattice are
maintained.
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Abstract—Data deduplication is an effective mechanism that
reduces the required storage space of cloud storage servers by
avoiding storing several copies of the same data. In contrast with
server-side deduplication, client-side deduplication can not only
save storage space but also reduce network bandwidth. Clientside deduplication schemes, however, might suffer from serious
security threats. For instance, an adversary can spoof the server
and gain access to a file he/she does not possess by claiming that
she/he owns it. In order to thwart such a threat, the concept of
proof-of-ownership (PoW) has been introduced. The security of
the existing PoW scheme cannot be assured without affecting
the computational complexity of the client-side deduplication.
This paper proposes a secure and efficient PoW scheme for
client-side deduplication in cloud environments with minimal
computational overhead. The proposed scheme utilizes convergent
encryption to encrypt a sufficiently large block specified by the
server to challenge the client that claims possession of the file
requested to be uploaded. To ensure that the client owns the
entire file contents, and hence resist collusion attacks, the server
challenges the client by requesting him to split the file he asks to
upload into fixed-sized blocks and then encrypting a randomly
chosen block using a key formed from extracting one bit at a
specified location in all other blocks. This ensures a significant
reduction in the communication overhead between the server
and client. Computational complexity analysis and experimental
results demonstrate that the proposed PoW scheme outperforms
state-of-the-art PoW techniques.
Keywords—Client-side deduplication; proof of ownership; convergent encryption; could storage services

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Cloud computing is the provision of on-demand access to
different computing services and resources, such as storage
space, servers, networks, databases, and software, over the
internet [1]. The different models of cloud computing can
provide a wide range of capabilities, adapted with different
business goals, to diverse clients and/or consumers [2, 3]. The
rapid development and integration of cloud computing have led
organizations, institutions, and individuals to increasingly turn
to utilize services provided over the cloud [4]. Consequently,
an increasing number of individuals and organizations tend
to move their data on cloud storage services (e.g., Dropbox,
SkyDrive, Google Drive, iCloud, Amazon S3). This resulted
in rapid growth in the volume of data that is stored on the
cloud storage servers [5, 6, 7].
To increase efficiency as well as reduce the storage space
required on storage servers, cloud storage providers tend to
avoid downloading and uploading duplicated data [5, 8]. Data
deduplication is an effective mechanism that aims at reducing
the required storage space of the cloud storage servers by

avoiding storing several copies of the same data. There are
two main types of deduplication [9, 10] namely, server-side
deduplication and client-side deduplication. The server-side
deduplication schemes [11, 12] remove duplicated copies of
the same files after uploading them to the server. On the
other hand, In client-side deduplication [10, 13], duplicated
copies are identified on the client side and not uploaded to
the server. Hence, in contrary to server-side deduplication,
client-side deduplication can not only save storage space and
uploading time but also reduce network bandwidth.
However, client-side deduplication schemes might suffer
from serious security threats [13, 14, 15]. For instance, an
adversary can spoof the server and gain access to a file
that he/she does not possess by claiming that he/she owns
it. To thwart such a threat, Halevi et al. [16] proposed a
cryptographic primitive, referred to as ”proof of ownership”
(PoW), to allow the server to verify whether a client owns
a file. They pointed out that a robust PoW scheme should
alleviate potential security threats without introducing I/O and
computational overhead at both client and server sides. Since
the introduction of the proof-of-ownership concept, several
PoW schemes have been proposed in the past few years
[14, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22]. However, the security of such
schemes cannot be assured without affecting the computational
complexity of client-side deduplication.
An efficient PoW scheme should satisfy several requirements. First, the chances that an adversary successfully passes
a PoW run should be negligible if the adversary does not
possess the file in its entirety. Second, a small fixed amount
of information should be loaded on the server-side regardless
of the file size. Third, the amount of processed information
on both the client and server sides should be minimal. In
addition, the amount of transmitted data between the client and
the server should be reduced to minimize the bandwidth. Unfortunately, the PoW schemes discussed above do not fulfill all
of these requirements. Thus, new techniques that can resolve
the security-efficiency trade-off and reduce communication and
storage overhead should be proposed.
This paper proposes a secure and efficient proof-ofownership scheme for client-side deduplication in cloud environments that fulfills the requirements mentioned above. The
proposed technique utilizes convergent encryption to encrypt
a sufficiently large block specified by the server to challenge
the client that claims possession of the file requested to
be uploaded. To ensure that the client owns the entire file
contents, and hence resists collusion attacks [23, 24], The
server challenges the client by requesting him to split the file
he/she asks to upload into fixed-sized blocks and then encrypts
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a randomly chosen block using a key formed from extracting
one bit at a specified location in all other blocks. This ensures
a significant reduction in the communication overhead between
the server and client. Moreover, the proposed scheme resists
attacks of honest-but-curious servers [25, 26, 27].
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section II
provides a brief background on the concepts of data deduplication, convergent encryption, and proof-of-ownership. Section
III describes the proposed PoW scheme in detail. Section IV
presents a computational complexity analysis of the proposed
scheme and provides a comparison with the state-of-the-art
schemes. Section V describes the experimental results and
discussion. Finally, Section VI concludes the paper.
II.

BACKGROUND

A. Data Deduplication

Fig. 2. Convergent Encryption Concept.

Data deduplication, also called single-instance storage,
techniques aim to eliminate duplicate copies of the same data
to improve storage utilization and reduce the unnecessary cost
of storage capacity needs [13]. A prominent example of the
usefulness of data deduplication is redundant file attachments
in email systems. Consider a typical email system containing
50 copies of the same 20 megabyte (MB) file attachment.
Saving or archiving this email platform requires 1000 MB of
storage space. The storage demand can drop to only 20 MB if
data deduplication is employed. The example shown in Fig. 1
demonstrates the main concept of data deduplication. There are
two main types of data deduplication in cloud environments:
server-side deduplication and client-side deduplication. Serverside deduplication techniques identify repeated data after uploading them to the server, whereas client-side deduplication
techniques identify duplicate copies of data before they are
uploaded to the server. Therefore, client-side deduplication
techniques can reduce network data transfers in addition to
storage capacity.

ensures security in the cloud by achieving confidentiality and
data privacy. The main idea behind CE is to create similar
ciphertexts from similar plaintexts (see Fig. 2). Unlike traditional cryptography, in which data encryption and decryption
are carried out using cryptographic keys that are independent
of the data being encrypted, and hence different ciphertexts are
obtained from the same plaintexts, CE ensures that the same
key is used for the same plaintexts. In CE, the data digest or
hash is used as a key to encrypt the data. Encrypting data in CE
undergoes the following three steps: 1) the digest (hash value)
of the plaintext in question is computed, 2) the plaintext is then
encrypted using its digest as a key, and 3) finally, the hash is
encrypted with a key chosen by the user and stored along with
the obtained ciphertext. These steps ensure that identical data
copies will generate the same key and the same ciphertext.
C. Proof of Ownership (PoW)
In client-side deduplication techniques, the hash value of
the file requested to be uploaded by the client is firstly
computed and sent to the server. If this hash value exists in
the list of previously uploaded files to the server, the server
will request the client not to upload the file again to avoid
storing redundant data. However, in order to append the client
to the list of owners of that file, the server has to verify that the
client owns the entire file and not try to spoof it. Traditional
proof of ownership protocols, Such as the one proposed by
Halevy et al. [5] oud storage provider (CSP) has access to the
original file. In other words, such protocols depend on trust
between the cloud storage provider and the client. However,
this trust might generate many potential security risks since
cloud storage providers (CSPs) should not be fully trusted.
The process of adapting PoW protocols so that they can work
properly on encrypted data is an open problem so far [13].

Fig. 1. Data Deduplication Technology.

B. Convergent Encryption
Data deduplication techniques can benefit from convergent
encryption (CE) to achieve security smoothly and more easily
[10, 15]. Convergent encryption is a cryptographic concept that

Several PoW schemes have been proposed over the past
few years. Gonzalez-Manzano et al. [14] proposed an attributebased symmetric encryption proof of ownership scheme, referred to as ase-PoW, for hierarchical environments. The main
goals of this scheme are to resist honest-but-curious servers
and to provide flexible access control to ensure that users have
access to sensitive files with the right and real privileges. The
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idea behind this scheme is based on recursively encrypting
parts of the file being uploaded to the server to assure its
possession by the user. The ase-PoW scheme has the advantage
of its ability to resist guessing attacks on the content and reduce
the cloud workload. However, it does not take into account the
issues of user revocation and key updating.
Dave et al. [17] proposed a secure proof of ownership
scheme based on utilizing Merkle trees. The idea is based
on calculating the responses of challenges in advance at the
server-side to avoid computational overhead while uploading
the file. The cloud server does not need to hold over the
resources until the response is received, which is preferable to
the utilization of stateless protocols. The user on the clientside is requested to encrypt the file to be uploaded to the
server using its digest as a key (a.k.a. convergent encryption
(CE)). Afterward, the user computes a file tag (usually a
cipher-text hash) to check the file’s existence on the server.
The file uploading process consists of four stages (metadata
generation, challenge generation, response generation, and
response verification). If the file tag does not exist in the
FileList kept by the server, the client will be requested to
upload the file with the tag. In the case of subsequent uploads,
the server sends an unused precomputed PoW challenge to
the client. If the client owns the entire file, then the client will
correctly respond to the server.
Islam et al. [18] proposed a secure and reliable storage
scheme for cloud environments with client-side deduplication
(SecReS). The authors combined convergent encryption and
secret sharing techniques to achieve data confidentiality. They
used the Reed-Solomon erasure code to achieve fault tolerance
through distributing data to multiple storage servers. Moreover,
Merkle trees are utilized to verify the ownership of data
and to perform secure data deduplication. Mishra et al. [19]
proposed a merged PoW scheme (MPoWS) for block-level
deduplication in cloud storage. By employing a random test
approach, MPoWS meets the requirements of client-side and
server-side mutual verification. In MPoWS, large files are
uploaded to the servers, and then their duplication is checked
using various blocking flags. The authors used a random test
approach to increase security and make it difficult to predict
which block will be validated.
Fan et al. [20] proposed a secure deduplication scheme
based on a trusted execution environment (TEE), which provides secure key management by using convergent encryption
with cloud users’ privileges. Trusted execution environments
improve cryptographic systems’ capability to resist chosenplaintext and chosen-ciphertext attacks. The authors proposed
assigning a set of privileges to every cloud user. Therefore,
data deduplication can be performed if and only if the user
of the cloud has the right and valid privileges. In [21],
Ouda proposed a secure and effective proof of ownership
scheme for client-side deduplication in the cloud. This scheme
verifies if the client owns the entire file for which he/she
claims possession. In other words, the proposed scheme does
not allow an adversary to engage in a successful proof of
ownership without fully owning the file’s content. This can
be achieved by requesting the client to encrypt the entire file
using the file hash as the key before uploading the file to the
server. This prevents the curious server from disclosing the file
content.

Du et al. [22] proposed a proof of ownership and retrievability framework (PoOR) in which the cloud client can
prove ownership of files to the server without uploading or
downloading the files. The proposed framework consists of
the pre-processing two phase, proof of ownership phase, and
retrievability phase. The proof of ownership phase depends
on the Merkle Tree protocol and comprises three steps:
prove, challenge, and verify. Cui et al. [28] proposed a new
attribute-based storage system that supports secure and efficient deduplication. The proposed system runs on a hybrid
cloud environment where the private cloud is responsible for
detecting identical copies for storage management. Ma et al.
[29] demonstrated how attribute-based encryption can be used
to minimize storage space and share data efficiently. In this
technique, if the attributes of certain user is matched, then the
user is given the right to decipher the encrypted data.
Blasco et al. [30] proposed a PoW scheme, called bfPoW, that utilizes the Bloom filters to mitigate the server-side
overhead. The main drawback of the bf-PoW scheme is that
it does not consider data privacy. Di Pietro and Sorniotti [9]
introduced another scheme, referred to as s-PoW in which the
server requests clients to send bit-values of randomly selected
bit positions of files requested to be uploaded by those clients.
Although this scheme is computationally efficient at the clientside, it is not efficient on the server-side. Manzano and Orfila
[31] proposed a PoW scheme, called ce-PoW, employing the
concept of convergent encryption to encrypt file chunks before
uploading them to the server. This scheme reduces issues
related to key management. However, since the encryption is
applied at the chunk level, the number of encryption keys increases linearly with the number of requested chunks. This can
put a significant burden on both storage space and bandwidth
as the security parameters increase.
Huang et al. [32] proposed a bidirectional and malleable
proof-of-ownership scheme for large files in cloud storage
(BM-PoW). The proposed BM-PoW protocol allows the server
and user to interact to ensure ownership of the file to be
uploaded even if the file is updated. Thus, secure and efficient
deduplication for large files in static and dynamic archives is
guaranteed. Miao et al. [33] proposed a novel PoW protocol
that benefits from the distinguishable properties of chameleon
hashing. Although this protocol is more efficient than existing
PoWs based on Merkle hash tree, it is vulnerable to brute-force
attack (BFA) due to its limited keyspace [34].
Although some solutions have been proposed to improve
the efficiency at the server-side, other solutions tend to enhance
the computational cost at the client-side. Besides, most of the
existing schemes cannot satisfy all the security requirements
in terms of resisting honest-but-curious servers and collusion
attacks without affecting the efficiency and/or communication
bandwidth requirements. Therefore, it is promising to study
how to develop PoW schemes that can balance the trade-off
between the security and efficiency requirements.
III.

P ROPOSED P OW S CHEME

As we previously mentioned, the main goal of our proposed
PoW scheme is to provide an efficient means to prove the
ownership of files in client-side deduplication environments
securely. Precisely, we aim at minimizing the exchanged
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Fig. 3. Proposed PoW Scheme.

information between the client and server, reducing the data
uploaded in memory during a PoW session, and decreasing the
likelihood that a malicious client can successfully respond to
the challenge sent to him/her by the server via increasing the
amount of exchanged information between a malicious client
and a legitimate owner of the file. Definition of abbreviations
and symbols are given in Table I.
As illustrated in Fig. 3, the proposed PoW scheme consists
of three phases: the client initialization phase, server initialization phase, and challenge phase. In the client initialization
phase (see Algorithm 1), the client initiates a file (f ) upload
request to the server by simply sending general attributes of
the file, such as its name and size. The server responds to
the client by sending a message specifying a robust hashing
algorithm H (e.g., MD5, SHA1, etc.) as well as a private
key encryption scheme E (e.g., DES, AES, etc.). The client
uses the specified hashing algorithm to compute the file digest,
hf = H(f ), which is then used as a key to encrypt the file
using the encryption algorithm specified by the server to obtain
an encrypted file fe = E(f, hf ). The encrypted file fe is then
hashed using H to obtain its digest hfe = H(fe ). Finally, the
client sends hfe to the server so that it can decide whether the
file has been uploaded before by a different user.

TABLE I. D EFINITION OF A BBREVIATIONS AND S YMBOLS

Abbreviation Definition
f

File to be uploaded to the server

fe

Encrypted file

H(f )

Hash of the file f

blk

A block of f

j

Block number

n

Number of non-overlapping blocks

κ

Encryption key

m

Bit position

L

List of uploaded files

C

The client

S

The server

Assuming that the server stores the digest of each previously uploaded encrypted file, the server can decide whether
f has been uploaded before by searching for hfe in the list
(L) of the stored digests. It is worth noting that our scheme
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Algorithm 1 Client Initialization Phase
Input: File f
Output: H(fe ), fe
1: Client C sends a request to server S to upload the file f
2: S sends to C the name of the hashing algorithm H and
encryption algorithm E
3: C computes the digest H(f ) of f using H
4: fe ← E(f, H(f ))
5: C computes hfe = H(fe ) and sends it to S
6: S searches for hfe in the list (L) of uploaded files
7: if H(fe ) is found in L then
8:
Go to the Challenge Phase
9: else
10:
Allow C to upload fe to S
11:
Go to the Server Initialization Phase
12: end if
Algorithm 2 Server Initialization Phase
Input: File fe
Output: The entry L[hfe ]
1: Divide fe into n blocks of size 64MB each
2: for i ← 1 to c do /* c = No. of challenges */
3:
Choose two integers m and j < n
4:
Extract the m-th bit of each block in fe
5:
Generate a cryptographic key κ by concatenating the
n extracted bits
6:
Encrypt the j-th block in fe using κ to obtain
E(blkj , κ)
7:
Compute the digest of E(blkj , κ)
8:
Challange[i] =< m, j, H(E(blkj , κ)) >
9: end for
10: Create a new entry for fe consisting of all the generated
challenges and append it to L

assumes that files are encrypted before uploading them to the
server to prevent honest-but-curious servers from disclosing
the contents of the uploaded files. If hfe is not found in the
list of the stored digests, the server sends a message to the
client to start uploading fe ; otherwise, the server initiates the
challenge phase.
After the file fe is uploaded, the server initialization phase
(see Algorithm 2) starts by creating a new entry for fe . This
entry consists of hfe and a pointer to a set of pre-computed
challenges that will be used to prove the ownership of fe by
other clients who might request to upload the same file in the
future. A challenge is created by dividing the file into n nonoverlapping blocks sufficiently large to resist collusion attacks.
It is assumed that sharing data ≥ 64MB among colluders
would discourage them launch collusion attacks [30]. Thus,
we recommend setting the block size at such levels. Then, the
encryption key (κ) is composed by concatenating all bits at a
specific position (m) across all blocks. For instance, if m = 3
and n = 128, then the third bit in each block is extracted, and
the set of the 128 extracted bits are concatenated to create
a 128-bit cryptographic key κ. An example that illustrates
the key generation process, where m = 3 and the file and
block sizes are 8 GB and 64 MB, respectively, is shown in
Fig. 4. The generated key is then used to encrypt a randomly
chosen block (blkj ) of the encrypted file fe using the AES

Fig. 4. An Example that Illustrates the Key Generation Process.

encryption algorithm to obtain E(blkj , κ). Finally, the digest
of the encrypted block H(E(blkj , κ)) is obtained and stored
along with m and j as one challenge for fe . The previous
challenge creation process is then repeated using different
values of m and j to encrypt different blocks of fe in order
to generate as many challenges as needed.
The challenge phase is initiated when an entry is found
for fe in the list of uploaded files kept by the server. In
this case, the server chooses one of the available challenges
in L[hfe ] to verify that the client possesses the file he/she
requests to upload. The server challenges the client by sending
m and j corresponding to the chosen challenge. Note that
with just these two values, the amount of information sent
from the server to the client is minimized. This satisfies an
important design objective of the proposed PoW scheme. The
client responds to the challenge by dividing the file, after
encrypting it using the same procedure described in the client
initialization phase, into n blocks, generating κ by extracting
bits at position m of all blocks, encrypting the block blkj
specified by the server using κ, and finally calculating the
digest of the encrypted block H(E(blkj , κ)) and sends it to
the server as a response to the received challenge. The server
matches the received block digest with the corresponding
digest stored in L. The PoW run succeeds if both digests are
identical and fails otherwise.
It is important to note that all design goals of the proposed
PoW scheme are satisfied. The data exchanged between the
client and server are minimized. In the challenge phase, the
server sends two small pieces of information; namely, the
bit position index m used to generate the key κ and the
index of the block to be encrypted. Similarly, the client is
required to respond to the challenge received from the server
by just sending the specified block digest. From the security
perspective, the block size is set to 64MB because a PoW
scheme is considered secure if the amount of exchanged
information between a legitimate owner of f and a malicious
client required to pass a PoW run is not smaller than 64MB
[30]. Moreover, since one bit per block is used to generate the
key (κ), a large number of challenges can be generated for each
uploaded file. Precisely, more than 229 different challenges can
be generated if the block size is set to 64MB.
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TABLE II. C OMPARISON B ETWEEN THE P ROPOSED S CHEME AND F IVE R ELATED P OW S CHEMES C ONCERNING S PACE AND C OMPUTATIONAL
C OMPLEXITY. κ: S ECURITY PARAMETER , n: N UMBER OF P RE - COMPUTED C HALLENGES , l: T OKEN L ENGTH , F : F ILE S IZE , B: B LOCK S IZE AND pf :
FALSE P OSITIVE R ATE ( BF -P OW S CHEME )

ase-PoW

ouda-PoW

ce-PoW

bf-PoW

s-PoW

Proposed

O(B).Sym.nr .hash O(F ).CE.hash O(B).CE.hash.hash O(F ).hash O(F ).hash O(B).CE.hash

Client computation

O(B).hash

O(F ).hash

O(B).hash.hash

O(F ).hash

O(F )

O(B).hash

Server init I/O

O(F )

O(F )

O(F )

O(F )

O(F )

O(F )

Server regular I/O

O(0)

O(0)

O(0)

O(0)

O(n.k)

O(0)

O(n.l.k)

O(n.l)

O(n.l.k)

log(l/pf )
)
l

O(n.k)

O(n.k)

O(l.k)

O(l.k)

O(l.k)

O(k)

O(k)

Server init computation

Server memory usage I/O
Bandwidth

Algorithm 3 Challenge Phase
Input: m and j of an unused challenge
Output: PoW response
1: S sends m and j to C
2: C divides fe into n non-overlapping blocks of size 64MB
each
3: C extract the m the bit of each block in fe
4: C generate a cryptographic key κ by concatenating the n
extracted bits
5: C encrypt the j the block in fe using κ to obtain E(blkj , k)
6: C send to the S the challenge H(E(blk, k))
7: S reciving the challenge H(E(blk, k))
8: if Clinet H(E(blk, k)) = Server H(E(blk, k)) then
9:
PoW success
10: else
11:
Fail to PoW
12: end if

IV.

C OMPLEXITY A NALYSIS

This section demonstrates how the proposed PoW scheme
fulfills bandwidth and space efficiency requirements by comparing it to five well-known PoW schemes from the literature,
as shown in Table II. Specifically, we compare the complexity
of our proposed scheme by focusing on bandwidth, server
memory usage, client/server computation, and I/O. It can be
noticed from Table II that the complexity of the proposed
scheme is similar to the complexity of the other schemes
with respect to server initialization I/O as it primarily relies
on the file size. For the regular server I/O, the complexity of
the proposed scheme is also similar to the complexity of the
other schemes except for s-PoW. Moreover, the complexity of
the proposed scheme outperforms the complexity of the other
schemes with respect to client computation and server initialization computation, mainly because the proposed scheme
only encrypts a randomly chosen block in the file rather than
encrypting the whole file. It is worth noting that this does not
affect the security of the proposed scheme since the employed
cryptographic key is extracted from all blocks of the file.

O(

O( l.k
pf )

V.

E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS

This section describes the experiments conducted to evaluate the performance of the proposed PoW scheme. All experiments were conducted on a personal computer with Intel Core
i7-4770 CPU (2.4 GHz) and 8 GiB RAM. The performance
of the proposed scheme was compared with the performance
of the ce-PoW scheme proposed by Gonzalez-Manzano et al.
[14], ase-PoW scheme proposed by Manzano and Orfila [31],
Ouda-PoW scheme proposed by Ouda [21], bf-PoW scheme
proposed by Blasco et al. [30], and s-PoW scheme proposed
by Di Pietro and Sorniotti [9]. In all experiments, the schemes
were evaluated using randomly generated test files of sizes
ranging from 4MB to 2GB, doubling the size at each step. We
used the C++ programming language for the implementation
and utilized the OpenSSL cryptographic library [35] for the
encryption and hashing operations, namely, AES (in counter
mode) and SHA-256.
The clock cycles spent by the client to upload a file for
the first time and to respond to the server challenge have been
measured and compared with the corresponding clock cycles
spent by the other tested PoW schemes. Fig. 5 shows the computational cost (clock cycles) spent in the client initialization
phase for the four tested schemes. It can be noticed from the
figures that the proposed PoW scheme outperforms all the
other schemes. This is mainly because the s-PoW dealing with
file level and the server requests from the clients to send bitvalues of randomly selected bit positions of files requested
to be uploaded. whereas in bf-PoW the clients compute a
token for each segment index using the hash function, which in
turn increments the executed operations. The ce-PoW scheme
requires implementing multiple hashing and encryption operations separately for each file chunk. In ase-PoW, on the
other hand, the client has to encrypt each part of the file
chunks provided by the Attribute Certificate Service (ACS)
symmetrically, whereas in the Ouda-PoW scheme, the entire
file should be hashed twice and encrypted once. However, we
can also notice that the performance of both the Ouda-PoW
and ase-PoW schemes is close to the performance obtained by
our proposed scheme with respect to the complexity of client
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Fig. 5. Clock Cycles Required for the Client Initialization Phase.

C ONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed a secure and efficient
proof-of-ownership scheme to thwart potential collusion attacks against client-side deduplication in cloud environments.
The proposed PoW scheme’s main idea is to divide the file
to be uploaded into a number of fixed-sized blocks and then
encrypt a randomly chosen block using a key formed by
extracting one bit at a specified location in all other blocks.
Unlike existing PoW schemes, the proposed scheme minimizes
the exchanged information between the client and server and
reduces the amount of data uploaded in memory during a
PoW session. Moreover, it decreases the likelihood that a
malicious client can successfully respond to the challenge sent
to her by the server by increasing the amount of exchanged
information between a malicious client and a legitimate file
owner. The computational complexity of the proposed scheme
was compared to five different PoW schemes, and experimental
results showed that the proposed scheme outperforms the stateof-the-art PoW schemes concerning the time spent (clock
cycles) for client initialization and response to the challenge
received from the server.
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Fig. 6. Client Response Creation Clock Cycles.
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Abstract—The medical internet of things (MIoT) has affected
radical transformations in people’s lives by offering innovative
solutions to health-related issues. It enables healthcare professionals to continually monitor various medical concerns in
their patients, without requiring visits to hospitals or healthcare
professionals’ offices. The various MIoT systems and applications
promote healthcare services that are more readily available,
accessible, quality-controlled, and cost-effective. An essential
requirement is to secure medical data when developing MIoT
architectures, as MIoT devices produce considerable amounts of
highly sensitive, diverse real-time data. The MIoT architectures
discussed in previous works possessed numerous security issues.
The integration of fog computing and MIoT is acknowledged as
an encouraging and suitable solution for addressing the challenges
within data security. In order to ensure data security and to
prevent unauthorized access, medical information is kept in fog
nodes, and safely transported to the cloud. This paper presents a
secure fog-cloud architecture using attribute-based encryption for
MIoT to protect medical data. It investigates the feasibility of the
proposed architecture, and its ability to intercept security threats.
The results demonstrate the feasibility of adopting the fog-based
implementation to protect medical data, whilst conserving MIoT
resources, and the capability to prevent various security attacks.
Keywords—MIoT; fog computing; cloud computing; ciphertextpolicy; attribute-based encryption; security

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Technology has transformed the lives of both individuals
and organizations. Electronic healthcare services are considered to be an essential factor in the digital transformation of
healthcare, helping to expand both the field and the kinds
of healthcare services available, to improve the quality of
healthcare services’ delivery, and to reduce the cost associated
with it [1].
The medical internet of things (MIoT) now leads technological advancements in healthcare, with the emergence of
wearable and implantable medical devices and other technologies that enable the capture of medical data contributing to
the considerable growth in this field. The value of the MIoT
in the healthcare business is expected to increase to $534.3
billion by 2025, concurrent with an upsurge in the number of
individuals with chronic conditions. According to the Grand
View Research, this rise supports the need for technologically
advanced medical devices [2].

The cost of healthcare services has increased significantly
in recent years, although the costs concerned can be minimized via the industry’s rapid digital transformation by improving operational efficiency [1]. Organizational and patientcare operations are enhanced when healthcare institutions are
given real-time access to data generated by medical devices
and MIoT-based devices. However, these advancements cause
many challenges, particularly those related to the security and
privacy of medical information [3].
Medical information is extremely susceptible to security
threats [18], and the challenges imposed by privacy and
security concerns hamper the widespread implementation of
MIoT-based services. Thus, maintaining the confidentiality and
safekeeping of information collected by MIoT devices remains
a major research topic and must be prioritized, whether the
information concerned is sent over the internet or stored in
the cloud. Although the advent of fog computing resolved
several issues that were apparent in traditional cloud-based
architectures, medical data security remains a concern [4].
The current MIoT architectures that are developed in the
literature to protect MIoT data fail to consider the limited
capabilities of devices, such as storage and energy capacity,
which affects the lifespan of the devices and their effectiveness
in capturing and transmitting signals [4], [5], [7], [8], [9].
Thus, in order to ensure the adequate protection of medical
information for MIoT services, a secure fog-cloud architecture
is needed.
This paper develops a secure fog-cloud based architecture
for the MIoT to ensure the security of medical data, while
preserving the resources of these devices. It utilizes fog nodes
to perform the encryption of the medical data, instead of MIoT
devices using ciphertext-policy attribute-based encryption (CPABE). This is considered to be an ideal solution for protecting
the privacy of medical data, as the data is encrypted by fog
nodes before being stored in the cloud. The paper also considers minimizing the energy consumption of the processing
overhead, improving the availability, and reducing the latency.
The main contributions of this paper are as follows:
Our main contributions of this paper are as follows:
1)
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The design and development of a secure fog-cloud
system using attribute-based encryption (ABE) for
MIoT environments;
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2)
3)

The definition of a set of requirements for achieving
secure fog-cloud systems for MIoT environments;
The evaluation of the proposed system, in terms of a
performance analysis, including network use, energy
consumption, and security analysis.

This paper is organized as follows: Section II presents the
fundamental details of the attribute-based encryption (ABE)
employed in this paper. Section III discusses the current state
of the art, focusing on the techniques that integrate ABE with
fog computing. Section V-C defines a set of requirements for
achieving secure fog-cloud architectures for MIoT environments. Section IV presents the proposed model, and Section V
provides the evaluation results of the proposed model. Finally,
Section VI concludes the paper.
II.

techniques [13], [20], [21], [22]. These advantages are as
follows:
•

It provides a high level of data confidentiality.

•

It enables encrypted access control mechanism for
access control applications.

•

It reduces communication overload, because the generation of a user’s secret key occurs only once.

•

It achieves collusion resistance, because each attribute
is associated with a polynomial or a random number
that prevents legitimate users from colluding with each
other.

•

It supports user scalability; as the number of authorized users increases, the system can work efficiently.

BACKGROUND

In widely distributed environments, especially the cloud
environment, the symmetric encryption technologies with the
same key for encrypting and decrypting suffer from key
distribution and management issues. However, asymmetric
encryption methods that use public and private keys lack computational efficiency [13], because the data owner is required
to specify the identity of each recipient and their public key
in advance, in order to implement the encryption algorithm,
and to send the encrypted data to each recipient separately.
This means the encryption process is repeated, according to
the number of recipients. Since this type of individual scheme
cannot be used to encrypt data once and send it to several
users, ABE has emerged as a suitable solution for reducing the
significant computational overhead of traditional encryption
operations, while preserving data confidentiality and access
control.
ABE is a novel and secure method for data sharing. It
performs encryption and decryption while it obtains flexible access control [19], and was first introduced by Sahai
and Waters [6]. It is an encryption mechanism that allows
individuals to encrypt and decrypt data according to their
attributes, such as job function, department, and specialty.
ABE is an asymmetric cryptographic technique for one-tomany encryption that changed the traditional understanding of
public-key encryption [6]. In traditional public-key encryption,
the message is encrypted for a specific recipient using the
recipient’s public-key. In contrast, in ABE, one public-key is
used to control access to encrypted data, using access policies
and attributes [10].
Meanwhile, CP-ABE is a type of ABE that addresses the
open challenge to organize access control and maintain the
security of sensitive data, especially for internet of things
(IoT) applications [13]. In a CP-ABE scheme, attributes are
associated with the individual’s secret key, and the encrypted
message is associated with an access policy. Thus, authorized
individuals can decrypt the message only if their secret keys
and the associated attributes satisfy the decrypted message’s
access policy. This allows the storage of confidential data
encrypted using CP-ABE on untrusted servers, without implementing authentication controls for the data access [13].
According to the extant literature, there are additional
advantages to CP-ABE, compared to traditional cryptographic

A CP-ABE scheme consists of four fundamental algorithms: setup, encrypt, key generation, and decrypt. A detailed
description of these algorithms can be found in [6].
III.

R ELATED W ORK

The model of the MIoT is believed to be tremendously
valuable for remote health monitoring systems. The critical
nature of the functions that use these systems requires a great
degree of precision and accessibility. The lack of accessibility
and punctuality, as well as the reliability of cloud-based IoT
is a much debated topic, particularly regarding instances when
the internet connection becomes undependable, and/or slower
than expected. Furthermore, due to the centralized resource
management and policies set by service providers that are
related to the nature of cloud computing, the systems are
susceptible to infiltration. An electronic healthcare system
cannot be sustained with this vulnerability, due to the necessity
to protect medical data. This necessitates the adoption of fogbased MIoT systems to overcome the limitations of cloudbased MIoT systems.
Fog computing is a distributed platform that generates a
new layer between the cloud and MIoT devices that decreases
the amount of processing done in the cloud, thereby allowing
more efficient and effective service delivery. However, fog
computing involves a number of security issues that are
inherited from the cloud itself, including the ability to verify
identities, to authenticate user inputs, to enforce access control,
and to preserve privacy. Several procedures exist that can be
applied to resolve the issues faced by fog computing.
In their work, Alrawais et al. [4] proposed a key exchange
protocol based on the CP-ABE that can be employed to
facilitate authentic transmissions between the set of fog nodes
and the cloud, while maintaining confidentiality. To accomplish
this goal, the researchers integrated digital signature techniques
with a CP-ABE protocol, within which they studied the
effectiveness of the protocol, in terms of both performance
and security. To demonstrate its practicality, the protocol was
implemented and contrasted with the certificate-based scheme.
The results indicated that the protocol proposed was more
practicable, as well as more effective than the certificatebased schema. However, the study did not examine the security
requirements between the fog nodes and the end users.
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Meanwhile, Vohra and Dave [5] held a similar view to
Alrawais et al. [4], and investigated the privacy problems in fog
computing, and the efficiency of the ABE schema suggested
in [6]. The outcomes of the investigation demonstrated that
ABE successfully guarded sensitive information, but that this
method alone was not adequate, due to several security problems, such as backward and forward issues. Thus, a number
of methods, such as re-encryption, were suggested by previous
researchers, and Vohra and Dave [5] recommended a system
that used CP-ABE for encryption and re-encryption to provide
access control for the communication between the cloud and
the fog. According to the findings of this study, the schema
suggested demonstrated improved operation and protection.
However, there was a need to reduce the number of messages
generated to enhance system efficiency.

the fog, and the final storage in the cloud. To achieve these
goals, a set of requirements were defined that were based on
the previous literature in the field, and then the related work
that utilized ABE for the fog-cloud architecture was compared,
in terms of these requirements. The comparison is presented
in Table I, and the requirements were defined as follows:
•

Confidentiality: Sensitive data available to authorized
users only.

•

Access Control: Only authorized users can access the
functionality and data within the device.

•

Availability: Medical information can be accessed
from anywhere within reach of the cloud services
when needed.

In contrast, Zhang et al. [7] presented an access control
mechanism using a CP-ABE approach for the secure sharing
of data that supported the outsourcing of fog computing for
complex encryption and decryption operation. In this approach,
a number of operations were implemented locally by the data
owner and end user, such as implementing the symmetric algorithm on the data, and additionally encrypting or decrypting
the symmetric key, partly via the CP-ABE algorithm. However,
the study neglected the limited resources of smartphones, as
these operations drain their energy and resources.

•

Integrity: Unauthorized users cannot change or alter
the data.

•

Low-latency: Protect data near its source; the delay in
data protection increases the possibility of attacks on
the system, and discloses patients’ sensitive medical
data.

•

Forward Security: The prevention of nodes/users
who have exited the database from retrieving the
information exchanged.

Meanwhile, Porwal [8] modified the CP-ABE protocol to
enhance the secure exchange of content keys between the IoT,
fog devices, and the cloud by exploiting the hierarchy in the
attribute set of access policy to obtain a single integrated
access policy. In order to reduce the cost of storage, to
distribute encrypted content, and to reduce the number of
decryption operations, a fog device and cloud received solely
entitled content keys using one decryption operation. Despite
the limited resources within IoT devices, the study assumed
that they were capable of implementing advanced encryption
standard (AES) to protect data, and that they shared the content
keys used for encryption with fog devices and the cloud that
might be unreliable and untruthful.

•

Energy-Efficiency: Preserve energy by transferring
the encryption/decryption processes from the end devices to the fog nodes.

Finally, Fan et al. [9] considered the problem that when
the access policy is sent clearly with the ciphertext it may
reveal confidential information, although the CP-ABE scheme
provides a secure access policy within the ciphertext (10).
Thus, they developed an efficient multi-authority access control
mechanism for the fog that supported the IoT. The scheme
outsourced partial decryption, and transformed user attributes
to anonymous aspects to preserve users’ privacy. However, the
scheme used fog devices for decrypting only while the complex
CP-ABE encryption operations were performed by the data
owner on end devices, an approach that is not suitable for IoT
devices, because of their limited resources.

TABLE I. DATA S YSTEM R EQUIREMENTS IN MI OT E NVIRONMENTS FOR
D IFFERENT S TUDIES
Design
Requirements
Confidentiality
Access Control
Availability
Integrity
Low-latency
Forward Security
Energy-Efficiency

X

References
[7]
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

[5]
X
X

[8]
X
X
X
X

[9]
X
X
X
X
X
X

The limited capabilities of MIoT devices, such as low
power and dependence on limited-life batteries, impose restrictions on the kind of operations that can be utilized by
these devices. As illustrated by the discussion of the previous
studies in this field and Table I, authors of previous work relied
on implementing cryptography operations in the IoT devices,
which engendered the depletion of their limited resources.
This was inconsistent with the energy efficiency requirement
that this paper sought to attain, alongside the other security
conditions.

A. Data System Requirements in MIoT Environments
The concerns regarding data security, such as data scams,
theft, forgery, or destruction, take precedence over the numerous advantages of utilizing fog computing in MIoTs.
The primary emphasis of the present research was (1) the
safeguarding of information when transporting from sensor
network to fog, (2) the safekeeping of data during the transfer
from fog to cloud, and (3) the security of data buffering in

[4]
X
X

IV.

T HE P ROPOSED M ODEL

Fog computing can offer a viable solution for handling
various security issues in MIoT successfully [11], due to
the existence of fog nodes on the network edge that gather
confidential health-related data. This thereby provides data
processing on the edge, decreasing the transfer of confidential
information to the cloud, and supporting the protection of
confidentiality by protecting the health-related information in
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the fog nodes, and between the fog nodes and the cloud.
A variety of procedures can be utilized between the fog
nodes and the cloud to preserve data protection [12]. This
paper proposes a secure fog-cloud architecture for MIoT to
enhance the safety of user data, without affecting the efficient
functioning of MIoT. Accordingly, it proposes that fog nodes
are an appropriate platform for protecting medical data, due to
their closeness to the end-user.
It was necessary to ensure the security requirements for
the manipulation of medical data, including transmission and
storage, that were identified and discussed in the previous
section. Thus a scenario was examined in which the stream
of data captured from MIoT devices was transmitted to cloud
storage through fog nodes that implemented CP- ABE security. As an advanced type of encryption technology, and
the most common type of ABE, CP-ABE addresses the open
challenge for maintaining access control, and the security of
sensitive data, especially for IoT applications [13]. In a CPABE scheme, the attributes are integrated with the user’s secret
key, and the encrypted text is integrated with an access policy.
Therefore, only users with the correct attributes that meet the
access policy can decipher the data. Hence, the main advantage
of CP-ABE is that it enables the storage of confidential data on
an untrusted server, with no need to implement authentication
or access control mechanisms [13].

wireless technology. Specifically, for MIoT devices,
factors such as energy efficiency, cost-effectiveness,
physical dimensions, and user-friendliness must be
considered. Hence the suitable wireless specifications
for MIoT include Bluetooth, RF4CE, IrDA, Wi-Fi,
ZigBee, RFID, NFC, and ANT;
•

Fog Nodes (FN) These are positioned at the edge
of the network, and provide an array of amenities,
such as minimal inactivity occasions and real-time
functionality. They also control the performance of the
encryption processes. Each FN has a unique identity
that is connected to the cloud server by an IP network.
It is important to note that the structural design of fog
computing can facilitate MIoT devices in supplying
efficient storage services, processing raw data near
its source, and reducing network traffic to prevent
congestion, all of which are critical characteristics of
MIoT healthcare applications;

•

Cloud Server (CS) This can store huge amounts
of data, and has formidable computing power. It is
responsible for storing encrypted data, as well as for
processing requests for access to medical data from
authorized healthcare providers.

•

Data Users (DU) These are also referred to as ‘healthcare providers’, and are the parties who monitor a
patient’s condition, and request their data from the CS,
in order to recommend the appropriate treatment.

A. System Components
The proposed scheme contains five types of entities: data
owner (DO), data user (DU), multiple fog nodes (FN) at the
edge, cloud server (CS), and key authority (KA). The model is
shown in Figure 1, and the description of the model entities
is as follows:
•

•

Key Authority (KA) This is responsible for generating cryptographic parameters, and creating the
secret keys of all users, according to their attributes.
Additionally, the KA has the duty of publishing a list
of users (UL) to the FN, and updating the list when
adding or revoking a user. This function is necessary
to achieve forward security;
Data Owner (DO) This is also referred to as a
‘patient’ in the proposed scheme. The DO uses MIoT
sensors, which are miniature apparatuses with limited
capabilities regarding storage, computing processing,
and energy. Medical data is collected from the body of
the patient and transferred to the fog node linked to
the devices. To safeguard the transmissions between
the medical devices and the fog, a secure sockets
layer (SSL) is used to establish an encrypted channel
between the MIoT and the fog node. In the case where
the medical device and the FN fail to communicate,
the MIoT devices seek the closest alternative FN to
contact and transmit the medical data. Each MIoT device has a unique identifying attribute, called an internet protocol (IP) address. The MIoT device can transmit/collect information over the network using its IP
address. The framework of the internet affords universal connectivity to medical devices in a heterogeneous
network. In MIoT devices, the communication and
data transmission is conducted via wireless technology. There are many aspects to consider when using

B. Security Assumption
In order to simulate the security environment in this study’s
scheme, the following security assumptions were considered:
•

It was assumed that MIoT sensors, FN, and the KA
were within the same local network, and that the
connection link between them was secure;

•

The KA was trusted fully in the scheme, which meant
that it would not leak data, or collude with any users;

•

Each FN was trusted, but could be vulnerable to
attack;

•

The CS was a semi-trusted service provider. It was
honest and ensured data security, but was curious,
and therefore performed analysis to collect private
information;

•

The DU may collude to gain unauthorized data. It
was assumed the revoked DU could not perform data
decryption from the FN.

C. CP-ABE Functions
The CP-ABE functions adopted in the scheme were based
on [10], where a full description of these algorithms can be
found. The main functions included in the proposed solution
were as follows:
•

Setup( )=⇒MK,PK: The setup algorithm takes no
input, and outputs the master-key (MK) and publickey (PK);
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Fig. 1. The Proposed Architectural Design.

•

Encrypt(PK, Data, A)=⇒CT: The encrypt algorithm
takes as input the PK, data, and the access-policy
(A) of the user. It enciphers the data and outputs a
ciphertext (CT) in which only a user who owns a key
with a set of attributes that fulfill the A can decipher
the data;

•

KeyGen(MK, S)=⇒SK: The key-generation algorithm takes as input the MK, and the set of attributes
(S) of a user to produce the secret-key (SK) of this
user;

•

Decrypt(PK, SK, CT) =⇒Data: The decrypt algorithm takes as input the PK, SK, and the CT, which
contains an A. If the user attributes satisfy the A, then
the algorithm deciphers the CT and returns the original
data (Data).

D. System Workflow
As shown in Fig. 2 the proposed system works in the
following steps:
•

•

Step 1: The system is initialized, with the KA executing the setup algorithm to generate the MK and the
PK. The PK is broadcast to all FN that are connected
to the local domain, while maintaining the MK. In
addition, the UL is distributed to the FN, which carry
the users’ identities in the system, SK, S, and A that
are used in the encryption/decryption operations;
Step 2: When receiving the data from the MIoT
sensors, the FN performs the encrypt algorithm, after

authenticating the identity of the DO via checking the
UL to ensure the presence of the user in the system,
and to obtain the A that was used for the encryption.
The CT is sent for storage in the CS;
•

Step 3: If a DU requests data from the CS, the request
passes through an FN that first verifies the user’s
identity from within the UL. This is to prevent users
who have left the system from accessing the data,
since the data request is sent only to the CS if the
user is currently on the UL. Otherwise, the request is
rejected;

•

Step 4: The FN executes the Decrypt algorithm after
receiving the CT based on the user’s SK that was
verified in the UL, then sends the original data to the
data user.

•

Step 4: The FN executes the decrypt algorithm after
receiving the CT, based on the user’s SK that was
verified in the UL, then sends the original data to the
DU.
V.

E VALUATION

In order to represent the proposed model, iFogSim [14],
[15], [16] was used to create the physical components and to
design the application model as a group of modules, namely
the client module, security module, and storage module, that
constituted the data processing elements. The client module
received the raw ECG signals. It then performed the abstraction
process on the signals, and ignored any inconsistent readings.
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Fig. 2. System Workflow.

If the value of the signal sensed was consistent, it was sent
to the security module. In the case of receiving information
from the security module, it sent it to the DISPLAY actuator to
display. The security module was responsible for protecting the
medical data, performing encryption and decryption operations
on the data received. The storage module represented the
database in the cloud where the encrypted medical data was
stored for patients, and recovered when needed.
In addition, this study used CP-ABE, an open-source Java
implementation of the ABE scheme found in the paper by
Bethencourt et al. [10], and developed by Wang et al. [17], to
evaluate the efficacy of the model. Three different placement
strategies were tested by implementing the security module,
the main module of the present study, in the cloud, fog, or
end device, as shown in Fig. 3. The feasibility of the proposed
architecture was assessed, in terms of performance, network
use, and energy consumption. Furthermore, the capability of
the proposed system to deal with the related security vulnerabilities within the MIoT, the FN, and when information was
transferred between the FN and the cloud, was examined.
The test was conducted on a local PC with a Windows
10 Home 64bit operating system, a 2.2 GHz Intel Core i7,
and an 8GB Memory by Eclipse IDE for Java Developers. In
order to test the performance on different sizes of topology, the
number of FN was changed, and the number of end devices
connected to each FN fixed was retained. Different sizes of
network topology were simulated, starting with one FN with
four connected end devices, and advancing to 20 FN with 80
connected end devices.

A. Performance Analysis
The various metrics that iFogSim showed were collected,
and the results illustrated how different placement strategies
for implementing a security module affected the system performance.
1) Time to Security Module:: The time it took to transfer
the data from its source to the security module to implement
the encryption was the most important factor in this research,
as a delay in the transmission of data increased the possibility
of the data being attacked. Fig. 4 shows the time taken to
transfer the medical data to the security module, illustrating
that it decreased significantly when applying the security
module to fog devices or end devices. This was more apparent
when the number of devices was increased.
The results of the implementation of a security module in
the cloud were excluded from the study, which focused on
performing a comparison between implementing the security
module in the fog and in the end devices, as most of the previous research reviewed focused on implementing the security
mechanism in the end devices, because such devices are close
to the data source (end users), without considering the limited
resources of these devices. In contrast, this study sought to
move the security operations to the fog devices to preserve
the end devices’ resource consumption. As shown in Fig. 5,
there was a very small difference in time of not more than
six milliseconds between implementing the security module
in the fog and in the end devices. This slight delay in data
transfer would not affect the data security, especially since the
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FN and the end devices were in the same local network, and
the connection between them was secure.
2) Network Use:: As shown in Fig. 6, the increase in the
number of the connected devices greatly increased the load
on the network, especially when implementing the security
module in the cloud or end devices. When considering the
security module’s implementation strategy on the FN, the
network use decreased significantly.
This result demonstrated that network congestion can be
avoided when adopting a fog-based implementation, as the
data is processed near the data source, thereby reducing the
amount of information sent to data centers in the cloud
significantly. Other placement strategies engender degradation
and congestion in the network.
3) Energy Consumption:: MIoTs and end devices, or gateways, have limited processing capability, minimal storage
space, and inadequate power, because they are often battery
operated, and therefore lack sufficient power to secure medical
data. This study sought to preserve the resource consumption,
such as the energy resources of the MIoT layer, and consequently recorded various measurements of energy consumption
in the end devices, according to different placement strategies
for applying the security module.
Fig. 7 shows the average energy resource consumption
in the end devices when implementing the security module
in the cloud, end device, or FN. A significant reduction in
energy consumption was observed in the case of the fogbased implementation that contributed to the preservation of
the limited resources in the end devices.
B. Security Analysis
The security of the proposed model was analysed from the
perspective of data confidentiality, fine-grained access control,
collusion attack resistance, and forward secrecy.
1) Fine-grained Access Control:: This is a mechanism
whereby legitimate users are given different access privileges
to the data. Fine-grained access control was also attained in
the model as it was a feature of the CP-ABE scheme that
gave each legitimate user different access to the medical data
concerned, according to the user’s attributes and role.
2) Data Confidentiality and Privacy:: This is a basic and
important requirement when using the cloud for data storage.
In this model, it was accomplished using CP-ABE, whereby
the medical data was encrypted near its source in the local
network, before it was sent for storage in the remote data
centers or the cloud. Therefore, no unauthorized user could
access the content of the medical information stored there.

Fig. 3. The Different Placement Strategies.

3) Collusion Attack Resistance:: In this type of attack,
users combine their attributes to obtain unauthorized data
illegally. These attacks can be conducted by system users
seeking higher access rights, therefore, a system should prevent
users from undertaking such attacks. To avoid this kind of
attack, and to prevent users from combining their attributes
in order to decipher the medical data, the proposed data
protection scheme employed CP-ABE; since each attribute was
associated with a polynomial or a random number, different
users could not collude to obtain higher data access rights.
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Fig. 4. Time to Security Module.

Fig. 5. Time to Security Module - The Comparison between Fog and End Device.

Fig. 6. Network Use.
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Fig. 7. Energy Consumption.

4) Forward Security:: This involves the prevention of any
user who has been revoked from accessing and deciphering the
medical data concerned. It was achieved in the proposed model
by publishing the UL in the FN that contained the legitimate
users with their set of attributes. Once a user left, the list was
updated by the KA, thereby preventing the user who had left
the system from accessing the medical data.

plan to conduct a real-time experiment to validate the proposed
model.
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Abstract—In most research that has dealt with the correction
of spelling errors, the errors are caused by the misuse of space
(deletion or insertion of space) are not tackled. Forgetting to
deal with this type of errors in the texts poses a problem of
understanding and ambiguity of the meaning of the sentence
containing these errors. In this article, we propose a new
approach to correct errors due to the insertion of space in a
word, and at the same time correct other types of editing errors.
This approach is based on the edit distance and uses bi-grams
language models to correct words in context. The test conducted
on hundreds of erroneous words (by insertion of space and/or by
simple editing errors) made it possible to assess the relevance and
validity of the methods developed to correct this type of error.
The approaches proposed in this article provide a very important
clarification and reminder by comparing them to those of other
existing approaches.
Keywords—Spelling correction; error; natural language; insertion; space; distance; language models; probability

I.

I NTRODUCTION

For several years now, the language industry and new information and communication technologies have been evolving.
Alongside this progress, thousands of electronic documents
such as newspapers, emails, blogs, dissertations and theses
are produced on a daily basis. Therefore, the existence and
need for spelling correction systems in NLP applications is of
paramount importance to improve and help with sound and
unambiguous writing.
Automatic spelling error correction is currently ubiquitous
and integrated into all computer tools such as word processing,
email, social media, search engines, which are frequented
every day by millions of people around the world.
For a long time, by analyzing the strategy of correction
systems integrated into large word processing software such as
Microsoft’s WinWord, OpenOffice Writer, or those embedded
in web textures (email, search engine), we have pointed out
that these remain ineffective for correcting certain types of
spelling errors. They’re committed when typing Arabic text,
for example, which we cite as errors resulting from insertion
and/or untimely deletion of the space character in a lexical
form.
Their strategies consist only in proposing solutions separately to segments divided by the insertion of space.

Automatic correction of spelling errors has been the topic
of much research since the 1960’s [1]. Despite the monopolization of this axis by the major computer production industries,it
remains a promising domain of research [2][3]. The principle
is to propose the most similar solutions to a word detected out
of vocabulary based on the lexical similarity inter words.
Among the work in the subject area of spelling correction,
we mainly include:
Damerau’s analysis of typographical errors [4]. He indicated that about 80-95% of mistakes in English texts are
unique errors that are induced by poor insertion, deletion,
permutation of a single character or the transposition of two
adjacent character. This analysis has been the cornerstone of
the concept of error as a simple or multiple combinations
of operations, called elementary editing operations (insertion,
deletion, transposition, and permutation).
Based on Damerau’s work, Levenshtein [5] considered
only three editing operations (insertion, deletion, permutation),
and subsequently defined a metric that allows us to compare
two words while calculating the number of editing operations
undergone on one word to turn it into some other word. This
distance is also called edit distance which remains, despite
the technique, the most widely used in spelling correction and
which has also been the themes of several adaptations and
weighting [6]. Then a series of similar works were carried
out. We can put them into different categories:
•

Metric-based correction approaches such as Jaro distance [7], Jaro-Winkler distance [8], Jaccard distance
[9], distance of Stoilos [10].

•

Probabilistic correction approaches such as n-grams
decomposition [11], the correction method based on
the noisy channel model [12], Alpha-code methods
[13], or those based on probabilistic automatons [14],
[15]

•

Since 2012 Gueddah, Yousfi and Nejja have carried
out a series of work on spelling correction for the
Arabic language, with the aim of improving the
scheduling rate of solutions returned by the classical
edit distance [16] [17] [18], or integrating the morphological analysis into the spelling correction phase [19]
[20], or integrating context into spelling correction
[21] [22].
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II.

•

R ELATED W ORK

Based on our bibliographical research on spelling correction, we noticed that the bulk of this work did not adequately
address the errors due to insertion or deletion of space in the
seized texts. The number of works dealing with this category
of error is very negligible compared to the number of works
in the field of spelling correction.
The work that dealt with errors due to the insertion or
deletion of space is of two types:
•

•

•

Census-type studies: Mitton [3], and Kukich [1] noted
that more than 14% of spelling mistakes in seized
text are mainly related to the omission of the space
between words. Conforming to a statistical study of
errors made in Urdu typed text, Tahira [23] found
out that space errors are a fairly significant percentage
of errors, more than 75% of errors are neighborhood
errors, 32% of which are linked to the insertion of
space in words.
Research work that provides hints for dealing with
errors due to the insertion/deletion of space in words,
either at the level of detection of this type of error
or in the actual correction. This work includes, for
example, the work that relies on the generation of all
possible partitions of the erroneous word and testing
whether or not the segments exist in the dictionary
[24][25][26].
The study presented by Alkanhal and al [27], according to the latter, the correction of space insertion
errors uses two procedures, the initiative is to merge
the different neighboring words from the wrong word.
The outcome of this procedure is a list of the various
possible combinations of this merger. This list may
contain valid fragments and other erroneous fragments
that will subsequently be handled on to the second
correcting procedure.

In this article, we suggest a new metric approach that uses
bi-gram language models to correct spelling errors due to the
insertion of spaces (also called segmentation errors), into a
correct or incorrect word taking into account the context in
which this type of error was induced.
III.

E RRORS D UE TO S PACE I NSERTION AND D ELETION

Moreover, this kind of error can be due to poor optical
text recognition (OCR), which can additionally insert
the space character inside the word, or as a result
of a file type conversion, such as converting Word
documents to Pdf or vice versa.

However, the problem of actual word error is more complex. Generally, such an error disrupts the syntax and then
rectify it.
Example:
Instead of typing the word ”misspelled”, you add a space
in that word and you get both sequences ”missp” and ”elled”.
Instead of typing the two words ”to get vaccinated”, you
remove the space between these two words, and you get the
only word ”toget vaccinated”.
There are cases where this type of
with other types of editing errors, i.e. in
we have errors due to editing operations
insertion(after inserting the space we have
w2 ).

error is combined
the same word w,
more than a space
both words w1 and

In this case, there are four cases:
•

Both segments w1 and w2 are not changed. In this
case the solution of the correction is simply w1 -w2 -w,
for example ”vacci nating instead of vaccinating”.

•

The first segment w1 has been modified, and w2 not,
for example: ”vaxi nating instead of vaccinating”.

•

w2 has been modified and w1 not, example of ”vacci
nathing instead of vaccinating”.

•

Both segments w1 and w2 are modified, for example:
”vaxin ating instead of vaccinating”.

In the last three cases we must stick the two segments w1
and w2 (w1 -w2 ) and then correct the new merged word.
In the recently published work Yousfi and al.[30], the
authors used and adapted the Levenshtein’s algorithm to detect
and correct errors due to space deletion between words in the
case of Arabic texts.
In this paper, we will propose a new approach to correct
space insertion errors, and to integrate it with other approach
that which corrects deletion errors and other editing errors, in
a single one that corrects these three types of error at the same
time.

A. Defining Space Errors
Although the emergence of new generations of near-present
correctors in most word processing editor, emails, blogs, social
media, smartphones, these remain ineffective and unsuccessful
[28] with regard to correcting errors due to the insertion or
deletion of space in or between words. These forms of mistakes
can be induced in several situations:
•

Because one writes by accelerating without regard to
who has been seized, the editor may unintentionally
insert one or more spaces within a word in the belief
that he inserted it to separate between two words.
Therefore, this type of error leads to the appearance of
two or more segments of words that may be lexicon
or wrong words.

B. Introducing the Approach to Correcting Deletion Space
Errors
Either werr a erroneous word of length n, and wi a word
of the lexicon of pi length. Among the errors in the wrong
word werr perhaps the space that is removed between several
words more other types of editing errors (insertion, deletion,
and permutation).
The approach is done in two stages:
•

The detection of the position in the word werr where
space will be inserted.

•

The correction of the two sequences obtained after the
insertion of the space.
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We note by: DL (werr , wi ) = DL (n, pi ), Levenshtein’s
distance between two words werr and wi . For the detection of
the position where space will be inserted (noted pos.spacei ),
the authors gave the following rule:
pos.spacei = arg min DL(j, pi )

(1)

j=1,. . . ,n

After the insertion of space, we get the two words w1spacei ,
w2spacei , and we move on to the second phase.
The second phase verifies whether the two words exist in
the lexicon or not, otherwise we move on to the correction.
To correct errors due to the deletion of spaces between words
and other types of editing errors at the same time, the authors
defined a new distance (noted DLS based on the Levenshtein
distance (edit distance):
DLS (werr , wi ) = M in[DL (werr , wi ); DL (werr , w1spacei )
+space + w2spacei ]
where DL is the edit distance
(2)
The scheduling of solutions is based on this new DLS
distance.
In the sequel, we will present the new approach we propose
in this paper to correct errors in the insertion of space inside
word, and then we will show how to integrate it with the
previous approach in a single one. Then all types of spelling
errors can be corrected (editing errors, errors due to deletion
and insertion of space).
IV.

with

A. The Edit Distance
The metric method introduced by Levenshtein [5] measures
the similarity between two words by calculating an edit distance. The edit distance is defined as the minimum number
of basic editing operations required to turn an erroneous word
into another word in the dictionary. Thus, to correct a wrong
word, we retain a set of solutions requiring as few editing
operations as possible.
The procedure for calculating the distance of Levenshtein
between two strings X = x1 x2 . . . xm of length m and Y =
y1 y2 . . . yn of length n, consists of calculating from near to
near in a matrix of order (m ∗ n) the edit distance between the
different sub-chains of X and Y .
The calculation of the case (i,j), which corresponds to the
editing distance between the sub-chains X1i = x1 x2 . . . xi
and Y1j = y1 y2 . . . yj , is given by the following recurring
relationship:
(
D(i − 1, j) + 1,
D(i, j) = M inimum D(i, j − 1) + 1,
(3)
D(i − 1, j − 1) + cost

0
1

if
xi−1 = yj−1
otherwise

(4)

The limitation of such a spelling correction system using
the edit distance is that it does not allow a good scheduling of
suggested solutions for a set of candidates with the same edit
distance.
B. N-gram Language Models
The importance of language models is quite clear. They
are used in several areas of NLP, such as continuous speech
recognition, machine translation, etc. The main goal in these
different applications is to have some solutions weighed
against others.
A n-gram language model shows the fact that the probability of a word appearing after a sequence of words can be
given only on the basis of the last n − 1 words [29].
This model verifies:
P r(wi /w1 , w2 ..., wi−1 ) = P r(wi /wi−n+1 , .., wi−1 )

(5)

In practice, the value of n does not exceed order 3.
•

If n = 1, the model is called a uni-gram model. This
type of model does not take into account any history
of the word.

•

If n = 2, the model is called a bi-gram model. This
type of model only takes into account the previous
word: P r(wi /w1 , w2 ..., wi−1 ) = P r(wi /wi−1 )

•

If n = 3, the model is called a tri-gram model.
This type of model takes into account only the
previous two words: P r(wi /w1 , w2 ..., wi−1 ) =
P r(wi /wi−1 , wi−2 )

T HE A PPROACH TO C ORRECTING S PACE I NSERTION
E RRORS

This approach is based on the edit distance and on the bigrams language models. In the rest of this paragraph, we will
give a little reminder on these two concepts.


cost =

For the construction of n-gram language models, learning is
done on a corpus of texts that must encompass all possible
successions of words belonging to the vocabulary of the
language used. This construction consists of estimating all the
probabilities already mentioned.
V.

P ROCESSING S PACE I NSERTION E RRORS

The processing of this type of error normally goes through
the following two steps: the detection that one has an error
due to the insertion of space into a correct or erroneous word,
and the phase of correction.
A. Detection of Errors Due to the Space Insertion
Here we cite methods that are not 100% correct to detect
errors in inserting space into a correct or erroneous word. We
have cases where the probability of having a space insertion
error is very high.
Among these cases we cite:
•

If two successive words w1 and w2 are erroneous,
then the probability is very high to have inserted a
space that gave us these two wrong words. In this
case, we concatenate the two words, and we treat
w1 − w2 as a single word that must be submitted to
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the correction procedure. However, this is not always
the case as we can have two successive erroneous
words without having a space insertion error (”The
wolrd vaxinated against Covid” instead of ”The world
vaccinated against Covid”
•

•

If we have a word consisting of a single character,
then this may be due to a bad insertion of space into
a word ( ”v accination” instead of ”vaccination”.
If we have some kind of erroneous word and the
following word is correct, it may be due to a space
insertion into a word (”vacci nation” instead of ”
vaccination”).

an ideal solution with edit distance equal to zero; otherwise we make the correction with the edit distance
weighted by the bi-gram language model:
0
DL (wi0 + wi+1
, wk )
0
P r(wk /wi−2 )
wk ∈Lexique

Si2 = arg min

To take into account space insertion errors during the
correction operation, we propose the distance rated DAL which
is defined as a follow-up:
DAL (wi0 , wk ) = M in[

So from what we have presented, it is very difficult to fix
cases and say that they are the only ones that exist for space
insertion errors.
There are even cases where you insert a space into a word
and you get two sequences that are both correct (”foot ball”
instead of ”football”).
For this, we will treat the problem of space insertion
according to two methods:
•

Method 1: The space insertion error is only addressed
if we have two successive words that are wrong,
working with an H1-rated hypothesis that will be
defined afterwards. If we have a single erroneous
word, we correct it in a simple way.

•

Method 2: Once we have a wrong word and regardless of the next word, plus the simple correction of that
wrong word, we add the corrections of the error due
to the wrong insertion of space between that wrong
word and the two neighboring words.

•

0
All simple corrections of the two words wi0 and wi−1
(assuming we don’t have errors in inserting or deleting
space). This set is given by the following rule:

DL (wi0 , wk )
0
wk ∈Lexique P r(wk /wi−1 )

Si1 = arg min

min

wk ∈Lexique

•

arg min
wk ∈Lexique,wi ∈Si1

(7)

(10)

For this method, we do not use the H1 hypothesis; and in
this case, we can modify words that were correct. The list of
solutions or corrections for the erroneous word wi0 proposed
is of three types:
•

The set of all simple corrections of the word wi0
(assuming we have no errors in the insertion or
deletion of space). This set is given by the rule given
in equation number (6)

•

0
0
we concatenate wi−1
, correct word, and wi0 (wi−1
+
0
0
wi ) and check if wi−1 + wi in the lexicon of the
0
system. If so, we keep the word wi−1
+ wi0 as an ideal
solution with edit distance equal to zero, otherwise the
correction is made with the edit distance weighted by
the bi-gram language model :
0
DL (wi−1
+ wi0 , wk )
0
P r(wk /wi−2
)
wk ∈Lexique

Si2 = arg min
•

(11)

0
0
We concatenate wi0 and wi+1
(wi0 +wi+1
) and we check
0
0
if wi +wi+1 is in the lexicon of the system. If so,
0
we keep the word wi0 +wi+1
as an ideal solution with
distance equal to zero; otherwise the correction is
made with the edit distance weighted by the bi-gram
language model:
0
DL (wi0 + wi+1
, wk )
0
P r(wk /wi−1
)
wk ∈Lexique

(6)

0
DL (wi+1
, wk )
P r(wk /wi )

DAL (wi0 , wk )

C. Correcting Space Insertion Errors using Method 2

Si3 = arg min

and
1
Si+1
=

0
DL (wi+1
, wk )
DL (wi0 , wk )
+
,
0
P r(wk /wi−1 )
P r(wk /wi0 )
(9)
0
DL (wi0 + wi+1
, wk )
]
0
)
P r(wk /wi−2

The best corrections are those that check :

B. Correcting Space Insertion Errors using Method 1
This method uses the following hypothesis:


If we have a correct word, then we should not change it.


0 0
0
Be a text T = w1 w2 . . . wn consists of a set of words
typed in that order, and suppose that we have two successive
0
erroneous words wi0 and wi+1
. To also take into account space
insertion errors, and use the H1 hypothesis, all the corrections
proposed for these errors consist of two sets:

(8)

(12)

To take into account space insertion errors during the
correction operation, we apply the DAL distance, which this
time is defined as follows:

0
0
we Concatenate wi0 and wi+1
(wi0 +wi+1
), i.e. assume
0
that we have inserted a space in the word wi0 + wi+1
0
which produced the two wrong words wi0 and wi+1
.
0
For correction, we check if wi0 +wi+1
is in the lexicon
0
of the system. If so, we keep the word wi0 + wi+1
as
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DL (wi0 , wk )
,
0
P r(wk /wi−1
)
0
0
DL (wi−1
+ wi0 , wk ) DL (wi0 + wi+1
, wk )
,
]
0
0
P r(wk /wi−2 )
P r(wk /wi−1 )
DAL (wi0 , wk ) = M in[

(13)
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The best corrections of the wrong word wi0 are given by
the following formula:
arg min
wk ∈Lexique

DAL (wi0 , wk )

DL (wi0 , wk )
= arg min [
,
0
wk ∈Si1 ∪Si2 ∪Si3 P r(wk /wi−1 )

0
0
DL (wi−1
+ wi0 , wk ) DL (wi0 + wi+1
, wk )
,
]
0
0
P r(wk /wi−2 )
P r(wk /wi−1 )
(14)

Its solutions belong to one of the sets of Si1 , Si2 and Si3 :
1)

2)

3)

If a solution belongs to Si1 , we correct wi0 by this
0
solution, and we go to wi+1
to check whether or not
this word exists in the lexicon; otherwise we repeat
0
our correction approach quoted here on wi+1
0
2
, we
If a solution belongs to Si , we removewi−1
0
0
correct wi by this solution, and switchto wi+1 . We
0
check wi+1
whether we exist in the lexicon or not,
0
or we apply our correction approach to wi+1
.
3
If the solution belongs to Si , we correct wi0 with
0
0
this solution, we delete wi+1
, and we move to wi+2
.
0
We check whether wi+2
exists in the lexicon or not,
0
otherwise we apply our correction approach to wi+2
.

When the correction is completed, the new sentences
are scheduled with the original sentence, w10 w20 . . . wn
by the edit distance taking the space as a character:
0
DL (w10 w20 . . . wn0 , w10 w20 . . . , wi−2
, wi−1 . . . , wk ) k ≤ n
Example:
”The world vaccinated against Covid”
We have two successive erroneous words, so we do the
processing according to the two methods.
Method 1:
•

TABLE I. R ECALL AND ACCURACY OF DIFFERENT METHODS

The corrections of the two erroneous sequences
”vacc” and ”inated” are ”vacc” ={ vaccine, vice,
Vicki, vaccines..}, and ”inated”={noted, anted,
named, mated, hated...}. The best corrections are
distance 1, so the sum 1+1=2.

•

The corrections of the word ”vaccinated”, after deleting space between sequences ”vacc”and ”inated” we
obtain this word which is a lexicon entry.

•

Applying the distance DAL the min between 0 and 2
is 0 and like that, the best correction is ”vaccinated”
(”The world vaccinated against Covid”)

Method 1
Method 2

Accuracy

82%
76%

91%
88%

Words in S1 have a distance greater than or equal to 1, and
words in S2 have a distance greater than or equal to 2. So the
words that check the rule in equation (14) is ”vaccinated” that
is, the solution belongs to S3, so we correct ”vaccinated” and
we delete ”inated”, So the new sentence after the correction
is: ”The world vaccinated against Covid”.
VI.

T ESTS AND R ESULTS

The corpus on which we conducted our test is composed
of 100 paragraphs taken from the Wikipedia site, and in each
paragraph, we randomly created space insertion errors in words
in those paragraphs in addition with other types of editing
errors.
In total, we have 1000 errors due to the insertion of space
into words that are correct or erroneous. These errors are
created according to the four types of space insertion errors
cited in subsection (3.1.)
In order to evaluate the different methods used for spelling
correction, we use the classic evaluation measurements by
calculating recall and accuracy. The results obtained are cited
according to these four types of error, and are as mentioned the
Table I. In order to test the robustness of our approach with
these two methods, we compared it to a widely recognized
commercial spell checker.
The first results approved that our approach achieves a very
high correction rate compared to this corrector: 89.5 % of the
suggested correction for errors due to the insertion against only
19.12 % for the commercial corrector. this can be interpreted
by the fact that this corrector does not take into account the
existence of this type of error due to the insertion.
C ONCLUSION
According to the results obtained, we can say that our new
proposed approach is an effective method to correct errors
due to space insertion comparing with other commercial spell
checker. In other hand, our approach present an acceptable and
better complexity level compared with other approach based
only on n-gram language models.
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Abstract—The aim of this paper is to avoid any future health
crises by analysing COVID-19 data of Morocco using Time Series
to get more information about how the pandemic is spreading.
For this reason, we used a statistical model called Seasonal
Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average (SARIMA) to forecast
the new confirmed cases, new deaths, cumulative cases and
deaths. Besides predicting the spreading of COVID-19, this study
will also help decision makers to better take the right decisions at
the right time. Finally, we evaluated the performance of our model
by measuring metrics such as Mean Squared Error (MSE). We
have applied our SARIMA model for a forward forecasting in a
period of 50 days, the MSE reported was 62196.46 for cumulative
cases forecasting, and 621.14 for cumulative deaths forecasting.
Keywords—COVID-19, machine learning, seasonal autoregressive integrated moving average, SARIMA, statistical modeling, time
series forecasting

phenomenon using various models and methods such as compartmental models [2, 3, 4, 5], machine learning and artificial
intelligence models[6, 7], or statistical methods [8, 9, 10, 11].
In this paper, we present a new SARIMA model to forecast
the new cases and deaths in Morocco to help decision-makers
to prevent any critical phases. We have chosen to forecast
COVID-19 using time series analysis. In Section II, we will
present the related work. Then Section III will present the
time series approach for forecasting, and the process of this
study. Afterward in Section IV, we will describe the materials
and methods we used in this work. Section V will be devoted
to presenting the numerical results that will be discussed in
Section VI. Finally, we will end this article with a general
conclusion.
II.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

R ELATED W ORK

A. Compartmental Models

Since the announcement of sars-cov2 outbreak as a public
health emergency by the world health organization (WHO) in
January 2020, The world didn’t stop counting its damage due
to the spreading of this virus. The incessant stream of new
unpredictable cases has caused crises in many countries. For
instance, in Italy, the death toll caused by COVID-19 raised
dramatically in a short period of time making it the biggest
crisis since the Second World War. To control the crisis, many
decisions have been made all over the world. However, all
these efforts lacked efficiency since we didn’t yet predict what
the world needs in terms of tools and information to make
better decisions, to end the pandemic as fast as possible, or at
least prevent some of its dire consequences.
In Morocco, the first case was detected on March 2020, and
by July 2021 the total cases reached 552635 confirmed cases
and 9427 deaths according to the Moroccan health ministry
[1]. The situation has become critical especially when COVID19 reaches its peak at the critical phase. To manage this, the
Moroccan government has taken many decisions regarding the
timeline development of the disease, but as the pandemic hasn’t
been stopped yet, we can expect other peaks that should be
predicted beforehand to minimize the consequences.
Many studies have been done to decrypt the spreading
mechanism of the mysterious virus that has caused vast damage in different sectors. It was important for mathematicians,
epidemiologists, and data analysts to analyze and model the

Compartmental models are mathematical modelling of infectious diseases. One of the most important and commonly
used of these models is the ”Susceptible-Infectious-Recovered
or Resistant” model known also as the SIR model, a simplest
compartmental model based on the research of Anderson
Gray McKendrick and William Ogilvy Kermack in 1927[12].
This model divides the population into three compartments or
categories and calculates the transition rate between compartments. Other models had been extended from the SIR model
like the SEIR[13] model dividing the population into four
compartments instead of three, by adding a new one named
”Exposed” representing people highly exposed to the infection.
Several studies have adapted the SIR and SEIR models to
investigate the new coronavirus. Chen et al. [2] created the
Bats-Hosts-Reservoir-People (BHRP), a transmission network
model describing the transmission chain of the virus, from bats
to people passing by the hosts and the seafood market, using
the SEIR model. While Euloge Mouvoh et al. [3]described
the impact of different intervention strategies on the spread
of COVID-19 in Morocco using a contact-structured and agestructured-SEIR model considering the interventions dynamic
between different age groups. On the other hand, Ben Hassen
et al. [4]combined the Poisson Markov process with a SIR
model to build a hybrid model called SIR-Poisson model to
estimate deaths number at a certain date t. However, the SIR
model failed to forecast COVID-19 in Isfahan, because the
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the data used for the study. In this step, we analyze
data to extract its characteristics, to choose the best
model for this study.

assumptions that the SIR model is based on are not seemingly
true for COVID-19 [5].
B. Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning Models

•

In addition to compartmental modelization, Artificial Intelligence and machine learning models are highly recommended
in such problems it can be used in various aspects. Ahmed
et al. [6] suggested some problems related to the pandemic
where Artificial Intelligence can act efficiently and expected
that studies using those models will increase significantly
when more COVID-19 data will be available. In this direction,
Mbilong et al. [7] proved the efficiency of Deep Learning
models by using six models of machine learning and deep
learning to forecast COVID-19 in Morocco during 7 days.

Model tuning: It’s a process that creates a combination of a manually specified subset of the hyperparameter space and evaluates each model to choose
the best combination of those parameters. It’s called
also grid search.

•

Forecasting and interpretation: After specifying the
best parameters of our model, we can finally fit it and
forecast our variables.

C. Statistical and Time Series Methods
statistical methods have been used to forecast, identify
and measure the damage due to the COVID-19 pandemic.
Shang et al. [10]used time series analysis to identify any
change points using excess in the counts of COVID-19 caused
excess death in Belgium. Salgotra et al. [9] have chosen to
predict COVID-19 in India using models based on genetic
programming and evaluated by statistical methods and metrics.
Alsulami et al.[11] presented a statistical method to study the
effects of various factors on the deaths due to COVID-19.
ArunKumar et al.[8]have forecasted COVID-19 cases using
the statistical models SARIMA and ARIMA for 60 days in 16
countries.
In this paper, we have chosen to use the statistical model
SARIMA to forecast cases in Morocco. In the next section,
we will present the model and the process of this work.
III.

COVID-19 P ROPAGATION BY USING T IME S ERIES
A PPROACH

Time series analysis is the process of analyzing a sequence
of data recorded at a specific interval of time. As its name
indicates time is a crucial variable in this process. It shows
us how the problem studied is adjusted over time, and it
provides an additional source of information extracted from the
dependencies established between data and the time variable.
Time series analysis is usually utilized for problems that
are highly affected by time, it can be used to analyze and
forecast trading data, weather data, electricity data, etc. With
a representative sample and cleaned data, Time Series analysis
can provide a lot of information about the phenomenon in
question, or even forecast the future with high accuracy.
The Time series process requires 5 principal steps as shown
in Fig. 1:
•

•

•

Data collection: It’s the first thing to do when using
time series analysis, data can be collected by observation, experimentation , simulation or simply derived.
Data-preprocessing: In this step, we prepare data
collected to be used for forecasting, the preprocessing
consists of cleaning data and handling the missing
values.
Selection of Time series model: Many time series
models are available, but their efficiency depends on

After explaining briefly the process of a time series analysis, we propose in the next section a comparison between two
time series models known as Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average(ARIMA) and seasonal Autoregressive Integrated
Moving Average (SARIMA).
A. Time Series Generalities (ARIMA VS. SARIMA)
The Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average model
(ARIMA), is one of the models that are most widely used
to forecast a time series. It describes the autocorrelations in
data by combining the autoregressive model (AR); a linear
regression between past and future values; and moving average
model (MA) that considers the past forecast error and future
values of data. The added value of ARIMA is the Integrated
component (I) that describes the order of differentiation used
to make data stationary [14].
ARIMA model depends on 3 parameters:
p: trend autoregressive order, q: trend difference order, and d:
trend moving average order.
When time-series data present a seasonality pattern, we use
the Seasonal Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average model
(SARIMA) instead of ARIMA. SARIMA is an extension of
ARIMA that can deal with seasonality to forecast seasonal
Time series. It is composed of four parts. In addition to the
three components of ARIMA described before, SARIMA is
composed of seasonal components describing the seasonality
pattern in data [14].
SARIMA depends on 4 other hyper-parameters (P D Q s)
in addition to the ARIMA’s parameters (p d q):
•

P: Seasonal autoregressive order

•

D: Seasonal difference order

•

Q: Seasonal moving average order

•

s: The number of time steps for a single seasonal
period.

SARIMA model is described mathematically as :
s
φp (B)Φp (B s )∇d ∇D
s yt = θq (B) ΘQ (B )εt

(1)

where:
yt : is the forecast variable
φp (B): is the regular AR polynomial of order p
θq (B) : is the regular MA polynomial of order q
Φp (B s ): is the seasonal AR polynomial of order P
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Fig. 1. SARIMA Process.

ΘQ (B s ): is the seasonal MA polynomial of order Q
∇d is the differentiation operator
∇D
s is the differentiation operator
εt white noise process B back shift of yt
To optimize our model and make sure that the parameters
chosen are optimum, we used a process that creates a combination of a manually specified subset of the hyper-parameters
space and evaluates each model to choose the best combination
of those parameters. This process is known as grid search or
model tuning.
IV.

M ATERIALS AND M ETHODS

A. Methods and Data Preprocessing
We collected data from [15], it is a recording of corona
cases in the whole world, for the period going from 24/02/2020
to 18/07/2021 with 103348 rows and 59 columns.
The data preprocessing in our case consists of creating
new data for Morocco by using the global data collected, then
cleaning this one by detecting the aberrant values in order to
correct them, and finally dealing with the missing values by
deleting some useless rows or filling them by fitting values.
The specificity of time series data preprocessing is that we
should also handle the trend and stationarity by de-trending
data and making it stationary especially when using models
like ARIMA or SARIMA.
The final dataset is new data recorded from 02/03/2020
(the date of the first case in Morocco) to 18/07/2021 with 504
rows (observations) and 29 columns. The new dataset is shown
in Fig. 2
The new data was divided into two categories:

•

Training data: is used to train and fit the model to find
the best parameters.

•

Testing data: is used for forecasting and assessing the
performance of our model.

B. Time Series Analysis
In this section, we analyse the components of our data to
extract the different characteristics of our time series data.
1) Trend: The first thing to check on time series data is the
presence of a long-term movement called a trend in a cyclical
context [16].
By plotting the data (Fig. 3), we observe the presence
of a trend, but this should be proved by some tests. To
test the presence of a trend in this time series, we used
“pyMannkendal” a Python implementation of nonparametric
Mann-Kendall trend analysis .
The mann-kendall test confirmed the existence of an upward trend on the data of new cases and new deaths with
a significant p-value of p=5.329070518200751e-15 for new
cases and 1.4821224705308111e-05 for new deaths. Before
applying any model of forecasting, we should de-trend our
data. There are many ways to do this, the most common
method is differentiation.
2) Stationarity: Stationarity is one of the most important
things to check before dealing with a time series. Stationary
data means that the variance and the mean are constant over
time. In other words, the data is stable [17]. However A
non-stationary data is unpredictable data unless we make it
stationary which is possible using some transformations. To
test stationarity, we used two tests ADF and KPSS from the
statsmodels package:
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Fig. 2. Moroccan Data.

Fig. 3. A- Daily New Cases of COVID-19 in Morocco. B- Daily New
Deaths due to COVID-19 in Morocco.

•

Augmented Dickey-Fuller test or ADF test: in which
the null hypothesis admits the existence of unit root
which means that the data is non-stationary [18].

•

Kwiatkowski Phillips Schmidt Shin or KPSS test:
unlike ADF the null hypothesis that we are testing
in the KPSS is that our data is stationary [19].

Fig. 4. A- Differencing Results of Original Series of New Cases. BDifferencing Results of Original Series of New Deaths.

The results of these two tests are shown in Table I.
Both ADF and KPSS tests confirm the non-stationarity of
our data for the reasons below:
•

•

For ADF:
◦ The p-value is higher than the significance
level of 0.05.
◦ The ADF statistical test is higher than all the
critical values.
For KPSS:
◦ The p-value is less than the significance level
of 0.05.
◦ The KPSS statistical test is higher than all the
critical values.

It’s indispensable to make data stationary before using it
on a forecasting operation to make it predictable and to get
relevant results. In our case, we have chosen the differentiation
method to make it stationary. Fig. 4A and Fig. 4B show the
data after 1st and 2nd order differencing, we can observe that
our data had become stationary with the first differencing order
and there is no need for a second one. To prove the stationarity
of the new data, we have retested it with KPSS and ADF.

Fig. 5. A- Daily New Cases per Year in Morocco. B- Daily New Deaths per
Year in Morocco.

3) Seasonality: The last component that we should verify
is seasonality which means the presence of a pattern. In
the Fig. 5A and Fig. 5B, we observe the existence of some
pattern between 2020 (year of the appearance of COVID-19
In Morocco) and 2021. For example, the number of new cases
increases between June and August, probably because of the
school and summer vacations in which most people travel a lot
and don’t respect restriction policies. In contrast, the number
of new cases decreases between November and February, and
it is somehow stationary between February and January.
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TABLE I. KPSS VS . ADF T EST R ESULTS

Stastical test
New cases

p-value
critical values

New deaths

ADF
-1.813390

0.01

0.373834

10 %

5%

2.5 %

1%

10 %

5%

1%

0.119

0.146

0.176

0.216

-2.570297

-2.868161

-3.445368

Stastical test

0.449026

p-value

0.01

critical values

V.

KPSS
0.449026

-1.813390
0.373834

10 %

5%

2.5 %

1%

10 %

5%

1%

0.119

0.146

0.176

0.216

-2.569954

-2.867518

-3.443905

N UMERICAL R ESULTS

VII.

In this section, we present the results of COVID-19 daily
new cases, new deaths, cumulative cases, and cumulative
deaths forecasting using our proposed models.
After the model tuning, we have chosen the best parameters
for each model. So we selected SARIMA (5,1,0)(1,0,1,7) to
forecast new cases, and SARIMA (0, 1, 1) (2, 0, 2, 7) for the
new deaths forecasting. The Fig. 6A shows the prediction of
daily new cases, while figure Fig. 6C shows the prediction of
daily new deaths for 104 days.
To measure the performance of our models, we calculated
the Mean Equared Error(MSE), Root Mean Squared Error
(RMSE), Mean Absolute Error (MAE) for 104 days in Table
II, and we have compared our results with other persistent
models.
In Fig. 6B and Fig. 6D we noted that the model fits very
well at the first 50 days of forecasting and start deviating after,
so we recalculated the errors for 50 days. Table III shows the
metrics reported for the 50 days forecasting.
VI.

D ISCUSSION

In the present study, we developed a SARIMA model to
fit the reported data of COVID-19 in Morocco. The proposed
model was prepared to select the best parameters in order
to predict cumulative cases and deaths, new daily cases, and
deaths.
The results show that the proposed models fit very well at
the first 50 days with a reported MSE of 316960.2267400527
for new daily cases forecasting, 8.28 for new daily deaths,
62196.46 for cumulative cases, and 621.14 for cumulative
deaths. The model starts to deflect after 50 days and the
error starts to become higher. We tested our model for a
forecasting period of 104 days and have reported an MSE of
4881.384615384615 for cumulative deaths forecasting, and an
MSE of 108689697.75 for cumulative cases.
The 104 days predictions results are good if we compare
them to most of the reported results in [8] for 60 days
forecasting in 16 countries, where the MSE variates between
6.63E+04 for cumulative cases in Bangladesh and 2.69E+09
for Brazil, while the MSE of cumulative deaths forecasting for
the same number of days variates between 3.10E+00 in Spain
and 2.24E+06 in India.

C ONCLUSION

Since the outbreak of COVID-19 in Morocco, the government has made many decisions regarding the real-time
situation, therefore forecasting the COVID-19 impact could
help in preventing any critical situation by making a wellinformed decision.
In this paper, we used time series analysis, one of the
most important aspects of data analytic to analyze Moroccan
data by understanding components like trend and seasonality.
The ultimate objective of this work was to predict cases (new
confirmed cases, new deaths, cumulative cases, and cumulative
deaths) for 104 days using the SARIMA model. The results
of our proposed models matched with test data especially for
the first 50 days of forecasting for both cumulative cases and
deaths. Decision-makers should consider forecasting models
like SARIMA in preventing any future critical situation.
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Abstract—Synthesizing new images from textual descriptions
requires understanding the context of the text. It is a very challenging problem in Natural Language Processing and Computer
vision. Existing systems use Generative Adversarial Network
(GAN) to generate images using a simple text encoder from their
captions. This paper consist synthesizing images from textual
descriptions using Caltech-UCSD birds datasets by baselining
the generative model using Attentional Generative Adversarial
Networks (AttnGAN) and using RoBERTa pre-trained neural
language model for word embeddings. The results obtained are
compared with the baseline AttnGAN model and conduct various
analyses on incorporating RoBERTa text encoder concerning
simple encoder in the existing system. Various performance
improvements were noted compared to baseline Attention Generative networks. The FID score has decreased from 23.98 in
AttnGAN to 20.77 with incorporation of RoBERTa model with
AttnGAN.
Keywords—Natural language processing; computer vision;
GANs; AttnGAN; RoBERTa

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Text to Image generation is an application of Generative
Networks. The underlying problem comprises recognising the
context of the text description and generating a realistic image
that matches the caption. It is a multi-modal problem that
challenges natural language Processing for context understanding and Computer Vision for Images. There are numerous
applications in arts and design and have advanced considerably
in recent years. Text to image generation can assist game
developers to generate more distinct characters or skins with
ease. Artists could use them to create starter comics from
descriptions of the scene.

Fig. 1. Result of a Generated Bird from the Generative Model using
RoBERTa Text Encoder and the Attention Captured during the Generation of
Image at Epoch 600.

length. Text like, “this small bird has a short, pointy orange
beak and white belly”, are provided as input. The RoBERTa
language neural model [4] to capture attention and understand
the context of the description.

GANs are primarily used as generative networks for Image
Synthesis from text and use Deep Convolutional GANs [1].
Recently, enormous progress has been made in synthesising
images from texts for a single class of datasets like the CaltechUCSD Birds-200-2011 dataset [2] or Oxford 102 Flower
dataset. This paper uses the baseline AttnGAN model [3] that
make use of Long Short term Memory for processing the text
description. The latest language models developed lately has
proved to be very efficient for text related problems. Thus it is
required to utilize the latest transformer models so that better
attention can be obtained within the natural language and hence
increase the overall performance of the problem.

RoBERTa language model is used for embeddings words
into a feature representation. Transform models use an attention mechanism to capture critical details associated with the
word, and they can link them using the attention heads [5].
AttnGAN are used to train the generative networks. With each
stage, higher resolution images are synthesized. Another component used in the AttnGAN is a Deep Attentional Multimodal
Similarity Model (DAMSM). The attention mechanism and
the DAMSM are used to find the similarity between the image
generated by the GANs and the sentence using both the global
sentence level and the fine-grained word-level information. The
DAMSM component provides a fine-grained image and text
comparison loss that can be used to train the generator [3].

This problem can be divided into different parts and
approached individually as a module. Text description is taken
with details as input. The description includes features of its
appearance, like the colour of particular body parts and its

The goal is to explore the current state-of-the-art model
that can generate images based on the description from text
using the Attention mechanism. RoBERTa language model
is incorporated and experiments are performed on how the
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existing system is affected. The same is analyzed and compare
each result using the Fréchet inception distance (FID) score
obtained from the base model. The focus is on the CUB
Bird dataset for this paper, and the dataset also provides us
with boundary box segmentation of bird images. Segmentation
[6,7,8] can help train the model for generating a specific object
in the boundary of images used from training . Analysis also
performed on how RoBERTa embeddings have an effect in
an interval of epochs on generating the images. The models
are implemented using deep convolutional neural networks
because they enhance the processed image [9,10]. The final
output of the generative network is a high-resolution image
matching the text description. Various attentions mapped are
recorded with the experiments conducted and we obtain results
as in Fig. 1.
The major benefits on exploring research on this problem lay in understanding the use of transformers with basic
attention based generative system. This will help us explore
how latest language models that uses attention heads can help
understand the text association with the image better. A larger
intuition could be developed in natural language association
with text generation and scene prediction. This will help artists,
game developers, animation industries to develop characters
based on the textual description provided by the artists.
II.

R ELATED W ORK

Generative Adversarial networks are generative models that
can synthesize images and are used for generative learning.
In this network, a generator generates images based on the
input from the embeddings and the noise. The discriminator
help discriminate the picture as real or fake. Both generator
and discriminator improve over time. The generator aims to
generate images to fool the discriminator into thinking and
classifying the images as real. These models were the first
approach in generative networks [11] by Ian Goodfellow. There
have been a variety of works on generative networks, and
GANs have been able to generate photorealistic images with
very high resolutions lately. Lately, generating images from
text descriptions has been an area of research, and have few
novel approaches to this problem.
The first approach to this problem was synthesizing lowresolution images from captions using Deep Convolutional
GANs [1]. This system however could not completely produce
image that looked realistic enough. Many images that were
synthesised didn’t exactly match the description either. This
lead the author [12] to introduce Generative Adversarial WhatWhere Network (GAWWN). It exposed the control with the
object’s bounding box in the image and focused on particular
parts. It modelled the distribution on various components like
the tail and beak to obtain efficient results by focusing on that
area. This proved to help identify key objects for generation
but couldn’t exactly focus on key details of objects like its
poses or structure. A conditional Pixel Convolutional Neural
Network (CNN) was used to synthesize images from text and
used a multi-scale model structure. An image closer to the
text description could be generated and a starting point to
research the text to image using GANs. The image quality
generated was an issue motivating Stack GANs, which used a
stacked approach to improve the image resolution in different
stages and generated 256 x 256 sized photorealistic images.

The initial model was able to generate 64 x 64 resolution
images. This approach generated an initial 64 x 64 images
and was trained with GANs in two stages to get 128 x 128
images in Stage-I and 256 x 256 images in Stage-II. Each
stage had an aim to improve the image quality to gain a
photorealistic effect. StackGANs could generate photorealistic
birds and flower images [13].
While this generated photorealistic images, proper context
extraction was lacking. It paved the way to AttnGAN, which
took a new approach by using an attention mechanism from the
text description. Attention capturing helped the network to a
closer understanding of context and better generation of images
from text. AttnGAN used word embeddings and could capture
important words from descriptions of birds [2] in the CaltechUCSD Birds-200-2011 dataset. The attentional generative network could synthesize fine-grained details at various image
subregions by providing detailed attention to the relevant words
provided in the text description. This paper also introduced a
deep attentional multimodal similarity model (DAMSM), used
as the loss function and matched with text description and
the generated image features. Word level condition selection
was introduced to synthesize image details [3]. AttnGAN
made use of bidirectional LSTM for the natural language
processing. Similar to this work is the Controllable Text-toImage Generation, which is used to synthesize high-quality
images effectively by controlling parts of the image generation
concerning natural language descriptions. In addition to the
attention mechanism followed in AttnGAN, this paper used a
channel-wise attention module and a word-level discriminator.
It adopted a perceptual loss [14] in the text-to-image synthesis.
Experimental researches have been performed by updating the
architecture within the GANs by connecting generated image
with the input description. The method of redescription was
performed in MirrorGANs and Cycle GANs [15,16] using
the BERT language model, where the authors obtained a
great performance enhancement on complex datasets. Lately
transformers have enhanced the neural language processing
and is widely used in most of the latest intelligent systems.
While the works performed till now has shown great result,
it is very important to understand how these models could
perform with the latest transformer models. This lead us to
using latest neural language model RoBERTa as a pretrained
model and incorporate it with the AttnGAN network instead
of using basic LSTM system at language processing end. The
aim of this paper is to analyze how well the AttnGAN model
improves its performance using this system.
III.

DATASET

Table I shows the Caltech-UCSD Birds-200-2011 (CUB200-2011) [2] image dataset that contains 200 categories of
birds were used for experiments. There are a total of 11,788
images with annotations. The images and annotations together
size up to 1.1 gigabytes. This dataset is used as a benchmark
dataset for all the text to image synthesis research works. The
images along with them have boundary boxes provided and
are of various sizes each.
This dataset [2] contains images of North American birds
from 200 different species of ranges. The dataset (CUB-200)
was created in 2010 and contains approximately 6000 photos
of each of the 200 bird types. Additional label data, such as
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with a 64 X 64 image. This stage does not use any wordlevel features that are extracted using the RoBERTa model.
It utilizes the sentence level features, which is taken as input
from the noise vector space.

TABLE I. S TATISTICS OF DATASETS
Dataset
No: of Samples
No: of Captions

Train
8,855
10

Test
2,933
10

bounding boxes, crude segmentations, and additional features,
accompanied this. The dataset was updated in 2011 (CUB200–2011) to include new photos, bringing the total number
of images in the dataset to around 12,000 (CUB-200–2011).
15 component locations, 312 binary attributes, and a bounding
box per image were added to the accessible attributes . The
photos and class labels will be used to create and train
networks for predicting bird class for the majority of this
series.
IV.

h ∈ RD̂×N
h0 = F0 (z, F ca (ē))

(4)

The first attention model combines word features e, with
the previous stage context hi−1 . The word features before
combination are brought into a common space. This is represented using e0 and obtained by adding a new perceptron
layer. e0 = U e, where U ∈ RD̂×D . Each column of h is a
feature vector of a sub-region of the image.
s0j,i = hTj e0i

M ETHODS

(5)

A. Attention GANs
Fig. 2 shows the architecture of the AttnGAN networks
with RoBERTa neural language model. AttnGAN make use
of an attention mechanism that embeds the generated caption
from the Birds dataset and run through the RoBERTa model to
generate word and sentence vectors. The text encoder takes the
caption, which is a T words sentence. The sentence features
contribute to the global vector, which is passed on to the noise
vector. The sentence feature is the final hidden state with a
dimension D.
ē ∈ RD

cj =

T
−1
X
i=0

βj,i e0i ,

where βj,i


exp s0j,i


=P
T −1
0
exp
s
k=0
j,k

Combining them with the context, it generates a score for
a particular sub-region j, and a word i. So a combination is
brought out with a particular word with a sub-region and it’s
used for the word-context vector for that region. This process
is repeated for each region. This provides us with the output
of the attention network.

(1)
F attn (e, h) = (c0 , c1 , . . . , cN −1 ) ∈ RD̂×N

Similarly, word features are extracted separately. It produces a hidden state from all timesteps for the T-word sentence.
e ∈ RDXT

(2)

The conditioning augmentation has the randomly sample
latent variables from the Gaussian distribution. So ē, which
is received as an input to caption feature, is split into µ and
σ with a fully connected linear layer. This is the mean and
variance from the sentence embedding. The mean and variance
generated are used to parameterize the normal distribution
from which a sentence embedding sample gets generated to
be passed on to the generative network.
It is combined with a noise vector so that the generated
images show higher variation for a single caption. The c vector
is concatenated with the Z noise vector, and this is used in
further stages for the generation of various features of birds in
the network. Similarly, word features are extracted separately.
It produces a hidden state from all timesteps for the T-word
sentence.
ē −→ µ, σ
c = µ + σ ∗ ε, ε ∼ N (0, I)

(6)

(3)

The first generative network is mainly responsible for
upsampling. The nearest neighbour interpolation is used to
upsample with a scaling factor of 2. The output is generated

(7)

The second generator also is used for upsampling of the
image and it obtains an image of 128 X 128. Here, along
with the previous output as input from the first generator
which carries the context vector, the word embeddings through
the attention networks are also added which carries the word
context vectors. The residual blocks here, make the network
deeper and train them without degradation. Similarly, one more
generator was used to upscale the image up to 256 X 256 and
it takes input similar to that of the second generator.
In the end, 256 X 256 image is passed to an image encoder.
In the image encoder, local image features can be extracted and
this is converted to a common space to match the text encoder
feature. These two are combined to make the Deep Attentional
Multimodal Similarity Model (DAMSM) and this is trained
with attention loss. The DAMSM model is pre-trained for
stability in the system.
There are three discriminators each attached with its
respective generators. The sentence level features is taken
without noise vector as input to each discriminator. Two forms
used in the network is the unconditional form that tells if the
image is real or fake and the conditional form that tells if the
image and caption are of the same pair. In unconditional pair,
a result close to 1 is obtained if both the pair are matching.
1) Text Encoder: RoBERTa makes use of transformers
that has attention mechanism which learns the contextual
relationship between the words within the sentences.
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Fig. 2. Architecture of the Proposed System. RoBERTa Text Encoder is for Word Embeddings passed to Generative Network with Fine Grained Attention
Networks; Text-Image Matching Loss Generated with DAMSM for the Generative Networks.

2) Image Encoder: The Image encoder is used with
DAMSM as a convolutional neural network to extract the
features out so that it can map to a common space. With CNN,
the intermediate layers can learn various features associated
with the different sub-regions of the image and the latter
learns about the global features associated with them. A pretrained Inception-v3 model on ImageNet was used as the image
encoder. 768 is the local features dimension and it resizes the
image to 299 X 299 pixels, to get 289 sub-regions in the image.
In the end, these features are converted to similar space to that
of the text encoder by adding perceptron layers.
3) Loss: For every generation, Gi a discriminator Di and
the loss is a combination of both conditional and unconditional
at each stage. The embeddings of sentences is being conditioned on. The unconditional loss brings the generated images
sampled from the generator of the particular distribution and is
passed to the discriminator. The loss is minimized here so that
the discriminator is fooled to think the image coming is real.
For the conditional loss, passed ē along with the generated
image to the discriminator.

1
1
LGi = − Ex̂i ∼pGi [log (Di (x̂i )] − Ex̂i ∼pGi [log (Di (x̂i , ē)]
| 2
{z
}| 2
{z
}
unconditional loss

conditional loss

(8)

The discriminator uses cross-entropy loss and has data from
the original distribution and the generated distribution. The
discriminator will try to bring the original distribution close to
1 and the generated images output close to 0 to minimize the
discriminator loss.

LDi =
1
1
− Exi ∼pdata i [log Di (xi )] − Ex̂i ∼pGi [log (1 − Di (x̂i )] +
2
|
{z2
}
unconditional loss

1
1
− Exi ∼pdata i [log Di (xi , ē)] − Ex̂i ∼pGi [log (1 − Di (x̂i , ē)]
| 2
{z2
}
conditional loss

(9)

B. RoBERTa
Attention GANs use basic RNN, which is a bidirectional
LSTM. LSTM is used on the text description to extract
the semantic vectors. With bi-directional LSTM, each word
corresponds to two hidden states representing one for each
direction [3]. RoBERTa: A Robustly Optimized BERT Pretraining Approach is the latest language model introduced
by Facebook that optimizes the existing BERT architecture.
It introduces the dynamic masking, hence the masked token
changes during the training epochs. RoBERTa uses 160 GB
of text for pre-training, including large Books Corpus and
English Wikipedia are used in BERT. The additional data
included CommonCrawl News dataset, Web text corpus and
Stories from Common Crawl. The RoBERTa makes use of
similar architecture as BERT Model but uses the byte-level
BPE as the tokenizer [4]. The ’roberta-base’ is the model used
for prediction. The model was trained with an embedding
dimension of 768. The pre-trained RoBERTa model is used
to obtain the word and sentence embeddings and pass them
with a fully connected layer before remaining in the Attention
GANs architecture. The pre-trained model is 12 layered with
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12 heads for the attention mechanism of the transformer and
has around 125M parameters.
C. Deep Attentional Multimodal Similarity Model
Deep Attentional Multimodal Similarity Model (DAMSM)
verifies if the generated image follows the description. It accompanies various steps to check this and update the network.
The image features are brought f and f¯ into a common space
by adding a perceptron layer. The dimmension D is similar to
the text encoders dimmension.
v = W f,
v ∈, R

v̄ = W̄ f¯

DX289

v̄ ∈ R

D

(10)
(11)

The matching score is driven by attention for the text and
image features and calculate them as a pair The similarity
matrix is calculated first for every pair in the sub-region of the
image using
s = eT v
(12)
In this equation, s ∈, RT X289 and ith word in that sentence
with the j th sub-region available in that image. The normalized
matrix for better result and stability,
exp (si,j )
s̄i,j = PT −1
k=0 exp (sk,j )

(13)

Region-context vector ci , is calculated. Earlier the interest
was in generating the image, so it went through all the words
and found the sub-region at each time. But, here it can be found
if that particular word has any significance in the generation
of that particular image. So for all the sub-region, it is needed
to be checked one word at a time. This is summed here for all
289 sub-regions. gamma1 is the attention scaling factor used
in the equation and a score is generated for that and multiplied
with the image features.

Fig. 3. Attention Map Generated by DAMSM on using RoBERTa Text
Encoder. The Figure shows one Part of the Entire Caption Captured.

Similarly, using sentence-level features, using cosine similarity between global sentence and image features.

R(Q, D) = v̄ T ē /(kv̄kkēk)

(17)

In the training process, calculation is done for the DAMSM
loss for all the pairs. Thus with multiple descriptions and
multiple images. The posterior probability is calculated of Di
matching with Qi . So this gives a probability of how likely is
that a description will be selected out of all the descriptions
available. γ3 is a hyperparameter for smoothing and stability in
training the DAMSM. Similarly, it is also found the posterior
probability when there is description and the images needs to
be found.
exp (γ3 R (Qi , Di ))
P (Di | Qi ) = PM
j=1 exp (γ3 R (Qi , Dj ))

(18)

exp (γi R (Qi , Di ))
P (Qi | Di ) = PM
j=1 exp (γ3 R (Qj , Di ))

(19)

D. Total Loss
ci =

288
X
j=0

αj vj ,

exp (γ1 s̄i, j)
where αj = P
k = 0288 exp (γ1 s̄i,k )
(14)

Word level relevance of ith word is calculated with cosine
similarity. It uses the current words, region-context vector and
words vector. R (ci , ei ) tells us the score of each of those words
on how important they are in generating the actual image.

R (ci , ei ) = cTi ei / (kci k kei k)

(15)

The word-level features are used to calculate the final
global level scores. This image description score is calculated
using word-level features with the hyperparameter γ2 , which
signifies word to region context pair importance.
! γ1
T
−1
2
X
(16)
R(Q, D) = log
exp (γ2 R (ci , ei ))
i=1

Total DAMSM loss in the network is calculated by
w
s
s
LDAM SM = Lw
1 + L2 + L1 + L2

(20)

Lw
1 provides the word-level loss with respect to the description given the image and is the negative summation of log value
of P (Di | Qi ). Lw
2 provides the word-level loss with respect to
the image given the description and is the negative summation
of log value of P (Qi | Di ). Ls1 provides the sentence-level loss
with respect to the description given the image. Ls2 provides
the sentence-level loss with respect to the image given the
description. Both the sentence level loss is same as word level
loss except it use ē instead of e.
Total loss in the entire network
L = LG + λLDAM SM , where LG =

3
X

LGi

(21)

i=1

Here, LG is the generator loss summed with LDAM SM multiplied by a hyperparameter λ for smooth training.
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Fig. 4. Image of an Indigo Bunting Generated at Every 50 Epochs by the Model.

Fig. 5. Comparison of Image Generated by the Model and the Ground Truth
Image.

Fig. 6. Bird Generated by the Model for the Caption ”This Bird has Wings
that are Black and has a Red Belly”.

V.

E. Frechet Inception Distance (FID)
To analyze the model generated images, the Frechet Inception Distance (FID) score [17] is used as the metric. FID score
is the best metric that can be used for the evaluation of the
system as it measures the distance between the feature vectors
of both real and generated images. The baseline model’s paper
has used the inception score as a metric for evaluating the
GANs. The problem associated with the inception score being
taken as a metric is that it does not find how the generated
images compare with the actual images. With FID, it evaluate
the generated images based on the generation distribution with
the actual image in that particular target domain. For the FID
score, the lower, the better. A lower score indicates that the
generated images are closer to authentic images and are higher
quality images and features with real one’s match.

E XPERIMENTS AND R ESULT

Multiple experiments were performed with the proposed
Generative network using a pre-trained RoBERTa language
model. The comprehensive network was initially pre-trained
for DAMSM up to 200 epochs. Tesla V100 GPU with 16GB
VRAM and 24GB CPU RAM for training with worker set as
4 were used for experimentation. The batch size for training
was kept at 48 with a learning rate at encoder at 0.00005,
and gradient clipping of 0.25 was kept to make sure training
was stable. Various smoothing parameters were set during
training, which helps train the various losses in multiple steps
followed at DAMSM. γ1 = 4, γ2 = 5, γ3 = 10, respectively.
The parameters choosen for experimentation are taken from
AttnGAN model and used for direct comparison. (GF DIM)
is the number of conv filters in the first layer of the generator
and (DF DIM) is the number of conv filters in the first layer
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of the discriminator.
Ten captions were taken per image for training with the
number of dimensions for the latent representation of the
text embedding as 768. In previous experiments that were
conducted in AttnGAN used bidirectional LSTM, which only
required 256 embeddings. the base size was set as 299 which
captured the attention map generated while pretraining the
DAMSM with the pre-trained RoBERTa text encoder. The text
encoder model was adopted from the hugging face library,
providing the tokenizer for RoBERTa. It was observed that
word vectors like colours get clustered together in vector space.
The training of the transformer started from the pre-trained
’roberta-base’ model with a RoBerTa tokenizer. The training
of CNN started from the ImageNet pre-trained Inception-v3
model. Fig. 3 shows an attention map captured from image of
a bird. At each frame a part of bird is being captured based
on the text assosiated with it. The language model finds the
relationship linking the body part and the colour designated for
it. Attention mechanism explicates how each word corresponds
to synthesizing a selective part of the bird image. Once the
pre-training is completed, the DAMSM model generates a text
encoder and an image encoder. This is used in the training
of the AttnGAN architecture. AttnGAN network was trained
using RoBERTa text encoder for 600 epochs. Due to limited
resource allocation, kept the number of convolutional filters
in the first layer of the generator (GF DIM) and the number
of convolutional filters in the first layer of the discriminator
(DF DIM) as 32.
The batch size was restricted to 8. The discriminator
and generator learning rate was set to 0.0002. The generator
and discriminator models were saved at every 50 epochs
for analysis. For performance comparison with the baseline
AttnGAN model, which trained the model with λ set as 5.
The dimension of the RoBERTa text encoder is 768, amidst
ten captions per image. The number of dimensions of the Noise
vector was kept as 100 throughout the training process. Fig. 4
shows an Image generated at every 50 epoch by the AttnGAN
with RoBERTa language model network. It is observable that
around 200 epochs, the generator learns to generate an image
close to a real-life bird. Images generated after 400 epochs
looks realistic. By 600 epochs, it concluded the training and
the models were saved. Fig. 5 explicates how the image
generated by the model resembles the ground truth image.
The model has learnt well to capture the essential details of
birds like the body parts like wings, beaks, eyes, and feathers
and understand its colour. It has also captured the pose of a
bird to a reasonable extent. With more GPU power, it can
use more generative networks to convert the image to higher
quality. Fig. 6 was generated by the model around 600 epochs.
The text as ”this bird has black wings and a red belly”, were
provided to the generator synthesized an image matching the
text description. ’roberta-base’ was used as the model for
capturing the context from the text description. The natural
language model’s main idea is to find attention heads and
associate words in a bidirectional way. Fig. 7 envision the
attention head for essential words in the sentence and how
the RoBERTa model builds the attention mechanism. With
the hugging face xbert tool, visualizing how the roberta-base
model works in associating each word within the sentence
with each other is simpler. The ’roberta-base’ model uses 12
attention heads for generating a semantic relationship between

each word in any direction. The word ”this” is associated
with itself and many other words within the sentence. The
RoBERTa model learns that bird is the best associated and
predictable word as the model is trained. There can be seen
a strong connection between ”this” and ”bird”. The word
”bird” with the other words in the sentence is associated with
particular words like ”wings”, ”black”, and ”belly”.These are
the semantic relationship found by RoBERTa, and these get
correlated with each other.
This assists in image generation and particularly in developing the text encoder in DAMSM loss. The word ”black” here
is a colour, and ”wings” and ”belly” are the two strong words
that ”belly” correlates. Colours like ”red” get strongly related
to ”belly” in the sentence. Fig. 6 shows us the generated image
by the model. The belly is red, and have black wings. This
shows us how the RoBERTa model associates each word and
what level of attention is provided for each word which nurses
in the generation of the image with that particular features like
body parts or colour.
TABLE II. FID S CORE G ENERATED FOR E VERY 50 E POCHS
Epoch
0
50
100
150
200
250
300
350
400
450
500
550
600

FID Score
275.833490
45.298608
32.540591
29.566392
25.616694
27.216560
24.648624
26.616447
22.377503
23.709113
22.760225
20.773709
21.468151

The Frechet Inception Distance(FID) score was calculated
as part of the validation to compare the results with previous
models as shown in Table II. Multiple epochs were ran and the
FID score for λ = 5 were recorded. The number of generated
images used for FID calculation was 2928, and the number
of real images to be used in FID calculation was 11788. For
epoch 0, had initially got a score of 275.833490. As each epoch
is being trained, it can be seen the FID score keep reducing
(Fig. 9).
A lower FID score indicates the model can generate more
realistic images and various distributions of images. Around
550 epoch, a score of 20.773709 was obtained, the lowest and
best for this model. This shows a good improvement from the
baseline AttnGAN module [3] that used bidirectional LSTM
as it got an FID score of 23.98 around the same number of
epochs. Experiments were conducted on different values for
λ at 100 epochs. Table III shows how the model performed
without DAMSM and, by altering values of DAMSM, how
the FID score or generation of different results is affected.
A score of 35.44 was obtained. While tuning in too much
attention value, the stability is lost in training, and it ends up
with a score of 54.77 for λ set to 100. λ value of 1 seems
to be stable for training with the AttnGAN and generating the
bird images. A λ value set to 1 seems to work well for the
model with RoBERTa embeddings and AttnGAN network. The
λ value may fit differently for different datasets and should be
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Fig. 7. Attention Head Generated by ”Roberta-base” Pre-trained Model on the Text ”This Bird has Black Wings and a Red Belly”.

Fig. 8. Images of Birds Generated by the Model for Various Provided Captions.
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with RoBERTa text encoder improved this performance and
obtained a score of 20.77 on the CUB dataset. Various experiments were performed and recorded the results for the
proposed architecture of generative networks.
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Abstract—In mobile ad-hoc network (MANET) environment,
routing of data packets is a challenging task due to rapid changes
in mobility and network topology. In addition, the security aspect
of routing is disturbed by attacks caused by malicious nodes.
These attacks greatly affect the Quality of Service. To overcome
the challenges faced in routing message packets, the Bayesian
Directed Acyclic Graph (B DAG) Aided Blockchain model is
proposed for clustered MANET environment. The proposed
model encompasses the following processes: (i) Multi factor
authentication of users by using BLISS algorithm. This step
involves acquisition of user credentials and generates hash values
for those credentials using Cube Hash algorithm. These hash
values are further used to generate public and private keys by
BLISS algorithm, (ii) Weighted sum computation for clustering
to reduce complexity in the MANET environment. Cluster head
(CH) and cluster member (CM) are classified based on energy
status, geometric distance, link quality and direction, (iii) A
secure AODV based routing protocol using Dolphin Swarm
Optimization (DSO) algorithm. This step involves selection of
reputed node based on link stability, relative velocity, available
bandwidth, energy, queue length, and trust. The packet
forwarding is based on the reputation value of the node, by which
the trust provided by malicious nodes are eliminated to improve
security and (iv) Bayesian DAG aided blockchain, in which the
user authenticity, data integrity of packets and signature are
verified to mitigate the routing attacks created by nodes in the
MANET environment. The proposed model is experimented in
NS 3.26 network simulator tool and its performance in terms of
multiple QoS metrics is evaluated.
Keywords—Mobile ad-hoc network; node authentication;
BLISS algorithm; blockchain; Bayesian direct acyclic graph

I.

INTRODUCTION

The current mobile nodes highly necessitate the secure
communication. The key goal of this secure communication is
to facilitate Quality of Service (QoS) and reliable data
transmission in mobile ad-hoc network (MANET) [1,2]. The
secure communication in MANET can be established by the
combination of trusted mobile nodes and trusted third party. In
secure environment, trusted third party plays a crucial role in
several disaster applications. The security far-sightedness
requirement in MANET is essential because of the succeeding
issues, such as vulnerable entities in MANET to the routing
attacks (black hole, gray hole, timing and intruder attacks),
false warnings in the network and false registered credentials

with the transmitted message [4-6] [9]. These issues exemplify
the importance of the security in the MANET security.
Further, the QoS parameters are affected due to lack of
security, stability, and scalability [3]. When the network meets
these three factors, each mobile node can be obtained with
high QoS by means of high packet delivery ratio, throughput
and low packet loss, routing overhead, route acquisition delay,
end-to-end delay, and energy consumption.
Authentication is a main process in MANET security that
verifies the provided credentials during registration process
[6]. Few works [1,2,7] have performed authentication with an
aid of blockchain technology to overcome failure during
centralized administration when group of attackers combined
to target it. Here, the transactions/blocks signature process is
performed to provide security in MANET. The public key
infrastructure (PKI) based authentication process has
performed in blockchain where the Elliptic Curve Digital
Signature Algorithm is used to generate key for the data
transmission [7,8,15]. In blockchain, elliptic cryptography
based authentication is contributed in the MANET. It
performs authentication by considering the identity based
signature procedures. Routing plays a vital role in the mobile
communication and hence, providing security is significant
while selecting best next hop. To ensure this, trust based node
selection procedures are emerged in the MANET network
[10]. In general, source node considers the two trusts viz.
direct and indirect trusts for next hop selection [11]. Two
different algorithms have utilized for estimation of direct and
indirect trusts [12]. In direct trust, recommendation trust is
estimated by considering the dropped and forwarded counts of
the nodes. The trust is estimated based on two factors that are
reputation information collection and trust value estimation
procedures. A secure and efficient routing protocol (AOMDV)
is designed to provide secure routing in the mobile ad-hoc
network [13,14]. The MANET is largely utilized in several
sensitive and non-sensitive applications. However, proving
security in the MANET is difficult because of the issues, such
as dynamic topology, communication latency, network
scalability, and high processing security algorithms [16].
These issues induce difficulties in proving security to the
MANET. Hence, the main aim and scope of this work is to
provide high level security to the MANET network with better
data transmission.
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Paper outline: The remaining part of the paper is structured
as follows: Section II describes the related works in the field
of MANET, Section III presents the major problem
statements, Section IV briefly explains the proposed system
design and architecture in a well-organized manner and
section V presents the experimental settings for the proposed
system design and also evaluates the comparison between the
proposed as well as previous approaches. Finally, the
conclusion is work prospects are presented and summarized in
Section VI.
II. RELATED WORK
In this section, the existing works of secure cluster based
routing in MANET are discussed. In [17], topological change
adaptive ad-hoc on demand multipath distance vector routing
protocol (TA-AOMDV) is proposed. This protocol is highly
adaptable for high speed node movement in support of QoS.
In this protocol, shortest path selection is implemented which
takes four parameters as inputs for routing i.e. residual energy,
available bandwidth, queue length, and link stability. In
general, the path selection is not always optimum due to nodes
movement and thus stable path is selected for routing. It
considers both path stability and node density, but does not
adapt for high speed scenario under large scale environment.
In [18], routing attacks (black hole and gray hole) are detected
by proposing an intrusion detection system on mobile ad-hoc
environment. In attack scenario, the malicious node does not
cooperate with other mobile nodes and intentionally disturb
data communication by sending false route request & response
forwarding and also false data transmission. These behaviors
are timely detected in this work through deployment of IDS in
most legitimate node. This legitimate node is determined by
the connected dominating set model, which considers node
energy and blacklist status for deploying IDS entity into it.
The proposed method connected dominating set can be
applied for small scale region, which is not efficient in large
scale region. Further, the IDS deployment is a crucial process
that must be running in decentralized mode, since malicious
nodes can change the blacklist and nodes energy status. So,
the routing attackers cannot be eliminated.
In [19], authors presented graph structure for mobile nodes
communication over the network environment. To consume
less energy and ensure QoS while transmitting packets from
the source to destination node, the graph kernel structure
based clustering algorithm is proposed in this work. In graph
kernel, all mobile nodes are connected and CH is elected by
means of certain significant parameters for data transmission.
In particular, there are two processes are executed including
cluster head election phase and cluster head maintenance
phase. Based on node stability, CH is selected and CH
maintenance is initiated by solving K-hop problem and node’s
current situation (stability and connectivity to other nodes).
Among the set of CHs, shortest path is selected. Graph theory
consumes more energy where clustering alone can able to
perform. Since more computations are required to select Khop shortest path selection. In [20], a hybrid optimization is
proposed for energy related parameters adjustment. As a result
of topology changes in network, energy consumption and
packet losses during packet transmission is more. To address
this issue, chronological and earth worm optimization

algorithms are combined as a hybrid algorithm. Clustering is
built by graph model (Gabriel graph) where node’s power,
connectivity, mobility, link lifetime and distance are
considered for CH elected. In the graph structured cluster
model, data packets having high power and energy are
transmitted through nodes. Due to lack of infrastructure,
secure communication is the way to minimize errors and data
loss for data transmission. This further optimizes power and
energy parameters when topology changes exponentially. In
[21], network topology is controlled by hybrid artificial swarm
intelligence algorithms i.e., robotic Darwin particle swarm
optimization with graph based algorithm (RDPSO-GBA).
Obviously, transmission delay happens when number of hop
counts increases. In graph constructed framework, node’s
mobility and link connectivity between nodes are predicted.
With these criterions, optimal route is selected and routing
problem is solved via optimization solution. For route
selection, ant colony optimization (ACO) is proposed.
However, packet drop rate and energy consumption rate are
high. In [22], expected transmission count (ETX) metric is
used as one of the metrics to evaluate routing overhead.
Through this metric, light ETX, light reverse ETX, and power
light reverse ETX that minimizes routing overhead and also
improves other ad-hoc network performances. All three
metrics are computed for AODV routing protocol and
implemented using NS3 network simulator. In experiments,
Throughput, Packet Delivery Ratio, Useful Traffic Ratio, Jitter
and End-To-End Delay are evaluated. Eventually, ETX does
not support for optimum routing because AODV protocol
works well in other networks i.e., static network, but does not
suit for dynamic networks like MANET.
In [23], author discusses the trusted environment for IoT
assisted MANET. The presented trust scheme is a
combination of two individual metric i.e., direct and indirect
trusts. The sum of direct and indirect trust values is used for
final trust value. To compute trust values, beta probabilistic
distribution is applied for combining different trust evidences
and compute direct trust is calculated. A recommendation trust
is computed using ARMA/GARCH, which is predicted for
ensuring reliable and secure end-to-end forwarding of packets.
Trustworthy nodes are selected in the routing. In [24], author
proposes QASEC security routing protocol for secure data
communication in MANET. This is a simple and lightweight
model for best link selection from the set of available links for
packets transmission between nodes. This link must be of
optimal transmission link and thus produces minimized end to
end delay. To ensure node authenticity, a simple
authentication scheme is proposed, which relies on symmetric
encryption for each mobile device shared secret keys
generation. In particular, device identity, unique session key,
and authentication token are considered for legitimate nodes
identification. The symmetric encryption requires high energy
consumption and also large key size that led to high
processing time.
In [25], authors proposed a model for smart packet
forwarding based on game theory. This model was proposed
to identify and eliminate self-centered nodes which tend to
drop the packets thereby increase the retransmission rate and
reduce the performance. This model identifies the malicious
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nodes by considering two factors namely possibility of packet
drop and reward factor. Once the node is identified as
malicious, the model stimulates the nodes to cooperate in
packet forwarding paradigm. The formulated game theory
model controls the energy consumption during modulation
and data transmission. Even though the proposed method
reduces retransmission rate, the network burden and
complexity of the method is increased when the number of
nodes are increased. In [26], authors proposed a method to
protect the packet drop by two major attacks namely black
hole attack and grey hole attack. The proposed method uses
Artificial Bee Colony optimization algorithm (ABC) based on
intelligent swarm algorithm in Artificial Neural Network
(ANN) as a deep learning algorithm. The ABC optimization
segregates the normal node and attacker node based on the
fitness value. The ANN is trained with the output of
optimization algorithm and is used to identify the malicious
nodes thereby reducing the energy consumption and
increasing the security. The ANN used in this method has no
determined proper structure; the appropriate structure of the
network is achieved through experience and trial and error.
The duration of ANN is unknown and this will affect the
performance of the method. In [27], authors proposed a model
to evaluate the credibility of the mobile nodes by using trust
reasoning model based on cloud model and Fuzzy Petri Net
(FPN). The routes with minimal trust are selected and added
to the routing table. Finally, a routing algorithm based on trust
entropy routing algorithm and optimized link state routing
protocol is presented. Based on the output of the proposed
algorithm, the trust value gets assigned to the nodes and the
route selection is carried out on the trustworthy nodes. Fuzzy
logic is not always accurate hence results are obtained based
on assumptions and the number of rules in the fuzzy logic
makes it time consuming. In [28], authors proposed a routing
mechanism named Energy Efficient Cloud-Assisted Routing
(EECRM), which consists of three phases that cloud assist
routing mechanism for efficient employment of route
discovery, energy consumption phase for efficient utilization
of energy and cloud service update phase. Suppose if any
packet drop occurs in data transmission the adjacent route for
better transmission is selected and the routing is performed to
reduce the energy consumption. The parameters considered
for selecting the backup nodes are not sufficient for optimal
data transmission. The proposed method does not address
problems caused by network attacks but practically these
attacks increase latency and reduces performance during data
transmission.
III. PROBLEM STATEMENT
This section summarizes the specific problems on
blockchain aids and secures routing protocol for MANET. A
framework for secure data transmission was proposed in [29].
The blockchain for security data collection in mobile ad-hoc
network (B4SDC) framework exterminates of two types of
attacks, such as collusion and spoofing. With the use of
cooperative receipt report, the collusion attack is detected via
control information forwarding for selected routes nodes only
and mitigated whereas, the secure digital signature is used for
spoofing attacks detection via signing sent messages from
source to the destination. Further, excessive message

forwarding attack is mitigated through the spoofing attacker’s
detection. The problem existing in this work, such as
blockchain structure is not scalable. As the mobile nodes are
always moving dynamically throughout the network, the use
of conventional blockchain chain structure is not suitable.
Transaction confirmation time is higher since ECDSA, and
(SHA-2)2) consumes more processing time. Furthermore,
creating blocks for dense MANET consumes high energy
compared to clustered environment. Authentication is
implemented and security credentials are transmitted through
public channel and secret keys are received by the same that
may facilitate the receiving of key by the compromised and
malicious nodes. The mining complexity is higher for
verification of block transactions during message
transmission. Hence, a secure routing protocol was proposed
to defend against the popular network attack named black hole
attack [30]. This work is called as Blackhole Protected AODV
routing protocol (BP-AODV) for malicious nodes detection.
In routing process, blackhole attackers are detected through
nodes past behaviors. Here, the history of node is collected
and stored in routing table. To ensure security in the routing
process, Chaotic Map features (Ergodicity, Randomness, and
Sensitivity) are added which control the conditions and control
parameters. However, the above work contains the following
significant problems: Chaotic Map is not efficient enough
because it needs successive monitoring neighbors’ nodes.
Besides, it also consumes more bandwidth during data
transmission. Further, challenge at source node and secret
responses at destination node are not be optimal when nodes
move at high mobility. The routing is performed through BPAODV protocol, which is not efficient to find optimum route
since trustworthiness of nodes are computed by historical
behaviors. This requires more packet retransmission due to
poor computations of trust. Thus, it causes high packet losses
and requires optimized solution. To evaluate the trust of the
node, a support vector regression based corrective linear
program classification model was proposed [31]. The main
aim of this work is to reduce minimum end to end delay and
maximize packet delivery ratio. In the first step, Tanimoto
kernelled support vector regression is proposed to predict node
features, such as node history and current energy status. Based
on the node examined information, nodes are classified into
two classes as “Trusted & Non-Trusted Nodes”.
Subsequently, linear program boost classifier is used for
trusted node selection for secure data transmission. Here,
routing is performed based on node history, current energy
status, and cooperativeness. In MANET environment,
mobility of the node is more important, since lack of mobility
information leads to high data loss. Further, trust values can be
easily modified by malicious users. Tanimoto kernel in SVM
provides less accuracy in trusted node prediction so that
packet losses by malicious nodes involvement and also it leads
to poor accuracy when mobile nodes mobility at high rate. To
improve the energy efficiency and reduce complexity
clustering based protocol was proposed [32].
The fuzzy logic based clustering is presented for cluster
formation and cluster head selection. The cluster heads are
selected by energy status, node degree, distance, trust level,
and node mobility. A standby CH is also presented in case of
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CH dies, moving out of coverage, or CH comprises. After the
CH selection, trusted nodes are determined for secure route
determination. Nevertheless, 243 fuzzy rules are generated for
CH election, which increases energy consumption in cluster
formation and also CH election. The strong computation
mechanisms are required to estimate the trust level of mobile
node. Here, the trust value is estimated based on the public
historical behaviors. Thus, it induces malicious node
participation in data transmission and also introduces high
packet loss. Message may be modified or false data packets
can be injected by the malicious nodes in intermediate hops.
The problem statements of these researches insist the need
of a secure data transmission protocol which routes data in the
optimal way through the trustworthy nodes whose
trustworthiness is evaluated with strong parameters. The
problems stated are illustrated in Table I. In this way, our
proposed system is carried out towards the solutions of these
problems by improving the security and scalability of data
transmission in MANET.
TABLE I.

EXISTING PROBLEMS

Method/
Technique

Concept

Drawback

B4SDC [29]

Detects collusion
and spoofing
attacks

The existing blockchain structure
is not scalable furthermore;
creating blocks for dense
MANET consumes high energy

BP-AODV [30]

Tanimoto SVM
based
linear program
[31]
Fuzzy logic
based
Clustering [32]

Blackhole
attackers are
detected through
nodes past
behaviors
Classification of
nodes based on
node history and
current energy
status
The trust nodes are
determined by the
cluster head

The routing is not efficient since
trustworthiness of the nodes is
computed by considering only the
historical behavior

Lack of mobility information
leads to high data loss
The number of fuzzy rules
generated for CH election will
make the process time consuming

IV. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
The proposed system addresses challenging issues present
in current MANET security works. The mobile ad-hoc
network has become more popular in wide variety of
applications that eventually increases intruders. This section is
categorized into sub-sections depending on hierarchy of
process involved to provide highly confidential authentication
and data security in MANET that avoids severe attacks in
network. In the present study, we have employed BDAG
method to detect the malicious attacks mainly because of its
relatively minimum resource utilization, fast detection of
attacks and high delivery ratio.

The malicious traffic is provoked with the objective of
demolishing the performance of the network. Initially the
network consists of both the legitimate users and malicious
users. Let the users be {U1, U2, U3… Un} in which the data
transmission is to be done between the legitimate users so the
authentication of the legitimate users is important in secure
data transmission. The users who possess original security
credentials are termed to be legitimate users. The security
nodes present in the environment is denoted as {S1, S2… Sn}.
The security credentials of the legitimate users are managed
by the security nodes. Once the security node receives the
credentials of the users it starts to compute the key for
message signing process. The number of users in the MANET
environment is huge and it is not possible to manage the users
individually hence clustering of mobile nodes is introduced,
this process significantly reduces the complexity of managing
the mobile nodes. Fig. 1 depicts the system architecture of the
proposed work. The cluster head is elected and it is managed
by security node. In order to reduce the packet drops and
retransmission of data packet the data packet transmission is
to be done through trusted nodes. The reputation value of each
node is estimated and the source node selects the forwarder
based on the reputation. In the destination side, both the
sender’s authentication and integrity of data packets are
verified and the timestamp is also checked for secure
transmission of data. On designing the BDAG chain
architecture, the malicious nodes are detected and several
attacks caused by these nodes are defended. The user
authentication is carried out by using CubeHash algorithm and
bliss algorithm. Then clustering is done using weighted sum
computing for clustering algorithm and finally the secure
routing is carried out by using Dolphin Swarm Optimization.
Fig. 1 shows the proposed BDAG chain architecture and the
processing carried out in each process. All these processes are
completely focused on mitigation of the attacks caused by the
malicious nodes.
B. Multi-Factor Authentication
The Un users of MANET environment are validated when
the user requests with a service. User validation includes
processing of two phases as (I) Registration phase and (II)
Authentication phase. The steps in registration phase are given
as follows.

A. B-DAG CHAIN Architecture
The proposed system comprises of four processes. The
processing handled in each process is user validation,
clustering, optimal route selection and data packet
verification. The entities present in the proposed MANET
environment are Security Node, Bayesian Network Directed
Acyclic Graph aided Blockchain Nodes, and Mobile Nodes.

Fig. 1. System Architecture.
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STEP 1: First assume U1 be the user who requests the
security node (SN) for registration with his / her unique
Binary format of user finger vein, Physically Unclonable
Function (PUF), Password and User ID. These credentials are
submitted to SN for registration.
U1 (BM||PUF||PWD||ID) ⟶ SN

(1)

STEP 2: Then, receiving user credentials from U1, the SN
generates hash value for all user credentials by using
CubeHash algorithm. The parameters involved in CubeHash
algorithm are listed below:



- The number of iterations in {1to 16}.
– It is represented in bits per packet block {1 to
128}.

 O – The output bits range from {2 to 512}.


- the actual message as a string of bits in size {0 to
}.

The algorithm involves the stages listed below:
 The state S is initialized based on (O, Bpb, RD)
 The Pkt should be divisible by Bpb for that padding
may be performed.
 The RD rounds of the ordering on state S is performed
for every Bpb-byte block in the padded O xored with
first Bpb- bytes of state.
 The state S is then finalized.
 The final result is delivered as the first O bits of state S.
 Each state is built of 32 bits. The first three values are
set to O/8, Bpb, RD in the initialization stage. Further
the state is ordered to 10RD rounds. Until the value of
Pkt is divisible by Bpb the padding is carried out by
appending the pkt by 1. The preserved symmetry is
broken by performing the XOR operation to the last bit
with the integer value1. Finally, the state is reordered
through 10RD rounds once again. CubeHash seems to
easily configure the input parameters such as BM, PUF,
PWD and ID. The maximum security is obtained by
deploying CubeHash 8/1-512 and the energy efficiency
is obtained by deploying CubeHash 16/32. The hash
values H is determined which is used to generate the
unique signature.
Procedure for Key Pair Generation
1: Begin
2: Initialize nodes
3:
request key pairs to the
4: SN (For U1 generate key pairs)

generated. The security node assigns the Pr.k and Pu.k to the
user here it is U1. Further the keys from SN are stored in
user’s device.
The BLISS algorithm is used to generate the digital
signature. First, the two different keys Pr.k and Pu.k are
generated. The Pr.k is a (short) matrix S Z2qmxn and Pu.k is
given by the matrix
such that AS = qIn (mod 2q).
The security node assigns the Pr.k and Pu.k to the user here it
is U1.
SN ⟶ U1 (Pr.k, Pu.k)

(2)

STEP 3: Further the keys from SN is stored in user’s
device which is required during the authentication process.
The registration phase for the device is completed.
Procedure for Message packet transmission
1: Initialization
2: U1 requests for connection with G1
3: Timestamp verification by G1
4: G1 reply ack to U1
5: U1 (for message transmission)
Message is generated
Signing of message with generated keys (Pr.k, Pu.k)
6: End for
7: U1 Message transmission to G1

Procedure description: U1 requests for the connection
establishment with G1. The timestamp for the request message
is verifies by G1 and the ack for connection is sent to U 1. For
message transmission the message is generated and the
digital signature is signed with the key. The signed message is
then transmitted to G1 in several hops. The steps followed in
authentication phase are described below:
STEP 1: During authentication the request from U 1 is
submitted to G1 for data transmission. On receiving request,
the timestamp T1 freshness is verified. Then the G1 replies the
U1 with the acknowledgment (ack). Once the ack is received
by the U1, the message is generated and the private key is
used to sign the message. The signed message is denoted as
which is sent to the destination G1
(

)⟶

( )

(3)

Procedure for Message packet reception
1: Reception
2: G1 (For key generation)
verification of sender identity (U1)
verification of data integrity (δ)
Pr.k is generated for the destination node
3: End for
4: The message packet is decrypted

Procedure Description: After the reception of encrypted
message packet the G1 verifies the sender identity of the
message and the data integrity of the packet. After the
verification process, the private key is generated to decrypt the
received message.

(Pr.k, Pu.k)
5: End for
6:
reply key pairs to U1

Procedure Description: The U1 requests the key pairs to
the security node which will be generated from the hash
values determined for the user credentials. Once hash values
are obtained the two different keys Pr.k and Pu.k are

 STEP 2: The signed message packet is transmitted to
the next reputed node and thus the message packet
reaches the destination in several hops.
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U_1 (δ) ⟶ G_1

(4)

STEP 3: Once the destination node receives the packet, the
private key for the respective message packet is generated to
the destination. This way of data transmission provides
security to the transmitted data effectively.
( ) ⟶

(

)

(5)

The authentication of users enables to withhold
illegitimate user’s access into the network. A system model
without authentication process is much easier for attackers to
initiate attack which degrades network performance. The
authentication of user by private and public key ensures to
allow access only for the legitimate users. The goal of our
work is to defend the attacks and to perform the data
transmission securely.
C. Weighted Sum Computation for Clustering
The mobile nodes in the MANET environment are
clustered to minimize the computation complexity. The
clustering of nodes undergoes two phases they are (I) cluster
head election and (II) cluster formation. The nodes are
grouped based on the factors such as Energy status, distance,
link quality and direction. The resulting cluster will contain
single cluster head (CH) and number of cluster members. The
cluster head has complete information about the cluster
members and link state details. Each and every node in the
cluster is connected to the cluster head with a bi-directional
link, through this each node in the cluster knows which cluster
it belongs to. The proposed Weighted Sum Computation. For
Clustering (WSC4C) performs well in optimal cluster
formation in highly moving MANET environment. The
proposed algorithm computes the weight score for each factor
and then elects the optimal node as cluster head.
1) Energy status calculation: The energy status for each
node in the MANET environment is obtained by finding the
difference of the energy availability in two sub-phases. The
energy spent on forming the topology is considered to obtain
the correct energy status of the mobile node. For that the
energy status before topology formation and the energy spent
on topology formation. The energy status can be found by the
equation as follows:
Estatus = EBt-ESt

(6)

2) Geometrical distance calculation: The distance between
each node is to be found to decide the cluster size and the
optimal cluster head for the respective cluster. The distance
calculation is carried out in meters (m). The optimal distance
between the node and the security node is calculated. The
reason to calculate distance is that when the distance between
two nodes is small the energy required in transmitting the
packet between the nodes reduces. The geometrical distance
between two nodes is calculated as follows:
( )

√

out through number of transmissions expected (NET) and the
path count expected (PCE). The number of transmissions
expected (NET) between the transmission of packets between
sender and receiver is used to calculate the link quality. Let
node U(i) be the intermediate node which has the probability of
receiving and transmitting the message packets of
()
( ) respectively. The probability of packet delivery
ratio between the nodes is calculated as follows:
()

(8)

⁄

The probability that a previous node sends packet to the
node U(i) is stated as Ppre =
(
) and the
probability that the next node receives a packet from U(i) is
(
) Then the number of
stated as Pnext =
transmissions expected is determined by
NET =

(

(

))(

(

(9)

))

The PCE value is calculated based on the probability of
packet delivery ratio. This metric is calculated to find the
optimal pair of the node U(i). The PCE value from sender to
receiver is can be calculated as
(

PCE(s,d) =

)(

(

))
(

(

((

)

))

(10)

The above determined NET and PCE metrics are used to
estimate the link quality between the nodes in the MANET
environment.
4) Direction estimation: The direction of nodes in a
MANET environment can be estimated from the change in link
quality between the nodes. If the link quality increases between
the nodes, then they are moving towards one another and if the
link quality degrades between the nodes, then they are moving
away from one another. Thus, the direction of the nodes can be
classified into two classes they are (i) moving toward (TW)
and (ii) moving away (AW). The weighted sum computation
for clustering is carried out with the above calculated factors
and the clustering is performed in an optimal manner. From the
nodes present in the cluster, the cluster head (CH) is elected
based on the calculated weighted sum. Table II illustrates the
formation of cluster and election of cluster head based on
WSM score. The node
is elected as the Cluster Head (CH),
as the Weighted Sum Computation (WSC) score for the
respective node is greater when compared to other nodes.
TABLE II.

Nodes

(7)

3) Link quality estimation: The link quality is one of the
significant parameters to be considered in highly moving
MANET environment. The estimation of link quality is carried

CLUSTER FORMATION AND CLUSTER HEAD SELECTION

Input parameters for
clustering

WSC score

Role

75%

0.75

CM

10

78%

0.82

CM

11

3

90%

0.91

CH

6

8

83%

0.69

CM

9

15

67%

0.56

CM

C1

C2

C3

5

12

8

C4
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Once the cluster is formed, each node in the cluster will
broadcast its neighbor table for every periodic time period as a
hello message. After receiving hello message from the
neighbor node, the respective nodes ID and role (CH or CM)
will be registered in the neighbor table. These clusters are
managed by the security nodes. If any attack patterns found by
the security node, it will immediately isolate the particular
malicious node and inform this message throughout the
network. This way of forming the cluster and electing the
cluster head is efficient and this will greatly minimize the
complexity and overhead in packets and control message
forwarding.
D. TRI-OF AODV based DSO for Secure Routing
In the MANET environment, communication is done by
sharing message packets from one node to another node. In
this work, Ad hoc On-demand Distance Vector (AODV)
protocol which is a significant routing protocol in MANET is
used. The AODV protocol overcomes the issues of mobile
network such as high mobility, packet loss, etc. The AODV
routes the message packets to the next node based on the trust
value of the respective node. The trust value is classified into
two types they are (i) direct trust and (ii) indirect trust. The
direct trust is estimated by using the past behavior and
successful transaction of the node whereas the indirect trust is
provided by the security node. In order to achieve more secure
message packet routing, we use Dolphin Swarm Optimization
(DSO) algorithm. The proposed algorithm computes the
reputation value for each node and forwards the message
packets to the most reputed node. The algorithm is classified
into three stages which are as follows:
 Search stage.
 Call stage.
 Response stage.
Search stage: In the search stage, the mobile node searches
its neighbor node from the neighbor table. The algorithm
obtains two nodes one is, the node which is selected by the
source node and the second is the node which is recommended
by another neighboring node. For each node U(i) (i= 1, 2,
3…N), two corresponding possibilities Xi (i=1 to N) and Yi
(i= 1, 2, 3…N). Where, Xi is the node selected by the source
node and Yi is the node recommended by the neighbor nodes.
First the node U(i) calculates the fitness for the node selected
by itself and then for the node recommended by the neighbor
nodes. The comparison of both the fitness value will help the
source node to select the best node. The fitness value is
calculated based on the factors such as link stability, relative
velocity, available bandwidth, energy, queue length, and trust.
For the node Xi that node U(i) gets, its fitness Fxit is
calculated as follows:
(

)

(11)

Then the fitness value for node Yi is calculated as Fyit is
calculated as follows:
( )

(12)

If Fyit > Fxit

(13)

Then Yi is replaced by Xi. Otherwise, Xi which is selected
by the source node itself does not change. After the updation
of the reputed node, the DSO enters into next stage.
Call stage: In the call stage, the source node U(i) informs
the neighbor node about the result obtained in the search stage
and requests the connection from the selected reputed node for
data transmission. The transmission time matrix (TM) gets
updated as follows:
TMU(i) = ⌈

⌉

(14)

After the updation of the transmission time matrix gets
updated and the DSO enters the next stage.
Response stage: The reply for the request sent to the
reputed node is received by the source node and the message
packet is generated and sent to the respective node. The
reputed node receives the message packet from the source
node within the mentioned transmission time matrix. (TM).
When the time becomes.
()

(15)

The reputed node will no longer get the message packet,
which means that the message packet will be transmitted to
the reputed node within the time. This process gets looped
until the destination node receives the packet. In this process
the trust values provided by the malicious nodes gets
eliminated and the message is transmitted through the reputed
nodes and reaches the destination node in the optimal time.
The objectives achieved by the Dolphin Swarm Optimization
is listed below:
 Low Relative Velocity and High Link Stability.
 High Available Bandwidth and High Energy.
 High Trust and Low Queue Length.
The Procedure 4 presents the overall working of DSO
based AODV for multi-hop routing. The above explained
three stages along with the start and end phase is involved for
fitness computation of each relay node. In the start phase the
mobile nodes are initialized with its input parameters. This
process is significant for the initialization of parameters for
fitness evaluation.
The best fitness function is chosen for packet transmission.
The end condition is achieved when the packet reaches the
destination. The matrix updation is done in both call stage and
response stage which is done to make the routing process
within the labeled time period.
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Procedure: Route selection by DSO algorithm.
1: initialization
Collects information about neighboring nodes from neighbor
table
Nodes= {U1, U2, U3...} in the neighbor table.
2: begin loop
While the end condition is not satisfied do
2.1: search stage
Two nodes Xi and Yi are obtained.
Calculate fitness Fxit and Fyit.
Highest fitness node is selected.
2.2 Call stage
Request for connection
Update time matrix.
2.3 Response stage
Reply received
Packet generation
Update time matrix.
3 If packet reached destination then
End loop
Else
Increment loop
End if
End while
End

E. Attacks Mitigation by Bayesian DAG-Blockchain
In this section, the attacks associated with the routing in
MANET environment is explained briefly and a model is
proposed to defend against these routing attacks. Generally,
routing in mobile ad-hoc network is to be performed in an
optimal way to reduce the latency and increase the privacy of
the mobile nodes. Some of the nodes try to bypass the
message packet to steal the sensitive information embedded in
it; these nodes are collectively called as malicious nodes. To
mitigate the attacks occurring in routing process, the Bayesian
Direct Acyclic Graph (B DAG) aided Blockchain model is
proposed. The security of the routing protocol is increased by
using blockchain technology. The blockchain makes use of
asymmetric encryption and authorization processing. Fig. 2(a)
illustrates the format of the data block; (b) describes the
individual specification of the data blocks.

The transaction of packets stored on the blockchain is
public, but the identity of the nodes is encrypted and the key
for encryption is provided to the data owner only thereby
ensuring the privacy. Each and every action in blockchain is
transparent and is available to every node of the block
however the data cannot be deleted or changed. The
decentralized management of network reduces a number of
risks that emerge with data being managed centrally. This type
of management has no central point of failure. The priority of
trust is given equally to all the nodes. The verification of
message packet is performed to find whether the source of the
packet is a legitimate user and the data integrity of the packet.
To do so each and every event of all the nodes are stored in a
chain of blocks. To eliminate the problem of storage
requirement, these events are converted into hash values and
these hash values are table verification process. The previous
hash of the block is stored in the current block therefore the
security of the blockchain increases with the number of
blocks. Traditional blockchain technologies arrange the blocks
in a single chain. So, in order to verify the packet integrity, the
hash values of source to destination are to be verified and this
will lead to delay in the verification process. To overcome this
delay the blocks are presented in Direct Acyclic Graph
(DAG). This enables the verification process to check the
needed blocks only. But in order to select the required block,
all the blocks associated with the process is to be checked.
Therefore, a Bayesian Network is used to estimate the
probability of the hash value in the respective block. This
significantly reduces the delay associated with the process.
The Block Independence value (BI) is presented as a triplet of
(
) Here the value x denotes the key of (
). The
factors determining the Block independency is listed as
follows:




The graph is plotted for the number of blocks in a hyper
tree construction ordering. The hyper graph is denoted as.
〈

(a)
Block version number

version
Block types

Node details

Previous Block Hash

Link for connecting block

Timestamp

Block creation time

Trust value

Node trust

Residual energy

Energy availability

〉

{b1, b2… bn}

(16)

Where, bi
is called a
of 〈B, P〉, and P =
b1 b2
the hyper graph B is determined as acyclic
(
)
if
where s is
referred to as segregator. Thus, an acyclic hypergraph is
constructed and thereby removing the dependency between
each block in the blockchain.
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Bliss signature

Public and private key

Index record

Holds index information
(b)

Fig. 2. (a) Format of Data Block, (b) Data Block Description.

This section presents the simulation results with the
detailed description of three sub-sections include simulation
setup, comparison analysis, security & efficiency analysis for
the proposed model in comparison with the existing
approaches.
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A. Simulation Setup
The Network Simulator version 3 (NS3) is used to
evaluate our proposed model. The hardware and software
requirements for the proposed model are illustrated in Table
III.

Start

Number of mobile nodes present
in MANET environment

The user credentials for each node
are registered in security node and
hash values are generated for the
credentials

The mobile node configuration is deployed to transmit the
data by sensing the varied circumstances. The network
simulator 3 tool has better features of network and provides all
specifications of MANET. The proposed B DAG aided
blockchain based secure routing model is experimented in
1000m × 800m simulation environment for evaluation of
packet transmission by defending various attacks. The codes
implemented for the construction of clusters, route
establishment for transmission of data. Secure routing is a
significant factor which is considered in many research works
and our work also focuses on secure routing in MANET
environment. Table IV describes the parameters associated in
the experiment of proposed work in simulation tool. Fig.3
illustrates the flow of the proposed work in the NS3 tool.
B. Comparison Analysis
This sub-section presents the formulation of the proposed
B-DAG aided blockchain secure routing model with respect to
several QoS metrics. The proposed research work is compared
with several existing works. Particularly, the following
metrics are considered for performance analysis: attack
prediction rate, end to end delay, packet delivery ratio, route
acquisition delay, routing overhead, security strength and
throughput. These metrics are described in the following in
detail.
TABLE III.

Hardware
specifications
Software
Specifications

SYSTEM CONFIGURATION

Processor
RAM
Hard Disk
Network Simulator
OS
TABLE IV.

NS3.26
2GB
60GB
Pentium Dual Core and Above
Ubuntu 14.04 LTS

The private and public keys are
generated to sign the messages

Clustering is performed and cluster
head is elected by security node

Weighted sum
computing for
clustering

Cluster head aggregates the data
packets from the members

Direct trust

Reputation value for each node is
determined

Indirect trust

Malicious nodes are identified
and eliminated

No

Reputed

Tri-OF AODV
based DSO for
Secure Routing

Yes
Legitimate nodes are identified and
data transmission is performed

Verification of sender identity and
data integrity of received packets

Signature verification of the
packets

Attacks Mitigation
by Bayesian DAGBlockchain

Stop

Fig. 3. Flow of B-DAGChain Simulation.

1) Impact of attack prediction rate: Attack prediction rate
is defined as the number of attacks predicted for the given unit
time. The true positive value is used to compute the attacks. It
is defined as the number of packets which are determined
correctly as normal for the total number of packets forwarded.
It is calculated as.
(17)

SIMULATION PARAMETERS

Parameters
Simulation area
Number of nodes
Node mobility model
Node speed (Max)
Forwarding capacity
Number of flows
Transmission range
Packet transmission average rate (per flow)
Node buffer size
Queue type
Traffic type
Nodes distribution
Interface type
Neighbor nodes waiting time
Duration for packets carrying
Propagation delay mode
MAC type

Multi-factor
Authentication

(18)

Description
1000 m*800 m
100 with 10% of attackers
Random waypoint model
5 m/s
2 Mbps
50
250 m
1024 bytes/packet
64 packets (fixed)
Priority queue
TCP, UDP, and ICMP
Random
Physical wireless
0.3 s
1s
Constant speed
Ad Hoc Wi-fi MAC

Fig. 4 depicts the attack prediction rate of three works
including the proposed work with respect to number of
malicious nodes. With the implementation of B DAG aided
Blockchain model, attack prediction rate gets improved for the
proposed research work which is evaluated for different
number of malicious nodes. This work primly focuses on
prediction attacks caused by the malicious node and mitigation
of those attacks Table V. Firstly, the packets are signed with
the digital signature and then packets are forwarded through
reputed nodes and reach the destination. Existing works such
as B4SDC and BP-AODV considers the trust values of the
malicious nodes.
2) Impact of end-to-end delay: The End-to-End delay is
defined as the delay of packets between two nodes. The end-toend delay is calculated with respect to number of nodes.
Fig. 5 depicts the end-to-end delay the proposed method in
comparison to the existing works for increasing number of
nodes. The proposed work implements clustering of nodes
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Attack Detection
Rate (%)

using Weighted Sum Computing for Clustering (WSC4C)
algorithm which will reduce the complexity and delay
associated with quantity of nodes Table VI. In the existing
works [29], [30] the delay increases exponentially with
increase in the number of nodes.
100

50

0
BP-AODV
B4SDC
Proposed

2

4

6

8

10

No. of. Malicious Nodes

Fig. 4. Attack Prediction Rate vs. no. of. Malicious Nodes.
TABLE V.
COMPARISON OF ATTACK DETECTION RATE OF PROPOSED
METHOD WITH EXISTING METHODS FOR DIFFERENT NUMBER OF MALICIOUS
NODES
Attack Detection Rate (%)
No of Malicious Node
BP-AODV

B4SDC

Proposed

2

69.7

76.7

92.9

4

70.5

75.3

90.8

6

67.8

73.5

96.3

8

66.5

78.3

95.7

10

70.3

79.4

97.7

End-to-End
delay(s)

2
1.5
1
0.5

0
BP-AODV

20

40

60

B4SDC
Proposed

80

100

No. of. Nodes

Fig. 5. End-to-End Delay vs. no. of. Nodes.

3) Impact of packet delivery ratio: Packet Delivery Ratio
(PDR) is termed as the ratio between the numbers of packets
delivered with respect to the number of malicious nodes
present in the MANET environment. Fig 6 depicts the
performance of proposed method in terms of packet delivery.
With the increased number of malicious nodes, the existing
systems [29], [30] fails to achieve better packet delivery ratio.
The proposed work uses Dolphin Swarm Optimization (DSO)
for reputed node selection and AODV protocol for secure route
selection and this eliminates the trust provided by the malicious
nodes thereby not affecting the packet delivery ratio Table VII.
4) Impact of security strength ratio: Security Strength is
described as the level of security provided to the sensitive
information embedded into the message packet. The security
strength is improved by authentication of legitimate users and
encryption of message packets during transmission of packets.
Fig. 7 depicts the comparison of security strength provided by
the proposed methods and other existing methods with respect
to the packet size. The proposed method proves to be more
secure even when the size of the packets is increased. The
Bayesian Direct acyclic graph aided blockchain technology
implemented in the proposed work improves the security of
routing Table VIII. The existing works fails to focus on
security when the packets and number of nodes increase which
is a significant drawback.
5) Impact of throughput: Throughput is defined as the rate
of successful reception of message packets by the destination
node. It is one of the important factors in determining the
accuracy and safety of the research work. Fig. 8 depicts the
throughput achieved by the packets with respect to the
increasing number of malicious nodes in three research works.
This shows that the proposed work has higher throughput rate
when compared with other research works. The proposed work
uses DSO in selecting the reputed nodes thereby eliminating
the malicious nodes which will reduce the number of packets
drop and other adversary activities. The existing works are
attracted by the smaller number of hop counts presented by the
attackers and considers the trust value provided by them but
the proposed work calculates the reputation value based on
several features including the indirect trust provided by the
security node Table IX. Therefore, it is able to differentiate the
malicious nodes from the legitimate nodes. Thus, the proposed
work has better throughput.

COMPARISON OF END-TO-END DELAY OF PROPOSED METHOD
WITH EXISTING METHODS FOR DIFFERENT NUMBER OF NODES

Packet delivery
ratio (%)

TABLE VI.

End-to-End Delay(s)
No. of Nodes
BP-AODV

B4SDC

Proposed

20

1.38

0.87

0.64

40

1.45

0.92

0.69

60

1.56

1.12

0.78

80

1.64

1.15

0.85

100

1.85

1.2

0.91

100

50

0
BP-AODV
B4SDC
Proposed

2

4

6

8

10
No. of. malicious Nodes

Fig. 6. Packet Delivery Ratio vs. no. of. Malicious Nodes.
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TABLE VII. COMPARISON OF PACKET DELIVERY RATIO OF PROPOSED
METHOD WITH EXISTING METHODS FOR DIFFERENT NUMBER OF MALICIOUS
NODES

Throughput(kbps)

Packet Delivery Ratio(%)

No. of Malicious Nodes

No. of Malicious Nodes
BP-AODV

B4SDC

Proposed

2

69.8

80.5

93.2

4

68.7

78.9

91.9

6

66.8

81.3

94.3

8

69.2

74.9

92.8

10

69.5

79.4

94.7

Security strength
ratio (%)

BP-AODV

B4SDC

Proposed

2

19.6

29.4

69.7

4

17.4

28.7

65.3

6

18.5

28.6

62.9

8

17.5

25.8

68.7

10

20.2

29.2

70.2

6) Impact of routing overhead: Routing Overhead is
defined as the ratio of number of packets generated to the
number of packets transmitted in the established route. The
routing overhead depends on the link stability and quality. The
number of nodes and mobility of nodes also influences the
routing overhead. Fig. 9 depicts the performance of proposed
work in terms of routing overhead with respect to number of
nodes. This shows that the proposed work has less routing
overhead when compared to the other existing works, this is
because the proposed work implements the clustering process
by using Weighted Sum Computation for Clustering (WSC4C)
to cluster the nodes in the MANET network thereby increasing
the link quality between the nodes which will reduces the
routing overhead Table X.

100
80
60
40
20

0
BP-AODV 256
512 720
950 1024
B4SDC
Packet size (bytes)

Proposed

TABLE IX.
COMPARISON OF THROUGHPUT OF PROPOSED METHOD WITH
EXISTING METHODS FOR DIFFERENT NUMBER OF MALICIOUS NODES

Fig. 7. Security Strength Ratio vs. Packet Size.

Routing overhead
(packets)

TABLE VIII. COMPARISON OF SECURITY STRENGTH RATIO OF PROPOSED
METHOD WITH EXISTING METHODS FOR DIFFERENT NUMBER OF PACKET SIZE
IN BYTES
Security Strength ratio (%)
Packet Size (Bytes)
BP-AODV

B4SDC

Proposed

256

69.8

80.5

93.2

512

68.7

78.9

91.9

720

66.8

81.3

94.3

950

69.2

74.9

92.8

1024

69.5

79.4

94.7

15
10
5

0
BP-AODV

20

40

60

B4SDC
Proposed

80

100

No. of. nodes

Fig. 9. Routing Overhead vs. no. of. Nodes.

Throughput
(kbps)

80

TABLE X.

COMPARISON OF ROUTING OVERHEAD OF PROPOSED METHOD
WITH EXISTING METHODS FOR DIFFERENT NUMBER OF NODES

60

Routing Overhead (Packets)
No. of Nodes

40
20

0
BP-AODV
B4SDC
Proposed

2

4

6

8

10

No. of. malicious nodes

BP-AODV

B4SDC

Proposed

20

10

4

2

40

12

6

3

60

13

7

4

80

14

9

4

100

15

12

5

Fig. 8. Throughput vs. no. of. Malicious Nodes.
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7) Impact of routing acquisition delay: Route Acquisition
is described as the establishment of route between two nodes
for forwarding the data packets from source to destination. The
delay associated with the route establishment is termed as route
acquisition delay. This delay is occurred mainly due to lack of
selection of neighboring nodes. Fig. 10 depicts the comparison
of route acquisition delay in three research works including the
proposed work with respect to the routing hops. Existing works
focuses on only the selection of neighbor nodes based on the
trust value but the selected node may not have sufficient
energy level to forward the packet and this will lead to route
acquisition delay Table XI. The proposed work selects the
reputed neighbor node based on link stability, relative velocity,
available bandwidth, energy, queue length, and trust. Hence the
delay associated with route acquisition is decreased
significantly.

Route acquisition
delay(ms)

1500

1000

500

0
BP-AODV

2

4

6

B4SDC

8

Grey Hole attack: This is an advanced level of black hole
attack in which the malicious node will behave like a
legitimate node. Not all the packets send through this node
will be dropped, the attacking node drops only the sensitive
packets. These types of nodes are difficult to identify.
However, the indirect trust provided by the security node will
identify the symmetrical pattern of packet drop through which
the grey hole attacks can be identified and the proposed
method will eliminate these nodes during packet forwarding.
Worm Hole attack: A tunnel like structure is created by
two or more nodes thereby decreasing the hop count of the
route. Once the source node begins to transmit the packet
through this tunnel, the source node gets attacked resulting in
denial of service and replay attacks. The proposed work
performs clustering of mobile nodes and the cluster head is
elected for each cluster. The cluster head will have the link
details of each node by doing so the nodes involved in these
types of attacks can be identified and are eliminated during
packet transmission.
Timing attack: in this type of attack, the attacker alters the
time slot of the packet passing through it thereby causing a
delay to the packet in reaching the destination. Due to this
manipulation the receiver may not receive the packets on time.
The proposed work identifies the malicious node even before
the attack takes place, hence these types of attacks can be
avoided.

10

No. of. routing hops

Proposed

begins to transmit data packets, the attacker will drop the
packets without transmitting it to the next node. This increases
the latency among the nodes. The proposed system selects the
reputed node for pack forwarding by considering both the
direct and indirect trust of each node thereby identifying the
false trust given by the malicious nodes.

Fig. 10. Routing Acquisition Delay vs. no. of. Routing Hops.
TABLE XI.
COMPARISON OF ROUTING ACQUISITION DELAY OF PROPOSED
METHOD WITH EXISTING METHODS FOR NUMBER OF ROUTING HOPS
Routing Acquisition Delay(ms)
No. of Routing Hops
BP-AODV

B4SDC

Proposed

2

700

520

420

4

920

690

530

6

1150

880

640

8

1320

1024

750

10

1450

1200

790

C. Security and Efficiency Analysis
The packet transmission in the MANET environment
carries sensitive data and the security of these message
packets should be ensured. The malicious nodes in the
network lead to routing issues. The attacks caused by these
nodes will affect the performance of routing between the
nodes and greatly affects the privacy of the nodes. Some of the
important routing attacks and the process followed by the
proposed work to overcome these attacks are explained below:
Black Hole attack: In this type of attack, the attacker will
attract the source node with low hop routes. Once the sender

Intruder attack: In this type of attack, the attacker is from
outside the network. These attackers enter the network by
manipulating the user present in the network. Once the
malicious nodes enter the network they start to attract the
source nodes which will leads to packet drop and security
threat to the sensitive information. The proposed method
secures the authenticity of the user through multi factor
registration and authentication. The credentials such as Binary
format of user finger vein, Physically Unclonable Function
(PUF), Password and User ID are registered hence the
manipulation of malicious nodes is prevented.
The efficiency of the proposed work is expressed in terms
of QoS, energy consumption and security which is depicted in
Fig. 4 to 10. The proposed work has better performance when
compare to existing works which is explained in terms of
security strength ratio, routing overhead ratio, packet delivery
ratio, attack prevention rate, end-to-end delay, throughput,
route acquisition time. The summary of the proposed research
work is briefed as follows:
 The user identity ID registered and the hash values for
these credentials are generated by using CubeHash
algorithm. These hash values are used to create the
private and public keys for the encryption of the
message packets during transmission.
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 The network complexity and the transmission overhead
are minimized by forming the cluster of nodes by using
Weighted Sum computation for Clustering (WSC4C).
Factors such as energy status, geometrical distance, link
quality and moving direction are computed and the
weighted sum of these factors is used for cluster
formation and cluster head election.
 The routing of message packets is done through the
reputed nodes which are selected using Dolphin Swarm
Optimization (DSO) algorithm. The reputed nodes are
estimated based on link stability, relative velocity,
available bandwidth, energy, queue length, and trust.
Through this algorithm the high link stability, low
queue length and high bandwidth is achieved.
 The attack mitigation is carried out by Bayesian Direct
Acyclic Graph aided Blockchain. The verification of the
received packet is taken place by examining the user
authentication and integrity of the data. Once the
verification process is over the key to decrypt the
received message packet is generated. The blocks in the
blockchain technology are distributed in the hyper
graph and the block independency of each block is
determined thereby the proposed work improves the
performance of the process.

[3]

[4]

[5]

[6]

[7]

[8]

[9]

[10]

VI. CONCLUSION
In this work, Dolphin swarm optimization is proposed to
improve the secure routing in MANET environment. To
achieve the highly secure routing of data packets the
Blockchain technology is used. Each and every transaction of
the nodes in the network gets stored in the blocks and the hash
values for these events are generated in the blocks. The user
legitimacy is verified by multi-factor authentication of user.
The credentials such as Binary format of user finger vein,
Physically Unclonable Function (PUF), Password and User ID
are collected and hash values are created by using CubeHash
algorithm. These hash values are used to generate the keys to
encrypt the message packet. Then the mobile nodes are
clustered by using Weighted Sum Computation for Clustering
to minimize the complexity encountered in routing data
packets. The node with the high WSM score is elected as the
cluster head. The routing is taken placed through reputed
nodes which are selected by using Dolphin Swarm
Optimization (DSO) algorithm. In the destination side the
packets are verified for user authentication and integrity of
data and the decryption of message packets is carried out by
using Bayesian Acyclic Graph aided Blockchain technology.
The block independence of the blockchain is computed which
will improve the security of the routing in MANET
environment. In future, the work can be extended by
implementing the present method in MANET-IOT and also in
view of improving its performance further by integrating
diverse DLT algorithms.
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